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INTRODUCTION. 
By ihe Editor. 

PART I. AMERICANA IN LiBRARIES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES. 

H ARRISSE, in the Introduction of his Bibli· 
otMea Amerieatla Vetustissil(za, enumerates 

and characterizes many of the bibliographies of 
Americana, beginning with the chapter, "De 
Scriptoribus rerum Americanarum," in the BilJ. 
Jiotheea Classiea of Draudius, in 1622.1 De Laet, 
in his Nieuwe Wereldt (1625), gives a list of 
about thirty.seven authorities, which he in
creased somewhat in later editions.2 The earli
est American catalogue of any moment, however, 
came from a native Peruvian, Leon y Pinelo, 
who is usuaIly cited by the latter name only. 
He had prepared an extensive list; but he 
PlIblished at Madrid, in 1629, a selection of 
titres only, under the designation of Epito",e 
de la 6i61i<Jteea oriental i Deridental,8 which in
cluded manuscripts as weIl as books. He had 
exceptional advantages as chronicler of the 
Indies. ' 

In 167[, in Montanus's Nieuwe weereld, and 
in Ogilby's Amerka, about 167 authorities are 
enumerated. 

Sabin 4 refers to Cornelius van Beughem's 
Bibliographia Historiea, 1685, published at Am
sterdam, as having the titles of books on America. 

The earliest exclusively American catalogue 
is the Bi61iotheetZ AmerieantJ! Primordia of White 
Kennett,5 Bishop of Peterborough, published in 
London in [713, The arrangement of its sixteen 
hundred entries is chronological; and it enters 
under their respective dates the sections of such 

'coIlections as Haklnyt and Ramusio.6 It par· 
ticularly pertains to the English colonies, and 
more especiaIly to New England, where, in the 
eighteenth century, three distinctively valuable 
American libraries are known to have existed, 
- that of the Mather family, which was in large 
part destroyed during the battle of Bunker Hill, 
in 1775; that of Thomas Prince, still in large 
part existing in the Boston Public Library; and 
that of Governor Hutchinson, scattered by the 
mob which attacked his house in Boston in 
1765·T 

In 1716 Lenglet du Fresnoy inserted a brief 
list (sixty titles) in his Mlthode pour ltudier la 
glographie. Garcia's Origen de los Indias de el 
nuevo mundo, Madrid, 1729, shows a list of about 
seventeen hundred authors.8 

In 1737-1738 Barcia enlarged Pinelo's work, 
trailSlatillg all his titles into Spanish, and added 

1 Herma failed to add a list of authors to the original edition of his Hutoria (1601-1615), but one of ahout 
thirty·three entries is found in later editions. 

I See :Vol. IV. p; 417. 
• Sabin, vol. x. no. 40,053; Carter-Brown, vol. ii. no. 347; IiUch (1832), no. 188; Triibner, Bi6Nogrnph-

kal Guide to American Literature, p. viii; Murphy, no. 1,471. 
• Dictionary, vol. ii. DO. 5,102. 
5 For an account of a likeness, see J. C. Smith's British Mezzotint Porlra,~s, iv. no. 1,694' 
• Tbe book, of which 250 copies only were printed, is rare, and Quaritch prices it at £3 (Sabin, vol. ix. no. 

37,447). It preserves some titles which are not otherwise known; and represents a library which Kennett had 
gathered for presentation to the Society for tbe Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. Rich (Bibl. 
Amer. nova, i. 21) says the index was made by Robert Watts. Although Stevens (Hirtorif:al CollectiONS, .' 
i. 142) says that the hooks were dispersed, the library is, still in existence in London, though it lacks many 
titles given in the printed ca .. ogne, and shows others not in that volume. Cf. Mass. Hirt. Soc. Proc., xx. 
274; Allibone, ii. 1020; James Jackson's Bibliogral"ies g'ogralhi'l"" (Paris, 1881), no. 606; Triibner's 
Bi6liographif:al Guide, p. ix j Sabin, Bi6/iogral"y of Bibliogralhies, p. Ixxxvii. 

T Memorial History of BostON, vol. i. pp. xviii, xix j vol. ii. pp. 221, 426. 
8 The original edition was Valencia, 1607. Carter-Brown, vol. ii. no.' 52. 
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ii NARRATIVE AND CRITICAL HISTORY OF AMERICA. 

numerous other entries which Rich 1 says were 
.. clumsily thrown tog.ether." 

Charlevoix prefixed to his Nou.,dle Franre, 
in 1744, a list with . useful comments, which the 
English reader can readily approach in Dr. 
Shea's translation. A price-list which has been 
preserved of the sale in Paris in 1764. Catalogue 
des /j.,res des &i·deflant soi-tiiralts 71suites du Colllgf 
de Clermont, indicates the lack of competition at 
that time for those choicer Americana, now so 
costly.2 The Regio patronatu Indiarum of Fras
sus (1775) gives about 1505 authorities. There 
is a chronological catalogue of books issued in 
the American colonies· previous to 177 5, pre. 
pared by S. F. Haven, Jr., and appended to the 
edition of Thomas's History of Printblg, pub
lished by the American Antiquarian !?ociety. 
Though by no means perfect, it is a convenient 
key to most publications illustrative of American 
history during the colonial period of the Eng
lish possessions, and printed in America. pr. 
Robertson's America (1777) shows only 250 
works, and it indicates how far short he was of 
the present advantages in the study of this' sub
ject. Cl~vige~o surpassed all his predecessors 
in the lists accompanYing his Sioria dd Messico, 
published in 1780, - but the special bibliography 
of Mexico is examined elsewhere. Equally spe
cial, and confined to the English colonies, is the 
documentary register which Jefferson inserted 
in his A'otes on Virginia; but it serves to show 
how scanty the records were a hundred years ago 
compared with the calendars of such material 
now. Meuzel, in 1782, had published enough of 
his Bib/iot/uca HistDrua to cover the American 
field, though he never completed the work as 
planned. 

In 1789 an anonymous Bioliotluca Americana 
of nearly sixteen hundred entries was published 
in London. It is not of much value. Harrisse 
and others attribute it to Reid; but by some the 
author's name is differently given as Homer, 
Dalrymple, and Long.8 

An enumeration of the documentary sources 
(about 152 entries) used by Munoz in his Historia 
del ntleflO mtlndo (1793) is given in Fuster's Bioi .. 

oteca Vaimciana (ii. 202-234) published at ya
'Iencia in 1827-1830.4 

There is in the Library of Congress (Force 
Collection) a copy of an Indice de la Coleccion de 
manuscritoa pertinecimtes a la ltistoria de las In
dios, by Fraggia, Abella, and others, dated at 
Madrid, 1799.6 

In the Sparks collection at Cornell are two 
other manuscript bibliographies worthy of no
tice. One is a Biblioteca Americana, by Antonio 
de Alcedo, dated in 1807. Sparks says his copy 
was made in 1843 from an original which Oba
diah Rich had found in Madrid.s 

Harrisse says that another copy is in the 
Carter-Brown Library; and he asserts that, ex
cepting some additions of modem American 
authors, it is not much improved over Barcia's 
edition of Pinelo. H. H. Bancroft 7 mentions 
having a third copy, which had formerly belonged 
to Prescoljl:. 

The other manuscript at Cornell is a Bioli
otheca Americana, prepared in twelve volumes 
by Arthur Homer, who had intended, but never 
accomplished, the publication of it. Sparks 
found it in Sir Thomas Phillipps's library at 
Middlehill, and caused the copy of it to be 
made, which is now at Ithaca.8 

In 1808 Bo'uchE'r de' la Richarderie pub
lished at Paris his Bioliothe~e unruersdk 
des fJoyagu,9 which has in the fifth part a 
critical list of all voyages to American wa-. 
ters. "Harrisse disagrees with Peignot in his 
favorable· estimate of Richarderie, and traces 
to him the errors of Faribault and later 
bibliographers. 

The Bibliotheca Hispano-A.mericana of Dr. 
Jose Mariano Beristain de Souza was pub
lished in Mexico in 1816-1821, in three vol
umes. Quaritch, pricing it at £96 in 1880. 
calls it the rarest and most valuable of all 
American bibliographical works. It is a notice 
of writers wllo were born, educated, or flourished 
in Spanish America, and naturally covers much 
of interest to the historical student. The author 
did not live ·to complete it, and his nephew 
finished it. 

1 Catalogue (1832), no. 188. Cf. Carter-Brown, vol. iii. no. 568; Triibner, BilJ/iograjlUea/ Guide, p. ix. 
Sabin, vol. i. no. 3,349, The portion on America is in vol. ii. 

S For example, the Champlain of 1613, 3 fr.; that of 1632, 4 Cr.; 21 volumes of the Relations of the 
Jesuits, ,8 fro 

a Sabin, Dictionary, vol. ii. no. 5,198; and Bib/iogra/"y of Bib/iogra/hies, p. xviii; H"ut. Mar·, i. 51; and 
Allibone, ii. 1764, who calls bim Reid, an American resident in London, and says be issued the bibliography 
as preparatory to a history of America. Jackson'S Bib/iogra/llies rlogra/higJUs, DO. 611, and Triibner, 
Bibliogra/him/ GUIde, p x, call it by tbe name of the publisher, Debrett. 

4 Jackson's BibliograpMes reograplli'lues, no 621. . 
6 Jackson, Bibliogra/Mes r1ograjhigues, no. 612; Sera/ellm (1845), p. 223; Triibner, BilJ/iograjllical 

Guide, p. xxv l; 

6 Sparks, Catalogue, no. 1,635; Jackson's Bibliogra/"ies reogra/hi'lues, no. 613; Triibner, p. xxv. 
, History of Mexico, iii. 512, where is an account of Alcedo's historical labors. 
8 Sparks, Catalogue, no. 1,635 a, and p. 230. 
g Sabin, Bibliography of Bibliograjllies, p. xxiv; H. H. Bancroft, Central America, ii. 700, 760. 
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In 1818 Colonel Israel Thorndike. of no~, r~spect of Alexander H. Everett, then American 
boughf for $6,500 the American li\:jrary of Pro- minister to the court of Spain. He captivated 
fessor Ebeling, of Germany, estimated to contain Irving by his helpful nature, who says of him: 
over thirty· two hundred volumes, besides 
an extraordinary collection of ten thousand 
maps.! The library was given by the pur
chaser to Harvard College, and its posses
sion at once pt.t It· library of , that insti
tution at the hea of all libraries in tbe 
United States for t e illustration of Amer
ican history. No logue of it was ever 
printed, ,txcept as a art of the General 
Catalogue of the Co ege Library issued 
in 1830-1834. in five v umes. 

Another useful colle tion of Americana 
added to the same libr!"'y was that formed 
by David B. Warden, for forty years 
United States Consul' at Paris, who printed 
a cat~logue of its twelve hundred volumes 
at Paris, in 1820, called 8;6/;01/"co A m~ric~ 
S~ptmlriona/is. The collection in 1823 

'· founda purchaser at$s,ooo, in Mr. Samuel 
A. Eliot, who gave it to the College.2 

The Harvard library, however, as well 
as several of the best collections of Amer
icana in the , United States, owes mOre, 
perhaps, to Obadiah Rich than tei any 
other. This gentleman, a native of Boston~ 
was born in 1783. He went as consul of 
the United States to Valencia in 181S, and EBELING." 
there began his s~udy of early Spanish, 
American history, and undertook the gath' 
ering of a remarkable collection of books,S which "Rich was ,one of the most indefatigable, intelli
he threw open generously, with 'his own kindly gent, and successful bibliographers in Europe. 
assistance, to every investigator who' visited His house at Madrid was a literary wilderness, 
Spain for purposes of study. ' Here he ;"on tlie abounding with curious ~orks and rare editions. 

1 Quincy's Harvard Universit" ii. 4'3, 596. It is noteworthy, in view of so rich an accession coming 
from Germany, that Grahame, the historian of our , colonial period, says that in ,825 ' he found the University 
t.ibr-ary at GottingeD richer in books for his purpose than all the libraries of Britain joined together. 

I This collection is also embraced in 'the Catalogue of the College Library already referred to. Mr. Warden 
began the coIlectioD of another library, which he used while writing the American part ('0 vol •. ) 'of the Art til 
",rifter ti .. Dates, Paris,1826-,g44,'D~ which (, ,118 work.) was afterward sold to the State Library at Albany 
for $4,000. Dr. Henry A. Homes, the librarian at Albany, informs me that when' arranged it made twenty-<>ne 
hundred and twenty-three volumes. Warden·s BiD/iotlw:a Americana, Paris, ,83', reprinted at Pari. in 1840, 
is a catalogue of this collection. Mr. Warden died in 1845, aged 67. Cf. Ludewig iD the Sera#um. ,845, p. 
20<); Mull",", Books ()II America (1872), no. 1734; Allibone, iii. 2,579; S. G. Goodrich, Recollediom, ii. , 243; 
Jackson's Biul. G'og., nos. 6'7, 6,8; ,TrUbner, BiDliog1'(,pnical Guid~, p. xiv. There was a final sale of Mr. 
Warden's buoks by Horatio Hill, in New York, in 1846. ' 

I This collection was offered to Congress for purchase through Edward Everett in December, 1827. The 
printed list, with Dearly a hundred entries for manuscrip~ and three 'hundl'ed and eighty ... ine for printed hooks, 
covering the years '500-1825. was printed as Document 37 of the 1st session of the 20th Congress. The sate 
was not effected. Rich had been able to gather the books at moderate cost because of the troubled political 
state of the penin.ula. Triibnl;l', Bi61iopaplzical GuidI, p. xv. , ' 

4 Thi. portrait of one of the earliest contributors to the bibliography of American history follows an eD
graving in the Allgd,..ilt' gto/{t"a;"isdu E;/tnturiden, May, 1800, p. 395. Ebeling was bern No .... 20"'74', 
and dbd June 30, .8'7, and his own contributions to 'American History were-

(n) A""riknlt;sd .. BiDliotluk (Zwei StUcke). Leipzig, '777. , , 
(D) ErdDeserei!Jung und G .. &ni&Izt. "0" A~rica, Hamburg, 1795-,8,6, in seven vols.; the author's inter

leaved copy, with manuscript notes,is in Harvard College Library. 
(c) With Professor Hege~isch, America,.isclus MagoIi,., 'Hamburg, '797. 
,There are other likenesses, - one a large lithognrph publi.hed at Hamburgh; the other a smill prolile by 

C. H. Kniep. Both are in the collection of the American Antiquarian Society. . -
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{6/;"tke,a Allier' 

, OFL d I&a_ N01Ja " • 
• • • He was withal a man of great truthfulness . ,01- ln, ,835. Two hu';d~.d "'..nt;." .riNf:e l_ 

and simplicity of character; of an amiable and (to 1800) supplement appeared' n /if,y copies 
obliging disposition and strict integrity." .Sim- were pri~te ;. part of hi. In 

18
4', and tbis 

. became again t ca A '".""tcatuJ. N (IVa, vol . 
liar was the estimation in which he was held by 3 B"" ~), wb,ch was pn'nted' .... ('7"I~ -: c', 

T
. k P '1:. wdQl. \250 copj'" ,,800) : 
IC nor, rescott, George Bancroft, and many 'Yo\. 11. (130'- 1bl .s) in Lon-

others, as Allibone has recorded.l In 1828 he re- don in ,846.' n 8 
moved to London, where he established himself . s Jl.,that Colonel 'Y' 
as a bookseller. From this period, as Harrisse 2 It was in I '\.~and-;;thersc tJlbomas Aspin-
fitly says, it was under his influence, acting upon wall, of Boston, w'ildwa5 101\ .hirty-eight years 
the lovers of books among his compatrio15, that the American consul at London, printed at Paris 
the passion for forming collections of books ex- a catalogue of his collection of Americana, 
c1usivelyAmerican grew up.3 In those days the where seven hundred and seventy..one lots in
cost of books now esteemed rare was trifling eluded, beside much that was ordinarily useful, 
compared with the prices demanded at present. a great number of the rarest of books on Ameri
. Rich had a prescience in his calling, and the can history. Harrisse has called Colonel Aspin
beginnings of the great libraries of Colonel wall, not without justice, ., a bibliophile of great 
Aspinwall, Peter Force, James Lenox, and John tact and activity." All but the rarest part of 
Carter Brown were made under his fostering his collection was subsequently burned in 1863, 
eye; which was just as kindly vigilant for Gren- when it had passed into the hands of Mr. Sam
ville, who was then forming out of the income uel L. M. Barlow,6 of New York. 
of his sinecure office the great collection which M. Temaux-Compans, who had collected
he gave to the British nation in recompense for as Mr. Brevoort thinks; -the most extensive 
his support.4 In London, watching the book- library of books on America ever brought to
markets and making his catalogue, Rich con- gether, printed his Bibliotkequ~ Amlriiaitu

8 
in 

tinued to live for the rest of his life (he died in 1837 at Paris. It embraced 1,154 works, arranged 
February, 1850), except for a period when he chronologically, and all of them of a date before 
was the United States consul at Port Mahon in 1700. .The titles were abridged, and accom
the Balearic Islands. His bibliographies are still panied by French translations. . His annota
valuable, his annotations in them are trustworthy, tions were scant; and other students besides Rich 
and their records are the starting-points of the have regretted that so learned a man had not 
growth of prices. His issues and reissues of more.. benefited his fellow-students by ampler 

them are somewhat complicated by supplements notes.
9 

and combinations, but collectors and bibliog- Also in 1837 appeared the Catalogue ti'ou
raphers place them on. their. shelves in the 'lJrages sur r "istoir. tit r Amlrique, of G. B. Fari
following order: bault, which was published at Quebec, and was 

I. A Catalopte 0/ oooks relatu,1f princiPally to A"",,.. 
,ea, a,.,ang-ea under tile years ,n wAid, tluy -were pri1lle4 
(1500-1700), London, 1832. This included four hundred 
and eigllty-six numbers, those designated by a star without 
price being understood to be in Colonel Aspinwall's col
lection. Two small supplements were added to this. 

1 Dictionary, ii. 1788. 

more specially devoted to books on New 
France.10 

With the works of Rich and Ternaux the 
bibliography of Americana may be considered 
to· have acquired a distinct recognition; and 
the succeeding survey of this field may be 

t Bibl: Ame ... Vet., p. xxix. 
8 Dibdin (Library Companion, edition 1825, p. 467) refers to this spirit, hoping it would lead to a ·new 

edition of White Kennett, perfected to date. 
4 Bibliol"eea Grenvilliana (London, 1842), now a part of the British Museum. 
6 Sabin, Bibliog. 0/ Bibliog., p. cxxi; Allibone, Didionary, p. 1787 ; Triibner, Bibliographical Guid. tb 

American Literature, Introduction, p. xiv; Jackson's Bibl. Geog., DI>. 623, etc. j Mass. Hist. Soc. P,oc., 
i. 395 i Historical Maga"ine, iii. 7~; Men"i.s Catalogue, no. 1,690; Ternaux-Cl>mpans, Bibliot4?vu• AmJri
~aine, Preface. Pl\tt~ck and Simpson's Catalogues, London, June 25, 1850, and March, April, and May, 
1872, note some of hiS books, besides manuscript bibliographies. . 

After Mr. Rich's death Mr. Edward G. Allen took the business, and issued various catalogues of books 
on America in ,857-1871. Cf. Jackson'S Bi/Jliog. Geog., nos. 677-682. 

6 ~e~ Vol. ,III. p. 159. The catalogue, being without date, is sometimes given later than 1833' Cf. Jack
son, Blbttog. Geog., no. 636; and no. 6<}0. A new Rough List of the Barlow Collection was printed in 1885. 

,7 Magazine of American History, iii. 177. This library was sold in November, 1836, as Raetzel's; the 
numbers 908-2,117 concerned America. 'rriibner (BiJJ!io,rraplli,.rJ Guide. p. xviii) says the collection was 
formed by Ternaux probabJy with an ultimate view to sale. Ternaux did not die till December, 1864. 

8 Now worth 40 or So francs. 
o Triibner, Bio/io,rrapllli:al Guide, p. xvi. 

10 See Vol. IV. p. 367. Cf. also Triibner, Bi6liof!Y'ap4i,al Guide p. xviii; and Daniel's Nos Glo;rel 
National .. , where will be fl>und a portrait of Faribault. ' 
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more conveniently made if we ~, ,4> the con· Mr. Barlow now.(1864) sumptuously printed 
tributors by some broa<i ;discriminations of ~he the Noles on Columbus in a volume. (ninety-nine 
motives influencing them, though such dis tine· copies) for private distribution. For some rea. 
tions sometimes become confluent. son not apparent, there were expressions in this 

First, as regards what may be termed pro- admirable treatise whieh offended some; as 
fessional bibliography. One of the earliest when, for instance (p. vii), he spoke of being 
workers in the new spirit was a Dresden jurist, debarred the privileges of a much·vaunted pub. 
Hermami E. Ludewig, who came to the United lie library, referring to the Astor Library. Simi. 
States in 184~ and prepared an account of the lar inadvertences again brought him hostile 
Lilffature of Al1Jtrican local history, which was criticism, when two years later (1866) he print~d 
published in 1846. This was followed by a with considerable typographical luxury his 
supplement, pertaining wholly to New York Bib/iolheca Amfficana Vetuslissima, 'which was 
State, which appeared in The L#erary World, published in New York. It embraces some· 
February 190 1848. He had previously pub- thing over three hundred entries.6 The work 
lished in the Serapcum at Leipsic (1845, pp. 209) is not without errors; and Mr. Henry Stevens, 
accounts of American libraries and bibliogra. who claims that he was wrongly accused in the 
phy, which were the first contributions to this book, gave it a bad name in the London Alhe· 
subject.1 Some years later, in 1858, there was nlZum of Oct. 6, 1866, where an unfortunate 
published in London ,a monograph on The Lit- slip, in making" Ander Schiffahrt" 7 a person· 
""lure of the American Aboriginal L;ngu;stics,2 age, is unmercifully, ridiculed. A committee of 
which had been undertaken by Mr; Ludewig the Societe de Geographie in Paris, of which 
but had not been carried through the press, M. Ernest Desjardins was spokesman, came to 
when he died, Dec. 12, 1856,. the rescue, and printed a Rapport sur Its deux 

We owe to a Franco-American citizen the ouvrages de bibliographie Ambica;,u de M. Hmr; 
most important bibliography which we have Hams •• e, Paris, 1867. In this document the 
respecting the first half century of American claim is unguardedly made that Harrisse's' book 
history; for the 8i6lioll"ca Americana Vetus· was the earliest piece, of solid erudition which 
tissima only comes down to 1551 in its chrono· America had produced,-a phrase qualified later 
logical arrangement. Mr. Brevoort f very as applying to works of, American bibliography 
properly characterizes it as Of a work w,!>ich only. It was pointed out that while for the 
lightens the labors of such as have to investi· period of 1492-1551 Rich had given twenty 
gate early American history." 5 titles, and Ternaux fifty.eight, Harrisse had 

It was under the hospitable roof of Mr. B'!r. enumerated three hundred and eight.s 
low's library in New York that, "having gloated Harrisse 'prepared, while shut up in Paris 
for years over second·hand compilations," Har· during the siege of 1870, his Noles sur la No"," 
risse says that he found himself .. for the first .·elle France, a valuable bibliographical essay 
time within reach of the fountain·heads of his· referred t,o elsewhere.9 He later put in shape 
tory." Here he gathered the materials for his the material which he had gathered for a supple
Noter on Columbus, which were, as he says, like mental volume to his Bib/iolheca Amffitana 
"pencil marks varnished over." These first Vettlstissima, which he called Additions,tO and 
appeared less perfectly than later, in the Ne'l" published it in Paris iii. 1872. In his intro· 
York Commereial Adver/isff, under the title of duction to this latter volume he shows how 
.. Columbus in a Nut-shell." Mr. Harrisse had thoroughly he has' searched 'the libraries of 
also prepared (four copies only printed) for Mr. Europe for new evidences of interest in America 
Barlow in 1864 the Bibliolheca B"rltniJiana, during the first half century after its discovery. 
which is a descriptive catalogue of the, rarest He notes the depredations upon the older 
books in the Barlow-AspinwalL Collection, touch· libraries which have been made in recent years, 
ing especially the ,books on Virginian and New since the prices for rare Americana have ruled 
England history between 1602 and 1680. so high. He finds 11 that the Biblioteca Colom· 

1 Sabin, x. nos. 42,644-42,645. 
I Sabin, x. 42,643; TrUbner, Bwliographical Guide, p. xxi. , 
8 Historical Magazine, xii. 145; Allibone, ii. p. 1142. The sale of Mr. Ludewig's library (1,380 entries) 

took place in New York in 1858. 
'4 In his 'Ye,."azano, p. 5. 
6 Cf. also D' Avezac in his Walfoem;;lle .. , p. 4· 
8 Sabin, viii. p. 107; Jackson, Bibliog. Geog'., no. 696. The edition was four hundred, copies, 
T An error traced to tho proof. reader, it is said in Sabin'S Bwliog. of Bibli~tr., p. Ixxiv. 
8 Stevens noticed this defence by reiterating his charges in a note in his BibliotMca Historica, 1870 , 

no. 860. 
g Vol. IV. p. 366. 10 Sabin, Bwliography of Bibliographies, p. !xxv. 

11 ,Grandeur ott decadence de fa ColomMne, Paris, 188;. 
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bina at Seville. as compared with a catalogue of 
it made by Ferdinand Columbus himself. has 
suffered immense losses. .. It is curious to na
tice ... • he finally says ... how few of the original 
books relating to the early history Of the New 
World can be found in the public libraries of 
Europe. There is not a literary institution. 
however rich and ancient. which in this respect 
could compare with three or four private 
libraries in America. The Marciana at, Venice 
is probably the richest. The Trivulgiana at 
Milan can boast of several great rarities." 

For the third contributor to the recent bibli
ography of Americana. we must still turn to an 
adopted citizen. Joseph Sabin. an Englishman 
by birth. Various publishing enterprises of 
inter"est to the historical student are associated 
with Mr. Sabin's name. He published a quarto 
series of reprints of early American tracts. 
eleven in number. and an octavo series. seven 
in number.1 He published for several years, 
beginning in 1869. the Amwican Bib/iopo/ist, a 
record of new books. with literary miscellanies, 
largely upon Americana. In 1867 he began the 
publication (five hundred copies) of the most 
extensive American bibliography yet made. A 
Dictionary of books relating to America, from its 
dircO'lJff)I to llu presmt h'me. The author's death, 
in 1881.S left the work somewhat more than half 
done. and it has been continued since his death 
by his sons.8 

In the Notas para ""a 6i6/iografia de o6ras 
anonimas ; setulonimas of Diego Barros Arana, 
published at Santiago de Chile in- 1882. five hun
dred and seven books on America (1493-1876), 
without authors, are traced to their writers. 

As a second class of contributors to the 
bibliographical records of America, we must 

reckon the~~dents "Vho have gathered libraries 
for use in pursuing· their historical studies. 
Foremost among such, and entitled to be 
esteemed a pioneer in the modem spirit of 
research, is Alexander von Humboldt. He 
published his Ezamen eriJipe de (huloirj de la 
glographie du nouveau co,lIi"mt.4 in five fOlumes, 
between 1836 and 1839.6 .. It is," sa~Brevoort.6 
.. a guide which all must consult. With a master 
hand the author combines and. collates all 
attainable materials, and draws light from 
sources which he first brings to bear in his 
exhaustive investigations." Harrisse calls it 
.. the greatest monument ever erected to the 
early history of this continent." 

Humboldt's library was bought by Henry 
Stevens. who printed in 186,3. in London, a 
catalogue of it. showing II.I64 entries; but this 
was not published till 1870. It ,included. a set 
of the Ezamm critique. with corrections. and the 
notes for a new sixth volume.' Harrisse, who 
it is believed contemplated at one time a new 
edition of this book, alleges that through the 
remissness of the purchaser of the library the 
world has lost sight of these precious memorials 
of H umboldt's unperfected labors. Stevens, in 
the Lo"don AthmtZllm, October. 1866. rebuts the 
charge.8 

Of the collection of books and manuscripts 
formed by Col. Peter Force we have no sepa
rate record, apart from their making a por
tion of the general catalogue of the Library 
of, Congress, the Government having bought 
the collection in 1867.-

The library which Jared Sparks formed 
during the progress of his historical labors was 
sold about 1872 to Cornell University, and is 
now at Ithaca. Mr. Sparks left behind him 
.. imperfect but not unfaithful lists of his books," 

1 7.7. Cooke Caialo~"e, no. 2,2r4; GristvDId OzIaJogve, nos. 730, 731. The editions were fifty copies 
on large paper, two hundred on small. It may be worth record that Gowan, a publisher in New York, was 
the earliest (1846) to instigate a taste for large paper copies .unong American collectors, by printing in that 
style Funnan's edition of Denton's Desmpli3" of NfI'III York, after the manner of the English purveyors to 
booMancying. 

S See ProeeeditrKs of ,,,. N"",ismalie ""d A"ti"lIaria" Soddy, Philadelphia, 1881, p. 28. 
I Mr. Wilberforce Eames is the new editor. A list of the catalogues prepared. by Mr. Sabin is given in his 

Bi5lwgrnl"y of BifJliogralMes. p. cxxiv, etc. 
, The German translation. KriJise"e UtllwSIIe".I1fKm, was made by 1. I. Ideler, Berlin, 18520 in 3 vols. 

It has an index, which the French edition lacks. 
S Sabin. viii. 539. The edition of Paris. without date, called Hisloin de Ia glogral"" dll .. 01lW,." 

eotlli"e,,', is the same, with a new tiUe and an introduction of four pages, La Cosa's map being omitted. 
8 VerraJltJIJO. p. 4. . 
, In his Cosmos Humboldt gives reslllts, which he says are reached in his unpublished sixth volume of the 

B""",8IJ erilitpu. 
8 The Humboldt Library was burned in London in June, ,865, Nearly all of the catalogues were destroyed' 

"t the same time; but a few large paper copies were sa,·ed, which. being perfected with a new tiUe (London, 
1878), have since been offered hy Stevens for sale. Portions of the introduction to it are also used in an article 
by Stevens on Humboldt, in the Jo",."al of Sameu a"d Arts January, 1870' Various of Humboldt's 
manuscripts on American matters are advertised in Stargardt's A",wika "ltd Ori,tII, no. 135, p. 3 (Berlin, 
1881). 

V Cf. Hislorical Magrzsi"e, vol. ix. no. 335; Magrzs;"e of A",erka" History, vol. ii. pp. 193, 22'. 565; 
Am, ... A"li". Sot. Prot., April. ,868. Colonel Force died in January, 1868. 
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which, after some supervision by Dr. Cogswell 
and others, were put in shape for the press by 
Mr. Charles A. Cutter of the Boston Athenzum, 
'and were printed, in 1871, as Cal"lo~"'/~ of IIz~ 
Lilwary of Jand Spar/il. In the appendix was 
a list of the historical manuscripts, originals and 
copies, which are now on deposit in Harvard 
College Library.l 

In 1849 Mr. H. R. Schoolcraft' printed, at 
the expense of the United States Government, 
a Bi61iograplzical- CaIIllogU4 of books, ,~/c., in tke 
Indian 10llgtUs of IIz~ United Statu, - a list later 
reprinted with additions in his Indian Tribes (in 
18S1), vol. iv.8 

In 1861 Mr. Ephraim George Squier pub
lished at New York a monograph on authors 

1 Mr. Sparks died March 14, 1866. Tributes were paid to his memory by distinguished associates in the 
Massa::husetls Historical Society (Proceedings, ix. 157), and Dr. George E. Ellis reported to them a full and 
appreciative memoir (Proaetiings, x. 211). Cf. also Amer. AntilJ. Soc. Proc., March, 1866; Hutorieal 
Itlagasine, May, 1866; Brantz Mayer before the Maryland Historical Society, 1867, etc • 

• Cf. Historical Magasine, vol. ix. p. '37. 
• The principal interpreter of the Indian languages of the temperate parts of North America has been 

Dr. J. Hammond Trumbull, of Hartford, for whose labor in the bibliography of the subject see a chapter in 
vol i. of the Me_rial History 01 Boston. There is also a collec;tion edited by him, of books in and upon the 
IDdian languages, in the Brinley Catalogue, iii. 123-145. He gave in the Proceedings of the American 
Antiquarian Society, and also separately in 1874, a list of books in the Indian languages, printed at Cambridge 
and Boston, 1653'-1721 (Field,lndia .. Bibliograllzy, no. 1,57'), Cf. also Ludewig's LiJerat",.eol A_rim .. 
A6<wigi_I'La"gusges, mentioned on an earlier page. It was edited and corrected by William W. Tumer. 
(Cf. Pi""rl-Brasslf<r Calalogue, no. 565; Field, India .. Bibliograllzy, no. 959). 

Icazbalceta published in. 1866, at Mexico, a list of the writers on the languages of A~,ioollJ; and Romero 
made a similar enumeration of those of Mexico, in 1862, in the Boleti .. de III S«i.etiat/' • de Ge_grr9ia, 
voL viii. Dr. Daniel G. Brinton has made a good introduction to the literary histoli fl17 .. ve Americana 
in his A6origi..at- AIII.rica .. Art/M,.s, published by him at Philadelphia in .883" ' J.;m linguistic COD' 

trlbutions, see Field, India .. Bt6liograllzy, no. 187, etc. One of the earliest" ... of linguistic titles 
can be picked out of the list which Boturini Benaduci, in 1746, appended- J iI. "na .. una"UI#ritI 

• general til iii A_rica septentrional. ' 
The most extensive enumeration of the literature of all the North ,,' .ongues is doubtless to be the 

Bi61iogrllllzy _I Nort" America .. Linguistics, which i. preparing It ,es C. Pilling of the Bureau of 
Ethnology in Washington, and which will be published in due time b~ureau. A preJimjnary issue (100 

copies) for corrections is called Prool-skeets of II Bi61iograllzy olllze I""ia .. Languages 01 Nortlz ANUri&a 
(pp. xl, 1135). 

The Bt6liotke&il AmericlI"" of ~eclerc (Paris, 1879) affords many titles to which a preliminary" Table 
des Divisions" affords an index, and most of them are grouped under the heading" Linguistiqu .... p. 537, etc. 
The third volume of H. H. Bancroft's Native Races, particularly in its notes, is a necessary aid in this study; 
and a convenirnt summary of the whole subject will be found in chapter ... of John T. Shnrt's Nort" A_riclloU 
of A1IIipUy. J. C. E. Buschmann has been an ardent laborer in this field; the bibliographies give his printed 
works (Field's [ .. dill .. Bibliogral"y, p. 2OR, etc.), and Stargardt's Catalogw (no. 135, p. 6) shows some of 
his manuscripts. The Comte Hyacinthe de Cbarencey has for some years, from time to tim .. printed various 
minor monographs on these subjects; and in .883 he collected his views in a volume of M.lilngu de l"iJologi6 
., til "",_graIMe A .... rimiMs. 

The Abb6 Brasseur de Bourbourg, in his Bi6I;DI"~1JU4 Meziu-Gualnrralimne (Leclerc, nos. 81, l.o8.t), 
" .. given for Central America a very excellent list of the works on the linguistics of the natives. which .... 
all contained also in the Catalogw of the Pinart-Brasseur sal .. which took place in Paris in January and 
February, 188.. Cf. the paper on Brasseur by Dr. Brinton, in Lippi1l&lJlt's Magasi..e, vol. i.; and the 
enumeration of his numerous writings in Sabin's Di&tioflary, ii. 7,420; also Leclere, Field, and Bancroft. 

Dr. FElix C. Y. Sobron's 1M Idi.",lIs tie iii Americil Lalina,,-Estrtdios Biog,.aji&iJoolibliograjU_s, pub
lished a few years since at Madrid, gives, according to Dr. Brinton, extended notices of several rare volumes; 
but on the whole the book is neither exhaustive nor very accurate. 

JuliUS Platzmann's Vennc!;ni'! ei"w AUJ?lIiJIzI A_,.aa"isclur Gra ... Mldikm, etc. (Leipsie, 1876), is 
a small but excellent list, with proper Dotes. These bibliograpbies will show the now numerous works opon 
the aboriginal tongues, their construction and their fruits. 

There are several important series interesting to the student, which are found in the catalogues. Such 
IUe the Bibliot"~lJfU Ii"grtutit['" AMiricai..e, published in seven volumtS by Maisonneuve in Paris (I.e
derc, no. 2,674); tbe Cok«i_,. til li"gllistica y et ... grafia Americll1lilS, or Bibliot"~1J7I4 d, li"guistit[rte d 
II' ElfIn_grllllz" Amiri&tliflel, .875, etc., edited by A. L. Pinart; the Li6rary _I America .. Li"guistics, in 
thirteen volumes, edited by Dr. John G. Shea (Cf. Brinley Catalogue, vol. iii. DO. 5,63' ; Field, no. 1,396); 
Bri_', Li6rllry DI Altwigi..at- A. ...... i&tI .. LU".allIrl, published by Dr. D. G. Brinton in Philadelphia; and 
Brasseur de Bourbourg's ON/,et;'" d. dO&ot_1I daM ks IiI"CUU i""ig~"es, Paris, 186.-1864, in four 
volumes (d. Field, p. '75). 

The earliest work printed exclusively in a native language was the CatedS/fll1 de la Dodri"" Cristia"a 
_imp'" Ti""';lJltll-, published at Mexico in 1617 (d. ~abin, voL xiv. no. 58,580; Finotti, p. 14) •• This is 
the statement often made; but Mr. Pilling refers me to rolerf.nces in lcazbalceta's ZuWllirrtlga (vol. L P. 290)' 
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who had written in the languages of Central 
America, enumerating one hundred and ten, with 
a list of ·the books and manuscripts on the 
history, the aborigines, and the antiquities of 
Central America, borrowed from other sources 
ill part. .At the sale of Mr. Squier's library in 
1876, the catalogue 1 of which was made by Mr. 
Sabin, the entire collection of his manuscripts 
fell, as mentioned elsewhere,~ into the hands of 
Mr. Hubert Howe "Bancroft of San FranCisco. 

Probably the largest collection of books and 
manuscripts 8 whicI! any American has formed 
for use in' writing is that which belongs to Mr. 
Bancroft. He is the organizer of an extensive 
series of books on the antiquities and history 
of the Pacific coast. To accomplish an examina
tion of the aboriginal and civilized history of 
so large a field 4 as thoroughly as he has 1,1n
questionably made it, within a lifetime, was 
a bold undertaking, to be carried out in a centre 
of material rather than of literary enterprise. 
The task involved the gathering or a library 
of printed books, at a distance from the purely 
intellectual activity of the country, and where 
no other collection of moment existed to supple
ment it. It required the seeking and making 
of mat:'uscripts, from the labor of which one 
might well shrink. It was fortunate that during 
the gathering of this collection s.ome notable col
lections-like those of Maximilian,6 Ramirez, 

and Squier, not to name others - were oppor
tunely brought to the hammer, a chance by 
which Mr. Bancroft naturally profited. 

Mr. Bancroft had been trained in the busi
ness habits of the book trade, in which he had 
established himself in San Francisco as early as 
1856.6 He was at this time twenty-four years 
old, having been born of New England stock 
in Ohio in 1832, and having had already four 
years residence - since 1852 - in San Francisco 
as the agent of an eastern bookseller. It was 
not til11869 that he set seriously to work on his 
history, and organized a staff of assistants.1 

They indexed his library, which was now large 
(12,000 volumes) and was kept on an uppe'r tloor 
of his business quarters, and they classified the 
references in paper bags.6 His first idea was to 
make an encyclopzdia of the antiquities and his
tory of the Pacific Coast; and it is on the whole 
unfortunate that he abandoned the scheme, for 
his methods were admirably adapted to that end, 
but of questionable application to a sustained 
plan of historical treatment. It is the encyclo
pedic quality of his work, as the user eliminates 
what he wishes, which mak .. ~ and will continue 
to make the books that pass under his name of 
the first importance to historical students. 

In 1875 the first five volumes of the series, 
denominated by themselves The Native Races of 
the Pacific States, made their a"pearance. It was 

to an earlier edition of about 1547; an~ in the same author's BiDliograjia Mezu:ana (p. 32), to one of 1553· 
Molina's Vocabulario de la lengua Castellana y Mezicana, placing the Nahuatl and Castilian in connection, 
was printed at Mexico in 1555. The book is very rare, five 01 six copies only being known i and Quaritch has 
priced an imperfect copy at £72 (Quaritch, Bibliog. Gcog. linguislica, 1879, no. 12,616 i Carter-Brown, 
vol. i. no. 206; Brinley Catalogue, vol. iii. no, 5,771). The edition of 1571 is also rare (Pinart-Brasseur Cata
logue, no. 630; Carter-Brown, vol. i. nos. 285, 286; Quaritch, 1879, no. 12,617). The first edition of Molina's 
Aztec gramtnar, Arte de la lengua Mezicana y Castellana, was published the same year ('57')' Quaritch 
(1879, no. 12,6'5) prices this at £52 loS. Cf. also Carter-Brown, vol. i. no. 284. One of the chief of the 
more recent studies of the linguistics of Mexico is Francisco Pimentel's Ctladro descrijtivo y comparatif1(J tie 
las lenguas indigenas de Mczi<"o, Mexico, 1862-1865 ; and second edition in 1874-1875. 

This subject has other treatment later in ti,e present volume. 
1 It included two thousand and thirty-lOur items, ninety-four of which were Mr. Squier's own works. 
I Vol. 11. p. 578. 
8 He says that up to 1881 he had gathered 35,000 volumes, at a cost of ;300,000, exclusive of time and 

travelling expenses. His manuscripts embraced 1,200 volumes. The annual growth of his library is still 
1,000 volumes. 

4 One twelfth of the earth's surface, as he says. 
6 Cf. account of Maximilian's library in the Bookworm (1869), p. 14. 
6 These biographical data are derived from a tract given Ollt by himself which he calls A 6rief aeClJUnt of 

tne literary undertakings of Hubert Howe Bancroft (San Francisco, A. L. Bancroft & Co. [his own business 
house], 1882,8"0, pp. 12). Other accounts of his library will be found in the American Bibliopolisl, vii. 44; 
and in Apponyi's Libraries of California, 1878. 'Descriptions of the libraty and of the brick building (built in 
1881) .which holds it, and of his organized methods, have occasionally appeared in the Overland Monthly and 
in other serial issues of California, as well as in those of the Atlantic cities. He has been free to make public 
the most which is known regarding his work. He says that the grouping and separating of his material has 
been done mostly by others, who have also written fully one half of the text of what he does not hesitate to call 
The Works of Hlloert Howe Bancroft.. and he leaves the reader to derive a correct understanding of the case 
from his prefaces and illustrative tracts. Cf. J. C. Derby's Fifty Years among autnors, "ooks, and publisners 
(New York, ,884), p. 3" 

7 Averaging twelve from that time to this; a hundred persons were tried for every ooe ultimately retained 
.... a valuable assistant, - is his own statement. 

8 At a cost, as he says, of 180,000 to 1882, • 
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clear that a new force had been brought to bear 
upon historical research,-the.force of organ· 
ized labor from many hands; and this implied 
competent administrative direction and . un· 
grudged expenditure of money. The work 
showed the faults of such a method, in a want 
of uniform discrimination, and in that promis
cuous avidity of search, which marks bther an 
eagerness to amass than a judgment to select, 
and give literary perspective. The book, how· 
evei, was accepted as extremely useful and 
promising to the future inquirer. Despite a 
certain caUowness of manner, the Native Races 
was extremely creditable, with comparatively 
little of the patronizing and flippant air which 
its flattering reception has since begotten in its 
author or his staff. An unfamiliarity with the 
amenities of literary life seems unexpectedly to 
have been more apparent also in his later work. 

In April, 1876, Mr. Lewis H. Morgan printed 
in the Nortk American Review, under the title 
of .. Montezuma's Dinner," a paper in which he 
controverted the views expressed in the Noltive 
Races regarding the kind of aboriginal civiliza· 
tion belonging to the Mexican and Central 
American table-lands. A writer of Mr. Mar· 
gan's reputation commanded respect in aU but 
Mr. Bancroft, who has been unwise enough 
to charge him with seeking .. to gain notoriety 
by attacking" ilis (Mr; B.'s) views or supposed 
views. He dares also to characterize so well
known an authority as .. a person going about 
from one reviewer to another begging condem, 
nation for my Native Races." It was this ungra
cious tone which produced a divided reception 
for his new venture. Tbis, after an interval 
of seven years, began to make its appearance in 
vol. vi. of the" 'Vorks," or vol. i. of the History 
of Cmtral America, appearing in the autumn of 
1882. 

The changed tone of the new series, its. 
rhetoric, ambitious in parts, but mixed with' 
passages which are often forceful and exact, 

suggestive of an ill-assorted conjoint produc
tion; the interlarding of classic allusions by 
some retained reviser who served this purpose 
for one volume at least; a certain cheap reason, 
ing and ranting philosophy, which gives place at 
times to conceptions of grasp; flippancy and 
egotism, which induce a patronizing air under 
the guise of a constrained adulation of others; 
a want of knowledge on points where the system 
of indexing employed by his staff had been 
deficient, - these traits served to separate the 
criticism of students from the. ordinary laudation 
of such as were dazed by the magnitude of the 
scheme. 

Two reviews challenging his merits on these 
grounds 1 induced Mr. B'ancroft to reply in a 
tract 2 called Tk, Early America" Ckroniclers. 
The manner of this rejoinder is more offensive 
than that of the volumes which it defends; and 
with bitter language he charges the reviewers 
with being "men of Morgan," working in con
cert to prejudice his success. 

But the controversy of which record is here 
made is unworthy of the principal party to it. 
His important work needs no such adventitious 
support j and the occasion for it might have 
been avoided by ordinary prudence. The extent 
of the library IIpon which the work 3 is based, 
and the full citation of the authorities followed 
in his notes, and the 'more general enumeration 
of them in his preliminary lists, make the work 
pre-eminent for its bibliographical extent, how· 
ever insufficient. and at times careless, is the 
bibliographical ;ecord.f 

The library formed by the late Henry C. 
Murphy of Brooklyn to assist him in his pro
jected history 'of maritime discovery in America, 
of which only the chapter on Verrazano 5 has 
been printed; was the creation of diligent search 
for many years, part of which was spent in 
Holland as minister of the United States. The 
earliest record of it is a Catalogue of an Amer;' 
can library ckronologically arranged, which was 

1 They appeared in Tlu Nati ... and in the New York Independent early in 1883. The first aimed to 
show that there were substantial grounds for dissent from Mr. Bancroft's views regarding the Aztec civilization. 
The second ignored that point in controversy, and merely proposed, as was stated, to test. the H bibliographic 
value" which Mr. Bancroft had claimed for his book, and to point out the failures of the index plan and the 
VIcarious system as employed by him. 

S Seemingly intended to make part of one of the later volumes of his series, to be called Essays anti 
Miscellanies. 

8 With a general title <as following- his Native Raees) of Tlu History oftlu Pacific States, we are to have 
in twenty-eight voluines the history of Central Amuica, Mexico, North Mexico, New Mexico, Arizona, Cali
fornia, Nevada, Utab, Northwest Coast, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, British Columbia, and Alaska, 
_ to be followed by six yt)lumes of allied subjects; not easily interwoven in the general narrative, making 
thirty-nine volumes for the entire work. The volumes are now appearing at the rate of three or four a year. 

4 The' list which i. prefixed to the first volume of the Hisfory of California, forming vol. xiii. of his 
Pacific States series, is particularly indicative of the rich stores of his library, and greatly eclipses the previous 
lists of Mr. A. S. Taylor, which appeared in the Sacramento Daily Unit>n, June 25, 1863. and March 13, 
1866. Ct. Harrisse, Bwl. Amer. Vet., p. xxxix. A copy of Taylor's pioneer work, with his own· corrections, 
is in Harvard College Library. Mr. Bancroft speaks very ungraciously of it. --

I See Vol. IV., chap. i. p. 19-
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JAMES CARSON BREVOORT. 

privately printed 'in a few copies, about 18so. and 
showed five hundred and eighty-nine entrie. 
between the years 14110 and 1800.1 

There has 'been no catalogue printed of the 
library of Mr. ' James Carson Brevoort, 10 well 
known ,as a historical student and hibliographer, 
to whom Mr. Sabin dedicated the first volume of 
his Dictiona,.y. , Some of the choicer portions 
of hiA collection are understood to have become 
a part of the Astor Library. of which Mr. Bre
voort was for a few years the superintendent. as 
well as a trustee.1 ' 

The useful and choice collection of Mr. 
Charles 'Deane. of Cambridge, Mass .• to which, 
as the reader will discover, the Editor has orten 
had recourse, baa never been catalogued. Mr. 
Deane bas made excellent use of it. as his trac;ts 
and papers abundantly show.' 

A distinct clan of helpers in the field of 
American bibliography has been those gatherers 
of libraries who are included under the some
what indefinite term of col\ectors.-o\\·nerl of 
boob. but who make no conaiderable dependence 

I Jackson, Oi61. Gtog., ';0. 639; Men.ill Ca'alogu" nos. 1,459. 1,460; Wynne's PrifJatl Li6rari" 
0/ NIfII York, p. 335. Mr. Murphy died Dec. ',188., aged sevmty-two; and his collection, Ibm very much 
enlarged, was sold in March, ,884. Its Calalogw, edited by Mr. 'John R~U Bartlett, shows one or the 
richest libraries of Americana which has been given to public sale in America. It Is accompanied by a biograph
icalsketcb of its collector. cr. \'01. IV. p • ••• 

S Cf. Wynne's p,.iflatl Li6,.arUl 0/ NIfII y.,.k, p. 106. Mr. Brevoor! died De<lember 7, 1887 • 
• Cf. Sabin, v. 283; Farnham'. p,.ifla# Li6,.arill oj 0011 .... 
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CHARLES DEANE. 

upon them for studies which lead to publica
tion. From such, however, in some instances. 
bibliography has notably gained,-as in the 
careful knowledge which Mr. James Lenox som ... 
times dispensed to scholars either in privately 
printed issues or in the pages of periodicals. 

Harrisse in 1866 pointed to five Americana 
libraries in the United States as surpassing all 
of their kind in Europe,-the Carter-Brown, 
Barlow, Force, Murphy, and Lenox collections. 
Of the Barlow, Force (now in the Library of 
Congress), and Murphy collections mention bas 
already been made. 

The Lenox Library is no longer private, 
baving been given to a board of trustees by Mr. 

Lenox previous to his death,1 and handsomely 
hou~d, by whom it is held for a restricted pub
lic use, wben fully catalogued and arranged. Its 
character, as containing only rare or nnusual 
books, will necessarily withdraw it from the 
use of all but scholars engaged in recondite 
studies. It is very rich in other directions than 
American history; but in this department the 
partial access which Harrisse had to it while 
in Mr. Lenox's house led him to infer that it 
would hold the first rank. The wealth of its 
alcoves, with their twenty~ight thousand vol
umes, is becoming known gradually in a series 
of bibliographical monographs, printed as COD

tributions to its catalogue, of which six have 

1 Febuary, 1880, aged eighty years. His father was Robert Lenox, a Scotchman, who began business in 
New York in 1783, and retired in .812 with a large fortune, including a farm of thirty acres, worth then about 
J6,ooo. and tc>day f '0,000,000, - if such figures can be made accurate. Cf. also Charles Dean. in Allin', AN;~. 
SiIe. Pr«., April, 1880. Henry Stevens'. /leul/. "f Lnu" is conspicuous for what it does not reveal 
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thus far appeared, some of them clearly and 
mainly the work of Mr. Lenox himself. 

Of these only three have iIIustrated Amer
ican history in any degree, - those devoted to 
the voyages of Hu)sius and Thevenot, and to the 
Jesuit Relations (Canada).l ' 

The only rival of the Lenox is the library of 
the late John Carter Brown, of Providence. gath
ered largely under the supervision of J olm Rus
seIl Bartlett; and since Mr. Brown's death it 
has been more particularly under the same over
sight.2 It differs from the Lenox Library in that 
it is exclusively American, or nearly so,3 and 
stiII more in that we have access to a thorough 
catalogue of its resources, made by Mr. Bartlett 
himself, and sumptuously printed.4 It was origi
nally issued as Iiib/iotluca Americana: A Cata
logue of books relating to North and South Amer
ica in the Library of John Carler Brown of Prov
idence, with notes by Joh" Russell Barllell, in three 
volumes,-vol. i., 1493-1600, in 1865 (302 en
tries); vol. ii., 1601-1700, in 1866 (1,160 entries); 
vol. iii., 1701-1800, in two parts, in ,1870-1871 
(4,173 entries). 

In 1875 vol. i. was reprinted with fuIler titles, 
covering the years 1482°-1601, with 600 entries, 
doubling the extent' of that portion.S Numer
ous fac-similes of titles and maps add much to 

its value. A second and similarly extended edi
tion of vol. ii. (1600-1700) was printed in 1882, 
showing 1,642 entries. The Carter-Brown Cata
logue, as it is ordinarily cited, is the most exten· 
sive printed list of all Americana previous to 
1800, more especiaIly anterior to 1700, which now 
exists.7 

Of the other important American catalogues, 
the first place is to be assigned to that of the 
coIlection formed at Hartford by Mr. George 
Brinley, the sale of which since his death 8 has 
been undertaken under the direction of Dr. J. 
Hammond TrumbuIl,9 who has prepared the cat
alogue, and who claims - not without warrant
that it embraces •• a greater number of volumes 
remarkable for their rarity, value, and interest 
to special coIlectors and to book-lovers in gen. 
eral, than were ever before brought together in 
an American sale-room." 10 

The library of William Menzies, of New York, 
was sold in [875, from a catalogue made by 
Joseph Sabin.ll The library of Edward A. 
Crowninshield, of Boston, was catalogued in Bas. 
ton in 1859, but withdrawn from public sale" 
and sold to Henry Stevens, who took a portion 
of it to London. It was not large,-the cata· 
logue shows less than 1,200 titles, - and was 
not exclusively American; but it was rich in 

1 The Lenox Library is now under the direction of the distinguished Amencan historical student, Dr. George 
H. Moore, so long in charge of the New York Historical Society's library. Cf. an account uf Dr. Moore by 
Howard Crosby in the Historical Magazine, vol. xvii. (January, 1870). The officer in immediate charge of the 
library is Dr. S. Austin Allibone, well known for his Dictiona,.y oj Autlzors. ' 

I Mr. Bartlett was early in life a dealer in books in New York; and the Americana catalogues of 
Bartlett and Welford, forty years ago, were among the best of dealers' lists. jackson's BiM. Glog., 
no. 641. 

8 The field of Americana before 1800 has been so nearly exhausted in its composition, that recent purchases 
bave been made in other departments, particularly of costly books on the fine arts. 

4 Cf. Vol. Ill. p. 380. 
6 Because Greenland in the map of the Ptolemy of this year is laid down. The slightest reference to 

America in books of the sixteenth century have entitled them to admission. 
6 The book purports to have been printed in one hundred copies; but not more than half that number, it 

is said, have been distributed. Some copies have a title reading, Bi6Iiog,.al!tical notices of ,.are and curious 
books ,.elating ~o America, printed in the fifteenth and sixteenth ,mturilJS, in 1M libra,.y of th. late :John Carier 
B,.own, by John Russell Barilett. 

7 Sir Arthur Helps, in referring to the assistance he had got from books sent to him from Am.rica. and 
from this library in particular, says: .. As far as I have been able to judge, the American collectors of books 
are exceedingly liberal and courteous in the use of them, and seem really to understand what the object should 
be in forming a great library." Spanish Con,!uest, American edition, p. 122. 

S Cf. Amer. Anti,!~ Soc. p,.oc., October, ,1875, 
9 Dr. Trumbull himself has been a keen collector of books on Amencan history. particularly in illustration' 

of his special study of aboriginal linguistics; while his influence has not been unfelt in the forming of the 
Watkinson LibrarY) and of .that of the Connecticut Historical Society, both at Hartford. 

10 The first sale-there are to be four-took place in March, 1878, and illustrated a new device in testa
mentary bequests. Mr. Brinley devised to certain libraries the sum of several thousand dollars each, to be used 
to their credit for purchases made at the public sale of his books. The result was a competition that carried 
the aggregate of the sales, it is computed, as much beyond the sum which mIght otherwise have been obtained, 
as was the amount devised, - thus impairing in no degree the estate for the heirs, and securing credit for 
public bequests. The scheme has been followed in the sale of the library (the third part of which was Americana, 
largely from the Menzies library) of the late J. J. Cooke, of Providence, with an equivalent appreciation of the 
prices of the books. It is a question if the interests of the libraries benefited are advanced by such artificial 
stimulation of prices. which a factitious competition helps to make permanent. 

11 American 'Bibliopolist, viii. 128; Wynne's PrivatI Lib,.a,.ies of New YO"k, p. 318. The collection was 
not exclusively American. 
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some of the rarest of such books, particularly in 
regard to the English Colonies.l 

The sale of Johll Allan's collection in New 
York, in 1864. was a noteworthy one. Americana, 
however, were but a portion of the collection.2 

An English-American flavor of far less fineness, 
but represented in a catalogue showing a very 
large collection of books and pamphlets,S was 
sold in New York in May, 1870, as the property 
of Mr. E. P_ Boon. 

Mr. Thomas W. Field issued in 1873 An 
EsstlY towards an Indian Bibliography, bdng a 
Catalogue 0/ books relating to the American In· 
dians, in his own library, with a few' others 
which he did not possess, distinguished by an 
asterisk. Mr. Field added many bibliographical 
and historical nutes, and gave synopses, so that 
the catalogue is generally useful to the student 
of Americana, as he did not confine his survey 
to works dealing exclusively with the aborigines. 
The library upon which this bibliography was 
based was sold at public auction in New York, 
in two parts, in May, 1875 (3,324 titles), accord
ing to a catalogue which is a distinct publication 
from the Essay.4 

The collection of Mr. Almon ·W. Griswold 
was dispersed by printed catalogues in 1876 and 
1880, the former containing the American por
tion, rich in many of the rarer books. 

Of the various private collections elsewhere 
than in the United States, more or less rich in 
Americana, mention may be made of the Biblio· 
theca Meficana 6 of Augustin Fischer, London, 
1869; of the Spanish-American libraries of Gre
gorio Be.khe, whose catalogue was printed at 
Valparaiso in 1879; and that of Benjamin Vi
cuna Mackenna, printed at the same place in 
18fu' -

In Leipsic, the catalogue of Serge Sobo
lewski (1873)1 was particularly helpful in the 
bibliography of Ptolemy, and in the voyages of 

De Bry arid others. Some of the rarest of 
Americana were sold in the Sunderland sale 8 

in London in 1881-1883; and remarkably rich 
collections were those of Pinart and Bourbourg,9 
sold in Paris in 1883, and that of Dr. J. Court,l. 
the first part of which was sold in Paris in May, 
1884. The second part had little of interest. 

Still another distinctive kind of bibliogra. 
phies is found in the catalogues of the better 
class of dealers; and among the best of such is to 
be placed the various lists printed by Henry Ste
vens, a native of Vermont, who has spent most 
of his manhood in London. In the dedication 
to John Carter Brown of his Sehedule 0/ Nuggets 
(1870), he gives some account of his early bibli
ographical ques!s.ll Two years··after graduating 
at Yale, he says, he had passed .. at Cambridge, 
reading passively with legal Story, and actively 
with historical Sparks, all the while sifting and 
digesting the treasures of the Harvard Library. 
For five years previously he had scouted through 
several States during his vacations, prospecting 
in out-of-the-way places for historical nuggets, 
mousing through town libraries and country gar· 
rets in search of anything old that was histor· 
ically new for Peter Force and his American 
Archives •... From Vermont to Delaware many 
an antiquated churn, sequestered hen-coop, and 
dilapidated flour-barrel had yielded to him rich 
harvests of old papers, musty books, and golden 
pamphlets. Finally, in 1845, an irrefragable 
desire impelled him to visit the Old World, its 
libraries and book-stalls. Mr. Brown's enlight. 
enedliberality in those primitive years of his 
bibliographical pupilage contributed largely to
wards the boiling of his kettle .... In acquiring 
C01' amore these American Historiadores Prim. 
itivos, he ..• travelled far and near. .In this 
labor of love, this journey of life, his tracks often 
become your tracks, bis labors your works,his 

I Memoir of Mr. Crowninshield, by Cbarles Deane, in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., xvii. 356. Mr. Stevens is 
said to have given about $9,500 for the library. It was sold iii various parts, the more extensive portion 
in July, 1860. Allibone, vol. ii. p. 2,248. 

~ This collection-which Mr. Allan is said to have held at 1115,ooo-brought 1139,000 at auction after 
his death. 

S Another catalogue rich in pamphlets relating to America is that of Albert G. Greene, New York, 1869. 
4 The Catalogue is more correctly printed than the Essay • . Sabin, Bi6llog. oi Bibliog., p. cxxv. 
6 .Bi/Jliotluca Mejicana, a collection oi 600ks relating 10 Mexico, and Nortk and South America .. sold by 

Pullick & Simpson in London, June, 1869. (About 3,000 titles.) 
G Jackson, Bi61. Geog., nos. 844. 845· . 
7 Catalogue de 10 colle(fion precieuse de Ii",,, anciens et motlern .. iormant ttl Biblioth~lJue de feu M. 

Serge So60lewski (de Moscou) Leipsic, ,873. 
e Bi/Jliotluca Sunderfandiana. Sale Catalogue of tlu Suntlerland or Blenheim Library. Fiv. Parts. 

London,188,-,883' ('3,8S8 nos.) . . 
9 Catalogue de /ivres rares et precieux, manuscrits et imjrimes, princiJalemenl sur l' Amerique et sur lu 

lang"es du mond. e"tier, composa1l1 fa 6ibliotMlJue tI. Alpho"se L. Pinart, et compre"ant en totalite la 6i/Jlio-
1Mfu, Mexit:fl-Guatemaiienne tie M.l'a6/Je Brasseur de Bour6ourg. Paris, ,883, viii. 248 pp. 8°. 

10 Catalocue de 10 preckuse bi6liotMfU' d. ieu M. I. Docteur 7. Court, comprena"t un. collection uni'JUe 
de voyageur, et tl'historUns relatifs k I' Am'rilJue. Premi~re partie. Paris, ,884. (458 nos.) 

11 There is an account of his family antecedents, well spiced as his wont is, in the introduction to bis 
Bi61iotheca Hi,torica, 1870' 
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lib",' your lib".~" he adds, in addressing Mr. 
Brown. 

In .848 Mr. Stevens proposed the publica
tion, through the Smithsonian Institution, of a 
general Bi6/iograp4ia Ammcana, illustrating the 
sources of early American history; 1 but the pro
ject failed, and one or more attempts later made 
to begin the work also stopped short of a be
ginning. While working as a literary agent of 
the Smithsonian Institution and other lib"uies, 
in these years, and beginning that systematic 
selection of American books, for the British 
Museum and Bodleian, which has made these 
libraries so nearly, if not quite, the equal of any 
collection of Americana in the United States. he 
also made the transcriptions and indexes of the 
documents in the State Paper Office which re
spectively concern the States of New Jersey, 
Rhode Island; Maryland, and Virginia. These 
labors are now preserved in the archives of those 
States.s Perhaps the earliest of his sale cat
alogues was that of a pseudo "Count Mondi
dier," embracing Americana, which were sold in 
London in December, 1851.3 His Eng/is" Li
brary in 1853 was without any distinctive Amer
ican flavor; but in 1854 he began, but suspended 
after two numbers, the Ammcan Bib/iograp4N" 
(100 copies).' In 1856 he prepared a Caltuogue 
of Ammcan Books and Maps in the Brilis" Mu
smm (20,000 titles), which, however, was never 
regularly published, but copies hear date 1859-
1862, and 1866.0 In 1858-though most copies 
are dated 1862 6 - appeared his Historical Nug
g~ts; Bib/iolhua A~",ealfd, or a des"ipliv~ Ac
coulltofmy Collection of rare books re/tltillgto Am"
;ca. The two little volumes show about three thou
sand titles, and Harrisse says they are printed 
"with remarkable accuracy." There was begun 
in 1885, in connection with °his son Mr. Henry 
Newton Stevens, a continuation of these Nug
gets. In 1861 a sale catalogue of his Bioliol"ua 
Americalla (2,415 lots), issued by Puttick and 
Simpson, and in part an abridgment of the j\lug
gels with similarly careful collations, was accepted 

by Maisonneuve as the model of his Bi6/iolhlgueo 

Amlruaine later to be mentioned.1 
In 1869-1870 Mr. Stevens visited America, and 

printed at New Haven his Histmcal anti Ce~ 
crap4ical Notes on I"e earliesl discUlImes ;n Amer
ica, 1453-1530, with photo-lithographic fac-simlles 
of some of the earliest maps. It is a valuable 
essay, much referred to, in' which the author 
endeavored to indicate the entanglement of the 
Asiatic and American coast lines in the early 
cartography.8 

In 1870 he sold at Boston a collection of Rve 
thousand volumes, catalogued as Bib/iot/uca His
IOrtea'- (2.545 entries), being mostly AmeriCana. 
from the library of the elder Henry Stevens of 
Vermont. It has a characteristic introduction", 
with an array of readable notes.'o His catalogues 
have often such annotations, inserted on a prin
ciple which he explains in the introduction to 
this one: .. In the course of many years of bibli
ographical study and research, having picked up 
various isolated grains of knowledge respecting 
the early history, geography, and bibliography 
of this western hemisphere, the writer has 
thought it well to pigeon-hole the facts in notes 
long and short." 

In October, .870, he printed at London a 
Sdudu/~ of 'I'wo T"ousand A merican Historical 
Nugt;els taken from I"e Slevens Diggings in 
September, 1870, and stl down in C"ron%giral 
Order of Prinlin,f{ from 1490 10 1800 [1776], de
scribed and reeomm~nd(das a Supp/emml 10 my 
prinled Bi6liol"ua AII/meana. It included 1;350 
titles. 

In 1872 he sold .another collection, largely 
Americana, according to a catalogue entitled 
Bi6liol"eca C~ograph;ca &> Hislmca ; or." Cat
alo~ of [3,109/0Is), illuslrativ~ of 4istorica/ ~ 
rap"y and g~ograp4ical hislory. ColI~e/~tI, us~d, 

and du,,;b~tI, wit" on Introdudory Essay on 
Calalo~s. a"d 4uto 10 ",ak~ th_ UPOIl t"~SIIf'o 

'II~ SJls/~m of phoIHibliograp"y, The title calls 
it a first part; but no second part ever appeared. 
Ten copies were issued, with about four hundred 

1 Triibner, Bibliographical Guide to American 1.iterature (1859), p. iv.; Norl4 American Revit'l1l, July, _ 
1850, p. 205, by George Livermore. 

S Allibone, ii. 2247-2248. 
8 Sabin, vol. xii. nil. 49.961, 
• Stevens, Historical Col/celio"s, i. 874. It was ostensibly made in preparation for his projected Bi61;" 

tlgraphia Ameritana. 
6 Historital Coll~elions, vol. i. no. 90; Allibone, vol. ii. p. 2248. 
41 Allibone, ii. 2248; Historical Collections, vol. i. no. 875; Bibliothe<a Historiea (,870), no. 1,974-
7 Allibone, ii. 2248; Historical OJlltr:iwns, vol. i. no. 878. 
8 It was first published, less perfectly, in the American 70 ...... 01 of Science, vol. xcviii. p. 299; and of the 

separate issue seventy-6ve copies only were printed. BiD/iotneca Histori&a (1870), no. 1,976. It was also issued 
as a part of a volume on the proposed T,4ua"tep~t Railway, prepared by his brother, Simon Stevens, and pub
lished by the Appletons of New York the same year. 16id. no. 1,977; Historieal OJlledions, vol. i. nos. 894, 
895; Allibone, vol. ii. p. 2348, nos. 17, 18, 19. 

9 Historical Colleelirms, vol. i. no. 897. 
10 It is a droll fancy of his to call his book-shop the" Nuggetory;" to append to his name« G. M. B.," ior 

Green Mountain Boy; and even to parade in a similar litular fashion his rejection at a London Club,-~' Bk
bld-Ath.-Cl." 
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photographic copies of titles inserted. Some 
COPIes are found without the essay.l 

The next year (.873) he issued a privately 
printed Jist of two thousand titles of American 
.. Continuatioos," as they are called by librari
ans, or serial puhlications in progress as taken at 
the British MlI!:tum, quaintly terming the list 
AIfIdiaI" fN10h 111;1" /QiIs III 'nn.2 

Finally, in 188., he printed Part I. of St~ 
-rl Historical Cnllectiotrs, a sale catalogue 
showing 1,625 titles of books, chielly Americana, 
and including hi. Franklin Collection of man
oscripl S, which he later privately sold to the 
United States Government, an agent of the Bos
ton Public Library yielding to the nation.' 

One of the earliest to establish an antiqnarian 
bookshop in the United States was the late 
Samuel G. Drake, who opened one in Boston in 
1830-' His spedal field was that of the North 
American Indians; and the history and antiqni
ties of the aborigines, together with the history 
of the English Colonies, give a character to his 
numerous catalogues.' Mr. Drake died in 11I7s. 
from a cold taken at a sale of the library of 
Daniel Webster; and his final coliections of 
books were scattered in two sales in the follow
ing year •• 

I HislDriazl C4IIedimu, yol. i. 00. lI<J8. 
• irulmuu CoIleditms, vol. i. DO. 899-

William Gowans, of New York, Was another 
of the early dealers in Americana.1 The cat
alogues of Bartlett and Welford have already been 
mentioned. In 18540 while Garrigue and Chris
tern were acting as agents of Mr. Lenox, they 
printed Liur~s Curkuz, a list of desiderata 
sought for by Mr. Lenox, pertaining to such rari
ties as the letters of Columbus, Cartier, parts of 
De Bry and Hulsius, and the Jesuit Relations. 
This list was circulated widely through Europe, 
but not twenty out of the 216 titles were ever 
offered.8 

About 1856, Charles B. Norton, of New 
York, began to issue American catalogues; and 
in 1857 he estahlished Norton's Litn-ary Lelln", 
intended to foster interest in the collection of 
Americana.9 A little later, Joel Munsell, of 
Albany, began. to issue catalogues; 10 and J. W. 
Randolph, of Richmond, Virginia, more partic
ularly illustrated the history of the southern 
parts of the United States.u The most impor
tant Americana lists at present issued by Amer. 
ican dealers are those of Robert Clarke & Co .. 
of Cincinnati, which are admirable specimens of 
such lists.1S . 

In England, the catalogues of Henry Stevens 
and E. G. Allen have been already mentioned. 

a The public is largely iDdebted to the efforts cl Hr. Theodore F. Dwight, the Iihnrian and keeper of the 
Archives ol the Department of State at Washington, for the ultimate sw:ass of the endeavor to secure these 
manusaipts to the nation. Hr. Stevens had lately (188;) formed a mpartuer.;bip with his son, Hr. Henry N. 
SteveDS, and had begun a new series of Catalogues, of which No. I gives his own publications, aod No." is a 
biblio'!"",", of New Hampshire History. He died in London, February 28, 1886. 

• N. B. Trut. 11M GnIeIII. Rer., 1863, p. 203. Dr. Homes, of A1baoy, is conficlmt Joseph Bumstead was 
earlier in Boston than Hr. Drake. The 1Jos/4,. Dired4ry represents him as a printer in r800, and as a book-
seller after 1816. _ 

• His earliest catalogue appeared in 18420 as of his private 1ibnry. Sabin's BiDl. II.! BiDl., p.:a1ix. A 
CIO\1eclion announced for sale in Boston in 1145 was withdrawn after the cataJogue was printed, having been 
sold to the Connecticut Historic:al Society for,.,ooo. At one time he amassed a large m\1ection of American 
schooI-books to illustrate our educational history. They were bought (about four hlllldred in all) by the British 
1Iuseum.. 

• Cf. Jackson's Bi!JI. GeDg., no. 6l4. and pp. 185,199, Also see Vol. nI. 361. 
, His cataJogues are spiced with annotations signed" Wesfa1l Hemorabilia." Sabin (Diditnul,.,., vii. 369) 

quotes the ""ying ol a rival regarding Gowans's catalogues, that their notes .. were distinguished by much origi-
• wity, """'" penona!ity, and Dot • little bad grammar." His shop and its master are drawn in F. B. Perkins's 
~, ",,114 Lilsllib.,.,.. A NIIrId. IIr. Gowans died in November, 1870, at sixty-sev..., leaving a stock. 
it is &aid. ol 250,000 bound yolumes, besides a pamphlet mUection of enormous extent. Hr. W. C. Prime told 
the storyol his life, genially, in H~I MIlgu;tU (1872), in an article on "Old Books in New York." Speak
ing of his stock, Mr. Prime says: • There were many more valuable CIO\1ectious in the hands cl bookseJJers, hot 
IIODeSO large, and probably none so wholly without arrangement." Mr. Gowans was a Smtchman by birth, and 
came to America in 1821. After. Yaried uperieuce on a Mississippi fIat-boat, he came to New York, and in 
1827 began life afresh as a bookse1ler's c1erIt. Cf. AIIIIriaz. BiD/iJJjDIisI, Jan'!3'Y' 1871, p. 5. 

a Harrisse, Bi!JI. Allfer. Yd., p. :nL 

• Jackson. BiN. GeDg •• Dos. 670-676-
18 Jackson. DO. 687. See Vol. IV. p. 435. Hunsell issued priV3fely. in .872, a catalogue ol the .orb 

printed by him. Sabin, BiN. II.! BiN., p. CY. Cf. a Bisgral'U=l SAddI "17tJd MwudI, ~ Getn-p R. 
H<n«II, _it!. II Getua/tJo II.! IIu A/,,,ue/l P_ilr, ~ Pr.M M"oueII. Boston, 1880. This was pintal 
(16 pp.) for the New Eng1aDd Historic GeDeaIogic:al Society. 

u 1 ackoon, no. 66<). 
U They have t-o issued in 186q, 1871, 18n. 1876, 1877, 18?8. .8790 1883- Jaekson, nos. 705-'111. Lesser 

Jists, ha .... heal issued in Cincinnati by Wil\i:un Dodge. The chief dealer in Amaicuaa in Boston, who ...... 
cataJogaes, is, at the presmt time, Hr. George Eo LittlelielcL 
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The leading English dealer at present in the 
choicer books of Americana, as of all other sub
jects - and it is not too much to say, the leading 
one of the world-is Mr. Bernard Quaritch, 
a Prussian by birth, who was born in 181!), 
and after some service in the book-trade in 
his native country came. to London in 1842, 
and entered the service of Henry G. Bohn, 
under whose instruction, and as a fellow-em
ploye of Lowndes the bibliographer, he laid the 
foundations of a remarkable bibliographical ac
quaintance. A short service in Paris brought 
him the friendship of Brunet. Again (1845) 
he returned to Mr. Bohn's snop; but in April, 
1847, he began business in London for him
self. He issued his catalogues at· once on a 
small scale; but they took their well-known 
distinctive form in 1848, which they have re
tained, except during the interval December, 
18540-May, 1864, when, to secure favorable con
sideration in the post-office rates, the serial 
was called T!u Mus~um. It has been his habit, 
at intervals, to collect his occasional catalogues 
into volumes, and provide them with an index. 
The first of these (7,000 entries) was issued 
in 1860. Others have been issued in 1864, 1868, 
1870, 1874. 1877 (this with the preceding con
stituting one work, showing nearly 45>000 entries 
or 200,000 volumes), and 1880 (describing 28,-
009 books).l In the preface to this last cata
logue he says: " The prices of useful and 
learned books are in all cases moderate; the 
prices. of palreographical and bibliographical 
curiosities are no doubt in most cases high, 
that indeed being a natural result of the great 
rivalry between English, French, and American 
collectors •••• A fine copy of any edition of 
a book is, and ought to be, more than twice as 
costly as any other."s While the Quaritch 
catalogues have been general, they have in
cluded a large share of the rarest Americana, 

I Another is now in progress. 

whose titles have been illustrated with biblio
graphical notes characterized by intiJpate ac
quaintance with the secrets of the wore curious 
lore. 

The catalogues of John Russen Smith (1849, 
1853, 1865, 1867), and of his successor Alfred 
Russell Smith (1871, 1874), are useful aids in 
this department.s The BilJliot!uca Hispanfl-. 
Ammcana of Triibner, printed in 1870, offered 
about thirteen hundred items.'. Occasional 
reference can be usefully made to the lists· of 
George Bumstead, Ellis and White,John Cam
den Hotten, all of London, and to those of 
William George of Bristol. The latest exten
sive Americana catalogue is A calalogue of rar~ 
anti curious """ks, all of VJIaicA rdal~ ",~ or Ius 
to America, on sale by F. S. Ellis, London, 1884-
It shows three hundred and forty-two titles, in
cluding many of the rarer books, which are held 
at prices startling even to one accustomed to the 
rapid rise in the cost of books of this description. 
Many of them were sold by auction in 1885. 

In France, since Temaux, the most impor
tant contribution has come from the house of 
Maisonneuve et Cie., by whom the BibliolMca 
Ammcana of Charles Leclerc has been succes
sively issued. to represent their extraordinary 
stock. The first edition was printed in 1867 
(1,647 entries), the second in 18786 (2,638 en
tries, with aD admirable index), besides a first 
supplement in 1881 (nos. 2,639-3,029). Mr. 
Quaritch characterizes it as edited .. with ad
mirable skill and knowledge." 

Less important bnt useful lists, issued in 
France, have been those of Hector Bossange, 
Edwin Tross,' and the current Ammcana series 
of Dufosse, whicb was begun in 1876.7 

In Holland, most admirable work has been 
done by Frederik Muller,'of Amsterdam, and by 
Mr. Asher, Mr. Tiele, and. Mr. Otto Harrasso
wiu under his patronage, of which ample ac-

I With these canons Mr. Quaritch's prices can be understood. The exteot and character of bis stock can 
be inferred from the fact that bis purchases at the Perkins sale (1873) amounted to £11,000; at the Tite sale _ 
(1874), £9,500; at the Didot sales (1878-1879), £rr,600; and at the Sunderland sales (1883), £32;650, out of a 
total of £56,851. At the recent sales of the Beckford and Hamilton collections, which produced £860444, over 
one half, or £44,105, went to Mr. Quaritch. These fi"aures enable one to understand how, in a sease, Mr. Quar
itch commands the world's market of choice books. A sketch, B. Q., "lJiograJ"iad "red lJi6/iopaJlUcai Frcg-
",6111 (.880, 25 copies), in the privately printed series of monographs issued to a club in London, of which Mr. 
Quaritch is president, called .. The Sette of Odd Volumes," has supplied the above data. The sketch is by C •• 
W. H. Wyman, and is also reprinted in his Bi6/iograj"y of Prinli"g-, and in the A1Ifiparial& Magmti," <mil 
BilJliograj"", November,1882. One of the club's "opuscula" (no. iii.) has an excellent likeness of Mr. Q ....... 
itch prefixed. Cf. also the memoir and portrait in Bigmore and Wyman's BilJliograjlty of PrittJi"g-, ii. 230. 

8 Jackson, nos. 64s-649; Triibner, Bi6liopaJIUca/ Guide, p. xix. . 
, Mr. Triibner died in London March 30, 18S.. Cf. memorial in Tit_ LilJrary Clmlllicie, April, 1884, 

p. 43, by W. E. A. Axon; also a .. Nekrolog" by Karl J. Triibner in the Cnttra/6/a1t fir Bi6lioi!uksvMsm, 
June, 188", p. 240-

& Cf. notice by Mr. Brevoort in Magasi_ of AlII4ri&al& History, iv. 230 • 

e There is a paper on .. Edwin Tross et ses publications relatives ~ I' Am&ique" in Misull_;es 6i!J/" 
pajhi,!"es, Paris, 1878, p. 53. giving a list of his imprints which concern America. 

? Jackson, nos. 689, 703, 717. 
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counts are given in another place.! Muller's 
catalogues were begun in 1850, but did not reach 
distinctive merit till 1872.2 Martin Nijhoff, at 
the Hague, has also issued some American cata-
logues. ' 

In 1858 Muller sold one of his colleetions of 
Americana to Brockhaus, of Leipsic, and the 
Bidliol"I{1Ie .Amb-kaine issued by that publisher 
in 1861, as representing this collection, was com-

, piled by one of the editors of the Sera/tum, 
Paul Tromel, whom, Harrisse characterizes 
as an .. expert bibliographer and trus,tworthy 
scholar." The list shows 435 entries by a chro
nological arrangement (1507-[700).3 Brockhaus 
again, in 1866, issued another American list, 
showing books si,nce 1508, arranged topically 
(nos. 7,261-8,611). Mr. Otto Harrassowitz, of 
Leipsic, a pupil of Muller, of Amsterdam, has 
also entered the field as a purveyor of choice 
Americana. T. O. Weigel, of Leipsic, issued a 
cat~logue, largely American, in 1877. 

So well known are the general bibliographies' 
of Watt, Lowndes, Brunet, Graesse, and others, 
that it is not necessary to point out their distinc
tive merits.' Students in this field are familiar 
with the catalogues of the chief American libra
ries. The library of Harvard College has not 
issued a catalogue since 1834, though it now prints 
bulletins of its current accessions. An admirable 
catalogue of the Boston Athenreum brings the 
record of that collection down to 1871. The 
numerous catalogues of the Boston Public Li
brary are of much use, especially the distinct 
volume given. to the Prince Collection. The 
Massachusetts Historical Society's library has 
a catalogue printed in 185g-60. There has been 
no catalogue ofthe American Antiquarian Society 

since 1837, and the New England Historic Gene
alo¢cal Society has nev~r printed any; nor has 
the Congregational 'Library. The State Library 
at Boston issued a catalogue in 1880. These li
braries, with the Carter-Brown Library at Provi
dence, which is courteously opened to students 
properly introduced, probably make Boston 
within easy distance of a larger proportion of 
the books illustrating American history, than 
can be reached with equal convenience from any 
other literary centre. A book on the private li
braries of Boston was compiled by Luther Farn
ham in 1855; but many of the private collections 
then existing have since been scattered:. Gen
eral Horatio Rogers has made a similar record 
of those in Providence. After the Carter·Brown 
Collection, the most valuable of these private 
libraries in New England is probably that of Mr. 
Charles Deane in Cambridge, of which mention 
bas already been made. The collection' of 'the 
Rev. Henry M. Dexter, D.D., of New Bedford, 
is probably unexampled in this country for the 
history of the Congregational movement, which 
so largely affected the early history 'of the Eng
lish Colonies.6 

Two other centres iil the United States are 
of the first importance hi this respect. In Wash
ington' with the Library of Congress (of which 
a general consolidated catalogue is now print
ing), embracing as it does the collection formed 
by Col. Peter Force, and supplementing the 
archives of the Government, an investigator of 
American history is situated, extremely favora
bly.7 In New York the Astor and Lenox libra
ries, with those of the New York Historical 
Society and American Geographical Society, give 
the student great opportunities. The catalogue 
of the Astor Library was printed in 1857-66, 

1 Vol. IV. chap. viii. editorial note. There is an account of Muller and his bibliographical work ,in the 
Cmtral61att fUr BilJliothekswesen, November, 1884. 

S Jackson, nos. 650-65H Triibner"Bi6/iographical Guide, p. xix; Sabin, BiO/iog. of Bib/iDg., p. cv; 
Pelzholdt, BiOliotheca Bi6liographica. , • 

8 This collection was subsequently, with the exception of three lots, bought of Mr. Brockhaus by Henry 
Stevens. Bib/iotheca Geographica, no. 343. 

• , More or less help will be derived from 'the American portion of the Liste provisoi,.e de bibliogra;hies 
giograplli'lue'speciales, pa,. :James :Jackson, published iii ,88t by the SociEte de GEographie de Paris, - a 
book of which use has been made in the preceding pages. 

& See the chapter on the libraries of Boston in the Memorial History of Boston, vol. iv. 
a The extent of Dr. Dexter's library is evident from the signs of possession which are so numl'fously scat

tered through the 7,250 titles that constitute the exhaustive and very careful bibliography of Congregationalism 
and the allied phases of religious history, which forms an appendix to his Congregationalism as seen in its 
Literature, New York, 1880. He explains in the Introduction to his volume the wide scope which he intended 
to give to this list; and to show how poorly off our largest public libraries in America are in the earliest books 
illustrating this movement, he says that of the 1,000 earliest titles which he gives, and which bear date 
between, 546 and ,644, he found only 208 in American libraries. His arrangement of titles is chronological, 
but he has a full nam&-index. 

The students of the early English colonies cannot fail to find for certain phases of their history much help' 
from Joseph Smith's Descriptive Catalog"e of Friends' Books, London, ,867; his BiOliotheca .Anti·Quakeriana, 
1873; 'and his Bi61iotheca Quak.rimca, a bibliography, of miscellaneous literature relating to the Friends, of 
which Part I. was issued in London in 1883. 

T The private library of George Bancroft is in Washington. It is described as it existed some years ago 
in Wynne'. Private LiOraries of New York. 
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and that of the liilltorieal Society in 1859. No 
general catalogue of the Lenox Library has yet 
been printed. An accollnt of the private libra
ries of New York was published by Dr. Wynne 
in 1860. The libraries Clf the chief importance 
at the present time, in respect to American his
tOfY, are those of Mr. S. L M. Barlow in New 
York, and of Mr. Jamee Carson Brevoort in 
:BrookJyn. Mr. Cbarles H. Kalbfleisch of New 
York has II small collection,. but it embraces 
some of the rarest books. The New York State 
Library at Albany is the chief of the libraries Clf 
its class, and its principal characteristic pertains 
to American history, 

The other chief American clties are of much 
Jeas importance as centres fOT historical research. 
The Philadelphia Library and the colledion of 
the Historical Society of Pennsylvaui~ are hardly 

of distinwve value, eltCept in regard to the hi .. 
tory of that State. In Baltimore the library of 
the Pcabody Institute, of whicb the first volume 
of an excellent catalogue has been printed. and 
tbat of the Maryland Historical Society are 
scarcely $\lflicient for exhaustive research. The 
private library Qf Mr. H. H. Bancroft consti
tutes the only important reSQurce of the Pa<;ifi.c 
States; 1 and the most important collection in 
Canada is that represented by the Catalogue of 
the Library Clf Parliament. which was printed in 
z858-

Tbis enumeration is intended only to in
dicate the chief places for ease of general 
investigation, in American history. Other lo
calities are rich in local helps, and aCC(lUllts. 
of $u<;h will be found elsewhere in the present 
Hi~!ory.' 

1 A book on the private libr:uies of San Francisco by Apponyi was issued in r8,S. 
II An account of the libraries of the varlO\t!l bistorical societies in the U ruled States is given in the PuNk: 

Urari4s of 1M United StaiP, isslled by the Bureau of EducatiOli at Washington ill lllp;. 



INTRODUCTION. 
By th. Edito,. 

, . 

PART II. THE EARLY DESCRIPTIONS OF AMERICA AND COLLECTIVE 
ACCOUNTS OF THE EARLY VOYAGES THERETO. 

OF the earliest collection of voyages of 
which we have any mention we possess 

only a 'defective copy, which is in the Bibli~· 
teca Marciana, and is called Libretto de tutta 
la navigaBione del RI di Spagna delle isole e Iff· 
,,,,i nuovammle scoperti slampato per Vera!!ese. 
It was published at Venice in 1504,1 and is said 
to contain the first three voyages, of Columbus. 
This account, together with the narrative of 

Cabral'~ voyage printed at Rome and Milan, 
and an original - at present unkn6wn - of 
Vespucius' third voyage, were embodied, with 
other matter, in the Paesi novammte "trovati 
et novo mondo da Alberico Vesputio Flormtino 
intitulato, published at Vicentia in 1507" and 
again possibly at Vicentia in 1508, - though 
the evidence is wanting to support the state. 
ment, - but certainly at Milan in that year 

1 The title is quoted differently by different authorities. Harrisse, Bibl. 'Amer. Vel., no. 32, and Additions, 
no. J6; bis Christophe Colomb, i. 89; Humboldt, Examen critilJue, iv. 67; Sabin, Dictionary of Books 
relating to America, x. 327; D' Avezac, Waltzemaller, p. 79; Vamhagen, Nouvelles Recherches, p. J7; 
Irving's Columbus, app. ix.. , ' 

2 See Vol. IV. p. 12. The editorship is in dispute,"":' whether Zorzi or Montalboddo. The better opinion 
seems to be that Humboldt erred in assigning it to ffrzi rather, than to ,Montalboddo. Cf. Humboldt, Examen 
critique,' Brunet, v. 1155,1158; Sabin, Didionary, vol. xii. no. 5°,°50; D'Avezac, Waltzemuller, p. 80j 
Graesse, Trbor': Harrisse, Bibl. Amer. Vet., nos. 48, J09, app. p. 469, and Additions, no. 26; Bulletin de 
la Societe de Giographie, October, J8S7, p. 3J2; Santarem!s Vespucius, Eng. tr., p. 73; Irving's Columbus, 
app. xxx.; Navarrete,Opusculos, i. JOJ; Harrisse, Christophe Colomb, i.89· There are copies of this J507 
edition in the Lenol< 'and Carter-Brown libraries, and in the Grenville Library; and one in the Beckford sale, 
J882 (no: J861, brought £270' Cf. also MurphyCatalogue, no. 2,6J2·, and Catalogue de la precieusebiblio
t"~lJue de'e .. M. Ie Docleur J. Court (Paris, J~84), no. 262. The Paesi novamente retrovati is, shown in the 
chapter on the Cortereals in Vol. IV. to be of importance in elucidating the somewhat obscure story of that 
portion of the early Portugnese discoveries in North America. Since Vol. IV. was printed, two important con
tributions to this study have been made. One is the monograph of Henry Harrisse, Les Corlereal el leur 
voyages au Nouveau-monde. D' alr~s des documents nouveaux ou peu connul tires des archives de Lis6onnt1 et 
de Mod~ne. Swivi du Ie,", inUit d'un recit de la troisi~me expUition d, Gasper Cortereal et d'rme carte 
nautilJue portugais< de 1502 reprodui!. ici pour la iremi~re lois. Mimoirelu lz l' Academie des inscriptions 
et 6e1les-Jettrel dans sa seance du ler ;uin, J883, and published in Paris in J883, as Vol. Ill. of theR""eil de 
voyages et de documents pour servirlz l'histoire de la geopapni' depuis Ie Xille juslJu'lz lalin du XVle si~cle. 
The other i. the excerpt from the ArchiVfJ del Afores, which was drawn from that work by the editor, Ernesto 
do Canto, and printed separately at Ponta Delgarda (S. Miguel) in an edition of one hundred copies, under the 
title of Os Corle-Beaes, memoria nislorica QCC01njannada de muitos documentol ineditos. Do ,Canto, refers 
(p. 34) to other monographs on the Portuguese discoveries in America as follows: Sebastilio Francisco Mendo 
"1'rigoso, _ Ensaio sobre os DescoiJrimentos e Commercio. dos Porluguezes em as Terras S~ptentrionaes do 
America, presented to the Lisbon Academy (J8J3), and published in their Memorias da Litteratura, viii. 305. 
J oaquim J 056 Gon~lves de Mattos Corr@a, - Acerea da prioridade das Descoberla, ,eitas pelos pOrlugueus 
Has costas orientaes do America do norie, which was printed in Annaes',naritimos e C%niaes, Lisbon, 1841 , 

pp. 269-423. Luciano Cordeiro, - De la part prise par les Portugais dans Ie decouverte de!' AmerilJue, 
Lisbon, J876. This was a communication made to the Congr~s des Am6ricanistes in J87S. Cf.Vol. IV. p. JS· 
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(15oS).1 There were later editions in l512,2 
1517,3 15194 (published at Milan), and 1521.5 
There are also German,6 Low German,T Latin,8 
and French 9 translations. 

While this Zorzi-Montalboddo compilation 
was flourishing, an Italian scholar, domiciled in 
Spain, was recording, largely at first hand, the 
varied reports of the voyages which were then' 
opening a new existence to the world. This 
was Peter Martyr, of whom HaDrisse 10 cites an 
early and quaint sketch from Hernando Alonso 
de Herrera's .Disputatio adversus Aristotelez 
(1517).11 The general historians have always 
made due acknowledgment of his service to 
them.12 

Harrisse could find no evidence of Martyr's 

First Decade having been printed at Seville as 
early as 1500, as is sometimes stated; but it has 
been held that a translation of it, - though no 
copy is now known, - made by Angelo Trigvi
ano into Italian was the Li6r~tto tie tutla /a 
navigaziotll! del' Re di Spagtza, already men
tioned.l8 The earliest unquestioned edition was 
that of 15Il, which was printed at Seville with 
the title Legatio Baby/onica; it contained nine 
books and a part of the tenth book of the First 
Decade.14 In 1516 a new edition, without map, 
was printed at Alcala in Roman letter. The 
part of the tenth book of the First Decade in 
the 151 i edition is here annexed to the ninth, 
and a new tenth book is added, besides two other 
decades, making three in all.!5 

1 Harrisse, Bibl. Amer. Vet., no. 55; D' Avezac, Waltzemiiller, p. 80;' Wieser, Magalhlles-Strasse, 
pp. 15, '7. There are copies in the Lenox, Carter-Brown, Harvard College, and Cincinnati Public libraries. 
The Beckford copy brought, in 1882, £78. Quaritch offered a copy in 1883 for £45. At the Potier sale, in 
1870 (no. 1,79'), a copy brought 2,015 francs; the same had brought 389 francs in 1844 at the Nodier sale. 
Livres payes en vente publique 1,000 francs et au tiessus, 1877, p. 77. Cf. also Court, no. 263' 

2 Only one copy in the United States, says Sabin. 
8 In Carter-Brown and Lenox libraries; also in the Marciana and Brera libraries. . Leclerc in 1878 priced 

a copy at 1,000 francs. Cf. Harrisse, no. go, also P. 463, and ,Additions, no. 52 j Sobolewski, no. 4.13°; 
Brunet, v. II58; Court, no. 264' 

4 Sabin, vol. xii. no. 50,054; Leclerc, no. 2,583 (500 francs). A copy was sold in London in March, 1883. 
There is a copy in the Cincinnati Public Library. 

6 Harrisse, no. log; Sobolewski, no. 4,131; Carter-Brown, voL i. no. 68; Murphy, no. 2,617. 
6 Newe unbekanthe landte (Nuremberg, 1508), by Ruchamer; copies are in the Lenox, Carter·Brown, Con

gress, and Cincinnati Public libraries. Cf. Sabin, vol. xii. no. 50,056; Carter-Brown, vol. i. no. 36; Harriss';' 
no. 57; Murphy, no. 2,613; Sobolewski; no. 4,06g; D' Avezac, Waltzemiiller, p. 83; Rosenthal, Catalogue 
(1884), no. 67, at 1,000 marks. 

T Nye unbekande Lande (lj08), in Platt-Deutsch, by Henning Ghetel, of Lubeck, following the German. 
Sabin, vol. xii. no. 50,057: Harrisse, Additions, no. 29. The Carter-Brown copy (Catalogue, vol. i. no. 37)' 
cost about 1,000 marks at the Sobolewski (no. 4,070) sale, when it was described as an" edition absolument 
inconnu jusqu'au present." Mr. C. H. Kalbfleisch has since secured a copy at 3,000 marks,-probably the 
copy advertised "as the second copy known," by Albert Cohn, of Berlin, in 188., in his Katalog, vol. cxxxix. 
no. 27. Cf. Studi biografici e bibliogrqfici deUa Societa Italiana, i. 219. 

8 Itinerariu Portugallesiu e Lusitania in Indiii (Milan, 1508), a Latin version by Archangelus Madri
nanus, of Milan. Cf. D'Avezac, Waltzemiiller, p. 82; S~in, vol. xii. no. 50,058; Harrlsse, no. 58; Sobo
lewski, no. 4,128; Muller (1870), no. 1,8«. There are copies in the Lenox, Barlow, Harvard Col\ege, 
Carter.Brown lCatalogue, vol. i. no. 35), and Congressional libraries. The Beckford copy (no. 1,081) brought 
£78• Sabin quotes Bolton Corney's copy at £137. Copies have been recently priced at £30 , £36, and £45. 
A copy noted in the Court Catalogue (no. In) differs from Harrisse'. collation. 

9 Sensuyt Ie nouveau mode, supposed to be ISIS; some copies vary in text. The Lenox Library has two 
varieties. Cf. Sabin, vol. xii. nos. 50,059, 50,06.; Harrisse, no. 83, and Additions, no. 46 j D'Avezac, 
Waltzcmiiller, p. 84. An edition of 1516 (Le nOllveau monde) is in the Carter-Brown and Lenox libraries 
(Sabin, vol. xii. no. 5°,062; Court, no. 248; Harrisse, no. 81>; Sobolewski, no. 4,129)' One placed in 152• 
(Sensuyt Ie nouveau mOde) is in Harvard College Library (Harrisse, no. III; Sabin, vol. xii. no. 5°,063)' An
other (SenSllyl Ie nouveau monde) is placed under 1528 (Sabin, vol. xii. no. 50,064; Harrisse, no. 146, and 
Additi."s, no. 87). 

10 Bibl. Amer. Vet., no. 50. Harrisse also gives a chapter to Peter Martyr in hi. Ciristoplu Colomb, i. 85· 
11 See also the reference in Joannes Tritemius' De scriptoribus ecclesiasticis (Cologne, 1)46), pp. 481-482• 

There have been within a few years two monographs upon Martyr: (I) Hermann A. Schumacher'S Petrus 
Martyr, der Geschichtsschrei6er des Weltmeeres (New York, 1879); (2) Dr. Heinrich Heidenheimer's Petrus 
Martyr Anglerius und sein Opus epistolarum (Berlin, 1881). This last writer gives a section to his geo
graphical studies. 

1~ Humboldt, EXIlmen critique, ii. 279; Irving, Columbus, app.; Prescott, Ferdinand and Isabella 
_ (1873), ii. 74, and Mexico, ii. 96; H. H. Bancroft, Central America, i. 312; Helps, Spanis" Con'luest. 
Cf. Harrisse, Bibl. Amer. Vet., nos. 66 and 160. 
• 18 Morelli's edition of Letter of ColumbUS, 1810., 

14 There is an examination of this edition un page 109. 
16 Harrisse, Bibl. A,ner. Vet., no. 88; Carter-Brown Caralogue, vol. i. no. 50; Huth, p. 920; Brunet, 

i. 293; Murphy, no. 1,606; Leclerc, no. 2,647 (600 francs); Stevens, Nuggets, £10 lOS.; Bibliotluea Gre,.. 
villiana. There, is a copy in Charles Deane's collection. Tross priced a copy in .873 at goo francs. 
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There uists what has been called a German gether with an abstract of Martyr's De in.rtdis 
version (.Die &hff....g- .,;a tU. t-.dI "" ~ (BasIe, 15%1), foUowed by abridgments of the 
tk" I-.sd) of the First Decade. in which the printed second and third letters of Cortes, - the 
supposed author is called Johan YOn Angliara; whole bearing the title, Erlraicl tRJ R«1IeiI tks 
and its elate is 152"0 or thereabout; bot Mr. Is/es_U-;ttrtnnlea,,,lagratUimerOceane 
Deane, who has the book,. 
says that it is not Martyr's.1 
Some P __ • which had 
originally been inclnded in 
the pnblication of the First 
Decade, were separately 
printed in I s=S 

At Basle in 15%1 appeared 
his De -frr _ D. DIrIHO 
reperlis iIuwlis. the title of 
which is anneJ<ed in fac
simile. Harrisse' has called 
it an extract from the F oorth 
Decade; and a similar state
ment is made in the Carter
B""", ~ (vol. i. no. 
67). But Stevens and other 
authorities define it as a sub
stitute for the lost First Let
ter of Cortes, touching the 
expedition of Grijalva and 
the invasion of Mexico; and 
it supplements. rather than 
overlaps, Martyr's other nar
ratives.' Mr. Deane contends 
that if the FoorthDecade had 
then been written. this might 
weU be considered an abridg-
ment of it. . 

The first complete edition 
(De twk _) of all the eight 
decades was pnhlished in I SJO 
at Complntum; and with it is 
usually found the map (" r .. 
pus orhis universalis") of 
Apianus, which originally ap
peared in Camel's Soli"," in 
1 s= In this new issue the 
map has its elate changed to 
ISJO.5 

In 15J2, at Paris. appeared 
an abridgment in French of 
the first three decades, to- Tm.E OF THE NEWE UNBEKANTHE IANDTE (REDUCED). 

1 C4rl4r-Brrnma DztaltJgtle, yol. i. ~. 6. ; Graesse, T,e_, i. IJO; Sabin, i. 201, who says Rich pat it 
Dee 1560. 

• BiN. A_. Yd., DO. 62; Additimu, p. 78. 
• BiM. Aliln'. Yd., no. 110. 

• There are CIOpHs in Hon¥d College ODd Carter·Brown Iihraries. Cf. Sabin, i. 199; l.ecIere, no. 24 
(150 francs) ; Court, DO. 13; Mutphy, no. 1,606·; SteYeos, H"utIJriaIJ ColIedimI, i . ..s; his N..gtts, £2 2S. 
Bl1t recent prices have bem £20 ODd £2;; Brunet, i. 294 ; Teraaux, no. 24; SDDderJODd, yol. jv. no. 8"73. 
This Ind was reprinted in the Nwru .rns (BasIe, 1532), and was appended to the Antwerp edition ('536) of 
Broard's Deserijlio ___ (Harrisse, BiM. A_. Yd., no. 218; Carter-Brown, wi. i. DO. 117). It is 
also in the N_.rns of RotIzniiun, '596 (Carter-Brown, YOI.. i. no. 50S). 

5 There are eopies in the Harvani College, Lm<m, and Carter-Brown Iibr.uies. It is nry rare; a fair CIOpY 
was priced in London, in ISSI,:at £62. Cf. Brood, i. 293; lArltr-B_ DztaItJgtIe. YOI.. i. ..... 94; Sabin, 
i. 198; Harrisse, Bill. A_. Yd., no. 154; Mutphy, ..... 1,607; Court, DO. 1+ . 
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en Innps du roy Dtspaign, Fdniid &> Eh'Babet" 
sa fnnme, faict prnni"nnent en 1ati,. par Pi"", 
Marlyt' de Millan, &> depuis translate en lan
guaige frantoys.l 

In 153:1 at Basle, in folio, we find the first 
three decades and the tract of 1521 (De insulis) 
united in De ",bus ouanicis et orbe nulIO.2 

At Venice, in 1534, the Surnmario de la gen
dale historia tie r Indie occidentali was a joint 
issue of Martyr and Oviedo, under the editing 
of Ramusio.8 An edition ·of Martyr, published 
at Paris in 1536, sometimes mentioned,4 does 
not apparently exist; 6 but an edition of 1537 
is noted by Sabin.· In 1555 Richard Eden's 
Decades 0/ the Newe Wor'lde, Or' West India, ap
peared in black-letter at London. It is made up 
in large part from Martyr, T and was the basis 
of Ric;hard Willes' edition of Eden in 1577, 
which included the first four decades, and an 
abrrdgment of the last four, with addition~ from 

Oviedo and others, - all under the new name 
The History 0/ Trauayle.8 ' 

There was an edition again at Cologne in 
1574. - the one which Robertson used,9 Three 
decades and the De insulis are also included in 
a composite folio published at Basle in 1582, 
containing also Bemoni and Levinus, all in 
German,10 The entire eight decades, in Latin, 
which had not been printed together since the 
Basle edition of r 530, were published in Paris 
in 1587 under the editing of Richard Hakluyt, 
with. the title: De orb, nullO Petri Martyris 
Anglerii Mediolanensis, protonotarij, et Caroli 
quinti senatOr'is Decades octo, dilig-enti temporu,,. 
obseruatione, et vh1issimis annotationibus il/us
trafll!, sudqut nitori restitutll!, labore et industria 
Richardi Haklvyti Oxoniensis .ling-ii. Additus 
est in 1ISU111 lec/oris accuratus totius operis index. 
ParisHs, apud Gvillelmvm Avvray, 1587. With 
its " F. G," map', it is exceedingly rare.ll 

1 The book is very rare, There is a copy in Harvard 'College Library. A copy was priced in London at 
£36; but Quaritch hold$ the Beckford copy (no. 2,275), in fin~ binding, at £148.' Harrisse (Bioi. Amer. Vet., 
no. ,67) errs in his description. Cf. Brunet, i. 294; Sobolewski, no. 3,667; Sabin, i. '99; Huth, p. 920; 
Stevens, Historical uDectims, i. 48; Carter-Brown, vol. i. no. 99; Murphy, no. 3,002 ; Court, no. 124. 

a Richllrd Eden's' copy of this book, wilh his annotations, apparently used in making his translation of 
'555, was sold in the Brinley sale, no. 40, having been earlier in the Judge Davis sale in 1847 (no. 1,352). 
The fisst of the Stevens copies, in his sale of 1870 (nos. 75, 1,234), is now in Mr. Deane's library. There are 
also copies in the Force (Library of Congress), Carter-Brown (Catalogtle, vol. i. no. !04), and Ticknor (Cata
logue, 'P. '4) collections, and in Harvard College Library. Cf. Sabin, i.; Stevens's Nuggets, £1 liS. 6d.; 
Temaux, no. 47; Harrisse, Bibl • .lime,.. Vet., no. 176; Muller (1877), no. 2,031; Court, no. 15; Murphy, 
no. 1,608 ; Leclerc (1878), no. 25 (80 francs); Quaritch, no. 1I,62S (£3 lOS.; again, £5 5s.); Sunderland, 
vol. iv. no. 8,176 (£50). Priced in Germany at 60 and 100 nwks. 

8 Ramusio's name does not appear, but D' Avezac thinks his editorship is probable; cf. Bulletin de /a 
Sociit; de Giographie (1872), p. II. There are copies in Harvard College, Carter-Brown; J. C. Brevoort, H. C. 
Murphy, and Lenox libraries. For an account of a map said to belong ~ it,' see Winsor's BioliographyOf 
Ptolemy, sub anno '540. Cf. Bibl. Amer. Vet., no. 190; Stevens, Historical Collections, vol. i. no. 344,and 
'Nuggets, vol. ii. no. 1,808; Murphy, no. 1,609; Sunderland, vol. iv. no. 8,177; Carter-Brown, vol. i. no. 107; 
Ternaux, no. 43; Court, no. 213. Ramusio also included Martyr ill the third volume of his Na'lJigaiio,.i. Cf. 
the opinions of Mr. Deane and Mr. Brevoort on the Summario as given in VoL Ill. p. 20. 

4 Brunet, Graesse, T ernaux. ' 
I Harrisse, Bibl. Amer. Vet" no. 214. e Vol. i. p: 199-
7 See Vol. Ill. p. 200; Murphy, no. 1,610. 
8 The book is rare; the copy in the Menzies sale (no. 1,332) brought $42.5°' Cf. further in Vol. ilL 

p. 204; also Cooke, no; 1,642. 
e It has three decades and three books of the .. De Babylonica legatione." There are copies in Harvard 

College and the Carter-Brown libraries. Cf. Rich (1832),no. 52; Nuggets, £1 lOS. 6d.; Sabin,;' 201; Muller, 
(1877), no. 2,031j Carter-Brown, voL i. no. 295; Leclerc, no; 26 (So francs) ; ·Harrassowitz, 35 marks; 
Quaritch, £1 ·5s. and £1 [6,.; Sunderland, vol. iv. no. 8,178; O'Callaghan, no. 1,479; Cooke, no. 1,641; Court, 
no. 16; Murphy, no. 1,6II. 

III Graesse, i. 130; .Carter-Brown, vol. i. no. 344 i Stevens (1870), no. [0235, 
11 The SUllderland copy (vol. iv. no,.8,(79), with the map, brought £24 ; a French catalogue advertised one 

with the map for 250 francs. Without the map it is worth about $25' See further in Vol. III. p. 42; also Mur' 
phy, no. 1,612; Cooke, no. 1,643; Court, no. '7. Hakluyt's teKt was used by Lok in making an English vcr

. sion (he adopted, however, Eden's text of the first three decades), which was printed as De Novo Orb.; or, tke 
His/orit 0/ the West indies. Bibliographers differ· about the editions. One without date is held by some to 
have been printed in 1597 (White-Kennett; Field,lndian Bibliograpfzy, no. 1,013; Menzies, no. 1,333, $35; 
Huth, p. 923); but others consider it the sheets of the 1612 edition with a new title (see Vol. III. P • .47, 
Field, no. 1,014; Stevens, 1870, no. 1,236; Harrisse, No~,s on Columbus, p. 10; O'Callaghan, no. 1,481 ; 
Murphy, no. 1,6Iz-;-Carter-Brown, vol. i. nos. 129, 130)' There are copies of this 1612 edition in the Boston 
Athenaoum Harvard College, Carter-Brown, and Massachusetts Historical Society libraries; it is worth from 
$30 to $40: Mr. Deane's edition of 1612 has a dedication to Julius Caosar, the English jurist of that day, 
which is not in the edition without date. See Vol. III. p. 47. 'l'he same was reissued as a .. second edition," 
with a title dated 162S, of which there is a copy in Harvard College Library (Field, no. 1,015; Stevens, 
Nuggets, 4 '41. 6d.; MeI)zies, no. [,334: Griswold, no. 475; Quaritch, £9 and £12). 
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GRYNAillS.l 

As illustrating in some sort his more labored 
work, the Opus ~pist()!aru", Pdri Martyris was 
first printed at Complutum in t 530.2 The letters 
were again published at Amsterdam, in 1670,' in 
an edition which had the care of Ch. Patin, to 
which was appended other letters by Fernando 
del Pulgar.' 

The most extensive of the early collec
tions was the N/11/US orbU, which was i!;Sued in 
separate editions at Basle and Paris in 1532. 
Simon Grynzus, a learned professor at Basle, 

signed the preface; and it usually passes under. 
his name. Grynzus was born in Swabia, was a 
friend of Luther, visited England in 1531, and 
died in Basle, in 1541. The compilation, how
.ever, is the work of a canon of Strasburg, 
John Huttich (born about I~; died, 1544), 
but the labor of revision fen on Grynzus.6 It 
has the first three voyages of Columbus, and 
those of Pinzon and VespuciuS; the rest of the 
book is taken up with the travels of Marco 
Polo and his successors to the East.1 It 

1 Fac-simile of cut in Reusn.,..'s leones (Strasburg, 1590), p. 107. . 
I Brunet, i. 294; Hanisse, N«es 0" ColU1to/IIIS, p. '0; Owl. Awur. Vd., no. 160; Carter-Brown, voL i. 

no. 93; Sunderland, vol. iv. no. 8,'74, (£6,): There is also a ClOp)' iu Harvard College Lilnry • 
• Sabin, i. 200. Copy in Harvard College Library; it was printed at the Elzerir Press (Harrlsse, Nl1Ies 

"" Columhu, p. II; Carter-Brown, vol. ii. no. ',036; Sunderland, yol. iv. no. 8,17;) • 
• Prescott's copy is in Harvard College Library (Fet'dirul.ui 1I.ui IsaheJJ., 187.3> ii. 76). 
, Cf. Arana, Oi6libC. de D6rlls IIno". (1882), no. 373. 
• There are copies of this Basle edition iu the Boston Public, Harvard College, Carter-Brown, LenOll, 

Astor, and Barlow libraries. Miinster's map, of which an account is given elsewhere, i. often wanting; the 
price for a copy with the map has risen from a guinea in Rich'. day (,832), to £;. Cf. Hanisse, no. 171 ; 
Leclerc. no. 4"; Muller (,8n), no. 1,301; Tern.us, no. 38; Sabia, vol. ix. no. 34,100; Court, DO. 249- The 
Paris edition has the Orontius Fiuzus map properly, though others are sometimes found in it. Cf. Harrisse, 
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Dat appe:an:d ill a Germaa 1raDslati0ll at Stras
burg ill 1S340.hich was made by Michal Herr, 
Oil N_ WelL It has DO map, gins IDOI'e from 
Martw thaa the other edition, aud substitutes 
a prcbce by Herr foI- that 01 Gtyn2us.1 The 

• arigiDal Laria was reprodaced at Basle again in 
.1Sl7. with IsP ill the colopbon.s In 1555 
anodIer edition was prinled at Basle, enlarged 
Dpou the 1537 edition by the insenioo of the 
S«lODII aud third 01 the Cortes Iettets :and some 
aa:onats 01 efforts ill coa..erting the 1ndians..1 

Those portioas rdating to America eIdosiTeIy 
were reprinted ill the Latin at Rotterdam ill 
1616.' .. 

Sebastiaa lliinstEr, who was bora ill 1.tS9. 
was forty-thne yean oId when his map of the 
...... Id-wbich is preserved ill the Paris (I~) 
editioa 01 the N_ oriU-appeared. This is 

the first time that MUnster signific:mtly Comes 
before as as a desaiber of the geography of the 
New World. Again ill 1540 and I~ he was as
sociated with the editions 01 Ptolemy issued at 
Basle ill those year.;.$ It is, however. upon his 
u-""",p/W. among his forty hooks, that Miin
ster's &me chielIy rests. The earliest editions 
:ate eztremely rare, aud seem not to be clearly 
defined by the bibliographers. It appears t;' 
have been originaIly issued ill German, probably 
ill 15-H at Basle,' under the miJ:ed title: Clln<~ 
gnzpu... Besc~ IIikr InuUr LAnd Sd>v
tia_ M~ GdrwJ:t:rii Rasd ""rcA 
Howid._ Pdri, A_ JID.rIiiij.1 He says 
that be had been en"aaged upon it for eighteen 
ye:us, keeping Strabo before him as a modeL 
To the section devoted to Asia be adds a 
few pages - Von den neiiwen inse1n D (folios 

-'1720 In; Cator-Br-, _i. -. IOZ; Sohie, _is.. ..... 34,IOI,3 . .,IOZ; I.ecIerc, DOS. 412 (150 fr.mcs), 
1,;069; s-. B~ ~pua., P. 124; Cooke, -. :0,879; Court, DO. 250; SUDder!;md, 00. 263; 
Maller (11172), ..... "~7; Qaaritch (lSS3) LIZ 16s. The I..eDox Library bas mpies aI. diff ..... t imprints,
-aped GaJeotma .. aDd "apMl PD-nuu.... There .... ~ mpies in the Barlow and c:a.-w-Bro .... Iibrariis. 
<>-l mpies ... wutIo m.t £10.. 

I SaID ( ...... is.. p.]O) says it is nrw than the original Utin. There are mpies in Harr.ud College. • 
Cc&gressiomal, and Car1er-Brvwa Iibnrio:s. cr. RKh (1832), £1 IS.; Tenmrx, DO. 45; Sabin, YOI. is.. 
_ 34,106; GnomJk, po 4911; Harrisse, -. 188, with nf........,.; SIe<eIs (ISjO), DO. 1,419; Muller (1872). 
__ t,8530 and (J'n) __ 1.)09 (40 1Jorins), with CDImOdioas aI. Hanisse; SoboIewsti, DO. j.S5i; Carter
Dr--, - i. __ 110; HuIb, _ ii. -.1.05G-IP51. Quaritch:mel others aI. bte pri<:e it at L}o It 
was m- Ibis ~ editiaa aI. the ~ .ws that the mIIedioD, oftEn quoted. as that aI. Camelis 
An.,., and aIIod N"_ W....,{,t. W'3IS made up in 156:;, with SIIIDe additioDal matIEr'. It is in the diaJect ol 
Bralaat,and 1I..n.r(Booob _ ~ ISj2, Do.. 1,8;4) says it is "~rare,""'" in Holl:md;" be 
prices it at SO lIarins. CL Leden; -. 2,579 ('50 fr.mcs); SaIiD, _ iL DO. 34.107; Carter-Bnnrn, Tal. i. 
__ ZfO; Bulb, Tal. iii. __ 1.°51; .\. It. Smith's CataIogDe (ISU), DO. 8 (b zs,); Pimrt. DO. 668-

• It bas pp. 5115-600 in additiolllD the erIitiaa aI. 1j32. There are mpies in the ComeD (;..m,mty (Sjtui:s 
~ __ 1,107), ....... ean.,...Dr--, Barlow. J, c. Bren>ort, and Americm Antiquarian Society Jibra. 
Dos.. Ooe aI. the two mpies in Ibnard CoIIq:e Library beIooged at diJferent tim<s to Charles Suumeo:. E. A. 
en-u.shidd (_ 7'}6),:meI the poet Thomas Gray. and bas Gay's _tinns. and a remrd that it mst him 
_ sbiIIing and ~ The map aI. the Ij32 BasIe editiaa beIoags to Ibis 1537 edition; but it is oftEn 
~ The ad ~ (_ iii. p. 10jO) calls the map aI. ,,_ rarity; D and Quaritth bas pointed 
_ that the ~ _ ia the map being set in tn>e in the bled, theo-e is some uriatioa in the style ol these 

...... ipIiuas boIaDgiDc II> the diJf..- issaes. CL Sabin, _ iL ..... 34.1°3; Harrisse, 110. 2%3; Carter-Brown, 
_ i. __ 12); I.ecIerc, __ 4130 with map (100 fr.mcs); SIe<eIs (N_gd.s) does _ mention the map. but 

his ~ ~ (18jO), ..... 10455. and Hut.riad UIJ«tiMu. po 66, gi..,it; lluller (1872), DO. 1.850 and 
(18n) ..... I,J06. Rea:Dt prices aI. good mpies with the map .... quoted. at 4 .... 57 marks, :mel jO fr.mcs; 
wi"-t the map it brings about S....... GroIieI's mpr was in the Bedford sale (1882). DO.. IS7. 

• Thae are mpies ia the BostOD PabIic (two mpies)' BostOD AtheJIzum, lbrr.ud CoIlege, c:a.-w-1!ros:D 
( .... 102), and Americm Aatiquarian Society h'bnries.. The map is repmkd from the 0ID'Iia- BasIe editioos.. 
Cf. IIrirUI7 ~ __ SO: ad ~ (withoat map). iii. IPjO; Harrisse, DO, Iii; SII!n!os, 
H.-icM ~ _ i. .... SOl; Cooke, -. 1.064; Sabin, _ is.. _ 34,1.... Rim, in IS32, pricaI it 
with map u b 2S.; _ prias ... 4 .... and £5 5L 

• Edited bf BoIthaar Lytias. cr. Carter-B __ ii. .... 182; G!zsse, no. 6cJ9; Brunet, no. 132; 
Sohie, _ is.. .... 34.10;; HuIb, iii,. IOjI; Leden; DO. 41.f (40 fr.mcs); SII!n!os, N-gds, £2 2S,; court. 
__ 251: M1II8 (1872), -. 1,11;0.. There are mpies in IbrTud ~ libnry and Bosma .\theDz.un. 

6 The editims aI. PIDIemy 1'OIIXIIding .. ;df~ the ~ ol ~y in respect to the New Wodd 
are .... .....aaIIy eIsowbore ia the present ..n; bolt the whole so:ries is ne-d t.ogdber in the ~ 
~ PrtI/nifs ~. bf Jaslia WIDSOl'. wbich, ~ ~ sorioIIy in the a-n u~ Ihd/diIo, 
was issurd ~ bf the (;Divt!rsity Lib ... ,.,. in Iss.. as .... 18 ol its ~f"ia'I~. . 

• R. H. IIaDcnlft, Maia, i. 2;8.. Harrisse (BiN. A_. Yd .. -. 237) gms the dale 1541 as opparmtly 
the first edilic& H'IS aatJwwjty is the ~ ~; bit the dale tboftin is pOOaI:1Iy :m ...... (Sabin, 
..... Di.. -. 51.J&t). The A~ R~ cites a UtiD editioll aI. 154:;,-it is supposed without wurmt, 
tbaagb it is also ..... tiaaed in ~s /JiIr . .Jiter. a.-...~ ii. '34-

I Barris;e (/liN.. A_. Yd .. 110. 258), de.aillin, a a>pY ia the Lmoz libnry. The map aI. America ia 
Ibis erIitioa is givm bf Saatamro, mel .. ada ...ma.d in Lt:IeweL There .... twmty.(oar maps ia it ia aD (SaIiD, 

- sii. -. 5'.38;), . 
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dcxxxv-dcxlij). This account was scant; and through subsequent editions, and was confined 
though it was a little enlarged in the second to ten pages in that of 1614. The last of the 
edition in 1545.2 it remained of small . extent German editions appealed in 1628.8 The earliest 

I'Fac-simile of the cut in the Ptolemy of· 1552. 
2 Also published at Basle (Harrisse, Bibl. Amer. Yet., Additions, no. 152; Weigel. ,877. entaloglle .. Sabin, 

vol. xii. no. 51,386). It has twenty-eight maps •. There is a copy in the Royal Library at Munich. 
3 The third and later German editions were as follows: I ;46, According to the Atl,."", Hauric",. - I 5 50. 

Basle, 1.233 pages. woodcuts, with views of 'towns added for the first time. and fourteen folios of maps.Har
risse (no. 294) quotes the description in Ebert's D;ctionary, no. 14.;00. cr. Sabin. vol. xii. no. 51,387; 
Leclerc, no. 396; Rosenthal (Munich, ,884), no. 52. at 80 marks. Harriss. (Additions, no. 179) says the 
Royal Library at Munich has three different German editions of 1$50. - 1553. Basle. Muller (Books 0" 
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undoubted Latin text' appeared at Basle in by Manuel Deutsch, which '!'Vere given in the 
1550, with the same series of new' views, etc., .German .edition of . th~t date.· With nothing 

A"!4rica, 1872, no. 1,020; 1877, no. 2,203) cites ~ copy, with twenty ... ix maps; also Sabin (vol. xii. no. 51,388).-
1556. Cited by Sabin,vol. xii.· no. 53,389,,,,,-'56,. Basle. Cf. Rosenthal, Catalogu. (,884),no. 53.-iS64' 
Basle. Cf. Sabin, vol. xii. nei. 5',390; Carl.r·Brown Catalogu., i. 598. It has fourteen maps, the last being 
of the New World. -1569. 1574, 1578. Basle. All are cited by Ebert and Harrisse, who give them twentYC 
six maps, and say that the cuts are poor impressions.-1574, 1578, 1588. Undated; but cited by Sabin, 
vol. xii. no. 51,391-51,393, -1592, 1598. In thes<:. editions the twenty-six maps and ·the woodcuts are 

1 Fae.simUe of a cut in Reusner's lcon.s(Strasburg, '590), p. 171. 
t The AtluxfZ RauricfZ gives a Latin edition of 1545: 
a This '550 Latin edition has fourteen maps. and copies are worth from $12 to $15' Cf. BioI/A",.,.. 

V.t., no. 300; Hut" Catalogue, iii. 1,009; Sabin, vol. xii. no. 51,379; Strutt, Dictionary of engravers. 
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. b~t a change of title apparently, there were 
rei~ues of this edition in 1551, 1552, and 155",1 
and ~ain in 1-559.2 The edition of 1572 has 
the same- ap," NOVal insulre," used in the 1554 
editions; ut new names are added, and new 
plates of sco and Cuba are also furnished.8 

The earlies, French edition, according to Bru-
net,4 appeared 1552; and other editions fol-
lowed in that guage.6 Eden gave the fifth 
book an Englis dress in 1553, which was again 
issued in 1572 arid 1574.6 A Bohemian edition, 
made by Jan z i'uchowa, Kozmograffia Csieskd, 
was issued in 1554.1 The first Italian edition 

was printed at Basle in 1558, using the engraved 
plates of the other Basle issues; and finally, in 
1575, an Italian edition, according to Brunet,8 
'appeared at Colonia. . 

The best-known collection of voyages of the 
sixteenth century is that of Ramusio, whose 
third volume-compiled probably in 1553, and 
printed in 1556-is given exclusively to Amer
ican voyages.9 It contains, however, little reo 
garding Columbus not given by Peter Martyr 
and Oviedo,. except the letter to Fracastoro.10 

In Ramusio the narratives of these early voy
ages first got a careful and considerate editor, 

engraved after new drawings. That of 1592 isin the Boston Athenaoum; that of 1598 is in Harvard College 
Library. The likeness of MUnster on the title is inscribed: "Seins alters Ix jar." America is shown in the 
general mappemonde, and in map no. xxvi.., "Die Newe Welt." Sabin, vol. xii. no. 51,394-51,395' - 1614, 
1628. These Basle editions reproduced the. engravings of the 1592 and 1598 editions, and are considered 
the completest issues of the German text, They are worth from 30 to 40 marks each. Sabin, vol. xii. 
no. 51,396. . 

'1 The title of the 1554 edition as shown in the copy in the Boston Public Library reads as follows: Cosmo 
I graphiae I uniuersalis Lio. VI. in I fJuWUS iuxta terlioris fidei seriptoru", , traditione", deseriount"r, I 

Omniu", lzalJitaoilis orois parli"m situs, pro- I pMfJ' dotes., Regionum Topographica: effigies. , Terr", 
ingenia, fJuiIJus sit ut tam Jifferentes 6- ua , rias speei& res, 6-animalas, 6- ;nan;malas,ferat. , Animalit"" 
peregrinoru", natura: 6-pittura:. I NoOiliorum eiuitatum iton .. 6- deseription ... I Regnoru", mitia, inere
menta 6- translationes. I Regum 6-prineijum genealogia:. lItem omnium {{entium mores, leges, religio, mu- I 
tationes: aI,!, memoraoilium in hune usfJUt an-' num 1554. gestarum rerum Histaria. I Autore Seoast. Mun
stero. The same edition is in tile Harvard College Library; but the title varies, and reads thus: Cosmo, 
graphia: , uniuersalis LiIJ. VI. in I ""ious, iuxta terlioris fidei seriptorum I traditionem deseriountur, , 
Omni;; haOitaOilis orois parli;; situs, fropria:,!, dqfes. 'Regionum Topographica: effigits. I Terra: ingenia, 
fJuious sit ut tam differentes 6- uarias I sjeei& res, 6- animalas (!,o inanimatas, feral. , Animalium puegri
norum natura: 6-pittura:. I NoDilforum eiui/atum itones 6- description ... I Regno .... m initia, incrementa 6-
translationes. , Omnium pmium mores, leges, retigio, res psta:, mu- I tationes: Item regum 6-prineipum 
gentalogia:. I Autore Seoast. Munstero. , The colophon in both reads: I Basilea: Ajvd Henrichvm Petri, I 
Mense Septem6. Anno Sa I/ms M.D.LUU., This copy belonged to Dr. Mather Byles, and has his auto
graph; the title is mounted, and may have belonged to some other one of the several "title-editions" which 
appeared about this time. Cf. Harvard University Bulldin,. ii. 285; Carlu-Brown, vol. i. no. 194; Sabin, 
vol. xii. no. 51,380-51,381.. ;rhe accoJlQt of America is on pages 1,099-',113. These editions have been bought 
of late years for about $4; but Rosenthal (Munich, 1884) prices a copy of 1552 at 130 marks, and one of 1554 
at 150 marks. 

2 Sabin, vol. xii. no. 51,382; Muller, Books on America (1872), p. 11. 

8 Some copies have nineteen maps, others twenty-two in all. Cf. Carter-Brown, vol. i. no. 291; Sabin, 
vol. xii. no. 51,383' Some passages displeasing to the Catholics are said to have been omitted in this edition. 
It is worth about $12 or $15. 

4 Supplement, coL 1,129; Sabin, vol. xii. no. 51,397. 
6 That of Basle, 1556, has on pp. 1,353-1,374, "Des nouvelles ilsles: comment, quand et par qui elles ont 

este trouvees," with a map and fourteen woodcuts. It is usually priced at about $20; tile copies are commonly 
worn (Sabin, vol. xii. no. 51,398). The same publisher, Henry Pierre, reissued it (Without date) in 1568, with 
twelve folding woodcut maps, the first of which pertains to America (Carter-Brown, vol. i. no. 271 ; Sabin, 
vol. xii. no. 51,399), In 1575 a new French edition, with tile cuts reduced, was issued in three volumes, folio, 

• edited by Belleforest and others; it gives 101 pages to America. Cf. Brunet, col. 1,94;; S"pplement, 
.col. i,129; Stevens (1870), p. 121; Sunderland, no. 8,722 (£18 lOS.); Porquet (1884), no. 1,673, (150 francs); 
Sabin, vol. xii. no. 51,400. . 

6 Cf. Vol. III. of the present History, pp. 200, 201. 
t Weigel (1877), p. ¢; Sabin, vol. xii. no. 51,401.' .. '" 
8 Supplement, col. 1,129, Cf. also Weigel (18n), p. ¢; Carter-Brown, vol. II. no. 1,132 ; SablR, vol. xu. 

nos. 51.402-51,403. . • . . 
9 Ter. wlume delle .. avigationi et viaggi, etc., Venice, 1556. His name IS, Labnlzed, RamuslUs. 

10 Harrisse Notes on Columbus, p. 46. A list of the Contents is given in the Carler-Brrnvn Catalogue 
(vol. i. p. '81),'and in Leclerc (no. 484), where a set (1554,1583,1565) is priced at "50 francs. Of interest in 
connection With the present History, there are in the first volume of Ramusio the voyages of D~ Gama, Ves
pucius and Magellan as well as matter of interest in connection with Cabot (see Vol. III. p. 24); m the second 
voll1m~ (1559), the ~vels of Marco Polo, the voyage of the Zeni and of Cabot. . ~he first editi~n of the first 
volume was published in 1550; Ramusio's name does not appear. A second edibon came out m 1554. Cf. 
Murploy Catalogue, nos. 2,096-2,098 j Cooke, no. 2,117. 
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, who at this time was ripe in knowledge and 
experience, for he was well beyoncl sixty,! and 
he had given his maturer years to historical 
and geographical study. He had at one time 
maintained a school for topograph-
ical studies in bis own house. 
Oviedo teIls us of the assistance 

' Ramusio was to him in his work. 
Locke has praised his labors with· 
out stint." . 

Monardes, one of the distin. 
guished Spanish physicians of this 
time, was busy seeking for the sim
ples and curatives of the New 
World plants, as the adventurers to 

, New Spain brought them back. The 
original issue of his work" was the 
DtM Lill1'lJs, published' at Seville in 
1565, treating" of all things brought 
from our West Indies which are 
used in medicine, and ' of the Be· 
zaarStone, and the herb Escuer
~onera." This book is become rare, 
and is priced as bigh as 200 francs 
and £9.8 The" segunda pute .. is 
sometimes 'found separately with the 
' date 1571; but in '1574 ,a third part 
,was printed with the other, two,
making the complete work, Historia 
m~d;dnal de nu~stras Indias, - and 
these were again issued in 15SO.{ 
'An Italian version, by Annibale Bri
ganti, appeared at Venice in 1575 
and 1589,6 and a French, with Du 
Jardin, in 160z.s There were thre,e 
English editions printed under the, 

,title of 70yfull Newes outtift"~ new~ 
founde world, wMrein is d~clar~tI 
,lite ran anti singular virlt«s tif di-
~'erse anti .rundry Herbes, Trus, Oyl~s, Flalltu, 
a1ltl Stones, by Dodor Monardus tif Sevill, E1Ig
lislutl by 70kn Fratnpton, which first appeared 
in 1577. and was reprinted in 1580, with addi· 

tions from Monardes' other tracts, and again in 
1596.7 

The Spanish historians of affairs in Mexico 
Peru, and .Florida are grouped in tbe Hispa,,!. 

MONARDES. 

(arum rerum scriptores, published at Frankfort 
in 1579-1581, in three volumes.8 Of Ricbard 
Hakluyt and obis several collectio!).s, - the D ivers 
Voyagts of 1582, the FrindpallNavigation.r of 

1 Born in 1485-1486; died in 1557. There is an alleged portrait of RaD;lusio in the new edition of II 
v;aggio di Giovan Leone, etc. (Venice, 1857), the only volume of it puhlishOll. The portrait of him by Paul 
Veronese in tbe ball of the Great Council was burned in 1557; and Cicogna (Biblioteea V.""iana, ii. 310) 
says tbat tbe likeness now in the Sala dello Scudo is imaginary. ' 

2 Cf. also Camus, Memoir. sur D. Bry, p. 8; Humboldt, Examen &rit~e ,. Hallam, Literature of 
Europe; Harrisse, BiIJ/. Ame". Vet~, no. 304; Brunet, vol. iV4 col. J 100 j Carter-Brown, vol. i. no. 195; 
Clarke's Maritime Disenery, p. x, where Tiraboscbi'. account of Ran;>usio is translated; and H. H. Bancroft, 
Mexi(o, i. 282. Temaux mentions a second edition in 1564; but Harrisse could find no evidence of it (Bib!. 

,A",er. Vol., p. xxxiii). There was a well-known second edition of the third volume in 1565 (differing in title 
only from, the 1556 edition), which, with a first volume of,'S88 and a second volume of '1583, is thought to ,make 
up tbe most desirable copy; though there are some qualifications in the cas., since the 1606 edition of the third 
volume is'really more <omplete. 

8 Carter .. Brown, vol. i. no. 275- . 
, Cf. Carter-Brown, vol. i. nos. 287, 288, 299, 337; Sunderland, nos. 8,56<),8,570; Brinley, no. 44; Mur-

phy, no'. i,709 i Court, no. 24" 
6 Court, no. 242. 
6 Carter-Brown, i., 386; ii. 12; Brinley, no. 45. 
f Tbe'diJIerent editions in the various languages are given in Sabin, xii. 282. 
S Sabin, vol. viii. no. 32,004. . 
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PORTRAIT OF DE BRy.l 

ISll9. and his enlarged edition, of which the 
third volume (1600) relates to America, - there 
is an account ill Vol. III. of the present work.' 

The great undertaking of De Bry was also 
begun towards the close of the same century. 

De Bry was an engraver at Frankfort, and his 
professional labors had made him acquainted 
with works of travel. The influence of Hakluyt 
and a visit to the English editor stimulated 
him to undertake a task similar to tbat of 

1 This follows a print given in fae·simile in the Carler-BI'tJWN Catalogu6, i. 3,6. 
a A complete reprint of all of Hakluyt's publications, ill fourteen or fifteen volumes, is announced (,Ss..l by 

E. and G. Goldsmid, of Edinburgh. 
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FEYERABEND.l 

the English compiler. He resolved to in· Merian and William Fitzer. The task was not 
clude both the Old and New World; and finished till · 1634, when twenty-five parts had 
he firially produced his volumes ~imultaneously ' been printed in the Latin, of which thirteen per
in Latin and German. As he gave a larger tain to America; but the German has one more 
size to the American parts than· to the others, part in the American series. His first part
the commoJ1.ly used title, referring to this differ- which was Hariot's Virginia - was printed not 
enee-, was soon established as Grands et Pdits only in' Latin and German, but· also in the 
voyages.'}. Theodore De Bry himself died ·in original English a and in French; but there 
March, 15gB; but the work. was carried forward 'seeming to be no adequate demand in these 
by his widow, by his sons John Theodore and languages, the subsequent issues were confined 
John Israel, and by his sons-in·law Matthew to Latin and German. There was a gap in the 

1 Sigmund Feyerabend was a prominen( bookseller of his day in Frankfort, and was born about 1527 or 
1528. He w'\" an engraver himself, and was associated with De Bry in the pUblications of his Voyages. 

'}. The title, however, as given in catalogues 'generally, runs : Collecti .... s· peregrinationum in. India". 
orienta/em et India". «&identale"" XXV Jarli6us comfreMnsfZ a Tlm)(/oro, :Joan-Theodoro .De Bry, 
n a MaJheo Mllrian Ju6licaf<l!. Franco/urli ad Menu"" 159<>-1634 • 

• This part is of extreme rarity, and Dibdin says that Lord Oxford bought the. copy in the Grenville Library 
in 1740 for £140' Cf. Vol. III. p. 123. . 
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dates of publication between 1600 (when the 
ninth part is called .. postrema pars ") and 1619 
-1620, when the tenth and eleventh 'parts ap
peared at Oppenheim, and a twelfth at Frank
fort in 1624. A thirteenth and fourteenth part 
appeared in German in 1628 and 1630; and 
these, translated together into Latin, completed 
the Latin series in 1634. 

Without attempting any bibliographical de
.scription,l the succession and editions of the 
American parts will be briefly enumerated: _ 

I. Hariot's Virginia. In Latin, English, German, 
and French, in ]590; four or more impressions of the 
Latin the same year. Other editions of the German in 
1600 and 1620. 

II. Le Moyne's Florida. In Latin, 1591 and 1ti09; in 
German, 1591, 1603. 

III. V 0# Sttulnl s Brazil. In Latin, 1592, I60S, 1630; 
in German, 1593 (twice). 

IV. Benzoni's New World. In Latin, 1594 (twice), 
I644; in German, 15% 1613. 

V. Contim«z.#on q/ Benzoni. In Latin, 1595 (twice); in 
German, two editions without date, probably 1595 and 1613. 

VI. Continuation of Benzoni (Pe",). In Latin, IS¢", 
1597,1617;.in German, 1597, 1619. 

VII. Sck ... Uleri Brazil. In LatiD, 15<)9, 1625; in 
German, 1597, 1600, 16]7. 

VIII. Drake, CalldisA, alld Rafegk. In Latin, '599 
(twice), 162.5; in German, IS99t 162 ... 

IX. ACDsta, etc. In Latin,. 1602, 1633; in German, 
probably 16()I; II additamentum," 1602; and again entire 
after 1620. 

X. Vespudtu, Ham"", aIId 70"* s ... itk. ID Latin, 
1619 (twice); in German, 1.6,8. 

XI. Sc"""te,. alld SPil6ergm. ID Latin, ,619, - ap
pendix, 1620; in German, .619, - appendix, 1620. 

XII. Herrera. In Latin, 1624; in German, 1623-
XIII. MisceilanetnU, - CalJot, etc. In Latin, 1634; 

in German, the first seven sections in 1621 (sometimes 
1628); and sections 8-15 in 1630_ 

EkncAus: Hist07'id A1IUrietz sWe NtI'lNS or"is, 1634 
(three issues). This is a table of the Contents to the edition 
which Merian was selling in 1634 under a collective title. 

The foregoing enumeration makes no recog
nition of the almost innumerable varieties caused 
by combination, which sometimes pass for new 
editions. Some of the editions of the same date 
are usually called" counterfeits;" and there are 
doubts, even, if some of those here named really 
deserve recognition as distinct editions.2 

1 The earliest description of a set of De Bry of any bibliographical moment is that of the Abbe de 
Rothelin, Observations et details sur la collection des voyages, etc. (Paris, 1742), pp. 44 (Carter-Brown, vol. i. 
no. 473), which is reprinted in Lenglet du Fresnoy's MCihode pour hudier Ia geogralkie (1768), i. 324. 
Gabriel Martin, in his catalogue of the library of M. Cisternay du Fay, .had somewhat earlier announced that 
collector'S triumph in calling a set in his catalogue (no. 2,825) "exemplum omni genere perfectum," wben his 
copy brought 450 francs. The Abbe de Rothelin aimed to exceed Cisternay du Fay, and did in the varieties 
which he brought together. The next description was that qf De Bme in his Bwliogralkie instructive (voL i. 
p. 67), printed 1763-1768; but the German editions were overlooked by De Bure, as they had been by his prede
cessors. The Carter-Brown Catalogue (vol. i. no. 473) shows Sobolewski's copy of De Bure 'with manuscript 
notes. A lifetime later, in 1802, A. G. Camus printed at Paris his Mbnoire sur Ies grands et jetits voyages 
[de De Bry] et les voyages de Tlzevenol. As a careful and critical piece of work, this collation of Camus was 
superior to De Bure's. A description of a copy belonging to the Duke of Bedford was printed in Paris in 1836 
(6 pp.). Weigel, in the Seraleum (1845), pp. 65-S9, printed his "Bibliographische Mittheilungen iiber die 
deutschen Ausgaben von De Bry," which was also printed separately. It described a copy now owned in New 
York. Muller, in his Catalogue (1872), p. 217, indicates some differences from Weigel's COlIatiODS. The copy 
formed by De Bure fell into Mr. Grenville'S hands, and was largely improved by him before he left it, with 
his library, to the British Museum. The Bwliotkeca GrenviOlana describes it, and Bartlett (Carter-Brou.,. 
Catalogue, i. 321) thinks it the finest in Europe. Cf. Dibdin's description, which is copied in the America .. 
Bwliopolist (1872), p. '3. The standard conation at present is probably that of Brunet, in his Manuel 
du Iwraire, vol. i. (1860), which was also printed separately; in this he follows Weigel for the German texts. 
This account is followed by Sabin in his Dictionary (vol. iii. p. 20), whose article, prepared by Charles A. 
Cutter, of the Boston Athenreum, has also been printed separately. The Brunet account is accompanied by a 
valuable note (also in Sabin, iii. 59), by Sobolewski, whose best set (reaching one hundred and ""venty parts) 
was a wonderful one, though he lacked the English Hariot. This set came to this country through Muller 
(d. his Catalogue, 1875, p. 387), and is now in the Lenox Library. Sobolewski's second set went into the 
Field Collection, and was sold in 1875; and again in the J. J. Cooke sale (Catalogue, iii. 297) in 1883. Cf. 
Catalogue de la collection de leu M. Serge Sobokwski de Moscou, prepared by Albert Cohn. The sale took 
place in Leipsic in July, 1873. Brunet and Sobolewski both point out the great difficulties of a satisfactory 
collation, arising from the publisher's habit of mixing the sheets of the various editions, forming. varieties 
almost beyond the acquisition of the most enthusiastic collector, .. SO that," says Brunet, "perhaps no two 
copies of this work are exactly alike." ." No man ever yet," says Henry Stevens (HistOrical Collections, vol. i. 
no. 179), " made up his De Bry perfect, if one may count on the three great De Bry witnesses, - the Right 
Honoxable Thomas Grenville, the Russian prince Sobolewski, and the American Mr. Lenox, - who all went 
far beyond' De Bure, yet fell far short of attaining all tqe variations they had heard of." The collector will 
value various other collations now accessible, like that in the Carter-Bruwn Catalogue, vol. i. no. 396 (also 
printed separately, twenty-4ive copies, in 1875); that printed by Quaritch, confined to the German texts; that 
in the Huth Catalogue, ii. 404; and that in the Sunderland Catalogue, nos. 2,0)2, 2,053· 

I There are lists of the sets which have been sold since 1709 given in Sabin (vol. iii. p. 47), from Brunet, and 
in the Carter-Brown Catalogue (vol. i. p. 408). The Rothelin copy, then esteemed the best known, brought, in 
1746, 750 francs. At a later day, with additions secured under better knowledge, it again changed hands at 2,55' 
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While. there is distinctive merit in De Bry's 
collection, which caused it to have a due effect 
in its day on the progress of geographical 
knowledge,l it must be confessed that a certain 
meretricious reputation has become attached 
to the work as the test of a collector's assi

. duity, and of his supply of money, quite dis
proportioned to the relative use of the collection 
in these days to a student. This artificial ap
preciation has no doubt been largely due to 
the engravings, which form so attractive a fea
ture in the series, and l"hich, while they in 
many cases are the honest rendering of genuine 
sketches, are certainly in not a few the merest 
fancy of some designer.2 

There are several publications of the De 
Brys sometimes found grouped with the Voyagu 
as a part, though not properly so, of the series. 
Such are Las Casas' Narratio "~g;onum Indi
ea"",,,; the voyages of the" Silberne Welt," by 
Arthus von Dantzig, and of Olivier van N oort ; 8 

the Rerum el urDis Amstdoda",msium "is/Qria 
of Pontapus, with its Dutch voyages to the 
north; and the Navigations aUJC Emus pa,. /es 
Hollandois.· 

Another of De Bry's editors, Gasper Ens, 
published in 1680 his Wtsl-unnd-Osl IndiscMr 
Lustgurl, which is a summary of the sources 
of American.history.5 

lhere are various abridgJllents of De Bry. 
The earliest is Ziegler's America, Frankfort, 
1614," which is made up from the first nine 
parts of the German Grands Voyagu. The 
Hisloria an/ipodum, od" Nnue Well (1631), is 
the first twelve parts condensed by Johann 
Ludwig Gottfried, otherwise known as Johann 
Phillippe Abelin, who was, in Merian's day, 
a co-laborer on the Voyagu. He uses a large 
number of the plates from the larger work.7 

The chief rival collection of De Bry is that of 
Hulsius, which is described elsewhere.s 

Collections now became numerous. Conrad 
LOw's Me" od" Suhanen Bue" was published 
at Cologne in 15gB.9 The Dutch Collection of 
Voyages, issued by Cornelius Claesz, appeared 
in uniform style between 15gB and 1603, but 
it never had a collective title. It gives the 
voyages of Cavendish and Drake.IO 

It was well into the next century (1613) when 
Purchas began his publications, of which there 

francs, and once more, in 1855 (described in the Bulldin du 6ioHopkile, 1855, pp. 38-41), Mr. Lenox bought 
it for 12,000 francs; and in 1873 Mr. Lenox also bought the best Sobolewski copy (fifty-five volumes) for 5,050 
thalers. With these and other parts, procured elsewbere, this library is supposed to lead all others in the facili
ties for a De Bry bibliography. Fair copies of the Grands voyages in Latin, in first or second editions, are 
asuany sold for about £100, and for both voyages for £150, and sometimes £200. Muller, in 1872, beld the 
fourteen parts, in German, of the Grands wyages, at 1,000 florins. Fragmentary sets are frequently in the 
Catalogues, but bring proportionately much less prices. In unusually full sets the appreciation of value is 
rapid with every additional part. Most large American libraries bave sets of more or less completeness. 
Besides those in the Carter·Brown (which took thirty years to make, besides a duplicate set from the Sobo
lewski sale) and Lenox libraries, there are others in the Boston Public, Harvard College, AstOr, and Long 
Island Historical Society libraries, -all of fair proportions, and not nnfrequently in duplicate and complemental 
sets. The copy of the Great Voyages, in Latin (all first editions), in the Murphy Library (Catalogue, no. 379), 
was gathered for Mr_ Murphy by Obadiah Rich. The Murpby Library also contained the German text in first 
editions. In 1884 Quaritch offered the fine set from the Hamilton Library (twenty-five parts), "presumed 
to be quite perfect," for £670. The Earl of Crawford and Balcarres is about publishing his bibliography of 
De Bry. 

1 There are somewhat diverse views on this point expressed by Brunet and in tbe Grenville Catalogue. 
S Reference has been made elsewhere (Vol. III. pp. 123, 164) to sketches, now preserved as a part of the 

Grenville copy of De Bry in the British Museum, which seem to have been the originals from which De Bry 
engraved the pictures in Hariot's Virginia, etc. These were drawn by Wyth, or White. A collection of 
twenty-four plates of such, from De Bry, were published in New York in 1841 (Field's Indian Bwliograp"y, 
DO. 1,701). Cf. Ame,.. AnlifJ. &e. Proc., Oct. 20, 1866, for other of De Bry's drawings in the British Museum. 
De Bry'. engravings have been since copied by Picard in his CJre,nDIJUs d eouIu",es religieuses des peup/es 
idolatres (Amsterdam, 1723), and by otbers. Exception is taken to the fidelity of De Bry's engravings in the 
parts on Columbus; d. Navarrete, French trans1ation, i. 320-

• Carter.Brown, vol. i. nos. 453, 454. 455. 
4 Rich (1832), £5 5s. Cf. P. A. Tiele's Me"",ire 6i6Iiogral"ifJue sur /es journa,,,, ties navigateurs 

Neer/a,u/ais ,ei",pri",.s dans /es collmions de De Bry d de Hulsius, Amsterdam, 1867. 
i Stevens (1870), no. 668 ; Sabin, vi. 211. 

e Carter-Brown, vol. i. no. 456; vol. ii. no. 11)8; Muller (1875), po 389. 
7 Carter-Brown, vol. i. nos. 457, 458; vol. ii. nos. 3731 79'. There was 3 second edition in 1655' Cf. 

Muller (1872), no. 636~ Sabin, vol. i. no. 50; iii. 59; Huth, ii. 612. Abelin also edited the first four 
volumes (covering 1617-1643) of the TMat,.,.", Europ~um (Frankfort, 1635), etc_, which pertains incidentally 
to American affairs (Muller, 1872, no. 1,5'4), Fitzer's Orientalisehe Indien (1628) and Arthus's HistorUJ 
Ind;' wienlalis (1608) are abridgments of the Sma/I Voyages. 

• Vol. IV. p. 442 • 
• Sabin, voL :L no. 42,392; Carter-Brown, voL i. no. 530. 

m Muller (1872), no. 1,867. 

VOL. 1.-& 
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is an account elsewhere.1 Hieronymus Megi
ser's &ptentrio ntJVantiquus was published at 
Leipsic in 1613. In a single volume it gave 
the Zeni and later accounts of the North, be
sides narratives pertaining to New France and 
Virginia.~ The Jou1'1lalen van de Reysm up 
Oostindie of Michael Colijn, published at Am
sterdam in 1619, is called by Muller 3 the first 
series of voyages published in Dutch with a 
collective title. It includes, notwithstanding the 
title, Cavendish, Drake, and Raleigh. Another 
Dutch folio, Herckmans' Der Zuvaerl !of, etc. 
(Amsterdam, 1634), does not include any Amer
ican voyages.4 The celebrated Dutch collection, 
edited by Isaac Commelin, at Amsterdam, and 
known as the Begin en Voortgangk van dl! Oost
Indisckl! Compagnie, would seem originally to 
have included, among its voyages to the East 
and North,6 those of Raleigh and Cavendish; 
but they were later omitted.6 

The collection of Thevenot was issued in 
1663; but this has been described elsewhere.7 

The collection usually cited as Dapper's was 
printed at Amsterdam, 1669-1729, in folio 
(thirteen volumes). It has no collective title, 
but among the volumes are two touching' 
America, - the Besckrijvinge of Montanus,8 and 
Nienhof's Brasiliaansckl! Zee-en Lantrl!izl!.9 A 
small collection, Recueil dl! 'divers voyages Jaits 
en Africa et en fAmbiqul!,10 was published 
in Paris by Billaine in 1674. It includes 
Blome's Jamaica, Laborde on the Caribs, etc. 

Some of the later American voy~ges were also 
printed in the second edition of a Swedish 
Reesa-book, printed at Wysingzborg in 1674-
1675.11 The Italian collection, II genio va.. 
gante, was printed at Parma in 1691-1693, in 
four volumes. 

An Account of Several Voyages (London, 1694) 
gives Narborough's to Magellan's Straits, and 
Marten's to Greenland. 

The important English Collection of Voyages 
and Travels which passes under the name of 
its publisher, Churchill, took its earliest form 
in 1704, appearing in four volumes; but was 
afterwards increased by two additional volumes 
in 1733, and by two more in 1744.-these last, 
sometimes called the Oxford Voyages, being 
made up from material in the library of the 
Earl of Oxford. It was reissued complete in 
1752. It has an introductory discourse by 
Caleb Locke; and this, and some other of its 
contents, constitutes the Histoirl! de la naviga
tion, Paris, 1722.12 

John Harris, an English divine, had com
piled a Collection of Voyages in 1702 which was 
a rival of Churchill's, differing from it in being 
an historical summary of all voyages, instead 
of a coilection of some. Harris wrote the In
troduction; but it is questionable how much 
else he had to do with it.18 It was revised and 
reissued in 1744-1748 by Dr. John Campbell, 
and ,in this form it is often regarded as a sup
plement to Churchill.u It was reprinted in two 

1 Vol. III. p. 47. Cf. Carter-Brown, vol. ii. nos. 159, 169, 189, 223, 308, 330. 397. Sobolewski's mpy 
was in the Menzies sale (no. 1,649)' Quaritch's price is from .£7S to £100, according tomndition, which is 
the price of good mpies in recent sales. 

, S Muller (1872), no. 2,067. 
8 Catalogue (187S), no. 3,284; (1877), no. 1,627; Tiele, no.'. 
4 Muller (1872), no. 1,837. 
6 This collection also includes the voyages of Barentz, and of Hudson, as well as several through Magellan's 

Straits, with Madrigz's voyage to Peru and Chili. 
6 The mllection, as it is known, is sometimes dated 1644 and 164S, but usually 1646 (Muller. 1872. 

no. 1,871; Tiele, Memoire bibliogt'apkique, p. 9; Carter-Brown, vol. ii. nos. 567, 586 j Sabin, iv. 3' 5, 3,6). 
A partial English translation appeared in London in 1703 (Muller, .872, no. 1,886). The Oost-b,discM 
Voyagien, issued at Amsterdam in 1648 by Joost Hartgers, is a reprint of part of Co!!,me!in, with some addi
tions. Only one volume was printed; but Muller thinks (1872 Catalogue, no. 18n) that some separate issues 
(.649-165

'
), including Vries's voyage to'Virginia and New Netherland, were intended to make part of a semnd 

volume. Cf. Sabin, viii. lI8 j Stevens, Nuggets, no. 1,339. 
7 Vol. IV. p. 219. 
8 The original of Ogilby's Amer,ica: cf. Vo!. III. p. 416. 
9 Muller (1872), no. 1,884- Another Dutch publication, deserving of a passing notice, which, though not a 

mllection of voyages, enlarges upon the heroes of such voyages, is the Leeven en Daden der doorluchtigste 
Zee-kelden (Amsterdam, 1676), by Lambert van den Bos, which gives a~counts of Columbus, Vespucius, 
Magellan, Drake, Cavendish, the Zeni, Cabot, Cortereal, Frobisher, and Davis. There was a German trans
lation at Nuremberg in 1681 (Carter-Brown, vol. ii. no. '.149; Stevens, 1870, no. 231). 

10 Carter-Brown, vo!. ii. no. 1,1 II. A second edition was printed by the widow Cellier in Paris in , 683 
(Muller, 1875, p. 395), containing the same matter differently arranged. , 

11 An earlier edition (1667) did not have them (Muller, .875, p. 394). Capel s V~st.n,:ngen des Norden 
(Hamburg. 1676) summarizes the voyages of the Zeni, Hudson, an~ others to the (,.'cliC regIOn,s. " 

l~ Sabin, iv. 68; Carter-Brown, vol. iii. no. 50. It includes III the later edl~lons C:'"tell s descrIption of 
America, with other of the Harleian manuscripts, and gives Ferdinand Columbus' life of his father. 

18 Historical Magazine, i. 125. 

14 Allibone; Bohn's Lowndes, etc. 
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• 
volumes, folio, with continuations to date, in 
1764.1 

The well-known Dutch collection (Voyagim) 
of Vander Aa was printed at Leyden in 1706, 
1707. It gives voyages to all parts of' the world 
made between 1246 and 1693. He borrows from 
Herrera, Acosta, Purchas, De Dry, and all avail
able sources, and illuminates the whole with 
about five hundred maps and plates. In its 
original form it made twenty-eight, sometimes 
thirty, volumes of small size, in black-letter, 
and eight volumes in folio, both editions being 
issued at the 'same time and from the same type. 
In this larger form the voyages are arranged by 
nations; and it was the unsold copies of this 
edition which, with a new general title, consn
tutes the edition of 1727. In the smaller form 
the arrangement is chronological. In the folio 
edition the voyages to Spanish America pre-' 
vious to 1540 constitute volumes three and four; 
while the English voyages, to 1696, are in vol
umes five and six.' 

In 1707 Du Perier's Hhtoire universdli! du 
voyag.s had not so wide a scope as its title in
dicated, being confined to the early Spanish 
voyages to America; 8 the proposed subsequent 
volumes not having beenprintec;I. An English 
translation, under Du Perier's name, was issued 
in London in 1708; 4 but when reissued in 1711, 
with a different title, it credited the authorship 
to the Abbe Bellegarde.6 In 1711, also, Captain 

'John Stevens published in 'London his New 
Col/uti"" of Voyagi!S; but Lawson's Carolina 
and Cieza's Peru were the only American sec
tions.6 In 1715 the French collection known 
as Bernard's Ri!CUi!il di! 1Joiag.s au Nord, was 
begun at Amsterdam. A pretty wide interpre
tation is given to the restricted designation of 

the title, and voyages to California, Louisiana, 
the Upper Mississippi (Hennepin), Virginia, 
and Georgia are included.? Daniel Coxe, in 
1741, united in one volume A Colledion of Voy
ages, three of which he had already printed 
separately, including Captain james's to the 
Northwest. A single volume of a collection 
called TIlt Amerkan Traveller appeared in 
London in 1743.8 

The collection known as Astley's Voyng.s 
was published in London in four volumes in 
1745-1747; the editor was John Green, whose 
name is sometimes attached to the work. It 
gives the travels of Marco Polo, but has noth
ing of the early voyages to America,' - these 
being intended for later volumes, were never 
printed. These four volumes were translated, 
with some errors and omissions, into French, 
and constitute the first nine volumes of the 
Abbe Prevost's His/oire generate us 'l'oyages, 
begun in Paris in 1746, and completed, in twenty 
quarto volumes, in 1789.10 An oct",vo edition 
was printed (1745r1770) in seventy-five v 01-
umes.ll It Was again reprinte.! at the Hague in 
twenty-five volumes quarto (1747-1780), with 
considerable re'vision, following the original Eng
lish, and with Green's assistance; besides show
ing some additions. The Dutch editor was 
P. de Hondt, who also issued an edition in Dutch 
in twenty-one volumes quarto,-including, how
ever, only the first seventeen volumes of his 
French edition, thus omitting those chiefly con
cerning America}" A small collection of little 
moment, A New Universal Collection of Voyages, 
appeared in London in 1755.18 De Brosses' His· 
loire des navigations auz terres austraks dtjJUis 
1501 (Paris, 1756), two volumes quarto, covers 
Vespucius, MagelIan, Drake, and Cavendish}4 

1 Carter-Brown, vol. iii. no. 1,400; Sabin, viii. 92 j Muller {1872}, no. 1,901. 
2 H. H. Bancroft, . Central America, ii. 745, who errs somewhat in bis statements; Murp"y Catalogui!, 

no. ',074; Carter-Brown, vol. iii. no. 88, with full table of contents. The best description is in Muller (,872), 
no. ',887, Altbough Vander Aa says, in the title of the folio edition,· that it is based,on the Gottfriedt-Abelin 
NI7II8 Welt, tbis new collection is at least four times as extensive. 

8 Carter-Brown, vol. iii. no. 96. 
4. Carter.Brown, iii. 110. 

a Carter-Brown, iii. 150 • 
• The publication began in numbers in 1708, and some copies are dated '7'0 (Carter-Brown, vol. iii. 

no. 158). 
T Carter-Brown, vol. iii. no. 208, in ten vols., 1715-1718. H. H. Bancroft (Central America, ii. 749), 

cites an edition (1715-1727) in nine vols. Muller (1870, n9' 2,021) cites an edition, ten vols., 1731-1738. 
8 Sabin, voL i. no. 1,250. . 

9 Carter-Brown, vol. iil. no. 792; H. H. Bancroft, Central America, ii. 747. 
10 Volumes xii. to xv. are given to' America; the later volumes were compiled· by Querlon and De 

Leyre. 
U Different sets vary in the number of volumes. 
12 Muller (,872), nos. ,,895":',9""; Carter-Brown, vol. iii. no. 831; H. H. Bancroft, Central America, 

ii. 746. A German translation appeared at Leipsic in 1747 in twenty-one volumes. 
18 H. H. Bancroft., Central America, ii. 750. 
14 Muller (1872), nos. '.980, 1,Cj81. There was a German translation, with enlargements, by J. C. Adelung, 

Halle, 1767; an English translation is also cited. A similar range was taken in Alexander Dalrymple's 
HistoriI:al Collection of Voyages in tke Sout" Pacific Ocean (London, 1770), of which there was a French 
translation in '774 (Carter-Brown, vol. iii. no. 1,730). The most important contribution in English on this 
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Several English collections appeared in the 
next few years; among which are TM World 
Displayed (London, 1759-1761), twenty voIs. 
16mo, - of which seven volumes are on Amer
ican voyages, compiled from the larger collec
tions,l- and A Curious Collection of Travels 
(London, 1761) is in eight volUmes, three of 
which are devoted to America.z 

The Abbe de la Porte's Voyageur Fratlfois, 
in forty-two volumes, 1765-1795 (there are other 
dates), may be mentioned to warn the student of 
its historical warp with a fictitious woof.' John 
Barrows' CollectiOlJ of Voyages (London, 1765), in 
three small volumes, was translated into French 
by Targe under the title of Abrlgl ckronologique. 
John Callender's V OYl1l{es to the Tn-ra australis 
(London, 1766-1788), three volumes, translated 
for the first time a number of the narratives in De 
Bry, Hulsius, and Thevenot. It gives the voy
ages of Vespucius, Magellan, Drake, Galle, 
Cavendish, Hawkins, and others.! Dodsley's 
COnlpmdium of VOYl1l{es was published in the 
same year (1766) in seven volumes.6 The NrdJ 
Collution of Voyages. generally referred to as 
Knox's, from the publisher's name, appeared in 
seven volumes in 1767, the first three volumes 
covering American explorations.6 In Ino Ed
ward Cavendish Drake's New Universal Collec
tion of Voyages was published at London. The 
narratives are concise, and of a very popular 
character.; David Henry, a magazinist of the 
day, published in 1773-1774 An Historical Ac
count of all tM Voyages Round the World by Eng
lisk Navigators, beginning with Drake and Cav
endish.8 

La Harpe issued in Paris, 1780-1801, in 
thirty-two volumes, - COme}Tas editing the last 
eleven, - his Abrigl de r histoire gbrlra/e des v'!Y" 
ages, which proved a more readable and pop
ular book than Prevost's collection. There have 
been later editions and continuations.9 

Johann Reinhold Forster made a positive 
contribution to this field of compilation when 
he printed his Gesckichle der Enldeckungen und 
Sckifffahrten im Norden at Frankfort in 1785.10 
He goes back to the earliest explorations, and 
considers the credibility of the Zeno narrative. 

• He starts with Gomez for the Spanish section. 
A French collection by Berenger, Voyages fails 
ardour du n10nde (Paris, 1788-1789), is very scant 
on Magellan, Drake, and Cavendish. A collec
tion was published in London (1789) by Rich
ardson on the voyages of the Portuguese and 
Spaniards during the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries. Mavor's Voyages, Travels, and Dis
CfT.-iu (London, 17¢-1802), twenty-five vol
umes, is a condensed treatment, which passed to 
other editions in 1810 and 181S-18IS. 

A standard compilation appeared in John 
Pinkerton's General CollectiOlJ of Voyages (London, 
1808-1814/, in seventeen volumes,Uwith over two 
hundred maps and plates, repeating the essential 
English narratives of earlier collections, and 
translating those from foreign languages afresh, 
preserving largely the language of the explorers. 

.Pinkerton, as an editor, was learned, but some
what pedantic and over-confident; and a certain 
agglutinizing habit indicates a process of amass
ment rather than of selection and assimilation. 
Volumes xii., xiii., and xiv. are given to Amer
ica; but the operations of the Spaniards on the 
main, and particularly on the Pacific coast of 
North America, are rather scantily chronicled.12 

In 1808 was begun, under the supervision of 
Malte-Brun and others, the well-known A,males 
des voyages, which was continued to 1815, mak
ing twenty-five volumes. A new series, Nouvelles 
annates des voyages, was begun in 1819- The 
whole work is an important gathering of original 
sources and learned comment, and is in consider
able part devoted to America. A French Co/lee
tiOlJ- abrlgle des voyages, by Bancarel, appeared 
in Paris in 1808-1809. in twelve volumes. 

TIle C(l/lectiOlJ of tM best Voyages and Travels, 
compiled by Robert Kerr, and published in 
Edinburgh in 18n-1824, in eighteen octavo vol
umes, is a useful one, though the scheme was 
not wholly carried out. It includes an historical 
essay on the progress of navigation and discov
ery by W. Stevenson. It also includes among 
others the Northmen and Zeni voyages, the trav
els of Marco Polo and Galvano, the African dis
coveries of the Portuguese. The voyages of 
Columbus and his successors begin in vol. iii.; 

subject, however, is in Dr. lames Burney's Chro/lo/QgicaJ HIStory of Discgwry iIc tile Sout" SMA (18oJ-1817), 
five volumes quarto. 

1 Dr. Johnson wrote the Introduction; there was a third edition in 1767 (Bohn's I.ortncd4s, p. 2994). 
S H. H. Banaoft, Central America, ii. 750. 
B H. H. Bancroft, Ce>tlral America, ii. 754' 
4 Carter-Brown, vol. iii. no. '0494. 
i Sabin, v. 473; H. H. Banaoft, Central Amerit:ll, ii. 750. 
e Sabin, ix. 529 i Carter-Brown, vo!. iii. no. 1,602; H. H. Bancroft, CmIra/ AIlUri&a, ii. 750-
7 Carter-Brown, vol. iii. no. 1,733; H. H. Bancroft, Central A..erica. ii. 751• 
8 H. H. Bancroft, Central America, ii. 751 i Allibone. 
9 H. H. Bancroft, Central Alllerica, ii. 749. 

,. H. H. Bancroft, Ce>tlral America, ii. 752. 
U Tbere was a quarto reprint in Philadelphia of a part of it in 1810-1812. 
11 There is a catalogue of voyages and an index in vol. xvii. Cf AUibone's Didiottar7. 
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and '\he narratives of these voyages are contin
ued through voL vi .. though those of Drake, 
Cavendish, Ha .... kins, Davis, Magellan, and 
others come later in the series. . 

The HU/Qir~ giuir.z/~ ti"s '",)"gu, undertaken 
by C. A. Walkenaerin 1826, was stopped in 1831, 
after twenty-one octavos had heen printed, witb
ont q:haosting the African portion. 

The early Dutch voyages are commemorated 
in Bennet and Wijk's .... m..,.landsdu ·OuM""ki". 
~,. i,. A.urica, etc., ,..hich,..as issued at l:trecht 
in 1~'7.1 and in their l\'d..,./antlsdu u..,.oSnt, 
printed at Dordrecht in 1828-18JO, in five \·olumes 
octavo. It contains Linschoten, Hudson, etc. 

Albert 1II ontemont's Biblioth;'lu" unr.-.:rsdl" 
da ..,. ... guwas published in Paris, IS.h~1836. in 
forty-.;ix volumes. 

G. A. 'Vimmer's Di" E,,,hiillnng- tlu Erd
krtius (Vienna. 18]4), five volumes ocuva, is a 
gener;ll sommar}", which gives in the last two 
volumes the voyages to America and to the 
South Seas.t 

10 1837 Henri Temaux-Compans began the 
publication of his Jt,ugu, r~/dlj'on.r. d m;"l{Iir~s 
tlng.;nallz jHmr SUT.'ir .. r h;stMr~ tk liz t/I,"t11lfKrle 
tI" r A",bi'l"-', of which an account is gi,-en on 
another page (see p. vi). 

The collection of F. C. Marmocchi, Ra""lta 
tli tiaggi tlaIla M"J'n-fd dd l\-u<'OYI C"ntitunU, was 
published at Prato in IS,,0-184], in fi ... e volumes; 
it includes the Navarrete collection on Colum-

1 Stevens, BiJliotIteuI J:MgTn;hica, no. 317. 
S MnII ... (1872), 00 •• ,842-
" MnII ... (18n), DO. 3.303. 

bns, Xeres on Pizarro, and other' of the Spanish 
narratives." The last volume of a collection in 
twelve volumes published in Paris, l\-ouvell" "if,. 
li«";'!"" da .·t>y<'grs, is also given to America. 

The Hakluyt Society in London began its 
valuable series of publications in I8.U, and has 
admirably kept up its work to the present time, 
haying issued its volumes generally under satis
factory editing. Its publications are not sold 
outside of its membership, except at second 
hand.4 

. '-'nder the editing of Jose Ferrer de Couto 
and Jose March y Labores, and with the royal 
patronage, a His/"Tia tI" la ",,,Tina r~'" Espa;'"l ... 
was published in Madrid, in two volumes, 1849 
and 1854- It relates the early voyages.s Ed
ooard Chartan's r"~<71lrs anc;ms cl mlNin-na 
was published in four yolumes in Paris, IS 55-
1857; and it passed subsequently to a new 
edition." 

A summarized account of the Portugnese and 
Spanish discoveries, from Prince Henry to 
Pizarro, was published in German by Theodor 
Vogel, and also in English in ISn. 

A l\"mMlle "istwe des '''''ag!'S, by Richard 
Cortambert, is the latest and most popular pre
sentation of the subject, opening with the explo
rations of Columbns and his successors; and 
Edouard Cat's Lu g rantlu tllclllr.JO'fu maritimes 
till tra"zihne au msihne $11& (Paris, 1882) is 
another popular book. 

• Complete sets are sometimes offered by dealen at £30 to £35. 
I H. H. Bancroft, CnrtraJ AllUrica, ii. 757. . 
• A Spanish translation of the modem voyages by Unabieta was pnhIished in Paris in ,860-1861. The 

Spanish Ell&icl4jedia de Piajes .otIerJIM (Madrid, ,859), five volumes, edited by Fernandez Cuesta, refers 
to the later periods (H. H. Baoaoft, CndraI AIIUriea, ii. 758). 
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HISTORY OF ·AMERICA 

CHAPTER 1.. 

THE"· GEOGRAPHICAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE ANClENTS 
CONSIDERED IN RELATION TO THE DISCOVERY OF 
AMERICA. 

BY WILLIAM H. TILLINGHAST, 

Assistant Li6rarian oj. Harvard Univers#7. 

As Columbus,. in August, 1498, ran into the mouth of the Orinoco, he 
little thought that before him lay, silent but irrefutable, the proof of 

the futility of his long-cherished hopes. His gratification at the complete
ness of his s·uccess, in that God had permitted the accomplishment of all 
·his predicti.ons, to the confusion of those who had opposed and derided 
him, never left him; even in the fever which overtook him on the last voy
.age his strong faith. cried to him, "Why dost thou falter in thy trust in 
God? He gave thee India! " In this belief he died. The conviction that 
Hayti walJ Cipangu, that Cuba was Cathay, did not long outlive its author; 
the discovery of the Pacific soon made it clear that a new world and another 
sea lay between the landfall of Columbus and the goal of his endeavors. 

The truth, when revealed and accepted, was a surprise more profound to 
the learned than even the error it displaced. The possibility of a s~ort pas
sage westward to Cathay was important to merchants and adventurers, 
startling to courtiers and ecclesiastics, but to men of classical learning it 
was only a corroboration of the teaching of the ancients. That a barrier to 
such passage s.hould be detected in the very spot where the outskirts of 
Asia had been imagined, was unexpected and unwelcome. The treasures 
o()f Mexico and Peru could not satisfy the demand for the products of the 
East; Cortes gave himself, in his later years, to the search for a strait which 
might yet make good the anticipations of the: earlier di·scoverers. The new 

. interpretation, if economically disappointing, had yet an interest of its own. 
Whence came the human population of the unveiled continent? How had 
its existence escaped the wisdom of Greece and Rome? Had it done so ? 
Clearly, since the whole hUl;nan race had been renewed through Noah, the 

VOL. 1.-1 
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red men of America must have descended from the patriarch; in some way. 
at some time, the New World had been discovered and populated from the 
Old. Had knowledge of this event lapsed from the minds of men before 
their memories were committed to writing, or did r~miniscences exist in 
ancient literatures, overlooked, or misunderstood by modern ignorance? 
Scholars were not wanting, nor has their line since wholly failed,' who freely 
devoted their ingenuity to the solution of these questions, but with a suc
<,:ess so diverse in its results, that the inquiry is still pertinent, especially 
since the pursuit, even though on the main point it end in reservation of 
judgment, enables us to understand from what source and by what channels 
the inspiration came which held Columbus so steadily to his westward 
course. 

Although the elder civilizations of Assyria and Egypt boasted a cultiva
tion of astronomy ~ong anterior to the heroic age of Greece, their cosmo
graphical ideas appear to have been rude' and undeveloped, so that whatever 
the Greeks borrowed thence was of small importance compared with what 
they themselves ascertained. While it may be doubted if decisive testi
mony can be extorted' from the earliest Grecian literature, represented 
chiefly by the Homeric and Hesiodic poems, it is probable that the people _ 
among whom that literature -grew up' had not gone, in their conception of 
the universe, beyond simple acceptance of the direct evidence of their 
senses. The earth they looked upon as a plane, stretching away from the 
lEgean Sea, the focus of their. knowledge, and ever less distinctly known. 
until it ended in an horizon of pure ignorance, girdled by the deep-flowing 
current of the river Oceanus. Beyond Oceanus even fancy began to fail: 
there was the realm of dust and darkness, the home of the powerless spirits. 
of the dead; there, too, the hemisphere of heaven joined its brother hemi
sphere of Tartarus.1 This conception of the earth was not confined to Ho
meric times, but remained the common belief throughout the course of 
Grecian history, underlying and outlasting many of the speculations of the 
philosophers. . 

That growing intellectual activity which was signalized by a notable de
velopment of trade and colonization in the eighth century, in the seventh' 
awoke to consciousness in a series of attempts to formulate the conditions 
of existence. The philosophy of nature thus originated, wherein the testi~ 
mony of nature in her own behalf was little sought or understood, began 
with the assumption of a flat earth, variously shaped, and as variously sup
ported. To whom belongs the honor of first propounding the theory of the 
spherical form of the earth cannot be known. It was taught by the Italian 
Pythagoreans of the sixth century, and was probably one of the doctrines 

1 The plane. earth cut the cosmic sphere like 
a diaphragm, .shutting the light from Tartarus. 

G.VTcI,p VfrEP80 
~ pl,a& tr~UClC1L KClt d.TpvyiToLO 8~~. 

(Hesiod, TIteD,.. 727.) 

Claud above 
•. Impend the roots of earth and barren sea." 
(TIte .. ,,,,,,iN, tif H ,si4d tAl A st:r_ etc., translated by' 

C. A. Elton, 2d ed. London, 1815.) 

Critics differ as to the age of the vivid descrip
tion of Tartarus in the Theogony. 
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of Pythagoras himself, as it was, a little later, of Parmenides, t1.t. fou~ 
of the Eleatics.1 

In neither case can there be a claim for scientific discovery. The earth 
was a sphere because the sphere was the most perfect form; it was at the 
centre of the universe because that was the place of honor; it was motion
less because motion was less dignified than rest. 

Plato, who was familiar with the doctrines of the Pythagoreans, adopted 
their view of the form of the earth, and did much to popularize it among 
his countrymen.2 To the generation that succeeded him, the sphericity of 
the earth was a fact as capable of logical demonstration as a geometrical 
theorem. Aristotle, in his treatise H On the Heaven," after detiiling the . 
views of those philosophers who regarded the earth as fiat, drum-shaped, or 
cylindrical, gives a formal summary of the grounds which necessitate the 
assumption of its sphericity, specifying the tendency of all things to seek 
the centre, the uI:\,varying circularity of the earth's shadow at eclipses of the 
moon, and the proportionate change in the altitude of stars resulting from 
changes in the observer's latitude. Aristotle made the doctrine orthodox; 
his successors, Eratosthenes, Hipparchus, and Ptolemy, constituted it an 
inalienable possession of the race. Greece transmitted it to Rome, Rome 
impressed it upon barbaric Europe; taught by Pliny, Hyginus, Manilius, 
expressed in the works of Cicero, Virgil, Ovid, it . passed into the school
books of the Middle Ages, whence, reinforced by Arabian lore, it has come 
down to us.s ' 

That the. belic;:f ever became in antiquity or in the Middle Ages widely 
spread among the people is improbable ; .. it did not indeed. escape oppo
sition among the educated;, writers even of the Augustan age sometimes 
appear in doubt.4 

1 Pythagoras has left no Writings; Aristotle 
speaks only of his school; Diogenes Laertius in 
one passage (Vi/tu, viii. I (Pythag.), 25) quotes 
an authority to the effect that Pythagoras as
serted the earth to be spherical and inhabited 
all over, so that there were antipodes, to ~m 
that is iJ'lJer whiCh to us is under. As all his dis
ciples agreed on the spherical form of the earth 
while differing as to its position and motion, it 
is probable that they took the idea of its form 
from him.' Diogenes Laertius states that Par
menides called the earth round (ITTp<JYY61o.", viii. 
48), and also that he spoke of. it as spherical 
(1T4>'''pon3ij, ix. 3); the passages are not, as has 
bt,en sometimes assumed, contradictory. The 
enunciation of the doctrine is often attributed to 
Thales and to Anaximander, on the authority 
of Plutarch, De p/ad/is thi/osoplzorum, iii. 10, and 
Diogenes Laertius, ii. 'I, respectively; but the 
evidence is conflicting (Simplicius, Ad A,./s/ot., 
p. so6 IJ. ed. Brandis; Aristot., De Ctu/o, ii. 13; 
Plutarch, De Plac.lhil. iii., xv. 9). . 

2 Plato, PIztudo, 109- Schaefer is in error 
when he asserts (Entwicklunc de,. Ansidlun de,. 

AI/en ueber Gestalt fmd Grosse de,. E,.de, 16) that 
Plato in the Timaeus (55. 56) assigns a cubical 
form to the earth. The question there is not 
of the shape of the earth, the planet, but of the 
form of the constituent atoms of the element 
earth. 
3 Terra pilae similis, nullo fulcimine nixa, 

Aere subjecto tam grave pendet onus. 
[Ipsa volubilitas libratum sustinet orbem: 

Quique premit partes, angulus omnis abest. 
Cumque sit in media rerum regione locata, 

Et tangat nullum plusve minusve latus; 
Ni convexa foret, parti vicinior esset, 

Nec medium terram mundus haberet onus.] 
Arte Syracosia suspensus in aere clauso , 

Stat globus, immensi parva figura poli ; 
Et quantum a summis, tantum secessit ab imis 

Terra. Quod ut fiat, forma rotunda facit. 
(Ovid, Fasti, vi. 269-280.) 

The bracketed lines are found in but a few 
MSS. The . last lines refer to a globe said ,to 
have been constructed by Archimedes. 

4 Plato makes Socrates say that he took up 
the works of Anaxagoras, hoping to learn 
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The sphericity of the earth once comprehended, there follow certain 
corollaries which the Greeks were not slow to perceive. Plato, indeed, 
who likened the earth to a ball covered with party-colored strips of leather, 

. gives no estimate of its size, although the description of the world in the 
Phaedo seems' to imply immense magnitude; 1 but Aristotle states that 
mathematicians of his day estimated the circumference at 400,000 stadia, 2 

and Archimedes put~ the common reckoning at somewhat less than 300,000 

stadia.3 How these figures were obtained we. are not informed. The first 
measurement of the earth which rests on a known method was that made 
about the middle of the third century B. C., by Eratosthenes, the librarian 
at Alexandria, who, by comparing the estimated linear distance between 
Syene, under the tropic, and Alexandria with their angular distance, as 
deduced from observations on the shadow of the gnomo~ at Alexandria, 
-concluded that the circumference of the earth was 250,000 or 252,000 
stadia. 4 • This result, owing to an uncertainty as to the. ex;act length of the 
stade used in the computation,' cannot be interpreted with confidence, 
but if we assume that it was in truth about twelve per cent. too large, we 
shall probably not be far out of the way.6 Hipparchus, in many matters 
whether the earth was round or fiat (Phaedo, 46, 
Stallb. i. 176). In Plutarch's dialogue" On the 
face appea,.itZlr in the o,.b of the mootZ," one of the 
characters is lavish in his ridicule ·of the sphe
ricity of the earth and 6f the theory of antipo
des. See also Lucretius, .De rerum nat., i. 1052, 
etc., v. 650; Virgil, Georgics, i. 247; Tacitus, 
Gel'mattia, 45. 

1 That extraordinary picture could, however, 
hardly have been intended for an exposition of 
the actual physical· geography of the globe. 

2 Aristotle, .De cado, ii. 15. 
8 Archimedes, A,.maritlS, i. I, ed. Helbig. 

Leipsic, 1881, vol. ii. p. 243. . 
4 The logical basis. of Eratosthenes's work 

was sound, but the result was vitiated by errors 
of fact in his assumptions, which, however, to 
some extent counterbalanced one another. The 
majority of ancient writers who treat of the 
matter give 252,000 stadia as the result, but Cle
omedes (eire. dod,.. de sub/., i. 10) gives 250,000. 
It is surmised that the former number originated 
in a desire to assign in round numbers 700 
stadia to a degree. Forbiger, Handbueh de,. a/ten 
Geographie, i. 180, n. 27. 

6 The stadium comprised six hundred feet, but 
the length C1f. the Greek foot is uncertain; indeed, 
there were at least two varieties, the Olympic and 
the Attic, as in,Egypt there was a royal and a com
mon ell, and a much larger number of suppositi-· 
tious feet (and, consequently, stadia) have been 
discovered or invented by metrologists. Early 
French scholars, like Rame de l'Isle, D' Anville, 
06sselin, supposed the true length of the earth's 
circumference to be known to the Greeks, and 
held that all the estimates which have come 
do~n to us were expressions of the same value 

in different stadia. It is now generally agreed 
that these estimates really denote different con
ceptions of the size of the earth, but opinions 
still differ widely as to the length of the stadium 
used by the geoWaphers. The value selected 
by Peschel (Gesehiehte de,. E,.dkunde, 2d ed., p. 
46) is that likewise adopted by Hultsch (Griuh
isehe tend Riimisehe Metroif1gJe, 2d ed., 1882) and 
Muellenhof (.Deutsche A/te,.thumsktmde, 2d ed., 
vol. i.). According to these writers, Eratosthe
nes is supposed. to have devised as a standard 
geographical measure a stadium composed of 
feet equal: to one half, the royal Egyptian ell. 
According to Plint (Hist. Nat., xii. 14, § 5), Era
tosthenes allowed forty stadia to the Egyptian 
schon us; if we reckon the schonus at 12,000 

royal ells, we have stadium = 12,000 X .525111 
40 

='57.5111• This would give a degree equal to 
IIO,250m, the true value being, according to Pe-' 
schel, IIO,808m• To this conclusion Lepsius (.Das 
Stadium und die G,.admusung des E,.atosthenes 
atef Grund/age de,. Aeg),ptischm Masse, in Zeit
sehrift fii,. Aegypt. Spraehe fl. Alte,.th"mskunde, 
xv. [1877]. See also .Die Liiltgemltasse de,. A/ten. 
Berlin, (884) objects that the royal ell was never 
used in composition, and that the schonus was. 
valued in different parts of Egypt at 12,000, 
16,000, 24,000, small ells. He believes that the 
schonus referred to by Pliny contained 16,000 
small ells, so that Eratosthenes's stadium = 
16,000 8 
~X.45om=1 om 

40 
It is possible, however, that Eratosthenes did 

not devise a new stadium, but adopted that in 
current use among the Greeks, the A thenian sta
dium. (I have seen no evidence that the long 
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the opponent of Eratosthenes, adopted. his conclusion on this point, and 
was followed by Strabo,l by Pliny, who regarded the attempt as somewhat 
over-bold, but so cleverly argued that it could not be disrega,rded,2 and by '. 
many others. 

Fortunately, as '.it. resulted, this over-estimate was not allowe<l to stand 
uncontested. Posidonius of Rhodes (B. c. 135-51), by an independent 
calculation based upon the difference in altitude of Can opus at Rhodes 
and at Alexandria,' reached a result which is reported by Cleomedes as 
240,000, and by Strabo as 180}ooo stadia3 The final judgment of Posi
donius apparently approved the smaller number; it hit, at all events, the 
fancy of the time, and was adopted by Marinus of Tyre and by Ptolemy,4 
whose authority imposed it upon the Middle Ages. Accepting it as an 
independent estimate, it follows that Posidonius allowed but 500 stadia to 
a degree, instead of 700, thus representing the earth as about 28 per cent. 
smaller than did Eratosthenes.6 • 

To ~he earliest writers the known lands constituted the earth; they were 
girdled, indeed, by the river Oceanus, ·but that was a narrow stream whose 

Olympic stadium was in common 'Ise.) This 
stadium is based on the Athenian foot, whic\J., 
according to the investigations of Stuart, has 
been reckoned at '308lm, being to the Roman 
foot as 25 to 24. This wBuld give a stadium of 
184.8 m, and a degree of I29,5oom. Now Stra-' 
bo, in the passage where he says that people 
coinmonly estimate'! eight stadia to the mile, 
adds that Polybius allowed 8* stadia to the 
mile (Geogr., vii. 7, § 4), and in the fragment 
known as the Table of Julian of Ascalon 
(Hultsch, Mdrolog. script. reiiq., Lips., 1864, i. 
201) it is distinctly stated that Eratosthenes and 
Strabo reckoned 8* stadia tQ the mile. In the 
opinion of Hultsch, this table probably belonged 
to an official compilation made under the em
peror Julian. Very recently W. Dorpfeld has 
revised the work of Stuart, and by a series of 
measurements of the smaller architecturalefea
tures in Athenian remains has made it appear 
that the Athenian foot equalled .2957m (instead 
of '308lm), which is almost precisely the Roman 
foot, and gives a stadium of 177.4m, which runs 
8t to the Roman mile. If this revision is 
trustworthy,-and it has been accepted by Lep
sins and by Nissel (who contributes the article 
on me.trQlogy to Mueller's Handbuek der klas
sisekm AllerthumS7JJissensekaf/. N ordlingen\ 1886, 
etc.), - it seems to me probable that We have. 
here the stadium used by Eratosthenes, and that 
his degree has a value of 124. 180m (Dorpfeld, 
Bdtriige tur anlikm Metrologie, in Mittheilungm 
des dedlsehm Arehaeolog. Institulssu ,Alhm, vii. 
(1882),277)· 

1 Strabo, Geogr., ii. 5, § 7 ; the estimate of Posi
donius is only quoted hypothetically by Strabo 
(ii. 2, § 2). " 

2 Pliny, Hist. Nat. ii. 112,113. There is appar
ently some misunderstanding, either on the' part 
of Pliny or his copyists, in the subsequent pro
position to increase this estimate by 12,000 
stadia. Schaefer's (Philologus, xxviii. 187) read
justment of the textis.rather audacious. Pliny's 
statement that Hipparchus estimated the cir
cumference at 275,000 stadia does not agree with 
Strabo (i. 4, § I). 

• The discrepancy is variously explained. Ric
cioli, in his Geographia d hydrographia riformata, 
1661, first suggested the more commonly re
ceived solutio1l:' Posidonius, he thought, having 
calculated the arc between Rhodes and Alexan
dria at 1-48 of the circumference, at first assumed 
5,000 stadia as the distance between these places: 
5,000 X 48 = 240,000. Later he adopted are" 
vised estimate of the distance (Strabo, ii.ch. v. 
§ 24), 3,750 stadia: 3,750 X 4B = 180,000. Le
tronne (Mem. de l' Aead. des Inser. et Belles-Lel
tres, vi., 1822) prefers to regard both numbers, 
as merely hypothetical illustrations of the pro
cesses. Hultsch (Griuhisehe u. Romische Mflro
logie, 1882, p. 63) follows Freret and Gosselin in 
regarding both numbers as expressing the same 
value in stadia of different length (Forbiger, 
Handbuck der allm . G~ograPhie, i~ 360, n. 29). 
The last explanation is barred by the positive 
statement of Strabo, who can hardly be thouglit 
not to have known what he was· talking about: 
"lI.v TWV V''''TJpOW 3~ &'Va.I'.Tp1,U.",V .1ucLI"1Ta.. I, 
,,,,.XiUT1/V ..... liuua. T~V oy;jv, .Ta.v 6 n.u •• 3<1iv.o. 
i-r"piv •• .... pl ~/C'T",/Ca.IB./C,. l'up.cLBa.· •• ~ua.v, (G(ogr., 
ii. 2, § 2.) 

4 Geographia, vii. 5. 
6 10 = 500 stadia = 88,700m, which is' about 

one fifth smaller than the truth. 
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further bank lay in fable-Iand.1 The promulgation of the theory of the 
sphericity of the earth and the approximate determination of its size drew 
attention afresh to the problem of the distribution of land ;U;d water upon 
its surface, and materially modified the earlier conception. The increase 
of geographical knowledge along lines of trade, conquest, and colonization 
had greatly extended the bounds of the known world since Homer's day, 
but it was still evident that by far the larger portion of the earth, taking 
the smallest estimate of its size, was still undiscovered -a fair field for 

. . ' 
speCUlation and fantasy.2 

\Ve can trace two schools of thought in respect to the configuration 
of this unknown region, 'both represented in the primitive conception of 
the earth, and both conditioned by a more fundamental postulate. It was 
a near thought, if the earth was a sphere, to transfer to it the systems of 
circles which had already been applied to the heavens. The suggestion 
is attri~ted to Thales, to Pythagoras, and to Parmenides; and it is certain 
that the earth was very early conceived as divided by the polar and 
solstitial circles into five zones, whereof two only, the temperate in either 
sphere, so the Greeks belic;ved, were capable of supporting life; of the 

. others, the polar were uninhabitable from intense cold, as was the torrid 
from its parching heat. This theory, which excluded from knowledge 
the whole southern hemisphere and a large portion of the northern, was 
approved by Aristotle and the Homeric school of geographers, and by 
the minor physicists. As knowledge grew, its truth was doubted Polybius 
wrote a monograph, maintaining that the middle portion of the torrid zone 
had a temperate climate, and his view was adopted by Posidonius and 
Geminus. if not by Eratosthenes. l\Iarinus and Ptolemy, who knew that 
commerce was carried on along the east coast of Africa far below the 
equator, cannot have fallen into the ancient error, but the error long 
persisted; it was always in favor with the compilers, and thus perhaps 
obtained that currency in Rome which enabled it to exert a restrictive and 
pernicious check upon maritime endeavor deep into the Middle Ages.8 

1 Xenophanes is to be excepted. if, as 111. Mar
tin supposes, his doctrine of the infinite extent of 
the earth applied to its extent horizontally as 
well as downward. 

2 The domain of early Greek geography has 
not escaped the incursions of unbalanced inves· 
tigators. The Greeks themselves allowed the 
Argonauts an ocean voyage: Crates and Strabo 
did valiant battle for the universal wisdom of 
Homer; nor are scholars lacking to-day who will 
demonstrate that Odysseus had circumnavigat
ed Africa. floated in the shadow of Teneriffe
Horace to the contrary notwithstanding, - or 
sought and found the north pole. The evidence 
is against such vain imaginings. The world of 
Ho~er i~ a narrow world; to him the earth and 
the A':gean Sea are alike boundless, and in his 
thought fairy·land could begin west of the Lotos-

. , 
eaters, and one could there forget the things of 
this life. There is little doubt that the author of 
the Odyssey considered Greece an island, and 
Asia and Africa another, and thought the great 
ocean eddied around the north of Hellas to a 
union with the Euxine. 
8 Quinque tenent caelum zonae: quarum una 

corusco . 
Semper sole rubens, et torrida semperab igni; 

Quam circum extremae dextra lae\"!!.que tra· 
huntur 

Caeruleae glacie concretae atque imbribus atris ; 
Has inter mediam duae mortalibus aegris 

Munere concessae divom. 
(Virgil, Wt>rC. i. 233·' 

The passage appears to be paraphrased from 
similar lines which are preserved in Achilles Ta· 
tius (Isag.;" PII4""",. Ami.; Peta\'ius, lIra,,"'<>c. 
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Upon the question of the distribution of land and water, unanimity no 
longer prevailed. By some it was maintained that there was one ocean, 
confluent over the whole globe, so that the body ·of known lands, that 
so-called continent, was in truth an island, and whatever other inhabitable 
regions might exist were in· like manner surrounded and so separated by 
vast expanses of untraversed waves. Such was the view, scarcely more 
than a survival of the ocean-river of the poets· deprived of its further 
bank by the assumption of the sphericity of the earth, held by Aristotle,1 
Crates of MalIus, Strabo, Pliny, and many others. H this be called the 
oceanic theory, we may speak of its opposite as the continental: according 
to this view, the existing land so far exceeded the water in extent that it 
formed in truth the continent, holding the seas quite separate within its 
hollows. The origin of the theory is obscure, even though we recall 
that Homer's ocean was itself contained. It was strikingly presented by 
.Plato in the P haedo, and is implied in the Atlantis myth j it m3)' be re
called, too, that Herodotus, often depicted as a monster of credulity, had 
broken the bondage of the ocean-river, because he could not satisfy himself 
of the existence of the ocean in the east or north j and while reluctantly 
admitting that Africa was surrounded by w~ter, considered Gaul to ex
tend indefinitely westward.2 Hipparchus revived the doctrine, teaching 
that Mrica divided the Indian Ocean from the Atlantic in the south, so 
that these seas lay in separate basin$. The existence of an equatorial 
branch of the ocean, a favorite dogma of the other school, was also denied 
by Polybius, Posidonius, and Geminus.3 

The reports of traders and explorers led Marinus to a like conclusion j 

both he and Ptolemy, misinterpreting their information, believed that the 
eastern coast of Asia ran south instead of north, and they united it with 
the eastern trend of Africa, supposing at the same time that the two 
continents met also in the west.4 The continental theory, despite its 
famous disciples, made no headway at Rome, and was consequently hardly 
known to the Middle Ages before its falsity was proved by the circum
navigation of Africa. I) 

p. 15J), and by him attributed to the ~rmesof 
Eratosthenes. See also Tibullus, Elcg. iv., Ovid, 
and among the men of science, Aristotle, Mete
oro/., ii. So §5 H, IJ, 15; Strabo, Ceogr., i. 2, 
§ 24; ii. So § J; Pliny, Hist. Nat., ii. cb. 68; Mela, 
De eluJrograpltia, i. I; Cicero, Repu"l., vi. 16; 
Tusc. Disl., i. 28. . 

1 Aristotle, Meuorol.,ii. I, § 10; ii. 5, 515; De 
caelo, ii. 14 ad jin. Letronne, finding the latter 
passage inconvenient, reversed the meaning by 
the arbitrary insertion of a negative (DisnurUm 
tU ropinion d'Hippar~ sur Ie prolongement tU 
r Afrique au sud tU r Equator in 7ourna/ tUl 
StnJans, 18JI, pp. 476, 545). The theory which 
he built upon this reconstructed foundation so 
impressed Hnmboldt that he chang .. d his opin
ion as to the views of Aristotle on this point 

(Examm critique, it 373). Such an emendation 
is only justifiable by the sternest necessity, and 
it has been shown by Ruge (Dcr eftaldur Seteu
kOl, Dresden,I865), and Prantl (Werke du Aris
toulu ,.ebene/sf und erlauterl, Bd. ii.; Die Him
mets~baude, note 61), tbat neither sense nor 
consistency requires the change. 

g Herodotus, ii. 23; iii. 115; iv. 36, 40,·45· 
• Geminus, Isagoge. Polybius's work on this 

question is lost, and his own expressions as we 
have them in his history are more conservative. 
It is, he says, unknown, whether Africa is a con
tinent extending toward the south, or is sur
ronnded by the sea. Polyb., Hist. iii. J8 ; Hamp
ton's translation (London, 1772), i. 334-

• Ptolemy, Ceogr., ~vii. J, 5· 
5 The circumnavigatiou of Africa by Phoeni-
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That portion of· Europe, Asia, and Africa known to the ancients,. 
whether regarded as an island, or as separated from the rest of the world 
by climatic cond~ions merely, or by ignorance, formed a distinct concept 
.and was known by a particular name, '90llCovp.lv7[. Originally supposed to 
be circular, it was later thought to be oblong and as having a length 
more than double it~ width. Those who believed in its insularity likened 
its shape to a sling, or to an outspread chlamys or military cloak, and 

. assumed that it lay wholly within the northern hemisphere. In absolute -
figures, the length of the known world was placed by Eratosthenes at 
77,800 stadia, and by Strabo at 70,000. The latter figure remained the 
common estimate until Marinus of Tyre, in the second century A. D., 

receiving direct information from the silk-traders· of a caravan route to 
China, substituted the portentous exaggeration of 90,000 -stadia on. the 
parallel of Rhodes, or 2250.. P~olemy, who followed Marinus in many 
things, shrank from the naYvete whereby the Tyrian had interpreted a seven 
months' caravan journey to represent seven' months' travelling in a direct 
line at the rate of twenty miles a day, and cut down his figures to 1800., or 
72,000 stadia. l It appears, therefore, that Strabo considered the known 
world as occupying not m~c~ over one·third of the circuit of the temperate 
zone, while Marinus, who adopted 180,000 stadia as the measure of the 
earth, claimed a knowledge of two thirds of that zone, and supposed that 
land extended indefinitely eastward beyond the liIIlit of knowledge. 

What did the ancients picture to themselves of this unknown portion 
of the globe? The more imaginative found there a home for ancient myth 
and modern fable; the geographers, severely practical, excluded it from 
the scope of their survey; philosophers an& physicists could easily supply 
from theory what they did not know as fact. Pythagoras, it is said, had 
taught that the whole surface of the earth was inhabited. Aristotle de
monstrated that the southern hemisphere must have its temperate zone, 
where winds similar to our own prevailed; his successors elaborated the 
hint into a systematized nomenclature, whereby the inhabitants of the 
earth were divided into four classes, according to their location upon the 
surface of the earth with relation to one another.2 

clans at the cemmand 9f Neche, theugh des~ribed· Urano!ogion of Petavius, Lend., Paris, 1630., pp. 
and accepted by Heredetus, can hardly,be called 56, 155. 
an established fact, in spite ef all that has been The classes were. always divided on the same 
writteri in its faver. The story, whether true er ,principle, and each centained two. greups so re
false, had, like ethers of its kind, little influence lated that they ceuld apply to. ene anether recip
upon the belief in the impassable trepic zene, be- recally tile name by which the whele class was 
cause mest ef these who. accepted it suppesed that designed. These names, hewever, are net always 
the centinent terminated nerth ef the equater. applied to the same classes by different writers. 

1 Ptelemy, Geogr., i. 11-14. Eratesthenes and I. The first class embraced the peeple who lived 
Strabe lecated their, first meridian at Cape St. in the same half ef the same temperate zene; 
Vincent; Marinus and Ptelemy placed it in the to. them all it was day er night, summer er win
Canary greup. See Vel. II. p. 95. ter, at the same timll. They were called u6vol. 

2 Geminus, Isagoge, ch. 13; Achilles Tatius, ICOI by Cleemedes, but "ll"Ep(OIICOI by Achilles. Ta
Isagolre in Pluznom. Arati; Cleemedes, De drcutis tius. 2. The secend class included such peoples 
sublimis, i. 2. The first two. are given in the as lived in the same temperate zene, but were 
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This system was furthest developed by the oceanic school. The rival of 
Eratosthenes, Crates of Mallus(who achieved fame by the construction of a. 
large globe), assumed the existence of a southern contine~t, separated from 
the known world by the equatorial ocean·; it is possible that he introduced 
the idea of providing a distinct residence for each class of earth-dwellers, by 
postulating four island continents, one in each quarter of the globe. Eratos
thenes probably thought that there were inhabitable regions in the southern 
hemisphere, and Strabo added that there might be two, or even more, hab
itable earths in the northern. temperate zone, e~pecially near the parallel of 
Rhodes.1 Crates introduced his views at Rome, and the oceanic theory 
remained a favorite with the Roman physicists. It was avowed by Pliny, 
who champIoned the existence of antipodes against the vulgar disbelief. In 
the fine episode in the last book of Cicero's Republic, the younger Scipio 
relates a dream, wperein the elder hero of his name, Scipio Africanus, con
veying him to the lofty heights of. the Milky Way,' emphasized the futility 
of fame by showing him upon the earth the regions to which his name could 
never penetrate: .. Thou seest in what few places the earth is inhabited, and 
those how scant; great deserts lie between them, and they who dwell upon 
the earth are not only so scattered that naugnt 'can spread from one com
munity to another, but so that some live off in an oblique direction from 
you,'som~ off toward the side, and some even dwell directly opposite to 
you.'~ 2 Mela confines himself to a mention of the Antickthones, who live 
in the temperate zone in the' south, and are cut off' from us by the inter
vening torrid zone.3 

divided by half the circumference of that zone; 
so that while they all had summer or winter at 
the same time, the one group had day when the 
other had Bight, and vice versa. These groups 
could call one another 'If.plo",o, according to Cle
omedes, but IIJI'rlx80v •• according to Tatius. 3. 
The third class included those who were divided 
by the torrid zone, so that part lived in the north
ern temperate zone' and part in the' southern, 
but yet so that all were in the same half of their 
respective zones; i. e., all were in either the east
ern or western, upper or lower, hemisphere. Day 
and night were shared by the whole class at 
once, but not the seasons, the northern group 
having summer when the southern had winter, 
and viee versa. These groups could call one 
another ''''''0'''0'. 4- The fourth class comprised 
the groups which we know as antipodes, dwell
ing wi th regard to one another in differen t halves 
of the two temperate zones, so that they had nei
ther seasons nor day or night in common, but 
stood upon the globe diametrically,opposed to 
one another. All writers agree in calling these 
groups A".,.l'lfos". The introduction of the '\"lord 
anticlztlzones in place of p/!riou; was due, appar
ently, to a misunderstanding of the Pythagorean 
anticlztlzon; This name was properly applied to 
the imaginary planet invented by the early Py
thagoreans to bring the number of the spheres 

up to ten; it was' located between the earth and 
the central fire, and !tad the same period of revo
lution as the earth, from the outer, Grecian, side 
of which it was never visible. This" opposite 
earth," Gegenerde, was later .. confused with the 
other, western, or lower hemisphere of the earth 
itself. It was also sometimes applied to the 
inhabitants of the southern hemisphere, as by 
Cicero in the Tusculan Disputations (i. 28)," dua
bus oris distantibus habitabilem et cultum; qua
rum altera quam nos incolimus, 

Sub axe posita ad stellas septem uode horrifer 
AquiJoni stridor gelidas molitur .nives, 

a1tera australis, ignota nobis, quam vocant GrtZci 
A/I'I'(X8oVA." Mela has the same usage (i. 4, 5), as 
quoted below. Macrobius, Comm. in Somn; Scip. 
lib. ii. 5, u&es the nomenclature of Cleomedes. 
Reinhardt, quoted in Engelmann's Bib/iotlzeca 
clasni:a GrtZca, under Geminus, I have not been 
able to see. 

1 Strabo, i. 4, § 6, 7; i. 2, § 24: Geminus, Isa
goge,13. Muellenhof, Deutsclze .dltertlzumskuttde, 
i .. 247-254. Berger, Geogr. Fragmente d. Eratos
tlzenl!s,8,84-

2 Cicero, Respubl., vi. 15 •.. sed partim obli
quos, partim transversos, partim etiam adverso:;;. 
stare vobis. Some MSS. read aversos. See also 
Tuse. Disp., i. 28; Acad., ii. 39. 

• Antichthones a1teram [zonam], nos alteram 
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Indeed, the southern continent, the other world, as it was called,l made a 
more distinct impression than the possible other continents in the northern 
hemisphere. Hiwarchus thought that Trapobene might l1e a part of this 
southerri world, and the idea that the Nile had its source there was wide
spread: some supposing that it flowed beneath the equatorial ocean; others 
believing, with l'tolemy, that Africa was connected with the southern con-

MACROBIUS.-

tinent. The latter doctrine was shattered by the discov;ery of the Cape of 
Good Hope; but the continent was revived when Tierra del Fuego, Aus
tralia, and New Zealand were discovered, and attained gigantic size on the 

incolimus. Dlius situs ob ardorem interceden
tis plagae· incognitus, huius dicendus est. Haec 
ergo ab ortu porrecta ad occasum, et quia sic 
iacet a1iquanto quam ubi latissima est longior, 
ambitur omnis oceano. Mela, C,.",.., i. 4. S. Be
cause Mela says that the known world is but /it-

/ tl~ longer than its width, it has · been supposed 
that he was better informed than his contempo
raries, and attributed something like its real 
extent to Africa. Thomassy (LeI pa~s glo
graphiq1Us, Paris, 1852, p. 17) finds in his work 
a rival· system to that of Ptolemy. The discov
ery of America, he thinks, was due to Ptolemy; 
that of the Cape of Good Hope to MeJa. It 
was the good fortune of Mela that his work was 
widely read in the Middle Ages, and 'had great 
influence; but we owe him no new system of 
geography, since he simply adopted the oceanic 

theory as rep~ted by Strabo and Crates. 
That he slightly changed the traditional' propor
tion between the length and breadth of the 
known world is of · sa:all importance. The 
known world, he states, was surrounded 'by the 
ocean, and there is nothing to show that he sup
posed Africa to extend below the equator. In 
his description of Africa he applies the terms 
length and breadth not as we should, but with 
contrary usage: .. Africa ab orientis parte Nilo 
terminata, pelago a ceteris, brevior est quidem 
quam Europa, quia nec usquam Asiae et non 
totis huius Iitoribus obtenditur, longior tamen 
ipsa quam latior, et qua ad fluvium adtingit latis
sima," etc., i. 20. (Ed. Parthey, 1867·) 

1 Mela, i. 54, .. Alter orb is." Cicero, T.uc. 
.Disp., i. 28, .. Ora Australis .. " 

_ From Macrobii Ambrosii Aure!ii Theodolii iJl S."'Hiu .. Scipi."is, Lib. II. (Lugduni, (560) . 

• 
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maps of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; only within the last two 
centuries has it shrunk to the present limits of the antarctic ice. 

The oceanic theory, and the' • 
doctrine of the Four Worlds, 
as it ha~ been termed, l terra 
quadrijiga, was set forth In the 
greatest detail in a commen
tary on the Dream of Scipio, 
written by Macrobius, prob
ably in the fifth century A. D. 

In the concussion and repul
sion of.the ocean streams he 
found a sufficient cause for 
the phenomena of the tides.2 

Such were the theories of 
the men of science, purely 
speculative, originating jn 
logic, not discovery, and they 
give no hint of actual knowl
edge regarding those distant 

1 Hyde Clarke, Atlantis, in the Transactio"s 
of IIze Royal Hislorical Society, London, New 
Series, vol. iii.; Reinaud, Relations, politi'lues,' 
etc., de I'empire Romaine (Wte r Asie orientale, 
etc., in the Journal Asiati'lue, 1863, p. 140. 

2 The exposition of Macrobius is so interest
ing as illustrating the mathematical and physical 
geography of the ancients, and as showing how 
thoroughly the practical consequences of the 
sphericity of the earth were appreciated; .it is so 
important in the present connection as demon
strating that the whole idea of inhabited lands 
in other parts of the earth was based on logic 
only, not on knowledge, that I have ventured to 
quote from it somewhat freely. 

Macrobius, Comm. in Somn. Seipionis, ii. 5.
"Cernis autem eamdem terram quasiquibusdam 
redi,!,itam et cireumdatam cingulis, e quibus 
duos maxime inter se diversos, et caeli verticibus 
ipsis ex utraque parte subnixos, obriguisse pruina 
vides; medium autem ilIum, et maximum, solis 
ardore torreri. Duo sunt habitabiles: quorum 
australis ilIe, in quo qui insistunt, adversa vobis 
urgent vestigia, nihil ad vestrum genus; hie 
autem alter subjectus aquiloni, quem incoIitis, 
cern" quam tenui vos parte contingat. Omnis 
enim terra, quae colitur a vobis, angusta ver
ticibus, lateribus latior, parva quaedam insula 
eSt .••• " (Cicero.) ..• Nam et septentriona
lis et australis extremitas perpetua obriguerunt 
pmina .•.. Horum uterque habitationis impa
tiens est •.•. Medius cingultls et ideo maximus, 

MACROBIUS.* 

aeterno affiatu continui cal oris ustus, spatium 
quod et lato ambitu et proJixius occupavit, nimi
etate fervoris facit inhabitabile victuris. Inter 
extremos vero et medium duo majores ultimis, 
medio minores ex utriusque vicinitatis intempe
rie temperantur. . .. Licet igitur sint hae duae 
... quas diximus temperatas, non tamen ambae 
zonae hominibus nostri generis indultae sunt: 
sed sola superior, .... incoJitur ab omni, quale 
scire possumus, hominum genere, Romani Grae
cive sint, vel barbari cujusque nationis. IlIa vero 
... sola ratione illtelligitur, quod propter simi
lem temperiem similiter incolatur, sed a quibus, 
neque Iicuit unquam nobis nec licebit cognoscere : 
interjecta enim torrida utrique hominum generi 
commercium ad se denegat commeandi ... Nec 
dubium est, nostrum quoque septentrionem [ven
tum] ad ilIos qui australi adjacent, propter'eam
dem rationem calidum pervenire, et austrum cor
poribus eorum gemino aurae suae rigore blandiri. 
Eadem ratio nos non permittit ambigere quin 
per iIIam quoque superficiem terrae quae ad nos 
habetur inferior, integer zonarum ambitus quae 
hie temperatae sunt, eodem ductu temperatus 
habeatur; atque ideo iIlie quoque eaedem duae 
zonae a se distantes similiter incolantur .... 
N am si nobis vivendi facultas est in hac terrarum 
parte quam coJimus, quia,' calcantes humum, 
caelum suspicimus super verticem, quia sol no
bis et oritui et oecidit, quia circumfuso fmimur 
aere cujus spiram~s haustu, cur non et illie 
aliquos vivere credamus ubi eadem semper in 

* From A,.,.. TI .. odos;; Macrobii Opera (Lipsi"" 1174) . 

• 
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regions with which they deal. From them we turn to examine the literature 

MACROBIUS.· 
• 

of the imagination, for geogra
phy, by right the handmaid of 
history, is easily perverted t(} 
the service of myth. 

The expanding horiZon of the 
Greeks was always hedged with 
fable: in the north was the 
realm of the happy H yperbo
reans, beyond the blasts of Bo
reas; in the east, the wonder
land of India; in the south, Pan
ch::ea and the blameless Ethio-
pians; nor did the west lack 
lingering places for romance. 
Here' was the floating isle of 
h:olus, bra-zen-walled; here the 
mysterious Ogygia, navel of the 
sea; 1 and on the earth's ex

tremest verge were the Elysian Fields, the home of heroes exempt from 

promptu sunt? Nam, qui ibi dicuntur morari, 
eamdem credendi sunt spirare auram, qliia eadem 
est in ejusdem zonalis ambitus cimtinuatione 
temperies. Idem sol illis et obire dicitur nostro 
ortu, et orietur quum nobis occidet: calcabunt 

. aeqJle ut nos humum, et supra verticem semper 
caelum videbunt. Nee metus erit ne de terra in 
caelum decidant, quum nihil unquam possit ruere 
sursum. Si enim nobis, quod asserere genus joci 
est, deorsum habitur ubi est terra, et sursum ubi 
est caelum, ilIis quoque sursum erit quod de in
feriore suspicient, nee aliquando in superna ca
suri sunt. 

Hi quos separat a nobis perusta, quos Graeci 
~OI/,olJs vocant, similiter ab iIIis qui inferiorem 
zonae suae incolunt partem interjecta australi 
gelid.a separantllr. Rursus iIIos ab tWrOI/,oj"s suis, 

.id est per nostri cinguli inferiora viventibus, in
terjectio ardentis sequestrat: et illi a nobis sep
tentrionalis extremitatis rigore removentur. Et' 
quia non est una omnium affinis continuatio, 
sed interjectae sunt solitudines ex calore vel 
frigore mutuum negantibus commeatum, has 
terrae partes quae a quattuor hominum generibus 
incoluntur, maculas habitationum vocavit .••. 

9. Is enim quem solum oceanum plures opi
nantur, de finibus ab ilIo origin ali refusis, secun
dum ex necessitate ambitum fecit. Ceterum prior 
ejus corona per zonam terrae calidam meat, 
superiora terrarum et inferiora cingens, flexum 
circi elllllinoC\ialis imitata. Ab oriente vero duos 

sinus refundit, unum ad extremitatem septentri
onis, ad australis alterum: rursusque ab occi
dente duo pariter enascuntur sinus, qui usque ad 
ambas, quas supra diximus, extremitates refusi 
occurrunt ab oriente demissis; et, dum vi summa 
et impetu immaniore miscentur, invicemque se 
feriunt, ex ipsa aquarum collisione nascitur ilia 

. famosa oceani accessio .pariter et recessio .••. 
Ceterum verior, ut ita dicam, ejus alveus tenet 
zonam perustam; et tam ipse qui equinoctialem, 
quam sinus ex eo nati qni horizontem circulum 
ambitu suae flexion is imitantur, omnem terram 
quadrifidam dividunt, et singulas, ut supra dixi
mus, habitationes insulas faciunt ... binas in 
superiore atque infeliore terrae superfiCie in
sufas ...• 

1 Mr. Gladstone (Hom" and tlu Homme ag~, 
vol. iii.) transposes these Homeric localities to 
the east, and a few German writers agree with 
him. President Warren (True key to anc;mt 
eosm%giu, etc., Boston, 1882) will have it that 
Ogygia is neither more nor less than the north 
pole. Neither of these views is likely to dis
place the one now orthodox. Mr. Gladstone is 
so much troubled by Odysseus's course on leav
ing Ogygia that he cannot hide a suspicion of 
corruption in the text. President Warren should 
remember that Qgygia apparently enjoyed the 
common succession of day and night. In Ho
meric thought the western sea extended north
ward and eastward until it joined the Euxine • 

• After Santarem's Atlas, as a "mappemonde tir6e d'un manuscrit de Macrobe du Xeme siecle." 

• 
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<leath, .. where life is easiest to man. No snow is there, nor yet great storm 
nor any rain, but always ocean· sendeth forth the breez. of the shrill west to 
blow coolon men." I Across the ocean river, where was the setting of the 
.sun, all was changed. There was the home of the Cim'merians, who dwelt 
in darkness; there the grove of Persephone and the dreary house of the 
dead.1 , • 

In the Hesiodic poems the Elysian Fields are transformed into islands, 
the home of the fourth race, the heroes, after death: -

"Them on earth's. utmost verge the god assign'd 
A life, a seat, distinct from humankitid: 
Beside the deepening whirlpools of ·the main, 
In those blest i~les when: Saturn, holds his reign, 
Apart from heaven's immortals calm they share 
A rest unsullied by the clouds of care: 
And yearly thrice with sweet luxuriance crown'd 
Springs the ripe harvest from the teeming ground!' 8 

"Those who have had the courage to remain stedfast thrice in each life; 
.and to keep their souls altogether from wrong," sang Pindar, .. pursue the 
road of Zeus to the castle of. Cronos, where o'er the isles of the blest 
·ocean breezes blow, and flowers glea~ with gold, some from the land on 
glistering trees, while others the water feeds; and with brac,elets of these 
they entwine their hands and make crowns for their heads." 4 

The Islands of the Blest, p.aKO,pwv vijUOh do not vanish henceforward from 
the world's literature, but continue to haunt the Atlantic through the Ro· 
man period and deep into the Middle Ages. In the west, too, were localized 
other and wilder myths; here were the scenes of the Perseus fable, the . 
island ·of. the weird and communistic sisters, the Graeae, and the Gorgon
ides, the homes· of Medusa and her sister Gordons, the birthplace· of the 
dread Chimaera.° The importance of the far west in the myths connected 

Ogygia, located northwest of Greece, would be 
the centre, omphalos, of the sea, as Delphi was 
later called the centre of the land-masses of the 
world. 

1 Odyrsey, iv. 561, etc. 
S It is well known that whereas Odysseus 

meets the spirits of. the dead across Oceanus, 
upon the surface of the earth, there is in the 
Iliad mention of a subterranean Hades. The 
Assyrio-Babylonians had also the idea of an 
earth-encircling ocean stream, - the word .01< .... 
"b. the Greeks said was of foreign origin. - and 
·on the south of it they placed the sea of the 
-dead, which held the island homes of the de
parted. As in the Odyssey. it was a place given 
over to dust and darkness, and the doors of it 
were strongly barred; no living being save a 
god or a chosen hero might come there. Schra
,der, No" .... d. M~~r~ in d. "ssyrischtn Inuhrij
. Itn (A""andl. do k; "kad. do Wirs. BU B~rlin, 
18n, p. 169). Jeremias, Di~ Ba6ylonisch-Assyri

.schtn Vorslellu"cm "om Leben nac" d~ Tod~ 

(Leipzig, 1887). The Israelites, on the other 
hand, imagined the home of the dead as under
ground. Numbers, xvi. 30, 32,33. 

Buchholtz, Die Homerirch. Rea/itn, i. 55. 
places Hades on the European shores of Ocean, 
but the text of the Odyssey seems plainly in 
favor of the site across the .stream, as Volcker 
and others have understood. 

• 8 Hesiod, Works and Days, 166-173; Elton's 
translation, London, 1815, p. 22. Paley marks 
the line 'I'llAoiJ 411" &8 ... 4,..,,, .. Ii..... Kp~"D. ~fJa.
.. 1A.J •• as probably spurious. Cronos appears 
to have been originally a Phrenician deity, and 
his westward wandering played an important 
part in their mythology. We shall find further 
traces of this divinity in the west. 

i Pindar, Olymp., ii. 66-85, Paley's translation, 
London, 1868, p. 12. See also Euripides, H~ 
Ima,· 1677 . 

6 iEschylus, in the Prometh~ 6ouna. intro
duced the Gorgon islands in his epitome~f the 
wanderings of 10, and certainly seems to speak 
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with Hercules is well known. In the traditionary twelve labors the Greek 
hero is confused with his prototype the Tyrian Melkarth, and those labors 
which deal with the west were doubtless borrowed from the cult which 
the Greeks had found established at Gades when trade first led them 
thither. In the tenth. labor it is the western isle Erytheia, which Hercules 
visits in the golden cup wherein Helios was wont to make his nocturnal 
ocean voyage, and from which he returns with the oxen of the giant 
Geryon. Even more famous was the search for the apples of the Hes
perides, which constituted the eleventh labor. This golden fruit, the wed
ding gift produced by Gaa for H~ra, the prudent goddess, doubtful of the 
security of Olympus, gave in charge to the Hesperian maids, whose island 
garden lay at earth's furthest bounds, near where the mysterious Atlas, 
their father or their uncle, wise in the secrets of the sea, watched over the 
pillars which propped the sky, or himself bore the burden of the heavenly 
vault. The poets delighted to depict these isles with their shrill-singing 
nymphs, in the same glowing words which they applied to the Isles of the 
Blessed. "Oh that I, like a bird, might fly from care over the Adriatic 
waves!" cries the chorus in the Crowned Hippolytus, 

• 
"Or to the famed Hesperian plains, 

Whose rich trees bloom with gold, 
To join the grief-attuned strains 

My winged progress hold: 
Beyond whose shores no passage gave 
The ruler of the purple wave; 

" But AtIas stands, his stately height 
The awfull boundary of the skies: 
There fountains of ~mbrosia rise. 

Wat'ring the seat of Jove: her stores 
Luxuriant there the rich soil pours 

All, which the sense of gods delights." 1 

When these names first became attached to some of the Atlantic islands 
is uncertain. Diodorus Siculus does not apply either term to the ~sland 
discovered by the Carthaginians, and described by him in phrases appli
cable to both. The two islands described by sailors to Sertorius about 80 
B. c. were depicted in colors which reminded Plutarch of the Isles of the 
Blessed, and it is certain that toward the close of the republic the name 
Insulae Forttmatae was given to certain of the Atlantic islands, including the 
Canaries. In the time of Juba, king of Numidia, we seem to distinguish 
at least three groups, the Insulae Fortunatae, the Purpuran·ae, and the 
Hesperides, but beyond the fact that the first name still designated some of 
the Canaries identification is uncertain; some have thought that different 
groups among the Canaries were known by separate names, while others 

of them as in the east; the passage is, however, 1 Euripides; Hi/polytus, 742 -751; Potter's 
impe,fect, and its interpretation has overtasked translation, i. p. 356. See also Hesiod. Tluog .• 
the ablest commentators. 21 5, 5'7-5'9· 
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hold that one or both of the Madeira and Cape de Verde groups were 
known. l The Canaries were soon lost. out of knowledge again, but. the 
Happy or Fortunate Islands continued to be an enticing mirage through
out the Middle Ages, and playa part in many legends, as in that of St. 
Brandan, and in many poems.2 

Beside these ancient, widespread, popular myths, embodying the 'uni
versallonging for a happier life; we find a group of stories of more recent 
date, of known authorship and well-marked literary origin;: which treat of 
western islands and a western continent. The group comprises, it is hardly 
necessary to say, the tale of Atlantis, related by Plato; the fable of the 
land of the. Meropes, by Theopompus; and ·the description of the Satur- . 
nian continent attributed to Plutarch. 

The story of Atlantis, by its own interest and the skill of its author, has 
made by far the deepest impression. Plato, having given in the Republic 
a picture of the ideal political organization, the state, sketched in the Ti
maeus the history of creation, and the origin and development of mankind; 
in the Critias he apparently intended to exhibit the action of two types 
of political bodies involved ina life-and-death contest. The latter dialogue 
was unfinished, but its purport had been ske~ched ill the opening of the 
Timaeus. Critias there relates" a strange tale, but certainly true, as Solon 
declared," which had come down in his family from his ancestor Dropidas, 
a near relative of Solon. When Solon was in Egypt he fell into talk with" 
an aged priest of SaYs, who said to him: "Solon, Solon, you Greeks are 
all children, - there is not an old man in Greece. You have no old tradi
tions~ and know of but 'one deluge, whereas there have been many destruc
tions of mankind, both by flood and fire; Egypt alone has escaped them,
and in Egypt alone is ancient history recorded; you are ignoraut of your 
own past." For long b'efore Deucalion, nine thousand years ago, there was 
an Athens founded, like SaYs,. by Athena; a city rich in power and wisdom, 
famed for mighty deeds, the greatest of which w~s thiS. At that time there 
lay opposite the columns of Hercules, in the Atlantic, which was then navi
gable, an island larger than Libya and Asia together, from which sailors 
could pass to other islands, and so to the continent. The sea in front of the 
straits is indeed but a small harbor; that which lay beyond the island, how
ever, is worthy of the name, and the land which surrounds that greater sea 
may be truly called'the continent. In this island of Atlantis had grown 
up a mighty power, whose kings were descended from Poseidon, and had 

1 Mela, iii. [00, [02, etc. The chief passage 2 Tzetzes (Scholia 'n Lycophron, [204, ed. 
is Pliny, Hist. Nat., vi,36, 37, who took his in- Mueller, ii. 954), a grammarian of the twelfth 
formation from King Juba and a writer named century, says that the Isles of the Blessed were 
Statius Sebosus. Pliny, who, beside the groups located in the ocean. by Homer, Hesiod, Euri
named in the text, mentions the Gorgades, which . pides, Plutarch, Dion, Procopius, Philostratus 
he identifies with the place where Hanno met and others, but that to many it seems that 
the gorillas, has probably misunderstood and Britain must be the true Isle of the Blessed; and 
garbled his authorities; his account is contradic- in support of this view he relates a most curious 
tory and illusive. tale of the ferriage of the dead to Britain by 

Breton lishermen. 
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extended their sway over many islands and-over a portion of the great con
tinent; even Libya up to the gates of Egypt, and Europe as far a!> Tyrrhe-
nia, submitted to their sway. Ever harder they pressed upon the other 
nations of the known world, seeking the· subjugation of the whole. "Then, 
o Solon, did the strength of your republic become clear to all men. by 
reason of her courage and force. Foremost in the arts of war. she met the 
invader at the head of Greece; abandoned by her allies, she triumphed 
alone over the western foe, delivering from the yoke all the nations within 
the columns. But afterwards came a day and night of great floods and 
earthquakes; the earth engulfed all the Athenians who were capable of 
bearing arms, and Atlantis disappeared, swallowed by the waves: hence it is 
that this sea is no longer navigable, from the vast mud-shoals formed by the 
vanished island." This tale so impressed Solon that he meditated aD epic 
on the subject, but on his return, stress of public business prevented his 
~esign. In the Critias the empire and chief city of Atlantis is described 
with wealth of detail, and the descent of the royal family from Atlas, son 
of Poseidon, and a nymph of the island, is set forth. In the midst of a 
council upon Olympus, where Zeus, in true epic style, was revealing to the 
gods his designs concerning the approaching war. the dialogue breaks off. 

Such is the tale of Atlantis. Read in Plato, the nature and meaning of 
the narrative seem clear, but the commentators, ancient and modern, have 
made wild work. The voyage of Odysseus has grown marvellously in 
e:ll."tent since he abandoned the sea; 10 has found the pens of the learned 
more potent goads than Hera's gadfly; but the travels of Atlantis have 
been even more extraordinary. No region has been so remote. no land so 
opposed by location, extent. or history to the words of Plato, but that some 
acute investigator has found in it the origin of the lost island It has 
been identified with Afrida. with Spitzbergen, with Palestine. The learned 
Latreille convinced himself that Persia best fulfilled the conditions of the 
problem; the more than learned Rudbeck ardently supported the claims of 
Sweden through three folios. In such a search America could not be 
overlooked. Gomara. Guillaume de Postel. \Vytfliet, are among those who 
have believed that this continent was Atlantis; Sanson in 166g, and Vau
gondy in 1762. ventured to issue a map, upon which the division of that 
island among the sons of Neptune was applied to America. and the outskirts 
of the lost continent were extended even to New Zealand. Such work, of 
course, needs no serious consideration. Plato is our authority, and Plato de
clares that Atlantis lay not far west from Spain, and that it disappeared some 
8,000 years before his day. An inquiry into the truth or meaning of the 
Tecord as it stands is quite justifiable. and has been several times under
taken, with divergent results. Some, notably Paul Gaffarel 1 and Ignatius 
Donnelly,2 are convinced that Plato merely adapted to his purposes a story 

1 L'Atbllflitk, by Paul GalJ.are1, in the Rnw ks r-al'ptIrlI tie r A~ d tie ra..nn. ctmlillnll 
tk GIogr-aplU" April, May, Jone, July, 1&'10 (vi. tn14N CltristDplu ~ (Paris, 186c)). 

%41,331,4%1; rii.%I). See alao,in his £lIttie 1m' ' AtldRlil: llu turk,ullWi4" _/ti. New York, 
ISS%. 
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TRACES OF ATLANTIS. 

Section of a map given in Brn/8 iii"" A .. IIrik,. II," derta Ita/inoiscluN iUs nN. Ora/.,. Car'" Carli 
.11",_. Drilt"" Tlui/ (Gera, 1785). where it is called an " Auszug aus denen Karten welche der Pariser 
Akademie der Wissenschaften (1737. 1752) Yon dem Herra von Buache iibergeben worden sind." 
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ATLANTIS TN SULA 

The annexed cut is an extract from Sanson's map of America, showing views respecting the new world as 
C'1nstituting the Island of Atlantis. It is called: Atlantis insula ,) Nicolao Sanson, antiquitati restituta.
nunc d .... um majori lonna delineala, et in decem regna juxta decem Neptuni jilios distrilluta. PrlEte,.ea 
insultZ, nostrtzf. ·continentis regimes gui6us i,!,peravere Atlaniin reges ,. a~t guas arlllis tentavw8, ex 
eonalillus geogYapllicis Gulielm; Samon, Nicolai jilii (Amstelodami apud Petrum Mortier). Uricoechea in 
the Mapoteea Colom6iana puts this map under 1600, and speaks of a second .edition in 1688, which must he 
an enor •. Nicholas Sanson was born in .600, bis son William died in 1703. Beside the undated Amsterdam 
print quoted above, Harvard College Lib':"ry possesses a copy in which the words NtnlUs ... 6is potius Altera 

. eontinent si"e are prefixed to the title, while the date MDCLXVIIII is inserted· after jilii. This copy was 
published by Le S. Robert at Paris in 1741. 
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CARTE CONjECTURALE DE L'ATLANTIDE. 

From a map in Bory de St. Vincent's Essais sur les isles Foriun''', Paris [1803]. A map in Anas
tasiu. KircbeI's MIIMW Su6terraneus (AmsteIdam, 1678), i. 82, shows Atlailtis as a large island midway 
between the pillars of Hercules and America. 



CONTOUR CHART OF THE BOTTOM OF THE ATLANTIC. 

Sketched from the colored map of the United States Hydrographic office, as given in Alexander Agassiz's 
Three Cruises of the Blake (Cambridge, 1888). vol. i. The outline of the continents is shown by an un
broken line. The 500 fathom shore line is a broken one (- - - -I. The 2,000 fathom shore 
line is made by a dash and dot (-. -. - • -"-). The large areas in mid-ocean enclosed by this line, 
have this or lesser depths. Of the small areas marked by this line, the depth of 2,000 fathoms or less is within 
these areas in all cases except as respects the small areas on the latitude of Newfoundland, where the larger 
areas of 2,000 fathoms' depth border OD th~ small areas of greater depth. Depths varying from 1,500 to 
1,000 fathoms are shown by horizontal lines ; from ',000 to SOO by perpendicular lines; and the crossed lines 
show the shallowest spots in mid-ocean of 500 fathoms or less. The areas of greatest depth (over 3,500 

fathoms) are marked with crosses. • 
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which Solon had actually brought from Egypt, and which was in all essen
tials true. Corroboration of the existence of such an island in the Atlantic 
is found, according to these writers, in the physical conformation of the 
Atlantic basin, and in marked resemblances between the flora, fauna,. 
civilization, and language of the old and new worlds, which demand for their 
explanation the prehistoric existence of just such a bridge as Atlantis would 
have supplied. The Atlantic islands are the loftiest peaks and plateaus of 
the submerged island. In the widely spread deluge myths Mr. Donnelly 
finds strong confirmation of the final cataclysm; he places in Atlantis that 
primitive culture which M. Bailly sought i~ the highlands of Asia, and 
President Warren refers to the north pole. Space fails for a proper exam
ination df the matter, but these ingenious arguments remain somewhat top
heavy when all is said. The argument from ethnological resemblances is 
of all arguments the weakest in the hands of advocates. It is of value only 
when wielded by men of judicial temperament, who can weigh difference 
against likeness, and allow for the narrow range of nature's moulds. The 
existence of the ocean plateaus revealed by the soundings of the "Dolphin" 
and the "Challenger" proves nothing ,as to their having been on,ce raised 
above the waves; the most of the Atlantic islands are sharply cut off from 
them. Even granting the prehistoric migration of plants and animals be
tween America and Europe, as we grant it between America and Asia, it 
does not follow that it took place across the mid-ocean, and it would still 
be a long ,step from the botanic "bridge" and elevated "ridge" to the 
island empire of Plato. In short, the ,conservative view advocated by Lon
ginus, that the story was designed by Plato as a.literary ornament and a 
philosophic illustration, is no less probable to-day than when it was sug
gested in the schools of Alexandria; Atlantis is a literary myth, belonging 
with Utopia, the New Atlalltis, and the Orbis alter et idem of Bishop Hall. 

Of the same type i$ a narrative which has come down indirectly, among 
the flotsam and jetsam of classic literature: it is a fragment from a 'lost 
work by Theopompus of Cblos, a historian of 'the fourth century B., C., found 
in the Varia Historia of Aelian, a compiler of the third century A. D.I The 
story is told by the satyr Silenus to Midas, king of Phrygia, and is, as few 
commentators have refrained from' remarking, worthy the ears of its audi
tor.2 "Selenus tolde Midas of certaine Islands, named Europa, Asia, and 
Libia, which the Ocean Sea circumscribeth and compasseth round about. 
And that' without this worlde there is a continent or percell of dry lande, 
which in greatnesse (as hee reported) was infinite and unmeasurable, that it 
nourished and maintained, by the benifite of the greene medowes and pas-

1 Theopomp., Frag'lllm/a, ed. Wieters, 18290 
no. 76. p. 72. Geograplzi Grue. minonr, ed. 
Mueller, L 28g. AeIiani,Var. Hist., iii. 18. The 
extracts in the text are taken from U A Hegistre 
of By,tories, d& .. written in Greek 5y Aelianus, a 

Roman, anti tlelwered in Englis," 5y A.[braham] 
F.[leming].~ London, 1576, fol. 36. 

2 We owe this quip to Tertullian (he at least 
is the earliest writer to whom I can trace it): 
", U t Silenuspenes aures Midae blattit, nptas 
sane srantliorillus fallulis (De pollio, cap. 2). 
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ture plots, sundrye btgge and mighty beastes; that the men which inhabite 
the same climats, exceede· the stature of us twise, and yet the length of 
there life is not equale to ours." Many other wonders he related of the 
two cities, Machimus, the warlike, and Euseues, the city of peace, and how 
the inhabitants of the former once made an attack upon Europe, and caIl)e 
fhst upon the Hyperboreans; but learning that they were esteemed the 
most. holy of the dwellers in that island, they "had them in contempte, de
testing and abhorring them as naughty people, of preposterous properties; 
and damnable behauiour, and fot that cause interrupted their progresse, 
supposing it an enterprise of little worthinesse or rather 'none at aI, to tra
uaile into such a countrey." The concluding passage relating to the strange 
country inhabited by the Meropes, from whose name later wr~ters have 
called the continent Meropian, bears only indirectly upon the subject, as 
characterizing the whole narrative. 1 

Without admitting the harsh ju<;lgment of Aelian, who brands Theopom
pus as' a " coyner of lyes and a forger of fond fables,)' it is clear that we are 
dealing here with literature, not with history, and that the identification of 
the land of the Meropes, or, as Strabo calls it, Meropis, with Atlantis or 
with America ts arbitrary and v~lueless.2 

1 "Furthermore he tolde one thing among all 
others, meriting admiration, that certain men 
caned Meropes dwelt in many cittyes there about, 
and that in the borders adiacent to their coun
trey, was a perilous place named Anostus, that is 
to say, wythout retourne, being a gaping gulfe 
or bottomles pit, for the ground is as it were 
cleft and rent in sonder, in so much that it open
eth like to the mouth of insatiable hell, yt it is 
neither perfectly lightsome,' nor absolutely dark
some, but that the ayer hangeth ouer it, being 
tempered with a certaine kinde of clowdy rednes, 
that a couple of floodes set their recourse that 
way, the one of pleasure the other of sorow, and 
that about each of them growe plantes answear
able in quantity and bignes to a great plaine tree. 
The trees which spring by y8 flood 'of sorow 
yeldeth fruite of one nature, qualitie, and opera
tion. For if any man taste thereof, a streame 
of teares floweth from his eyes, as out of a con. 
duite pipe, or sluse in a running riuer, ye.a. such 
effect followeth immediately after the eating of 
the same, that the whole race of their life js 
turned into a tragical lamentation, in so much 
that weeping and wayling knitteth their carkeses 
depriued of vitalI mouing, in a winding sheete, 
and maketh them gobbettes for the greedy graue 
to swallow and rleuour'e. The other trees which 
prosper vpan the bankes of the floode of pleas
ure" beare fruite cleane contrary to the former, 
for whosoeuer tasteth thereof, he is presently 
weined from the pappes of his auncient appetites 
and inueterate desires,' & if he were linked in 
loue to any in time past, he is fettered in the 
forgetfulnes of them, so that al remembrance is 

quite aboli~hed, by litle and litle he recouereth 
the yeres of his youth, reasuming vnto him by 
degrees, the times & seasons, long since, spent 
and gone. 'For, the frowardnes and crookednes 
of old age being first shaken of, the amiablenes 
and louelynesse of youth beginneth to budde, in 
so much as they put on ye, estate of stripplings, 
then become boyes, then change to children, 
then reenter into infancie, & at length death 
maketh a finall end of all." 

Compare the story told by Mela (iii. 10) about 
the Fortunate Isles: "Una singulari duorum 
fontium ingenio maxime insignis: alterum qui 
gustavere risu solvuntur, ita adfectis remedium 
est ex altero bibere." 
. It should be noted that the country described 
by Theopompus is called by him simply "The 
Great Continent." 

2 Strabo, vii. 3, § 6. Perizonius makes this pas
sage in Aelian the peg for a long note on ancient 
knowledge of America, in which he brings to
gether. the most important passages bearing on 
the subject. He remarks: .. Nullus tamen du
bito, quin Veteres aliquid crediderint vel scive
rent, sed quasi per nebulam et caliginem, de 
America, partim ex antiqua traditione ab Aegyp
tiis vel Carthaginieosibus accepta, p:utim ex 
ratiocinatione de forma et situ orbis terrarum, 
unde colligebant, superesse in, hoc orbe etiam 
alias terras praeter Asiam, Africam, & Euro
pam." In my opinion their assumed knowl
edge was based entirely on ratiocination, and 
was not real knowledge at all; but Perizonius 
well expresses the other view. 
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The same remark applies to the account of the great Saturnian continent 
that closes the curious and interesting dialogue" On the Face appearing in 
the Orbof the Moon," attributed to Plutarch, and printed with his Morals: 

.. (An isle, Ogygia, lies in Ocean's. artns,i" says the narrator, "about 
five days' sail west from Britain; and before it are three others, of equal 
distance from one· another, and also from that, bearing northwest, where 
the su~ sets in summer. In one of these the barbarians feign that Saturn 
is detained in prison by Zeus." The adjacent sea is termed the Saturn ian, 
and the continent by which the great sea is circularly environed is distant 
from Ogygia about five thousand stadia, b!lt from the other islands not so 
far. A bay of this "Continent, in the latitude of the Caspian Sea, is inhab
ited by Greeks. These, who had been visited by Heracles, and revived 
by his· followers, esteemed themselves inhabitants of the firm land, calling' 

. all others islanders, as dwelling in land encompassed by the sea. Every 
thirty years these people send forth certain of.their number, who minister to 
t~e imprisoned Saturn for thirty years. One of the men thus sent forth, at 
the end of his service, paid a visit to the great island, as they called Europe. 
From him the narrator learned many things about the state of men after 
death, .which he unfolds at length, the conclusion being that the souls of 
men ultimately arrive at the moon, wherein lie the ElysianFields of Ho
mer; .. And you, 0 Lamprias," he adds, "may take my relation in such 
part as you please." After whichhinJ: there is, I think, 1;>ut little doubt as 
to the way in which it should be taken by us. l 

That Plato, Theopompus, and Plutarch, covering a range of nearly five •. 
centuries, should each 'have made use of the conception of a continent be
yond the· Atlantic, is noteworthy; but it is more naturally accounted for by 
supposing that all three had in mind the continental hypothesis of land dis
tribution, than by assuming for them an acquaiiltimce with the great west
ern island, America. From this point of view, the result of our search into 
the geographical knowledge and mythical tales of the ancients is purely' 
negative. We find, indeed, well-developed theories of physical geography, 
one of which accords remarkably well with the truth; but we also find that 
these theories rest solely on 'logical deductions from the mathematical doc
trine of the sphere, and on an resthetic satisfaction with symmetry and 
analogy. This conclusion could be invalidated were it shown that explora
tion had already'revealed the secrets of the west, and we must now consider 
this branch of the subject. 

The history of maritime discovery begins "among the Phrenicians. . The 
civilization of Egypt, as self~centred as that of China, accepted only 
the commerce that was brought to its gates; but the men of Sidon and 
Tyre, with their keen devotion to material interests, their almost modern 
ingenuity, had early appropriated the carrying trade of the east and the 
west. As they looked adventurously seaward from their narrow domain, 

1 Mar. Cl"Dnium was the name given to a p~rtion of the norihem ocean. Forbiger, Hand6u&".· 
ii. 3. note 9· . 
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the dim outline of Cyprus beckoned them down' a long lane of island sta
tions to the rich shores of Spain. Even their religion betrayed their bent: 
EI and Cronos, their oldest deities, were wanderers, and vanished in the 
west j on their traces Melkarth led a motley swarm of colonists to the At
lantic. These legends, filtering through Cyprus, Crete, or Rhodes, or borne 
by rash adventurers from distant Gades, appeared anew in Grecian tmythol
ogy, the deeds of Melkarth mingling with the labors of Hercules. We do 
not know when the Phrenicians first reached the Atlantic, nor what were 
the limits of their ocean voyages. Gades, the present Cadiz, just outside 
the Straits of Gibraltar, was founded a few years before 1100 B. c., but not, 
it is probable, without previous knowledge of the commercial importance 
of the location. There were numerous other settlements along the adjacent 
coast, and the gold, silver, and tin of these distant regions grew familiar in 
the markets of Egypt, Mesopotamia, and India. The trade with Tartessus, 
the 'EI Dorado of antiquity, gave the Phrenician merchant vessels a name 
among the Jews, as well in the tenth century, when Solomon shared the 
adventures of Hiram, as in the sixth, when Ezekiel depicted the glories of 
Tyrian commerce. The Phrenician seamanship was wide-famed j their ves
sels were unmatched in speed,l and their furniture and discipline excited 
the outspoken admiration of Xenophon. Beside the large Tarshish ships, 
they possessed light merchant vessels and ships of war, provided with both 
sails and oars, and these, somewhat akin to steamships in their indepen
dence of wind, were well adapted for exploration. Thus urged and thus 
proyided, it is improbable that the Phrenicians shunned the great ocean. 
The evidence is still strong in favor of their direct trade with Britain for 
tin, despite what has been urged as to tin mines in Spain and the prehis
toric existence of the trade by land across Gaul. a 

Whether the Tyrians discovered any of the Atlantic islands is unknown j 

the adventures and discoveries attributed to Hercules, who in this aspect 
is but Melkarth in Grecian raiment, points toward an early knowledge of 
western islands, but these myths alone are not conclusive proof. Diodorus 
Siculus attributes to the Phrenicians the discovery, by accident, of a large 
island, with navigable rivers and a delightful climate, many days' sail west
ward from Africa. In the compilation De AfirabilibllS AuSctlllatiollibus, 
printed with .the works of Aristotle, the discovery is attributed to Cartha-

1 The average of all known rates of speed 
with andent ships is about five knots an hour; 
some' of the fastest runs were at the rate of seven 
knots, or a little more. Breusing, Naulilt a'" "'"m, Bremen, 1886, pp. II, 12. Movers, Di~ 
PIitz";.;",, ii. J. 190. Movers estimates the rate 
of a Phoenician vessel with ISo oarsmen at 
double that of a Greek merchantman. He com
pares the sailing qualities of Phoenician vessels 
with those of Venice in the Middle Ages to the 
disadvantage of the latter. As the ancients had 

nothing answering to our log. and their contriv
ances for time-keeping were neither trustworthy 
nor adapted for use on shipboard, these esti
mates are necessarily based on a few reports of 
the number of days spent on voyages of known 
length,-a rather uncertain method. 

S Tin exists in some of the islands of the In
dian Ocean, and they --;ere worked at a later pe
riod, but there is no direct evidence, as far as I 
am aware, that they were known at the date 
when Tyre was m~t ftourishing. 
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gtmans. Both' versions descend from one original, now lost, and it is im
possible to give a date to the event, or to identify the locality.1 Those who 
find America in the island. of Diodorus make improbabilities supply the 
lack of evidence. .Stories seldom lose in .the telling, and while it is not 
impossible that a Phrenician ship might have reached America, and even 
made her way back, it is not likely that the voyage would have been tamely 
described as of many days' duration. 

When Carthage succeeded Tyre as mistress of the Mediterranean com
merce, interest in the West revived. In the middle of the fifth century B. C., 

two expeditions of importance were dispatched into these waters. A large 
fleet under Hanno sailed to colonize, or re-colonize, the western coast of 
Africa, and' succeeded in reaching the latitude of Sierra Leone. Himilko, 
voyaging in the opposite direction, spent several months in exploring the 
ocean and tracing the western shores of Europe. He appears to have 
run into the Sargasso Sea, but beyond this little is known of his adven-
tures.lI . 

Ultimately the Carthaginians discovered and colonized the Canary 
Islands, and perhaps the Madeira and Cape Verde groups; the evidence of 
ethnology, the presence of Semitic inscriptions, and the occurrence in the 
descriptions of Pliny, Mela, and Ptolemy of some of the modern names of 
the separate islands, establishes this beyond a doubt for the Canaries.3 

There is no evidence that the Phrenicians or Carthaginians penetrated 
much beyond the coast islands, ortl~at they reached any part of America, 
or even the Azores. 

The achievements of the Greeks and Romans were still more limited. 
A certain Colaeus visited Gades towards the middle of the seventh century 
B. C., and was, according to Herodotus, the first Greek who passed olltside 
of the columns' of Hercules. His example could not have been widely , 

1 Diodorus Siculus, v. 18, 19; D~ lIfira6. 
A .... ",lt., 840 Miillenhof, Dn.tsc/u AItff'I/"",.s
IN,,tI~, i., Berlin, 1870, p. 467, traces the report 
through the historian Timaeus to Punic sources. 

8 Tbe narration of Hanno's voyage has .been 
preserved, apparently in the words of the com
mander's report. G~ogral/'" Grate; mi"ot'lS, 
ed. Mueller (Paris, 1855), L pp. 1:"14. Cf. also 
Proltf:tJm., pp. xviii, xxiii. Our only notion of 
tbe date of the expedition is derived from Pliny, 
Hist • .A'at., v. i. § 7, who says:, .. Fuere et 
Hannonis Carthaginiensium ducis commentarU, 
p.,,;tU rt6IU jlormtissimis explorare ambitum 
Africae jussi." All that is known of Himilko 
is derived from the statement of Pliny, Hisl. 
Nat., U. 67, 'that he was sent at about the same 
time as Hanno to explore the distant regions of 
~urope; and from the poems of Avienus, who 
wrote in the fourth cel)tury, and professed to 
give, in the Ora Maritima, many extracts from 
the writings of Himilko. The description of 
the difficulties of navigation in the Atlantic is 

best known. In his Dnltstlu AII(rth"ms"""d~ 
(Berlin, 1870), i. pp. 73-210, Muellenhof has de
voted especial attention to an analysis of this 
record. 

a Pliny, Hist. Nat., vi. 36, 37; Mela, iii. 100, 

etc.; Solinus, 23, 56 red. Mommsen, p. 117, 230] ; 
Ptolemy, G~ogr., iv. 6; RalPort sur "n~ ",iss;o" 
sdmhjiv"~ aans rartlllp~l Canar;",ne, par M. Ie 
docteur Verneau; 18n. In Ar(hiTJ(s tits lifts.. 
sit»,s Sti~;,liji'l"4 eI Lill~rairlS, 3° serie, tom. xiii. 
pp. 569, etc. The presence of Semites is indi
cated in Gran Can aria, Ferro, Palma, and the 
inscriptions agree in character with those found 
in Numidia by Gen. Faidherbe. In Gomeraand 
Teneriffe, where the Guanche stock Is purest,. 
there have been no inscriptions found. Dr. 
Verneau believes that the Guanches are not de
scended from Atlantes or Americans, but from 
the Quaternary men of Cra-magnon in the 
Vezire; he found, however, traces of an un· 
known brachycephalic rac~ in Gomera. 
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followed, for we find Pindar and his successors referring to the Pillars as 
the limit of navigation. In 600 B. c., Massilia was founded, and soon 
became a rival of Carthage in the western Mediterranean. In the fourth 
century we have evidence of an attempt to search out the secrets of the 
ocean after the manner of Hanno and Himilko. In that century, Pytheas 
made his famous voyage to the lands qf tin and. amber, discovering the 
still mysterious Thule; while at the same time his countryman Euthy
menes sailed southward to the Senegal. With these exceptions we hear 
of no Grecian or Roman explorations in the Atlantic, and meet with no 
indication that they were aware of any other lands beyond the sea than 
the Fortunate Isles or the Hesperides of the early poets.l 

About 80 B. c,', Sertorius, being for a time driven from Spain by the 
forces of Sulla, fell in, when on an expedition to Baetica, with certain 
sailors who had just returned from the ,", Atlantic islands," which th!'!y 

1 In the second century, A. D., Pausanias du Louvre, Paris, 1868, p. ,143), but the supposi
(Disc. Grace., i. 23) was told by Euphemus, a tion is purely arbitrary. 
Carian, that once, 'on a voyage to Italy. he had Such an event as an involuntary voyage from 
been driven to the sea outside [~. "~,, (EO) 8elA"". the West Indies to the shores of Europe is not 
ucwl, where people no longer sailed, and where an impossibility, nor is the case cited by I\Ieia 
he fell in with many. desert islands, some inhab- and Pliny the only one of the kind which we find 
itcd by wild men, red-haired, and with tails, recorded. Gomara (Hist. gen. de las Indias, 7) 
whom the sailors called Satyrs. Nothing more is says some savages were thrown upon the Ger
known of these islands. ~EEO) has here been ren- man coast in the reign of Frederic Barbarossa 
dered simply" distant"; but even in this sense (II52-iIgo), and Aeneas Silvius (Pius II.) prob
it could hardly apply in the time of Pausallias to ably refers to the same event when he quotes a 
any region but the Atlantic. It is more proba- certain Olho as relating the capture on the coast 
ble that the phrase means" outside the. columns." of Germany, in the time of the German empe-

In the first century B. c., some men of an un- rors, of an Indian ship and Indian traders (mer
known race were cast by the sea on the German catores). The identity of Otho is uncertain. 
coast. There is nothing to show that these men Otto of Freisingen (t I I 58) is probably meant, 
were Americ:;n Indians; but since that has been but the passage does not appear in his 'works 
sometimes assumed, the matter should not be that have been preserved (Aeneas Silvius, His
passed over h~re. The event is mentioned by turia rerum, ii. 8, first edition, Venice, 1477). 
Mela (De Chorogr., iii. 5, § 8), and by Pliny (Hist. The most curious story, however, is that related 
Nat., ii. 67): the castaways w~re forwarded to by Cardinal Bembo in his history of Venice (first 
the proconsul, Q. Caecilius Metellus Celer (B. c. published 1551), and quoted by Hom (De orig-. 
62), by the king of the tribe within whose terri- Amer., 14), Garcia (iv. 2q), and .others. It de
tory they were found. Pliny calls the tribe the serves, however, record here. " A French ship 
Sum;; the reading in Mela. is very uncertain. while cruising in .the ocean not far from Britain 
Parthey has Botorum, the older editors Baeto-' picked up a little boat made of split oziers and 
rum, or Boiorum. The Romans took them for covered with bark taken whole from the tree: 
inhabitants of Inc:lia, who had been carried in it were seven men of moderate height, rather 
around the north of 'Europe: modem writers dark complexion, broad and open faces, marked 

.have seen in them Africans, Celts, Lapps, or with a violet scar. They had a garment of fish
Caribs. A careful study of the whole subject, skin with spots of divers shades, and wore a 
with references to the literature, will be found headgear of painted straw, interwoven with seven 
in' an article by F. Schiern: Un I>zigme ethno- things like ears, as it were (coronam e culmo 
graphique de rantiquitl, contributed to the Me- pictam septem quasi auriculis intextam). They 
moirs of the Royal Society of Northern Antiqua. ate raw flesh, and drank blood as we wine. Their 
ries, New Series, 1878-83, pp. 245-288. speech could not be understood. Six of them 

In the Louvre is an antique bronze which has died; one, a youth, was brought alive to Roano 
been thought to represent one of the Indians of (so the Italian: the Latin has Aulercos), where 
Mela, and also to be a good reproduction of the the king was" (Louis XII.) .. Bembo, Rerum 
features of th.e.North American Indian (Long- Venttarum Hist. vii. year, 1508. [Opire, Venice, 
perler; JVotice des Iwonses antiques, etc., du. Musle 1729, i. 188.] 
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described as two in number, distant 10,000 stadia from Africa, and enjoy
ing a wonderful climate. The account in Plutarch is quite consistent with 
a previous knowledge of the islands, even on the part of Sertorius. Be 
this as it may, the glowing praises of the eye-witnesses so impressed him 
that only the unwillingness of his followers prevented his taking refuge 
there. Within the next few years, the Canaries, at least, became well 
known as the Fortunatae Insulae,· but.when, Horace, in the dark days of 
civil war, urged his countrymen t'b seek a new home across' the waves, it 
was apparently the islands of Sertorius that 'he had in mind, regarding 
them as unkno~n to other peoples.! ' 

As we' trace the increasing volume and extent of commerce from the 
days of Tyre and Carthage and Alexandria to its fullest development uncJ,er 
the empire, and remember that as the drafts of luxury-Io'ling Rome upon 
the products of the east, even of China and farther India, increased, the 
true knowledge of the' form of the earth, and the· underestimate of the 
breadth of the western ocean, became more widely known, the question 
inevitably suggests itself, Why did not the enterprise which had long since 
utilized the monsoons of the Indian Ocean for direct passage to and from 
India essay the passage of the Atlantic? The inquiry gains force as we re
call tharthe possibility of such a route to India had been long ago asserted. 
Aristotle suggested, if he did not express it; Eratosthenes stated plainly 
that were it Ddt for the extent of the Atlantic it would be possible to sail 
from Spain to India along ,the same parallel;2 and Strabo could object 
nothing but the chance of there being another island-continent or two in 
the way, -an objection"unknown to Columbus. Seneca, 'the philosopher, 
iterating insistence upori the smallness of, the earth and the pettiness of its 

. affairs compared with the higher interests' of 'the soul, exclaims: "The 
earth, which you so anxiously divide by fire and sword into kingdoms, is a 
point, a'mere point, in the universe .... How far is it from the utmost 
shores of Spain to th~se of India? But very few days' sail wit~ a favoring 
wind." 8 

1 Nos manet Oceanus circumvagus; arva, beata 
Petamus arva, divites et insulas, 
Reddit ubi Cererem teUus inarata quotannis 
Et inputata floret usque Vinea. ...... 
Non huc Argoo contendit remige pinus, 
Neque inpudica Colchis inlulit pedem i 
Jr.TD1J Iuic Sidtm,.,. ttwserunt cornua nautae, 
Laboriosa nec cohors Ulixei. 
J uppiter illa piae secrevit Jitora gena, 
Ut inquinavit aere tempus aurenm ; 
Aere, dehinc ferro duravit saecula, quonun 
Piis secunda, vate me, datur fuga. 

(Horace. E/tHk, xvi.) • 

Virgil, in the well-known 1ines in the prophecy 
of Anchises-

Super et Garamantes et Indos 
Proferet inperium; iacet extra siders. teIlus; 
Extra anni solisque vias, ubi caelifer Atlas 
Au:m humero torquet steUia ardentibus aptum.-

C/ElUid, vi. 795.) 

had Afric~ rather than the west in mind, accord
ing to the commentators. 

It is possible that the islands described to 
Sertorius were Madeira and Porto Santo, but 
the' distance was much overestimated' in this 
case. 

2 "He [Eratosthenes] says that if. the extent 
of the Atlantic Ocean were not an obstacle, we 
might easily pass by sea from Iberia to India, 
still keeping in the same parallel, the remaining 
portiofi of which parallel ..• occupies more 
than a third of the whole circle ..•. But it is 
quite possible that in the temperate zone there 
may be two or even more habitable earths [01-
riovl'lJlasj, especially near the circle of latitude 
which is drawn through Athens and the Atlantic 
ocean." ,(Strabo, G~ogr., i. 4. § 6.) 

8 Seneca, NaturaliutrJ QUMsl. Praifalio. The' 
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Holding these views of the possibility of the voyage, it is improbable 
that the size of their ships and the lack of the compass could have long 
prevented the ancients from putting them in practice had their interest so 
demanded. 1 Their interest, in the matter was, however, purely speculative, 
since, under the unity and power of the Roman empire, which succeeded 
to and absorbed the commercial supremacy of the Phcenicians, "international 
competition in trade did not exist, nor were the routes of trade subject to 
effective hostile interruption. The two causes, therefore, which worked 
powerfully to induce the voyages of Da Gama and Columbus, after the rise 
of individual states had given scope to natiOI}al jealousy and pride, and 
after the fall of Constantinople had placed the last natural gateway of the 
eastern trade in the hands of Arab infidels, were non-existent under the 
older civilization. It is certain, too, that the ancients had a vivid horror of 
the western ocean. In the Odyssey, the western Mediterranean even is 
full of peril. With knowledge of the ocean, the Greeks received tales of 
"Gorgons and Chimeras dire," and the very poets who sing the beauties 
of the Elysian or Hesl'erian isles dwell on the danger of the surround
ing sea. Beyond Gades, declared Pindar, no m;:tn, however brave, could 
pass; only a god might voyage those waters. The same idea recurs in 
the reports of travellers and the writings of men of science, but here it 
is the storms, or more often the lack of wind, the viscid water or vast 
shoals, that check and appall the mariner. Aristotle thought that beyond, 
the columns the sea was shallow and becalmed. Plato utilized the common 
idea of the m~d-banks and shoal water of the Atlantic in accounting for 
the disappearance of Atlantis. Scylax reported the ocean not navigable 
beyond Cerne in the south, and Pytheas heard that beyond Thule sea and 
air became confounded.' Even Tacitus believed that there was a peculiar 
resistance in the waters of the northern ocean,2 

Whether the Greeks- owed this dread to the Phcep.icians, and whether the 
latter shared the feeling, or simulated and encouraged it for the purpose of 
concealing their profitable adventures beyond the Straits, is doubtful. In 
two cases, at least, it is possible to trace statements of this nature to Punic 

passage is certainly striking, but those who, like 
Baron Zach, base upon it the conclusion that 
American voyagers were common in the days of 
Seneca overestimate it", force. It is certainly 
evident that Seneca, relying on his knowledge of 
theoretical geography, underestimated the dis
tance to India. Had the length of the voyage to 
America been known, he would not have used 
the illustrati,on. . 

1 Smaller vessels even than were then afloat 
have crossed the Atlantic, and the passage from 

,the Canaries is hardly more difficult than the 
Indian navigation. The Pacific islanders make 
voyages of days' duration by the stars alone to 
goals infinitely smaller' than the broadside of 
Asia, to which the ancients would have supposed 
themselves addressed. 

2 Aristotle, Meteurolog., ii. I, § 14; Plato, Ti
matus; Scylax Caryandensis, Periplus, 112. rijs 
K/pl"l/S Il~ "qUOV TA i'll'ltCflJla. OO,d"l lU'T1 'll'Ac.m; 1M 
f3paxtrr7J'Ta lJa.i\d'T'T7Jt /Cal 'll'7JA/w /Cal <piilCOs (Geogr. 
Graec. min., ed. Mueller, i. 93; other references 
in the notes). Pytheas in Strabo, ii. 4, § 1 ; Taci
tus, Germania, 45, I; Agricola, x. A gloss to 
Suidas applies the name Atlantic to all innavi
gable seas. Pausanias, i. ch. 3, § 6, says it con
tained strange sea-beasts, and was not navigable 
in its more distant parts. A long list of refer
ences to similar passages is given by Ukert, 
Geogr. der Griechm u. Romer, ii. I, p. 59. See 
also Berger, Wissenschaftliche Geographic, i. p. 
27, note 3, and Grote, Hist. oj' Greece, iii. Ch.18, 
notes. 
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sources, and antiquity agreed in giving'the Phrenicianscredit for discour~ 
·aging rivalry by every art.! . 

To. an age averse to investigation for its own sake, ignorant of scientific 
curiosity, and un impelled by economic pressure, tales like these might seem 
decisive against an attempt to sail westward to India., Rome could thor
oughlyappreciate the imaginative mingling of science and legend which 
vivified the famous prophecy of the poet Seneca: 

Venient annis saecula seris 
Quibus Oceanus vincula rerum 
Laxet, et ingens patebit tellus 
Tethysque novos deteget orbes 
Nec sit terris ultima Thule.s 

But even were it overlooked that the prophecy suited better the reve
lation of an unknown continent, such as the theory of Crates and Cicero 
placed' between Europe' and Asia, than' the discovery of the eastern coast of 
India, mariners and .merchants might be pardoned if they set the deterrent· 
opinions collected by the elder Seneca above the livelier fancies of his son.3 

The scanty records of navigation and' discovery in the western waters 
confirm the coriclusions drawn from the visions of the poets and ,the theo
riesof the philosophers. No evidence from the classic writers justifies the 
assumption that the ancients communicated with America. If they guessed 
at the possibility of such a continent, it was only as we to.day imagine an 
antarctic continent or an open polar sea. Evidence from ethnological com-

1 De Mirab. Auscult., 136. The Phrenicians 
are said to have discovered beyond Gades ex· 
tensive shoals abounding in fish. 

Quae Himi1co Paenus mensibus vix quatuor, . 
Ut ipse semet re probasse retulit 
Enavigantem, posse transmitti adse';t : 
Sic nulla late f1abra propenunt ratem, 
Sic segnis humor aequoris pigri stupet. 
Adjecit et iliud. p1urimum inter gurgites 
Extare fucum, et saepe virgulti vice 
Retinere puppim: dicit bic nihi1ominus, 
,Non in profundum terga dimitti maris, 
Parvoque aquarum vix supert""; solum: 
Obh'e semper hue et hue ponti feras, 
N avigia lenta et Ianguide repentia 

• Intematare belluas. 
(Avienus, 0.." Maritima, 115-13<>0) . 

HUllc usus olim dixit Oceanum vetus, 
Alterque dixit mos Atlanticum mare •. 
Longo explicator gurges hujus ambito, 
Produciturqlle latere prolixe vago. 
Pletumque porro tenue tenditor saJum, 
Ut vi>: arenas subjacentes oceulat. 
Exsuperat autem gurgitem fucus frequeas, 
Atque Impeditur aestus hie uligine : 
Vis ~Inanim pelagus omne internatat, 
Multusque terror ex foris habitat freta. 
HaeC olim Himilcos Poenus Oceano super 
Spectasse semet et probasse retullt: 
Haec noS. ab imls Punicorum annalibus 
ProIata longo tempore, edidiinus tibi. (/bitt. _41$.) 

Whether Avienus had immediate knowledge 
of these Punic sources is quite unknown. 

2 Seneca, Medea, 376-J&>. 
8 In the first book of his SuasorilZ, M. An· 

naeus Seneca collected a number of. examples 
illustrative of the manner in which several of 
the famous orators and rhetoricians of his time' 
had handled the subject, Deliberat Alexander,. 
an Ouanum navi.(et, which appears to have been 
one of a number of stock subjects for use in 
rhetorical training. This collection thus gives 
a good view of the prevalent views about the 
ocean, and certainly tells strongly against the idea 
that the western passage was then known or prac
tised. ." Fertiles in Oceano jacere terras, ultra
que OceanUm rursus alia litto~, alium nasci 
orbem, ... facile ista jinguntur; quia Ouanus 
navigari non potest .• .. confusa lux alta caligine, 
et interceptus tenebris dies, ipsum "eros grave et 
devium mare, et aut nulla, aut ignota sidera. Ita 
est, Alexander, rerum natura; post 01mlia Ocea
nus, poit Oceanum nihIl •. .. Immensum, et hu· 
manae uitentatum experientiae pe1agus, totius 
orbis vui.culum, terrarumque. custodia, inagitata 
remigio vastitas ...• Fabianas • • . divisit enim 
illam [quaestionem] sic, ut primum negaret ullas 
in Oceano, aut traus Oceanum, esse terras habi. 
tabiles: deinde si essent, perveniri tamen ad il
las non posse. Hic difficultatem ignoti maris, . 
naturam non patientem navigationis." 
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pari sons is of course admissible, but those who are best fitted to handle 
such evidence best know its dangers; hitherto its use has brought little but 
discredit to the cause in which it was invoked. 

The geographical doctrines which antiquity bequeathed to the Middle 
Ages were briefly these: that the earth was a sphere with a circumference 
of 252,000 or 180,000 stadia; that· only the temperate zones were inhabita
ble, and the northern alone known to be inhabited; that of the southern,. 
owing to the impassable heats of the torrid zone, it could not be discovered 
whether it were inhabited, or whether, indeed, hind existed there-; and that 
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of the northern, it was unknown whether the intervention of another con
tinent, or only the shoals and unknown horrors of the ocean, prevented a 
westward gassage from Europe to Asia. The legatee preserved, but did 
not improve his inheritance. It has been supposed that the early Middle 
Ages, under the influence of barbarism and Christianity, ignored the sphe
ricity of the earth, deliberately returning-to the assumption of a plane sur
face, either wh~e1-~haped or rectangular. That knowledge dwindled after 
the fall of the empire, that the early church included the learning as well 
as the religion of the pagans in' its ban, is undeniable; but on this point 
truth prevailed. It was preserved by many school-books, in many popular 

- Sketched in the Bollettillo della Social; geografica italiolla (Roma, 1882), p. 540, from the original in 
the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana in Florence. The representation of this sketch of the earth by Cosmas 
Indicopleustes more commonly met with is from the engraving in the edition of Cosmas in Montfaucon's 
Colleaio IIova pat,u"" Paris, 1706. The article by Marinelli which contains the sketch given here has also 
appeared separately in.a German translation (Die Erdkunde IJei den KiJ'Clullviitern, Leipzig, 1884). The 
continental land beyond the ocean shonld be noticed. 

• 
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- compilations from classic authors, -and was accepted by many eccle~ 
St. Augustine did not deriy the sphericity of the earth. It was assumed 
by Isidor of Seville, and taught by Bede.1 The schoolmen buttressed the 
,doctrine by the authority of Aristotle and the living science which the Arabs 
built upon the Almagest. Gerbert, Albert the Great, Roger Bacon, Dante, 
were as familiar with the idea of the earth-globe as were Hipparchus and 
Ptolemy. The knowledge of it came to Columbus not as an inspiration or 
an invention, but by long, -unbroken descent from its unknown Grecian, o~ 
pre-Grecian, discoverer. 

-As to the distribution of land and water, the oceanic theory of Crates, a,s 
expounded by Macrobius, prevailed in the west, although the existen~e of 
antipodes fell a victim to the union, ill the ecclesiastic mind, of the heathen 
theory of an impassable torrid zone with the Christian teaching of the de
scent of all men from Adam.2 The discoveries made by the ancients in the 
ocean, of the Cana:ries and other islands-known to them, were speedily for
gotten, while their geographic myths were superseoed by a ranker growth. 
The Saturniancontinent, Meropis, Atlantis, the Fortunate Isles, the Hes
perides, were relegated to the dusty realm of classical le,arning; but the 
Atlantic was not barren of their like. Medi;:eval maps swarmed with fabu
lous islands, and wild stories of adventurous voyages divided 'the attention 
with tales of love and war. Antillia was the largest, and perhaps the most 
famous, of these islands; it was situated in longitude 330° east, and near 
the latitude of Lisbon, so that Toscanelli regarded it as much facilitating 
the plan of Columbus. Well known, too, was Bra~u-, or Brazil, having its 
proper position west and north of Ireland, but often met ~ith elsewhere; 
both this island and Antillia afterward gave names to portions of the new 
continent.3 

AntiUia, otherwise called the Island of Seven Cities, was .discovered and 
settled by an archbishop and six bishops of Spain, who fled- into the ocean 
after' tl).e victory of the M:oors, iri 714, over Roderick; it is even reported 
to have been rediscovered in 1447.' Mayda, Danmat, Man Satana!{id, Isla 
Verde, and others of these islands, of which -but little is known beside the 
names, appear for the first time upon' the maps of the fourteenth and fif
teenth centuries, but their origin is quite unknQwn. It might be thought 
that they were derived from confused traditions of their .classical prede-

1 Virgil,' bishop of Salzburg, was accused be
fore Pope Zacharias by St. Boniface of teaching 
the doctrine of antipodes; for this, and not for 
his belief in the sphericity of the earth (as I read), 
he wa. threatened by ·the Pope with expulsion 
from the church. The authority for this stortis 
a letter from the Pope to Boniface~ See Mari
nelli, Di~ Erdkund~ lid den Kir,"enfliit~rn, 

p·42 • 

S Cosmas, as will be seen in the cut, adhered 
to the continental theory, placing Paradise on 

the continent in the east. Paradise was more 
commonly placed i~ an island east of Asia. 

8 It has been sl!ggested by M. Beauvois that 
Labrador may in the same way derive its name 
from In" Labradn, or the Island of .Labraid, 
which figures in an ancient Celtic romance. The 
conjecture has only the phonetic resemblance to _ 
recommend it. - Beauvois, L' Elysle transatlan
tiq.u (RefJuederHz:rto;r~ des Religions, vii. (1883), 
p. 291, n. 3). 

4 GaffareJ, P., Les isles fantastiques de r Atlan
tique au moyen 4g~, 3 • 
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cessors, with which they have been identified, but modern folk-lore has 
shown that such fancies spring up spontaneously in every community. 
To dream of a distant spot where joy is untroubled and rest unbroken by 
gri~f. or toil is a natural and inalienable bent of the human mind. Those 
happy islands wi'l.ich abound in the romances of the heathen Celts, Mag 
Mell, Field of Delight, Flath Inis, Isle of the Heroes, the Avallon of the 
Arthur cycle, were but a more exuberant forth-putting of the same soil 
that produced the Elysian Fields of Homer or the terrestrial paradise of the 
Hebrews. The later growth is not born of the seed of the earlier, though 
somewhat affected by alien grafts, as in the case of the famous island of 
St. Brandan, where there is a curious commingling of Celtic, Greek, ~md 
Christian traditions. It is dangerous, indeed, to speak of earlier or later 
in reference to 'such myths; one group was written before the others, but 
it is quite possible that the earthly paradise of the Celt is as old as those 
of the Mediterranean peoples.~ The idea of a phantom or vanishing is
land, too, is very old, - as old; doubtless, as the fact of fog-banks and 
mirage, - and it is well exemplified in those mysterious visions which en
ticed the sailors of Bristol to many a fruitless quest before the discovery of 
America,' and for centuries tantalized the inhabitants of the Canaries with 
hope of discovery. The Atlantic islands were not all isles of the blessed; 
there were many Isle's of Demons, such as Ramusio places north of New
foundland, a na~e of evil report wl)ich afterward attached itself with more 
reason to Sable Island and even to the Bermudas: 

" Kept, as suppos'd by Hers infernal dogs; 
Our fleet found there most honest courteous hogs." 1 

Not until the revival of classical learning did the continental system of 
Ptolemy reach the west i the way, however, had been prepared for it. The 

, measurement of a degree, executed under the Calif Mamun, seemed to the 
Europeans to confirm the smallest estimate of the size of the earth, which 
Ptolemy also had adopted,2 while the travels of Marco Polo, revealing the 
great island of Japan, exaggerated, the popular idea of the extent of the' 
known world, until the 225 0 of Marinus seemed more probable than the 
1800 of Ptolemy. If, however, time brought this shrinkage in the breadth 
of the Atlantic, the temptation to navigators was opposed by the belief in 
the dangers of the ocean, which shared the persistent life of the dogma 
of the impassable torrid zone, and was strongly reinforced by Arab lore. 
Their geographers never tire of dilating on the calms and storms, mud
banks and fogs, and unknown dangers of the .. Sea of Darkness. v N ever
theless, as the turmoil of medireval life made gentler spirits sigh for peace 
in distant homes, while the wild energy of others found the very dangers 

1 Coryat's Cruditiu, London. 1611. Sig. h (4'. 
verso. 

2 The result of the Arabian measurements 
gave 561 miles to a degree. Arabian miles were 
meant, and as these contain. according to Pe· 

5chel rGuckic"'~ d~,. G~flgrapki~. P·,134'. 4.000 
ells of 540.71D1D •• the degree equalled 122,558.6"'. 
The Europeans. however, thought that Roman 
miles were meant, and so got but 83.866.6m. to a 
degree. 
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·of the sea delightful, there was opened a double source of adventures, both 
real and imaginary. . Those pillars cut with inscriptions forbidding further 
advance westward, which we owe to Moorish fancy, confounding 'Hercules 
and Atlas and Alexander, were transformed into a knightly hero pointing 
.oceanwards, or became guide-posts to the earthly paradise.-

If there be a legendary flavor in the flight of the seven bishops, we. 
must set down the wanderings of the Magrurin 1 among the African 
islands,- .the futile but bold attempts of the Visconti 'to circumnavigate Af
rica, as real, though without the least footing in a list of claimants for the 

.discovery of America. The voyages of St. Brandan and St. Malo, again, 
are distinctly fabulous, and but other forms of the ancient myth of the 
soul-voyages; and the same may be said of the strange tale of Mae1duin.2 

But what of those other Irish voyages to Irland-it-mikla and Huitramanna
land, of the voyage of Madoc, of the explorations of th~ Zeni? While 
these tales ~erit close investigation, it is certain that whatever liftings of 
the veil there may have been - that there were any is extremely doubtful 
- were unheralded at the time and soon forgotten.3 

It was reserved for the demands of commerce to reveal the secrets of 
the west. But when the veil was finally removed it was easy for men to 

.see that it had never been quite. opaque. The learned turned naturally to 
their new-found classics, and were 'not slow to find the passages which 

.seemed prophetic of America. Seneca, Virgil, Horace, Aristotle, an!! Thea
pompus, were soon pressed into the service, and the story of Atlantis 
obtained at once a new importance. I have tried to show in thi!) chapter 
that these patrons of a revived learning ·put upon these statements an 
interpretation which they will not bear. 

The summing up of the whole matter: cannot be better given than in the 
'words applied by a careful Grecian historian to another question in ancient 
,geograp~y: "In some future time perhaps our pains may lead us to a 
knowledge of those countries. But all that has hitherto been written or 
'reported of them must be considered as mere fable and invention, and not 
the fruit of any real search, or genuine information."! 

CRITICAL ESSAY ON THE SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 

T HE vi~ws of the ancient Mediterranean peoples upon geography are preserved 
almost solely in the ancient classics. The poems attrihuted to Homer and Hesiod, 

• the so-called Orphic hymns, the odes of Pindar, even the dramatic works of lEschylus and 
his successors, are sources for the earlier time. The writings of the earlier philosophers 

1 Edrisi, .Glograp"JI, Climate, iv .. § I, Jau
bert's translation, Paris, 1836, it 26. 

• Found in various Celtic MSS. See Beau
~ois, L' EtInI IICrit/nJIoJe (Rn>. de I' Hist. des 

VOL. L-3 

Rdig.), viii. (1884),706, etc.; Joyce, Old Ctlh'c 
Romancts, 112-176. 

I These alleged voyages are considered in the 
nen chapter. 

t Polybius, Hist., iii. J8. 
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are lost, and their ideas are to be found in later writers, and in compilations like the Biog-
raphies of Diogenes Laertius '(3d cent. A. D.), the De placitis philosophorum attributed to 
Plutarch, and the like. Among the works of Plato the Phaedo and Timaeus and the last 
book of the Republic. bear on the· form and arrangement of the earth; the Timaeus and 
Critias contain the fable of Atlantis. The first scientific treatises preserved are the De
Caelo and Meteorol!gica of Aristotle.1 It is needless to speak in detail of the geographicaL 
writers, accounts of whom will be found in any history of Greek and Roman literature. 
The minor pieces, such as the Periplus of Hanno, of Scylax of Caryanda, of Dionysius 
Periegetes, the Geography of Agatharcides, and others, have been several times collected; S 

and so have the minor historians, which may be consulted for Theopompus, Hecataeus, . 
and the mythologists.8 The geographical works of Pyth~as (B. c. 350 ?), of Eratosthenes 
(B. c. 276-126), of Polybius (B. c. 204-122), of Hipparchus (flor. circ. B. c. 125), of Posido
nius (1st cent. B. c.), are preserved only in quotations made by later writers; they have, 
however, been collected and edited in convenient form.' The most important source of 
our knowledge of Greek geography and Greek geographers is of course the great Geo
graphy of Strabo, which a happy fortune preserved to us. The long introduction upon 
the nature of geography and the size of the earth and the dimensions of the known world 
is of especial interest, both for his own views and for those he criticises.s Strabo lived 
about B. c,. 60 to A. D. 24. 

The works of. Marinus of Tyre having perished, the next important geographical work 
in Greek is the world-renowned Geography of Ptolemaeus, who wrote in the second half 
of the second century A. D. Despit~ the peculiar merits and history of this work, it is not 
so important for our purpose as the work of Strabo, though it exercised infinitely more 
influence on the Middle Ages and on early modem geography.6 

1 The tract 0" the World (wEpl "OtT""V, de 
mundo), and the Strange Stories (wEpl O .. vpatT(.,,, 
IutOlJtTp4T.,,,, de mirabilibus auscultationibus), 
printed with the works of Aristotle, are held to 
be spurious by critics.: the former, which gives a 
good summary of the oceanic theory of the dis
tribution of land and water (ch. 3), is consider
ably later in date; the latter is a compilation 
made from Aristotle and other writers. Muel
lenhof has sought partially to analyze it in his 
Deutsche Alterthumsk,mde, i. 426, etc. 

S First in Geographica Marciani, Scylads, .111'
temidoris, DutZarcn;, Isidori. Ed. a Hoeschelio 
(Aug. Vind., 1600). The great_ collection made 
by Hudson, Geographiae 'lIeteris scriptoru Craed 
minores (4 vols., Oxon., 1698-1712; re-edited by 
Gail, Paris, 1826,6 vols.), is still useful, notwith
standing the handy edition by C. Mueller in 
the Didot classics, Geographiae Craed minores 
(Paris, 1855-61. 2 vols. and atlas). 

8 Fragmenta historicorum Graecorum. Ed. C. 
et T. Mueller (Paris, Didot, 1841-68. 5 vols.). 

4 Die gtograplzischen Fragmente des Hippar
ehus: H. Berger (Leipzig,-1869); Posidonii Rhodii 
relifJuiae doctrinae: coil. 7. Ba1ce (Lugd. Bat., 
1810); Eratosthenica composuit G. Bernhardy 
(Berlin, 1822); Die geographisclzm Fragmente des 
Eratosthenes: H. Berger (Leipzig, 1880). 

6 Strabonis GeograPhia (Romae, Suweynheym 
et Pannartz, s. a.), in 1469 or 1470, folio. 
First edition of the Latin translation which was 
made by Guarini of Verona, and Lilius Grego
rius of Tifemo; only 275 copies were printed. 

It was reprinted in 1472 (Venice), 1473 (Rome), 
1480 (Tarvisii), 1494 (Venice), 1502 (Venice), 
1510 (Venice), and 1512 (Paris). Strabo de situ 
orbis (Venice. Aldus et Andr. Soc., 1516), fol., 
was the first Greek edition; a better edition ap
peared in 1549 (Basil., fol.), with Guarini's and 
Gregorius's translation revised by GIareanus 
and others. Critical ed. by J. Kramer (Berlin, 
1844), 3 vols_ Ed. with Latin trans. by C_ 
Mii11er and F. Diibner (Paris, Didot, 1853, 1857)
It has since been edited by August Meineke 
(Leipsic, Teubner, 1866. 3 vols. 8vo). 

There was an Italian translation by Buonac-· 
ciuoli, in Venice and Ferrara, 1562, 1585. 2 vols. 
The rE""YP""''''" has been severat times trans
lated into German, by Penzel (Lemgo, 1775-
1777, 4 Bde. 8vo), Groskund (Berlin, Stettin, 
1831-1834. 4 Thle.), and Forbiger (Stuttgart. 
1856-1862. 2 Bde.), and very recently into Eng
lish by H. C. Hamilton and W. Falconer (Lon~ 
don, Bell [Bohn], 1887). 3 vols. This has a 
useful index. 

The great French translation of Strabo, made 
by order of Napoleon, with very full notes by . 
Gosselin and others, is still the most useful trans
lation: Glograplzie du Strabon trad. du gru en 
franfaise (Paris, 1805-1819). 5 vols. 4to_ 

G The Geography was first printed, in a Latin 
translation, at Vincentia, in 1475; the date 1462 
in the Bononia edition being recognized as a 
misprint, probably for 1482. The history of the 
book has been described by Lelewel in the appen- . 
dix to his Histoire de la Glograplzit. and more. 
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The astronomical writers are also of importance. Eudoxus of Cnidus, said to have first' 
adduced the change in the altitude of stars accompanying a change of latitude as proof 
of the sphericity of the earth, wrote works now known only in the poems of Aratus, 
who flourished in the latter half of the.third century B. c.l Geminus (circ. B. c. 50),' and 
Cleomedes,8 whose work is famous for having preserved the method by which. Eratos
thenes measured the ·circumference of the earth, were authors of bl'ief popular compila
tions of astronomical science. Of vast importance in the history of learning was the 
astronomical work of Ptolemy, .q p.<"IJ.h., aWTI>E<s"';;. a""povop.i,.., which was so honored by 
the Arabs that it is best known to us as the Almagest, from Tabrlc al Magirtkri, the 
title of the-Arabic translation which was made in 827. It has been edited and trans
lated by Halma (Paris, 1813, 1816). 

Much is to be learned from the &koHa attached in early times to the works of 
Hesiod, Homer, Pindat, the ArgOtlautica of Apollonius Rhodius (B. c. 276-193 ?), and 
to the works of Aristotle, Plato, etc. In some cases these are printed with the works 
commented upon; in other cases, the Sckolla have been printed separately. The com
mentaryof Proclus (A. D. 412-485) upon the Tlmaeus of Plato is of great -importance in 
the Atlantis myth.' . 

Much interest attaches to the dialogue entitled 0,1 tke face appearing In tke orb of tke 
moon, which appears among the MoraNa of Plutarch. Really a contribution to the 
question of life after death, this work also throws light upon geographical and astro-
nomical knowledge of its time. . 

Among the Romans we find much the same succession of sources. The poets, Virgil, 
Horace, Ovid, Tibullus, Lucretius, Lucan, Seneca, touch on geographical or astronomical 
points and reflect the opinion of their day.& 

The first six books of the great encyclopaedia compiled by Pliny the elder (A. D.23-79)6 
contain an account· of the universe and the earth, which is of the greatest value, and was 
long exploited by compilers of later times, among the earliest and best of whom was Soli
nus.7 Eqqally famous with Solinus was the author of a work of more independent char
acter, Pomponius Mela, who lived in the first century A. D. His geo~aphy, commonly 

fully in Winsor's Bibliography '!f Ptolnny's Gtog
raphy (Cambridge, Mass., 1884), and in the sec
tion on Ptolemy by Wilberforce Eames in Sabin's 

. Dictionary, also printed separately. 
1 The Phaenomena of Aratus was a poem 

which had great vogue both in Greece and Rome. 
It was commented upon by Hipparchus and 
Achilles Tatius (both of which commentaries 
are preserved, and are found in the Uranologion 
of Petavius), and translated by Cicero. 

• Gnnini tlnnenta astronomiat, also quoted by 
the first word of the Greek title, Isagogt. First 
edition, Altorph, 1590. The best edition is still 
that in the Uranologion of Dionysius Petavius 
(Paris, 1630). It is also Jound in the rare trans
lation of Ptolemy by Halma (Paris, 1828). 

8 K6J<l1.U<f/ B.,{,p". quoted as Cltom. dt su6limi6us 
"r<ulis. The first edition was at Paris, 1539. 
4to. It has been edited by Bake (Lugd. Bat., 
1826), and Schmidt (Leips. 1832). Nothing is 
known of the life of Cleomedes. He wrote after 
the 1St cent. Ii.. D., probably. 

4 It was first printed in the Plato of Basle, 
1534. There is an English translation by Thomas 
Taylor, The Commentaries '!f Produs on the Ti
maeus '!f Plato, in 2 vols. (London, 1820). Pro
clus was also the author of astronomical works 

which helped to keep Grecian 'Iearning alive in 
the early Middle Ages. 

6 The works of L. Annaeus Seneca were first 
printed in Naples, 1475, fol., but the Questionum 
naturalium lib. vii. were. not included until the 
Venice ed. of 1490, which also contained the 
first edition of the Suasoriae and ConlrOfJersariae 
of M. Ann. Seneca.. The Tragotdiat of L. Ann. 
Seneca were first printed about 1484 by A. Gal
licus, probably at Ferrara. 

6 Hisloriae natura/is lim xxruii. The first 
edition was the famous and rare folio of J oannes 
de Spira,. Venice, 1469. I find record of ten 
other editions and three issues of Landino's 
I talian translation before 1492. 

7 C. YUlii Solini Colle<fanea rtrum mfmorabi
lium sive polyhistor. Solinus lived probably in 
the third century A. D. His book was a great 
favorite in the Middle Ages, both in manuscript 
and in print, and was known by various titles, as 
Polyhistor, De situ orois, etc. The first edition 
appeared without place or date, at Rome, about 
1473, and in the same year at Venice, and it was 
often reprinted with the annotations of the most 
famous geographers. The best edition is that 

. by Mommsen (Berlin, 1864). See Vol. II. p. 
180. 
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known as De situ orbis from the medizval title, though the proper name is De dzorograplzia, 
is a work of importance and merit. In the Middle Ages it had wonderful popularity.1 
Cicero, who contemplated writing a history of geography, touches upon the arrangement 
of the earth's surface several times in his works, as in the Tusculan Disputa'lions, and 
notably in the sixth book of the Republic, in the episode known as the" Dreamof Scipio." 
The importance of this piece is enhanced by the commentary upon it written by Macro
bius in the fifth century A. D.2 A peculiar interest attaches to the poems of Avienus, of 
the fourth century A. D., in that they give much information about the character attributed 
to the Atlantic Ocean.' The astronomical poems of Manilius 4 and H yginus were favorites 
in early Middle Ages. The astrological character of the work of Manilius made it popular, 
but it conveyed also the true doctrine of the form of the earth.. The curious work of 
Marcianus Capella gave a resume of science in the first half of the fifth century A. D., and 
had a like popularity as a school-book and house-book which also helped maintain the 
truth.' 

Such in the main are the ancient writers upon which we must chiefly rely in considering 
the present question. In the interpretation of these sources much has been done by the 
leading modern writers on the condition of science in ancient times; like Bunbury, Ukert, 
Forbiger, St. Martin, and Peschel on geography j 8 like Zeller on philosophy; not to name 
many others;" and like Lewis and Martin on astronomy; 8 but there is no occasion to go 
to much length in the enumeration of this class of books. The reader is referred to 
the examination of the literature of special points of the geographical studies of the 
ancients to the notes following this Essay. 

Medizval cosmology and geography await a thorough student; they are imbedded in 
the wastes of theological discussions of the Fathers, or hidden in manuscript cosmogra
phies in libraries of Europe. It should be noted that confusion has arisen from the use 
of the word rotund us to express both the sphericity of the earth and the circularity of the 

1 First edition, Milan, 1471. 4to. The best 
is that by Parthey, Berlin. 1867. A history and 
bibliography of this work is given in VoL II. p. 
180. 

2 Commmtariorum in somnium Scipionis Ii"ri 
tluo. The first edition was at Venice, 1472. 
There has been an edition by Jahn (z vols. 
Quedlinburg, 1848, 1&5z), and by Eyssenhardt 
(Leipzig, 1868), and a French translation by va
rious hands, printed in 3 vols. at Paris, 1845-47. 

8 Dt:Scriptio or"is t~rrae; ora maritima. The 
first edition appeared at Venice in 1488, with 
the Pkamom~na of Aratus. It is included in 
the G~ogr. Graec. mill. of Mueller. Muellenhof 
has treated of the latter poem at length in his 
D~tscke Altertkumskund~, i. 73-210. 

4 Astronomicon li"ri v. Manilius is an un
known personality, but wrote in the first half of 
the first century A. D. (First ed., Nuremberg, 
1472 or 1473); Hyginus, Poe/icon Astronomicon, 
1st or 2d cent. A. D. (Ferrara, 1475). 

6 D~ nuptiis pkilologiae et Mercurii, first ed. 
Vicent., 1499. 

8 E. H. Bunbury, Hist. of Ane. G~og. among 
Ike Grub and Romans (London, 1879), in two 
volumes,-a valuable, well-digested work, but 
scant in citations. Ukert, G~og. tier Griuken 
lind Riitner (Weimar, 1816), very rich in cita
tions, giving authorities for every statement, and 
useful as a summary . 

• 

Forbiger, Hand,,"ck tier allen Geograpkie 
(Hamburg, 1877), compiled on a peculiar meth
od, ,,-hich is often very sensible. He first ana
lyzes and condenses the works of each writer, 
and then sums up the opinions on each couutry 
and phase of the subject. 

Vivien de St. Martin, Histoire tI~ la Geogr~ 
pki~ (Paris, 1873). 

Peschel, Gesckickk tier Erdkunde (zd eeL, by 
S. Ruge, Miinchen, 1877). Perhaps reference is 
not out of place also to P. F. J. Gosselin's Geo
grapkie ties Grea a1Ullys/~, ou I~s Systemes tI' E,,; 
tostkmu, d~ Slra60n eI de Ptolbn/~. eomparls enlre 
eux el avec nos eonnaissancu modernes (Paris, 
1790); and his later Reckerckes sur la G~ograpkie 
systlmati'!,1II et positive des aneiens (1797-1813). 

Cf. Hugo Berger, G~ukic"'e der wiss. Erd
kunde der Grieckm (Leipzig, 1887)_ 

7 Guckickk d~r Grieckiseken Pkilosopkie (Tii
bingen, 1856-62)_ 

8 Sir George Cornwall Lewis, Historieal Sur
vey of Ike Astronomy of Ike Ancimts (LondoD, 
1862). 

Theodore Henri Martin, whose numerous pa
pers are condensed in the article on " Astrono
mie" in Daremberg and Sagllo's Dictio,maire 
tie r Anli,!u;tl. Some of the more important dis
tinct papers of Martin appeared in the Mlm. 
Aead. Insmp. et Belles .Leltres. 
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known lands, and from the use of terra, or oms terrfU!, to denote the inhabited lands, as 
well as the globe. It has been pointed out by Ruge (Gesell. d. Zeilalters der E"ldecku,,
gm, p. 97) that the later Middle Age adopted the circular form of the oekou~ in 
consequence of a peculiar theory as to the relation of the land and water masses of the 
earth, which were conceived as two intercepting spheres. The oekoumn,e might easily 
be spoken of as a round disk without implying that the whole earth was plane.1 That 
the struggle of the Christian faith, at first for existence and then for the proper harvest
ing of the fruits of victory, induced its earlier defenders to wage war against the learning 
as well as the religion of the pagans; that Christians were inclined to think time taken 
from the contemplation of the true faith worse than wasted when given to investigations 
into natural phenOl;nena, which might better be accepted for what they professed to be ; 
and that they often found in Scripture a welcome support for the evidence of the senses, 
- cannot be denied. It Was inevitable that S1. Chrysostom, Lactantius, Orosius and 
Origines rejected or declined to teach the sphericity of the earth. The curious systems 
of Cosmas and Aethicus, marked by a return to the crudest conceptions of the- universe, 
found some favor in Europe. But the truth was not forgotten. The astronomical poems 
of Aratus, Hyginus, and Manilius were still read. Solinus and other plunderers of Pliny 
were popular, and kept alive the ancient -knowledge. The sphericity of the earth was not 
denied by S1. Augustine; it was maintained by Martianus Capella, and assumed by 
Isidor of Seville. Bede S taught the whole system of ancient geography; and but little 
later, Virgilius, bishop of Saltzburg, was threatened with papal displeasure, not for teach
ing the sphericity of the earth, but for upholding the existence of antipodes.1 The 
canons of Ptolemy were cited in the eleventh century by Hermann Contractus in his De 
IIlilitalilms astroiaIJii, and in the twelfth by Hugues de Saint Victor in his Erudilio 
didascalica. Stlabo was not known before Pope Nicholas V., who ordered the first 
translation. Not many to-day can illustrate the truth more clearly than the author of 
L'Imau till Motrde, an anonymous poem of the thirteenth century. If two men, he says, 
were to start at the same time from a given point and go, the one east, the other west,-

Si que andui egaumc.nt alassent 
n conve.ndroit quill s'encontrassent 
Dessus Ie leu dont il se milrent.' 

In general, the mathematical and astronomical treatises were earlier known to the West 
than the purely metaphysical works: this was the case in the eleventh and twelfth cen
turies; in the -thirteenth the schoolmen were familiar with the whole-body of Aristotle's 
works. Thus the influence of Aristotle on natural science was early important, either 
through Arabian commentators or paraphrasers, or through translations made from the 
Arabic, or directly from the Greek.' 

Jourdain affirms that it was the influence of Aristotle and his interpreters that kept alive 
in the Middle Ages the doctrine that India and Spain were not far apart. He also main-

1 See Cellarius, Noti/. w6. anlilJ. i. ch. 2, U 
,.ohINii/a/4 terrae. See also Giinther, Ad/n"~ 
11M "nw~ HypotMN w/Jw tIU d.,.,mucM Vw· 
IdaI"r UI E,.tisdt,«rpw"IlUs d",.c4 WassertrUlS· 
u" (Halle, 1878). 

I De NilIIwG RWII",. 

• See _, p. 31. In the second century St. 
Clement spoke of the .. Ocean impassible to 
man, and the worlds beyond it." lSI Epist. 18 
CtIrirrI4. cb. 20. (Apostolu PaiMrS, Edinb. 1870, 
P. %2.) 

• Legrand d'Aussy, I_af!' d" }If_u. Notices 
d Ulraits tI~ Ia BiIJIi4IJUvw dll Roi, etc., v. 
(1798), p. %60. It is also said that the earth is 
round, so that a man could go all round it as an 

insect can walk all round the circumference of a 
pear. This notable poem has been lately stud· 
ied by Fant, but is still unprinted. It was known 
to Abulfeda, that if two persons made the joul" 
ney described, they would on meeting differ by 
two days in their calendar (Peschel, Cue4. d. 
Er"""nti~, p. 132). 

i A. Jourdain, R~eMreMZ crililJw SIll" r4ge ~I 
rwi!:in uz IradticiUnu latiNS tI' Amtok, d SIll" 

Uuo""nmwru Crees ~t ArrdIes ~p/t>yls par /~S 
dlKteurz sc«asti'l""'s (Paris, 1843). See also D~ 
rinJ1_e~ d'Amtok d U HZ inUrP,.ites nw /a 
tIIe_~ d .. _tnetk, pa,. Cia. J_,.dai" 
(Paris, 1861)' 
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tains that the doctrine of the sphericity of the earth was familiar throughout the Middle 
Age, and, if anything, more of a favorite than the other view. 

The field of the later ecclesiastical and scholastic writers, who kept up the contentions 
over the form of the earth and kindred subjects, is too large to be here minutely surveyed. 
Such of them as were well known to the geographical students of the centuries next pre
ceding Columbus have been briefly indicated' in another place; 1 and if not completely, yet 
with helpful outlining, the whole subject of the medireval cosmology has heen studied by 
not a few of the geographical and cartographical students of later days.s So far as these 
studies pertain to the theory of a Lost Atlantis and the fabulous islands of the Atlantic 
Ocean, they will be particularly illustrated in the notes which follow this Essay • 

• 

NOTES. 

A. THE FORM OF THE EARTH. - It is not easy to demonstrate that the earliest Greeks believed the eartb 
to be a flat disk, although that is the accepted and probably correct view of, their belief. It is possible to 
examine but a small part of the earliest literature, and wbat we bave is of uncertain date and dubious origin; 

. its intent is religious or romantic, not scientific; its form is poetic. It is difficult to interpret it accurately, 
si~ce the prevalent ideas of nature must be deduced from imagery, qualifying words and phrases, and seldom 
from direct description. The interpreter, doubtful as to the proportion in which be finds mingled fancy and 
bonest faitb, is in constant di.nger of overreaching himself by excess of ingenuity. Iri dealing witb sucb a 
literature one is peculiarly liable to abuse the always dangerous argument by which want of knowledge is 
inferred from lack of mention. Other difficulties beset the use of later philosophic material, much of whicb is 
preserved only in extracts made by antagonists or hy compilers, so that we are forced to confront a lack of 

1 See Vol. II., ch. i., Critical Essay. 
2 Cf. a bibliographical note in St. Martin's 

Histoire de Itl Glographie (1873), p. 2g6. The 
well-known Examen Critique of Humboldt, the 
Recherches sur la glographie of Wa1ckenaer, the 
Glographie du moyen4ge of Lelewel, with a few 
lesser monographic papers like Freville's " Me
moire sur Ia Cosmographie du moyen-age," in 
the Revue des Soc. Sa'llantes, 1859, vol. ii., and 
Gaffare!'s "Les relations entre I'ancient monde 
et I' Amerique, etaient-elles possible au moyen
age," in the Bull. de la Soc. Normande de Glog., 
1881, vol. iii. 209, will answer most purposes of 
the general reader; but certain special phases 
will best be followed in Letronne's Des opinions 
cosmograpkiques des Peres de f Eglise, rapprocker 
des doctrines philosophi'lues de la Greu, in the 
Revue dts Deux Mondes, Mars, 1834. p. 601, etc. 
The Vicomte Santarem's Essai sur fhistoire tie 
la cosmographie et de la cartographie pendant Ie 
moyen-dge, et sur les progris de la glographie 
apr2s Its grandes decouvertes du :eve si2c1e (Paris, 
1849-52), in 3 vols., was an introduction to the 
great Atlas'of medireval maps issued by Santa
rem, and had for its object the vindication of the 
Portuguese to be considered the first explorers 
~f the African coast. He is more interested in 

the burning zone doctrine than in the shape of 
the earth. H. Wuttke's Ue6er Erdkunde find 
Ku/tur dts Millelalters (Leipzig, 1853) is an ex
tract from the Serapeum. G, Marinelli's Die 
Erdkunde fie; den Kirckmviitern (Leipzig, 1884-
pp. 87) is very.£ull on Cosmas, with drawings 
from the MS. not elsewhere found; Siegmund 
Giinther's Die Lehre 'lion tier Erdrundultg u. 
Erdkwegung im Mitte/a/ter 6ei den Occidenta/en 
(Halle, 1877), pp. 53, and his .Die Lekre 'lion der 
Erdrundung u. Erd6ewegung 6ei dm ArafJern 
und He6riiern (Halle, 18n), pp. 127, give numer
ous bibliographical references with exactness. 
Specially interesting is Charles Jourdain's De 
finftuence d'Aristote et de ses interpretes aux la 
dlcouverfe du nouveau monde (Paris, 1861), where 
we read (p. 30): .. La pensee dominante de Co
lomb etait I'hypothese de la proximite de I'Es
pagne et de l' Asie, et ••• cette hypothese lui Vo
nait d' Aristote et des scolastiques;" and again 
(p. 24): "Ce n'est pas a Ptolemee .•• que Ie 
moyen age a emprunte l'hypothese d'nne commu-· 
nication entre l'Europe et l' Asie par l'ocean At
lantique .••. Cette consequence, qui n'avait par 
eschappe a Eratosthene, n'est pas enoncee par 
PtoMmee tandis qu'elle retrouve de la maniere 
la 'plus expresse chez Aristote." 
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·context and possible misunderstanding or misquota~on .. The frequent us.e of the word OTPOyyV.\Oi, which has 
the same ambiguity as our word" round JJ in tommon parlance, often leads to uncertainty. A more fruitful 
·cause of trouble is inherent in the Greek mamier of thinking of the world. It is often difficult to know 
whether a writer means the planet, or whether he means the agglomeration of known lands which later 
writers called';' oUcovp,tflnJo It is not impossible that when writers refer to the earth as encircled by the river 

'.oceanus, they mean, not the globe, but the known lands, the eastern continent, as we say, what the Romans 
sometimes called or6is te1"1"ae or 0,6;s terrarum, a term which may mean the "circle of the lands," not the 
"orb of the earth." At a later time it was a well-known belief that the earth-globe and water-globe were 
excentries, so that a segment of the former projected beyond the surface of the latter in one part, and con
·stituted the known world.l 

I cannot attach much importance to the line of argument with which modern writers since Voss have tried 
to prove that the Homeric poems represent the earth flat. That Poseidon, from the mountains of the Solymi, 
sees Odesseus on the sea to the west of Greece (Od. v. 282); that Helios could see his cattle in Thrinakia 
,both as he went toward the heavens and as he, turned toward the earth again (Od. xii. 380); that at sunset 
.. all the ways are darkened;" that the sun and the stars set in and rose from the otean, - these and similar 
proofs seem to me to have a's little weight as attaches to the expressions" ends of the earth," or to the flowing 
of Oceanus around the earth. There are, however, other and better reasons for assuming that the earth in 

.earliest thought was flat. Such is the most natural assumption from the evidence of sight, and there is 
-.certainly nothing in the older writings inconsistent with such an idea. We know, moreover, that in the time 
'of Socrates it was yet a matter of debate as to whether the earth was flat or spherical, as it wa~ in the time of 
'Plutarch.2 We are distinctly told by Aristotle that various forms were attributed to earth by early philoso
phers, and the implication is that the spherical theory, whose truth he proceeds to demonstrate, was a new 
thought.a It is very unlikely, except to those who sincerely accept the theory of a primitive race of unequalled 
wisdom, that the sphericity of the earth, having been known to Homer, should have been cast aside by the 
Ionic philosophers and the Epicureans, and forgotten by,educated people five or six centuries later, as it 
must have been before the midnight voyage of Helios in his golden cup, and before similar attempts to 

,account for the return of the sun_could have become current. 19uorance of the true shape of the earth is also 
.indicated by the common view that the sun appeared much larger at rising to the people of India than to the 
·,Grecians, and at setting presented the saine phenomenon in Spain.4 As we have seen, the descripti~n of 
Tartarus in the Theog'on), of Hesiod, which Fick thinks an interpolation of much later date, likens the earth 
.to a lid. . 

,The question has always been an open one. Crates of Mallos, Strabo, and other Homer-worshippers of 
,antiquity, could not deny to the poet any knowledge current in their day, but their reasons for assuming that 
he knew the earth to be a ,globe are not strong. In recent years President Warren' has maintained that 
Homer's earth was a sphere with Oceanus flowing around the equator, that the pillars of Atlas meant the'axis 

"Of the earth, and that Ogygia was at the north pole.s Homer, however, thought that Oceanus flowed around 
the known lands, not that it merely grazed their southern border: it is met with in the east where the sun 
rises, in the west (Od. iv. 567), and'in the north (Od. v. 275). 

That "Homer and all the ancient poets conceived the earth to be a plane" was distinctly asserted by 
-Geminus in the first century ,B. c.,. and has been in general steadfastly maintained by moderns like Voss,, 
Viilcker,8 Buchholtz,. Gladstone,'. Martin;l1 Schaefer," and Gruppe.18 It is therefore intrinsically probable, 
'commonly accepted, and not contradicted by what is known of the literature of the time itself.14 

B. HOMER'S GEOGRAPHY. - TheIt! is an extensive literature on the geographic attainments of Homer, but 
:it is for the most part rather sad reading. The later Greeks had a local identification for every place men· 

I See also ant" p. 37. 
I Plato, PluutltJ, loS i Plutarch, De facie. 
S Aristotle. De caeto, ii. 13. 

• Ctesias, On India, ch. v. (ed. Didot, p. 80), says the 
,rising sun appears ten. times larger in India than in Greece. 
Strabo, Geogr. iii. I, § 5. Quotes Posidonius as denying a 
similar story of the setting SUD as seen from Gades. 

Whether Herodotus had a similar idea when he wrote 
that in India the mornings were torrid, the noons temperate 
and the evenings cold (Herod. iii. 104), is uDcertain. Also 
.see Dionysius Periegetes, Perij/US, t locrl I I I, in Geopalki 
·Graeci IIIinores. Etl. C. Mile/lit" (Paris, Didot, 1861), ii. 
172). Rawlinson sees in it only a statement of climatic 
fact. 

I Tlu Trw Key ttl AlICind CosHUconies, in the Yea,. 
. BlHJk of BosttHI U"iwrsiJ7, 1882, and separately, Boston, 
.J882; and in his Paradise Found, 4th ed. (Boston, 1885). 

• Geminus, harop, c. 13. ' 
1 II Ueber die Gestalt der Erde nach den BegriffeD der 

.Alten," in Krilisclu Bllittw, ii. (1190) J]O. 

8 U,kr H"""risd" GeogTapMe und W.ltkmule (Han-
over, 1830)' ' 

9 HomerucM Realim, I. r. HomeriscM Cosmogralkie 
utld Geograp4ie (Leipzig, 1871). 

10 Homer and tlte Homme Are (London, 1858), ii. 334-
The question of Aeaea, II where are the dancintpJacesof the 
dawn" (Od. xii. 5), almost induces 'Gladstone to believe 
that Homer thought th~ earth cylindrical, but it may be 
doubted if the expression means more than al,l outburst of 
joy at returning from the darkness beyond ocean to the 
realm of light . 

U II Memoire sur la cosmograpbie Grecque a l'epoque 
d:Homere et d'Hesiode," in M~",. tie I'Acad. tUs ItISCI". 
It tUs-Belles Letlrls, xxviii. (1874) I, 2U-23S. 

11 Entwick/ung Jw A micnlen ties A /terl4utnS lie,,", 
Gestalt rind GriJsse der Ertle. Leipzig, 1868. (Gymn. z • 
Insterburg. ) 

13 Dle K osmisc!ten. Sjlskme tier Griecnen (Berlin, ~8S1). 
U See also KePiel. Die Amicktell ekr alUn GriecMn 

."tl Romn- flO1l tier Gestalt, GrOsse, und We/tstelltulC'tIer 
Ertle. (Schweinfurt, 1884.) 
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tioned in the. Odyssey .. but conservative scholars at present are chary of such, while agreed in confining the
scene of the wanderings to the western Mediterranean. Gladstone, in Home,. and the Homerit: Age, has 
argued with ingenuity for the transfer of the scene from the West to the East, and has constructed on this 
basis one of the most extraordinary maps of "the ancient world" known. K. E. von Baer (Wo ist tier Schau
J/ats d. Fahrlen d. Odysseus 2U finden? i87S), agreeing with Gladstone, "identifies" the Lastrygonian' 
harbor with Balaklava, and discovers the very poplar grove of Persephone. It is a favorite scheme with 
others to place the wanderings outside the columns of Hercules, among the Atlantic isles,1 and to include a. 
circumnavigation of Africa. The hetter opinion seems to me that which leaves the wanderings in the western 
Mediterranean, which was considered to extend much farther north than it actually does. The maps which 
represent the voyage withlli the actual coast lines of the sea, and indicate the vessel passing through the 
Straits to the ocean, are misleading. There is not enough given in the poem to resolve the problem. The 
courses are vague, the distances uncertain or conventional, - often neither are given; and the matter is com
plicated by the introduction of a fioating island, and the mysterious voyages from the land of the Phaeacians. 
It is a pleasant device adopted by Buchholtz and others to assume that where the course is not given, the 
wind last mentioned must be considered to still hold, and surely no one will grudge the commentators this 
amelioration of their lot. 

c. SUPPOSED REFERENCES TO AMERICA.·- It is well known that Columbus's hopes were in part baSed 
on passages in classical authors.2 Glareanus, quoting Virgil in 1527, after Columbus' •. discovery had 
made the question of the ancient knowledge prominent, has been considered the earliest to open the discus
sion; 8 and after this we find it a common topic in the early general writers on America, like Las Casas (His
loria Genera!), Ramusio (inlrod. vol. ·iii.), and Acosta (hook i. ch. II, etc.) 

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries it was not an uncommon subject of academic and learned dis
cussion.4 It was a part of the survey made by many of the writers who discussed the origin bf the American 
tribes, like Garcia,6 Lafitau,6 Samuel Mather,7 Robertson,S not to name others. 

It was not till Humboldt compassed the subject in his Examen CrilitjUe de l'histoi,.e de /a g,opathie du 
nouveau continent (Paris, 1836), that the field was fully scanned with a critical spirit, acceptable. to the 
modem mind. He gives two of the five volumes which comprise the work to this part of his subject, and 
very little has been added by later research, while his conclusions still remain, on the whole, those of the most 
careful of succeeding writers. The French original is not equipped with guides to its contents, such as a. 
student needs; but this is partly supplied by the index in the German translation.9 The impediments which 
the student encounters in the Exam ... C,.itique are a good deal removed in a book which is on the whole the 
easiest guide to the sources of the subject, - Paul Gaffare\'s Elude su,. les rapports de I' Am;,.itjUe d de 
I'ancien continent ava"t Ch,.istophe C%m" (Paris, 1869).10 

The literature of the supposed old-worl!! communil:ation with America shows other phases of this question 
of .ancient knowledge, and may be divided, apart from the Greek embraced in the previous survey, into 
those of the Egyptians, Phrenicians, Tyrians, Carthaginians, and Romans. 

1 For example, K. Jan, I'WO sind die Homenschen In
setn Trinakie, Scherie, etc. zu suchen? It in Z~itscAr. fo 
'lIIusnuclc. Geog'1". ii. J~lS, 21. 

• See Vol. II. p. 26. His son Ferdinand enlarges upon 
this. . The passage in Seneca's Meutl was a favorite. This 
is often considered rather as a lucky prophecy. Leibnitz, 
0,.",. PlUloloric4 (Geneva, 1708), vi. 317. Charles, Sum. 
ner's 'I Prophetic Voices concerning America," in Atla"tic 
Montloly, Sept. 1867 (also separately, Boston, 1874). Hisl. 
Mag. xiii. 176; xv. 140. 

B Vol. II. 25, Harrisse, Bi6. A",.,.. Vel. i. 262. 
., Perizonius, in his note to the story of SiIenus and 

Midas, quoted Kom Theopompus by .tElian in his V.ria 
Historltz (Rome, .545 i in Latin, Basle, 1548; in English, 
1576), quotes the chief references in ancient writers. Cf. 
iElian, ed. by Perizonius, Lugd. Bat. 1701, p. 217. Arpong 
the writers of the previous century quoted by this editor ate 
Rupertus, Dissn-taiimus Mirt~ ad Val. Afax. (Nurem
berg, 1663)' Math. Bemiggerus, Ex TIJCitl" aw,,,,,,,,ii 
d Agriclli8 qwstimr.es (Argent. 1640)' Eras. Schmidt, 
Disurl. de A ~rica, which is annexed to Schmidt's ed. 
of Pindar (Witelsbergz, 1616), where it is spoken of as 
., Discursus de insula Atlantica ultra columnas Herculis 
quz America hodie dicitur." Cluverius, /I.t".tHiNCtioN i" 
."ivws. geogr., vi. 21, § 2, supports this view, 1St ed., 
1624. In the ed. 1729 is a note by Reiskius on the same 
side, with references (p. 667). 

Of the same century is J. D. Vic~or's Dis;tdatit1 tie 
A,.",;ca Uenz, 16,.70). 

In Brunn's BiII/itJ/Mca Da"ic. are a number of titles 
of dissertations bearing on the subject; they are mostly 
old. • 

Ii Even the voyage of Kolaos, mentioned in Herodotus 
{iv. 152), is supposed by Garcia a voyage to America 

• JJltnWs des StUlf1ag~s (Paris, 1724)' 
, Att • .pt to.1tuw ,!rat A mwica ......t1unJe 1Jeen "

to lite A ncienls (Boston, 1773). 
• His/qryof A.",erw, '715· 
• See Vol. II. p. 68. Humboldt (i. 1911 adopts the view 

of Ortelius that the grand continent mentioned by Plu
tarch is -America and not Atlantis. Cf. Brasseur's Ldtre~ 
• M. Ie D1IC d. Vai"'ll, P. 57· 

10 Gaffarel has since elaborated this part of the book in 
some papers, "Les Crees et les Romains ont-ils conno 
l' Amerique? U in the Rrvw tie GJogra)""~ (Oct. 1881, et 
#9')' ix. 2411 420; X. 21. under the heads of traditions,. 
tbeories, and voyages. 

There are references in Bancroft's Nati", Baas, Y. 

ch. I; and in his C,III. A.1IUrica,' vi. 'JOt etc.; in Short,. 
Nil. A.""",. tif A"til/ .• 146, 466, 474i in DeCosta's Pn
~tH".","ia" Discqr¥ry. Brasseur touches the subject in his. 
introduction to his La"tIa~s R~/atUm; Charles Jourdain, in 
his De rbljlwlfCe d'Aristote d tie .s ;"t,,,.;rites nw la 
tiJcOflWrie tiM 1fOfI"lJeMl IHtJ1ItU (paris, 1861), taken from 
the :!",.,-.aJ tie r /rulnlt:liM PNbli""". A recent book, 
W. S. Blackett's R, .. "",Iu., atc. (Lond. 1883), may be 
avoided. 
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The Egyptiaa themy bas bem mainly wodred out in the present century. Paul Felix Cabreta's T.aIrw nili' 
A-n& .... printed with Rio's Ptdnapi (Lond., 1822). formulates the proofs. An essay by A, Lenoir, cor< 
paring the C ... tn1 American moDWDeDts with those 01 Egypt, is appended to Dupaix's Antjquitis Mi!' 
c,.s-s (ISos). Delafield's I~;,? il<l_ tM Origi" of tIw Aiuiquities -f AlIII!rica (Cincinnati, 1839), traces i 
110 the ClIShites 01 Egypt, and cites Garcia J Cubas, ElISayo' de .. " EstMditJ Co",partNTuo netr. las Piramides 
Egi;a.s, Mezic-. Bassmr de BouJbourg discussed the question, S'iI .:d6t. des sources de I' kistoir. 
~ •• Mesi,.. .«IIS /es • ___ I<Is egypliellS de fllistoire lri",itive de I'al<cu,. .. 0,," da ... /es 
__ s -<rice", r in his ed. of I...mcb's Re/atiollS des a.ogS de Yllcata1l (Paris, 1864). Buckle (Hi"t. 

q Ci1Ii/a.n-, i. ch. 2) ~ the Mexican civili.zation to have been strictly analogous to that of India and 
Egypt. Tyloor (£.r/y KISt. of MaIlkiMd, 98) compares the Egyptian hieroglyphics with those of the Aztecs. 
Jolm T. C. Heaviside, A_. A1IIiquities, er tM Nt:7rJ World tM Old, ",,,Ii Ike Old World tk. NI!W (Lon· 
don, 1868), maintains the reverse theory of the Egyptians being migrated Americans. F. de Varnbagen 
works out his belief iD. L'lIrigi.e /tnIrtuUeJtlte des lZIIIerictzbcs tulis-can6es et des a1&cinc..r egyltie1U mOJttr;e 
~/~ I- /a 14i1o/qgil <o",paree .. d 1IO!ice ........ i",igratio1l .,. A"';riq ... ejf.&tJti. ii trfZ7Jcrs 
I' .&laIItiqtu II",""rs sU,/es 6U",I<I _r. ~r. (Vienne 1876).1 

Aristotle's mention 01 an island discovered by the Pbrenicians was thougbt by Gomara and Oviedo to refer to 
. America. The elder Jeading writess on the origin of the Indians, like Garcia, Hom, De Laet, and at a later day 

La1itaa, discuss the Phrenician theory; as does Voss in his annotations on Pomponius Mela (1658), and Count 
de GebeJiJo in his M..tJe lri1lfilif (Paris, 1781). In the present century the question bas been toucbed by 
Cabrera in Rio's Ptdnapi (1822). R. A. Wilson, in his NntI Co,,~ of Mesico, assigns (cb. v.) the ruins 
01. Middle America to the Phrenicians. Morlot, in the Actes de fa Societe Jllrassie",..'" E"",/atio,. (1863), 
printed his a La deconYerte de I' Ameri'lue par les Pheniciens.." Gaffarel sums up the evidences in a paper in 
the C_jllI Re1UI .. , C-~. des A"';r. (Na:ncy), i. 93.-

The Tyrian theory bas been mainly sustained by a foolish book, by a fool!;h man, 0" Origi1'..a/ Histo,? of 
A .... AIIII!ric4l (London, 1843), by Geo. Jones, later known as the Count Johannes (d. Bancrnft's Native 
R ... s,".73). 

The Carthaginian discon:ry rests mainly on the statements of Diodorns Siculns." 
Baron Zach in his ~..dnc. undertakes to say that Roman voyages to America were common in the 

days 01 Seneca, and a good deal of wild speculation bas been indulged in.4 

D. A TLAJrTIS- - The story 01 Atlantis rests solely upon the authority of Plato, who sketched it in the 
Ti...u, and began an elaborated Ye<Sion in tbe Critias (if that fragment be by him), which old writers often 
cite as the AtllIIl<lia<s. This is frequenUy forgotten by those who try to establish the truth of the story, who 
of tea write as if aD statemeats in print were equally available as "authorities," and quote as corrohoIations 
01 the tale all ...... tions 01. it made by classical writers, regardless of the fact that aD are later than Plato, and 
can DO more than Ignatios Donnelly corrnhorate him. In fact, the ancients knew no better than we what to 
make 01 the story, and diverse opinions prevailed then as DOW. Many nf these opinions are collected by Pro
cIns in the first book of his commentary on the Ti_aeus,. and all shades 01 opinion are represented from 
those .h~ like Cr,an!oI, accepted the story as simply historical, to those who regarded it as a mere fable. 
Still others, with ProcIus himself, accepted it as a recold 01 actual ~ts, while accounting for its introduction 
in Plato by a nriety 01 subtile metaphysical iaterpretations. ProcIns reports that Cran!oI, the first commen
ta!oI 1I~ Plato (cirelli a. c. 300), asserted that the Egyptian priests said that the story was written on pillars 
which were still preserved,1 and be likewise quotes from the EtAiol" H:JSt6,? of Marcellus, a writer nf whom 

I Of Iesoer ~ _ these: BaDCrOft's Nldm 
RMa. iy. ~' •• SS; Short,.,8; StepbeDs's C.nd. A..w .. 
i. 4J8-+4:a; M'Calloh's R~s. ~71; Weise, Di#fII'II.. 
.ria sf A-a, po .; Campbell ito C".;t. R.-, 
~ .. A.Jr •• 87S, i. W. L SI.- asks if the 
___ ...., EgptiaDs (.v...r. A...r. HisIIry, ii. 
m). 

I Of less ~ are: Bancroft, NIIL RlI1us, Y. 6)-
77. __ refereaces; SIlcxt, 145; Baldwin's ...4w. A.."..;c., 
r6o, '7'; W'-·s RK/tnria, etc. The...- geaenl 
~ of HIIIDboIdt. Brasseur (N ... C ..... " Ga1bre1 
(R~ De c...., etc., oi ......... \oeIps the inftStigatar 
lID dues. . 

The sahject io ...D.ed up witIo ......, absurdity aad oIoceit. 
The Digh_ Rock has passed fo< PboeniciaD (Stiles' 
~ '7113: Yaoes aDd MoultOD'. N ... y ..... ). AI ..... 
tu.e a ~ iasaiptioa ill Bn.a:il ...as iDveated (A .. 

GMr, s..-. Ball. JS86, po J64: St. JaM V. Vay's P
~ u. 'If r~ Load. ,871. po 6>). The Dotorioas 
CordiJI Pm.........ue...1y fouad ia New York state. was 
pnosoDIod ID a c:roduIoas public .. ~ (A_ 
A "Ov. $«. p,..,. ~ AlL 1875). The IUstory all this hoax is 
g;..... by W. A. lIIcKin..,. ia the N,. E~, ,87S, 
p.~ 

• Cf. Johr. Langius, Medi&;",.z ... EFsto_ Arucd· 
~. (Baste, J:SS4~). with a chapter, U De navis Americi 
Df'bis insuJis, aolea ab Hannone Carthagineiu repertis i " 
Gebelin's MtnlIie Pri.iti/; BaDcroft's Nllime R.cn, iii.. 
313. Y. 77; Short, 145, 209-

• A specimen is in M. V. Moore's paper in the Mac. tlf 
.A.wor. HUt. (.&4). m 1I3, 354- There are various fugi
b:ve references to Roman coins found often many feet under 
ground. in dUierent parts of America. See for such. Or
teHus, Till.,."., w6is t~.,.".: Haywood's Tnuw$
IN (1820); Hist. Mdg., v. 314; AftZg,. A ..... HisI..,::OiL 
457: Moroel de Serre, C~ til Mui#, P. 32: aDd 
for preteaded Roman iDscriptioD .. Bnsseur de Bourbomg, 
N ... C ..... Ma., prefue: 7.--1 til fl~ J'W.. 
lipI, Juin. 1853: Humboldt, Eza-. erit., i. 166 i Gaf. 
fareI ito R ... til GHr., iL 427. 

Ii Pnrcli ~ ;. PIaI,.u Ti...,... R«. 
C.E.C.Sc"--". (V~iIII,'S.7.) TfIIC_ 
__ • 'If p,..", .. .. tile T_ 'If pltJtttJ. Trruul.teti" 
~ T_ T~, 2 YOIs. .0. (LoDdoo, Is.o.) Proclus 
Iiwed A. D. .'~5- The passages oi importanoe are foomcl 
in the ...... ~ 9Gl i. pp. 64. ,.., 1440 ,oS. • 

• Taylor, i. 6+ 
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thing else is known, a statement that according to certain historians there were seven islands in the external 
sacred to Proserpine; and also three others of great size, one sacred to Pluto, one to Ammon, and another, 
middle one, a thousand stadia in size, sacred to Neptune. The inhabitants of it preserved the remem

.• mce, from their ancestors, of the Atlantic isrand which existed there, and was truly prodigiously great, 
Nllich for many periods had dominion over all the islands in the Atlantic sea, and was itself sacred to Nep

·tune.1 Testimony like thi~ is of little value in such a case. What comes to us at third hand is more apt to 
need support than give it; yet these two passages are the strongest evidence of knowledge of Atlantis 
·outside of Plato that is preserved. We do indeed find mention of it elsewhere and earlier. Thus Strabo 2 

says that Posidonius (D. c. 135-51) suggested that, .... the land was known to have changed in elevation, 
Atlantis might not be a fiction, but that such an island-continent might actually have existed and disappeared. 
Pliny8 also mentions Atlantis in treating of changes in the earth's surface, though he qualifies his quota
tion with "si Platoni credimus." 4 A .mention of the story in a similar connection is made by Ammianus 
Marcellinus.s . 

In the Scholia to Plato's Republic it is said that at the great Panathenaea there was carried in procession a 
.peplum ornamented with representations of the contest between the giants and the gods, while on the peplum 
carried in the little Panathenaea could be seen the war of the Athenians against the Atlantides. Even 
Humboldt accepted this as an independent testimony in favor of the antiquity of the story; but Martin has 
shown that, apart from the total inconsistency of the report with the expressions of Plato, who places the ~rra
. tion of this forgotten deed of his countrymen at the celebration of the festival of the little Panathenaea, the 
scholiast has only misread Proclus, who states that the peplum depicted the repulse of the barharians, i. e. 
Persians, by the Greeks.6 To these passages it is customary to add references to the Meropian continent of 
Theopompus,7 the Satumian of Plutarch, the islands of Aristotle, Diadoms and Pausanias, - which is very 
much as if one should refer to the New Atlantis of Bacon as evidence for the existence of More's Utopia .• 
Plutarch in his life of Solon attributes Solon's having given up the idea of an epic upon Atlantis to his advanced 
.age rather than to want of leisure; but there is nothing to show that he had any evidence beyond Plato that 
Solon ever thought of such a poem, and Plato does not say that Solon began the poem, though Plutarch 
appears to have so understood him.9 Thus it seems more probable that all the references to Atlantis by 
ancient writers are derived from the story in Plato than that they are independent and corroborative state
ments. 

With the decline of the Platonic school at Alexandria even the name of Atlantis readily vanished from 
literature. It is mentioned by Tertullian,lO and found a place in the strange system of Cosmas Indico-pleustes,ll 
but throughout the Middle Ages little or nothiag was known of it. That it was not quite forgotten appears 
from its mention in the Image du Monde, a poem of the thirteenth century,still in MS., where it is assigned 
.a location in the Me,. Betee (= coagulee).12 Plato was printed in Latin in 1483, 1484, 1491, and in Greek 
in 1513, and in 1534 with the commentary ofProclus on the Timaeus.l8 The Timaeus was printed sepa
Tately five times in the sixteenth century, and also in a French and an Italian translation.14 

The discovery of America doubtless added to the interest with which the story was perused, and the old 
·controversy flamed up with new ardor. It was generally assumed that the account given by Plato was not his 
invention. Opinions were, however, divided as to whether he had given a correct account. Of those who 
believed that he had erred as to the locality or as to the destruction of the island, some thought that America 
was the true Atlantis, while others, with whose ideas we have II'> concern here, placed Atlantis in Africa, Asia, 
or Europe, as prejudice led them. Another class of scholars, sensible of the necessity of adhering to the text 
of the only extant account, accepted the whole narrative, and endeavored to find in the geography of the 

1 Procl. J'n Tim. (Schneider), p. 126; Taylor, i. 148. 
Also in Fragmenta Histw;corum GraecorutH, ed. Mueller. 
·(Paris, ,8S2), vol. iv. p. 443. 

• G.oC". ii. § 3, § 6 (p. '03). 
S Hist. Nat., ii. 92. 

, The Atlantis mentioned by Pliny in Hist. Nat., vi. 36, 
is apparently entirely distinct from the Atlantis of Plato. 

Ii Amm. Marc. xvii. 1, § 13. Fiunt autem tenarum mo
tus modis quattuor, aut enim brasmatiae sunt, ... aut eli
matiae .•. 'aut chasmatiae, qui grandiori motu patefactis 
subito voratrinis terrarum partes absorbent, ut in At1antico 
~are Europaeo orbe spatiosor insula, etc. (Ed. Eyssen
bardt, Berlin," 1871, p. 106). 

S Martin, Ehuks sur l~ TifflJ~ (1841), i. 30S. 306. The 
passage in question is in Senol. ad R,mjm6I .• p. 327, Plato, 
ed. Bekker, vol. ix. p. 61. 

7 Cited in Aelian's Varia His/oris, iii. ch. I8. For the 
other references see above, pp. 231 2S, 26-

II Ammianus Marc:ellinus (xv. 9) quotes from Timagenes 
(who wrote in the first century a history of Gaul, now lost) 
a statement that some of the Gauls had originally immi
. grated from very distant islands and from lands beyond the 

Rhine (d insulis exti"," confluxisse et ~bus transrhe
nanis) whence they were driven by wars and the incursions 
of the sea (Timag. in Mueller, Frag. Aist. 0/ Graec., iii. 
323). It ·would seem incredible that this should be dragged 
into the Atlantis controversy, but such has been the case. 

I" Plutarch, Solo", at end. R. Prinz, De Solonis PIli
ta,.chi/ontibus (Bonn." ,857)' . 

10 De Pall,o, 2, IIfIol., p. 32. AI~ by Amobius, A Q'lIer
sus ge"tes, i. S. 

U Ed. Montfaucon, i. 114-12$, ii. 131," 136-138, iv. 186-
192, xii. 340. 

Ii Gaffarel in Re'l/Ue tie Gloera/Au, vi. 
.18 Plato"is O1Hnu.. ojJer, cum &0","'. P1"oclii ,n Tu"lUHm, 

etc. (Basil. Valderos. 1534)' 
1C Ex Plattmi Timaeo partictda, CUn'"tmU lilwo de ""i:.. 

Vlwsitate r-u/tmdetu . .• ". op. io. Perizonii (Paris, Tileta
nus, 1540; Basil. 50 a.; Paris, MoreU, Issr). Inkrjwet. 
Cicert»U! .1 ClJa/cidio, etc. (Paris, 1579). L. Timk de 
Platon, translatl dugrec en,/ratO{ais,jar L. Ie Roy, etc. 
(Paris, ISSI, Is8r). II dialogo di Plat~f i"liJo!aJo il 7'i
_0 trad. da S6. EriJuIJ, "UIJ'lI. maNiato.n lute d. Gir. 
Rruc.llii (Venet. '5S8) • 
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Atlantic, or as indicated by the resemblances between the flora, fauna, and civilization of America and of the 
old world, additional reasons for believing that such an island had once existed, and had disappeared after 
serving as a bridge by which communication between the continents was for a time carried on. The discussion 
was prolonged over centuries, and is not yet concluded. The wilder theories have been eliminated by time, 
and the contest may now be said to be between those who accept Plato's tale as true and those who regard it 
as an invention. The latter view is at present in favor with the most conservative and careful scholars, but 
the other will always find advocates. That Atlantis was America was maintained by Gomara, Guillaume 
de Postel, Hom, and others incidentally, and by Birchrod, in a special treatise,! which had some influence even 
upon the geographer Cellarius. In 1669 the Sansons published a map showing America divided among tl/.e 
descendants of Neptune as Atlantis was divided, and even as late as 1762 Vaugondy reproduced it.- In 
his edition of Plato, Stallbaum expressed his belief that the Egyptians might have bad some knowledge of 
America.s Cluverius thought the story was due to a knowledge of America.4 

Very lately Hyde Clark has found in the Atlantis fable evidence' of a knowledge of America: he does not 
believe in the connecting island Atlantis, but he bolds that Plato misinterpreted some account of America 
which had reached him.6 Except for completeness it is scarcely worth mentioning that Blackett, whose work 
can really be characterized by no other word than absurd, sees America in Atlantis.6 

Here should be mentioned a work by Berlioux, which puts Eubemerus to the blush in the manner in whlch 
history with much detail is extorted from mythology.7 He holds that Atlantis was the northwestern coast of 
Africa; that under Ouranos and Atlas, astronomers and kings, it was the seat of a great empire which had 
conquered portions of America and kept a lively commercial intercourse with that country. 

Ortelius in several places speaks..,f the belief that America was the old Atlantis, and also attributes that 
belief to Mercator." 

That Atlantis might really have existed" and disappeared, leaving the Atlantic islands as remnants, was too 
evident to escape notice. Ortelius suggested that the island of Gades might he a fragment of Atlantis,IO and 
the doctrine was early a favorite. Kircher, in his very curious work on the subterranean world, devotes 
considerable space to Atlantis, rejecting its connection with America, while he maintains its former existence, 
and holds that the Azores, Canaries, and other Atlantic islands were formerly parts thereof, and that they 
showed traces of volcanic fires in his day.ll 

Las Casas in bis history of the Indies devoted an entire chapter to Atlantis, quoting the arguments of 
Proclus, in his commentary on Plat'?, in favor of the story, though he is himself more doubtful. He also 
cites confirmative passages from Philo and St. Anselm, etc. He considers the question of the Atlantic isl.., 
and cites authorities for great and sudden changes in the earth's surface. l ' 

The 5anle view was taken by Beenlan,13 and Fortia D'Urban. Turnefort included America in tbe list of 
remnants; and De la Borde followed Sanson in extending Atlantis to the farthest Pacific islands.14 Bory 
de St. Vincent,16 again, linIited Atlantis to the Atlantic, and gave on a map his ideas of its contour. 

D' Avezac maintains this theory in his IIes africaines de 1'0cea .. Atlanti'lue,16 p. 5-8. Carli devoted a 
large part of the second volume of his Lettere America ... to Atlantis, controve~g Baily, who placed Atlantis 

I Bird,ndii S<lredianNJI de tW6e tfQfID ,.",. IU>fID (Alt
dorf, .683). 

I The representation of Sanson is reproduced on p. I8. 
The fuU title of these curious maps is given by Martin, 
Etwks nw II TiMIe, i. 270J 11(1161. 

a PlaiD, .tl. StalllHnl", (Gothae, 1838), vii. p. 99. note E. 
See also his P,t1legtJlllnlt& tie erit_, in the same volume, 
for further discussion and references. 

_, Cluverius, IntrtHl#d., ed. 1729, p. 667-
• Ez",,,.iltalw.. tJf tire legmd tJf A u..ntis ;" rifermee 

tIJ IrDtll-Aistwic ctml1llJlllictZtitms fl/itA A merica. in the 
TrlUU. Rtlyal Hist. SIX. (Lond., .885), iii. p •• -<j6. 

• W. S. Blackett, Researelres """ tire 1m "istwies tJf 
AMWica; w,IM Zotiiae ~/t.OtUnI ID 6e aPl DltJ twrestrial 
..... 1;" ",IIic" tire Atlantic isle is deli""aJed, etc. (London, 
1883), p. 31, 3z. The work is not too severely judged by 
W. F. Poole, in the Dial (Chicago), Sept. 84, 114". The 
author's reasons for believing that Atlanris could not have 
sunk are interesting in a way. The FtIIIrlk ReJi. Bur. t1f 
EtA_IDD' (p. ::lSI) c:a.Us it II a curiosity of literature. n 

, E. F. Berlioull:, Les.Atltudes: Aistointle l'Allalllis, 
" de r Atku ;r;mitif (Paris, .883). It originally made 
part of the fi .. t A """"w. of the Faculte des lettres de 
Lyon (Paris, .883). 

• Tllesarwus GeDgt".. 1s81, under .A tbudis. See also 
under Gade. and Gadinu. On folio • of his Tlua/rwm 
mu terra1"lllll he rejects the notion that the ancients 
knew America, but in the index, under if tutis. he says 
f_A"",.;c",. 

• Bartolome de las Casas, Historia de ku Indias. Ed. 
De Ia F"""","'" de Valle and 7. s. RaYD1I (Madrid, 
.875), i. cap. viii. pp. 73""79. 

10 Taylor, in the introduction to the Timaeus, in his 
translation of Plato, regards as almost impious the doubts 
as to the truth of the narrative. Tile WorM of P/alo, voL 
i. London, 1804-

11 Tile,. Geojf'r., s. v. Gatlirus. 
a .A. tlumasii K ircAerii Mulllius suiJtwrannu i" zii. 

Ii/Win digeshu (Amsterd., .678), pp. 8c>-83. He gives a 
cut illustrative of his views on p. 82. 

11 Histtwia tw6is terraru", pOE"allsiclI et mau, c:a.p. S
f 2, hist. insul. I. C. Becmann,::Id ed. (Francfort on Oder, 
1680). Title from British Museum, as I have been unable 
to see the work. The Aile. LJndKAe BiograJ4ie says the 
first edition appeared in 1680. It was a book of considerable 
note in its day. 

14 De la Borde, H istDire """erie de Ia "'" d .. Snd 
(Paris, '79'). 

16 1. B. G. M. Dory de St. Vincent, Essais sur us is/ls 
Fl1rlJmks et ranJ~ Atla1tlide (Paris, an xi. or .803), ch. 
7' Si les Canaries et les autres isles de l'ocean Atlantique 
offrent les dt!bris dtun continent. pp. 427, etc. His map 
is given aflle, p. ICJ. 

IS This is the second part of hi. Iles de rA.friqote(Paris, 
1148), belonging to the series L'U"ivers. HistoWe et tie
sert"ltw.. de t"", les ;.ufos, etc. Cf. also his L .. iIu f-
tasI~. (Pan., .845). 
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in Spitzberllcn. Carll gocs at conalderable length Inlo the topollraphlc:al and lleololllca1 arlin menta In favor of 
Ita exiatence.1 The early naturalists, when the doctrine of great and ludden chang.s In the earth'. lunac. 
wu In favor, were Inclined 10 look with acqul.scence on thi. bellef. Even Lyell confe.sed a temptation 10 
accept the theory of an Atlantis 1.land In the northern Atlantic, though he could not I.e In the Atlantic 
Island, trace of a mid-Atlantic brldge.~ About the middle of thl. century .cholar. In •• veral department. of 
learnlnll, accepting the evidence. of re •• mblances between the product of the old and new world, were Induced 
10 tum gladly to Buch a connection u would have been offered by Atlantl.; and the re.ult. obtained at about 
the same time by .tudie! in the pre-Columbian tradition. and clvlllzation of Mexico were brought forward as 
.upporting th. same theory. That th. AnLille. were remnant. of Atlantu.; that the Taltees were d.lcendant. 
trom the panic .. trlcken fugillves of the great catastrophe, who .. terrau were recorded In their tradltlon., II 
wen a. in tho.e of the Egyptian., wa. ardently urKed by 8ra •• eur de Bourbourg.' 

In 1859 Retziu. announced that ho fonnd a cluse re.omblance between the skull. of the Guanche. of the 
Canaries and the Guaranu of BrazlJ, and recalled tho Atlantis .Iory 10 explain It.4 In 1846 l'orbCl declared 
his belief in the former existence of a bridge of Island. in the North Atlantic, and ill 1856 Heer attempted 10 

.how the nece •• ity of a .Imilar connection from tho te.timony of paheontologlc:al botany. 
In .860, Unger deliberately advocated the Atianti. hypothe.i. 10 explain the likene •• between the fOlln 

flora of Europe and the living flora of America, enumoratina over fifty.lmilar .pecie.; and Kuntze found In 
the cn.e of the tropical .eedle .. banana, occurrin, at once in America before .492 and In Africa, a .trong 
evidence of the truth of the theory.~ 

A conden.ed review of the .dentilic .ide of the qucotion i. given by A. Dou6 In hi •• rtlcle U,6" til' Noll, 
tier V,riind.ru1Ig.n des unorgan;schen P"ten I". gronen Manda6, In tI,r Natur.1 

The dee~ea sounding. taken in the Atlantic under the aUlpice. of the govemml!llta of the United State., 
England, and Germany re.ulted in di.coverle. which ,ave a new Impetu. 10 the Atlantu. theory. It wa • 
• hown that, .tarting from the Arctic plateau, a ridge rulll down tbe middle of the Atlantic, broadening Ioward 
the Atore., and contractina again a. It trend. Ioward the northeut COait of South America. 1'he depth over 
tb. ridge i.le •• than 1,000 fathom., wbile tbe valleys on either .ide average 3,000; Itla known after the U. S. 
ve ••• 1 which look tbe ,ounding. a. the Dolphin ridge. A Ilmllar though more uniformly narrow ridll" 
wu found by the "Challenger" expedition (1873-76), extendina from .om.,what north of A.censlorl bland. 
directly south between South America and Africa. It I. known aI the Challenger rid "e. There I., b •• ide, 
evidence for the existence of a ridge aero •• the tropical Atlantic, connectinll the Dolphin and Challenller 
ridge.. Madeira, the Canaries, and tbe Cape Verde bland. are cut olr from the •• rid" •• by a deep valley, 
but are connected by shoal. with Ihe continent. Upon the publication of the Challenger chart (Slltlal N,
lorI, viI. 1876), thos., who favored the theory of communication between the continent. were ont .Iow 10 
appropriate it. disclosures In their Intereat. (Natur" Dee. 2., 1876, xv. IS8). In March, 1877, W. Stephen 
Mitchell delivered a lecture at South Ken.lngton, wherein he placed In Juxtapooitlon the theory of Ungcr 
and the revelation. of the deep .. ea sounding., when he announco<1. however, that ho did not JDcan 10 a ••• rt 
that thele ridges had avrr formed a connecting link above water between the contlnents.r Oth .... were Ie •• 
cautious,. -but In general thl. Interpretation did not commend ltoelf a. Itrongly 10 conservative men of lcienee 
as It might have done a few years before, becau.e luch men were gradually comln, 10 doubt tlle fact of 
changel of great moment In the earth' •• unace, aven thOle of grcat duration. 

In .869, M. Paul Gaffarcl publi.hed hil lirlt trcati.e on Atlanti." advocating the truth of the .Iory, and In 
.880 he made It the .ub)ect of deeper re.earch, utllizlng the fact. which ocean exploration had placed at 
cummand.IO This Is the be.t work which ha. appeared upon thi •• ide of the que.tion, and can only be tet agaln.t 

, G. R. Carli, D,lu L,ft, .. , A "''''/<'''''' ii. (17801. 
Leltere. vii. and followinK; •• ""dally .iII. and lollowln" 

• Lyell, h'I,,,,,,,I, of "'01,,,, (Lond., ,H4.1, p. '4'; and 
hi. Pr;Ndjllll of G,olu"" ,olh .d. BulrOll dated the 
.. paralion of lhe ne., and old world from the Cllaalroph. of 
Allanti.. 6j109U11' '" III N,.t., .d. Flouren., ix. 570. 

• Quat,." ""~I' IN" III M1zi9'll; Pili'" P"II, p. xcix, 
and hi. S""rell '" 1',"ul,I .. , ;"1",1Ii", tI .. MIx;""" _ 
lion viii. pp. Xliv, x.dil, xxxviii and b, In hi. edition of 
JJieKo da Landa, H,lalill" d,,' ,/eoll' til YlKtJ/"" (Paril, 
,14641. H. H. Ban"",'t, Nat. R",,", iii. '12,064,480; v. 
127, develops 8ra .... ur'.fbeory. In hi./lut. Nat. C"'''I
.~" he compare. the condition of the Colhua kinrcdom of 
Xibalba with Alland., and ftnd. IIrlkin, Ilmllarlll... I.e 
Plong,on in hla S""",d M~'fI .. u, (p. 9'1 """pll Braa
leur'. theory. 

• A. Rebiu., p,.",1d lIali ".IlUlt"tlltlD ill ,.,Iallll" I" 
tlu /""'" of llu II"", • ." ,1nJ1 (Smhhoonian Report, .8'9), 
p . • fl,. Th. r .. ,mblanc. II not Indcmood by M. Vem.au, 
who haa lat.ly mad. a detail.d .tudy of tho aborialn •• 0/ 
the Canllr'~I, 

• F. VnKer, DI, _",,,IuM "",I AII""tu (Wten. 
1860), Tran.laled In the 7"'1'",,1 of B'la,,~ (London), 

January, ,81'1. A.a Gray had already call.d alieni loa 10 
Ih.remarkable ro ..... bl.1I« belw .... lh.llora 01 Japan anel 
that of eaaler1\ North America, bul had not found Ib, 
invention of II Pacific conllnonl prof.rabl. 10 Ih. hypolh .. ,I. 0/ a pro",". 0/ planll 01 Ih. \emporat • .on. round by 
B.hrin,'. Sirait (M" .. ,I .. , of III, A_I •• " Acari"", of 
A ",I, """ Sell"e", vi. '77)' Un.er'. Iheory hu b.en 01.., 
mora or I •• uraed In Hoer'. PI_ T, .. II" .. I,. 1I,1,,,,k,,, 
(.8,,,,,,8) and hi. U"""lt "'I' ScI/fIN II, (.861), and by Ott" 
Vlo In hi. 011 Brrl, (.874), L .7' 

• SiI"'''r,6triellt, "' .. M",,,. PII¥,. CIAI"d.II. Allad. Ii. 
WUHr"," • • 1 Vienna, Ivil. (181.8) p. II. 

• The "Loet Allantl." and Ib, "l.'hall.nler" oound
InKI, N,.", ... , .6 April, .877, KV. 153, wllh .k.lch map. 

• J. !llarkl. Oordner.II __ ... ,II, ,"",,,,, of B"r"''''' 
"'~,iI,tI' in Po'''''''' Sci,,,,,. H,,,,,,,, (London), July, 
.878.xvll. IS.. Ed ... H. Thompaon, AII"",u 1111 .. M~/II, 
In Po,,,"'" Sci"", M.IIIIII?, Oct., .8,9, KY. 7591 r.prinlod 
In 7-flAlof Sci,,,,,, l.ond., Nov .• 879. 

• HI"", ,.". I" .... NtWt' '" fAII,.,,11I ,,'" f""cull 
e.",i",", _ .. III C.I_I Parll, .1I6q). 

.. RftIIII tit GI-r .. "#tll, Man, Avril, 1880, 10m . .t .• , 
.. d. 
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-the earlier work by Martin.l The same theory has been supported by D. P. de Novo y CoIson, who went so 
far as to predict the ultimate recovery of some Atlantean manusaipts from submarine grottoeS of some of the 
Atlantic islands, -a bope which surpasses Mr. Donnelly.i 

Winchell found the theory too useful in his scheme of ethnology to be rej";ted,8 but it was reserved for 
Ignatius Donnelly to undertake the arrangement of the deductiQns of modero science and the data of old 
traditions into a set argument for the truth of Plato's story. His book,4 in many ways a rather clever state
ment of the argument, so evidently presented only the evidence in favor of his view, and that with so little 
-critical estimate of authorities and weight of evidence, that it attracted only uncomplimentary notice fromotlte 
scienti6c press.& It was, however, the first long presentation of the case in English, and as such made an im
pression on many laymen. In 1882 was also published the second volume of the CIutllmger Narrative, 
containing a report by M. Renard on the geologic character of the mid·Atlantic island known as St. Paul's 
rocks. The other Atlantic islands are confessedly of volcanic origin, and this, which laymen interpreted in 
favor of the Atlantis theory, militated with men of science against the view that they were remnants of a 
sunken continent. St. Paul's, bowever, was, as noted by Darwin, of doubtful character, and Renard came 
to thP conclusion that it was composed of crystalline schists, and had therefore probably been once overlaid 
by masses since removed." This conclusion, which tended in favor of Atlantis, was controverted by A. Geikie i 
.and by M. E. Wadsworth,S (the latter baving personally inspected specimens,) on the ground that the rocks 
were volcanic in origin, and that, bad they been schists, the inference of denudation would not follow. Dr. 
Guest declared that ethnologists haveJoUy as good cause as the botanists to regard Atlantis as a fact." A. J. 
Weise in treating of the Discoveries of America adopted the Atlantis fable unbesitatingly, and supposes that 
America was known to the Egyptians through that channel.to 

Tbat the whole story was invented hy Plato as a literary ornament or allegorical argoment, or that he thus 
utilized a story which he bad really received from Egypt, hut which was none the less a myth, was maintained 
even among the early Platonists, and was the view of Longinus. Even after the disrovery of America many 
writers recognized the fahulous touch in it, as Acosta,ll who thought, "being well considered, they are redicu· _ 
lous things, resembling rather to Quid's tal';' then a Historie of Pbil~phie worthy of accompt," and "cannot 
be held for true but among children and old folkes» - an opinion adopted hy the judicious Cellarius.12 

'Seep..j6. 
• UlJi_II ...... ."w,'" An-IUI.. A paper read be

fon: the Geographical Society at Lisbon. I have seen only 
the epitome in B~ den. S<JCieidl Ge",....y;a. IWi
""", xvi. (.879), p. 693- Apparently the paper was pub
lished in 1881, in the proceedings of the fourth congress of 
Americanists at Madrid. 

I Winchell, p~s. ",. • ~Una of 1M 
-,zislntutif_ -f~ AtIt. .... etc. (Chicago, (880), pp. 
378 and fol. • . 

• Ignatiua DoDDeuy, An-Iu: IMA..udi_ W",./<l 
-(N. Y., .88.). 

6 His work is much more than a defence of Plato. He 
attempts to show that Atlantis was the tenestrial paradise. 
the cncDe of the world's civilization. I suppose it was 
his book "obich inspired Mrs. J. Gregory Smith to write 
AU.: _ SI'"7 tiflM LostIsUuuI(New York, (886). 

Donnelly's book. was RY01'3.bly reviewed by Prof. Win
chell (" Ancient lIfyth and Modem Fact," Dial, Chicago, 
April. 1882. n. z8.t)' who declared that there was no longer 
serious doubt that the story was fOUDded on fact. His 
theory .... enthusiastically adopted by Mn. A. A. Koight 
in EthlctJI.Un. (Y. 317). and somewhat more soberly by Rey. 
J. P. McLean io the U,"""",,irI ~I]I (Oct., .882, 
xxxiKo 436." The Continent of Atlantis "). I have not 
seen an article in KIIIUtU Rt!fIWrD by Mrs. H. M. Holden, 
..quoted in PtN1ll's Illdez (K ... Ref1., viii. 435; also, m. 
236.~)' It was more carefully examined and its claims 
...,jeaed by a writ .. in the 7.--1 tif Sdellu (London), 
(UAtlanrisoncemore,- June, 1883i xx. 319""'321). W. Fo 
Poole doubts whether Mr. Douoelly himself was quite seri
ous in his theorizing (U Discoveries of America: the lost 
Atlantis theory." DUd, Sept., 1884, y. 97). Lord .Arundel 
-01 Wanlourcoutrnverted Donnelly in Till S«rd tif Pt..u'. 
A Ilmdu (London, (885), and believes that the Atlantis 
"fable originated ill vague reports of Hanno's voyage-a 
theory bardJy less remarkable than the one it aims to elisa 
place. Lord Arundel's book was reviewed in the DII6/;' 

Rroiem (Plato's" Atlantis to and the U Periplus U of Han
no), July, 1886, ~ 91. . 

• Renard, M., Report "" 1M Pd7'"0i8/fY tif St. Pmtrs 
Roclu, C""'~ R<port, Narratro. (London, .88z), ii. 
Appeudix B. 

, A ~for '1 AlIalllis" wit4 1M ",~, in N. 
hire. 9 Nov., 1882. xxvii. 25. 

8 T4e Microsrtljic ft'1tie1tu of • lost ctndi:llnd, ia. 
Seinla, 29 June, ISS3. i. 591. 

• Origilles C~ltiau (London, 1883), i. 119, etc. 
10 Till dis&ogerie. tif A Merica ID 1M J"'" IS>S (New 

York, Iss.>. ch. I. 0. Poole's review of this jejune work, 
quoted above, for some heatthy aiticism of this kind of 
writing (Dial, Vo97). Also a notice in the Nalio", July 3', 

'88+ 
The scientific theory of Atlantis is, I believe, supported 

by M.. Jean d ' Esrienne in the Rnn« ties QwstiollU Sea.. 
ti.J'igtln, <>eL, 1855. and by M. de l\la~y, HiSloin tIa 
~dc~ude I'A~(Limoges, .88.,. 
but I have seen neither. H. H. Howorth. TM Ma",1IUIIII 
tuUl tJU FkHNI (London, 1887), is struggling to revive the 
credit of water as the Chief agent in the transformations of 
the earth's surface. and relies much upon the deluge myths. 
but refuses to accept Atlantis. He thinks _the zoologic evi
dence proves the existence in pleistocene times of an easy 
and natural bridge between Europe and America. but sees 
DO need of placing it across the mid-Atlaotic (p. 26., . 

n TIw --.0 .lUI ----u ltislDr. tif 1M EtuI_ 
Wat bulin, etc., _ ;. S"","" Iy 7".qlt. Acosta, 
__ laUd #rio E"gfult; Iy" 61.......,.10>0] (Loodoo, 
(604), P. .,.., 73 (lib. i. ch. 22). 

U Notau. tw6is fMliiqtMM (Amsterdam, 1703-6). 2 vats. 
The lint ed. wb Cantah., '703. "Atlantica insula Plato
nis quae similior fabulae est quam chorographiae," lib. i. 
cap. D. p. 3"- ID the A~ de ..... '"'" _ 
~./writ wllr_ (tome it ho. iv. pp: '64-.66) 
Cellarius speaks more guanledJy. and quotes with approval 
the judgment of Perizooius, whieb bas been giveD above 
(p. 22). -
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Among more recent Writers, D' Anville, Bartoli,l Gosselin,' Ukert,8 approved this view. 
Humboldt threw the weight of his great inlluence in favor of the mythical interpretation, though he founel 

the germ of the story in the older geographic myth of the destruction of Lyctonia in the Mediterranean (Orph. 
Argonaut., 1274, etc.); 4 while Martin, in his work on the Timaeus, with great learning and good sense, reduced 
the story to its elements, concluding that su~h an island had never existed, the tale was not invented by Plato, 
but had really descended to him from Solon, who had heard it in Egypt. 

Prof. Jowett regards the entire narrative as "\lue to the imagination of Plato, who could easily invent' Egyp
tians or anything else,' and who has used the name of Solon •.. and the tradition of the Egyptian priest to give 
verisimilitude to his story;" 6 and Bunbury is of the 5aIl1~ opinion, regarding the story as .. a mere fiction," 
and" no more intended to be taken serioUsly ••. than the tale of Er the Pamphylian." 8 Mr. Archer-Hind, the 
editor of the only separate edition of the. Timaeus which has appeared in England, thinks it impossible to 
detemline .. whether Plato has invented the story from beginning to end, or whether it really more or less 
represents some Egyptian legend brought home by Solon," which seems to be a fitting conclusion to the 
whole matter. . 

The literature of the subject is widely scattered, but a good deal .has been done bibliographically in some 
works which have been reserved for special mention here. The earliest is the Dissertation sur l' Atlantide, by 
Th. Henri Martin,7 wherein, beside a carefully reasoned examination ~f the story itself and similar geographic 
myths, the opposing views of previous writers are set forth in the second section, Histoire des S)'st~mes sur 
l' At/antide, pp. 258-280. Gaffarel has in like manner given a resume of the literature, which comes down 
later than that of Martin, in the two excellent treatises which he has devoted to the subject; he is convinced 
of the existence of such an island, but his work is marked by such care, orderliness, and fulness of citations 
that ·it is of the greatest value.S The references in these treatises are made with intelligence, and are, in gen
'eral, accurate and usefu!: That this is not the case with the work of Mr. Donnelly deprives the volume of 
much of the value which it might have had.9 

E. FABULOUS ISLANDS OF THE ATLANTIC IN THE MIDDLE AGES. - Fabulous islands belong quite as 
much to the domain of folk-lore as to that of geography. The legends about them form a part of the great 
maSs of superstitions connected with the sea. What has been written about these island myths is for the 
most part scattered in innumerable colledions of folk-tales and in out-of-the-way sources, and it does not lie 
,within the scope of the present sketch to track in these directions all that has been said. It will not be out of 
place, however, to refer to a few recent works where much information and many references can be found 
One of the fullest collections, though not over-well sorted, is by Lieut. F. S. Bassett,IO consisting of brief note& 
made in the course of wide reading, well provided with references, which are, however, often so abbreviated as 

1 Essai sur l' • .r!/iCation Ilistori9'" donni. pa .. Plat"" 
tie sa Rlpub/ipe.t tie son Atlantide (in Rej1ezions impar-
tiaJes sur Ie j;rogres .,Jal ou ajJ/Jarent gue us sciences et 
Us arts t»U faits datu k ruiiie suck en Europe, Paris, 
:t780). The work is useful because it contains the Greek 
text (from a MS.oin the Bibl. du Roi. Cf. MSS. tie fa 
libliotldque, Yo 261), the Latin translations of Ficinus and 
Serranus, several French translations, and the Italian of 
Frizzo and of Bembo. 

2 Reclurcltes su'" Us iles tk ['()Clan Atlantique, in the 
Recltercltes S1W la glog'1"alAie des anciens, i. p. 14ft 
(Paris, '797), Also in the French translation of Strabo (i. 
p. 268, note 3). Go~Jin thought that Atlantis was noth-
ing more than Fortaventure or Lancerote. . 

8 Geogr. d. Grieclu# u. Romer, i. I, p. 59; ii. I, p. 192. 

Cf. Letronne's Essai sur les idJes cosmograllt;u,ues pi se -
'l"ettacltent au tUJm d'Atlas, in the Bull. UnifJ. us sciences 
(Ferussac), March, ,83" 

, Exanun era., i. 167-180; ii. '92. 
• TI .. dialolf1"Sof Plato, translated by B. 7fJ'W<tt (N. Y., 

1873), ii. p. 587 (Introduction to Critias). 
8 Bunbury, History of ancient geograp"y, i. 402. 

7 Etude "' .. I. Timl& tie Platon (Paris, '14'), t. i. pp. 
257""333· 

• Paul Galfarel, Elude sur les r-a#or-ts tie l' A mh-iqw 
et tk /:aneie" contittLnt avant CAristopM Coloml! (Paris, 
186c), ch. ler; L'Atla"titk, pp. 3""'27. The same author 
has more lately handled the subject more fully in a series 
of articles: L'Atlantide, in the Revue tie G1olf"ap.iI, 
April-July, 1880j vi. 241, 331, 421; vii. 21,-which is 
the most detailed account 01 the whole matter yet brought 
together. 

8 One of the most recent resum~s of the question is that 
by Salone in the Grantk E"eyc/opMiI (Paris, ,888, iv. p. 

457). The Encyc/olll!dia Brifan"iCa, by the way, regard,. 
the account, U if not entirely -fictitious, as belonging to the 
most nebulous region of history. " 

A few miscellaneous references, of l)O great significance, 
may close this list: A mer. Antiquarian, Sept., 1886; H. 
H. Bancroft, Nat. Races, v. 123; 1. S. Clarke's Progress 
tif Maritime Discovery, p. ii. Geo. Catlin's Lifted ~nd 
SNlJsided RflCks of AmeriCa (Lond., ,870) illustrates .. The 
Cataclysm of the Antilles." Dr. Chil, in the Nancy Con
gr}s des A mJricanisies, i. 163. Foster~s PreltistfWic Races, 
app. E. Haven's A rcluzol. U. S. Irving's Columbus. 
app. xxii. Major's p .. ince Hm,." (,868), p. 87. Nadail
lac's Les Pre",. Hommes, ii. 114, and his L'AmJrilple 
jrl"irtor-iqw,56 •• John B. Newman's Origin ofllte Rea 
Men (N. Y., 1852).- Prescott's Mezic(J, iii. 356. C. S. 
Rafinesque's incomplete A 1IUrican Na.titms (Philad.), and 
his earlier introduction to Marshall's Kentuck,y, and his 
Amer. MNHum (,832). Two articles by L. Burke in his 
Elleno/'CiCal Jom-nat(London). ,848: TIte tlestrvctio .. 0/ 
Atlantir, July; TIte conti"""t of America"""""" I. tM 
allCUnJ Eoptians tiM otlur ""tiotu tif rnnoie antiquity, 
Aug. The former article is only a reprint of Taylor's 
trans. of Plato. Roise1 's Etudes ante-Ilistoriques (Paris, 
,874), devoted largely to the religion of the Allanteans. 
Uon de Rosny'a" L' Atlantide historique" in the Mb& 
tie la Soc. d'EtluuJlf"ap"iI (Paris, ,875). xiii. 33, '590 or 
RnJUe Orielllale d A ",";Caine. Short's N (1 • .If 'ltW'icaHS 
of AntiqMity, ch. 11. Daniel Wilson's Lost Allantir(Moll
treal, (886), in Proc. a"d Trans. Rt1JI. Soc. tJf CalUU/a, 
1886, iv. Cf. also p()()le's Itulez, i. 73; ii. 27; and La
rousse's GraM DictilmfMJir, . 

•• L.t:ntds and SUjwstitions.f tlte Sea and of Sailor .. 
ill all Lands and at all TillU!$ (Chicago and New York, 
,,885). 
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to infiict much trouble on those who would consult them, - an all too common fault. Of inlerest is a chapter 
on Us 'les, in a similar work by M. Paul Sebillot.1 An island home has often been assigned to the soul after 
death, and many legends, some medjzval, some of great antiquity, deal with such islands, or with voyages
to them. Some account of these will be found in Bassett, and particularly in an article by E. Beauvois in the 
ReT/lUI de f"istoire de Religion,' where further references are to be found. Wm. F. Warren has also collectea 
many references to the Iiteratun; of this subject in the course of his endeavor to show that Paradise was at the 
North Pol .. ' The long articles on Ede .. and Paradise in McClintock and Strong's Biblical Encyclopedia 
should also be consulted. 

In what way the fahulous islands of the Atlantic originated is not known, nor has the suhject been .. '<haus
lively investigated. The islands of classical times, in part actual discoveries, in part born of coofused 
reports of actual discoveries, and in part probably purely mythical, were very generally forgotten as ancient 
civilization declined.4 The other islands which succeeded them were in part reminiscences of the' islands 
known to the ancients or invented by them, and in part products of a popular' mythology; as old perhaps as 
that of the Greeks, but until now unknown to letters. The writers who have dealt with these islands have 
treated them generally from the purely gengraphic point of view. The islands are known principally from 
maps, beginning with the fourteenth century, and are not often met with in descriptive works. Formaleoni, 
in his attempt to show that the Venetians had discovered the West Indies prior to Columbus, made studies 
of the older maps which naturally led him to devote considerable attention to these islands .• 

They are also considered by Zurla." The first general account of them was given by Humboldt in the 
£%a ..... Criti'lue,1 and to what he did little if anything has since been added. D' Avezac 8 treated the suI>
ject, giving a brief sketch of the islands known to the Arab geographers, - a curious matter which deserves· 
more attention.. 

Still more recently Paul Gaffarel has' treated the matter briefly, but carefully.' A study of old maps by H • 
. Wuttke, in the Jakr-.sberickJ des Verei..s fur Erdkunde zu Dresden,JJJ gives considerable attention to the 

islands; and Theobald Fischer, in his commentary on the collection of maps reproduced by Ongania, has briefly 
touched on the subject,ll as has Cornelio Desimoni in various papers in the Afti del/a Societa Ligure di Sioria 
latria, xiv., and other years, in the Atti de/f Acad. dei NUflVa Llncn, in the Gionale ligustico, etc. R. H. 
Major's Henry Ike Navigator should also be consulted.12 

Strictly speaking, tbe term mythical isIlWds ought to include, if not Frisland and Drogeo, at least the land 
of Bus, the island of Bimini with its fountain of life, an echo of one of the oldest of folk-tales, the island of. 
Saxenburg, and the other non-existent islands, shoals, and rocks, '¢th wbich the imagination of sailors and 
cartographers have connected the A t1antic even' into the present century. In fact, the name is by common 
consent restricted to certain islands which occur constantly on old charts: tbe Island of St. Brandau, AntiIlia 
or Isle of the S~ven Cities, Satanaxio, Danmar, Brazil, Mayda, and Isla Verte. It is interesting to note that 
the Arab geograpbers had their fabulous islands, too, though so little is known of them that it is at present 
impossible to say wbat relation they bear to those mentioned. They say that Ptolemy assigned 25,000 islands 
to the Atlantic, but they name and describe seventeen ouly, among which we may mention the Eternal Islands 
(Canaries 1 Azores /),11 EI-Ghananl (Madeira I), Island of the Two Sorcerers (Lanc:erote I), etc.14 

I LlgrNles, "tl,Y411CeS tU t. rIII!r'_ 2 vo1s. (Paris, 1886.) 
See cb. 9 in lere serie. 

I L'EI?* wtuU<Ji/atdiqw.t rEdn. Occidetdnl (Ma>
Jum, Nov.-Dec., .883), vii. 273; viii. 673-

I ParadiJWForuJ: tile Cradl. tiftke H ........ Rac. at 
Ike Norlk P<>Ie (Boston, .885), 4tb eel. 

• Eumeuius (?). in the third centuTy A. D., is doubtful 
about the oistenc.e eveo of the Fortunate Isles (i. e. the 
c:;anaries). E""",,;,"jdlUgyricws CmultuUiIIo Awg.t vii., 
in Va1py's PtMlegyrici wteru (London, 1828), iii. p. 1352. 
Baehrens c:redits this onD.OU to an unknown author. Mao 
mertinus appears to know them mm the poets only (Ibid. 
p. 1 5"9). 

I S~ -0. 'll4llticIJ iUUi&. tie; VnteZia";' n. p., n. d. 
(Venice, 1783); French translation (Venice, 1788). 

• II _~ di Fr .. Mawro descriJU ed il/JlSb-afg 
(Venice.1806). Di MantJ Pol" e Ikgl; a/trivisggia.ttwi 
WfIn;"'; ••. aM aHnrtJ. ~qfr. Ie tUIIicM Ma?~ /tJnI(Ir'aU 
.. y~ (Venice, 1818). 

I ii. IS~ etc. 
• D'A..,..,c: IIe, d'Afriqw (Paris, 1848) .. Jcrlil; 

llu CtnI~$ tin Arabes,pp.lS; LuilestleSaUd-B ....... 
~ pp. 19 i Les i/es MQIIWIliiwnd trtnnlles till tplUuUMI 
.ikle, pp.... The last two pieces bad been previously 
published under the title L., iles /mdastVtotn de rOm ... 
«ciJndsl .. nutynI arr, in the NtnlWlks A rural" de. 
#y~ (Mars, Avril, 1!4S). 2d serle, i 393; ii. 47. 

• Le. ik, /all.butiqw, de r A tUurliqw _ ""'PI' ,sp. 

Lyon [18831, pp. 15. This is apparently extracted from the 
B>tIIew. de /a S«iitl de Geogra;"iI de Lyo .. for ,883. 

[In Poole's Itukx is a reference to an article OD imaginary 
islands in Ltmdtnc SlICKly, i. 80, ISO.] 

10 "Zur Geschichte der Erdkunde in der letzten HaIfte 
des Mittelalters. Die~ derseefahrenden VolkerSiid
Europas bis znm ersten Druck der Erdbeschreibung des 
Ptolemaeus." 7dnslMrield. vi. vii. {tS'}'O). Accompa. 
nying the article are sketches of the principal mediceval 
maps, which are useful if access to the more trustworthy 
reproductions cannot be had.. 

U Sa",nc/""r ",illelallwlicAw We/t- HNl Seeltarlnl i» 
linliscAe. Ur~, etc. (Venice, 1886), ,especially pp~ 
14-22, and under the notices of particular maps in the 
second part. 

.. Tke Lift.tif Prine< Herwytif Porhiral, _mea 
1M Nav;pkw, etea London, l.868.' 

U The position of these islands and the fact that the 
Arabs believed that they _following Ptolemy in placing 
in them the first meridian seems almost conclusift in favor 
of the Canaries; but M. D' Avezac is inclined 'in favor of 
t~ Azores, because tbe Arabs place in tbe Eteroal Isles 
certaiD pillars and statues warDing against furths advance 
westward, which remind him of the equestrian statu~ of 
the Azores, and because Ebn 5ayd states that the Islands 
of Happiness lie between the EternallsJands and At-rica. 

.. D'Aveuc, Ik,d'A.fri9w, ii. '5. Giogra;IWd'AfnII. 
Fad.. wad. I- M. R.m-d et M. GttiJ-'tl (Paris. 
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preserved at Regensburg, in Bianco's map of' 1436, and in that of 1448: here de Bra:%ii is the easternmost o( 
the Azores group (i. e. y de Colombi, de Zorzi, etc.), while the large round island - more like a large ink-blot 
than anything else- west of Ireland is y de Brazil d. binar.l In a map in St. Mark's Library, Venice, dated 
about '450, Brazil appears In four places. Fra Mauro puts it west of Ireland,2 and it so appears in ptolemy 
of 15'9, and Ramusio in 1556; but Mercator and Ortelius inscribe it northwest of the Azores. 

Humboldt has shown 3 that brazil-wood, being imported 'into Europe from the East Indies long before the 
discovery of America, gave its name to the country in the' west where it was found in abundance, and he 
infers that the designation of the Atlantic island was derived from the .arne source. The duplication of the 
name, however, seems to point to a confusion of different traditions, and in the Brazil off Ireland we doubtless 
have an attempt to establish the mythical island of Hy Brazil, or 0' Brasile, which plays a part as a vanishing 
island in Irish legends, although it cannot be traced to its origin. In the epic literature of Ireland relating to 
events of the sixth and subsequent centuries, and which was probably written down in the twelfth, there are 
various stories of ocean voyages, some involuntary, some voluntary, and several, like the voyage of the sons of 
Ua Corra about 540, of St. Brandan about 560, and of Mailduin in the eighth century, taking place in the Atlan
tic, and resulting in the discovery of numerous fabulous islands;4 The name of Brazil does not appear in these 
early records, but it seems to belong to the same class of legends,6 It is first mentioned, as far as I know" 
by William Betoner, called William of Worcester, who calls the island Brasyle and Brarylle, and says that 
July 15, 1480, his brother-in-law, John Jay, began a voyage from Bristol in search of the island, returning 
Sept. 18 w.ith<!t having found it.6 This evidently belongS to the series of voyages made by Bristol men in 
search of this island, which is mentioned by Pedro d' Ayala, the Spanish ambassador t~ England, in his famous 
letter of July 25, 1498, where he says that such voyages in search of Brazylle and the seven cities had been 
made for seven years past, "according to the fancies of the Genoese," meaning Sebastian Cabot.7 

It would seem that the search for Brazil was of older date than Cabot's arrival. He probably gave an 
additional' impetus to the custom, adding to the stories of the fairy isles the legends of the Sette Citad4 or 
Antillia. Hardiman,S quoting from a MS. history of Ireland, in the library of the Royal Irish Academy, 
written about 1636, mentions. an "iland, which Iyeth far att sea, on the west of Connaught, and some times is 
perceived by the inhabitants of the Oules a,nd Iris __ • and from ,Samt Helen Head. Like wise several sea
men have discovered it, .. _ one of whom, named Captain Rich, who lives about Dublin, of late years had a 
view of the land, and was so neere that he discovered a harbour .•• but could never make to land" because 
of "a mist which fell upon him_ ••• Allsoe in many old mappes •. _ you still find it by the name of 0' Bra
sile under the longitude of 03°, 00', and the latitude of 50° 20'." 9 In 1675 a pretended account of a visit to 
'this island was published in London, which is reprinted by Hardiman.10 

An account of the island as seen from Arran given in O'Flaherty's Sketc" oft"e Island of Arran,lI is quoted 
by H. Halliday Sterling, Irisk Minstrelsy, p_ 307 (London, 1887). Mr. Marshall, in a note in Notes and 

1 The Bianco map of 1436 has, on the ocean sheets, five 
groups of sma]) islands, from south to north: (.) Canaries; 
(.) Madeira and Porto Santo; (3) luto and ckajisa: (4) a. 
hasiJ, tli c%H6i, d. o. nhuta, d. sanzorzi; (5) coriios and 
CIW60 "zarinos; (6) tk ventura; (,) tie brazz1. West of 
the 'hird and fourth lies Antulia, and N. W. of the fifth a 
comer of ek laman sata1la.%u" while west of six and seven 
are numerous small islands unnamed. On the ocean sheet 
of the Bianco of 1448, we have (2) Madeira and Porto 
Santo; (3) lkongi and CorIIfJ marin; (4) de braxI1, sorz':, 
etc.; (5) eoriios and coruos marinos; (6) y. d. 1IIa1ll 

dehntu",; (7) J tl. /wazil d. binar. There is no AnrilJia 
and no Satanaxio, but west of (3) and (.) are two other 
groups: (,»),d. diujcki marini,), tkfalconi; (2»)' fortu
nat tk so. oeati. hlandan. tiiliferno, de- ipauion, hili 
irola, eUxerta. There is not much to be hoped from such 
geography. ' 

'Over against Africa he has an Jsola M,' Dragtmi On 
the Pizigani map of 1367 th! Brazil which lies W. of North 
France is accompanied by a cut of two ships, a dragon 
eating a rna.." and a le~end statin$! that one cannot sail 
furth"r on account of monsters. There was a dragon in 
the Hesperian isles, and some have connected it With the 
famous nra~on-tree of the Canaries. 

a Exa","" ii. 21ft. etc. 
, F,.r an account of the Irish MSS. see Eu~ene O'CUT

ry, L,chw,s ()11 till MS. 1IItderial of ancil"t I,isl& ,,~ 
tory rnnblin, IJ\(U), lect. ix. p. 181; H. d'Arbois de }u .. 
bainville, /nt,oductitJn a I'~tutk de fa littlra,,"" Celt~t 
2 vols.(Paris, IRS~), i. chap. 8, p. 34Q. etc.; also Essa 4'11" 
catalolf1W tk la littlrahw_ IPique d'lrla,",_, by the same 
author (Paris, . S83)' For accounts of the voyage's see 
O'Curry, p. 252, and especially p. 28g, where a sketch of 

that of the sons or Ua CfWT4 is given. A list of the voy.
ages is given by D' Arbois de Jubainville in his Essai, under 
Longeas (involuntary voyages) and Immra:" (voluntary 
voyages), with details about MSS. and references to texts 
and translations (Mailduin, p. 151; Ua CfWTa, 152). 
See also Beauvois, Etkn occidentai, RnJ. Ik r H ist. del 
R~lig., viii. 106, 717, for voyages of Mailduin and the sons 
of Ua Corra, and of other voyages. Also Joyce, Old Cel
tic ,omances (London, 1879). Is M. Beauvois in earnest 
when he suggests that the talking birds discovered by Mail ... 
dutn (and also by St. Brandan) were probably parrots, and 
their island a part of South America? 

& The name is derived by Celtic scholars from "eas. 
large, and i, island. 

o GIIliel",; de W(W'cestw I#neraria, ed. J. Nasmyth 
(Cantab., 1718), p. 223. 267. I take the quotation from 
NtJtes and Qwries, Dec. IS, J883, 6th series, viii. 47S. 
The latter passa(!'e is quoted in full in B,ist()l, past au 
".,unt, by Nicholls and Taylor (London, 188,z), iii. 292. 
Cf. H. Harrisse's C. CtJ/tJtnD., 1. 3'7· 

, Cal. Stat, Pajlws, ~t,;pa"is". i. p. 177' 
S I,is" lI-finstrelsy, (If" bar-die ,e",arm of I,elalUl, etc., 

2 vols. (London, t8.11), i. 36ft. 
• This is very nearly its position in the A rcanQ ikl Mapy 

of Dudley, 164" (Europe 28), where it is called "disabi
tata e interta." 

10 i. 36cJ. 0·a,az,1e, tW tM mc/tanteti islantl. king i:J 
jerfect r.latio .. of tlu lat. aiscov"" ana wontkifill ais
enclzantment of a .. isla,", "" tlu North [:'ic) of Ir<la,"" 
etc. (London, 1615). 

11 John T_ O'Flaherty, Sk<tck of tlu History a,", ... 
.tiqlliJils 11/ tM sOfltltwn is/drub Df A,a", etc. (Dublin .. 
18S4, in Rt.JjI. Irisl&.Aaul. Tram., vol. xiv.) 

• 
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Queries, Sept. 22, r88j (6th s., viii. 22.\), quotes Guest, Origi .. es Celticae (London, 1883), i. 126, and 
R. O'Flaherty, Ogygia, live reru", Hioernicaru", cnronologiae (London, 1685; also in English transla
tion, Dublin, 1793), as speaking of O'Brazile. The latter work I have not seen. Mr. Marshall also quotes 
a familiar allusion to it by Jeremy Taylor (Dismasi1/l! from POjery, 1667). This note was replied to in 
the same periodical, Dec. IS, 1883, by Mr. Kerslake, "N:" and W. Fraser. Fraser's interest had been 
attracted by tho. entry of the island - much smaller than usual- on a map of the French Geographer Royal, 
Le Sieur Tassin, 1634-1652, and he read a paper before the Geological Society of Ireland, Jan. 20, ,870, sug
gesting that Brazil might be the present Por ... ji .. e Bank, once above water. On the same map Roc1.:all is 
laid down as two islands, whe~e but a solitary rock is now known. I Brasil appears on the maps of the last 
two centuries, with lVayda and Isle Verte, and even on the great Atlas by Jefferys, 1776, is inserted,although 
called "imaginary island of O'Brasil." It grows constantly smaller, but within the second balf of this 
century has appeared on the royal Admiralty charts as Brazil Roc1.:.2 

It would be too te<!ious to enumerate the numerous other imaginary islands of the Atlantic to which clouds, 
fogs, and white caps bave from time to time given rise. They are marked on all charts of the last century in 

.profusion; mention, however, may be made of the "land of Bus" or Busse, which Frobisher's expedition 
coasted along in 1576, and which has been hunted for with the lead even as late as 1821, though in vain. 

F. TOSCANELLI'S ATLANTIC OCEAN.-It has been shown elsewhere (Vol. II. pp. 30, 31, 1M, 90,101,103) 
that Columbus in the main accepted the view of the width of the Atlantic, on the farther side of which Asia 
was supposed to be, which Toscanelli had calculated; and it has not been quite certain what actual measure
ment should be given to this width, 'but recent discoveries tend to make easier a judgment in the matter. 

When Humboldt WIote the Exa ...... Critique, Toscanelli's ietter to Columbus, of unknown date,S enclosing 
a copy of the one he sent to Martinez in 1474, was known only in the Italian form in Ulloa's translation of 
the Historie del S. D. Fer .. alld. C.I .... b. (Venice, 1571), and in the Spanish translation of Ulloa's version 
by Barcia in the Hist.riades jrimitiv.sde las I .. dias .ccidentales (Madrid, (749), i. 5 bis, which was reprinted 
by Navarrete, Colecaon de los mages y descuorimientos, etc., ii. p. I. In the letter to Martinez, in this form, it 
is said that there are in the map which accompani~d it twenty-six spaces between Lisbon and Quisai, each 
space containing 250 miles according to the Ulloa version, but according to the re·translation of Barcia L50 

miles. Tbil;, with several other changes made by Barcia, were followed by Navarrete and accepted as correct 
by Humboldt, who severely censures Ximenes for adopting the Italian rendering' ~n his m..m ... e ./i.rent. 
But the Latin copy of, the letter in Columbus's handwriting, discovered by Harris~e aJ)d made public (with 
fac-simile) in his D. Fernand. C.I.n (Seville, 1871),. sustained the correctness of Ulloa's version, giving 250 
miliaria to the space. This authoritative rendering also showed that while the translator had in general fol· 
lowed the text, he had twice inserted a translation of miles into degrees, and once certainly, incorrectly, making 
in one place 100 miles = 35 leagues, and in another, 2,500 miles = 225 leagues. Probably this discrepancy 
led to the omissions made by Barcia; he was wrong, however, in changing the number 250, supposing the ISO 
not to be a typograp!>ical OlIor, and in omitting the phrase, .. which space (from Lisbon to Quinsai) is about 
the third part of the spheIe." The Latin text showed, too, that. this whole passage about distances was not in 
the Martinez letter at all, but formed the end of the letter to Columbus, since in the Latin it follows the date 
of the Martinez letter, into which it has been interpolated by a later hand. Finally the pUblication of Las 
Casas's Historia de las Indias (Madrid, 1875) gave us another Spanish version, which differs from Barcia's 
in closely agreeing witb the Ulloa version, and which gives the length of a space at 250 miles. 

Thece were then 26 X 250 = 6500 miles between Lisbon and Quinsai, and this was a!>ont one third of the cir· 
cumference of the ~rth in this lati;ude, but it is not clear whether Roman or Italian miles were ~eant. 

If the MS. in the Biblioteca Nazionale at Florence [Cod. MagliabecMa ... Classe xi . .. um. 121], described by 
G. Uzielliin theB.Hetti ... della S.cidli Ge.gr'lfica Italiana, x. 1(1873),13-28 (" Ricerche intorno a Paolo daI 
Pozzo Toscanelli, ii. Della grandezza della terra secondo Paolo Toscanelli "), actnally represents the work of 
Toscanelli, it is of great value in settling this point. The MS. is .inscribed .. Discorso di MO Paolo Puteo To ... 
canelli sopra la cometa del 1456." In it were found two papers: I. A plain projection' in rectangular form 
apparently for use in sketching a map. It is divided into spaces, each subdivided into five degrees, and num· 
bers 36 spaces in length. It is believed by Sig. U zielli that this is the form used in the map sent to Martinez . 

• If this be so, the 26 spaces between Lisbon and Quinsai = 1300. 2. A list of the latitude and longitude of 
various localities, at the end of which is inscribed this table: 

Gradus continet .68 miliaria minus Ja uniUs. 
Miliarum tria millia bracchia. 
Bratchium duos palmas. 
Palmus. 12. uncias. 7. filos. 

The Florentine mile nf 3,000 braccia da terra contain~, according to Sig. Uzielli, 1653.6m. (as against 

I 0,. H7 Br'tUiI, a wadititJ"al islaM -.If' tM 'IIH!,rt 

etIIUI of 1 .. ,land, lIot"ti ;" II MS. """ _itt", 6y L. 
Sinw Tassi". etc., in theJorwwal tJftu Rlljlal ~tJiogical 
Soc_t)' tV /rebMul h87g-80), vol. xv. pt. 3, pp. 128-131, 

/-..i",iko/ma;., 

I J n an atlas issued 1866, I observe Mayda and Green 
Roc". 

a Harrisse would put it in ~482. See VoL II. p. go. 
• Also in his Bib. A mer. Vet., p. ljVi. 
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J481m. to the Roman mile). Hence Toscanelli estimated a degree of the meridian at 1I1,927m, or only 552 ... 
more than the mean adopted by Bessel and Bayer. Since, according to the letter,one space =250 miles, and by 
the map one space = 5°, we have 50 miles to a degIee, which would point to an estimate for a latitode of about 
42°, allowing 67 2"3 miles to an equatorial degree. Lisbon was entered in the table of Alphonso at 4'° N. (true 
lat. 380 41' N.) By this reckoning Quinsai would fall 124° west of Lisbon or 10° west of San Francisco. It 
does not appear that the Florence MS. can be traced directly to Toscanelli, but the probability is certainly strong 
that we have here some of the astronomer's working papers, and that Ximenes did not deserve the rebuke 
administered by Humboldt for a:Jowing 250 miles to a space, and assuming that a space contained five degIees. 
Certainly Humboldt's use of '50 miles is unjustifiable, and his calculation of 520 as the angular distance 
between Lisbon and Quinsai, according to Toscanelli, is very much too small, whatever stal\dard we take for the 
mile. If we follow Uzielli, the result obtained by Ruge{Geschickte des Zeitaiters der Entdeckungen, p. 230), 
1010' is also too small.l 

.R.xIIut'~-....84no 41~ 

{;) 

.. ~ 
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~~B/~ 
hr;9i~··~ 
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( 
~ 

GAFFAREL'S MAP.-

1 The various versions of the letter are as follows: Ulloa 
(Histor"i~1 IS71, ch. 8). Dalla etta di Lisbona per drittQ 
verso ponente sono in detta carta ventisei spazi, ciascun 
de' quali conlien dugento, & cinquanta miglia, fino aHa 

•. • dull di Quisai, la Quale gira cento miglia, cbe sono 
Uentacinque leghe .•.. Questo spazio e Quasi la tena parte 
della sfera. ••• E dalla' Isola di Antilia , chevoi chiamate 
di sette citta, .•• fino alIa • . • isola di Cipango SODa dieci 

• From a map by Gaffarel, If LtOc~an Atlantique et les restes de l'Atlantide," in the RrtIIW de GJograjAu, vi. p. 
400. accompanying a paper by Gaffarel in the numbers for April-July, t88o, and showing such rocks and islets as have 
from time to time been reported as seen, or thought to have been seen, and which Gaffare1 views as vestiges of the 
lost continent. 
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0:. EARLY. MAPS OF THB ATLANTIC OCBAN.-By t1J4 Editor.-The cartographical history of the At. 

Iantic Ocean IS, even down to our own day, an odd mixture of uncertain fact and positive fable. Th . I d 
of Bresil or Brazil was only left off the British Admiralty charts within tweoty yeazs ( V L lIe IS an 

dedi · fth see 0 ·P·36) 
an tions 0 e most popular atlases, like Colton's, within tweoty-five years have shown J t I I ' 
th Three Ch· M . da d th I· . aeque sand, 

e unne!s, at ,an 0 ers ymg In the mid·sea. It may possibly be a fair question if some 
of the ~~rts of islands and rocks made within recent times may not have had a foundation in tempo
~ UprlSJDgs f,"?m ~e bed of t?e :ea.1 We must in this country depeod for the study of this sub
Ject on the gr~t C~ectiOD~ of fac-slmiles of ~Iy maps made by Santarem, Kunstmann, J omard, and on the 
Sa",ml"ng which IS now m progress at Vemce, under the editing of Theobald Fi h d bl· h d b 
OnganiaJl ISC er, an pu 15 e y 

We may place. the beginning of the Atlantic cartography8 in the map of Marino Sanuto in 1306, who was 
first o~ tho: DaUti~ map-~ers of that century to lay down the Canaries;' but Sanuto was by DO means sure 
of th ... eXIStence, if we may Judge from his omission of them in his later maps.6 

FIFTEENTH CENTURY.-

apazi, cite fanno due mila &: cinquecento migJia, cioe du-
gento, &: venticinque leghe. '* 

Bania. Hallareis en un mapa, que ai desde Lisboa, a 
la famosa ciudad de Quisay, tomando el camino derecho l 
Poniente, z6espacios, cadauno de 150 mil1as. Quisai'tiene 
3S leguas de ambitu. ••• De la isla Antilla hasta la de Ci-
pango se quentan diez espacios, que haceD 225 leguas. 

LM CastU .. Y de I .. ciudad de Lisboa, en derecho por eI 
Poniente, son en la dicha carta 26 espacios, y en cada uno 
del10s hay 250 milIas basta la •••. ciudad de Quisay, la 
cual etiene al cerco 100 miUas, que son 2S leguas, ... (este 
espacio es cuasi la tercera parte de la sfera) •• _ ~ de la 
isla de Antil, ••• Hasta la •.. isla de Cipango bay 10 

espacios que son 2 t SOO millas, es 'Ii sabre, 22S leguas. 
Col"",lnu', cob: A civitate vlixiponis per occidenteDl 

indirecto sunt .26. SPfocia in carta si",ata quorum quodlibet 
habet miliaria 0250. usque ad nobilisim[am]: et muima 
ciuitatem quinsay. Circuit enim centum miliaria • _ • hoc 
spatium est fere tercla pars tocius spere. • _ _ Sed ab insu1a 
anrilla vobis nota ad insulam • • • Cippangu suot decem 
spacia. 

1 Cf. "Les lles Atlantiqne," by Jacobs.-Beeckmans in 
tbe Bull. tie fa StK. rlog. d' AlITIn"s, i. 266, with map. 

, Of these collections. those of Kunstmann and Jomard 
are not uncommon in the larger A merican libraries. A set 
of the Santarem series is 'ftry difficult to secure complete, 

but since the description of these collections in Vol. II. 
was written, a set has been secured for Harvard College 
library, and I am not aware of another set being in this 
country. The same library has the Ongania series. The 
maps in this last, some of which are useful in the present 
study, are the fonowing:-

I. Arabic marine map, xiiith cent. (Milan); :I. VIS
conte, 1311 (Florence); 3. Carignano, xivth cent. (Flor
ence); 4- Visconte, 1318 (Venice); 5. Anonymous, 13Si 
(Florence); 6. Pizigani, 1313 (Milan) i 1- Anon., :rivth 
cent. (Venice); 8. Giroldi, 1426 (Venice); 9. Bianco, 143, 
(Venice); 10. Anon., 1447 (Venice); II. Bianco, 1448 
(Milan); 12. Not issued; 13. Anon., Catalan, xvth cent. 
(Florence); 14- Leardo, 145:1; 15. Fra Mauro, 1457 (Ven .. 
ice); 16. Cantino, lSOJ-3 (Modena). This has not been 
iss~ in this series, but Harrisse published a fac·simile in 
colors in connection with his Les Corle-Real, etc., Paris, 
18M3_ 11. Agnese, 1554 (Venice). The names on these 
photographs are often ilJ~'ble; how far the condition of 
thp. orilrinal is ex;;tct1y reproduced in this respect it is of 
course impossible to say without comparison. 

a The notions prevailing so far back as the first century 
are seen in the map of Pomponius ltIela in Vol. II. p. 180. 

• Vol. II. p. 36. . 
& Lelewel (ii. 119) gives a long account of Sanuto and his 

maps, and so does Kunstmann in the MhuJires (vii. cb.2, 

• A cnnventional map of the older period, which is given in Santarem's A tltu as a "Mappemonde qui se trouve au 
revers d"une M~daille du Commenc:emenl du XVe Si~cle."· . 



NOTB.-The above mapa are reduced a little from tbe engraving in. All,r<_illl GeDlf"l'PAisW Ep.effUf"uu" 
(Weimar, .807), vol. xxiv. p. 248. The omaller is an extract from that of Fr. Pizigani ('367), and the larger that of 
Andreas Bianco ('436). There is another fac-simile of the later in F. M. Erino's L. SCDjwll Arotit:1II (Venice, .855). 
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There are two maps 01 Hygden (A. D. 1350), but the abundance of islands which they present can hardly 
be said tn sho. more than a theory.l There is more likelihood of well mnsidered work in the Portnlano 
Laurmziano.Gaddiano (A. D. 135'), presened in the Bihlioteca Mediceo-Laurenziana at Florence, of which 
Ong3llia. 01 Venice, published a fac.smile in .SSI.I There are two maps of Francisco Pizigani, which seem 
to gift the Canaries, Madeira, and the Azores better than any earlier one. One of these maps ('367) is in 
the national lihrary at Panna, and the other (1373) is in the Ambrosian lilHary at Milan (ShuJi ,,;.,g-. II 

1~1ior .. Yo!. ii. PI'" viii, 57, 58). The 1367 map is giyen by Joman! and Santarem. The most famous of all 
these early maps is the Calalan Mappemonde of 1375, presenred in the great lilHary at Paris. It gives tbe 
Canaries and other islands fwth ... north, but does not reach tn the Azores.8 These last islands are included, 
00 __ , in anoth ... Calalan planisphere of not far from the same era, which is preserved in the nationallilHary 

AlAAB. DeBe.ANUM 

CATALAN MAP, 1375,* 

at F1orence,and has been reproduced by Ongania(ISSI).4 ThestudentwiIJ need tn c:ompareoth ... maps 01 the 
fourteenth century, wbich can be found mentioned in the Stwdi, etc., with references in the KfJ.U Mals, sect. 
I. The photntypic series of Onpnia is the most important mntn1>otion tn this study, though the yellow tints 
01 the origin.;oI too often rend..- the details obscurely.- So for the next century there are the same guides; but 
a number 01 conspicuous charts may weD be mentioned. Chief among them are those of eA.ndrea Bianco c0n

tained in the Atlas (l43t), in the Biblioteca MaJciana at Venice,publisbed by Ongania (1871), who also puh
lished (ISSI) the Carta Nautica of Bianco, in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana in Milan.I 

.8SS' of the Roral Bavarian Academy: bUla more.perlect 
in ..... ..,.., al his maJlS is gi..... in the Shllli ""If· , bii/Ulf· 
al,be llafiau Geopaphial Soc:ieryhBlb, i. 80: ii. so). Cl 
Peschel, Ga.:-4.. .,. Errlli:a:aM. Ruge.. eeL 1877. P. 210-

&o_'s map al .]20 was 6rst published in bis L .... S ........ -fi-li-. C'r'IO<is(l'nmkf ...... 8 ... Cl",pn>ductioD 
in St. Martiu', AtIM, pi. Yi. __ 3). Further ref..
are in Winsor's K old MI¥s. DO. q. It is iD part re.-. 
d_br&o ....... 

• Cl A ..... GNt:'. StIC. 7-..1, m. '77. and references 
iatheKtJIII~.DOS.. '3aud, .. 

• Vol II. po 3&. 
• Cl ...ter.uces iu Vol. II. J8. 
• a. SIwttJli, etc., ii. DO. JQa. 
• Cl Desimoni's u _ -*'" lW ... _I _a. 

_ • ~ a _ ,.,. tkl J>r..I. FiIdw (~ 

.888~ 

• cr. Vol. U. J8 for...ter.uces; and LeIew<I and Soma
rem'sAtJases.. 

• After. _ in SL Martin's AtIM, pi. Yii. 
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The 1436 map has been reproduced in colors in 

Antilio 

U 

ANDREAS BENINCASA, 1476." 

Pietro Amat de San Filippo's PlanisferitJ disegnattJ 
dell4Jb (BollettintJ StJc.'Geograjia, 1879, p. 560); and 
a sketch of the Atlantic part is given in the Allgem. 
Geog. Bjllemeriden, xxiv. no. 248.1 

During the next twenty years or more, the varying 
knowledge of the Atlantic is shown in a number of 
maps, a few of which may be named:-The Catalan 
map" de Gabriell de Valsequa, faite II Mallorcha en 
1439," which shows the Azores, and which Vespucius 
is said to have owned (Santarem, pl. 54). The plani
sphere" in lingua latina deW anno 1447," in the na
tionallibraryat Florence (Ongania, 1881). The world 
maps of Giovanni Leardo <Johannes Leardus), 1448 and 
1452, the former of which is given in Santarem (pl. 25, 
- also Hist. Carlog. iii. 398), tlnd the latter reproduced 
by Ongania, 1880. One is in the Ambrosian library, 
and ~he other in the Museo Civico at Vicenza (cf. Studi,·. 
etc., ii. 72, 73). In the Biblioteca Vittorio Emanuele 
at Rome there is the sea· chart of Bartolomaeus de 
Pareto of 1455, on which we find laid down the Fortu
nate Islands, St. Brandan's, Antillia, and Royllo.! The 
World of Fra Mauro 8 has been referred to elsewhere in 
the present volume. 

We come now to the conditions of the Atlantic car
tography immediately preceding the voyage of Colum
bus. The most prominent specimens of this period 
are the various marine charts of Grogioso and Andreas 
Benincasa from 1461 to 14110. Some of these are given 
by Santarem, Lelewel, and St. Martin; but the best 
enumeration of them is given in the Stud; biog. II 

bibliog. della Soc. Geog. Ital. ii. 66, 77-84, 92, 99, 100. 
Of Toscanelli's map of 1474, which influenced Colum
bus, we have no sketch, though some attempts have 

LAON GLOBE.t 

1 Cf. SJutll, etc., vol. ii. pp. viii, 61, 72, with references. 
2 Cf. Pietro Amat in the Me"" StJc. GeDgrafica, Roma, 

t878; Shu/,', etc.. ii. 1S; Winsor's Bibliog. Ptolemy, sub 
anno 1478 . 

• After a sketch in St. Martin's A tlas, pI. vii. 

8 Cf. account of jn~ugurating busts of Fra Mauro and 
John Cabot, in Tn'stJ CO"lf'l"esSfJ (do~afic(l inI~io",,/' 
(held at Venice, Sept., 1881, and published at Rome, 1882), 
i. p. 33. 

t From a "projection Synoptique Cordifonne" in the Bull. tie la StIC. tie Gkr., 48 s~rie, xx. (1860), in connectioll 
with a paper by D'Avezac (p. 3gB). Cf. Oscar Peschel in AIUIa .. d, May 12, .86. ~ also in his A61ta .. dlU1JJr'n. i. 226. 
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A Fac:-si",il. from BORnONE, 1547. 

• 
END OF FIFTEENTH CENTURY. (Santarem'. Atlas.) 
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beea made to na:mstrud: it irma descriptioas. 
(Cf. VoL IL po 1°3; Harris.se's o,risU?/,e c.
Iwd .. i. 127, 129-) Brief mentioa may also he 
made of the Laon gIob!o of J486 (dated 1493~ CJl' 
which D' Avezac gives a projection ill the B.lJeJUo 
de liz S4t:. de C;.g. xx. 4' 7; of the Kajorc:aa 
(Catalan) Carta mautica of about 1487 (d. SiIMli. 
etc.. ii. DO. 397; B.O. S4t:. ce.g., i. 295); of the 
c:bart ill the Egertoa MSS., BriL Mus., made by 
Christofalo Soligo about the same time, aDd which 
has DO dearth of isIaDds (d. Siauli, etc., i. 89); of 
~ of N"1C01a FioriD, Canepa, and Giacomo 
Bertran (SlIut;, etc., ii. 82, 86, aDd 110. 3')8). The 
globe of Bebaim (1492) gives the "ery latest of 
these anteColumbian news (see Vol lL '05). 

It took, afu.: this, a long time for the Atlantic 
to he cleared, eveD partially, of these intrusive 
islands, aDd to hing the proper ODeS into aa:mate 
relations. How the old ideas smrived may be 
traced ill the maps of Ruysch, 1508 (VoLIL 115); 
Cappo, 1528, with its riot of isIaDds (IL 121); 
Mercator, '54I (IL 17i); Bon:Ioae, 'H7; Zaltiere, 
1566 (IL 451); P<Jn:aCChi, '572 (IL 453); 0rteIiDs, 
1575,1587,- DOt to amtiDue the series furtbei. 

The upper of the annexed cuts ~~~~~~~~~~ is from Bornane's I soiaritJ, 1547; ~ 
the under ODe is aD extract from 
the" World" of 0rte1ius, IsS7. 



CIIAPI'ER IL 

I'RE-COLL~L\"''' E.XPLOR."\.TIO~~ 

I x the prerioas chapter. in attempting to tIXe thoe possihle ~ 
of the !leY world 1rith the old in the dimmest pa...'<t. it W:lS hard. if net 

bopdess. to find among the entangLed Jr.yths a pa.:h that we could. fc~u'" 
with any conficlcnce into the field of d.:moc.stra.hle hi..--tDry_ It is s:::::I a 
doubt how be we exchange myths fur assmai reoxcls,. when we enter t:pon 

the problems of pre-Columbian expluntions. r..Jch it is the oc~ect of the 
present chapter to discu:s&. lYe are to deal with snpposahle CO:QDrz:r~ODS, 
from which the indit;.""l!nOIlS popu1.uiDa of Am~ as the Spania.rrls foc:nd 
it. 1r.IS sprung. wholly or in put; and we are to f~ th.:: ~mresome 

lubits of ll3.>i:,~ocs. who sought ~ and CQiIllIIerCe in a. ~'"e 
coantry. and only incidcnbTIy ldt: ~e tr30CeS of their blood ia the po>
pIes they sm:pri.setL H Spain. I:aIy. and ~chnd gained conseq=ce by 
the dis...~ of Columbus and Ca.bot:. there 1rere other n-;~n.ca.I pr.ri.s to> 

be gratified by the priority 1Iihlch the Basqaes, &: Xorma.ns. ue W~ ue 
Iri.sb, and the Scmdina.,.-ians,. t() say notb.ing of Asiatic pet:'pI~ c~a;m.:d as 
their share in the gift of a new world to the oM. The recocds w-hidl tlo<:se 
peoples present as eridences cit t:!leir ri,:,-ht to be c:onS.:!ered the fvrerunners 
of the Spanish and ~.ish expo:ilitiuns bare in ev-ery ose been q;:esrioaed 
by those who are destitute of the SJ1Ilpathetic c:resknce of a common kin
slUp. The claims .!lich Co:mnbcs and Cabot: fastened upoD Spain and 
Eng'.aud, to the disJdn.nta".""e of ltaly • ..no gue to those n..u coo:ntries 
their maritime Leaders. WC"e only too re:ao£y rejected by I::Jly herse:f. r..cn 
the opportunity..-as gIren t() her of p;Wng sudl borrowed gIories befure 
the trust which she ~ in ue stories of the L:ni brothers. . 

There is DOt a nee of e:ISterD Asia - Siberian, T artlr. Qinese,. J.1pa
aese. lLLay. with the PulynesiaD.:; - .. hkh bas not been claimed as cfuo..~
eren. imending or acc:iJcnuI. of American shores. O£ as ~~ men:: 
oc less perfect or remote. of Amerian peopZes; and there is no guoJd l'OSQD 

wby anyone cl them may DOt bave done a.:I th.lt is chImed The histlr
ial evidence, hOW'e'l"tt. is Dot such as is based CHI documentary pcoois cf 
indispat:!hk character. and the recitals adnnced are cfuD far from precise 
cnocgh to be conviDcin:g in c.ea.il.s. if tbCr &ener.al ;mrbenticity is ~ 
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Nevertl1eless, it is much more than barely probable that the ice of Behring 
Straits or the line of the Aleutian IsI~nds was the pathway of successive 
immigrations, on occasions perhaps far apart, or may be near together; and 
'there is hardly a stronger demonstration of such a connection between the 
two continents than the physical resemblances of the peoples now living on 
opposite sides of the Pacific Ocean in these upper latitudes, with the simi
larity of the flora which environs them on either shore.1 It is quite as con
ceivable that the great northern current, setting 'east athwart the Pacific, 
should from time to time have carried along disabled vessels, and stranded 
them on the shores of California and farther north, leading to the infusion 
of. Asiatic blood among whatever there' may have been antecedent or au
tochthonous in th~ coast peoples. It is certainly in this way possible that 
the Chinese or Japanese may have helpeg populate the western slopes of 
the American continent. There is no improbability even in the Malays of 
southeastern Asia extending step by step to the Polynesian islands, and 
among them and beyond them, till the shores ofa new world finally received 

'the impress of their footsteps and of their e.thnic characteristics. We may 
very likely recognize not proofs, but indications, along the shores of South 
America, that its original people constituted such a stock, or were increased 
by it. 

As respects the possible' early connections of America on the side of 
Europe, there is an equally extensive array of claims, and they have been 
set forth, first and last, with more persistency than effect.2 

Leaving the old world by the no'rthern passage, I~celand lies at the thresh
old of America. It is nearer to Greenland than to Norway, and Greenland 
is but one of the large islands into which the arctic currents divide the 
North American continent. Thither, to Iceland, if we identify the locali
ties in Geoffrey of Monmouth, King Arthur sailed as early as the begin
~ing of the sixth century, and overcame whatever inhabitants he may have 
found there. Here too an occasional wandering pirate or adventurous Dane 
had glimpsed the coast.s Thither, among others, came the Irish, and in the 
ninth centuqr we find Irish monks and a small colony of their countrymen 
in possession.4 Thither the Gulf Stream carries the southern driftwood, 

1 Asa Gray, in IJarwiniana, p. 203. Cf. his 
Addrtss before Amer. Assoc. Adv. Science, 1827. 

2 The subject of these pre-Columbian claims 
is examined in almost all the general works on 
early discovery. Cf. Robertson's A,mrt'ca .. J. 
S. Vater's Untersuchungen iiber Amerikas Be· 
wlkerung aus dun alten Continent (Leipzig, 
1810) ; Dr. F. X. A. Deuber's Geschichte der Scltlf
fahrt im Atlantischen Ozean (Bamberg, 1814); 
Ruge, Geschichte des Zeitalters der Entdecktmgen 
(ch. 2); Major's Select Letters of Columbus, in
trod.; C .. A. A. Zestermann's Memoir on the Col. 
onization. of America in antehisto-:ic times, with' 
critical observations by E. G. Squier (London, 
1851); Nouvelles Annales des Voyages (ii. 404); 

II Les precurseurs de Colomb" in Etudes par la 
Peres de la Compag7lZ'e de :Jesus (Leipzig, 1876) ; 
Oscar Dunn in Revue Canadienne, xii. 57, 194t 
305,871, 909,-not to name ~umerous other pe
riodical papers. Paul Gaffarel, in his .. Les rela. 
tions entre l'ancien monde et I' Amedqu~ etaient· 
eJles possibles au moyen £ge?" (Soc: Normande 
de Glog. Bulletin, 1881, p. 209), thinks that amid 
the confused traditions there is enough to con
vince us that we have no right to determipe that 
communication was impossible. 

8 MSS. de la fJibliotMque royale (Paris, 1787), 
i. 462. . 

4 De Costa in :Journal Amer. Geog. Sot:. xii. 
(1880) p. 159, etc., with references. 
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suggesting sunnier lands. to whatever race had been allurea or driven to its 
shelter'! Here Columbus, when, as he tells US,3 he visited the island in 
1477, found no ice. So that, if we may place reliance on the appreciable 
change of climate by the precession of the equinoxes, a thousand years ago. 
'and more, when the Norwegians crossed from Scandinavia and found these 
Christian Irish there,S the island was not the forbidding spot that it seems 
with the lapse of centuries to be becoming. 

It was in A. D. 875 that Ingolf, a jarl 4 of Norway, came to Iceland with 
Norse settlers. They built their habitation at first where a pleasant head
land seemed attractive, the present Ingolfsh~fdi, and later founded Reik
javik, where the signs had directe~ them; for certain carved posts, which 
they had thrown overboard as they approached the island, were found to 
have drifted to that spot The Christian Irish preferred to leave their 
asylum rather than consort with the new-comers, and so the island was 
left to be occupied by successive immigrations of the Norse, which their 
king could not prevent. In the end, and within half a century, a hardy 
little republic - as for a while it was - of near seventy thousand inhab
itants was.established almost under the arctic circle. The very next year 
(A. D. 876) after Ingolf had come to Iceland, a sea-rover, Gunnbiorn, 
driven in his ship westerly, sighted a strange land, and the report that he 
made was not forgotten.o Fifty years later, more or less, for we must treat 
the dates of. the Icelandic sagas with some reservation, we learn that a 
wind· tossed vessel was thrown upon a coast far away, which was called Ire
land the Great Then again we read of a young Norwegian, Eric the Red, 
not apparently averse to a brawl, who killed his man in Norway and fled to 
Iceland, where he kept his dubious character; and again outraging the 
laws, he was sent into temporary banishment, - this time in a ship which 
he fitted out for discovery; and so he sailed away in the direction of Gunn
biorn's land, and found it. He whiled away three years on its coast, and as 
soon as he was allowed ventured back with the tidings, while, to propitiate 
intending settlers, he said he had been to Greenland, and so the land got a 
sunny name. The next year, which seems to have been A. D. 985, he 
started on his retarn with thirty-five ships, but only fourteen of them 

1 Humboldt, Views of Nature, p. 124- He also 
notes the drifting of Eskimo boats to Europe. 

I Tralado tk las einco tI01IIU ka6italJlu. 
.• Respecting these Christian Irish see the sup

plemental chapters of Mallet's Nort"ern Anti
,uities (London, 1847); Dasent's Burnt Njal, i. 
p. vii.; Moore's History of Ireland; Forster's 
Nort""" Voyagu; Worsaae's Danes and Nor
wegians i" England, 332. Cf. on the contact of 
the two races H. H. Howorth on .. The Irish 
monks and the Norsemen" in the Roy. Hisi. 
Soc. Trans. viii. 281. 

• Conybeare remarks that jarl, naturaIized in 
England as earl, has been displaced in its na· 
tive north by graf. 

, It has sometimes been contended that a 
bull of Gregory IV, in A. D. 770, referred to 
Greenland, but Spitzbergen was more likely in
tended, though its known discovery is much 
later. A bull of A. D. 8350 in Pontanus's Re
ru". Da"iarutn Hisloria, is also held to indicate 
that there were earlier peoples in Greenland 
than those from Iceland. Sabin (vi. no. 22,854) 
gives as published at Godthaab, 1859"61, in 3 
vols., the Eskimo text of Greenland Folk Lore, 
collected and edited by natives of Greenland, 
with a Danish translation, and showing, as the 
notice says. the traditions of the first descent of 
the N orthmen in the eig"''' century. 
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reached the land. , Wherever there was a habitable fiord, a settlement grew 
,up, and the stream of immigrants was for a while constant and considerable. 
Just at the end of the cen~ury (A. D. 999), Leif, a son of Eric, sailed back to 
Norway, and found the country in the early fervor of a new religion ; for 
King Olaf Tryggvesson had embraced Christianity, 'and was imposing it on 
his people. Leif accepted the new faith, and a priest was assigned to him 
to take back to Greenland; and thus Christianity was introduced into arctic 
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NORSE SHIP •• 

• This cut is copied from one in Nordenskiold's Voyage o/IM Vega (London, 1881), vol. i. p. So, where it 
is given as representing the vessel found at SaLdefjord in 1880. It is drawn from the restoration given in TM 
Viking shil discovered at Gokstad in Norway (Lallgskibet fra Cokstad "ed SaNdefjo,·dj described by N. 
Nicholays ... (Christiania, 1882). The original vessel owed its preservation to beiog used as a receptacle for 
the body of a Viking chief, when he was buried under a mound. When exhumed, its form, with the sepulchral 
chamber midships, could be made out, excepting that the prow and stern in their extremities had to be restored. 
In the ship and about it were found, beside some of the bones of a man, various appurtenances of the vessel, 
and the remains of horses buried with him. They are aD described i~ the book above cited, from which the 
other cuts herewith given of the plan of the vessel and one of its rowlocks are taken. The Popular Sci."ce 
Monllaly, May, 1881, borrowing from La Nature, gives a view of the ship as when found i" situ. There are 
other accounts in The Anti'!uary, Aug" 1880; Dec., 1881; 1882, p. 87; Scribner's MagasiNe, Nov" 1887, by 
John S. White; Potter's A",e,.ican MOI,flaly, Mar" 1882. Cf. the illustrated paper," Les navires des peuples 
du nord," by Otto JoreD, in , Congr~s Internal. d<s Sci ... ces g;ograplai,!ues (Paris, 1875 ; pub. 1878), i. 318. 
, Of an earlier discovery in 1872 there is an accollnt in Til. aNcient vesse//ourtd ill tile parish 0/ Trllle, 
l::!orway (Christiania, 1872). This is a translation by Mr. Gerhard Gad~ of a Report in the Proceedings of the 
Society for preserving Norwegian Antiquities. (Cf. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., xiii. p, 10,) This vessel was 
also buried under a mound, and she was 43l feet long and four feet deep. 

There is in the Nicholaysen volume a detailed account of the naval architecture of the Viking period, and 
pther references may be made to Otto Jorell's Les navires des peuplesd .. Nord, in the Congrh irtterNat. des 
sci ... ces geog., compte rendu, r875 (1878, i. 318) ; . ,~/;'"oires de la'Soc. ,.oyal des Artti'!"ai,.es du Nord (1887, 
p. 280); Preble. in U"ited Set"fJice (May, 1883, p, 463), and in his Am.,.. Flag, p. 159; De Costa's P,."C ... 
lu",bia" Discovery ~/ A",.,.ica, p. xxxvii; Fox's La"dfall of Col .. ",bus, p. 3; P~p. SCieNce Morttllly, xix. 
80; VaH Nostrartd's Eclectic Engi".criHg Mag" xxiii. 320; Good Words, xxii. 759: Higginson" Large.
Hist,,,y U. S. for cuts; and J. J. A. Worsaae's p,.ellis!or:! 0/111, N.rtl; (Eng. transl., London, 1886) for the 
burial in ships. 

There is a paper on the dari,ng of the Norsemen as navigators by G. Brynjalfson (Co","fe Rend", Congr2s 
des Am;,.icartisfes, Copenhagen, p, 140), entitled" Jusqu'oh les anciens Scandioaves ont·i1s p~n~tr6 vers Ie 
p6le arctique dans leurs expEditions lla mer glaciale 1" 
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America. So they began to build churches 1 in Greenland, the considerable 
ruins. of one of which stand to this day.2 The winning .of Iceland to the 
Church was accomplished at the same time. , 

There were two centres of settlement on the' Greenland coast, not where 
they were long suspected to be, on the coast opposite Iceland, nor as sup
posed after the explorations of Baffin's Bay, on both the east and west side 
of the country; but the settlers seem to have reached and doubled Cape 
Farewell, and so formed what was called their eastern settlement (Eystri
bygd), near the cape, while farther to the nor~h they formed their western 
colonY,(Westribygd).8 Their relative positions.are still involved in doubt. 

PLAN OF VIKING SHIP. 

In the next year after the second voyage of Eric the Red, one of. the 
ships which were sailing from Iceland to the new settlement, was driven 
far off her course, according to the sagas, and Bjarni Herjulfson, who com
manded the vessel, reported that he had come upon a land, away to the 
southwest; where the 'coast country was level; and he added that when he 
turned north it took him nine days to reach Greenland.4 Fburteen years 
later than this voyage of Bjarni, which is said to have been in A. D. 986,
that is, in the year 1000 or thereabouts, - Leif, the same who had brought 
the Christian priest to Greenland, taking 
with him thirty-five companions, sailed 
froin Greenland in quest of the land. seen 
by Bjarni, which Leif first found, where 
a barren shore stretched back to ice
covered mountains, and 'because of the 
stones there he called the regiori Hellu 
land. Proceeding farther south, he found 
a sandy sho~e~ with a level forest-country 
back of it, and because of the woods it. 
was named Markland. Two days later 

Y.f. 
ROWLOCK OF THE VIKING SHIP. 

they ca~e upon other land, and tasting the dew upon the grass they found 
1 Known as the Katortuk church. 
sAn apocryphal story goes that one of these 

churches was built near a boiling spring, ,the water 
from which was conducted throug" the building 
in pipes for heating it I The Zeno narrative is the 
authority for this. Cf. Gay's Pop. Hist. l.l. S. i. 79. 

I .The Westribygd, or western colony, had in 
the fourteenth century 90 settlements and 4 

churches; the 'Eystribygd had 190 settlements, a 
cathedral and eleven churches, with two large 
towns and 'three or four monasteries. 
. ~ R. G. Halihu~ton, in the Popular Scimc~ 

Monthly, May, 1885, p. 40. gives a map in which 
Bjami's course is marked as entering the St. 
Lawrence Gulf by the south, and emerging by 
the Strait.s of Belle Isle. 
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it sweet. Farther south and westerly they went, and going up a river came 
into an expanse of water, where on the shores they built huts to lodge in 

NORSE BOAT USED AS A HABITATION.-

for the winter, and sent out exploring parties. In one of these, Tyrker, a 
native of a part of Europe where grapes grew, found vines hung with their 
fruit, which indu<:ed Leif to call the country Vinland . 

NORMAN SHIP FROM THE BAYEUX TAPESTRY.f SCANDINAVIAN FLAGS., 

• From Viollet·le-Duc's HalJila/ilm Au",ai"" (Paris, ,87;). 
t From Worsaae's DalUls and Norwegia1ls ill England, etc. "With the exception of very imperfect rep

resentation carTed on rocks and runic stones [see Higginson's Larcw History, p. 27], there are DO images 
left in the countries of Scandinavia of ships of the olden times; hut the tapestry at Bayeox, in Normandy, is 
a contemporary evidence of the appearance of the Normanic ships." 

t This group from Worsaae's Da1les a"d NOT"ltJerUnu i,. E"CI"u, de., p. 6., shows the transition from 
the raven to the cross. 
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faced natives who offered furs for red cloths, of bea~hes where they hauled 
up their ships, and of tides that were strong; but the more these details 
are scanned in the different sagas the more they confuse the investigator, 
and the more successive relators try to enlighten us the more our doubts 
are strengthened, till we end with the conviction that all attempts at con
sistent unravelment leave nothing but a vague sense of som~thing some
where done. 

Everywhere else where the Northmen went they left proofs of their occu-

f'ULL-S1ZE FACSUIILE OF TID' TAB~. engrafJed &y Prof. Magnus 
Petersen, with the Runes as he SeeD them. 

(TRANSLITERATion OF THE LEADEN TABLET.) 

+ (AT) t(E)S KUER(E) SINE PRINSI!,ED (B)AD (II)"OTO LAB

ANA KRlnl DONAVISTI OARDIAR JARDIAR 

IBODIAR KRISTUS UINIIIT KRISTUS RIIO-

I'IAT KRISTUS IIIPERAT KRISTUS AB OIlNI 

MALO liE ASAII LIP£R£T KRUX "RISTI 

811 SUPER liE ASAII BIE £1' UBIQUB 

+ KBORDA + IN KHORDA + !tBORDAK 

et) (II)AOLA + SANGUIS KRISTI SIGNET BB 

RUNES, A. D. 1000.-

• This cut is of som~ of the oldest runes known, giving two lines in Danish and the rest in Latin, as the 
transliteration shows. It is copied from Tlu oldest ;yet found DfJ&Umenl in Da"ish, 6;y Prof. Dr. George St~ 
Ihens (Copenhagen, 1888,-from the Memoires des Anti'luaires du Nord, 1887). The author says that the 
leaden tablet on which the runes were cut was found in Odense, Fyn, Denmark, in 1883, and he places the 
date of it about the year A. D. 1000 • 

. George Stephens's Handbook of tlu old Northern Ru"ic Mo"uments of ScandintnJia and England is a 
condensation, preserving all the cuts, and making some additions to his larger folio work in 3 vols., The 
old·north.,.,. Runic monuments of Scandinavia and England, now first collected and decilhered (London, 
etc., 1866-68). It does not contain either Icelandic or Green land runes. He says that by the time of the col
onization of Iceland" the old northern runes as a system had died out on the Scandinavian main, and were 
followed by the later'runic alphabet. But even this modem Icelandic of the tenth century has not come 
down to us. If it had, it would be very different from what is now vulgarly so called, which is the greatly 
altered Icelandic of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries ••.. The oldest written Icelandic known to us is 
said to date from about the year 1200 •••• The whole modem doctrine of one uniform Icelandic langUage 
all over the immense north in the first one thousand winters after Christ is an impossible absurdity .... It is 
very seldom that any of the Scandinavian runic stones bear a date. • . • No Christian runic gravestone is 
older than the fourteenth century." 

On runes in general, see Mallet, Bohn's ed., pp. 227, 248, follOWing the cut of the Kingektorsoak stone, in 
Rafn's Anti'l. Americana:; Wilson's Prekist. Man, ii. 88; Wollheim's Nat. Lit. de,. Scandi"av;er (Ber
lin, t875), vol. i. pp. 2-15 ; Legis-Glueckselig's Die Rune" und ihre Dmk,.iiler (Leipzig, 1829); De Costa's 
Pre·Columb. Disc., pp. xxx; Revue jolit. et lit., Jan. 10, 1880. 

It is held that runes are an outgrowth of the Latin alphabet. (L. F. A. Wimmer's Runeskriftms Olrin
delse og Udvik/ing i ... rde", Copenhagen, 1~74.) 
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pation on the soil, but nowhere in America, except on an island on the east 
shore of Baffin's Bay,! has any authentic runic inscription been found'out
side of Greenland. Not a single indisputable grave has been discovered to 
attest their alleged centuries of fitful occupation., The consistent and natu
ral proof of any occupation of America south of Davis Straits is therefore 
lacking; and there is not sufficient particularity in. the descriptions 2 to 
remove the suspicion that the story-telling of the fireside has overlaid the 
reports of. the explorer. Our hIstoric sense is accordingly left to consider, 
as respects the most general interpretation, what weight of confidence 
should be yielded to the sagas, pre-Columbian as they doubtless are. But 
beyond this is perhaps, what is after all the most satisfactory way of solving 
the problem, a dependence on the geographical and ethnical probabilities 
of the case. The Norsemen have passed into credible history as the most 

FROM OLAUS MAGNUS •• 

hardy and venturesome of races. That they colonized Iceland and Green
land is indisputable. That their eager and daring nature should have de
serted them at this point is hardly conceivable. Skirting the Greenland 
shores and inuring themselves to the hardships and excitements of northern 
voyaging, there was not a long stretch of open sea before they could strike 
the Labrador coast. It was a voyage for which their ships"with courageous 
crews, were not unfitted. Nothing is more likely than that' some ship of 
theirs may have been blown westerly and unwillingly in the first instance, 
just as Greenland was in like manner first made known to the Icelanders. 
The coast once found, to follow it to the south would have been their most 
consistent action. 

We may consider, then, that tpe weight of probability 3 is in favor of a 
Northman descent .upon the coast of the American mainland at some point, 

1 Dated 1135, and discovered in. 1824. 8 On the probabilities of the Vinland voyages, 
I Distinctly shown in the diverse identifications see Worsaae's Danes and Noruugians in Eng-

of these landmarks which have been made. land, etc., p. log . 

• Fac-simUe of a cut to the chapter" De Alphabeto Gothorum" in the Historia d. Genti6us Septentrionali
Ius (Rom"" M.D.LV:) .. 
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or at several, somewhere to the south of Greenland; but the evidence is 
hardly that which attaches to well-established historical records. 

The archreological traces, which are lacking farther south, are abundant 
in Greenland, and confirm)n the most positive way the Norse occupation. 
The ruins of churches and baptisteries give a color of truth to the ecclesi
astical annals .which have come down to us, and which indicate that after 
having been for more than a ,century under the Bishop of Iceland, a succes
sion of bishops of its own was established' there early in the twelfth cen
tury. The names of seventeen prelates are given by Torfreus, though it is 
not quite certain that the bishops invariably visited their see. The last 
known to have filled the office went thither in the early years of the fif
teenth century. The last trace of him is in the celebration of a marriage 
at Gardar in 1409. 

The Greenland colonists were equipped with all the necessities of a perma
nent life. TQey had horses, sheep, and oxen, and beef is said to have been 
a regular article of export to Norway. They had buildings of stone, of which 
the remains still exist. They doubtless brought timber from the south, and 
we have in runic records evidence of their explorations far to the north. 
They maintained as late as the thirteenth century a r~gular commercial in
tercourse with the mother country,l but this trade fell into disuse when 
a royal mandate constituted such ventures a monopoly of the throne; and 
probably nothing so much conduced to the decadence and final extinction 
of the colonies as this usurped and exclusive trade, which c\lt off all per
sonal or conjoined intercourse. 

The direct cause of the final extinction of the Greenland colonies is in
volved in, obscurity, though a variety of causes, easily presumable, would 
have been sufficient, when we take into' consideration the moribund con
dition into which they naturally fell after commercial restriction had put a 
stop to free intercourse with the home government. 

The Eskimos are said to have appeared in Greenland about the middle 
of the fourteenth century, and to have manifested hostility to such a de
gree that about 1342 the imperilled western colony was abandoned. The 
eastern colony survived perhaps seventy years longer, or possibly to a still 
later period. We know they had a new bishop in 1387, but before the end 
of that century the voyages to tl?-eir relief were conducted only after long 
intervals. 

Before communi,cation was wholly cut off, the attacks of the Skrrelings, 
and possibly famine and the black death, had carried the struggling colo
nists to the verge of destruction. Bergen, in Norway, upon which they de
pended for succor, had at one time beert almost depopulated by the same 
virulent disease, and again had been. ravaged by a' Hanseatic fleet. Thus 
such intercourse as the royal monopoly permitted had become precarious, 
and the marauding of freebooters, then prevalent in northern waters, stilI 
further served to impede the communications, till at last they wholly ceased, 
during the early years of the fifteenth century. 

1 Griinlalld's U.'st.1f,[illdesmaehr, ilL 9. 
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It has sometimes been maintained that the closing in of ice-packs was 
the final stroke which extinguished the last hopes of the expiring colonists. l 

This view, however, meets with little favor among 'the more enlightened 
students of climatic changes, liIre Humboldt.2 

There has been published what purports to be a bull of Pope NicholasV,3 
directing the Bishop of Iceland to learn what he could of, the condition 
of the Greenland colonies, and in this document it is stated that part of 
the colonists had been ,destroyed by barbarians thirty years before, -the 
bull bearing date in 1448. There is no record that any expedition followed 
upon this urging, and there is some question as to the authenticity of the 
document.4 In the Relatz"on of La Peyn!re there is a story of some sailors 
visiting Greenland so late as 1484; but it is open to question. 

Early in the sixteenth century fitful efforts to learn the fate of the colonies 
began, and these were continued, without result, well into the seventeenth 
century; but nothing explicable was ascertained till, in 1721, Hans Egede, 
a Norwegian priest, prevailed upon the Danish governmeiIt to send him on 
a mission to the Eskimos. He went, accompanied by wife and children; 
and the colony of Godthaab, and the later history of the missions, and the 
revival of trade with Europe, attest the constancy of his purpose and the 
fruits of his earnestness. In a year he began to report upon certain 
remains which indicated the former occupation of the country by people 
who built such buildings as' was the habit in Europe. He and his son Paul 
Egede, and their successors in the missions, gathered for us, first among 

1 The popular confidence in this view is doubt
less helped by Montgomery, who has made it a 
point in his poem on Greenland, canto v. De 
Courcy (Bist. of the Church in America, p. (2) 
is cited by Howley (Newfoundland) as assert
ing that the eastern colony was destroyed by 
.. a physical cataclysm, which accumulated the 
ice." On the question of a change of climate in 
Greenland, see J. D. Whitney's Climatic Changes 
(Mus. Compo Zo/JI. Mem., 1882, vii. 238). 

S Rink (Danish Gretnland, 22) is not inclined 
to believe that, there has been any material cli
matic change in Greenland since the Norse days, 
and favors the supposition that some portion of 
the finally remaining Norse became amalgamated 
with the Eskimo and disappeared. If the reader 
wants circumstantial details of the misfortunes 
of their" last man," he can see how they can be 
made out of what are held to be Eskimo tradi
tions in a chapter of Dr. Hayes's' Land of Deso
lation. 

N ordenskjold ( Voyage of the Vega) holds, such 
is the rapid assimilation of a foreign stock by a 
native' stock, that. it is not unlikely that what 
descendants may exist of the lost colonists of 
Greenland may be now indistinguishable from 
the Eskimo. 

Tylor (Early Hist. ill'ankind, p. 208),speaking' 
of the Eskimo, says: .. It is indeed very strange 
that there should be no traces found among them 
of knowledge of metal-work and of other arts, 
whi~h one would expect a race so receptive cif 
foreign knowledge would have got from contact 
with the Northmen." 

Prof. Edward S. Morse, in his very curious 
study of An<z'tnt and Modern Mdhods, of Arrow 
Release (Salem, 1885, -Bull. Essex Inst., xvii.) 
p. 52, notes that the Eskimo are the only North 
American tribe 'practising what he calls the 
.. Mediterranean release," common to all civil
ized Europe, and he ventures to accept a sur
mise that it may have been derived from the 
Scandinavians. 

a Given'by Schlegel, Egede (citing Pontanus), 
and Rafn; and a French version is in the Bull. 
de la So<. de Glog., 2d series, iii. 348. It is said 
to be preserved in a copy in the Vatican. M. 
F. Howley, E«luiastical Hist. of Newfoundland 
(Boston, 1888), p. 43, however, says: .. Abbe 
Gamier mentions a bull of Pope Nicholas V, of 
date about i447, concerning the church of Green
land; 'but on searching the Bullarium in the 
Propaganda library, Rome, in 1885, I could not 
find it." 

f Laing's Hdmskringla, i. 146. 
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modem searchers, the threads of the history of this former people; and. 
as time went on, the researches of Graah. N ordenskjold. and other ex
plorers, and the studidus habits of Major, Rink, and the rest among the in-
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vestigators, have enabled us to read the old 53,,<'<lS of the colonization of 
Greenland with renewed interest and with the light of corroborating 
evidence. l 

\Ve.are told that it was one result of these Northman voJa.,,<Y'e5 tha.t the 

1 E. B. Tylor on .. Old Scandina..-ian Ci.-iliza- TheiT recollection of the NorthmeD seems eri
non among the modern Esquimaux," in the dent from the traditions col1ected among thelll 
7-nut/ 0/ tlu Arrtkrl'I't>l~aJ Iast. (I!lS4l. xiii. by Dr. Rink in his EdiaIIis~ Ew.I)-r cc Sac
J4S, shows that the Greenlanders still presene (Copen~"SI. IS(6); and their dress, and some 
some of the N 0TSe customs, arising in part. as of their uteftSils and games, as it existed in the 
he thinks, from some of the lost Scandinavian da~ of ~<>ede and Cranu. seem to indicate the 
sUIVivors being merged in the savage tribes. survival of customs. 
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fame of them spread to other countries. and became known amona" the 
Welsh. at a time when. upon the death of Owen Gwynedd, who rul~ in 
the northern parts of that country, the people were embroiled in civil strife. 
That chieftain's son. Prince Madoc. a man bred to the sea, was discontented 
with the unstable state of society, and resolved to lead a colony to these 
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western lands. where they could live more in peace. . Accordingly, in A. D. 

1170. going seaward on a preliminary exploration by the .south of Ireland, 
he steered west. and established a pioneer colony in a fertile land. Lea~ing 

here. 120 persons. he returned to \Vales. and fitted out a larger expedition 
of ten ships. with which he ~<rain sailed, and passed out of view forever. 
The evidence in support of this story is that it is mentioned in early 

Kon..-The adsabooe_ bc..mwes cl the titk 3Dd clthe first page cllbesettioa ... FrisIud, de.,m
doe Ibn3nl CaBo!:e CXIpY. The book is are. The Bedford CXIpY broagbt £50; the IbmiIha, £311; doe 
T""", CiIbIope (,882) price __ '50 fI2ar:s; the T~, Leipzig. .SS8, _ 2;0 1IIIDls; QauitdJ 
(,S$51.-b;. a.c- ~""'J,.s; I..edoR, ..... JDDIZ; Dafosse, -- 4¢5; ~ i. 226; 
Jlmphy, ...... ~ The """p is aftea ia ~ as ia the ~ CoIIqe CXIpY. .. 
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Welsh annals, and that sundry persons have discovered traces of the Welsh 
tongue among the lighter-colored American Indians, to say nothing of 
manifold legends among the Indians of an original people, white in color, 
coming from afar towards the northeast, - proofs not sufficient to attract 
the confidence of those who look for historical tests, though, as Humboldt 
contends,l there may be no impossibility in the story. 

There seems to be a general agreement that a crew of Arabs, somewhere 
about the eleventh or twelfth century, explored the Atlantic westward, 
with the adventurous purpose of finding, its further limits, and that they 
reached land, which may have been the Canaries, or possibly the Azores, 
though the theory that they succeeded in reaching America is not without 
advocates. The mairisource of the belief is the historical treatise of the 
Arab geographer Edrisi, whose work was composed about the middle of 
the twelfth century.2 

In the latter part of the fourteenth century,8 as tl1e story goes, two 
brothers of Venice, Nicolo and Antonio Zeno, being 011 a voyage in the 
North Atlantic were wrecked there, and lived for some years at Frislanda, 
and visited Engroneland. During this northern sojourn they encountered 
a sailor, who,' after twenty-six years of abse~e, had returned, and reported 
that the ship in which he was had been driven west in a gale to an island, 
where hefpund civilized people, who possessed books ill Latin and could 
not speak Norse, and whose country was called Estotiland; while a region 
on the mainland, farther south, to which he 4ad also gone, was called 
Drogeo, and that here he had encountered cannibals. Still farther south 
was a great country with towns and temples. This information, picked up 
by these exiled Zeni, was finally conveyed to another brother in Venice, 
accompanied by a map of these distant regions. J'hese documents long 

1 Cosmos, Bohn's ed., ii. 610j Examm Cril., 
ii. 148. ' 

2 Cf. C~ograPhi~ d~ Edrisi, traduit~ de rara!J~ 
en fratlfais d'apris deuz manuscrils de la bib
,liol1zJque du Roi, el lUcompagnle de notes, par 
C. Amldle YOulJerl (Paris, 1836-40), vol. i. 200; 
ii. 26. Cf. R~cueil des Voyages el lIflmoires de 
la Sociltl de Clographie d~ Paris, vols. v., vi. 
The world-map by Edrisi does not indicate any 
knowledge of this unknown world. Cf. copies 
of it in St. Martin's Atlas, pl. vi; Lelewel, AlIas, 
pl. x-xiij Peschel's Ceseh. der Erdkunde, ed. 
by Ruge, 1877, p. 144j Amer. Ceog. Soc. Your
nal, xii. 181; Allg. ,Ceog. Ephem~ridm, ix'. 292; 
Gerard Stein's Die Entdeckungsreism in alter 
"nd neuer Zeit (1883). 

Guignes (MIm. Acad. des Inscriptions, 1761, 
xxviii. 524) limits the Arab voyage to the Cana
ries, and in Notices el Extrails des MSS. de la 
"i6lioth~que du Roi, ii. 24, he describes a MS. 
which makes -.im believe the Arabs reached 
America; and he is followed by Munoz (Hist. 

dd Nuevo Mondo,' Madrid, 1793). Hugh Murray 
,(Discoveries a"d ,Trawls in No. Amer., Lond., 
1829, i. p. II) and W. D. Cooley (Mariti",e 
Discovery, 1830, i. 172) limit the explorations 
respectively to the Azores and the Canaries. 
Humboldt (Exam", Crit., 1837, ii. 137) thinks 
they may possibly have reached the Canaries; 
but Malte Brun (Clog_ Universelle, 1841, i. 186) 
is more positive. Major (Selecl Letters of Co
lum6us, 1847) discredits the American theory, 
and in his Prince H~nry agrees with D'Avezac 
that they reached Madeira. Lelewel (Glog. du 
Moyen Age, ii. 78) seems likewise incredulous. 
S. F. Haven (Archaol. U. S.) gives the theory 
and enumerates some of its supporters. Pe
schel ( Cescllichte des ZeitQlt~rs der Entdeckungen, 
1858) is very sceptical. Gaffarel (Etudes, etc., 
p. ~09) fails to find proof of the American 
theory. Gay (Pop. Hislory U. S., i. 64) limits 
their voyage to the Azores. 

8 Given as A. D. 1380; but Major says, 1390. 
yourna~ Royal Ceog. Soc., 1873. p. 180. 
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remained in the family palace in Venice, .and were . finally neglected and 
became obscured, until at last a descendant of the family compiled from 
them, as best he could, a bqok, which was printed in Ven.ice in 1558 as 
Dei Commentarii del Viag-gio, which was accompanied by a map drawn 
with difficulty from the half obliterated· original which had been sent from 

. Frislanda.1 The original documents were never produced, and the publica. 
tion took place opportunely to satisfy current curiosity, continually incited 

SHIP of THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY.-

1 De CO$ta, Vtrrluano t"e Ez/lorer (N. Y., cinco .sonas "abitables. Cf. De Costa's Columbus 
1880), pp. 47, 63, contends that Benedetto Bor. and tile Geogra/llersof tile Nortll (1872), p. 19. 
done, writing his bole del Mondo in 1521, and . Of course, Columbus·.might have used the name 
printing it in 1528, had access to the Zeno map simply' descriptively, - cold land; but it is now 
thirty years and more earlier than· its publica. known that in a sea chart of perhaps the ~teenth 
tion. This, he thinks, is evident from the way century, preserved in the Ambrosian library at 

. in which he made and filled in his outline, and Milan, the · name "Fixlanda" is applied to an 
from his drawing of .. Islanda," even t~ a like way island in the position of Frislanda in the Zeno 
of engraving the name, which is in a style of chart, while in a Catalan chart of the end of the 
letter used by Bordone nowhere else. Hum- fifteenth century the same· island is apparently 
boldt (Cosmos, Bohn's ed., ii. 611) has also reo called" Frix1anda" (Studi biog. e bibliog. dtlla 
marked it as singui'lr that the name Frislanda, SOt. geog. it,,'., ii. nos. 400, 404). .. Frixanda .. 
which, as he supposed, was not known .00 the is also on a chart, A. D. 1471,.83, given in fac· 
maps before the Zeni publication in 1.538, should simile to accompany Wuttke's" Geschichte der 
have been applied by Columbus to an island Erdkunde" in the Jall"Du,II . ,us Vereins for 
southerly from Iceland, in· his Tratado de las Erd1<unde (Dresden, 1870, tab. vi.~ . 

. • From the Is41arUl (Venice, (547). 
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by the Spanish discoveries. It was also caiculated to appeal to the national 
pride of Italy, which had seen Spain gain 'the glory of her own sons, Colum
bus and Vespucius, if ' it could be established that these distant regions, of 
which the Zeni brothers so early reported tidings, were really the great 
new world. l The cartography of the sixteenth century shows that the 
narrative and, its accompanying map made an impression on the , public 
mind, but 'from that day to th~ it has been apparent that there can · be no 
concurrence of opit:lion as to wpat island ~he Frislanda of 'the Zeni was, if 
it existed at all except in sonie disordered or audacious mind; and, as a 
matter of course, the distant regions of Estotiland ' and Drogeo have been 
equally the subject of belief and derision. No one can be said wholly to 
have ta~en the story out of the category of the uncertain. 

THE SEA OF DARKNESS. 
(From Olaus Magnus.) 

The presence of the Basques on the coasts of North America long be
fore the voyage of Columbus is often asserted,2 and there is no improba
bility in a daring race of seamen, in search of whales, finding a way to 
the American waters'. There are some indications in the early cartography 
which' can perhaps be easily explained on this hypothesis; 3 there are said 
to be unusual linguistic correspondences in the American tongues with 
those of this strange people.4 There are the reports of the earliest navi-

1 Irving's Columbus takes this view. 
2 J. P. Leslie's Man's Origin and Destiny, p. 

114, for instance. 
S Brevoort (Hist. Mag-., xiii. 45) thinks that 

the" Isola Verde" and .. Isle de Mai" of the 
fifteenth-eentury maps, lying in lat. 460 north, 
was Newfoundland with its adjacent bank, which 
he finds in one case represented. Samuel Rob
ertson (Lit. &> Hist. Sac. Qutbu, Trans. Jan. 16) 
goes so far as to say that certain relics found in 
Canada may ~e Basque, and that it was a Basque 
whaler, named Labrador, who gave the name 

to the coast, which the early Portuguese found 
attached to it I We find occasional stories indi
cating knowledge of distant fishing coasts at a 
very early date, like the following: -

.. In the yeere 1153 it is written that there came 
to Lubec, a citie of Germanie, one canoa with 
certaine indians, like unto a long barge, which 
seemed to have come from the coast of Bacca
laos, which standeth in the same latitude that 
Germanie doth" (Calvano, Bethune's edition, 
P·56). 
. • W . D. Whitney, Lift and Growl" of La,,· 
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gators, who have left indisputable, records that earlier visitors from Europe 
had been before them, and Cabot may have found some reminders of such; 1 

and it is even asserted that it was a Basque mariner, who had been on the 
Newfoundland banks, and gave to Columbus some premonitions of the New 
World.2 

Certain claims of the Dutch have also .been .advanced ; 3 and one for an 
early discovery of Newfoundland, in 1463--64-, by John Vas Cqsta Corte
real was set forth by Barrow in his Chronological Hist. of Voyages into the 
Arctic Regions (J,.ondon, 1818); but he stands almost alone in his be1ief.4 

Biddle in his Cabot has shown its great improbability. 
In the years while Columbus was nourishing his purpose of a western voy

age, there were two adventurous navigators, as alleged, who were breasting 
the dangers of the Sea of Darkness both to the north and to the south. It' 

guage, p. 258, says: .. No other dialect of the old 
world so much resembles in structure the Amer
ican languages." Cf. Far ... r's Families 0/ Spueh, 
p. '32; Nott and Gliddon's,Indigenous Races, 
48; H. de Charencey's Des ajJinites de la langue 
Basque avec Its idiomes du Nouveau Monde 
(Paris and Caen, 1867) ; and Julien Vinson's" La 
langue basque et les langues Americaines" in 
the ClJ1J%pte Rendu, Congres des Amerieanistes 
(Nancy, 1875), ii 46. On the other hand, Joly 
(Man bifore Metals, 316) says: .. Whatever may 
be said to the contrary, Basque offers no analogy 
with the American dialects." 

These liuguistic peculiarities enter into all the 
studies of this remarkable stock. Cf. J. F. 
Blade's Etude sur I'origine des Basques (Paris, 
1869); W. B. Dawkins in the Fortnightly.Re
view, Sept., 1874, and his Cave Hunting, ch. 6, 
with Brabrook's critique in the yournal Anthro
pological Institute, v. 5; and Julien Vinson on 
.. L'Ethnographie des Basques" in Mem. de la 
Soc. d'Ethnograpkie, Session de I872, p. 49, with 
a map. 

1 But see Vol. III. 45; IV.J. Forster (Nortlt
ern Voyagu" book iii. ch. J and 4) contends for 
these pre·Columbian visits of the European fish
ermen. Cf. Winsor's Bibliog. 0/, Ptolemy, sub 
anno '508. 'The same currents and easterly 
trade-winds which helped Columbus might ea
sily have carried chance vessels to the American 
coasts, as we have evidence, apparently, in the 
stern·post of a European vessel which Colum
bus saw at Guadaloupe. Haven cites GumiIla 
(Hist. Orinoco, ii. 208) as stating that in 1731 a 
bateau from Teneriffe was thrown upon the 
South American coast. Cf. J. P. Casselius, De 
Navigationibus fortuitis in Americam, ante Colum
bum factis (Magdeburg, 1742); Brasseur's Popu. 
Vuh, introd.; Hunt's Merchants' Mag. xxv. 275· 

2 Francisque _ Michel, Le Pays Basque, 189, 
who says that the Basques were acquainted with 
the coasts of Newfoundland a century before 
Columbus (ch. 9). 

Humboldt (Cosmos, Eng. ed. ii 142) is not 
prepared to deny such early visits of the Basques 
to the northern fishing grounds. Cf. Gaffarel's 
Rapport, p. 212. Ilarrisse (Notes on 'Columbus, 
80) goes back very far: .. The Basques and 
N orthmen, we feel confident, visited these shores 
as early as the sevehth century." 

There are some recent studies on these early 
fishing experiences in Ferd. Duro's Disquisi
dones nauticas (,88,), and in E. Gelcich's .. Der 

,Fischgang des Gascogner und die. Entdeckung 
von N eufundland," in the Zeitsehrift der Ge
sellsehaft fur Erdkunde "u Berlin (1883), vol. 
xviii. pp. 249-287. 

8 Cf. M. Hamconius' Frisia: 'seu de viris e,.· 
busque Frisitl! illust,.ibus (Francke~re, 1620), and 
L. Ph. C. v. d. Bergh's Nederla7lds ann.ipraak op 
de ontdekking van Ameyika voor Columbus (Am
heinl, 1850). Cf. Millier's Catalogue (1877), nos. 
303,1343. 

, Watson's bibliog. in Anderson, p. 158 . 
A Biscayan mercnant, a subject of Navarre, is 

also said to have discovered the western lands 
in 1444. Cf. Andre Favyn, Hist. de Navarre, p. 
564; and G. de Henao's Averigniidones 4e las 
A ntigiiedades de Cantabria, p. 25. 

Galvano (Hakluyt Soc. ed., p. 72) recounts 
the story of a Portuguese ship in 1447 being 
driven westward from the Straits of Gibraltar to 
an island with seven·cities, where they found the 
people speaking Portuguese; who said they had 
deserted their country on the death of King 
Roderigo. "All these reasons seem to agree," 
adds Galvano, "that this should be that country 
which is called Nova Spagna." 

It was the year (1491) before Columbus' voyage 
that the English began to send out from Bristol 
expeditions to discover these islands of the seven 
cities, and others having the same legendary ex· 
isten~e. Cf. Ayala, the Spanish ambassador to 
England, in Spanish State Papers, i. 177. Cf. 
also Irving's Columbus, app. xxiv., and Gaf. 
farel's Etude su,. la ,.apports, etc., p. 185. 
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cannot be said that either the Pole Skolno, in his skirting the Labrador coasts 
in 1476,1 or the Norman Cousin, who is thought to have traversed a part of 
the South American coast in 1488-89/' have passed with their exploits 
into the accepted truths of history; but there was nothing improbable in 
what was said of them, and they flourish as counter-rumors always survive 
when attendant upon some r;reat revelation like that of Columbus. 

1 See Vol. II. p. 34. • 
I See Vol. ll. p. J4, where is a list of refer

ences. which may be increased as follows: Ba
chiller y Morales, Anll~..;;~ti.ulu A"uri.ON<U (Ha· 
vana. 1845). E. de Freville's M;.wqiraurl~ C_
",uu ",arili"u d~ R"um (1857). i. J28, and his 

La C~aPlli~ till "'''Y~'' a6 ... d la til.·,'lltlf!rlu 
lllarili_$ tiu N_<ltUU (Paris, 1860). taken 
from the Rro.u tiu StKiJlis SawN/a. Gabriel 
Gravier's us A'",.".,.".u n1r la rlJuI~ tia .Il11ks. 
(Rouen.I880). Cf. CIJ"rU tia A",/rica,,;sla ill 
C_PII RnuJ. (1875). i. 397 • 

• 

CRITICAL NOTES ON THE SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 

A. EARLY CONNECTION OF ASIATIC PEOPLES 

WITH THE WESTEIlN COASr OF AMElUCA..

The question of the origin of the Americans, 
whether an autochthonous one or associated 
with the continents beyond either ocean. is more 
properly discussed in another place of the pres
ent volume. We can only indicate hen: in 
brief such of the phases of the question as sup
pose an Asiatic connection. and the particular 
lines of communication. 

The ethnic unity of the American races, as 
urged by ~Iorton and others, hardly meets the 
requirements of the problem in the opinion of 
most later students, like Sir Daniel Wilson. for 
instance; and yet. if A. H. Keane represents, as 
he claims, the late9t ethnological beliefs, the 
connection with Asia, of the kind that forms 
ethnic traces. must have been before the history 
of the present Asiatic races, since the corre
spondence of customs, etc. is not sufficient for 
more recent affiliation.l It should be remem· 
bered also, that if this is true. and if there is 

the strong physical resemblance between Asi
atics and the indigenous tribes of the northwest 
coast which early travellers and physiologists 
have dwelt on. we have in such a correspondence 
strong e,-idence of the persistency of types.:I 

The Asiatic theory was long a favorite one. 
So popular a book as La1itau's Mtrtlr$ tiu Sdl/. 

wgn (Paris. li24) advocated it. J. B. Sche
rer's Rull~rdus ltislqrif"U " gl.>graplli'/Ws n-r 
I~ "_,, ",,,,,.k (Paris. 17n) was on the 
same side. One of the earliest in this country, 
Benj. Smith Barton. to give expression to Amer
ican scholarship in this lidd held like opinions 
in his NmI rimr$ 0/ Jlu Or(£;i" '!I tII~ TniKs '!I 
Am«ila (Philad .• 1'9i).1 Twenty years later 
(1816) one of the most active of the American 
men of letters ad"ocated the same views.
Samuel L. MitcheU in the Arcll-'<>gia A",rri
t"aIUJ (i. 3:S. J3s, 346). The weightiest author, 
ity of his time. Alex. von Humboldt, formu
lated his belief in sever.li of his books: ruu 
tiu Cordi::lrn; A"s/~'''II'' J" Ndhtr; C()$III ....... 

1 .. Ethnography and Philology of ~merica,Q in H. W. Bates, C,,,trtJI A"u .. i.II, ,,',.11 llUiilS, a"d & .. 11i 
A".nica (Lond., ISS.). This was the opinion of Prescott (.l/oti<o, Kirk's ed, iii. 39-~), and he based his 
judgment on the investigations of Waldeck, '-""IIP """$ I .. Y.","a", and Dupaix. Alfli'll/ili. .U;~·irailfU. 
Stephens (Cn.tml Allurica) holds similar views. Cf. Wilson, PnlliJtoric .l/a", I. 3'7; U. 43- Dall (TllirrJ 
R'I. B" ... EII".ol., '46) says: .. There can be no doubt that America "'lIS popubted in some way by people 
of an extremely low grade of culture at a period even geologically remote. There is no reason for supposing, 
however, that Immigration ceased with these original peopI....." 

~ Cf. references in H. H. Bancroft's Nality RMu, Y. 3<); A .. "..;},,'s N.rrJ_.d }."iiJt,; N,,,,st, E'7'~nis_ 
nlllfDlogis.-lilr Rrisnt (Berlin,.SS .1), and the English version, TI" .Y.",4_Jt CMJt "f AIIUri.a. B,i"r 
RUlIIu of Ru,,,' EI"".I •. ~.:tll RUltrr.llu ft ... t4, .<>II,cti.ou of til, RtI)'IIl Af"",fJOU td B"..Ii". p",. 
lislld 6" Iii, Dind"r$ "f llu ElIItt<>l •• ~,,,1 D'I"rlfIuNt (New York, ISS3). 

I Cf. his 06un,ati."s ... s .... , ...... aiou ~f alfli'l"ity (17961-
• Different shades of belief are abundant: F. Xavier de Orrio's SoI"ri41f "'I ra" IroI>l,.. (!\Iexlco, 

1763); Fischer's CtllfjutNIY mr r.,.;'pIU tin .11 .. ;";.";1113" Adair's A.". ".diall$" G. A. Thompson's N,., 
tlilt117 .f III. """ lI_i'I'"ru (London, 18'5); Adam Hodgson" U'''''$ fro". Nt>. AIIIW. (Lond., 18 ... ); 
J. H. McCulloh'. RIHartliu (BaIt .• 18.'1), cIL 10; D. B. Warden's .. Recherches sur 10$ Antiquit6. de 
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Of the northern routes, that by Behring's have not far from the same dimensions, he saw 
Straits is the most apparent, and Lyell says both the English and French shores at the 
that when half-way over Dover Straits, which same time, he was easily convinced that the 

~ 

BElIRING SEA 
.Am) .ADJACENT WATERS 

l'Amerique" in tbe Artli,,,iJ(s MixicaiIUS (Paris, IS34), voL ii.; E. G. Squier's Serjnll S,. .. 601 (S. y~ 
18;1); Brasseur de Bourbowg's Hisl. ties NaliMu Cir:ilisies, i. 7; J~ perez in Rnnu: Orint/a/e d A",iri
uzi_ (Paris, 1862), yoL Yiii.; Banaoft's NaI;'" Raas, y. ao, 31, with references; Winchell's Preada .. iJes, 
397; a paper on Asiatic tribes in North America, in Caaadiata I1&s/iJI6Ie Proceedi"cs (ISSI), i. 171. Dabry 
de Thiersant, in his Orici- ties [..Jines d" rctnnI. MIJIUU (Paris, ISS3), reopens the question. and Quatrefages 
eveD brings the story of Moncacht-Ape (see ,.,n, VoL V. p. 77) to support" theory of frequent Asiatic 
communication. Tylor (Early Hisi. Mallki1ul, 209) says that the Asiatics must haft taught the MexiClJlS 
to make bronze and smelt iron; and (p. 339) be finds additional testimony in tbe correspondence of myths, 
hut Mal< MiiIler (ails, ii. 168) demurs. Nadaillac, in his L'A..e~ jreIJistmpe, discussed this with the 
otber supposable connections of the American people, and generally disbelieved in them; but DaIl, in the Enlt
!ish translation, summarily dismisses aU consideration of them as unworthy a scientific mind; hut points ont 
what the early Indian traditions are (p. ;26). . 

A good deal of stress has been laid at times on certain linguistic affiliations. Barton, in his NnI1 "-_s, 
sooght to strengthen the case by various comparative YOCabuIaries. Charles Farcy went over tbe proofs in his 
ArtlipiJis lie I' A..e~: Dis ... tn III 71Qlevr ties dtKJI_s relatifs ~ I'lrislflire lie I' A..eripe =allt III 
ctnIfwte ties E .. rllJie1lS, d dil..--itIW s'iI ezisle des rajjwts _ Ies lII"pu lie I' A..e~ d eeIIa 
ties lrihu lie I' Afripe d lie I' Asie (Paris, 1836~ H. H. Bancroft (NaIitv RIlUS, Y. 39) enumerates the 
sources of the controversy. Roehrig (S",iJ,,-"- ReJtIrl, 1872) finds affinities in the languages of the 
Dak_ or SiOQ: Indians. Pilling (BiJ/ioC. _/ Si4"a. la"pap', p. II) gives John CanrpbeU's contribu
tions to this comparative study. In the Caaadia. Irutihde PrtJCNdillCs (ISSI), voL i. p. 171, CanrpbeU 
points out the affinities of the Tinneh with the TIIDgDS, and of the C~ws and Cherokees with the KG' 

XOTL-Sketch map from the U. S. c-Jdu S""'9, ISSo, App. m; also in I_rita! A_. ~. Soc., 
:n. p. 11+ Cf. Bancroft's Nal. Races, i. 35. 
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passage by Behring's Straits solved many of 
the difficulties of the American problem.! ' 

The problem as to the pas~age by the Aleu
tian Islands is converted into the question 
whether prinIitive people could have success
fully crossed an interval from Asia of 130 miles 
to reach the island Miedna, 126 more to Beh
ring's Island, and then 235 to A ttu, the western
most of the Aleutian, Islands, or nearly 500 miles 
in all, and to have crossed in such numbers as to 
affect the peopling of the new continent. There 
are some, like Winchell, who see no difficulty in 
the case.2 There are no authenticated relics, it 
is believed, to prove the Tartar occupancy ~f 
the northwest' of America.8 That there have 
been occasional estrays upon the coasts of 
British Columbia, Oregon, and California, by 
the drifting thither of Chinese and Japanese 
junks, is certainly to be believed; but the argu
ment against their crews peopling the country 
is usually based upon the probable absence of 
women in them, - an argument that certainly 
does not invalidate the belief in an infusion of 
Asiatic blood in a previous race.4 

The easterly passage which has elicited most 
interest is one alleged to have been made by 
some Buddhist priests to a country called Fu
sang, and in proof of it there is cited the naTTa-

tive of one Hrei-Shin, who is reported to have 
returned to China in A. D. 499. Beside much 
in the story that is ridiculous and impossible, 
there are ·certain features which have led some 
commentators to believe that the coast of Mex
ico was intended, and that the Mexican maguey 
plant was the tree fusang, after which the 
country is said to have been called. The story 
was first brought to the attention of Europeans 
in 1761, when De Guignes published his paper 
on the subject in the 28th volume (pp. 505-26) 
of the Academy of Inscriptions.6 It seems to 
have attracted' little attention till J. H. von 
Klaproth, in 1831, discredited the American 
theory in his "Recherches sur Ie pays de Fou
sang," published in the Nouvelles Anna/es des 
Voyages (2d ser., 'vol. xxi.), accompanied by a 
chart. In 1834 there appeared at Paris a French 
translation, Anna/es des Empereurs du :Japon 
(Nipon 0 dai its; raul, to which (vol. iv.) Klap
roth appended an "Aper~u de l'histoire my tho
logique du Japon," in which he returned to the 
subject, and convinced Humboldt at least,6 that 
the country visited was Japan, and not Mexico, 
though he could but see striking analogies, as 
he thought, in the MexicaR myths and customs 
to those of the Chinese.? ' 

In 1841,Karl Friedrich Neumann, in the Zdt-

riaks. Cf. also lOid., july, 1884. Dall and Pinart pronounoe against any affinity of tongues in the Colttribu
tions to Amer. Ethnology (Washington), i. 97. Cf. Short, No. Amer. of Antiq., 494; Leland's Fusang, 
Ch.IO. 

I Behring's Straits, first opened, as Wallaoe says, in quaternary times, are 45 miles across, and are often frozen 
in winter. South of them is an island where a tribe of Eskimos live, and they keep constant communication 
with the main of Asia, 50 miles distant, and with America, 120 miles away. Robertson solved the diffi
culty by this route. Cf. Contributions to Ame~. Ethnology (18n), i. 95-<)8; Warden's Recherches; Maury, 
in Revue des deux Mondes, Ap. IS, 1858; Peschel's Races of Men, p. 401; F. von Hellwald in Smithsonian 
Report, 1866; Short, p. 510; Bancroft, Native Rac£s, v. 28, 29, 54; and Chavanne's Lit. of the Polar Regions, 
58, 194-the last page shows a list of maps. Max MUller (Chips, ii. 270) considers this theory a postulate 
only. 

2 Conlrib. to Amer. Ethnology, i. 96; Lyell's Principles of Geology, 8th ed., 368; A. Ragine's Decouverie 
de r Amerique du Kamtchatka et des Ues Alioutiennes (St. Petersburg, 1868, 2d ed.); Pickering's Races of 
Men; Peschel's Races of Men, 397; Morgan's Systems of Consanguinity. Dall (Tribes of the Northwest, 
in, Powell's Rocky Mountain Region, 18n, p. 96) does not believe in the Aleutian route. 

On the drifting of canoes for long distances see Lyell's Principles of Geology, 11th ed., ii. 472; CoL B. 
Kennon in Leland's Fousang; Rev. des deux Mondes, Apr., 1858; Vining, ch. I. Cf. Alphonse Pinart's 
"Les Al~outes et leur origine," in Mem. de la Soc. d'Ethnographl"e, session de r872, p. 155· 

8 Cf. references in H. H. Bancroft's Nat. Races, v. 54. We bave an uncorroborated story of a Tartar in
scription being found. Cf. Kalm's Reise, iii. 416; Arch",ologia (London, 1787), viii. 304. 

4 Gomara makes record of such floating visitors in the beginning of the sixteenth oentury. Horace Davis 
published in the Amer. Antiq. Soc. Proc. (Apr., 1872) aoTecord of Japanese vessels driven upon the northwest 
coast of America and its outlying islands in a paper" On the likelihood of an admixture pf Japanese blood on 
our northwest coast." Cf. A. W. Bradford's American Antiquities (N. Y., 18.p); Whymper's Alaska, 250; 
Bancroft's Nat. Races, v. 52, with references; Contributions 10 Amer. Ethnol., i. 97, 238; De Roquefeuil's 
Journal du Voyage autour du Monde (1876-79), etc. It is shown that the great Pacific current naturally 
carries floating objects to the American coast. Davis, in his tract, gives a map of it. Cf. Haven, Arch",ol. 
U. S., p. T#; Bull. Amer. Geog. Soc. (1883), xv. p. 101, by 'Thomas Antisell; and China Review, Mar., Apr., 
1888, by J. Edkins. ' 

6 Recherches sur /es navigations des Chinois du c8te de r Amerique et sur quelques peupl .. silues a rex-
tremite orientale de l' Asie (Paris, 1761). It is translated in Vining, ch. I. • ' 

6 Examen Critique, ii. 65, and Ansichten de,. Natur, or Views of Natur~, p. 132 • 

1 Mucb depends on the distance intended by a Chinese Ii. Klaproth translated the version as given by an 
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sclzriftfor allgemeine Erdkunde (new series, vol. 
xvi.), published a paper on .. Ost Asien und 
West Amerika nach Chinesischen Quellen aus 
dem fiinften, sechsten und siebenten Jahrhun
dert," in which he gave a version of the Hrei
shin (Hrei-schin, Hui-shen) narrative, which 
Chas. G. Leland, considering it a more perfect 
form of the original than that given by De 
Guignes, translated into F;nglish in Tlze Ktlick
eroocker Mag. (1850), xxxvi. 301,'as .. California 
and Mexico in the fifth century." 1 

The next to discuss the question, and in an 
affirmative spirit, was Charles Hippolyte de 
Paravey, in the Annales de Philosophie Chrlti
emu (feb., 1844), whose paper was published 
separately as L'Amlrique sous Ie nOft. de pays de 
F ou-Sang, est elle cit,e des Ie 5e slede de notre ere, 
dans·lts grandes annales de la Chine, etc. Dir
cussion ou disurtadon aor/gle, oU P a./Jirm;'tive est 
prouvee (Paris, 1844); and in 1847 he published 
NtJU'lJelies pretnJes que Ie pays du Fousang est 
l'Amlri'lue.2 

The controversy as between De Guignes and 
Klaproth was sh"1ed, in 1862, hy Gustave 
d'Eichthal, taking the Frenchman's side, in the 
Revue Archlologique (vol. ill, and finally in his 
Etudes sur les origines B ouddhiques de la civili
sation Amlricaine (Paris, 1865).8 

In 1870, E. Bretschneider, in .his .. Fusang, or 
who discovered America.?" in the Chinese Re
corder and Missionary Journal (Foochow, Oct., 
1870), contended that the. whole story was the 
fabrication of a lying priest. 4 

In 1875 there was new activity in discussing 
the question. Two French writers of consider
able repute in such studies attracted attention: 
the one, L~cien Adam, in the Congres des Ame
ricanistes at Nancy (Compte Rendu, i. 145); a.d 
the other, Leon de Rosny, entered the discus
sions at the same session (Ioid. i. p. 131 ).6 

The most conspicuous study for the English. 
reader was Charles Godfrey Leland's Fusang, or

The discO'lJery of America oy Chinese .Buddhist 
priests in the fifth century (London, 1875).6 

The Marquis 'd'Hervey de Saint Denis pub
lished in the Actes de la Soc. d'EthnograPhie 
(186g), vol. vi, and later in the Comptes Rendus 
of the French Academy of Inscriptions, a MI
moire sur Ie pays connu des ancie,u Chinois Sous 
Ie nom de Fou-sang, et sur quelques documents 
inldits pour seroir il Pidentifor, which was 
afterwards published separately in Paris, 1876, 
in which he assented to the American theory. 
The student of the subject need hardly go, how
ever, beyond E. P. Vining's An inglorious Co
lumbus: or, Evidence that Hwui Shan and a 
party of Buddhist monks from Afghanistan dis
cO'IJered Atnerica in the fifth century A. D. (New 
York, 1885), since the compiler has made it a 
repository of all the essential contributions to 
the question from De Guignes down. He gives 
the geographical reasons for believing Fusang 
to be Mexico (ch. 20), comparing the original 
description of Fusang with the early accounts 
of aboriginal Mexico, and rehearsing the tradi-' 
tions, as is claimed, of the Buddhists still found 

early Chinese historian of the seventh century, Li Van Tcheou, and Klaproth's version is Englished in Ban
croft's Nat. Races, v. 33-36. Klaproth's memoir is also translated in Vining, ch. 3. Some have more specifi
cally pointed to Saghalien, an island at the north end' of the Japan Sea. Brooks says there is a district of 
Corea called Fusang (Science, viii. 402). Brasseur says the great Chinese encyclopredia describes Fusang as 
lying east of Japan, and he thinks the descriptions correspond to the Cibola of Castaiieda. 

1 Again with a commentary in Th. Continental Mag. (New York, vol. i.). Subjected to the revision of 
Neumann, it is reproduced in Leland's Fusang (Lond., 1875). Cf. Vining, ch. 6, who gives also (ch. 10) the 
account in Shan-Hai-king as translated by C. M. Williams in Mag; Am.r. Jfist., April, 1883. 

2 The pamphlets are translated in Vining, ch. 4 and 5. Paravey held to the Mexican theory, and he at 
least convinced Domenecll (Sev.n y.ars' r.sidence in th. gr.at deserls '" No. Amer., Lond., l860). Paravey 
published several pamphlets on subjects allied to this. His Memoir. surl'origin. jalonais., arab. et oas'!u. 
d.la civilisation d.s leull.s du llat.au de Bogota d'alr~s I.s trtl'llau% de Humooldt et Siebold (Paris, 1835) 
is a treatise on the origin of the Muysca. or Chibchas. Jomard, in his Les Anti,!uites Amerieaines au loint 
de vue des lrogrh de la geogralhi. (Paris, 1817) in the Bu/l. de /n SO&. Giog., had questioned the Asiatic 
affiliations, and Paravey replied in a Refutation de I'0lillion 'mis'lar Jomard '!uel.s leulles de I' Amiri,!u, 
n'ont jamais en aueun rall0rl avec ceU% de I' Asie (Paris, 1849), originally in the Annal.s de lhilosolhie 
Chretienne (May, 1849). 

8 Also in the Hev.ArchCologi'lue (vols. x., xi.), and epitomized in Leland. Cf .. also Dr. A. Godron on the 
Buddhist mission to America in A .... ales d.s Voyages (Paris, 1864), vol. iv., and an opposing view by Vivien 
de St. Martin in L'Anneegeographi'lue (1865), iii. p. 253, who was in turn controverted by Brasseur in his 
Monuments Anciens du .I.Vcxique. 

~ This paper is reprinted in Leland. 
6 Cf. also his V"ariCtes Oriental.s, 1872; and his "L' An,,!rique, etait-elle connue des Chinois ~ l'epoque du 

deluge? .. in the Archiv.s de /a Soc. Amer. de Franc., n. s., iii. 191. 
6 S. W. WiJliams, in the Journal of the Americall Oriental -Soc. (vol. xi.), in controyerting the views of 

Leland, was inclined to find Fusang in the Loo-choo Islands. This paper was printed separately as Notices 
.f Fusan!! and ot"", countries lyi .. g east of Chilla i .. th. Pacific oeea,. (New Haven, 1881). . 
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by the Spaniards pervading the memories of the 
natives, and at last (ch. 37) summarizing ail the 
grounds of his belief.1 

• 
The consideration of ti,e Polynesian route as 

a possible avenue for peopling America involves 

th I t· f th M I h .... h· ... ;; e re a IOns 0 e a ays to t e In abltants 
of the Oceanic Islands and the capacity of early 
man to tr:rverse long distances by water.2 

E. B. Tylor has pointed out the Asiatic rela
tions of the Polynesians in the Journal if the 
Anthropological Inst., xi. 401. Pickering, in the 

1 A good deal of labor has been bestowed to prove this identity of Fusang with Mexico. It is held to be 
found in the myths and legends of the two people by Charency in his My the de Votan, etude sttr les origines 
asiatifues de la civilisation americaine (Alen~on, 1871), drawn from the Actes de la Soc.jJhil%gi'lue (vol. 
iL) ; and he has enforced similar views in the Revue des 'luestions his/oriljues (vi. 283), and in his Djemschid 
et Quelzalcohuatl. L'hisloir, ICgendaire de la Nouvelle.Esjagne ralprochee de la source indNuropeenne 
(Alen~on, 1874). Humboldt thought it strange, considering other affinities, - as for instance in the Mexican 
calendars,-that he could find no Mexican use of phallic symbols; but Bancroft says they exist. Cf. Native 
Races, iii. 501; also see v. 40,232 i Brasseur's Quatre Lettres, p. 202; and John C~mpbell's paper on the 
traditions of Mexico and Peru as establishing such connections, in the Compte Rendu, Congr~s des Amer. 
(Nancy, 1875), i. 348. Dr. Hamy saw in a monument found at Copan an inscription which he thought was 
the Tae·kai of the Chinese, the symbol of the essence of all things (Bull. de la Soc. de Geog., 1886, and 
Journal of the Anthropological Institute, xvi. 242, with a cut of the stone). Dall controverts this point 
(Science, viii. 402). 

Others have dwelt on the linguistic resemblances. B. S. Barton in his New Views pressed this side ·of the 
question. The presence of a monosyllabic tongue like . the Otomi in the niidst ..c the polysyllabic languages 
of Mexico has been thought strongly to indicate a survival. Cf. Manuel Najera's Disertacion sobre la lengua 
Olltomi, Mexico, 1845, and in Amer. Fhi/os. Soc. Trans., n. s., V.; Amp~re's Promenade en Amerigue, ii. 
301; Prescott's Mexico, iii. 396; "'arden's Recherches (in Dupaix), p. 125; Latham's Races of Men, 408 j 
Bancroft's Nat. Races, iii. 737; v. 39, with references. Others find Sanskrit roots in the Mexican. E. B. 
Tylor has indicated the Asiatic origin of certain Mexican games (Journal of the Anthropol. lnst., xxiv.). 
Ornaments of jade found in Nicaragua, while the stone is thought to be native only in Asia, is another indica
tion, and they are more ·distinctively Asiatic than the jade ornaments found in Alaska (Peabody Mus. Re
lorts, xviii. 414; xx. 548; Proc. Mass. Hist. Soc., Jan., 1886). 

On the general question of the Asiatic origin of the Mexicans see Dupaix's Antif/uites Mexicaines, with 
. included papers by Lenoir, Warden, and Farcy; the Report on a railroad route from the Mississippi, 1853-54 
(W"'l'hington); Whipple's and other Reports ~n the Indian tribes; John Russell Bartlett's Personal Narra
tive (1854); Brasseur's Popul Vuh, p. xxxix; Viollet Ie Duc's belief in a II yellow rac.e" building the 
Mexican and Central American monuments, in Chamay's Ruines Americaines, and Charnay's traces of the 

. Buddhists in the Popular Science Monthly, July, 1879, p. 432; Le Plongeon's belief in the connection of the 
Maya and Asiatic races in Amer. Antiq. Soc. Proc., Apr. 30, 1879, p. "3; and some papers on the ancient 
Mexicans and their origin by the Abbe J olibois, Col. Parmentier, and M. Emile Guimet, which, prepared for 
the Soc. de Geog. de Lyon, were published separately as De "origine des Anciens Peuples du Mexiquc 
(Lyon, 18n). 

A few otber incidental discussions of the Fusang question are tbese: R. H. Major in Select Letters of 
Columbus (1847); J. T. Short in TI .. Galaxy (1875) and in his No. Americans of Antiquity; Nadaillac in 
hiS L' AmlriqueprehistorilJue, 544; Gay's Pop. Hist. U. S. calIs the story vague and improbable. In periodicals 
we find: Gentleman's Mag., 1869, p. 333 (reprinted in Hist. Mag., Sept., 1869, xvi. 221), and 1870, repro
duced in Chinese Reco,de"., May, 1870; Nathan Brown in Amer. Philolog. Mag., Aug., 1869; Wm. Speer in 
Princeto .. Rev., xxv. 83; Pen1l Monthly, vi. 603; Mag. Amer. Hist., Apr., 1883, p. 291; Notes and Queries, 

- iii. 58, 78; iv. 19; Notes and Queries in China and Japan, Apr., May, 1869; Feb., 1870. Chas. W. Brooks 
maintained on the other hand (Proc. California Acad. Sciences, 1876; cf. Bancroft's Native Races, v. 51), 
tbat the Chinese were emigrants from America. There is a map of the supposed Chinese route to America in 
the Congr~s des America .. istes (Nancy, 1875), vol. i.; and WinchelI, P,e·Adamites, gives a chart showing 
different lines of approach from Asia. Stephen Powers (Overland Monthly, Apr., 1872, and California 
Acad. Sciences, 1875) treats the California Indians as descendants of the Chinese, - a view he modifies in tl><. 
Contri6. to Amer. Ethnology, vol. iii., on "Tribes of Califomia." It is claimed that Chinese coin of the 
fifteenth century have been found in mounds on Vancouver's Island. Cf. G. P. Thurston in ,Wag. Amer. Hist., 
xiii. P.457. The principal lists of authorities are those in Vining (app.), and Watson's in Anderson's Amer
ica not "discovered by Colum6u;s. 

g From Easter Island to the Galapagos is 2,000 miles, thence to South America 600 more. On sucb long 
migrations by water see Waitz, Introduction to Anthropology, Eng. transt, p. 202. On early modes of 
navigation;"" CoL A. Lane Fox in the Journal Anthropological In st. (1875), iv. 399. Otto Caspari gives a 
map of post·tertiary times in his Urgeschichle der Menschheit (Leipzig, 1873), vol. i., in which land is made 
to stretch from the Marquesas Islands nearly to South America; while large patches of land lie between Asia 
and Mexico, to render migration practicable. Andrew Murray, in his Ceographical Distribution 'If Mammals 
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82 NARRATIVE AND CRITICAL HISTORY OF AMERICA. 

ethnological chart accompanying the reports of 
the Wilkes Expedition, makes the original people 
of Chili and Peru to be Malay, and he connects 
the Californians with the Polynesians. l 

The earliest elaboration of this theory was in 
John Dunmore Lang's View of the origin and 
migrations of the Polynesian nations, demonstrat· 
ing their ancient discovery and progressive set· 
tlement of the continent of America (London, 
1834; 2d ed.;Sydney, 1877). Francis A. Allen 
has advanced similar views at the meetings of 
the Congres des Americanistes at Luxembourg 
and at Copenhagen.2 

The Mongol theory of the occupation of Peru, 
which John Ranking so enthusiastically pressed 
in his Historical researches on the conquest of 
Peru, Mexico, Bogota, Natch(z, and Talomeco, in 
the thirteenth century, by the Mongols, accom
pamed with elephants j and the local agreement 
of history and tradition, with the remaitts of 
elephants and mastodontes found itt the new 
world [etc.] (London,1827), implies that in the 
thirteenth century the Mongol emperor Kublai 
Khan sent a fleet against Japan, which, being 
scattered in a storm, finally in part reached the 
coasts of Peru, where the son of Kublai Khan 

became the first Inca.s The book hardly takes 
rank as a sensible contribution to ethnology, 
and Prescott says of it that it embodies" many 
curious det!iIs of Oriental history and manners 
in support of a whimsical theory." 4 

B. IRELAND THE GREAT, OR WHITE MAN'S 
LAND. - The claims of the irish to have pre
ceded the Norse in Iceland, and to have discov
ered America, rest on an Icelal).dic saga, which 
represents that in the tenth century Are Marson, 
driven off his course by a gale, found a land 
which b~came known as H uitramannal and, or 
white man's land, or otherwise as Irland it Mi
kla.s This region was supposed by the colonists 
of Vihland to lie farther south, which Rafn 6 in
terprets as being along the Carolina coast,7 and 
others have put it elsewhere, as Beauvois in 
Canada above the Great Lakes; and still others 
see no more in it than the pressing of some 
storm-driven vessel to the Azores 8 or some 
other Atlantic island. The story is also coupled, 
from another source, with the romance of Bjarni 
Asbrandson, who 'sailed away from Iceland and 
from. a woman he loved, be"cause the husband 
and relatives of the woman made it desirable that 

(London, 1866), is almost compelled to admit (p. 25) that as complete a circuit of land formerly crossed the 
southern temperate regions as now does the northern; and Daniel Wilson, Prehistoric Man, holds much the 
same opinion. The connection of the flora of Polynesia and South America is discussed by J. D. Hooker in 
the Botany of the Antm'elic Voyage of the Erebus and Terror, r839-43, and in his Flora of Tasmania. 
Cf. Amer.Journal of Science and Arts, Mar., May, 1854; Jan., May, 1860. 

1 Rac" of Aten. 
2 Compte Rendu, 18n, p. 79; 1883, p. 246; the latter being called" Polynesian Antiquities, a link be

tween the ancient civilizations of Asia and America." Further discussions of the Polynesian migrations will 
be found as follows: A. W. Bradford's Amer. Antiquities (N. Y., 1841); Gallatin (Am. Eth. Soc. Trans., i. 
176) disputed any common linguistic traces, while Bradford thought he found such; Lesson and Martinet's 
Les Polynesiens, leur origine, leurs migrations, leur langage; Wilson's Prehistoric Man, ii. 344; Jules 
Garnier's "Les migrations polynesiennes" in Bull. de la Soc. de Geog. de Paris, Jan., June, 1870; G. 
d'Eichthal's " Etudes sur l'histoire primitive des races oceaniennes et Americaines" in Mem. de la Soc. Eth
nologique (vol. ii.); Marcoy's Travels in South America; C. Staniland Wake's Chapters on Man, p. 200; 
a " Rapport de la Poly.sie et I' Amerique" in the lV/emoires de la Soc. Ethnologique, ii. 223; A. de Quatrr
fages de Breau's Les Polynesiens et leurs migrations (Paris, 1866), from the Revue des deu", Mondes, Feb., 
1864; O. F. Peschel in Ausland, 1864, p. 348; W. H. Dall in Bureau of Ethnology Rept., ,88,-82, p. 147. 
Allen's paper, already referred to, gives references. 

8 Bancroft, Nat. Races, v. 44, with references, p. 48, epitomizes the story. Cf. Short,IS'. There was a 
tradition of giants landing on the shore (Markham's Geza de Leon, p. 190). Cf. Forster's Voyages, 43. 

4 A belief in the Asiatic connection has taken some curious forms. Montesinos in his Memorias Peruanas 
held Peru to be the Ophir of Solomon. Cf. Gotfriedus Wegner's De Navigationis Solomonais (Frankfort, 
1689). Horn held Hayti to be Ophir, and he indulges in some fantastic evidences to show that the Iroquois, 
i. e. Yrcas, were Turks! Cf. Onffroy de Thoron in Le Globe, 1869. C. Wiener in his DEmpire des Incas 
(ch. 2, 4) finds traces of Buddhism, and so does Hyde Clarke in his Khita·Peruvian Epoch (,877). Lopez 
has written on us Races Aryennes de Perou (1871). Cf. Robert Ellis, Peruvia Scythica. The Quicha 
Language of Peru, its derivation from Central Asia with the American languages in general (London, 
1875). Grotius held that the Peruvians were of Chinese stock. Charles Pickering's ethnological map gives a 

. Malay origin to the islands of the Gulf of Mexico and a part of the Pacific coast, the rest being Mongolian. 
G The story is given in English by De Costa (Pre. Columbian Disc. of America, p. 85) from the Landntima

bOk, no. 107. Cf. Saga of Thotjinn Karlsefne, ch. '3, and that of Erik the Red. Leif is said in the sagas 
to have met shipwrecked white people on the coasts visited by him (Hist. Mag., xiii. 46). 

6 Antiquitates Americana, 162, 183, 205, 210, 211, 212, 214, 319, 446-5" 
7 Brinton in Hist. Mag., ix. 364; Rivero and Tschudi's Peru. 
8 Schoning's Heimskringla. Griinlands HistBriske.Mindesmarker, i. 150. 



PRE-COLUMBIAN EXPLORATIONS. 

he should. Thirty years later, the crew of an· 
other ship, wrecked on a distant coast,l found 
that the people who took them pris~ners spoke 
Irish,2 and that their chieftain was this same ren
egade, who let them go apparently for the pur

, pose of conveying some token by which he would 
be remembered to the Thurid of his dreams. Of 
course all theorists who have to deal with these 
supposed early discoveries by Europeans con· 
nect, each with his own pet scheme, the prevail
ing legendary belief among the American Indi
ans that white men at an early period made 
their appearance on the coasts all the way from 
Central America to Labrador.3 Whether these 
strange comers be St. Patrick,4 St. Brandau 
even, or some other Hibernian hero, with his 

followers, is easily to be adduced, if the dispos
ing mind is inclined. 

There have been of late y.ears two considera
ble attempts to establish the historical verity of 
some of these alleged Irish visits." 

C. THE NORSE IN ICELAND.- Tht: chief 
original source for the Norse settlement of Ice
land is the famous LandnamabOk,6 which is a 
record by 'various writers, at different times, of 
the partitioning and ownership of lands during 
the earliest years of occupation.7 This and 
other contemporary manuscripts; including the 
Heimskringla of Snorre Sturleson and the great 
body of Icelandic sagas, either at first hand or 
as filtered through the leading writers on Ice· 

1 Eyrbyggja Saga, ch. 64, and given in English in De Casta's Pre-Columbian Discovery, p. 89. Cf. Sir 
Walter Scatt's version af this saga and the appendix af Mallet's Northern Antiquities. 

2 Traces af Celtic have been discavered by same af the philalagists, when put ta the task, in the American 
languages. Cf. Humbaldt, Relation Historique, iii. 159. Lard Manbadda held such a theary. 

8 Brinton's Myths of the New WOrld,176. One of the earliest accaunts which we have af the Cherokees 
is that by Henry Timberlake (Landan, 1765), and he remarks an their lighter camplexian as indicating a pos· 
sible descent from these traditionary white men. 

4 Richard Broughtan's Monasticon Britan.,icum (Landan, 1655), pp. 131, 187. 
5 A lvfemoir on the European Colonization of Ame"ica in ante-historic times was cantributed ta the Pro

ceedings af the American Ethnalagical Saciety in 1851, ta which E. G. Squier added Same nates, the ariginal 
paper being by Dr. C. A. A. Zestermann af Leipzig. The aim was ta prove, by the similarity af 'remains, the 
cannectian af the peaples wha built the maunds af the Ohia Valley with the early peaples af narthwestern 
Eurape, a Caucasian race, which he wauld identify with the settlers af Irland it Mikla, and with the earning 
af the white-bearded men spaken af in Mexican traditians, wha established a civilizatian which an inundating 
papulatian from Asia subsequently buried from sight. This European immigratian he places at least I,2aa 
years befare Christ. Squier'S camments are that the manumental resemblances referred ta indicate similar 
canditians af life rather than ethnic cannectians. 

The ather advacate was Eugene Beauvais in a paper published in the Compte Rendu du Congres des 
Americanistes (Nancy, 187;, p. 4) as La decouverte du nouveau monde p,!r les irlandais et les premieres 
traces du christianisme en Amerique 'avant l'an rooo, accampanied by a map. in which he makes Irland it 
Mikla carrespand to the pravinces af Ontaria and Quebec. Again, in the session at Luxembaurg in 1877, he 
endeavared ta cannect the Irish calany with the narrative af the seaman in' the Zena accaunts, in a paper which 
he called Les Colonies Europeennes du Markland et de l'Escociland au xiv. Siecle, et les 1.'estiges qui en 
subsisterent j usqu' aux xvie et xviie Siecles, and in which he identifies the Es,'land af the Frislanda 
mariner. M. Beauvais again, at the Capenhagen meeting af the same bady, read aper an Les Relations 
precolumbiennes des Gaels avec Ie ll£exique (Capenhagen, 1883, p. 74), in which he elicited abjectians fram 
M. Lucien Adam. Beauvais belangs ta that class af enthusiasts samewhat numerous in these studies af pre
Calumbian discaveries, wha have haunted these Cangresses of Americanists, and wha see avermuch. Other 
references to these Irish claims are. be faund in Laing's Heimskringla, i. 186; Beamish's Discovery of 
America (Landan, 1841); Gravier's Decouverte de l'Amerique, p. 123, '37, and his Les Normands sur la 
route, etc., ch. I; Gaffarel's Etudes sur la rapports de l' Amerique, pp. 2aI, 214; Brasseur's intrad. ta his 
Popul Vuh; De Casta's Pre-Columbian Discovery. pp. xviii, xlix, Iii; Humbaldt's Cosmos (Bahn), ii. 6a7; 
Rask in Jl.lass. Hist. Soc. Proc., xviii. 2' ; Journal London Geog. Soc., viii. I~5 ; Gay's Pop. Hist. U. S., i. 53 ; 
and K. Wilhelmi's Island, Hvitramannaland, Gran/and und Vinland, oder Der Norrmanner Leben auf 
Island und Granland und deren Fahrten nach Amer,ka schon iiber 500 Jahre vor Columbus (Heidelberg, 
1842 ). 

6 The accaunt in the Landnamab6k is briefly rehearsed in ch. 8 af C. W. Paijkull's Summer in Iceland 
(Landan, 1868). 

7 There are variaus editiarls, af which the best' is called that af Capenhagen, 1843. The IslendingabOk, a 
sart af epitome af a lost histarical narrative, is considered an intraductian ta the LandnamabOk. Much af 
the early story wiIJ. be. faund in Latin in the Islenzkir Annaler, sive Annales Islandici ab anno Christi 803 

.ad anna T43D (Capenhagen, 1847); in the Scripta historica Islandorum de rebus veterum Borealium, pub
lished by the Roral Sac. af N~rthern Antiquaries at Capenhagen, 1828-46; and in Jacabus Langebek's Scrip
tores Rerum Danicarum medii tevi (Capenhagen, 1772-1878,-the ninth valume being a recently added 
index). 
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landic history, constitute the material out of· 
which is made up the history of Iceland, in the 
days when it was sending its adventurous spirits 
to Greenland and probably to the American 
main.1 

Respecting the body of the sagas, Laing 
(Hdmsftringta, i. 23) says: "It does not ap· 
pear that any saga manuscript now existing has 
been written before the fourteenth century, how
ever old the saga itself may be. It is known 
that in the twelfth century, Are Frode, Sremund 
and others began to take the sagas' out of the 
traditionary state and fix them in writing j but 
none of the original skins appear to have come 
down to our time, but only some of the numer
ous copies of them." Laing (p. 24) also in· 
stances numerous sagas known to have eXisted, 
but they are not now recognized j 2 and he gives 
us (p. 30) the substance of what is known reo 
specting the writers and transcribers of this early 
saga literature. It is held that by the beginning 
of the thirteenth century the sagas of the discov· 
eries and settlements had all been put in writing, 
and thus the history, as it exists, of medireval 
Iceland is, as Burton says (Ultima Thule, i. 237), 
more complete than that of any European coun· 
try.a 

Among th'l secondary writers, using either at 
first or second hand the early MS. sources, the 
following may be mentioned: -

One of the earliest brought to the attention of 
the English public was A. Cumpendious Hist. of the 

Goths, Swedes and Vandals, and other northern 
powers (London, 1650 and 1658), translated in an 
abridged form from the Latin of Olaus Magnus, 
which had been for more than a hundred years 
the leading comprehensive authority on the 
northern nations. The Svearikes Historia (Stock· 
holm, 1746-62) of Olof von Dalin and the sim
ilar work of Sven Lagerbring (1769-1788), cov
ering the early history of the north, are of inter· 
est for the comparative study of the north, rather 
than as elucidating the history of Iceland in 
particular.4 More direct aid will be got from 
Mallet's Northern Antiquities (London edition, 
1847) and from Wheaton;s Northmen. More 
special is. the Histoire de r Island of Xavier 
Marmier; and the German historian F. C. Dahl
man also touches Iceland with particular atten
tion in his Geschichte von Danemark bis Bur 
Reformation, mit Inbegriff von Norwegen find 
Island (Hamburg, 1840-43)' 

A hlstory of more importance than any other 
yet published, and of the widest scope, was that 
of Sweden by E. J. Geijer (continued by F. F. 
Carlson), which for the early period (down to 
1654) is accessible in English in a translation by 
J. H. Turner (London, 1845) .• 

Prominent among the later school of north· 
ern historians, all touching the Icelandic annals 
more or less, have been Peter Andreas Munch 
in his Del Norske Folks Historie {Christiania, 
1852-63);6 N. M. Petersen in his Danmarks 
Historie" Hedenold (Copenhagen, 1854-55); K. 

1 A convenient survey of this early literature is in chapter 1 of the Hislory of II .. Literalure of the Scan
dinavian North,lrom the most ancie"t times to the present: &y Frederick Winkel Horn, revised by the 
author, and translated by RastllUs B. Anderson (Chicago, 1884). The text is accompanied by useful biblio
graphical details. Cf. B. F. De Costa in Journal Amer. Geog. S.c. (1880), xii. 159. 

2 Saxo Grammaticus acknowledges his dependence on the Icelandic sagas, and is thought to have used some 
which had not been yet put into writing. 

S Baring·Gould in his Ice/and, its Scenes and Sagas (London, 1863) gives in his App. D a list of thirty
five published sagas, sO·six local histories, twelve ecclesiastical annals, and sixty·nine Norse annals. Cf. 
the eclectic list in Laing'lf' Heimskringla, i. 17. . 

Konrad Maurer has given an elaborate essay on this early literature in his Ueber die Ausdriicke: allnordi· 
sthe, allnorwegische und isliindisclle Sprache (Munich, 1867), which originally appeared in the Ablzm.dlungen 
of the Bavarian Academy. 

G. P. Marsh translated P. E. Miiller's "Origin, progress, and declin~ of Icelandic historical literature" in 
The American Eclectic (N. Y., 1841, - vols. i., ii.). In 1781, Lindblom printed at Paris a French translation 
of Bishop Troil's Lettres sur I'lslande, which contained a catalogue of books on Iceland and an enumeration 
of the Icelandic sagas. (Cf. Pinkerton's Voyages, vol. i.) Chavanne's Bibliography of the Polar Regions, 
p. 95, has a section on Iceland. . 

·Solberg's list of illustrative works, appended to Anderson's version of Hom's Lit. of the Scandinavian 
North, is useful so far as the English language goes. Periodical contributions also appear in Poole's I"dex 
(p. 622) and Suppl'mml, p. 214. 

Burton (Ullima Thule, i. 239) enumerates the principal writers on Iceland from Arngrimur J6nsson down, 
including the travellers of this century. 

4 The more general histories of Scandinavia, like Sinding's English narrative, - not a good book, but 
accessible, - yield the comparisons more readily. 

6 There are also German (Gotha, 1844-75) and French versions (Paris) .. The best German version, Ge. 
schich.!e Schwedens (Hamburg and Gotha, 1832-1887), is in six volumes, a part of the Geschichi. der euro
laischen Staalen. Vol. 1-3, by E. G. Geijer, is translated by O. P. Leffler; vol. 4, by F. F. Carlson, is trans. 
lated by J. G. Petersen; vol. 5, 6, by F. F. Carlson. 

6 Published in German at Liibeck in 1834 as Das I .. roisc"e Zeilalter der Nordisch·Germanischen 1/'olke,. 
find die Wikh,ger·Ziige. 
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Keyser in his Norgu H;st()1";e (Christiania, 1866-
67); J. E. Sars in his Udsigt O'IJer den N()1"ske 

Hist()1";e (Christiania, 1873""77); but all are sur
passed by Konrad Maurer's Island flon seiner 
ersten Entdeckung 6;s zum Untergange des Fre;' 
staatu, - A. D. 800-1262 (Munich, 1874), pub
lished as commemorating the thousandth anni
versary of the settlement of Iceland, and it has 
the repute of being the best book on early Ice
landic history.l 

The change from Paganism to Christianity 
necessarily enters into all the histories covering 
the tenth and eleventh centuries; but it has 
special treatment in C. Merivale's COllvers;on of 
tlu N()1"then, Nations (Boyle lectures, - London, 
1866).2 . 

There is a considerable body of the later liter
ature upon Iceland, retrospective in character, 
and affording the results of study more or less 

patient as to the life in the early Norse days in 
Iceland." • 

G. W. Dasent's introduction to his Story of 
Burnt Njal (Edinburgh, 1861) 4 and hi.~ Norse
men in Iceland (Oxford Essays, 1858) give what 
Max Millier (Chips from a German Workshop, 
ii. 191) calls .. a vigorous and lively sketch of 
primitive northern life;" and are well supple
mented by Sabine Baring-Gould's Iceland, its 
scenes and sagas (London, 1863 and later), and 
Richard F. Burton's Ultima Thule, with an his
torical introduction fLondon, 1875).6 

D. GREENLAND AND ITS RUINS. -The sagas 
still serve us for the colonization of Greenland, 
and of particular use is that of Eric the Red." 
The earliest to use these sources in the historic 
spirit was Torfreus in his Historia Gronlandite 
'Antiqute (1715).7 . The natural successor of 

1 Maurer had long been a student of Icelandic lore, and his Islandiscp. Volkssagen del" Gegenwart gesam
mell und 1Jerdeutscht (Leipzig, 1860) is greatly illustrative of the early north. Conybeare (Plae. 01 Iceland 
in th. History 01 European lnstitutims, preface) says: "To any one writing on Icelandthe elaborate works 
of the learned Maurer afford at once a· help and difficulty: a help in so far as they shed the fullest light 
upon the subjects; a difficulty in that their painstaking completeness has brought together well-nigh every
thing that can be said." 

• What is known as the Kristni Saga gives an account of this c~ange. Cf. Eugene Beauvois, Origines et 
fondatioll au Ilus ancien ev2cne -au nouveau monr/e. Le dioc"ise de Gardlts en Gram/and, 986-r rz6 
(Paris, 1878), an. extract from the lIfemoires de la Soc. d'Histoir., etc., d. Beaun.; C. ·A. V. Conybeare's 
Place 01 leeland in th. history 01 European institutions (18n); Maurer's Beitrag •. zur Rechtsgesehichte 
des gerl1lanisc!zen. Nordens,. Wheaton's NOrlhmen; Worsaae's Danes and Norwegians in England, p. 332; 
Jacob Rudolph Keyser's Private Lif. 01 th. Old North",en, as translated by M. R. Barnard (London, 1868), 
and his Religion 01 th. Northmen, as translated by B. Pennock (N. Y., 1854); Quarterly Review, January, 
186.; and references i~ McClintock and Strong's Cyclopa:dia, under Iceland. 

8 Such are the Swedish work of A. M. Strinhold, known in the German of E. F. Frisch as Wikingziige, 
StaatS1Jerlassung und Siften der alten Scandinaver (Hamburg, 1839-4')' 

A summarized statement of life in Iceland in the early days is held to be well made out in Hans O. H. 
Hildebrand's Lifod ~J Island "nder Sagotiden (Stockholm, 1867), and in A. E. Holmberg's Nordoon under 
Hednatid.,; (Stockholm). J. A. Worsaae published his Vorgesehicht. des Nordens at. Hamburg in 1878. 
It was improved in a Danish edition in 1880, and from this H. F. Morland Simpson made the Prehistory 01 
the North, oased on cont.mporary materials (London, 1886), with a memoir of Worsaae (d. 1885), the fore-
most scholar in this northern lore. • 

4 This book is recognized as one of the best commentaries and most informing books on Icelandic history, 
and this writer's introduction to Gudbrand Vigfusson's Icelandic-English Dictionary (3 ·vols., Cambridge, 
Eng., 1869, 1870, 1874) is of scholarly importance. 

a The millennial celebration of the settlement of Iceland in 1874 gave occasion to a variety of books and 
papers, more or. less suggestive of· the early days, like Samuel Kneeland's American in Iceland (Boston, 
1876); but the enumeration of this essentially descriptive literature need not be undertaken here. 

S Antiguitates Americana:, pp. 1-76, with an account of the Greenland MSS. (p. '55). Miiller's Sag ..... 
biOliotMk. Arngrimur J6nsson's Gronlandia (Iceland, 1688). A fae-simile. of the title ·is in the Carter-Brown 
CatalO{JUe, ii., no. 1356. A translation by Rev. J. Sephton is in the Proi. Lit. "tlnd Philos. Soc. 01 Liverp"', 
vol. xxxiv .• 83, and separately, Liverpool, 1880. There is a paper in the Jahres6.rieht der geographisch.n 
Gesellscnaft in Miindu .. liir 1885 (Munich, 1886), p. 71, by Oskar Brenner, on "Gronland im Mittelalter 
nach einer altnorwegischen QueUe." 

Some of the earliest references are: Christopherson Claus' Den Grolandsk. Chronica (Copenhagen, 1608), 
noticed in· the Carter-Brown Catalogu., ii., no. 64. Gerald de Veer's Tru. and perlect description 01 thre. 
voyages speaks in its title (Carter-Brown, ii. 38) of "the countrie lying under 80 degrees, which is thought to . 
be Greenland, where never man had been before." Antoine de la Sale wrote between 1438 and 1447 a curious 
book, printed in 1527 as La Salade, in which he refers to Iceland and Greenland (Gronnellont), where white 
bears abound (Harrisse, Bi6. Am. Vet., no. 140). 

r This book is now rare. Dufosse prices it at 50 francs; F. S. Ellis, London, 1884, at £5.5.0. Before 
TorialUs, probably the best known book was Isaac de la Peyrere's Relation du Groenland (Paris, 1647). It 
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Torfreus and the book upon which later writers 
mostly depend is David Crantz's Historie 71011 

Gron/and, enlha/tuzd die Beschreibung des Landes 
und der Eillwohner, insbesonders die Geschichten 
der dortigm MissioIJ. Nebst l'ortutzung(Barby, 
1765-70, . 3 vols.). An English translation ap. 
peared in London in 1767, and again, though in 
an abridged forl;ll with some changes, in 1820.1 

Crantz says of his own historic aims, referring 
to Torfreus and to the accounts given by the 
Eskimos of the east coast, that he has tried to 
investigate" where the savage inhabitants came 
from, and how the ancient Norwegian inhabi
tants came to be so totally extirpated," while at 
the same time he looks upon the history of 'the 
Moravian missions as his chiefest theme. 

The principal source for the identification of 
the ruins of Greenland is the work compiled by 

Rafn and Finn Magnusen, Gronlands Histt»'islu 
Mindesmarker,2 with original texts and Danish 
versions. Useful summaries and observations 
will be found in the paper by K. Steenstrup on 
.. Old Scandinavian ruins in South Greenland" 
in the Compte Rendu, COI1~es des Americanistes 
(Copenhagen, 1883, p. 108), and in one on" Les 
Voyages des Danois au Greenland" in the same 
(p. 196). Steenstrup's paper is accompanied by 
photographs and cuts, and a map marking the 
site of the ruins. The latest account of them 
is by Lieut. Holm in the Meddddser om Gron
land (Copenhagen, 1883), vol. vi. Other views 
and plans showing the arrangement of their 
dwellings and the curious circular ruins,8 which 
seems to have usually been near their churches, 
are shown in the Baron Nordenskjold's Den 
a1Zdra dicksonska a:pedih"tmen till Groizland, dess 
inn isokm och dess ostkust, utftird or ,r883 (Stock. 

RUINS OF THE CHURCH AT KATORTOK •• 

is one of the earliest books to give an accoUlit of the Eskimos. It was again printed in ,674 in Recueil de 
Voyages du Nord. A Dutch edition at Amsterdam in ,678 (Nauu·kenrige Beschrijving" van Grom/and) 
was considerably enlarged with other matter, and this edition was the basis of the German version published 
at Nuremberg, ,679. Peyrere's description will be found in English in a volume published by the Halduyt 
Society in ,855, where it is accompanied by two maps of the early part olthe seventeenth century. Cf. Carter. 
Brown, ii., no. 1192, note; Sabin, x. p. 70. 

1 Pilling (eskimo Bib/iog., p. 20) gives the most careful account of editions. Cf. Sabin, v. 66. A Dutch 
translation at Haarlem in '767 was provided with better and larger maps than the original issue; and this 
version was again brought out with a changed title in '786. There was a Swedish ed. at Stockholm in 1769, 
and a reprint of the original German at Leipzig in '770, and it is included in the Bibliothek der .. eueste .. 
Reisebesrhreibungm (Frankfort, '779-1797), .vol. xx. Cf. Carter·BTown, ii., nos. '443, '576, '577, ,67', 1728. 

S This constitutes in 3 vols. a sort of supplement to the Antiquitates American",. Cf. Dublin Ret'inD, xxvii. 
35 ; Bulletin de la Soc. de G'og". de Paris, 3d ser., vol. vi., and a synopsis of the MindeslIIa:ker in The 
Sacristy, Feb. I, 1871 (London). 

8 The principal ruin is that of a church, and it will be found represented in the Antif/UiJates Americana:, 
and again 'by Nordenskjold, Steenstrup, J. T. Smith (I)iscovery ~f America, etc.), Horsford; and, not to name 
more, in Hayes's Land of Deso/ation (and in the French version in Tour du Monde, xxvi.) • 

• After a cut in Nordenskjiild's .Den Andra Dicksonsk", Expedition, .. hl/ Gron/and, p. 369, following one 
in Eft ... Medde/e/ser om Gron/and. 
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holm, 1885). the result of the ripest study and 
closest contact. 

We need also to scan the narratives of Hans 
Egede and Graah. , Parry found in 1824. on an 
island on the Baltic coast, a runic stone. com
memorating the occupancy of the spot in 1135 
(Anli,!uitates AmericantZ; Mallet's Nurthern 
Anli'!ui#e .... 248); and in 1830 and 1831 other 
runes were found on old gravestones (Rink's 
Danish Greenland. app. v.; Laing's Heims
kring/a. i. 151). These last are in the Museum 
at Copenhagen. Most of these imperishable 
relics have been found in the district of J uHanes
haab.1 

E. THE VINLAND VOYAGEs.-What Leif 
and Karlsefne knew they experienced. and what 
the sagas tell us they underwent, must have just 
the difference between a crisp narrative of per
sonal adventure and the oft-repeated and ,em
bellished story of a ,fireside narrator. since the 

tradi tions of the Norse voyages were not put in 
the shape of records till about two centuries 
had elapsed, and we have no earlier manuscript 
of such a record than one made nearly two hun
dred years later still. It is indeed claimed that 
the transmission by traCiition in those days was a 
different matter in respect to constancy and ex
actness from' what it has been known to be in 
later times; but the assumption lacks proof and 
militates against well·known and inevitable pro
cesses of the human mind. 

In regard to the credibility of the sagas. the 
northern writers recognize the change which 
came over the oral traditionary chronicles when 
the romancing spirit was introduced from the 
more southern countries. at a time while the 
copies of the sagas which we now have were 
making. after having been for, so long a time 
orally' handed down; but they are not so suc
cessful in making plain what influence this im
ported spirit had on particular sagas. which we 

SAGA MANUSCRIPT.-

1 Rafn in his Am.ricas aretiske land.s Gaml. G.op-alhi •• fte,. de Nordisk. Oldskrift.r (Copenhagen. 
,8+;) gives the seals of some of the Greenland bishops. various plans of the different ruins, a view of the 
Katortok church with its surroundings, engraving of the different 'runic inscriptions. and a map of the 
1 ulianehaab district. 

• This is a portion of one of the plates in the Anti9uitates AfflerieantZ, given by Rain to Charles Sumner. 
with a key in n:anuscript by Rafn himself. His signature is from a copy of his Memoir. given by him to 
Edward Everett, and now in Harvard College library. 
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are asked to receive as historical records. They 
seem sometimes to forget that it is not necessary 
to have culture, heroes, and impossible occur
rences to con.titute a myth. A blending of his
tory and myth prompts Horn to say" that some 
of the sagas were doubtless originally based on 
facts, but the telling and re-telling have changed 
them into pure' myths." The imsympathetic 
stranger sees this in stories that the patriotic 
Scandinavians are over-anxious to make appear 
as genuine chronicles.l It is certainly unfortu
nate that the period of recording the older 
sagas coincides mainly with the age of this 
southern romancing influence.~ It is a some· 

what anomalous condition when long·transmitted 
oral stories are assigned to history, and certain 
other written ones of the age of the recorded 
sagas are relegated to myth. If we would be
lieve some of the northern writers, what appears 
to be difference in kind of embellishment was 
in reality the sign that separated history from 
fable.s Of the interpreters of this • olden lore, 
Torf:eus has been long looked upon as a charac
teristic exemplar, and Horn f says of his works 
that they are .. perceptibly lacking in criticism. 
Torf:eus was upon the whole incapable of dis
tinguishing between myth and history." i 

Erasmus Rask, in writing to Wheaton in 

RUIN AT KATORTOK .• 

1 This tendency of the Scandinavian writers is recognized among themselves. Horn (Anderson'S transla
tion, 324) ascribes it to "an unbridled fancy and want of critical method rather than to any wilful perversion 
of historical tmth. This tendency owed its origin to an intense patriotism, a leading trait in the Swedish 
character, which on this very ac.count was well-nigh incorrigible." 

2 Dasent translates from the preface to Egils Saga (Reikjavik, 1856): "The sagas show no wilful purpose 
to tell untruths, but simply are proofs of the beliefs and turns of thought of men in the age when the sagas 
were reduced to writing" (Burnt Nja/, i. p. xiii). 

3 Rink (Danish Greenland, p. 3) says of the sagas that" they exist only in a fragmentary condition .. and 
bear the general character of popular traditions to such a degree that they stand much in need of being cor
roborated by colIateral proofs, if we are wholly to rely upon them in such a question as an ancient colonization 
of A merica." So he proceeds to enumerate the kind of evidence, which is sufficient in Greenland, but is 
wholly wanting in other parts of America, and to point out that the trustworthiness of the sagas of the Vin
land voyages exists only in regard to their general scope. 

Dasent, in the introduction of Vigfusson's Icelandic Dictionary, says ,of the sagas: "Written at various 
periods by scribes more or less fitted for the task, they are evidently of very varying authority." The Scan
dinavian authorities class the sagas as mythical histories, as those relating to Icelandic history '(subdivided into 
general, family, personal, ecc\esiasticaI),and as the lives of rulers. 

4 Anderson's translation, Lit. of the Scand. North, p. 8,. 
S Laing (Heimskringla, i. 23) says: "Arne Magnussen was the greatest antiquary ~ho never wrote; his 

judgments and opinions are known from notes, selections, and correspondence, and are of great authority at 
this day in the saga literature. Torf",us c"'suIted him in his researches." 

• After a cut in Nordenskjold's Exped. till Gr.·n/and, p. 371, following the Meddel. om Gronland, vi. 98. 
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1831,1 enumerates eight of the early· manu
scripts which mention .YinJand and the voyages; 
but Rafn, in 1837, counted. eighteen such manu
scripts.i We know little or nothing about the 
recorders or date of any of these copies, except
ing the Heimskringia,8 nor how long they had 
existed orally .. Some of them were doubtless 
put into writing soon after. the time when such 
recording was introduced, and this date is some
times put as early as A. D. II20, and sometimes 
as late as the middle or even end of that cen
tury. Meanwhile, Adam of Bremen,_ in the 
latter part of the eleventh century (A. D. 1073), 

Reference: 
J1Nor.re ruins D7 tracts of them 

,. If 

1 Mall. Hist. &e. Proc., xviii. 20. 

prepared his Historia Ecclesiastica, an account 
of the spread of Christianity in the north, in 
which he says he was told by the Danish king 
that his subjects. had found a. country to the 
west, called Winland.. A reference is also sup
posed to be made in the Historia Eccle sinstica of 
Ordericus Vital is, written about the middle (say 
A. D. I140) of the twelfth century. But it was 
not until: somewhere between A. D. 1385 and 
1400 that the oldest Icelandic manuscript which 
exists, touching the voyages, was compiled,
the so-called Coda: Flntoymsis,' though how 
much earlier copies of it were made is not 

EnfJir~m8 of 

.Julia.nenaa"\> 

OSTERBYGD 
or 

2 Oswald Moosmiiller's Europaer in Amerika 1/or Columbus (Regensburg, 1879, p. 4) enumerates the 
manuscripts in the royal library in Copenhagen. 

8 A. E. Wollheim's Die Nat. lit. der Scandinat'ier (Berlin, 1875-77), P.47. Turner's Anglo Saxons, book 
iv. ch. I. Manet's No. Antill' (1847), 393. 

• Cf. G. H. Perti, Monumenta Germani", historica, 1846, vol. vii. cap. 247. Of the different manuscripts, 
some call Vinland a " regia" and others an "insula.JJ 

6 Discovered in the seventeenth century in a monastery on an island close by the Icelandic coast, and now 

NOTE.-The above is a reproduction of a comer map in the map of Danis" Greenland given in Rink's 
book of that name. The sea in the southwest comer of the cut is not shaded; but shading is given to ·the 
interior ice field on the northern and northeastern part of the map. Rink gives a similar map of the Wester
bygd. 

• 
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known. It is in this manuscript that we find the 
saga of Olaf Tryggvesson, , wherein the voyages 
of Leif Ericson are described, and it is only by 
a comparison of circumstances detailed here and 
in other sagas that the year A. D. 1000 has been 
approximately determined as the date.2 In this 
same codex we find the saga of Eric the Red, 
one of the chief narratives depended upon by 

the advocates of the Norse discovery, and in 
Rask's judgment it "appears to be 80mewhat 
fabulous, written long after the event, and taken 
from tradition." I 

The other principal saga is that of Thorfinn 
Karlsefne, which with some differences and 
with the same lack of authenticity,goes over the 
ground covered by that of Eric the ReeL' 

RAFN. 

in the royal library in Copenhagen. Cf. Laing's introduction to his edition of the neimsllringla, voL i. 
P.157. Hom says of this codex; .. The book was written towards the end of the fourteenth century by two 
Icelandic priests, and contains in strange confusion and wholly witbout criticism a \arge number of sagas, 
poems, and stories. No other manuscript confuses things on so vast a 5Cale." Anderson's translation of 
Hom's Lit. of II .. Sca""i,,. Norl", p. 60. Cf. Flateyjarl>olt. E" Sa_ling Ilf Norsll. Ko"p-Sagaer ",ed 
;,,"s"""le ",i,,"relorl,zllinger DIll aegiven"'''" ; og U""'lor Norg. sa",t A""aler (Christiania, 1860); and 
Vigfusson's and Unger's edition of 1868, also at Christiania. The best English account of the Code" Flalo?_ 
."sis is by Gudbrand Vigfusson in the preface to his /ula.";c Sagas, published under direction of the 
Master of the Rolls, London, 1887, voL i. p. xxv. 

1 For texts, see C. C. Rafn's edition of Kong Olal TrygrwsOtls Saga (Copenhagen, 1826), and Munch's 
edition of Kong Olal TryglfWs.,,'S Saga (Christiania, 1853). Cf. also P. A. Munch's Norps Konp-Sagaer 
of Snorri Sturleson, Slurla ThorJsson, etc. (Christiania, 1859). 

2 The Code" Flntoymsis says that it was sixteen .. inters after the settlement of Greenland before Leif went 
to Norway, and that in the next year he sailed to Violand. 

• Moss. Hist. SOt. P,oe., xviii. 21. 

t These ~gas ·are given in Icelandic, Danish, and Latin in Rafn's A..t;pitaus Americ"" .. (Copenhageu. 
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Of all the early manuscripts, the well-knoWn be received as an historical record, and all that 
Hm.s~ .. oi Snorro Sturleson (b. 1178; d. it says is in these words: •. Leif also found Yin
I =41). purporting to be a history oi the Norse land the Good." 1 

kings doWll to A. 0.. lIn. is the most entitled to Sam Grammatic:us (d. about I:!OS) in his Hi ... 

HISTORIA 

VINLAN· 
. DlffiANTIQV IF. 

COl 

Panis America: Septentrionalis, 
~bi 

Nominis ratio Iecenfetur, 
fitus terrre ex dieIum bIU
malium fpatio apenditur, foli ferci· 

"litaS & incolarumbarbaries, per
egrinorum temporarius incolarus ~ 

gena, vicinaruni terrarum no
mina &. facies 

ex 
Antiqvitatibus IsIandicis in lucem 

produCla aponuntur 
per. 

TIIORMODUM -TORFJ£UM 
~Norvegicarum HiR~phumRegium. 

ltAVNlJE. 
Elt ~lJr2ph!oRegiz Majeft.&UDivcr1ir.l~Or· 

.. 11:",:,.- IIIIpcaGs ~diorir. 

laJi). Versions 01' abstracts, more 01' less full, of all 01' of some of them are g1Ye1l by Beamish, in his Disav
'7 of A-w ~ 1M NwtJ..no (London, '14')' whose \ext is reprinted by Sbftel'. in his V"Y"ps of 1M 
N~ (Boston, 1877). J. Elliot Cabot, in the MtUS. Q ... ,.,. Rmn.., March, 18490 c:opied in part in 
Higginsoe's A_. ExI'-rrs. Blackwell, in his supplementary chapters to Mallet's NmJurra A Nlipitils 
(r.-Joa, Bohn's library). B. F. De Costa, in his Pr.-Col .. lituc Dis"""7'f A-m. (Albany •• 868). 
Eben Norton Horsford, in his Disawf?f A.ni.. ~ Nw_ (Bos_ •• 888). Beauvois, in his DieoK' 
_tn dis &--"-s _ A.mfW (Paris. 18;9). P. E. MiiDer. in his Sa.rtUillistltU (Copenha.,."eD· 
IS,6-ao), ud a Germaa -..ioa of part of it by Lacbmann, s..ptUillistJuk dis &,..,u"..,uw. AIJIrlII __ 
... A..-pro (Berlin, 1816). 

I Whe ... ho_. PeringskiOld edited the H~ .. in 1697. be interpolated eight chapters of a more 
putkuIar accouDt of the Vmland YOyag1S, which drew forth some anima~ from Torfzus in 17<>5. when 
he published his H"ut.m. Yilll • ..t;.. It was later fonnel that PeringskiOld had drawu these eight chapters 
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toria .Danica begins with myths, and evidently 
follows the sagas, but does not refer to them 
except in his preface.l 

For about five hundred years after this the 
stories attracted little or no attention.2 We 
have seen that Peringskiold produced these 
sagas in 1697. Montanus in his Nieuwe en on
belunde Weereld (Amsterdam, 1671), and Cam
panius, in 1702, in his Kort Beskrifning om 
Provinden /I'ya Swerige uti America (Stock
holm),8 gave some details. The account which 
did most, however, to revive an interest in the 
subject was that of Torfaeus in his Historia 
VinlanditZ AntiqutZ (Copenhagen, 1705), but he 
was quite content to place the scene of his nar
rative in America, without attempting to iden
tify localities.4 The voyages were, a few years 
later, the subject of a dissertation at the Uni
versityof Upsala in Sweden.6 J. P. Cassell, of 
Bremen, discusses the Adam of Bremen story 
in another Latin essay, stilllater.6 

About 1750, Pieter Kalm, a Swede, brought 
the matter to the atlention of Dr. Franklin, as 
the latter remembered twenty-five years later, 
when he wrote to Samuel Mather that" the cir-

cumstances gave the account a great appearance 
of authenticity." 7 In 1755, Paul Henri Mallet 
(1730-1807), in his HistlJire de .Dannemarc, de
termines the localities to be Labrador and 
Newfoundland.B 

In 1769, Gerhard Schoning, in his Norge'" 
Riges Histwie, established the scene in America. 
Robertson, in 1777, briefly mentions the voyages 
in his Hist. of America (note xvii.), and, refer
ring to the accounts given by Peringskiold, calls 
them rude and confused, and says that it is 
impossible to identify the landfalls, though he 
thinks Newfoundland may have been the scene 
of Vinland. This is also the belief of J. R. 
Forster in his Geschichte der Entdeckungen im 
Norden (Frankfurt, 1784).9 M. C. Sprengel, in 
his Geschichte der. Europiier in Nordamerika 
(Leipzig, 1782). thinks they went as far south as 
Carolina. Pontoppidan's History of Nor-dJay 
was mainly followed by Dr. J etemy Belknap in 
his American Biography (Boston, 1794), who 
recognizes .. circumstances to confirm and none 
to disprove the relations." In 1793, M uiioz, in 
his Historia del Nuevo. MU1ldo, put Vinland in 
Greenland. In 1796 there was a brief account 

from the Codex Flatoyensis, which seems to have been unknown to Torf",us. When Laing printed his edition 
of the Heimskringla, The Sea Kings of Norway (London, 1844), he translated these eight chapters in his 
appendix (vol. iii. 344). Laing (Heimskringla, i. 27) says: "Snorro Sturleson has done for the history of 
the N orthmen what Livy did for the history of the Romans," - a rather questionable tribute to the verity of 
the saga history, in the light of the most approved comments on Livy. Cf. Hom, in Anderson's translation, 
Lit. of the Scandinavian North (Chicago, 1884), p. 56, with references, p. 59. 

1 J. Fulford Vicary's Saga Time (Land., 1887). Some time in the fifteenth century, a monk, Thomas 
Gheysmer, made an abridgment of Saxo, alleging that he "had said much rather for the sake of adornment 
than in behalf of truth." The Canon Christiem Pederson printed the first edition of Saxo at Paris in 1514 
(Anderson's Horn's Lit. Scandin. North, p. 102). This writer adds: "The entire work rests exclusively on 
oral tradition, which had been gathered by Saxo, and which he repeated precisely as he had heard it, for in the 
whole chronicle there is no trace of criticism proper ••... Saxo must also undoubtedly have had Icelandic 
sagamen as authorities for the legendary part of his work; but there is not the slightest evidence to show that 
he ever had a written Icelandic saga before him ..•• In this part of the work he betrays no effort to separate 
fact from fiction, ... and he has in many instances consciously or unconsciously adorned the original mate
rial." Horn adds that the last and best edition is that of P. E. Miiller and J. Velchow. Saxonis Grammatici 
Historia Danica (Copenhagen, 1839). 

2 Humboldt (Crit. Exam., ii. 120) represented that Ortelius referred to these voyages in 1570; but Palfrey 
(Hist. New England, i. 51) shows that the language cited by Humboldt was not used by Ortelius till in his 
edition of 1592, and that then he referred to the Zeno narrative. 

8 See post, VoL IV. p. 492. 
4 His account is followed by Malte Brun in his Precis d. la GeoraP";' (i. 395). Cf. also Annales des 

Voyages (Paris, 1810), x. 50, and his Georaph;' Un~verselle (Paris, 1841). Pinkerton, in his Voyages (Lon
don, 1814), vol. xvii., also followed Torf",us. 

6 J. J. Wahlstedt's Iter in Americam (Upsala, 1725)' Cf. Brinley Catal., i. 59. 
6 Obsen'atio hislorica ad Frisonum nfl1Jigationefortuita in Americam sec. xi.facta (Magdeburg, 1741). 
1 Franklin's Works, Philad., 1809, vol. vi.;. Sparks's ed., viii. 69. 
B This is .the book which furnished the text in an English dress (London, 1770) known as Northern Anti

quities, and a part of his account is given in the America .. Museum (Philad., li89). In the Edinburgh edition 
of 1809 it is called: Norihern antiquities: or a descriptio .. of the manners, customs, r-eligion and laws, of 
the ancient Danes, ;ncluding those of our Saxon ancestors. With a tr-anslation of the Edda and ol"er 
pieces, from the ancient Icelandic tongue. Translaled from "L'introduction II I' histoire de Dannemarc, 
&-c .... par Mons. Mallet. W-;th additional notes by the English translator [BishoP Percy], and Goranson's 
Latin version of the Edda. In 2 vols. The chapters defining the locations are omitted, and others substi
tuted, in the reprint of the Nortflern Antiquities in Bohn's library. 

9 There are French and English versions. 
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in Fritsch's Disputatio historic~geograPhic(J in 
fua (jlllzritur utrum 7J~teres America", nO'lJerini 
nerne. H. Stenstrom published at Lund, in 
ISoI, a short dissertation, De America Norvegis 
ante !empora Colum6i adita. Boucher de la 
:aicharderie, in his Bi6liothlque Universe/Ie des 
Voyages (Paris, 1808), gives a short account, 
and cites some of the authorities. Some of the 
earlier American histories of this century, like 
\Villiamson's North Carolina, took advantage 
of the recitals of Torfzus and Mallet. Ebenezer 
Henderson's Residenu in Ice/and (1814-15) 1 

presented the evidence anew. Barrow, in his 
Voyages to the Arctic Regions (London, 1818), 
places Vinland in Labrador or Newfoundland; 
but J. W. Moulton, in his History of the State 
of New York (N. Y., 18241, brings that State 
within the region supposed to have been visited. 

A writer more likely to cause a determinate 
opinion in the public mind came in Washington 
Irving, who in his Colum6us (London, 1828) dis
missed the accounts as untrustworthy; though 
later, under the influence of Wheaton and 
Rafn, he was inclined to consider them of pos
sible importance; and finally in his condensed 
edition he thinks the facts .. established to the 
conviction of most minds." S Hugh Murray, in 
his Discuveriu and Travels in North America 
(London, 18291, regards the sagas as an author
Ity; but he doubts the assigning of Vinland to 
America. In 1830, W. D. Cooley, in his His
tory of Maritime and Inland Discuvery,8 thought 
it impossible to shake the authenticity of the 
sagas. 

While Henry Wheaton was the minister of 
the United States at Copenhagen, and having 
access to the collections of that city, he pre
pared his History of the Northm"', which was 
published in London and Philadelphia in 1831.4 
The high character of the man gave unusual 

1 Edinburgh, 1818; Boston, 183" 
S Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., 1865, p. 184. 
8 Lardner's Ca6inel Cy&iop<Zdia. 
4 Allibone, iii. 2667, 

force to his opinions, and his epitome of the 
sagas in his second chapter contributed much 
to increase the interest in the Northmen story. 
He was the first who much impressed the New 
England antiquaries with the view that Vinland 
should be looked for in New England; and a 
French version by Paul Guillot, issued in Paris in 
1844, is stated to have been .. revue et augmen
tee par l'auteur, avec carte~, inscriptions, et al
phabet runique." 6 The opinions· of Wheaton, 
however, had no effect upon the leading histo
rian of the United States, nor have any subse· 
quent developments caused any challge in the 
opinion of Bancroft, first advanced in 1834, in 
the opening volume of his c--"ited States, where 
he dismissed the sagas as .. mythological ill 
form and obscure in meaning; ancient yet not 
contemporary." He adds that "the intrepid 
mariners who colonized Greenland could easily 
have extended their voyage to Labrador; but 
no clear historical evidence establishes the nat
ural probability that they accomplished tile pas· 
sage." 6 All this is omitted by Bancroft in his 
last revised edition; hut ~ paragraph in his 
original third volume (18401, to the intent that, 
though "Scandinavians may have reached the 
shores of Labrador, .the'· soil of the United 
States has not one vestige of their presence," is 
allowed to remain,' and is true now as when 
first written. 

The chief apostle of the Norseman belief, 
however, is Carl Christian Rafn, whose work 
was accomplished under the auspices of the 
Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries at Co-
penhagen.8 . 

Rafn was born· in 1795, and died at Copen
hagen in 1864.9 At the University, as well as 
later as an officer of its library, he had bent his 
attention to the early Norse manuscripts and 
literature,lD so that in 1825 he was the natural 

6 Irving, in reviewing the book in the No. Am. RI!1J., Oct., 1832, avoided the question of the Norse dis
covery. (Cf. his Spanish Papers, vol. ii., and Rice's Essays from the No. Am. Rev.) C. Robinson, in his 
Discoveries in the West (ch. I), borrows from Wheaton. 

8 Octavo ed, i. pp. 5, 6. 
7 Orig. eeL, iii. 313 i last revision, ii. 132 . 
• Tbis society, Kongelige Nordiske Oldskrift·Selskab, since 1825, has been issuing works and periodicals 

D1ustrating all departments of Scandinavian arch",ology (cf. Webb, in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., viii.· 177), and 
has gathered cabinets and museums, sections of which are devoted to American subjects. C. C. Rafn's Call;'" 
net ti'antiquites A",ericaines 11 Copenhague (Copenhagen, 1858); Journal of th. Royal GeograpMcal 
Society, xiv. 316; Slafter's intIod. to his Voyages of tit. Northmen . 

• Mass. Hist .. Soc. Proc., viii. 81; Am. Antiq. Soc. Proc., April, 1865; N. E. Hist. Geneal. Reg., 1865, 
p. 273; Today, ii. 176. 

10 Professor Willard Fiske has paid particular attention to the early fonns of the Danish in the Icelandic 
literature. In ,8S- tbe British Museum issued a Catalogue of the 600"s printed in Iceland from A. D. 1578 
to 1880 in tlte li6r~ry pf the British Museum. In 1886 Mr. Fiske privately printed at F10rence BiJJliograllt
;eal Notices, i.: Books printed in leeland, 1578-,8##, a supplement to til. British Museum Catalogue, 
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founder of the Royal Society of Nortbern AD
tiquaries; and mucb o( the nlue of its lung 
series 0( publicatjons to due to bis acti~e and 
unllagging inleRS!.l The summit of bis Amer
iam interest. bO'llre,"er, wras reached in Ibe great 
fotioAIlI'f"".uu .11_"., ... "1,1 in wbich be fOl' the 
first time put tbe mass of original Norse docu
menls be:fore the sludent, and with a larger aeen
mul .. tion of proofs than b.od ever been adduced 
before, be commented on the DllrnliVe5 and 

came to conclusions respecting tncn of their 
occupancy to which (ew will adhere t~1-

The cffect of ){..tu'. volume., how.,.-er, was 
marked, and we see it in the numerous presen
tations of the subject wbich followed; and e,·cry 
writer since bas been greatly indcbted to him. 

AlalUldcr ron Humboldt in his b .... na Cri
tip' I pms,. 18.;71 g.>ye a synops.is of the s.agu. 
and bcliued the scene of the disconries to be: 
be:nrecn Newfoun.n...nd and New York; and in 

which enumer.otes '39 tille:s with fWl bib:iognphial cIebiI aud an iodes.. He ref~ also to the prillcipal 
bibiiognphiaJ autbonties. Lung's inlroduc:tioD to the Hn-.J:ri •• ~ .. gi-. a ~r, 

1 U. ml ol their _CnJ ....... es in Scudder's e",,,L ./ S.inr/. Slntlis, ....... bto, 6H, aud the JQfn bib!i<>g
r.lph,. in ~bin, an _ 6; .. ~; .. 56.. In addilioa to its Innioh publications, the chief cf .. hid. intcresting 
In the American arch~ being the ."I&f'f,,4rid T~it (.s..;-.Sbt). """""tilMS kDo_ as the kn'u 
A".R;,,:~p'l"1 d S"M,., the oocie:,., uada- its more bmiliu name 01 SooCti Roy<lle des Antiquires dll 
l'ord. has iMued its .Ili"";rr.s, the lint series running from 18.;6 In .St,o, in 4 yols.;, and the second bqinning 
in .&-.6. T~ cont>.in numertMl$ popen inYOl..mg the ~ 01 the Xorthmea YO~ including a ...... 
denscd n.orrabYe by R~ .... lI';moire .... Ia decouYerte de r Ambique all I"" si«le, - .. hid. W"U enluged aud 
lreqllUltly issued scpor.>ldr in French and other ~ (,SjS-,&jJ)' and is SOIIIelimes found in EnSlioh as 
a S"llu.nd 1.,10# .-fl&fil"il"'~s A_,.-u .. _, and W"U issued in :Sew Yorlr. (.5.;5) as A-..i.·. tlu.·~ U. 
tA~ (~./~ ~rl&f'"7. In this form pI ...... HiJi. s... P.w, till. IS;) il W"U widely ued here and in Europe to 
c::alI attention 10 R~n'''<>1io, A .. lie(II""''' Aani .... 6. 

The ,1/; .... 'a also contained aootber POpel" br Rain, A/,"C" U r .......... 1 ri~.I"iI .In ripnu 
_di"i"u U t.4.;ril"" ",/". us '''It-fs ~t",lr ... s tI ... s In s.,prs tI. iV,,-,/ (Copen/l.ogen. ,5~;),.nicb 
also COI1CeJIlS L'te '-inWftl Y"}-;oges, and is reputed in the X ....... lln A ..... us tI,. "'7'1&"s ('&j,,). l 2n. 

~ • .fR#r.,JtTl~.I ."'.#"';.dll.:6 si;y s..Tif'!.;"~.s gft~lfIri~,.4kJ n",. .",/4'-C#.:."'i.tlftr"... ;11 A""';";& 

S.,.,li"$ d.,l.J# ; .,,..IL""'S ':JJ:.ri./!rll" ;IfJ~lINJ:1 I/tn-rdlfilfp? .,. JI p." .wrIHPS #J44, .. ~JJI",u" til 
A.uri .. -g I'''' .Id 10.1# til tid , "U tlcJ,~ •• JnJL EJi'4;/ SA-::ddS "Pd .",1;.,.17';,"",,_ .. v/:r.:ri,..li_. 
(Haln~, ,SJ:)' COXTE"-YS: Pr.rbtio.-Coosp«fUS Cl'dicum membran«'nlJll, in qwllus I~m Ameri
a ....... m mentio fit. - Ameria di.'«'Ter<d br the 5emdin.l.-uns in the tenth cenlurr. (.-\n ~b.lract 01 the 
iUslDric:aJ e>i<knce cont>.ined in this ...,.k.) - Pzttir aI Eire.ki R..ud.. ok Gntllkndin~,m. - :'''&"1 Port'nns 
Kvbdnis ok Snoma Po~. - Breoiores ~Il""'es: De inh.oboutiooe I~.; De i"),,."'t>tl<'lle 
Gnrn!andiz: De .-\rio lbri. fi:io: De ll;cOmc B...,i(h;kensium at~a: De Gudlci~o Gudl<rgi filio: E'<''''l'a 
b: anrulibus hbndonrm: Die mon..";' __ Gnrnlan.!"".m in locis Bon:aJ~: ucerpra e geographicis ooiptis 
.-eterum Ishndorum: C.ormen Fzroi.:u .... in quo ,'inbDdi"" meatio fit; Adami Bremensis R.l:.l:io de Vii>
IandU: Descriptio quorumd.un m,'nurnenlorum Europronutl. quz in oris Gronbndiz oci<knWibu. ~ 
et de\ecta Mml; Descriptio .-.tusb monalJlalli in ....pone )(:ass;ornusdts ~perli; Descriptio _u~l,,",m 
quorundun monumen.orum in Rhode hl.1."ld. - Annotatiooes goographicz: hbnd~ ft G:iNlbndU: Indagatio 
Arct .... l\lm .-\mmcz ~,mum.-Ind:.~tio OrienWium A~ regioaum.- ,-\ddenda et emen~
I"d.".,.. The b~ w",ks ~"' in Ittbndic. ()ani .... and Latin. 

cr. abo his .. 4.li.,.;I;S ,.f.,;rr"oailus J"c'!t,.~s I~I _~._""IfIJ 'i.stw:.,_u ii,s 1d4.iLllis d tI~s ....... .1 

&"".li"mYJ (Copenhagm •• s..; \. .-\n a"":raet of the ffld<nce is gi.-en in the f,"r .... 1 '.' ''''1 k"."" c... 
r"/H.-.rJ S"'idT {Tiii. 1I~1. and it ;. upon thi> tNot U. H. &ncroll depends in bis '"a/iN ka .. u(v. 106,1. 
cr. aI", Ihl. y. '''-116: and his c, .. t_ .-I .. ,ri ..... i. if- L ~~ in hi. us Gr.z • .ls F.rils tI~ rHiJl.n. 
til 101 Gi.'?""/4i, (P>.ris. ,Sol'.; .-01. i. q:, 16,) f,>llo,", R~(n and "~I ... Brun. 50 doe5 B~r de B<>ul'" 
bourg in hi> HiJi . .I, X.z::i.'ou Cr.i:i~;u, l .S; and n..chil~"! llonles in his A .. tipiM .. .lu ."."';.-... IIS 

(fbnna. IS-!; \. 
Gre .. t eliorts 10Cre .... .!. b,. R~rn and his rriend5 to ttft ...,Ti<-w-s of his rolio in Amerian periodiGll>; and he 

relied in this INtt..- upon Or. Webb and olh ..... with ... hom M h.od b<en in c-orJ""rSpondmce in .. orking Dp his 
~PhiaI detail. (.II.us. HiJi. s...,. P, .... ~ ii_ 9;. '0;: .-iii. Is... etc.). and 50 ble as ,S," he dnfted in 
En~!ioh a _ ':mo""is 01 the eTidC<\<". ~nd """t it OYer lor distribulion in the L'niled ~ra.<s (/hJ. il ;00; 

}\',..,. J,.,srf IIiJl. s..-. p~' .• Ti; N. 1':. Hisl. Gnu,.:. k~~~ ,S,~ p. •. t). 50 fvas _ighl 01 ch.onctu wmt, 
there W"U a plenty 01 it in hi> ~"""": Lh ... rd ETerett in the .\' ... -f.". kn~ J .... , IS JS; Ak~ 

• {lpp<OSite k a SKtion ol Rain's map in the A"tii"iltdn .11."',-""6, giTing his identiliGltWn 01 tM l'\...-.e 
Ioalit;..,.. This and the other INp br R~fn ;. "'J'<Oduced in his en!>i,,".r Al&fi,,,ifis A.Jri.m.n (Cope'" 
~n •• S,S). The .... p in the 3tlas of ~t. lbrtin·s IIiJl. till .. C;~"/4i1 doe _ tr.aclr. them belo. S._ 
foundlUld. The IN!> in J. T. ~mith'5 .\'_"_ i. /I;'" E".rf" .. .1 ~ Bo. ...... IS.~) st.o.., ,,"'.-en .~ to 
America from Sc:andin.oTia. .... 0. 561-uS;. CL .... p in ,nlhelmi·. 111 ... 4. etc.. (Heidelberg, IS.~).. 
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his Cosmos (1844) he reiterated his views, hold
ing to "the undoubted 'first discovery by the 
Northmen as far south as 410 301."1 

Two books owhich for a while were the popu
lar treatises on the subject were the immediate 
outcome of Rafn's book. The first of these 

'was The Northmen in New England, giving the 
stories in the form of a dialogue, by Joshua 
Toulmin Smith (Boston" r839), which in a 
second edition (London, 1842) was called The 
Discovery 0/ America by the Northmen in the 
Tenth Century. 

The other book was largely an English ver
sion of parts of Rafn's book, translating the 
chief sagas, and reproducing the maps: N atha
niel Ludlow Beamish's Discovery 0/ America by 
the Northmm in the Tenth Century (London. 
1841}.2 Two German books owed almost as 
much to Rafn. those of K. Wilhelmi 3 and K. 
H. Hermes.' Prescott, at this time publishing 
the third volume of his Mexico (1843), accords to 
Rafn the credit of taking the matter out of the 
category of doubt, but he hesitates to accept 
the Dane's identifications of localities; but R. 
H. Major. in considering the question in the in
troduction to his Select letters 0/ Columbus (1847). 

finds little hesitation in accepting the views of 
Rafn. and thinks .. no room is left for disputing 
the main fact of discovery." 

When Hildreth. in 1849, published his United 
States, he ranged himself, with his distrust", by 
the side of Bancroft but J. Elliot Cabot. ill mak
ing a capital summary of the evidence in the 
Mass. Quarterly Review (vol. ii.), accords with 
the believers, but places the locality visited 
about Labrador and Newfoundland. Haven in 
his Archd!ology o/the United States (Washington. 
1856) regards the discovery as well attested, 
and that the region was most likely that of N ar
ragansett Bay. C. W. Elliott in his New Eng-
land History (N. Y., 1857) holds the story to be 
" in some degree mythiCaJ." Palfrey in his Hist. 
0/ Ne'd) Ellgland (Boston, 1858) goes no farther 
than to consider the Norse voyage as in "now('~ 
unlikely," and Oscar F. Peschel in his GeschiChte\ 
de.r.zeitalters der Entdtckungm (Stuttgart,18s8) 
is on the affirmative side. Palll K. Sinding goes 
over the story with assent in his History of Scan
dillavia • ..:....a book not much changed in his 
Scandi1lQvian Races (N. Y .• 1878).5 Eugene 
Beauvois did little more than translate from 
Rafn in his Decouvertes des Scandinavcs ell 

Everett iIi the U. S. Magazine and Democratic Review (1838) j George Folsom in the N. Y. Review (J838) j 
H. R. Schoolcraft in the Amer. Biblical Repository (1839). Cf. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., viii. 182-3 j Poole's 
Index, 28, 928. 

1 Bohn's ed'., English transl., ii. 603 j Lond. ed., 1849, ii. 233-36. Humboldt expresses the opinion that 
Columbus, during his visit to Iceland, got no knowledge of the stories, so little an impression had they made on 
the public mind (Cosmos, Bohn, ii. 611), and that the enemies of Columbus in his famous lawsuit, when every 
effort was'made to discredit his enterprise, did not instance his Iceland experience, should be held to indicate 
that no one ill southern Europe believed in any such prompting at that time. Wheaton and Prescott (Ferdi
nand and /sabel/a, orig. ed., ii. u8, 131) hold similar opinions. (Cf. Vol. II. P.33.) Dr. Webb says that Irving 
held back from accepting the stories of the saga, for fear that they could be used to detract from Columbus' 
fame. Rafn and his immediate sympathizers did not fail to make the most of the supposition that Columbus 
had in some way profited by his Iceland experience. Laing thinks Columbus ",ust bave heard of the voyages, 
and De Costa (Columbus and the Geographers of the North) thinks that the bruit of the Northmen 
voyages ext • .nded sufficiently over Europe to render it unlikely that it escaped the ears of Columbus. Cf. 
further an appendix in Irving's Columbus, and Mallet's Northern Anti'luities, Bohn;s ed., 267, in refutation 
of the conclusions of Finn Magousen in the Nordisk Tidsskrift. It has been left for the unwise and over
topped advocates of a later day, like Goodrich and Marie A. Brown, to go beyond reason in an indiscriminate 
denunciation of the Genoese. The latter writer, in her Icelandic Disc""erers of America (Boston, 1888), 
rambles over the subject in a jejune way, and easily falls into errors, while she pursues her main purpose 
of exposing what she fancies to be a deep-laid scheme of the Pope and the Catholic Church to conceal the 
merits of the N orthmen and to capture the sympathies of Americans in honoring the memory of Columbus in 
1892. It is simply a reactionary craze from the overdone raptures of the school of Roselly de Lorgues and 
the other advocates of the canonization of Columbus, in Catholic Europe. 

2 This book is for the sagas the basis of the most useful book on the subject, Edmund Farwell Slafter's 
VOJ'agu of the Northmen to America. Including- e"tracts from Icelandic Sagas l'eiatillg to Western 
voyages by North",en in the loth and ITth centuries in an English translation by Nathaniel Ludlow 
Beamis" .. with a synopsis of the historical evidence and the opinion of professor Rafn as to the places visited 
by tlu Scandinavians 0" the coast of America. With an introduttion (Boston, 1877), published by the 
Prince Society. Slafter's opinion is that the narratives are" true in their general outlines and important 
features." 

8 Island, Huitramannaland, Gr'"land und Vi"la"d (Heidelberg, 1842). 
'Die Entdeckung von Am.rika durch die Isllinder ;IIt sehnten und eilfte .. Jahrhundert (Braun

schweig, 18«). Cf. E. G. Squier's Disc""ery of America by the Nort"", .... a critical review of the works 
of Her"'u, Raf .. and Beamish (1849). 

6 Cf. his paper in the Quebec Lit. and Hist. Soc. Trans., 1865. 
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Ambi,ue, - fragmmts tie Sagas Islandaises Northmen, and in his Columbus and tke Geog. 
Iraduits pour la premiere fois en franfais (Paris, rapkers of tke Norlk (Hartford" 1872, - cf. 
1859) -an extract from the Rt'VUe Orientale et Amer. Ckurck Review, xxiv. 418) he recapitu. 
Ambicai ... (vol. ii).l ., lates the sagas once more with reference to the 

Professor Daniel Wilson, of Toronto, has dis- knowledge which he supposes Columbus ,to 
cussed the subject at different times, and with have had of them. Paul Gaffarel, in his Etudes 
these conclusions: .. With all reasonable doubts sur les rapports -de I'Am/ri,ue et de, I'ancien 
as to the accuracy of details, there is the strong. Continent avant Colomb (Paris, 1869), entered 
est probability in favor of the authenticity of the more particularly into the evidence of the com. 
American Vinland •••. The data are the mere merce of Vinland and its relations to Europe. 
vague allusions of a traveller's tale, and it is Gabriel Gravier, another French author, was 
indeed the most unsatisfactory feature of the rather too credulous in his D/couverte de I' Am/· 
sagas that the)ater the voyages the more can· ri,ueparlesnormandsauX. Si~cle(Paris,1874), 
fused and inconsistent their narratives become when he assumed with as much confidence as 
in every point of detail." 2 Rafn ever did everything that the most ardent 

~
Dr. B. F. De Costa's first book on the subject advocate had sought to prove.4 

as his Pre·Columbian Discovery of America by There were two American writers soon to fol· 
Jl{orl/lmm, illustrated by Translations from low, hardly less intemperate. These were Aaron 

~Le Icelalldic Sagas, edited witk notes and a ge". Goodrich, in :.II. History of tke Ckaracter alld 
Jal introduction (Albany, 1868). It is a can· AckieVements oftke sfH:alled Ckristopker Colum· 
v~l1iel1t gathering of the essential parts of the bus (N. Y., 1874), who took the full complement 
s'lgas; but, the, introduction rather opposes than of Rafn's belief with no hesitancy; and Rasmus 
... 1, )proves some of the .. feeble paragraphs, B. Anderson in his America not discovered by Co
p""ted with a sneer,"- which he charges upon lumbus (Chicago, 1874; improved, 1877; again 
6~ing opponents of the faith. Professor J. L. with Watson's bibliography, 1883),6 in which 

Qu;c~n, in the North AmematJ Review (July, even the Skeleton in Armor is made to playa 
the n ), D,ade De Costa's book the occasion of an part. Excluding such vagaries, the book is not 
Trib. setting forth the grounds of a disbelief in without use as displaying the excessive views en· 

I ! historical value of the sagas. De Costa tertained in some quarters on the subject. The 
• ,lied in Notes on a Review, etc. (Charlestown, author is, we believe, a Scandinavian, and shows 
8 19). In the same year, Dr. Kohl, following the tendency of his race to a facility rather than 
4, identifications of Rafn, rehearsed the narra· felicity in accepting evidence on this subject. 
6~ls in his Discovery of Maine (Portland, 1869), The narratives were first detailed among our 

-11 tracked Karlsefne through the gulf of leading general histories when the Popular 
ne. De Costa took issue with him on this History <if tke United States of Bryant and Gay 

I;er point in his Nortkmen itJ Maine (Albany, appeared in 1876. The claims were presented 
to).. In the introduction to his Sailitlg Di- decidedly, and in the main in the directions in· 
tions <if Hellry Hudson, De Costa argues that dicated by Rafn; but the wildest pretensions of 
tse mariners' guides are the same used by the that antiquary were considerately dismissed. 

Beauvois also made at a later period other contributions to the subject: Les derniers vestiges du Chris· 
tisme Irlc";s du X',au XIV' si~c/es dans Ie Markland e/ Ie Grande-Irlande, les l0rtNroix de la 

tesie d de I' Arcatlie (Paris, 1877) wbich appeared originally in the Annales de l"ilosolMe Chretien".s, 
, 1877; and us Colonies eUToleennes tit, :l£arl:lana e/ de l' Eseociland au XlVI! si~c/e et les vestiges qui 
"bsisarent jus9u'aux XVI. et XVII. si~cle (Luxembourg, 1878), being taken from the Comlte Rendu 

t
e Luxembourg meeting of the Congr~'- des Americanistes. 
Pre"istoric Man,3d ed., ii. 83.85. Cf. also his Historic Footlrints in America, extracted from the 
adian Journal" Sept., 1864. 
poseph Williamson, in the Hist. Mag., Jan., 1869 (x. 30), sought to connect with the Northmen certain 
r.:t remains along the coast of Maine. 
IHe was rather caustically taken to account by Henry Cabot Lodge, in the No. Am. Review, vol. cxix. 

~
iChel Hardy'. Les Scandillaves dans I' A",eri9ue du Nord (Oieppe, 1874). An April hoax which 
red in a Washington paper in 1867, about some runes discovered on the Potomac, had been promptly 

sed in this country (Hist. Mag., Mar. and Aug.; 1869), but it had been accepted as true in the Annuaire de 
c;ete Americai". in 1873, and Gaffarel (Etudes sur les Rallorts de ,I' A",e,.;".. avant Colu",~us, Paris, 

h p. 2;1) and Gravier (p. 139) was drawn into the snare. (Cf. Whittlesey's ArchtZol.frauds in the West· 
:Reserve Hisl. Soc. Tracts, no. 9, and H. W. Haynes in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., Jan., 188"8, p. ;'9.) In a 
r monograph. Les Nor';'""ds sur /a roule ties I"des (Rouen, ,880), Gravier, while still accepting the old 
joded geographical theories, undertook further io prove th~t.the bruits. of .the Norse dis~overies instigated 
Isearnen of Nonnandy to similar ventures, and that they V1Slted AmerIca 10 ante--Columblan days. 
\There is an authorized Gennan version, Die erste E"ldecleung von Amerilea, by Mathilde Mann (Ham· 
t, 1888). ' 

! VOL. 1.-7 
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During the last score years the subject has 
been often made prominent by travellers like 
Kneeland 1 and Hayes,2 who have recapitulated 
the evidence; by lecturers like Cbarles, Kings
'len 8 by monographists like Moosmiiller; 4 by 
the minor historians like Higginson,6 who has 
none of the fervor of the inspired identifiers of 
localities, and Weise,6 who is inclined to believe 
the sea·rovers did not even pass Davis's Straits ; 
and by contributors to the successive sessions 
of the Congres des Americanistes 7 and to other 
lear!1ed societies.8 -

The question was brought to a practical issue 
in Massachusetts by a proposition raised - at 
first in Wisconsin _ by the well-known musician 
Ole Bull, to erect' in Boston a statue to Leif 
Ericson.9 The pr,oject" though ultimately car
ried out, was long delay!'d, and was discouraged 
by members of the Massachusetts Historical 
Society on the ground that no satisfactory evi
dence existed to show that any spot in New 
England had been reached by the Northmen.1o 

The sellse of the society was finally expressed in 
the report of their committee, Henry W. Haynes 
and Abner C. Goodell, Jr., in language which 
seems to be the result of the best historical criti
cism; for it is not a question ofthe fact of discov
ery, but to decide how far we can place reliance 
on the details of the sagas. There is likely to re
main a difference of opinion on this point. The 

_1 American in Iceland (Boston, 1876). 

committee say: .. There is the same sort of rea
son for believing in the existence of Leif Eric
son that there is for believing in the existence of 
Agamemnon, - they are both traditions accepted 
by later writer~; but there is no more reason for 
regarding as true the details related about his 
discoveries than there is for accepting as his· 
toric truth the narratives contained in the Ho
meric poem,s. It is antecedently probable that 
the Northmen discovered America in the early 
part of the eleventh century; and this discovery 
is confirmed by the same sort of his torical tra· 
dition, not 'strong enough to be called evidence, 
upon which ollr belief in many of the accepted 
facts of history rests." 11 

In running down the history of the literature 
of the subject, the present aim has been simply 

,to pick out such contributions as have been ~, 
some way significant, and reference must be mad,~ 
-to the bibliographies for a more perfect record.I, 

Irrespective of the natural probability of th! 
Northmen visits 'to the American main, oth. 
evidence has been often adduced to support t.;; 
sagas. This proof has been linguistic, ethi e 
logical" physical, geographical, anj monumenit. 

Nothing could be slenderer than the allet" 
correspondences of languages, ana we can seJ 
Horsford's Discov~ry of America by NurthmA 1• 
what a fanciful extent a confident enthusi,.,,; 
can carry it.18 , 

2 Land of Desolation (New York, 1872). There is a French v.ersion in the Tour du Monde, xxvi. 
8 Lectures delivered in America (Philad., 187S),-thirdlectnre. 
4 Europiier in Amcrika 1}or Columbus, nack Quellen bearbeitet "on P. Oswald Moosmiiller (Regensbu\ 

1879). ' 
5 Larger History of Ike United States (N. Y., 1886). 
6 Discoveries of America (N. 'y., 1884). 
7 Particularly Beauvois, already mentioned, and Dr. E. Lot!ler, on the Vinland Excursions of the Ancie 

Scandinavians, at the Copenhagen meeting, Compte Rendu (1883), p. 64. Cf. also Michel Hardy's 1 
Scandinaves dans I' Amerique du Nord au X' Sieele (Dieppe, 1874). I 

8 R. G. Haliburton, in Roy. Geog. Soc. Proc. (Jan., 1885); Thomas Morgan, in Roy. Hist. Soc. Tra 
.~ , 

9 E. B. Horsford's Discovery of America by tke Norlkmen (Boston, 1888); Anderson's America not 
covered by Columbus, 3~ ed., P,,30; N. Y. Nation, Nov. 17, 1887; Mag. Amer. Hist., Mar., 1888, p. 223. 

10 Remarks of Wm. Everett and Chas. Deane in the society's Proceedings, May, 1880. 
11 Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., Dec.; 1887. The most incautious linguistic inferences and the most unerit 

cartological perversions are l'resented by Eben Norton Horsford in his Discov..-y of America by tke No. 
men-addressal Ike "nveiling of tke statue of Leif Eriksen, Oct. 29, r887 (Boston, 1888). Cf. 0, 
Brenner in Beilage sur Allgemeinen Zeitung (Munich, Dec. 6, 1888). A trustful reliance upon the rep' 
tions of those who have in greater or less degree accepted the details of the sagas characterizes a paper 
Mrs. Ole BuU in the Mag. of Amer. Hist., Mar., 1888. She is naturally not inclined to make much allowa 
for the patriotic zeal of the northern writers. 

,12 The best list is.in P. B. Watson's "Bibliog. of Pre-Columbian Discoveries of America," originally in 
Library Journal, vi. 259, but more complete in Anderson's America not discovered by Columbus (3d, 

, Chicago, 1883). Cf. also Chavanne's Literalure of Ike Polar Regions,. Th. Solberg's Bibliog. of Scalldillal 
in Englishl with magazine articles, in F. W. Hom's Hist. of tke lit. of tke Scandillavian Norlk (1884, 
413-500). There is a convenient brief list in Slarter's Voyages of tke NorlJunen (pp. 127-140), and a 
very well selected one in Marie A. Brown's Icelandic DiscOverers. Poole's Index indicates the considera' 
amount of periodical discussions. The Scandinavian writers ale mainly referred to by Miss Brown and M 
Bull. 

18 Forster finds a corruption ef Norvegia (Norway) in Norumbega. Rafn finds the Norse ele .... tents in 
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:>e;.sseU~f races are only less shadowy. 
'" the saID tended that the people of 
great rese re of Scandinavian descent. 
cere/lloni mnants of Norse civilization 
rulz. A ." Viollet Ie Due 8 discovers 
the notic s in the northern religious 
that the those described in the Popul 
Godfrey resemblance did not escape 

_ pe. 'Ii~ , umbo)dt. .Gravier" is certain 
.$, . c civilization is N orse.6 Chas. 

. and claims that the old Norse spirit 
ades the myths' and legends of the Algon
. and that it is impossible not to admit that 
J must have been at one time" extensive in
t/urse between the Northmen and the Algon
.n 

kins ;" and in proof he points out resemblances 
between the Eddas and the Algonkin mythol
ogy.' It is even stated that the Micmacs h~ 
a tradition of a people called Chenooks, wh<>' 
in ships visited their coast in the tenth century. 

The physical and geographical evidences are 
held to exist in the correspondences of the coast 
line to the' descriptions of the sagas, including 
the phenomena of the' tides T and the length of 
the summer day.8 Laing and others, who make 
no question of the main fact, readily recognize 
the too great generality and contradictions of 
the descriptions to be relied upon." 

George Bancroft, in showing his distrust, has 
said that the idvocates of identification can no 

v. Massachusetts, Nauset, and Mount Hope (Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., viii. 194-198). The word Hole, used 
S"llonymous to harbor in various localities along the Vineyard Sound, has been cilled a relic of the Icelandic 
<1, a hill (Mag. Amer. Hist., June, 1882, p. 431; Jos. S. Fay in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., xii. 334; and in 
jierson, America "ot disctnJered oy Columous, 3d ed.). 
Brasseur de Bourbourg in his Nations civi/isees du Mc:~i!lueJ and more emphatically in his Gramn,aire 

Quichee, had indicated what be thought a northern incursion before Leif,'in certain seeming similarities to 
the northern tongues of those of Guatemala. Cf. also Nouv. Annales des Voyages, 6th ser., xvi. 263; N. Y. 
Tribune, Nov. 21, 1855 j Bancroft's Native Races, iii. 762. 

1 De origine gentitlm Americanarum (1642). 
i Nou1J. Ann. des Voyages, 6th ser., vols. iii. and vi. 
a In Charnay's Ruines, etc. (Paris, 1867). 
4 Decouverte de I' Ame .. ica Jar les Normands (Paris, ,864). 
6 H. H. Bancroft, Nat. Races, v. "5-16, gives references on the. peopling of ,'-Merica from the northwest of 

Europe. 
6 Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit., xi ... ,887; also printed separately as ,tIythology, legends and Folk-Iorelt the 

Algotujuins. Cf. also his Algonquin Legends of New England (,885). Cf. D. G. Brinton in Amer. Anti
uaria", May, 188S. 

7 Mr. Mitchell, of the U. S. Coast Survey, has attended to this part of the subject, and Horsford (p. 28) 
uotes his MS. He linds" on the Massachusetts coast what he thinks a sufficient correspondence to the de
cription of the sagas. 

8 So plain a matter as the length of the longest summer day wO)lld indubitably point to an absolute parallel 
latitude as determining the site of Vinland, if there was no doubt in the language of the saga. Unfortu. 
tely there is a wide divergence of opinion in the meaning of the words to be depended upon, even among 
elandic scholars; and the later writers among them assert that Rafn (Antiq. Amer. 436) and Magnusen ill 

nterpreting the language to confirm their theory of the Rhode Island bays have misconceived. Their argu
ment is' summarized in the French version of Wheaton. John M'eant translated Finn Magnusen's "Ancient 
Scandinavian divisions of the times of day," in the Memoire de la Soc. Roy. des A,tJiq. du Nord (1836-37). 
Rask disputes Rafn's deductions (Mass. Hist. Soe. Proc., xviii. 22). Torf",us, who..;s our best commentator 
after all, says it meant Newfoundland. Robertson put it at 580 north. Dahlmann in his Forschungen (vol. i.) 
places it on the coast of Labrador. Horsford (p. 66) at some length admits no question that it must have 
been between 410 and 430 north. Cf. Laing's Helmskringla, i. 173; Palfrey's New. England, i. ;;; De 
Costa's Pre-Columoian Disc.,·p. 33; Weise's DisetnJeries of America, 3'; and particularly Vigfusson in his 
English-Icela,ndie Dictionary under .. Eykt." 

9 "The discovery of America," says Laing (Heimskringla, i. 154), "rests entirely upon documentary evidence 
which cannot, as in the case of Greenland, he substantiated by anything to be discovered in America." Laing 
and many of the commentators, by some strange process of reasoning, have determined that the proof of these 
MS. records being written before Columbus' visit to Iceland in '477 is sufficient to establish the priority of 
discovery for the Northmen, as if it was nothing in the case that the sagas mayor may not be good history; 
and nothing that it was the opinion entertained in Europe at that time that Greenland and the more .wstant 
lands were not' a new continent, hut a prolongation of Europe by the north. It is curious, too, to observe that, 
treating of events after 1492, Laing is quite willing to believe in any saga being" filled up and new invented," 
but is quite unwilling to helieve ilDything of the kind as respects those written anterior to 1492; and yet he 
goes on to prove conclusively that the Flatoyensis Code" is full of fable, as when the saga man· makes the 
eider-duck lay eggs where during the same weeks the' grapes ripen and intoxicate when fresh, and the wheat 
fonns in the ear I Laing nevertheless rests his case on the Flatoyensis Code" in its most general scope, and 
calls poets, but not antiquaries, those who attempt to make any additional evidence out of imaginary runes or 
the identification of places. 
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farther agree than to plaa: Vinland anywhere The earliest to go so far , 
from Greenland to Africa-I certa.iDtys the siteS of the sa 

• 

1 .. -~-"" 
'-~ ,_I ___ ._O ___ -__ --.1!- ~ L.~~ ~.___ ___ ' 

1 It must be I'eIIIeIIIhemi that this di~ was DOt so wide to the Sorthmeo as it seems to us. With ~\ 
them the Atbntic was sometimes held to be a great basin that was enclasped from north'ftStem Europe by a ~ 
prolongation of ScandinaYia into Greenw.d, HeIluw.d, and Markb.Dd, and it was a questiOD if the more 
distant -region of \lnw.d did not belong rath~ to the corresponding proIoagatiOD of Africa OD the south. 
Cf. De Costa. Pn-elll.,uu.. DUe.. loS; Frul. M"r .. xiii. 46. 

S He wrote: .. Hen: for the first time will be found indicated the precise spot where the ancient Northmea 
held their intercowse. " The committee of the Mass. Hist. Soc. objected to this extreme confidence. P
c.en/ilfP, ii. 9i, 107, 500, )05-

NOTE. - The aboTe map is a fac-simile of one of C. C. RMn's maps. CE. the maps in Smith, Beamish. 
Graner. Sbf~. Preble's A_n'. F1"K. etc. 



• ""adu:tioa el .... el 1M ..... ill doe .~ ."-i:_. aha: a dn..n..c ~ J. R. BortJect.. ~ 
~el"..u __ : M __ ~ . • "'''''& ; IM~el~ J. T. Smidt.,GD.-. 
~> mc:;.....-. ; ~'. ~ .. tIoe F ...... el .. "..,.,.; K_' E~~ _.~ 
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placed them on the coast of Massachusetts and 
Rhode Island, wherein nearly all those have fol

. lowed him who have thought it worth while to 
be thus particular as to headland and bay. 

In applying the saga names they have, how
ever, by no means agreed, for Krossanes is with 
some Point Alderton, at the entrance of Boston 
Harbor, and with others the Gurnet Head; the 
island where honey dew was found is Nantucket 
with Rafn, arid with De Costa an insular region, 
Nauset, now under water near the elbow of Cape 
Cod; 1 the Vinland of Rafn is in Narragansett 
Bay, that of Dr. A. C. Hamlin is at Merry Meet
ing Bay 011 the coast of Maine,2 and that of Hoys
ford is north- of Cape Cod,a-not to mention 
other" disagreements of other disputants., 

,,, e get something more tangible, if not more 
decisive, when we come ,to the monumental evi
dences. DeWitt Clinton and Samuel L. Mit
chell found little difficulty at one time ill making 

many people believe that the earthworks of 
Onondaga were Scandinavian. A pretended 
runic inscription on a stone said to have be.:""\i' . 
found in the Grave Creek mound was sedulolisly 
ascribed to the Northmen.4 What some have 
called a runic inscription exists on a roc near 
Yarmouth in Nova Scotia, which is in· reted 
.. Hako's son addressed the men," 3 a is sup
posed to commemorate the expedi' of Thor-
finn in A. D. 1007.· A rock on e little islet 
of Menana, close to Monhegan the coast of 
Maine, and usually referred t 
Rock, bears certain weath 
have been those to call 
claim is made for a ro 
ley.7 Rafn describes such rocks as situated in 
Tiverton and Portsmouth Grove, R, I., but the 
markings were Indian, and when Dr. S. A. 
Green visited the region in 1868 some of them 
had disappeared.s 

1 De Costa, Pre-Col. Disc., 29; N. E. Hisl. Gmeal. Reg., xviii. 37; Gay, Pol. Hist., i. 4[; A-fass. Hist. 
Soc. Coil., viii. 72; A,,,. Geog. Soc. Journal, [S70, p. 50; Amer. Naturalist, Aug. and Sept., [S79' 

2 Am. Ass. Ad". Science, Proc. (,S56), ii. 2[4. 
8 Cf. papet on the site of Vinland in Hist. Mag., Feb., [874, p. 94; Alex. Farnum's Visit oflhe NorlAmen 

10 Rhode Island (R. I. Hist. Tracts, no. 2, [877). The statement of the sagas that thete was no frost in 
Vinland and grass did not witbet in winter compels some of the identifietS to resort to the precession of the 
equinox as accounting for changes of climate (Gay's Pol. Hist., i. 50). 

• E. G. Squiet in Elh .. olog;cal JOllrllal, [848; Wilson's Prehist. Man, ii. <}8; Amer. Eth"oI. Soc. Trans., 
i. 392; Schoolcraft's Indian 'T,!ibes, iv. 118; Mb". de la Soc. royale des Antifj. du Nord, 1840-44, p. 127. I 

6 Amer. Philos. Soc. Proc., May 2, 1884 (by Henry Phillips, Jr.); Numismatic anti Antifj. Soc. of Philad., 
Proc., 1884, p. [7; Geo. S. Brown's Yarnlouth (Boston, [888). 

6 Wilson's .Prehist .• lIfa'n, ii. 98; Amer. Asso. Ad'l'. Sci~"ce, Proc., ~856, p. 2'4; Seance an"uelle de I~ 
Soc. des An/lfj. d .. Jliord, May 14,·[859; H. W. Haynes m Mass. HISt. Soc. Proc., Jan., 1888, p. 56. Tie 
Monheg:th inscription, as examined by the late C. W. Tuttle and J. Wingate Thornton, was held to be natual 
markings (ll-fag. Amer. Hist., ii. 308; Pu!jit Df the Revolution, 410). Charles Rau cites a striking instaJce 
of the way in which the lively imagination of Finn Magnusen has misled him in interpreting weathet cracks)n 
a rock in Sweden (Mag. Am;,.. Hist., ii. 83)· 

7 N. E. Hist. Geneal. Reg., 1854, p. [85, 
8 Antiquitales AmericanlZ, 33;, 371, 401; Amer. Antiq. Soc. Proc., Oct., 1868, p. '3; w. J. Mit..'. 

Wampanoag b.dians. 

rica; Schoolcraft's Ind. Tribes, i. "4. iv. [20; Drake's ed., PMlad., [884, i. p. 88; the Copenhagen C 'l'e 
Rendu, Co .. gr~s des America"istes, p. 70, from a photograph. Tbe Hitchcock Museum at AmhetSt, ass., 
had a cast, and one was shown at the Albany meeting (1836) of the Am. Asso. for the Adv. of S' ceo The 
rock was conveyed by deed in 186[ to the Roy. Soc. of Northern Antiquaries (Mass. Hist. . Pro •. , v. 226; 
vi. 252), but the society subsequently relinquished their title to a Boston como-;tt- 0 cbarged itself with 
the care of the monument; but in doing so the Danish antiquaries disclaimed all belief in its runic character 
(Mag. Amer. Hist., iii. 236). 

NOTE. - The opposite plate is reduced from one in the A,uifj. AmericanlZ. They show the difficulty, even 
before latet weathering, of different persons in discerning the same things on the rock, and in disaiminating be
tween fissures and incisions. Col. Garrick Mallery (4th Rept. Bunall of Ethnology, p. 250) assetts that the 
inscription has been " so manipulated that it is difficult now to determine the original details." The drawings 
represented are enum • .rated in the text. Latet ones are numerous. Rafn also gives that of Dr. Barlies and 
Mr. Gooding in [790, and that made for the Rhode Island Hist. Society in 18]0.. ' The last has pethaps been 
more commonly copied than the othetS. Photographs of late years are common; but almost invariably the 
photographet has chalked what he deems to be the design, - in this they do not agree, of course, - in ordet 
to make his picture clearer. I think Schoolcraft in making his daguerteotype was the first to do this. The 
most careful drawing made of late years is that by Professor Seager of the Naval Academy, under the direc
tion of Commodore Blake; and there is in the Cabinet of the American Antiquarian Society a MS. essay 
on the rock, written at Blake's request by Chaplain Chas. R. Hale of the U. S. Navy. Haven disputes 
Blake's statement that a change in the river's bed more nearly submerges the rock at higb tide than was 
formerly the case. Cf. Am. An/it}. Soc. Proc., Oct., ,86.4, p. 4', where a history of the rock is given; and in 
Wilson'S Prehistoric Man, ii. 9~. 
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INSCRIPTION ON DIGHTON ROCK. (See p. 102.) 
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The most famous of all these alleged memo· 
rials 1 is the Dighton Rock, lying in the tide on 
the side of Taunton River, in the town of Berke· 
ley, in Massachusetts.2 . Dr. De Costa thinks it 
possible that the central portion may be runic. 
This part is what has been interpreted to mean 
that Thorfinn with 151 men took possession of 

the country, and it is said to be this portion of 
the inscription which modem Indians discard 
when giving their interpretations.8 That it .is 
the work of the Indian of historic times seems 
now to be the opinion common to the best 
trained archaeologists.i 

Rafn was also the first to proclaim the stone-

1 Cf. list of inscribed rocks in the Proceedings (vol. ii.) of the Davenport Acad. of Natural Sciences. 
2 The stone with its inscription early attracted attention, but Danforth's drawing of 1680 is the earliest 

known. Cotton Mather, in a dedicatory epistle to Sir Henry Ashurst, prefixed to his Wonderful Works of 
God commemorated (Boston, 1690), gave a cut of a part of the inscription; and he communicated an account 
with a drawing of the inscription to the Royal Society in 1712, which appears in their Philosophical Trans
actions. Dr. Isaac Greenwood sent another draft to the Society of. Antiquaries in London in 1730, and. , 
their Transactions in 1732 has this of Greenwood. In 1768 Professor Stephen Sewall of Cambridge made 
a copy of the natural size, which was sent in 1774 by Professor James Winthrop to the Royal Society. 
Dr. Stiles says that Sewall sent it to Gebelin, of the French Academy, whose members judged them ~ 
be Punic characters. Stiles himself, in 1783, in an election sermon delivered at Hartford, spoke of .. the 
visi~ by the Phcenicians, who charged the Dighton Rock and other rocks in Narragansett Bay with Punic 
inscriptions remaining to this day, which last I myself' have repeatedly seen and taken off at large." Cf. 
Thornton's Pulpit of the Revolution, p. 410. The ArchtEologia (London, viii. for 1786) gave various drawings,. 
with a paper by the Rev. Michael Lort and some notes by Charles Vallancey, in which the opinion was 
expressed that the inscription was the work of a people from Siberia, driven south by hordes of Tartars. 
Professor Winthrop in 1788 filled the marks, as he understood them, with printer's ink, and in this way took 
an actual impression of the inscription. His copy was engraveti in the Memoirs of the Ameri&fm Academy 
of Arts and Sciences (vol. ii. for 1793)' It was this copy by Winthrop which Washington in 1789 saw at 
Cambridge, when he pronounced the inscription as similar to those made by the Indians, which' he had been 
accustomed to see in the weStern country during his life as a surveyor. Cf. Belknap Papers, Mass. Hist. Soc. 
Col/., ii. 76, 77,81; Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., x. 11+ In 1789 there was also presented to the Academy a copy 
made by Joseph Gooding under the direction of Francis Baylies (Belknap Papers, ii. 160). In the third 
volume of the Academy's Memoirs the~e are papers on the inscription by John Davis and Edward A. Kendall ; 
Davis (1807) thinking it a representation of an Indian deer hunt, and Kendall later, in his Travels (vol. ii. 
1809), assigns it to the Indians. This description is copied in Barber's Historical Collections of ,V ass. (p. 
117). In 1812 a drawing was made by Job Gardner, and in 1825 there was further discussion in the Memoires 
de la Sodete de G;ographie de Paris, and in the Hist. of New York by Yates ~d Moulton. In 1831 there 
was a cut in Ira Hill's AntifJuities of America explained (Hagerstown, Md.) This was in effect the history 
of the interest in the rock up to the appearance of Rafn's AntifJuitates AmericantE, in which for the first time , 
the inscription was represented as being the work of the Northmen. This belief is now shared by few, if 
any, temperate students. The exuberant Anderson thinks that the rock removes all doubt of the Northmen 
discovery (America not disco:vered by Colu",bus, pp. 21, 23,83), The credulous Gravier bas not a doubL 
Cf. bis Notice sur Ie roc de Dighton et Ie sijour des Scandinaves en Am'rigue au commencement du 
XI- si~cle (Nancy, 1875), reprinted from the Compte Rendu, Congres des Am'ricanistes, i. 166, giving Rafn's 
drawing. The Rev. J. p. Bodfish accepts its evidence in the Proc. Second Pub. Meeting U. S. Cath. Hist. 
Soc. (N. Y., 1886). . 

8 Pre-Columbian Discf1Very of America, p. Ivii. The Brinley Cata/ogu4, iii. 5378, gives Dammartin's Ez
pI#jicationde la pierre de Taunston (Paris I 1840-50) as finding in the inscription an astronomical theme by 
some nation foreign to America. Buckingham Smith believed it to be a Roman Catholic invocation, around 
which the Indians later put their symbols (Amer. AntifJ. Soc. Proc., Apr. 29, 1863, p. 32). For discussions 
more or less extensive see Laing's Heimskringla, i. 175; Haven in Smithsonian Contributions, 1856, viii. 
133, in a paper on the "Archreology of the United States;" Charles Rau in Mag. Amer. Hist., Feb., 1878 ; 
Apr., 1879; and in Amer. AntifJuarian, i. 38; Daniel Wilson's Prelaistoric Man, ii. 97; J. R. Bartlett in 
Rhode Island Hist. Soc. Proc., 1872-73, p. 70; Haven and others in Am. AntifJ. Soc. Proc., Oct., 1864, and 
Oct., 1867; H. H. Bancroft's Native Races, v. 74; Drake's N. E. Coast; North American Rev., 1874; Allier. 
Bi!J/ical Repository, July, 1839; Historical Mag., Dec., 1859, and March, 1869; Lelewel's Moyen Age, iii.; 
H. VV. Williams's transl. of Humboldt's Trave/s, i. 157, etc. 

f Schoolcraft wavered in his opinion. (Cf. Haven, 133.) He showed Gooding's drawing to an Algonkin 
chief, who found in it a record of a battle of the Indians, except that some figures near the centre did not 
belong to it, and these Schoolcraft thought might be. runic, as De Costa has later suggested; but in 1851 
Schoolcraft made no reservation in pronouncing it entirely Indian (India .. Tribes, i. 112; iv. 120; pI. 14)' 
Wilson (Prehist. Man, ii., ch. 19) is severe on Schoolcraft. On the general character of Indian rock 
inscriptions, - some of which in . the delineations accompanying these accounts closely resemble the Dighton 
Rock, - see Mallery in the Bureau of Ethnology, Fourth Report, p. 19; Lieut. A. M. Wheeler's Report on 
Indian tribes in Pac#jic Rail Road Re}orts, ii.; J. G. Bruff on those of Green River in the Sierra Nevada, in. 
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tower now standing at Newport, R. I., as a work 
of the N orthmen; but the recent antiquaries 
without any exception worth considering, be· 
Iieve that the investigations have shown that 
it was . erected by Governor Arnold of Rhode 
Island.as a windmill, sometime between 1670 
and 1680; and Palfrey in his New England is 
th"ught to have put this view beyond doubt in 
shoo ing the close correspondence in design of 
the tUwer to a mill at Chesterton, in England.1 

Certain hearthstones which were discovered 
over twenty-five years ago under a peat bed on 
Cape Cod were held at the time to be a Norse 
relic." In 1831 there was exhumed in Fall River, 
1I[;lSS., a skeleton, which had with it what seemed 
to be an ornamental belt mad~ of metal tubes, 
formed by rolling fragments of flat brass and in 
oblong plate of the same metal, - not of bronze, 
as is usually said,-with some arrow-heads, cut 
evidently from the same material. The other 
concomitants of the burial in4icated an Indian 
of the days since the English contact_ The skel
eton attracted notice in this country by being 
connected with the Norsemen in Longfellow's 
ball~ TIu SkddoH in AmIDl', and Dr. Webb 

• sent such an account of it to the Royal Society 
of Northern Antiquaries that it was looked upon 
as another and distinct proof of the identifica
tion of Vinland. Later antiquaries have dis
missed all beliefs of that nature.8 

There is not a single item of all the evidence 
ilius advanced from time to time which can be 
said to connect by arcbreological traces the 
presence of the N orthmen on the soil of North 
America south of Davis' Straits. Arguments 
of this kind have been abandoned except by a . 
few enthusiastic advocates. 

That the Northmen voyaging to Vinland en
countered natives, and that they were. called 
Skraelings, may be taken as a sufficiently broad 
statement in the sagas to be classed with those 
concomitants of the voyages which it is reason
able to accept. Sir William Dawson (Fossil 
Men, 49) finds it easy to believe that these na
tives were our red Indians; and Gallatin saw 
no reason to dissociate the EskinIos with other 
American tribes.· That they were EskinIos 
seems to be the more commonly accepted 
view.s 

Smitluonian Bepl. (,872); American Antiquarian, iv. 259; vi. 119; Western Beserue Hist. Soc. Tracts, 
nos. 42, 44> 5'>53>56; T. Ewbank's No. Amer. Bock Writing (Morrisania, 1866); Brinton's Mytlu. of tke 
New World, p. 10; Tylor's Early Hist. Mankind; Dr. Richard Andree's EtknograpMsclu Parallelm und 
Vergleiclle (Stuttgard, 1878). It is Mallery's opinion that no "considerable information of value in an hi ... 
torical point of view will he obtained directly from the interpretations of the Pictographs in North America." 

1 Palfrey, L P. 57; Higginson's Larger Hist., 44; Gay's Pop. Hist., i. 59, 60; Laing's Heimskrillgla, i. 
,83; Charles T. Brooks's ConIr~sy loucllingtlle old stone mill in Newport (Newport, 1851); Peterson's 
BIuHJe Island; Drake's New England Coast; Schoolcraft's Inaian Tribes, iv. 120; Bishop's Amer. Man. 
factures, L 1I8; c. s. Pierce in Science, iv. 512, who. endeavored by measurement to get at what was the unit 
of measure used, -an effort not very successful Cf. references in Poole's Index, p. 913. 

Gaffarel aCcepts the Rain view in his Etudes sur la rapporls, etc., .8., as does Graner in his Normands 
sur la route, p. 168; and De Costa (Pre-Columbian Disc., p. Iviii) intimates that "all is in a measure doubt
ful." R. G. Hatfield (Seribner's JI,/ontllly, Mar., 1879) in an illustrated· paper undertook to show by com
parison with Scandinavian building that what is now standing is but the central part of a Vinland baptistery, 
and that the· projection which supported the radiating roof timbers is still to he seen. This paper was 
answered by George C. Mason (Mag. Amer. Hist., iii. 541, Sept., 1879, with other remarks in the Amer. 
Arditect, Oct. 4, 18i9), who rehearsed the views of the local antiquaries as to its connection with Gov. 
Arnold. Cf.Beminiscences of Newport, by Geo. C. Mason, 1884. 

i Hist. Mag., Apr., 186., p. 123; N. E. Hist. Geneal. Beg., 1865, p. 372; Abner Morse's Traces of tile 
A1Ident Nortllmn. in America (Aug., 1861), with a Supplement (Boston, 1887). 

I M;",oirestle Itl SII&.-roy. des AntiIJ.duNonl, IS43; NewJersey HisI.Soc.Proc., vi.; Stone's Brant, ii. 
593-<)4; Schoolcraft's Ind. Tribes, i. 127; S",itllsonialJ Belt., 1883. p. 902; Dr. Kneeland in Peabody Mus. 
Bepts., no. 20, p. 543- The skeleton was d';'troyed by fire about 1843-

• Dawkins in his Cave Hunters accounts .them survivors of the cave dwellars of Europe. Cf. Wilson's 
Prellistorie Man. A. R. Grote (Amer. Naturalist, Apr., 18n) holds them to he the survivors of the palzo
lithic man. 

6 E. Beauvois' us Skroelings, Anc2tres des ESfJuimaux (Paris, 1879); B. F. DeCosta in Poj. Science 
MonIIIly, Nov., 1884; A. S. Packard on their former range southward, in the American Naturalist, xix. 471, 
553, and his paper on the Eskimos of Labrador, in Applcton's Journal, Dec. 9. 1871 (reprinted in Beach's 
India .. Miscellany, Albany, 18n). Humboldt holds them to have been driven across Amenca to Europe 
(Views of Nature, Bohn's eeL, 123)' Ethnolo~sts are not wholly agreed as to the course of their migrations. 
The material for the ethnological stody of the Eskimos must he looked for in the narratives of the Arctic 
voyagers, like Scoresby, Parry, Ross, O'Reilly, Kane, C. F. Han, and the rest: in the accounts by the mission
aries like Egede, Crantz, and others; by students of ethnology, like Lubbock (Pr,lIist. Times, ch. 14); Prichard 
(BeseardJes, v. 367); Wait2 (Ameriianer, i. 300); the Abbe Morillot (Mytllologie et legendes aes Esquimau% 
au Groenland in theActes de la Soc. P!Jilologique(Paris, .875), vol iv.) ; Morgan (Sysfemsof Consanpinity, 
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• That the climate of. the Atlantic coast of the 
United SJates and the British provinces was 
such as was favorable to the present Arctic 
dwellers is held ,to be shown by such evidences 
as tusks of the walrus found in phosphate beds 
in South Carolina, R,ude implements found in 
the interglacial Jersey drift have been held by 
C. C. ,Abbott to ' have ' been associated with a 
people qf the Eskimo stock, and sOlI\e, have 
noted that palreolithic impieme1lts ' found in 

• Pennsylvania c10selJt resemble the work of the 
modern Eskimos (A mer. Antiquar,im, i. 10).1 

Dall remarks upon implements of Innuit origin 

being found four hundred ' miles south of the 
present range of die, Eskimos of the northwest 
coast (Ctmtri6utions to Amer. Ethnology, i. p. 98). 
Charlevoix says that Eskimos were occasionally 
·seen in Newfoundland in the beginning of the 
last century; and ethnologists recognize to-day 
the sa·.ne stock in the Eskimos of Labrador and" 
Greenland. -

The best authority on the Eskimos is geneially 
held to ,be Hinrich Rink, and he contends that· 
they formerly occupied the interior of the COD • 

tinent, and have been preSsed , north and acroSs 
Behring's Straits.2 W. H. DalVholds similar 

/ 

HENRIK RINK.-

267), who excludes th~ from his Ganowanian family; , Irving C. Rosse on the northern ."habitants (/ou,. .. al 
Amer. Gtog. 'Soc., ,883, 'p: ,63); Ludwig Kumlien in his Contri6utiollS to tlu natu,.al !Jisto,., of A,.au 
America, made in connection with the Howgate polar expedition, 1877-78, in Bull. of th. u. S. Ntnlal 
Museum (Washington, ,879), no. 15 ; and his paper in the Smithsonian Re/orl (,878). There are several 
helpful papers in the Jou,.nalof ,th. Anthr%logical Institut. (London), voL i., by RichaId King, on their 
intellectual character; voL iv. by P. C. Sutherland; vol. vii. by John Rae aD .their migrations, and W. H. 
Flower on their skulls; vol. ix. by 'W. J. Sollars on their bone implements. For other references see Bancroft, 
Native RactS, i. 41, '38; Poole's Index, p. '424, and SUllltment, P. 1.46. 

1 This evidence is of course rat)ler indicative of a geological anti,\uity not to . be associated with the age of 
the NorthlPen. Cf. Murray's Distrioution of Animals, 128; Howarth's Mammoth and Flood, 285. 

. i Rink, born in 18'9 in Copenhagen, spent much of the interval from ,8S3 to ,872 in Greenland. Pilling 
(Bioi. Eskimo Langtlag., p. 80) gives the best account of Rink's publications. His principal book is Griinla"d 

• Afrer ~.1i~eness given by Nordensk;old in hi~ /f,rJed. till Gr(}l'/4"d, p. 121. 

/ 
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views.1 C. R. Markham, who dates their' first 
appearance in Greenland, in 1349> contends, on 
the other hand, that they came from the west 
(Siberia) along the polar regions (Wrangell 

>'Land), and drove Gulthe Norse settlers in Green
land." The most active of the later-students of 
the Eskimos is Dr. Franz Boas, now of New 
York, who has discussed their tribal boundaries.s 

of recognition among the Danes ; but they with 
the rest of Europe did not escape noting the im. 
portance of the explorations of John Davis in 
1585-86, through the straits which bear his name. 

, R now became the belief that the west settle
ment must be beyond Cape. Farewell. In 1605, 
<;hristian IV of Denmark sent a new expe
dition, under Godske Lindenow; but there was 
a Scotchman in command of one of the' three 

F. THE LOST GREENLAND COLONIES. - -ships, and Jacob Hall, who had probably served 
After intercourse with the colonies in Greenland under Davis, went as the fleet pilot. He guided 
ceased, and definite tradition in Iceland had died the vessels through Davis's Straits. -But it was 
out; and when the question of the re-ruscovery rather the purpose of Lindenow to find a north
should arise, it Jras natural that attention ,west pas~age than to discover a lost colony; 
should first be turned to that coast of Green- and sucli was mainly the object which impelled 
land which lay, opposite Iceland as the likelier him again in 1606, and inspired Karsten Rikard

'sites of the lost colonies, and in this way we find sen in 1607. Now and for some years to come 
all the settlemeilts placed in the maps -of the we have the ,ecords of voyages made by the 
sixteenth century. The Archbishop Erik Wal- whalers to this region, and we read their narra
kendorf, of Lund, in the .arly part of that cen- tives in Purchas and in such collections of voy
tury had failed to persuade the Danish govern- ages as those of Harris and Churchill.f They 
ment to send an exp~dition. King Frederick II yield us; however, little or no help in the prob
was induced, however, to send one in 1568; but km we are discussing~ In 1670 and' 1671 Chris
it accomplished nothing; and again in 1579 he tian V sent expeditions with ~he express purpote 
put another in, command of an Englishman, of discoverinylle lost colonies; but Otto Ax
Jacob Allday, but the ice prevented his landing. _ elsen, who co.anded, never returned from his 
A Danish navigator was more successful in second voyage, and we bave no account of his 
1581; but the coast opposi~ Iceland yielded as first. 
yet no traces of the Norse settlers. Frobisher's The mission of the priest Hans Egede gave 
discovery of the west coast seems to- have failed the first real glimmer of- Iight.& He was the 

geogralhisd. und statistiseh 6esehrieben (Stuttgart, ,860). The English reader has access to his Tales and 
Traditions of the Eskimo, translated by_ Rink himself, and edited by Dr. Robert Brown' (London, 1875); to 
Danish Greenland, its leolle anti its Iroduets, ed. by Dr. Brown (London, 18n). Rink says of this work 
that in its English dress it must he considered a new book. He also published The Eskimo tribes.. their 
distriDutitm and characteristics, eipecially in regard to language. WitA a comlarati~e vocabulary (Co
penhagen, etc., 1887). He also considered their dialects as divulging the relationship of tribes in the Journal 
of the Anthrolologicallnstitute (xv. 239) ; and in the same journal (1872, p. 104) he has written of their descent. 
Rink also furnished to the Comlte Re1ldu, r:ongr~s des Americanist.s, a paper on the traditions of Greenland 
(Nancy, 1875, ii. 18,), and (Luxembourg,18n, ii. 327) another on" Vhabitat primitif des Esquimaux." 

Dr. Brown has also considered the" Origin of the Eskimo" in the ArdltZological Review (1888), no. 4. 
1 Alaska and its Resources, p. 374; and in Contributions to Amer. Ethnology, i. 93. 
" "On the origin and migrations of the Greenland Esquimaux" in the Journal Royal Geog. Soc., 1865; 

"The Arctic highlanders" in the Lond. EtI ... ol. Soc. Trans. (1866), iv. I2s, and in Arctic Geogralhy and 
Ethnology (London, 1875), published by the Royal Geog. Society. 

a American Antiquarian, Jan., 1888. Cf. other papers by him in the Proc. Roy. Soc. of Canada, vol. v. 
"A year among the Eskimos" in the Journal Amer. Geolf. Soc., 1887, xix. p. 383; "Reise in Ba/linland'; 
in the proceedings of the Berlin Gesells~haft fUr Erdkunde (1885). Cf. Pilling's Eski,no Bi6liog., p. 12; and 
for linguistic evidences of tribal differences, pp. 69-72, 8,-82. Cf. also H. H. Bancroft's Native Races, iii. 
574, and Lucien Adam's" En quoi la langue Esquimaude, deffere-t·elle grammaticaiement des autres langues 
de I' Am~rique du Nord?" in the Comlte Rendu, Congrh d.s Amer. (Copenhagen 1, p. 337. 

Anton von Etzel's Grinland, geogralhisch "nd statistisc9 6eschrie6m aus Danisc"'n Quellschriften 
(Stuttgart, ,860) goes cursorily over the early history, and describes the Eskimos. Cf. F. Schwatka in Amer. 
Magazine, Aug., 1888. 

4 There is an easy way of tracing these accounts in Joel A. Allen's List of Works and Palers relating to 
the mammalian orders of Cete and Sirenia, extracted from the Bulletin of Hayde.'s u. S. Geol. and Geog. 
SUJ"7Jey (Washington, 1882). It is necessary to hear in mind that Spitzbergen is often called Greenland in 
these accounts .. 

6 Hi. book, Dei gaml' Gri;"lands ny. Perlustration, etc., was first' p,;blished at Copenhagen in i729. 
Pilling (BilJliog. of the Eskimo language, p .• 6) was able to find only a single copy of this book, that in the 
British Museum. Muller (Books on America, Amsterdam, 1872, no. 648) describes a copy. This first edition 
escaped the notice of J. A. Allen, wh?se list is very carefully prepared (nos. "7, 220, 226, 230, 235). There 
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earliest to describe the ruins and relics observ
able on the west coast, but he continued to re
gard the' east settlements as belonging to the 
east coast, and so placed them on the map. 
Anderson (Hamburg, 1746) went so far as to 
place on his map the cathedral of Gardar in a 
fixed location on the east coast, and his map 
was yariously copied in the following years. 

In 1786 an expedition left Copenhagen to ex
plore the east coast for traces of .the colonies, 
but the ice prevented the approach to the coast, 

and after attempts in that year and in 1787 the 
effort was abandoned. Heinrich Peter von Eg
,gers, in his Om Cron/ands iister6yg-ds sande Belig-
g-mhed (1792), and Ye6er die wahn Lag-e desi 
altm Ostg-ron/ands (Kiel, (794), a German trans" 
lation, first advanced the opinion that the ea".' 
em colony as well as the western must I}"ve 
been on the west coast, and his viewsr ~ere 
generally accepted; but Wormskjold/In the 
Skandinavisk Litlcratursdskafl's Skrifter, .vol. x. 
(Copenhagen, (814), still adhered to the earlier 

2:llt lIelmlc 

(j t onl nubs 
. 9l'Jt 

,PERLUSTRA TION , 
qae~ . 

~aturd~liifforit, 
0, 

~effriudfe OUtt bet ga. mIt ~rtmranM Siteation, 
2uft, Temperament og ~ct1aITCltbe,,; 

!l)e gamte morlft'Colonicrs tatgIJnMft 09 Un~«gaJlg.~~ 
eammt,etttlG ,lit iOlg~ ~nbIilJg9(rtG J)"rinMfti illtfm • 
.ewt· '!'!Jlaa~t og -"anN«ringtr, famt -"~a~ tOtrG ~anM 
~btr 09 gi(ltr 4f fig, fllafom !i)'Jer, ~il1t og ~ug(t &c. m~ 

QOfifBUtt nut tanb·qaart og an{lrt 5taa~tr·etl}frc~ 
Cbt~ ~ilntlctG ~atul".tlier og 211ilbl)ggftmG 

oQantltltring(r, 
'8~rf,"1(1 af 

HANS EGEDE, 
'BOf~I" Mislionalr ubi (!jr~lIlall~. 

~======~~~============~ 1t30la€\ll.f)a<.ll<Jl, 1741. 
ttuft ~o' $~~an \!~fijt~p~ 'nit, ~ul1h fAQ l\lfdtdoJt,'t. 

REDUCED F AC-SIMILE. 

[Harvard College'Library copy.] 

were two Gennan editions of this original form of the book, Frankfort, 1730, and Hamburg, 1740, according 
to the Carter-Brown Catalogue (ii. 448, 647), but Pilling gives only the first. The 1729 edition was enlarged 
in the Copenhagen edition of 174', which has a map, "Gronlandia Antiqua," showing the east colony and 
west colony, respectively, east and west of Cape Farewell, This edition is the basis of the various transla
tions: In Gennan, Copenhagen, 1742, using the plates of the 174' ed,; Berlin, 1763. In Dutch, Delft, 1746. 
In French, Copenhagen, 1,63, In English, London, 174;; abstracted in the Philosol". TrallSa&tions Royal 
Soc, (1744), xlii, no, 47 ; and again, London (1818), with an historical introduction based on Torfams and La 
Peyrere. Crantz epitomizes Egede's career in Greenland. 

The bibliography in Sabin's DictioJlary (vi. 22,018, etc.) confounds the Greenland journal (177<>-78) of Hans 
Egede's grandson, Hans Egede Saabye (b, 1746; d, 1817), with the work of the grandfather. This journal is 
of importance as regards the Eskimos and the missions among them. There is an English version: Green
land: extra&ts from a jOllrnal kelt in '770 to '778. Prqixed an inlrodu&tion .. ;/lus. by c"arl of Green
land, by G. Fries. Transl,from Ille German [by H. E, Llo).d] (London, 18181. The map follows that of 
the son of Hans, Paul Egede, whose Nac"ricMen VOII Grolliana ."s rine", Tagebue'" von Bise"of Paul 
Eged. (Copenhagen, 1790? must also be kept distinct, Pilling's Bibliog, of Ih. Eskimo latl.':fltfl:e affords the 
best guide. 
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·ld Saaby~) believed it pOS!. '''Ie to 

'..£oast G. MADoC AND THE WELSH. - Respecting 
~..ter (1828-11)W. A. Graah m~d the legends of Madoc, there are reports, which 

•. tile king of Denmark: a ~horo' ~ ~umboldt (Cosmos, Rohn, ii. 610) failed to ve-
10n of the east coast, and m his Un g rify, of Welsh bards rehearsing the story before .ir. til Ostkysten af Griinland (copt'- 1492,0 and of statements in the early Welsh 

.,,)1 he was generally thought to est :~ annals. The original printed source is in Hum-
"Cat improbability of any traces o. frey LloY~'SHist01'Y of Camfn-ia, now call.d 
. existing on that coast. Of late y~a Wales, wrzttm in tlze B,itis/z languag. [by Cara

.'OncIusions have been questioned, rs doc] about 200. y.a,s past (London, 1584).-
~renave been some sites of buildings discove o~ The bO?k contamed corrections and additions 

on the east side.2 The Reverend J. Brodb e by DaVid Powell, and it was in these that the 
a missionary, described some in Th •• M01'avia ~ .~assag~~ of importance were found, and the 
Quarterly, July and Aug., 1882. Nordenskjold th~sltlOn was ~hat th~ land visited lay near 
has held that when the east coast i. explored P';ncz"j!. .. ?f MeXICO. Richard Hakluyt, in his 
from 65' to 69°, there is 1chance of discovering Powell, an·a"'re..zdgations, took the story {rom 
the site of an east colony. co in his editio~ed the discovery with Mexi. 

R. H. Major, in a paper (70llrnal Roy. G.og. Indies in that of 16&,{,s89, and with the W,...,s· 
Soc., 1873, p. 184) on the site of the lost colony, not an entire absence \ p. I), - and t;J>.···fhat it 
questioned Graah's concIusiQns, and gave a was worth while to e&tab ..... n sume· sort of a 
sketch map, in which he placed its site near Cape British cIaim to antedate the Spanish one estab
Farewell; and he based his geographical data Iished through Columbus.7 

largely upon the chorography of Greenland and The. linguistic evidences were not' brought 
.Ihe sailing directions of Ivan Bardsen, who was into prominence till after one Morgan Jones had 
"'robabJy an Icelander living in Greenland some fallen among the Tuscaroras 8 in 1660, and 

time in the fifteenth century.4 found, as he \sserted, that they could under-

1 An English translation bY'MacdougalJ was published in London in 1837 (Pilling, p. 38; Field, no. 619). 
A French version of Graah's introduction with notes by M. de la Raquette was published in 183;' Cf. 
Journal Royal G.og-. Soc., i. 247. After Graah's publication Rafn placed the Osterbygden on the west coast 
in his map. Graah's report (1830) is in French in the Bull. de la Soc. de Geog-. de Paris, 1830' 

2 On the present scant, if not absence of, population on the east coast of Greenland, see J. D. Whitney's 
Climatic Chang-es oj later geolog-ical ti~s (Mus. of Compo Zool. Mem., vii. p. 3°3, Cambridge, 1882). 

8 The changes in opinion respecting the -sites of the colonies and the successive explo~tions are followed 
in the Compte Rendu, Cong-res des Americanirtes by Steenstrop (p. II4) and by Valdemar·Schmidt, "Sur 
Ies Voyages des Danois au Groenland" (19;, 20;, with references). Cf. on these lost colonies and the search 
for them Westminster Revil!Ul, xxvii. 139; Harper's Month/y, xliv. 65 (by I. I. Hayes)·; Lippincott's Mag., 
Aug., 1878; Amer. Church Rev., xxi. 338; and in the general histories, La Peyrere (Dutch trans!., Amster
dam, 1678); Crantz (Eng. transL, 1767, p. 272); Egede (Eng. ed., 1818, introd.); and Rink's Danish Grem
land, ch. J. 

• The original of Bardsen's account has disappeared, but Rafn puts it 'in Latin, translating from an early 
-copy found in the FarOe Islands (Anti'luilates Am'ricantz, p. 300). Purchas gives it in English, from a 
copy which had belonged to Hudson, being translated from a Dutch version which Hudson had borrowed, the 
Dutch being rendered by Barent2 from a German version. .Major also prints it in Voyages of the Zeni. He 
recognizes"in Bardsen's "Gunnbiom's Skerries" the island which is marked in Ruysch's map (1507) as blown 
up in 1456 (see Vol. III. p. 9). 

6 Hakluyt, however, prints some pertinent verses by Meredith, a Welsh bard, in '477. 
8 Murphy Catal., no. 1489; Sabin, x. p. 322; Carter·Brown Catal. for eds. of 1;84, 1697, '702, 1774,1811, 

1832, etc. 
f II! the seventeenth centnry there were a variety of symptoms of the English eage~ess to get the claims of 

Madoc substantiated, as in Sir Richard Hawkins's Ooservations (HakIuyt Soc., 1847), and James Howell's 
Fa",iliar Letters (London, 1645). Belknap (Am .... Biog., '794, i. p. 58) takes this view of HakIuyt's purpose; 
but Pinkerton, Voyages, 1812, xii. 157, thinks such a charge an aspersion. The subject was mentioned with some 
particularity or incidentally by Purchas, Abbott (Brief Description, London, 1620, 1634, 1677), Smith (Vir
rinia), and Fox (North-West Foz). Sir Thomas Herbert in his Relation of some Travail. into Africa and 
Asia (London, 1634) tracks Madoc to Newfoundland, and he also found Cymric words in Mexico, which 
assured him in his search for further proofs (Bohn's Lowndes, p. 1049; Carter-Brown, ii. 413, II66). 

The Nieuwe .,. onoeuntle Weereld of Montanus (Amsterdam, 1671) made the story more familiar. It 
necessarily entered into the discl1ssions of the learned men who, in the seventeenth century, were busied with 
1he question of the origin of the Americans, as in De Laet's Notte ad disserlalionem Hugonis Grotii (Paris, 
s643), who is inclined to believe the story, as is Homius in his De Orig-inious Americaniis (1652). 

8 Cf. Catlin's No. Amer.lndians, i. 207; ii. 2;9. 262. 
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beyond th;-k.:!'~issipPi, ana' ot the 

stand' his W"lsh. He wrote a stateine~t of h.is of a W elsh Bibl~ among them. 
experience in 168S-6, which was not pnnted till fin ',I77 2-73,David Jones wandered among the 
1740.1 ,.1 s west of the Ohio, and in '1774, at Burling-

During the eighteenth century we fin~ Cam- tn, published his Journal of two visits, in which 
panius in his Ny' SWffi~e (170,2) repeating the to enumerates the correspondence of word." 
story; Torfreus (Hist. Vznlandllz, 170S~ n?t, r~- he ich he found in their tongues with ,his native 
jecting it; Carte (England, 1747), thmkmg It w lsh,s 
probable; while Campbell (Adm.rals, 1742 ), W. ithout noting other casual mentions, some 
Lyttleton (Henry the Second, 1767),an4 Robert- which will be found in Paul Barron Wat
son (America, ,1777) thou~ht there was .no of Ii'S bibliography (in Anderson's America not 
ground, at least, for connectmg the story with, sS-sCOfJff,d by Columbus, p. 142), it is enough 
America. . .eth, to say that, towards the end of the century the 

It was reported that in 1764 a man}. <indians papers of John Williams' and George Burder 6 

was taken by the Shawnees to a ~iiarles Beatty gave more special examination to the subject 
who spoke Welsh.2 In 17!iJ~ months' Tour in than had been applieg before. 
published his Journal %ch he repeated infor- The renewed interest in the matter seems to 
America (London), in"liking Welsh in Pelmsyl- have prompted Southey to the writing of his 

"Iion of Indian- . , 

A BRITISH SHlP.-

1 Gentleman's Magazine. It is reprinted in H. H. Bancroft's Native Races, v. 119, and in Baldwin's Anc. 
America, 286. Cf. John Paul Marana, Letters writ by a' Turkisk Spy, 1691, and later. Th~ story had been 
told in The British Sailors' Directory in 1739 (Carter-Brown, iii. 599)' 

2 Warden's Recherckes, p. '57; Amos Stoddard's Sketckes of Louisiana (Philad., 18,z), ch. '7, and PMlad. 
Med. and Physical Journal, 180;; with views pro and' con by Harry Toulmin and B. S. Barton. 

S The book was reprinted by Sabin, N. Y., 1865, with an introduction by Horatio Gates Jones. 
4 An inquiry into the trutk of tke tradition concerning tke disct11J(ry of America by Prince Madog (Lond .• 

1791), and Further Obsen.ations ... containing tke account given by General Bowles, tke Creek or CIte· 
rokee India .. , lately in London, and by several others, of a Welsk tribe of indians now living in tke western 
parts of North America (Lon d., 1792, - Field's Ind. Bibliog., nos. 1664-65). Carey's American Museum 
(April, May, 1792), xi. '52, etc., gave extracts from Williams. 

6 The Welsk indians, or a collection of papers respecting a jeople whose ancestors emigrated fro". Wales 
to America with Prince Madoc, and who are now said to in"abit a beautiful country on tke west side oJ 
tke Mississippi (London, 1797). He finds these conditions in the Padoucas. Goodson, Straits of Anian 
(-Portsmouth, 1793), p. 7', makes Padoucahs out of "Madogwys" I 

• After a cut in Tke Mirror of Literature, etc. (London, ,823), vol. i. p. 177, showing a vessel then recently 
exhumed in Kent, and supposed to be of the time of Edmrd I, or the thirteenth century. ' The vessel was 
sixty·four feet long. 
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poem Madoc, though he refrained from publish. in JI70 A. D. (Philad., 1876). He gathers up, 
lng it for some years. If one may judge from as helping his proposition, such widely scattered 
his introdyctory note, Southey held to the his· evidences as the Lake Superior copper mines 
torical basis of the narrative. Meanwhile, reo and the Newport ,tower, both of which he ap· 
ports were published of this and the other tri~es p;opriates; and while fOllowing the discoverers 
being found speaking Welsh.1 In 1816, Henry from New England south and west, he does not 
Kerr printed at Elizabethtown, New Jersey, his hesitate to point out the resemblance of the 
Travels through th~ Wut~rn int~rior of th~ Ohio Valley mounds 7 to those depicted in Pen· 
Unit~" States, 1808-16, with some accoultt of a nant's Tour of Wales; and he even is at no loss 
trib~ whose customs are similar. to those of th~ for proofs among the relics of the Aztecs.s 
a1lcimt Welsh. In 1824. Yates and Moulton 
(Sta" of Nt'ltJ York) went over the ground H. THE ZENI AND THEIR MAP. - Some· 
rather fully, but without conviction. Hugh thing has been said elsewhere (Vol. III. p. 100) 
Murray (Travels in North Amffica, London, of the influence of the Zeni narrative and its 
1829) believes the Welsh went to Spain. In map, in confusirig 'Frobisher in ~ voyages. 
1834, the different sides of the case were dis- The map was reproduced in the Ptolemy of 
cussed by Farcy and Warden in Dupaix's An- 1561, with an account of the adventures of the 
ti'luills Mexicain". Some years later the publi- brothers, but it was so far altered as to dissever 
cation of George Catlin 2 probably gave more Greenland from Norway, of which the .Zeni 
conviction than had" been before felt,8 arising map had' made it but an extellsion.9 

from his statements' of positive linguistic corre_ The story got, further currency in Ramusio 
spondences in'the lar"'age of the so-called (1574. vol. ii.), Ortelius (1575), Hakluyt (1600, 
White < Mandans 6 0' .he Missouri River, the vol. iii.), Megiser's S~ptmtrio Novanti'l"us (1613), 
similarity of their,' , "ts to the old Welsh cora· Purchas (1625), Pontanus' Rerum Danicar"m 

.c1es, and other ,par8Jlelisms of custom. He be- (1631), Luke Fox's North-West Fox (1633), and 
lieved that Madoc landed at Florida, orperhaps in De Laet'sNottZ (1644), who, as well as Hor_ 
passed up the Mississippi River. His conclusions nius, De' Originibus Americanis (1644), thinks 
were a reinforcement of those reached by Wil- the story suspicious. It' was repeated by Mon
liams.s The ,opinion reached by Major in his. tanus in 1671, and by Capel, Vorstellungm du 
edition of Columbus' Letters (London, 1847) Nordm, in 1676. Some of the features of the 
that the Welsh discovery was quite possible, map had likewise ,become pretty constant in the 
while it was by no means probable, is with little attendant cartographical recor<is. But from 
doubt the view most generally accepted to-day; the close of the seventeenth century. for about a 
while the most that can be made 'out of the hundred years, the story was fo~ the most part 
claim is presented with the latest survey in B. ignored, and it was not till 1784 that the interest 
F. Bowen's America "iscov~re" -by the Welsh in it was revived by the publications of Forster 18 

1 Cham6e,.f Journal, vi.. 4JJ, mentioning the Asguaws. 
2 Letter on tlz' Manners, Customs, and Condition of the No. Amer. Indi~ns (N. Y., 1842). 
8 He con"inced~ for instance, Fontaine in his H01ll tke World was P~o/Ied, p. 142. 

« On the variety of complexion among the Indians, see Short's No'- Amer. of Anti"., p. 189; McCulloh's 
Resea,.ckes; Haven, Archerol. U. S., 48 j Morton in Schoolcraft, ii. 320; EtAn%g,Journal, London, July, 
,848; App. 1849, commenting on Morton. 

& Pilling, Bibliog. of Siouan languages (Washington, ,887, p. 48), enumerates the authorities on the 
Mandan tongue; The tribe is now extinct. Cf. Morgan's Systems of Consanguinity, p. 181, 

a See also Smithsonian Report, J88S, Part ii. pp. 80, 27J, 349,449. Ruxton in Life in the Far West 
(N. Y., J846) found Welsh traces in the speech of the Mowquas, and S. Y. McMaster in Smithsonian Rept., 
J865, heard Welsh sounds among the Navajos. ' 

7 Filson in his Kentucke has also pointed out this possibility. 
8 The bibliogntphy of the subject can be followed in Wafson's list, already referred to, ilnd in tbat in the Amer. 

Bi6liopolist, Feb., J869. A lew additional references may help complete these lists: Stephens's Literat"re of 
flu Cymry, ch. 2; the Abb6 Domenech's Seven Years in the Great Dese>:t of America; Tytler's Progress of 
Discovery,. Moosmiiller's Eflro/aeri" Amerika 1.'Dr Columbus (Regensburg, 1879, ch. 21) j Gaffarel's Rallort 
etc., p. 2J6; Analytical Mag., ii. 409; Atlantic Montkly, xxxvii. 305 ;'No. Am. Rev; (by E. E. Hale),lxxxv. 
305 ; Antiguary, iv. 65 ; Southern Pres6yterian Rev.~ J an., 'April, 1878; Notes and Queries, index. 

8 This Ptolemy map is reproduced in Gravier's Les Normands sur la route, etc., 6th part, ch. I j and in 
NordenskjBld's Studien find Forschungen (Leipzig, J80S), p. 25. The Ptolemy of JS62 has the same plate. 

'10 j. R. Forster'. DisctnJerieJ in the Northern Regions. ,His confidence was shared hy Eggers ('794) in his 
True Site of Old East Greenland (Kiel), who doubts, however, if the descriptions of Estotiland apply to 
America. It was held to be a confirmation of the chart that both the east and west Greenlanc! colonies were 
on the side of Davis's Straits. . 
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and Buache,1 who each expreSsed their belief in, 
the story. 

A more important inquiry in behalf of the 
narrative took place at Venice in 1808, when 
Cardinal Zurla republished' the map in an essa~, 
and marked out the track of the Zeni on a 
modern chart.2 

In 1810, Malte-Brun accorded his belief in 
the verity of the narrative, and was inclined to 
believe that the Latin books found in Es,totiland 
were carried ,there by colonists from Green
land.s A reactionary view was taken by Biddle 

in his &baslia" Cawt, in 1831, who believed the 
publication of 1558 a fraud; but the most effec
tive denial of its authenticity came a .few years 
later .in sundry essays by Zahrtmann .• 

The story got astrong advocate, after nearly 
forty years of comparative rest, when R. H. 
Major, of the map department of the British 
Museum, gave it an English dress and annexed 
a commentary, all of which was published by 
the Hakluyt Society in 1873. In this critic's 
view, the good parts of the map are of the four
teenth century, gathered 011 the spot, while the 

RICHARD H. MAJOR .• 

I Buache reproduc~d t~e map, and read in (784, before the Academy oC Inscriptions in Paris, his M;moir~ 
sIIr la Frisland, which was printed by the Academy in '787, p. 430 • 

:I Disstrtaz;tJlle ilttorno a; vinggi e scojd,te selte,l1rio1fn/i di Nicolo 6 Ani",,;() Frale//; Zeit;. This paper 
was substantially reproduced in the same writer'S Di IIFarco Polo e degli allr; Viaggiatori w" .. ia"i /;;; 
il/uslr; dissertazio"i (Venice, (818). 

, 8 Annales des Voyages (ISIO), lC. 72; Precis de la Geoera/hi. (11I( 7). 
• Nordisk Tidsskrifl for Old~·)'"digl,.d (Copenhagen, (834), vol. i. p. ( ; Royal (;eog. Sot. JoNrn,,1 (Lon

don,,835), v. (02; Annales des VOYllges (1836), xi. 
George Folsom, in the No. Allier. Rev., July, (S38, criticised Zahrtmann, and sustained an opposite view. T. 

H. Bredsdorff discussed tl,e question in th~ Gri;"la"ds Historish Minde_le"" (iii. 529); and La Raquette 
furnished the article in Michaud's B;og. Universell •. 

• [After a photograph kindly furnished by himself at the editor's request. - En.] 
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false parts arose from the misapprehensions of 
the young Zeno, who put together the book of 
Iss8.1 The method of this later Zeno was 
in the same year (IS73) held by Professor Kon
rad Maurer to be hardly removed from a fraud
ulent compilation ' of other existing material. 

There has been a marked display of learning, of 
late years, in some of the discussions. Cor
nelio Desimoni, the archivist of Genoa, has 
printed two elaborate papers} The Danish 
archivist Frederik Krarup published (ISiS) a 
sceptical paper in the G'~grajis" TidsskriJi (ii. 

BARON NORDENSKJOLD.· 

1 Major also, in his paper (Royal C,og. s"c_ fOllntal, 1873) on .. Tbe Site of the Lost Colony of Greenland 
cIetenniDed, and the pre.Columbian discoveries of America confirmed, from fourteenth century documents,K 
oased the leDo aa:ow>t and map in alDnection with han BardseD's Sailing Directions in placing lhe missing 
c:oIony DraI' Cape Farewen. Majorepitomized his views on theqoestioo in Mass. Hist. &c. Proc., Oct., 1874-
Sir H. C. Rawlinsoa commented on Major's views in his address before the Royal Geog. Society I,I_,,,al, 
1873, p. chIxvii). 

SIe"ft!Ds (8i6l. ldt>pa~},Ka, no_ 3104) said: .. If the map he genuine, the most 01 its geograpby is false, 
while a part of it is remasbbly accurate." 

I 1 riagi ,I. Carl" dn P,tzklli Z ... Ye"ni",,; (Floren.., 1878), and a SI"di. Seco""o (Estralto dall. 
Arc},;";' Slmc.lla/i"".) in .885. 

• [From a noenl photograph. There;s another engraved likeness in Ibe second volume of his Y'Ca.] 
YOL.I.-8 
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145).1 The most exhaustive examination, how
ever, has come from a practical navigator, the 
Baron A. E. Nordenskjold, who in working up 
the results of his own Arctic explorations was 
easily led into the intricacio;.s of the Zeno con
troversy. The results which he reaches are that 
the Zeni narratives are substantially true; that 
there was no published material in ISS8 which 
could have 'furnished so nearly an accu,rate ac· 
count of the actual condition of those northern 
waters; that the map which Zahrtmann saw in 
the University library at Copenhagen, and 
which he represented to be an original from 
which the young Zeno of I SS8 made his pre
tended original, was in reality nothing but the 
Donis map in the Ptolemy of 1482, while the Ze· 
no map is much more like the map of the north 
made by Claudius Clavis in 1427, which·was 
discovered by Nordenskjold in a codex of Ptol
emy at Nancy.2 

Since Nordenskjold advanced his views there 
have been two other examinations: the one by 
Professor Iapetus Steenstrup of Copenhagen,8 
and the other by the secretary of the Danish 
Geographical Society, Professor Ed. Erslef, who 
offered some new illustrations in his Nye Oplys
IIinger om Broedrene Zmis Reiser (Copenhagen, 
1885).4 

Among those who accept the narratives there 
is no general agreement in identifying the prin
cipal geographical points of the Zeno map. The 
main dispute is upon Frislanda, the island where 
the Zeni were wrecked. That it was Iceland 
has been maintained by Admi,ral Irminger,6 and 
Steenstrup (who finds, however, the text not to 
agree with the map), while the map accompany
ing the Stud; biograjici e bibliograjici sulla sloria 
della geograjia in Ita/ia (Rome, 1882) traces the 
route of the Zeni from Iceland to Greenland, 
under 70° of latitude. 

On the other hand, Major has contended for 
the Faroe islands, arguing that while the en
graved Zeno map shows a single large island, it 
might have been an archipelago in the original, 
with outlines run together by the obscurities of 
'its dilapidation, and that the Faroes by their 
preserved names and by their position correspond 
best with the Frislanda of the Zeni.6 Major's' 
views have been adopted by most later writers, 
perhaps, and a similar identification had earlier 
been made by Lelewel,7 Kohl,8 and others. 

The identification of Estotiland involves the 
question if the returned fisherman of the nar
rative ever reached America. It is not uncom
mon for even believers in the story to deny 
that Estotiland and Drogeo were America. 
That they were parts of the New World was, 

1 "Zeniernes Rejse til Norden et Tolkning Forsoeg," with a fac-simile of the Zeni map. 
2 Nardenskjiild's am broderna Zenos resor oeh de iildsta kartor Ofner Norden was published at Stockholm 

in 1883, as an address on leaving the presidency of the Swedish Academy, April 12,1882 ; and in the same year, 
at the Copenhagen meeting of the Congres des Americanistes, he presented his Trois Carles fr.eofum"ie .... es, 
representa"t une partie de I' Amcri'lue (Greenland), which inclutled fac-similes of the Zeno (1558) and Donis 
(1482) maps with that of Claudius Clavus (1427). This last represents" Islandia" lying midway alone in the 
sea between U Norwegica Regia" and 'c Gronlandia provincia." The" Congelatum mare" is made to flow north 
of Norway, so as almost to meet the northern Baltic, while north of this frozen sea is an Arctic region, of which 
'Greenland is but an extension south and west. The student will find these and other maps making part of 
the address already referred lo, which also makes part in German of his Studi.,. und Forschungen wranlasst 
dureh meine Reisen im hoh", Norden, atltorisirle deutsch. Ausgabe (Leipzig, 1885)' The maps accompany
ing it not already referred to are the usual Ptolemy map of the north of Europe, based on a MS. of the 
fourteenth century; the "Scandinavia" from the Isolario of Bordone, 1547; that of the world in the MS. 
Insularil,m il/ustrat""' of Henricos Martellus, of the fifteenth century, in the British Museum, copied from 
the sketch in Jose de Lacerda's Exam. dos Viag81ls do Dotltor Livillgstone (Lisbon, 1867); the" Scandinavia" 
and the" Carta Marin .. " in the Venetian Ptolemy of 1548; the map of Olaus Magnus in 1567; the chart of 
Andrea Bianco (1436); the map of the Basle ed. (1532) of Grynams' Novis Orbis; that of Laurentius Frisius 
(1524). He gives these maps as the material possible to be used in 1558 in compiling a map, and to show the 
superiority of the Zeno chart. Cf. Natur., xxviii. 14; and Major in Royal G.og. Soc. Proc., 1883, p. 473· 

8 "Zeni'ernes Reiser i Norden" in the publication of the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries (Copen. 
hagen, 1883), in which he compares the Zeno Frislanda with the maps of Iceland. He also communicated to 
the Copenhagen meeting of the Congres des Americanistes "Les voyages des freres Zeni dans Ie Nord" 
(Compte Rendu, p. ISO). 

4 This also appeared in the Geog. Tidsskrijt, vii. 153, accompanied by fac-similes of the Zeni map, with 
Ruscelli's alteration of it (1561},andof the maps of Donis ('482), Laurentius Frisius (152s),and of the Ptolemy 
of '548. 

6 Roy. Geog. Soc,Journal (.879), vol. xlix. p. 398, .. Zeno's Frisland is Ioeland and not the Faroes," - and 
the same views in "Nautical Remarks about the Zeni Voyages" in Co",/te Rmdtl, Co .. g. des Amer. (Copen
hagen, 1883), p. 183. 

6 .. Zeno's Frisland is not Iceland, but the Farnes" in Roy. Geog. Soc. Journal (1879), xlix. 412. 
7 Geog. du Moy ... Age, iii. r03. 
8 Discovery of Maine, 92. 
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however, the apparent belief of Mercator and of 
many of the cartographers following the publi. 
cation of 15.)8, and of such speculators as Hugo 
Grotius, but there was little common consent 
in their exact position.1 

I. ALLEGED JEWISH MIGRATION. - The 
identification of the native Americans with the 
stock of the lost tribes of Israel very soon be
came a favorite tlieory with the early Spanish 
priests settled in America. Las Casas and 
Duran adopted it, while Torquemada and 
Acosta rejected it. Andre Thevet, of menda
cious memory, did not help the theory by espous
ing it. It was approved in J. F. Lumnius's De 
exlremo Dei Judicio et IlIdlJYUm 'I)ocatione, li6ri 
iii. (Venice and Antwerp, 1569):" and a century 
later the belief attracted new attention in the 
Origm tk los America1lQs de MatlaSse" Be,. Is
rad, published at Amsterdam in 1650.8 It was 
in the same year (1650) 'that the question re
ceived the first public discussion in English in 
Thomas Thorowgood's Jewes i,. America, or, 
Pr06a6ililies I"at I"e Americans are of t"at Race. 
Wi'" tlu rem(J'IJall of some contrary rtaso";"gs, 
and earnest desires for effectuall endeavours to 
mah them C"ristiall (London, 1650).' Thorow
good was answered by Sir Hamon L'Estrange 

in Americans no Iewes, or Improbabilities that 
the Americans are of t"at race (London, 1652). 
The views of Thorowgood found sympathy with 
the Apostle Eliot of Massachusetts; and when 
Thorowgood replied to L'Estrange he joined 
with it an essay by Eliot, and the joint work was 
entitled Iewes ill America, or probabilities that 
those bzdians are Judaical, made more probable 
by some additionals to the former conjectures: all 
accurate discourse is premised of Mr. John Eliot 
(who preached the gospel 10 Ihe "atwes i" t"cir 
tr.ull language) louching t"cir originalion, alld 
his Villdication of the planl£rs (London, 1660), 
What seems to have been a sort of supplement, 
covering, however, in part, the same ground, ap
peared as Vindicim JudmclJYUm, or a h'Ue account 
of Ihe Jews, beillg more accurately ;lIustratei t"all 
"eretofore, which includes what is· called" The 
learned conjectures of Rev. Mr. John Eliot" (32 
pp.). Some of the leading New England divines, 
like Mayhew and Mather,6 espoused the cause 
with sinIilar faith. Roger Williams also was of 
the same opinion. William Penn is said to 
have held like views. The belief may be said to 
have been general, and had not died out in New 
England when Samuel Sewall, in 1697, published 
his P"mnomena '1l1tzdam Apocalyptica ad aspectum 
NOf/i Orin's COllfigurala.6 

1 Dudley, Arcano del Mare, pI. Iii, places Estotiland between Davis and Hudson's Straits; but Torf",us 
doubts if it is Labrador, as is "commonly believed." Lafitau (.l.VtEurs des Sauvages) puts it north of Hudson 
Bay. Forster calis it Newfoundland. Beauvois (I.es colonies EuYop<mes du Markland et de I' Escociland) 
makes it include Maine, New Brunswick, and part of Lower Canada, These are lbe chief varieties of belief. 
Steenstrup is of those who do not recognize America at all. Homius, among the older writers, thought that 
Scotland or Shetland was more likely to have been the fisherman's strange country. Santarem (Hist. de la 
Carlogralhie, iii. 141) points out an island, "Y Stotlandiat in the Baltic, as shown on the map of Giovanni 
Leardo (1448) at Venice. . 

In P. B. Watson's Bibliog. of Pre-Columbia" DisctJVeries of America there is the fullest but not a complete 
list on the subject, and from this and other sources a few further references may be added: Belknap's Amer. 
Biography; Humboldt's E:camen Criliqlu, ii. 120; Asher's Henry Hudson, p. coov;. Gravier's Decouverte de 
r Amerique, 183; Gaffare}'s Etude sur r Amerique avant C%m6, p. 261, and in the Revue de Geog., vii., 
Oct., Nov., 1880, with the Zeno map as changed by Ortelius; De Costa's Norlnnun,;n Maine; Weise's Dis~ 
cfnleries of America, p. 44; Goodrich's Columbus" Peschel's Gesc". des Zeitalters der Entdeckungen (1858), 
and Ruge's work of the same title; Guido Cora's fprecursori di Cristo foro Colombo (Rome, 1886), taken 
from the Bolieitillo della soc. geog. italiano, Dec" 1885 ; Gay's Pop. Hist. U. S. (i. 76); Foster's Prehistoric 
Races; Stud; 6iog. e 6ib/iog. soc. geog. itai., 2d ed., 1882, p. 117; P. O. Moosmiiller's Europiier in Amerika 
71'" Co/u",6us, eh. 24; Das AusJand, Oct. 11, Dec. 27, 1886; Nature, xxviii. p. J+ 

Geo. E. Emery, Lynn, Mass., issued in 1877 a series of maps, making Islandia to be Spitzbergen, with the 
East Bygd of the Northmen at its southern end; Frisland, Iceland; and Estotiland, Newfoundland. 

2 Sabin, x., no. 4',675. 
8 There are editions with annotations by Robert Ingram, at Colchester, Eng., 179'; and by Santiago 

Perez Junquera, at Madrid, 1881. Theoph. SpizeJius' Elroatio relationis 1I1oniezinianfZ de reperlis in Ame
rica irwub.1S Israeliticis (Basle, 1661) is a criticism (Leclerc, 547; Field, 1473), One Montesinos had 
professed to have found a colony of Jews in Peru, and had satisfied Manasseh Ben Israel of his truthfulness. 

4 Cf. collations in Stevens's Nuggets, p. 728, and his Hist. Coli" ii. no. 538; Brinley, iii. no. 5463; Field, no. 
ISSI, who cites a new edition in 1652, called Digitus Dei." 1U1II discover yes, 1IIil4 some arguments lo,;rove 
t!tat tke Jews (a nalion) a peo}le ..• ;n"abit ntrlll in America . .. wil" Ike history of Ant: Montesinos 
«ttmed by Mannasse" Ben israeli. A divine, John pury, had urged Thorowgood to publish, and had 
before this, in printing some of the accounts of the work of Eliot and others among lbe New England Indians, 
announced his belief in the theory. 

6 Cotton Mather (MalJ7lalia, iii. part.) tells how Eliot traced the resemblances to lbe Jews in the New 
Englan1 Indians . 

• • d ed., r7'7, Cf, Sibley's Harvard Graduates, ii. p. 361; Carter-Brown, iii. 401. 
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After the middle of the last cen tury we begin 
to find new signs of the belief. Charles Beatty, 
in his Journal <if a two months' tour with a vi~w 
<if promoting rdigion among the fronti~r iI,habi
tants <if Penmylvania (Lond., 1768), finds traces 
of the lost tribes among the Delawares, and re
peats a story of the Indians long ago selling the 
same sacred book to the whites with which the 
missionaries in the end aimed to make them ac
quainted. Gerard de Brahm and Richard' Peters, 
both familiar with the Southern Indians, found 
grounds for accepting the belief. The most 
elaborate statement drawn from this region is 
that of James Adair, who for forty years had 
been a trader among the Southern Indians.1 

Jonathan Edwards in 1788 pointed out in the 
Hebrew some analogies to the native speech.2 

Charles Crawford in 1799 undertook the proof.8 

In 1816 Elias Boudinot, a man eminent in his 
day, contributed further arguments.· ,Ethan 
Smith based his advocacy largely on the lin
guistic elements." ,A few years later an English
man, Israel Worsley, worked over the material 
gathered by Boudinot and Smith, and added 
something.6 A prominent American Jew, M. 

M. Noah, published in 1837 an address on the 
subject which hardly added to the weight of 
testimony.7 J. B. Finlay, a mulatto missionary 
among the Wyandots, was satisfied with the 
Hebrew traces which he observed in that tribe.8 

Geo. Catlin, working also among the Western 
Indians, while he could not go to the length of 
believing in the lost tribes, was struck with the 
many analogies which he saw.9 The most elab
orate of all expositions of the belief was made 
by Lord Kingsborough in his M~xican Antiqui
ties (1830-48 ).10 Since this book there has been 
no pressing of the question with any claims to 
consideration.ll 

J. POSSIBLE EARLY AFRICAN MIGRATIOSs. 

- These may have been by adventure or by 
helpless drifting, with or without the Canaries' 
as a halting-place. The primitive people of the 
Canaries, the Guanches, are studied in Sabin 
Berthelot's Antiquitls Canflritnnes (Paris, 1879) 
and A. F. de Fontpertuis' L'ard'ipd des Cana
ries, et ses populations primitivu, also in the Rrou~ 
d~ Glographie, June, 1882, not to mention earlier 
histories of the Canary Islands (see Vol. II. 

1 The History of the American ",dians, particularly those Nations adjoining to the Mississippi, East 
and West Florida, Georgia, South alld North Corolina, and Virginia: Contailling an AceDu"t oJ their 
Origin, La11guage, Manners, Religious Q1td Civil Customs, Laws, Form of Government, etc., etc., with an 
Appendix, cOlttahtiltg a Description of the Floridas, and the Afissisiji Lands, with their jroductio1ls 
(London, 1775). His arguments are given in Kings\:>orough's Mex. Antiq., viii. Bancroft (Nat. Races, v. 
91) epitomizes them. Adair's book appeared in a German translation at Breslau (1782). 

2 Observations on the language of tI,e Aluh'ukanee-dl Indians, in whick ... some instances of Qlla1u.:.,') 
betwem that and the Hebrew are pointed out (New Haven, J788). Cf. on the contrary, Jarvis before the 
N. Y. Hist. Soc. in 1819. , 

8 Essay 1IP01l the propagation of the Gospel, in which there are facts to prove that ma1lY of the indians in 
America are descended from the Ten Tribes (Philad., J799; 2d ed., 1801) . 

• A Star in the I,Vest, or an attempt to discover the 101lg lost Tm Tribts of Israel (Trenton, N. J., 1816). 
6 View of the Hebrews, or the tribe of Israel ill America (Poultney, VI., 1825). 
6 A view of the Amer. [,.dia1U, shewi1lg them to be the descendants of the Ten Tribts of Israel (Land., 

1828). 
7 Discourse on the evidClUts of the Am,,'. Indians bd"g the descendants of the lost tribts of Isr"e/ 

(N. Y., J837). It is reprinted in Maryatt's Diary in America, vol. ii. 
B Hist. of the Wyandotte Mission (Cincinnati, 1840); Thomson's Ohio Bibliog., 409. 
9 Mam"rs, &>c. of the N. Amer. Indians (Land., J8.p). Cf. Smithsonia" Rept., 1885, ii. 532. 
10 Mainly in vol. vii.; but see vi. 232, etc. Cf. Short, 143,460, and Bancroft, Nat. Racts (v .• 6), with an 

epitome of Kingsborough's arguments (v. 84). Mrs. Barbara Anne Simon in her Hope of Israel (Lond., 1829) 
advocated the theory on biblical grounds; but later she made the most of Kingsborough's ama-sment of 
points in her Ten Tribes of Israel historically idmt!/ied with the aborigints of the West"n Hemisphere 
(London, 1836). 

11 The recognition of the theory in the Mormon bible is well known. Bancroft (v. 97) epitomi2es its recital, 
following Bertrand's MC11Ioircs. There is a repetition of the old arguments in a sermon, Increase of 'he King~ 
dom of Christ (N. Y., J831), by the Indian William Apes; and in An Address by J. Madison Brown Uack
son, Miss., 1860). Senor Melgar points out resemblances between the Maya and the. Hebrew in the Bol. Soc. 
Mex. Geog., iii. Even the Western mounds have been made to yield Hebrew il)scriptions (Co1lgres des 
Amer., Nancy, ii. 192). 

Many of the general treatises on the origin of the Americans have set forth the opposing argument •. 
Garcia did it fairly in hi. Origen de los I"dios (1607; ed. by Barcia, 1729), and Bancroft (v. 78-84) has con
densed his treatment. Brasseur (Hist. Nat. Civ., i. 17) rejects the theory of the ten tribe.; but is not inclined 
to abandon a belief in some scattered traces. Short (pp. 135, 144) epitomizes the claims. Gaffarel covers 
them in hi. Etude sur / .. rapports de I' Amlri,!ue (p. 87) with references, and these last are enlareod in Ban-
croft's Nat. Races, v. 95-97. • 
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p. J6). Retzius of Stockholm traces resem
blances in the skulls of the Guanches and the 
Caribs" (Smi,"s.mian R~p'., 1859> p. 266). Le 
Plongeon finds tbe sandals of tbe statue Chac
mool, discovered by him in Yucatan, to resemble 
those of the Guancbes (Salisbury's Le P/tmg~on 
in YuealaH, 57). 

The African and even Egyptian origin of the 

Caribs has had some special advocates'! Peter 
Martyr, and Grotius following him, contended 
for the people of Yucatan being Etbiopian 
Christians. Stories of blackamoors being found 
by the early Spaniards are not without corrobo
ration.2 The correspondence of the African and 
South American flora has been brought into 
requisition as confirmatory.· 

1 Varnhagen's L'origine (oura"jen," des A",ericains T"..lis-Caraibes d des anciens Eg)'jtiens, indiguee 
Irina/alemnll Jar la IAi/O/ope comparee: traces tl'une Qncienne migration en Amerique, invasion au 
Brhil/ar les Tu/is (Vienoe, ,876). Labat's Nouveau Voyage au" isles de I' Amerigu. (paris, '722), vol. ii. 
cb. 23- Sieur de la Borde's Be/atitm de forigine, "'trWrs, coutunJes, etc. des Caraibes (Paris, 1764). Robert
son's America. James Kennedy's Probable origin of tke Amer. Indians, wit4Iarl;erl/ar reference to that 
_/1". Carios (Lond., ,854), or Jourtuzi 0('''. Et"nolog. Soc. (vol. iv.). Londo" Geog. Journal, iii. 290 . 

• Cf. Peter Martyr, Torquemada, and later writers, like I;.a Perouse, McCullob, Haven (p. 48), Gaffarel 
(Ro/port, 2"4),). Perez in Rev. Orientale eI Amer., \-iii, xii.; Bancroft, Nat. Races, iii. 458. Brioton(Ad. 
dress, .S87) takes e.-o:reption to all sucb views. Cf. Quatrefages' Huma" Species (N. Y., ,8i9, pp. 200, 202 ) • 

• Cf. Beccari in Kosmos, Apr., ,879; De Candolle in Geogra/"ie botalligue (.855)· 

THE CARTOGRAPHY OF GREENLAND. 

THE oldest map yet discovered to show any part of Greenland, and consequently of America,l is one found 
by Baron NordenskjOld attached to a Ptolemy Codex in the Stadtbibliothek at Nancy. He presented a colored 
fac-simile of it in ,883 at the Copenhagen Congres des Americanistes, in his little brochure Trois Carles. It 
was also used in illustration of bis paper on the Zeni Voyages, published both in Swedish and German. 
It will be seen by tbe fac-simile given herewitb, and marked witb the author's name, Claudius Clavus, thai 
., Gronlandia Provincia" is ~n extension of a great arctic region, so as to lie over against the Scandinavian 
peninsula of Europe, with" Islandia," or Iceland, midway between the two lands. Up to the time of tbis 
discovery hy Nordenskjold, tbe map generally zecognized as the oldest to show Greenland is a Genovese por
tolano, preserved in tbe Pitti Palace at Florence, about which there is some doubt as to its date, which is said 
to'be '4'7 by Santarem (Hid. d.la Carlo g., iii., p. xix). bllt Lelewel (E/ilogue, p. !67) is beld to be trustier 
in giving it as 1447.2 It shows how little i~uence the Norse stories of their Greenland colonization exerted 
at this time on the cartograpby of the north, that few of the map-makers deemed it wortb while to hreak the 
usual terminal circle of the world by including anything west or beyond Ireland. It was, furtber, not easy to 
convince them that Greenland, when they gave it, lay in the direction wbicb the Sagas indicated. Tbe map of 
Fra Mauro, for instance, in '459 cuts off a part of Iceland by its incorrigible terminal circle, as will be seen 
in a bit of it given berewitb, the reader remembering as he looks at it that the bottom of "the segment is to the 
north.' We again owe to NordenskjOld the discovery of anotber map of tbe north, Tabula Region"", Se~ 
Inc/Tiona/iNm, which he found in a Codex of ptolemy in Warsaw a few years since, and which-be places about 
'467. The accompanying partial sketcb is reproduced from a fac-simile kindly furnished by tbe discoverer. 
The peninsula of "Gronlandia," witb its indicated glaciers, is placed witb tolerable accuracy as tbe western 
extremity of an arctic region, whicb to the north of Europe is separated from the Scandinavian peninsula by a 
channel from the U Mare Gotticum" (Baltic Sea), which s1feeps above Norway into the "Mare Congelatum." 
Tbe confused notions arising from an attempt by the compiler of the map to harmonize different drafts is" 
sbown by bis drawing a second Greenland (" Engronelant") to bis "Norbegia," or Norway, and placing just 

I Smtarem, HiM. tie Ia Car'/tlg'., iii. 76. refers to maps of 
the fourteenlh century in copies of Ranulphus Hydgen's 
Ptd~",.""ic_, in" the British Museum and in the Advo
cates' library at Edinburgh, which show a land in the north, 
caned in the one Wureland and in the other Wyhlandia. 

• M.g.A •. Hisf.,April,.88J,p.'9D. Cl VoL I1.p.28. 
ne name used is " Grinlandia." 

• Mauro's map was called by Ramusio. who saw it, an 
improved copy of. ooe brought from Cathay by Marco 
Polo. It is presel"Yed in the Biblioteca Marciana at Venice. 
It was made by Mauro uDder &be command of Don Alonso 
V.~ and,ianco assisted him. The euct date is in dispute, 

but aD agree to place it between 1457 and 1460. A copy 
was m<lde on venum in .. 80., which is now in the British 
Museum. Our cut fonaws one comer of the reproduction 
in SantarelD ~s Atlas. A photographic fae-simile has been 
issued in V.Dice by OngaDia, and SI. Martin (A tku, P. vii) 
follows thisfac-<limile. Ruge (Geulrielrte des Zeitalkrs,/no 
E..uk<"-rno) gives a modernized and ........ legible repr0-

duction. There are other drawings in Zurla's Fra MlZIWo; 
Vincent's C(mfMn'r~ au NilfJiratw. tif 1M A~ 
('791, '1107); LeI.weI'. MO)mO Ap (pI. uXiii). Cf. Shu/; 
tkll4 StN:. GeO[{Fafo ItaJia (.88a), ii. 76, for references. 
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under it the" Thile " 1 of the ancients, which he makes a different island from" Islandia," placed in proper 
relations to his larger Greenland. 

A fe" years later, or perhaps ahout the same time, and before i471, the earliest engraved map which shows 
Greenland is that of Nicolas Donis, in the Ulm edition of Ptolemy in 1482. It will be seen from the little 
sketch which is annexed that the same doubling of Greenland is adhered to.2 With the usual perversion put 

CLAUDIUS CLAVUS, 1427. 

1 Rafn gives a large map of Iceland with the names of 
A. D. 1000. On the errors of early and late maps of Iceland 
see Baring.Gould's Ultima T"ul~, i. 253. On the varying 
application of the name Thule, Thyle, etc., to the northern 
regions or to particular parts of them, see R. F. Burton's 
Ultima TAuk, a SNmmer ,'" Iceland (London, 18,5>' 
eh. I. Bunbury (Hist. AtfC. (kg!:., ii. 527) holds that th. 
Thule of Marinus of Tyre and of Ptolemy was the Shet-

lands. Cf. James Wallace's D,sc.-ijt;"" 0/ 1M OrklUJ' 
islaHds (t6Q3. - new ed., 1887. by John Small) for an essay 
on "the Thule of the Ancients. " 

2 There are other reproductions of the map in full, in 
Nordenskjold's V'ra, i. 51; in his Brodnwa Z,,,os, and 
in his Shttiinc, p. 31. Cf. a1so the present History, II., 
p. 28, for other bibliographical detail; Hassler, BlICltdrwcll
w~sc"iclU~ UIM's j D' Avezac's Waltu",N//e" .; Wi~ 
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upon the Norse s~ries, Iceland is made---tD lie due west of Greenland, though not shown in the present 
sketch. \., 

At a date not much later, say 1486, it is suppose!!, the Laon globe, dated in '493, was actually "de, or at 
least it is shown that in some parts the knowledge was rather of the earlier date, and here we have .. Grolan
dia," a smaJl island off the Norway coastol 

CLAUDIUS CLAVUS, '427. 

We have in 1489-<)0 a type of configuration, which later became prevalent. It is taken from an Insulariu ... 
i/lustratum Hmrici Martelli German;, a manuscript preserved in the British Museum, and shows,. as seen by 
the annexed extract, a long narrow peninsula, running southwest from the northern verge of Europe. A sketch 
of the whole map is given eJsewhere.9 

berforce Eames's BiMiogorapAy of PtoleMY, separately, 
and in Sabin's .DidUnra"7; and Winsor's BilJ/itJr· 0/ 
Ptolnp" G,op-a#<y. 

1 Cf. D'Avezac in BIIII. tk fa Soc, til GJ(Jr.,xx. 417. 
51 See Vol. II. p. 41. There is another sketch in Nor .. 

denskjold's Stwdit1l, etc. J P. 33. which is reduced from a 
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This seems to have been the prevailing notion of what and wh _~ Lnland was at the time of Columbus' 
voyage, and it could have carried no significance to his mind t~~~lorations of the Norse had found the 
Asiatic ..un, which he started to discover. How far thi'i-Jl:Il,{.,n was departed from by Behaim in his globe 
of 1492 depends upon the interpretation to be given to .' group of islands, northwest of Iceland and northeast 
of Asia, upon the larger of which he writes among its mountains, "Hi man weise Volker." 1 

As this sketch of the cartographical development g',es on, it will be seen how slow the map-makers were to 
perceive the real significance of the Norse discoveries and how reluctant they were to connect them with the 
discoveries that followed in the train of Columbus, thpugh occasionally there is one who is possessed with a sort 
of prevision. The Cantino map of 15022 d?es no~ ,ettle the question, for a point lying northeast of the Por
tuguese discoveries in the Newfoundland regIOn ~Y seems to be the southern extremity of Greenland. What 
was apparently a working Portuguese chart /'Rif 1503 grasps pretty clearly the relations of Greenland to 
Labrador.8 / 

FRA MAURO, 1459. 

Lelewel (pI. 43), in a map made to show the Portuguese views at this time,4 whiclI he represents by combining 
and reconciling the Ptolemy maps of 1511 and 1513, still places the "Gronland" peninsula in the northwest 
of Europe, and if his deductions are correct, the Portuguese had as yet reached no clear conception that the 
Labrador coasts upon which they fished bore any close propinquity to those which the Norse had colonized. 
Ruysch, in 1508, made a bold stroke by putting "Gruenlant" down as a peninsula of Northeastern Asia, 
thus trying to reconcile the discoveries of Columbus with the northern sagas.s This view was far from accept
able. Sylvanus, in the Ptolemy of 1511"made "Engroneland" a small protuberance on the north shore of 
Scandinavia, and east of Iceland, evidently choosing between the two theories instead of accepting both, as 

fac-simile given in Jo~ de Lacerda's Exa'H~ aos YiaCens 
tlo Dtnltcw LifJUl.cstolle (Lissabon, 186,). The present ex~ 
tract is from Santarem. pl. SO. Cf. O. Peschel in A IIS

land, Feb. 13, 1857, and his posthumous A61u",dlunge", 
i. 213. 

1 See references in Vol. II. p. lOS. 

• See Vol. II. p .• 08. 

:s See ,lost, Vol. IV. p. 3S i and Kohl's DiscOflery 0/ 
Mailll, ~ 174. Cf. Winsor's Bib/iog'. 0/ Pto/rrlty, sub 
anno 15U. 

t He holds that the 1513 Ptolemy map was drawn in 
1501-4, and was engraved before Dec. 10, 1508. 

• See Vol. II. p. "5. 
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w~s common, in ignorance of their complement~ relatiOJ~'hJ~drrmiiller, in the Ptolemy of 15'3, in his 
" Orbis typus universalis," reverted to and adopte4 the de hit the. Henricus Martellus in '490.2 

In 1520, APia. n, in the map in Camer's Solinus, t<?ok the 'on of Sylvanus, while still another representation 
was given by Laurentius Frisius in 1522. ill all editlo, of )lemy,8 in which" Gronland" becomes a large 

\ . . 

island on the Norway coast, in one map called" Orbis typus Universalist while in another map, "Tabula 
nova Norbegi'" et Gotti",," the "Engronelant" peninsula is a broad region, stretching from Northwestern 
Europe.4 This Ptolemy was again issued in 1525, repeating these two methods of showing Greenland already 
given, and adding a third,S that of the long na'l'row European peninsula, already familiar in earlier maps - the 
variety of choice indicating the prevalent cartographical indecision on the point. 

HENRICUS MARTELLUS, '489""90. 

1 Winsor's Bi6liog. 0/ Ptolemy, sub anna 'SII. 
t See Vol. II. p. XII. Winsor's Ptolemy, sub anna 

lSI3· Reisch, in ISIS, seems to have been of the same 
opinion. Cf. the bibliography of Reisch's Margarita 
Plu1osop/,ia in Sabin's Dictionary, vol. xvi., and separately, 
prepared by 'Vilberforce Eames. Ruysch's map is given 
lost, Vol. II. p. 114. Another sketch of this map, with an 
examination of the question, where the name II Zoana 

Mela," applied on it to Anlerica, came from, is given by 
Frank Wieser in the Zdtsckrij'l rIW WisSIl1UCk. wopa. 
;"i. (Carlsruhe), vol. v., a sight of which lowe to the 
author, who believes Waldseemliller made the map. 

S The map is g.ven,font, VoL II. '75. Cf. also Nor
denskjold, Studie .. , p. 53. 

t Cf. Winsor's Bwliog. of Ptolll",J', sub anno 1522. 

& Winsor's Bi61t"'r~ 0/ Ptolemy, sub anna 1525. This 
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Kohl, in his collection of maps,l copies from what he calIs the Atlas of Frisius, 1525, still another map 
which apparently shows the soutI1em extremity of Greenland, witl1 "Tena Lahoratoris," an island just west 

OLAUS MAGNUS, 1539.-

map is no. 49, ., Gronlandiz et Russiz." Cf. Witsen's 
NtHWtI eM Om T(J"ta",~ (J70S). vol. ii. I 

1 Winsor's Kold CDlkctitnt, no. loa. 
• See N OTB, p. us. 
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OLAUS MAGNUS, 1555.* 

.. This map, here reproduced on a somewhat smaller scale, is called: ·R~rnoru7H ApiUna",ffl t!escrljlio, /tUiHS 
OJ,1'':' sllbiectttm. 
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of it, and sout\ west of that a bit of coast marked" Terra Nova Conterati," which may pass for Newfound-
land and the diSt:overies of Cortereal. . 

Thome, the Englishman, in the map which he sent from Seville in 1527,1 seems to conform to the view which 
made Greenland a European peninsula, which may also have been the opinion of Orontius Finreus in 1531.2 
A novef feature attaches to an Atlas, of about this date, preserved at Turin, in which an elongated Greenland 
is made to stretch northerly.' In 1532 we have the map in Ziegler's Sclzondia, which more nearly resembles 
the earliest map of, all, that of Claudius Clavus, than any other.' The 1538 cordiform map of Mercator 
makes it a peninsula of an arctic region connected with Scandinavia.S This map is known to me only 
through a fac-simile of the copy given in the Geografia of Lai.eri, published at Rome about 1;60, with which 
1 am favored hy NordenskjolcJ in advance of its publication in his Atlas. 

The great Histllria of Olaus Magnus, as for a long time the leading authority on the northern geography. 
as well as on tbe Scandinavian' chronicles. gives us some distinct rendering of this northern geographical 
problem. It was only recently that his earliest map of 1539 has been brought to light, and a section of it is 
here reproduced from a much reduced fac-simile kindly sent to the editor by Dr. Oscar Brenner of the uni
versity at Mnnich.- Nordenskjold, in giving a full fac-simile of the Olaus Magnus map of 1;67,6 of which a 

FROM OLAUS MAGNUS' HISTORIA, 1567. 

1 Giveo ..... st. Vol. III. p. '7. 
S Given;..st. Vol. III. p. u. 
S Jalwll. de, V .... w/.w ErtlktmtJe i,. Dresden (.870). 

tab. vii. A. similar feature is in the map described by Pe
scbel in the Ja41"'eskricl.t del VereilUflJ,. E,e/kuntk in 
u;;zig- (1871). It is also to be seen in the Homem map of 
about .S4D (given in Vol. II. p. .46), and in the map which 
Major assigns to Baptfsta Agnese, and which was published 
in Paris in .875 as a Porlulan de Clrarh,QuW. (Cf. Vol. 
II. p. 445-) 

• Tbere is • fao.simile of Ziegler's map in Vol. II. 434; 

also in Goldsmid's ed. of Hak1uyt (Edinb., 1885), and in 
. NordenskjOld's Vera, i. 52. 

"The map <'55.)0£ Gemma Frisius in Apiaois much the 
same. 

s In Ihe Basle ed. of the Historill tie Gentium. Cf. Nor. 
denskjold~s Vera, vol. i., who S3ys that the n;.ap originally 
appeared ill Magnus's AflSkgwr.g- tuul Verklaru"r tin
NewnMappe1J lItmtkn Alten Godtnweiclt (Venice, 1539); 
and is different from the map which appeared in the inter· 
mediate edition of 1555 at Rome, a part of which is also an
nexed. 

NOTS TO MAP OK P. 123.-This fac.simile accompanies a piper appearing in the VidmsluJJsselska6s FtWluuu/;ncer 
(1886. no. IS) and separately as Dil iklde hzrk us Ola," Mag-MIS f}O", jaltre 1.539, 1Ja&A tk", exemllar Jw Mrhu:~ 
S_iblu,tule (Christiania, .886). In this Dr. Brenner traces the bistory of the great map of Archbishop Olaus 
Magnus, pointing out bow NordenskjOld is in error in supposing the map of .1567, which that scholar gives, was but.a 
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fragment is herewith' also given in fac-simile, says that it embodies the views of the northe". geographers in 
separating Greenland from Europe, which was in opposition to those of the geographers of the south of Europe, 
who united Greenland to Scandinavia. Sebastian Miinster in his '540 edition of Ptolemy intra luted a new con
fusion. He preserved the European elongated peninsula, bu, called it .. Islandia," while to what stands for 
Iceland is·given the old classical name of Thyle.1 This confusion is repeated in his map of '545,~ where he 
makes the coast of "Islandia" continuous with Baccalaos. This continuity of coast line seemed now to 
hecome a cornman heritage of some of the map-maj<ers,3 though in the Vlpius globe of • 542 .. Groestlandia," 
so far as it is shown, 'stands separate from eit»er continent,· but is connected with Europe according to the 
early theory in the Isolario of Bordone in '54(. . 

We have run down the main feature of the northern cartography, up to the time of the publication of the 
Zeno map in '558. The chief argument for its authenticity is that there h3d been nothing drawn and pub
lished up to that time which could have conduced, without other aid, to so accurate an outline of Greenlar.d as 
il gives. In an age when draft~,";f maps freely circulated over Europe. from cartographer to cartographer, in 

BORDONE'S SCANDINAVIA, 1547.-

" The same is done in the Ptolemy of JS..s (Venice). 
There is a fac~simile in NordenskjOld's Studien, p. 35,

• See Vol. IV. p. 84' 
8 We find it in the Nancy globe of about '540 (see Vol. 

IV. p. 8.); in the Mercator gores of '54' (Vol. II. p. '77); 
and in the Ruscelli map of '544 (Vol. U. p. 432), where 
Greenland (Gl"otJandia) is simply a neck connecting Europe 
with America; and in Castaldi cc Carta Marina," in the 
lta1ian Ptolemy of IS4B, where it is a protuberance on a 

similar neck (see Vol. II. 435; IV. 43; and Nordenskjold'. 
Studie .. , 43). The Ron map of '542 seems to be based on 
the same material used by Mercator in his gores, but be 
adds a new confusion in calling Greenland the "Cost of 
Labrador." Cf. Winsor's KolJ Maps, no. 10+ The 
U Grntlandia n of the Vopetlio map of J 556 is also continu .. 
OIlS with Labrador (see Vol. II. 436; IV. 90). 

• See Vol. IV. pp. 42, 82. 

reproduction of the onginal edition of '539, which was ot known to modem students till Brenner found it in the library 
at Munich, in March, 1886, and which proves to be twel times larger than that of 156,. Brenner adds the long LatiD 
address, If Olaus Gotbus benigno lectori salutem, " with a otations. The map is entitled U Carta Marina et descriptio 
septentrionalium. errarum ac mirabilium rerum in eis content diligentissime elaborata, Anno Dni, 1539-" Brenner 
institutes a close comparison between it and the Zeno chart. 

• Reproduced fromlbe fac-simile given in Nordenskjold's Studu '(~ipzig, l88s). 
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manuscript, it does not seem necessary that the search for prototypes 01' prototypic features should be confined 
to those whicb had been engraved. With these allowances the map does not seem to be very exceptional in 
any feature. It is connected with northwestern Europe in just the manner appertaining to several of the 
earlier maps. Its shape is no gr~t improvement on the map of 1467, found at Warsaw. There was then 

ZENO MAP. (Reduced.)-

• The original measures I2X lsi inehes. Fac::-similes of the original size or reduced, or other reproductions, will be found 
in Nordenskjoldts Trois Carles, and in his Studiln j Malte Brun's Anllllks des Voytlges,' Lelewel's Moyen Age (it 
,69) j Ct.,.tw-B",tI'Wf< ca/aIugw (i .• n) j Kohl's Disc"".." of MaiM, 97; Ruge'. (flsckidrte tie. Zeitaltws tier E"t
ucku"ge", p. 27; Bancroft's CmtralA",erica, i. 81; Gay's Pop. Hist. U. So, i. 8.t; Howley'S Ecclesl'ast. Hist. New
ftnlNlIa1Ul, p. 45 ; Erizzo's Le SCl1jwte A rticlu (Venice, 1:855), - not to name others. 
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THE PTOLEMY ALTERATION (1561, etc.) OF THE ZENO MAP. 
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DO such constancy in the placing of midsea islands in maps, to interdict the random location of other islands 
at the cartographer's will, without disturbing what at that day would have been deemed geographical proba
bilities, and there was all the necessary warranty in existing maps for the most wilfully depicted archipelago. 
The early Portuguese charts, not to name others, gave sutlicient warrant for land where Estoti1and and Drogoo 
appear. 

Mention has already been made of the changes in this map, which the editors of the ptolemy of 1561 made 
in severing Greenland from Europe, when they reengraved it.1 The sarne edition contained a map of. "Schon
Jandia," in which it seems to be doubtful if the land which stands for Greenland does, or does not, connect 
with the Scandinavian main.' That Greenland was an island seems now to have become the prevalent opinion, 
and it was enforced by the maps of Mercator (1569 and 1587), OrteJius (1570, 1575), and Gall",us ('585), 
which placed it lying mainly east and west between' the Scandinavian north and the Labrador coast, which it 
was now the fashion to call Estotiland. In its shape .it closely resembled the Zeni outline. Another feature of 
these maps was the placing of another but smaller island west of .. Groenlant," which was called .. GrocIand," 
and which seems to be simply a reduplication of the larger island by some geographical confusion,B which 
cmce started was easily seized upon to help fill out the arctic spaces.' 

SEPTENTRIONALES REGIONES.-

'It was jllst at this time (1570) that the oldest maps which display the geographical notions of the saga men 
'Were drawn, though not brought to light for many years. We note two such of this" fun., and one·o(a date 
1\j!M forty years later. One marked .. Jonas, Gudmundi filius, delineavit,. '570," is given as are the two othe.rs 
by Torf",u9 in hi. G,,,,,/andia Antigua. They all ""em to recognize a passage to the Arctic seas between 
Norway and Greenland, the northern parts of which last are called" Ri,aland," or "Riseland," and J.onas 
places" Oster Bygd" and .. Wester Bygd" on the opposite sides of a squarish peninsula.. Beyond what must 
be Davis' Straits is " America," and further south f{ Terra .Florida " and U Albania." 

If this description is compared with the key of Stephanius' map,next to b. mentioned, while we. remember 

1. In the edition of 1562 •• ·hicb repeated the map, the 
cartographor Moletta (Moletius) testified that its geography 
h~d been confirmed " by letters and ' marine charts &ent to 
us born diwrs parts." 

t Winsor'. BiJJl,'tJg-. tif' Ptou",y, sub anna J56r. 
I Loki. map of 158"2 caUs it II Groetland," the landfall 

.of" Jac. Scolvus." the Pole. Cf. Vol. III. 40. . 
• FtIf Mercator'a map. see Vol. II. 452; IV. 94, 373. 

Ortelius' separate map of Scandia is much the same. It is. 
the Nrne with the map of Pbillipus GaJlams. dated 1574. but 
published at Antwerp in' Isis in the TJuatri ","is tnr,.. 

1"'N'" E,.d,iriJiMc. Gilbert's map in 1-576 omits.the II Groc
land n (Vol. 'I I I. 203). Both features, however, are pre
served in the Jud .. i. of '593 (Vol. IV. 97), in the Wytflie, 
of '597 (Vol. II. 4591. in Wolle's Linschoten in '598 (Vol. 
III. lor), and in Quadus in .&:600 (Vol. IV. 101). In" the 
Z.lti~re map of 'sM (Vol. 11.45'; IV. 93), in the Porcae
chi map of 'S1. (Vol. II. <)6,453; IV. <)6). and in that of 
Johannes Martines of 1518, the features are too inde6nite 
for recagnilion. Lelewel (t pl. 7) gives . a Spanish mappe
m('lnde of 1573. 

... From That .. i tW/Jis T~tJf"U1H Ene"wiaUm,Jw PAillipm.GaII.um, din' UurtmnH Ftifloli"",(Antwerp; 1585). 

VOL. 1.-9 
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DO such constancy in the placing of midsea islands in maps, to interdict the random location of other islands 
at the cartographer's will, without disturbing what at that day would have been deemed geographical proba
bilities, and there was all the necessary warranty in existing maps for the most wilfully depicted archipelago. 
The early Portuguese charts, not to name others, gave sufficient warrant for land where Estotiland and Drogeo 
appear. 

Mention has already been made of the changes in this map, which the editors of the Ptolemy of 1561 made 
in severing Greenland from Europe, when they reengraved it.1 The same edition contained a map of "Schon
Iandia," in which it seems to be doubtful if the land which stands for Greenland does, or does not, connect 
with the Scandinavian main.' That Greenland was an island seems now to have become the prevalent opinion, 
and it was enforced by the maps of Mercator (1569 and Is87),Ortelius (1570, '575), and Gall.,us (1585), 
which placed it lying mainly east and west between the Scandinavian north and the Labrador coast, which it 
was now the fashion to call Estotiland. In its shape it closely resembled the Zeni outline. Another feature of 
these maps· was the placing of another but smaller island west of "Groenlant," which was called "Grocland," 
and which seems to be simply a reduplication of the larger island by some geographical confusion," which 
once started was easily seized upon to help fill out the arctic spaces.4 

SEPTENTRIONALES REGIONES.* 

It was jllst at this time (1570) that the oldest maps which display the geographical notions of the saga men 
'Were drawn, though not brought to light for many years. We note two such of this time, and one· of a date 
n.ear forty years later. One marked" Jonas, Gudmundi filius, delineavit, '570," is given as are the two others 
by Torf.,us in his Gronlandia Antigua. They all seem to recognize a passage to the Arctic seas between 
Norway and Greenland, the northern parts of which last are called" Ri.aland," or " Riseland," and Jonas 
places" Oster Bygd" and" Wester Bygd" on the opposite sides of a squarish peninsula.. Beyond what must 
be Davis' Straits is "America," and further south" Terra Florida" and" Albania." 

If this description is compared with the key of Stephanius' map, next to be mentioned, while we. remember 

1 In the edition of 156:2, ,,'hich repeated the map, the 
cartographr-r Moletta (Moletius) testified that its geography 
hAd been confirmed" by letters and marine charts sent to 
us from divers parts. n 

t Winsor's BiAliog-. tif PtlJiemy, sub anna J56J. 
I Lok's map of 1582 calls it II Groetland," the landfall 

<of "Jac. Scolvus," the Pole. Cf. Vol. III. 40. . 
, FOf Mercator's map, see Vol. lJ. 452; IV~ 94, 313. 

Ortelius' separate map of Scandia is much the same. It is 
the flame with. the map of Phillipus GaJIZU9, dated [574. but 
published at Antwerp in IsS5 in the Tluatri w"" terr • 

,..,,111 E 1IC"iritlUII. Gilbert's map in J516 omits the U Grne
land" (Vol. III. 203). Both features, however, are pre
served in the Jud.,i. of 'S'l3 (Vol. IV. 97), in the Wytfiiet 
of 1597 (Vol. II. 459), in Wolfe's Linschoten in 1598 (Vol. 
III. 101), and in Quadus in J600 (Vol. IV. 10]). In the 
Z.lti~re map of '566 (Vol. II. 45'; IV. 93), in the Porcae
chi map of '572 (Vol. II. C)6, 453; IV. 96), and in that of 
Johannes Martines of 1578, the features are too indefinite 
for l1!C<>gIli(ioD. Lelewel (i. pl. 7) gives a Spanish mappe
monde of 1573. 

... From TAlnt,.i tWI"i T'w".a"."IH Em!Jir,'ai"".Jw PAilliju", GaIItrUm t d t:'" H"g'tmem FafJoli"m(Antwerp,' ],585). 

VOL. 1.-9 
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that both represent the views prevailing in the north in 1570, it is hard to resist the conclusion that Vinland 
was north even of Davis' Straits, or at least held to be so at that time. 

The second map, that of Stephanius, is reproduced herewith, dating back to the same period (1570); but 
the third, by Gudbrandus Torlacius, was made in 1606, and is sketched in Kohl's Discovery of Maine (p. 109). 
It gives better shape to " Gronlandia" than in either of the others. 

It is not necessary to follow the course of the Greenland cartography farther with any minuteness. As the 
sixteenth century ended we have leading maps by ~akluyt in 1587 and 1599 (see Vol. III. 42), and De Bry in 
1596 (Vol. IV. 99), and Wytfliet in 1597, all of which give Davis's Straits with more or less precision. Ba· 
rentz's map of 1598 became the exemplar of the circumpolar Chart in Pontanus' Rerum et Urbis Amsleloda
",msium Hisloria of 16II.~ The Chart of • Luke Fox, in 1635, marked progress 2 better than that of La Pey· 

SIGURD STEPHAN IUS, 1570.-

1 In fac.simile in Nordenskj61d's Vega, i.247. • Vol. III. p. gS. 

• Reprodu~d from the Saga T,;". of J. Fulford Vicary (London, 1887), after the map as given in the publication of 
the geographical society at Copenhagen, 188S-86, and it is supposed to bave been drafted upon the narrative of the sagas. 
KBY: U A. This is where the English have come and has a name for barrenness, either from sun or cold. B. This is 
near where Vineland lies, which from its abundance of useful things, or from the land's fruitfulness, is called Good. Our 
countrymen (Icelanders) have thought that to the south it ends with the wild sea and that a sound or fjord separates it 
from Ameri~a. C. This land is called Riiseland or land of the giants, as they have horns and are called Skrickfinna 
(Fins that frighten). D. This is more to th. east, and the people are called Klofinna (Fins with claws) on account of 
their large nails. E. This is Jotunheimer, or the home of the misshapen giants. F. Here is thought to be a fjord, or 
sound, leading to Russia. G. A rocky land often referred to in histories. H. What island that is I do not know, unless 
it be the island that a Venetian found, and the Germans call Friesland. I' 

It will be observed under the B a! the Key, the Norse of 1570 did Dot identify the Vinland of 1000 with the America of 
later discoveries. 

This map is much the same, but differs somewhat in detail, from the one called of Stephaoius, as produced in Kohl's. 
Discovery of Maine, p. 101, professedly after a copy given in Torfzus' Gf"IJNa"dia Antipa (1706). Torfzus quotes 
Theodorus TorJacius, the Icelandic historian, as saying that Stephanius appears to have drawn his map from ancient Ice-
landic records. The other maps given by Tor!.,us are: by Bishop Gudbrand Thorlakssen (1606); by Jonas Gudmund 
(1640); by Theodor Thorlakssen (.666). and by Tori.,us himself. Cf. other copies of the map of Stephanius in Malte
Brun's An"al~s des VlJyag-es, Weise's DisclJfJwies of Amwic., p. 22; GelJg. TUlskrift, viii. 123, and in Horsford's. 
!Jisc. IJ/ America 6jI Nort"",~n, p. 37-
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rere (16{7), though his map was better known.l Even as late as 1727, Hermann Moll could not identify his' 
"GreeaIand" with" Groenland." In 1741, we have the map of Hans Egede in his" Gronland," repeated in 

I A paper by H. Rink in lhe Geog-rafisk Titlskr(ft (viii. 
139) entitled u OstgronUinderne i deres Forhold till Vest-. 
gronUlnderne og de ovrige Eskimostammer," is accompa
nied by drafts of the map of G. Tholacius, 1606, and of Th. 
Thorlacius, 1668-6q, - the latter placing East Bygd on the 
east coast near the south end. K. J. V. Steenstrup, on 

KORT 

Osterbygden in Ceog'. Tidskrf/t, viii. 123, gives fac--similes 
of maps of J ovis Carolus in 1634; of Hendrick Doncker 
in 1669. Sketches of maps by Johannes Meyer in X6S2t 
and by Hendrick Doncker in 1666, are also given in the 
Geog-rajisk Titlslerift, viii. (,88s), pl. 5. 

NOTE. -The annexed map is a reduced fac-siroiJe of the map in the E/terl"etningw om Gran/a"a 'lUulrarne af en 
7t1fW'1Ud Aoltlmfra I77Tti" I788, byPaul Egede"(Copenhagen, 178'9). Paul "Egede, son of Hans, was born in 1708", aDd 
remained in Greenland ti1l1140. He was made Bishop of Greenland in 1770, and died in 178g. The above book gives 
a portrait. There is another fac-simiIe of the map in N ordenskjolq.ts EZ/MJ. till Grdnlantl, p. 234. 
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late editions, and the old delineation of the east coast after Torfzus was still retained in the 1788 map of 
Paul Egede. 

In t.1te map of 1653, made by De la Martiniere, who was of the Danish expedition to the north, Greeuland 
was made to connect with Northern Asia by way of the North pole.1 Nordenskj01d calls him the Miinch
hausen of the northeast voyagers; and by his own passage in the " Vega," along the northern verge of Europe, 
from one ocean to the other, the Swedish navigator has of recent years proved for the first time that Greenland 
bas no sucb connection. It yet remains to be proved that there is no connection to the north witb at least 
the group of islands tbat are the arctic outlyers of the American continent. 

SJl.l'TB NTRION. 

GROENLAND. 

~JO 

GREENLAND.· 

1 VtJ)'ages ties Pais Se,tndrimuuu, - a very popular book. 

• Extracted from tbe .. Carte de G""olaod" in Isaac de 1a Peyrbe's ReWu", tiM G.-"""""" (Paris, 1647). Cf. Win
sor's K,,1d MOjs, no. 122. 



CHAPTER III. 

MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA 

BY JUSTIN WINSOR. 

T HE traditions of the migrations of the Chichimecs, Colhuas, and Na
huas," says Max Muller,l "are no better than the Greek traditions 

about Pelasgians, ..£olians, and Ionians, and it would be a mere waste of 
time to construct out of such elements a systematic history, only to be 
destroyed again, sooner or later, by some Niebuhr, Grote, or Lewis." 

or It is yet too early," says Bandelier,s .. to establish a definite chronology, 
running farther back from the Conquest than two centuries,s imd even 
within that period but very few dates have been satisfactorily fixed." 

Such are the conditions of the story which it is the purpose of this chap
ter to tell. 

We have, to begin with, as in other history, the recognition of a race 
of giants, convenient to hang legends on, and accounted on all hands to have 
been occupants of the country in the dimmest past, so that there is nothing 
back of them. Who they were, whence they came, and what stands for 
their descendants after ·we get down to what in this pre-Spanish history we 
rather presumptuously call historic ground, is far from clear. If we had 
the easy faith of the native historian Ixtlilxochitl, we should believe that 
these gigantic Quinames, or Quinametin, were for the most part swallowed 
up in a great convulsion of nature, and it was those who escaped which the 
Olmecs and Tlascalans encountered in entering the country." If all this 
means anything, which may well be doubted, it is as likely as not that these 
giants were the follo~ers of a demi-god, Votan,5 who came from over-sea to 

I Clupl fr- II Gertrliltl Worhlwp. i. 327. 
S A .. clueoiogiLal TOIl ... p. 202. 

• The earliest fiIed date for the founding 
of Tenochtitlan (Mexico city) is 132S. Bras
seur tells us that Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora 
made the first chronological table of ancient 
Mexican dates. which was used by Boturin;, and 
r.bI improved by Leon y Gama,-the same 
which Bustamante has inserted in his edition of 
Goman. Gallatin (A"",... Etltnol. Soc. T .. atll., i.) 
gave a composite table of events by dates be
fore the Conquest, which is followed in Brantz 
Mayer's MuieIJ III it ........ i. 97. Ed. Marlier de 
Montjao, in his CIt .. ""oIogie Iti;"ogfYlltuo-pluml-

tque des Rois AstJ9UI!I tit! I.J52 a I522. takes 
issue with Ramire2 on some points. 

f Bancroft (v. 199) gives references to those 
writers who have discussed this question of gi
ants. Bandelier's references are more in detail 
(A .. clt. TOIl ... p. 201). Short (p. 233) borrows 
largely the list in Bancroft. The enumeration 
includes nearly all the old writers. Acosta finds 
confirmation in bones of incredible largeness, 
often found in his day, and then supposed to be 
human. Modem zOOlogi~ts say they were those 
of the Mastodon. Howarth. Mammollt a""llte 
FlIJOti. 297. 

5 See Native RaUl. ii. 117; v. 24. 27. 
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America,1 found it peopled, established a government in Xibalba, - if such 
a place ever existed, - with the germs of Maya if not of other civilizations, / 
whence, by migrations during succeeding times, the Votanites spread norfh 
and occupied the Mexican plateau, where they became degenerate, doubt
less, if they deserved the extinction which we are told was in store for 
them. But they had an alleged chronicler for their early days, the writer 
of the Book of Votan, written either by the hero himself or by one of his 
descendants, - eight or nine generations in the range of authorship mak
ing little difference apparently. That this narrative was known to Fran
cisco Nunez de la Vega 2 would seem to imply that somebody at that time 
had turned it into readable script out of the unrea~able hieroglyphics, while 
the disguises of the Spanish tongue, perhaps, as Bancroft 3 suggests, may 
have saved it from the iconoclastic zeal of the priests. When, later, Ramon 

. de Ordonez had the document, - perhaps the identical manuscript, -it con
sisted of a few folios of quarto paper, and was written in Roman script in 
the Tzendal tongue, and was inspected by Cabrera, who tells us something 
of its purport in his Teatro critico Americano, while Ramon himself was at 
the same time using it in his Historia del Cielo y de la Tierra. It was from 
a later copy of this last essay, the first copy being unknown, that the Abbe 
Brasseur de Bourbourg got his knowledge of what Ramon had derived from 
the Votan narrative, and which Brasseur has given us in several of his 
books.4 That there was a primitive empire - Votanic, if you please
seems to some minds confirmed by other evidences than the story ofVotan; 
and out of this empire - to adopt a European nomenclature - have come, 
as such believers say, after its downfall some~here near the Christian era, 
and by divergence, the great stocks of people called Maya, Quiche, and 
Nahua, inhabiting later, and respectiveiy, Yucatan, Guatemala, and Mex
ico. This is the view, if we accept the theory which Bancroft has prom
inently advocated, that the migrations of the Nahuas were from the south 
northward,5 and that this was the period of the divergence, eighteen .cen
turies ago or more, of the great civilizing stocks of Mexico and of Central 
America.6 We fail to find so early a contact of these two races, if, on the 
other hand, we accept the old theory that the migrations which established 

1 Sometimes it is said they came from the 
Antilles, or beyond, easterly, and that an off
shoot of the same people appeared to the early 
French explorers as the Natchez Indians. We 
have, of course, offered to us a choice of theories. 
in the belief that the Map civilization came 
from the westward by the island route from 
Asia_ This misty history is nothing without 
alternatives, and there are a plenty of writers 
who dogmatize about them. 

2 Constituciones diocesamu del obispado de Chi
appas (Rome, r702). 

3 Nat. Races, v. roo. 
, Hist. Nations Civilisees;i. 37, r50, etc. Po

pul Vuh, introd., sec. v. Bancroft relates the 
Votan myth, with 'references, in Nat. Races, iii. 

450. Brasseur identifies the Votanites with the 
Colhuas, as the builders of Palenque, the found
ers of Xibalba, and thinks a branch of them 
wandered south to Peru. There are some sto
ries of even pre-Votan days, I\nder Igh and 
Imox. Cf. H. DeCharency's "Myth d'lmos," 
in the Annales de philosophic Chdtienne, r872-
73, and references in Bancroft, v. r64, 231. 

6 Native Races, ii. 12r, etc. 
6 Bancroft (v. 236) points to Bradford, Squier, 

Tylor, Viollet-Ie-Duc, Bartlett, and MUller, with 
Brasseur in a qualified way, as in the main agree
ing'in this early disjointing of the Nahua stock, 
by which the Maya was formed through sepa
ration from the older race. 
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the Toltec and Aztec powers were from the north southward,l through 
three several lines, as is sometimes held, one on each side of the Rocky 
Mountains, with a third following the coast. In this way such advocates 
trace the course of the Olmecs, who encountered the giants, and later of the 
Toltecs. 

That the Votanic peoples or some other ancient tribes were then a dis
tinct source of civilization, an'd that Palenque may even be Xibalba, or the 
Nachan, which Votan founded, is a belief that some archreologists find 
the evidence of in certain radical differences in the Maya tongues .and in 
the Maya ruins.2 

In the Quiche traditions, as preserved in the Popul Vuh, and in the 
Annals of the Cakchiquels, we likewise go back into mistiness and into the 
inevitable myths which give the modern comparative mythologists so much 
comfort and enlightenment; but Bancroft 3 and the rest get from all this 
nebulousness, as was gotten from the Maya traditions, that there was a 

-great power at Xibalba,4 - if in Central America anywhere that place may 
have been, - which was overcome 6 when from Tulan 6 ~ent out migrating 
chiefs, who founded the Quiche-Cak,chiquel peoples of Guatemala, while 
others, the Yaqui, -very likely only traders, -went to Mexico, and still 
others went to Yucatan, thus accounting for the subsequent great centres 
of aboriginal power - if we accept this view. 

As respects the traditions of the more northern races, there is the same 
choice of belief and alternative demonstration. The Olmecs, the earliest 
Nahua comers, are sometimes spoken of as sailing from Florida and land
ing on the coast at what is now Panuco, whence they travelled to Guate
mala,7 and finally settled in Tamoanchan, and offered their sacrifices farther 
north at Teotlhuacan.8 - This is very likely the Votan legend suited to the 
more northern region, and if so, it serves to show, unless we discard the 
whole theory, how the Votanic people had scattered. The other principal 
source of our suppositions - for we can hardly call it knowledge - of these 
times is the Codex Chimalpopoca, of which there is elsewhere an account,9 

1 Enforced, for instance, by one of the best of 
the later Mexican writers, Orozco y Berra, in his 
Giografla tie las Imguas y Carta Etlznograjica tit 
Mlzico (Mexico, 1865). 

S Tylor, Anahuac, 189. and his Early Hist. 
Mankind,184. Orozco y Berra, Geo,{., 124- Ban
croft, v. 169,. note. The ~ord Maya ~as first 
heard by Columbus in his fourth voyage, 1503-4-
We sometimes find it written Mayab. It is 
usual to class the people of Yucatan, and even 
the Quiche-Cakchiquels of Guatemala and those 
of Nicaragua, under the comprehensive term of 
Maya, as distinct from the N ahua people farther 
north. • 

a Nat. Raees, v. 186. 
, Brinton, with his view of myths, speaks of 

the attempt of the Abbe Brasseur to make Xi
balba an ancient kingdom, with .Palenque as its 

capital, as utterly unsupported and wildly hypo
thetical (Myths, 251). 

5 Perhaps by Gucumal2 (who is identified by 
some with Quetzalcoatl), leading the Tzequiles, 
who are said to have appeared from somewhere 
during one of Votan's absences, .and to have 
grown into power among the Chane .. or Votan's 
people, till they made Tulan, where they lived, 
too powerful for the Votanites. Bancroft (v. 
187) holds this view against Brasseur. 

6 Perhaps Ococingo, or Copan, as Bancroft 
conjectures (v. 187). 

, As SahagUn calls it, meaning, as Bancroft 
suggests, Tabasco. . 

8 Short (p. 248) points out that the linguistic 
researches of Orozco y Berra (Geografia tie las 
Lengllas de Mlzico, 1-76) seem to confirm this. 

oSee p. 158. 
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and from it we can derive much the same impressions, if we are disposed t() 
sustain a preconceived notion. 

The periods and succession of the races whose annals make up the his
tory of what we now call Mexico, prior to the coming of the Spaniards, are 
confused and debatable. Whether under the name of Chichimecs we are to 
understand a distinct people, or a varied and, conglomerate mass of people, 
which, in a generic way. we might call barbarians, is a question open to 
discussion. l There is no lack of names:l to be applied to the tribes and 
bands which, according to all accounts, occupied the Mexican territory pre
vious to the sixth century. Some of them were very likely Nahua fore
runners 8 of the subsequent great influx of that race, like the Olmecs and 
Xicalancas, and may have been the people" from the direction of Florida," 
of whom mention has been made. Others, as some say, were eddies of those 
populous waves which, coming· by the north from Asia, overflowed the 
Rocky Mountains, and became the builders of mounds and the later peoples 
of the Mississippi Valley,' passed down the trend of the Rocky Mountains, 
and built cliff-houses and pueblos, or streamed into the table-land of Mex
ico. This is all conjecture, perhaps delusion, but may be' as good a suppo
sition as any, if we agree to the northern theory, as N adaillac 6 does, but not 
so tenable, if, with the contrary Bancroft,6 we hold rather that they came 
from the south. We can turn from one to the other of these theorists and 
agree with both, as they cite their evidences. On the whole, a double com
pliance is better than dogmatism. It is one thing to lose one's way in this 
labyrinth of belief, and another to lose one's head. 

1 Kirk says (Prescott's M~x;co) : II Confusion 
arises from the name of ChichimeJ:, originally 
that of a single tribe, and subsequently of its 
many offshoots, being also used to designate suc
cessive hordes of whatever race." Some have 
seen in the Waiknas of the Mosquito Coast, and 
in the Caribs generally, descendants of these Chi
chimecs who have kept to their old social level. 
The Caribs, on other authority, came originaUy 
f~om the stock of the Tupis and Guaranis, who 
occupied the region south of the Amazon, and 
in Columbus's time they were scattered in Da
rien and Honduras, along the northern regions 
of South America, and in some of the Antilles 
(Von Martius, Bdlrii~ sur EI"nograPlli~ ""d 
Sprac"mk,.tld~ Am"ika's Immai Brasilims, 
Leipzig, 1867). Bancroft (ii .. 126) gives the 
etymology of Chichimec and of other tribal des
ignations. Cf. Buschmann's U~"" di~ A./~ki
sellm Ortsnamm (Berlin, 1853). Bandelier (A,.. 
clltJ!ol. Tour, 200; P~abody 1Iftu. R~pts., ii. 393) 
says he fails to discover in the word anything 
more than a general term, signifying a savage, a 
hunter, or a warrior, Chichimecos, applied to 
roving tribes. Brasseur says that Mexican tra
dition applies the term Chichimecs generically 
to the first occupants of the New World. 

S These names wander and exchange conso-

nants provokingly, and it may be enough to give 
alphabetically a list comprised of those in Prich
ard (Nal. Hist. Man) and Orozco y Berra (Ceo
grafta), with some help from Gallatin in the 
Am"ican Etl",o. Soc. Trans., i., and other 
groupers of the ethnological traces: Chinantees, 
Chatinos, Cohuixcas, Chontales, Colhuas, Coras, 
Cuitatees, Chichimecs, Cuex'tecas (Guaxtecas. 
Huastees), Mazetees. lIIazahuas, Michinacas, 
Miztecs, Nonohualcas, Olmees, Otomis, Papa
bucos, Quinames, Soltecos, Totonacs, Triquis, 
Tepanecs, Taiascos, Xicalancas, Zapotees. It 
is not unlikely the same people may be here 
mentioned under different names. The diversity 
of opinions respecting the future of these vapory 
existences is seen in Bancroft's collation (v. 
202). Torquemada teUs us about all that we 
know of the Totonacs, who claim to have been 
the builders of Teotihuacan. Bancroft gives ref
erences (v. 204) for the Totonacs, (p. 206) for 
the Otomls, (p. 207) for the Mistecs and Zapo
tees, and (po 208) for the Huastees. 

8 Bancroft, ii. 97. Brasseur, Nat. Civ .. i. ch. 
4. and his Palm,!u!. ch. 3. 

t Called Huehue-Tlapallan, as Brasseur would 
have it. 

I FoUowing Motolinia and other early writers. 
8 Nat;'IJ~ Racu, v. 219. 616. 
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It was the Olmecs who found the Quinames, or giants, near Puebla and 
Cholula, and in the end overcame them. The Olmecs built, according to· 
one story, the great pyramid of Cholula,l and it was they who received 
the great QuetzaIcoatl from across the sea, a white-bearded man, as the 
legends went, who was benign enough, in the stories told of him, to make 
the later Spaniards think, when they heard them, that he was no other than 
the Christian St. Thomas on his missions. When the Spaniards finally in
duced the inheritors of the Olmecs' power to worship Quetzalcoatl as a 
beneficent god, his temple soon topped the .mound at Cholula.2 We have 
seen that the great Nahua occupation of the Mexican plateau, at a period 
somewhere from the fourth to the seventh century,a was preceded by 
some scattered tribal organizations of the same stock; which had at an 
early date mingled with the primitive peoples of this region. We have 
seen that there is a diversity of opinion as to the country from which they 
came, whether from the north or· south. A consideration of this question 
involves the whole question of the migration of races in these pre-Colum-

. bian days, since it is the coming and going of peoples that form the basis 
of all its history. 

In the study of these migrations, we find no more unanimity of inter
pretation than in other questions of these early times.4 The Nahua peoples 
(Toltecs, Aztecs, Mexicans, or what you will), according to the prevalent 
views of the early Spanish writers, came by successive influxes from the 
north or northwest, and from a remote place called Tollan, Tula, TlapalIan, 
Huehue-TlapalIan, as respects the Toltec group,5 and called Aztlan as 

1 Bandelier, Ardul!ol. Tour, 253. 
S Kingsborough, ix. 206, 460; Veytia, i. 155, 

163. Of the Quetza1coatl myth there are refer
ences elsewhere. P. J. J. Valentini has made 
a study of the early Mexican ethnology and his
tory in his" Olmecas and Tultecas," translated 
by S. Salisbury, Jr., and printed in the Amer. 
Anti? SOt. Prot., Oct. 21,1882. On Quetzalcoatl 
in Cholula, see Torquemada, translated in Ban
croft, iii. 258. 

8 This wide difference Covers intervening cen
turies, each of which has its advocates. Short 
carries their coming back to tbe fourth century 
(p. 245), but Clavigero's date of A. D. 544 is more 
commonly followed. Veytia makes it the sev
enth century. Bancroft (v. 2II, 2(4) notes the 
diversity of views. 

, Bancroft (v. 322) in a long note collates the 
different statements of the routes and sojourns 
in this migration. Cf. Short, p. 259. 

• Cf. Kirk in Prescott, i. 10. It must be con
fessed that it is rather in the domain of myth 
than of history that we must place all that has 
been written about the scattering of the Toltec 
people at Babel (Bancroft, v. (9), and their 
finally reaching Huehue - Tlapallan, wherever· 
that may have been. The view long prevalent 
about this American starting-point of the N a-

huas, Toltecs, or whatever designation may be 
given to the beginners of this myth and history, 
placed it in California, but some later writers 
think it worth while to give it a geographical 
existence in the Mississippi Valley, and to asso
ciate it in some vague way with the mound
builders and their works (Short, No. Amer. of 
Antiq., 251, 253). There is some confusion be
tween H uehue-Tlapallan of this story and the 
Tlapallan noticed in the Spanish conquest time, 
which was somewhere in the Usumacinta region, 
and if we accept Tollan, Tullan, or Tula as a 
form of the name, the, confusion is much in
creased (Short, pp. 217-220). Bancroft (v. 2(4) 
says there is no sufficient data to determine the 
position of Huehue-Tlapallan, but he thinks" the 
evidence, while not conclusive, favors the south 
rather than the north" (p. 2(6). .The truth is, 
about these conflicting views of a northern or 
southern origin, pretty much as Kirk puts it 
(Prescott, i. (8): .. All that can be said with con
fidence is, that neither of the opposing theo
ries rests Oil a secure and sufficient basis." The 
situation of Huehue-Tlapallan and Aztlan is 
very likely one and the same question, as look· 
ing to what was the starting.point of all the 
Nahua migrations, extending over a thousand 
years. 
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respects the Aztec or Mexican. When, by settlement after settlement, each 
migratory people pushed farther south, they finally reached Central Mexico. 
This sequence of immigration seems to be agreed upon, but as to where 
their cradle was and as to what direction their line of progress took, there 
is a: diversity of opinion as widely separated as the north is from the south. 
The northern position and the southern direction is all but universally 
accepted among the early Spanish writers 1 and their followers,2 while it is 
claimed by others that the traditions as preserved point to the south 
as the starting-point. Cabrera took this view. Brasseur sought to recon
cile conflicting tradition and Spanish statement by carrying the line of 
migration from the south with a northerly sweep, so that in the end Ana
huac would be entered from the north, with which theory Bancroft 3 is 
inclined to agree. Aztlan, as well as Huehue-TIapallan, by those who 
sUPPQrt the northern theory, has been placed anywhere from the Califor
nia peninsula· within a radius that sweeps through Wisconsin and strikes 
the Atlantic at Florida.s 

1 Bancroft, v. 217, 
2 Torquemada, Boturini, Humboldt, Brasseur, 

Charnay, Short, etc. 
8 Nat. Btues (v. 222). 
4 In support of the California location, Busch

mann, in his U~b" die S.6ur~n d" Aztekirdun 
Sprtuh~ im niirdlichm M~.rico und hOh~rm Ame
rikallischm Nordm (Rerlin,1854), finds traces of 
the Mexican tongue in those of the recent Cali
fornia Indians. Linguistic resemblances to the 
Aztec, even so far north as Nootka, have been 
traced, but later philologists deny the inferences 
of relationship drawn from such similarity (Ban
croft, iii p. 612). The linguistic confusion in 
aboriginal California is so great that there is a 
wide field for tracing likenesses (Ibid_ iii. 635). 
In the California State Milling Bur~au, Bull~tin 
no. T (Sacramento, 1888), Winslow Anderson 
gives a description of some desiccated human 
remains found in a sealed cave, which are sup
posed to be Aztec. There are slight resem
blances to the Aztec in the Shoshone group of 
languages (Banc~oft, iii. 660), and the same au
thor arranges all that has been said to connect 
the Mexican tongue with those of New Mexico 
and neighboring regions (iii. 664). Buschmann, 
who has given particular attention to tracing the 
Aztec connections at the north, finds nothing to 
warrant anything more than casual admixtures 
with other stocks (Die LauJveriinderung Azteki
scher Wlirl", Berlin, 1855, and Die Spurm der 
Aztekischm Sprtuhm, Berlin, 1859). See Short 
(p. 487) for a summary. 

6 Bancroft (v. 305) cites the diverse views; so 
does Short to some extent (pp. 246, 258, etc.). 
Cf. Brinton's Address on " Where was Aztlan?" 
p. 6; Short, 486, 490; Nadaillac, 284; Wilson's 
Prehistoric Man, i. 327. 

Brinton (Myths tif the NtfIJ World, etc., 89; 
Amer. Hero. Myths, 92) holds that Aztlan is a 
name wholly of mythical purport, which it would 
be vain to seek on the terrestrial globe. This 
cradle region of the Nahuas sometimes appears 
as the Seven Caves (Chicomoztoc), and Duran 
places them "in Teocu1uacan, otherwise called 
Aztlan, a country toward the north and con
nected with F1orida." The Seven Caves were 
explained by SahagUn as a valley, by Clavigero 
as a city, by Schoolcraft and others as simply 
s.even boats in which the first comers came from 
Asia; Brasseur makes them and Azt1an the 
same; others find them to be the seven cities of 
Cibola,-so enumerates Brinton (Myths, 227), 
who thinks that the seven divisions of the Na
huas sprung from the belief in the Seven Caves, 
and had in reality no existence. 

Gallatin has followed out the series of migra
tions in the Amer. Ethnol. Soc. Trans" i. 162. 
Dawson, Fossil lIfm (ch. 3), gives his compre
hensive views of the main directions of these 
early migrations. Brasseur follows the N a1lUas 
(Popu! Vuh, introd., sect. ix.). Winchell (Pre
Adamiles) thinks the general tendency was from 
north to south. Morgan finds the origin of the 
Mexican tribes in New Mexico and in the San 
Juan Valley (Peabody Mus. B~Pt., xii 553. Cf. 
his article in the North Am. RI!'lJ., Oct., 1869)· 
Humboldt (Views tif Nature, 207) touches the 
Aztec wanderings. 

There are two well-known Aztec migration 
maps, first published in F. G. Carreri's Giro 
del Mondo; in English as .. Voyage round the 
world," in Churchill's V"J'ages, vol. iv., concern
ing which see Bancroft, ii. 543; iii. 68, 69; Short. 
262,431, 433; Prescott, iii. 364. :;82. Orozco y 
Berra (Hisl. A nli". de lIf~.ric(J, iii. 61) says that 
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The advocates of the southern starting-point of these migrations have 
been comparatively f<:w and of recent prominence; chief among them are 
Squier and· Bancroft. l . 

With the appearince of a people, which, for want of a better designation, 
are usually termed Toltecs, on the Mexican table-land in the sixth century 
or thereabouts,2 we begin the early history of Mexico, so far as we can make 
any deductions from the semi-mythical records and traditions which the 
Spaniards or the later aborigines have preserved for us. This story of the 
Nahua occupation of Anahuac is one of strife and shifting vassalage, with 
rivalries and uprisings of neighboring and kindred tribes, going on for cen
turies. While the more advanced portion of the Nahuas in Anahuac were 
making progr~ss in the arts, that division of the same stock which was 
living beyond such influence, and without the bounds of Anahuac, were 
looked upon rather as barbarians than as brothers, and acquired the name 
which had become a general one for such rougher natures, Chichimec. 
It is this Chichimec people under some name or other who are ahvays 
starting up and overturning something. At one time they unite with the 
Colhuas. and found Colhuacan, and neaTly subjugate the ~ake region. Then 
the Toltec tarriers at Huehue-Tlapallan come boldly to the neighborhood 
of the Chichimecs and found Tollan: and thus they turn a wandering com
munity into what, for want of a better name, is called a monarchy. They 
strengthened its government by an alliance with the Chichimecs,3 and 
placed their seat of power at Colhuacan. 

these maps follow one another, and are not dif
ferent records of the same progress. Humboldt 
(V~/, etc., ii. 176) gives an interpretation of 
them in accordance with Sigiienza's views, which 
is the one usually followed, and Bancroft (v. 324) 
epitomizes it. Ramirez says that the copies 
reproduced in Humboldt, Clavigero, and Kings
borough are not so correct as the engraving 
given in Garcia y Cubas's Atlas geogr4fico,' esla
distico e histt5rieo de la Republica M1icana (April, 
IS5S). Bancroft (ii. 544) gives it as reproduced 

, by Ramirez. It is also in the Mexican edition 
of Prescott, and in Schoolcraft's Indian Tribes. 
Cf. Delafield's b,,!uir)l (N. y" IS39) and Leon 
de Rosny's Les doc. lerits de ranti,!. Amb. 
(Paris, IS82). The original is preserved, in 
the Museo Nacional of Mexico. A palm-tree 
on the map, near Aztlan, has pointed some of 
the arguments in favor of a southern position 
for that place, but Ramirez says it is but a part 
of a hieroglyphic name, and has no reference 
to the cllmateof Aztlan (Short, p. 266). F. Von 
Hellwald printed a paper on "American migra
tions," with notes by Professor Henry, in the 
Smithsonian Report, IS66, pp. 328-345. Short 
defines as "altogether the most enlightened 
treatment of the subject" the paper of John 
H. Becker, "Migrations des Nahuas," in the 
Compte rendu, Congr~s ties Amlricanistes (Lux-

e~bourg, IS77), i. 325. This paper finds an 
identification of the Tulan Zuiva of the Quiches, 
the Huehue-Tlapallan of the Toltecs, the Ama
quemecan of the Chichimecs, and the Oztotlan 
(Aztlan) of the Aztecs in the valleys of the Rio 
Grande del Norte and Rio Colorado, as was 
Morgan's view. Short (p. 249) summarizes his 
paper. Bancroft (v. 289) shows the diversity 
of views respecting Amaquemecan. 

1 Native Races, v. 167, recapitulates the proofs 
against the northern theory. J- R. Bartlett, Per
sonal Narrative, ii. 283, finds no evidence for it. 
The successive sites of their sojourns as they 
passeq. on their journeys are given as Tlapallan, 
Tlacutzin, Tlapallanco, Jalisco, Atenco, Iztach
nexuca, Tollatzinco, Tollan or Tula, - the 'last, 
says Bancroft, apparently in Chiapas. If .there 
was not such confusion respecting the old geog
raphy, these names might decide the question. . 

2 Writers usually place the beginnings of cred
ible history at about this period. Brasseur and 
the class of writers who are easily lifted on their 
imagination talk about traces of a settled gov
ernment being discernible at periods which they 
place a thousand years before Christ. 

a References in Bancroft, v. 247, with Bras
seur for the main dependence, in his use of the 
Codex Chimalpopoca and the Memorial tie Col-
Auneall. " 
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Then we read of a power springing up at Tezcuco, and of various other 
events, which happened or did not happen, according as you believe this or 
the other chronicle. The run of many of the stories of course produces 
the inevitable and beautiful daughter, and the bold pJ:incess, who control 
many an event. Then there is a league of Colhllacan, Otompan, and Tollan. 
Suddenly appeal'S the grcat king QlIctzalcoatl, - though it may be we con· 
found him with the divinity ot that name j and with him, to perplex mat. 
tel's, comes his sworn encmy Huemae. Quetzn1coatl's devoted labors to 
make his people give up human sacrifice arrayed the priesthood against 
him, until at last he fell before the intrigues that made Huemac succeed in 
Tollan, and that drove his luckless rival to Cholula, where he reigned anew. 
Hucmac followed him and drove him farther i but in doing so he gave his 
cnemies in Tollan a chance to put another on the throne. 

Then came a season of peace and development, when Tollan grew 
splendid. Colhuacan flourished in political power, and Teotihuacan 1 and 
Cholula wcrc the religious shrines of the people. 'But at last the end was 
ncar. 

The closing century of the Toltec power was a frightful one for broil, 
pestilence, and famine among the pcople, amours and revenge in the great 
chieftain's hous~hold, revolt among the vassals i with sort'ery rampant 
and the gods angry i with volcanoes belching, summers like a furnace, and 
winters like the pole i with the dreaded omen of a rabbit, horned like a deer, 
confronting ,the ruler, while rebel forces threatened the capital. There 
was also civil strife within the gates, phallic worship and debauchery, - all 
preceding an inundation of Chichimecan hordes. Thus the power that 
hal flourished for sevcral hundred years fell, - seemingly in the latter half 
of the eleventh century.. The remnant that was left of the desolated 
people wcnt hither and thither, till the fra~ments were absorbed in the 
conquerors, or migrated to distant regions south.8 

Whether the term Toitee signified a nation, or only denoted a dynasty, 
is a question' for the arch~ologists to determine. The general opinion 
herctofore has bcen that they were a distinct rnce, of the Nahua stock, how. 
evcr, and that they came from the north. The story which has been thus 
far told of their history is the narrative of Ixtlilxochitl, and is repeated 
by Veytia, Clavigero, Prescott, Brasseur de Dourbourg, Orozco y Berra, 

I Chnrn~y (Eng. h'anl., ch. 8 lind 9) ('nllA It II 

rlvnl city of Tula or 1'ollnn, rebuilt hy the Chi· 
chimccM on the ruin. III a 1'oltec city, 

~ If one want. the dehlila of 1111 thl~, he clln 
rellcl It In Veytill, llrn..r\lr (N,.,. Ci"i'isNI lind 
I',IItHI/"/, eh. vIII,), Ilnd lIal\cro!t, the latter gly. 
hl!( rclcl'cnco. (v. 285). 

6 It II frequently.tnted thllt there wal a I~!(' 
regatod mllt"lItlon to Con trill A mericlI. !lnneroft 
(v. 168, 2115), who collates the lIutl101'ltlcl, End. 
nothing of the kind Implied. II. thlnkl the 
ma •• remlllned In An&hunc. The old view at 
expro •• ed by Pre.cott (I. 14) wal thllt n much 

the ({rellter numher pl'Obably 'pl'clld over the 
region of Centrlll Amorica lind the nelghborlnl 
1.lea, and the trllv~lIor now speculates on ~h. 
mIlJt!.tlc ruIn. of I\lItlll nnd Palenqu6 III possl. 
bly the work of thl. extraordinary people." 
Kirk, al I're.cott'. editor. refers to the laborl 
nf Orolco y Herra (G"~f1,' tI, "',. LtN..,"'''s tit 
Ml.l'kD, 123), followed by 1')'lor, AH,'''"''l, 1119) 
\\I e.tllbllshhllt the more recent view that thl. 
loulhern architectllre, .. thoulth of a far higher 
({\'IIde, Will lonl ant.rlor to the Toltec domino 
Ion." 
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Nadaillac, and the later compilers. Saha.,aUn seems to have been the first 
to make a distinct use of the name Toltec, and Charency in his paper on 
Xi"a"'" finds evidence that the Toltecs constituted two different migra
tions, the one of a race that was straight-beaded, which came from tbe 
northwest, and the other of a flat-beaded people, which came from Florida. 

Brinton, on the contrary, finds no warrant either for this dual migration, 
or indeed for considering the Toltecs to be otber tban a section of the 
same race, that we know later as Aztecs or Mexicans. This sweeping 
denial of their ethnical independence bad been forestalled by Gallatin; 1 

but no one before Brinton had made it a distinct issue, thougb some 
writers before and since have verged on his views.1 Others, like Chamay, 
have answered Brinton's argumel!ts, and defended the older views.3 Ban
delier's views connect them with the Maya rather than with the Nahua 
stock,! if, as he thinks may be the case, they were the people who landed 
at Panuco and settled at Tamoanchan, the Votanites, as they are sometimes 
called He traces back to Herrera and Torquemada the identification for 
the first time of the Toltecs with these people.6 Bandelier's conclusions, 
however, are that" all we can gather about them with safety is, that they 
were a sedentary Indian stock, which at some remote period settled in Cen
tral Mexico," and that" nothing certain is known of their language." 6 

1 A"ur. EI"_ Soc. TraIlS., i. 
• Banaoft (v. 287) says: "It is probable that 

tbe name Toltec, a title of distinction rather 
tban a national name, was never applied at all 
to the common people." 

• Brinton's main statement is in his W"~ ~ 
ToIJNr ... jilltwir ~ily' Rm" kftW~ llu 
A.n-i&_ P"iltml/ltical Socidv, &pl. 2, 1887 
(Phila., 1887); published also in their PrlXl!~"
""p, 1887, P. 2290 Cl. also Brinton's AtrUr. 
H ...... Myth (Phil .. I88:z),p- 86, where he throws 
discredit on the existence of the alleged Toltec 
king Quetzalcoatl (whom SahagUn keeps dis.
tinct from the mythical demi-god); and earlier, 
in bia MylU 6f lu N_ WlWlti (p. 29), he had 
suggested th.al: the name Toltec might have .. a 
merely mythical signification." Charnay, who 
makes the Toltecs a Nahnan tribe, had defended 
their historical status in a paper on .. La Civili
sation Tolteque," in the R~ tI' E/I","t(I"aplti~ 
(i .... 1885); and again, two years later, in the same 
periodical, he reviewed adversely Brinton's argu
ments. eCl. Satrwitzy RnJintl, laiii. 843.) Otto 
StoD. in his G_ala, Rm- ."tI ,5&jiltkromgnr 
(Leipzig. 1886), is another who rejects the old 
theory. 

• ArcNu/. T ..... , 253-
I ArcNul. T ..... , 7. SahagUn identifies the 

Toltecs with the 1-iants, " and if these were the 
degraded descendi .ts of the followers cl Votan, 
SahagUn thus earuir established the same iden
tity. 

• AnNul. T....... 191. The fact that the 

names wl:.ich we associate with the Toltecs are 
Nahna, only means that Nahua writers have 
transmitted them, as Bandelier thinks. Cf. also 
Bandelier's citation in the P~aDody Mus. RtPorts, 
voL ii. J8S, where he speaks of our information 
regarding the Toltecs as "limited and obs .. re." 
He thinks it beyond question thattheywere Na
huas; and the fact tbat their division of time 
corresponds with the system found in Y ncatan, 
Guatemala, etc., with other evidences of myths 
and legends, leads him to believe tbat the abo
rigines of more southern regions were, if not de
scendants, at least of the same stock with the 
Toltecs, and that we are justified in studying 
them to learn what the Toltecs were. He finds 
that Veytia, in his account of the Toltecs, beside 
depending on SahagUn and Torquemada, finds a 
chief source in Ixtlilxochitl, and locates Huehue
Tlapallan in the north; and Veytia's statements 
reappear in Clavigero. 

The best narratives of the Toltec history are 
those in Veytia, Hisloria A III;g.u. d~ MljUo (Mex
ico, 1806); Brasseur's Hist. NaliflllS Civilis«r 
(voL L). and his introduction to his P~ V.It; 
and Bancroft (v •. ch. 3 and 4): bot we .i.ust look 
to btlilxochitl, Torquemada, SahagUn, and the 
others, if we wish to study the sOurces. In snch 
a study we shall encounter vexatious problems 
enough. It is practically impossible to anange 
chronologically what btlilxochitl says th.al: he 
got &om the picture-writings which he inter
preted. Bancroft (v. 209) does tbe best he caa 
to give it a forced perspicuity. Wilson (Pr~j~ 
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The desolation of Anahuac as the Toltecs fell invited a foreign occupation, 
and a remote people called Chichimecs 1 - not to be confounded with the 
primitive barbarians which are often so called - poured down upon the coun
try. Just how long after the ~oltec downfall this happened, is in dispute;2 
but within a few years evidently, perhaps within not many months, came 
the rush of millions, if we may believe the big stories of the migration. 
They surged by the ruined capital of the Toltecs, came to the lake, founded 
Xoloc and TeQayocan, and encountered, as they spread over the country, 
what were left of the Toltecs, who secured peace by becoming vassals. Not 
quite so humble were the Colhuas of Colhuacan, - not to be confounded 
with the Acolhuas, - who were the most powerful section of the Toltecs 
yet left, and the Chichimecs set about crushing them, and succeeded in 
making them also vassals.s The Chichimec monarchs, if that term does 
,not misrepresent them, soon formed alliances with the Tepanecs, the Oto
mis, and the Acolhuas, who had been prominent in the overthrow of the 
Toltecs, and all the invaders profited by the higher organizations and arts 
which these tribes had preserved and now imparted. The Chichimecs also 
sought to increase the stability of their power by marriages with the noble 
Toltecs still remaining. But all was not peace. There were rebellions 
from time to time to be put down; and a new people, whose future they did 
not then apprehend, had come in among them and settled at Chapultepec. 
These were the Aztecs, or Mexicans, a part of the great Nahua immigra
tion, but as a tribe they had dallied behind the others on the way, but were 
now come, and the last to come.4 

~ezcuco soon gre'w into prominence as a vassal power,5 and upon the cap
ital city many em belIishments were bestowed, so that the great lord of the 
Chichimecs preferred it to his own Tenayocan, which gave opportunity for 
rebellious plots to be formed in his proper capital; and here at Tezcuco 
the next succeeding ruler preferred to reign, anq here he became isolated 
by the uprising of rebellious nobles. The ensuing war was not simply of 
side against side, but counter-revolutions led to a confusion of tumults, and 
petty chieftains set themselves up against others here and there. The 
result was 'that Quinantzin, who had lost the general headship of the coun
try, recovered it, and finally consolidated his power to a degree surpassing 
all his predecessors. . 

toric Man, i. 245) not inaptly says: .. The history 
of the Toltecs and their .ruined edifices stands 
on the border line of romance and fable, like 
that of the ruined builders of Carnac and Ave
bury." 

1 Short (page 255) points out that Bancroft 
unadvisedly looks upon these Chichimecs as of 
Nahua stock, according to the common belief. 
Short thinks that Pimentel (Lmguas indigenas 

·de Mlxko, published in 1862) has conclusively 
shown that the Chichimecs did not originally 
speak the N"ahua tongue, but subsequently 
adopted it. Short (page 256)' thinks, after col-

lating the evidence, that it is inlpossible to de· 
termine whence or how they came to Anahuac. 

~ Bancroft, v. 292, gives the different views. 
Cf. Kirk in Prescott, i. 16. . 

8 These events are usually one thing or 
another, according to the original source which 
you accept, as Bancroft shows (v. 303). The 
story of the text is as good as any, and is in the 
,main borne out by the other narratives. 

, Bancroft, v. 308. Cf., on the arrival of the 
Mexicans in the valley, Bandelier (Peabody A/us. 
RtP01"ts, ii. 398) and his references. 

6 Prescott, i., introduction ch. 6, tells the story , 
of their golden age. 
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CLA VIGERO'S MEXICO.* (Ed. oE 1580, .. 01. iii.) 

* Cf. the map in Lucien Biart's us Azt~9UU (Paris, 188;). Prescott says the maps in Clavigero, Lopez, 
and Robertson defy "equally topography and history." CE. Dote OD plans of the city and vaney iD VoI.lL 
pp. 3% J69. 374. to which may be added, as showing diversified views, those in Ste9eus's Hwr""tII (Loudon, 
1740), vol. 0.; Bordoue's LiIJro (1528); lcazbalcela's Coil. detloes., i. 390; and the EDg. translatiOD of Cortes> 
despatches, 3J.lo 
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Meanwhile the Aztecs at Chapultepec, trowing arrogant, p'rovoked their 
neighbors, and wererepresse~ whb were more powerful But they 
abided theh time. They were good fighters, and the Colhua ruler courted 

MARE PACIFICO 

I 

CLA VIGERO'S MAP.- (Ed. oll58o, YO!. i.) 

them to assist him in his maraudings, and thus they were becoming accus
tomed to warfare and to conquest, and were giving favors to be repaid. This 
intercourse, whether of association or rivalry, of the Colhuas and Mexicans 
(Aztecs), was continued through succeeding periods, with a confusion of 
dates and events which it is hard to make clear. There was mutual distrust 
and confidence alternately, and it all ended in the Aztecs settling on an 
island in the lake, where later they founded Tenochtitlan, or Mexico.1 Here 

1 This is placed A. D. 1325. Cf. references in Bancroft (v •. J46). 

- Clavigero speaks ol his map "per servire all storia antica del Messico." A map of the Aztec dominion 
just before the Conquest is given in Ranking (London, 1827). See note in VoL II. p. 358. 
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they developed those bloody rites of sacrifice which had already disgusted 
their allies and neighbors. 

.ENvIRONS DU 

LAC DE 

MEXIQUE Mmy 

THE LAKE OF MEXICO.-

- A map which did serric:e in different formS in various books about Mexico and its :d.original localities in 
the early part of the eighteenth c:entnry. It is here taken from the Yoyages tU F,1UIaIis Cor,at (Amsterdam, 
:(722). , 

VOL. L-IO 
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Mea~while the powers at Colhuacan and Azcapuzalco flourished and 
repressed uprisings, and out of all the strife Tezozomoc came into promi

. nence with his Tepanecs; and amid it all the Aztecs, siding here and there~ 
gained territory. With· all this occurring in different parts of his domin
ions, the Chichimec potentate grew stronger and stronger, and while by his 
countenance the old Toltec influences more and more predominated. And 
so it was a flourishing government, with ~ittle to mar its prospects but the 

. ambition of Tezozomoc, the Tepanec chief tain, and. the rising power of the 
Aztecs, who had now become divided into Mexicans and Tlateiulcas. The 
famdus ruler of the Chichimecs, Techotl, died in A. D. 1357, and the young 
Ixtlirxochitl took his power with all its emblems. The people of Tenochtit
lan, or their rulers, were adepts in practising those arts of diplomacy by 
which an ambitious nation places itself beside its superiors to secure a sort 
of reflected consequence. Thus they pursued matrimonial alliances and 
other acts of prudence. Both Tenochtitlan and its neighbor Tlateiulco grew 
apace, while skilled artisans and commercial industries helped to raise them 
in importance. 

The young I:ctlilxochitl at Tezcuco was not so fortunate, and it soon 
looked as if the Tepanec prince~ Tezozomoc, was only waiting an opportu 
nity to rebel. It was also pretty clear that he would have the aid of Mexico 
and Tlatelulco, and that he would succeed in securing the sympathy of many 
wavering vassals or allies. The plans of the Tepanec chiefta~n at last 
ripened, and he invaded the Tezcucan territory in 1415. In the war which 
followed, Ixtlilxochitl reversed the tide and invaded the Tepanec territory, 
besieging and capturing its capital, Azcapuzalco.1 The conqueror lost by 
his clemency what he had gained by arms, and it was not long before he 
was in turn shut up in his own capital. He did not succeed in defending it, 
and was at last killed. So Tezozomoc reached his vantage of ambition, and 
was now in his.old age the lord paramount of the country. He tried to 
harmonize the varied elelpents of his people; b~t the Mexicans had not 
fared in the general successes as they had hoped for, and were only openly 
content. The death of Tezozomoc prepared the way for one of his sons, 
Maxtla, to seize the command, and the vassal lords soon found that the 
spirit which had murdered a brother had aims that threatened wider deso
lation. The Mexicans were the particular object of Maxtla's oppressive 
spirit, and by the choice of Itzcoatl for their ruler, who had been for many 
years the Mexican war~chief, that people defied the lord of all, and in this 
they were joined by the Tlatelulcas under Quauhtlatohuatzin, and by lesser 
allies. Under this combination of his enemies Maxtla's capital fell, the 
usurper was sacrificed', and the honors of the victory were shared by Itz
coatI, Nezahualcoyotl (the Acolhuan prince whose imperial rights Maxtla 
had usurped), and Montezuma, the first of the name, - all who had in their 
several capacities led the army of three or four hundred thousand allies, 

1 On the conquest of the Tecpanecas by the Mexicans, see the references in Bandelier (Pl!iI
lJotly Mus. Rl!ports, ii. 412). 
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if we may believe the figures, to their successes, which occurred apparently 
somewhere between 142s'and. 1430. The political result was a tripartite 
c~nfederacy in Anahuac, consisting of Acolhua, Mexico, and Tlacopan. In 
the division of spoils, the la~ter was to have one fifth, and the others two 
fifths each, the Acolhuan prince presiding in their councils as senior.l 
. The next hundred years is a record of the increasing power of this con
federacy,with a constant tendency to give Mexico a larger influence.z The 
two capitals, Tenochtitlan and Tezcuco, looking at each other across the 
lake, were uninterruptedly growing in splendor, or in what the historians call 
by that word,s with all the adjuncts of public works, -causeways, ca~als, 
aqueducts, temples, palaces and gardens, and other evidences of wealth; 
which perhaps these modern terms only approximately represent. Tezcuco 
was taken possession of by Nezahualcoyotl'as his ancient inheritance,and 
his confederate Itzcoatl placed the crown on his head. Together they made 
war north and south. Xochimilco, on the lake next south of ,Mexico, 
yielded.; and the people of Chalco, which was on the most southern 6f the 
string of lakes, revolted and were suppressed more than once, as opportuni
ties offered. The confederates crossed the ridge that formed the southern 
bound of the Mexican valley and sacked Quauhnahuac. The Mexican ruler 
had in ail thi's gained a certain ascendency in the valley coalition, when he 
died in 1440, and his nephew, Montezuma the soldier, and first of the name,4 
succeeded him. This prince soon had on his hands another war with Chalco, 
and with the aid of his confederates he finally humbled its presumptuous 
people. So, with or without pretence, the wars and conquests went on, if 
for no other reasons, to obtain prisoners for sacrifice.6 They were diversi
fied at times, particularly in 1449, by contests with the powers of nature, 
when the rising waters of' the lake threatened to drown their cities, an!1 
when, one evil being cured, others in the shape of famine and plague suc
ceeded. 

1 For details of the period of the Chichimec 
ascendency, see Bancroft (v.ch. 5-7), Brasseur 
(Nat. Civil. ii.), and the authorities plentiftilly 
cited in Bancroft. 

" On the nature of the Mexican confederacy 
see Bandelier (Ptabody Mus. Reports, ii. 416). 
He enumerates the authorities upon the point 
that no one of the allied tribes exercised any 
powers over the others beyond the exclusive 
military direction of the Mexicans proper (Pt~ 
body Mus. Reports, ii. 559). Orozco y Berra 
( Gtograjla, etc,) claims that there was a tendency 
to assimilate the conquered people to the Mexi
can conditions. Bandelier claims that .. no at
tempt, either direct or implied, was made to 
assimilate or incorpnrate them." He urges that 
nowhere on the march to Mexico did Cortes fall 
in with Mexican ,rulers of subjected tribes. It 
does not seem to be clear in all cases whether it 
was before or after the confederation was formed, 
or whether it was by the Mexicans or Tezcucans 

that Tecpaneca, Xochimilca, Cuitiahuac,Chaico. 
Acolhuacan, and Quauhnahuac. were conquered. 
Cf. Bandelier in Ptabody Mus. Rtports, ii. 6gI_ 
As to the tributaries, see Ibii/. 6g5. 

8 Cf. Brasseur's Nations Civ. ii. 457. on Tez. 
cuco in its palmy days. 

4 Sometimes' written Mochtheuzema, Mokte
zem;" The Aztec Montezuma must not, as is 
contended', he confounded with the hero.god of 
the New Mexicans. Cf. Bancroft, iii. 77, 171 ; 

Brinton's Myths, 190; School~raft's Ind. Trihts, 
iv. 73; Tylor's Prim. Cu(ture, ii. 384; Short, 333. 

6 This has induced some historians to call 
these wars .. holy wars." Bandelier discredits 
wholly the common view, that wars were under
taken to secure victims for the sacrificial stone 
(ArchlZol. Tour,24). But in another place (Pta
body Mus. Reports. ii. 128) he says: "War waS 
required for the purpose of obtaining human vic
tims, their religion demanding human sacrifices 
at least eighteen times every year." 

• 
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Sometimes in the wars the confederates over-calculated their own prowess, 
as when Atonaltzin of Tilantongo sent them reeling back, only, however, to 
make better preparations and to succeed at last In another war to the 
southeast they captured, as'the accounts say, over six thousand victims for 
the stone of sacrifi~c. 

The first Montezuma died in 1469, and the choice for succession fell on 
his grandson, the commander of the lVlexican army, Axayacatl, who at once 
followed the usual custom of raiding the' country to the south to get the 
thousands of prisoners whose sacrifice should grace his coronation. N eza
hualcoyotl, the other principal allied chieftain, survived his associate but 
two years, dying in 1472, leaving among his hundred children but one legit
imate son, Nezahualpilli, a minor, who succeeded. This gave the new Mex
ican ruler the opportunity to increase his power. He made Tlatelulco 
tributary, and a Mexican governor took the place there of an independent 
sovereign. He annexed the Matlaltzinca provinces on the west. So Axa
yacatl, dying in 1481, bequeathed an enlarged kingdom to his brother and 
successor, Tizoc, who has not left so warlike a record. According to some 
authorities, however, he is to be credited with the completion of the great 
Mexican temple of Huitzilopochtli. This did not save him from assassina
tion, and his brother Ahuitzotl in 1486 succeeded, and to him fell the lot 
of dedicating that great temple. He conducted fresh wars vigorously 
enough to be able within a year, if we may believe the native records, to 
secure sixty or seventy thousand captives for the sacrificial stone, so essen
tial a part of all such dedicatory exercises. It would be tedious to enumer
ate all the succeeding conquests, though varied by some defeats, like that 
which they experienced in the Tehuantepec region. Some differences grew 
up, too, between the Mexican chieftain and Nezahualpilli, notwithstanding 
or because of the virtues of the latter, among which doubtless, according to 
the prevailing standard, we must count his taking at once three Mexican 
princesses for wives, and his keeping a harem of over two thousand women, 
if we may believe his descendant, the historian Ixtlilxochitl. His justice 
as an arbitrary mOnarch is mentioned as exemplary, and his putting to death 
a guilty son is recounted as proof of it. 

Ahuitzotl had not as many virtues, or perhaps he had not a descendant to 
record them so effectively; but when he died in 1503, what there was he
roic in his nature was commemorated in his likeness sculptured with others 
of his line on the cliff of Chapultepec.1 To him succeeded that Monte
zuma, son ofAxayacatl, with whom later this ancient history vanishes. 
\Vhen he came to power, the Aztec flame was never significant of more 
lordly power, though the confederates had already had some reminders that 
conquest near home was easier than conquest far away. The policy of the 

1 As to these carvings, which have not yet sa's Hut. t1~ M~zi€" (Me>rlco, 1862). See pictures 
wholly disappeared, see P~a6otly MIU. R~I.r, of Montezuma II. in VoL II. 361, 3630 and that 
ii. 677, 678. There is a series of alleged por- in Ranking, p. 31J. 
traits of the Me>rlcan kings in Carbajal-Espino-
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last Aztec ruler was far from popular, and while he propitiated the higher 
ranks. he estranged the people. The hopes of the disaffected within and 
without !\ruihuac were now centred in the Tlascalans, whose territory lay 
easterly towards the Gulf of Mexico, and who had thus far not felt the bur
den of Aztec oppression. Notwithstanding that their natural allies, the Cho
lulans, turned against the Tlascalans, the Aztec armies never succeeded in" 
humbling them, as they did the Mistecs and the occupants of the region 
towards the Pacific. Eclipses, earthquakes, and famine soon succeeded one 
another, and the forebodings grew numerous. Hardly anything happened 
but the omens of disaster 1 were seen in it, and superstition began to do its 
work of enervation, while a breach between Montezum,\ and the Tezcucan 
chief was a bad augury. In this condition of things the Mexican king tried 
to buoy his hopes by further conquests; but widespread as these invasions 
were, Michoacan to the west, and Tlascala to the east, always kept their 
independence: The Zapotecs in Oajaca had at one time succumbed, but 
this was before the days of the last Montezuma. 

His rival across the lake at Tezcuco was more oppressed with the tales of 
the soothsayers than Montezuma was, and seems to have become inert be
fore what he thought an impending doom some time before he died, or, as 
his people believed, before he had been translated to the ancient Amaque
mecan; the cradle of his race. This was in I SIS. His son Cacama was 
chosen to succeed; but a younger brother, Ixtlilxochitl, believed that the 
choice was instigated by Montezuma for ulterior gain, and so began a revolt 
in the outlying provinces. in which he received the aid of Tlascala. The 
appearance of the Spaniards on the coasts of Yucatan and Tabasco, of which 
exaggerated reports reached the Mexican capital, paralyzed Montezuma, so 
that the northern revolt succeeded, and Cacama and IxtIilxochitI came to an 
understanding, which left the Mexicans without much exterior support . 

. Montezuma was in this crippled condition when his lookouts on the coast 
sent him word that the dreaded Spaniards had appeared, and he could rec
ognize their wonderful power in the pictured records which the messenger 
bore to him.s This portend was the visit in ISI8 of Juan de Grijalva °to the 
spot where Vera Cruz now stands; and after the Spaniard sailed away, there 
were months of anxiety before word a",aain reached the cilpital, in ISI9, of 
another arrival of the white-winged vessels, and this was the coming of Cor
tes. who was not long in discovering that the path of his conquest was made 
clear by the current belief that he was the returned Quetzalcoatl,3 and by 

1 Bancroft (v.~) enumerates the great v .... 
riety of such proofs of disaster, and gives refer
ences (p. 46<}). Cf. Prescott, i. p. JD9. 

S Tezozomoc (cap. 106) gives the description 
of the first bringing of the news to Montezuma 
of the arrival of the Spaniards 00 the mast. 

• Brinton's A.ur.H""" Myth, 1J9, etc. See,. 
OR the preYalence of the idea of the retoTn at 
801Jle time of the hero-god, Brinton's Myth t1f 
1M N_ W_UI, P. 16a. • We mast n:memher," 

he says, • that a fiction boilt on an idea is in1i
nitely more tenacious of life than a story founded 
on fact." Brinton (Myth, 188) gathers from 
Gomara, Cogollndo, Villagutierre. and other.;, 
instances to show bow prer.alent in America was 
the presentiment of tbe arrival and domination 
of a wbite race, - a belief still prevailing among 
tbeir desrendants of the middle regions of A:ner
ic:a who watch for the coming of Montezuma 
(Hitl. p. 190). Brinton does not seem to rec:og-
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his quick perception of the opportunity which presented itself of combining 
and leading the enemies of Montezuma. l 

Among what are usually reckoned the civilized nations of middle Amer
ica, there are two considerabl~ centres of a dim history that have little 
telation with the story which has been thus far followed. . One of these is 
that of the people of what we now call Guatemala, and the other that of 
Yucatan. The political sqciety which existed in Guatemala had nothing of 
the known duration assigned to the more northern people, at least not in 
essential data j but we know of it simply as a very m~agre and perplexing 
chronology running for the most part back two or three centuries only. 
Whether the beginnings of what we suppose we know of these people have 
anything to do with any Toltec migration southward is what archreologists 
dispute about, and the philologists seem to have the best of the argument 
in the proof th~t the tongue of these southern peoples is more like Maya 
than Nahua It is claimed that the architectural remains of Guatemala in
dicate a departure from the Maya stock a~d some alliance with a foreign 
stock; and that this alien influence was Nahuan seems probable enough 
when we consider certain similarities in myth and tradition of the Nahuas 
and the Quiches. But we have nor much even of tradition and myth of 
the early days, except what we may read in the Popul Vuh, where we may 
make out of it what we can, or even what we please,2 with some mysterious 
connection with Votan and Xibalba. Among the mythi!=al traditions of 
this. mythical period, there are the inevitable migration st<;>ries, beginning· 
with the Quiches and ending with the coming of the Cakchique1s, but no 
one knows to a surety when. The new-comers found Maya-speaking peo
ple, and called them mem or memes (stutterers), because they spoke the 
Maya so differently from themselves. 

It was in the twelfth or thirteenth century that we get the first traces of 
any historical kind of the Quic~es and of their rivals the Cakchiquels. Of 
their e:;Lrly rulers we have the customary diversities and inconsistencies 
in what purports to be'their story, and it is difficult to say whether this or 
the other or some other tribe revolted, conquered, or were beaten, as we read 
the annals of this constant warfare. We meet something tangible, how
ever, when we learn that Montezuma sent a messenger, who informed the 

nize the view held by many that the Montezuma 
of the Aztecs was quite a different being from 
the demigod of the Pueblas of New Mexico. 

1 It is not easy to reconcile the conflicting 
statements of lhe native historians respecting 
the course of events during the Aztec supremo 
acy, such is the mutual jealousy of the Mexican 
and Tezcucan writers. Brasseur has satisfied 
himself of the authenticity of a certain sequence 
and character of events (Nations Civilislu), and 
Bancroft simply follows him (v. 401). Veytia is 
occupied more with the Tezcucans than with the 
Aztecs. The condense4 sketch here given fol. 

lows the main lines of the collated records. We 
find good pictures of the later history of Mex· 
ico and TlascaIa, before the Spaniards came, 
in Prescott {i. book 2d, ch. vi., and book 3d, ch. 
ii.}. Bancroft (v. ch. 10) with his narrative and 
references helps us out with the somewhat mo-' 
notonous details of all the districts of Mexico 
which were outside the dominance bf the Mexi· 

,can valley, as of Cholula, TIascaIa, Michoacan, 
and Oajaca, with the Miztecs and Zapotecs, in· 
habiting this last provin<;e. 

t ;Bancroft (v. 543-553). 
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Quiches of the presence of the Spaniards in his capital, which set them 
astir to be prepared in their tum. 
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1861. 

MAP IN BRASSEUR'S POPUL YUH. 

It is in the beginning of the sixteenth century that we encounter the 
rivalries of three prominent peoples in this Guatemala country, and tp.ese 
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were the Quiches, the Cakchiquels, and the Zutigils; and of these the Qui
ches, with their main seat at Utatlan, were the most powerful, though not 
so much so but the Cakchiquels could get the best of them at times in the 
wager of war; as they did also finally when the Spaniard Alvarado ap
peared, with whom the Cakchiquels entered into an alliance that brought 
the Quiches into sore straits. 

A more important nationality'attracts us in the Mayas of Yucatan. There 
can be nothing but vague surmise as to what were the primitive inhabitants 
of this region; but it seems to be tolerably dear that a certain homogene
ousness pervaded the people, speaking one tongue, which the Spaniards 
found in posses.sion. Whether these had come from the northern regions, 
and were migrated Toltecs,as some believe, is open to discussion. l It has 
often been contended that they were originally of the Nahua and Toltec 
blood; but later writers, like Bancroft,' have denied it. Brinton discards 
the Toltec element entirely. 

What by a license one may call history begins back with the semi-mythi
cal Zamna, to whom all good things are ascribed-the introduction of the 
Maya institutions and of the Maya hieroglyphics.s Wb,ether Zamna had 
any connection, shadowy or real, with the great Votanic demigod, and with 
the establishment, of the Xibalban empire, if it may be so called, is a thing 
to be asserted or denied, as one inclines to separate or unite the traditions 
of Yucatan with those of the Tzendal, Quiche, and Toltec. Ramon de Or
donez, in a spirit of vagary, tells us that Mayapan, the great city of the 
early Mayas, was but one of the group of centres, with Palenque, Tulan, 
and Copan for the rest, as is believed, which made up the Votanic empire. 
Perhaps it was. If we accept Brinton's view, it certainly was not. Then 
Torquemada and Landa tell us that Cukulcan, a great captain and a god, 
was but another Quetzalcoatl, or Gucumatz. Perhaps he was. Possibly 
also he was the bringer of Nahua influence to Mayapan, away back in a 
period corresponding to the early centuries of the Christian era. It is easy 
to say, in all this confusion, this is proved and that is not. The historian. 
accustomed to deal witp. palpabl.e evidence. feels much inclined to leave all 
views in abeyance. . 

The Cocomes of Yucatan history were Cuku1can's descendants or follow
ers, and had a prosperous history, as we are told; and there came to live 
among them the Totul Xius, by some considered a Maya people, who like 

1 It is so held by Stephens, Waldeck, Mayer, 
Prichard, Ternau!'·Compans, not to name others. 

I Vol. v. 617. 
8 The Maya calendar and astronomical sys

tem, as the basis of the Maya chrOnology, is ex
plained in the version which Perez gave into 
Spanish of a Maya manuscript (translated into 
English by Stephens in his Yucatall), and which 
Valentini has used in his" Katunes of Maya 
History," in the A"ur. AII/ii' StIC. PrtIC., Oct. 

1879- On the difficulties of the subject see Bras
seur's NatlMu Civilisks (ii. ch. I). Cf. also his' 
L,,"da, section xxxix" and page 366. from the 
"Cronologia antigua de Yucatan." Cf. further, 
Cyrus Thomas's illS. Tr""",,, ch. 2, and PoweU's 
Tlu'rd Rep""t Bur. tif Ell",., pp. xxx and 3 l 
Ancona's Yucatall, ch. xi.; Bancroft's Nat. RaUl, 
iii ch. 240 with references l Short, ch. 9; Brin
ton's Ma7t' Cllrtmiclts, introduction, p. So. 
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the Quiches had been subjected to Nahua influences, and who implanted 
in the monuments and institutions of YuCatan those traces of Nahua char
acter which the archreologists discover.l The Totul Xius are placed in 
Uxmal in the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth centuries, where they flourished 
along with the Cocomes, and it is to them that it is claimed many of the 
ruins which now interest us in Yucatan can be traced, though som~ of them 
perhaps go back to Zamna and to the Xibalban period, or at least it would 

-. be hard to prove otherwise. 
When at last the Cocome chieftains began to oppress their subjects, the 

Totul Xius gave them shelter, and finally assisted them in a revolt, which 
succeeded and made Uxmal the supreme city, and Mayapan became a ruin, 
or at least was much neglected. The dynasty of the Totul Xius then flour
ished, but was in its tum overthrown, and a period of factions and revolu
tions followed, during which :Mayapan was wholly obliterated, and the Totul 
Xius settled in :Mani, where the. Spaniards found them when they invaded 
Yucatan to make an easy conquest of a divided people.:& 

CRITICAL ESSAY ON THE SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 

FROM the conquerors of New Spain we fail to get any systematic portrayal of the char
acter and history of the subjugated people; but nevertheless we are not without some 

help in such studies from the letters of Cortes: the accounts of the s<H:aUedanonymous 
conqueror,4 and from what Stephens 5 calls "the hurried and imperfect observations of 
an unlettered soldier," Bernal Diaz.s 

We cannot neglect for this ancient period the more general writers on New Spain, 
some of whom lived near enough to the Conquest to reflect curre~t opinions upon the abo
riginallife as it existed in the years next succeeding the fall of Mexico. Such are Peter 
Mart}T, Grynzns, Munster, and Ramnsio. More in the nature of chronicles is the Hislo
ria Gnteral of Oviedo (1535, etc.).' The Hisloria General of Gomara became generally 
known soon after the middle of the sixteenth century.8 The Rapport, written about 1560, 
by Alonzo de Zurita, throws light on the Aztec laws and institutions.9 Benzoni about this 

1 Bancroft (v.liz4) epitomizes the perez man- .. the Nabua; Bandelier (PmbotlJ' MIlS. Repts., iL 
nscript giYell by Stephens, the sole source of this 446l, referring to Zurita's Report, which he char
Totul Xin legendary. . acterizes as marked for perspicacity, deep knowl-

S Brasseur's Nalimu Ciui/isus (i., iLl, with the edge, and honest judgment, speaks of it as em
perez manuscript, and Landa's RLl4riIm, are the bodying the experience of nearly twenty years,_. 
sufficient source of the Yucatan history. Ban- eleven of which were passed in Mexico, - and 
croft's last chapter of his fifth volume SUlDJllao in which the author. gave answers to inquiries 
riz>es it. pot by the king. "If we could obtain," says 

• See VoL II. P. 402. Bandelier, "all the answers given to th_ ques-. 
• See VoL IL p. m. tions from all parts of Spanish America, and all 
& Cnr/ra/ A.mea, iL 452. as elaborate and truthful as those of Zurita. Pa-
• See Vol. II. P.41+ lacio, and Ondegardo, our knowledge of the ab-
I See Vol. II. p. 343- original history and etbnol"l!}' of Spanisb Amer-
• See VoL II. p. 412. ica would he moch advanced." Zurita's Report 
• See VoL II. P. 417. Cf. Prescott's MLricll, in a French translation is in Temaux·Compans' 

L SO; Bancroft (Nal. RIKLs, ii. cb. 14) epito- C,,[/«IUnt; the original is in Pacheco's DIIa. 
mizes the information on the laws and courts of iIIIdikn, but in a mutilated text.. 
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time traversed the country, observing the Indian customs.1 We find other. descriptions 
of the aboriginal customs by the missionary Didacus Valades, in his Rhelorica Chris
tiana, of whichthe fourth part relates to Mexico.S' Brasseur says that Valades was well 

1 Se~ Voi. II. p. 346. friars who on May 13, 1524, landed in Mexico to 
~ It IS much we owe to the twelve Franciscan convert and defend the natives. It is from their 

• Fac-simile of the beginning of Capitulo LXXIV. of his Histori .. Verdader .. , following a plate in the fourth 
volume of J. M. de' Heredia's French translation (Paris, .877). , . 
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informed and appreciative of the people which he so .kindly depicted.1 By the beginning 
of the seventeenth century we find in Herrera's Historia the most comprehensive of the 
historical surveys, in which he summarizes the earlier writers, if not always exactly.2 
Bandelier (Peabody Mus. Repts., ii. 387) says of the ancient history of Mexico that" it 
appears as if the twelfth century was the limit of definite tradition. 'What lies beyond it 
is vague and uncertain, remnants of tradition being intermirigled with legends and mytho
logical fancies." He cites some of the leading writers as~mainly starting in their stories 
respectively as follows: Brasseur, B. c. 955 i Clavigero, A. D. 596 i Veytia, A. D. 697; Ixt
liIxochitl, A. D. 503. Bandelier views all these dates as too mythical for historical inves
tigations, and finds no earlier fixed date than the founding of Tenochtitlan (Mexico) in 
A. D. 1325. "What lies beyond the twelfth century can occasionally be rendered of value 
for ethnological purposes, but it admits of no definite historical·use." Bancroft (v. 360) 
speaks of the sources of disagreement in the final century of the native annals, from the 
constant tendency of such writers as Ixtlilxochitl, Tezozomoc, Chimalpain, and Camargo, 
to laud their own people and defame their .rivals. 

In the latter part of the sixteenth century the viceroy of MexiCo, Don Martin Enriquez, 
set on foot some measures to gather the relics and traditions of the native Mexicans. 
Under this incentive it fell to J!lan de Tobar, a Jesuit, and to Diego Duran, a Dominican, 
to be early associated with the. resuscitation of the ancient history of the country. 

To Father Tobar (or Tovar) we owe what is known as the Coder Ramirez, which in the 
edition of the Cronica Mericana 8 by Hernando de Alvarado Tezozomoc; issued in Mex
ico (1878), with annotations by Orozco y Berra, is called a Relacion del origen de los indios 
fue Itabi/an uta nueva Espana segun sus historias (Jos~ M. Vigil, editor). It is an im
portant source of our knowledge of the ancient history of Mexico, as authoritatively inter
preted by the Aztec priests, from their picture-writings, at the. bidding of Ramirez de Fu
enleal, Bishop of Cuenca. This ecclesiastic· carried the document with him to Spain, where 
in Madrid it is still preserved. It was used by Herrera. Chavero and Brinton recognize 
its representative value.' 

To Father Duran we are indebted for an equally ardent advocacy of the rights of the 
natives in his His/oria de las Indias de Nueva-Espana y islas de Tierra-Finne (1579-
81), which was edited in part (1867), as stated elsewhere 6 by Jos~ F. Ramirez, and after 
an interval completed (1880) by Prof. Gumesindo Mendoza, of the MuseQ Nacional,
the perfected work making two volumes of text and an atlas of plates. Both from Tobar 
and from Duran some of the contemporary writers gathered largely their material.6 

writings that we must draw a large part of our 
knowledge respecting the Indian character, con· 
dition, and history. These Christian apostles 
were Martin de Valencia, Francisco .de 'Soto, 
Martin de Coruna, Juan Xuares, Antonio de 
Ciudad Rodrigo, Toribio de Benavellte, Garcia 
de Cisneros, Luis de Fuensalida, Juan de Ribas; 
Francisco Ximenez, Andres de Cordoba, Juan 
de Palos. 

From the His/oria 'If Las Casas, particularly 
from that part of it called Apologltica his/oria, 
we can also derive some help. (Cf. Vol. II. p. 
340 .) 

1 Brasseur, Bib. Mez.·Guat., P.147; Leclerc, 
p.I68. 

2 Herrera is furthermore the source of much 
that we read in later works concerning the native 
reli:::ion and habits of life. See Vol. II. p. 67. 

8 Cf. Vol. II. p. 418. 
, Anales del Museo National, iii. 4. 120; Brin· 

ton's Am. Her" M)'ths, 78. Bandelier, in No· Y. 

Hist. SfJC. PrfJC., November,1879. used aportion 
of the MS. as printed by Sir Thomas Phillipps 
(Amer. Anli". SfJC. Proc., i. 115) under the title 
of·Histori" de los Yndios Mezicanos,/or :Juan 
de Twa".; Cu~a et impenns Dni Thonllz Phi/
lipps, Bart. (privately printed at Middle Hill, 
1860. See S"uier Catalogue, ,,0. 1417). The 
document is translated by Henry Phillipps, Jr., 
in the PrfJC. Amer. Philosophical Soc . .<Philad.), 
xxi. 616. 

6 Vol. ·II. p .• 19. Brasseur de Bourbourg's 
Bib{. Mez.·Guat., p. 59. He used a MS. copy 
in the Force collection.' 

6 This is true of Acosta and Davila Padilla. 
The bibliography of Acosta has been given else
where (Vot II. p. 420). His books v., vi., and 
vii. cover the ancient history of the country. 
He used the MSS. of Duran (Brasseur, Bibl. 
Mez.·Guat., p. 2), and his correspondence with 
Tobar, preserved in the Lenox library, has been 
edited by Icazbalceta in his Don Pra)' Zumd,.. 
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We come to a different kind of record when we' deal with the 'Roman script of the early 
phonetic; rendering of the native tongues. It has been pointed out that we have perhaps 

the earliest of such renderings 
in a single sentence in a publi
cation made at Antwerp in 1534. 
where a Franciscan, Pedro de 
Gante,l linder date of June 21, 
1529, tells the, story of his arri v
ing in America in 1523, and his 
spending the interval in Mex
ico and Tezcuco, acquiring a 
knowledge of the natives and 
enough of their language to 
close his epistle with a sentence 
of it as a sample.s But no 
chance effort of this kind was , 
enough. It took systematic 
endeavors on the part of the 
priests to settle grammatical 
principles and determine pho
netic values, and the measure 
of their success was seen in the 
speedy way in which the inter
pretation of the old idiograms 
was forgotten. Mr. Brevoort 
has pointed out how much the 
progress of what may be called 
native literature, which is to-day 
so helpful to us in filling the 
picture of their ancient life, is 
due to the lahors in this process 
of linguistic transfer of Moto- ' 
linfa,B Alonzo de Molina,· An
dres de Olmos,' and, .above all, 
of the ablest student of the 

SAHAGUN.-
ancient tongues in his day, as 

MenQ~ta calls Father Sabagun,' who, dying in 1590 at ninety, had spent a good part of 
a long life so that we of this generation might profit by his records.? ' 

raga (Mexico, 1881). Of the Pr(IV;lIcia ti~ Sfln
/iago and the f"lrr;a histurifl of Davila Padilla, 
the bibliography has been told in another place. 
(Cf. Vol. II. pp. 399-400; Sabin, v. 18780-1; 
Brasseur de Bom-bourg's Bihl. Mt'x .• Guflf., p. 53; 
D~I lIfo;,t~ LibrarJl~ no. 126.) Ternaux was not 
wrong in ascribing great value 1'0 the books . 
• 1 Peter of Ghent. Cf. Vol: II. p. 417. 

2 ChronicfI C"mpmtiiosissima ab ~zorti;o ",unti; 
p~r Amantium Zjmzuns~, a<!i~ctiZ mnt t'pis
toliZ ~x n(IVfI mnyu Ouam' Hispan;a ad nos trans
",;SSiZ (Antwerp, 1 534)'. The subjDined letters 
here mentiDned are, beside t'hat referred to, two 
others written in Mexico (I 531), by Martin Df 
Valencia and Bishop Zumarraga (Sabin, i. no. 
994; Quaritch, 362, no. 28583, £7 10). Icaz. 

balceta ,(·Bib. Mt'x. tidSiglo :xv;., i. p. 33) gives 
a IDng account of Gante. There is a French 
version of the letter in Ternaux's C,,/It'ct;on. 

8 See Vol. II. p. 397. Cf. Prescott, ii. 95. 
The first part Df the Historia is on the religiDus 
rites of the natives; the second on their conver
siDn til, Christianity; the third on their chronol
ogy, etc. 

f Cf. Icazbalceta's Bibl. Mt'xzi:ana, p. 220, 

with references; , Pilling's PrtJif-sh~t'ts, no. 2600, 
etc. 

5 Pilling, no. 2817, etc. 
, Properly, Bernardino Ribeira; named from 

. his birthplace, SahagUn, in , Spain., Chavero's , 
Sahagdn (Mexico, 1877). 

, A few data .can be added to the account Df 

• .After a lithograph in Cumplido's Mexican edition of Prescott's Jlf~xic". 
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Coming later into the field than Duran, Acosta, and Sahagun, and profiting from the 
labors of his predecessors, we find in the Monarclzia Indiana of Torquemada 1 the most 
comprehensive treatment of the ancient history given to us by any of the early Spanish 
writers. The book, however, is a provoking one, from the want of plan, its chrono
logical confusion, and the general lack of a critical spirit 2 pervading it. 

lt is usually held that the earliest amassment of native records for historical purposes, 
after the Conquest, was that made by IxtIiIxochiti of· the archives of his Tezcucait line, 
which he used in hIs writings in a way that has not satisfied some later investigator!'. 
Charnay says that in his own studies he follows Veytia by preference; but Prescott finds 
beneath the high colors of the pictures of IxtliIxochitl not a little to be commended. 
Bandelier;. on the other hand, expresses a distrust when he says of IxtIilxochitI that" he 
is always a very suspicious authority, not because he is more confused than any other In
dian writer, but because he wrote for an ·interested object, and with a view of sustaining 
tribal claims in the eyes of the Spani!\h government." 4 

Among the manuscripts which seem to have belonged to IxtIilxochitl was the one 
known in our day under the designation given to it! by Brasseur de Bourbourg, Coder 

SahagUn given' in Vol. II. p. 4150 J. F. Ramirez 
completes the bibliography of SahagUn in the 
Bo/din de fa Real Academia de la Historia de 
Madrid, vi. 85 (1885). Icazbalceta, having told 
the story of SahagUn's life in his edition of 
Mendieta's Hist. Eclesiastica fI,dialla (Mexico, 
1870), has given an extended critical and biblio
graphical account in his Bibliografla Mezicanti 
(Mexico, 1886), vol. i 247-308. Other biblio
graphica.1 detail can be gleaned from Pilling's 
Proof-sheets, p. 677, etc;; Icazbalceta's Apuntes; 
Beristain's Bi6liotlCa; the Bi6liotheca.Mezicana 
of Ramirez. The list in Adolfo Llanos's Saha
grin y su historia de Mlxico (MuseD Nac. de Mlz. 
Anales, iii., pt. 3, p. 71) is based chiefly on Al
fredo Chavero's Sahagrin (Mexico, 18771. Bras
sellr de Bourbourg, in his Palenqul (ch. 5>, has 
explained the importance of what Brevoort calls 

• Sahagun's" great encyclop",dia of the Mexican 
Empire." Rosny (Les documents Icrits dt rAn
tiquitl Ammcaine, p; 69) speaks of seeing a 
copy of the Historia in Madrid, accompanied by 
remarkable Aztec pictures. Bancroft, referring 
to the defective texts of Sahagun in Kingsbor
ough and Bustamante, says: "Fortunately what 
is missing in one I have always found in the 
other."· He further speaks of the work of Saha
gun as "the most complete and· comprehensive, 
so far as aboriginal history is concerned, furnish
ing an immense mass of material, drawn from 
native sources, very badly arranged and witten." 
Eleven books of Sahagun are given to the social 
institutions of the natives, and but one to the 
conquest. Jourdanet's edition. is mentioned elsl>
where (Vol. II.). 

1 See Vol. II. p: 421. . 
1I Those who used him most, like Clavigero 

and Brasseur de Bourbourg, complain of this. 
Torquemada, says Bandelier (Peabody MUI. 
Repts. ii. 119), "notwithstanding his unquestion
able credulity, is extremely important on all ques
tions of Mexican antiquities_" 

8 A"ur. Antiq. Soc. Proc., n. s., i. 105. 
4 Cf. Vol. II. 417; Prescott, i. 13, 163, 193, 196; 

Bancroft, Nat. Races, v. 147; Wilson's Prehis
toric Man, i 325. It must be confessed that 
with no more authority than the old Mexican 
paintings, interpreted through. the understand
ing of 'old men and their traditions, Ixt1ilxochitl 
has not the firmest ground to walk on. Aubin 
thinks that Ixtlilxochitl's confusion and contra
dictions arise from his want of patience in study
ing his documents; and some part of it may 
doubtless have arisen from his habit, as Brasseur 
says (Annales de Phi/osophie Chdtienne, May, 
1855; p. 329), of altering his authorities to mag
nify t\te glories of his genealogic line. Max 
MiiJ1er (Chips from a German Workshop, i. 32:1) 
says of his works: .. Though we must not ex
pect to find in them what we are accustomed to 
call history, they are nevertheless of great his
torical interest, as supplying the vague outlines 
ofa distant past, filled with migrations, wars, 
dynasties and revolutions, such as were cherished 
in the memory of the Greeks in the time of So
Ion." In addition to his Historia Chichimeca 
and his Relaciones, (both of which are given by 
Kingsborough, while Ternaux has translated por
tions,) - the MS. of the Relaciones being in the 
Mexican archives, - Ixtlilxochitl left a large 
mass of his manuscript studies of the antiqui
ties, often repetitionary in substance. Some are 
found in the compilation made in Mexico by 
Figueroa in 1792, by order of the Spanish gov
ernment (Prescott, i. 193). Some were in the 
Ramirez collection. Quaritch (MS. Collections, 
Jan., 1888, no. 136) held one from thatcoJlection, 
dated about 1680, at £16, called Sumaria Re
/acion, which concer!led the ancient C.hichimecs. 
Those which are best known are a Historia d. la 
Nueva Espana, or Histaria dd Reyno de TetI(uco, 
and a Historia de Nuestra Smora de GUI'dalupe, 
if this last is by him. 
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Chima!popoea,l in honor of Faustino Chimalpopoca, a learned professor of Aztec, who 
assisted B.rasseur in translating it. The anonymous author had set to himself the task of 
converting into the written native tongue a rendering of the ancient hieroglyphics, con
stituting, as Brasseur says, a complete and regular history of Mexico and Colhuacan. He 
describes it in his LeI/res a M.le due de V,llmy (lettre ser:onde) - the first part (in Mex
ican) being a history of the Chichimecas; the second tin Spanish), by anotheF hand, eluci
dating the antiquities - as the most rare and most precious of all the manuscripts 
which escaped destruction, elucidating what was obscure in Gomara and Torquemada. 

Brasseur based upon this MS. }jis account of the Toltec period in his Nations Ci
vilisees du Mexique (i. p.lxxviii), treating as an historical document what in later years, 
amid his vagaries, he assumed to be but the record of geological changes.s A similar use 
was made by him of another MS., sometimes called a Memorial de Colhuacan, and which 
he named the Codex Gondra after the director of the Museo Nacional in Mexico.-

Brasseur says, in the Annales de Philosophie Chretienne,.that the Chima!popoeaMS. is 
dated in 1558, but in his Hist. ,Nat. Ci7l., i. p.lxxix, he says that it was written in 1563 
and 1579, by a writer of Quauhtitlan, and not by Ixtlilxochitl, as was thought by Pichardo, 
who with, Gama possessed copies later owned by Aubin. The copy used by Brasseur 
was, as he says, made from the MS. in' the Boturini collection,~ where it was called His
toria de los Reynos de Colhuaean y Mexico,S and it is supposed to be the original, now 
preserved in the Museo Nacional de Mexico. It is not all legible, and that institution 
has published only the better preserved and earlier parts of it, though Aubin's copies are 
said to contain the full text. This edition, which is called A nales de Cuauhtitlan, is 
accompanied by two Spanish versions, the early one made for Brasseur, and a new one 
executed by Mendoza and Solis, and it is begun in the Anales del Museo Nacional for 
1879 (vol. i.).6 -

The next after Ixtlilxochitl to become conspicuous as a collector, was' Sigiienza y 
Gongora {b. 1645). and it was while he was the chief keeper of such records' that the 
Italian traveller Giovanni Francesco Gemelli Carreri examined them, and made some 
record of them.s A more important student inspected the collection, which was later 
gathered in the College of San Pedro and San Pablo, and this was Clavigero,' who mani
fested a particular interest in the picture-writing of 'the Mexicans,lo and has given us a 
useful account of the antecedent historians.u 

1 Annalu tie Pltilosopltie Cltrltimne, May, 
18550 p. 326. 

2 In his Quatn Lettres, p. 24, he caIls it the 
sacred book of the Toltecs. "C'est Ie Livre 
divin lui-ml!me, c'est Ie TeoamoxtIi." 
, 8 Brasseur's Lettres Ii M. Ie tlue tie Valmy, 
Lettre suontle. 

4 Cntdlogo. pp. 17,18. 
S Bras..eur, Bibl. Mex. Gual., p. 47; Pinar/

Brasseur Catal., no. 237. 
e It has been announced that Bandelier is 

engaged in a new translation of Tlte Annals of 
Q"nlllttl~lan for Brinton's Aboriginal Literature 
series. Cf. Bancroft, iii. 57, 63, and in vol. v., 
where he endeavors to patch together Brasseur's 
fragments of it. Short, p. 241. 

7 Humboldt says that Sigiienza inherited Ixt
liIxochitl's collection; and that it was preserved 
in the College of San Pedro till 1759. 

S Giro tid mondo, 1699, vol. vi. Cf. Kingsbor
ough, vol. iv. Robertson attacked Carreri's char
acter for honesty, and claimed it was a received 
oninion that he had never been out of Italy. 
Clavigero defended Carred Humboldt thinks 

Carreri's local coloring shows he must have 
been in Mexico. 

9 Cf. the bibliog., in Vol. II., p. 425, of his 
S/oria Antica tiel Musico. 

10 We owe to him descriptions at this time of 
the collections of. Mendoza, of that in the Va
tican, and of that at Vienna. Robertson made 
an enumeration of such manuscripts; but his 
knowledge was defective, and he did not know , 
even of those at Oxford. 

llRobertson was inclined to disparage Cla
vigero's work, asserting that he could find little 
in him beyond what he took 'from Acosta and 
Herrera .. except the improbable narratives and 
fanciful conjectures of Torquemada and Botu
rini." Clavigero criticised Robertson, and the 
English historian in his later editions replied. 
Prescott points out (i. 70) that Clavigero only 
knew SahagUn through the medium of Torque
mada and later writers. Bancroft (Nat . .,Raus, v. 
149; M~xico, i. 700) thinks that ClavigE'ro "owes 
his reputation much more to his systematic ar
rangement and clear narration of traditions that 
had before been greatly confused, and to the 
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The best known efforts at collecting material for the ante-Spanish history of Mexi'co 
were made by Boturini,l who had come over to New Spain in 1736, on some agency for 
a descendant of Montezuma, the Countess de ' 
SantibafiC;z. Here he became {nterested in the 
antiquities of the country, and spent eight years 
roving about the country picking up manuscripts 
and picQlres, and seeking in vain for some one'to 
explain their hieroglyphics. Some action on his 
part incurring the displeasure of the public </.u
thorities, he was arrested, his collection 2 taken 
from him, and he was sent to Spairl. On, the voy
age an English cruiser captured the vessel in which 
he, was, and he thus 10,st whatever he 'chanced to 
ha~e with him.· What he ,left behind remained in 
the possession of the governm'imt, and beca~e the 
spoil of damp, revolutionists, and curiosity-seekers. 
Once again in Spain, Boturini sought redress of the 
Council of the Indies, and was sustained, by it in 
his petition; but neither he nor his heirs succeeded CLAVIGERO, .. 
in recovering his collection. He also prepared a 
book setting forth how he proposed, by the aid of these old manuscripts and pictures, to re
suscitate the forgotten history of the Mexicans. ,The book' is a jumble of notions; but 
appended to it was what gives it its chief value; a "Catilogo del Museo hist6rico Indiano," 
which tells us what the collection was. While it was thus denied to its collector, Mariano 
Veytia,' who had sympathized , with Boturini in Madrid, had possession, for a while at 
least, of a part of it, a~d made use of it in his lit'storia Antigua di Mlfieo, but it is 
denied, as usu,,-l1y stated, that the 'authorities upon his death (1778) prevented the publi
cation of his book. The student was deprived ()f Veytia's results till·his MS. was ably 
edited, with notes and an appendix, 1>'y C. F; Ortega (Mexico, 1836).8 Another, who was 
connected at a later day with the Boturini collection, and who was a more accurate writer 
than Veytia, was Antonio de Leon '1 Gama, born in Mexico in 1735. His Vescripcion 
IIistOricay Cro1lolOgica de las Dos Pied~as (Mexico, 1832)T was o~casionedby the finding, 
in 1790, of the ; great Mexican Calendar Stone and other sculptures in the Square of 
Mexic(), This ,work brought to bear Gama's great learning to the interpretation of these 
relics, and to an exposition of the astronomy and mythology of the ancient Me'xicans, 
in a way that secured the commendation of Humboldt.8 

omission of the most perplexing and contradic
tory points, than to deep research or new dis
coveries." 

1 See Vol. II. p. 41S. Brasseul de Bour
bourg's Rist. du ' Nations, Ci'lJ.'lisles, p. xxxii. 
Clavigero had described it. 

t He had collected nearly 500 Mexican paint
ings in all. AuBin (Notices, etc., p. 2r) says 
that Boturini nearly !exhausted the field in his 
searches, and with the collection of Sigiienza he 
secured all those cited by Ixtlilxochitl and the 
most of those concealed by the Indians, - of 
which mention is made by Torquemada. Saha
gUn, VaIadl!s, Zurita, aud others; and that the 
researches of 'Bustamante, Cubas, Gondra, and , 
others, up te? 1851, had not been able to add 

• much of importance to what ~oturini possessed. 

8 This portion of his , collection , has not been 
traced. The fact is indeed denied. 

• I dta de una nue'lJa' historia genera! de la 
America. stptentrioMi (Madrid, 1746); Carter
Brown, iii. 817; Brasseur's Bibl. Mez.-Guat., 
p. 261 Field, Ind. Bibliog., no. 159; Pinart, Cat,; 
logut, no. 134; 'Prescott, i. 160. 

6 Brasseur, Bibl. Mex.-Guat., p. 152., 
S Prescott, i. 24- Harrisse, Bib. Am. Vtf., calls 

Veytia's the beSt history of the ancient period 
yet (1866)" mitten. . . 

7 A second cd. (Mexico, 1S32) was augmented 
with notes and a life of the author, by Carlos 
Maria de Bustamante; Field, b.d. Biblio/i'" no. 
909; Brasseur's BiM. Mtx.-GUlIt" p, 68. ' 

8 Prescott, i. 133. Gama and others collected 
another class of hieroglyphics,ofless importance, 

• After a lithograph in Cumplido'. Mexican edition of Prescott'. Me,,;co, vol. iii. 
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During these years of uncertainty respecting the Boturini collection, a certain hold 
upon it seems to have been shared successively by Pichardo and Sanchez, by which in the 
end some part came to the Museo Nacional, in Mexico.1 It was also the subject of law
suits, which finally resulted in th~ dispersion of what w~s left by public auction, at a time 
when Humboldt was passing through Mexico, and some of its treasures were secured by 
hirp apd placed in the Berlin Museu~. Others passed hither and thither (a few to Kiogs
borough), but not in a way to obscure their paths, so that when, in 1830, Aubin was sent 
to Mexico by the French government, he was able to secure a considerable p;rtion of 
them, as the result of searches during the next ten years. It was with the purpose, some 

LORENZO BOTURINL" 

but still interesting as illustrating legal and ad
ministrative processes used in later times, in the 
relations of the Spaniards with the natives; and 
still others embracing Christian prayers, cate
chisms, etc., employed by the missionaries in the 
religious instruction (Aubin, Notiu, etc., 21). 
Humboldt (vol. xiii., pl. p. 141) gives "a law
suit in hieroglyphics." 

There was published (100 copies) at Madrid, 

in 1878, Pintura dd Co""-'ior, Aiea/du.Y R~Ci
dores de M!xieo, Codit:~ ~n C"ogl(jUo.r M!xieanos 
.Y en Imgwz Castel/ana'y A"f~ca, Erislnla m fa 
BiIJ/iot~ea d~f Excmo Sdior . DUIJIU tI~ Osuna,
a legal record of the later Spanish courts affect
ing the natives. 

1 Humboldt describes these collections wh'ich 
he knew at the beginning of the century, speaking 
of Jose Antonio Pichardo's as the finest. 

" After a lithograph in Cumplido's Mexican edition of Prescott's Mezi<o. There is an etched portrait in 
the Archives de /Q" Soc. Americai", tIe Prance, "tnl'lJelle serle, i., which is accompanied by an essay on this 
C< Pere de I' Americanisme," and "les sources aux quelles il a puise son precis d'histoire ' Am6ricaine," by 

, Leon Cahun. 
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years later, of assisting in the elucidation and publication of Aubin's collection that the 
Societe Americaine de france was established. The collection of historical records; as 

FRONTISPIECE OF BOTURINI'S ~DEA. 

VOL. I.-II 
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Aubin held it, was described, in ISSI, by himself,! when he divided his Mexican picture
writings into two classes, - those which had belonged to Boturini, and those which had 
not.2 Aubin at the same time described his collection of the Spanish MSS. of Ixtlilxo
chitl,8 while he congratulated himself that he had secured the old picture-writings upon 
which that native writer depended in the early part of his Historia Chichimeca. These 
Spanish MSS. bear the signature and annotations of Veytia. 

We have another description of the Aubin collection by Brasseur de Bourbourg.* 

1 Notice sur un, collection d'anliquit/s Mex;' 
caines, being. an extract from a M/mo;re sur /a 
peinture didactique et l'Ecriture figurative des 
Anciens Mex;ca;m (Paris, IS51; again, IS5~ 
IS61). Cf. papers in Revue Amlricaine et Or;' 
entale, 1st ser., iii., iv., and v. Aubin says that 
Humboldt found that part of the Boturini collec
tion which had been given over to the Mexi
can archivists diminished by seven eighths. He 
also shows how Ternaux-Compans (Crauatls 
Horribles, p. 275-289), Rafael Isidro Gondra (in 
Veytia, Hist. Ant. de lVlex., 1836, i. 49), and,.Bus
tamante have related the long contentions over 
the disposition of these relics, and how the Acad
emy of History at Madrid had even secured the 
suppression of a similar academy among the 
antiquaries in Mexico, which had been formed 
to develop the study of their antiquities. It was 
as a sort of peace - offering that the Spanish 
king now caused Veytia to be empowered to 
proceed with the work which Boturini had be
gun. This allayed the irritation for a while, but 
on Veytia's death (1769) it broke out again, when 
Gama was given possession of the collection, 
which he further increased. It was at Gama's 
death sold at auction, when Humboldt bought 
the specimens which are now in Berlin, and 
Waldeck secured others which he took to Eu
rope. It was from Waldeck that Aubin ac
quired the Boturini part of his collection. The 
rest of the collection remained in Mexico, and 
in the main makes a part at present of the Museo 
Nacional. But Aubin is a doubtful witness. 
~ubin says that he now proposed to refashion 

the Boturini collection by copies "{here he could 
not procure the originals; to add others, .em
b,racing whatever he could still find in the hands 
of the native population, and what had been 
collected by,Veytia, Gama, and Pichardo. In 
ISSI, when he wrote, Aubin had given twenty 
years to this task, and with what results the list 
of his MSS., which he appends to the account 
we have quoted, will show. 

These include in the native tongue: -
a: History of Mexico from A. D. 1064 to 1521, 

in fragments, from Tezozomoc and from Alonso 
Franco, annotated by Domingo Chimalpain (a 
copy). 

6. Annals of Mexico, written' apparently in 
1528 by one who had taken part in the defence 
of Mexico (an original). 

c. Several historical narratives on European 
paper, by Domingo Chimalpain, coming down 

to A. D. 1591, which have in great part been 
translated by Aubin, who considers them the 
most important documents which we possess. 

d. A history of Colhuacan and Mexico, lack
ing the first leaf. This is described as being 
in the handwriting of Ixtlilxochitl, and Aubin 
gives the dates of its composition as 1563 and 
1570 • It is what has later been known as the 
Codex Chimaipopoca. 

e. Zapata's history of Tlaxcalla. 
f. A copy by Loaysa of an original, from 

which Torquemada has copied several chapters. 
I The chief of the Boturini acquisition he 

enumerates as follows:-
a. Toltec annals on fifty leaves of. European 

paper, cited by Gamain his Desmpcion. hist~ 
rica. Cf. Brasseur, Nations Civilis/es, p.lxxvi. 

6. Chichimec annals, on Indian. paper, six 
leaves, of which ten pages consist of pictures, 
the original so-called Codex Chimaipopoca, of 
which Gama made a copy, also in the Aubin col
lection, as well as Ixtlilxochitl's explanation of 
it. A ubin says that he has used this account of 
Ixtlilxochitl to rectify that historian's blunders. 

c. Codex on Indian paper, having a picture of 
the Emperor Xolotl. 

d. A painting on prepared skin,. giving the 
genealogy of the Chichimecan chiefs, aCCOm
panied by the copies made by Pichardo and 
Boturini.. Cf. Archives, de la Soc. Amlr. de 
France, 2d ser., i. 283. 

t. Asynchronical history of Tepechpan and of 
Mexico, on Indian paper, accompanied by a 
copy made by Pichardo and an outline sketch 
of that in the Museo Nacional. 

Without specifying others which Aubin enu
merates, he gives as other acquisitions the fol
lowing in particular:-

a. Pichardo's copy of a Codex Mexicanus, 
giving the history of the Mexicans from their 
leaving Aztlan to 1590. 

6. An original Mexican history from the de
parture from Aztlan to 1569. 

c. Fragments which had belonged to Sigii
enza. 

8 Notice su" unt Co/ledion, etc., p. 12. 
4 Hist. dts Nations Civilis/ts (i. pp. xxxi,lxxvi, 

etc.; d. MUller's Cllip!, i. 317, 320, 323). Bras
seur in the same place describes his own collec
tion; and it may be further followed in his Bib/. 
Mex.- Guat., and in the Pinart Catalogue. Dr. 
Brinton says that we owe much for the preserva
tion during late years of Maya MSS. to Don 
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-If we allow the first place among native writers, using the Spanish tongue, to Ixtlilxo
chitl, we find several others of considerable service: Diego Munoz Camargo, a Tlaxcallan 
Mestizo, wrote (1585) a His/oritz tie Tlazeallan.1 Tezozomoc's Croniea Memana is 
probably best known through Temaux's version,' and there is anItaIian abridgment in 
F. C. Marmocchi's Raceollll tli Viaggi (vol. x.). The catalogue of Boturini discloses a 

ICAZBALCETA.· 

Juan Pio Perez, and that the best existing col
lection of them is 'that of Canon Crescendo 
Carrillo y Ancona. Jose F. Ramirez (see Vol. 
II. p. J98) is another recent Mexican collector, 
and his MSS. have been in one place and another 
in the market of late years. Quaritch's recent 
catalogues reveal a number of them, includ
ing his own MS. Caldlo/{O de ColeuUmes (Jan., 
1888, no. 171), and some of his unpublished 
notes 00 Prescott, not included in those .. notas y 
eccliLrecimientos" appended to Navarro's trans
lation of the C""'lUl!st of MexielJ (Catal., 1885, 
no. 28.502). The several pUblications of Uon 
de Rosny point us to' scattered specimens. In 
his Doc. Icrits de r AntifJuitl Amlr. he gives the 
fac-simile of a colored Aztec map. A MS. in 
th", collection of the Corps .Legislatif, in Paris, 
and that of the Codex Indiae Meridionalis are 
figured in his Emu svr k dI,ltiffrmunl, ek. (PL 

ix, x). In the Areltives tk laSot:. Amlr. tk Prance. 
n. s., vol. L, etc., we find plates of the' Mappe ' 
Tiotzin, and a paper of Madier de Montja'll 
" sur quelques manoscrits figuratifs de I' Ancien 
M,huque." Cf. also Anal .. del MuseD, viiL 

Cf. for further mention of collections the RI!o 
vue OrienIale d Amlriea;IU!; Cyrus Thomas in 
the Am. AntifJllaria", May, 1884 (vol. vi.); and 
the more comprehensive enumeration in the in
troduction . to Domenech's Manw,rit pie/WI>
pltifJlle. Orozco y' Berra, in the introduction to 
his Geografo de las Lmguas JI Carta Etnogrdjiea 
(Mexico, 1864), speaks of the assistance he ob
tained from the collections of Ramirez and of 
lcazba1ceta. 

1 See Vol. II. p: 418. 
2 See Vol. II. p. 418. Bandelier calls this 

French version .. utterly unreliable." 

• [After a photograph kindly furnished by bintself at the editor'. request. - ED.] 
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MS. by a Cacique of Quiahuiztlan, Juan Ventura Zapata y Mendoza, which brings the
Cronica de la muy noble y real Ciudad de Tlarcallan from the earliest times down to, 
1689; but it is not now known. 'Torquemada and others cite two native Tezcucan writers, 
- Juan Bautista Pomar, whose IRelacion de las Antigiiedades de los Indios 1 treats of the 
manners of his ancestors, and Antonio Pimentel, whose Relaciones are well known. The 
MS. Cr'onica Mericana of Anton Mufion Chimalpain (b. 1579), tracing the annals from 
the eleventh century, is or was among the Aubin MSS.t There was collected before 1536, 
under the orders of Bishop Zumarraga, a number of aboriginal tales and traditions, which 
under the title of Historia de los Mericanos POl' sus Pinturas was printed by Icazbalceta, 
who owns the MS., in the A nales del Museo Nacional (ii. no. 2).8 

As regards Yucatan, Brasseur· speaks of the scantiness of the historical material, and 
Brinton 6 does not know a single case where a Maya author has written in the Spanish 
tongue, as the, Aztecs did, under Spanish influence. We owe more to Dr. D'aniel Gar
rison Brinton than to anyone else for the elucidation of the native records, and he had 
had the advantage of the collection of Yucatan MSS. formed by Dr. C. H. Beren'dt,6 
which, after that gentleman's death, passed into Brinton's hands. 

After the destruction of the ancient records by Landa, considerable efforts were made 
throughout Yucatan, in a sort of reactionary spirit, to recall the lingering recollections 
of what these manuscripts contained. The grouping of such recovered material became
known as Chilan Balam.7 It is from local collections of this kind that Brinton selected the 
narratives which he has published as The Maya Chronicles, being the first volume of his 
Library of Aboriginal American Literature. The original texts 8 are accompanied by an 
English translation. One of the books, the ChiJan Balam of Mani, had been earlier printed 
by Stephens, in his Yucatan.' The only early Spanish chronicle is Bishop Landa's Rela
tion des choses de Yucatan,lO which follows not an original, but a copy of the bishop's 
text, written, as Brasseur thinks, thirty years after Landa's death, or about 1610, and 
which Brasseur first brought to the world's attention when he published his edition, with 
both Spanish and French texts, at Paris, in 1864. The MS. seems to have been incom-

1 This is Beristain's title. Torquemada, Ve-. Maya chief, Nakuk Pech, in 1562, to recount the. 
tancurt, . and SigUenza cite it as Memorias' his- story of the Spanish conquest of Yucatan. 
t4ricas; Brasseur, Bib. Mexico-Guat., p. 122. 9 This was in 1843, when Stephens made his. 

~ Cf. .. Les Annales Mexicaines," by Remi English translation from Pio Perez's Spanish 
Simeon in the Archives de 10 Soc.' Am!r. tk version, Antigua Chronologia Yucaleca; and 
France, n. s.,. vo!. ii. from Stephens's text, Brasseur gave it a French 

8 It is cited by Chavero as Codex Zumdrraga. rendering in his edition of Landa. ·(Cf. also his 
4 Hist. Nat. Civ., ii. 577. Nat. Civilis!es, ii. p. 2.) Perez, who in Stephens's 
6 Aboriginal Amer. Authors, P.29. ,Cf. Ban- opinion (Yucatan, ii. 117) was the bes~ Maya 

lI.elier's Bibliograp"-v of Yucatan in Am. Anti". scholar in that country, made notes, which Valen
Soc. Proc., n. s., vol. i. p. 82. Cf. the references tini published in his" Katunes of Maya History," 
in Brasseur, Hist. Nal. Civ., and in Bancroft, in the Pro. of the Amer. Anti". Soc., Oct., 1879 
Nat. Races, v. . (Worcester, 1880), but they had earlier been 

6 Cf. Mem. of Berendt, by Brinton (Worcester, printed in Carrillo's Hist. J' Geog-. de Yucala" 
1884). (Merida, 1881). Bancroft (Nat. Races, v. 624) 

7 Cf. Brinton on the MSS. in the languages of reprints Stepho:ns's text with notes from Bras
Cent. America, in Amer. Jour. of Science, xcvii. seur. 
222; and his Books of Chilan Balam, the pr(Jo The books of Chilan Balam were used both 
phetic and historical records of thi! Mayas. of by Cogolludo and Lizana; and Brasseur printed 
Yucatan (PhiIad., 1882), reprinted from the Pmn some of them in the Mission Scientifi"ue au 
Monthly, March, '1882. Cf. also the Transac- Mexif/ue. They are described in CarriIIo'~ Di
tions of the Phi/ad. Numislnatic ant! Anti"uo- sertadon sobre la IIisloria de lettgua Maya 4 Yu-
rian Soc. _ cateca (Merida, 1870). 

8 This is in the alphabet adopted by'the early 10 Brasseur,Bi6. Mex.~Guat., P.30. See Vol. 
missionaries. The volume contains the" Books II. p. 429. The Spanish title is Relacion de las 
of Chilan Balam," written" not later than 1595," Cosas de Yucatan. 
and also the" Chac Xulub Chen," written by a 
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plete, and was perhaps inaccurately copied at the time. At, this date (1864) Brasseur had 
become an' enthusiast for his theory of the personification of the forces of nature iri the old 
recitals, and there was some distrust how far hi~ ~eal had affected his, text; and more
{)ver he had not published the entire text, but had omitted about one sixth. Brasseur's 
method of editing became apparent when, in 1884> at Madrid, Juan de Dios de la Rada y 
Delgado published literally the whole Spanish text, as an appendix to the Spanish tr,ansla
tiOl~ of Rosny's essay on the , hieratic writing. The Spanish editor pointed out some but 
not all the differences between his text and Brasseur's, - a scrutiny which Brinton has 
perfected in his Critical Remarks on lite Editions of Landa's Writings (PhiIad., 1887).1 

PROFESSOR DANIEL G. BRINTON. 

Landa gives extracts from a work by Bernardo LiZllna, relating to Yucatan,of which it 
is difficult to get other informi'"tion.i, The earliest published historical narrative was 
Cogolludo's Historia de Yucatha1l (Madrid, 1688). 8 Stephens, in his study Ilf the subject, 

1 From the Proc. of Ilu Amer. Philos. Srx., 
xxiY. 

i Cf. Bandelier in Am. Anliq. SOt. Proc., n. s., 
vol. i, p. 88. . 

• The second edition was called Los tru Sir
JOI tit la Domination EspaiUJla;n Yucatan (Cam· 
peche and Merida; ~ vols., 1842, 1845). It was 
edited unsatisfactorily by ] usto Sierra. Cf. Vol 
IL p. 429; Brasseur,Oi6. Mtz.-Gual.; p. 47· 

This,like Juan deVilIagutierre Soto-Mayor's 
Hi,/wia wit la , Confjui!ta a( la Pr/Jflineia at ," 
Ilu, rtauedon, y progrtlSos at la at tI Latantion, 
JI otrtJI nadonlS at Inaio, Oa,·6aros, de la meaia- , 

don tit tl Rtynotlt Gautimala; a las P"lJfIindas 
tit Yucatan, tn la America Stptmt,-wnal (Miulrid, 
1701), (which, says Bandelier, is of importance 
for that part of Yucatan which has remained un
explored), has mostly to do with the Indians 
under the Spanish rule, but the books are not 
devoid of usefulness in the study of the early 
tribes. ' 

Of the modem comments on the Yucatan an
ci~nt history, those of Brasseur in his Nationr 
CM/isk, are more to be tru.~ted than his in-" 
traduction t;' his edition;'f Landa, whi~h needs ' 
to he taken with due recognition of his later 

'" 
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speak~ of it as "voluminous, confused. and iU-digested," and says "it might almost be 
called a history of the Fr.mdscan friars, to which order Cogolllldo belonged." 1 

The nati\"e sources of the aboriginal history of GU:ltemaIa. and of what is sometimes 
called the QuicM-Cal.:chiquel Empire, are not abundant,' but the most important are the 
pqp.J V .. A, a traditional book of the QuicMs, and the i1Ia1iNW/ tI.t T«j<r .. Atill-.. 

The P"""I ,. .. A was disco\"ered in the library of the unh-ersily at Guatemab., prob,lbIy 
not far from 1700,' by Fr.mcisco Ximenu, a missionary in a mountain \ilb",<>e of the 
country. Ximenea did not find the original Quicll~ book, but a copy of it. made after it 
was lost, and later than the Conquest, which we may infer was n:produced from memory 
to n:place the lost text. and in this way it may have rec:eh-ed some admixture of Christi;an 
thought.' It was this sort of a text that Ximenea turned into Spanish; and this \-ersion, 
with the cop)" of the Quich~, which Ximenea also Ill<I.de, is wh;at has come down to us. 
Karl Scherzer, a German tr;a\"eller' in the country, found Xi menu' work, which h;ad 
seemingly passed into the unh-ersity library on the suppn:ssion of the monasteries, ~nd 
which, as he supposes, had not been printed because of some disagreeable things in 
it about the Sp."Ulish treatment of the nath-es. Scherzer edited the MS., which was 
published as us Hislqnas ad Origrll al l.as /lIa,-..s al £sl(l PrM-u..."i" '" G •• lnt.J.,. 
(Vienna, 1857). 

Br;asseur, who had seen the Ximenea MSS. in 1855, considered the Spanish l'erSion 
untrustworthy, and so \\;th the aid of soft'le natives he ga\-e it a French rendering, and 
republished it a few years later as P"p.>1 I'MA. u Ln-n s.,..,..IIJ I~s IIIjIAIS oM r .lIlipill 
"lIlln,fillil" av ... ·It'S livns A1rpi'l"'s d Aislwiljllu .1lS Q"kAls. OIltl'nlC' tm"gi •• / tks 
,ildig;'.ilS iii GII,,/lNfala, I~x# Q"l~-AI d tr(l.f. .Tr-f(lm ,.,. r~'IIT'1, .u("qlltjw$,"'& til IINa 
j>leil"I,~7'iq-",s II .'NII rolll.ulliairl SIITI"'IIf)'IA<XQg,i II la lIfigrflfl-..IIS IIu ~.IUs .... -iou 
", fA .In''! .. " ,1<:'., rompwl SlIT au .1. ... -.lIlntls tm"gill.r.r II i.'''ils (Paris, 1861)' 

Br;asseur's introduction bears the special title: Dissn-la#"11 SIIr I~s -"',A,s al f_#piIL 
AIIl/ri,aill' SlIT la jrAAzllilit! ,;a C"",JllNII1;;aJionu crisla.t ".dnrllntnlJtI' •• C,.Ji.nl 
.i f""tn, II s"r lIS migrcr/itllfs .f~s frNpilS illm"g;'lIls d~ r A.wlnq1U',-in which he took 
occasion to elucidate his theory of cataclysms and Atlantis. He speaks of his annot:r 
tions as the results of his observations among the Quiches and of his prolonged studies. 
He calls the Pqp"l rNA rather a national than a sacred book,' and thinks it the original in 

vagaries; and Brinton has studied their history 
at some length in the introduction to his If/~ 
CItNmdu. The first volume of Eligio Ancona's 
Hisl. d". Y ..... ,"'. covers the early period. See 
V 01. II. P. 4~ Brinton c:alls it .. disappoint
ingly superficial." There is much that is popu
larly retrospective in the various and not always 
stable contributions of Dr. Le Plongeon. and 
his wife. The last of Mrs. Le Plongeon's pa
",'15 is one on "The Monas, ·their customs, 
laws., religion," in the lfl.~: A ... ,.. NISI., Aug .. 
ISS7. Bancroft's serond volume groups the ne
cessary references to every pha..-.e of Maya his
tory. Cf. Chamay, English translation, ch. IS; 
and Geronimo Castillo's Di..-n--;. HisI';';' .. , 
#I"qgr.iji ... Y __ ".",1 tI, 1' ..... 1_ (Merida. 
1866). Of Crescendo CUTillo Jlnd his Hisl • .,.. 
AIftig1<_ J, )i.",t... (M':rida, ISS1), Brinton 
says: .. I know of no other Yucatecan who has 
equal enthusiasm or so just an estim .. te of the 
antiquarian riches of his native land" (A ...... 
HtnI If/yt4s, 147). Bastian summarizes the hi:.-
lory of 'Yucatan and Guatemala in the second 
volume of his C,,/htrlihldl1''''$ "'I ... A.,...-iltt. 

I 1'''''''''., ii. 79-

, See C. H. Berendt on the hist. docs. of Gua
temala in S.,il,i_ioIlI 1t.'1jwt. I$;6. Then is a 
partial bibliography of Guatemala in W. T. 
Brigham's G .... u...J. 1M I~ 0/ 1M (!wt».I 
(N. Y., ISS;), and another by Bandel~ in the 
A_. A"Ii". $N. PWc .. Do s.."rol. i. P. 101. The 
references in ~ur's Hist,J\ .... tiMs Cmli.$, 
:md in Bancroft's /'{J:titY S_. YO!. T .. will be a 
rudy means fur c:ollating the early sources. 

• Scherzer and Brasseur are SOIIIewhat at Tali
anee here. 

t • There an: SOllIe coincidences bet1n!en the 
Old Testament and the Quiche MS. which are 
certainly srutling.» Miillu's Clip. i. 3·:S. 

6 n-......un..~ ,J.,..A Jil aiIM-A~ 
"'·4 .... i--iYisl"",l ... (Braunschweig. ISS7-an Eng
lish tr.mslation, London. ISS;). 

• Leclerc. no. IJ05-
T 11. H. Bancroft, J\'i.tJ. S",,-n,. ii. 115; ill., ch. 

3, and T. 170> 5"7, gives a c;onvenient C\\Ild.m .. <;&

tion of the book. and says thaI MUlIer misc0n
ceives in SOllIe parts of his summary, and !HI 
Baldwin in his A .. -it1II A-m-... P.191, follows 
Miiller. Helps. Sp.llisA CMfWst. iT. App.. g1'"O!s 
a bri..f synopsis, - the first one done in English. 
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some part of the .. Livre divin des Tol~ques," the Teo-Amoxtli.1 Brinton avers that 
neither Ximenez nor Brasseur has adequately translated the Quich~ text,S and sees no 
reason to think tbat tbe matter has been ill any way influenced by the Spanish contact. 
emanating indeed long before that event j and be has based some studies upon it.· In 
this opilrion Bandelier is at variance, at least as regards the first portion, for he believes 
it to have been written after the Conquest and under Christian influences.. Brasseur in 
some of his other writings has further discussed the matter.6 

The Me1llOl'ial of Tecpan-Atitlan, to use Brasseur's title, is an incomplete MS.,
found in 1844 by Juan Gavarrete in rearranging the MSS. of the convent of San Fran
cisco, of Guatemala, and it was by Gavarrete that a Spanish version of Brasseur's ren
dering was printed in 1873 in the Boletin de la Sociedad economica de Guatemala (nos. 
29-43). Tbis translation by Brasseur, made in 1856, was never printed by him, but, pass
ing into Pinart's bands with· Brasseur's collections,' it was entrusted by that collector to 
Dr. Brinton, who selected tbe parts of interest (46 out of 96 pp.), and included it as vol. vi. 
in. his LiOrary of Aboriginal A meman Literature, under the title of Tlte annals of tlte 
Callclti'luels . . TIte original tcrt, witlt a translation, notes, anti introduction (Philadel
phia, 1885). 

Brinton disa~ees with Brasseur in placing the date of .its beginning towards the open
ing of the eleventh century, and puts it rather at about A. D. 1380. Brasseur says he 
received the original from Gavarrete, and it would seem to have been a copy made be
tween 1620 and 1650, though it bears internal evidence of having been 'rritten by one 
who was of adult age at the time of the Conquest. 

Brinton's introduction discusses the ethnological position of the Cakchiquels, who he 
thinks had been separated from the Mayas for a long period. 

The next in importance of the Guatemalan books is the work of Francisco Antonio de 
Fuentes y Guzman, Historia tie Guatemala, 0 Recordllcion florida escrita el siglo rvii., 'lue 
publica por primera 'Iml con notas I ilustraciones 7. Zaragoza (Madrid, 1882-;83), being 
vols. I and 2 of the Biblioteca tie los amencanislas. The original MS., dated 16<}o, is in 
the archives of the city of Guatemala. Owing to a tendency of the ·author to laud the 

1 Max Muller dissents from this. Cltips, i. 
326. Muller reminds us, if we are suspicious of 
the disjointed manner of what has come down 
to us as the Popul Vult, that "consecutive his
tory is altogether a modern idea, of which few 
only of the ancient nations bad any conception. 
If we bad the exact words of the Popul Vult, we 
should probably find no more history there than 
we find in the Quiche! MS. as it now stands." 

S Cf. A&wig. Amer. Aulltors, p. 33. 
a TIte "alfus tif tlte gods in tlte Kkltl My tits 

tif Cenlral America (Philad., 1881), from the 
PrIX. Amer. Philos. Sf». He gives his reasons 
(p. 4) for the spelling Kic/zl. 

. ' Cf. Am. Alllig. Soc. PrIX., n. s., vol. i. 109; 
and his paper, "On the Sources of the Aborig
inal Hist. of Spanish America," in the Am. 
Asso. Ath!. Sci. PrIX., xxvii. 328 (Aug., 1878). 
In the PeolJotIy Mus. Elromllt Report, p. 391, he 
says of it that .. it appears to be for the first 
chapters an evident fabrication, or at least ac
commodation of Indian mythology to Christian 
notions, -a pious fraud; but the bulk is an 
equally evident collection of original traditions 
of the Indians of Guatemala, and as such the 
most valuable work for the aboriginal history 
and ethnology of Central America." 

6 Hist.Nat. Civ., i.47. S'iI ~xiste dessources de 
r "istoire primitive du MlxifJue dans les ",on,.
'IIenls Igyptims et de r histoir~ primili1J~ de ra,ui~n 
mOllde dans les monuments Amlricains i'. (1864), 
which is an extract from his Latlda's Relation. 
Cf. Bollaert, in the Royal SIX. tif Lit. Trans., 
1863. Brasseur (Bib. Mex.-Guat., p. 45; Pinart, 
no. 231) also speaks of another Quiche! docu
ment, of which his MS. copy is entitled Titulo 
de los Sdiores de Tolonicapan, eserito en lengua 
Quichl, d ano de I554>Y traduddo at Castellano 
e/ ano de IR.N,Por eI Padre Dionisio 70s1 Cltollay, 
illd{gena, wh!ch tells the story of the Quiche 
race some~t differently from the Popul Vuh. 

6 See Vol· II. p, 419 . 
7 It stands in Brasseur's Bib. Mex.-Gual., p. 

13, as Memorial de Tecpatl-Alitlan (Solola), Itis
loire des deux familIes royales du .. oya,.me des 
CakcltifJuels d'Iximcltl fJU Guatlmala, rEdig! en 
langue Cak,hifJuile par Ie prince Don Franciscl) 
Ernanta Arana-Xahila, des rois AhpoIlols11es, 
where Brasseur speaks of it as analogous to the 
Popul Vult, but with numerous and remarkahle 
variations. The MS. remained in the keeping 
of Xahila till 1562, when Francisco Gebuta 
Queh received it and continued it (Pinarl Cata
logue, no. 35). 
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natives, modern historians have looked with some suspicion on his authority, and _ have 
pointed out inconsistencies and suspected errors.1 Of a later writer, Ramon de Ordoliez 
(died about 1840), we h~ve only the rough draught of a Historia de la creacion del Cielo y 
de la tierra, conforme al sistema <ie la gentilidad Amencana, which is of importance for 
traditions.2 This manuscript, preserved in the Museo National in Mexico, is all"that now 
exists, representing the perfected work. _ Brasseur (Bib. Mex.-Guat., 113) 'had a copy of 
this draught (made in 1848-49). The original fair copy was sent to Madrid for the press, 
a~d it is suspected that the,Council for the Indies suppressed it in 180S. Ramon cites a 
manuscript Hist. de la Provo de San Vicente de Chiappas y Goatlzemala, wl)ich is perhaps 
the same as the Cronica de la Provo de Chiapas y Guatemala, of which the seventh book 
is in the Mus~o Nacional (Am. Antiq. Soc. Proc., n. s., i. 97; Brasseur, Bib. Mex.-Guat., 
IS7)· 

The work of Antonio de Remesal is sometimes cited as Historia general de -las Indias 
occidentales, y particular de la gobernacion de Chiapas y Guatemala, and sometimes as 
Historia de la provincia de San Vicente de Chyapa y Guatemala (Madrid, 1619, 1620).8 

Bandelier (A mer. A ntiq. Soc. Proc., i. 95) has indicated the leading sources of the his
tory of Chiapas, so closely associated with Guatemala. To round the study of the abo
riginal' period 'of this Pacific region, we may find !,omething in Alvarado's letters on the 
Conquest; 4 in Las Casas for the interior parts, and ill Alonso de Zurita's Relacion, 1560," 
as respects the QuicM tribes"which ~s the source of much in Herrera.8 For Oajaca (Oa
xaca, Guaxaca) the special source is Francisco de Burgoa's Geogrd.Jica descnpcion de la 
parte septentrional del Polo Artico de la Amenca, etc. (Mexico, 1674), in two quarto vol
umes, - or at least it is generally so regarded. Bandelier, who traces the works on Oajaca 
(A mer. Antiq. Soc. Proc., n. S., i. liS), says there is a book of a modern writer, Juan B. 
Carriedo, which follows Burgoa largely. Brasseur (Bib. Mex.-Guat., p. 33) speaks of 
Burgoa as the only source which remains of the native history of Oajaca. He says it is a 
very rare book, even in Mexico. He largely depends upon its full details in some parts 
of his Natialls Civilisees (iii. livre 9). Alonso de la Rea's Cronica de Mechoacan (Mexico, 
1648) and Basalenque's Cromca de San Augustin de Mechoaca", (Mexico, 1673) are books 
which Brinton complains he could,find in 1\0 library in the United States. 

1 See Vol. II. 419; Bancroft, Nat. Raus, v. 
5«>4; Bandelier in Am. Antiq. Soc. Proc., i. 105. 
Bandelier' (Peabody Mus. Repts., ii. 391) 'says 
that it is now acknowledged that the Recordation 
.florida of Fuentes y Guzman is "full of exag
gerations and 'misstatements." Brasseur (Bi". 
Me.%'.-Guat., pp. 65, 87), in speaking of Fuentes' 
Nolicia histmca de los i1ldios de Guatemala (of 
which manuscript he had a copy), says that he 
had access to a great tlumber of native docu
ments, but'profited little by them, either because 
he could not' read them, or his translators de
ceived him. Brasseur adds that Fuentes' account 
of the Quiche rulers is "un inauvais roman qui 
n'a pas Ie sens commun." This last is -a manu
script used by Domingo Juarros in his Compe'.'
dio de la historia de la dud ad de Guatemala 
(Guatemala, 18.olI-1818, in two vols.-become 
rare), but reprinted in the Museo GllrJtemalteco, 
1857. The El\glish translation, by John Baily, 
a merchant living in Guatemala, was published 
as a Statistical and Comm.reial History 0/ Guat~ 
mala (Lond., (823). Cf. Vol. II. p. 419. Fran
cisco Vazquez depended largely on native writ
ers in his Crollica de la Prwincia d. Guatemala 
(Guatemala,1714-16). (See VoI.lI. p. 419.) 

2 See note in Bancroft, iii. 451. 
8 Vol. II. 419. Helps (iii. 300), speaking of 

Remesal, says: .. He had access to the archives 
of Guatemala early in the seventeenth century, 
and he is one of those excellent writers so dear 
to the students of history, who is not prone to 
declamation, or rhetoric, or picturesque writing, 
but indulges us largely by the introduction every
where of most important historical documents, 
copied boldly into the text." 

4 Vol. II. 419. 
6 Vol. II. 417. 
8 E. G. Squier printed in 1860 (see Vol. II. p. 

vii.) Diego Garcia de Palacio's Carta dirigida a/ 
Rey de Espana, ano IS76, under the English title 
of Description 0/ the ancimt Prwi,ues of Guasa
cupan, Isalco, Cuscatlan, and Chiquimuia in Gua~ 
lemala, which is also included in Pacheco's CIJo 
/eceion. vol. vi. Bandelier refers to Estevan 
Aviles' Historill de Guatemala desde los liempos 
de los Indios (Guatemala, 1663). A good repu
tation belongs to a modern work, Francisco de 
Paula Garcia Pelaez's M.mo1'ias para la Historill 
del a1lliguo reyno dt Guattmala (Guatemala, 
1851-53, in three vols.). 
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We trace the aboriginal condition of Nicaragua in Peter Martyr, Oviedo, Torquemada, 
and IxtlilxochitLl 

The earliest general account of all these ancient peoples whil;h we have in En~lish is 
in the Hislory of America, by William Robertson, who describes the condition o~ Mexico 
at the time ot the Conquest, and epitomizes the early Spanish accounts of the natives. 
Prescott and Helps followed in his steps, with new facilities. Albert Gallatin brought the 
powers of a vigorous int~llec~ to bear, though but cursorily, upon the subject, in his 
.. Notes on the semi-civilized nations of Mexico, Yucatan, and Central America," in the 
Amer. Ethnological Society's Transactions (N. Y., 1845, vol. i.), and he was about the 
first to recognize the dangerous pitfalls of the pseudo-historical narratives of these peo
ples. The Native Races' of H. H •. Bancroft was the first very general sifting and massing 
in English of the great confusion of material upon their condition, myths, languages, an· 
tiquities, and history.· The archzological remains are. treated by Stephens for Yucatan 
and Central America, by Dr. Le Plongeon 4 for Yucatan, by Ephraim G. Squier for l:'ica
ragua and Central America in general,' by Adolphe F. A. Bandelier in his communica
tions to the Peabody Museum and to the Archzplogical Institute of America,· and by 
Professor Daniel G. Brinton in his editing of ancient records 'and in his mythological 
and linguistic studies, referred to elsewhere. To these may be added, as completing the 
English references, various recoms of personal observations.8 

I For details follow the references in Bras
seur's Nat. Civil.; Bancroft's Nat. Races; Ste
phens's Nicaragua, ii. 305, etc.' See the introd. 
of Brinton's Gutgiim<e (PlUlad;, 1883), for the 
Nahuas and Mangues of Nicaragua. 

2 Leclerc, no. 1070. Bancroft summarized the 
history of these ancient peoples in his vol .. ii. 
ch. 2, and goes into detail in his vol. v. 

• He condenses the early Mexican history in 
his Mtxico, i. ch. 7. There are recent condensed 
narratives, in which avail has been had of the 
latest developments, in Baldwin's Ancimt Amer

.ka, ch. 4> and Short's Nortk Americans of An-
l'fJuity. 

f Mrs. Alice D. Le Plongeon has printed vari
ous summarized popular papers, like the" Con' 
<luest of the Mayas," in the Mag. Amer. Hist., 
April and June, 1888. 

6 A list of Squier's published writings was ap
pended to the Catalogue of S"ui'" s Library, 
prepared by Joseph Sabin (N. Y., 1876), as sold 
at that time. By this it \Lppears that his earliest 
study of these subjects was a ,review of Buxton's 
Migrations of tkt Ancitnt Mexicans, read before 
the London Ethnolog. Soc., and printed in 1848 
in the Edinb. Nrw Pkilosopk. Mag., vol. xlvi. 
Hi. first considerable contribution was his Trav
,Is in Cmt. Amtrica, particularly in Nicaragua, 
witk a dtscription of its aboriginal monummts 
(London and N. Y., 1852-53). .He supple
mented this by some popular papers in HaYp'y's 
Mag., 1854, 1855. (Cf. Hist. Mag., iv. 65; Pul
na",'s Mag., xii. 549.) A year or two later he 
~ommunicated papers on "Les Indiens Guatu
sos du Nicaragua," and "Les indiens Xicaqq,es 
du Honduras," to the Nouvdlts Annal .. des 
Voyagts (1856,1858), and" A Visit to the Gua
jiquero Indians" to Harper's Mag.,1859. In 

1860, Squier projected th" publication of a Col
ltc/ion of (Jocuments, but only a letter (1576) of 
Palacio was printed (Icazbalceta, Bibl. Mtx., i. 
p. 326). He had intended to make the series 
more correct and with fewer omissions than Ter
n~ux had allowed himself. His material, then 
the result of ten years' gathering, had ·been 
largely secured through the instrumentality of 
Buckingham Smith. (See Vol. It p. vii.) 

6 "Art of war and mode of warfare of the An
cient Mexicans" (Ptabody Mus. Rtpt., no. x.)_ 

"Distribution and tenure of lands, and the cus
toms with respect to inheritance among the an
cient Mexicans" (Ibid. no. xL). 

"Special organizations and mode of govern
ment of the,ancient Mexicans" (Ibid. no. xii.). 

These papers reveal much thorough study 
of the earlier writers on the general condition 01 
the ancient people of Mexico, and the student 
finds much help in their full references. It was 
this manifestation of his learning that led to his· 
appointment· by the Archaeological Institute.
the fruit of his labor in their behalf appearing 
in his Rtporl of an Arckaological Touy in Mex
ico, r88r, which constitutes the second' volume 
(1884) of the Paptrs of that body; In his third 
section he enlarges upon the condition of Mex
iCo at the time of the Conquest. His explora
tion!! covered the 'region from Tampico to Mex
ico citj. 

TLibrary of Aboriginal American Littraturt, 
(Philadelphia. ) 

8 James H. McCulloh, aft officer of the U, S. 
army, published' Rellar,k .. on America (BaIt., 
1816), expanded later into Restarckts, pMlosopki
cal and anti"uarian, co,z<trn;ng tk, original His
tory of America (Baltimore, 1829). His fifth and 
sixth parts concern the" Institutions of the Mex-
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During the Amerjcan Civil War, when there were hopes of some permanence for French 
influence in Mexico, the French government made some organized efforts to further the 
study of the antiquities of the country, and "the results were published in the Archives 

) 

BRASSEUR DE BOURBOURG." 

de la Commission Scientijique dt, Mer
ique (Paris, 1864-69, in 3 vols.).1 The 
Abbt! Brasseur de Bourbourg, who took 
a conspicuous part in this labor, has 
probably done more than any other 
Frenchman to bring into order the stu
dies upon these ancient races, and in 
some directions he is our ultimate 
source. Unfortunately his character as 
an archreological expounder did not im
prove as he went on, and he grew to be 
the expositor of some wild notions that 
have proved" acceptable to few. He 
tells us that he first had his attention 
turned to American archreology by the 
report, which had a short run in Euro
pean circles, of the discovery of a Ma
cedonian helmet and weapons in Brazil 
in 1832, and by a review of Rio's report 
on Palenqu~, which he read in the. 
70urnal des Savants. Upon coming 
to America, fresh from his studies in 
Rome, he was made professor of history 

in the seminary at Quebec in 1845-46, writing at that time a His/oire du Canada, of little 
value. Later, in Boston, he perfected his English and read Prescott. Then we find him 
at Rome poring over the Coder Vaticanus, and studying the Coder Borgianus in the 
library of the Propaganda. In 1848 he returned to the United States, and, embarking at 
New Orieans for Mexico, he found himself on shipboard in the company of the new French 
minister, whom he accompanied, on landing, to the city of Mexico, being made almoner to 
the legation. This official station gave him some advantage in beginning his researches, 
in which Rafael Isidro Gondra, the director of the Museo, with the curators of the vice-, 
regal archives, andJos~ Maria Andrade, the librarian of the university, assisted him. 

ican Empire," and" The ·nations inhabiting Gua
temaia" (Field, no. 987). 

G. F. Lyon's Journal of a resit/mee and tour in 
the Republic of Mexico (Lond.; 1826, 1828). 

Brantz Mayer's Mexico as it was and as ;t ;s, 
and his more comprehensive Mexico, AgIU, 
Spanish and Republican (Hartford, 1853), which 

. includes an essay on the ancient civilization. 
Mayer had good opportunities while attached to 
the United States legation in Mexico, but of 

. course he wrote earlier than the later develop-
ments (Field, no. 1038). • 

The distinguished English anthropologist, E. 
B. Tylor's Anahuac; or, Mexico and the Mexi
caltS, andmt and modern (London, 1861), is a 
readable rendering of the outlines of the 'ancient 
history, and he describes such of the archzolog
ical remains as feU in his. way. 

H. C. R. Becher's Trip to Mexico (London, 
ISSo)'has an appendix on the ancient races. 

F. A. Ober's Travels in Jl.fexicD (1884). 
1 The important papers are:-Tome I. Bras

seur de Bourbourg. Es¥uisus d'histoire, d'ar
chiologU, d'et/mographie et de linguisti¥ue. Gros. 
Renseignements sur les monuments andens situls 
dans les environs de Mexico. - Tome II. Br. de 
Bourbourg. Rapport sur les ruines de Mayapall 
et d'Uxmal au Yucatan. Hay. Renseignemmts 
sur Texcoco. Dolfus, Montserrat efPavie. ME
moiru eI notes glologi¥ues. - Tome III. D~utre
laine. Rapports sur Ie! ruines tie Mitla, sur la 
pierre dl Tlalnejanlla, sur un mss. mexica;n 
(avec fac-simile). Guillemin Tarayre. Rapport 
sur'rexploralion minlralogi¥ue des rlgions tnexi
eaines. Simeon. Nole sur la numlration des 
a"aens Mexicains. 

• Follows an etching published in the Annua;r. d. /a Societe Amer;ca; ... d. Pra .. c., 1875. He died at 
Nice, Jan. 8, 1874, aged 59 years. 
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Later, he gave himself to the study of the Nahua tongue, under the guidance of Faustino 
Chimalpopoca Galicia, a descendant of a brother of Monte£uma, then a professor in the 
college of San Gregorio. In 18S1 he was ready to print at Mexico, in ,French and Span
ish, his Ldlru po'" .m-vir tl'illlrf)(/tU:IitnI~ 1'!listoiT, PriMitiv, des IUlCimtteS "afiq"s nvi
lides tiM MlriftU, addressed (October, 1850) to the Due de Valmy, in which he sketched 
the progress of his studies up to that time. He speaks of it as "Ie premier fruit de mes 
travaux d'arcMologie et d'histoire mexicaines."l It was this brochure which introduced 
him to the attention of. Squier and Aubin, and from the latter, during his residence in 
Paris (1851-54), he received great assistance. Pressed in his circumstances, he was 
obliged at this time to eke out his living by popular writing, which helped also to enable 
him to publish his successive works.' To complete his Central American studies, he 
went again to America in 1854. and in Washington he saw for the first time the texts of 
Las CaAas and Duran, in the collection of Peter Force, who had got copies from Madrid. 
He has given us' an account of his successful search for old'manuscripts in Central Amer
ica. Finally, as the result of all these studies, he published his most important work,
Histoir, des "afiqllS eivilisles tiM MlxiflU et de r AlldriqlU emlrale tiMranlles meles all
tbieMrs oi C. Colo""',Ierit4 swrtlestl«s.origi". d mturement ;,udiJs, puisls auX' aneu"nes 
tU'e/,ives ties iNlignus (Paris, 185'7-58).' This was the first orderly and extensive effort 
to combine out of all available material, native and Spanish, a divisionary and consecutive 
history of ante-Columbian times in these regions, to which he added from the native 
sources a new account of the conquest by the Spaniards. His purpose to separate the 
historic from the mythical may incite criticism, but his views are the result of more labor 
and more knowledge than anyone before him had brought to the subject.' In his later 
publications there is less reason to be satisfied with his results, and Brinton 6 even thinks 
that" he had a weakness to throw designedly considerable obscurity about his authorities 
and the sources of his knowledge." His fellow-students almost invariably yield praise to 
his successful research and to his great learning, surpassing perhaps that of any of them, 
but they are one and all chary of adopting his later theories.' These were expressed at 
length in his QNaIre let/res swr Ie Mexigll'. Erpositio" tiM sy.·t~/ne ltih-oglypltifw meri
caill. La jill de rage de purre. Ejogw glaciaire temporaire. Com1lUlUement de rage 
de 6rorue. OrigIices de fa f:I'tJl1isatioll et ties religiollS de ralllifllit/. D'apris Ie Teo-

1 He says the work is very rare. A coPy 
given by him' is in Harvard College library. 
Bm.. Mu.-G-., p. !!6. 

t His P~"', at a later day, was published 
by the French government (Q .... Ir~ Ldtru, _IfI
~). 

• Int-..duction of his Hul. 11 atiotu Cifli/ims. 
• T~ I. xcii. et 440 pp. us InIrls Urtl~s 

driisltJirnur_Iir,tks ToIlbJlUs.-Tome II. 
616 pp. L'/lisltJioy "" YlU'aIaIi " tI. GIIIIIIMoJa, 
<IIW nIJ~ tI, r AIlBAIIM tI.".,.,,1 I, ""YnI ~ as

tbpu, jlUp'illtJ f"""41i"" tk la r"JNUdI il Na
u... - Tome III. 6c)z pp. L'/lisltJioy tks E/QIs tI. 
MicUtK_ d tI'Oruact. d tk r_pintkrA_ 
/111M pup'il rarrir.w tks EsfagrtDls. Astr._ 

, .. u, rnigim, ~~S It arls tlu AI1I~S, m.
Tome IV. vi. et 851 pp. C""pt& till NaiqIU, 
till MicUtKa" ,1 "" Glldlhlla/a, m. El4!Jlisu
-'" tks Espag.oIs d f""""1itJIo tk r E,l{Im t'tll1u
liPl· RrUM tk ritlol4lri" tlkli" d a6;WsnIUIII 
tI, ltJ ,.." i""ignu,ftup'illa fill tI. rui" sikl~. 

In his introduction (p.luiv) Brasseur gives a 
list of the manuscript and printed books on 
which he has mainly depended, the chief of 
which are: Burgoa, Cogolludo, Torquemada, 

SahagUn, Remesal, Gomara (in Barcia), Loren
zana's CtJrl~s, Bernal Diu, Vetancurt's Teatro 
.V,xiaUltl (16<)8), Valades' Rlutllrim Cltristiluoa 
(1519), Juarros, Pelaea, Leon y Gama, etc. 

, Kirk's Pr~#oIt, i. 10. There are lists of 
Brasseur's works in his own BiNi«/leglU M,x.
Clllllblla/UHIU, p. 2S; in the Pi_I Catal"If'U, no. 
14', etc.; Field, p. 43; Sabin, ii. 74-"0. Cf. no
tices of his labors by Haven in A ... Alflif. Soc. 
Pr« .. Oct., ,870, p. 47; by Brinton in Lippi. 
ttlit's M"/:,, i. 79- There is a StI .. llWir~ .us lIOII

~s #inthJif-s ,I tks lravtJIIZ tk Ifi<Jgmp/l; .. , 
tl'lWtoir~, tI'_,/lloI"cU ~I tk PAiioltlgu a.u..;.. 
cruius,p..61ih par l'aN,J Brass",", tk B()IIr60Il'C' 
(St. Cloud, 1862). 

• A60r. Alii .... AwI","s; 57. 
1 Cf. Bandelier, A ... AIfIUt. Soc. Pr«., n. s., 

i.,93': Field, no. 176; H. H. Bancroft's N4I. 
R"",s, ii. 116, 780; v. 126, 153, 236, 241, - who 
says of Brasseur that a he rejects nothing, and 
transforms everything into historic fact;" but 
Bancroft looks to Brasseur for the main drift of 
his chapter on pre-Toltec history. Cf. Brinton's 
Myth o/tAe NntI Wwlti, p. 41. 
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A mortli [etc.] (Paris, 1868), wherein he accounted as mere symbolism what he had earlier 
elucidated as historical records, and connected the recital of the Coder Chimalpopoca with 
the story of Atlantis, making that lost land the original seat of all old-world and new-world 
civilization, and finding in' that sacred history of Colhuacan and Mexico the secret evi
dence of a mighty cataclysm that sunk the continent from Honduras (subsequently with 
Yucatan elevated) to perhaps the Canaries.! Two years later, in his elucidation of the 
MS. Troano (1869-70), this same theory governed all his study. Brasseur was quite 
aware of the loss of estimation which followed upon his erratic change of opinion, as the 
introduction to his Bibl. Mer.-Guatlmalitnne shows. No other French writer, however, 
has so associated his name with the history of these early peoples.s 

In Mexico itself the earliest general narrative was not cast in the usual historical form, 
but in the guise of a dialogue, held night after night, between a Spaniard and an Iildian, 
the ancient histdry of the country was recounted. The author, Joseph Joaquin Ghnados 
y Galvez,published it in 1778, as Tanks Americanas: gobierno genlil y catOlico,' /Jrevey 
par/icular"oticiade toda la historia Indiana .. sucesos, casos notables, y cosas ignoradas, 
dude la tntn~da de la Gran nacion Tulteca II uta tierra de Anahuac, hasta los presentes 
tiempos.a 

The most comprehensive grouping of historical material is in the Diccionario Universal 
de historia y de Geografia (Mexico, 1853-56),' of which Manuel Orozco y Berra was one 
of the chief collaborators. This last author has in two other works added very much to 
our knowledge of the racial and ancient history of the indigenous peoples. These are. his 
Geografla de las lenguas y Carta Et1logrllfica de Merico (Mexico, 1864),& and his His
toria antigua y de la Conquista de Merico (Mexico, 1880, in four volumes).8 Perhaps 
the most important of all the Mexican pUblications'is Manuel Larrainzar's Estudios sobre 
la historia de A merica, sus rtlinas y antigiiedades, comparadas con 10 mas notable delotro 
Continente (Mexico, 1875-1878, in five volumes). 

In German the most important of recent books is Hermann Strebel's Alt-Merico (Ham
burg, 1885); but Waitz's Amerikaner(1864, vol. ii.) has a section'oll the Mexicans. Adolph 
Bastian's "Zur Geschichte des Alten Mexico" is contained in the second volume of his 
Culturliinder de; A lten A merica (Berlin, 1878), in which he considers the subject of Quet
zalcoatl. the reiigious ceremonial, administrative and social life, as well as the different 
stocks of the native tribes. 

I, Bancroft, Nat. Raus, v. 176: Baldwin, An, • . tory, etc., translated by J. L. Garnier (Chicago, 
America. 1887). 

2 Reference may be made to H. T. Moke's 8 Leclerc, no. 1147: Field, no. 620; Squier, 
HistDire du pm pIes Am/l'ica;ns (Bruxelles, 1847); no. 427; . Sabin, vii. 28,255; Bandelier in Am_ 
Michel Chevalier's .. Du Mexique avant et pen- Anti'!. Soc. Proc., n. s., i. 116. It has never' yet 
dant la Conquete," in the RevuedesdellX Mondes, been reprinted. The early date, as well as its 
1845, and his Le Mexi'!ue ancien et m(}(/ern, rarity, have contrihuted to give it, perhaps, un
(Paris, 1863); and some parts of the Marquis due reputation. It is worth from £3 to £4-
de Nadaillac's L'Am'ri,!ue prlhistori'l"e (Paris, ' Leclerc, no. II19. See Vol. II. p. 415. 
1883). A recent popular summary, without,ref- 6 Leclerc, no. 2079; Brasseur, Bi". Mex.-Guat., 
erences, of the condition and history of ancient p. 113. 
Mexico, is Lucien Biart's Les A.t~'lues, histoir~. 8 For the' Historia d~ lIfe";co of Carbajal Es
m01urs,.coutumes (Paris, 1885), of 'which there is pinosa, see Vol. II. p. 428. Cf. Alfred Cha
an English translation, Th, Alltees, their his- vera's Mkico a travis d, los Siglos. 
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NOTES. 

L TBB AUTBOIU'rIES 01'1 THE SO-CALLED CIVILIZATION OP ANCIENT MEXICO AND ADJACENT LANDS, 
AND THB INTERPRET-ATJON OF SUCH AUTHORITIES. 

THE ancient so-called civilization which the Spaniards found in Mexico and Central America is the subject 
of much controversy: in the first place as regards its origin, whether indigenous, or allied to and derived from 
the civilizations of the Old World; and in the second place as regards its character, whether it was something 
more than a kind of grotesque barbarism, or of a nature that makes even the Spanish culture, which· supplanted 
it, inferior in some respects by comparison.l The first of these problems, as regards its origin, is considered 
in another place. As respects' the second, or its character, it is proposed here t? follow the history o~ opinions,_ 

In a book published at Seville in 1519, Martin Fernandez d'Enciso's Sumade geograllzia 'luf trata de todas 
lu larlit/as" jrwinc;as del mundo: en esleciaJ de las indias,2 the European reader is supposed to haTe 
received the earliest hints of the degree of civilization -if it .be so temied -of which the succeeding Spanish 
writers made so much. A brief sentence was thus the shadowy beginning of the stories of ·grandeur and mag
nificence a which we find later in Cortes, Bernal Diaz, Las Casas, Torquemada, Sahaglin, Ramusio, Goman, 
Oviedo, Zurita, Tezozomoc, and Ixtlilxochitl, and which is repeated often with accumulating effect in Acosta, 
Herrera., Lorenzana, Solis, Claviger6, and their successors.4 Bandelier 6 points out how Robertson, in his views 
of Mexican civilization as in "the infanq of civil life," 6 really opened the view for the first time of the exag
gerated and uncritical estimates of the ·older writers, which Morgan has carried in our day to the highest 
pitch, and, as it would seem, without sufficient reCognition of some of the contrary evidence. 

It has.usually been heid that the creation among the Mexicans about thirty years after the founding of Mex
ico of a chief.of-men (Tlacatecuhtli) instituted a feudal monarchy. Bandelier,7 speaking of the application of 
feudal temIS by the old writer" to Mexican institutions, says:" What in their first process of thinking was 
mert!y a comparative, became very soon a positive terminology for the purpose of describ.ing, institutio.DS to 
which this foreign terminology never was adapted." He instances that the so·called "king" of these early 
writers was a translation of the native terrn, which in fact only meant "one of those who spoke; " ,that is, a 
prominent member of the council.8 Bandelier traces the beginning of the feudal ideas as a graft upon the 
native systems, in the oldest document issued by Europeans on Mexican soil, when Cortes (May 20, 1519) con
ferred land on his allies, the chiefs ofAxapusco and Tepeyahualco, and for the firSt time made their offices 
hereditary. It is Bandelier's opinion that" the grantees had no conception of the true import of what they 
accepted; neither did Cortes conc~ive the nature of their ideas." This was followed after the Spanish occupa; 

I Discrediting Comara's statement that Dr. AyJlon found had a direct interest, or thought to have one, in advancing 
tribes near Ca~ Hatteras who had tame deer and made. the claims of the Tezcucan tribe to an original supremacy." 
cheese from their milk, Dr. Brinton says: "Throughout Bandelier again (16id. ii, 38S) points out the early state-
the continent there is not a single authentic instance of a ments of the conquerors, and of their annalists, which have 
pastoral tribe, not ODe of an ~n;'nal raised for its milk, nor prompted the inference of a feudal condition of society; 
for the transportation of penons, and very few for their but he refers to bdilxochitl as "the chief originator of the 
flesh. It ,was essentially a hunting race." (M,ytlts of llu feudal view;" and from him Torquemada draws his inspi
NrfIJ Wtwld,2II.) He adds: "The one mollifying ele- ration. Wilson(Preleist.Ma",i.242)holdsmuchthesame 
ment was agriculture, substituting a sedentall for a wandef. views. 
ing life, supplying a bed dependence for an Dncer1ain con- Ij PeaOotly Mus, Tentle Relt. vol. ii. 1'14. 

tingency." , 8 Bandelier (CI Art of War, etc,," in PeaiJoJy Mus. ReJt. 
I See VoL II. p. 98. x. 113) again says of De Pauw's ReclurcMs ,"iltnofoif'ue$ 
• It was two years earlier, in ISI7, that Heroandez de swrksA",lricames, that it is ria very'injudicious book', 

Cordova had first noticed the ruins of the Yucatan coast, which by ita extravagance and audacity created a great deal 
though Columbus, in IS02, near Yucatan had met a Maya of harm. It permitted Clavigero to attack even Robertson, 
vessel, which with its navigators had astonished him. because the latter had also applied sound' criticism to the 

• fI No writer," says Bandelier (PealJotJy Mus. Relts. ii. study of American aboriginal hIstory, and by artfully plac-
67 .. ), II has been more prolific in pictures of pomp, regal ing both as upon tbe same platform, to counteract much of 
wealth and magnificence, than Bernal Diaz. Most of the the good effects of Robertson's work." , 
Jater writers have placed undue reliance on bis statements, ., PeaDot/y MIlS. Relts. ii. Z 14. 

assuming tbat the truthfulness of his own individual feelings 8 In regard to the nature of the chief-of-men we find, 
was the result of cool observation. Anyone who has read among m~ch else of the first importance in the study of the 
attentive), his MlmtJir. will become convinced that he is Mexican goveroment, an exposition itt Sabagdn (Jib. vi. cap. 
in fact one of the most unreliable eye-witnesses, so far as 20), which seems to establish the elective and non-heredi
general principles are concemed.. • • • Cortes had personal tar1 character of the office. It was fI this office and its at
and political motives to magnify and embellish the picture. tributes," says Bandelier (PeaDotly MfU. Relts. ii. 6,0), 
If his statements fall far below those of his troopers in "which have been the main stays of the notion that a high 
thrilling and higbly-colored details, there is every reason to degree of civilization prevailed in aboriginal MeJiico, in so 
believe that they are the more trustworthy •••. In the de-- far as its people were ruled after the manner of eastem' des. 
acriptions by Cortes we find, on the-whole, nothing but a potisms." Bandelier (16id. ii. 133) says: U It is not impos
barbarous display common to olber Indian celebrations of a sible that the so-calJed empire of Mexico may yet prove to 
aimiIar character." . have been but a confederacy of the N ahuatlac tribe of the 

Bandelier's further comment is (IlJUi. ii. 397): " A feudal vaHey, with the Mexicans as military leaders." His argo
empire at Tezcuco was an iuveDtion of the chroniclers, who ment ~n ~e word translated II king" is not convincing. 
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tion of Mexico by the institution of "repartimientos," through which the natives became serfs of the soil to the 
conquerors,l \ 

The story about this unknown splendor of a strange civilization fascinated the world nearly half a century ago 
in the kindly recital of Prescott; ~ but it was observed that he quoted too often the somewhat illusory and 
exaggerated statements of IxtlilxochiU, and was not a little attracted by the gorgeous pictures of Waldeck and 
Dupaix. With such a charming depicte;, the barbaric gorgeousness of this ancient empire, as it became the 
fashion to call it, gathered a new interest:which has never waned, and Morgan 8 is probably correct in affirming 
that it "has called into existence a larger number of works than were ever before written upon any people of 
the same number and of the same importance!'. Even those who, like Tylor, had gone to Mexico sceptics, had 
been forced to the conclusion that Prescott's pictures were substantially correct, and setting aside what he felt 
to be the monstrous exaggerations of Solis, Gomara, and the rest, he could not find the history much less trust
worthy than European history of the same period.6 It has been told in another place 6 how the derogatory 
view, as opposed to the views of Prescott, were expressed by R. A. Wilson in his New Con'!"tsl of Mexico, in 
assuming that all the conquerors said was baseless fabrication, the European Montezuma becoming a petty 
Indian chief, and the great city of Mexico a collection of hovels in an everglade, - the ruins of the country 
being accounted for by supposing them the relics of an ancient Phrenician civilization, which had been stamped 
out by tl,e inroads of barbarians, whose equally barbarious descendants the Spaniards were in tum to ov ..... 
come. It cannot be said that such iconoclastic opinions obtained any marked acceptance; but it was apparent 
that the notion of the exaggeration of the Spanish accounts was becoming sensibly fixed in the world's opinion. 
We see this reaction in a far less excessive way in Daniel Wilson's Prehisloric Mall (i. 325, etc.), and he was 
struck, among other things, with the utter obliteration of the architectural traces of the conquered race in the 
city of Mexico itself.' When, in ,875, Hubert H. Bancroft published the second volume of his Naliw Racts, 
he confessed" that much concerning the Aztec civilization had been greatly exaggerated by the old Spanish 
writers, and for obvious reasons;" but he contended that the stories of their magnificence must in the main be 
accepted, because of tlle. unanimity of witnesses, notwithstanding their copying from one another, and because 
of the evidence of the ruins.S He strikes his key-note in his chapter on the" Government of the Nahua Nat\pns," 
in speaking of it as "monarchical and nearly absolute; II 8 but it was perhaps in his chapter on the "Palaces 
and Households of the Nahua Kings," where he fortifies his statement by numerous references, that he carried 
his descriptions to the extent that allied his opinions to those who most unhesitatingly accepted the old stories.10 

The most serious arraignment of these long-accepted views was by Lewis H. Morgan, who speaks of them 
as having" caught the imagination and overcome the critical judgment of Prescott, ravaged the sprightly brain 
of Brasseur de Bourbourg, and carried up in a whirlwipd our author at the Golden Gate!'ll 

Morgan's studies had been primarily among the Iroquois. and by analogy he had applied his reasoning to the 
aboriginal conditions of Mexico and Central America, thus degrading their so-called civilization to the level of 
the Indian tribal organization, as it was understood in the N orth.lt Morgan's confidence in its deductions was 
perfect, and he was not ver)' gracious in alluding to the views of his opponents. He looked upon" the fabric of 
Aztec romance as the most deadly encumbrance upon American ethnology!' 13 The Spanish chroniclers, as he 
contended." inaugurated American aboriginal history upon a misconception of Indian life, which has remained 

• Peabody Mil •. R,jl •. ii. 435. 
• In.rod. to COllp'si 0/ Mur;co. See Vol. II. p. 4:16. 

In the Appendix to his third volume, Prescott, relying 
mainly on the works of Dupaix and Waldeck, arrived at 
conclusions as respects the origin of the Mexican civiliza
tion, and it~ analogies with the Old World, which RCCOrd 

with those of Stephens, whose work had not appeared at 
the time when Prescott wrote. 

3 HtnI#s a1Ul HtnI# Lift, p. 223. 

• Bancroft (ii. 92) says: .. What i. known of the Altecs 
has furnish~ material for nine tenths of all that has been 
written on the American civilized nations in general." 

I! A"druu:, (WM~xic_ aM tM M6XKtJJU,AltCintttutil 
IIfolk .... (London, .86.). Tylor enlarges upon what he 
considers the evidences of immense populations: and re
!'Peeling snme of their arts he adds, from inspection of spec
imens of their handicraft, that " the Spanish conquerors 

. were not romancing in the wonderful stories they told of 
the skill of the native goldsmiths." On the other hand. 
MOl'!:lln (Hooms """ H_ Lift. 023) thinks the figures of 
population grossly exaggerated. 

• Vol. II. p. 427. 
, When we consider that Rome, Constantinople, and Je

nlsalem, in spite of rapine, siege and fire, still retain numer
OUI tnu:es of their earliest times, and that not a vestige of 
the Altee capital remains to us except its !toite, we must 
assume, in Wilson's opinion (P",AisitWic Mt'Ut, 1. 331), 
that its edifices and causeways must have been for the most 
part more .light .and fragile than the descriptions of the 

conquerors implied. Morgan instances as a proof of the 
flimsy character of their masonry. that Cortes in seventeen 
days levelled three fourths of the city of Mexico. But, add. 
Wilson, II so far as an indigenous American civilization is 
concerned, no' doubt can be entertained, and there is little 
room fOT questioning, that among races who had canied civ
ilization so far. there existed the capacity for its funher de
velopment, independently of all borrowed aid" (p. 336). 
The Baron N ordenskjOid inrorms me that there is in the 
library at Upsala a MS. map of Mexico by Santa Cru. 
(d. 1572) which contains numerous ethnographical detaila, 
not to be found in printed maps of that day. 

e Naliw R,,"s, ii. 159. 

• 1M/, ii. '33. 
to Bancroft has recently epitomiled his 'Views afresh in 

the AMw. L'lKtitpMw,iuI., Jan., 1888. 
11 Bancroft wrote in San Francisco, it will be rerDem-

bered. 
11 It was for Randelier, in his cc Social organilRlioD. and 

mode of government of the ancient Mexicans P (P~ 
Mru. R,jI •. ii. 557), to demonstta(e the proposition that 
tribal society based. according to Morgan. upon kin, and 
not political society, which rests upon territory and prop.. 
erty. must be looked for among the ancient Mexicans. 

1S Morgan's HMlMs, etc., us. Bandelier (PHMuly Mtu. 
R'II .• vol. ii. 114) speaks of the views advanced by Morgan 
in his It Monteluma's Dinner," as U a bold stroke for the 
establishment of American ethnology on a new basis." It 
must be remembered that Bandelier was Morgan'. pupiL 
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sabsbntWIyanquestioDed tiD _tlr.- l He charges UPO" ignorance of the stnu:tare and principles of Indian 
society, the ponasioa ci aD the writers,t from Cortes to 1Iancrolt, 1I'ho, as be says, anable to comprehend its 
peculiarities, invoked the imagination to supply 1I'hatevel" was necessary to fill out the pictnre.1 The actual 
coadition to which the Indians ci Spanish America bad reached was, aa:onling to his schedule, the upper status 
of bubarism, be_ which and the begilming of civilUation be reckoned an entire ethnical period. " In the 
art ci gonrnment they bad DOt been able to rise above gentile institutions and establish political society. 
This bet,. Morgau CODlinll.,., -ciemoastrates the impossibility of privileged c:Iasses and of potentates, ander 
their institutions, with power to enforce the labor of the people for the erection of palaces for their lISe, and 
upWns the absence of such structures.."· 

This is the essence ci the r.uiaDce of the two schools of interpretation of the Aztec and Maya life. Tbe 
reader ci Bancroft wiD find, 011 the other hand, due recognition of an imperial system, with its monarch and 
nobles and c:Iasses of s1ayes, and innumerable palaces, of which .. see to-<lay the ruins. The studies of Ban
ddier are appealed to by Mocgan as substantiating his view.' Mrs. Zelia NuttaJI (Proc. A ... AsstK. Adt!. sa., 
Aug., .8SO) claims to be able to show that the we interpretation of the Borgian and other codices points in 
p;1rt at least to details of a communal life. 

Tbe special issues .hich for a test Morgau takes with IIancrolt are in regard to the character of the house 
in.hich MOIltezuma lived, and ci the dinner which is represented by Bernal Diu and the rest as the daily 
banquet ci an imperial potentate. Mocgan's criticism is in his H"Mses gild HltMse Lif~ of th~ A.eric,." AD.
rigi~s (Washington, .SS.)." T,!e basis ci this book had been intended for a fifth Part of his A"d~1 Soda:!, 
but was not IlSed in that publication. He printed the material, however, in papers on "Montezuma's Din
aer" (N •. A ... Nn~ Ap. .876), " Houses of the Moundbuilders" (/6id~ July, .876), and "Study nf the Houses 
and House Life of the Indian Tn"bes" (Ard-'. [rut. of A"ur. PIl6l.). These papers amalgamated now 
make the 1I'ork called H""su tnId Ho_. Lif6.' 

Morgan argues that a communal mode nf living acConls with the usages nf aboriginal hospitality, as well as 
with their tenure of bnds,8 and with the large buildings, which others caD palaces, and he caDs joint tenement 
houses.· He instances, as evidence of the size of such houses, that at Cholula four hundred Spaniards and one 
thousand allied Indians found lodging in such a hoose; and be points to Stephens's description of similar co .... 
IDUnal establishments which be found in our day near UxmaJ..9 He holds that the inference of communal 
living from such clata as these is sufficient to warrant a belief in it, although none of tbe early Spanish writers 
...... tion such communism as existing; while they actually describe a communal feast in what is known as 
Montezuma's dinner; 11 and while the plans nf the large buildings now seen in ruins are ex:actly in accord with 
the demaDds nf separate families united in joint occupancy.· In such groups, be holds, there is usually one build
ing deyoted to the pl1lJlO6e of a Tecpan, or o.IIicial house nf the tnDe.ll Under the pressure to labor, which the 

lIM~~ au. 
• M~ says 01 his ptedeusson, u they learned DCJtb. 

'Dg and Imew Dothing" of JDdiaa society. 
a 'IWI. 2:lJ. • 

• I. this he of eourse ........... that the nzim in Spaaish 
Amorica ore of _ ...... ediIiaS. 

• IIucWier's papers De .. the secvacI "" ...... "'- the B ... 
-J-b ~tM p~¥ __ at Cambridge. He "",,_cis 

ill his· An "'- Warlare _ till: Aucieat Maicans," that 
he ... sho ... he _.- "'- a miliJaJy ckspoti!m, 
_ po-...! their goooenuneDt 10 he U a miliJaJy ~, 
~Iy _ ._ CIlIIUIIUJlism m mIlK-" A similar 

-...-me pcnacks his other essay • 0.. the IGcial or
pm.atioD ami .... "'- goooenuneDt "'- the aDCien. M .... 
CDL" MO<pIIami Bandelier pn>feos poat admiration for 
each other. - MorpD citing his friend as If our most emi
__ scholar ia Sputish America. history. (HtIUn, etc., 

11<), ami Bandelier expnoses his deep feeling "'- gratitude, 
etc. (A rcA..!-c. T_, 32). This afiectiouate ",lation ... 
way likely ""'e _thiDg m tmifyiag their in'eIJcctvol 
.y",pad';... The A.nnd S«in;f, w .-....rt:1In ;. 1M 
-~-~.fo-~/--..p~ 
.. <~;,. (N. Y. J8n), nf ~f_. is RB«t<tl very pal. 
pobIy;" these papers "'- _. "The _ .. of the 

.... "'- the ~ "" detailed iD 1Iancrnlt'. JlI.ri:rI (""L" aDd the '9iews • their war astoms (..'1{ lIIIiw Rdas. i. 
elL Ill. __ eel with JIandetier's ideas, -.ho "'cis in 
ParItma.'s boots U the IIatmaI pnIIeIiom bentoea the 
lonys aI. the Jooqaois _ the oocall<tl ............. "'- the 
MesicaD confederacy" (Arr""'. T_, 32), ami who .... 
_ .he bonIe of Otumba to aD affair h .. that 01 Custer 
_ the SiGa:.. (Art ~ "'-.f-), - g;.., .. i •• he IDI'liJaJy 
__ "'- the aucieat life tbe opposed views aI. the ... 
...- aI. iaterpmen. 

• Being vol. iv. of the C ""trihtitIJU /q N tI. A.no. EI4-
M. in Powell's Srwwy of 1M R«ky Alt. R,rUnt. Some 
of Morgan·s cognate studies n:la.ting to tbe aboriginal sys
tem of coasanguinity and laws of descent are in the S.,.;a.. 
... ,.. Ctllllrilnd.,'iIru. xvii., the S~ Misc. eMf. 
ii. A...,. AauJ.. Am .ad Sci. Tr'IaI'. Tit, and ..t_ 
Ass«. AilD. SC'i. Pr«., .851_ 

Y Morgaa in this, his ast work, condenses in his first 
chapter those which were numbered I to 4 in his A IfC"itn.I 
S«idy, and in succeeding sections he discusses the Jaws of 
hospitality, communism, usages of l:aud and food, and the 
houses of the northern tnOes, of those of New Mexico, SaD 
Joan River, .he moundbuilden, the ""ees, and tho6e in 
yoc:a .... aud Ceutnl America. Among these be fiuds three 
distiuct etlmical ~ as shOWD ia thi: nonhero ID<IiaD. 
higher in .he sedenJaJy tnDes of Ne. Mwco, aud highest 
amoag tbose of MeJric:o and Centnl America. S. F. lao 
~ commemorated Morgan's death in theA ... Alillit_ s«-
17«., Apr ... 880. 

. • Cf. Bandelier OD "the tenure of lands " in p~ 
Mou. Bells. (1878), no.lIi., aad &nanft m N .. B-. ii. 
ch. 6, Po 221-

• Bandelier IP~ M.s. Bell" i. )ql) poiD" out that 
.hen ManiD Umia eaphlled T.,..aJ OIl Lake Pelin, the 
last pueblo iDhabit<tl by Maya Indians, he fotmd "all the 
inhabi"", .. !mDg brutallJ 'ogether, an enbre relationship 
t.thet- ill ODe single b~,· md Bandelier refers further 
to Morpu's A.nr.J S«ittt" Part 2, po .8r. 

• Bandelier (P~ Abu. Bell .. ii. 6'13) aa:epts the 
views 01 MMg3D, caJliDg it U a tude claanish feast," g;..,.. 
by thi: of6cial .... ...,bold of the tn"be as a part oS. its daily 
duties ami obligatio ... 

a 0.. the char.tcJer "'- the Tecpm (CJHJDCiI bouse, .. oIJt. 
<ial .......,) at the MeD:ans, which the -IJ writers baDe-
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Spaniards in8icted on their occupants, these communal dwellers were driven, to escape such servitude, into the 
forest, and thus their houses fell into decay. Morgan's views attracted the adhesion of 110t a few arcbreolo
gis~s, like Bandelier and Dawson; but in Bancroft, as contravening the spirit of his Native Races, they begat 
feelings that'substituted disdain for convincing arguments.1 The less passionate controversialists point out, 
with more eifect, how hazardous it is, in coming to conclusions on the quality oHhe Nahua, Maya, or Quich~ 
conditions of life, to ignore such evidences as those of the hieroglyphics, the calendars, the architecture and 
carvings, the literature and the industries"as evincing quite. another kind, rather than degree, of progress, 
from that of the no ... ern Indians.2 

II. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES UPON THE RUINS AND ARCHAlOLOGICAL REMAINS OF MEXICO AND 

CENTRAL AMERICA. 

Elsewhere in this work s?me account is given of the comprehensive treatment of American antiquities. It 
is the purpose of this notE!" to char;lcterize such other descriptions as have been specially confined to the 
antiquities of Mexico, Central America, and adjacent parts; together with noting occasionally those more 
comprehensive works which have sections on these regions. The earliest and most distinguished of all such 
treatises are the writings of Alexander von Humboldt,S to whom may be ascribed the paternity of what the 
French define .as the Science of Americanism, which, however, took .more definite shape and invited disciple
ship when the Societ~ Am~ricaine de France was formed, and Aubin in his Memoire sur la lein/ure didac
fi'lue et /'ecrieure figurative des Anciens Mfxicai1ls furnished a standard of scholarShip. How new this 
science was may be deduced from the fact that Robertson, the most distinguished authority on early American 
history, who wrote in English, in the last part olthe preceding century,had ventured to say that in all New 
Spain there was not" a single monument or vestige of any building more ancient than the Conquest." After 
Humboldt, the most famous of what may Iie called tlle pioneers of this art were Kingsborough, Dupaix, and 
Waldeck, whose publications are sufficiently described elsewhere. The most startling developments came from 
the expeditions of Stephens and Catherwood, the former mingling both in his Central America and Yucatan 
the charms of a personal narrative with his archreoiogical studies, while the draughtsman, beside furnishing the 
sketches for Stephens's book, embodied his drawings on a larger scale in the publication 'whiCh passes under 
his own name." .The explorations of Charnay are those which have excited the most inter~st of late years, 
though equally significant results h'lve been produced by such special explorers as Squier in Nicaragua, Le 
Plongeon in Yucatan, and Bandelier in Mexico. 

The lab?rs of the French archreologist, which began in 1858, resulted in .the work Cites et ruines Ameri-

late "palace," ~th its sense of magnificence, see Bande
lier (Peabody Mus. Repn. ii. 406, 671, etc.), with his refer
ences. Morgan holds that Stephens is largely responsible 
for the prevalence -of erroneous notions regarding the 
Mayas. by reason of using the words U palaces" and Ugreat 
cities" far defining what were really 'the pueblos of these 
southern Indians. Bancroft (ii. 84), referring to the ruins, 
says: They have" the highest value as confirming the truth 
of the reports made by Spanish writers, very many, or per ... 
haps most, of whose statements respecting the wonderful 
phenomena of the ,New World, without this incontroverti
ble material proof, would find few believers among the 
skeptical students of the present day." Bancroft had little 
prescience respecting what the communal theorists were 
going to say 'of these ruins. . 

1 Cf. Bancroft's. Cent. A merica, i.. 3'7. Sir J. William 
Dawson, in his Fossil M~n (p. 83), contends that Morgan has 
proved his point. and he calls the ruins of Spanish America 
"communistic barracks" (p. 50). Higginson, in the first 
chapter of his Larger History, which is a very excellent, 
condensed popular statement of the new views which Mor
gan inaugurated, says of him very truly, that'he lacked mod-. 
eration, and that there is U something almost exasperating 
in the positiveness with which he sometimes assumes as 
proved that which is only probable. )1 

, S Bancroft in his footnotes (vol. 'ii.) embodies the best 
bibliography of this ancient civilization. Cf. Wilson's Pre ... 
"isttwic Man, i. ch. t4; C. Hermann Berendt's U Centres 
of ancient civilization and their geographical distribution," 
an Address 6</0," tire ,lime ... Geog-, Soc. (N. Y .• 876); 
Draper's I"t~luchud D~flel();m~,.t of ElWo/JI; Brasseur'!$ 
Ms. TYMntJ; Humboldt's Cosmos (English transl. it 614); 
Michel Chevalier in the Rtvu# d. dnlx M ... des, Mar.-July,. 
1845, embraced later in his DN MJx':q1U a"tud II ~1UIa.t 
/a CtnUfUft~ (Paris, 1845); Brantz Mayer's M~xieo as iJ 
tvas: Tile Galaxy, March, 18t6; "Scri6nw's Mar: v. 724; 

thln'iIZIuJ 1ll'otdlJy, xiv. 468 i De Charency's Hist. tiM Ci
rIiIisatiotJ tI# ~'xiqw (RnnII! des QueslifJ1U lristorigues), 
vi. 283; Dabry de Thiersant's Orjgj1te des inainu tbI NI1I4-
fleau M01CM (Paris, 1883); Pesohel's Rac~sof Mm.. #1;' 
Nadaillac's L~s pnmiws """,,,,~s et ks temps pylAistt1-
riguls, ii. ch. 9, etc. 

• For the bibHography of his works see Brunet, Sabin, 
Field, etc. The octavo edition of his Vws bas 19~ of the 
6j plates which constitute the A tlas of the large edition. 
See the chapter oil Peru for further detail. 

• John Lloyd Stephens, [seide,," 'If trrMIel i .. Cmtral 
A.mwica, CAia/JaS, tuUl YtlCat4ll, Lond. and N. Y. 1841, 
- various later eds., that of LondoD, 18S4, being" revised 
from the latest Amer. ed., with additions by Frederick 
Catherwood. " Stephens started On this e%pedition in 
1839, and he was armed with credentials from President 
Van Buren. He travelled 3000 miles, and visited eight 
ruined citieS, as sho\\"O by his route given on the map in 
vol. i. Cf. references in Allibone, ii. p. 2240; Poole's 1,,
ux, p. 212; his I"cit/enls of 7ravel in Yflcaialll will be 
mentioned later. 

Frederick Catherwood's Vinm 'If Ancient M"'''metlis 
;" Cettlral A me.-ica, Clriapas, and Yucata" (Lond .• 844) 
has a brief text (pp. 24) and 2S lithographed plates. Some 
of the original drawings used in making these plates were 
included in the Spin" Cata/og'W, p. 229. .(Sabin's Diet. 
iii. no. 11520.) Captain Lindesay Brine, in his paper on 
the II Ruined Cities of Central America" (ytJll1'1UJl R"7. 
G~or. Soc. 1812, p. 354 j Proc. xvii. 67), testifies to the 
accuracy of Stephens and Catherwood. These new devel
opments furnished the material for numerous purveyors to 
the popular mind, some of them of the slightest value, like 
Asahe1 Davis. whose .A ntipities of C,,,tral A ","jed, 
with some slight changes of title, and with the parade of 
new editions, were common enough between 1840 and 
18so. 
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cainu: Mit/a, Palenfui, I.a",a/, ClliG/un-lt.a, Uzma/, re&ueillies et Inotopaillii .. lar Disir' Cna,nay, 
tnJec UII Tezie lar M. VIO/let Ie DUG. (Paris, 1863.) Charnay contributed to Ibis joint publication, beside 
the photographs, a paper called" Le Mexique, I8S8-6I,-souvenirs et irnpressioDl' de Voyage." The Ar, 
.:hitect Viollet Ie I)uc gives us in Ibe same book an essay by an active, well-equipped, and ingenious mind, 
but his specuJatiODl' about Ibe origin of this Southern civilization and its remains are rather curious than con

vincing.l 
The public began to learn better what Chamay's full aJ)d hearty confidence in his Olin sweeping assertions 

was when he agam' entered the field in a series of papers oil the ruins of Central Amer~ which he contributed , . 

THE PYRAMID OF CHOLULA:-

(1879-lh) to. the. Nortn Ameritan RlI1Jiew (vols. cxxxi.,.cxxxiii.), and which for the most part reacl1.ed the 
public newly.dtessed'in some of the papers c<>l:Itributed by L. P. Gratacap to the AmeriGan Antiyuarian,'J. 
~d in-a paper by F. A.Oberon "The AnCient Cities of America," in the Amer. Ceog. Sot. Bulletin, Mar., 
1888. Charnay took moulds 'of various sttilptures found among the ruins, which were placed in the Trocailero 
Museum in Paris.8 What Chamay communicated in English to the No. Ame,.. RlI1Jiew appeared in better 
.shape in French in the Tour du Monde (1886.-87), and in a still riper cond.ition in his latest work, us anGiens 
1IiII .. du Nouveau Monde:. voyag .. d'ezliorations au Mi'ziyue et dans I' Ami"ifue Centrale. 18.57-1882. 

Ouvrag~ eonienant 21# gravures et 19 carl .. ou Ilans. (Paris, .885.)' 

'I VioUet Ie Duc, in his Hist",',e tk I'Wittltitnt Aumait14 
otl.",u k. II",,, frI/outori"",d Paris, ,81S), has given a 
chapter (no. xxii.) to the" Nabuas and Toltecs.:' Views 
more O!' less studied, compTehensive, and restricted are 
given in R. Cary Long's A 1ICimt A rcAit"hwe of A mwica ... 
it. "istorie fltdW tUtti fJa .. allelism 0/ tlnJeltJ/mtetd wil" 1M 
.",,!oilld_ 11/ tIoe Old World (N. Y •. ,849), an add .... 
from the N. Y. Hist. SfIC. Proc. J849, p. 1l7; R. P. Greg 
on U the Fret or' Key Ornament in Mexico and Perut" in 
the ArcluH/ogia (London), vol. xlvii •. 151; and a popular 
'Summary on U the pynmid in America," by S. D. Peet, in 
the A'IIUr'ktul Anlipariatc, July, J888, comparing the 
mounds of Choluta, Uxmal, Palenqu~, Teotihuacan, eo.. 
pan, Quemada, Cohokill, St." Louis, etc. John T. Short 
summarizes the characteristics of the Nahua and Ma)'a 
styles (N(I. A ",n-. (1/ A"lipity, 340, 359). There are chap
terson their architecture in Bancroft, Nat. RtKes, ii.; but 
the references in his YOl. iv. an>-most. helpful • 

I Vots. v. vi. vii-OD U Ancient Mexican Civilization," 
U Pyramid of Teotihuacan," ~'Sacrificial Calendar Stone," 
"Central America' at time of Conquest,"" Ruins at Pa
lenque and Copan," II Ruins of Uxmal," etc. 

I Duplicates were placed in the Nat. Museum. at Wash
ington- by the liberality of Pierre LoriHard. 

.. The Eng-iish translation is condensed iu parts: Tite 
a1lCuntcitus tJ/ IIJe Ne1u WfWltl: wing' w4fleis mul ~x .. · 
litwations in M~xico alll'1 Cenl1-al A mnicafrDM 1857-
r882. T,."nslatetl fro", tlte PrIne" lJy '1~ GMi"" ami 
Hel~n s. Cona"t. (London, 188,.) Some of his notable 
results w~re the discovery of stucco ornaments in the prov
ince of Iturbide, amnng ruins which he unfortunately 
named Lorillard City (Eng. tr. ch. 22). The palace at Ttlla 
is also figured in Brocklehurst's MexiciJ to-tla)', ch. 2S.· The 
discovery of what Chl1may calls glass and porcelain is 
looked upon as doubtful by most arch;eologi~ts·, who be
liev~ the. specimens to be rather traces of Spanish,. contact. 

• After a drawing in CumpJido's Spanish translation of Prescott's MezrcfJ, voi. iii. (Mexico, 1846.) 
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• We proceed now to note geographically some of the principal fuins. In the vicinity of Vera Cruz the pyra- . 
mid of Papantla is the conspicuous monument,1 but there is little else thereabouts needing particular mention. 
Among th~ ruin. of the central plateau of Mexico, the famous pyramid of ' Cholula is best known. The time 
of its construction is a matter about whic~ archaeologists are not agreed, though it'is perhaps to be connected. 
with the earliest period of the Nahua power. Duran, on the other hand, has told a story of its erection by 
the giants, overcome by the Nahuas.2 Its purpose is equally debatable, whether intended for a memorial, a 
refuge, a defe~c.e, or a '!P~t of worshi~ - very .likelY the truth. may be divided among ~em aIl.S It is a .similar
problem for diVided oplTuon whether It was built by a great display of human · energy, In accordance With the 
tradition that the bricks which composed its surface were passed from hand to hand by a line of men, extend
ing to the spot where they were made leagues. away, or constructed by a slower process of accretion, spread 
over successive generations, which might not have required any marvellous array of workmen.. The fierce 
conflict which - as some hold - Cortes had with the natl'ies around the mound and on its slopes settled its 
fate; and the demolition be~n thereupon, and continued by the furious desolaters of the Church, has been 
aided by the erosions of time and the hand of progress, till the great monument has become a ragged and cor
roded hill, which might to the casual observer stand for the natural base, given by the Creator, to the modern. 

~( '~J' 
-----':.; ..... & ..... ~ .. --

___ - - --:r., 

---- #:.-::. =-::.' 

GREAT MOUND OF CHOLULA.-

1 Bancroft, iv. -453, and. references. 
• Bandelier (p. 035) is confident that it was built by an 

earlier people than the N ahu.s. 
• Cf. Bandelier, p. 047' Short. p. '36. . 
t Bancroft (v. 200) gives references on these points, and 

particuJar note may be taken of Veytia. i. 18, ISS, 199; and 

Brasseur, Hul. Nati_'Ci". iv. ,80. Cf. also Nadai11ac:. 
p. 35" Bandelier (Arv:lutolo/r. T."". 048, '49) favorl the
gradual growth theory, Rnd coUates e.rly source. (p. 250)' 
Bancroh (iv. 47.) holds that we may f .. 1 very .ure its er • .,.· 
tion dates back of the tenth, and perhape of the IOVOnth. 
century • 

• Aft.ra sketch in Bandelier'. Are!uNJlogical T_, p. 233 .. who alsogi ... a plan of the mound. The modem Church 
of Nuestra Sefinm de ]os-Remedios is on the summit, where there are no trac:es of abori~nal works. A paved road Jeads. 
to the top. A suburban road skirts its base~ and fields of maguey surround it. The circuit of the base is 38S9 feet. and 
the mound covers nearl~' twenty acres. Estimates of its height are variou~ty given from 16; to 208 feet. according as one 
or another base line ill> chosen. It is built of adobe brick laid in clay; and it has suffered from erns;on, slides, and other 
efiects of time. There are some traces of steps up the side. Band.lier (pl. n.) also ~ves. tac-simil. of an old map of 
Chnlula. The earlie~t pictuTe which we have of the mound, evidently thought by the fint Spaniards to be a natural one. 
is -in the arms of Cholula (t~4o). There are other modem cuts in CarbajataEspinosa's M,xictJ (i. 195); Arcutdorts 
A mwi&t.r1M (i. (3); Brocklehurst's M,zitll ttJ.4ay, 182. The degree nf f'6toration which drauJ[htsmen allow to themselves, 
account. in large measure for the great diversity af appearance which the mound makes in the different drawings of it. 
There is a professed restomtion by Mathes in Anniu's Hnd.p MziclJ, 63. 68, 71. The engraving in Humboldt is.. 
really a restoration (V .... , etc.,. pI. vii., or pl. viii. of the folio ed.). Bandelier gives a slight sketch of a restoration (po 
046. pI. viii.), 
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chapel that now crowns its summit; but if Bandelier's view (p. 2(9) Is correct. tha~ none of the conqueroIll 
mention it, tbeu the conllic:t which is recorded took place. not here, but on the vanIShed mound of Quetzal-

MEXICAN CALENDAR STONE.-

,. After a cut in H iWJn"1 M~. An enlarged engraving of the central head is given OD the titIe-page of tbe pres
e~t· 90lume. A photographic reproduction, as tbe" Stone of the SUD," is given in Bandelier'sA1"cMolog;eal Tour, p. 54, 
where he summa.rizes the history of it, with references, including a. paper by Alfredo Chanro. in the .A. wales Jel MuseD 
JlMIMMltll Mlzic., and another, with a cut, by P. J. J. Valentini, in Anrw. A1I/if. StK. P'IIC., April, 1878, and in 
TM Nat;"" Aug. 8 and Sept. II), 1878. Chavero's explanation is translated ill Brocklehurst's Mexico to-tlay, p. ~86. 
The slone is daled ill a year c:orrespond.ing to A. Do. ... 79t and it was early described iu Duran's HistfJ1"ia tU /as builfU, 
and in T_oc's C~thU& .. _ntma. Tylor (A ............ 2]8) S2yS th2t of the drawiDgsmade before the clays of pho-
tograph,. that in Carlos Nebel'. Yiail JillkwescoJl A,petNJpII sDiwe Is. Re"alica Meiictma, 1829"""1834 (Paris, 1839), 
ia the best, wbile the engravings given by Humboldt (pI. xxiii.) and others are mOJ'e 01' less erroneous. Cf. other cuts in 
Carbajal', Mine" I. 5.8; BustunaDte', Mall4l<M de t. A"","tJ. (Mexico, .835-36); Short's N,. A~. 0/ AIlI~., ~ 
45f, with meTeDCe8; Bancroft'. Natiw Races, ii. 520; iv. So6; Stevens's FUm CAijs, 309· 

Various calendar dis1c.s are figured in Clavigero (Casena, 1780); a cnlored caleoc!cul on agave paper is reproduced in the 
Arc},i,,,s til t. C_--UW,II Sckntffif'W "" Mlzipe. iii. 1200 (Quaritch held the origioal document in Aug., 1888, at 
£ 'so whicb bad beloDged tD M. Boban.) . 

FOI' elucidations of the Mexicao..astroDomical and calendar system see Acosta, vi. cap. 2; Granados y Galvez's TtWtk.r 
A,.".U4IUU Cr118); Humboldt's essay in connection with pl. xxiii. of his Atlas; Prescott's M~zietJ, i. 1l1; Bol1aert in 
M.",,,in wad k/t1n t4I A IIt"r",l. $«. ttl'LtmtIt:m, i. 210; E. G. SQ.uier's Stnlte 1II!:rtI tlise""e".,''4s res;ecti"K tIu! ti4le.r 
1M tM pedl ctalnu/Jw dtl'lll #/. lite lUleiI1It Mesic.,", atiJ" tJ6serflaJiMu "" 1M Me.ne411 ~cle t!I fi.fiy--two yearf, in the 
A_rie411 7tn1rJMJ~ S~incu.rut Arts, zd ser. t March, 1849. pp. 153-151; AbM J. Pipart's AstrtJ1t.tIMiI, ClwtnUliIJrV 

- ,1 ".iUs ,us M;xieaitu. in the An"iTNs til la SIN. A"';"'. tU. Fra,", (n. seT. i,); B.rasseur's HM. em .• iii. livre ii.; 
Bancroft'. NIII. Rae", ii.ch. 16; Short, ch. C), with ref., p. 445i Cyrus Thomas in Powell's ReJt. EtJu.. BvntUl. iii. 7. 
cr. Brinton's A&tw. If".".. AfIIIwn. p. ]8; Brasseur's 1. Chronologie bistorique des Mhicaioes!' in· the AcU8 tie 14 SH. 
tl'E/~iI (.872). vot~. i Wilson's P".eJUstwie Mil", i. 355, (or the Toltecs as the sou.-ce of astronomical ideas, 
wilh which cnmpare Bancroft, v. 192; the BfIlhlu. till. S«.".".,k /kip tk GltIg"., Sept., Oct., 1886; and Bandelier 
in the PI4AtN/~ MI4£. Re1'4 .• ii. 572, (or a OHIIparison of calendars. 

Wilson in his P"..4isUwie Mall (t· 246) says: "By the unaided results of native science, the dwellers on the Mexican 
plateau had eUected an adinstment of civil to solar time so nearly correct that when the Spanianls landed on their coast, 
their own reckoning. accordin2" to the unrefonned Julian calendar, was really elmo days in error, compared with tbat of 
the barbarian nation whose civilization they so speedily effaced." 

See what Wilson (P",,"ut~ M4,., i. 333) says of the native veneration for this calendar stone, when it was illumed. 
Mrs. N l1ttall (p".«. A",. A UtI. A e. Sei., Aug., 1886) claims to be able to IhoW that this monolith is reaUy a stone which 
~ood in the Mexican market .. place, and was used iu regulating the stated market-days. 
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coatI, which in Bandelier's opinion was a different structure from this more famous mound, while other writers . 
pronounce it the shrine itself of Quetzalcoatll 

We have reference to a Cholula mound in !'Ome of the earliest writers. Bemal Diaz counted the steps on its 
side.2 Motoliofa saw it within ten years of the Conquest, wben i~ was overgrown and much ruined. SahagUn 
says it was builtfor defensive purposes. Rojas, in bis aelacioll de Ch.lllla, 158., calls it a fortress, and says the 
Spaniards levelled ifs convex top to plant there a eros., where later, in 1594. they built a chapeL Torquemada, 
following Motoliofa and tbe later Mendieta, says it was never finished, and was decayed in his time, though he 
traced the different levels. Its interest as a relic thus dates almost from the beginnings of the modern history 
of the regioo. Boturini mentions its four lena""", Clavigero, in 1744, rode up its sides on horseback, impelled 
by curiosity, and found it hard work even then to look upon it as other than a natural hilll The earliest of 
the critical accounts of it, however, is Humboldt's, made ·from examinations in .8030 when much more than 
now of its original construction was observable, and his account is the one from which most travellers bave 
drawn, - the result of close scrutiny in his text and of considerable bcense in his plate, in which- he aimed at 
something like a restoratioo.c The latest critical examination is in Bandelier's" Studies about Cholula and 
its vicinity," making part iii, of his Archteologicai TOllr in Me"ico in 1881.6 

What are called tbe finest ruins in Mexico are those of Xochicalco, seventy.five miles southwest of the capital, 
consisting of a mound of five terraces supported by masonry, with a walled area on the summiL Of late years 
a cornfield surrounds what is left of the pyramidal StruCIure, which was its crowning edifice, and which up to 
tbe middle of the last century had five receding stories, though only one now appears. It owes its destruction 
to the needs which the proprietors of the neighboring sugar·works bave had for its stones. The earliest 
account of the ruins appeared in the " Descripcion ('79') de los antiqiiedades de Xochicalco" of J~ Antonio 
Alzate y Ramirez, in the Gacetas d. LiI.rafura (Mexico, '790-94. in 3 vol .. ; reprinted Puebla, 183', in 4 
vols.), accompanied by plates, which were again used in Pietro Marqnez's D ... An.tieloi Alonll .... nti d. Arch .. 
tdtllra Messicana (Roma, 1804),8 with an Italian version of Alzate, from which the French translation in 

1 Bandelier's idea (p. 254) is that as the Indiaus never 
repair a ruin, they abandoned this remaining mound after 
its disaster, and transplanted the worship of Quetzalcoatl 
to the new mound, since destroyed, while the old shrine 
was in time given to the new cult of the Rain~god. 

, As Bancroft thinks; but Bandelier says that it was not 
of this mound, but of the temple which stood where the 
modem convent stands, that this count was made. .AnA:.. 
Ttnn',2.3. 

a Sltw;' Affl. tkl Missi&". ii. 33. 
, VNeS, i. ~; pI. iii.. or pl. vii., viii. in folio eeL; EsstJi 

jDliJ.,239- The later observers are: Dupaix(ArtJUj. Mez., 
and in Kingsborough, v. 21S; with iv. pI. viii.). Bancroft 
remarks on Ih. totally different aspects of Castaiieda's two 
drawings. N.bel, in his Viaje 1iR1wescl1.T Argwoltijicll 
6tJInoe ia r.;.ali&. M.jic"..,., ,S29""34 (Paris, 183'1. folio), 
gave a description and a large colored drawing. Of the 
other Yisitors whose accounts add something to our knowl
edge,Bancroft (iv. 471) notes the following: J. R. Poinsett, 
N.m • ... M.xic" (London, IS2;). W. H. Bullock, Siz 
MMJI/u ;" Mlxico (Lond., 1825). H. G. Ward, Mlzic" ;" 
1827 (Lond., ,S28). Mark Beaufoy, Mez. llhutrtlli_ 
(Lond., .828), with cuts. Charles Jos. Latrobe, RtIMlJU. 
u. Mexie" (Lond., IS36). Brantz Mayer, M~zie" tIS iJ..,. 
(N. Y., IS54); MlZicll,AaI«, de. (Hartford, 1853); aod in 
Schoolcraft, b,d. Trik., vi. SS>. Waddy Thompson. 

RectJli. 'II Mexic" (N. y~ ,847). Eo B. Tylor, A.....u.ae 
(Lond., 186,), p. 2740 A. S. Evans, 0- Suler R.pwDlic 
(Hartford, ,810). Snmmaries laler than Bancroft's will be 
found in Short, p. 3~, and Nadaillac, p. 350. Banaoft 
adds (iv. 471-2) a lOll!< list of second-hand describers. 

• It is iIlustraled with a map of the dislrict of Cholulo (p. 
'58), a detailed plaD of the pyramid or mound (Humboldt 
is responsible for th. former tenD) as it stands amid roads 
aud fields (p. 230), and a fac>-5imll. of an old map of the 
puehlo of Cholula ('SS,). 

Bandelier speaks of th. consenative teedeneies of the 
native population of this region, giving a report that old 
native idols are stiIl p~ and worshipped in ca ..... to 
which h. could not induce th. Indians to conduct him (p. 
156); and that wh.n b. went to see the Maid 1M C.mJtt
~, or some native pictures of the 16th century, ..epa 
resenting th. Conquest. and of the highest importance for 
its history, he was jealously alIowed hut one glance at 
them, and could Dot get another (A~ T_, p. 123). 
He adds: "The difficulty attending the CODsu1tatioD of 
any documents in the hands of Indians is universal, and 
results from their supe:rstiliollS regard for writings on paper. 
Th. hulk of the people watch with the ntmost jealousy..
their old papelS , , • They have a fear Iestth. power vested 
in aD original ma)' be transferred to a copy" (pp. 15,5-6), 

• Pinart, no. S9D. 

NOTB.-Th. opposite vi.w of the court of the Museum is from Ch.may, po 57. He says: "Th. Museum cannot be 
called rich, in so far that ,there is nothing Fe1Qarkable in what the visitor is aHowed to see. JJ The vases, which had SO 

much deceived Chamay. e3l'lier, as to cause him to make caSt9 of them for the Paris Museum, he at a later day pto

Dounced forgeries; and he says that they, with manY others 'Which an; seen in public and private museums, were m~ 
ufactured at Tl.tiloco, a Mexican suhurb, between .820 and ,8:08. See Holmes on the trade in Mexican spurious relica 
in SC'intce, 1886. 

The reclining sl.tu. in the foreground is balanced by on. similar to it at an opposite part of the conrt.yard. On. is the 
Chac-rnooI, as Le Plongeon called it, unearthed h)' him at Chicheo-lua, and appmpriated by tho Mexican govemm.Lt I 
th. other was discovered at Tlaxcala. 

Th. ronnd stnn. in the centre is th. sacrificial stone dug np in th. great "'lome in Mexico, of which an .nIatged view 
is given on another page. , 

The museum is described in Bancroft, iv. 554; in Mayer·s MIn" .. it....,. etc., and his MIn", ..41l1«, 11&.; Fosse," 
M~z'9w. 

On Le Plongeon's discovery nf the Chac-mool see .ifMW. A,a,·,. S«. Pne., Apr., 1817; Oct., IS78.. and new seri"- L 
280; Nadaillac. Eng. tr. t 346; Short, 400: I.e Plongeoo's S....,.., My.rUrVl, 88, and his paperin the AIIWr. ~"r. $«. 
7"""""", ix. 142 (,877i. Hamy calls it the Toltec god Tla1oc. the raio-sod; and Chama)' agrees with him, giving (pp. 
366-7) cuts of his and of th. one f""nd at TIlIllcaIa. 
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Dupaix was made. Alzate furnished the basis of the account in Humboldt's Vue, (1. 129; pL ix. of folio ed.), 
and Waldeck (Vo,agelitt., 69) regrets that Humboldt adopted so inexact a description as e_~t of Alzate. 
From Nebel (Viagelintoreseo) we get our \best graphic representations, for Tylor (Anahuac) says that Cas
teneda's drawings, accompanying Dupaix, are very incorrect Bancroft says that one, at least, of these draw. 
ings in Kingsborough bears not the slightest resemblance to the one given in Dupaix. In 1835 there were 
explorations made under orders of the Mexican government, which were published in the Re-vista ;k'e"ieana 
(i. 539,-reprinted in the Dieeionario Universal, x. 938). Other accounts, more or less helpful,. are given by 
Latrobe, Mayer,l and in Isador Lowenstern's Le M'xiijue (Paris, 1843).2 

The ancient Anahuac corresponds mainly to the valley of Mexico city.8 Bancroft (iv. 497) shows in a 
summary way the extent of our knowledge of the scant archreological remains within this central area.4 

In the city of Mexico not a single relic of· the architecture of the earlier peoples remains,6 though a few 
movable sculptured objects are preserved.G 

Tezcuco, on the other side of the lake from Mex
ico, affords some traces of the ante-Conquest archi
tecture, but has revealed no such interesting mov· 
able relics as have been found in the capital city.1 
Twenty-live miles north of Mexico are the ruins 
of Teotihuacan, which have been abundantly de
scribed by early writers and modern explrtrers. 
Bancroft (iv. 530) makes up his summary mainly 
from a Mexican official account, Ramon Almaraz's 
Memoria de los trabajos ejeeutados lor la eomi
sion eientifiea de Paehuea (Mexico, 1865), adding 
what was needed to fill out details from Clavigero, 

OLD MEXICAN BRIDGE NEAR TEZCUCO.- Humboldt, and the later writers.8 

1 He repeats Alzate's plate of the restoration of the 
ruins. 

:a Bancroft refers (iv. 483) to various compiled accounts, 
to which may be added his own and Short's (p. 37'). Cf. 
F. BODCOurt in the R",,,. II' Et~"op"aj"u (.887). 

3 Prescott. Kirk ed., i. 12. See the map of the plateau 
of Anahuac in Ruge, Gesell. ties Zeitaltws de, Entdeck., 
i·363· 

f cr. Gros in the A rcnifJes tie fa Com. Scient. a" Mz
itp~, vol. i.; H. de Saussure on the DJcOUfI,rt, us ".,,'·1111 

d'UIII ancienne "ilk MI,Zieaitu situJ, $IW Ie plateaw de 
I'AnaIum& (Paris, .8SS,-:BuII. Soc (;jog. de Paris). 

II The same is .true of the earliest Spanish buildings. 
Icazbalceta (MI,Zieo,n 105054, p. 74) says that the soil is 
constantly accumulating, and the whole city gradually 
sinks. 

«Ii Bancroft (iv. 50S, SI6t with references) says that such 
objects, when brought to light by excavations, have not 
always been removed from their hiding·places; and he ar
gues that beneath the city there may yet be "thousands of 
interesting monuments." Cf. B. Mayer's M,xico as it 
was, vol. ii. 

Bandelier (A r<~(I!ol. Tour, Part ii. p. 49) gives us 
valuable " Archzological Notes about the City of Mexico," 
in which he says that Alfredo Chavero owns a very large 
oil pai.nting, said to have been executed in 1523, giving a 
view of the aboriginal city and the principal events of the 
Conquest. It shows that the ancient city was about one 
quarter the size of the modem town. 

We find descriptions of the city before the conquerors 
transformed it, in Brasseur's Hist. Nations Cillo iii. ,87; 
iv. line 13 i and in Bancroft (ii. ch. 18) there is a collation 
of authorities on Nahu:\ buildings, with specific references 
on the city of Mexico (ii. p. 567). Bandelier describes with 
citations its military aspects at the ~ time of the Conquest 
tPealJody M .... Rejorts, x. '5'). 

The movable relics found in Mexico are the following: -
I. The calendar stone. See annexed cut. 
•• Teoyamique. See cut in the appendix or this vol

ume. 

3. Sacrificial stone. See annexed cut. 
.... Indio triste. See annexed cuL 
5. Head of a serpent, discovered in ,88,. Cf. Bande

lier's ,ArcMoL T01W', p. 6q. 
6. Human head. Cf. Bancroft, iv. 5.8. All of the 

above, except the calen9ar stone, are in the Museo Na· 
clonal. • 

7. Gladiatorialstone, discovered in IW, but left buried.. 
Cf.. B. Mayers Mezicll, 123; Bancroft, iv. 516; Kings
borough, vii. 94; SahagUn, lib. ii. 

8. A rew other less important objects. Cf. Bandelier, 
,Arcluzol. TtnIr,52. 

Antonio de Leon y Gama, ·who unfortunately bad no 
knowledge of the writings of SahagUn, has discussed most of 
these relics in his DucrijcitJ" "istOrie" y CrtnIQ/Jrictl tk 
las dos Piedras &. (ad ed. Bustamante, .832.) 

7 Bancroft, iv. 520, with authorities, p. 523. Cf. A __ 
u:atl A"tiparia", May, .888. 

8 Bancroft's numerous references make a foot-note (iv. 
530). He adds a plan from Almaraz, and says that the 
description of Linares (Soc. Mex. C'IIr. BIIldi", 30, i. 
103) is mainly drawn from Almaraz. It is believed, but not 
absolutely proven, that the mounds were natural ones, arti
ficially shaped (Bandelier, 44). The extent of the ruins is 
very great, and it is a current belief that the city in its 
prime must have been very large.' The whole region is ex
ceptionally rich in fragmentary and small relics, like pot
tery, obsidian implements, and terraweotta heads. Cf. for 
these last, Ltmd. Oeog-. StIC. 7fN1'11l1l, vii. 10; Thompson's 
Mexico, 140; Nebel, Piai, j Mayer's M,n. '" it _as, 
227 (as cited in Bancroft, iv. 542) i and later publications 
like T. U. Brockl.hu .. t'. MexU:D ttHlay (Lond., .883', and 
Zelia N uttaU's h Terra Cotta Heads from Teotihuacan," in 
the A ....... 7""""" of Anhtl!ology Uune and Sept .• 886), 
ii. 151, 318. 

Bancroft judges that the ruins date back to the sixth cen
tury, and says that these mounds served for models of the 
Aztec teocallis. On the commission already referred to 
was Antonio Garda y Cubas. who conducted some pefMnal 
explorations, and in desaibing these in a separate publica-

• After a sketch in Tylor's A ndll4&, who thinks it the original Puent_ de I", Bn-ga"UIUI$, where Cortes had his 
brigantines launched. The span is about 20 feet, and this Tylor thinks" aD immense span for such a construction." C£ 
H. H. Bancroft, Nat;", Rae .. , iv. 479, 5.8- Bandelier (PealJtHJy MIU. Rejtlrls, ii. 6<)6) doubts its antiquity. 
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Bancroft (iv. cit. 10), in describing what is known of the remains in the northern parts of Mexico, gives a 
$1IIIIDWy of what has been wri~ regarding the most famous of these ruins, Quemada in Zacatecas.1 

THE INDIO TRISTE .• 

'lion, ElUayt1 M .. E,huJiIJ C"",,.,,ati,,fJ emn-las: Plra
"'fU~ EI'IJcias" Mesic""," (Mexico, 181S), he point$ out 
certain analogies of the American and Egyptian structures, 
which will be found in epitome in Bancroft (iy. 5-43). In 
discuping tbe monoliths of the ruins, Amos W. : Butler 
o(.A",.".. Amv,Ndria",MilY, t88S), in a paper OD "The Sac
. ri6cial Stone of San Juan Teotihuacan," advanCed some 
view. that are controverted by W. H. Holmes in the 
A._. 7 ... ""," tif A.rc!r,urogy (i. 36.), from whose foot· 
Dot •• a good bibliography of the subject can be derived. 
Bandelier (ArcMDI. TMIr, 42) thinks that because no spe
cific mentioo is made of them in Mexican tndition. it is 
ufe to infer that these monuments antedate the Mexicans, 
and were in niDs at "the time of the Conquest. 

J The early writers make little mention of the place q-
cept as oue of the haltingooplaces of the Aztec migration. 
Torquemada has sometbing to say (quoted in SH •. Me.#. 
(fllJr. 8"'" 2°, iii. 278, with the earliest of the modem ac-

counts by Manuel Gutierrez, in 1.80!=). Cap.t . . G. F. Lyon 
C7tnW1U&1 of aresiti.1It" and tqur in JlliZ;CII, LondoD, 1828) 
visited the ruins in 1828. Pedro Rivera in 1830 d"escribed 
them in Marcos .de Esparza's btffJ1"llU prese"'"1J al" GtJ
/Jiwno (Zacatecas, 1830, - also in MIlS,,, Mlzka1UJ, i. 185., 
1843). The plan in Nebel's Viaje (copied in Bancroft, iv. 
SIb) was made for Governor .Garda, by BeJghes, a German 
engineer, in 1831, who at the time was accompanied by J. 
Burkart (A ufentWt "IUUl Reisen in ~fe~iC", Stuttgart, 1836), 
who gives a plan of fewer details. Bancroft (iv. 519) thinks 
Nebel's views of the ruins the only ones ever published, 
and he enumerates various second-hand writers (iv. 579). 

Cf. Fegeux •. II Les mines de la Qilemada," in the RnnII 
tl'ElnfUJiorie, i. 119. The noticeable features of these ru
ins are their massiveness and height ·of walls, their absence 
of deeoration and carved idols, and the JaCk of pottery and' 
the amaller relics. Their history, notwithstanding much 
search, is a blank, ' . 

• After a pbotograph in Bandelier's Areuo/lJf(ieal Tpw, p. 68. He thinks it "''as !nter.ded to be _ bearer of ·a to~cbt 
.and has no .ymbolical meaning. <rr 
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Bancroft (iv. d. 7) has given a separate chapter to the antiquities of Oajaca (Oaxaca) and Guerrero, as the 
most southern of what he terms the Nahua people, including 
and lying westerly of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, and he 
speaks of it as a region but little known to travellers, except 
as they pass through a part of it lying on the commercial 
(oute from Acapulco to the capital city of Mexico. Ban
croft's summary, with his references, must suffice for the in
quirer for all except the principal group of ruins in this 

,region, that of Mitla (or Ly6-Baa), of which a full recapitula
tion of authorities may be made, most of which are also to 
be referred to for the lesser ruins, though, as Bancroft points 
out, the information respecting Monte Alban and Zachila is 
far from satisfactory. Of Monte Alban, Dupaix and Char

"nay are the most important witnesses, and the latter says 
that he considers Monte Alban" one of t'\,e most precious 
remains, and very surely the most ancient of the American 
civilizations." 1 On Dupaix alone we must depend for wbat 
we know of Zachila. 

It is, however, of. Mitla (sometime Miquitlan, Mictlan) that 
more considerable mention must be made, and its ruins~ 
about thirty miles southerly from Mexico, have been oftenest 
visited, as they deserve to be; and we have to regret that 
Sfephens never took them within the range of his observa
tions. Their demolition had begun during a century or two 
previous to the Spanish Conquest, and was not complete 
even then. Nature is gloomy, and even repulsive in its des
olation -about the ruins; 2 but a small village still exists 
among them. The place is mentioned by Duran 8 as inhab
ited about 1450; Motolin!a describes it as still lived in,' and 
in 1565-74 it had a gobemador of its own. Burgoa speaks 

GENERAL PLAN OF MITLA.. of it in 1644.6 
The earliest of the modem explorers were Luis Martin, a 

Mexican architect, and Colonel de la Laguna, who examined the ruins in 1802; and it was from Martin and his 
drawings that Humboldt drew the information WIth which, in r810, he first engaged the attention of the gen-' 
eral public upon Mitla, in his Vue.< des Crwdimres. pupaix's visit was in 1806. The architect Eduard L. 
Miihlenpfordt, in his Vermc" einer gareum Sc"ilderung der Bejubli!' />fejico (Hannover, 1844, in 2 vols.). 
says that he made plans and drawings in 1830,6 which, passing into the hands of Juan B. Carriedo, wer~used 
by him. 'to illustrate a paper, "Los palacios antiguos de Mitla," in the Ilustracion Me:r;icana (vol. ii.), in 
which he set forth, the condition of the ruins in 1852. Meanwhile, in 1837, some drawings had been made, 
which were twenty years later reproduced in the ninth volume of the Smitluonian Contributiotu to K""",I
edge, as Brantz Mayer's Observations on Me:r;ican "istory and arcllt"ology. wit" a sjecial notice of Zajotec, 
remains as delineated in Mr. J, G. Sawkins's drawings of Mitla, ac. (Washingtun, 1857). Bancroft points 
out (iv. 406) that the inaccuracies and impossibilities of Sawkins' drawings are such as to lead to the conclu
sion that he pretended to explorations which he never made, and probably drafted his views from some indefinite 
information; and that Mayer wa~ deceived, having no more precise statements than Humboldt's by which to 
test the drawings. Matthieu Fo';'ey visited the ruins in 1838; but his account in his U Afe:r;i'f'l6 (Paris, 
1857) is found by Bancroft to be mainly a borrowed one. G. F. von Tempsky's 1I-fitla, a "arrativeof inci
dents and jersonaladventure on a journey in Mexico, Guatemala and Salvador, r8s]-r8sS, edited 6y J. S. 
Bell (London, 1858), deceives us by the title into supposing that considerable attention is given in the book to 
Mitla, but we find hinI spending but a part of a day there in February, 1854 (p. 250). The book is not prized. 
Bandelier calls it of small scientific value, and Bancroft says his plates must have been made up from other 
sources than his own observations.1 Chamay, here, as well as elsewhere, made for us some inIportant photo
grapbs in 1859.8 This kind of illustration received new accessions of value when Emilio Herbriiger issued a 

1 cr. Bandelier, p. 320. 
:I Randelier, p. 2.,6. 
• Ramirez, ed. 1867. 
t His brief account is copied by Mendieta and Torque

mada, and is cited in B;mdeJier, p. 324. 
15 (dog. D~url~u"" ii. cited in Bandelier, 324- Cf. $«. 

Mes. G,og. Bolet,'", vii. 170. 

• Bandelier says (p. 279) that he saw them in the library 
or tbe Institute .of Oaxaca, and that, tbougb admirable. 
they have a certain tendency to over-restoration, - the be
setting sin of all explorers who make drawings. 

1 cr. Field, no. 1612 • 

• RfliNls, etc., 261, and VioUet Ie Duc, p. 74 i Atu:ina 
Vilk_, ch. 24-

• After Bandelier's sketch (A rcA~Dlogical TtINr', p. 276). KBY: A, the mins on the highest ground, with a church 
and curacy built into the walls. B, C, E. are ruins outside the village. D is within the modem village. F is beyond. 
tbe river. 
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series of thirty..four fine plate.. as AI6um de Vistas /otogr6ficas de las Antiguas Ruinas de los lalacios de
Milia (0axaca,IS74)' In IS6", J. W. von Milller, in his Reisen in tie" Vereinigten ~~aaten, Canada una 
Mezic() (Leipzig, in 3 vols.), included an account of a visit.l The most careful examination made. since Ban
aoft summarized existing knowledge is Ihat of Bandelier in his Arch'/ological Taur in Mexico in 188r 

(Bo.lon, ISS;), publisbed as no. ii. of the American series of the Palers o/the ArchQ!Ological institute of . 
A",eri&a, which is illustrated with heliotypes and sketch plans of the ruins and architectural details in all 
their geometrical symmetry. Bancroft (iv. 392, etc.) could only give a plan of the ruins based on tbe sketches 
of Miihlenpfordt as published by Carriedo, but the student will finda more careful one 2 in Bandelier, who 
also gives detailed ones of the several buildings (pl. xvii., xviii.) . 

, 
There i. DO parI of Spanish America richer in architectural remaiits than the northern section of Yucatan, 

and Bancroft (iv. ch. 5) has occasion to enumerate and 10 describe with more or less fullness between fifty and 
sixty independent groups of ruins.. Stephens explored forty-four of these abandoned towns, and such was 
the native igno"'!'ce that of only a few of them could anytfiing be learned in Merida. And yet that this 

SACRIFICIAL STONE.-

t There is a R4~/HJrl"" Ii, "Wi1WS, by Doutrelaine, in 
the A "d,MI til Ita CtlIII",uSUm SciAnlijigue a" lWlzi9_ 
(vol. ntl: Nadai11ac (p. 364) and Short (p. 36,) have epit
omized results, and LoU:1 H. Ayme gives some Nilles till 
Milia in the .4""",. A"ti,. SM. PrtK., April, .,rS2, p. 82; 
Bancroft (iv. 391) enumerates varions second-hand descnp-
1i0lUl. 

t I do not understand Bandelier'.s statement (p. 217) that 
it is taken from Bancroft's plan, which it only resembles in 
a general way. 

• Hancroft classifies their architectural peculiarities (iv. 
pp •• 61-219). 

• After a photograph ia Bandelier's ArcMolorienl TtnW. p. 67. .See on annther page, cut of the court-yard of the 
Museum, whe~ this Itone is preserved. Cf. Humboldt, pI. xxi.; Bandelier in Awur: Anti,_, 1878; Bancroft, iVa 509 i 
Stevens's Fli"t C4ill, 311. There is a discussion of the stone in Orozco y Berra's E1. Cuaultz.iealli tI, Tizoc, in the 

. A""',. tiel }fwuo Nael'otlal, i. DO. I; ii. no. I. On the sacrificial' stnne of San Juan Teotihuac::an, see paper by Amos 
W. Rutler in the "',,"r. ANtif .• vii. 148; A cut in Clavijtel'O (i1.) shows how the stone was used in sacrifices; the e"grav .. 
ing has been often copied. In Mrs. Nuttall's view this stone simply records the periodical tribute days (Am. A!.f. Adfl. 
Sd. p",«., ~ug. 1886). 
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country was the land oia peculiar architecture was known to the earliest explorers. Francisco Hernandez de 
Cordova in 15'7, Juan de Grijalva in '518, Corth himself in '5'9, and Francisco de Montejo in 1527 observed 
the ruins in Cozwnel, an island off the nort,,"west coast of the peninsula, and at other points of the shore.l . It 

• \ is only, however, within the present century that 
we have had any critical notices. Rio ·heard ...,. 
ports of them merely. LoreD2o de Zavala: saw 
only Uxmal, as his account given in Dupaix 
shows. The earliest detailed descriptions were 
those of Waldeck in his Voyage littores,"e d or
cMologifJue dans la IrtnJince d'Yucatan (Paris, 
1838, foliO, with steel plates and lithographs), but 
he also saw little more than thl! ruins of Uxma!, 
'in the expedition in which he had received pecu
niary support from Lord Kingsborough.2 It is to 
John L; Stephens and his accompanying draughts
man, Frederic Catherwood, that we owe by far the 
most essential part of OUI knowledge of the Yu
catan remains. He had begun a survey of Uxmal 
in 1840, but had made little progress when the ill
ness of his artist broke up his plans. Accordingly 
he gave the world but partial results in his Inci
dentsof Trav.1 in Central America. Not satis

L tied with his imperfect examination, he returned to 
II, Yucatan in 1841, and in 1843 published at New 
t'\. York the book which haS become the· main source 

of information for all compilers ever since, his In
cid.nts of Travel in Yucatan (N. Y., 1842; Lon
don, 1843; again, N. Y., 1856, 18;8). It was in 

WALDECK.'" the early days of the Daguerrean process, and 
'Catherwood . took with hini a camera, frOID which 

his excellent drawings derive some of their fidelity. They appeared in his own Views of Anci.nt Monum.nts 
in Central America (N. Y., 18«), on a larger scale than in Stephens's smaller pages. . 

Stephens's· earlier book had had an almost immediate success: The reviewers were unanimous in commenda
tion, as they might well be.8 It has been asserted that it'was in order to avail of this new interest that a resi
dent of New Orleans, Mr. B. M. Norman, 'hastened to Yucatan, .while Stephens was there a second time, and 
during the winter of 1841'-42 made the 'trip among the ru;';s, which is recorded in his Rambles in Yucatan, p" 
Notes of Trav.1 throllg" the peninsula, induding a Visit to t"e R.mariabl. Ruins of Chi-t:IIen, Kaba" 
-Zayi, and U:tmal {New York, 1843).4 

The Daguerrean camera was also lIsed by the Baron von , Friederichsthal in his studies at Uxmal and 
Chichen-Itza, and his exploration seems to have taken place between ,the two visits of Stephens, as Bancroft 
determines from a letter (April 21,.1841) written after the baron had started on his return voyage to Europe.6 
In Paris, in October, 184r, under ,the introduction of Humboldt, Friederichsthal addressed the Academy, and 
his paper, was printed in the Nouv.lles Annales des Voyages{xcii. 297) as "Les Monuments de I'Yucatan."s 
The camera was not, however, brought to the aid of the student with the most satisfactory results till 
Charoay, in 1858, visited' Izamal, Chichen-Itza, and Uxmal. He gave a foretast~ of his results in the Bul
I.tin d.laSoe. d. 060g. (1861, vol. ii. 364), and in 1863 gave not very o:J:tended descriptions, relying mostly 
on his Atlas of photo~phs in his Cites ,et Ruines Americai,.,s, a part of which volume consists of the 
architectural speCUlations of Viollet Ie Due. Beside the farther studies of Charnay in his Anciens Vil/es d" 
Nouv.au Mond. (Paris, r88·s), there have been recent explorations in Yucatan by Dr. Augustus Le Plon
geon and his wife, mainly at Chichen-Itza, in which for a while he had the aid and countenance of Mr. Stephen 
Salisbury, Jr.,7 of Worcester, Mass. Le-·Plongeon's results are decidedly novel and helpful, but they wue 

1 See Vol • . II. cb. 3. Bancroft (II. p. 784) collates tbe 
early accounts of the habitations of the people, and (iv. ZS4. 
260, '261) the deScriptions of the ruins and statelier edifices, 
as seen by these explorers. 

I FdY. Q. R~'D'f xvm~ 251, 

• Cf. Poole', 1111hz, p. '439-
'" Bancroft, iv. -'45; Field, no. 1118; Leclerc, no. U17; 

Pilling, p •• 767; D.",. RnJintI, xi. 5'9. ct PHf ... 1111hz, 
p. '439' 

I Rerislrtl Yfl&tzU&~, ii .• 31;' D;«ioJuwu, U,livwuU 
(M~xic:o, ,8S3), lE. '90' · , 

• Bandelier, A",. A ,au,. SHe Prw. t D. L. L 92, calls the 
paper tlnot very-valuable." ~ 

, This gentleman, Binee the d ... tb of bis father, of the 
same name. succeeded, after an interval, the elder anti
quaTY in the president's chair of the American Antiquarian 
Society. 

• After an etching published.in the A_in tI. 1. StIC.AMIr. tk 1' .. _. Cf • .11._. Antit. StIC. p,.",,~Octaber, 

1875. 
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Cltpressed with more license of explication than satisfied the committee of that society, when his papers were 
rerened to them for publication, and than has proved acceptable to other examiners.l Nearly all other 
descriptions of the Yucatan ruins have been derived substantially from these chief authorities.2 

DEsIR~ CHARNAY •• 

1 Cf. Short, p.]96. I.e PloDgeoo retorts (A"..".. A nt¥. 
$«. Pl"oc., D. s., i. aSz) by telling his critic that ' he had 
never been in Yucatan. Considering the effect of contact in 
"many of thoSe who .have .-riUen 01 the ruins, it may be a 
question if the implication is valuable as a piece of criticism. 
Mr. Salisbury and Dr. Le PloDgeon reported from time to 
time in the "A..".. Alllif. $«. PrDC. the results of the 
latter'. investigations, and the researches to which they 
gaves rise. Those in April, 18,6, and April. 1817, of these 
P,.,«I,JUcp, were privately printed by Mr. Salisbury, as 
TAl Ma)'tU. etc. In ' April, 1818, Mr. Salisbury . reported 
upon the U Terra-cotta figures from Isla Mujeres." In Oct., 
18,S, there were communications from Dr. I.e Plongeon, 
and from Alice D. Le Plongeon, his wife. J n April, 18t9t 
Dr. Le Plongeon communicated a letter on the affinities of 
Cen.tal America and the East. Since this the I.e PIon
geons have found other ' channels of communication. Dr. 
I.e PJongeou expanded his somewhat extravagant . notions 
of Oriental affinities in hia S4&1'~tl ",y,uru6 ~ lite 
MdJlIU tuJ 1M ~ie,"$,II.jOOJlI."'dr"; IAewl"llIIIu", 
1# 1M $lK1"lti MJlI'IWN6V E",II, o"ecI, Cludtk_, tiM 

Inelid. Frenll4Stln", ,'" tiWleI tmkritw III tlu te",j/I '!I 
S"lo",fJIf. (New York, 1886). 

His preface is largely made up with a reheanal of his 
rebuffs and in complaints of the want· of pubJic apprecia
tion of his labors. He is. huwever, as confident as ever, and 
deciphers the 'bas-reliefs and m\1ral inscriptions of Chichen
Itza by "the ancient hieratic Maya alpbabet" whi.ch he 
claims to have discovered, and shows this .alphabet in par
allel columns with that of Egypt as displayed by Cham
pollion and Bunsen. Mrs. Le PlongeoD published her 
Yeslip' tlf till Mayas in New York, in 1881, ' and poth
ered some of her periodical writings in her Here imd Tlun 
;" YueataN- (N. Y., t886)~ Cf. her letter on the. ancient 
records of :Yucatan in Tile Ndtitm, xxix. lIZ4-

~ Baldwin (p. 125), in a condeJlsed way, and likewiise 
Short (ch. 8) and BanCTOf, (iv. cb. S), more at length, b,ve 
mainly depended aD Stephens. Cf. refereJlct& in Ban
croft, iv. 141, and Bandelier's list in the A me,.. A"tiq. StIC. 
Pl"tIe., D. s., i. 82, 95. E . H. Thompson hascontrlbuted pa
pers in I6Ul. Oct., J~, p. 248t and April, 1881, p. 319t 
and on the ruins ~f Kich·Moo and Chun-Kal .. Cin ia April, 

• R.eproduced froID .... eDgraving in Ibe London edition, 1881, of. the English translation of his Atu:inrI 'Cit"> tV 1M 
N_Wwltl. 
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The principal ruins of Yucatan are those of Uxmal and Chichen-Itza, and references to the literature of 
each will suffice. Those at Uxmal are in some respects distinct in character from the remains of Hondura!> 
and of Chiapas •. There are no idols as at Copan. There are no extensive stucco-work and no tablet!> as at 
Palenque. The general type is Cyclopean masonry, faced with dressed stones. The Casa de Monjas, or 
nunnery (so called), is often considered the most remarkable ruin in Central America; and no architectural 

JOURNEY 

TO YUCATAN 
and to the country of 

THE LACANDONS 
,byD.Chamay 

1882 

GULF OF 

FROM CHARNAY •• 

1888, p. 162. Brasseur, beside his H,"si. Nat. Cifl .• it 
20, has something in his introduction to his Re/atitm tI, 
La1flla. 

The description of the ruins at Zayi, which Stephens 
gives, shows that some of the rooms were -filled soUd with 
masonry, and he leaves it as an unaccountable fact; but 

Morgan (H"""8 IJItt/ H ..... Lifo. Po .67) thinks it shows 
that the builders constructed a core of masonry, over which 
they reared the \\'811s and ceilings, which last, after harden .. 
ing, were able to support themselves, when the cores were 
removed; and that in the ruins at Zayi we see the cores. 
unremoved. 

• Also in the Bulf. SfIC. tie ClDg-. tI. Paris. ,88. (p, 54')' The best large {J6X.8 in.) topographical and historical map 
of Yucatan, showing the site of ruins, is that of Huebbe and Azuar, 1818. The pltuttJ de YNC,U4H, of Santiago Nigra de 
San Martio, a1so showing the ruins, J8~, is reduced in Stephen Salisbury's Maytu (Worcester, J817), or in the A ",w. 
A"til!. S«. Pr«., April. 1876, and April, 1871. V. A. Malte-Brun's map, likewise marking the ruins, is in Brasseur de 
Bourbourg's PnJerlq'ld (I866). There are maps in C. G. Fancourt's Hist. Y""ata:,. (London, 1854) i Dupaix~s A"ti9","tIs 
Mlxicai,.,.; Waldeck's Voyac- t1a,.. fa Ywcni .... (his MS. map was used by Malte-Brun~ Cf. the map of Yucatan and 
Chiapas, in Brasseur and Waldeck's MOIIUnurrts AtlCinu tiN M;.xtfple (1866). Perhaps the most convenient map to use 
in the study of Maya antiquities is that in Bancroft's Nat. Races, iv. Cf. Crescentio Canillo's II Geograffa Maya" in 
the .if llaks tkl M"ulI ttaeUmal til M;zt"clI. ii. 435. 

The map in Stephens's Ywatalt, vol. i'J shows his route among the nlins, but does not pretend to be accurate for 
regions off his COUTSe, 

The 70rwtUll Df 1M RDJ'al G~Dr. S«., vol. xi., has a map showing the ruins in Central America. . 
The best map to show at a glance the location of the ruins in the larger field of Spanish America is in Bancroft's Nat. 

RMes,iv. 
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feature of · any of them ha.s been the subject of more inquiry than the protuberant ornaments in the cornices, 
wbich are usually called e).,phants' tnmks.1 It bas been contended that the place was inhaliited in the days 

of Cortes.t . 
The earliest printed· account of U"",al is in Cogolludo'" Yucat"all (Madrid, 1688), pp. 176, 193, 197; but 

it was well into this century before oth .... were written. Lorenzo de Zavala gave but an outline account in his 
Ntlliee, prinied in Dupaix in 183+ Waldeck (Voyare .Pitt. 67, 93) spent eight days there in May, 1835, and 
Steph.ens gives him the credit of being the earliest de$Crlber to attract attention. Stephens'. first ~isit in. 18~o 
was hasty (emf. ,A","~ ii. .'3), but on his second visit (1842) be took with him Waldeck's V.yare, and his 

RUINED TEMPLE AT UXMAL .• 

description and the drawings of Catherwood were made with the advantage of having these earlier drawings 
tocompare. Stephens (Yucatall, i. "97) 52y' that their plans and drawings differ materially from Waldeck's; 
but Bancrofi, who compares the two, 52yO that Stephens exaggerated the. differences, which are not material, 
except in a few plates (Stephens'. Yucatan, i. 163; ii. ,6."';'ch. '4, "5). About the 12me till\< Norman and 
Friederichsthal made their visits. Bancroft (iv. 150) refers to the lesser narrativeS of Carillo (r845), and 
another, recorded in the Repstr, Yucatee,(i. 273. 361), with Carl Bartho)om.,us Heller (April, 1847) in his 
BIiu,. ;" Me,,". (Leipzig, 1853). Chamay'. Rui,.., (p. 362), and his ,Aneum Vilu, ·(ch. '9, 20), record 
visits in 1858 and later. Bras_r reported upon Uxmal in .,865 in the Arc"ru .. tie· /a Com. Seientifi'l'" tI" 
Ml:idfJ'" (ii. "34, "54), and he had already mode mentiou of them in his Hin. Nati",., ,w., ii. ch .•• a 

I Cf. the"". and __ in Waldeck and Chamay. WaJ. 
deck 6nt aamed. the ornaments as II Elephants'trunks " 
(VII? Pill. P.14). There .re culo in Stephens, reprudueed 
\" Banc:rnft. There Ia .100 • cuI in Nonnaa. CL E. H. 
Tbom_ in A_. AlJlit. Soc. P_., Apnl, .887, p. 38>. 

t Stephen.. y"".-", it :l6s. gives an ancient Inffiau 
map ('551). aDd ulJaCIe frmn tbe arebi_ of Mani. which 
lead him to infer that al lhat rime it .... an iDbahitOd In
dian towe. 

I Baacroft f ..... '5') p... varioua references to .-nd-
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The ruins of Chichen·ltza make part of the eastern group of the Yucatan remains. As was not the case 
:with some of the other principal ,ruins, the city in its prime has a record in Maya tradition·; it was known 
m the days of the Conquest, and has not been lost sight of since,1 though its ruins were not visited by explorers 
t'Jl well within the present century, the first of whom, according to Stephens, was john Burke,' in 1838• 
Stephens had heard of them and mentioned them to Friederichsthal, who was there in 1840 (Nou'D. Annales' 
des VO)lages, xcii. 300-306). N orman was there 

in February, 1842 (Rambles, 104), and did not ~i:=~~~~~E;~;;~ 
seem aware that anyone had been there before --c..=;.:-
him; 'and Stephens himself, during the next 
month (Yucatan, ii. 282), made the best record 
which we have. . <:;harnay made his observa· 
tions in 1858 (Ruines, '339, - cf. Anciens 
Villes, ch. 18), and gives us nine good photo-

FROM CHICHEN-ITZA.- FROM CHICHEN-ITZA.t 

graphs. The latest discoverer is Le Plongeon, whose investigations were signalized by the finding (1876) of 
the statue of Chackmool, and by other notable researches (Am. Anti". Soc. Proc., April, 1877; October, 1878),l1 

It seems hardly to admit of doubt that the cities - if that be their proper designation - of Yucatan were 
the work of the Maya people, whose descendants were found by the Spaniards in possession of the peninsula, 
and that in some cases, like those of, Uxmal and Toloom, their sacred edifices did not cease to be used till 
some time after the Spaniards had possessed the country. Such were the conclusions of Stephens,a the sanest 
mind that has spent its action upon these remains; and he tells us that a deed of the region where Uxmal is 
situated, which passed in 1673, mentions the daily religious rites which the natives were then celebrating there, 

.and speaks of the swinging doors and cisterns then in use. The abandonment of one of the buildings, at least, 
is brought down to within about two centuries, and comparisons of Catherwood's drawings with the descrip
tions of more recent explorers, by showing a "ery marked deterioration within a comparatively few years, 
enable us easily to understand how the piercing roots of a rapidly growing vegetation can make a greater havoc 

hand descriptions, noted before 187S, to which may be 
added those i~ Short, p. 347; Nadailla.c, 334; Amer. 44".. 
tiIJUar-;an, vii. 257, and again, July~ 1888. 

probably the most accurate of the plans of the ruins is 
tbat of Stephens (YucaiaJ', i. 165), which is followed by 
BancToft{iv. 15~). Bras.o;;eur's report has a plan, and others, 
all differin!!!, are given by Waldeck (pI. viii.), Norman (p. 
JSc;), and Charnay (,,""ius, p. 62). Views and cuts of de
taHsare found in Waldeck, Stephens, Cllamay,-whence 
later. summarizers like Bancroft, Baldwin, and Short have 
drawn their co~E"~; ,,·hile speciaJ cuts are copied in Annin 
(Das Hffltir~ M,zr'r,,): Larellaudi~re (M~zr9U1! et GutJ-o 
uma/a., Pa1'"is, lR47); Le Pl0t;*geon (Saa,tl A-fJlskp'us); 
Ru~e (Z.itnlt ... d ... E .. ttkC!n,"f:'1&, p. 357); Morgan 
(HOfUt~, etc:, ch. xi.), and in various otheJ'9. One can best 
trace' the v.lrieties and contmsts of the different accounts 
of the "arious edifices in Bancroft's collations of their 
statements H i!\ constant citation, even to scorn them, of 
the impertinencies of George Jones'sHist. tif Aile. A"",-. 

;eel (London, J8.p), - the later notorious Count Johannes. 
- .... as bardIy worth while. 

1 Landa descnbed the ruins. R~latitJ", p. 340-
I All other accounts are based on these. Bancroft, who 

gives the best summary (iv. 221), enumerates many of the 
second·band writers, to whom Sbort (p. 3<)6) must be added. 
Stephens gives a "Ian (ii. 2<)0) wblch Bancroft (iv. 222) fol
lows i and it apparently is worthy of reasonable confidence, 
which cannot be said of Norman's. The ruins present 
some features not found in others, and the most interesting 
of such may be considered the wall paintings. one repre
senting a boat with occupants, which Stephens found OD 

the walls nf tbe building called by him tbe Gymnasium, be
cause of stone rings projecting from the walls (see annexed 
cut), which were supposed by him to have been used in 
ball games. Norman caUs the same building the Temple; 
Chamay, the Cirque; but the n~tive designation is Iglesia. 

• YtlCtdaN, i. 940' Cf. Bancroft, Native RaasJ ii. 117; v. 
164,342. 

• A Iter a cut in Squiet's S~nt Symlml. There are two of tbe .. rings in tbe walls of one of the buildings twenty or 
thirty feet from the ground. They are four feet in diameter. Cf. Stephens's YUt'ataN, ii. 304; Bancroft, iv. 230. 

t A ba!t-1"elief, one of the best preserved at Chichen.ltza, after a sketch in Chamay and Viollet-Ie-Duc's Cftls et Ruilll$ 
.A ",lricaws (Parilt, J863), p. 53, of which VioUet-Ie-Duc says: U I.e profil du guerrier se rapprocbe sensiblement les 
types du Nord de l'Europe." ( 
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ill a centu will occur ill temperate climates. The preservation of paint on the ~ and of ;'~en ~. 
teJs in SOUl aiso induce a belief u,,;t no great time, such as would imply an extinct race of build~. 
aecessarY unt for the present condition of the ruins, and we must always r,:,,~ber how ~e Spanl . 
ued the uarries for building their neighboring towns. How long these habltation~ and shnnes. stood III 

. . bout which archzologists have had many and diverse estimates, rangmg from 
on IS a questi;n a There Is nothing in the ruins themselves to settle the question, beyond a 

study eir ~=:o: y:S;ar as the traditionary ~istOry of the Mayas can determine, some of them may 

have built between the third and the tenth century. 

Chi The age of the ruins of Palenqu6 2 can only be conjectured, and very indefinitely, 

th~me now:ere is
a= much risk in saying that they represent some of the ?Idest architectural.structures 

1m !"",haps ~ d were v likely abandoned three or four centuries before the commg of ~e 
Sp III the ~ew wor1~:, t tatem:t is un";ise. Perhaps there may be some fitness in Brasseur'S behef 
tha do. S~:: con :";fs were the work of a later pe~ple than those who laid the foundations.

8 
Ban

crof stucco a • lons:e fullest acconnt of the literature descrihing these ruins. They seem to have been 
first • 28?) has 01:'::: few years before. The "';port reaching Ramon de Ordoiiez, then a boy, was ~ot fo~
go nd ~ 175 , ted him to send his brother in 1773 to explore them.' Among the manuscnpts III 
the B;..!'~:~:~m~il Me., -Guat., p. 113; Pinar!, no. 695) are a Memoria relativa.1i las ru.~as • : • 
de Palm';.. "'<I Not,.'; de Ckial:U y Palen'lue, which are supposed to be. the .record of ~s explo~:::t;:,: 
ten by Ramon,'~pied from the original in the Museo Naci?na~ and whIch, III P~ ~t east, c:: he had hit 
report which Ran; made in 1784 to the presiden' of the Audienaa Real; Ramon s ~Iew was t . 
upon the land of Oph...nd the country visited by the Phamicians. This same presIdent now dir",;t",!- Jose 
Antonio Calderon to v~it. . and we have his "Informe" translated in Brasseur's Palenfjue (mtrod. 

. rwns, • of G t mal • pected the 
p. 5). From February to Ju .. f 1785, Antonio Benasconi, the royal architect ua e. a, illS • 

ruins under similar orders. His ''Or!, as well as the preceding one, with the accompanymg drawmgs, were 
dispatched to Spain, where J. B. 14..,z made a summary of them for the king. I do not find any of the.m 
have been printed. The result of the roJ interest in the matter was, that Antonio del Rio was next COlllllllS

sioned to make a more thorough survey, will;. he accomplished (May-June, 1787) with the aid of a band of 
natives to fell the trees and fire the rubbish. hbroke through the walls in a reckJe. .. way, that added greatly 
to the devastation of years. Rio's report, dated at l'"nqu/l June 24, 1787, was published first in 18S?, in the 
Diccio"ari. Un;". tie GeoC., viii. 528.4 Meanwhile, besk the copy of the manuscript sent to Spam, other 
manuscripts were kept in Gualeinala and Mexi;"'; and one othese falling into the bands o~ a D~. M'Quy, was 
taken to England and translated under the title Descri.Jtion of it. Ruins of an Ancient C.ty dIScovered near 
Palenfjuc i,. Guatemala, Slanis" America, translated jTPIlf the ciginal MS. Relort 'f. Calt. Do". A. Del 
Rio; folluwed ~y Teatrl1 Critico America, .. , or a Critical J"vesfigati'J and Researc" tnto the HIStory 0/ 
llu Americans, ~y DodfW Feli., Ca~rera (London, 1822).6 

I Bancroft ooI1ates the views ofdilfereotwriters (i ... zSS). (iV.36.) collates these sta;ments. Cf'. Dr •. Earl Flint .in . 
He himself holds that these buildings are more ancient .41M1'"~ Allliqua,.ia". iVa 281). Morelet Identifies them WIth 
than !bose of ADihuac; co .... qnently he rejects the argo- the Toltec remain., supposing ~em to be th~ wor~hof tbat 
meDts of Stephens, that it was by the Toltecs, after they mi- people after their emigration, an~ to _~e ::; OU~ e;:ne 
grated south from Anahuac, that these constructions were age as ~itJa. Chamay CA.ne.. Cit;,~ t !.s the ':tigi:s :0.:' 
raised (Nat;'" Race .. v. 165, and for references, p. 169~ 260) ~auns that Cones knew the pia",: of Cortes' knowl
Cbamay (8..u. de 14 SfJC. de Gior., Nov., 188.) believes tropolisof t~ Acaltecs. On the questlOl~~Did. (by Brin, 
they were erected between the twelfth and fourteenth ce. edge see SCInICe, Feb. 27,1885, po 17'; an .. 
turies. ton) March 27, 188S,"p. 248. Madrid 

It is weD known now that the concentric rings are a use- ' The original is in the Roy. Acad. of Hist.: at n.. tj-
Jess guide in tropical regions to detennine the age of trees, (Brasseur, Bill. Me.:e.~Guat., p. 125), and is "called ~serJ 
thou:h in the past, the immense size of trees as well as the citnl tiel IW'Y'ntQ;uNacilnt tudigwa. 
deposilionofsoil have been nsed to detennine the supposed • Field, no. 231; Sabin~ xvii. p. 292. The report ( 
ages of ruin&. Waldeck counted a ring a year in getting was brief, and as we would judge now, superficial. Du~ 
two thousand years (or the time since the abandonment of treats him disp;tragingly. The appended essay by Cabrera. 
PalenqutS; but Chamay (Eng. tr; .A.emu Cities, ... 260) an Italian, is said to have been largely filched from Ramon's 
oays that these rings are often fonned monthly. Cf. N a- paper, which had be.n confidentially placed in his hands 
daill ... p. 323- (Short, :Z07~ A Spanish text of Cabrera is in the Museo 

• So called because near a modem .. mage of that name, NationaL Cf. Brasseur (BV' M.z.-Gual.), p. 30; Pinart, 
founded by the Spaniards about J Ss.. Bancroft (iv. 2g6) DO. 186. It i!li a question if the plates, which constituted the 
says the ruins are ordinarily caJJed by the natives Casas de most interesting part of the English book, be Rio's after 
Piedra. Ordoiiez c:alIs them NachaD, but without giving an; for though they profess to be engraved after his draw
any authority, and some adopt the Aztec equivalent Cat. ings, tbey are suspicious1y like those made "by Castaiieda~ 
lluacm, cit,. of the serpents. Because Xibalha is held by twenty yean; after Rio's visit (Bancroft, iv. 2<)0). David 
some to be the name of the great city of this region in the B. Warden translated Rio's report in the Recueil tie WJ'
shadowy days of Votant that name has also been applied to ares II tie MIIIUIINS, Ja". fa Soc. tk 14 Geog. tie Paris 
themins. OtoJum, or the ruined place. is a common des- (vol. ii.), and gave some of the plates. (Cf. Warden's R~ 
iguaLioD thereabouts, but PalenqutS is the appellation in use elunMS.rIII" /es tudifJllitJs tie I' A ~ Se}teN/:rimra.k, 
by most travellers and writers. Paris, 1821, in MhI. tie I. S«. tie Glog.) There is a Ger .. 

I The fact is, that wid:1y distind estimates have been manversioD,Besc/vei6IU1g"einn'"tMte"Stadt(Berlin,1832), 
held, lIOIDe dating them back into the remotest antiquity, by J. H. von Minutoli, which is provided with an iDtro
and otb ... making them later than the Conquest. Bancroft • ductory essay. 
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The results of the explmations of Dupaix; made early in the pre~ent century by order of CarlJ. IV. of Spain, , 
long remained unpublished. His report and the drawings of Castaieda lay uncared for in ~e Mexican ar
,chives during the period of the Revolution. Latour Allar\l, of Paris, obtained copies of some olf the drawings, 
.and from these Kingsborough got copies, which he eograved for his Mexican Ant;qu;#es, in ",1tich Dupaix's 
report was also printed in Spanish and English (vols. iv., v., vi.). It is not quite certain whether ,the. originals 
,or copies were delivered (1828) by the Mexican authorities to Barad~re, who a few years later at'cured their' 
publication with additioual matter as AhlifUites "u:Uea;nes. Relation .us Iro;s ,:cjedilions it • . cajitaine 

.. 
i A RESTORATION BY VIOLLET:"LE-DUC.-

. .Dtt: 
Mi~ ai:c, IJI'donHlu en r80:' r806 et r807, pour la 'lle/tweM des antiquites du jays, notam,:"," ~!Iu tU 

./a,{ ~a et de Palenque,. accomjagnee des dunns de Castaneda, el tl'une carte du lays .,:cpore ,. su.vze d'un 
ana 'all~lede ees monuments me c'":c de rAgypJe, de rIndostan, et du rest, tU ranczen monde jar Ale» 
Wtt I L ". tl'une dissBrtation sur forigine de 'faneienne j~pulation des deu:c Ameriquls par [D. E·1 
men, .re enorr. " t ·"l· r t aulres docu i Irden .. avec un discours'prUiminaire par .w. Char/e.s Farcy, et "es no .IS e:Cr rca .ves, , .' .• • 

(.ts ja; MM. Earad~re, de St. Priest [etc.]. (Paris: .18J4, texte et atlas.) 1 The .plates of th.lS edition 
I 

•. j 1 Sabin; x. 209, '"3, 'Cf. AtIIUIleltle PUos. CIIrItiet<M, n. 
pala~ From His/ow tie rH~ H ....... uu,/tW VioIlIt-U-Dwc (Paris. 1875)' There is. a restoration of the Palenqu6 

:e-90 called-in Annin'. Dtu lleutig. MlJt~ (copied in Short, 342 , and Bancrof\, IV. 3 23). 
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are superior to those in Kingsborough and in Rio; and are indeed improved in t~e engraving over C~staiie?,,'s 
drawings. The book as,a whole is one of the most important on· Palenque whlcl\,we hav,:- .T?e mveslIga
tions were made on his third expedition (1807-8). A tablet taken from the rums by hIm IS m the Museo 
Nacional and a cast of it is figured in the Numis, and AntilJ. Soc. of phi/ad. Proc., Dec. 4, 1884. 
Durin~ the twenty.five years next following Dupai", we find two correspondents of the F~ch and English 

Geographical Societies supplying their publications with occasional accounts of thell observatIOns amon~ the 
ruins. One of them, Dr. F. Corroy,l was then living at Tabasco; the other, tal Juan Ga\lindo,1l was resIdent 
in the country as an administrative officer. 

~r 

SCULPTURES, TEMPLE OF THE CROSS, PALENQUE •• 

I B"n, til fa Soc. 1M (;I-r, til Paris, ix. (.8.8).<j!I. ·Du
paix, i. ;!d diy. 76. 

2 I. Palenque et autres lieux circonvoisins." in Dupaix, L 
.2d div. 6, (in English in Lilwary Gautte, London, 1831, 

no. ,69, and in L""ei. Gn)g. Soc. 701W7tal, iii. ~). Cf. 
Bull. III la SfIC. til r,;og. tU Paris, 1832. He is over_ 
enthusiastic, as Bandelier thJrt.ks (Amw. A"t. Soc. PrtJC!, 

. II. a.. i. p. nz) . 

• 11tese slabs, six feet high, were taken from Pale'nquc!, and when Stephens sawthem theyw~re in private hands at 
San Domingo, near by, but later they were placed in the church front in the same town, and hete Charnay took impre~ 
sions of them. from which they were engraved in Till A ,"ulll Citiel, etc.~ p. 2'1.7, and copied thence in the above cuts. 
'l'hill same type of head is considered by RO!liny the Aztec head of Palenqu~ (Doc. bits de "'.A nt'9. A HIW'., 73), and as 
belonging to the superior classes. In order to secure the convex cune of the nose and forehead an ornament was some
times added, as shown in a head of the second tablet at Palenqu.s, and in the photograph of a bas-relief, preserved in the 
Museo Al'theogico at Madrid, given, by Rasny (vol. 3), and hypothetically called by him a statue of Cuculkan. This 
ornament is not infrequently seen in other images of this region. . 

Bandelier lPeaAtHly M'IU. ReJt •. , ii. 126), speaking of the tablet of tbe Cross of Palenqb.st~ sayS: .. These tablets and 
figures show in dre. such a atriking analogy of what we know of the military accoutrements of the Mexicans, that ,it is a 
strong apflroach to identity." . 

• VOL.l.-13 
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FrMerie de Waldeck, the artist who some years befor!, had familiarized himself with the character of the 
ruins in the preparation of the engravings for Rio's work, was employed in 1832-3+ He was now consid
ernbly over sixty years of age, and under the pay of a committee, which bad raised a subscription, in which the 
M:exican government share!L He made the most thorough examination of Palenqu~ which has yet been made. 
Waldeck was a skilful artist, and his drawings are exquisite; but he was not free from a tendency to improve 
or restore, where the conditions gave a hint, and so as we have them in the final pUblication they have not been 
accepted as wholly trustworthy •• He made mo~e than 200 drawings, and either the originals or copies
Stephens says" copies," tile origjnals being confiscated- were taken to Europe. Waldeck announced his 
book in Paris, and the public had already had a taste of his not very sober views in some communications 
which he had sent in Aug. and Nov., 1832, to the Societ~ de Geographie de Paris. Long years of delay fol
lowed, and Waldeck bad lived to be over ninety, when the French government bought his collection I (in 1860), 
and made preparations for its publication. Out of the 188 drawings thus secured, 56 were selected and were 

PLAN OF COPAN .(RUINS AND VILLAGE).-

admirably engraved, and only that portion of Waldeck's text was preserved which was purely descriptive, 
and not all of that. Selection was made of Brasseur de Bourbourg, who at tbat time had never visited the 
ruins/I to furnish some introductory matter. This he prepared in an Avant-jropos, recapitulating the progr .... 
of such studies; and this was followed by an Introtluction au% Ruines tie Paienyue, narrating the course of 
explorations up to that time; a section also published separately as Redurdus sur les Ruines de Palenyue 
d sur les origines tie la eivitlsation tlu Mex;'!ue (Paris, 1886), and finally Waldeck's own Description ties 
Ruines, fol~owed by the plates, most of which relate to Palenque. Thus composed, a large volume was pub
lished under the general title of Monuments anciens tlu MexilJue. Palenyue d autres ruines tie I'ancimne 
civilisation tlu Mexi'!ue. Collection tie vues [de.}, carles d plans tlessines tl'apr~s nature d releves par Af. 
tie Waltlecle. Texte rMige par M. Brasseur tie BD1l,"!Jourg. (Paris, 1864-1866.) 8 While Waldeck's results 
were still unpublished the ruins of Palenque were brought most effectively to the attention of the English 
reader in the Travels in Central America (vol. ii. ch. 17) of Stephens, which was illustrated by the drawings 
of Catherwood,. since famous. These better cover the field, and are more exact than those of Dupaix. 

Bancroft refers to an anonymous account in the Registro Yucateco (i. 318). One of the most intelligent of 
the later travellers is' Arthur Morelet, who privately printed his Voyage tlans I' Am/riy"e Central, Cu6a ell. 
Yucatan, which inclu\!es an account of a fortnight's stay at Palenque. His results would be diffieu!t of access 

I The report by Angrand. which induced this purchase, 
is in the ""ork as published. 

• He had described them in his Hist. Nat. Cm., i. ch. 3. 

I The book usually sells for about I SO francs. 
, Given, also enlaTged, in the folio known as Cather

wood's Yietvs. 

• From Tile S!_ SCIIlphlresofCppan arulQ.irip4 (N. Y., ,883) of Meye and Schmidt. 
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except that Mrs. M. F. Squier, with an introduction by E. G. Squier, published a translation 
relating to the main land as Trtl1Jeu in Central America, including accounts of regions unex 
Conguest (N. Y., 1871).1 

D6sir6 Charnay was the fifst to bring photography to the aid of the student when he visited P e 
18S8, and his plates forming the folio atlas accompanying his Cites et Ruines Americaines (1863), pp. 72,411, 
are, as Bancroft (iv. 293) points out, of interest to enable us to test the drawings of preceding delineztors, and 
to show how time had acted on the ruins since the visit of Stephens. His later results are recorded in his 
LeI anciennes villes du Nouveau Montie (Paris, 1885).2 

YUCATAN TYPES.'" 

1 The German version was made from this (Jena, :&:812). 
21 Particularly ch. 13, 1'4. Charnay is the last of the ex .. 

plorers of Palenqu~. All the other accounts of the ruins 
found here and there are 'based on the descriptions of 
those who have been named, or at least nothing is added 
of material value by other actual visitors like Norman 
(Rambles ill Yt«ata", p. 28.). Bancroft (iv. 294) enume .... 
ates a number of such second-hand describers. The most 
important work since Bancroft's summary is Manuel Lar .. 
raioUT'S Estudi(JIso/Jre fa "istoria de A merica, sus f"JIinas 
J' anti'gii4f/tules, jI so6re el mren tie StU ltaDitantes (Mmco, 
187S~8), in five vols., all of whose plates are illustrations 
from the ruins of Palenqu~, which are described and com
pared with other ancient remains throughout the world. 
Cf. Bruhl, Codturvalker a. aIt .. Amn-ika$. Plans of the 
rl;1ins will be found .in Waldeck. (pI. vii., followed mainly 
by Bancroft, iv. 298,307), Stephens (ii. 310), Dupaix (pl. 
xi.), KingsboTOugh (iv. pI. 13), and Chamay (ch. 13 and 
14). The views of the ruins given by these authorities 
~ainly make up the stock of cuts in all the popular narra
tives. 

The most interesting of the canings is what is known as 
the Tablet of the Cross, which was taken from one of the 
minor buildings, and is now in the National Museum at 
Washington, It has often been engraved, but such repre
sentations never satisfied the student till they could be 
tested by the best of Chamay'. photograph.. (Engravings 
in Brasseur and Waldeck, pl. 2f,22; Rosny's Essai nJ," 

Ie tlk"i.ff,eltUnI, etc. ; Minutoli's Oelcltni!nmr einn-ail,n 
SIatIJ i" GuatinuJ/a (Berlin, 1832); Stephens's Cerd, 
Amer., U. ; Bancroft, Nat. Races, iv. 333; Chamay, Le.s 
ancietu Yi'l/es,and Eng. trans!. p. 255; Nadaillac, 325; 
P".lf, Rejt., i. 221; cf. P.234; Antn'. Antiquarian, vii. 
200.) The most important discussion of the tablet is 
Charle. Rau'. Palmgod Tdlet ill tIu U. S. Natio"al 
Mu.rnlllt(Washingtou, 1879), being the S",itJutmia" Ctmt,i. 

to Knowletlg-e, no. 331, or vol. xxii. It contains an account 
of the explorations that have been made at Palenqu~, and 
a chapter on the U Aboriginal writing, i,n Mexico, Central 
America, and Yucatan, with some account of the attempted 
translations of Maya hieroglyphics." Rau's conclusion is 
that it is a Phallic symbol. Cf. a summary in AfflI!11'. An~ 
tiqua,ian, vi., J~., 188.., and in A me,. Arl Review, 1880, 
p. 211. Rau's paper was translated into Spanish and 
French: TallIe,,) 'del PalenqU4 en el Museo nacUmal tie 10$ 
Estado.r-Uni'dos [traducido por Joaquin Davis y Miguel 
Perez], in the Anales tkl Muse(J national. Torno 2, pp. 
'3'-203. (Mexico, ,880.) La St~le de Palenque au M ... 
sle natiunal tks E/ats-Unu, a Wasiington. Trafiuit de 
l'Ang-fais avec auiorisation tie i'autt'U" In the Anna/e$ 
t:lu Mus;e Guimet, vol. x. (Paris, 1887.) Rau's views were 
criticised by Morgan. 

There are papers by Charency on the interpretation of the 
hieroglyphs in Le M14S;on (Paris, 1882, 1883)' 

The significance of the cross among the N ahuas' and 
Mayas has been the"subjectof much controversy, some con
'necting it with a possible early association with Christians in 
anteRColumbian days (Bancroft, iii. 468). On this,laterpoint 
see Bamps, Les tratiitio1ls relatives a I' Itomml! 61anc et au 
signe tie Ia cruz en Amlrit}118 a l'ApofIUI pricolmnbien11l, 
in the Compte rendu, Con!!,,~s des A.mbicanistes (CopenR 
hagen, 1883), p. 125; and "Supposed vestiges of early 
Christian teaching in America," in the CatAolic H istorlcal 
Resea,cMs (vol. i., Oct., 1885). The symbolism is v~ri
ously conceived. Bandelier (A,cA(I!ol. :lour.) holds it to 
be the emblem of fire, indeed an ornamented fire-dril1, 
which later got mixed up with the Spanish crucifix. Brin
ton (M)ltiu of the N41IJ World, 95) sees in it the fourcardi
nal points, the rain-.bringers, the symbol of life and health, 
and cites (p. ¢) various of the early writers in proof. Brin
ton (...4",. Hero Mytlu, ISS) claims to have been the first 
to con~ect the Palenqu~ cross with the four cardinal points. 

4 Given by ROSDY, Doe. in-its de la A "til]. A ...w., p. 73, as types of the short·headed race which preceded the Aztec 
occupation. They are from sculptures at Copan. ~f. Stephens's Cent. America, i. 139; Bancroft"iv. 101. • 
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There have been only two statues found at Palenqu~, in connection with the Temple of the Cross,l but the 
considerable number of carved figures discovered at Copan,!! as well as the general impression that these latter 

ruins are the oldest on the American conti. 
nent,8 have made in some respects these most 
celebrated of the Honduras remains more in
teresting than those of Chiapas_ It is now 
generally agreed that the ruins of C~pan. do 
not represent the town called Copan, assaulted 
and captured by Hernando de Choves in '530, 
though the identity of names has induced 
some writers to claim that these ruins were 
inhabited when the Spaniards came.s The 
earliest account of them which we have i. that 

• in Palacio'S letter to Felipe II., written (. 5 76) 
hardly more than a generation after the Con
quest, and showing that the ruins then were 
much in the same conditio~ as laterdescribed.6 
The next account is that of Futntes y Guz
man's Historia d. Guatemala (.689>." now 
accessible in the Madrid edition of 188.; but 
for a long time only known in the citation in 
Juarros' Guale",ala (p. 56), and through those 
who had copied from Juarros.r Hi. account 
is brief, speaks ofCastili.n costumes, and is 
otherwise so enigmatical that Bras.eur calls 
it mendacious. Colonel Galindo, in Visiting 
the ruins in 1836, confounded them with the 
Copan of the Conquest.8 The ruins also came 
under the scrutiny of Stephens in 1839, and 
they were described by him, and drawn by 
Catherwood, for the first time with any full. 
'less and care, in their respective works.8 

PLAN OF THE RUINS OF QUIRIGUA." 

Always associated with Copan, and pcrhaps 
even older, if the lower relief of O,e carvings 
can bear that interpretation, are the rUlDS near 
the village of Quirigu4, in Guatemala, and 

The bird and serpent - the last sllown better in Chamay'. 
photograph than in Stephens'. cut -is (A(ytN, "9) limply 
a rebus of the airagod, the ruler of the winds. Brinton 
says that Waldeck, in a paper' on the tablet in the RftIW 
.A mIr",,'Ht (ii. 69). came to a similar conclusion. Squier 
(Nkarapa, ii. 337) speaks o( the common error of mis
tnking the tree of life of the Mexicans for the Christian 
.ymbol. Cf. Powell's Second R'N., B"". '1/ Elh"ol., p. 
308; the PM,,.l" Rtflt., p. 2S.z, where discredit is thrown 
upon Gabriel de Mortillet's L, S;K"~ tU 14 t:f"OIS IIfNJIIII, 
Clor ... li"' .... m. (Paris, ,8(6); ]oly·. Irfa" "'fON ~/ab. 
339; and Charnay's L" A lId,,,, VI1I" (or Eng. tmnsl. p. 
85). cr. for vario\ls applications 'he references in Ban
croft'. index (v. p.67'), 

1 Both were alike, and one was broken in two. There 
arc engravings in Waldeck. I'll. 25: Stephens, ii. 344.349. 
Squier~s Nicnr'(JgJlfI, 1856, ii. 331 i Bancroft, iv. 337. 

I These have been the subject of an elaborate folio, 
thought, however, to be of questionftble value, D,; SII;1I-
6,1tiwwlw liD" Co)t." HNa QH"""~", ""/r'''I1''''''", ,,,,,. 
H,""rkll M,y,; /,,'rtwhd. ",lliNlw' lI"d NscA"",["" 11011 

Dr', '1,,1,;', Sc"",iat (Berlin, 1883), of which there is an 
En}'[lit'h translation, 7'4, ,lim' 1('W//'hW1I qf Coif'" tiN 
Q"""'''p4: translated from the German by A, D. Savage 
(New York, ,883), It give. twenty plate., Catherwood'. 
platee, and the cuts in Stephens, with reproduction. in Be

ceuible book. (Rancroft, iv. ch. :\; Powell'. FI'rl1 R,JI. 
BNt", BI"", 114; RUJle'. G,se", d" Z,,'Ialtws: A",w. A .. 
Irp,.,.idlll viii. 104-6), ",ill serve. however, aU purp0ae8. 

, Squier says: U There are various reasons fur believing 
that both Copan and Quirigua antedate Olosingo aud P. 
lenquc!. precisely a' the tatter antedate the ruins of Quich~. 
Chichen .. ltzD, and Uxmal, aud tbat all or them were the 
wurk of the same people. or of nalions of Ihe same race, 
dating from a high antiquity, Rnd ill blood Bnd langu3Ke 
precisely the same th:\t was found in occupation of the coun .. 
try by the Spaniards-II 

, Named apparently from a neighboring village. 
IS Ref. in Bancroft, iv. 19, 
G This account can be found in Pacheco's CtJI. D«. i1lh/. 

vi. 37. in Spanish; in Ternnux's CfJlI. (1~4o), imperfect, 
and in the NOIIV. A""III"Itks Vqyops. ,843, v xcvii. p. J8. 
in French; in Squier's. CI"J. A """.ka, 34'. and in his ed. 
of Palacio (N. Y. 1860" in Enr.lb.h; lind in Altxandf'r von 
Frnntzius's SdJI Sa/r·ad".,,,,, lIolCdlWal im 7aAn 1576, 
with note. by the translator and by C. H. Berendt 

, Stephens, C,,,I. AM., i. 131, 144; Wnrden, 7'; N·tnI
wll" A ,,,,,,1,, UI ""'~aK'I, xxxv. 339; Bancroft, iv. 82; 
Bull. tU Ita S"". '" Glo,.. tU PtJru, .8.16, v. 36n Short, 56, 
8a, - not to name others. 

• His accnunt is in the A "',... A HIi,. Sot: TrY".,., ii. ; 
BIIII. StH tU CUK' 1R3!i: Dupaix, a summary, i, div. a, 
p. 73 i Brad(ord~. A ".,r. A",,;, . in rnrt. Galindo's dmw
inp are unknown. Stephens calls his account "uD!l.atiafac
tory nnd imperfect." 

• C",lrM Am ... ' ..... , I. ch. 5-r: Vu.... of AM. ,V". It 
i. Stephens'. account which haM furnished the blltNS of thoae 
liven by Bancroft (iv. ch. 3); Bald",n, p. III; Short, 356; 

, Frnm Moye and Schmidt', St_ S(tI/~. '1/ CO~H ",,,1 (?r<;";p4 (N. Y., ,SS.ll. 
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~ by that_ Catb<nrood first ...... ght them iDto DOtiao; 1 bill the mt of Karl Scherzer iD 1854 pro
cIooQd the _ edaII5in: aa:oomt of them wIuch we baye, iD his Ei. Besrtc4 Hi dna R.i1ll!J& WIll QairigN 

(W ...... 8;;).2 

The priDcipaI e:q>IoJas of Nicaragua baft been Ephraim George Squier, in his Niawagota,1 and Frederick 
Boyle, in his Rille ~. c-ti_ (Load. .868),' and their results, as weI1 as the scalteRd data of olbers,' 
are best opitomiz.ed iD IIaDcroft (iY. cb. 2), who gives other ref...."". to second-band desaiptiODS {po 29}

SiD<e Baacrolt'. 5IUft1 !ben: ban been a few imponant amtnl>utioos.' 

IlL BIBllOGItAPHlC.U. NOTES O"-THE I'ICTUIlE·WIUTUiG OF THE NAHUAS AXD JilAyAS.. 

.. ~ the methods of record and aJIDIDDDication used by these peoples, we must keep iD miDd 
the two distinct systems of the Aztecs and the HaJ3S;' and further, porticularly as regards the fonner, we 
must _ forget that some of these writiDgs were .... de aile< the Conquest, and were inHlIeIIO!d iD some 
degree by Spmisb 3S5OCiatioos. Of this last dass were land titles and cat«hisms, for the name system 

obaiDed r« some time as a useful method with the conquerors for remrdiDg the transmission of lands and 
he!pil>g the iastruciioa by the priests.1 

It is IISII3I ia tr.Icing the c\eYeIopment of a hieroglyphic system to adnDce from a purely figuratiYe ooe
ia which pictuns of objects are used - through a symbolic phase; iD which such pictuRs are iDterpreted am-

. ftlltionally iDslead of realistically. It was to this last stage that the ... ztecs bad advaoced; but they mingled 
the two methods, and aJlP'll"lltly varied iD the onIeI- of reading, whether by Iines or columns, forwards, up
wards, ... bu:kwards. The difficulty of DDder..taDding them is further increased by the SaDIe object holding 
c\iffereut meaniDgs iD c\iffereat amaections, and still more by <he persona1 element, or writer·s slyle, as we 
~ caD it, which was impressed 011 his choice of objects and embIems-t This rendered iDterpretation by DO 

_ easy to the ahorigiDes tbemselves, and we bave statements that wbeu native documents were referred 

NodaiIIac. ]ZS, -' .n......... IIaDaoft ia his bibtiog. 
_I;". pp. ~. ~ wbicb .... beea a>IWed with my ...... 
_ --. otbor.s of ..... imporQn<>e, p;uticuIarly the 

report ofc-erODd H..-.o the ADler. Ethnal Soc. 
Dt 1860 ODd 186%, ODd :he pbolognpbs _ by EIIeriey, 
wbicb _IHi6LNML...C;".i.,p; o.+u; p~, 
I, 171 _ to __ 1be cbawiags ODd clesaipeioas of 

~ ODd SI<pbcas. 
SIqIbeus I CnIL .... __ • i. 1]]1- a pI;m of 1be raios Ie

...- Dt .... .-In .. V~ 1.!Io., p. 57), which is 
1be ...... of that p.... by IIaDaoft Ii •. 85). Dr. Julius 
S<t.idt, who was a ___ of the SqaXr eq>edjrioo iD 
1S;2-n. funoisbed the historical ODd clesaipm: -. to a 
...... wbicb ia the Eo;:lisIt Ir.1J1SIarioe by A. D. 5aYage 
io __ as S_ Scai1l-n -¥ C~ &lUI Q-irirU, 
""- ~ H.-icll ~"IN. Y., 1S83~ What Stq>bms 
calls the Caput idols .ad a1gn ore -..t by Ma.g;m 
IH ___ • H_ Lift"S7). following the analogy of the 
_ oi the.nbcno I.diaas, to be the gra~ ODd 

"'""" oi Caput dtieis. Booaof. Ir.. ch. ]) CDftIS 1be 
_11Iias oi H..!mas ..... Sa SahaoIar; ODd Squier .... 
a ... _. __ oi Tatampaa ia 1be N. Y. Hisl. Soc. 

Pr« .•• &5].-

• SacpbeDo'. c-,. .... -x-, 0. ch. 7; _ N_Cn 
.... .-In .. V~ ...... Iuniii.. J76, deriftd _ Cath-
..-.-.t.. 

• O<kr _Ion who __ them "'" Jobe Bail,.. 
C-'" .... -u. (Load. 18;0); A. P. MaadsIoy. Ex" .. 
__ .. c--J. (t-I. ISS]), with map ODd plans 

oi ......... ia the Pnc. R.-,. ~. SIC. P. ISs; W. T. Brig
""5 ~ (Y. Y., 1886). Bucrolt Ii.-. 1(19) qKlo
";""1be eDsIiDc bowledr;e; ..... 1be ,.....;.,. ...... 10 be 
..... ___ By _ of the C>ODSidosahIe nDas. There 

... a lEw _ p>p<n: G. Williams _ 1be Aatiqaities oi 
~ia1beS_~.R_.I&,6; S;-_ 
bel's • Sao/pl1IftS oi s...c.. Lucia c-Jh ...... ill G ....... 
... " ia 1be SIaiJ"-. c--. uii. (W~, .s,s~ 
_ PScaIptata de SaD .. (Lucia) C_h ...... dans Ie 
~_ ... J6aDoo de 9OJag<s daas r Amerique 
c.-aIe et _los c6t<S ooXicIemalos de I' AmOriq .. du Sad, 
_ S. Habel. Tr.tdait de p~ _ J. P ........ ~ .nth 

<ighI pbIeo, ia 1be .... .-In .. M.sh ~ ..... ll. pp. 
''9"299 (Porio. -8871; Philipp WiIh<Im Adolf _'s 
M s..;., Satlptaro. .... ~ ~ ia the 7- "-II. 

A6uet!'l&~ BnliR.. 1882, or" NCJlicesurles pienessadptCes 
du Guatemala ri<emmen. aC<juises_Ie }Iuso!eroyalcl' _ 
uogr.ophie de _.in. T13dui;wee au'orisatioa de 1' _ 
_ J. Poin .... - iu the .... ""'*~ tho Mair O';-., .... ll. 
PI'- "'1-)05 (P>ris, .118,); and C. E. V~nd ODd J. F. 
Br.msfoni, CJD the A ..tiq.itia ~ ptuda/r_, c--J. 
IWasbiugtoa. ISS5~ _ 1be S~ R~JtIrl far 
IBSt-

a Nic~; its ~Ijk, =-ery, --.. -.I 1M 
fr~ _~ =-l I!oJ. Y .• 18;6; RVism 18601. a 
portioo (pp. ]03-)&z) referring to the modem ladian oa:u
pants. Squier was helped by his official soanOD as U. S. 
cbaJge d·aJi.ues; ODd the archzologic:al objods boungbt 
a...,. i>T him are ...... in 1be National Moseum aI Washing
__ H. poblish<d sepuate ,,"pelS in 1be .... -.-. EI"-I. 
S4C_ Traas. ii.; S.iJ/uo._ A-. Rqt. v. (1850); H.r
~s HtndH.? Laud xi. Cl Jisl in Pilling, DOS.. 3717. etc. 

• His esp:ontions wee in 186S-«»" He carried dff what 
be coaJd '0 the British Mosecm. 

• Lilre _ord Pim ODd BertboId Seem;um's DtJtU.p 
_ 1M R..uIside .. p_ N~ -.I ~ 
(Load., .860), 

& J. Y. BraoS"onl's" An:hzoIogjca1 Rese:armes iD "'-IQ
ragua." in the S_~ __ CMdriIJ. (Washingtoa, 188J). 
Karl Ikwallius's .V"-~ ..... i'1"iLWs, with plates 
(StockboIm, .1186), published by the S....tisb Society of AD
tIIropolou ODd Geagnphy, figmos Yarioas Slatues ODd 
........ .we. fDaucI by 1be author in Nicaragua, ODd be says 
that his cbawings are ia some iDSlaDC:es more euc:t thaD 
thooe giYea by Squier bdon: the cia,. oi pOOc0gr2pby. ID 
bis iu_ be cIesaibes 1be dJlfeRII' I ncIiau stods oi 
}o-1C3r.Ig1D, ODd disagrees with SqaXr. He gifts a asefuI 
map of ~-ocangaa ODd c-a Rica. 

• I. is aaiy of Ia:e,.,..,. that they bne beeo kept ;op;Dt, 
for 1be .lda- ...u..s lite Kingsbaroagb. ~ _ 
-.. Job,.... CDDfoaaded them. 

• The Fadter AIoazo Poace. who ttaveD.d .~ Y .. 
cataa iD 1s'!6. is 1be oaIy writer, ...,.,.mug to 1Iriat _ 
(B.oois -¥ ClUJ.. a.u..., p. S), who tells us cli<liucdy thai 
the early misoiooaries agJe ... oi aboriPnal_ ia 
em"!: oeIigioMa iDsan.aicm 10 1be uaJives IR'- _ 
~V .......... ). 

• I.eoa y Gama t<IIs us that cdor as well as fonu _ 
to_beao~ 

") 
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to them it required sometimes long consultations to reach a common understanding.1 The additional step 
by which objects stand for sounds, the Aztecs seem not to have taken, except in the names of persons and 
places, in which they understood the modem child's art Of the rebus, where such symbol more or less clearly 
stands for a syllable, and the representation was usually of conventionalized forms, somewhat like the art 
of the European herald. Thus the Aztec system was what Daniel Wilson 2 calls "the pictorial suggestion of 
associated ideas." 8 The phonetic scale, if not almprehended in the Aztec system, made an essential part of 

FAC-SIMILE OF A PART OF LANDA'S MS.-

t See references on the accepted difficulties in Native 
Raus, ii. 551. Mrs. Nuttall claims to have observed certain 
complemental signs in the Mexicangrapbicsystem, "which 
renders a misinterpretation of the Nahuatl picture-writings 
impossible" (A nt. Asso. A afl. Science, Proc., xxxv. (Aug., 
1886); Peabody Mus. Papers, i. App. 

I Preltist. Man, ii. 57, 64, for his views. 
a Bancroft, Native Races, ii. th. 11 (pp. 542, 552) gives 

a good' description of the Aztec system, with numerous 
references; but on this system, and on the. hieroglyphic 
element in general, see Gomara; Bernal Diaz; Motolinla 

in lcazbalceta's Collection, i. 186, 209; Temaux~s Col
lection, x. 250; Kingsborough, vi. 87; viii. 1<)0; ix. 201, 
235, 287,325; Acosta, lib. vi. cap. 7; Sahagdn, i. p. iv.; 
Torquemada, i. 2<), 30, 36, 149, 253; ii. 263, 544 i Las 
Casas's Hist. AjHJlog;ticai Purchas's PilgrilNs,iii. I06Q; 
iv. 1135i Clavigero, ii. 187; Robertson's America; Botu
rini's Idea, pp. 5177,87, ¢, 1I2, 116; Humboldt's VNeS, 
i. 117,192; Veytia. i. 6, 250; Gallatin in A",. Et"". Soc. 
Trans. i. 126, 165; Prescott's M,xico, i. ch. 4; Brasseur's 
Nat. C;v., i. pp. xv~ xvii; Domenech's Mamut:ril ;icto
graplufwe, introd.; Mendoza, in the Bof~ti" Soc. M, •. 

• After a fao-simile in th~ Arc"lv,s tie fa Soc. A tnh-. tie Frtl11C', 1UIUfJ. str.t ii. 34- (Cf. pJ. xix. of Rosny's Essa,' sur 
I, dic"iJ!r,ment, etc.) It is a copy, not the original, of Landa's text, but a nearly contemporary one (made thirty years 
after Landa's death), and the only one known. 

Nom TO OPPOSITE CUT. -This representation of Yucatan hieroglyphics is a reduction of pI. i. in Leon de Rasoy's 
Ess~i stir Ie tDc4ijfr,menl d~ I'lcritur, Aib'atz'p,tle fA "'"'9114 C,ntrale, Paris, 1876. Cf. Bancroft, iv. 92; Short, 405. 
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the Maya hieroglyphics, and this was the great distinctive feature of the latter, as we learn from the early 
descriptions,l and from the alphabet which Landa has preserved for us. It is not only in the codices or 
books of the Mayas that their writing is preserved to us, but in the inscriptions of their carved architectural 
remains.s \.. 

When the AbM Brasseur de Bourbourg found, in 1863, in the library of the Royal Academy of History at 
Madrid, the MS. of Landa's Be/aci.", and discovered in it what purported to be" a key to the Maya alphabet, 
there were hopes that the interpretation of the' libya' books and inscriptions was not far off. Twenty-five 
years, however, has not seen the progress that. was wished for i and if we may believe Valentini, the alphabet 
of Landa is a pure fabrication of the bishop himself i 8 and even some of those who account it genuine, like Le 
Plongeon, hold that it is inadequate in dealing with the older Maya inscriptions.f Cyrus Thomas speaks of 
this alphabet as simply an attempt of the bishop to pick out of compound characters their sinlple elements 
on the supposition that something like phonetic representations would be the result.. Landa's own descrip' 
tion 6 of the alphabet accompanying his· graphic key 7 is very unsatisfactory, not to say incomprehensible. 
Brasseur has tried to render it in French, and Bancroft in English; but it remains a difficult problem to in
terpret it intelligibly. 

Brasseurvery soon set himself the task of interpreting the Troano manuscript by tbe aid of this key, and 
he soon had the opportunity of giving his interpretation to the public when the Emperor Napoleon Uf. or
dered that codex to be printed in the sumptuous manner of the imper:ial press.8 The efforts of Brasseur met 

Ceoc., 2d• ed. i. 896; Madier de Montjau's Clwtl1ltHor1e 
Aiiroc/Ylltico-jlunulic ties rtlu Astbl'us, tie 1.122 • 1.$22, 
with an introduction II sur l'Eaiture Mexic.'\ine jn Lubbock's 
Prrlt.isluric Ti"'~s, 279, and his Or'iJ';" of Cifli/i6tJtiOll, 
eh. 2 i E. B. Tylor's R~s~arclus i,ao 1M Etwly HUt. tIJ 
MaNRi"d, 89; Short's JVo. Amer, of A Nti'g_, ch. 8; Miil
ler's Ckils, i. 3'7; The Abbe Jules Pipart in C_;t •• 
r~,.d", Congris iUs A mIr. 1877, ii. 346; Isaac Taylor's 
Aljkahets; Foster's Pn"isltn·ic Races, 322 i Nadaillae:, 
376, not to cite others. Bandelier has discussed the Mex
ican paintings in his paper c, On the sources for aboriginal 
history of Spanish America It in Am. Asstl. AdfJ. Scin«;~, 
Prcc., xxvii. (1878). See also P.abotIy MIU. R<f>qru, ii. 
63r i and Orozco y Berra's "C6dice Mendozino n in the 
Attain tkl AINS~tI Naciona/, vol. i. Mrs. Nuttall's views 
are in the P.abotIy Mlts., Twm,i.,,, R.;-I, p. 567. Qua
ritch (Calal. I88S, nos. 29040, etc.) advertised some original 
Mexican pictures; a native MS. pictorial record of a part 
of the TezcuCf) domain (supposed A. n. 1530), and perhaps 
one of the" pinluras :, mentioned by Ixtli1xochitl i a colored 
'-Iexican calendar on a single leaf of the same supposed 
date and origin; with other MSS. of the fifteenth and six
teenth centuries. (Cf. also his CaJal., Jan., Feb., 1888.) 

The most important studies upon the Aztec system have 
been those of Aubin. Cr. his MIIItOin SJW la ;.illhln 
didacliqw ~I rJeri',,", jigJWtIJiw des A .,"us Mlxu-4i1U, 
in the A rcluws tk la Soe. A tIIlr. tie Fralla, iii. 225 
(Rnme Or;'"I. II A ",Ir.), in which he contended for the 
rebus-like character of the writings. He made further con
tributions to yols. iv. and v. (18SC)-tS61). Cf. his U Examen 
des anciennes peintures figuratives de Pancien Mbique, n 
in the new series of .A rc4iws. etc., vol. i. i and the introd. 
to Brasseur's Nali,"" Cifll1isks, p. xliv. 

1 Bancroft (Nat. Rac", n. ch. 24) translates these (rom 
Landa, Peter Martyr, Cogulludo, Villagutierre, Mendieta.. 
Acosta, Bc;nzoni, and Herrera, and thinks all the modem 
writers (whom he names, p. 770) have drawn (rom these 
earlier ones, except, perhaps, Medel in NtnIfI. ".N.t&al,s tks 
Voyaps, xcvii. 49. Cf. 'Vilson, P,.,Aist,w;e Mme, ii.61. 
It will be seen later that Holden discredits the belief in any 
phonetic 'Value of the Maya system. But compare on the 
phonetic wlue of the Mexican and Maya systems, Brinton 
in Alltw. A"'ipariatt (Nov. 1886) i Lazarus Geiger's 
C.lflri6. t. 1M Hisl. of tlu D .... I.j"""t of 1M H_ 
R"" (Eng. tr. by David Asher). London, 1880, p. 75; 
and Zelia Nuttall in A",. A.rs. At/v. Sci. PrtK., Aug. 1886. 

I Dr. Bernoulli, who died at San Francisco, in Califor. 
nia, in 1878, and whose labors are commemorated in a no
tice in the V,rlta"dlN"rnc d,r Nnlrw/orsdulUk .. CloWN .. 
scltaft (vi. 710) at Basle. found at Tikal, in Guatemala, some 
fragments of sculptured panels of wood. bearing hiero
glyphics as well as designs,. which he succeeded in purchas
ing, and they were finally deposited in 1879 in the Ethno-

logical Museum in Basle, where Rosny saw them, and de
scribl-s them, with excellent photographic representations, 
in bisDt><. Ecrils de I'AH/ig. A",w.(p. 97). These tablets 
are the latest additions to be made to the store already po!r-

sessed from Palenqu~, as given by Stephens in his CndraJ 
A ","tCa, CAu..jtu • ."tI YJlCQ/aN; those of the Temple of 
the Cross at Palenque. after Waldeck's drawings in the 
link;"'. tie la Soc; A IffW. d. Fmtu:< (ii., 1864); that 
from Kabah in Yucatan, given by Roshy in his A rc/,;ws 
Pal,,,,,,"ajki'l"u (i. p. 178; Atlas, pI. xx.), and one from 
Chichen-It.., figured by Le Plongeon in L ·/lloutratitnl. 
Feb. 10, 1882; not to name other engravings. Rosny holds 
that Rau's PaI.IIgrJ Ta6I.t (Washington, 1879) gives the 
first really serviceably accurate reproduction of that in
scription. Cf. on Maya inscriptions, Bancroft, it 175 ; i'V. 
91.97,23"; Morelet's Trafllls; and Le Plongeon in AM. 
A,u,f. S«. PrtK., n. s., i. ~6. This last \~ .. riter has been 
thought to let his enthusiasm - not to say dogmatism
tum his head. under which imputation he is not content, 
naturally (Ibid. p. 28.). 

a U Landa's alphabet a Spanish fabrication." appeared 
in the AJIMr. AMli,. S«. Pr« .• April, 1880. 10 this. Phi
lipp J. J. Valentini interprets all that the old writers say of 
the ancient writings to mean that they were pictorial and DOt 

phonetic; and that Landa's purpose was to devise a vehicle 
which seemed familiar to the natives, til rough which he 
could communicate religious instruction. His views have 
'been controverted by Leon de Rosny (Do<. Ecr,1s tie la 
A"'ig. A"';". P. 91); and Brinton (...tfa.",.. CIl,oNicks,61). 
cans them an entire misconception of Landa's purpose. 

• :A.M. A"tif' SDC. Pr« .• D. s., i. 251. 
• TrYJaIUI AIS., p. viii 
• R,/ntilnl. Brasseur~s ed., section xli. 
t This is given in the J4 rcAiws tU Is StK. A ",n-. tk 

Fr.,,". ii. pl. iv.; in Brasseur's ed.. of Landa; in Ban
croft~s Nal. Racrs, ii. 779; iu Short. 425 i R()$ny (ESSdi 
StIr I, dklu1f. etc., pI. xiii.) gives a U Tableau des cane
t~res phonetique lIfayas d'.pres Diego de Laud. ot Ilras-
seur de Bourbourg. n • 

• Jlf""tucril T""",,_ Et.tJes ..... II sysN"", gntpu'gw ., 
14 1""1fIII tiLs JlfaytU (Paris, 1!!69-70) - the first volume 
containing a fa~simile of the Codex in seventy plates, 
with Brasseur's explications and partial interpretation. 
In the second volume there is a translation of Gabriel de 
Saint Bona.venture's G"..",,,,ain Ala7ll. a ,. Chrestoma
thie" of Maya extracts, and a Maya lexicon of more than 
10,000 words. Brasseur published at the saz:ne time (1869) 
in the Jln .... ins tiL 14 Soe. d'EtluuJrm!Ai. a L.u ... do JlI. 
LIo" tie RtmlY _I" dk_u d. """",,ntU ""laJifs d 14 
"'-I, tudipilJ amlne-tl,_"t SHf" II tlkl'lffnHlnttd 1';.
t,...prlWi"" d, fkrihwr "",.uti,!", ., fir-aJi ... tie ,. 
la"gw Maytl (Pans. 1869). He explained his application 
of Landa's alphabet in the introduction to the MS. T ........ 
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with hardly a sign of approval. Uon de Rosny criticised him,l and Dr. Brinton found in his results nothing 

to commend.1 

No one has approached the question of interpreting these Maya writings with more careful scrutiny than 
Uon de Rosny, who first attracted attention with his 
comparative. study, LIs ecrit.res /ipralit-es et Aiirogly
IlIiv.es des differ~ ""lies a"cinu 41 .. oderns (faris, 
1860; again, IS70, augmentt!e). From·. 1869 to 1871 he 
published at Paris four parts of Ar'kives laleogralkivues 
de I'Orind d th r Ameriquel Iwo/Ues avee des noti,,-es 

kistoripes d IkilologiV"es, in which he included several 
studies of the native writings, and gave a bibliography 
(pp. 10'-11 5) of American paleography up to that time. 
HisL';nln-I,e/alio,. des andurs texles Mayas made part 
of the first volume of the Architles de la Soc. Ameri
,ai," d4 Frana (new series). His chief ~ork, makinl 
the second. volume of the same, is his Essai sur Ie de
'kiffr ...... ' d. ficriture kiera/ipe .de r Ameripe em
Iral (Paris, ,876), ana it is the most t1.'0rough-examina
tion of the problenr yet made." The last part (4th) was 
published in ,878, and a Spanish translation appeared in 
188,. 

Wm. Bollaert, who had paid some attention to the pa
leogi-apby of America,' was one of the earliest in Eng
land to examine Brasseur's work on Landa, which he did 
in a menroir read before the Anthropological Society," and 
later in au cc Examination of the Central American hiero
glyphs by the recently discovered Maya alphabet.uS Brin
ton 7 calls his conclusions fanciful, and Le Plongeon 

. claims that the inscription in Stephens, which Bollaer! 
worked upon, is inaccurately given, and that Bollaeres re

. suIts were nonsense.8 Hyacinthe de Charency's efforts 
have hardly been more successful, though he attenrpted PALENQUE HIEROGL VPHICS.· 
the use of Landa's alphabet with something like scientific 

. care. He examined a small part of the inscription of the Palenque tablet of the Cross in . his Essai dI 
d.'kiffre ..... t ti'.". fragment ti'inseriltion lalenvue ... e.' ' 

Dr. Brinton translated Charency's results, and, adding Landa's alphabet, 'published his Ancient I!"mdie 
a""ahd of Y'lCaiaJl (N. Y., 1870), a small tract.IO His continued studies were manifest in the introduction 
on "The graphic system and the allcient records of the Mayas II to Cyrus Thomas's Ma1luscript Troano.ll 
In this paper Dr. Brinton traces the history of the attempts which have thus far been made in solving this 
perplexing problem.ll The latest application of the scientific' spirit is that of the astronomer E. S. Holden, 

i. P. 36. Brasseur later con(e.o:;sed he had begun at the 
wrong end of the MS. (Bill. M~Z.-GN(lt., introd.). The 
pebble-sbape (ann of the characters induced Brasseur to call 
them ealCJIlif"""; and Julien Ducbateau adopted the 
term in his paper U Sur l'~ture calculifonne des Mayas It, 

in the A".NtJin ell In: StK. A",;". (Paris, 1874), iii. p. 31. 
1 L'lcriJNfIY ltiJrllli,_, aDd ArcltiN, tk la S«. AM. 

tIIFn.IIJu. n. 5., ii. 35, 
• AneinU P""",tit: A1Jltaktsof y""" .... (N. Y.,,870), 

P·7; 
a It is the development of a paper given at the Nancy 

session of the Congres des Am~ricanistes (,875). Landa's 
alphabet with the variations make 262 of the 700 signs 
which Rosny catalogues. He printed his" Nouvelles Re
cherches pour I'interpretation des caract~res de l'Anl~rique 
Centrale" iD the AfI1'C4iwl, etc., iii. 118. There isa paper on 
Rosny's studies by De 1. Rada in the Compt~J"endu of the 
Copenhagen session (po 355) of the Congres des America
nistes. Rosny's D«w"""u bits d, rnNlipilJ A ",w;ca_ 
(Paris, l88z), from the /IO"",;"'s til In: SociltJ tI' EIA".. 
1r"(1~ (1881}, covens his researches in Spain and Portugal 
for material iUustrative of the pre-Columbiau hi~tory of 
America. CE. also his fI Les sources de l'bistoire ante 

columbienne du nouveau mande," in the MIm"Wts tl, 14 
St1C. tI'EIIt""pa#,,~ (,877), . For the titles in full of Ras
ny's linguistic: studies, see Pilling's P,..tJtJ/-.slrnls, p. 663. 

'ANllwojtH.Rroinu, May, 186.; M~",,,i,.sof tMA .... 
tImt;oI. S«., i. 

5 M~IN"irSJ etc., ii. 298: . 
• M~",o;"s, etc., 1870, iii. 288; TfI'tUU.A~. IlUt.Gt. 

Br-1Im;'. .' 
7 Introd. to Cyrus Thomas's MS. TrtImUI. 
• Am. An/i,. Soe. /Toe., •. s., i. 2So. 
• Arl~s tI~ In: Soc.I'u1olog-if/W, March, 1810.' cr. Rnrw 

tU P"ilolort~ti. 380; R~Itwc"~SS1W/~ Cothz TrOMUl (Paris, 
1876) i A.ct~s, etc., March, 1878; Baldwin's Atu:.A",WKa, 
App-

10 ct. StJ,n.'1A.7ItW. BiNiojtdisl, ii. 1-43. 

11 Ctnlwi'''wlitnU to N. A. Et/uuHo.O, PO'fWlI's SfInJq, 
vol. v. Cf, also his Plunulie ",,,,,1IIs ;. lA, ptljAie .17'" 
I,., of lit, lIf(9'tU mu/ M,zicmu in the.A ",no. A.-h"ptrt_ 
(Nov., 1886), and separately (Chica~, 1886), and his l1u1-
fllnffic ""tluHl ttl JA."die 'lIWili,,1' (Phila., 1886). Thomas 
in Tire A",,,,,. A"'i~ (March, 1886) points out the 
course o( 11is own studies in this direction. 

I. CE. Short, p. 425. Dr. Harrison Allen in 1875, in the 

• After a cut in Wilson's p,.,lUstiwic M.", Ii. p. 6]. It is also given in BanCroft (iv. 355), and others. It is from the 
Tablet of tb. Cross. 
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who sought to elilninate the probabilities of reeUlTent signs by the usual mathematical methods of resolvIng 
s~stems of . modem ~lpher.l 

There are Jew· examples of the aboriginal lideographic writings left to us. Th~ir fewness is usually charged 
to the destruction which was publicly made of them under the domination of the Church in the years following 

LEON DE ROSNY." 

Anuy. Pkil4soplUcaJ StlClilJl's 1"ranstUtiolUJ made an anal
ysis of Landa's alphabet and the published codices. Rau, 
iu his PaI.nquI Ta6felo/H .. U. S. Nal. Mum"" (cll. 5), 
examines -what had been done up to 1819- In the same 
year Dr. Carl Schultz - Sellack wrote on I( Die Ameorika
nischen Gotter der vier WeltgegeDden und ihre Tempel in 
Palenque," touching also the question of interpretation (Zeit
sdtrift (Ur Etknolori" vol. xi.); and in 1880 Dr. Forste,,: 
mann examined the matter in h~s introduction to his repro~ 
duction of the Dresden Codex. 

1 Studies in C,nt,al A .. ,,"kan IJl'dIW,JUWi#"l" (Wash· 
ington~ 1881), extracted from the First J:?epurl of lite Bu~ 
reau Df EtlulO/Og"Y. His method is epitomized in Tlu Cen
tt~ry, Dec'" 1881. He finds Stephens~s drawingS the most 
trustworthy of all, Waldeck's being beautiful, but they em~ 
body II singular liberties. n His examination was confined 
to the 1500 separate hieroglyphs in Stephens's C41lt,al 
A merica. Some of Holden's conclusions are worth not
ing: U The Maya manuscripts do not possess to -me the 
same interest as the stones, and I think it may be certainly 
Aid that all of them are younger than the Palenque tablets, 
and far younger than the inscriptions at Copan." U I dis-

trust the methods of Brasseul" and others who start from 
the misleading and unlucky alphabet handed down by 
Landa," "by forming variants, which are made" to satisfy 

. the necessities of the interpreter in carrying out some pre
conceived idea." He finds a rigid ,dherence to the stand .. 
an:! form of a character " prevailing throughout the same in
scription. At Palenqu~ the inscriptions read as an English 
inscription WQuld read, beginning at the left and proceeding 
line by line downward. "The system employed at Pa~ 
lenqul! and Copan was the same in its general character, 
and almost identical even in details." He deciphers three 
proper names: it all of them have been pure picture-writ
ing, except in so fal' as their rebus character may make 
"them in a senSe phonetic." Referring to Valentini's 
Landa A/jJIla6d a SjHutisn FalJrkal;on, he agrees in that 
critic ~s conclusions. cc While my own," he adds, U were 
"reached by a study of the stones and in the cOurse -of a 
general examination, Dr. Valentini has addressed himself 
successfully to the solution of a special problem." Holden 
thinks his own solution of the three proper names points 
of departure for subsequent decipheren. The Maya meth~ 
od was U pure picture-\Il.'riting. At Copan this is found-in 

.. After a photogravure in us DocuHUnls Id-lls u ranlil/llil; A m;Jr;cniN4 (Paris, 1882). Cf. cut in MI.". tIIla StIC. 
d'EI1""p'ap,,;. (.887), xiii . p. 1'. . 
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the Conquest.1 The alleged agents in this demolition were Bishop Landa, in' r 56., at Mani, in Yucatan,2 
and Bishop ZUmUraga at Tlatelalco, or, as some say, at Tezcuco; in Mexico.3 Peter Martyr 4 has told us 
something of the records as he saw them, and we know also from him, and from their subsequent discovery in 
European collections, thzt some examples of them were early taken to the Old World. We have further 
knowledge of them from Las Casas and from Landa himself.6 There have been efforts made of late years by' 
lcazbalceta and Canon Carrillo to mitigate the severity of judgment, particularly as respects Zumarraga.6 
The first, and indeed the only attempt that has been made to bring together for mutual illustration all that 
was known of these manuscripts which escaped the fire,7 was in the great work of the Viscount Kingsborough 
(b. 1795, d. 1837). It was while, as Edward King, he was a student at Oxford that this nobleman's passion for 
Mexican antiquities was first roused by seeing an original Aztec pictograph, described by Purchas (Pilgrimes, 
voL iii.), and preserved in the Bodleian. I!l the studies to which this led he was assisted by some special 
scholars, including Obadiah Rich, who searched for him in Spain in 1830 and 1832, and who after Kingsbor
ough's death obtained a large part of the manuscript collections which that nobleman had amassed (Catalogue 
of tl .. Sale, Dublin, 1842). Many of the Kingsborough manuscripts passed into the collection of Sir Thomas 
Phillipps (Catnlogue, no. 404), but the correspondence pertaining to Kingsborough's life-work seems to have 
disappeared. Phillipps had been one of the main encouragers. of Kingsborough in his undertaking.s Kings· 
borough, who had spent £30,000 on his undertaking, had a business dispute with the merchants who furnis/led 
the printing-paper, and he was by them thrown into jail as a debtor, and died in confinement.-
Kingsborough'~ great work, the most sumptuous yet bestowed upon Mexican arch:Eology, was published 

between 1830 and 1848, there being an interval of sevonteen years between the seventh and eighth volumes. 
The original intention seems to have embraced ten volumes, for the final section of the ninth volume is signa
tUred as for a tenth.10 The work is called: Antiquities of Mexico; comprising lacsimiles 01 Ancient Mex;" 
eall Painti1lgs and Hieroglyjhics, preserved in the Royal Libraries of Paris, Berlin, and Dresden I" in th, 
Imlerial Lib.rary 0/ Pienna,. in the Vatican Library; in the Borgian Museum at Rome; in the Library 
of the institute of Bologna; and in the Bodleian Liorary at Oxlord; together witl. the Monuments of Nng 
Spain, oy M. Dupaix; illustrated oy many valuaole inedited MSS. With the theory maintained by Kings
borough throughout the work, that the Jews were the first colonizers of the country, we have nothing to do here; 
but as the earliest and as yet the largest repository of hieroglypbic material, the book needs to be examined. 
The compiler states where he found his MSS., but he gives nothing of their history, though something more 
is now known of their descent. Peter Martyr speaks of the number of Mexican MSS. which had in his day 
been taken to Spain, and Prescott remarks it as strange that not a single one given by Kingsborough was 
found in that country. There are, however~ some to be seen there now.ll Comparisons which have been made 
of Kingsborough's plates show that they are not inexact; but they almost necessarily lack the validity that 
the modern photographic processes give to {ac-similes. 

Kingsborough's first volume opens with a fac-simile of what is usually called the Codex Mendoza,. preserved in 
the Bodleian. It is, however, a contemporary copy on European paper of an original now lost~ which was sent . 
by the Viceroy Mendoza to Charles V. Another copy made part of the Boturini collection, and from this 
Lorenzana 12 engraved that portion of it which consists of tribute-rolls. The story told of the fate of the orig. 

its earliest slate j at Palenque it was already highly conven- SahagUn relates that earlier than Zum~naga, the fourth 
tionalized." ruler of his race, Itzcohuatl, had caused a large destruction 

1 See references in Bancroft~s Nat. Raees, ii. 57ft. of native writings) in order to remove souvenirs of the na-
t Cogulludo's Hist. til YrKal41I, 3d ed., i. 6o.t. tional humiliation. 
• Prescott, i. 10"" aDd references, 7 Humboldt was one of the earliest to describe some of 
• Dec. iv., lib. 8, these manuscripts in connection with his Atlas, pI. xiii. 
I B ...... ur de Bourbourg's Tro~"" itlS., i. 9. Cf. on • Cf. Cnial. oftk PMllijls Coil., no. 40,," An original 

the Aztec books Kirk's Prescott, i. 103; Brinton's My tN, colored copy of the A1diquitus of Mexictl, given tiy Kings .. 
10 i his A6tJ,.,"g. A"".,,-. Alllluws, 17; and on the Mexican borough to Phillipps, was offered of late years by Quaritch 
paper, Valentini in A1IU'r'. Antig. Sm:. Proc., 2d s., i.. 58. at .£70-£100; it was published at '£175. The usual colored 

e cr. lcazbalceta's Do" FraJi ?-uan de Zumayyaga,jri- copies sellllow for about £40-£60; the uncolored (or about 
"'" OIJliJD JI Arz""isjtJ tk M;xictl (rj2q-4B). Estudio '£30-'£35. It is usually stated that two copies were printed·· 
6iogrd/ico JI IJi!JIi'rrajictl. C()IJ UIJ a;bulice tU aDCUmmos on vellum (British Museum, Bodleian), and ten on large 
inidittJs 4 rartll (Mexico, 188r). A part of this work was paper, which were given to crowned heads, except one, 
also printed separately (fifty copies) under the tide of De which was given to Obadiah Rich. Squier, in the London 
Ia tiestrucciOlJ tie IJIdig1Jedat/e, "';xicanas at,.iImUla'; 1M Atlu""mn, Dec. 13, r856 (AUibone, p. (033), drew atten .. 
",uitnteros",pnwal,J' jartit:u/armnlle allilmo, Sr. D. tion to the omission of the last signature of the Hist. CII;'" 
Fr. 7uan d4 ZUm4W'Qg'4, /rimer 06tijo JI Ar.o6i'.sJo U cAi1Heca in vol. ix. 
MJxictl (Mexico, l88r), In this he exhausts pretty much g Rich, Owl. A 1IU'r'. NOfJa, ii. 233 i Gentleman's Mag'., 
all that has beeD said on the subject by the bishop himself, May, 1837, which varies in some particulars. Cf. for other 
by Pedro de Gante, Motolinia, SahagUn, Duran, Acosta, details Sabin":s Dictionary, ix. 485 i De Ros~y in the Rnl. 
Davila Padilla, Herrera, 1"orquemada, Ixtli1xochitl, Rob-' Orient et .A ",b'" xii. 387. R. A. Wilson (Ne. CfJ1UI'IIst 
ertsoD. Clavigero, Humboldt, Bustamante, Temaux, Pres.. of Mexico, p. 68) ~ves the violent skeptical view of the 
cott, Alaman, etc. Brasseur(Nat. Civil., ii. 4} saysof Landa material. 
that we must not forget thai he was oftener the agent of 10 Sabin, iL, no. 371800. 
lhe council for the Indies than of the Church. Helps (iii. 11 Uon de Rosny (Doc. Icrih tie l' AlIIitj . .4."';"'., p. 7r) 
374) is inclined to be charitable towards a man in a skeptical speaks of those in the Museo Arc~zol6gico at Madrid. 
age, so intensely believing as Zum4rraga was. II Hut, Nueva ES/alia. 
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ina! is, that on its passage to Europe it was captured by a French auiser and taken to Paris, where it was 
bought by the chaplain of the English embassy, the antiquary Purchas, who has engraved iLl It was then lost 

FAC-SIMILE OF PLATE XXV OF THE DRESDEN CODEX.. 

I PilgrillUS, vol. iii. (1625). It is also included in The- lEdi~ Arn/llit'IU; Humboldt's plates., xiii., lviii., ID., 
venOI's eml. tI~ VtJy~1 (t6Q6). vol. ii .• in a transJation. with his text, in which he quotes Do Palin's SttuJ, ,,-,H. 
Clavigero (i. 23) calls this copy faulty. See also Kircher's rtlrf.y}lt~I, 901. i. See the account in Bancroft, it 241. 

• From Cyrus Thomas's N~1t T_ 
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flight of, and if Prescott's inference is correct it was not the original, but the Bodleian copy, which came into 
Purchas' hands.! 

Beside the trlbute-rolls,1 which make one part of it, the MS. covers the civil history of the Mexicans, with a 
third part on the discipline and economy of the people, which renders it of so much importance in an arch",,,, 
logical sense.. The second reproduction in Kingsborough's first volume is what he calls the Codex Telleriano
Remensis, preserved in the Biblioth~que Nationale at Paris, and formerly owned by M. Le Tellier.f The rest 
of this initial volume is made up of fac-similes of Mexican hieroglyphics and paintings, from the Boturini and 
Selden collections, which last is in the Bodleian. , 

The second Kingsborough volume opens with a reproduction of the Codex Vatican us (the explanation 5 is 
in volume vi.), which is in the library of the Vatican, and it is known to have been copied in Mexico by Pedro 
de los Rios in 1566. It is partly historical and partly ·mytllological.' The rest of this volume is made up 
of fac-similes of other manuscripts, - one given to the Bodleian by Archbishop Laud, otherS at Bologna,1 
Vienn.,. and Berlin. 

The third'volume reproduces one belonging to the Borgian Museum at Rome, written 'on skin, and thought 
to be a ritual and astrological almanac. This is accompanied by a commentary by Frabega.9 Kingsborough 
gives but a .ingle Maya MS., and this is in bis third volume, and stands with him as an Aztec production. 
This is the Dresden Codex, not very exactly rendered, which is preserved in ti,e royal library in that city, for 
which it was bought by Gotz,l. at Vienna, in 1739. Prescott (i_ 107) seemed to recognize its difference from 
the Aztec MSS., without knowing precisely how to class it.ll Brasseur de Bourbourg calls it a religious and 
astrological ritual. It is in two sections, and it is not, certain that they belong together. In 1880 it was re
produced at Dresden by polychromatic photogrnphy (Chromo-Lichtdruck), as ti,e process is called, under the 
editing of Dr. E. Forstemann, who in an introduction describes it as composed of thirty-nine oblong sheets 
folded together like .. fan_ 'They are made of the bark of a tree, and covered with varnish_' Thirty-five have 
drawings and hieroglyphics On !>ath sides; the other four on one side only. It is now preserved between glass 
to prevent handling, and both sides can be examined. Some progress has been made, it is professed, in deci
phering its meaning, and it is supposed to contain ."records Of;l mythic, historic, and rihialistic character." 12 

Another script in Kingsborough, perhaps a Tezcucan MS.,. though having some Maya affinities, is the 
Fejervary Codex, then preserved in Hungary, and lately owned by Mayer, of Liverpool.l> 

Three other Maya manuscripts have been brought to light since Kingsborough's day, to say )lothing of three 
others said to be in private hands, and not described)' Of these, the Codex Troano has been the subject of 
much study_ It is the property of a Madrid gentleman, Don Juan TIo y Ortolano, and the title given to the 
manuscript has been somewhat fantastically formed from his name by the Abbe Etienne Charles Brasseur 

1 Pre'scott, i. 106. He thinks that a -copy mentioned in 
Spineto's Lectures "" tlu Ek",ntts 0/ Hin"()g!y;ltics, and 
then in the Escurlal, may perhaps be the original. Hum
'boldt calls it a copy . 

• Humboldt placed some tribute-rolls in the Berlin 
library, and gave an account of them. See his pl. xxxvi. 

I Cf. references in Bancroft's Nafiw Races, ii. 529. The 
.c'Explicacion" of the MS. is given in Kingsborough~svol .. 
urne V'J and an II interpretation" in vol. vi. 

C Kingsborough's" expJicacion It and" explanation" are 
given in his vols. v. and vi. Rosny has given an U explica
tion avec notes par Brasseur de Bourbourg'" in his Ar
c"iwl jIa!Jog'ral!a;f/JIIs .(Paris, 1870-:71), p. 1<)0, with an 
atlas of plates. Cf. references in Bancroft, ii. 530; and in 
anolher place (ill. I(1) this same writer cautions the reader 
against the translation in Kingsborough, and says that it 
has every error that can vitiate a transtation. Humboldt 
thinks his Qwn plates, Iv. and lvi., of the codex carefully 
made. ~ 

5 Prescott says (i. loS) of this that it bears evident marks 
-Gr recent origin, when "the hieroglyphics were read with 
the eye of faith rather than of reason." Cf. Bancroft, Nal. 
R aas I ii. 527. 

o Portions of it are also reproduced in the .A rd"",s tI, 1(1 
.slle. A"J,.. tkFra"u; in Rosny's Essai ,..,./, tbclli1fn
",nat tI, I'Et:riI."., H,watiqw; and in Powell's TAi,.t/· 
Repl. B ..... t>f EIIuroI.gy. p. 56. Cf. also Humboldt'. Al
Ias, pl. nii.; and H. M. Williams's translation of his A ws, 
~- ' . 

tIt is known to have been given in I66S by the Marquis 
de Caspi by Count Valerio Zani. There is a copy in thc= 
museum of Cardinal Borgia at Veletri. 

• Kn01o\'D to have been given in 1677 by the Duke of Saxe
Eisenach to the Emperor Leopold. Some parts are repro

"Cluced in Robertson~s Arl'lWictJ, Lond., 1771, it 4B2. 

D Humboldt, Vws ties CorJiOh-IS, p. 89; pl. 15,21, 31i 
Prescott, i. 106. Tbere is a single leaf of it reproduced in 
Powell's 1'IIi,.d R,jt. Btlr· 0/ Elk., p. 33 . . 

10 Cf. his n"tkwi1rdigluilcn On' D,.,stknw BilJliotAe/l 
('744), p. 4· 

11 Stephens (Cndra/ America, ii. 343, 453; YucMan, ii. 
29%,453) was in the same """3.y at a loss respecting tbe con~ • 
ditions of the knowledge of such things in his time. Cf . 
also Orozco y Berra, G,ogra./ia tI, las Lmg'N~ de M;,xico, 
p~ 101. 

IS Di, Mayalta,,,lscn,i/t tier kiJ",'glicAen OJIentlicAen 
BilJliolnek tnl Dr,sden .. /terawgeg,kn flon E. Fdrstetl141111 
(Leipzig, 1880). Only thirty copies were offered for sale at 
two hundred marks. There is a copy in Harvard College 
library. Parts of the manuscript are found figured in dif
ferent publications: Humboldt's VHlS des Ctwdiller,s, ii. 
268, and pl. 16 and 45; \Vuttke's edsel,. dw Scltrf/l. At. 
las, pI. n, 23 (Leipzig, 1872); ArcAives tk fa Soc. Amlr. 
tI, Frane" n. s., vol. i. and ii.; Silvestre's PailograjAi6 
Uni'IJn'Sllle .. Rosny's Les Ecril1lr'sfig",-ati'lllS II AiI,-",. 
K!yj"iqll's ties ~1I;/eS. ancints It modn"1U$ (Paris, 1860, 
pl. v.), and in his Essai .rur k tiJclliffrement. etc. i Ruge, 
Z,ilaller tier EnttUrNungen, p. 559- Cf. also Le Noir in 
A HtitplilJs Mlziea;,tes, ii. introd.; FBrstemann's separate 
monographs, Dw Maya alJa,.at in Dr,stk" (Cfflba/lJ/aU 
fir BilJliol1tekswesen, J88S, p. 182), and J..'r/aut".""g-m 
.,tr Ma)·aAantiscArifl MY IltJnigikw offenlliclu" BilJil"o
t!tell au D,.,sde" (Dresden, 1886); Schellhas' Di, May. 
Hmulscllrift au Dresden (Berlin,I886); C. Thomas on 
the numerical signs in ArcA:. tk 14 Soc. A",. de F1'tUI&e. 
D. 5., iii. 201. . 

18 Cf. Powell's Tn;". R,jI. Ell.. BureMI, p. 32. . I' Brinton's Maya CArl/nicks, 66i Brasseur de Bour-
bouIg'. T,....,., (,868). -
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CODEX CORTESIANUS.· 

• From a fac-aimile in the "r,"wesdela S()dJfl.AlIIlricaine de Fyanc" IlIJUfJ. 4"" ii. 30. 
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de Bourbourg, who was instrumental in its recognition about 1865 or 1866, and who edited a sumptuous two
volume folio edition with chromo-lithographic plates.l 

While Uon de Rosnywas preparing his Essai 
sur I. diehiflremenl tie l' Eeriture hieran"ue 
(,876), a Maya manuscript was offered to the 
Bibliotheque lmp~riale in Paris and declined, be
cause the price demanded .was too high. Photo
graphic copies of two of its leaves had been sub
mitted, and one of these is given by Rosny in the 
Essai (pI. x~). The Spanish government finally 
bought the MS., which, because it was supposed 
to have once belonged to Cortes, is now known as 
the Codex Corlesianus. Rosny afterwards Saw 
it and studied it in the Musea Archeol6gico at 
Madrid, as he makes known in his Doc. Eerits 
de la Anti". Amir., p. 79, where he points out 
the complementary character of one of its leaves 
with another of the MS. Troano, showing them 
to belong together, and gives photographs of the 
two (pI. v. vi.), as wel1as of other leaves (pl. 8 and 
9). The part of this codex of.a calendar character 
(Tableau des Bac~b) is' reproduced from Rosny's 
plate by Cyrus Thomas 2 in an essay in the Third 
Re/orl 0/ Ihe Bureau of Ethnology, together 
with an attempted restoration of the plate, which 
is obscure in parts. Finally a small edition (85 
copies) of the entire MS. was published at Paris 
in 1883.8 

The last of the Maya 1\ISS. recently brought 
to light is sometimes cited as the Codex Perezi~ 
anus, because the paper in which it was wrapped, 
when recognized in 18;9 by Rosny,' bore the 
name' " Perez "; and sometimes designated as 
Codex Mexicanus, or Manuscrit Yucateque No. 
2, of the National Library at Paris. It was a 
few years later published as Manuserie dil 
Mixicain No. 2 d. /a Bibliotneque Im/eriale, 
/nOlogra/hi. jar ordre de S. E. M. Duruy, 

.,t..I-';- ... -:::-----. .... , 
.~ 

, -...... -'"' 

CODEX PEREZIANUS." 

,n;nistre de Pinstrudion pu6/iqu4 (Paris, 1864, in folio, ;0 copies). The original is a fragment of eleven 
leaves, and Brasseur I; speaks of it as the most beautiful of all the M$S. in execution, but the one which has 
suffer~d the most from time and usage.6 

1 It constitutes vol. ii. and iii. of the series. 
Miuilm scu"t!fi9ue all Mlxiqw et tlatu r A mlrip,e 

Cmt,a1,. Ornn-arlS pub/iis jid, fWdre de I' ElIIpereN' et 
Jtw lei 40itu tiM Mi"istre tie r Ins!nIctiOll foID/igue· (Paris, 
,868-,0), ul)dcr the distinctive title: Ling-uistiqrte, 1Ilanus· 
criI Troa"". Et",{" _Ie systl_/fYa;"ique et fa /angue 
des Maya.s;Ja' Bra.ss~ur de Born-lHnwg h~70). 

Rosoy, who compared Brasseur's edition with the orig .. 
inaJ, was satisfied with its exactness, except in the number
ing of the leaves; and Brasseur (BiOl. Mex.·GuaI., 18,J) 
confessed that in his. interpretation he had read the MS. 
backwards. The work was reissued in Paris in J8,2, with-

. out the plates, under the following title: DictUmHaire, 
Gra",,,""", d CluYslolllath;e til la kmrue "",ya, /wlcldls ' 
tI~"rII ltutk nw les sJ'st~",. graJltiqlle des ittdi~nes aM 
y .... atat.o (Mlxique) (Paris, 181')' 

Brasseur's RalJtwt, tult:Inssla SOlI Excellew:e M. DfWIIJ'. 
indu.ted in the work, gives briefly the abtre's exposition of 
the MS. Professor Cyrus Thomas and Dr. D. G .. Brinton, 
having printed some expositions in the .JI. mnicall Nat. 
ralist (vol. xv.) united in an essay making vol. v. of the CtJH

tributi<ms t_ Nort" A mIrie,." Et"""'_o (Powell's survey) 
under the title : A Study 0/ 1M Manuscrijt TroalUl 6,y 
CpwI TIumrtu, 'Wit/, a1II intrtHlMctitM 6y D. G. BrinItJII 

(Washington. 1882,), which gives fac-similes of some of the: 
plates. Thomas calls it a kind of religious calendar, giving 
dates of religiousfestivals through a long period, intermixed 
with illustratious of the habits and employments of the 
people, their houses, dress, utensils. He c:alls the charac.
ters in a measure phonetic, and not syllabic. Cf. Rosny 
in the A",cAifles tI, la StIt:. A",. tie F",o,nce, D. s., fi. 28; 
his Essai SIW le dJcAiJfremmt, etc. (1:876);. Powell's TAml 
R~/t. Bur. tif EtA., xvi.; Bancroft:s Nat. Races, it 114; 
and· Brinton'S Notes 011 "1M Cotkz Troano and Maya 
ChrtmtJloo (Salem, 1881~ . 

S Cf. Scie"ce, iii. 458. 
8 Ctulez Cortesia",". MatlllSCrit Aibatilple des an

dens Indi.e;Ju til 1'.11 mb-igW cmtra/8 c01ISerul tnI MIISle 
arefriolDcWw tk Madrid. PlwtD/fYal,,;;.1 jubl;; jour fa 
p",,;n.e fo;s, afJ« 11M "nil'tJ.t./"llction, et fIJI 'fIoca6JJai1'. de 
Ncriture "iJratique JlfUallque jar LI"" tk RDmy (Paris, 
1:883). At the end is a Jist of works by De Rosny on Amer
ican arcbzology and paleography. 

• A"cJ,illu tie la StIC. A",.,u Fl'tuIC., D. s., n. 25. 
Ii Bi6. Mez.wGuai., p. 95. 
8 Cf. Rosny in ArcAiws Ja/lograJAif/Ws (Paris, 1869-

71). pI. JJ7, etc.; and his Essa,' nw Ie tlJcki..l)"rnltnd, etc., 
pl. viii., xvi. . 

• One of the ·leaves of a MS. No.2, in the Bibliotheque NationaleJ Paris, following the fac-simile (pI. U4) in Uon 
de Rosny'. A reAifN!1 JalJogra;"UJws (Paris, 186g). 



NOTB, - This Yucatan b .... r.lief follows a photograph by Rosny (.880), r.procluc.:d in the .IIf"", tU la Soc. ,{' Eth"". 
J:l'i'pki., no. 3 (Paris, .88,')' 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE INCA CIV'IUZATION IN PERU. 

BY CLEMENTS It. MARKHAM. C. B.. 

T HE ci~n of the Incas of Peru is the most important. because 
it is the highest, phase in the development of progress among the 

American races. It represents the combined efforts, during long periods. 
of several peoples who eventually became welded into one nation. The 
especial interest attaching to the study of this civilization consists in the 
fact that it was self-c:leveloped. and that, so far as can be ascertained, it 
received no aid and no impulse from foreign contact. 

It is necessary, however, to bear in mind that the empire of the Incas. 
in its final development. was formed of several nations which had. during 
long periods. worked out their destinies apart from each other; and that 
one. at least. appears to have been entirely distinct from the Incas in race 
and language.1 These facts must be carefully borne in mind in pursuing 
inquiries relating to the history of Inca civilization. It is also essential 
that the nature and value of the evidence on which conclusions must be 
based should be understood and carefully weighed. This evidence is of 
several kinds. Besides the testimony of Spanish writers who witnessed the 
conquest of Peru. or who lived a generation afterwards. there is the evidence 
derived from a study of the characteristics of descendants of the Inca pe0-

ple, of their languages and literature. and of their architectural and other 
remains. These various kinds of evidence must be compared. their respec
tive values must be considered. and thus alone. in our time. can the nearest 
approximation to the truth be reached. 

The testimony of writers in the sixteenth century, who had the advantage 
of being able to see the workings of Inca institutions. to examine the out
come of their civilization in all its branches, and to converse with the Incas 
themselves respecting the history and the traditions of their people. is the 
most important evidence. Much of this testimony has been preserved. but 
unfortunately a great deal is lost. The sack of Cadiz by the Earl of Essex, 
in I S9 S. was the occasion of the loss of BIas Valera' s priceless work. I Other 
valuable writings have been left in manuscript. and have been mislaid 

1 [lb. Markham made a special stDdy of tim Yiews of Mara>J in T....ws ;. ..r-t.i AaniaI. Ir. 
point ill the7~"'IMN'Jf. GNr·S«· (111]1). by Rich. Loadon, JS7,So-ED.J 
zli. po 28.. c:oIlating its .... thorities. Cf. the S E.scept those portioas which Garcilasso de 

Ia Vega has embGclied ia his C_~$. 
VOL. L-14 
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through neglect and carelessnes.s. 
whose books have disappeared. 
empire excited the curios~ty and 

, 
Authors are mentioned, or even quoted, 
The contemplation of the fallen Inca 

interest of a great number of intelligent 

CARTE 
des ftg-ion. 

'"ttLA MOuv~ GRENADE. DE l: 
DU PERDU ET DE lA. BOliVIE 

SIgnal ... danJ 1.s migrations af;m._ a.e.' ,-
l~ :&:"'menIain! 

DU IJVRE SACRE. 
-0 :SUi.lUlJ[lOxi 1861. 

MAP IN BRASSEUR'S POPUL YUH. 
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EARLY SPANISH MAP OF PERU.-

- [From the Paris (1774) edition of Zarate. The development of POIUvian cartography under the Spanish 
explorations is traced in a note in VoL II. p. 5"9; but the best map for the student is a map of the empire of 
the Incas, showing all except the provinces of Quito and Chili, with the routes of the successive Inca con
querors marked on it, given in the Journal of tlu Roy. Ceog-. Soc. (1872), vol. xlii. p. 513, compiled by Mr. 
Trelawny Saunders to illustrate Mr. Markham's paper of the previous year, on the empire of the Incas. Tbe 
map was republished by the Hakluyt Society in 1880. The map of Wiener in his Perou 1ft Bolivie is aiso a 
good one. Cf. Squier's map in his p.,.,.. -ED.] 
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men among the Spanish conquerors. Many wrote narratives of what they 
saw and heard A few studied the language and traditions of the people 
with close attention. And ,these authors were not confined to the clerical 
and legal professions; they included several of the soldier-conque~ors them
selves.I 

The nature of the country and climate was a potent agent in forming the 
character of the people, and in enabling them to make advances in civiliza
tion. In the dense forests of the Amazonian valleys, in the boundless 
prairies and savannas, we only meet with wandering tribes of hunters and 
fishers. It is on the lofty plateaux of the Andes, where extensive tracts of 
land are adapted ·for tillage, or in the comparatively temperate valleys of 
the western coast, that we find nations advanced in civilization.2 

The region comprised in the empire of the Incas during its greatest 
extension is bounded on the east by the forest-covered Amazonian plains, 
on the west by the Pacific Ocean, and its length along the line of the Cor
dilleras was upwards of 1,500 mlIes, ·from 2° N. to 20° S. This vast tract 
comprises every temperature and every variety of physical feature. The in
habitants of the plains and valleys of the Andes enjoyed a temperate and 
generally bracing climatef and their energies were called forth by the physi
cal difficulties which had to be overcome through their skill and hardihood 
Such a region was suited for the gradual development of a vigorous race, 
capable of reaching to a high state of culture. The differenJ: valleys and 
plat~aux are separated by lofty mountain chains or by profound gorges, so 
that the inhabitants would, in the earliest period of their history; make their 

. own slow progress in comparative isolation, and woul.d have little intercom
munication. When at last they were brought together as one people, ·and 
thus combined their. efforts in forming one system, it is likely that such a 
union would have a tendency to be of long duration, owing to the great 
difficulties which must have been overcome in its creation.~ On the other 
hand, if, in course of time, disintegration oncehegan! it might last· long, and 
great efforts would be required to build· up another united empire. The 
evidence seems to point to the recurrence of these processes more than 
once, in the course of ages, and to their commencement in a very remote 
antiquity. 

One strong piece of evidence pointing to the great length of time during 
which the Inca nations had been a settled and partially civilized race, is to 
be found in the plants that had been brought under cultivation, and in the 
animals that had been domesticated Maize is unknown in a wild state,S 

1 It is, of course, necessary to consider the 
weight to be attached to the statements of differ· 
ent authors; but the most convenient method 
of placing the suhject before the reader will be 
to deal in the present chapter with general con
clusions, and to discuss the comparative merits 
of the authorities in the Critical Essay on the 
sources of information. 

• [For special study, see paz Soldan's G~og'l'a
jla tkl P",,; Menendez' Manual d~ G~og'l'afla 
del P",,; and Wiener's L'Empire tks Ineas, 
ch.I.-ED·1 

a .. Jusqu'li present on n'a pas relrouve Ie mals, 
d'une maniere certaine, a l'etat sauvage" (De 
Candone's G/og'l'ap"ie IJolan;illeraisonnle, p. 9 SI). 
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and many centuries must have elapsed before the Peruvians could have pro
duced numerous cultivated varieties, and have brought the plant to such a 
high state of perfection. The peculiar edible roots, called oca and aracaclza, 
also exist only as cultivated plants. There is no wild variety of the chiri
moya, and the Peruvian spe
cies of the cotton plant is 
known only under cultiva
tion.1 The potato is found 
wild in Chile, and probably in 
Peru, as a very insignificant 

. tuber. But the Peruvians, 
after cultivating it for centu
ries, increased its size and 
produced a great number of 
edible varieties.a Another. 
proof of the great antiquity of 
Peruvian civilization is to be 
found in the llama and al-
paca, which are domesticated 

LLAMAS.-

animals, with individuals varying in color: the one a beast of burden yield
ing coarse wool, and the other bearing a thick fleece of the softest silken 
fibres. Their prototypes are the wild huanaco and vicuna, of uniform 
color, and u~tameable.- Many centuries must have elapsed before the wild 
creatures of the Andean solitudes, with the habits of chamois, could have 
been converted into the Peruvian sheep which cannot exist apart from men.8 

These considerations point to so vast a period during which the existing 
race had dwelt in the Peruvian Andes. that any speCUlation respecting its 
origin would necessarily be futile in the present state of our knowledge. 4 

The weight of tradition indicates the south as the quarter whence the 
people came whose descendants built the edifices at Tiahuanacu. 

1 De C;'ndolle, p. 983. 
I There is a wild variety in Mexico, the size 

of a nut, and attempts have been made to in
crease its size under cultivation during many 
years, without any result. This seems to show 
that a great length of time must have elapsed 
before the ancient Peruvians could have brought 
the cultivation of the potato to such a high state 
of perfection as they undoubtedly did. 

• Some years ago a priest named Cabrera, the 
cura of a village called Macusani, in the province 
of Caravaya, succeeded in breeding a cross be
tween the wild vicuiia and the tame alpaca. He 
had a flock of these beautiful animals, which 
yielded long, silken, white wool; but they re
quired extr~me care, and died out when the sus-
• 

taining hand of Cabrera was no longer available. 
There is also a cross between a llama and an 
alpaca, called guariso, as large as the llama, but 
with much more wool. The guanaco and llama 
have also been known to form a cross; but there 
is no instance of a cross between the two wild 
varieties, - the guanaco and vicuna. The ex
tremely artificial life of the alpaca, which renders 
that curious and valuable animal so absolutely 
dependent on the ministrations of its human 
master, and the complete domestication of the 
llama, certainly indicate the lapse of many cen
turies before such a change could have been 
effected. 

, [Cf. remarks of Daniel Wilson in his P".~"is· 
torie Man, i. 243. -ED.] 

- [One of the cuts which did service in the Antwerp edition of Cieza de Leon. Cf. B.ollaert on the llama, 
alpaca, huanaco, and vicuna species in the S;orlinK Review, Feb., 1863; the cuts in Squier, pp. 246, 250; 
Dr. Van Tschudi, in the Zeitsellrijt fiJI" Etbotogil, 1885. -ED.] 
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The most ancient remains of a primiti~e people in the Peruvian Andes 
consist of. rude cromlechs, or blVial-places, which are met with in various 
localities. Don Modesto Basadre has described some by the roadside, in 
the descent from Umabamba to Charasani, in Bolivia. These cromlechs are 
formed of four great slabs of sl~te, each slab being about five feet high, four 
or five in width, and more than an inch thick. The four slabs are perfectly 
shaped and worked so as to fit into each other at the cornerS. A fifth slab 
is placed over them, and over the whole a pyramid of clay and rough stones 

A 

D 

c 

B 

H 

DETAIi..S AT TIAIJUANACU.-

E 

~ . . -
~ 

is piled. These cromlechs are the early memorials of a race which was suc
ceeded by the people who constru<;:ted the cyclopean edifices of the Andean . 
plateaux. 

For there is reason to believe that a powerful empire had existed in Peru 
centuries before the rise of the Inca dynasty. Cyclopean ruins, quite for
eign to the genius of Inca architecture, point to this conclusion. The wide 
area over which they are found is· an indication that the government which 
caused them to be built ruled over an extensive empire, while their cyclo
pean character is a proof that th~ir projectors had an almost unlimited sup
ply of labor. Religious myths and dynastic traditions throw some doubtful 
light on that remote past, which has left its silent memorials in the huge 
stones of Tiahuanacu, Sacsahuaman, and Ollantay, and in the altar of Con~ 
cacha.. ' 

• KEY: - A, Lid or cover of some aperture, of stone, with two handles neatly undercut. B, A window 'Of 
trachyte, of careful workmanship, in one piece. C, Block of masonry with carving. D, E, Two views of a 
comer-piece to some stone conduit, carefully ornamented with projecting lines. F, G, H, I, Other pieces of 
cut masonry lying about. 
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The most interesting ruins in Peru are those of the palace or temple near 
the village of Tiahuanacu,l on the southern side of Lake Titicaca. They 

A 

CARVINGS AT TIAHUANACU.-

A • 
BAS·RELIEFS AT TIAHUANACU.f 

I Tbe name is of later date. One story is speed was compared with that of the .. "uanacll." 
that,wben an Inca was encamped there, ames- The Inca said, "Tia" (sit or rest), "0/ ,,_ 
senger reached him with unusual celerity, whose """D." 

- KBY: - A, Portion of the ornament which runs along the base of the rows of figures on the monolithic. 
doorway. B, Prostrate idol lying on its face near the ruins; abont 9 feet long. 

t KEY:- A, A winged human figure with the crowned head of a condor,from the centia! row on the mQno
lithic doorway. B, A winged 'human figure with buman head crowned, from the upper row on the monolithic 
doorway. 

[There are .. en-ecuted cuts of these sculptures in Ruge'. Gescllieltt. des Lita/tlrs dlr Elddeeku"z-. 
PP.430 , 431• Cf. Squier'. "eru, p. 29",-ED.] 



8 

FRAGMENTS AT TIAHUANACU •• 

REVERSE OF THE DOORWAY AT TIAHUANACU. t 

• Various curiously c:arved stones found scattered abOut the ruins. 
t [ef. "lew ill Squier's P ...... po 289, with other particulars of the ruins, po a;r6, etc.-ED.] 
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are 12,930 feet above the level of the sea, and 130 above that of the lake, 
which is about twelve miles off. They consist of a quadrangular space, en
tered by the famous monolithic doorway, and surrounded by large stones 
standing on end; and of a hill or mound encircled by remains of a wall, 
consisting of enormous blocks of stone. The whole covers an area about 
400 yards long by 350 broad. There is a lesser temple, abQut a quarter of 

IMAGE AT TIAHVANACU.-

a mile distant, containing stones 36 feet long by . 7, and 26 by 16, ·with 
recf;sses in them which have been compared to seats of judgment. The 
weight of the two great stones has been estimated at from 140 to 200 tons 
each, and the distance of the quarries.whence they could have heen brought 
is from IS to 40 miles. I . 

The monolithic portal is one block of hard trachytic rock, now deeply 

- [This is an enlarged drawing of the bas-relief shown in the picture of the broken doorway (p. 218). Cf. 
the cuts in the article on the ruins of Tiahuanacu in the Revue d' A"lIitectu,.e des Travau", ;"6Iies, voL 
mv.; in Ch. Wiener's L'E",;;,., des Incas, pL iii.; in D'Orbigny'. Atlas to bis DH.",,,,. A",.rieai" .. and 
in Squier's p.,.", p. 291.- ED.] . 
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sunk in the ground. Its height above ground is 7 ft. 2 in., width 13ft 5 in., 
thickness ~ . ft. 6 in., and the opening is 4 ft. 6 in .. by 2 ft. 9 in. The outer 
side is ornamented by accUIiately cut niches and rectangular mouldings. The 
whole of the inner side, from a line level with the upper lintel of the door- -
way to the top, is a mass of sculpture, which speaks to us, in difficult riddles, 
alas! of the customs and art-culture, of the beliefs and traditions, of an 
ancient and lost civilization. 

In the centre there . is a figure carved in high relief, in an oblong com
partment, 2 ft. 2 in. long by 1 ft. 6 in.l Squier describes this figure as 

BROKEN MONOLITH DOORWAY AT TIAHUANACU.-

angularly but boldly cut. The head is surrounded by rays, each terminat
ing in a circle or the head of an animal. The breast is adorned with two 
serpents united by a squa~e band. Another band, divided into ornamented 
compartments, passes round the neck, and the ends are brought down to 
the girdle, from which hang six human heads. Human heads also hang 
from the elbows, and the hands clasp sceptres which terminate in the heads 
of condors. The legs are cutoff near the girdle, and below there area 
series of frieze-like ornaments, each ending with a condor's head. On . 
either side o~ this central sculpture there are three tiers of figures, 16 in 

1 Basadre's measurement is 32 inches by 21. 

• [An enlarged drawing of the image over the arch is given in another cut. This same ruin is well repre
sented in Ruge's Gese". des Zeita/ters der EHtd .. lrIlHgen,. and not so well in Wiener's· Plroll til Bolivie, 
po 419 . . ce. Squier's Peru, p. 288. - ED.] 
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' each tier, or 48 in all; each in a kneeling pq,sture, and facing towards the 
large central figure. Each figure is in a square, the sides of which measure 
eight inches. All are winged, and hold sceptres endiIig in condors' heads; 
but while those in the upper and lower tiers have crowned human heads, those 
in the central tier have the heads of condors. There is a profusion of orna.-

TIAHUANACU RESTORED,-

ment on all these figures, consisting of heads of birds and fishes. An orna
mental frieze runs al~ng the 'base of the lowest tier . of figures, consisting of 
an elaborate pattern of angular lines ending in condors' h~ads, with larger 
human heads surrounded by rays, in the intervals of the pattern. Cieza de 
Leon and Alcobasa 1 mention that, besides this sculpture over the doorway, 
there were richly carved statues at Tiahuanacu, which have since been de
stroyed, and many cylindrical pillars with capitals., The head of one statue, 
with a peculiar head-dress, which is 3 ft. 6 in. long, still lies by the roadside. 

The masonry of the ruins is admirably worked, according to the testi
mony of all visitors. Squier says: "The stone itself is a dark and exceed
ingly hard trachyte. It is faced with a precision that no skill can excel. 
I~s lines are perfectly drawn, and its right angles turned with an accuracy 
that the most careful geometer could not surpass. I do not believe there 
exists a better piece of stone-cutting, the material considered, on this or 
the other continent." 

It is desirable to describe these ruins, and especially the sculpture over 

1 Quoted by Garciiasso de Ja Vega, Pte. I . lib. III. cap. I • 

• After a drawing given in TAe Temple 0/ tM A"tl4I by Richard Inwards (London, 1884). 
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the monolithic doorway, with $ome minuteness, because, with the probable 
exception of the cromlechs, they are the most ancient, and, without any 
exception, the most interes,ing that have been met with in Peru. There is 
nothing elsewhere that at all resembles the sculpture on the monolithic 
doorway at Tiahuanacu.1 The, central figure, with rows of kneeling wor
shippers on either side, all covered with symbolic designs, represents, it 
may be conjectured, either ~he. sovereign and his vassals, or, more probably, 
the Deity, with representatives of all the nations bowing down before him. 
The sculpture and the most ancient traditions should throw light upon each 
other. 

Further north there are other examples of prehistoric cyclopean remains. 
Such is the great wall, with its .. stOlle of 12 corners," in the Calle del Tri

. unfo at Cuzco. Such is the famous fortress of Cuzco, on the Sacsahuaman 

RUINS OF SACSAHUAMAN .• 

Hill. Such, too, are portions of the ruins at Ollantay-tampu. Still farther 
north there are cyclopean ruins at Concacha, at Huiiiaque, and at Huaraz. 

Tiahuanacu is interesting because it is possible that the elaborate charac
ter of its symbolic sculpture may throw glimmerings of light on remote 

1 Bnsadrementions a carved stone ·brought nacu. A copy of it is in possession of Se60r 
from the department of Ancachs.ln Peru, which Raimondi. 
had some resemblances to the stones at Tiahua-

• [After a cut in Ruge's G#ul;iclt/, tI,s Zmllhn's tin' E .. ltluhl ... p", Markham has elsewhere described 
these nlins,- Cina tI, LID", 259. 324; ad part, 160; R.yal C."' ...... tarilS./ tIN /oWlS, ii., with a plan, repro-
duced in Vol. n. p. 521, and another plan of Cuzco, showing the position of the fortress in Its relations to the 
dty. There are plans and views in Squier's P_, th. 23. ~ En.] 
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history; but Sacsahuaman, the fortress overlookirig' the city of Cuzco, is; 
~ithout comparison, the grandest monument of an ancient civilization in 
the New World. Like the Pyramids and the Coliseum, it is imperishable. 
It consists of a fortified work 600 yards in length, built of gigantic stones, 
in three lines,' forming walls supporting terraces and parapets arranged in 
salient and retiring angles. This work defends the only assailable side of a 
position which is impregnable, owing to the steepness of the ascent in all 
other directions. The outer wall averages a height of 26 feet. Then there 
is a terrace 16 yards across, whence the second wall rises to 18 feet. The 
second terrace is six yards across, and the' third wall averages a height of 
12 feet. The total height of the fortification is 56 feet. The stones are of 
blue limestone, of enormous size and irregular in shape, but fitted into each 
other with rare precision. One of the stones is 27 feet high by 14, and 
stones IS feet high by 12 are common throughout the work. 

At Ollantay-tampu ,the ruins are ,of various styles, but the later works 
are raised on ancient cyclopean foundations. l There are six porphyry slabs 
12 feet high by 6 or 7; stone beams IS and 20 feet long; stairs and 
recesses hewn 'out of the solid rock. Here, as at Tiahuanacu, there were, 

. according to Cieza de Leon,2 men and animals 'Carved on the stones, but 
they have disappeared. The same style 'of architecture, though only in 
fragments, is met with further north. 

East of the river Apurimac, and not far from the town of Abancay, there 
are three groups of ancient monuments in a deep valley surrounded' by 
lofty spurs of the Andes. There i~ a great cyclopean wall, 'a series of seats 
or thrones of various forms hewn out of the solid stone, and a huge block 
carved on five sides, called the Rumi-huasi. The northern face of this 
monolith is cut into the form of a staircase; on the east there are two enor
mous seats separated by thick partitions, and on the south there is a sort of 
lookout place, with a seat Collecting channels traverse the block, and join 
trenches or grooves leading to two deep excavations on the western side. 
On this western side there is also a series of steps, apparently for the faU 
of a cascade of water connected with the sacrificial rites. ;Molina, gives a 
curious account of the water sacrifices of the Incas.3 The Rumi-huasi seems 
to have been the centre of a great sanctuary, and to have been used as an 
altar. Its surface is carved with animals amidst a labyrinth of cavities and 
partition ridges. Its length is 20 feet by 14 broad, and 12 feet high. Here 
we have; no doubt, a sacrifi~ial altar of the ancient people, on which the 
blood of animals and libations of chichaflowed in torrents.4 

Spanish writers re'ceived statements from the Indians that one or other 
of these cyclopean ruins was built by some particular Inca. Garcilasso de 
la Vega even names the architects of the Cuzco fortress. But it is clear 
from the evidence of the most careful investigators, such as Cieza de Leon, 

1 [Cf. plans and views in Squier's Peru, ch. 
24--ED,] 

s Cap. 94-
8 See page 238. 

• The name of the place where these remains 
are situated is Concacha, from the Quichua word 
II euneaekay," ~ the act of holding down a vic
tim for sacrifice; literally, "to take by the neck." 
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that:- there was no real knowledge of their origin, and that memory of the 
builders was either quite lost, or preserved in vague, uncertain traditions. 

The most ancient myth points to the region of Lake Titicaca as t~e 
\ 

scene of the creative operations of a Deity, or miracle-working Lord.1 This 
Deity is said to have created the sun, moon, and stars, or to have /caused 
them to rise out of Lake Titicaca. He also created men of stone at'Tiahua
nacu, 010f clay; making the~ pass under the earth, and appear again out 
of caves, tree-trunks, rocks, or .fountains in the different provinces which 
were to be peopled by their descendants. But this seems to be a later attempt 
to reconcile the ancient Titicaca myth with the local worship of natural ob
jects as ancestors or founders of their race, among the numerous subjugated 
tribes; as well as to account for the colossal statues of unknown origin at 
Tiahua~acu. There are v!lriations of the story, but there is general con
currence in the main points: that ·the Deity created the heavenly bodies and 
the human race, and that the ancient people, or their rulers, were called 
Pirua. Tradition also seems to point to regions south of the lake as the 
quarter whence the first settlers came who worked out the earliest civiliza
tion.2 We may, in accordance with all the indications that are left to us, 
connect the great god Ilia Ticsi with the central figure of the Tiahuanacu 
sculpture, and the kneeling worshippers with the rulers of all the nations and 
tribes which had been subjugated by the Hatun-runa,8-the great men 
who had Pirua for their king, and who originally came from the distant 
south. The Piruas governed a vast empire, erected imperishable cyclo
pean edifices, ahd developed a complicated civilization, which is dimly indi.;. 
cated to us by the numerous symbolical'sculptures on the monolith. They 

1 The names of this god were Con-Rla-Tid
Ui,.acoclza, and he was the Paclzayac1za&/zic, or 
Teacher of the World. Ptl(lza is "time," or 
"place;" also "the universe." "Yaehacnic," a 
teacher, from "Yaclzaclzini," "I teach!' Con is 
said to signify the creating Deity (BelanlJlJS, Ga,.
cia). According to Gomara, Con was a creative 
deity who came from the north, afterwards ex
pelled by Pachacamac, and a modern authority 
(Lopez, p. 235) suggests that Con represented 
the "cult of the setting sun," because Cunli 
means the west. Tid means a founder or foun
dation, and Ilia is light, from Illani, Co I shine: " 
"The Origin of Light" (Montesinos. Anony
m(IUs Jesuit. Lopez suggests "Ati," an evil omen, 
- the Moon God); or, according to one author
ity, "Light Eternal" (.Tlze anonymous JtSuit). 
Vi,.a is a corruption of Pirua, which is said by 
some authorities to be the name of the first set
tler, or the founder of a dynasty; and by others 
to mean a "depository," a .. place of abode;" 
hence a "dweller," or "abider.'~ Coclza means 
U ocean," U abyss," "profundity," II space." Ui. 
,.acoclza, .. the Dweller in Space." . So that the 
whole would signify "God: the Creator of 
Light:" .. the Dweller in Space: the Teacher 
of the World." 

Some authors gave the meaning of Ui,.acoclza 
to be "foam of the sea:" from Ui,.a (Hui,.a), 
"grease," or U foam," and CocAa, "ocean," 
"sea," "lake!' Garcilasso de la Vega pointed 
out the error. In compound words of a nomi
native and genitive, the genitive is invariably 
placed first in. Quichua; so that the meaning 
would be "a sea of grease," not" grease of the 
sea." Hence he concludes that Ui,.acoclza is not 
a compound word, but simply a name, the deri
vation of which he does not attempt to explain. 
BIas Valera says that it means "the will and 
power of God;" not that this is the signification 

. of the word, but that such were the godlike attri. 
butes of the being who was known by it. Acosta 
says that to Ticsi Ui,.acoclza they assigned the 
chief power and command over all things. The 
anonymous Jesuit tells us that lila Ticsi was the 
original name, and that Ui,.acoclza was added 
later. • 

Of these names, Ilia Tied appears to have been 
the most ancient. 

2 Cieza de Leon and Sa:Jcamayhua. 
8 Montesinos calls the ancient people, who 

were peaceful and industrious, Hatu-runa, or 
"·Great men." See also Matienza (MS. Brit. 
Mus.). 
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also, in a· . d ul" d d .ong course of years, brought wild plants un er c tlvatIOn, "-n 
t;~~~~ted the animals of the lofty Andean plateau. But it is r~markable 

.all . shores of Lake Titicaca, which are almost treeless, and where corn 
WI h f h' . . Tt ripen, should have been c osen as the centre 0 t IS most anCIent 
~~V~ltion. Yet the ruins of Tiahuanacu conclusively establish the fact 

a.1e capital of the Piruas was on the loftiest site ever selected for the seat: . 
T a great empire. 

& Amautas, or learned men of the later Inca period, preserved the 
namf f . f h P' d ., h Pi' M d ) sovereigns 0 t e rrua ynasty, 'commencmg Wit rua anco, 
an c tinuing for sixty.five generations. Lopez conjectures that there • 

Mwas at \ mge of dynasty after the eighteenth Pirua king, because hitherto 
on es. l' and h .1S, who has recorded the 1St, had always called each successor son 

d tell lut after the eighteenth only heir. Hence he thinks that a new ynas y~. . 
Th hAmautas, or kmgs of the learned caste, succeeded the Plruas. 

e ell~n. deeds recorded of this long line of kings are their success in 
r pe mg. . . 
ap mvaSIOns and theIr alteratIOns of the calendar. At length there 
de;:::~) have been a general disruption of the empire: Cuzco was nearly 
inde e rebel leaders rose up in all dire,ctions, the various tribes became 
dyn:~? ent, and the .chief who claimed to be the representative of the old 
valle s I~ was reduced to a small territory to the south of Cuzco, in the 
stateY ~ the Vilcamayu, and was called" King of Tampu Tocco." This 
tions o.disintegration is said to have continued for twenty-eight gener~
der th a the end of which time a new empire began· to be consolidated un
dynast~ Incas, which inherited the civilization and traditions of the ancient 

It. 'les, and succeeded to their power and dominion . 
..... ~as long believed that the lists of kings of the earlier dynasties rested 

solely on the authority of lYIontesinos, and they consequently received little 
credit. But recent research has brought to .light the work of another writer, 
who studied before Montesinos, and who incidentally refers to two of the 
sovereigns in his lists.l This furnishes independent evidence that the 
catalogues of early kings had been preserved orally or by means of quipus, 
and that they were in existence when the Spaniards conquered Peru; thus 
giving weight to the testimony of Montesinos. 

The second myth of the Peruvians refers to the origin of the Incas, who 
derived their descent from the kings of Tampu Tocco, and had their original 
home at Paccari-tampu, in the valley of the Vilcamayu, south of Cuzco. It 
is, therefore, an ancestral myth. It is related that four brothers, with their 
four sisters, issued forth from apertures (Tocco) in a cave at Paccari-tampu, 
a name which means "the abode of dawn." The brothers were called Ayar 
Manco, Ayar Cachi, Ayar Uchu, and Ayar Sauca, names to which the 
Incas, in the time of Garcilasso de la Vega, gave a fanciful meaning.s One 

1 TA~ a""",YmOfU 7~,"it, p. 178. A work re
ferred to by Oliva as having been written by 
Bias Valera also mentions some of the early 
kings by name. (See Saldamando, J~'"itas tiel 
Peru, p. 22.) 

2 Cae"i (" salt") was the Inca's instruction in 
rational life, [7&"" (" pepper") was the delight 
the people derived from this teaching, and Sallca 
(" joy") means the happiness afterwards expe. 
rienced. . 
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f ... b h . h d d· . h 1· . from a o me rot ers s owe extraor mary prowess In ur mg aston. t 
. sling. The oth~s became lealous, and, persuading Ayar Auca, th~XP~ 

slingsman, to return into the cave, they blocked the entrance witioC s.· 
Ayar Uchu was converted into a stone idol, on the summit of a hil

near 

Cuzco, called Huanacauri. Manco then advanced to Cuzco with his y)g
est brother, and found that the ~ace was occupied by a chief named. ca
viza and his people. Here Manco established the seat of his governl~n~ 
and the .A1caviza tribe appears to have submitted to him, and to hav(·I~~ll 
side by side with the Incas for some generations. The Huanacaul 

1 

• was considered the most sacred place in Peru; while th~ Tampu-lc~, hor 

cave at Paccari-tampu, was, through the piety of descendants, face' WIt a 
masonry wall, having three windows lined with plates of gold. . . f 

Th . h· d h h· h h . ditlOn 0 ere IS a t Ir myt w IC seems to connect t e ancIent .tr~ . £ 
Titicaca with the ancestral myth of the Incas. It is said that .on~ ahter . 
h . b h D· d b fi· t Tia ua-t e creatlOn y t e eIty, a great. an ene cent bemg appeared a. T 

nacu, who divided the world among four kings: Manco Ccapac, Colla, 0; 
cay 1 or Tocapo,2 and Pinahua.s The names Tuapaca,4 Arnauan/Ton~p.a, 

d T 5'· .. h h· b· h·l ~thOntleS an arapaca occur m connection WIt t IS emg, w 1 e some a T. ° 
. :om Itl-

tell us that hIS name was unknown. Betanzos says that he went f h d 
caca to Cuzco, where he set up a chief named A1caviza, and thi-t pea -
vancedthrough the country until he disappeared over the sea a1t~. uerto 
Viejo. It is also related that tile people of Canas attacked him, .. u~ were 
converted by a miracle, a. nd that they built a great temple, with a' Im;~~, 
at Cacha, in honor of this being, or of his god Illa Ticsi Uiracoch;· ° IS 

1 f . h O h· . d . ~ umque temp e now orms a rum w lC In ItS structure an arrangement IS 
in Peru, and therefore deserves special attention. Ot:~ --

The ruins of the temple of Cacha are in the valley of the Vilca-mayu, 
south of Cuzco. They were described by Garcilasso de la Vega, and have 
been visited and carefully examined' by Squier. The main temple was 330 
feet long by 87 broad, with wrought-stone walls .and a steep pitched roof. 
A high wall extended longitudinally through the centre of the structure, 
consisting of a wrought-stone foundation, 8 feet high and sf feet thick on 
the level of the ground, supporting an adobe superstructure, the whole being 
40 feet high. This wall was pierced by 12 lofty ,doorways, 14 feet high. 
But midway there are sockets for the reception of beams, showing the 
existence of a second story, as described by Garcilasso. Between the trans-

. verse and outer walls there were two series of pillars, 12 on each side, built 
like the transverse wall, with 8 feet of wrought stone, and completed ° to a 
height of 22 feet with adobes. These pillars appear to have supported the 
second floor, where, according to Garcilasso, there was a shrine containing 
the statue of Uiracocha. At right angles t9 the temple, Squier discovered 
the remains of a series of supplemental edifices surrounding courts, and 
built upon a terrace 260 yards long. 

1 G. de la Vega. 
S Molina, p. 7. 

\ 

• Pirua? 6 Salcamayhua. 
• Cieza de Leon; Herrera. 
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The peculiarities of the temple of Cacha consist in the use of rowl! of 
columns to support a second floor, and in the great height of the walls. In 
these respects it is un\que,and if similar edifices ever exi~ted, they appear 
to have been destroyed previous to the rise of the Inca empire. Th,e Cacha 
temple belongs neither to the cyclopean period of the Piruas nor to the 
Inca style of architecture. Connected with the strange myth of the wan
dering prophet of Viracocha, it stands by itself, as one of those unsolved 
problems which await future investigation. The statue in. the shrine on 
the upper story is described by Cieza de Leon, who saw it. 

Both the Titicaca and the Cacha myths have, iii. later times, been con
nected and more or less amalgamated with the ancestral myth of the Incas. 
Thus Garcilasso de la Vega makes Ma.nco Ccapac come direct from Titi
caca; while Molina refers to him as one of the beings created there, who 
went down through the earth and came up at Paccari-tampu. Salcamayhua 
makes the being 1'onapa, of the Cacha myth, arrive at Apu Tampu, or fac
cari-tampu, and leave a sacred sceptre there, called tupac yateri, for Manco 
Ccapac. These are lateI' interpolations, made ~ith the object of connecting 
the family myth of the Incas with more anCient traditions. The wise men 
of the Inca system, through the care of Sp6lnish writers of the time of the 
conq\Iest, have handed down these three traditions and the catalogue of 
kings. The Titicaca myth tells us of the Deity worshipped by the builders 
of Tiahuanacu, and the story of the creation. The Cacha myth has refer
ence to some great reformer of very ancient times. The Paccari-tampu 
myth records the origin of the Inca dynasty. Although they are overlaid 
with fables and miraculous occurrences, the main facts touching the orig
inal home of Manco Ccapac and his marCh to Cuzco are probably historical. 

The catalogue of kings given by Montesinos, allowing an average of twenty 
years for each,' would place the commencement of the Pirua dynasty in 
about 470 B. c. ; in the days when the Greeks, under Cimon, were defeat
ing the Persians, and nearly a century after the 'c;leath of Sakya Muni in 
India. ,This early empire flourished for aboutr,200 years, and the disrup
tion took place in 830 A. D., fn the days of King Egbert. The disintegra
tion continued for 500 years, and the rise of the Incas under Manco was' 
probably coeval with the days of St. Louis and Henry III of England. l By 
that time the country had been broken up into separate tribes for 500 
years, and the work of reunion, so splendidly achieved by the Incas, was 
most arduous. At the same time, the ancient civilization of the Piruas was 
partially inherited by the various peoples whose ancestors composed their 
empire; so that the Inca civilization was a revival rather than a creation. 

The various tribes and nations of the Andes; separated from each other 
by uninhabitedwildemesses and lofty mountain chains, were clearly of the 
same origin, speaking dialects of the same language. Since the fall of the 

1 BIas Valera allows a period of 600 years for its .rise to be contemporary with Henry II of 
the existence of the Inca dynasty, which throws England. But twelve generations, allowing 
its origin back'to the days of Alfred the Great. twenty.five years for each, would only occupy , 
Garcilasso allows 400 yearS, which would liake 300 years. 

VOL; I.-IS 
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Piruas they had led an independent existence. Some had formed powerful 
confederations, others were isolated in their valleys. But it was only 
through much hard fighting and by consummate statesmanship that the 
one smilll Inca lineage established, in a period of less than three centuries, 
imperial ,dominion over the rest. It will be well, in this place, to take a 
brief survey of the different nations which were to fonn the empire of the 
Incas, and of their territorie~. 

The central Andean region, which was the home of the imperial race of 
Incas, extends from the water-parting between the sources of the UC,ayali 
and the basin of .Lake Titicaca to the river Apurimac. 't includes wild 
mountain fastnesses, wide expanses of upland, grassy slopes, lofty valleys 
such as that in which the city of Cuzco is built, and fertile ravines, with 
the most lovely scenery. The inhabitants composed four tribes: that of the 
Incas in the valley of the Vilcamayu, of the Quichuas in the secluded ra
vines of the Apurimac tributaries, and those of the Canas and Cauchis in the 
mountains bordering on the Titicaca basin, These people average a height 
of 5 ft. 4 in., and are strongly built; The nose is invariably aquiline, the 
mouth rather large ;the eyes black or deep brown, bright, and generally 
deep set, with long fine lashes .• The hair is abundant and long, fine, and of 
a deep black-brown. The men have no beards. The skin is very smooth 
and soft, and of a light coppery-brown color, the neck thick, and the shoul
ders broad, with great depth of chest. The legs are well formed, feet and 
hands very small. The Incas have the build and physique of mountaineers. 

To the south of this cradle of the Inca race extended the region of the 
Collas 1 and allied tribes, including the whole basin of Lake Titicaca, which 
is 12,000 feet above the level of the sea. The Collas . dwelt in stone huts, 
tended their· flocks of llamas, and raised crops of ocas, quinoas, and pota
toes. They were divided into several tribes, and were engaged in constant 
feuds, their arms being slings and ayllos, or bolas. The -Collas are remark
able for great length of body compared with the thigh and leg, and they 
are tl:J.e only people whose tl).ighs are shorter than their legs. Their build 
fits them for excellence in mountain climbing and pedestrianism, and for 
the exercise of extraordinaryendurance.2 The homes of the Collas were 
around the seat of ancient civilization' at Tiahuanacu. 

A remarkable race, apart from the Incas and Collas, of darker complexion 
and more savage habits, dwelt and still dwell among the vast beds of reeds 
in the southwestern angle of Lake Titicaca. They are called Urus, and 
are probably des~endants of an aboriginal people who occupied the Titicaca 
basin baore the arrival of, the Hatun-runas from the south. The Urus 
spoke a distinct language, called Puquina, specimens of which have been 

1 Erroneously called Aymara.r by the Span
iards. The name, which really belongs to a 
branch of the Quichua tribe, was first misap
plied to the Colla language by the Jesuits at 
Juli, and afterwards to the whole Colla race. 

t Don Modesto Basadre telIs us that he sent 

an Indian messenger, named Alejo Vilca, from 
Puno to Tacna, a distance of 84 leagues, who did 
it in 62 hours, his only sustenance being a little 
dried maize and coca, - over four miles an hour 
for 252 miles. 

• 
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-preserved by Bishop Ore.1 The ancestors of the Urus may have been the 
cromlech builders, driven into the fastnesses of the lake when their country 
was occupied by the more powerful invaders, who erected the imperishable 
monuments' at Tiahuanacu. These Urus are now lake-dwellers. Their 
homes consist of large canoes, made of the tough reeds which cover the shal
low parts of the lake, and they live on fish, and on quinua and potatoes, 
which they obtain by barter. 

North of Cuzco there were several allied tribes, resembling the Incas in 
physique and l<ljguage, in a similar stage of civilization, and their rivals in 
power. Beyond the Apurimac, and inhabiting the valleys of the Andes 
thence to the Mantaro, was the important nation of the Chancas; and still 
·further north and west, in the valley of the Xauxa, was the Huanca nation. 
Agricultural people and shepherds, forming ayllus,.or tribes of the Chancas 
and Huancas, occupied the·ravines of the maritime cordillera, and extended 
their settlements into several valleys of the seacoast, between the Rimac 
.and Nasca. These coast people of Inca race, known as Chinchas, held 
their ,own against an entirely dif£~rentnation, of distinct origin and Ian. 
guage, who occupied the northern coast valleys from the Rimac to Payta, 
and also the great valley of Huarca(the modern Canete), where they had 
Chincha enemies both to the north and ,south of them. These people were 
called Yuncas by their Inca conquerors.' Their 'own name was Chimu, and 
the language spoken by them was called Mochica. But this question relat. 
ing to the early inhabitants of the coast valleys of Peru, their origin and 
civilization, is the most difficult in ancient Peruvian history, and will require 
separate consideration.2 

North of the H uanca nation, along the basin of the Maranon, there were 
tribes which were known to the Incas by their head-dresses. These were 
the Conchucus, Huamachucus, and Huacrachucus.3 Still further north, in 
the region of the equator, was the powerful nation of Quitus. 

·All these nations of the Peruvian Andes app~ar to have once formed part 
of the mighty prehistoric empire of the Pirhuas, and to have retained much 
of the civilization of their ancestors during the subsequent centuries of 
separate existence and isolation. This probably accounts for the ease with 
which the Incas established their system of religion and government 
throughout their new empire,'after the conquests were complet~d. The 
subjugated nations spoke dialects of the same language, and inherited many 
()f the usages and ideas of their conquerors. For the same reason they were 
pretty equally matched as foes, and the Incas secured the mastery only by 
dint of desperate fighting and great political sagacity. But finally they did 
-establish their superiority, and founded a second great empire in Peru. 

The history of the rise and progress of Inca power, as recorded by native 

1 Fra)' I.udovico Geronimo de Ore, a native 
of Guamanga, in Peru, was the author of Ri/uale 
leu Miz"uale ae IIYnJem forma", administrantli 
. "aeramenta juxta IJf'dinem s. Eedesite Rumante, 

t:Um 'ranslatio"i,,"s in linguas provint:iarum Pe
ruanorum, published at Naples in 1607. 

i Cf. Note I, following this chapter. 
8 Chut:U means a head-dress; Huaman, a fal • 

con; Huaera, a horn. 
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historian!! in their quipus, and retailed. to us by Spanish writers, is, on the 
whole, coherent and intelligible.' 
Many blunders were inevitable in 
conveying the information from the 
mouths of natives to the Spanish in
quirers, who understood the language 
imperfectly, and whose objects often 
were to reach foregone conclusions. 
But certain broad h~torical facts are 
brought out by a comparison of the 
different authorities, the succession 
of the last ten sovereigns is deter-' 
mined by a nearly complete consen
sus of evidence, and we can now re
late the general features of the rise 

INCA MANCO CCAPAC.. of Inca ascendency iIi Peru with a 
certain amount of confidence. 

The Inca people were divided into 
Ccapac advanced down the 
valley of the Vilcamayu, from 
Paccari-tampu; and forced the 
ayllu of Alcaviza and the ayllu 
of :Antasayac to, submit to 
his sway. 'He formed the nu
cleus of his power at C\lZCO, 
the land of these conquered 
ayllus, and from this point his 
descendants slowly extended 
their dominion. The chiefs of 
the surrounding ayllus, called 
Sz'nchz' (literally, "strong "), 
either submitted willingly to 
the Incas, or were subjugated. 
Sinchi Rocca, the son, and 
Lloque Yupanqui, the grand
son, of 'Manco, filled up a 
swamp on the site of the present 

small ayllus, or lineages, when Manc() 

INCA YUPANQUI. t 

cathedqll· of Cuzco, planned out the 

• [After a cut in Marcoy's Sout" Am.rica, i. 210 (also in Tour du Monti., 1863, p. 26.), purporting to be
drawn from a copy of th,e taffeta roll containing the pedigree of the Incas, which, in evidence of their"claims, 
was sent by their descendants to the Spanish king,in 1603. This genealogical record contained the likenesses, 
of the successive Incas and their wives, and the original is said to have disappeared. Mr. Markham supposes 
this roll to have been the original of the portraits /iiven in Herrera (see cut on p. 267 of the present volume); 
but they are not the same, if Marcoy's cuts are trustworthy. A set of likenesses appeared in Ulloa's B.ladon· 
Hist6rica (Madrid, 1748), iv. 604; and these were the originals of the series copied in the G.ntleman's Mag.,. 
1751-1752, and thence are copied those in Ranking. These do not correspond with those given by Marcoy. 
See post, Vol. II., for a note on different series of portraits, and in the same volume, pp. SIS, 5.6, are portraits 
of Atahualpa~ A portrait of Manco Inca, killed 1546, is given in A. de Beauchamp's Histoir. tI. la Conqutttr 
du P'ro~ (Paris, 1808). - ED.] . 

t [After a cut in Marcoy, i. 214. - ED.] 
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-city,! and their reigns were mainly occupied in consolidating the small 
kingdom founded by their predecessor. Mayta Ccapac, the fourth Inca, was 
-also occupied in consolidating his power round Cuzco; but his son, Ccapac 
Yupanqui, subdued the Quichuas to the westward, and extended his sway as 
far as the pass of Vilcaiiota, overlQoking the Collao, or basin of Lake Titi
'caca. Inca Rocca, the next sovereign, made few conquests, devoting his 
attention to the 'foundation of schools, the organization of festivals imd ad
ministrative government, and to the construction of public works. His son, 
named Yahuar-iuaccac, appears to have been unfortunate. One ,authority 
says that he was surprised and killed, and all agree tltat his reign was dis
astrous. For seven generations the power and the admirable internal polity 
of the Incarial government had 'Qeen gradually organized and consolidated 
within a limited area. The suc
ceeding sovereigns were great 
·conquerors, and their empire was 
rapidly extended to the vast area 
which it had reached when the' 
.spaniards first appeared on the 
.scene. 

The son of Yahuar-huaccac as
sumed the name of the Deity" 
.and called himself Uiraccocha.2 
Intervening in a war between the 
two principal chiefs of the, Coil as, 
named Cari and Zapafia, Uira
-cocha defeated them in detail, 

CUZCO.-

and annexed the whole basin of Lake Titicaca to his dominions. He also 
·conquered the lovely-valley of Yucay, on the lower course of the Vilcamayu, 
whither he retired to end his days. The eldest son of Uira-cocha, named 
Urco, was incompetent or unworthy, a,nd was either obliged to abdicateS in 
favor of his brother Yupanqui, the favorite hero of Inca history, or was 
,slain.' It was a moment when the rising empire needed the services of her 
,ablest 'sons. She was about to engage in a death-struggle with a neighbor 

1 [Ramusio's plan of Cuzco is give~in Vo!. 
II. p. 55'" with references (p. 556) to ot ~rlplans, 
and descriptions; to which may be a ded an 
archzological examination by Wiener, in the 
Bull. de fa Soc. de Glog. de Paris, Oct., ,879, and 
in his Plrou eI Bolivie, with an enlarged plan of 
the town, showing the regions of different archi
tecture; accounts in Marcoy's Voyage Ii travers 
J' Amlrique du Sud (Paris;1869; or Eng. trans!. 
i. 174), and, in Nadaillac's L' A,nlrique prl"irto
rique, and by Squier in his Peru, and in his Be
marque, sur fa Glograpkie du Plrou, p. zo.
En.] 

~ It is related by Betanzos that one day this 
Inca appeared ,before his people with a very joy
ful countenance. When they asked him the 
cause of his joy, he replied that Uira-cocha Pa
chayachachic had spoken to him in a dream that 
night. Then all the people rose up and saluted 
him as Viracocha Inca, which is as much as to 
say,-"KingandGod." From that,time he was 
so called. Garcilasso gives a different version 
of the same tradition, in which he confuses Vira
~cha with his son. 

B Cieza de Leon, ii. 138-44. 
t Salcamayhua, 91. 

- [One of the cuts which did service in the Antwerp editions of Cieza de Leon. There are various views in 
Squier's Peru, pp. 427-445.-ED.] 
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as powerful and as civilized as herself. The kingdom of the Chancas, com
mencing on the banks of the Apurimac. extended far to the east and north. 
including many of the ri,chest vaneys of the Andes. Their warlike king, 
Uscavilca, had already subdUed the Quichuas, who dwelt in the upper val
leys of the Apurimac tributaries to the, southward. ¥1d was advanCing on 
Cuzco. when Yupanqui pushed aside the imbecile Urco. and seized the h~lm. 

WARRIORS OF THE INCA PERIOD.-

The fate of the Incas was hanging on a thread. The story is one of thrill
ing interest as told in the pages of Betanzos. but all authorities dwcll more
or less on this famous Chanca war. The decisive battle was fought outside 
the Huaca-puncu. the sacred gate of Cuzco. The result was long doubtful. 
Suddenly, as the shades of evening were closing over the Yahuar-pampa,
.. the field of blood." - a fresh . army fell upon the right flank of the Chanca 
host. and the Incas won a great victory. So unexpected was this onslaught-
that the very stones on the mountain sides were believed to have been 
turned into men. It was the armed array of the insurgent Quichuas who
had come by forced marches to the help of their old masters. The mem~ 
ory of this great struggle was fresh in men's minds when the Spaniards. 
arrived, and as the new conquerors passed over the battlefield, on their way 
to Cuzco, they saw the stuffed skins of the vanquished Chancas set up as 
memorials by th~ roadside. 

The SUbjugation of the Chancas, with their allies the Huancas, led to a 
vast extension of the Inca empire, which now reached to the shores of the 
Pacific; and the last -years of Yupanqui were passed in the conquest of the 
alien coast nation, ruled over by a sovereign known as the Chimu. Thus 
the reign of the Inca Yupanqui marks a great epoch. He beat down all 
rivals, and converted the Cuzco kingdom into a vast empire. He received 
the name of Pachacutec, or "he who changes the world," a name which, 
according to Montesinos, h.ad on eight previous occasions been conferred 
upon sovereigns of the more ancient dynasties. 

Tupac Inca Yupanqui, the son and successor of Pachacutec, completed 

- [Aftel" a cut given by Ruge, and showing figures from an old Perunu paiDting. - ED.] 
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the subjugation of the coast valleys, extended his conquests beyond Quito 
on the north and to Chile as far as the river Maule in the south, besides 
penetrating far into the eastern forests. - • 

Huayna Ccapac, the son of Tupac Inca Yupanqui, completed and consoli
dated the conquests of his father. He traver~ed the valleys of the coast, 
penetrated to the southern limit of Chile, and fought a memorable battle 
on the banks of the "lake of blood" (Y:i.huar-cocha), near the northern 

• frontier of Quito. After a long reign,1 the last years of which were passed 
in Quito, Huay,pa Ccapac died in November, 1525. His eldest legitimate 
son, named H uascar, succeeded him at Cuzco. But Atahualpa, his father's 
favorite, was at Quito with the most experienced generals. Haughty mes
sages passed between the brothers, which were followed by war. Huascar's 
armies were defeated in detail, and eventually the generals of Atahualpa 
took the legitimate Inca prisoner, entered Cuzco, and massacred the family 
and adherents of Huascar.2 The successful aspirant to the throne was on 
his way to Cuzco, in the wake of his generals, when he encountered Pizarro 
and the Spanish invaders at Caxamarca. This war of succession would not, 
it is probable, have led to any revolutionary change in the general policy of 
the empire. Atahualpa would have established his power and continued to 
rule, just as his ancestor Pachacutec did, after the dethronement of his 
brother U rco. 8 

The succession of the Incas from Manco Ccapac to Atahualpa was evi
dently well known to the Amautas, or learned men of the empire, arid was 
recorded in their qUtpUS with precision, together with less certain materials 
respecting the more ancient dynasties. Many blunders were committed by 
the Spanish inquirers in putting down the historical information received 
from the Amautas, but on the whole there is general concurrence among 
them.' Practically the Spanish authorities agree, and it is clear that the 

• 1 Bias Valera says 42, Balboa 33, years. 
I [The ruins of Atahualpa's palace are figured 

in Wiener's Plrou d Bolivie, and in Cte. de Ga
briac's Prommtull! tl lrtJ1Jers I' Amlri9U1! du Sud 
(Paris, 1868), p.l!j6.-ED.] 

• The meanings of. the names of these Incas 
are significant. Manco and Rocca appear to be 
proper names without any clear etymology. The 
rest refer to mental attributes, or else to some 
personal peculiarity. Sinchi means "strong." 
Lloque is .. left-handed." Yupanqui is the sec
ond person of the future tense of a verb, and 
signifies "you will count." Garcilasso interprets 
it as one who will count as wise, virtuous, and 
powerfuL Ccapacis rich; tbat is, rich in all 
virtues and attributes of a prince. Mayta is an 
adverb, .. where;" and Salcamayhua says that 
the constant cry and prayer of this Inca was, 
.. Where art thou, 0 God?" because he was 
constantly seeking bis Creator. Yahuar-huaccac 
means "weeping blood," probably in allusion 
to some malady from wbich he suffered. Pa-

chacutec has already been eIplained. Tupac is 
a word signifying royal splendor, and Huayna 
means "youth!' Huascar is II a chain," in allu
sion to a golden chain said to. have been -made 
in his honor, and held by the dancers at the fes
tival of his birth. The meaning of Atabualpa 
has been much disputed. Hualpa certainly 
means any large game fowl. Hualpa";- is to 
create. Alau is .. chance," or .. the fortune of 
-war." Garcilasso, who is always opposed. to der
ivations, maintains that Atahualpa was a proper 
name without special meaning, and that Hualpa, 
as a word for a fowl, is derived from it, because 
the boys in tbe streets, wben imitating cock
crowing, used the word Atahualpa. But Hu
alpa formed part of the name of many scions 
of the Inca family long before the time of Ata
hualpa. 

t All authorities agree that Manco Ccapac 
was the first Inca, although Montesinos places 
him far back at the head of the Pirhua dynasty, 
and all agree respecting' the second, Sinchi 
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native annalists possessed a single record, while the apparent discrepancies 
are due to blunders of the Spanish transcribers. The twelve Incas from 
Manco Ccapac to Huascar"maybe received as historical personages whose" 
deeds were had in memo'ry at the time of the Spanish invasion,.and were 
narrated to those among th~ conquerors who sought for information from 
the Amautas. 

A. D. 

1240 - Manco Ccapac. 
1260 - Sin chi Rocca. 
1280- Lloque Yupanqui. 
1300 - Mayta ~capac. 
1320-Ccapac Yupanqui. 
1340 - Inca Rocca. 

A. D. 

1360- Yahuar-huaccac. 
1380- Vira-cocha 
1400 - Pacnacutec Yupanqui. 
1440'-Tupac Yupanqui. 
1480- Huayna Ccapac. 
1523 - Inti Cusi Hualpa, or Huascar. 

The religion of the Incas consisted in the worship "of the supreme being 
of the earlier dynasties, the Illa Ticsi Vira-cocha of the Pirhuas. This sim
ple faith was overlaid by a vast mass of superstition, represented by the 
cult of ancestors and the cult of natural objects. To this was superadded 
the belief in the ideals or souls o( all animated things, which ruled and 
guided them, and to which men might pray for help. The exact nature of 
this belief in ideals, as it presented itself to the people themselves, is not at 
all clear. It prevailed among the uneducated. Probably it was the idea to 
which dreams give rise, - the idea of a double nature, o~ a tangible and a 
phantom being, the latter mysterious and powerful, and to be propitiated. 
The belief in this double being was extended to all animated nature, for 
even the crops had their spiritual doubles, which it was necessary to wor
ship and propitiate. 

But the religion of the Incas and of learned" men, or Amautas, was a wor
ship of the Supreme Cause"of all things, the ancient God of the Titicaca 
myth, combined with veneration for the sun 1 as the ancestor of the reign-. 
ing dynasty, for the other heavenly "bodies, and for the malqui, or remains 
of their forefathers. This feeling of veneration for the sun, closely con
nected with the beneficent work of the venerated object as displayed in 

Rocca. Lloque Yupanqui, with various spell. deposed Urco. Cieza de Leon and Betanzosgive 
ings, has the unanimous vote of all authorities" Yupanqui as the name of Urco's brother; all 
except Acosta, who calls him" Iaguarhuarque." other authorities have Paobacutec. The discrep
But Acosta's list is incomplete. Respecting ancy is explained by his names having been 
Mayta Ccapac and Ccapac Yupanqui, all are Yupanqui Pachacutec. This also accounts for 
agreed except Betanzos, who transposes them "Garcilasso de la Vega and Santillan having 
by an evident slip of memory. Touching Inca made Pachacutec and Yupanqui into two Incas, 
Rocca all are agreed, though Montesinos has father and son. Betanzos also interpolates a 
Sinchi for Inca, and all agree as to Yahuar-hu- Yamque Yupanqui. All are agreed with regard 
accac. It is true that Cieza de Leon and Her- to Tupac Inca Yupanqui, Huayna Ccapac, Hu
rera call him Inca Yupanqui, but this is explained ascar, and Atahualpa. [There is another compar
by Salcamayhua when he gives the full name, - ison of the different lists in Wiener, L' Emfol! 
Yahuar-huaccac Inca Yupanqlli. All agree as ties Incas, p. 53. - ED.] 
to Uira-cocha. As to his successor, Betanzos, "1 [See an early cut of this sun-worship in Vol. 
Cieza de Leon, Fernandez, Herrer.a, Salcamay- II. p. 551. - ED.] 
hua, and Balboa mention the short reign of, the 

• 
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the course of the seasons, led to the growth of an elaborate ritual a,nd to 
the celebration of periodical festivals. ' 

The ~eight of evidence is decisively in the direction of a belief on the 
part of the Incas that a, Supreme Being existe~,which the sun must obey, 
as well as all other parts of.the universe. This subordination of the sun to 
the C,reator of all things was inculc::atedby successive Incas. Molina says, 
"They did not know the sun as their Creator, but, as created by the Crea-

• tor." Salcamayhua tells us how the Inca Mayta Ccapac taught that the sun 
and moon were made for the service of men, and that the chief of the Cal
las, addressing· the Inca Uira-cocha, exclaimed, "Thou, 0 powerful lord of 
Cuzco, dost worship the teachet of the universe, while I, the chief of the 
Callas, worship the Sun." . The evidence on the. subject of the religion of 
the Incas, collected by the Viceroy Toledo, sI10wed that they worshipped 
the Creator of all things, though they also venerated the sun; and Monte
sinos mentions an edict of the Inca Pachacutec, promulgated with the object 
of enforcing the worship of the Supreme God above all other deities. Tlie 
speech of Tupac Inca Yupanqui, showing that the sun was not God, but 
was obeying laws ordained by God, is recorded by Acosta, BIas Valera, and 
Balboa, and 'was evidently deeply impressed on the minds of their Inca in
formers. This Inca compared the sun to a tethered beast, whieh always 
makes the same round; or to a dart, which goes where it is sent, and not 
where it wishes. The prayers from the Inca ritual, given by Molina, are 
addressed to tl).e god Ticsi Uiracocha; the Sun, Moon, and Thunder being 
occasionally invoked in conjunction with the principal deity. 

The worship of this creating God, the. Dweller in ~pa~e, the Teacher and 
Ruler of the Universe, was, then, the religion of the Incas which had been 
inherited from their distant. ancestry of the cyclopean age. Around this 
primitive cult had grown up a supplemental worship ofcreatur,es created by 
the Deity, such as the heavenly bodies, and of objects supposed to repre
sent the first ance~tors of a),{lus, or tribes, as well as of the prototypes of 
things on whom man's welfare depended, such, as flocks and animals of the 
chase, fruit and corn. It has been asserted that the,Deity,the Uira-cocha 
himself, did not generally receive worship, and that there was only one tem
ple in honor of God throughout the empire, at a place called Pachacamac, 
on the coast. But this is clearly a mistake. The great temple at Clizco, 
with its gorgeou~ display of riches, was called the "Ccuri-cancha Pacha
yachachicpa huasin," which means .. the place of gold, tht; abode of the 
Teacher of the Universe." An elliptical plate of gold was fixed on the wall 
to represent the Deity, flanked on· either side by metal representations of 
his creatures, the Sun and Moon. The chief festival in the middle of the 
year, called Ccapac Raymi, was instituted in honor of the supreme Creator,' 
and when, from time to time, his worship began to be neglected by the peo
ple, who were apt to run after the numerou,s local deities, it was again and 
.again enforced by their mor~ enlightened rulers. There were Ccuri-canchas 
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for the service of 'God, at Vilca and in other centres of vice-regal rule, be

TEMPLE OF THE SUN.-

-sides the grand fane of Cuzco.1 

Although the first and principal in
vocations were addressed to the Crea
tor, prayers were also offered up to 
the Sun and Moon, to the Thunder, 
and to ancestors who were called 
upon to intercede with the Deity.2 

The latter worship formecl a very dis
tinctive feature in the religious ob
servances of nearly all the Incarial 
tribes. The Paccarilza, or forefather 
of the ayllu, or lineage, was - often 
some natural object converted into a 
huaca, or deity. The Paccarz"na of 
the Inca family was the Sun, with his 

,sister and spouse, the Moon. A vast 
hierarchy was set apart to conduct 
the ceremonies connected with their 
worship, and hundreds of virgins, 
called Aclla-cuna, were secluded and 
devoted to duties relating to tl}e ob
servances in the Sun temples. Wor
ship was also offered to the actual 
bodies of the ancestors, called ",alqui, 

which were preserved with the greatest care, in caves called machay. On 
solemn festivals each ayllu assembled with its mal qui. The bodies of the 
Incas were all preserved, clothed as when alive, and surrounded by their 
special furniture and utensils. Three of these Inca mummies, with two 
mummies of queens, were discovered by Polo de Ondegardo, then corregidor 
of Cuzco, in 1559, and were sent by him -to Lima for interment. Those 
who saw them 8 reported that they were so well preserved that they ap
peared to be alive; that they were in a sitting posture; that the eyes were 

1 At Pachacamac there was a temple to the 
coast deity, called locally Pachacamac, and 
another to the sun; but none to ,the supreme 
Creator, one of whose epithets was Pachacamac. 

2 Spanish authors mention a being called SrI
lay, which they say was the devil. SlIpay, as an 

evil spirit, also occurs in the drama of Ollantay. 
It may have been some local huaca, but no devil, 
as such, entered into thl! religious belief of th~, 
Incas. 

8 Acosta, Polo de Ondegardo, Garcilasso de 
la Vega. 

- [After a cut in Marcoy, i. p. 234, where it is said to be drawn from existing remains and printed and manu
script authorities. The modern structure of the convent of Santo Domingo, built in 1534, is at A, which con· 
tains in its construction some remains of the walls of the older edifice. B is a cloister. C, an outer courL D, 
fountains for purification. E are streets leading to the great square of <;:uzco. F, the garden where golden 
Bowers were once placed; now used as a kitchen garden. G, the chapel dedicated to the moon. H, chapel 
dedicated to Venus and the Milky Way. I, chapel dedicated to thunder and lightning. ], chapel dedicated 
to the rainbow. K, council hall of the grand pontiff and priests of the sun. L, the apartments of the priests 
and servants. See the view of the temple from Montanus in Vol. II. p. 555, and a modern view in Wiener's 
PerDu et Bolivie, p. 318. Other plans and views are in Squier'S Peru, pp. 43C>-445.- ED.] 
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made of gold, and that they were arrayed in the insignia of their rank} The 
Paccarina, or founder of the family, and the malquis, or mummies of ances
tors, thus formed the objects of a distinct belief and religion, based un
doubtedly on the conviction that every human being has a spiritUal as well 
as a cOI»or~al existenc.e ; that the former is immortal, and ~hat it is repre
sen ted by the malqut. The appearance of the departed In dreams and 
visions was -not an unreasonable ground for this belief, which certainly was 

A 

ZODIAC OF GOLD FOUND A To CUZCO .• 

the most deeply rooted of all the religious ideas of the Peruvian people. 
The paccarina, or ancestral deities, were innumerable. l'here was one Qr 
more'that received worship in every tribe, and was represented by a rock, 
or some other natural object. Many were believed to be oracles. Some, 
such as Catequilla, or Apu-catequilla,2 the oracle of the Conchucu tribe, have 

1 The ' mummies were those o£ Incas Uira
cocha, Tupac Yupanqui, and Huayna Ccapac; 
or Mama Runtn (wife of Uira.cocha) and 
Mama Ocllo (wife of Tupac Yupanqui). 

S Mentioned by Calancha (471) and Arri:.ga 
as an oracle at the village of Tauca, in Conchu
cos. Brinton has built up a myth which he cred-

its to the whole Peruvian people, on the strength 
of a meaning applied to the word Cat.quilla, 
which is erroneous. It is exactly the same gram
matical error that those etymologists fen into 
who thought t,hat Ui~IK"a signified "foam of 
the sea." (Mytlls of tile N.7JJ World,15+) 

• [After a drawing by Mr. Markham of the plate itself, made at Lima in 1853- Mr. Markham'. drawing is 
reproduced in Bollaert's Allli,!"lIri",. Reu",dus, p. 146. The disk is 53-10 .inches in diameter. The silins 
in the outer ling are supposed to represent the month •• ~ ED.] 
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been brought into undue prominence through being mentioned by Spanish 
writers. 

Religious ceremonials were closely connected with the daily life of the 
people, and especia1ly with the course of the seasons and the succession of 
months, as they affected the operations of agriculture. It was important to 
fix the equi~oxes and solstices, and astronomical knowledge was a ·part of 
the priestly office. There were names for many of the stars'; their motions 
were watched as well as those of the sun and moon; and though a record of 
the extent of the astronomical knowledge of the Incas has not been pre
served, it is certain that they watched the time of the solstices and equi
noxes with great care, and that they distinguished .. between the lunar and 
solar years. Pillars were erected to determine the time of the solstices, 
eight on the east and eight on ,the west side, of Cuzco, ·in double rows, four 
and four, two low between two higher ones, twenty feet apart. They were 
called Sucanca, from suca,a ridge or furrow, the alternate light and shade 
between the pillars appearing like furrows. A stone column in the centre 
of a level platform, called lnti-huatana, was used to ascertain the time of the 
equinoxes. A line was drawn across the platform from east to west, and 
watch was kept to observe when the shadow of the pillar was on this line 
from sunrise to sunset, and there was no shadow at noon. The principal 
lnti-huatana was in the square before the great temple at Cuzco; but 
there are several others in different parts of Peru. The most perfect of • 
these observatories is at Pissac, in the valley of Vilcamayu.1 There is 
another at Ollantay-tampu, a fourth near Abancay, and a fifth at Sillustani 
in the Collao. 

There is reason to believe that the Incas used a zodiac with twelve signs, 
cdrresponding with the months of their solar year. The gold plates which' 
they wore on their breasts were stamped with features representing the sun, 
surrounded by a border of what are probably either zodiacal signs or signs 
fot the months. Whether the ecliptic, or huatana, was thus divided or not, 
it is certain that the sun's motion was observed with great care, and that 
the calendar was thus fixed with some approach to accuracy.2 The year, or 
Huata, was divided into twelve Quilla, or moon revolutions, and these were 
made to correspond with the solar year by adding five days, which were 
divided among the twelve ·months .. A further correction was made every 
fourth year. Solar observations were taken and recorded every month. 

The year commenced on the 22d of June, with the winter solstice, and 
there were four great festivals at the occurrence of the solstices and equi
noxes.a 

1 A very interesting account of it, with a 
sketch, is given by Squier, p. 524. 

II Nualana means a halter, from Aualani, to 
seize j hence the tying up or encircling of the 
sun. 

a AuthoritIes differ respecting the names of 
the months, and probably some months had 
more than one name. But the most accurate 

.list, and that which.is most in agreement with 

all the others, is the one adopted by the first 
Codncil of Lima, and given by Calancha. It is 
as follows:-
I. Y"tip Raymi (22 June-22 July), Festival of 

t1).e Winter Solstice, or Raymi. 
2. Chahuarquiz (22 JulY-22 Aug.), Season of 

ploughing. 
3. Yapa-quiz (22 Aug.-22 Sept.), Season of 

sowing. 
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The celebrations of the solar year and of the seasons, in their bearings 
on agriculture. were identical with the chief religious observances. The 
Raymi. or festival of the winter solstice, in the first month. when-the_ gran
aries were filled after harvest, was established in special honor of the Sun. 
Sacrifices of llamas and lambs, and of the first-fruits of the earth, were 
offered up ~o the images of the Supreme Being, of the Sun,and of Thun
der, which were placed in the open space in front of the great temple; as 
well as to the huaca, or stone representing the brother of Manco Ccapac, on 
the hill of Huanacauri. There was aiso a procession of the priests and peo
ple as far as the pa!?s of Vilcaiiota, leading into the basin of Lake Titicaca, 
sacrifices being offered up at various spots on the road. The sacrifices were 
accompanied by prayers, and concluded with songs, called huayllina, and 
dancing. Then followed the ploughing month, when it is said that the Inca 
himself opened the seaSon by ploughing a furrow with a golden plough in 
the field behind the Colcampata palace, on the height above Cuzco. 

The question here arises whether human sacrifices were offered up, in the 
Inca ritual. This has been stated by Molina, Cieza de Leon, Montesinos, 
Balboa, Ondegardo, and Acosta, and indignantly denied by Garcilasso de la 
Vega. Cieza de Leon admits that there were occasional human sacrifices, 
but adds that their numbers and the frequency of such offerings have been 
grossly exaggerated by the Spaniards. If the sacrifices had been offered 
under the idea of atonement or expiation, it might well be expected that 
human sacrifices would be included. Under such ideas, men offered up 
what they valued most, just as Abraham was prepared to sacrifice his son, 
as Jephthah dedicated his daughter as.a burnt-<>ffering to Jehovah, and as 
the king of Moab sacrificed his eldest son to Chemosh.1 But, except in the 
Situa, when the idea was to efface sins by washing, the sacrifices of the Incas 
were offerings of thanksgiving, not of expiation or atonement. The mis-

I 

. take of the five writers who supposed that the Incas offered human sacrifices 
was due to their ignorance of the language.2 The perpetration of human 

... Ce".YG RaJ""; (22 Sept.-22 Oct.), Festival of 
the Spring Equinox. Sit_. 

5- Uma Raymi (22 Oct.-22 Nov.), Season of 
brewing. 

6. Ayamarca (22 Nov.-u Dec.), Commemo
ration of the dead. 

7. Ceajae Raym; (22 Dec.-22 Jan.), Festival 
of the Summer Solstice. Huaraetl. 

8. Camay (22 Jan.-22 Feb.), Season of exer
cises. 

C)o Hatunllocooy(z2 Feb.-22 March), Season 
of ripening. 

10. Paena-lO«oj (22 March-22 April), Festival 
of Autumn Equinox. Mosoc Ni"a. _ 

1I •. Ayrihua (22 April-22 May), Beginning of 
harvest. 

12. Aymuray (22 May-22 June), Harvesting 
month. 

The other authorities for the Inca months are 

Betanzos, Molina, Montesinos, Fernandez, and 
Ramos. Acosta also gives an incomplete list. 

1 Judges xii. 39; 2 Kings iii 27. 
• The sacrifices were called """", )'Uyae, and 

"ua"ua. The Spani3rds thought that ,..."" and 
)'Uyae signified men, and ,,_,,_ children. This 
was not the case when speaking of sacrificial 
victims. Ru"" was applied to a male sacrifice, 
,,_AIID to the Jambs, and )'Uyae signified an 
adult or full-grown animal. The sacrificial ani
mals were also called after the names of those 
who offered them, which was anotber cause of 
erroneol!s assu':"ptions by Spanish writers. 
There was a law strictly prohibiting' human sac
rifioes among the conquered tribes; and the 
statement that servants were sacrificed at the 
obsequies of their masters is disproved by the 
fact, mentioned by the anonymous Jesuit, that 
in none of the burial-places opened by the Span
iards in search of trea.~ure were any human 
bones found, except those of . the buried lord 
himself. 
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sacrifice was opposed to the religious ideas of the ancient Peruvians, and 
formed no part of their ceremonial worship. Their ritual was almost exclu
sively; devoted to thanksgiving and rejoicings over the beneficence of their 
Deity. the notion of expiation formed no part of their creed, while the 
destruction involved in such 'a system was opposed to their economic and 
carefully regulated civil polity.l 
. The second great festival, ·called Situa, was celebrated at the vernal equi
nox. This was the commencement of the rainy season, when sickness pre
vailed, and the object of the ceremony was to pray to the Creator to drive 
diseases and evils from the land. In the centre of the great square of Cuzco 
a body of four hundred warriors was assembled, fully armed for war. One 
hundred faced towards the Chincha-suyu road, 'one hundred faced towards 
Anti-suyu, one hundred towards Colla-suyu, and one hundred towards Cunti
suyu, - the four great divisions of the empire. The Inca and the h!gh
priest, with their attendants, then came from the temple, and shouted, "Go 
forth all evils! " On the instant the warriors ran at great speed towards 
the four quarters, shouting the same sentence as they went, until they each 
came to another party, which took up the cry, and the last parties reached 
the banks of great rivers, the Apurimac or Vilcamayu, where they bathed 
and washed their arms. The rivers were supposed to carry the evils away to 
the ocean. As the warriors ran through the streets of Cuzco, all the people 
came to their doors, shaking their clothes, and shouting, cc Let the evils be 
gone! " In the evening they all bathed; then they lighted great torches of 
straw, called paflCUYCU, and, marching in procession out of the city, they 
threw them into the rivers, believing that thus nocturnal evils were banished. 
At night, each family partook of a supper consisting of pudding made of 

1 Prescott (I. p. 98. note) accepted the state
ment that human sacrifices were offered by the 
Incas, because six authorities, Sarmiento, Cieza 
de Leon, Montesinos, Balboa, Ondegardo, and 
Acosta-outnumbered the single authority on 
the other side, Garcilasso de la Vega, who, more
over, was believed to be prejudiced owing to his 
relationship to the Incas. Sarmiento and Cieza 
de Leon are one and the same, so that the number 
of authorities for human sacrifices is reduced to 
five. Cieza de Leon, Montesirios, and Balboa 
adopted the belief that human sacrifices were 
offered up, through a misunderstanding of the 
words ),uyac and .l1MAua. Acosta had little or 
no acquaintance with the language, as is proved 
by the numerous linguistic blunders in his work. 
Ondegardo wrote at a time when he scarcely 
knew the language, and had no interpreters; for 
it was in 15$4. when he was judge at Cuzco. At 
that time all the annalists and old men had fled 
into the forests, because of the insurrection of 
Francisco Hernandez Giron. 

The authorities who deny the practice are nu· 
merous and important. These are Francisco de 
Chaves, one of the best and most able of the 

original conquerors; Juan de Oliva; the Licen
tiate Alvarez; Fray Marcos Jofre; the Licen
tiate Falcon, in his Apologia pro Indis; Melchior 
Hernandez, in his dictionary, under the words 
"a,-payand .llMAuo; the anonymous Jesuit in 
his most ~'aluable narrative; and Garcilasso de 
la Vega. These eight authorities outweigh the 
five quoted by Prescott, both as regards number 
and importance. So that the evidence against 
human sacrifices is conclusive. The QIIipru, as 
the anonymous Jesuit tells us, also prove that 
there was a law prohibiting human sacrifices. 

The assertion that 200 children and 1,000 men 
were sacrificed at the coronation of Huayna Cca· 
pac was m~de; but these .... IMA ........ were not 
children of men, but young lambs, which are 
called children; and the .. Y")'M" and .. ,.,,,'" .. 
were not men, but adult llamas. [Mr. Markham 
has elsewhere collated the authorities on this 
point (Royal C_fllnllurUs, i. 139). Cf. Bol· 
laert's A"tif. Ru~_rlus, p. 14; and Alphonse 
Castaing on .. Les Fetes, Offrandes et Sacrifices 
dans l' Antiquite Peruvienne," in the Arc"ir.~s tk 
/ .. SlXilll A,.,"kaiH~ tI, Frail«, n. s., iii. 2.39--
ED.] . 
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coarsely ground maize, called sancu, which was also smeared over their 
faces and the lintels of their doorways, then washed off and thrown into the 
rivers with the cry, "May we be free from sickness, and may' no maladies 
enter our houses! .. The huacas and malquis were also bathed at the feast 
of Situa. In the following days all the malquis were paraded, and there 
were sacrifices, with feasting and dancing. A stone fountain, plated with 
gold, stood in the great square of Cuzco, and the Inca, on this and other 
solemn festivals, poured chiclza into it from a golden vase, which was' con
ducted by subterranean pipes to the temple. 

The third great festival at the summer solstice, called Huaracu, was the 
occasion on which the youths of the empire were admitted to a rank equiv
alent to knighthood, after passing through a severe ordeal. The Inca and 
his court were assembled in front of the temple. Thither the youths were 
conducted by their relations, with heads, closely shorn, and attired in shirts 
of fine yellow wool edged with black, and white mantles fastened' round 
their necks by woollen cords with red tassels. They made their reverences 
to the Inca, offered up prayers, and each presented a llama for sacrifice. l 

Proceeding thence to the hill of Huanacauri, where the venerated,huaca to 
Ayar Uchu was erected, they there received !maras, or breeches made of 
aloe fibres, from the priest. This completed their manly attire, and they 
returned home to prepare for the ordeal. A few days afterwards they were 
assembled in the great square, received a spear, called yauri, and usutas or 
sandals, and were severely whipped to prove their endurance. The young 
candidates were then sent forth to pass the night in a desert about a league 
from Cuzco. Next day they had to ruri a race. At the farth~r end of the 
course young girls were stationed, called nusta-calli-sapa,2 with jars of chi
chao who cried, .. Come quickly, youths, for we are waiting!" but the qmrse 
was a long one, and many fell before they reached the goal. They also had 
to rival each other in assaults and feats of arms. Finally their ears were 
bored, and' they received ear-pieces of gold and other marks of distinction 
from the Inca. The last ceremony was that of bathing in the fountain 
called Calli-puquio. About eigh't hundred youths annually passed through 
this ordeal, and became adult warriors, at Cuzco, and similar ceremonies 
were performed in all the provinces of the empire. 

In the month following on the summer solstice, there was a curious reli
gious ceremony known as the water sacrifice. The cinders and ashes of all 
the numerous sacrifices throughout the year were preserved. Dams were 
constructed across the rivers which flow through Cuzco, in order that the 
water might rush down with great force when they were taken away. 
Prayers and sacrifices were offered up, and then a little after sunset all the 
ashes were thrown into the rivers and the 'dams were removed. l'hen the' 
burnt-sacrifices .were hurried down with the stream, closely follow:ed by 

1 The sacrificialllarnas bore the names of the 
youths who presented them. Hence the Span
ish writers, with little or no knowledge of the 

language, assumed that the youths dIemselves 
were the victims. (See a,ue, p. 237.) 

• Nusta, princess; calli, valorous; saja, alone, 
unrivalled .. 
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crowds of people on either bank, with blazing torch,es, as far as the bridge 
at Ollantay-tampu. There two bags of coca were offered up by being 
hurled into fhe river, a.nd thence the sacrifices were allowed to flow onwards 
to the sea. This ~urious ceremony seems to have been intended not only 
as a thank-offering to the Deity, but as an acknowledgment of his omnipres
e~ce. As the offerings flowed with the stream, they knew not whither, yet 
went to Him, so his pervading spirit was everywhere, qlike in parts un-. 
known as in the visible world of the Incas. 

A sacred fire was kept alive throughout the year by the virgins of the 
sun, and. the ceremony of its annual renewal at the autumnal equinox was 
the fourth great festival; called Mosoc-nina, or the '~new fire . ." Fire was 
produced by collecting the sun's rays on' a burnished metal mIrror, and the 
ceremony was the occasion of prayers and sacrifices. The year ended with 
t~e rejoicing of the harvest months, accompanied by songs,. dances, and 
other festivities. 

Besides the periodical festivals, there were also religious observances 
which· entered into the life of" each family. Every household had one or 
more lares, called Conopa, representing maize, 'fruit, a llama, or other object 
on which its welfare depended. The belief in divination and soothsaying, 
the practice of fasting followed by confession, and worship of the family 
malqui, all gave employment to the priesthood. 

The complicated religious ceremonies connected with the periodical fes
tivals, the daily worship, and the requirements of private families gave rise 
to the growth of"a very numerous caste of priests and diviners. The pope 
of this hierarchy, the chief pontiff, was called' Uillac Umu, words meaning 
"The head which gives counsel," he who repeats to the people the utter- . 
ances of the Deity. He was the most learned, and virtuous of the priestly 
caste, always a member of the reigning family, and next in rank to the Inca. 
The Villeas, equivalent to the bishops of a Christian hierarchy, were the 
chief priests in the provinces, and during the greatest extension of the em
pire they numbered ten. The ordinary ministers of religion were divided. 

- into sacrificers, worshippers and confessors, diviners, and recluses.1 It was 

1 Of the first class were the Tarjnmta", or static frenzy caUed utirayay, and Ychu .. ichuc 
sacrificing priests, and the Nacac, who cut 'up when they received confessions and ministered 
the victims and provided the offerings, whether in private families. The' soothsayers were a· 
harpay Or bloody sacrifices, haspay or bloodless very numerous class. The Hamurpa examined 
sacrifices of flesh, or cocuy, oblations of com, the entrails of sacrifices, and divined by the 
fruit, or coca. Molina mentions a custom called flight of birds. The Llayca, Achacuc, Huatuc, 
Ccapac-cocha or Cacha-huaca, being the distribu- and Uira-piricuc were soothsayers of various 
tion of sacrifices. An enormous tribute came to grades. The Socyac divined by maize heaps, the 
Cuzco annuaUy for sacrifici~l purposes, and was Pacchacuc by the feet of a large hairy spider, the 
thence distributed by the Inca, for the worship Llaychunca by odds and evens. The recluses 
of every huaca in the empire. The different SaC- were not only Adla-cuna, or'virgins congregated 
rifices were sent from C,uzco in all directions for in temples under the charge of matrons called 
delivery to the priests of the numerous hua- Mama-cuna. There were also hermits who med
(as. The tpinistering priests were called Huacap itated in solitary places, and appear to have been 
~i"ll", when they had charge of a" special idol, under a rule, with an abbot called Tucricac, and 
Huacap Rimachi or Huatuc when they received younger men serving a novitiate caUed Huamac. 

"\Itterances from a deity while in Ii state of ec- These Huancaquilli, or hermits, took vows of 
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indeed inevitable that, with a complicated ritual and a gorgeous ceremonial 
worship, a populous class "af priests and their assistants, of numerous grades 
.and callings, should come into existence. l 

But the intellectual movement and vigor of the Incas were not confined 
to the priesthood. The Amautas or learned men, the poets and reciters of 
history, the musical and dramatic composers, the Quipu-camayoc, or record
i!rs and accountants, were not necessarily, nor indeed generally, of the 
priestly caste. It is probable that the Amautas, or men of learning, formed 
a separate caste devoted to the cultivation of literature and the extension 
-of the language; Our knowledge of their progress and of the character of 
their traditions and poetic culture is very limited, owing to the destn!ction 
·of records and the loss of oral testimony. The language has been preserved, 
and that will tell us much; but only a few literary compositions have been 
saved from the wreck of the Inca empire. Quichua was the name given to 
the general language of the Incas by Friar Domingo de San Tomas, the 
first Spaniard who studied it grammatically, possibly' owing to his having 
acquired it from people belonging to the Quichua tribe. The name con
tinued to be used, and has been generallyadopted.2 Garcilasso de la Vega 
speaks of a separate court language of the Incas, but the eleven words he 
gives as belonging to it are ordinary Quichua words, and I concur 'with Her
vas and William von Humboldt in the conclusion that this court language 

chastity (titu), obedience (Huiikui), poverty (us
cacuy), and penance (viI/ullery). 

1 [The general works on the Inca civilization 
necessarily touch these points of their religious 
customs, and Mr. Markham's. volume On the 
Rites and Laws of the Incas is a prime source of 
information. Hawk's translation of Rivero and 
Von Tschudi (p. 151) gives references; but spe
-cial mention may be made of Muller's Gtschiehte 
.tIer Amerikanischen Urreligioiun; Castaing's 
~s Systeme religieuz dans I'Ami,!uitl Peruvi
enne, in the Archives de la Soc. Amb. de France, 
n. s., iii. 86, 145; Tylor's Primitive Culture; 
Brinton's Myths of the New World; and Albert· 
Reville's uctures on the origin and 1[1'00000th of 
nligion as i/lustrated 6y the native religions of 
Mez«" and Peru. Delruered at Oz/ord and 
London, in April and May, 188+ Translated 6y 
Philip H. Wkkstud (London, 1884- Hibbart 
lectures).-ED.) 

• S The Quichua language was spoken Over a 
vast area of the Andean region of South America. 
The dialects only differ slightly, and even the 
language of the Collas, called by the Spaniards 
A ymara, is identical as regards the grammatiCal 
structure, while a clear majority of the words 
are the same. The general language of Peru 
belongs to that American group of languages 
which has been called agglutinative by William 

VOl. 1.-16 

von Humboldt. These languages form new 
words by a process of junction which is much 
more developed in them than in any of the forms 
of speech in the Old World. They also have 
exclusive and inclusive plurals, and transitional 
forms of the verb combined with pronominal 
suffixes which are peculiar to them. In these 
respects the Quichua is purely an American Hm
guage, and in spite of the resemblances in the 
sounds of some words, which have been dili
gently collected by Lopez (Lts Races Aryennes 
du Pbou;par Vicente F. Lopez, Paris, 1871) and 
Ellis (Peruvia Scytlziea, by Robert Ellis, B. D., 
London, 18751, no connection, either as regards 
grammar or vocabulary, has been satisfactorily 
established between the speech of the Incas 
and any language of the Old World. Quichua 
is a noble language, with a most extensive vo
cabulary, rich in forms of the plural number, 
which argue a very clear conception of the idea 
of plurality; rich in verbal conjugations; rich in 
the power of forming compound nouns; rich in 
varied expressions to denote abstract ideas; rich. 
in words for relationships which are wanting in 
the Old World idioms; and rich, above all, in 
synonyms: so that it was an efficient vehicle 
wherewith to clothe the thoughts and ideas of a 
people advanced in civilization. 
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of Garcilasso had no real existence. l It is not mentioned by any other 
authority. 

It was the custom for the Yaravecs or Bards to recite the deeds of former 
Incas on public occasions. and these rhythmical narratives were orally pre
served and handed down by the learned men. Cieza de Leon tells us that 
.. by this plan, from the mouths of one generation the succeeding one .·as 
taught, and they could relate what took place five hundred years ago as if 
only ten years had passed. This was the order that was taken to prevent 
the great events of the empire from falling into obli\ion." These historical 
recitations and songs must have formed the most important part of Inca 
literature. One specimen of ima",<Tina.tive poetry bas been preserved by BIas 
Valero, in which the thunder, followed by rain, is likened to a brother break
ing his sister's pitcher; just as in the Scandinavian mythology the legend 
which is the original source of our nursery rhyme of Jack and Jill employs 
the same imagery. Pastoral duties are embodied in some of the later Qui
chuan dramatic literature, and numerous love' songs and yarm,iu, or ele
gies, have been handed down orally, or preserved in old manuscripts. The 
dances were numerous and complicated, and the Incas had many musical 
instruments. 2 Dramatic representations. both of a tragic and comic char
acter, were performed before the Inca court. The statement of Garcilasso 
de la Vega to this effect is supported by the independent evidence of Cieza 
de Leon and of Salcamayhua, and is placed beyond a Q.oubt by the sentence 
of the judge, Areche. in 1781, who prohibited the celebration of these dra
mas by the Indians. Father Iteri also speaks of the .. Quichua dramas 
transmitted to this day (1790) by an unbroken tradition." But only one 
such drama has been handed down to our own time. It is entitled Ollan
tay, and records an historical event of the time of Yupanqui Pachacutec. 
In its present form. as regards division into scenes and sta",o-e directions, it 
shows later Spanish manipulation. The question of its antiquity has been 
much discussed; but the final result is that Quichua scholars believe most 
of its dialogues and speeches and all the songs to be remnants of the Inca 
period. 

The system of record by the use of IJllipllS, or knots, was primarily a 
method of numeration and of keeping accounts. To cords of \..mous col
ors smaller lines were attached in the form of fringe, on which there were 
knots in an almost infinite variety of combination. The QuiplHlZmayoc. or 
accountant. could by this means keep records under numerous heads. and 
preserve the accounts of the empire. The lJuipus represented a far better 
system of keeping accounts than the exchequer tallies which were used in 
England for the same purpose as late as the early part of the present cen
tury. But the question of the extent to which historical events could be 

I GarciIasso. C"".. Rul .. L bo. L cap. 240 and 
bo. vii. cap. I. 

S Among ~eral kinds of flutes were the 
cAay;u, made of cane, the p;.cwu.. a small 

wooden flute, and the ,inthI. of bone. They 
also had a stringed instroment called ti".Nt for 
accompanying their songs, a drum, and trumpets 
of se.-er.al kinds, one made from a sea-shel1. 
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recorded by this system of knots is a difficult one. We have the dire~ 
assertions of Montesinos, Salcamayhua, the anonymous Jesuit, BIas Valera,. 
and others, that not only narratives, but songs, were preserved by means of 
the f/UipIlS. Von Tschudi believed that 'by dint of the uninterrupted studies of 
e.~rts during several genera
tions, the power of expression 
became developed more and 
more, and that eventually the 
art of the Qui/u-camayoc 
reached a high state of perfec
tion. It may reasonably be 
assumed that with some help 
from oral commentary, codes 
of laws, historical events, and 
even poems were preserved in 
the 'lui/us. It was through 
this substitute for writing that 
Montesinos and the anony
mous Jesuit received their lists 
of ancient dynastieS, and BIas 
Valera distinctly says that _the 
poem he has preserved was 
taken from f/ui/us. Still it 
must have been rather a sys
tem of mnemonics than of com
plete record Molina tells us 

THE QUIPUS .• 

that the events in the reigns of all the Incas, as well as early traditions, 
were represented by paintings on boards, in a temple near Cuzco, called 
Poque" ca"clta. 

The diviners used certain incantations ·to cure the sick, but the healing 
art among the Incas was really in the hands of learned men. Those Amau
las who devoted themselves to the study of medicine had, as Acosta bears 
testimony, a knowledge of the properties of many plants. The febrifuge 
virtues of the precious 'lui'/'lu;lta were, it is true, unknown, or only locally 
known. But the Amaulas used plants with tonic properties for curing 

• [Following a sketch in Rivero and Tschudi, as reproduced by Helps. It shows a quipu round in an 
aac:ienl cemetey near Padw:amac. There are other cuts in Wieners PeroN It Bolivie, p. 777; Tylor's 
B_1? Hist. MtldirrJ, 'S6; Kingsborough's MIZW, ~ iv.; Silvestre's U"iwrstl/ Ptl/tZbgra/lty; and 
IhIa de Rosny's &rit"res jiprmiws, Pari ... 870. cr. Acosta, vi. cap. 8, and otber early authorities men· 
Iioaed in PftSCOtt (Kirk's eeL i. uS); Markham's Cina, 2<}'; D. Wilson's Prttltistorie Mall, ii. cb •• 8; Fo"rl" 
R'II. B.~ of ElIt"""'O (Washington), po 79; BoUaert's description in M,.oirs read kforlilu A ... 
t"~ogietl/ S«iet? of lA1UIorI, i. 188, and iii. 3S'; A. Bastian's C"It"rliiNier Us aIt,,, AllUrica, m. 73; 
Brasseur de Bourbourg's MS. Troa_, i .• 8; Stevens's Flilll Clti/s, 46S: T, P. Thompson's "Knot Records 
of Peru" in Wm.i"Jt,..Rn;"", xi. 228; but in the sepasate print called Hirtory of I'" Q"ijos, or p ... ""ia" 
K_-nawtls, ... ~ 17 I'" ... r1~ S/tI"isll HistoritUU, "It .. INsc.-i/lio" of .. so'/josul Sjlci..,,,, assigned 
to At Strong by Leclerc, No. 24IJ. The description in Frezier's Yo~aK" '" ,,,, So"IIt &a ('7'7) is one or 
the earliest among Europeans. Leclerc, No. 2412, mentions a Leu ..... aJolopie .. (Napoli, '7So), pertaining 
to the ,,,iJ .... but seems Dncertain u to its nIue. - ED,] 
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fevers; and they were provided with these and other drugs by an itinerant 
caste, called Cal~huayas or Charisanis, who went into the forests to. pro
cure them. The descendants of these itinerant doctors still wander over 
South America, selling drugs. l The discovery of a skull in a cemetery 

INCA SKULL. 

at Yucay, which exhibits clear 
evidence of a case of trepan
ning before death, proves the 
marvellous advances made by 
the Incas in surgical science. 

The sovereign was the centre 
of all civilization and all knowl
edge. All literary culture, . all 
the r~1igious ceremonial which 
had grown up with the extension 
of ~he empire, had the Inca for 
their centre, as well as all the 
military operations and all laws 
connected with civil administra
tion. Originally but the Sinchi, 
or chief oil a small ayllu, the 
greatness of successive Incas 
grew with ~he extension oitheir 
power, . until at last they were 
looked upon almost as deities 
by their subjects. The greatest 
lords entered their presence in 

. it stooping position and with a small burden on· their backs. The im-
perial family .rapidly increased. Each Inca left behind him numerous 
younger sons, whose descendants formed an aylltl, so that the later sov
ereigns were · surrounded bya numerous following of their own kindred, 
from among whom able public servants were selected. The sovereign was 

1 Bias Valera wrote upon the subject of Inca mmfarits of Garcilasso de la Vega; An inter
drugs, and I have given a list of. tho~e usually esting account of the CaIahuaya doctors is given 
found in the bags of the itinerant CaIahuaya by Don Modesto Basadre in his Riqunaz Pn'U
doctors, in a foot-nbte at page 186 in vol. i. of anas, p. 17 (Lima, 1884)_ 
my translation of the first part of the Royal Com-

• [After the plate in the ContriD. to N_ Am. Etl",ology, vol. v. (Powell's survey, 1882), showing the tre
phined skull brought from Peru by Squier, in the Army Med. Museum, Washington. Squier in his P.ru, 
p. 457, gives another cut, with comments of Broca and others in the appendix. Cf. in the same volume a paper 
OD "Prehistpric Trephining and Cranial Amulets," by R. Fletcher, and a paper on "Trephining in the Ne<>
lithic Period," in the Journal 0/ th. Anthrojological INStitut., Nov., 1887. Cf: on Peruvian skulls Rudolf 
'Virchow, in the third volume of the N.crojolis of Anc.n,. T . J. H!ltchinson in the Journal of th. Anthroj ... 
logicallnsfifut., iii. 3II; iv. 2; Busk and Davis in 16id. iii. 86, 94 i Wilson's Prehistoric Man, ii. ch. 20; c. 
-C. Blake, in Transactions Et/ ... olog. Soc., n. s., ii. There are two collections of Peruvian skulls in the Peabody 
Museum at Cambridge, Mass.,- one presented by Squier, the other secured by the Haasler Expedition. (Cf. 
R.jorts VII. and IX, of the museum.) Wiener (£oEmjir. des Incas, p. 81) cites a long list of writers on the 
,..rtificial defonning of the skull. - ED.] 
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the" Sapallan Inca," the sole and sovereign lord, and with good reason he 
was called Huaccha-cuyac, or friend of the poor. 

Enormous wealth was sent to Cuzco as tribute from all parts of the em
pire, for the service of the court and of the temples., The special insignia 
of the sovereign were the !lautu, or crimson fringe round the forehead, the 
wing feathers (black and white) of. the alcamari, an Andean vulture, on the 
head, forming together the suntu fatlcar or sacred head-dress; the huaman 
champi, or mace, and the ccapac-yaurz~ or sceptre. His dress consisted of 
shirts of cotton, tunics of dyed cotton in patterns, with borders of. small gold 
and silver plates or feathers, and mantles of fi.ne vicufia wool woven and 
dyed. The Incas,. as represented in the pictures at CUZCO,l painted soon 

RUINS AT CHUCUITO," 

after the conquest, wore' golden breastplates suspended round their necks, 
with the image of the sun stamped upon them; 2 and the Ccoya, or queen, 
wore a large golden topu, or pin, with figures engraved on the head, which 
secured her lliclla, or mantle. All the utensils of the palace were of gold; 
and so exclusively was that precious metal used in the service of the court 
and the temple that a garden outside the Ccuri-cancha was planted with 
models of leaves, fruit, and stalks made of pure gold.s 

1 In the church of Santa Anna. 
I [See pictures of Atahualpa in Vol. II. pp. 

SIS, 516. For a colored plate of .. Lyoux d'or 
peruviens,» emblems of royalty, see Archivu d~ 
la Sot:. Amlr. tie France, n.s., i. pI. v.~ED.] 

8 The truth of this use of gold by the Incas 
does not depend on the glowing descriptioos of 
Garcilasso de la Vega. A golden breastplate 
and topu, a golden leaf with a long stalk, four 
specimens of golden fruit, and a girdle of gold 
were found near Cuzco in 1852, and sent to the 
late General Echenique, then President of Peru. 

The present writer had an opportunity of inspect
ing and making careful copies of them. His 
drawings of the breastplate and topu were litho
graphed for Bollaert's Anti'lUlJrian Researches in 
Peru, p. 146. The breastplate was 5 3-10 inches 
in diameter, and had four narrow slits for sus
pending it round the neck. The golden leaf was 
127-10 inches long, including the stem; breadth 
of the base of the leaf, 31-10 inches. The mod
els of fruit were 3 inches in diameter, and the 
girdle 18 1-4 inches long. 

• [After a drawing in Squier's Primeval Monuments of Peru, p. '7, showing a wall of bewn stones, with 
an entrance. Tbe enclosed rectangle is 65 feet on each side, - "a type of an advanced class of megalithic 
monumenls by no means uncommon in the highlands of Peru," Cf. Squier's Peru, p. 354. - ED.] 
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The architecture of a people is one of the most important tests of their 
civilization, and in this art the Incas had made astonishing progress. When 
their ancestor first arrived at Cuzco he had before him the cyclopean labors 
of a former dynasty on the heights of the Sacsahuaman. Two mountain 
streams flowed from either side of that hill and united in the plain, often 
overflowing their banks and form.ing swamps. The Incas drained the ground, 
confined the torrents betwee~ ma'Sonry walls, and erected edifices in the 
reclaimed space, which will remain' as monuments of their skill and taste 
for all time. Here rose the famGus city of Cuzco. 

LAKE TITICACA.-

Two styles are discernible in Inca architecture. The earliest is an imi
tation of the cyclopean works of their ancestors on a smaller scale. The 
walls were built with polygonal-shaped stones with rough surfaces, but the 
stones were. much reduced in size. Rows of doorways with slanting sides 

- [After;l cut in Ruge's Gesck. des Zeital. del' Entdec!.ungen. ,Squier explored the lake with Raimond 
in 1864-65, and bears testimony to the general accuracy of the survey by J. B. Pentland, British consul in Bo
livia (1827-28 and 1837), published by the British admiralty; but Squier points out some defects of his survey 
in his RemarfJues sur fa Giog. du Pirou, p. 14, and in JournalAmer. Geog. Soc., iii. There is another view 
in Wiener's Pirou et Bolivie, p. 441. Cf. Markham's Ciesa de Leon, 370; Marcoy's Voyage,. Baldwin's An
cient America, 228; and Philippson's Gesck. des nefl. Zeit., i. 240. Squier in his Peru (pp. 3os..370) gives 
various views, plans of the ruins, and a map of the lake.-ED.] 
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and monolithic lintels adorn the fac;ades; while recesses for huacas,shaped 
like the doorways, occur in the interior walls. Part of the palace called the 
Collcampata, at the foot of the Cuzco fortress, the buildings which were 
added to the cyclopean work at Ollantay tampu, the olCIer portion of the 
Ccuri-cancha temple at Cuzco, the palaces at Chinchero and Rimac-tampu, 
are in this earlier style. The later style, is seen mainly at Cuzco, where 
the stones are laid in regular courses. No one has described this superb 
masonry better than Squier. l No cement or mortar of any kind was used, 
the edifices depending entirely on the accuracy of their stone-fitting for their 
stability. The" palaces and temples were built round a court-yard, and a 
hall of vast dimensions, large enough for ceremonies on an extensive scale, 
was included in the' plan of most of the edifices. These halls were 200 paces 
long by 50 to 60 broad. The dimensions of the Ccuri-cancha 'terri pie were 
296 feet by 52, and the southwest end was apsidal. Serpents are carved in 
relief on some of the stones and lintels of the Cuzco palaces. Hence the pal
ace of Huayna Ccapac is called Amaru-canchil.2 At Hatun-colla, near La.ke 
Titicaca, there are two s:indstone pillar~, probably of Inca origin, which are 
very richly carved. They are covered with figures of serpents, lizards, and 
frogs, and with elaborate geometrical patterns. The height of the walls of 
the Cuzco edifices was from 35 
to 40 feet, and the roofs were 
thatched. One specimen of the 
admirable thatching of the Incas, 
is still preserved at Azahgaro. 

There are. many ruins through
out Peru both in the ,earlier and 
later styles; some of them, such 
as those at Vilcashuaman and 
Huanuco el viejo, being of great 
interest. The Inca palace on the 
island in Lake Titicacais a rec-
tangular two-storied edifice, with LAKE TITICACA.*' 

numerous rooms having ceilings formed of flat overlapping stones, laid with 
great regularity. With its esplanade, beautiful t~rraced gardens, baths, 
and fountains, this Titicaca palace must have been intended for the enjoy
ment of beautiful'scenery in comparative seclusion, like the now destroyed 
palace at Yucay, in the valley of the Vilcamayu. 

1 II The stones are of various sizes in different 
structures, ranging in length from one to, eight 
feet, and in thickness from six inches to two feet. 
The larger stones are generally at the bottom, 
each course diminishing in thickness towards 
the top of the wall, thus giving a very pleasing 
effect of graduation. The joints are of a precis
ion unknown in our architecture, and not rivalled 
in the remains of ancient art in Europe. The 
statement of the old writers, ti:lat the accuracy 

with which the stones of some structures were 
fitted together was such that it was impossible 
to introduce the thinnest knife-blade or finest 
p.eedle between them, may be taken as strictly 
true. The world has nothing to show in the way 
of stone cutting and fitting to surpass the skill 
and accuracy displayed in the Inca structures of 
Cuzco." 

~ Place of serpents. 

• [One of the cuts which did service in the Antwerp editions of Cieza de Leon.-ED.] 
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An example of the improvement of architecture after Inca sUbjugation is, 
shown in the curious burial-places, or chulpas, of the Collao, in the basin of 
Lake Titicaca. The earliest, as seen at Acora near the lake, closely resem
ble the rude cromlechs of Brittany. N ext, roughly bUilt square towers 
are met with, with vaults inside., Lastly, the chulpas at Sillustani are well
built circular towers, about 40 feet high and 16 feet in diameter at the base~ 

LAC DE TmCNA OU tHUCUITO 

ich.u. de O.OIo2~'70K1!a 

MAP OF TlTICACA, WITH WIENER'S ROUTE. 

widening as they rise. A cornice runs round each tower, about three 
fourths of the distance from the base to the summit. The stones are admi
rably cut and fitted in nearly even courses, like the walls at Cuzco. The 
interior circular vaults, which contained the bodies, were arched with over
lapping stones, and a similar dome formed the roof of the towers. 

The architectural excellence reached by the Incas, their advances in the 
other arts and in literature, and the imperial magnificence of their court and 
religious worship, imply the existence of an orderly and well-regulated ad-
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ministrative system. An examination of· their. social polity will not disap
point even high expectations. . The Inca, though despotic in theory, was 

PRIMEVAL TOMB, ACORA.-

bound by the complicated code of rules and customs which had gradually 
developed itself during the reigns of his ancestors. In his own extensive 

RUINS AT QUELLENATA.t 

family, composed of Auqui 1 and Atauchi,2 Palla 8 and Nusta,4 to the num
ber of many hundreds,6 and in the Curacas 6 and Apu-curacas 7 of the con
quered tribes, he had a host of able public servants to govern provinces, 
enter the priesthood, or command armies. . 

The empire was marked out into four great divisions, corresponding with 
the four cardinal points of a compass placed at Cuzco. To the north was 

1 An unmarried prince of the blood royal; a 
nobleman. Father, in the Colla dialect. 

S A married prince of the blood royal. 
8 A married princess; a lady of noble family. 
• An unmarried princess. 

6 At the conquest there were 594. but a great 
number had been killed in the previous civil war. 

S Chiefs. 
T Principal chiefs. 

• [After a sketch in Squier's Primeval Monuments 0/ Peru, Salem, ,870. He consid"", it an example of 
some of the oldest of human monuments, and is inclined to believe these chulpas, or burial monuments, to have 
been built by the ancestors of the Peruvians of the conquest in their earliest deVelopment. - ED.] 

t [Reduced from a sketch in Squier's Primeval Monuments 0/ Peru, p. 7. They are situated in Bolivia, 
northeast of Lake Titicaca, and the cut shows a hill-fortress (pucura) and the round, flaring-top burial tow"", 
(chulpas). Cf. cut in Wiener'. Pe"ou et Bolivie, p. 538. - ED.] 
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Chio.chay-suyu, to the east Anti-suyu, to the west Cunti-suyu, and to the 

RUINS AT ESCOMA, BOLIVIA.

• south Colla-suyu. The whole empire was called Ttahuantin-suyu, or the 

SILLUSTANI, PERU.t 

four united provinces. Each great province was governed by an Inca vice
roy, whose title wasCcapac, or Tucuyricoc.1 The latter word means "He 

1 Balb0l!, Montesinos, Santillana. 

• [After a cut in Squier's p,.j>lU1Jal Mtmu"",Hls of Pwu, p. 9. - a square twCHItoried burial tower (chulpa) 
with hill-fortress (pucura) in the distance, situated east of Lake Titicaca. Cf. Squier's Peru, p. 373. - ED.] 

t [SutH:ircles (Intihuatana, where the sun is tied up), after a cut in Squier's Pri>lU1Jal Mtmu"",,"uf Pnw, 
p. IS. The nearer circle is 90 feet; the farther, which has a grooved outlying platform, is ISO feet in diame
ter. Cf. plan and views in Squier's Pwu, ch. 20. - ED.] 
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who sees all." Garcilasso describes the office as merely that of an inspector, 
whose duty it was to visit the province and report. .Under the viceroy 
were the native Curacas, who governed the ayllus, or lineages. Each ayllu 
was divided into sections of ten families, under an officer called Chunca (£0) 
camayu. Ten of these came under a Pat:haca (100) ca#layze. Ten Pachacas 
formed a Huaranca (1,000) camayu, and the Hu'nu (10,000) .camayu ruled 

RUINS OF AN INCA RIAL VILLAGE.-

over ten Huarancas. The Chunca of ten families was the unit of govern
ment, and each Ckunca formed a complete community.! 

The cultivable land belonged to t~ people in their ayllu$, each Chunca 
being allotted a sufficient ar,ea to support its ten Purics and their de
pendants.2 The produce was divided between the government (bzca), the 

1 The male members of a C"unca ~ere di
vided into ten classes, with reference to age and 
consequent ability to wor~ ·:-

I. MOIIX-aparic, "Newly begun." A baby. 
z. Saya·"uarma, "Standing boy." A child 

that coold stand. 
Jo MtUta-puric, .. Walking child." Child aged 

2 toS. 
4. Tla"ta 1'aqu;l;c, .. Bread receiver." Boy 

of S. 
5· Puc/ac< llua. I'm", .. Plarm.· ,boy." Boys 

from 8 to 16. 1 
6 .. Cuca pallac, ,. Coca picker." Age from 16 

to 20. Light work. 
7. Yma /tuayna, " As a youth." Age 20 to z5. 
8. Punc --, "Able-bodied." Head of a 

family; paying tribute. 
9· C"aupi-1"Uccu, "Elderly." Light service. 

Age 50 to 60. 
10. Puiiuc ,.uccu; "Dotage." No work. Sixty 

and upwards. 
A Cllu".a consisted of ten Pu1'icI, with the 

other classes in proportion. The Punt was 
married to one wife, and, while assisted by the 
young lads and the elderly men, he supported 
the children and the' old people who could not 

work. The Per'lvian laborer had many super:
stitions, but he was not devoid of higher religious 
feelings. This is shown by his practice when 
travelling. On reaching the summit of a pass 
he never forgot to throw a stone, or sometimes 
his beloved pellet of coca, on a heap by the road- . 
side, as a thank.offering to God. exclaiming, 
Apachida muchan;! "I worship or give thanks 

, at this heap." Festivals lightened his days' of 
toil by their periodical recurrence, and certain 
family ceremonials were also recognized as occa
sions for holidays. There was a gathering , at 
the cradling of a child, called quitau. When 
the child attained the age oione year,'the 1'utu
cllieu took place. Then he received the name 
he was to retain until he attained the age of pu· 
berty. The child was closely shorri', and the 
name was given by the eldest relation. With a 
girl the ceremony was called · quicuc";ca, and 
there was a fast of two days imposed before the 
naming-day, when she assumed the dress called 
aucailua.ru. ' 

~ The tupu was a measure of land sufficient 
to support one man and his wife. It was the 
unit of land measurement, and a pU1'ic received 
luPUI according to the number of those depen-

- [Sitnated on the road from Milo to Huancayo, Reduced from an ink drawing given by Wiener in his 
L' emj;1'. del b1e41, pI. V. - ED,] 
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priesthood (Huaca), and the cultivators or poor (Huaccha), but not in equal 
shares.1 In some parts the three shares were kept apart in cultivation, but 
as a rule the proquce was divided at harvest time. The flocks of llamas 
were divided into Ccapac-llama, belonging to the state, and Huaccha-llama. 
owned by the people. Thus the .land belonged to the ayllu, or tripe, and 
eachpuric, or able-bodied man, had a right to his share of the crop, provided 
that he had been present at the sowing. All those who were absent must 
have been employed in the service of the Inca or Huaca, and subsisted on 
the government or priestly share. Shepherds and mechanics were also de
pendent on those shares. Officers called Runay.pachacaannually revised 
the allotments, made the census, prepared statistics for. the Quipu-camayoc. 
and sent reports to the Tucuyricoc. The Llacta-camayoc, or village overseer, 
announced the turns for irrigation and the fields to be cultivated when the 
shares were grown apart. These daily notices were usually g~ven from a· 
tower or terrace. There were also judges or examiners, cal.1ed Taripasac,2 
who investigated serious offences and settled disputes. Punishments for. 
crimes were severe, and inexorably inflicted. It was also the duty of these 
officers, when a particular ayllu suffered any calamity through wars or nat
ural causes, to allot contingents from surrounding ayllus to assist the neigh
bor in distress. There were similar arrangements when the completion or 
repair of any public work was urgent: The most cruel tax on the people 
consisted in the selection of the Aclla-cuna, or chosen maidens for the ser
vice of the Inca, and the church, or Huaca. this was done once a year by 
an ecclesiastical dignitary called the Apu-Panaca,s or, according to one 
authority, the Hatun-uilca,4 who was aeputy of the high~priest. Service 
under the Inca in all other capacities was eagerly sought for. 

The industry and skill of the Peruvian husbandmen can scarc~ly alone 
account for the perfection to which they brought the science of agriculture. 
The administrative system of the Incas must share the credit. Not a spot 
of cultivable land was neglected. Towns and villages were built on rocky 
ground. Even their dead were buried in waste places. Dry wastes were 
irrigated, and terraces were constructed, sometimes a hundred deep, up the 
sides of the mountains. The most beautiful example of this terrace cultiva
tion may still be seen in the" Andeneria," or hanging gardens of the valley 
of Vilc;amayu, near Cuzco. There the terraces, commencing with broad 
fields at,· the edge of the level ground, rise to a height of 1,500 feet, narrow
ing as they rise, until the loftiest terraces against the perpendicular moun
tain side are not more than two fe~t wide, just room for three or four rows 

dent on him. In parts of Peru, especially on the 
road from Tarma to Xauxa, these small square 
fields, or tupus, may still be seen in great num
bers, divided by low stone walls. 

I The shares for the Inca and Huaca varied 
according to the requirements of the state. If 
needful, the Inca share was increased at the ex
pense of the Huaca, but never at the expense of 
the people's share. 

S From Taripani, I examine. 
8 It should probably be Apunaca: Apu is a· 

chief, and naca the plural suffix in the Colla dia
lect. 

4 Hatu", great, and uilea, sacred. This offi
cial held a position equivalent to a Christian 
bishop. . 
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of maize. An irrigation canal. starting high up some narrow ravine at the 
snow level. is carried along the mountain side and through the terraces. 
flowing down from one to another. 

Irrigation on a larger scale was employed not only on the desert coast, 
but to water the pastures and arable lands in the mountains, where there is 
rain for several months in the year. The channels were often of consider
able size and great length. Mr. Squier says that he has followed them for 
days together, winding amidst the projections of hills, here sustained by 
high masonry walls, there cut into the living rock, and in some places con
ducted in tunnels through sharp spurs of an obstructing mountain. An 
officer knew the space of time necessary for irrigating each IIII'll, and each 
cultivator received a flow of water in accordance "ith the requirements of 
his land. The manuring of crops was also carefully attended to.1 

The result of all this intelligent labor was fully commensurate with the 
thought and skill expended. The Incas produced the finest potato crops 
the world has ever seen. The white maize of Cuzco has never been 
approached in size or in yield. Coca, now so highly prized, is a product 
peculiar to Inca a.,oricultu.rt; and its cultivation required extreme care, espe
cially in the picking and drying processes.. Ajf, or Chile pepper, furnished 
a new condiment to the Old'Vorld. Peru\ian cotton is excelled only by 
Sea Island and EgJ}ltian in length of fibre. and for strength and length of 
fibre combined is without an equal. . Quinua, oca, aracacha, and several 
fruits are also peculiar to Peruloian a.,oriculture.! 

The vast flocks of llamas' and alpacas supplied meat for the people, dried 
CAar(jlli for soldiers and travellers, and wool for weaving cloth of every de
gree of fineness. The alpacas, whose unrivalled wool is now in such large 
demand, may almost be said to have been the creation of the Inca shep
herds. They can only be reared. by the bestowal on them of the most con
stant and devoted care. The wild III/anllCus and t,icuiias were also sources 
of food and wool supply. No man was allowed to kill any wild animal in 
Peru, but there were periodical hunts, called elwell, in the different prov
inces, which were ordered by the Inca. On these occasions a wide area 
was surrounded by thousands of people, who gradually closed in towards the 
centre. They advanced, shouting and starting the game before them, and 
closed in, forming in several ranks until a great bag was secured. The 
females were released, with a few of the best and finest males. 'DIe rest 
were then shorn and also released, a certain proportion being killed for the 
sake of their flesh. The lIManacw wool was divided among the people of the 
district, while the silky fleeces of. the flnu were reserved for the Inca. 
The QllipllCallUlJ'tK kept a careful record of the number caught, shorn, and 
killed. 

I [0.. the lISe of gauo see MaftIwa's· ca.
M L.-, po. >66. -.-ED.l 

• [lIu SIdIea, in his Die ~1Mft Ita 

MIl A~K~{Leipzig. 
18831. ~ a &st of sources.-ED.) 

• [The Damas were used in ploughing. Cf. 
Hamboldt's Y"..-~ N.-r.. p. us. - ED.] 
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The means of communication in so mountainous a country were an im
portant department in the administration of the Incas. Excellent roads for 
foot passengers radiated ftom Cuzco to the remotest portions of the empire. 
The Inca roads were level and well paved, and continued for hundreds of 
leagues. Rocks were broken .up and levelled when it was necessary, ravines 
were filled,and excavations were made in mountain sides. Ve1asco meas
ured the width of the Inca roads, and found them to be from six to seven 
yards, sufficiently wide when only foot passengers used them. Gomara gives 
them a breadth of twenty-five feet, and says that they were paved with 
smooth stones. These measurements were confirmed by Humboldt as 
regards the roads in the Andes. The road along the coast was forty feet 
wide, according to Zarate. The Inca himself travelled in a litter, borne by 
mountaineers from the districts of· Soras and Lucanas. Corpa-huasi, or rest-

THE 

UPPER ROAD 
OF THE INCAS. 

FROM HELPS.* 

houses, were erected at intervals, and the government messengers, or chas
quis, ran with wonderful celerity from one of these stations to another, where 
he delivered his message, or quipu, to the next runner. Thus news was 
brought to the central government from all parts of the empire with ex-. 
traordinary rapidity, and the Inca ate fresh fish at Cuzco which had been 
* [Cf. Humboldt's account in Views of Nature, English trans!., 393-95, 407-9, 412. Marcoy says the usual 

descriptions of the ancient roads are exaggerations (vol. i. 206). - En.' 
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caught in the Pacific, three hundred miles away, on the previous day. Store
houses, with arms, clothing, and provisions for the soldiers, were also built 
at intervals along the roads, so that an army could be concentrated at any 
point without previous preparation. 

Closely connected with the facilities for communication, which were so 
admirably established by the Incas, was the system of moving colonies from 
one part of the empire to another. The evils of minute subdivision were 
thus avoided, political objects were often secured, and the comfort of the 
p~ople was increased by the exchange of products. The colonists were 
called mitimaes. For example, the people of the Collao, round Lake Titi
cacao lived in a region where corn would not ripen, and if confined to the 
products of .their native land they must have subsisted solely on potatoes, 
quinua, and llama flesh. But the Incas established colonies from their vil
lages in the coast valleys of Tacna and Moquegua, and in the forests to the 
eastward. There was constant intercourse, and while the mother country 
supplied chunus or preserved potatoes, charqui or dried meat, and wool to 
the colonists, there came .back in return, corn and fruits and cotton cloth 
from the coast, and the beloved coca from the forests. 

Military colonies were also established on the frontiers, and the armies of 
the Incas, in their marches and extensive travels, promoted the circulation 
of knowledge, while this service also gave employment to the surplus agri
cultural population. Soldiers were brought from all parts of the empire, 
and each tribe or ayllu was distinguished by its arms, but more especially by 
its head-dress. The Inca wore the crimson llautu, or fringe; the Apu, or 
general, wore a yellow llautu. One tribe wore a puma's head; . the Canaris 
were ador~ed with the feathers' of macaws, the H uacrachucus with the 
horns of deer, the Pocras and Huamanchucus with a falcon's wing feath
ers. The arms of the Incas and Cbancas consisted of a copper axe, called 
cham pi " a lance pointed with bronze, called chuqui; and a pole with a 
bronze or stone head in the shape of a six-pointed star, used as a club, 
called macana. The Collas and Quichuas came with slings and bolas, the 
Antis with bows and arrows. Defensive armor consisted of a hualcanca or 
shield, the umachucu or head-dress, and sometimes a. breastplate. . The 
perfect order 'prevailing in civil life was part of the same system which 
enforced strict discipline in the army; and ultimately the Inca troops ~ere 
irresistible against any enemy that could bring an opposing force into the 
field. Only when the Incas fought against each other, as in the last civil 
war, could the "result be long doubtful. 

The artificers engaged in the numerous arts and on public works subsisted 
on the government .share of the produce. The artists who fashioned the 
stones of the SiIIustani towers or of the Cuzco temple with scientific accu
racy before they were fixed in their places, were wholly devoted to their 
art. Food and clothing had to be provided for them, and for the miners, 
weavers, and potters. Gold was obtained by the Incas in immense quanti
ties by washing the sands of the rivers which flowed through the forest-
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covered province of Caravaya. Silver was extracted from the ore by means 
of blasting~furnaces called ltuayYa" for, although quicksilver was known 

PERUVIAN METAL WORKERS.-

and used as a coloring material, its properties for refining silver .do not ap~ 
. pear to have been discovered. Copper was abundant in the Collao' and in 

PERUVIAN POTTERY. t 

Charcas, and tin was found in the hills on the east side of Lake Titicaca, 
which enabled the Peruvians to use bronze very extensively.l Lead was 

1 A ·bronze instrument found at. Sorata had 
the following composition, according to an anal
ysis by David Forbes:

Copper. 
Tin. 
Iron. 
SUver 

88.05 

.17 

100.00 

Humboldt gave the composition of a bronze 
instrument found at Vileabamba as follows:-

Copper 
Tin • 

• ,94 
6 

100 

- [Reproduction of a cut in Benzoni's Hist.ria del MOM. Nutnl. (1565)' Cf. D. Wilson's Prellist.,.;,; 
Man, i. ch. 9, on .the Peruvian metal-workers. -ED.] 

t [The tripod in this group is from ' Panama, the others are Peruvian. This cut followS an engraving in 
Wilson's Prellist.,.i, Man, ii. 4" There are numerous cuts in Wiener, p. 589> etc. Cf. Stevens's Flitd 
Chips, p. 27'. - ED.] . 
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also known to them. Skilful workers in metals fashioned the vases and 
other utensils for the use of the Inca and of the temples, forged the arms of 
the soldiers and the implements of husbandry, and stamped or chased the 
ceremonial breastplates, IOpus, girdles, and chains. The bronze and copper 
w~like instruments, which were star-shaped and used as clubs, fixed at 
the ends of staves, were cast in moulds. One of these club-he-ads, now in 
the Cambridge collection, has six rays, broad and flat, and terminating in 
rounded points. Each ray represents a human head, the face on one sur
face and the hair and back of the head on the other. This specimen was 
undoubtedly cast in a mould. "It is," says Professor Putnam, "a good illus~ 
tration of the knowledge which the ancient Peruvians had of the methods 
of working metals and of the difficult art of casting copper." 1 

Spinning, weaving, and dyeing were arts which were sources of employ
ment to a great number of people, owing to the quantity and variety of the 
fabrics for which there was a demand. There were rich dresses interwoven 
with gold or made of gold thread; fin~ 
woollen mantles, or tunics, ornamented 
with borders of small square gold and" 
silver plates; colored cotton cloths 
worked in complicated patterns; and 
fabrics of aloe fibre and sheeps' sinews 
for breeches. Coarser cloths of llama 
wool were also made in vast quantities. 
But the potter's art was perhaps the 
on~ which exercised the inventive fac
ulties of the Peruvian artist to the great
est extent. The silver and gold uten
sils, with the exception of a very few 
cups and vases, have nearly all been 
melted down. But specimens of pot
tery, found buried with the dead in great 
profusion, are abundant. They are to 
be seen in every museum, and at Berlin 
and Madrid the collections are very 
large.2 Varied as are the forms to be 

PERUVIAN DRINKING VESSEL.-

found in the pottery of the Incas, and elegant as are many of the designs, 
it must be acknowledged that they are inferior in these respects to the 
specimens of the plastic art of the Chimu and other people of the Peruvian 
coast. The Incas, however, displayed a considerable play of fancy in their 

1 Fiflemtlt. Report of tlt.e Trustees of the Pea,. 
Hdy Museum -of Etlt.no!ogy; vol: iii. 2, p. "14.0 
(Cambridge, 1882). 

I [Cf. the plates in the Netropolis of Aneon, 

and De la Rada's Les Vases Plruviens du Musle 
Arclt.lGlogiqw de Madrid, in the Compte Rendu 
(p. 236) of the Copenhagen meeting of the Con
gres des Americanistes. - ED.] 

• [After a cut in Wilson's Pre"Woric Ma .. , ii .• 5 ; showing a cup of the Beckford collection." .. Tlulre is 
an individuality in the head, at once suggestive of portraiture." - ED.] 

VOL. 1-,17 
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• [After a cut in Wilson's Pre"Woric Ma .. , ii. 45 ; showing a cup of the Beckford collection." .. Tlulre is 
an individuality in the head, at once suggestive of portraiture." - ED.] 

VOL. 1-,17 
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designs. Many of the vases were moulded. into forms to represent animals, 

UNFINISHED CLOTH FOUND AT PACHACAMAC." 

fruit, and corn, and were used 
as conopas, or household 
gods. Others took the shape 
of human heads or feet, or 
were made double or quad
ruple, with a single neck 
branching from below. 
Some were for interment 
with the malquis, others for 
household use.1 Professor 
Wilson, who carefully exam
ined several collections of 
ancient Peruvian pottery, 
formed a high opinion of 
their merit. " Some of the 
specimens," he wrote, "are 
purposely grotesque, and by 
no means devoid of true 
comic fancy j while, in the 
greater number, the end
less variety of combinations 
of animate and inanimate 
forms, ingeniously rendered 
subservient to the require
ments of utility, exhibit fer
tility of thought in the de
signer, and a lively percep
tive faculty in those for 
whom he wrought." 2 

There is a great deal more 
to learn respecting this mar
vellous Inca civilization. 
Recent publications have, 
within the last few years, 
thrown f res hand unex

pected light upon it. There may be more information still undiscovered or 

1 It is believed that some of the heads on the the works of Castelnau, Wiener, Squier, and in 
vases were intended as likenesses. One espe- the atlas of the Antigikdades Peruanas. [Cf. 
cially, in a collection at Cuzco, is intended, ac- also Marcoy's Voyage,. Mlmoires de /0 Soc. au 
cording to native tradition, for a portrait of Antiquajr,s du Nwd (two plates) j }. E. Price 
Rumi-fiaui, a character in the drama of Ollantay. in the Ant"ropological :Journal, iii. 100, and 

2 Prthistoric Man, i. p. 110. A great number many of the books of Peruvian travel. - ED.] 
of specimens of. Peruvian pottery are given in 

• [After a cut in Wiener, Pir.".t 8.1;11;., p. 65. -Eo.1 
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inedited. As yet we can understand the wonderful story only imperfectly, 
and see it by doubtful lights. Respecting some questions, even of the first 
importance, we are still able only to make guesses and weigh probabilities. 
Yet, though there is much that is uncertain as regards historical and other 
points, we have before us the clear general outlines of a very extraordinary 
picture. In no other part of America had civilization attained to such a 
height among indigenous races. In no other part of the world has the_ 
administration of a purely socialistic government been attempted. The 
Incas not only made the attempt, but succeeded. . 

CRITICAL ESSAY ON THE SOURCES OF INFORMATIO~ . 

THE student of Inca civilization will first seek 
for information from those Spanish writers who 
lived during or immediately after the Spanish 
conquest. They were able ta converse with na
tives who actually flourished before the disrup
tion of the Inca empire, and who saw the work
ing of the Inca system before the destruction 
and ruin had well commenced. He will next 
tum to those laborious inquirers and commen
tators who, although not living so near the time, 
were able to collect traditions and other infor
mation from natives who had carefully preserved 
all that had been handed down by their fathers.1 

These two classes include the writers of the silt
teenth and seventeenth centuries. The authors 
who have occupied themselves with the Quichua 
language and the literature of the Incas have 
produced works a knowledge of which is essen
tial to an adequate study of the subject.! !.astly, 
a consideration of the publications of modem 
traveIlers and scholars, who throw light on the 
writings of early chroniclers, or describe the pres
ent appearance of ancient remains, will show 
the existing position of a survey still fu from 
complete, and the interest and chum of which 
invite further investigation and research. 

Foremost in the first class of writers on Pern 
is Pedro de Cieza de Leon. A general account 
of his works wiJI be found elsewhere,8 and the 
present notice will therefore be confined to an 
estimate of the labors of this author, so far as 
they relate to Inca history and civilization. 
Cieza de Leon conceived the desire to write an 
account of the strange. things that were to be 
&een in the New World, at an early period of his 
setvice as a soldier. .. Neither fatigue," he tells 
us, .. nor the ruggedness of the country, nor the 

• 
mountains and rivers, nor intolerable hunger and 
suffering, have ever been sufficient to obstruct 
my two duties, namely, writing and foIlowing my 
flag and my captain without fault." He finished 
the First Part of his chronicle in September, 
1550, when he was thirty-two years of age. It is 
mainly a geographical description of the coun
try, containing many pieces of information, snch 
as the account of the Inca roads and bridges, 
which ue of great value. But it is to the Second 
Part that we owe much· of our knowledge of Inca 
civilization. From incidental notices we learn 
how diligently young Cieza de Leon studied the 
history and government of the Incas, after he 
had written his picturesqne description of the 
country in his First Part. He often asked the 
Indians wh~t they knew of their condition before 
the Incas became their lords. He inquired into 
the .traditions of the people from the chiefs of 
the viJIages. In 1550 he went to Cuzco with the 
express purpose of collecting information, and 
conferred diligently with one of the surviving d~ 
scendants of the Inca Huayna Ccapac. Cieza 
de Leon's plan, for the second part of his work, 
was first to review the system of government of 
the Incas, and then to nurate the events of !he 
reign of each sovereign. He spued no pains to 
·obtain the best and most authentic information, 
and his sympathy with the conquered people, and 
generous appreciation of their many good and 
noble qualities, give a special chum to his nu
rative. He bears striking evidence to the his
torical facuIty possessed by the le;uned men at 
the court of the Incas. After saying.that On the 
death of a sovereign the chroniclers related the 
events of his reign to his successor, he adds: 
.. They could well do this, for there were among 

1 [The narrati'leS of the Spanish conquest necessarily throw much light, sometimes more than incidentally, 
upoD the earlier history of the region. These sources are characterized in the mtical essay appended to 
chapter viii. of VoL II., and embrace bibliograpbical accounts of Herrera, Gomara, Oviedo, Andagoya, Xeres, 
F emandez, Oliva, not to name others of less moment. - ED.] 

I See Note IL following this essay. • VoL II. P. S7J. 
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them some men with good memories, sound 
judgments, and subtle genius, and full of reason
ing power, as we can bear witness who have heard 
them even in these our days." Cieza de Leon 
is certainly one of the most important authoritieS 
on Inca history and civilization, whether we con· 
sider his peculiar advantages, his diJigerlce and 
ability, or his character as a conscientious his· 
torian. 

, Juan Jose de Betanzos, like Cieza de Leon, 
was one of. the soldiers of the conquest. He 
married a daughter of Atahualpa, and became 
a citizen at Cuzco, where he devoted his time 
to the study of Quichua. lIe was appointed 
official interpreter to the Audience and to suc
cessive viceroys, and he wrote a DoctYin;' and 
two vocabularies which are now lost. In 1558 
he was appointed by the viceroy Marquis of 
Caiiete, to treat with the Inc: Sayri Tupac,1 who 
had taken refuge in the fastness of Vilcabamba; 
and by the Governor Lope Garcia de Castro, 
to conduct a similar negotiation with Titu Cnsi 
Yupanqui, the brother of Sayri Tupac. He was 
successful in both missions. He wrote his most 
valuable work, the Suma JI Narradon de los 
Incas, which was finished in the year 1551, by 
order of the Viceroy Don Antonio de Mendoza, 
but its publication was prevented by the death 
of the viceroy. It remained in manuscript, and 
its existence was first made known by the Do
minican monk Gregorio Garcia in 1607, whose 
own work will be referred to presently. Garcia 
said that the history of Betanzos relating to the 
origin, descent, succession, and wars of the Incas 
was in his possession, and had been of great use 
to him. Leon Pinelo and Antonio also gave 
brief notices of the manuscript, but it is only 
twice cited by Prescott. The great historian 
probably obtained a copy of a manuscript in the 
Escurial, through Obadiah Rich. This manu
script is bound up with the second part of Cieza 
de Leon. It is not, however, the whole work 
which Garcia appears to have possessed, but 
only the first eighteen chapters, and the last in
complete. Such as it is, it was edited and 

1 Cf. Vol. II. p. 546. 

printed for the Biblioteca Hispano-Ultramarina, 
by Don Marcos Jimenez de la Espada, in 1880.2 

The work of Betanzos differs from that of 
Cieza de Leon, because while the latter displays 
a diligence and discretion in collecting informa
tion which give it great weight ::tS an authority, 
the former is imbued with the very spirit of the 
natives. The narrative of the preparation of 
young Yupanqui for the death-struggle with the 
Chancas is life-like in its picturesq~e vigor. 
Betanzos has portrayed native feeling and char
acter as no other Spaniard has, or probably 
could have done. Married to an Inca princess, 
and intimately con versant with the language, 
this most'scholarly of the conquerors is only 
second to Cieza de Leon as an authority. The 
date of his death is unknown. 

Betanzos and Cieza de Leon, with Pedro Pi
zarro, are the writers among the conquerors 
whose works have been preserved. But these 
three martial scholars by no means stand alone 
among their comrades as authors. Several other 
companions of Pizarro wrote narratives, which 
unfortunately have been lost.8 It is indeed sur
prising that the desire to record some account of 
the native civilization they had discovered should 
have been so prevalent among the conquerors. 
The fact scarcely justifies the term .. rude sol
diery," which is so often 'applied to the discov
erers of Peru. 

The works of the soldier conquerors are cer
tainly not less valuable than those of the law
yers and priests who followed on their heels. 
Yet these latter treat the subject from'somewhat 
different points of view, and thus furnish supple
mental information. The works of four lawyers 
of the era of the conquest have been preserved, 
and those of another are lost. Of these, the 
writings of the Licentiate Polo de Ondegardo are 
undoubtedly the most important. This learned 
jurist accompanied the president, La Gasca, in 
his campaign against Gonzalo Pizarro, having 
arrived in Peru a few years previously, and he 
subsequently occupied the post of corregidor at 
Cuzco. Serving ~mder the Viceroy Don Fran-

2 Suma:y narracion de los Incas, que los Indios Ilamaron Capaccuna que fueron seiiqresde la ciudad del 
Cuzco:y de todo 10 If ella subjeto. Publicala M. Jimlne. dela Espada (Madrid, 1880). , 

8 We learn from Leon Pinelo that one of the famous band of adventurers who crossed the line drawn by 
Pizarro on the sands of Gallo was an author (Antonio, ii. 645). But the Relacion dela tierra que descubriO 
Don Francisco Pizarro, by Diego de Truxillo, remained in manuscript and is lost to us. Francisco de Chaves, 
one of the most respected of the companions of Pizarro, who strove to save the life of Atahualpa, and was an 
intimate friend of the Inca's brother, was also an author. Chaves is honorably distinguished for his moderation 
and humanity. He lost his own life in defending the staircase against the assassins of Pizarro. He left 
behind a copious narrative, and his intimate relations with the Indians make it likely that it contained much 
valuable information respecting Inca civilization. It was inherited by the author's friend and relation, Luis 
Valera, but it was never printed, and the manuscript is now lost. The works of Palomino, a companion of 
Belalcazar, who wrote 01\ the kingdom of Quito, are also lost, with the exception of a fragment preserved in' 
the Brev. Inform. of Las Ca'-as. Other soldiers of the conquest, Tomas Vasquez, F:rancisco de Villacastin, 
Garcia de Melo, and Alonso de Mesa, are mentioned as men wbo had 'studied and were learned in all matters 
relating to Inca antiquities; but none of their writings have been preserved. 
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cisco de Toledo, he was constantly consulted by 
that acute but narrow-minded statesman. His 
duties thus led Polo de Ondegardo to make dili
gent researches into the laws and administration 
of the Incas, with a view to the adoptio\l of aU 
that was applicable to the new regime. But his 
knowledge of. the language was limited, and it is 
necessary to receive many of his statements with' 
caution. His two Re/adon", the first dedicated 
to the Viceroy Marques de Caiiete (1561), and 
the second finished in 1570,1 are in the form of 
answers to questions on financial revenue and 
other administrative points. They include infor
mation respecting the social customs, religious 
rites, and laws of the Incas. These. Relaeiones 
are still in manuscript. Another report by Polo de 
Ondegardo exists in the National Library at Ma
drid,2 and has been translated into English for 
the Hakluyt Society.8 In this treatise .the learned 
corregidor describes the principles on which the 
Inca conquests were made, the division and ten
ures of land, the system of tribute, the regula
tions for preserving game and for forest, conser
vancy, and the administrative details. Here and 
there he points out a way in which the legisla. 
tion of the Incas might be imitated and utilized 
by their conquerors.4 

Agustin de Zarate, t~ough a lawyer by profes
sion, had been employed for some years in the 
financial department of the Spanish government 
before he went out to Peru with the Viceroy 
Blasco Nufiez to examine into the accounts of 
the colony. On his return to Spain he was en
trusted with a similar mission in Flanders. His 
Provincia dd Peru was first published at Ant
werp in I 555.6 Unacquainted with the native 
languages, and ignorant of the true significance 
of much that he was told, Zarate was 'yet a 
shrewd observer, and his evidence is valuable as 
regards what came under his own immediate 
observation. He gives one of the bestdescrip
tions of t he Inca roads. 

The R dado.. of Fernando de Santillan is a 
work which may be classed with. the reports of 
Polo de Ondegardo, and its author had equal ad
vantage~ in collecting information. Going out 
to Peru as one of the judges of the Audiencia in 
1550 •6 Santillan was for a short time at the head 
of the government, after the death of the Vice
roy Mendoza, and he took the field to suppress 
the rebellion of Giron. He afterwards served in 
Chile and at Quito, where he was commissioned 
to establish the court of. justice. Returning to 

Spain, he took orders, and was appointed Bishop 
of the La Plata, but died at Lima, on his way to 
his distant see, in 1576. The .Be/adon of Santil. 
Ian remained in manuscript, in the library of the_ 
EscuriaI, until it was edited by Don Marcos 
Jimenez de la Espada in 1879. This report ap
pears to have been prepared in obedience to a 
decree desiring the judges of Lima to examine 
aged and learned Indians regarding the adminis· 
trative system of the Incas. The report of San
tillan is mainly devoted to a discussion of the 
laws and customs relating to the collection of 
tribute. He bears testimony to the excellence 
of the Inca government, and to the wretched 
condition to which the country had since been 
reduced by Spanish misrule. 

The work of the Licentiate Juan de Matienzo, 
a contemporary of Ondegardo, entitled Gobierno 
de el Peru, is still in"manuscript. Like Santillan 
and Ondegardo, Matienzo discusses the ancient 
institutions with a view to the organization of 
the best possible system under Spauisl\ rule.T 

Melchor Bravo de Saravia, another judge of 
the Royal Audience at Lima, and a contemporary 
of Santillan, is said to have written a work on 
the antiquities of Peru; but it is either lost or 
has not yet been placed within reach of the stu
dent. It is referred to by Velasco. Cieza de 
Leon mentions, at the end of his Second Part, 
that his own work had been perused by the 
learned judges Hernando de Santillan and Bravo 
,de Saravia. 

While the lawyers turned their attention chiefly 
to the dvil administration of the conquered pe<>
pie, the priests naturally studied the religious 
beliefs and languages of the various tribes, and 
collected their historical traditions. The best 
and most accomplisl\ed of these sacerdotal au
thors appears to have been BIas Valera, judging 
from the fragments of his writings which have 
escaped destruction. He was a native of Peru, 
born at Chachapoyas in ISSI, where his father, 
Luis Valera,8 one of the early conquerors, had 
settled. Young Bias was received into the Com
pany of Jesus at Lima when only seventeen years 

. of age, and, as he was of Inca race on the moth
er's side, he soon became useful at the College in 
Cuzeo from his proficiency in the native lan
guages. He did missionary work in the sur
rounding villages, and acquired a profound 
knowledge of the history and institutions of the 
Incas. Eventually he completed a work on the 
subject in Latin, and was. sent to Spain by his 

1 But not dedicated to the Conde de Nieva, as Prescott states, for that viceroy died in 156.4-
2 B, 135. 
8 Report by Polo de Ondegardo, translated by Clements R. Markham (Haklllyt Society, 1873) • 

. 4 [See Vol. n; p. 571.-ED.]' 
; 6 [See Vol. II. p. 567-8, for bibliography. _ ED.) 

a [See Vol. II. p. 542.-ED.) 
, Additional MSS. 5469, British Museum, folio, p. 274. See Vol. II. p. 571. 
S See ante, po 6. 
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Jesuit superiors with a view to its pubFcation. 
Unfortunately the greater part of his manuscript 
was burnt at the sack of Cadiz by the Earl of 
Essex in 1596, and Bias Valera himself died 
shortly afterwards. The fragments that were 
rescued fell into the hand;; of Garcilasso de la 
Vega, who translated them into Spanishj and 
printed them in his Commentaries. It is to Bias 
Valera that we owe the preservation of two spe
cUnens of Inca poetry and an estimate of Inca 
chronology. He has also recorded the tradi
tional sayings of several Inca sovereigns, and 
among his fragments there are very interesting 
chapters on the religion, the laws and ordinances, 
and the language of the Incas, and on the vege
table products and medicinal drugs of Peru. 
These fragments are evidence that Bias Valera 
was an elegant scholar, a keen' observer, and 
thoroughly master of his subject. They enhance 
the feeling of regret at the irreparable loss that 
we have sustained 'by the destruction of the rest 
of his work. 

Next to Bias Valera, the most important au
thority on Inca civilization, among the Spanish 
priests who were in Peru during the sixteenth 
century, is undoubtedly Christoval de Molina. 
He was chaplain to the hospital for natives at 
Cuzco, and his work was written between 1570 
and 1584, the period embraced by the episcopate 
of Dr. Sebastian de Artaun, to whom it is ded
icated. Molina gives minute and detailed ac
counts of the ceremonies performed at all the 
religious festivals throughout the year, with the 
prayers used by the priests on each occasion. 
Out of the fourteen prayers preserved by Molina, 
four are addressed to the Supreme Being, two to 
the sun, the rest to these and other deities com
bined. His mastery of the Quichua language, 
his intimacy with the native chiefs and learned 
men, and his long residence at Cuzco give Mo
lina a very high place as an authority on Inca 
civilization. His work has remained in manu
script,1 but it has been translated into English 
and printed for the Hakluyt Society.2 

Molina, in his dedicatory address to Bishop 
Artaun, mentions a previous narrative which he 
had submitted, on the origin, history, and gov
ernment of the Incas. Fortunately this account 
was preserved by Miguel Cavello Balboa, an au
thor who wrote at Quito between 1576 and 1586. 

1 National'Library at Madrid, tl, 135, 

Balboa, a soldier who had taken orders late in 
life, went out to America in 1566, and settled at 
Quito, where he devoted himself to the prepara
tion and writing of a work which he entitled 
Miscellanea Austral. It is in three parts; but 
only the third, comprising about half the work, 
relates to Peru. Balboa tells uS that his author
ity for the early Inca traditions and history was 
the learned Christoval de Molina, and this gives 
special value to Balboa's work. Moreover, Bal~ 
boa is the only authority who gives any accol1nt 
of the origin of the coast people, and he also 
supplies a detailed narrative of the war between 
Huascar and Atahualpa. The portion relating 
to Peru was translated into French and pub
lished by Ternaux Compans in 1840.8 

The Jesuits who arrived in Peru during the 
latter part of the sixteenth century were devoted 
to missionary labors, and gave an impetus to 
the study of the native languages and history. 
Among the most learned was Jose de Acosta, 
who sailed for Peru in 1570. At the early age 
of thirty-five, Acosta was chosen to be Provin
cial of the J eS,uits in Peru, and his duties re
quired him to travel over every 'part of the coun
try. His great learning, which is displayed in 
his various theological works, qualified him for 
the task of writing his Natural alld Moral His
tory if the Indies, the value of which is increased 
by the author's personal acquaintance with the 
countries and their inhabitants. Acosta went 
home in the Spanish fle~t of 1587, and his first 
care, on his return to Spain, was to make arrange
ments for the publication of his manuscripts. 
The results of his South American researches ' 
first saw the light at Salamanca, in Latin, in 1588 
and 1589. The complete work in Spanish, His
toria Natural y Moral de las Indias, was pub
lished at Seville in 1590. Its success was never 
doubtfu1.4 In his latter years Acosta presided 
over the Jesuits' College at Salamanca, where 
he died in his sixtieth year, on February 15, 
1600,5 In spite of the learning and diligence of 
Acosta and of the great popularity of his work, 
it cannot be considered one of the most valuable 
contributions towards a knowledge of Inca civ
ilization. The information it contains is often 
inaccurate, the details are less complete than in 
most of the other works written soon after the 
conquest,6 and a want of knowledge of the lan-

2 The fables and "ites ofth. Incas, by Christoval d. Molina, translated and edited by Clements R. Mark-
ham (Hakluyt Society, 1873). 

8 [See Vol. II. p. 576. - ED.] 
4 For the bibliography of Acosta, see Vol. II. p. 420, 4 21• 

5 Notices of the life and works of Acosta have been given in biographical dictionaries, and in histories of 
the Jesuits. An excellent biography will be found in a work entitled Los Antiquos J.suitas d.1 Peru, by Don 
Enrique Torres Saldamando, which was published at Lima in 1885. See also an introductory notice in Mark
ha~'s edition (1880). 

6 Thus his lists of the Incas, of the names of months and of festivals, are very defective; and his list of 
names of stars, though copied from Balboa without acknowledgment, is incomplete. 
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guage is frequently made apparent. The best 
chapters are those devoted to the animal and 
vegetable products of Peru; and Feyjoo calls 
Acosta the Pliny of the New World.! 

The Licentiate Fernando Montesino., a native 
of Osuna, was one of the most diligent of all 
those who in early times made researches into 
the history and traditions of the Incas. Monte
sinos went out in the Heet which took the Vice
roy Count of Chinchon to Peru, arriving early 
in the year .6290 Having landed at Payta, 
Montesinos travelled southwards towards the 
capital until he reached the city of Truxillo. At 
that time Dr. Carlos Marcelino Corni was Bishop 
of Truxillo.s Hearing of the virtue and learning 
of Montesinos, Dr. Corni begged that he might 
be allowed to stop at Truxillo, and take charge 
of the Jesuits' College which the good bishop 
had established there. Montesinos remained 
at Truxillo until the death of Bishop Corni, in 
October, .629," and then proceeded to Potosi, 
where he gave his attention to improvements in 
the methods of extracting silver. He wrote a 
book on the subject, which was printed at Lima, 
and also compiled a code of ordinances for mines 
with a view to lessening disputes, which was 
officially approved. Returning to the capital, 
he lived for several years at Lima as chaplain of 
one of the smaller ch urches, and devoted all his 
energies to the preparation of a history of Peru. 
Making Lima his headquarters, the indefatigable 
student undertook excursions into all parts of 
the country, wherever he heard of learned na
tives to be consulted, of historical documents to 
be copied, or of information to be found; He 
travelled over ',500 leagues, from' Quito to Po
tosi. In .639 he was employed to write an 
account of the famous Auto de Fe which was 
celebrated at Lima in that year. His two great 

historical works are entitled Mnnorjas Antjg'lOS 
Historialu dtl Peru, and Anales ,; Memorias 
N"t'lIas dtl Peru.. From Lima Montesinos pro
ceeded to Quito as "Visitador General," with 
very full powers conferred by the bishop. 

The work of Montesinos remained in manu
script until it was translated into French by M. 
Ternaux Compans in .840, with the title \ MI
",oir~s Histon"quu sur l'anci~n Plyou. In 1882 
the Spanish text was very ably'edited by Don 
Marcos Jimenez de la Espada.5 Montesinos 
gives the history of several dynasties which pre
ceded the rise of the Incas, enumerating upwards 
of a hundred sovereigns. He professes to have 
acquired a knowledge of the ancient records 
through the interpretations of the quipus, com
municated to him by learned natives. It was 
long supposed that the accounts of these earlier 
sovereigns received no corroboration from any 
other authority. This furnished legitimate 
grounds for discrediting Montesinos. But a 
narrative, as old or older than that of the licen
tiate, has recently been brought to light, in which 
at least two of the ancient sovereigns in the lists 
of Montesinos are incidentally referred to. This 
circumstance alterS the aspect of the. question; 
and places the Memorias Antiq'lOS dtl Peru in a 
higher position as an authority; for it proves 
that the very ancient traditions which Montesi
nos professed to have received from the natives 
had previously been communicated to one other 
independent inquirer at least. 

This independent inquirer is an author whose 
valuable work has recently been edited by Don 
Marcos Jimenez de la F..spada.& ,His narrative 
is anonymous, but internal evidence establishes 
the fact that he was a Jesuit, aud probably one 
of the first who arrived in Peru in '568, although 
he appears to have written his work many years 

1 Acosta was the chief source whence the civilized world of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, beyond 
the limits,"f Spain, derived a knowledge of Peruvian civilization. Purchas, in his Pilgrimage (ed. of •623, 
lib. v. p. 86<]; vi. p. 93'), quotes largely from the learned Jesuit, and an abstract of his work is given in Har
ris's Vo~agu (lib. i. cap. xiii. pp. 75'-799). He is much relied upon as an authority'by Roberison, and is quoted 
'9 times in Prescott's Conquest of Peru, thus taking the fourth place as an authority with regard to that work, 
since GarcHasso is quoted 89 times, Cieza de Leon 45, Ondegardo 4', Acosta 19. 

2 Of whose parentage a pleasing story is told. He was a native of Truxillo, of French parents, his father 
being a metal·founder. When he was a small boy his father said to him, "Study, little Chatles, study' and 
this bell that I am founding shan be rung for you when you are the bishop." (" Estudiar, Carlete, estudiar' 
que con esta campana te han de repicar cuando seas obispo.") Dr. Comi rose to be a prelate of great virtue 
and erudition, and an eloquent preacher. At last he became Bishop of Truxillo in 1620, and when he heard 
the chimes which were rung on his approach to the city, he said, "That ben which excels an the others was 
founded by my father." (" Aquella campana que sobresale eatre las demas Ie fundio mi padre.") 

• Pape/es Varios de Indias. MS. Brit. Mus. . , 
4 This last work is devoted to the Spanish conquest. 
& In the series entitled Coleedoll de libros Espa;;oles raros 6 euriosos, tom xvi. (Madrid, 1882.) [The orig

inal manuscript is in the library of the Real Academia de Historia at Madrid. Brasseur de Bourbourg had a 
copy (Pinarl Catalogue, No. 638; Bibl. Me". Guat., p. 103), which appeared also in the Del Monte sale 
(N. Y., June, 1888,-Catalogue, iii. no. 554). Cf. the present Histor~, II. pp. 570, 577.- En.] 

8 Relacio .. de las &ostum6res dnliquas de los natura/es del Peru. An6nima. The original is among the 
manuscript in the National Library at Madrid. It was published as part of a volume entitled Tres Relaeiones 
d, AntigiJedades Peruallas. Publiealas,/ Millinerio d. Fo",ento (Madrid, .879). . 
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afterwards. The anonymous Jesuit supplies in· 
formation respecting works on Peruvian civiliza
tion which are lost to us. He describes the tem
ples, the orders of the priesthood, the s~ifices 
and religious ceremonies, explaining the origin 
of the erroneous statement that human sacrifices 
were offered up. He also gives the code of 
criminal law and the customs which prevailed 
in civil life, and concludes his work with a short 
treatise on the conversion of the Indians. 

The efforts of the viceroys and archbishops of 
Lima during the early part of the seventeenth 
century to extirpate idolatry, particularly in the 
province of Lima, led to the preparation of re
ports by the priests who were entrusted with the 
duty of extirpation, which contrun much curious 
information. These were the Fathers Hernando 
de Avendaiio, Francisco ,de Avila, Luis de Te
ruel, and Pablo Jose de Arriaga. Avendaiio, in 
addition to his sermons in Quichua, wrote an ac
count of the idolatries of the Indians, - Rdacion 
d, las Idolalrias de los Indios, - which is still in 
manuscript. Avila was employed in the prov
ince of Huarochiri, and in 1608 he wrote a report 
on the idols and superstitions of the people, in
cluding some exceedingly curious relJgious le
gends. He appears to have written down the 
original evidence from the mouths of the Indians 
ill Quichua, intending to translate it into Span
ish. But he seems to have completed only six 
chapters in Spanish; or perhaps the translation 
is by another hand. There are still thirty-one 
chapters in Quichua awaiting the labors of some 
learned Peruvian scholar. Rising Quichua stu
dents, of whom there are not a few in Peru, could 
undertake no more useful work. This important 
report of Avila is comprised in a manuscript 
volume in the National Library at Madrid, and 
the six Spanish chapters have been translated 
and printed for the Hakluyt Society.l Teruel 
was the friend and companion of A vila. He 
also wrote a treatise on native idolatries,S and 
another against idolatry,S in which he discusses 

the origin of the coast people. Arriaga wrote a 
still more valuable work on the extirpation of 
idolatry, which was printed at Lima in 1621, and 
which relates the religious beliefs and practices 
of the people in minute detail.f 

Antiquarian treasures of great value are bur
ied in the works of ecclesiastics, the principal 
objects of which are the record of the deedS of 
one or other of the religious fraternities. The 
most important of these is the Coronica lifo
ralizada dd ortkn de San AugrlSl;n en "I Peru; 
dd Padre A"lon;o de la Calancha (1638-1653)/' 
which is a precious storehouse of details respect
ing the manners and customs of the Indians and 
the topography of the country. Calancha also' 
gives the most accurate Inca calendar. Of less 
value is the chronicle of the Franciscans, by Di
ego de Cordova y Salinas, published at Madrid 
in 1643. 

A work, the title of which gives even less 
promise of containing profitable information, is 
the history of the miraculous image of a virgin 
at Copacabana, by Fray Alonso Ramos Gavilan. 
Yet it throws unexpected light on the move
ments of the 1Ilili1llau, or Inca colonists; it gives 
fresh details respecting the consecrated virgins, 
the sacrifices, and the deities worshipped in the 
Callao, and supplies another version of the Inca 
calendar.6 

The work on the origin of the Indians of the 
New World, by Fray Gregorio Garcia,7 who 
travelled extensively in the Spanish'colonies, is 
valuable, and to Garcia we owe the first notice 
of the priceless narrative of Betanzos. His sep
arate work on the Incas is lost to us.B Friar 
Martin de 111 urua, a native of Guernica, in Bis
cay, was an ecclesiastic of some eminence in 
Peru. He wrote a gen!,ral history of the Incas, 
which was copied by Dr. Munoz for his collec
tion, and Leon Pinelo says that the manuscript 
was illustrated with colored drawings of insig
nia and dresses, and portraits of the Incas.9 

The principal writers on Inca civilization in 

1 Narralive of the errors,false gods, and other superstitions and diabolical rites itt which tlu IndialtS of 
Ihe !r01lince of Huaroc"iri lived in ancient limes, collected by Dr. Francisco de Avila, 1608: translated and 
edited by Clements R. lIfarMam (Hakluyt Society, ,872). [There was a copy of the Spanish MS. in the 
E. G. Squier sale, 1876, no. 726.-ED.] 

2 Tratado de las idolatrias de los Indios del Peru. This work is mentioned by Leon Pinelo as .. una obra 
grande y de mucha erudicion," but it was never printed 

8 Contra idolatrinm, MS. 
f Extirladoll de la idolalria del Peru,!or el Padre Pablo Jose!" de Arriaga (Lima, 1621, pp. 137). 
5 [See Vol. II. P.570. The Histori,z Pervan,z ordinis Er.."itnTU", S. P. AllffUstini libri ododed .. (16.51-

.52) is mainly a translation of Calancha. Cf. Sabin, nos. 8760, 9870. - ED.] 
o Historia de Colacabana y de su milagrosa imagnt, escrita lor eI R. P. F,·ay Alollso Ralllos Gavilatt 

(1620). The work of Ramos was reprinted from an incomplete copy at La Paz in ,860, and edited by Fr. 
Rafael Sans. 

r Orige .. de los Indios del Nuevo Mundo (1607), and in Barcia ('729). 
B Monarfjuia de los Incas del Peru. Antonio says of this work, .. Tertium quod promiserat adhuc latet 

nempe," 
e Historia general del Peru, origen y descendellda de los bUM, !ueblos y dudades,!or P. Fr .... farli .. dlt 

MUTUa (,618). [Cf. Markham'. Ciesa's Travels, Second Part, p. n.-ED.] 
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the century immediately succeeding the conquest, 
of the three different professions, - soldiers, 
lawyers, and priests, - have now been passed 
in review. Attention must next be given to 
the native writers who .followed in the wake 
of Bias Valera. First among these is the Inca 
Garcilasso de la Vega, an author whose name 
is probably better known to the general reader 
than that of any other who has written on the 
same subject. Among the Spanish conquer
ors who arrived in Peru in 1534 was -Garci
lasso de la Vega, a cavalier of very noble 
lineage,lwho settled at Cuzco, and was'mar
ried to an Inca princess named Chimpa Ocllo, 
niece of the Inca Huayna Ccapac. Their son, 
the future historian, was born at CuzcO' in 
1539, and his earliest recollections were con
nected with the stirring events of the civil 
war betw~en Gonzalo Pizarro and the presi
dent La Gasca, in 154B~ His mother died 
soon afterwards, probably in 1550, and his 
father m-arried again. The boy was much in 
the society of his mother's kindred, and he 
often heard them talk over the -times of the 
Incas, and repeat their historical traditions. 
Nor was his- education neglected; for the 
good CanouJuilR de Cuellar read Latin with 
_ the half·caste sons of the citizens of Cuzco 
for nearly two years, amidst all the turmoil 
of the civil 'wars. As he grew up, he was em
ployed by his father to visit his estates, and he 
travelled over mos~ parts of Peru. The elder 
Garcilasso de la Vega died in 1560, and the 
young orphan resolved to seek his fortune in 
the land of his fathe~s. On his arrival in Spaiu 
he received patronage and kindness from his pa
ternal relatives, became -a i:aptain .in the ' army 
of Philip II, and when he retired, late in life, he 
took up his abode in lodgings at Cordova, and 
devoted himself to -literary pursuits. ,His first 
_ production was a translation- from the Italian of 
"The Dialogues of Love," and in 1591 h~ com
pleted his narrative of -the expedition of Her
nando de Soto to Florida.2 

As years rolled on, the Inca began to think 
more and more of the land of his birth. The 
memory of his boyish days, of the,long evening 
chats with his Inca relations, tame back to him 
in his old age. He was as proud of his maternal 
descent from the mighty potentates of Peru as 
of the old Castilian connection on his father's 
side. It would seem that the appearance of 
several books on the subject of his native land 

-finally induced him to undertake a work in which, 
while recording its own reminiscences and the 
information he might collect, he could also com-

HOUSE IN CUZCO IN WHICH GARCILASSO 
WAS BORN.-

ment on the statements of other authors. Hence 
the title of Commentaries which he gave _ to his 
work. Besides the fragments of the writings of 
BIas Valera, which enrich the pages of Garci
lasso, the Inca quotes from Acosta, from Go· 
mara, from Zarate, -and from the First Part of 
Cieza de Leon.8 He was fortunate in getting
possession of the chapters of BIas Valera rescued 
from the sack of Cadiz. He also wrote to all 
his surviving schoolfellows for assistance, and 
received many traditions and detailed replies on 
other subjects from them. Thus Alcobasa for
warded an account of the ruins at Tiahuanacu, 
and , another -friend sent him the measurements 
of the great fortress at Cuzco. 

The Inca Ga~cilasso de la Vega is, without 
doubt, the first authority on the civilization of 
his ancestors;, but it is necessary to consider his 
qualifications :and the exact value of his evidence. 
He had lived in Peru until his twentieth year; 

, Quichua was his native language, and he had 

, 1 He was a _cousin of the poet of the same name, and of the dukes of Feria. 
I See Vol II. pp. 2<)0, 575. 
8 The Co",,,,,,,tarios Reales (Part I.) of Garcilassos de la Vega contain 21 quotations from BIas Valera, 30 

from Cieza de Leon (first part), 27 from Acosta, II from Gomara, 9 from Zarate, 3 from the Repu6/iea d. las 
Indias, O"itle"tal .. of Fray Geronimo Roman, 2 from Femandei, 4 from the -Inca'. schoolfellow Alcobasa, 
and I from Joan Botero Benes. 

~ [After a cut in Marcoy, i. 219. Cf. Squier's PII'U, p. 449. ~ En.] 
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constantly heard the traditions of the Incas re
lated and discussed by his mother's relations. 
But when he "egan to write he had been sepa
rated from these associations for upwards of 
thirty years_ He received materials from Peru, 
enabling him. to compose a connected historical 
narrative, which is not, however. very reliable. 
The true value of his work is derived from his 
own reminiscences, aroused by reading the books 
which are the subjects of his Commentary, and 
from his correspondence with friends in Peru. 
His memory was excellent, as is often proved 
when he corrects the mistakes of Acosta and 
others with diffidence, and is invariably right. 

'He was not credulolls, having regard to the age 
in which he lived; nor was he inclined to give 
the rein to his imagination. More than once we 
find him rejecting the fanciful etymologies of the 
authors whose works he criticises; His narra
tives of the battles .and conquests of the early 
Incas often become tedious, and of this he is 
himself aware. He therefore intersperses them 
with more interesting chapters on the religious 
ceremonies, the domestic habits and customs, 
of the people, and on their advances in poetry, 
astronomy, music, medicine, and the arts. He 
often inserts an anecdote from the storehouse 
of his memory, or some personal reminiscence 
called forth by the subject on which he happens 
to be writing. His statements frequently receive 
undesigned corroboration from authors whose 
works he never saw. Thus his curious account 
of the water sacrifices, ~ot mentioned by any 
other published authority, is verified by the full 
description of the same rite in the manuscript of 
Molina. On the other hand, the long absence of 
the Inca from his native country entailed upon 
him grave disadvantages. His boyish recollec
tions, though deeply interesting, could not, from 
the nature of the case, provide him with critical 
knowledge. Hence the mistakes in his work are 
serious and of frequent occurrence. Dr. Villar 
has pointed out his total misconception of the 
Supreme Being of the Peruvians, and of the sig
nificance of the word" Uiracocha." 1 But, with 
all its shortcomings,2 the work of the Inca Gar
cilasso de la Vega must ever be the main source 
of our knowledge, and without his pious labors 
the story of the Incas would lose more than half 
its interest. 

The first part 'of his Commmtarios Beales, 
which alone concerns the present subject, was 
published at Lisbon in 1607.8 The author died 

at Cordova at the age of seventy-six, and was 
buried in the cathedral in 1616. He lived just 
long enough to accomplish his most cherished 
wish, and to complete the work at· which he had 
steadily and lovingly labored for so many years. 

Another Indian author wrote an account of 
the antiquities of Peru, at a time when the grand
children of those who witnessed the conquest 
by the Spaniards were living. Unlike Garci
lasso, this author never left the land of his birth, 
but he was not of Inca lineage. Don Juan de 
Santacruz Pachacuti Yamqui Salcamayhua was 
a native of the Collao, and descended from a 
family of local chiefs. His work is entitled Re
lacio,. de A,.tigiiedadu dut, Reyno del Peru. It 
long remained in manuscript in the National 
Library at Madrid, until it was edited by Don 
Marcos Jimenez de Ja Espada in 1879. It had 
previously been translated into English and ed
ited for the Hakluyt Society.4 Salcamayhua 
gives the traditions of Inca history as they were 
handed down to the third generation after the 
conquest. Intimately acquainted with the lan
guage, and in a position to converse with the 
oldest recipients of native lore, he is able to 
record much that is untold elsewhere, and to 
confirm a great deal that is related by former 
authors. He has also preserved two prayers in 
Quichua, attributed to Manco Ccapac, the first 
Inca, and some others, which add to the number 
given by Molina. He also corroborates the im
portant statement of Molina, that the great gold 
plate in the temple at Cuzco was intended to' 
represent the Supreme Being, and not the sun. 
Salcamayhua is certainly a valuable addition to 
the authorities on Peruvian history. 

While so maily soldiers and priests and law
yers did their best to preserve a knowledge of 
Inca civilization, the Spanish government itself 
was not idle. The kings of Spain and their·offi
cial advisers showed an anxiety to prevent the 
destruction of monuments and to collect his
torical and topographical information which is 
worthy of all praise, In 1585, orders were given 
to all the local authorities in Spanish America 
to transmit such information, and a circular, con
taining a ser!es of interrogatories, was issued for 
their guidance. The result of this measure was, 
that a great number of Rdaciones ducriptivas 
were received in Spain, and stored up in the ar
chives of the Indies. Herrera had these reports 
before him when he was writing his history, but 
it is certain that he did not make use of half the 

1 In a l~arned pamphlet on the word Uirakoe"a, -" L."ieologia Kes"ua lor L.onardo Villar" (pp. 16, 

double columns. Lima, 1887). 
2 [The co;"mon expression of distrust is such as is shown by Hutchinson in his Two Years in Peru, who 

finds little to commend amid a constant glorification of the Incas to the prejudice of the older peoples; and by I 
Marcoy in his Travels in Soul" Am.riea, who speaks of his" simple and audacious gasconades" (Eng. trans. 
lp.186).-ED.] I 

8 [Cf. the bibliography of the book in Vol. II. pp. 569. 570, 575.-ED.] 
4 By Clements R. Markham. in .872. 
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, [NOTII.-The title-page of the fifth decade of Herrera, showing the Inca portraits, is giyen aboye. Cf. ,the 
\ plate in St""ens'. English translation of Herrera, YoL 'iv., London" '740, :zd edition. - ED.] 
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material they contain.1 Another very curious 
and valuable source of information consists of 
the reports on the origin of Inca sovereignty, 
which were prepared by order of the Viceroy 
Don Francisco de Toledo, and forwarded to the 
council of the Indies. They consist of twenty 
documents, forming a large volume, and pre
ceded by an introductory letter. The viceroy's 
object was to establish the fact that the Incas 
had originally been usurpers, in forciblyacquir
ing authority over the different provinces of the 
empire, and dispossessing the native chiefs. His 
inference was, that, as usurpers, they were right
fully dethroned by the Spaniards. He failed to 
see that such an argument was equally fatal to a 
Spanish claim, based 011 anything but the sword. 
N evenheless, the traditions collected with this 
object, not only from the Incas at Cu&co, but 
also from the chiefs of several provinces, are 
very imponant and interesting.S 

The Viceroy Toledo also sent home four 
cloths on which the pedigree of the Incas was 
represented. The figures of the successive sov
ereigns were depicted, with medallions of their 
1I"ives, and their respecti>'e lineages. The events 
of each reign were recorded on the borders, the 
traditions of Paccari-tampu, and of the creation 
by Uiracocha, occupying the first cloth. It is 
probable that the Inca portraits given by Her
rera were copied from those on the cloths sent 
home by the viceroy. The head-dresses in Her
rera are very like that of the bigh·priest in the 
RdMi"" of the anonymous Jesuit. A map seems 
to have accompanied the pedigree, which was 
drawn under the superintendence of the distin
guished sailor and cosmographer, Don Pedro 
Sarmiento de Gamboa.' • 

Much curious information respecting the laws 
and customs of the Incas and the beliefs of the 

people is to be found in ordinances and decrees 
of the Spanish authorities, both civil and eccle
siastical. These ordinances are contained in the 
O,d~1UJH1I<U tkl p~ ..... of the Licentiate Tomas 
de Ballesteros, in the PoIitUd IrUitdlltJ of Juan 
de Solorzano (Madrid, 1<>49),' in the C,.".iJi .... 
Li"wu~ of Acosta, and in the C"tutiJ .. i4~s 
SYNMollu of Dr. Lobo Guerrero, Archbishop of 
Lima, printed in that city in 161-4. and again in 
1754-

The kingdom of Quito received attention from 
several early writers, but most of their manu
scripts are lost to us. Quito was fonunate, how
ever, in finding a later historian to devote himself 
to the work of chronicling the story of his native 
land. Juan de Velasco was a nati"e of Rio. 
bamb&. He resided for forty years in the king
dom of Quito as a Jesuit priest, he taugbt and 
preached in the native language of the people, 
and be diligently studied all the works on the 
subject that were accessible to him. He spent 
six years in travelling over the country, twenty 
years in collecting books and manuscripts; and 
when the Jesuits were banished he took refuge 
in Italy, where he wrote his Ilisttlna tid Rd"" 
d~ Q";/". Velasco used several authorities ... ·hich 
are now lost. One of these was the C,1R'l"istd 
tk /4 PrtMM,a tid QIIih>, by Fray Marco de 
Niza, a companion of Pizarro. .-\nother was 
the Hist~ d~ /4s ruwnu m.iJu d~1 bUd At.f
Itualta, by Jacinto Collahuaso. He also refers 
to the A,,/igiiMoltkS tkl P"" by Bravo de Sara
via. As a native of Quito, Velasco is a strong 
partisan of Atahualpa; and he is the only histo
rian who gives an account of the traditions re
specting the early kings of Quito. The .... ork 
was completed in 17Sg, brought from Europe, 
and printed at Quito in 1144, and M. Temaux 
Compans brought out a French edition in 1:40.1 

1 [Cf. bibliog. of Herrera in Vol. It pp. 67. 68.-ED.1 
t InjarmadMus lIarea del S,;;Dr;D ? G<J6i1",. d,w I"Ctls /tI<IIIIS, 1'>' ... MaJ. dl EN .. F"""~;S<D til 

TDlcdD nrc? del Pc". (f570-72). Edited by Don MM-cos Jim~ne.. de Ia Espada, in the C.ued ... dlli6ros 
Est.r;;.us , .. rtn I cllriDMs, Tomo xvi. (Madrid, ISS.). 

a We tirst hear of Samliento in a memorial dated at CUICO on March 4, 1572, in which he says that he was 
the author of a history of the Incas, now lost. We further gathet" that, owing to having found out from the 
records of the Incas that Tupac Inca Yupanqui disco~ two islands in the South Sea. called A"".ul"""I; 
and Ni",fd''''''l'i, Samllento sailed on an expedition to discover them at some time previous to 15/4- Balboa 
also mentions the tradition of the disco"fely of these islands by Tupac Yupanqui. Sarmiento se<'111S to ha'"e 
discovered islands which he believed to be those of the Inca, and in 1567 he .. olunteered to rommand the 
expedition dispatched by Lope de Castro, then goYemor of Peru, to discover the Tern Australis. But Castro 
gave the command to his own relation, Mandana. \Ve learn, however, from the memorial of Sarmiento, that 
he accompanied the expedition, and that the ti",t land was disrovered through shaping a course in acrordanc:e 
with his advice. Sarmiento submitted a full ~port of this tirst yoya.ge of Mandana, "hich is now lost, to the 
Viceroy Toledo. In 1579. Sarmiento was sent to explo~ the Snits of Magellan. In 1586. on his way to 
Spain, he was captured by an English ship belonging to Raleigh, and was entertained hospitably by Sir Walter 
at Durham House until his ransom was rollected. From the Spanish captive his host obtained much informa
tion "",pecting Peru and its Incas. He could haYC no higher authority. One of the journals of the sunoey of 
Magellan Straits by Sanniento was published at Madrid in I~: ,,74ft '" utrHA. til Mapllarus: J- d I 

Corti/ .. " Pcd,." S .... .,UltID dl G" .. ~-.,,, Itn c;;u IJ79 ? IJ80. See Vol. II. P. 61~ " 
• [Cf. Vol. II. p. 571.1 ( 
6 Hist.ri" tUI Rc;"" til Q"il4, ,,, Id A-mc M,rldi.",,1, U&rilll,... d P,.,s6i/,,.,, lNtt JIIIIM til f",I" ... ", 
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Recent authors have written introductory es· 
says on Peruvian civilization to precede the story 
of the Spanish conquest, have described the 
ruins in various parts of the country after per· 
sonal inspection, or have devoted their labors to 
editing the early authorities, or to bringing pre
viously unknown manuscripts to light, and thus 
widening and strengthening the foundation on 
which future histories may be raised. 

Robertson's excellent view of the story of the 
Incas in his HUltw)' of Ammc" 1 was, for many 
years the sole source of information on the sub
ject for the ge,neral English public; but since 

1848 it has been superseded by Prescott's charm· 
ing narrative contained in the opening book of 
his COItlJutsl of PtrU.2 The knowledge of the 
~resent generation on the subject of the Incas is , 
derived almost entirely from Prescott, and, so 
far as it goes, there can be no better authority. 
liut much has come to light since his time. 
Prescott's narrative, occupying 159 pages, is 
founded on the works of Garcila~o de la Vega, 
who is the authority most frequently cited by 
him, Cieza de Leon, Ondegardo, and Acosta.8 

Helps, in the chapter of his Spanis" ConlJutslon 
Inca civilization, which covers forty-five pages, 

WILUAM ROBERTSON.-

tU Mimt. Rei"., "ii, tU 1189. A Spanish editioD, Quil., /"'1,.111" tUl Go~ie",., 18«" 3 Tomos, 
.ted from the manuscript, Hist.i,. d .. R.ya .. _ tU Q .. i/., I" DfJ" Ju"" de Vel"scD (j,..dit.,) vol. 
'''r'', 6·c., I'" H. Tty"",.", C_I"'" (Paris, 1840). This version" however, covers only a past of 
; of which the second volume only relates to the ancient history. [Cf. Vol. II. p. 576.-En.] 
VoL n. p. 578.-En.l 
VoL IL P. 577; Sabin'. Diet;",."ry, xv. p. 439- The opinions of Prescott can be got at through 
'tUft, .,.. 993. H. H. Bancroft, CArmieus, 25, gives a characteristic estimate of Prescott;. ascbz ... 
'In. Prescott'. catalogue of his own library, with his annotatioDs, is iD the Boston Public Library, 
-En.) 
I quotes these four authorities 249 times, and all other early writers known to him (Herrera, Zarate, 

, \Iboa, MontesinOl, Pedro Pizasro, Fernande., Gomasa, Levinus Apollonius, Velasco, and the MS. 
de Ia Aucliencia ") 82 times. 

- [After a print in the EU'Dfl"" Mar. (180.), yoL xIi.-En.} 
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only cited two early authorities not used by Pres· 
cott,1 and his sketch is much more superficial 
than that of his predecessor.2 

The publication of the Antigii(dades Peruanas 
bJ Don Mariano Eduardo de Rivero (the di· 
rector of the National Museum at Lima) and 
Juan Diego de Tschudi at Vienna, in 1851, 
marked an important turning-point in the pro
gress of investigation. One of the authors was 
himself a Peruvian, and from that time some of 
the hest educated natives of the country have 
given their attention to its early history. The 
Antigiitdadu for the first time gives due promi
nence to an estimate of the language and litera
ture of the Incas, and to descriptions of ruins 
throughout Peru. The work is accompanied by 
a large atlas of engravings; but it contains grave 
inaccuracies, and the map of. Pachacamac is a 
serious blemish to the work.s The Antigii(dades 
were followed by the Annals of Cuzco,4 and in 
1860 the Ancient History of Peru, by Don Sebas
tian Lorente, was published at Lima.6 In a se
ries of essays in the Revista Peruana,6 Lorente 
gave the results of many years of further study 
of the subject, which appear to have been the 
concluding labors, of a. useful life. When-he 
died, in November, 1884, Sebastian Lorente had 
been engaged for upwards of forty years in the 
instruction of the Peruvian youth at Lima and 
in other, useful labors. A curious genealogical 
work on the Incarial family was published at 
Paris in 1850, by Dr. Justo Sahuaraura Inca, a 
canon of the cathedral of Cuzco, but it is of no 
historical value.' 

Several scholars, both in Europe and America, 
have published the results of their studies relat
ing to the problems of Inca history. Ernest 
Desjardins has written on the state of Peru be· 
fore the Spanish conquest,S J. G. Miiller on the 
religious beliefs' of the people,9 and Waitz on 
'Peruvian anthropology.l0 The writings of Dr. 
Brinton, of Philadelphia, also contain valuable 
reflections and useful information respecting the 
mythology and native literature of Peru.n Mr. 
Bollaert had been interested .in Peruvian re
searches during the greater part of his lifetime 
(b. 1807; d. 1876), and had visited several provo 
inces of Peru, especially Tarapaca. He accu· 
mulated mauy notes. His work, at first sight, 
appears to be merely a confused mass of jottings, 
and' certainly there is an absence of method and 
arrangement; but closer examination will lead 
to the qiscovery of many facts which are not to 
be met with elsewhere.12 

A critical study of early authorities and a 
knowledge of the Quichua language are two es
sential qualifications for a writer on Inca civili
zation. But it is almost equally important that 
he should have access to,intelligent and accurate 
descriptions of the remains of ancient edifices 
and public works throughout Peru. For this he 
is dependeut on travellers, and it must be con· ' 
fessed that no descriptions at aU meeting the 
requirements were in existence before the open
ing of the present century. Humboldt was the 
first traveller in South America who pursued his 
antiquarian researches on a scientific basis. His 
works are models for all future travellers. Itl 

1 Calancha and'a MS. letter of Valverde. He also refers several times to the Antiguedades Peruanas of 
Tschudi and Rivero. , I, . 

2 Spanis" Conquest in,America, vol. iii. book xiii. chap. 3, PP. 468 to 513. [Cf. Vol. II. p. S78.-ED.] 
8 It was translated into English as Peruvian Antiquities, by Dr. Francis L. Hawkes, of New York, in 1853. 

[The English translation retained ,the woodcuts, but omitted the atlas. Cf. Field, Ind. Bibliog., no. 1306; 
Sabin, xvii. p. 319. There is a, French edition, Antiquites Peruviennes (Paris, 1859). Dr. Tschudi later 
published Reisen durc" Sud Amerika, in ,five vols. ,(Leipzig, 1866-69), which was translated into English as 
Travels in Peru, 1838-1842, and published in New York and London. -ED.] 

4 Los Anales del CUIlCO, por Dr. Mesa (Cuzco, 2 vols.). ' 
6 Hisioria Antigua del Peru, por Sebastian Lorente (Lima, 1860). 
6 Historia de la civilizacion Peruana, R.vista d. Lima (Lima, ,880). 
7' Recuerdos de la Monarquia Peruana,6 Bosquejo de la kisloria de los Incas,por Dr. Justo Stlkua· 

raura Inca, Canonigo en la Catedral de CUIlCO (Paris, 1850). 
S L. Perou ava",t la conquite espaguole, d' apr~s les principaux "istoriens originaux el quelques docu· 

ments inedils sur les antiquitis d. ce pays (Paris, 1858). 
9 Geschiclzte der Amerikanifchen Urreligionen, von J. G. Muller (Basel, 1867). 
10 Ant"ropologie der Naturviilker, von Dr. Theodor Waits (4 vols.) Leipzig, 1864-
11 Myt"s oft"e New World, a trealise on the symbolism and myt"ology of the Red Race of America, I; 

Daniel G. Brint.,., M. D. (New York, 1868). Aboriginal American aut"ors and t"eir productions, esp, 
cially t"ose in t".native languages, by Daniel G. Brinton, M. D. (Philadelphia, ,883), [Brinton's wri 
ings, however, in the main illustrate the antiquities north of Panama.] 

12 Antiquarian, et"nological and ot"er ,·esearc"es in New Granada, Equador, Peru, and Chile .. wi 
observations on t". Pr.-Incarial, Incarial, and olker monuments of Peruvian nations, by William Bollae 
P. R. G. S. (London, 1860). [Bollaert's minor and periodical contributions, mainly embodied in his final we 
are numerous: Contri6"tions to an introduction to t"e Ant"ropology of t"e New World. Ancient Pen.& 
graphic Records (tr. in Archives de la Soc. AmiI'. de Prante, n. 5., i.). Observations on I". "istory oJ 
Incas (in the Transactions Et"nological Soc., 1854). - ED.] 
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is to Humboldt,1 and his predecessors the UI- . worthy and elaborate works of D'Orbigny and 
loas,2 that we owe graphic descriptions of Inca Wiener. The authors are too apt to adopt the
ruins in the kingdom of Quito and in northern ories on insufficient grounds, and to' confuse 
Peru as far as Caxamarca. French travellers their otherwise admirable descriptions with im
have contributed three works of importance to aginative speculations. An example of this kind 
the same department of research. M. Alcide has been pointed out by the Peruvian scholar 
D'Orbigny examined and described the ruins of Dr. Villar, with reference to .M. Wiener's erra
Tiahuanacu with great care.8 M. Fran~ois de .neous ideas respecting Culte de I'eau ou de la 
Castelnau was the leader of a scientific expedi- plu;<, ee Ie dim Quonn.6 M. Wiener is the only 
tion sent out by the French government, and his modern traveller who has visited and described 
work contains descriptions of ruins illustrated the interesting ruins of Vilcas-huaman. 
by plates.' The work of M. Wiener is more The present writer has published two books 
complete, and is intended to be exhaustive. He recording' his travels in Peru. In the first he 
was also employed by the French government described the fortress of Hervay, the ancient 
on an archzological and ethnographic mission irrigation channels at Nasca on the Per\lvian 
to Peru, from 1875 to 1877, and he has per- coast, and the ruins at and ",,"ound Cuzco, in
formed his task with diligence and ability, while eluding Ollantay-tampu.7 In the s<;cond there 
no cost seems to have been spared in the pra- are descriptions of the chulpas at Sillustani in 
duction of his work.' The maps and illustra- the Collao, and of the Inca roof over the Suntur
tions are numerous and well executed,' and M. huasi at Azangaro.8 

Wiener visited nearly every part of Peru where The work of E. G. Squier is, on the whole, the 
archzological remains are to be met with. There most valuable result of antiquarian researches in 
is only one fault to be found with the praise- Peru· that has ever been presented to the pub-

1 Vues des Cordill~res, ou Monumens des Peuples indig~nes de l'Amerique (Paris, 1810; in 8vo, 1816), 
called in the English translation, Researches concerning the institutions and monuments of the andent inlla"
itanis of America, 'Ulith descriptions and views of some of the most striRing scenes in llu Cordilleras. Trans/. 
into English by Helen Maria Williams (London, 1814). Voyage aux Regions equinoxiales du Nouveau 
Continent fait en r799-r804, avec deux Atlas, 3·vols. 4to (Paris, 1814-25 ; and 8vo, 13 vols., 1816-31), called 
in the English translation, Personal narrative of travels to the equinoctial regions of America, 1799-r804, oy 
A. lion Humboldt [and A. Bonpland]: translated and edited by Thomasina Ross (Lond., 1852); and in ear
lier versions by H. M. Williams (London, 1818-1829). [Humboldt's later summarized expressions are found 
in his Amichien der Natur (Stuttgart, 1849; English tr., Aspects of Nature, by Mrs. Sabine, London and 
Philad., 1849; and VUws of Nature, by E. C. Ott~; London, 1850). Current views of Humboldt's American 
studies can be tracked through Poole's Inde", p. 613. - ED.] 

2 Antonio Ulloa's Memo;res Ihilosojhiyues, nislorigues, pnysiques, concernant Ie decouverte de l'Ame_ 
rique {Paris, 1787}. Voyage historique de I'Amerique Meridionale, fait par ordre du Roy d'Espagne; 
lIIIfWare qui contient une '';stoi,.e des Yncas du Perou, el des observations aslronomiques et ph,siques, faites 
jour determiner la figure et la grandeur de /a terre (Amsterdam, 1732). Or in the English translation, 
Voyage to South America 6y Don Jorge Juan and Don Antonio de Ulloa, 2 vok 8vo (London, 1758, 1772; 
fifth ed. 1807). [Another of the saYans in this scientific expedition was Charles M. La Condamine, and we 
have his observations in his Journal du Voyage fait' a I'Equateur (1751), and in a paper on the Peruvian 
monuments in the Memoires of the Berlin Academy (1746). Other early observers deserving brief mention 
are Pedro de Madriga, whose account is appended to Admiral Jacques d'Heremite's Journael lIan de Nas_ 
saus" .. Vloot (Amsterdam, 1652), and Amed~eFran~ois Frezier's Voyage to the South Sea (London, 1717). 
-ED.] ~ 

8 DHomme Americain considere sous ses Rapports Physiologiques et Moraux (Paris,1839). [He gives 
a large ethnological map of South America. His book is separately printed from Voyages dans I' Amerique 
Meridionale (9 vol •. ) - ED.] 

, Expedition dan; /es parties centrales de I' Amerique de Sud, .xicutee par ordre du Gouv~rnement Fran
fais pendant les annees r843 a r847. Troisi~m. partie, Antiquites des Incas (4to, Paris, 1854) .. 

I Perou et Bolivie, Recit de voyage suiv; d' etudes arcneologiques et ethnogralhi'lues et de nolu su,. Peer£.. 
lUre et les langues des jopulations b,diennes.. Ouvrare contenant Ilus de r roo gravures, a7 carles et 18 
plans,par Charles Wiener (Paris, 1880). [Wiener earlier published two monographs: Notice sur Ie com
mun;mu des Incas (Paris, 1874); Essai sur les institutions jolitiguls, rlligieuses, economigues It lodales de 
I' Empire des Incas {Paris, 1874}. - ED.] 

• Uiracocha, por Leonardo Villar (Lima, 1887). 
1 Cu.co and Lima {London, 1856}. 
S Travels in Peru and India while superintending the collection of chinchona plants and seeds in Sout" 

America, and their introduction into India {London, 1862}. [Cf. Field's Indian Bibliog. for notes on Mr. 
Markham'. book. He epitomi2es the accounts of Peruvian antiquities in his Peru (London, 1880), of the 
.. Foreign Countries Series." Cf. Vol. II. p. 578. - ED.] 
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lic.1 Mr. Squier had special -qualifications for' 
the task. He had already been engaged on 
similar work in Nicaragua, and he was well 
versed in the history of his subject. He visited 
nearly all the ruins of importance in the country, 
constructed plans, and took numerous photo. 
graphs. Avoiding theoretical disquisitions, he 

gives most accurate descriptions of the architec
tural remains, which are invaluable to the stu· 
dent. His style is agreeable and interesting. 
while it inspires confidence in the reader; and 
his admirable book is in all respects thoroughly 
workmanlike.2 

Tiahuanacu is minutely described by D'Or-

CLEMENTS R. MARKHAM.-

1 Peru,lncid .... ts of t"av.1 and ,xllo"ation in the land of th, Incas (N. Y. 1877; LondoD, 1877). [Squier 
was seDt to Peru on a diplomatic mission by the United States ,Jovemment in 1863, and this service rendered, 
he gave two years to exploring the antiquities of the country. His Peru embodies various separate studies, 
which he had previously contributed to the Journal of the Ame"ican Geogralhical Society (va!. iii. 1870-71); 
the Am.ricanNaturalist (vol. iv. 1870); Harl''''s Monthly (vol •. vii., xxxvi., xxxvii.). He contributed 
U Quelques remarques sur la geographie et les monuments du Perou .. to the Bull.tin d. la Societl de geogra
lhi. de Paris, Jan., 1868. A list of Squier's publications is appended to the Sale Catalogu. of his Library 
(N. Y., .876), which contains a list of his MSS., most of which, it is believed, passed into the collection of H. 
H. Bancroft. Mr. Squier'. closing years were obscured by infirmity; he died in 1888.-ED.] 

~ [Among the recent travellers, mention may be made of a few of various interests: Edmund Temple's 
Travels in P.,.u (Lond.; 1830) ; Thomas Sutcliffe's Sixt .... Y,a,., in CMIi and P,ru (Land., (841); S. S. 
Hill's T,.tlfJels in Pe,.u and Mexico (Lond., 1860); Thos., J. Hutchinson'. T1IJ(J Years in p,,.u (with papers 
on prehistoric anthropology in the Anth"ol%gical Jou,.nal, iv. 438, and" Some Fallacies about the Incas," 
in the P,.Ot. Lit. and Phil. SOt. of Live"loo/, 1873-74, p. 121); Marcoy's Voyag., first in the Tour du Mond., 
1863-64, and then separately in French, and again in English; E. Pertuiset's Le T,lso,. des Incas (Paris, 
18n); and Comte d'Ursel's Sud.Aml,.i'lue, 2d ed. (Paris, 1879). F. Hassaurek, in his Foul' Y.ars a",.nr 
Sianish Am.,,;cans (N. Y., 1867), epitomizes in his ch. xvi. the history of Quito. - ED.] . 

- [After a photo~ph kindly furnished by hi]l1sel£ at the editor's request. - ED.] 
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bigny, ,nener, and Squier, and the famous ruins 
bave also beeD tbe objects of special attention 
from other investigators. JIIr. Helsby of Liyer
pool took careful photographs of the monolithic 
doorway in 1857, which were engraved and pub
lished, with a descriptive article by JIIr. Bollaert.1 

DOD Modesto Basadre bas also written an ac~ 
count of the ruins, with measurements." But 
the most complete monograph on Tialtuanacu 
is by Mr. Inwards, who surveyed the ground, 
photographed all the ruins, made enlarged draw
ings of the sculptures on the monolithic door
way, and even attempted an ideal restoration of 
the palace. In tbe letter-press, Mr_ Inwards. 
quotes from the only authorities who give any 
account of Tiahnanacu, and on this particular 
point his monograph entitles him to be consid
ered as the highest modem authority.' 

Another special investigation of equal interest, 
and even greater completeness, is represented 
by the superb work on the burial-ground of An
con, being the resnlts of excavations made on 
the spot by Wilhelm RIoiss and Alphonso StU
bel. The resealChes of these painstaking and 
talented antiquaries have thrown a flood of light 
on the social babits and daily life of the civilized 
people of the Peruvian coasL' 

The great work of Don Antonio Raimondi on 
Peru is still incomplete. The learned Italian 
bas already devoted thirty-eight years to the 
study of the natural history of his adopted coun-

1 IlIleileduai Oh",,", May, 1863 (London)_ 
t Biqwuu Perua1las (Lima, 1884)-

try, and the results of his prolonged scientific 
labors are now gradually being given to the pub
lic. The plan of this exhaustive monograph is 
a division into six parts, devoted to the geogra
phy, geology, mineralogy, botany, zoology, and 
ethnology of Peru_ The geographical division 
will contain a description of the principal ancient 
monuments and their ruins, while the ethnology 
will include a treatise on the ancient races, their 
origin and civilization. But as yet only three 
volumes have been published. The first is en
titled Parte Prdiminar, describing the plan of 
the work and the extent of the author's travels 
throughout the country. The second and tbird 
volumes comprise a history of the progress of 
geographical discovery in Peru since the con
quest by Pizarro. The completion of this great 
work, undertaken under the auspices of the gov
ernment of Peru, has been long delayed.5 

The labors of explorers are supplemented by 
the editorial work of scholars, who bring to light 
the precious relics of early authorities, hitherto 
buried in scarcely accessible old volumes or in 
manuscripL First in the ranks of these laborers 
in the cause of knowledge, as regards ancient 
Peruvian history, stands the name of 1\[. Temaux 
Com pans_ He has furnished to the student 
carefully edited French editions of the narrative 
of Xeres, of the history of Peru hy Balboa, of the 
Mbnoiru Historiqul!S of lIIontesinos, and of the 
history of Quito by Ve1asco_6 

• Tlu (emIle of llu AIIIIes, #y Bid"zrds I"wards (London, 1884). [Mr_ Markham has also had occasion to 
speak of these ruins in annotating his edition of Cieza de Leon, p_ 37+ There is a privately printed book by 
L Angranci, AlIliquilis Amiricai1US: lettres sur /es allliquitis de Tiaguanaeo, et I'origine Irisu.,a#le 
de /a lllU alt&ienru ci1JiJisatUm d" Ha"I-P'ro" (Paris, 1866)_ - ED.] 

• This superb work was issued at Berlin and London with German and English texts. The English title 
reads, PentTliall AlIliquilies: llu Nurojolis of Anco" in Pe,u_ A contribution to our 'm07l1/edge of the cul
l",. IlIUi i.dustries of llu mrlire of llu "teas. Bei1lC Ihe results of excavations made on tlu slot. Trans
lated by A_ H_ Keane. With the aid of the general administration of the royal museums of Berlin (Berlin, 
,880-87); in three folio volumes, with 119 colored and plain plates_ The divisions are: T_ The Necropolis and 
its graves. 2. Garments and textiles. 3- Ornaments, utensils, earthenware; evolution of ornamentation, with 
treatises by L Wi!tmack on the plants foood in the graves; R. Vircbow on the buman remains, and A. Neh
ring on the animals. [A few of the plates are reproduced in black and white in Ruge's Gesehic"'e des Zeit
allers tier E1CIded""gm. The authors represent that the graveyard of Ancon, an obscure place lying near the 
coast, north of Lima, was probahly the bnrial-p1ace of a p;,.,r people; but its obscurity has saved it to us while 
important places haYe been ransacked and destroyed. The reader will he struck with the richness of the woven 
materials, which are so strikingly figured in the plates. On ·this point Stiihel puhlished in Dresden in 1888, as 
a part of the Festsdlrift of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the " Verein fliT Erdkoode," a paper Ue#er allleru
... isclu Gn.e# __ er.1Ui ik".,. a1Ialoge O,namenk der allklassisclun Kunst (Dresden, 1888)_ Some of 
the plates in the larger work impress one with the great variety of ornamenting skill_ The collection formed hy 
John H_ Blake from an ancient cemeterY on the bay of Chacola, now in the Peabody Museum at Cambridge,. 
Mass., is described in the Belorls of that institution, xi.. 19;, 277. Reference may also he made to B. M. 
Wright's DumliUna of llu eDlledi." of gold or..atflellls fro", llu "h"aeas," or graves of some a#original 
,aus of tIu JI4rlh..".stertllrmtoaS of &111/' A.eriaz, Hlungi"g 10 Lady B,assey (London, 188;). -ED_] 

& Antonio Raimondi. EI P_. T."",I_ Parle Preli,.i1lar, #10.11. HI (Lima, 1874). TomolL His-
10";' de /a Geogrt¢a del Perw, #10,11. #75 (Lima, 1876). Tomolll. Hisloria d. la eeogrt¢a del P_, 
po,lI· 6,# (Lima, 1880). 

• Yeyages, BelatilnlS d Mi-nres Origi_z jou .. seni .... I' KlStoi,. de fa DicsvNTte d. I' A"",ique, 20 

""Is. in 10, 8vo (Paris, 1837-4'). See VoL D., introcL·p. vi. 
VOL. L-18 
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The present writer has translated into English 
and edited the works of Cieza de Leon, Garci. 
lasso de la Vega, Molina, Salcamayhua, Avila, 
Xeres, Andagoya, and one of the! reports of On. 
degardo, and has edited the old translation of 
Acosta. 
. Dr. M. Gonzalez de la Rosa, an accomplished 

Peruvian scholar, brought to light and edited, in 

career of literary usefulness is by no means 
ended; 

Although so much has been accomplished in 
the field of Peruvian research, yet much remains 
to be .done, both by explorers and. in the study. 
The Quichua chapters of the work of Avila, 
containing curious myths and legends, remain 
,un translated and in manuscript. A satisfactory 

MARCOS JIMENEZ DE LA ESPADA.-

1879, the curious Historia d. Lima of Father 
Bernabe Cobo. It 'was published in sllccessive 
numbers of the Rroista Ptr"ana, at Lima. 

But in this department students , 'are most in. 
debted to the learned Spanish editor, Don Mar
cos Jimenez ,de la Espada; for he has . placed 

• within our reach the works of important author
ities, which were previously not only inacces
sible, but unknown, He has edited the second 
part of Cieza de Leon, the anonymous Jesui~; 
Montesinos, Santillana, the reports to the Vice
roy Toledo, the Smna J' Na;Tacion of Betanzos. 
and the War 'If Quito, by Cieza de Leon. More
over, there is every reason to hope ' that his 

text of the Ollantay drama, after collation otall 
accessible manuscripts, has not yet been se
cured. Numerous precious manuscripts have 
yet to be unearthed in Spain. Songs of the 
times of ' the Incas exist in Peru, which should 
be collected and edited. There are scientific 
excavations to be undertaken, andsec1uded dis
tricts ' to be explored. The Vunca grammar of 
Carrera requires expert comparative study, and 
comparison with the Eten dialect. Remnants of 
archaic languages, such as the Puquina of the 
Urus, must be investigated. When all this, and 
much more, has 'been added to existing means 
of knowledge, the' labors of pioneers will a~ 

- [After a phote>graph, kindly furnished by himself, at the editor's request,-En.] 
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proach completion. Then the time will bave cient Peruvian civilization' which will be worthy 
arrived for the preparation of a history of an- of the subject.l 

1 [Among less important or more general later writers on this ancient civilization may be mentioned: 
Charles Labarthe's La Cwilisationjeruvienne avant I' arrive. d.s Espagnols (Arckiv.s d. la Soc. Amer. de. 
Prance, n. 5'1 i.), and his paper from the Annuaire Ethnogr'!phigue, on the "Documents inedits sur l'em
pire des Incas" (Paris, 1861'; Rudolf Falb's Das Land der Inca in s.iner B.d.utung fur die Urgeschicht. 
tier Spracke und Sckrift (Leipzig, 1883); Lieut. G. M. Gilliss, in Schoolcraft's Ind. Tri6.s, v. 657; Dr. Ma· 
cedo's comparison· of the Inca and Aztec civilizations in the Proc. oftk. Numism. and AntilJ. Soc. (Philad. 
1883); Vicomte Th. de Bussi~re's Le PerDU (Paris, 1863); beside chapters in such comprehensive works as 
those of Nadaillac, Ruge, Baldwin, Wilson (Pr.historic Man), and the papers of Castaing and others in the 
Archives de la Soc. Amer. de Prance, and an occasional paper in the Journals of the American and other 
geographical and ethnological societies. Current English comment is reached through Poole's Inde", pp. 627, 
992.-En.] 

NOTES. 

r. ANCIENT PEOPLE OF THE .PERUVIAN COAST. - There was a ~ivilized people on the coast of Peru, 
but not occupying the whole coast, which was distinctly different, both as regards race and language, from the 
Incas and their cognate tribes. This coast nation was called Ckimu, and their language Mockica.1 

The numerous valleys on the Peruvian coast, separated by sandy deserts of varying width, required only 
careful irrigation to render them capable of sustaining a large popUlation. The aboriginal inhabitants were 
probably a diminutive race of fishermen. Driven southwards by invaders, they eventually sought refuge in 
Arica and Tarapaca. D'Orbigny described their descendants as a gentle, hospitable race of fishermen, never 
exceeding five feet in height, with flat noses, fishing in boats of inflated sealskins, and sleeping in huts of 
sealskin on heaps of dried seaweed. They are called Changos. Bollaert mentions that they buried their 
dead lengthways. Bodies found in this unusual posture near Canete form a slight link connecting the Chan· 
goo to the south with the early aboriginal race of the more northern valleys. 

The Ckimu people drove out the aborigines and occupied the valleys of. the coast from Payta nearly to 
Lima, fonning distinct communities, each under a chief more or less independent. The Chimu himself ruled 
over the five valleys of Parmunca, Hualli, Huanapu, Santa, and Chimu, where the city of Truxillo now 
stands; The total difference of their langllage from Quichua makes it clear that the Chimus did not come 
from the Andes or from the Quito country. The only other alternative is that they arrived from the sea. 
Balboa, indeed, gives a detailed accou"t of the statements made by the coast Indians of Lambayeque, at the 
time of the conquest. They declared that a great fleet arrived on the coast some generations earlier, com· 
manded by a chief named N oymlap, who had with him a green-stone idol, and that he founded a dynasty of 
chiefs. 

The Ckimu and his subjects, let their origin be what it may, had certainly made considerable advances in 
civilization. The vast palace, of the Chimu near the seashore, with a surrounding city, and great mounds or 
artificial hills, are astonishing even in their decay. The principal hall of the palace was 100 feet long by 52. 
The walls are covered with an intricate and very effective series of arabesques on stucco, worked in relief. A 
neighboring hall, with walls stuccoed in color, is entered by passages and skirted by openings leading to small 
rooms seven feet square, which may have been used as donnitories. A long corridor leads from the back of 
the arabesque hall to some recesses where gold and silver vessels have been found. At a short distance from 
this palace there is a sepulchral mound where many relics have been discovered. The bodies were wrapped in 
cloths woven in ornamental figures and patterns of different colors. On some of the cloths plates of silver 
were sewn, and they were edged with borders of feathers, the silver plates being occasionally cut in the shapes 
of fishes and birds. Among the ruins of the city there are great rectangular areas enclosed by massive walls, 
containing buildings, courts, streets, and reservoirs for water.2 The largest is about a mile south of the palace, 
and is 550 yards long by 400. The outer wall is about 30 feet high and 10 feet thick at the base, with sides 
inclining towards each other. Some of the interior walls are highly ornamented in stuccoed patterns; and in 

• [Humboldt (P'inJn tJ/ Natur., 235) points out that the 
Dame Chimbor.u:o is probably a relic of this earlier tongue. 
-ED.] 

I [Wiener, Ph-Oil et Boli'IJie, p. 1)8, gives a plan of the· 
neighborhood of Truxillo, showing the position If du Gran 
Chimu," aDd an enlarged pIau of the ruins. - ED.] 
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0110 part thoro I. an edifico containing H ch.ml>c .... or cell., whleh I. lupl>OOed tu I",v. been a pri ... n. Th. 
end".u.'e aho conWined Q «,ervulr ~l~ (ret lon, by '95, and t.o I""t d""". 

The dry tli",.to I.,'uled the ad"",mcllt 01 "ut ... wall. by colur, and thol ... 1 the Cbilllll 1'01;&'01 wore c"y· 
crcd with \'\!ry l..~tcful Il'culpbrctl 11J,ltcrn!l. ''"igurci of colored bird. and aniln.ll. arc ..... Id to have bten 
)",intc.'d on the walb, .. r tcmple'! ami p~lat(!!'. S,h'cr and gt,llcJ ornBlncnla and "tcnsil" lII~nUcs richly cmbroi· 
«krcd, t(I\)("I' of r(,;'lhcr~. culton cloths of fine texture, and Va1llcs 01 an inlinile varicly ul curiuuI dC't'~1I11 are 
funnd in the lomb,. 

Cle .. <Ie 1,<'<111 ~i"" U. Q momenlary Glimp •• at the III. "I the Chimu chich. tach ruler 01 a vaUey, he 
tell!' 01', had A ~I·(';tl hou!'(' with All"bc ,)Ular~, and dOtlfwaYI hUlia whh hljllting, built on extent'vo tc:rracCi. 
He add!' lh.lt th(' ('hid~ drr~l\ord in (utton ,hirla and long mantic., and were funcJ uf drinli.iu,, · ... Clut", dallcinl 
And ~inJ.::inK. The wall~ uf their hnu~c, were .)ainted With bright colored ."",U(,1"" and (Igurc::a. Such J)J.CC'l, 
rh-inJt (Iut or tho gnlVc~ uf (ruil-trcc~, with the Anc.lcft bounding tho- vil:w In ono diu'("tion and the: ocean 
in the other, InU:t-t have b(!cn 5utl",bJc "'lode, lot Juyaltd fcaating. Around them were' tlu: fertile \' .. 1Jey~ 
p('t'plcd t,"\- ind\l~tri()ul cuHi\'iltnl'"J, Rnd Cdl"cfully irri" .. too. ·l'hcir IrrigaticlIn wurk. Wero indeed &h.lJlCntlou •. 
.. In the v.lk), of l'\cpdia the ... c"'oir i. three lourth. 01 • nIH. long by more th.n hall. blil. broAd, and ton· 
~bl~ or a mot~~i\'e (bill of !'ton(' 80 feet thick At the ~Ie., carried Acro~!I • gorRe between two rock)' hUl.. It 
W~:c. !'lIpplicd hy two c;mal!' at dirfc.rcnt CI("vAtiona; one 'lArtin, lourtct"n cniltt up lhe YfllJey, And lht other 
froll1 ~prinl;l fi,'c nltlc!' cJi!'tJI1L H I 

The cu.tom prevalent among U,. Chlmu. of dopolitlnll with th.ir dead .U ot-jects "I d.lIy "", .. woll u 
ornatncnt, and garnltmb worn h)' lhtm during lift. 
has en.bled "" In pin a (urlher i",i~hl inlo the 
lOCial hi. tory 01 Ihis Intr ... tinH 1"'''1'1.. Th. rlt" 
_reh .. ul Rell •• and l:'lubd at tho n«IIIIH'U, "f ,\n' 
oon, ncar Lima, "havr be ... n nm,t important. S ulIler· 
nUl gamlcntt, interwoven with work of • t.i('(or"Hve 
character, cloUI. of Inany wlu" and CUhlpJi('olIlf'd 
J"Ittema, Implcmento u.ed in .pinnin!! and ..,,,io,ll:, 
work·baskel. 01 "Iailed K .... , ban, o( Ih", .. d, fin~ ... 
rang .. , wooden And d~y tt.)'I, .tire found w_th the ",um .. 
mi... The .pindlo. a~ richly cuvtd and I>;&intod, 
and at ladled to Ihom .r. ter .. cutt .. c),lind .... ~In. 
with ornahlent4l.1 coloring' whtch were UH"d A..' "'hecla. 
Fine c.rlhrnwaft' ""!'eA ur varied patterna, and 
wooden or day di.he., .1"" occur. 

1'urnlng 10 Ihe l.n~lI.ge 01 Ih. toa.t I""',,'e, w. 
lind th.t no M'.K'hica ditlionary wo. evor made; bul 
there I. • IIl1lmmar and a ahort lilt of words by 
Ca..." •. and tht Lord's " .. yer In MocMcll, by I\bhnp 
0... Th. I/ ... n,",.r wo. co",,,,,.ed by a rrle,t who 
had ... ttled at T,uaillo. n •• r the ruin a of the (;;'i"'<1 

palar., aud ... ho was • Itr •• I ·Kran,l.on or one 01 Ih. 
linl SI .. ni.h IOn'lueron. It w .. rubUlhed at Uma 
In '(>44. AI thAt ti",o tho Muehle. ''''lluag. wat 
.""ken In Ih. v.II.)'. "I 1'ru.iIIo, Chkom •• Chocupe, 
Sana, I.alnl>a),,,,!,,o, Chlel.yo, 11,,0,."""''''', Olnlo., 
and ~h,tul'~' Whon tho Mr,.'N,i. /'''NIlHO' wu 
r"bUlhed In 'i9.1. thl. I;onguoge I. said to h.ve en· 
li,.ly <11""1'",,0""1. I:.ther CArrera teUI UI that the 
M"ehk. w ..... very <IiOicult th.t he wu lh. only 
SJ"Iniard who had e,'er been able 10 I~m It l 'ho 
word. beor no rt1\(!nlblancc whatever to Quichua. 

SECl'lQ!II O~· /I. Mtl~IMY-CASF. FROM ANL'ON,. Mochle. " •• th~ .. dHle ...... t d..,~~nll"n .. Qulthua 
(\nl,. one. Mnclm:a hll' no trant .. UY~ vcrbt.. and no 

exclusive and inclusive plurals, whlth are anlnnc tho chl.r charaetoriotiCi 01 Qulehua. 1'h. Mochica tvn)u. 

I ~'luiC't .,0. 
I IThere are two or three P~ruYi.ft Ilfriodlul. or Ik'Im' 

irnl.'rIAnC"(' for Ih~ir Arch.('lo~lc.l pall(lF'l. Th. """",,. 
1"",NaH" f/~ 1I;lffl"" ~'. 1"",..",,,,,,,, /\'III;d .. " ,./t/inu ¥W 
,f" II II .. Itt S«;,JI1J A,-"",,,,,,. til If •• ",,, tI, I .""", 
(1..lml\, I MI-I N~)t IPl"M'!Art'illn twolve vnlU1n... It I, "h~Q 
d ... rcc;tiwf!, Aud the SW ... I"h ito"'nm.nt "naUy Int.,rdictC'd It • 

u " WlO .... nold.rod ...... uliona." In pri .. elrll. II " •• .d. 
h~ It one tim. by tho Ph .. l~i.n.".. Tb.,. 1a .... AD 
Ih",,'" ColI_ lib .. .", 

Tho R",,,t,, ,,_ .... fUrno, ........ n Ih. channel of 
lOme Imllnnant Irtha-olOlltul ("flnIr1huliona. 0,t1."'.p
ro.,.,) In Ih. 111_ Jo.'rNJ,I •• _IN Tit-/W, 1M CHt._ 
.... 'ICu' ..... RI7,llt.)-.:o,j 

• I AI, ... <ul ai"" .. by Rue •• lollnwlna A rl.,. In T4I N ...... ,-;, .t A _. Wi ..... <I' •• ) 11_ a _!lon 01 0". of 
Ih. Anoun lumbo. S". CuI ID Sq<d.'. P .... , P. 7)0 - £"'1 
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ptions are formed ill '1ui~ a dirierellt _y from those ill the Quichua language. The lloc:hlca system cl 
IlUmenIs appears to ha.., btoB 'ft"Y complete. With the bn~ .... the pe<-ple ha.., IIOW almost ii Dot ""tircl~
disappeared. Possibly the people of Eu.., south of Lam.b>}~ue, ",ho still speak a peculiar bngua"oe, m.y 
be descmdants of the Chimus. 

The Chim. dominiOD ex-.led probably from TWIlbe&, ill the extreme JJarth of the Pen.vian cuast, to 
ADCCD. DOrth of Lima. The Chimus also had a 
stmag coloay ill the nJky of Huuca, IIOW called 
Cakte.. Bllt the nJkn of the Rimae, of Lurin, 
Chila. and Jbb, ...,..ti. cl une",; &lid those cl 
ChiD<ha, Va. and Nasca, _th cl unete; ...... 
not Chima terlton". The_ cl pIaa:s ill those 
valleys are aU Q~id>ua., as well as the DUlleS cl 
their chids, as ~ by Garcibsso de Ia Vega 
and others. The inhabitants were, lherdore, of 
Ina ra~ probably colonists fTOlD the Huanca ..... 
tio:>. Their superstitions as told by Arria,,~ and 
the curious ID}"thoIogial IegeDds rocorcIed by 
A ,;]0. as being belie.-ed by the people cl Huarochiri 
and the Il<ighbaring coast, aU point to all Inca 
origiD. These Ina coast people an: said to haft 
had a famous onde ....... the present site cl ~ 
caUed • Rimae," 01" .. He who speUs.'· But more 
probably it ..... men:Iy the JWDe ~ ..... to the IlOisy 
ri.... Rimae, babbling 0_ its sloDeS. It is true 
that there was a temple OB the coast wi.th an oracle, 
the b.me cl whidl had beeto widely spread. The 
idol caUed PachKamac, 01" • The worId-aeator.
was described by the first Spanish risi_. Higuel 
Estete, as being made cl wood &lid 'ft"Y dirty. 
The town ..... then baIf in ruins, for the 'II'OrShip of llli~~Y TRO~ A HU AC.~ _~T PISCO.-

this local deity ..... aegIeeted after the conquest by the Incas. These coast people cl Inca n<e ..-ere as 
indllStrious as their Chimll Ileighbors. In the Nasca valley there i. a compl~te network of underground _"'" 
.........,. for irrigatiOD. At Yea ~ they remo.-ed the sand from vast areas, until they reached the requisite mois
bin!, then put in gnno from the isb.nds, and thas formed sunken prdens of extraordinary richness. n I Sim
ilar methods were ado~ ill the valleys of Pisco and ChiJa.. 

When the Ina Pac4acutlOC began to annex the coast .-alleys. he md wi.th slight oppositioa OBly from the 
people of b.ea origin. who soon submitted to his rule. But the Chimus stru~led hard to rebin their ind .. 
pendeooe.. Th_ cl the Huan:o (Cndl) valley _de a desperate and prol""~ resis~ When at 
.... gth they submitted, the laca built a fonn.ss and ~ce on a rocky eminence ol"el"looIting the sea to 0 __ 

a_ \hem. The ruins !lOW ailed Homi are puticubrl~ intft"eSting. beo.use they are the princiral and 
_ imposin! example of IDea an:hitlOCture ill which the bui:ding materUI is adobes and _ stone. The 

conquest of the nIleys to the aorth of Lima,.and of the grand Chimu himself ..... a still ""'"' difficult unde<. 
taking. D~tating ....,." thaD 0Ile bard-looght campaign. When it..... completed, """t RWIlhers of the 
best 6gbtin::-men among the Chimus ...... depooted to the interior as .i.'i • .u... Hore than .. c:mtury had 
elapsed since this conquest wheft the Spaniards arri.-ed, SO that there was but slight dunce of the history of the 
Chimlls being .''''' partially ~ Cieza de Leon and IWb..,. a1""" supply lIS wi.th notices of any n1ue.! 
The south ..... nUcys of the coast, Arequipa, H"'Iuegna, and Tacna, were c>ccupied by .iti_ .. or coI<xUsts 
i~ the ColloQ. The Ineas gaft the c-aJ name of 7 .... -,v. or dweliers in the warm valleys, to aU the 
people of the coast. 

)luch 1Il~ surrounds the history and origin of the Chi •• people. That they were wOOlly separate and 
allC<lGnected wi.th the other noes of Pen. seems almost cernin. Th>t they were br adnru:ed in civilintioa 
is clear. Difficulties sumMllld an~" further pn>oS«Qtion cl researches concerning them. They ha .... themseI ...... 
disappeared from the face of the earth.. Their Ian~ has !l<'M wit!a them. But there are the ma!:"ina..t 
naillS of their p>laooo and temples. There are DU~S tombs and .,.....,teries.mid> haft Del"el" btoB ~n
tifially ~mined. There is .. ~......,.r and a small O'OCabulary of 1IrOf'ds ailing for dose c:omparatift ".'a .... 
inatioG. There are cnaia awaiting similar comparati ... study. There is a possibility that further iniOl1D.ltioD 

. Sq...... ~ ~ by Amap .... AoiIa, had an,. <GIl_ 
I I 0.. _ ..... b.li .... that tho ~ p-ac:tic:es.... tioe witb the c",_ raee.. 

• [.Uter. cut ia T. J. HotdUldIOft1s T __ J'Hn i. P,.,. (l..oncIt,.. 1~'7:«).. ~ i. po. II). The Penn;aa _-..its aft 

.1_ ianrUb',. ..... ply .e9cc::t<d. On',. the,.,yo! penoo.o~ _no ... ba_ ()Iarkha.-. CinM M I.-, m).. C1. 
WilsoD. .. J-rr4:stlf1lric' .If ... U. 1 U. - Eo.) 
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may be gleaned from inedited Spanish manuscripts. The subject is a most interesting one, and ·it is by no 
means exhausted. 

XL THn QUICHUA LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. - No real progress can be made in the work of eluci
dating the ancient history of Peru, and in unravelling the interesting but still unsolved qu~tions relating to 

TAPESTRY FROM THE GRAVES OF ANCON .• 

the origin and . development of Inca civilization, without a knowledge of the native lanJrtiage. The subject 
has accordingly received the close attention of laborious students from a very early period, and the present 
essay would be incomplete without appending an enumeration of the Quichua grammars and vocabularies, . 
and of works relating to Inca· literature. 

Fray Domingo de San Tomas, a Dominican monk, was the first author ·who composed a grammar and 
vocabulary of the language of the Incas. He gave it the name of Quichua, probably because he had studied 

• [After a cut in Rugets ~se"ic4u aes Z,iJalllrs tkr EIII,"chnr"', P. 429, following the colored plate in Till N,crD
fio/is tJf A "elm. Wiener reproduces in black and white ~ny of the Ancon specimens. - ED.) 
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with members of that tribe, who were of pure Inca race, and whose territory lies to tbe westward of Cuzco. 
The name has since been generally adopted for the language of the Peruvian empire.1 

Diego de Torres Rubio was born in 1547, in a vi1lage near Toledo, became a Jesuit at the age of nineteen, and 
went out to Peru in 1577. He studied the native languages with great diligence, and composed grammars and 
vocabularies. His grammar and vocabulary of Quichua first appeared at Saville in 1603, and passed thIough _ 
four editions.s A long residence in Chuquisaca enabled him to acquire the Aymara language, and in 1616. he 
published a short grainmar and vocabulary of Aymara. In 16'7 he also published a grammar of the Guarani 
language. Torres Rubio was rector of the college at Potosi for a short time, but his principal labors were 
connected with missionary work at Chuquisaca. He died in that city at the great age of ninety-one, on the 
13th of April, 1638. Juan de Figueredo, whose Chinchaysuyu vocabulary is bound up with later editions of 
Torres Rubio, was born at Huancavelica in 1648, of Spanish parents, and aft~ a long and useful missionary 
life he died at Lima in 17'4' 

The most voluminous grammatical work on the language of the Incas had for its author the J &suit Diego 
Gonzales Holguin. This learned missionary was the scion of a distinguished family in Estremadura, and 
was befriended in his youth by his relation, Don Juan de Ohando, President of the Council of the Indies. 
After graduating at Alcala de Henares he hecame a member of the Society of Jesus in 1568, and went out 
to Peru in 1581. He resided for several years in the Jesuit college at Juli, near the banks of Lake Titicaca, 
where the fathers had established a printing-press, and here he studied the Quichua language. He was en
trusted with important missions to Quito and Chili, and was nominated interpreter by the Viceroy Toledo. 
His later years were passed in Paraguay, and when he died at the age of sixty-six, in 1618, he was rector of 
the college at Asuncion. His Quichua dictionary was published at Lima in 1586, and a second edition ap
peared in 1607,8 the same year in which the grammar first saw the light.. The Quichua grammar of Holguin 
is the most complete and elaborate that has been written, and his dictionary i. also the best in every respect. 

While Holguin was studiously preparing these valuable works on the Quichua language in the college at 
JuIi, a colleague was laboring with equal zeal and assiduity at the dialect spoken by the people of the Callao, 
to which the Jesuits gave the name of Aymara. Ludovico Bertonio was an Italian, a native of the marches of 
Ancona. Arriving in Pern in 1581, he resided at Juli for many years, stUdying the Aymara Ia"guage, until, 
attacked by gout, he waS sent to Lima, where he died at the age of seventy-three, in 16'5' His Aymara 
grammar was first published at Rome in 1603,6 but a very much improved second edition," and a large dic
tionary of Aymara,7 were products of the Jesuit press at Juli in 1612. Bertonio also wrote a catechism and 
a life of Christ in Aymara, which were printed at Juli. 

A vocabulary of Quichua by Fray Juan Martinez was printed at Lima in 1604, and another in 1614. Four 
Quichua grammars followed during the seventeenth century •. That of Alonso de Huerta was published at 
LiDIa in 1616; the grammar of the Franciscan Diego de Olmos appeared in 1633; Don Juan Roxo Mexia y 
Ocon, a native of Cuzco, and profj'Ssor pf Quichua at the University of Lima, published his grammar in 1648; 
and the grammar of Estevan Sancho de Melgar saw the light in 1691.. Leon Pinelo also mentions a Quichua 
grammar by Juan de Vega •. The anonymous Jesuit refers to a Quichua dictionary by Melchior Fernandez, 
which is lost to us. . 

In 1644 Don Fernando de Ia Carrera, the Cura of Reque, near Chiclayo, published his grammar of the Yunca 
language, at LiDIa. This is the language which was once spoken in the valleys of the Peruvian coast by the 

1 Gr".mat«. II A rle ~ fa lenlf'lB g'e~raJ tie los Indus 
iii It). R'JI1UJI tkl p".~ 1IunJamenU &omfiUesia lor el 
MlUstrtl Fray Dllmmgo tie S. TMmas de la wtien tie s. 
,DO",ingll, Mwadtw en MI Ji&/uu "~1UJS. Im/lress(J en 
Va/Iat/o/itl Jew Franeuctl Fernantie8 tie Cordt1'lJ4, rs60. 
L.zic()ll 6 VtlCUu/41"io tk l4 leng"lla K~n~1"al tiel Peru, 
1Ia..-la Quk""" (V.lladqlid, 'S60~ The grammar aod 
vocabulary are usually bound up together. [The two were 
priced respectively by l.eclerc. in 1818. at a,500 and 600 
francs. - ED.) 

The grammar and vocabulary of Sao Tomas were re
printed at Lima in .586 by Antonio Ricardo. In the list 
given by Rivero and Von Tschudi (oil ntigUetlades PertIlI,"". 
p. 99), the printer Ricanlo is entered as the author of this 
Lima edition of San Tomas. 

• Gram'llllltica, V «aJnJtu"u, en fa knrwa general tkl 
P ..... lla..-la Quk""" lor DiegD tk TOWel Ru6io S. S. 
(SeviIJe, .603). [This original edition is of great rarity. 
Quaritch, in 1885. asked £20 for a defective copy. -ED.] 
A second edition was printed at Lima in .619; and a third 
in 1']00. To this third edition a vocabulary was added of 
the Chiochaysuyu dialect, by Juan de Figueredo. A fourth. 
edition was published at Lima in· 1754, also containing the 
Chinchaysuyu voeabulary, which is spoken in the north of 
Peru. [F01' this 1754 edition see Leclerc. no. 2409- It js 
worth about 'So. - ED.) 

I P'ocaIJu/a7"u, tie la Lmgua renera/ tie lotio el Peril 
lfa..-la Iengoua Qukhua 6 tkl Inca. En Ia ciudad de los 
Reyes, 1586. Second edition printed by Francisco del 
Canto. 1607 (2 vots. 4to). [Leclerc (no. 2401), in 18791 
priced this ed. at 2,000 francs; Quari~ch, a defective copy, 
.£2 •. _ED.) 

• Gra"lll4lica JI A rle lUIefIa de /a, ungua renera/ de lou 
el Perullamatia lenpa Quic!ma 0 Lenrua del Inca lor 
Diero Gonzaks Holguin tie lit Compafiiade :felfls, natural 
de Caceres I",pesso en la Ciudad tk los R~yes tiel Peru, 
;tw Francisco del Canto, r607. [Leclerc, 1879, no. 2402, 
500 francs. - ED.] A second edition was pubJished at 
Lima in 1842. 

• Arle JI gramatica muy copiosa tk fa kllgua AYMar4 
eon mucMs J' fJariatlo, modos th Aalllar (Roma, 1603). 

• A rle de Ia lengu,a Aymard C()ll una lelfl4 tU /rase.r en 
la ",isma kngwa JI su tlec/ara.citm m rMntUlCe. Impesstl 
etJ la casa tie la CompaRu. de :Jesus tie 7uli en la provin. 
cia tie Clu«:uyttJ. P",. Francisco del Canto, r6r2. pp. 348. 

7 Voca/JularitJ tie l4 kngfItJ Aymtl7"a, 7uli r6r2, Spanish 
and Aymara, pp. 420, Aymara and Spanish. pp. 378. [Priced 
by Quaritch in 188S at £60; by Leclerc in 1879 at 2,000 • 
francs.-ED.) . 

• A rl. tk fa lengoua gnurai ok!' JI"Ir" II"mada QUI!C""
(Lima, '~I). Leclerc, .879' 250 fraDCS. 
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civilized people whose ruler was the grand Chimu. Now the language is extinct, or spoken only by a few 
Indians in the coast village of Eten. The work of Carrera is therefore important, as, with the exception of 
a specinlen of the language preserved by Bishop Or~, it is the only book in which the student can now obtain 
any linguistic knowledge of the lost· civilization. The Yunca grammar was reprinted in numbers in the 
Revista de Lima of ,880 and following years.! 

.There was a professorial chair for the study of Quichua in the University of San Marcos at Lima, and the 
language was cultivated, during the two centuries after the conquest, as well by educated natives as by many 
Spanish ecclesiastics. the sermons of Dr. Don Fernando de Avendano have already been referred to.2 
Dr. Lunarejo, of Cuzco, was another' famous Quichuan preach~r, and the Confesionarios and catechisms in 
the language were very' numerous. Bishop Louis Geronimo Ore, of Guamanga, in his ritualistic manual, gives 
the Lord's prayer and commandments, not only in Quichua and Aymara, but also in the Puquina language 
spoken by the Urus on Lake Titicaca, and in the Yunca language of the coast, which he·calls Mochica.8 

A very curious book was published at Lima ·in 1602, which, among other things, treats of the Quichua 
language and of the derivations of names of places. The author, Don Diego D' Avalos y Figueroa, appears to 
have been a native of La Paz. He was possessed of sprightly wit, was well read, and a close observer of 
nature. We gather from his il,j'iscelanea Austral 4 the names of birds and animals, and of fishes in Lake Titi. 
caca, as well as the opinions of the author on the cause of the absence of rain on the Peruvian coast, on the 
lacustrine system of the Callao, and on other interesting points of physical geography.-

In modern times the language of the Incas' has received attention from students of Peruvian history. The 
joint author~, Dr. Von Tschudi and Dop. Mariano Eduardo de Rivero, in their wGrk entitled Antigiiedades 
Peruanas, published at Vienna in ,85', devote a chapter to the Quichua language. Two years afterwards 
Dr. Von Tschudi pub!ished a Quichua grammar and dictionary, with the text of the Inca drama of Ollantay, 
and other specimens of the language.6 The present writer's contributions towards a grammar and dictionary 
of Quichua were published by Triibner in 1864, and a few years previously a more complete and elaborate 
work had seen the light at Sucre, the capital of Bolivia. This was the grammar and dictionary by Father 
Honoria Massi, of Potosi, a large volume containing thorough and excellent work.7 Lastly a Quichua gram· 
mar by Jose Dionisio Anchorena was published at Lima in ,874.8 

The curious publication of Don Jose I:ernandez Nodal in ,874 is not so much a grammar of the Quichua 
language as a heterogeneous collection of notes on all sorts of subjects, and can scarcely take a place among 
serious works. The author was a native of Arequipa, of good family, but he was carried away by enthusiasm 
and allowed his imagination to ru;' riot.9 . 

The gospel of St. Luke, with Aymara and Spanish in parallel columns, was translated from the vulgate by 
Don Vicente Pazos-kanki, a graduate of the University of Cuzco, and published in London in 1829; 10 and more 
recently a Quichua version of the gospel of St. John, translated by Mr. Spilsbury, an English missionary, 
has appeared at Buenos Ayres.ll These publications and others of the same kind have a tendency to preserve 
the purity of the language, and are therefore welcome to the student of Incarial history. 

Quichua has been. the subject of detailed comparative study by more than one modern philologist of emi· . 
nence. The discussion of the Quichua roots by the learned Dr. Vicente Fidel Lopez is a most valuahle 
addition to the literature of the subject; while the historical section of his work is a great aid to a critical can· 
sideration of Montesinos and other early authorities. Whatever may be thought of his theoretical opinions, 

1 A rle de la le"g'tta Yungn: tk los valles del 06ispado tle 
T~ino, con 'In con/esii;'lario, JI totlos las (1'lIacionu cris~ 
tlanns y otras casas, A utor el De1Uficiado Don Fernandfi 
tk la Carrera C"ray Vicario de San 111a1'li" de Reg_ 
en el corr~Kimiento de. Ckiclayo (Lima, 1644). 

This work is extremely rare. Only three copies are 
known to exist, one in the library at Madrid, one in the 
British Museum, which belonged to M. Ternaux Compans, 
and one in pos-"<ession of Dr. Villar, 'in Peru. A copy was 
made forWi1liam VOll Humboldt from.the British Museum 
copy, which is now in the Iibrarv at Berlin. 

The A rte tk la lenKU4 YUllg~ was reprinted in numbers 
of the Revisla de Lima in 1880, under the editorial super
vision of Dr. Gonzalez de la Rosa. 

:2 Sermo1lu de los misieri'os de nuesira Santa F; calD
liea, en lengua Castellatla,), la refUral tiel In~a. Impur"" 
"anse los erro,.es ;articulares que los ltuli'os Iran tenido, 
pur el D«tor Don Fernando de A'Ile"Jalio, r64B. Rivero 
and Von Tschudi give some extracts from these sermons in 
the A11ti'g'uedades Peruanas, p. loS. 

8 Rituale seu Manuale Perua1ml1l juxta "ortlinem 
SantilZ Roma111Z E~cles;tZ, fler R. P. ,F. Ludovicum 
Hi'e1"OnYfflum 01"e1"u,n (Neapoli, 1607)' 

4 Carter-Rrown, ii. 7. 
li Priffl~ra /,a1"te de la ,nistelanea a'Lst1"al de non Diel!'(J 

D'Az,alosy Firueroa en 'f.,arias c~lof}uias, interlocutores 

• 

Delia y Cilena, con la deftnsa de Damas. Impreso e" 
Limn. po,. A ntoni(J Ricardo, aiio I60z. 

o Die KecltuaSfradu,I.~· S"racltlenre, II.; WOrler. 
/men, flon 7. 7. Von Tsc4udi (Wien, ISS3)' 

7 Grantatica )I Diccionario de fa Iengua general de 
Peru, Ilanuuia contunmlH!nte Quie","" por el R. P. F,.. 
H01UWio Mossl', MisiDllWo AjJostolico del cole/io de projJa
ganda fid. tk la citul..d tk Potosi (Sucre, .859). [An 
earlier GranuUica J' EHsayo was published at Sucre in 1857. 
Leclerc says it has become very rare. - En.] 

8 Gramatica Qui'cltua 0 tkl idiotna tkl I mjerio de los 
inca..<:, pur 7os1 Dionisio A "chorena (Lima, 1874). 

9 Elementos tk Gramati'ca Quicltua 4 iqionta tie 101 
Yncas por el Dr. 70S; Fernandez Nodal. The book was 
printed in England in 1874. 

10 EI ElInncelio de 7esll Cltristo sepn San Lucas en 
Aymt',ra JI E s,PaRol, traduddo tie la rndgata Latin al 
Aymara por DOH ViceHi4 PaZ()S~kanki, D()ctor de la 
Uni'llersidati del CU3CO e Indi1JidutJ de La SO&ietlad Ilis
tor;ca de Neuva Yor.t (Londres, 1829). 

11 A/lfmc"is Santa Yoancama Ehuangeli'un, QUicltU4 
cayr; Ynca si'm;np; 9UI1Ikca5ca. EI Santo E'lta'lgdio de 
Nuestr(J Seflo" 76$U~Ckristo s~gun San Juan, t"aducido 
d,,1 orici'nal a la le,,~ Qm'dlUlZ 0 del Ynca: jJor el Refl. 
Y. H. GY"!'OH Spilslmry, Buenos A ires, I880. 
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and of the considerations by which he maintains them, there can be no doubt that Dr. Lopez has rendered 
most important service to all students of Peruvian history.l The theoretical identitication of Quichuan roots 
with those of Turanian and Iberian languages, as it has been elaborated by Mr. Ellis, is also not without its 
use, quite apart from the trutb or otherwise of any linguistic theory.' 

Editorial labors connected with the publication of the text and of translations of the Inca drama of Ollantay 
bave recently conduced, in an eminent degree, to the scholarly study 
of Quicbua, while they bave sensibly contributed to a better knowl
edge of the subject. Von Tschudi was the tirst to publisb the text of 
Ollantay, in the second part of his Keenu .. Sprach., baving given 
extracts from the drama in the chap~r on the Quichua language in 
the Antigiiedades Peruanas. After a long interval he brought out 
a revised text with a parallel German translation,S from his former 
manuscript, collated ';'ith another bearing the date of La Paz, 173;. 

The drama, in the exact form that it existed when represented be-
fore tbe Incas, is of course lost to us. It was handed down by tradi
tion until it was arranged for representation, divided into sc·enes, and 
supplied with stage directions in Spanish times.. Several manuscripts 
were preserved, wbich differ only slightly from each other; and they 
were looked upon as very preCious literary treasures by their owners. 
The drama was tirst publicly brought to notice by Don Manuel Pala
cios, in the Museo Erudito, a periodical published at Cuzco in 1837; 
but it was not until J8;3 that the text was printed by Von Tschudi. 
His manuscript was copied from one preserved in the Dominican 
monastery at Cuzeo by one of the monks. The transcription was 
made between 1840 and 1845 for the artist Rugendas, of Munich, who 
gave it to Von Tschudi. There was another old manuscript in the 
possession of Dr. Antonio Valdez, the priest of Sicuani, who lived in 
the last century, and was a friend of the unfortunate Tupac Amaru. 
Dr. Valdez died in 18[6; and copies of his manuscript were possessed 
by Dr. Pablo Justiniani, the aged priest. of Laris, a village in t.he 
beart of the eastern Andes, and by Dr. Rosas, the priest of Chinchero. 
The present writer made a copy of the Justiniani manuscript at 
Laris, which he collated with that of Dr. Rosas. In 1871 be published 
the text of his copy, with an attempt at a literal English translation .• 
In 1868 Dr. Barranca published a Spanish translation from the text 
of Von Tschudi, now called the Dominican text.. The Peruvian poet 
Constantino Carrasco afterwards brought out a version of the drama 
of Ollantay in verse, paraphrased from the translation of Barranca.6 
The enthusiastic Peruvian student, Dr. Nodal, printed a different 
Quichua text with a Spanish translation, in parallel columns, in 1874.7 

There are other manuscripts, and a text has not yet been derived 
from a scholarly collation of the whole of them. There is one in the 
possession of Dr. Gonzalez de 10 Rosa, which belonged to Dr. Justo 

FROM TlIIIAN,(' 

Sahl1araura Inca, Archdeacon of Cuzco, and descendant of Paullu, the younger son of Huayna Ccapac. In 
1878 the Quicbua scholar and native of Cuzco, Don Gavino Pacheco Zegarra, published the text of Ollantayat 
Paris, from a manuscript found among the books of his great-uncle, Don Pedro Zegarra. He added a very 
free translation in French, and numerous valuable notes. The. work of Zegarra is by far the most important 
that bas appeared on this subject, for the accomplished Peruvian ha~ the great advantage of knowing Quicbua 

1 Les Raus Arymnu au PWOU, kur lanlf'H, leur relt'
gitJn, leur "istoiret Jar Yicfflfe Fidel Lopez (Paris et Mon
tevideo,1871). [Lopez's book was subjected to an examina
tion by Lucien Adam, in a paper, "Le Quichua, est it une 
langue aryenne? II in the Luxembourg ComjJte-Rendll du 
Congrls ties A ","icanis/es, it 75. Cf. Macmillan's Mag., 
nvii. 4'4, by A. Lang. - ED.] . . 

I P~ruvia. SCJltltka. The Quichua lan/t1#nre tJ.I Pt1"11o" 
its tleri'llalion from Central A sia, wit" tlle.A ",trican 
""/!'tInges in general, and fvil" lite T1,ranian and Iberia" 
langJlnps of tlu Old World, including- llu Basqtle, tAe 
ILJln'an. a"d lise Pre-Aryan ianruare· of E/ruria; 6y 
Ro6ert Ellis, B. D. (Triibner & Co., London, 1875). 

s Ollanta: ein A lljeruaniscltes Drama "US tier Kec"ua
s/Jracke, ukrsetzt find commentirl 'lI011 7. 7. 'lion. TscAudi 
(Wien, 1875). 

, Ol/ania, "n ancient .Inca Drama, by Clements R. 
Markham (London, 187J). 

IS O/lan/a ° sea la sevwidad tie un fxu/re y la clemencUs 
tk un rey drama traducido del Qu;c/ma al Castellantl 
pOI' 70S; S. Barranca (Lima, 1868). 

a Ollanta por Constantino Carrasco (Lima, 1876). 
1 Los "inculos de O/lanJa." CIIS'; Kcoyllor, Drama ell 

Q,IlClma. 70S; Fernandez Node!. Dr. Nodal commenced, 
but never ~ompleted, an English translation. 

• [Arter a cut in William Bollaert's Antiquarian ResearcMs, etc. t p. 41, showing a stone figure from Timana in New 
Granada, an antiquity of the Muiscas, found in a dense forest, with no tradition attached. -ED.] 
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from his earliest childhood. With this advantage, nof possessed by any previous writer, he unites extensive 
learning and considerable critical sagacity.1 

The reasons for assigning an ancient date to this drama of Ollantay are conclusive in the judgment of all 
Quichua scholars. On this point there i. a consensus of opinion. But General Mitre, the ex·President of the 
Argentine Republic, published an essay in 1881, to prove that O1lantay was of Spanish origin and was written 
in comparatively modern times.lI The present writer replied to his arguments in the introduction (p. xxix) 
to the English translation of the second part of Ci,aa d, L,o,. (1883), and this reply was translated into 
Spanish and published at Buenos Ayres in the same year, by Don Adolfo F. Olivares, accompanied by a critical 
note from the pen of Dr. Vicente Lopez.a The latest publication on the subject of Ollantay consists of a 
series of articles in the At.,.eo d. LiMa, by Don E. Larrabure y Unanue, the accomplished author of a 
history of the conquest of Peru, not yet published. The general cOnclusion which has been arrived at by 
Quichua scholars, after this thorough sifting of the question, is that, although the division into scenes and 
the stage directions are due to some Spanish hand, and although some few Hispanicisms may have crept 
into some of the texts, owing to the carelessness or ignorance of transcribers, yet that the drama of Ollantay, in 
all essential points, is of Inca origin. Several old songs are Imbedded in it, and others have 'been preserved 
by Quichua scholars at Cuzco and Ayacucho, and in the neighborhood of those cities. The editing of these 
remains of Inca nterature will, at some future time, throw further light on the history of the past. There are 
several learned Peruvians who 'devote themselves to Incarial studies, besides Seilor Zegaria, who now resides 
in Spain. Among them may be mentioned Dr. Villar of Cuzco, a ripe schol~r, who has rec~Uy published 
a closely reasoned essay on the word Uira-e.d,a, Don Luis Carranza, and Don Martin A. Mujica, a native of 
Huancavelica. 

nr. THE NEW GRANADA TRIBES.- The incipient civilization of the Chibchas or Muiscas of New Gra· 
nada was first made generally known by Humboldt (Y".s des Cordil/~ru, octavo ed., ii. 220-67 i Views oj 
Natllr., Eng. trans., 425). Cf. also. E. Uricoechea's M,,,,orias so6r. las A,.tipedadu "'~KTa,.adi"as 
(Berlin. 1854); Bollaert; Rivero and Von Tschudi i Nadaillac, 459; and Joseph Acosta's Co"'lmdi. Aist.rie. 
de/ D.scu6rimi,nto d. la NlU1Ja Granada (Paris, 1848; with transL in Bollaert). 

1 C"lltell'"" LiN.putlqw .A """,i£.l",. Ttl". i". Ol
Ia",,;, tirYIMIJ ". wrs QWlCluttU "" t,,,,,, tUS /I,CtU ".... 
Ait.t <.",_1, ", .. Ga"Uw PtKMCO Z,p..". (Pari •• 
1878), pp. dulv and .65. 

• Olhucta),. E,tlldiJl <OIw, ., tVa_ Q""'...... IW 

/JartoUJ"'; Mihv, pMi<:4da '" t. N_. R,.,ist" III B_ 
.... AY"'" (.SS.). 

I PH';' rw-atica 1M IN 11fe1lS. OUant,,)', IW ClI
_"" R. Mm-.u. .. t..adw:iM tUI Irtri .. IW At/.!/'. 
F. Olivd ..... ~ HpUio 1M -.. <arl .. n-itica IMI Dr. D_ 
Yia ... Filill LoJea (Bu ..... AJIU, ISS3l. 



CHAPTER V. 

THE RED INDIAN OF NORTH AMERICA IN CONTACT 
WITH THE FR.ENCH AND ENGLISH. 

BY GEORGE E. ELLIS, D. D., LL. D. 

p,esidmt Df tile MassIZ&4usdts His/meal Sodd7. 

T HE relations into which the first Europeans entered with the abo
rigines in North America were very largely influenced, if not wholly 

decided, by the relations which they found to exist among the tribes on 
their arrival here. Those relations were fiercely hostile. The new-comers 
in every instance and in every crisis found their opportunity and their 
immunity in the feuds existing among tribes already in conflict with each 
other. This state of things, while it gave the whites enemies, ~so fur
nished them with aJlies. So far as the whites could learn in their earliest 
inquiries, internecine strife had been waging here among the natives from 
an indefinite past. 

Starting, then, from this hostile relation between the native tribes of 
the northerly parts of the continent, we may trace the development of our 
subject through five periods:-

I. The first period, a very brief one, is marked by the presence of a 
single European nationality here, the French, for whom, under stringency 
of circumstance that he might be in friendly alliance with one tribe, Cham
plain was compelled to espouse its existing feud with other tribes. 

2. The next period opens with the appearance and sharp rivalry here 
of a second European nationality, the English, the hereditary foe of the 
French, transferring hither their inherited animosities, amid whkh the 
Indians were ground as between two mill-stones. 

3. Upon the extinction of French dominion on the continent by the 
English, the former red allies of the French, with secret prompting and 
help from the dispossessed party, were stirred with fresh animosities against 
the victors. "1::. 

4- Yet again the open hostilities of contending Indian tribes were largely 
turned to account, to their own harm, in their respective alliances with the 
English colonies or with the mother-country in the War of Independence. 

S. The closing period is that which is still in progress as covering the 
relations with them of the United States government. The old hostilities 
between those tribes have been steadily of less account in affecting their 
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later fortunes; and our goveniment h~s not found it essential or expedient 
to aggravate its own severity against its Indian subjects, or "wards," by 
availing itself of the feuds between them. 

The same antagonisms which had kept the Indian tribes in hostility with 
each other prevented their effective alliance among themselves against the 
whites, and also embarrassed the English and French rivals, who sought to 
engage them on their respective sides. Many attempts were made by 
master chiefs among the savages, from the first intrusion of the Europeans, 
to organize combinations, or what we call" conspiracies," of formerly con
tending tribes against the common foe .• The first of them, formidable 
though limited in its consequences, was made in Virginia in 1622. Only 
two of these schemes proved otherwise than wholly abortive. That of 
King Philip in New England, in 1675, was effective enough to show what 
havoc such a combination might work. That of Pontiac, in 1763, was vastly 
more formidable, and was thwarted only by a resistance which engaged at 
several widely severed points all the warlike resources of the English. 
But the inherent difficulties, both of combining the Indian tribes among 
themselves, and of engaging some of them in alliance on either side with 
the French and the English contestants, were vastly increased by the seeds 
of shart> dissension sown among them through the rivalries in trade and 
temptations offered in the fluctuating prices of pel tries. Even the long
standing league of the Five Nations was ruptured by the resolute English 
agent Johnson. He succeeded so far as to secure a promise of neutrality 
from some of them, and a promise of friendly help from one of them. 
There were some in each of the tribes falling not orie whit behind the 
sharpest of the whites in skilled sagacity and calculation, who were swift 
to mark and to interpret the changes in the balance of fortune, as one or 
the other of the parties of their common enemies made a successful stroke 
for ascendency. 

The facilities for alliance with one or another native tribe against its 
enemies made for the Europeans a vast difference in the results of their 
warfare with the aborigines. One might venture positively to assert that 
the occupancy of this continent by Europeans would have been indefinitely 
deferred and delayed had all its native tribes, in amity with .each other, or 
willing for the occasion to arrest their feuds, made a bold and united front 
to resist the first intrusion upon their common domains. Certainly the 
full truth of this assertion might be illustrated as applicable to many 
incidents and crises in the first feeble and struggling fortunes of our 
original colonists in various exposed and ·inhospitable places. In many 
cases absolute starvation was averted only by the generous hospitality of 
the Indians. Taking into view the circumstances under which, from the 
first, tentative efforts were made for a permanent occupancy by the whites 
on our whole coast from Nova Scotia to Florida, and along the lakes and 
great western valleys, we must admit that their fortunes had more of peril 
than of promise. While, of course, we must refer their success and security 
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in large measure to the forbearance, tolerance, and real kindliness of the 
natives, yet it was well proved that as soon as the jealousy of these natives 
was stirred at any threatened encroachment, only their own feuds disabled 
them from any urrited opposition, and gave to one or another tribe the alter
native of fighting the white intruders or of an alliance with them against 
their neighbor enemies. The whole series of the successive encroachments 
of Europeans on this continent is a continuous illustration of the success
ful turning to their own account of the strife of Indians against Indian.s. 
And when two rival European nationalities opened theit; two centuries of 
warfare for dominion on this con,tinent, each party at once availed itself of 
red allies ready to renew or prolong their own previous hostilities. 

The French Huguenots in Florida and, the Spaniards who massacred 
them had each of them allies among the tribes which were in mutual hos
tility. Champlain was grievously perplexed by the pressure, to which none 
the less he yielded, that if he would be in amity with the Hurons he must 
espouse their deadly enmity with the Iroquois. Even the poor remnants of 
the tribe with which the Pilgrims of Plymouth made their treaty of peace, 
which lasted for fifty years, were the vanquished and tributary representa
tives of a broken people. A sharp war and a more deadly plague had made 
that colony a possibility. 

And so it comes to pass that, if we attempt to define at <lny period dur
ing the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the conflicts between the sav
ages and Europeans ~n this continent, we have to look for the explalUltion 
of any special change in the relations of the Indian tribes to the varying 
interests and. collisions of the different foreign nationalities in rivalry 
here. The hostilities between the French and the English were chronic 
and continuous. Frenchman's Bay, at Mt. Desert, preserves the memorial 
of the first collision, when Argall, from Virginia, broke up the attempted 
settlement of Saussaye.1 As to the later developments of the antagonism, 
resulting in the extinction of French possession here, we are to refer them 
in about equal measure to two main causes, - the jealousy of the home 
governments, and the keen rivalry of the respective colonists for the lucra
tive spoils of the fur trade. The profit of traffic may be regarded as 
furnishing the pro~pting for strife on this side of the water, while the 
passion for territorial conquest engaged the intrigues and the armies of 
foreign courts in the stakes of wilderness warfare. 

In tracing the course of such warfare we must take into our view two very 
effective agencies,which introduced important modifications in the methods 
and results of that warfare. In: its progress these two agencies became 
more and more chargeable with very serious consequences. The first of 
these is the change induced in the warfare of the Indians by their possession 
of, leading steadily tq a dependence upon, the white man's firearms an·d 
supplies. The second is the usage, which the Indians soon learned to be 
profitable, of reserving their white prisoners for ransom, instead of subject
ing them to death or torture. 

1 See Vol. IV. p. 141. 
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When we read of some of the earliest so-called "deeds" by which the 
English colonists obtained from the sachems wide spaces of territory on 
the consideration of a few tools, hatchets, kettles, or yards of cloth, we 
naturally regard the transaction as simply iIIustrating the white man's 
rapacity and cunning in tricking .the simplicity of the savage. But we may 
be sure that in many such cases the Indian secured what was to him a full 
equivalent for that with which he' parted. For, as t1,le whites soon learned 
by experience, the savages supposed that in such transactions they were 
not alienating the ,absolute ownership of their lands, but only covenanting 
for the right of joint occupancy with the English; And then the coveted 
tools or implements obtained by them represented a value and a use not 
measurable by any reach of wild territory. A metal kettle, a spear, a 
knife, a hatchet, transformed t,he whole life of a savage. A blanket was to 
him a whole wardrobe. When he came to be the possessor of firearms and 
ammunition, having before regarded himself the equal of the white man, 
he at once became his superior. We shall see how the rivalry between the 
French and the English for traffic with the Indians, the enterprise of traders 
in pushing into the wilderness with packhorses, the establishment of truck
ing houses, the facility with which the natives could obtain coveted goods 
from either party, and the occasional failure of supplies in the contingen~ 
cies of warfare, were on many occasions the turning-points in the fights in 
the wilderness, and in the shifting of savage partisanship from one side to 
the ather, as the fickle allies found'their own interests at stake. 

It was in 1609, when' Champlain invaded the Iroquois country, on the 
lake that bears his name, that the astounded savages first saw the flash and 
markeq the deadly effect of his arquebuse. But the shock soon spent itself. 
The weapon was found to bea terrestrial one, made and put to service by 
a man; The Dutch on the Hudson very soon supplied the Mohawks with 
this effective instrument for prosecuting the fur trade. The French began 
the general traffic with the Indians near the 5t. Lawrence, in metal vessels, 
knives, hatchets, awls, cotton and woollen goods, blankets, and that most 
coveted of all the white man's stores, the maddening" fire-water." But 
farther-north and west for full ~wo hundred years, from 1670 quite down to 
our own time, annual cargoes of. these commodities were imported through 
Hudson Bay by the cha,rtered company" ana had been distributed by its 
agents among those who paid for them in peltries, in such abundance that 
the savages became really dependent upon them, and gradually conformed 
their habits to the use of them. Of course, in their raids upon English out
posts, the spoils of war in the shape of such supplies added rapacity to their 
ferocity. It was wit4 a proud flourish that Indian warriors, enriched by 
the plunder on the field of Braddock's disastrous defeat, strutted before the 
walls of Fort Duquesne, arrayed in the laced hats, sashes, uniform, and 
gorgets of British officers. 

When Celoron was sent, in 1749, by the'governor of Canada, to take pos
session of interior posts along the Alleghanies, he found at each of the 
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Indian villages, as at Logstown, a chief centre, from a single to a dozen 
English traders, well supplied with goods for a brisk peltry traffic. He 
required the chiefs, on the threat of the loss of his favor, to expel them and 
to forbid their return. But the Indians insisted that they needed the goods. 
Some of these traders were worthless r~probates, mostly Scotch-Irish, from 
the frontiers of Pennsylvania. When Christopher Gist was sent, the next 
year, by the Ohio Land Company, to follow Celoron and to thwart his 
schem~s, he complained strongly of these demoralized and demoralizing 
traders. .In the evidence given before the British House of Commons on 
the several occasions when the monopoly and the mode of business of the 
Hudson Bay Company were under question, the extent to which the natives 
had come to depend upon European supplies was very strongly brought 
into notice. It was urged that some of the tribes had actually, by disuse, 
lost their skill in· their old weapons. It was even affirmed that in some of 
the tribes multitudes had died by freezing and starvation, because their 
recent supplies had failed them. This dependence of the natives upon the 
resources of civilization, observable from the opening of their intercourse 
with the whites, has been steadily strengthening for two. hundred years, till 
now it has become an absolute and heavy exaction upon our national 
treasury. 

The custom which soon came in, to soften the atrocities of Indian warfare 
by the holding of white prisoners for ransom, was grafted upon an earlier 
usage among the natives of adopting prisoners or captives. There was a 
formal ceremonial in such cases, and after its performance those who would 
otherwise have been victims were treated with all kindness. The return 
of a war-party to its own village was attel;ded with widely differen"t mani
festations according to the fortune which had befallen it. If it consisted 
only of a baffled and flying remnant that had failed in its hazardous enter
prise, its coming was announced, and received by the old men, women, and 
youths in the village with howls and lamentations. If,' however, it had been 
successful, as proved by rich plunder, reeking scalp-locks, and prisoners, 
some runners were sent in advance to announce its approach.· Then' 
began a series of orgies, in which the old squaws were the most demonstra
tive and hideous. While the' scalp-locks were displayed and counted, the 
well-guarded prisoners were exultingly escorted by their captors, the squa\ys 
gathering around them with taunts and petty tormentings. The woful 
fate which was waiting these prisoners was foreshadowed in prolonged 
rehearsals for its final horrors. One by one they were forced to run the 
gauntlet from. goal to goal, between lines of yelping fiends, under blows 
and missiles, stones, sticks, and tomahawks, while efforts were made to trip 
them in their course, that they might be pounded in their helplessness when 
maddened with pain. .Any exhibition of weakness or dread did but in
tensify the malignant frenzy of their tormentors. Those who lived through 
this ordeal, which was intended to be but a preliminary in the barbaric 
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entertainment. and to stop short of the actual extinction of life. were 
afterwards, by deliberate preparations made in full view of the prisoners, 
suhjected to aU the ingenuities (.f rage and cruelty which untamed sa\'age 
fiendi!>hnes.s could de\,ise. The hero who bore the trial without flinching, 
!>inging his song of defiance, and in his tum mocking his tormentors 
because they failed to break his spirit, was most likely to find mercy in a 
finishing stroke de.llt by a ma;nanimous foe. 

An)'thing like an aJl~'\'iation of these dread revenges of savage warfare 
being unallowable, lhae was open one way of complete relid in the usage 
of ad,~ption, just referred to. This, howe\'er, was never a\'ailablc to the 
prisoner In.m his own first motion or prompting. lie was wholly passive 
in the maUer. It came solely from the inclination of anyone in the \·ilIage. 
a warrior or a squaw who, ha\'ing recently lost a relative, or one wh05<! scr
\'lce was necessary, mi,;ht select a prisoner from the group as desirable to 
supply a place that was \'acant. There would seem to ha\'e bet:n a large 
liberty allowed in the exercise of this privilege. especially for those who 
were mourning for a rdati\'e lost in the encounter in which the prisoner 
was t:.ken, Sometimes the merest caprice might prompt the selection, 
Scarcely. except in the rare case of some proud captive who would hau::;htily 
scorn to a\'ail himself of a seeming affinity with the tribe of a hated or 
abject enemy, would the offered pri\'ilege of adoption be refused.. For, in 
any case, an ultimate escape from an enforced durance might be looked 
to. Of course those who were thus adopted were mostly the young and 
v:gorous. The little children were not especially favored in the process. -
except. as soon to be noted. the children of the whites. The ceremonial 
for adoption was traditional. Beginning generally with somewhat rough 
and intimidating treatment, the captive was for a while left in suspense as 
to his fate. \\nen at length the intent of the arbiter of his life was made 
known to him, the method pursued has been \'ery frequently described to 
us in detail by the whites who were the subjects of it. l The candidate was 
plunged and thoroughly soused in a stream to rinse out his wbite blood ; 
the hair of his head, s.:l\;ng the scalp-lock, was plucked out; and after some 
moutbin~ and incantations, completing the initiation, aU winning blandish
ments, arts, and appliances were engaged to secure the confidence of the 
adopted capth'e, and to draw from him some responsive sign of affection. 
H~ was arrayed in the choicer articles of forest finery, and nestled in the 
family lodge. The fatber, the squaw, or the patron, in whatever relation, to 
whom he henceforward belonged. spared no effort to cngaf:e and comfort 
him. \\'atchful eyes. of course, jealously guarded any restless motions 

t A m<><-t gnphic and f.icture.que account of by .. hich I><-.-as ad<'plcd as one of the Cangh. 
the reremonies aut-nding the proces.s of ado!," ~ ... ahos.. lie ~hved Iht life and ro"in~ of Ihe 
tion i$ :;i,-.,.. in tl><- X"r-rNF.v dl1u c,ttr..'" '" tn"be 1 ill 17(,0 ... heo he got back to his home; 
C,>l. 7J-u S.,i),. lIt ,,'u l~dI p~me;, ~ accompanied Bouquet as a gu;dc,; ... as colond 
),Ia:., 1;55-~ two DeJa ... ,.,., Indi.u.s,and c:&rricd ol a regimnlt in our ReYOlutionary War, and 
to Fon Duquesne. lie describes tbe methods aflenratds a member of tbe Kenludy Icp.
a the mctl aDd the tromen in an lodiaD t01l"1l Ialure. nere ""aiol,. 11'» a ,-u)e.d c:arffr. 
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looking towards an escape. The final aim was to secure a fully nationalized 
.and acclimated new member of a tribe, ready to share all its fortunes in 
peace and war. 

Naturally there were differences in this whole process and its results, as 
they concerned these attempted affiliations between the members of Indian 
tribes and in the adoption of white captives.} 

In their early conflicts with the whites, the Indians generally practised an 
indiscriminate slaughter. There were a few exceptions to the rule in King 
Philip's war.' In the raids of the French, with their Indian al~ies, upon the 
English settlements, prisoners taken on either side came gradually to have 
the same status as in civilized warfare, and to be held for exchange. This, 
however, would proceed upon the supposition that both parties had prison
ers. But before there was anything like equality in this matter, the cap
tives were for the most part such as had been seized from among the whites 
in inroads upon their settlements, not in the open field of warfare. A mid
night assault upon some frontier cabins, or upon the lodge of some lonely 
settler, left the savages to choose between a complete massacre or upon 
a selection of some of their victims for leading away with them to their 
~wn haunts, if not too cumbersome or dangerous for the wilderness journey. 
It soon came to be understood among the raiding parties of Indians in 
alliance .with the French in. Canada that white captives had a ransom value. 
Contributions were often gathered up in neighborhoods that had been 

I Governor Colden says that when he first 
went among the Mohawks he was adopted by 
them. The name given to him was " Cayender. 
ogue,» which was borne by an old sachem, a 
notable warrior. He writes: "I thought no 
more of it at that time than as an artifice to draw 
~ belly-full of strong liquor from me for himself 
.,d his companions. But when, about ten or 
twelve years after, my business led me among 
the .... " he was recognized by the name, and it 
served him in good stead. (Hist. of Five NaI,., 
Jd ed., i. p. II.) The savages always took the 
Jiberty of assigning names of their own, either 
general or individual, to the Europeans with 
whom they had intercourse. The governor of 
Canada, for the time being, was called "Onon
tio"; of New York, "Corlear"; of Virginia, 
.. Assarigoa"; of Pennsylvania, "dnas," etc_ 
At a council of the Six Nations with the gov
ernors of Pennsylvania, Yirginia, and Maryland, 
held at Lancaster in ]\me, 1744. it came ander 
notice that the governor of Maryland had as 
yet no appellation assigned him by the natives. 
Much formality was used in providing one for 
him. It was tried by lot as to which of the 
tribes should have the honor of naming him. 
The lot feU to the Cayugas, one of whOlle chiefs, 
after solemn deliberation, assigned the name 
.. Tocarryhogan." (Colden. ii. p.89-) 

• From Archives of Massachusetts, vol. Ixviii • 
.Po 193:.-

VOL. 1.-19 

"For the Indian Saganlores, and people that 
are in warre against us. 

" InteJigence is Caine to us that you haue some 
English (especially weomen and children) in 
Captivity among you. Wee haue therefore sent 
this messenger, offering to redeeme them either 
for payment in goods or wompom; or by ex
change of prisoners. Wee desire ·your answer 
by this our messinger, what price you demand 
for euery man woman and child, or if you will 
exchainge for Indians: if you haue any among 
you that can write your Answer to this our mes
suage, we desire it in writting, and to that end 
baue sent paper, pen and Incke by the mes
senger. If you lett our messenger hane free 
accesse to you and freedome of a safe retome : 
Wee are willing to doe the like by any messenger 
of yours. Prouided he come YDarmed and Carry 
a white flagg V pon a Staffe vissible to be seene : 
which we calle a ftagg of truce: and is used by 
Civil nations in time of warre when any messin· 
gers are sent in a way of treaty: which wee haue 
done by our messenger. 

.. Boston 31th of March '676 
past by the Council E. R. S. &: 

was signed 
"In testimony whereof I hane set to my hand 

&: Seal. F. L Gov." 
(From No E. Hist. ,,,.d Ge.. R~gister, Jan'y, 

188s. PI'- 790 80.) 
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raided, and in the meeting-houses of New England on Sundays, for redeem
ing such captives as were known to be in Canada. And, curiously enough. 
Judge Sewall in his journal records appeals for charity in the same form for 
the redemption of captives in the hands of our own savages, and for the 
ransom of our seamen and traders who were kept in durance by Afri
can corsairs. 

In the raids of desolati~n on either side of the Alleghanies and along 
the sources of the Susquehannah and the Ohio, from the outbreak of the 
French and Indian war, down to and even after the crushing of Pontiac's 
conspiracy, while more than a: thousand cabins of the borderers were burned 
and their inmates mostly slaughtered, several hundred captives were borne 
off by the Indians and distributed among their villages.. The ultimate fate 
of these captives. always hung in dread uncertainty. If a panic arose 
among the lodges in apprehension of an onset from a war-party of the 
whites, the captives might be massacred. But the force of circumstances 
and the urgency of interested motives steadily made it an ohject for their 
captors to retain their prisoners unharmed, and even to make captivity tol
erable to them. The alternative of death or life to them generally depended 
upon whether they might escape or be released by an avenging party with
out compensation, or co\lld be held for redemption through a ransom. The 
knowledge that the Indians retained such captives of course became a very 
effective motive in inducing their relatives in the settlements to gather par
ties of neighbors for following the victims into the forest depths. Temporary 
truces also, when ma~e by victorious parties of the whites, were conditioned 
upon the surrender of all their surviving countrymen who were supposed t(} 
be in duress. The savages practised all their artifices and subterfuges.in 
concealing some of their prisoners, alleging that they had been carried deeper 
into the country by new masters, or by positivdy denying all knowledge of 
their .whereabouts. But the persistency and threats of those who had 
learned how to deal with these red diplomates, with a few resolute strokes 
generally brought about their surrender. When Bouquet had secured pos
session of Fort Duquesne with his army of 1,500 men, he stoutly followed 
up his success beyond the Ohio to the Indian settlements near the Muskin
gum, and with his sturdy pluck and strong force he overawed the represen
tatives of the neighboring tribes which he had summoned to meet him. 
He insisted, as the first condition of a truce, upon the delivery of all the 
white prisoners secluded among them, not only without the payment of any 
ransom, but upon their being brought in with a protecting e~cort and with 
means of sustenance. Of course there was always ignorance or doubt as 
to the number of captives in any particular place, and as to the hands into 
which any individual known or supposed to be in durance might have fallen. 
The word of an Indian on these points was worthless unless backed by 
other testimony. A stimulating of' the tongue into unguarded speech by a 
dram of rum might in some cases serve the purpose of the rack or the 
thumb-screw in more civilized cross-examinations. An uncerta~nty of 
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course always hung over the survival or the whereabouts of individuals or 
members of a family whose bodies had not been found on the scene of an 
Indian frontier raid. Bouquet was accompanied by friends and relatives of 
supposed survivors held in captivity as the spoils of some massacre, and 
these might be depended upon to circumvent the falsehoods and cunning of 
the captors, and to insist upon their giving up their prizes. The persistency 
and the plain evidence of resolved purpose manifested by Bouquet finally 
compelled from the representatives of the tribes in council a pledge to sur
rende.r all the prisoners in their hands, and messengers were sent out to 
gather and bring them in, though with some plausible excuses for delay, 
and the grudging return of only a part of them. But those who were 
given 'up became the best witnesses as to the deception practised by the 
cunning culprits in holding back others. Only after repeated exposures of 
falsehood by those so grudgingly surrendered, asserting of their own knowl
edge that there were others held in durance, whom they might even 
know by name, was there brought about a full deliverance, saving that, 
whether truly or falsely, in the case of a few individuals demanded the ex
cuse was alleged that they belonged to some chief or tribe absent at a dis
tance on a hunt, and so not to be reached by a summons. Bouquet was 
also absolute in his demand for all such white captives,young or old, 'as 
were alleged to have been adopted or married among the tribes. His firmly 
insisting upon this, and the compliance with it in many cases, led to some' 
scenic manifestations in the wilderness, of a highly dramatic character, full 
of the matter of romance in their revelations of the working of human 
nature under novel and strange conditions. Such manifestations often 
attended similar scenes in the ransom or forced surrender of whites who 
had been in captivity among the Indians .. But in this special instance of 
Bouquet's resolute course with the Ohio tribes, numbers, variety, pictur
esqueness in those manifestations, gave to the bringing in and the recep
tion of captives features and incidents which ;;trongly engage alike the 
sympathies and antipathies of human nature. Some of those brought into 
Bouquet's camp, who had once at least been whites, came with full as much 
reluctance on their part as that which was felt by those who gave them up. 
Indeed, several of them could be secured only by being bound and guarded: 

Approximation in all degrees to the manners and habits of Indian life 
and to all the qualities of Indian nature had been realized by Europeans 
from the first contact of the races on this continent. Of course the in
stances were numerous and very decisiy.e in .which this approximation was 
completed, and resulted in a substitution of all the ways and habits of sav
agery for those of civilization. Many of those who were forced back into 
Bouquet's camp clung to their Indian friends, and repelled all the manifes
tations of joy and affection of their own nearest kin by blood. They posi
tively refused to return to the settlements. They had been won by prefer
ence to the fascinations and license of a life in the wilderness. This 
preference was by no means inexplicable, even for som,e full-grown men and 
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women who had been reared in the white settlements. Life in scattered 
cabins on the frontiers had more points of resemblance than of difference 
in hard conditions and privations, when compared with savage life in the 
woods. Such society as these scattered cabins afforded was rude and 
rough, all experiences were precarious, daily drudgery was severe, the soli
tary homes were gloomy, a~d only exceptio.nal cases of early domestic and 
mental training alleviated the stern exigencies of the condition of the first 
generation of the settlers. For women and children especially, ·che out
look and the routine of life were dismal enough. As for the men, the more 
they conformed themselves in many respects to the actual habits and re
sources of the Indians in· the training of their instincts, in their garb, 
their food, their adaptation of themselves to the ways and resources 
of n<J.ture, the easier was their lot. Many women, likewise made captives 
by the savages, in some cases of mature age, and having looked forward to 
the usual lot of marriage, found an Indian to be preferable, or at all events 
tolerable, as a husband. Children who preserved but a faint remembrance 
of home and parents very readily adopted savage tastes, and testified by 
their shrieks and struggles their unwillingness to part from their red friends. 
Specimens from each of these classes were the most marked and demon
strative among the groups brought in to Bouquet from Indian lodges, being 
in number more than two hundred. Doubtless, however, the majority of 
them had had enough of the experiences of savage life to make a return to 
the settlements a welcome release. Such persons thenceforward consti
tuted a useful class as interpreters, mediators, and messengers between the 
contending parties. Their knowledge of Indian character, superstitions, 
limitations, weak and strong points, impulsive excitability, stratagems, and 
adaptability to circumstance proved on many emergent occasions of good 
account. Such of these returned captives as had had the rudiments of an 
education, and were trustworthy as narrators, have made valuable contribu
tions to local history. 

Among many such inteliigent and trustworthy reporters was Col. James 
Smith, captured on the borders of Pennsylvania in 1755, when. eighteen 
years of age, and kept in captivity five years. Another was John McCul
lough, taken at about the same time and from the near neighborhood, When! 
eight years old. He was retained eight years, and, being a quick-witted and 
observing youth, he kept his eyes and ears open to all· that he could learn. 
From·such sources we derive the most authentic information we possess of ""
that transition period in the condition and fortunes of many of our aborigi-4 
nal tribes when the intrusion of Europeans upon them with their temptin5t 
goods and their rival schemes, which equally tended to dispossess them ot 
their heritage, introduced among them so many novel complications. Some I 
of the narratives of the whites, who, under the conditions just referred to, 
lived for years and were assimilated with the Indians, present us occasion
ally by no means unattractive pictures of the ordinary tenor of life among 
them. In the brief !ntervals of peace, and in some favored recesses where 
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game abounded and the changing seasons brought round festivals, plays, 
and scenes of jollity, there were even fascinations to delight one of simple 
tastes, who could enjoy the asp!!cts of nature, share the easy tramp over 
mossy trails, content himself with the viands of the wilderness, employ 
the long hours of laziness in easy handiwork, delight in basking beneath 
the soft hazes of the Indian summer, or listening to the traditional lore of 
the winter wigwam. The forests very soon began to be the shelter and the 
roving haunts of a crew of renegades' and outlaws from the settlements, 
who assimilated at all points with the savages, and often used what re
mained to them of the knowledge and arts of civilization for ingenious 
purposes of mischief. It has always proved a'vastly more easy and rapid 
process for white men to fall back into barbarism than for an Indian to con
form himself to civilization. Wild life brought out all reversionary tenden
cies, and revived primitive qualities and instincts. It gave those who shared 
it a full opportunity to become oblivious of all fastidious tastes and of all 
the squeamishness of over-delicacy. The promiscuous contents of the 
camp-kettle, with its deposits and incrustations from previous banquets, 
were partaken of with a zestful appetite. The circumstances of warfare in 
the woods quickened all the faculties of watchfulness, made even the natu
ral coward brave, imparted endurance, and multiplied all the ingenuities of 
resource and stratagem. There is something that surpasses the merely 
marvellous in the feats of sturdy and persevering scouts, escaped captives, 
remnants of a butchery, messengers sent to carry intelligence in supreme 
peril, and lonely wayfarers treading the haunted forests; or creeping stealth
ily through ambushed defiles, penetrating marshes, using the sky and their 
woodcraft for guidance, fording or swimming choked or icy streams, climb
ing high tree-tops for a wider survey from the closed woods and thickets, 
subsisting onroo1:s and berries and moss, and yielding to the e~haustion 
of nature only when all perils were passed and the refuge was reached. 
Alike on the march of armies and in the siege of some little forest strong
hold surrounded by yelping savages, it was necessary from time to time to 
send out a single plucky hero .to carry or to obtain intelligence. When 
such a messenger was not designated by the commander, and the extremity 
of the emergency left the dismal honor to a volunteer, such was never found 
to be lacking. It confounds all calculations of the law of chances to learn 
how, even in the majority of such dire enterprises as are on record, for
tune favored the brave. Narratives tbere are which for ages to come will 
gather all the exciting elements of tragedy and romance, and occasionally 
even of comedy, as, set down in the language of the woods, without the 
constraints of art or grammar, they make us for the moment companions' of 
some imperilled man or woman who borrowed of the bear,. the deer, the 
fox, or the beaver, their several instincts and stratagems for outwitting 
pursuit and clinging to dear life. Rare, it may be, but still well authenti
cated, are cases of victims with a strong tenacity of vitality, who, left as 
dead, mutilated and scalped, reasserted themselves when the foe had gone, 
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found their way back to their homes, and, after such reconstruction as the 
art of the time would allow, enjoyed a long life afterwards. 

The conditions attending the entrance of European war-parties, 'with 
their necessary supplies, into ths: depths of the wilderness were of the most 
severe and exacting character. They involved equally the outlay of toil 
and an exposure to perils requiring the most watchful vigilance. Well
worn trails made by the natives, and always sufficie.ntly travelled to keep 
them open, had long been in use for such purposes as were needed in prim
itive conditions. These were very narrow, necessitating that progress 
should be made through them singly, in "Indian file." At portages or car
rying-places, burdens were' borne on the back from one watercourse to 
another, round a rapid or across an elevation. Some of these trails are 
even now traceable in the oldest settled portions of the country, where the 
woods have never been wholly cleared. Part of that which was availed of 
by the whites two hundred and fifty years ago between Plymouth and 13os
ton, and others in untilled portions of the Old Colony, are clearly discern
ible. The thickets and undergrowths came close to the borders of these 
trails, and the overhanging branches of the trees wer:e found a grievous 
annoyance when the earliest traders with pack-horses traversed them. In 
a large part of our present national domain and in Canada, it may safely 
be said that nineteen twentieths of all movement from place to place was 
made by' the savages by the watercourses of lake and stream, and the same 
was done by the Europeans till they brought into use horses first, and then. 
carts. These wer$! first put to service by the traders from the English set
tlements on the frontiers of Pennsylvania and Virginia. The pack-horses, 
heavily laden, trained to their rough service for rocky and marshy grounds, 
as well as for the thick and stifling depths of the forest, and able to sub
sist on very poor forage, carried goods most prized by the natives, and gen
erally in inverse ratio to their real worth. They returned to the settle
ments from the Indian villages with a burden of precious furs, the traffickers 
mutually finding their account in their respective shares in barter and profit. 
These traders with their pack-horses were for a long time the pioneers of 
the actual settlers. The methods and results of their traffic, trifling as they 
may seem to be, had the two leading consequences of critical importance: 
first, they made the Indians acquainted with and dependent upon the white 
man's goods, and then they provoked and embittered the rival competi
tion between the French and the English for the considerable profits. 

\Vhat we now call a military road was first undertaken on a serious scale 
in the advance of the disastrous expedition of General Braddock, in 1755, 
over the Alleghanies to the forks of the Ohio. The incumbrances with 
which he burdened himself might wisely have been greatly reduced in kind 
and in amount. But the exigencies of the service in which he was engaged 
were but poorly apprehended by him. As in the case of the even more 
disastrous campaign of General Burgoyne, more than a century later, 
though his route was mainly by water, the camp was lavishly supplied with 
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appliances of luxury and sensuality. Braddock's way for his cattle, c~rts, 
and artillery was' slowly and poorly prepared by pioneers in advance, level
ling trees, stiffening marshy places, removing rocks and bushes, and then 
leaving huge stumps in the devious track ,to rack the wagons and torment 
the draught animals. It is not without surprise that we read of the presence 
of domestic cattle far off in the extreme outposts of single persevering set
tlers. But when, on the first extensive military expeditions for building a 
fort on the shore of a lake, at river forks, or to command a portage, we find 
mention of cannon and heavy ammunition, we marvel at the perseverance 
involved in their transportation. The casks of liquor, of French brandy 
and of New England rum, which- generally, without stint, formed a part 
of the stores of each military enterprise, furnished in themselves a mo
tive spirit which facilitated their transport. Flour and bread could, with 
many risks from stream and weather, be carried in sacks. But pork and 
beef in pickle, the mainstay in garrisons which could not venture out to 
hunt or fish, required to be packed in wood. After all the persevering toil 
engaged in this transportation, the dire necessities of warfare under these 
stern conditions often compelled the destruction of the stores, every article 
of which had tasked the strained muscles and sinews of the hard-worked 
campaigners. When it was found necessary to evacuate a forest post, the 
stockade was set on fire, the magazine was exploded, the cannon spiked, 
the powder thrown into the water, and everything that could not be carried 
off in a hasty retreat was, if possible, rendered useless ,as booty. As the 
French and English military movements steadily extended over a wider 
territory and at more numerous points, with increased fGrces, the waste and 
havoc caused by disasters on either side involved an enormous destruction of 
the materials of war. Vessels constructed with incredible labor on the lakes, 
anvils, cordage, iron, and artillery having been gathered for their building 
and arming by perilous ocean voyages and by transit through inner waters 
and portages, and thousands of bateaux for Lakes Champlain and George, 
now lie sunken in the depths, most of them destroyed by those in whose 
service they were to be employed. The'" Griffin," the first vessel on Lake 
Erie, built by La Salle in 1679, disappeared on her second voyage, and lies 
beneath the waters stilI. After Braddock's defeat, when the fugitive rem
naI.1t of his army had reached Dunbar's camp, a hundred and fifty wagons 
were burned, and. fifty thousand pounds of powder were emptied. into a 
creek, after the incredible toil by which they had been drawn over the 
mountains and morasses. 

There were many occasions and many reasons which prompted the 
Europeans to weigh the gain or loss which resulted to them from the em
ployment of Indian allies, who were always an incalculable element in any 
enterprise. They could never be. depended upon for constancy or persist
ency. A bold stroke, f?llowed, if successful, with butchery, and a rush to 
the covert o~, the woods if a failure, was the sum of their strategy. They 
had a quick eye in watching th'e turning fortunes and the probable issue of 
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a venture, and they acted accordingly. They were wholly disinclined for 
any protracted siege operations. In the weary months of the investment 
of Detroit, the only enterprise of the sort engaged in by large bodies of 
savages acting in concert, we find a single exceptional case of their uniform 
impatience of such prolonge8. strategy. And even in that case there were 
intervals when the imperilled and starving garrison had breathing-spells for 
recuperation. Charges and, counter-charges, pleas and criminations of every 
kind, plausible, false, or sincere, are found in the journals and reports of 
English and French officers, prompted by accusations and vindications of 
either party, called out by the atrocities and butcheries wrought by th~ir 
savage allies in many of the conflicts of the French and Indian war. In 
vain did the commanders of the white forces on either side promise that 
their red allies should be restrained from plunder and barbarity against ~he 
defeated party. It was an attempt to bridle a storm. From the written 
opinions expressed by various civil and military officials during all our In
dian wars one might gather a list of judgments, always emphatically worded, 
as to the qualities of the red men as allies. Governor Dinwiddie, writing 
in May 28, 1756, to General Abercrombie, on his arrival here to hold the 
chief command till the coming of Lord Loudon, expresses himself thus: 
"I think we have secured the Six Nations to the Northward to our Interest 
who, I suppose, will join your Forces. They are a very awkward, dirty sett 
of People, yet absolutely necessary to.attack the Enemy's Indians in their 
way of fighting and scowering the Woods before an Army. I am per
swaded they will appear a despicable sett of People to his Lordship and 
you, but they will expect to be taken particular Notice of, and now and 
then some few Presents. I fear General. Braddock despised them too 
much, which probably was of Disservice to him, and I really think without 
some of them any engagement in the Woods would prove fatal, and if 
strongly attached to our Interest they are able in their way to do more than 
three Times their Number. They are naturally inclined to Drink. It will 
be a prudent Stepp to restrain them with Moderation, and by some of your 
Subalterns to shew them Respect." 1 Baron Dieskau, in 1755, had abun
dant reason for expressing himself about his savage auxiliaries in this fash
ion: "They drive us crazy from morning to night. One needs the patience 
of an angel to get on with these devils, and yet one must always force 
himself to seem pleased with them." 2 

It would seem as if the native tribes, when Europeans first secured a 
lodgment, were beguiled by a fancy which in most cases was very rudely 
dispelled. This fancy was that the new.comers might abide here with
out displacing them. The natives in giving deeds of lands, as has been 
said, had apparently no idea that they had made an absolute surrender of 
territory. They seem to nave imagined that something like a joint occu-

1 Dinwiddie Papers, ii. p. 426. • 
2 Quoted in Parkman's Montcalm Qltd Wo!ft, i. p. 297. 
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pancy was possible, each of the parties being at liberty to follow his own 
ways and interests without molesting the other. So the Indians did not 
move off to a dist~nce, but frequented their old haunts, hoping to aerive 
advantage from the neighborhood of the white man. King Philip in 1675 
discerned and acutely defined the utter impracticability of any such joint 
occupancy. He indicated the root of the impending ruin to his own race, 
and he found a justification of the ,conspiracy which he instigated in point
ing to the white man's clearings and fences, and to the impossibility of 
joining planting with hunting, and domestic cattle with wild game. 

The history of the Hudson Bay Company and that of the enterprises con
ducted by the French for'more than a century, when set in contrast with 
the steady development of colonization by English settlers and by the people 
of the United States succeeding to them, brings out in .full force the 
different relations into which the aborigines have always been brought by 
the presence of Europeans among them, either as traders or possessors of 
territory. The Hudson Bay Company for exactly two centuries, from" 1670 
to 1870, held a charter for the monopoly of trade with the Indians here over 
an immense extent of territory, and in the later portion of that period' held 
an especial grant for exclusive trade over an even more extended region, 
further north and west. The company made only such a very limited occu
pancy of the country, at small and widely distant posts, as was necessary 
for its trucking purposes and the exchange of European goods for pel
tries. During that whole period, allowing for rare casualties, not a single 
act of hostility occurred between the traders and the natives. A large 
"number of different tribes, often at bitter feud with each other," were all 
kept in amity with the official residents of the company, and each party 
pr~bably found as much satisfaction in th~ two sides of a bargain as is 
usual in such transactions. Deposits of goods were securely gathered in 
some post far off in the depths of the wilderness, under the care of two or 
"three young apprentices of the company, and here bands of Indians at the 
proper season came for barter. "Previous to the operations of this com
pany, beginning as early as 1620, large 'numbers of Frenchmen, singly or 
in parties, ventured deep into the wilderness in company with savage 
bands, for purposes of adventure or traffic, and very rarely did any of them 
meet a mishap or fail to find a welcome. Such adventurers in fact became 
in most cases Indians in their manner of life. Nor did the jealousy of 
the savages manifest itself in a way not readily appeased when they found 
the French priests planting mission stations and truck-houses. In no case" 
did the French intruders ask, as did the English colonists, for deeds of ter
ritory. It was understood that they held simply by sufferance, and with a 
view to mutual advantage for both parties, with no purpose of overreach
ing. The relations thus established between the French and the natives 
continued down till even after the extinction of the territorial" claims of 
France. And when, just before the opening of the great French and In
dian hostilities with the English colonists, the French had manifested their 
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purpose to get a: foothold on the heritage of the savages by pushing a line 
of strongly fortified posts along their lakes and rivers, the apprehensions of 
the savages were craftily relieved by the plea that these securities were 
designed. only to prevent the encroachment of the English. 

A peaceful traffic with the 'Indians, like that of the Hudson Bay Company 
and the French, had been from the first but a subordinate object of the Eng
lish colonists. These last, While for a period they confined themselves to the 
seaboard, supplemented their agricultural enterprise by the fishery and by 
a very profitable commerce. As soon as they began to penetrate into the 
interior they took with them their families and herds, made fixed habita
tions, put up their fences and dammed the streams. Instead of fraterniz
ingwith the Indians, they warned them off as nuisances. We must also 
take into view the fact that this steadily advancing settlement of the In
dian country directly provoked and encouraged the resolute though batHed 
opposition of the savages. They could match forces with these scattered 
pioneers, even if, as was generally the case, a few families united in con
structing a palisadoed and fortified stronghold to which they might gather 
for refuge. If a body of courageous men had advanced' together well pre
pared for common defence, it is certain the warfare would not have been 
so desultory as it proved to be. All the wiles of the Indians in conduct
ing their hostilities gave them a great advantage. They thought that the 
whites might be dislodged effectua]ly from further trespasses if once and 
again they were visited by sharp penalties for their rash intrusion. It was 
plain that they were long in coming to a full apprehension of the pluck of 
their invaders, of their recuperative energies, and of the reserved forces 
which were behind them. From the. irregular base line of the coast the 
English advanced into the interior, not by direct parallel lines, but rather 
by successive semicircles of steadily extending radii. The advances from 
the middle colonies of Pennsylvania and Virginia marked the farthest, 
reaches in this curvature. The French, in the mean while, aimed from the 
start for occupying the interior. 

The period which we have here under review is one through which the 
savages, for the most part, were but subordinate agents, the principals be
ing the French and the English. So far as the diplomatic faculties of the 
savages enabled them to hold in view the conditions of the strife, there were 
doubtless occasions in which they thought they held what among civilized 
nations is called the balance of power. 'Nor would it have been strange if, 
at times, their chiefs had imagined that, though it might be impossible for 
them again to hold possession of their old domains free from the intrusion 
of the white man, they might have power to decide which of the two na
tionalities should be favored above the other. In that case the French 
doubtless would have been the favored party. We have, however, to take 
into view the vast disproportion between the numbers, if not of the re
sources, of these two foreign nationalities, when the struggle between them 
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earnestly began. In 1688 there were about eleven thousand of the French 
in America, and nearly twenty times as many English. The French were 
unified under the control of their home government. Its resources were 
at their call: its army and navy, its arsenals and treasury, its mona~ch. and 
ministers, might be supposed to be serviceable and engaged for making its 
mastery on this continent secure. The English, however, were only nomi
nally, and as regards some of the colonies even reluctantly and but trucu
lently, under the control of their home government. It had been the 
jealous policy of the New England colonists, fr.om their first planting, to 
isolate themselves from the mother-country, and to make self-dependence 
the basis of independence. Their circumstances had thrown them on their 
own resources, and made them feel that as their foreign superiors could 
know very little of their emergencies, it was not wise or even right in 
them to interpose in their affairs. Indeed, it is evident that all the 
British colonists telt themselves equal, without advice or help from abroad, 
to take care of themselves, if they had to cootend only against the savages. 
But when the savages had behind them the power of the French mon
arch, it was of necessity that the English should receive a reinforce
ment from their own countrymen. In the altercations with the British 
ministry which followed very soon after the close of the French and In
dian war, a keenly argued question came under debate as to the claim 
which the mother-country had upon the gratitude of her colonists for com
ing to their rescue when threatened with ruin from their red and white 
enemies. And the answer to this question was judged to depend upon 
whether, in sending hither her fleets and armies, Britain had in view an ex
tension of her transatlantic domains or the protection of her Imperilled sub
jects. At any rate, there were jealousies, cross-pilrposes, and an entire lack 
of harmony between the direct representatives of English military power 
and the cooperating measures .of the colonial government. Never, under 
any stress of circumstances, was. England willing to raise even the most 
serviceable of the officers of the provincial forces to the rank of regulars 
in her own army. The youthful Washington, whos& sagacity and prowess 
had proved themselves in field and council where British officers were so 
humiliated, had to remain content with the rank of a provincial colonel. 
Nor did the provincial legislatures act in concert either with each other, or 
with the advice and appeals of their royal governors in raising men, money 
or supplies for combined military operations against common enemies. 
Each of the colonies thought it sufficient to provide for itself. Each was 
even dilatory and backward when its own special peril was urgent. These 
embarrassments of the English did veri much to compensate the French 
for their great inferiority in numerical strength. We are again to remind 
ourselves of the fact that the French, alike from their temperament and 
their policy, were always vastly more congenial and influential with the 
savages. 

The French in Canada from the first adopted the policy of alliance with 
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native tribes. Though their warfare wi~h the English was hardly intermit
tent, there were several occasions when it was specially active. Beginning 
with the first invasion of the Iroquois territory by Champlain, in 1609, 
already mentioned, under the plea of espousing the side of his friends and 
allies, the Hurons and Algonquins, other like enterprises were later pur
sued. Courcelles, in 1666, made a wild and unsuccessful inroad upon the 
Iroquois. Tracy made a more effective one in the same year. De la 
Barre in 1684, Denonville in 1687, and Frontenac inI6g3 and 16g6, re" 
peated these onsets. The last of these invasions of what is now Central 
New York was intended to effect the complete exhaustion of the Indian 
confederacy. Its havoc ~as indeed well-nigh crushing, but there was a 
tenacity and a recuperative power in that confederacy of savages which 
yielded only to a like desolating blow inflicted by Sullivan, under orders 
from Washington, in our Revolutionary War. 

This formidable league of the Five Nations, when first known to Euro
peans, claimed to have obtain*, by conquest the whole country from the 
lake~ to the Carolinas, and from the Atlantic to the Mississippi. France, 
as against other Europeans, though not against the Indians, claimed the 
same territory. Great Britain claimed the valley of the Ohio and its tribu
taries, first against the French as being merely the longitudinal extension 
of the line of sea-coast discovered by English navigators, and then through 
cessions from and treaties with the Five Nations. The first of these 
treaties was that made at Lancaster, Pa., in June, 1744. But the Indians 
afterwards complained that they had been overreached, and had not in
tended to cede any territory west of the Alleghan.ies. Here, of course, 
with three parties in contenfiQll, there was basis enough for struggles in 
which the prize, all considerations of natural justice being excluded, was to 
be won only by superior power. Neither of the rivals and intruders from 
across the ocean dealt with the Indians as if even they had any absolute 
right to territory from which they claimed to have driven off former pos
sessors. So the Indian prerogative was recognized by the French and the 
English as available oalyon either side for backing up some rival claim of 
the one or the other nation; though when the mother-countries were at 
peace in Europe, their subjects here by no means felt bound even to a 
show of truce, and they were always most ready to avail themselves of a 
declaration of war at home to make their wilderness campaigns. It is 
curious to note that in all the negotiations between the Indians and Euro
peans, including those of our own government, the only landed right recog~ 
nized as belonging to the savages was' that of giving up territory. The 
prior right of ownership by the tenure of possession was regarded as invali
dated both by the manner in which it had been acquired and by a lack to 
make a good use of it. 

It was in the closing years of the seventeenth century and in those open
ing the eighteenth that the military and the priestly representatives of 
France in Canada resolutely advised and undertook tIre measures which 

.--- -.--------~---
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promised to give them a secure and extended possession of the whole north 
of the continent. excepting only the strip on the Atlantic seaboard then 
firmly held by the English colonists. Even th~s excepted region of terri
tory was by no means, however, regarded as positively irreclaimable, and 
military enterprises were often planned with the aim of a complete extinc
tion of English possession. The French in their earliest explorations, in 
penetrating the country to the west and to the south, had been keenly 
observant in marking the strategic points on lake and river for strongholds 
which should give them the advantage of single positions and secure a 
chain of posts for easy and safe communications. Their leading object was_ 
to gain an ascendency over the native tribes j and as they could not expect 
easily and at once to get the mastery over them all, policy dictated such 
a skilful turning to account of their feuds among themselves as would 
secure strong alliances of interest and friendship with the more powerful 
ones. The French did vastly more than the English to encourage the 
passions of the savages for war and to train them in military skill and arti
fice, leaving them for the most part unchecked in the indulgence of their 
ferocity. It is true that the Dutch and the English had the start in supply
ing the savages with firearms, under the excuse that they were needed by 
the natives for the most effective support of the rapidly increasing trade in • 
pel tries. But the French were not slow to follow the example. as it pre
sented to them a matter of necessity. And through the long and bloody 
struggle between the two European nationalities with their red allies, it may 
be safely affirmed that the frontier warfare of the English colonists was 
waged against savages armed as well as led on by the French. 

Two objects, generally harmonious and mutually helpful of each other, 
inspired the activity of the French in taking possession successively of 
posts in the interior of the continent. The ~rst of these was the establish
ment of mission stations for the conversion of the savages. The other 
.object of these wilderness posts was to secure the lucrative gains of the fur 
trade from an ever-extending interior. Though, as was just said, these two 
objects might generally be harmoniously pursued, it was not always found 
easy or possible to' keep them in amity, or to prevent sharp collisions be
tween them. There was a vigorous rivalry in the fur trade between the 
members of an associated company. with a government monopoly for the 
traffic, and very keenly enterprising individuals who pursued it, with but 
little suc~ess in concealing-their doings, in defiance of the monopolists. 
The burden of the official correspondence between the authorities in Canada 
and those at the French court related to the irregularities and abuses of 
this traffi~ Incident to these was a lively plying of the temptations of that 
other traffic which poured into the wilderness floods of French brandy: 
The taste of this fiery stimulant once roused in a savage could rarely after
wards be appeased The English colonists soon gained an advantage in 
this traffic in their manufacture of cheap rum. It is easy to see how this 
rivalry between m<fnopolists and individuals in the fur trade, aided by the 
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stimulant for which the Indian was most craving, would impair the spirit
ual labors of the priests at their wild stations. Nor were there lacking 
instances in which the priests themselves were charged with sharing not 
only the gains of the fur trade, but also those of the brandy traffic, either 
in the interests of the monopolists or of individuals. 

The earliest extended operations of the French fur trade with the Indians 
were carried on by the northerly route to Lake Huron by the Ottawa River. 
The French had little to apprehend from English interference by this diffi
cult route with its many portages. But it soon became of vital necessity 
to the French to take and hold strong points on the line of the Great Lakes. 
These were on the narrow streams which made the junctions between 
thein. SQ a fort was to be planted at Niagara, between Ontario and Erie; 
another at Detroit, between Erie and Huron; another at Michilimackinac, 
between Michigan and Huron; another at the fall of the waters of Superior 
into Huron; and Fort St. Joseph, near the head of Lake Michigan, facili
tated communication with the Illinois and the Miami tribes; the, Ojibwas, 
Ottawas, Wyandots, and Pottawattomies having their settlements around 
the westernmost of the lakes, the Sioux being still beyond. South of 

• Lake .Erie, in the region afterwards known as the Northwest Territory, 
between the Alleghanies, the Ohio, and the Mississippi, were the Delawares, 
the Shawanees, and the Mingoes. It is to be kept in view that this terri
tory, though formally ceded by France to England in the treaty of 1762-63, 
had previously been claimed by the English colonists as rightfully belong
ing to their monarch, it being merely the undefined extension of the sea
coast held by virtue of the discovery of the Cabots. 

The fifth volume of the Mlmo£rcs published by Margry gives us the ori
ginal docum.ents, dating 1683-1695, relating to the first project for opening a 
chain of posts to hold control of, and to facilitate communication between, 
Canada and the west and south of the continent. The project was soon 
made to extend its purpose to the Gulf of Mexico. The incursions of the 
Iroquois and the attempted invasions of the English, with a consequent 
drawing off of trade from the French, had obliged the Marquis Denonville 
to abandon some of the posts that had been established. In spite of the 
opposition of Champigny, Frontenac vigorously urged measures for the re
possession and strengthening of these posts. The Jesuits were earnest in 
pressing the measure upon the governors of Canada. In pushing on the 
enterprise, the French had sharp experience of the intense hostility of the 
inner tribes who were to be encou'ntered, and who were to be first con
ciliated. The French followed a policy quite unlike that of the English in 
the method of their negotiations for the occupancy of land. The colonists 
of the latter aimed to secure by treaty and purchase the absolute fee and 
ownership of a given region, They intended to hold it generally for cul
tivation, and they expected the Indians then claiming it to vacate it. The 
French beguiled the Indians by asserting that they had no intention either 
of purchasing or forcibly occupying, as if it were their otvn, any spot where 
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they established a stronghold, a trucking or a mission station. They pro
Jessed to hold only by sufferance, and that, too, simply for the security and 
benefit of the natives, in furnishing them with a better Teligion than their 
own and with tl).e white man's goods. The Iroquois, finding the hunting 
and trapping of game for the English so profitable on their own territory, 
were bent on extending their field. They hoped, by penetrating to Michili
mackinac, to make themselves the agents or medium for the trade with the 
tribes near it, so that they could control the whole southern traffic. So 
they had declared war against the Illinois, the Miamis, the Ottawas, and the 
Hurons. It was of vital importance to the French to keep firm hQld of 
Lakes Ontario and Erie, and to guard their connections. The Iroquois 
were always the threatening obstacle. It was affirmed that they had become 
so debauched by strong drink that their squaws could not nourish their few 
children, and that they had availed themselves of an adoption of those 
taken from their enemies. As they obtained their firearms with compara
tive cheapness from the English on the Hudson and Mohawk, they used 
them with vigor against the inner tribes with their primitive weapons, and 
were soon to find them of service against the English on the frontiers of 
Virginia. So keenly did the English press their trade as to cause a waver
ing of the loyalty of those Indian tribes who had been the first and the fast 
friends of the French. Thus it was but natural that the Iroquois should 
be acute enough to oppose the building of a French stronghold at any of 
the selected posts. 

In 1699,1 La Mothe Cadillac proposed to.assemble their red allies, then 
much dispersed, and principally the Ottawas, at Detroit, and there to con
struct both a fort and a village. At the bottom of this purpose, and of the 
opposition to it, was a contention between rival parties in the traffic. The 
favorers and the opponents of the design made their respective representa
tions to the French court. De Callieresobj<;cted to the plan because of the 
proximity of the hostile Iroquois, who would prefer to turn all the trade to 
the English, and his preference was to reestablish the old posts. The real· . 
issue to be faced was whether the Indians now, and ultimately, were to be 
made subjects of the English or of the French monarch. Cadillac combated 
the objections of Callieres, and succeeded in effecting his design at Detroit. 
The extension of the traffic was constantly bringing into the field tribes 
heretofore too remote for free intercourse. In each such case it depended 
upon variou~ contingencies to decide whether the French. or the English 
would find friends or foes in these new parties, and the alternative would 
generally rest, temporarily at least, upon which party was most accessible 
and most profitable for trade. It would hardly be worth the while for an 
historian, unless dealing with the special theme of the rivalries involved 
in the fur trade as deciding with which party of the whites one or. another 
tribe came into amity, to attempt to trace the conditions and consequences 
of such diplomacy in inconstant negotiators . . 

1 Margry, v. 135-250. 
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The English began the series of attempts to bind the Five, afterwards 
the Six, Nations into amity or neutrality by treaty in 1674- These treaties 
were wearisome in their formalities, generally unsatisfactory in their terms 
of assurance, and so subject ,to caprice and 'the changes of fortune as to need 
confirmation and renewal, as suspicion or alleged treachery on either side 
made them practically worthless. There were two ends to be gained by 
these treaties of the English with the confederated tribes. The one was 
to ave;t hostilities from the English and to secure them privileges of tran
sit for trade. The other object, not always avowed, but implied as a 
natural consequent of the first, was to alienate the tribes from the French, 
and if possible t~ keep them in a state of local or general conflict. Each 
specification of these treaties was to be emphasized by the exchange of a 
wampum belt. Then a largess of presents, always including rum, was the 
final ratification. These goods were of considerable cost to the English, 
but always seemed a niggard gift to the Indians, as there Were so many to 
share in them. 

The first of this series of treafies was that made in 1674, at Albany, by 
Col. Henry Coursey, in behalf of the colonists of Virginia. It was of little 
more service than as it initiated the parties into the method of such pro
ceedings. 

In the middle of July, 1684, Lord Howard, governor of Virginia, sum
moned a council of the sachems of the Five Nations to Albany. He was 
attended by two of his council and by ,Governor Dongan of New York, 
and some of the magistrates pf Albany. Howard charged upon the sav
ages the butcheries and plunderings which they had committed seven years 
previous in Virginia and Maryland, "belonging to the great king of Eng
land." He told the sachems that the English had intended at once to 
avenge those outrages, but through the advice of Sir Edmund Andros, 
then governor-general of the country, had sent· peaceful messengers to 
them. The sachems had proved perfidious to the pledges they then gave, 
and the governor, after threatening them, demanded from them conditions 
of future amity. After their usual fashion of shifting responsibility and 
professions of regret and future fidelity, the sachems renewed their cove
nants. Under the prompting of Governor Dongan they asked that the 
Duke.of York's arms should be placed on the Mohawk castles, as a protec
tion against their enemies, the French. Doubtless the Indians, in desiring, 
or perhaps only assenting to, the affixing of these English insignia to their 
strongholds. might have had in view only the effect of them in warning off 
the French. They certainly did not realize that their English guests 
would ever afterwards, as they did, regard this concession of the tribes as 
an avowal of allegiance to the king of Great Britain, and as adopting for 
themselves the relation of subjects of a foreign monarch. 

The experience gained by m"ny previous attempts to secure the fidelity 
of the tribes, thenceforward known as the Six Nations by the incorporation 
into the confederacy of the remnant of the Tuscaroras, was put to service 
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in three succeeding councils for treaty-making, held respectively at Phila
delphia in 1742, in Lancaster, Pa., in 1744,1 and at Albany in '1746.2 Much 
allowance is doubtless to be made in the conduct of the earlier treaties 
for the lack of competent and faithful interpreters in councils made up 
of representatives of several tribes, wi~h different languages and idioms. 
Interpreters have by no means always proved trustworthy, even· when 
qualified for their office.s The difficulty was early experienced of putting 
into our simple mother-tongue the real substance of an Indian harangue, 
which was embarrassed and expanded by images and flowers of native 
rhetoric, wrought from the structure of their symbolic language, but adding 
nothing to the terms or import of the address. It was observed that often 
an interpreter, anxio~s only to state the gist of the matter in hand, would 
render in a single English sentence an elaborately ornate speech of an 
orator that had extended through many minutes in its utterance. The 
orator might naturally mistrust whether full justice had been done to his 
plea .or argument. There is by no means a unanimity in the opinions or 
the judgments of those of equal intelligence, who have reported to us the 
harangues of Indians in councils, as to the qualities of their eloquence or 
rhetoric. The entire lack of terms for the expression of abstract ideas 
compelled them to draw their illustrations from natural objects and rela
tions. Signs and gestures made up a large part of the significance of a 
discourse. Doubtless the cases were frequent in which the representation 
of a tribe in a council· was made through so few of its. members that there' 
might be reasonable grounds for objection ot} the part of a majority to the 
terms of any covenant or treaty that had been made by a chief or an ora
tor. Of one very convenient and plausible subterfuge, or honest plea,
whichever in any given case it might have been, - our native tribes have 
always been skilful in availing themselves. The assumption was that the 
elder, the graver, wiser representatives of a 'tribe were those who appeared 
.on its behalf at a council. When circumstances afterwards led the whites 
to complain of a breach of the conditions agreed on, the blame was always 
laid by the chiefs on their "young men," whom they had' been unable to 
restrain. 

During the long term of intermittent warfare of the French and English 
.on this continent, with native tribes respectively for their foes or allies, the 

1 By the treaty at Lancaster, the Indians cov
enanted to cede to the English, for goods of the 
money value of £400, the land~ between the AI· 
leghanies and the Ohio. [See our Vol. V. 566. 
-ED.] 

2 These treaties are fully presented, with all 
the harangues, by Colden, vol. ii. 

S The most capable and intelligent interpreter 
employed by the English for a long period, and 
who served at the councils for' negotiating the 
most important treaties of thie time, was Con· 
rad Weiser. He came ~ith his family from 

VOL. 1.-20 

Germany in I7IO, and settled at Schoharie, 
N. Y. His ability and integrity won him the 
confidence alike. of the Indians and the English. 
In the Collections of the Historical Society of Penn
sylvania, vol. i. pp. I-34, are autobiographical, 
personal, and narrative papers and journals by 
this remarkable man, equally characterized by 
the boldest spirit of adventure and by an ardent 
piety. He gives in full his journal of his mis
sion from the governments of Pennsylvania and 
Virginia to negotiate with the Six Nations in· 
I737. [See Vol. V. S66.-ED.] 
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conditions of the conflict, as before hinted, were in general but slightly 
affected by the alternative of peace or war as existing at any time between 
their sovereigns and people in Europe. Some of the fiercest episodes of 
the struggle on this soil took place during the intervals of truce, armistice, 
and temporary treaty settlements between the leading powers in the old 
world. When, in the treaties closing a series of campaigns, the settlement· 
in the articles of peace ihcluded a restoration of the territory which had 
been obtained by either party by conquest, no permanent result was really 
secured. These restitutions were always subject to reclamation. Valuable 
al)d strategic points of territory merely changed hands .for the time being; 
Acadia, for example, being seven times tossed as a shuttlecock between 
the parties to the settlement. The trial had to be renewed and repeate4 
till the decision was of such a sort as to give promise of finality. The 
prize contended for here was really the mastery of the whole continent, 
though the largeness of the stake' was not appreciated till the closing years 
of the struggle. Indeed, the breadth and compass of the field were then un
known quantities. Those closing years of stratagem and carnage in our for
e~ts correspond to what is known in history as the" Seven Years' War" in 
Europe, in which France, as a contestant, was worsted in the other quarters 
of the globe, as in this. Clive broke her power in India, as the generals of 
Britain discomfited her here. The French, in 1758, held a profitable mer
cantile settlement on five hundred 'miles of coast in Africa, between Cape 
. Blanco and the river Gambia. It is Qne of the curious contrarieties in 
the workings of the same avowed principles under different conditions, 
that· just at the time that the pacific policy of the Pennsylvania Quakers 
forbade their offering aid to their countrymen under the bloody work go
ing on upon their frontiers, an eminent English Quaker merchant, Thomas 
Cumming, framed the successful scheme of conquest over this French 
settlement in Africa.! 

The treaty of Aix-Ia-Chapelle, in 1748, seemed to promise a breathing
time in the strife between the French and English here. In fact, however, 
so far from there being even a smouldering of the embers oli our soil, that 
date marks the kindling of the conflagration which, continuing to blaze for 
fifteen years onward, comprehended all the decisive campaigns. The 
earliest of these were ominous and disheartening to the English, but they' 
closed with the fullness of triumph. We must trace with conciseness the 
more prominent acts and incidents in which the natives, with the French 
and English, protracted and closed the strife. 

When Europeans entered upon the region nQw known as Pennsylvania, 
though its well-watered and fertile territory and its abounding game would 
seem to have well adapted it to the uses of savage life, it does not appear 
that it was populously occupied. The Delawares, which had held it at an 
earlier period, had, previously to the coming of the whites, been subjugated 
by the more warlike tribes of the Five Nations, or Iroquois. Some of the 

1 Mahon's England, ch. 35, and Smollett's England, Book·iii. ch. 9. 
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vanquished had passed to the south or west, to.be merged in other bands of 
the natives. Such of them as remained in their old haunts were humiliated 
by their masters, despised as "women," and denied the privileges of war
riors. While the Five Nations were thus potent in the upper portion of 
Pennsylvania, around the sources of the Susquehanna, its southern region 
was held by the Shawanees. The first purchase near the upper region 
made by Europeans of the natives was by a colony of Swedes, under Gov
ernor John Printz, in 1643. This colony was subdued, though allowed to 
remain on its lands, by the Dutch, in 1655. In 1664, the English took 
possession of all Pennsylvania, and of everything that had been held by the 
Dutch. Penn founded his province in 1682, by grant from Charles II, 
and in the next year made his much-lauded treaty of peace and purchase 
with the Indians for lands west and north of his city. The attractions of 
the province, and the easy opening of its privileges to others than the 
Friends, drew to it a rapid and enterprising immigration. In 1729 there 
came in, principally from the north of Ireland, 6,207 settlers. In 1750 
there arrived 4,317 Germans and 1,000 English. The population of the 
province in 1769 was estimated at 250,000. The Irish settlers were mos.tly 
Presbyterians, the Germans largely Moravians. It soon appeared, espe
cially when the ravages of the Indians on the frontiers were most exasper
ating and disastrous, that there were elements of bitter discord between 
these secondary parties in the province and the Friends who represented 
the proprietary right. And this suggests a brief reference to the fact that, 
as a very effective agent entering into the imbittered conflicts of the time 
and scene, we are to take into the account some strong religious animosities. 
The entailed passions and hates of the peoples of the old world, as Catholics 
and Protestants, and even of sects among the latter, were transferred here to 
inflame the rage of combatants in wilderness warfare. l The zeal and heroic 
fidelity of the French priests in making a Christian from a baptized and 
untamed savage had realized, under rude yet easy conditions, a degree of 
success. In and near the mission stations, groups of the natives had been 
trained to gather around the cross, and to engage with more or less re
sponse in the holy rites. Some of them could repeat, after a fashion, the 
Pater Noster, the Ave Maria, and the Creed. Some had substituted a 
crucifix or a consecrated medal for their old pagan charm, to be worn on 
the breast. When about to go forth on the war-path, their priests would 
give them shrift and benediction. But, as has been said, it was no part or 
purpose of this work of christianizing savages to impair their qualities as 
warriors, to dull their knives or tomahawks, to quench their thirst for blood, 
or to restrain the fiercest atrocities and barbarities of the fight or the vic
tory. On the well-known experience that fresh converts are always. the 

1 Governor Dinwiddie, in urging the assembly and mild Government of a Protestant King for 
of Virginia, in 17 s6. to active war measures, the Arbitrary Exactions and heavy Oppressions 
warned them of the alternative of .. giving up of a Popish Tyrant." (D;nwidd;~ Pafrrs, ii. p. 
your Liberty for Slavery, the purest Religion for 5'5-) 
the grossest Idolatry and Superstition, the legal 
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most ardent haters of heresy, these savage neophytes were initiated into 
some of the mysteries of the doctrinal strife between the creed of their 
priests and the abominated infidelity and impiety of the English Protes
tants. Some of the savages were by no means slow to learn the lesson. 
Mr. Parkman's brilliant and graphic pages afford us abounding illustrations 
of the part which priestly instructions and influence had in adding to savage 
ferocity the simulation of religious hate for heresy. With whatever degree 
of understanding or appreciation of the duty as it quickened the courage or 
the ferocity of the savage, there were many scenes and occasions in which 
the warrior added the charge of heretic to that of enemy, when he dealt 
his blow.1 

Almost as violent and exasperating were the animosities engendered 
between the disciples of different Protestant fellowships. The Quakers, 
backed by proprietary rights, by the prestige of an original peace policy 
and friendly negotiations with the Indians, and for the most part secure and 
unharmed in the centralized homes of Philadelphia and its neighborhood, 
imagined that they might refuse all participation in the bloody work enact
ing on their frontiers. The adventurous settlers on the borders were largely 
Presbyterians. The course of non-interference by the Quakers, who con
trolled the legislature, seemed to those who were bearing the brunt of 
savage warfare monstrously selfish and inhuman.. There was a fatuity in 
this course which had to be abandoned. When a mob of survivors from 
the ravaged fields and cabins of the frontiers, bringing in cartloads of the 
bones gathered from the ashes of their burned dwellings, thus enforced 
their remonstratl.ces against the peace policy of the legislature, the Quakers 
were compelled to yield, and to furnish the supplies of war. !I But sectarian 
hatred hardly ever reached an intenser glow than that exhibited between 
the Pennsylvania Quakers and Presbyterians. Meanwhile, the mild and 
kindly missionary efforts of the Moravians, in the same neighborhood, were 
cruelly baffled. Their aim was exactly the opposite of that which guided 
the Jesuit priests. They sought first to make their converts human beings, 
planters of the soil, taught in various handicrafts, and weaned from the 
taste of war and blood. 

When the frontier war was at its wildest pitch of havoc and fury, the 
Moravian settlements, which had reached. a stage giving such promise of 
success as to satisfy the gentle and earnest spirit of the missionaries who 
had planted them, were made ~o bear the brunt of the rage of all the parties 
engaged in the deadly turmoil. The natives timidly nestling in their 

1 In Mr. Parkman's Montcalm and Woif~, i. 
p. 65 and on, is a lively account of the busy 
zeal of Father Piquet in making and putting to 
service savage con verts of the sort described in 
the text. [See Vol. V. 571.-ED.] 

I The excellent James Logan, who came over 
as secretary to William Penn; and who always 
claimed to be a consistent member of the Society 
of Friends, took an exception to a position on 

one point,-that of maintaining the right, and 
even obligation, of defensive warfare. A letter of 
very cogent argument to this effect was addressed 
by him to the Society of Friends in 1741, remon· 
strating with them for their opposition in the 
legislature to means for defending the colony. 
Coll~ctions of Historl. Soc. of Pmns., i. p. 36. [See 
Vol. V. p. 243.-ED.] 
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settlements were regarded as an emasculated flock of nurslings, mean and 
cowardly, lacking equally the manhood of the savage and the pride and 
capacity of t~e civilized man. Worse than this, their pretended desire to 
preserve a neutrality and to have no part in the broil was made the ground 
of a suspicion, at once acted upon as· if fully warranted, that they were 
really spies, offering secret information and even covert help as guides and 
prompters in the work of desolation among the scattered cabins of the 
whites. So a maddened spirit of distrust, inflamed by false rumors and 
direct charges of complicity, brought upon the Moravian settlers the hate 
and fury of the leading parties in the conflict. l 

It is noteworthy that the most furious havoc of savage warfare should have 
been wreaked on the frontiers of Pennsylvania, the one of all the English 
colonies in America whose boast was, and is, that there alone the entrance 
of civilized men upon the domains of barbarism was marked and initiated by 
the Christian policy of peace and righteousness. Penn and his representa
tives claimed that they had twice paid the purchase price of· the lands cov
ered by the proprietary charter to the Indian occupants of them, - once to 
the Delawares residing upon them, and again to the Iroquois who held 
them by conquest. The famous" Walking Purchase," wheth~r a fair or a 
fraudulent transaction, was intended to follow the original policy of the 
founder of the province.a 

In the inroads made upon the English settlements by Frontenac and his 
red allies, New York and New England furnished the victims. The middle 
colonies, so far as then undertaken, escaped the fray. Trouble began for 
them in 1716, when the French acted upon their resolve to occupy the 
valley of the Ohio. The Ohio Land Company was formed in 1748 to 
advance settlements beyond the Alleghanies, and surveys were made as 
far as Louisville. This enterprise roused anew the Indians and the French. 
The latter redoubled their zeal in 1753 and onward, south of Lake Erie 
and on the branches of the Ohio. The English found that their delay and 
dilatoriness in measures for fortifying the frontiers had given the French 
an advantage which was to be recovered only with increased cost and 
enterprise. In an earlier movement, had the English engaged their efforts 
when it was first proposed to them, they might have lessened, at least, 
their subsequent discomfiture. Governor Spotswood, of Virginia, in 1720 
had urged on the British government the erection of a chain of posts be
yond the Alleghanies, from the lakes to the Mississippi. But his urgency 
had been ineffectual. The governor reported that there were then " Seven 
Tributary Tribes" in Virginia, being seven hundred in number, with two 

1 It was but a ·repetition of the passions and 
jealousies of the colonists of Massachusetts, as 
maddened by the devastation inflicted upon 
them in King Philip's war, when they them
selves broke up the settlements, then under 
hopeful promise, of" Praying Indians," at Natick
and other villages, the fruits of the devoted 

labors of the Apostle Eliot. The occasion of 
this dispersion and severe watch over the Indian 
converts w~ a jealousy that they had been 
warmed'in the bosom of a weak pity merely 
for a deadly use of their fangs. 

S [See Vol. V. 240.-ED.] 
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hundred and fifty fighting-men, all, of whom were peaceful. His only 
trouble was from the Tuscaroras on the borders of Carolina.1 

The erection of Fort Duquesne may be regarded as opening the decisive 
struggle between the French and the English in America, which reached 
its height in 1755, and centred around the imperfect chain of stockades 
and blockhouses on the line of the frontiers then reached by the English 
pioneers. 

About the middle of the eighteenth century the number of French sub
jects in America, including Acadia, Canada, and Louisiana, was estimated 
at about eighty thousand. The subjects of England were estimated at 
about twelve hundred thousand. But, as before remarked, this vast dis
parity of numbers by no means represented ·an equal difference in the 
effectiveness of the two nationalities in the conduct of military movements .. 
The French were centralized in command. They had unity of purpose 
and in action. In most cases they held actual defensive positions at points 
which the English had to reach by difficult approaches; and more than all, 
till it became evident that France was to lose the game, the French re
ceived much the larger share of aid from the Indians. Pennsylvania and 
Virginia were embarrassed in any attempt for united defensive operations 
on the frontiers by their own rival claims to the Ohio Valley. The Eng
lish, however,we1comed the first signs of vacillation in the savages. When 
Celoron, in 1749, had sent messengers to the Indians beyond the Allegha
nies to prepare for the measures he was about to take to secure a firm foot
hold there, he reported that the natives were II devoted entirely to the 
English." This might have seemed true of the Delawares and Shawanees, 
though soon afterwards these were found to be in the interest of the 
French. In fact, all the .tribes, except the Five Nations, may be regarded 
as more or less available for French service up to the final extinction of 
their power on the continent. Indeed, as we shall see, the mischievous 
enmity of the natives against the English was never more vengeful than 
when it was goaded on by secret French agency after France had by 
treaty yielded her claims on this soil. Nor could even the presumed neu
tralityof the Five Nations be relied upon by the English, as there were 
reasons for believing that many among them acted as spies and conveyed 
intelligence. Till after the year 1754 so effective had been the activity of 
the French in planting their strongholds and winning over the savages 
that there was not a single English post west of the Alleghanies. 

At the same critical stage of this European rivalry in military operations, 
the greed for the profits of the fur trade was at its highest pitch. The 
beavers, as well as the red men, should be regarded as essential parties to 
the struggle between the French and the English. The latter had cut very 
deep into the trade which had formerly accrued wholly to the French at 
~swego, Toronto, and Niagara. 

1 Spotswood Paps, published by the Virginia Historical Society. [fhe events of this period 
are followed in our Vol. V.-ED.) 
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Up to the year 1720 there had come to be established a mercantile 
usa.,cre ·which had proved to be very prejudicial to the English. alike in their 
Indian trade and in their influence over the Indians. The French had 
been allowed to import goodS into New York to he used for their Indian 
trade. Of course this proved a very profitable business, as it facilitated 
their operations and was constantly extending over a wider reach their 
friendly relations with the farther tribes. Trade with Europe and the 
West Indies and Canada could be maintained only by single voya..cres in a 
year, through the perilous na~;gation of the S1. Lawrence. With the Eng
lish ports on the Atlantic. voya..cres could be made twice or thrice a year. 
A few merchants in New York. having a monopoly of supplying goods to 
the French in Canada. with their principals in England. had found their 
business very profitable. Goods of prime value. especially "strouds," a 
kind of coarse woollen cloth highly prized by the Indians, were made in 
and exported from England much more cheaply than from France. The 
mischief of this method of trade being realized, an act was passed by the 
Assembly in New York. in 1720, which prohibited the selling of Indian 
goods to the French under severe penalties, in order to the encourage
ment of trade in general, and to the extension of the influence of the Eng
lish over the Indians to counterbalance that of the French. Some mer
chants in London, just referred to, petitioned the king a.,aainst the ratifica
tion of this act. By order in council the king referred the petition to the 
Lords of Trade aBd Plantations. A hearing. with testimonies, followed, in 
which those interested in the monopoly made many statements, ignorant 
or false. as to the geography of the country, and the method and effects of 
the ad~-anta.,cre put into the hands of the French. But the remonstrants 
failed to prevent the restricting measure. From that time New York 
vastly extended its trade and intercourse with the tribes near and distant, 
greatly to the injury of the French.1 

The first white man's dwelling in Ohio was that of the Moravian mis
sionary, Christian Frederic Post. I He was a sa",aacious and able man, and 
ha:l acquired great influence over the Indians, which he used in conciliatory 
ways, winning their respect and confidence by the boldness with which he 
ventured to trust himself in their villa.,cres and lodges, as if he were under 
some magical protection. He went on his first journey to the Ohio in 
1758. by request of the government of Pennsyh-ania, on a mission to the 
Delawares, Shawanees, and ~lingoes. These had once been friend1y to the 
English, but having been won oyer by the French, the object was to re
gain their confidence. The tribes had at this time come to understand, in 
a thoroughly practical way, that they were restricted to certain limited con
ditions so far as they were parties to the fierce rivalry between the Euro-

I The o8icia1 papers are giftIl iD foIl by Col
d..., who adds a ...,.,. able memorial of his cnm, 
iD h ..... of the act. addressed to Gowemor Bar
Bet. iD 172+ It was estimaIed that the IodiaD 

trade of New Vodt iDcn:ased fiftfold iD twelwoe 
:years. 

t [See Vol. V. SJQ. 57S--En.] 
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peans. The issue was no longer an open one as to their being able to 
reclaim their territory for their own uses by driving off all these pale-faced 
trespassers. It was for them merely to choose whether they would hence
forward have the French or the English for neighbors, and, if it must be 
so, for masters. Nor were they left with freedom or power to make a de
liberate choice. But Post certainly stretched a point when he told the 
Indians that the English did not wish to occupy their lands, but only to 
drive off the French. 

As Governor Spotswood, in the interest of Virginia, had attempted, in 
1716, to break the French line of occupation by promoting settlements in 
the" west, Governor Keith, of Pennsylvania, followed with a similar effort 
in 1719. Both efforts could be only temporarily withstood, and if bafRed 
at one point were renewed at another: The English always showed a 
tenacity in clinging to an advance once made, and were inclined to change 
it only for a further advance. Though Fort Duquesne was blown up when 
abandoned by the French, with the hope of rendering it useless to the 
English, the post was too commanding. a one to be neglected. After it 
had been taken by General Forbes in November, 1758, and had been 
strongly reconstructed by General Stanwix, though it was then two hun
dred miles distant from the nearest settlement, the possession of it was to 
a great extent the deciding fact of the advancing struggle. Colonel Arm
strong had taken the Indian town of Kittanning·in 1756. 

The treaty negotiations between English and French diplomates at a 
foreign court, in 1763, which covenanted for the surrender of all territory 
east of the Mississippi and of all the fortified posts on lake and river to 
Great Britain, was but a contract on paper, which was very long in finding 
its full ratification among the parties alone interested in the result here. 
There were still three of these parties: the Indians; the French, who were 
in possession of the strongholds in the north and west; and the English 
colonists, supported by what was left of the British military forces, skeleton 
regiments and invalided soldiers, who were to avail themselves of their ac
quired domain. During the bloody"and direful war which had thus been 
closed, the Indians had come to regard themselves as holding the balance 
of power between the French and the English. Often did the abler sav
age warriors express alike their wonder aI)d. their rage that those foreign 
intruders should choose these wild regions for the trial of their fighting 
powers. "Why do you not settle your fierce quarrels in your own land, 
or at least upon the sea, instead of involving us and our forests in your 
rivalry?" was the question to the officers and the file of the European 
forces. Though the natives soon carne to realize that they would be the 
losers, whichever of the two foreign parties should prevail, their prefer
ences were doubtless on the side of "the French; and by force of circum
stances easily explicable, after the English power, imperial and provincial, 
had obtained the mastery of" the territory, the sympathies and aid of the 
natives went with the British during the rebellion of the colonies. But 
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before this result was reached England won its ascendency at a heavy 
sacrifice of men and money, in a series of campaigns under many different 
generals. The general peace between England, France, and Spain, secured 
by the treaty of 1763, and involving the cession of all American territory 
east of the Mississippi by France to Britain, was naturally expected to 
bring a close to savage warfare against the colonists. The result was quite 
the contrary, inasmuch as the sharpest and most desolating havoc was 
wrought by that foe after the English were nominally left alone to meet 
the encounter. The explanation of this fact was that the French, though 
by covenant withdrawn from the" field, were, hardly even with a pretence 
of secrecy, perpetuating and even ·extending their influence over their 
former wild allies in embarrassing and thwarting all. the schemes of the 
English for turning their conquests to account. General Amherst was 
left in command here with only enfeebled fragments of regiments and 
with slender ranks of provincials. The military duty" of the hour was for 
the conquerors to take formal possession of all the outposts still held by 
French garrisons, announcing to those in command the absolute conditions 
of the treaty, and to substitute the English for the French colors, hence
forward to wave over them. This humiliating necessity was in itself 
grievous enough, as it forced upon the commanders of posts which had 
not then been reached by the war in Canada, a condition against which no 
remonstrance would avaiL But beyond that, it furnished the occasion for 
the most formidable savage conspiracy ever formed on this continent, 
looking to the complete extinction of the English settlements here. The 
French in those extreme western posts had been most successful in secur
ing the attachment of the neighboring Indian tribes, and found· strong 
sympathizers among them in their discomfiture. At the same time those 
tribes had the most bitter hostility towards the English with whom they 
had come in contact. They complained that the English treated them 
with contempt and haughtiness, being niggard of their presents and sharp 
in their trade. They regarded each advanced English settlement on their 
lands, if only that of a solitary trader, as the germ of a permanent colony. 
Under these circumstances, the French still holding the posts, waiting only 
the exasperating summons to yield them up, found the temptation strong 
and easy of indulgence to inflame their recent allies, and now their sympa
thizing friends, among the tribes, with an imbittered rage against their new 
masters. Artifice and deception were availed of to reinforce the passions 
of savage breasts. The French sought to relieve the astounded consterna
tion of their red friends on finding that they were compelled to yield the 
field to the subjects of the English monarch, by beguiling them with the 
fancy that the concession was but a" temporary one, very soon to be set 
aside by a new turn in the wheel of fortune. Their French father had 
only fallen asleep while his English enemies had been impudently trespass
ing upon the lands of his red children. He would soon rouse himself to 
avenge the insult, and would reclaim what he had thus lost. Indeed, on" the 
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principle that the size and ornamentings of a lie involved no additional 
wrong in the telling it, the Indians were informed that a French army was 
even then preparing to ascend the Mississippi with full force, before which 
the English would be crushed. 

There was then in the tribe of Ottawas, settledneCl,r Detroit, a master 
spirit, who, as a man and as a chief, was the most sagacious, eloquent, bold, 
and every way gifted of his race that has ever risen before the white man 
on this continent to contest in the hopeless struggle of barbarism with 
civilization. That Pontiac was crafty, unscrupulous, relentless, finding a 
revel in havoc and carnage, might disqualify him for the noblest epithets 
which the white man bestows on the virtues of a military hero. But he 
had the virtues of a savage, all of them, and in their highest range of 
nature and of faculty. He was a stern philosopher and moralist also, of 
the type engendered by free forest life, unsophisticated and trained in the 
school of the wilderness. He knew well the attractions of civilization. He 
weighed and compared them, as they presented themselves before his eyes 
in full contrast with savagery, in the European and in the Indian, and in 
those dubious specimens of humanity in which the line of distinction was 
blurred by the Indianized white man, the "Christian" convert, and the 
half-breed. Deliberately and, we may say, intelligently, he preferred for his 
own people the state of savagery. Intelligently, because he gave grounds 
for his preference, which, from his point of view and experience, had weight 
in themselves, and cannot be denied something more than plausibility even 
in the judgment of civilized Jllen, for idealists like.Rousseau and the Abbe 
Raynal have pleaded for them. Pontiac was older in native sagacity and 

. shrewdness than in years. He had eyidence enough that his race had 
suffered only harm from intercourse with the whites. The manners and 
temptations of· civilization had affected them only by demoralizing influ
ences. All the elements of life in the white man struck at what was 
noblest in the nature of the Indian, - his virility, his self-respect, his proud 
and sufficing independence, his content with his former surroundings and 
range of life. With an earnest eloquence Pontiac, in the lodges and at 
the council fires of his people, whether of his own immediate tribe or of 
representative warriors of other tribes, set before them the demonstration 
that security and happiness, if not peace, depended for them on their 
renouncing all reliance upon the whiteman's ways and goods, and revert
ing with a stern stoicism to the former conditions of their lot. He told· 
his responsive listeners that the Great Spirit, in pouring the wide salt 
waters between the two races of his children, meant to divide them and to 
keep them forever apart, giving to each of them a country which was their 
own, where they were free to live after their own method. The different 
tinting of their skin indicated a variance which testified to a rooted diver
gence of nature. For his red children the Great. Spirit had provided the 
forest, the meadow, the lake, and the river, with fish and game for food 
and clothing. The canoe, the moccasin, the snow-shoe, the stone axe, the 
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hide or bark covered lodge, the fields of golden maize, the root crops, the 
vines and berries, the waters of the cold crystal spring, made the inventory 
of their possessions. They belonged to nature, and were of kin to all its 
other creatures, which they put freely to their use, holding everything in 
common. The changing moons brought round the· seasons for planting 
and hunting, for game, festivity, and religious rite. Their old men pre
served the sacred traditions of their race. Their braves wore the SCars and 
trophies of a noble manhood, and their young men were in training to be 
the warriors of their tribes in defence or conquest. 

These, argued Pontiac, were the heritage which the Great Spirit had as
signed to his red children. The spoiler had come among them from across 
the salt sea, and woe and ruin. for the Indian had come, with him. The 
white man could scorn the children of the forest, but could not be their 
friend or helper. Let the Indian be .content and proud to remain an In
dian. Let him at once renounce all use of the white man's goods and imple
ments and. his fire-water, and fall back upon the independence of nature, 
fed on the flesh and clothed with the skins secured by bow and arrow and 
his skill of woodcraft. . 

Such was the pleading of the most gifted chieftain and the wisest patriot, 
the native product of the American wilderness. There was a nobleness in 
him, even a grandeur and. prescience of soul, which take a place now on the 
list of protests that have poured from human breasts against the decrees of 
fate. Pontiac followed up his bold scheme by all the arts and appliances 
of forest diplomacy. He formed his cabinet, and sent out his ambassadors 
with their credentials in the reddened 'hatchet and the war-belt. They 
visited some of even the remoter tribes, with appeals conciliatory of all 
minor feuds and quarrels. Their success was qualified only by the inveter
acy of existing enmities among some of these tribes. It would be difficult 
to estimate, even if only approximately, the number of the savages who 
were more or less directly engaged in the conspiracy of Pontiac. A noted 
French trader, who had resided many years among the Indians, and who 
had had an extended intercourse with the tribes, stayed at Detroit during 
the siege, having taken the oath of alh!giance to the king of Great Britain. 
Largely from his own personal knowledge, he drew up an elaborate list of 
the tribes, with the number of warriors in each. The summing up of these 
is 56,500. In the usual way of allOWIng one to five of a whole population, 
for able-bodied men, this would represent the number of the savages as 
about 283,000, which slightly exceeds the number of Indians now in our 
national domain.1 

The lake and river posts which had been yielded up by the French, on 
the summons, were occupied by slender and poorly supplied English garri
sons, un warned of the impending concentration. The scheme of Pontiac 
involved two leading acts in the drama: one was the beleaguerment of all 

1 Appendix V to the O"io Val/'JI HisttJrkai S<ri". edition of Bouquds Exp,dition (Cincinnati, 
1868). 
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the fortified lake and river garrisons; the other was an extermination by . 
fire and carnage of all the isolated frontier settlements at harvest time, 
so as to cause general starvation. . The plan was that all these assaults, 
respectively assigned to bodies of the allies, should be made at the same 
time, fixed by a phase of the moon. Scattered through the wilderness 
were many English traders, in their cabins and with their packhorses and 
goods. These were plundered and massacred. l The assailed posts were 
slightly reinforced by the few surviving settlers and traders who escaped 
the open field slaughter. The conspiracy was so far effective as to paralyze 
with dismay the occupants of the whole region which it threatened. But 
pluck and endurance proved equal to the appalling conflict. Nearly all the 
posts, after various alternations of experien.ce, succumbed to the savage foe. 
Such was the fate of Venango, Le Breuf, Presqu' Isle, La Bay, St. Joseph, 
Miamis, Ouachtanon, Sandusky, and Mi~hilimackinac. Detroit alone held 
out. The fort at Niagara, being very strong, was not attacked. The 
Shawanees and Delawares were active' agents in this conspiracy. The 
English used all their efforts and appliances to keep the Six Nations neu
tral. The French near the Mississippi were active in plying and helping 
the tribes within their reach. The last French flag that came down on our 
territory was at Fort Chartres on the Mississippi.2 

1 It is estimated that not less than two hun
dred of these scattered traders, wl)o had con
fidently ventured into the wilderness on the 
assurance of the treaty, were massacred, after 

being plundered of goods of more than a hun
dred thousand pounds in value. 

2 [The events of the Pontiac war can be fo!" 
lowed in Vol. V.-ED.] 

CRITICAL ESSAY ON THE SOURCES OF INFORMATION.1 

BJ' Dr. Ellis and tn. Editor. 

ON some few historical subjects we have vol- and many-sided are the materials which he has 
umes so felicitously constructed as to com· digested for us, that we have all the benefit of 

bine all that is . most desirable in original mate· an attendance on a trial in a court or a debate 
rials with a judicious digest of them. Of such in the forum, where by testimony and cross-ex· 
a character i~ Francis .Parkman's France and amination different witnesses are made to verify 
England in Nor!n America, A Series of Histori· or rectify their separate assertions. The official 
cal Narratives. So abundant, authentic, and in· representatives of France, military and civil, on 
telligently gathered are his citations from and ref· this continent, like their superiors and patrons 
erences to the journals,letters, o~cial reports, and at home, were by no means all of one mind. 
documents, often in the very words of the actors, They had their conflicting interests to serve. 
that, through the writer's luminous pages, we They made. their reports to those to whom they 
are, for all substantial purposes, made to read were responsible or sought to influence, and so 
and listen to their own narrations. Indeed, we colored them by their selfishness or rivalry. 
Ilre even more favored ~han that. So com pre- These communications, gathered from widely 
hensive have been bis researches, and so full scattered repositories, are for the first time 

1 The bibliography of the subject is nowhere exhaustively done. The Proof-sn •• ts of Pilling as a tentative 
effort, an!1 his later divisionary sections, devoted to the Eskimo, Siouan, and other stocks, though primarily 
framed for their linguistic bearing, are the chief help; and these guides can be supplemented by Field's Indian 
BiMiogralhy, the references for anonymous books in Sabin's Dictionary (ix. p. 86), and sections in many 
catalogues of public and private libraries, like the Brinley (iii. 5,352 etc.), devoted wholly or in part to Ameri
cana, and the foot·notes and authorities given in Parkman, H. H. Bancroft, and many others. 
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brought together and made to confront each 
other in Mr. Parkman's pages. Allowing for a 
gap covering the first half of the eighteenth 
ceutury, which is yet to be filled, Mr. Parkman's 
series of volumes deals with the whole period of 
the enterprise of France in the new world to its 
'cession' of all territory east of the Mississippi to 
Great Britain. His marvellously faithful and 
skilful reproduction of the scenic features of the 
continent, in its wild state, bears a fit relation 
to his elaborate study of its red denizens. His 
wide and arduous exploration in the tracks of 
the first pioneers, and his easy social relations 
with the modem representatives of the aborigi
nal stock, put him back into the scenes and 
companionship of those whose schemes and 
achievements he was to trace historically. After 
identifying localities and lines of exploration 
here, he followed up in foreign archives the mis
sives written in these forests; and the official 
and confidential communications of the military 
and civic functionaries of France, revealing the 
joint or conflicting schemes and jealousies of 
intrigue or selfishness of priests, traders, mo
nopolists, and adventurers. The panorama that 
is unrolled and spread before. us is full and 
complete, lacking nothing of reality in nature 
or humanity, in color, variety, or action. The 
volumes rehearse in a continuous narrative the 
course of French enterprise here, the motives, 
immediate and ultimate, which were had in view, 
the progress in realizing them, the obstacles and 
resistance encountere.d, and the tragic failure.1 

The· references in Parkman show that he 
depends more upon French than upon English 
sources, and indeed he seems to give tIie chief 
credit for his drawing of the early Indian life 
and character' to the Relations of the French 
and Italian Jesuits, 2 during their missionary 
work in New France. 

We must class with these records of the 
Jesuits, though not equalling them in value, 
the volumes of Champlain, Sagard, Creuxius, 

Boucher,a and the later Lafitau and Charlevoix. 
Parkman' tells us that no other of these early 
books is so satisfactory as Lafitau's MtZurs des 
Sauvagu (1724); and Charlevoix gave similar 
testimony regarding his predecessor.s For 
original material on the French side we have 
nothing to surpass in interest the Mlmoires et 
documents, published by Pierre Margry, of 
which an account has been given elsewhere,6 as 
well as of the efforts of Parkman and others in 
advancing their publication.7 There is but little 
matter in these volumes relating to the military 
operations which make the subject of this chap
ter, though jealousy and rivalry of the schemes 
of the English, and the necessity of efforts to 
thwart them in their attempts to gain influence 
and to open trade with the Indians, are con
stantly recognized. In the diplomatic and mili
tary movements which opened on this continent 
the Seven Years' War, the English, who had sub
stantially secured the alliance of the Iroquois, 
or the Six Nations, insisted that they had ob
tained by treaties with them the territory be
tween the Alleghanies and the Ohio, which the 
Six Nations on their part claimed to have gained 
by conquest and cession of the tribes Jhat had 
previously occupied it. But when the English 
vindicated their entrance on the territory on the 
basis of these treaties with the Six Nations, the 
Shawanees and the Delawares, having recuper
ated their courage and vigor, denied this right 
by conquest. The French could not claim a 
right either by conquest or by cession. Their 
assumed occupancy and tenure through mission 
stations and strongholds were maintained simply 
and wholly on grounds of discovery and explo
ration. Margry's volumes furnish the abundant 
and'all-sufficient evidence of the priority of the 
French in this enterprise. The olij.cial docu
ments interchanged with the authorities at home 
are all engaged with advice and promptings and 
measures for making good the claim to domin
ion founded on discovery. These volumes also 

1 Parkman's merits as a historian are elsewhere recognized in the present history. See Vols. II., IV., and 
V. He first gave his summary of Indian character in the introductory chapt".. of his first historical book, his 
Pontiac. He later completed it in papers in the North Amer. Rev., July, 1865, and July, 1866, and finally in 
tlllo introduction to his Jesuits. 

2 This class of material, including the Lettres Edifiantes, has been examined in our VoL IV. 292, 296, 
316, etc. Cf. Shea's Charlevoix, i. 88; Glorias del segundo siglo de la compania de Jesus, r646-r730 (Mad
rid,1734); 

Parkman calls Br~balUf the best observer among the Jesuits. On their missions see Revue Canadienne, 
Jan., 1888; Dublin Review, xii. (t869) 70; Mag. Amer. Hist., iii. 250. Margry (vol. i.) has a "M~moire" 
on the Recollects, 1614-1884. Cf. RtI'ue Canadienne, by S. Lesage, Feb., 1867, p. 303. On the earlier 
Canadian missions see N. E. Dionne in NQuvelles Soirees Canadienn.s, i. 399; V': S. Catholic Monthly, vii. 
235, 5,8, 561 ; and tbe Abb~ Verreau on the beginnings of the Church in Canada, in Roy. Soc. Canada, Proc., 
ii.63· 

8 See VoL IV. '30, 290, 296, 298. 
, Jesuits, p. llv. 
6 Shea's ed. Charlevoix, p. 9" See post, Vol. IV. 298 • 
• Cf. VoL IV. p. 242. 
f U.S. Statutes at Large, xvii. 513. 
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are of the highest value as presenting to us from 
the first explorers, every way intelligent and 
competent as observers and reporters, the scenes 
arid t~nants of the interior of the continent. 
Here we have the wilderness;its primeval for
ests, its sea -like lakes, its threading rivers, 
shrunken or swollen, its cataracts and its con
fluent streams, its marshy expanses, bluffs, and 
plains, and its resources, abundant or scant, for 
sustaining life of beasts or men, all touched in 
feature or full portrayal by the charming skill of 
those to whom the sight was novel and bewilder
ing.! These French explorers will henceforth 
serve for all time as primary authorities on the 
features and resources of the interior of this 
continent just before it became the prize in con
test between rival European nationalities. That 
contest undoubtedly had more to do in d<;!ciding 
the fate of the savage tribes from that time to 
our own. .There are many reasons for believing 
that if the French had been able to hold alone 
an undisputed dominion in the interior of the 
continent, their relations with the Indian tribes, 
if not wholly pacific, would have been far more 
amicable than those which followed upon the 
hot rivalry with the English for the possession 
of their terrltories. The French were the wiser, 
the more tolerant and friendly of the two, in 
their intercourse with and treatment of the sav
ages, with whom they found it so easy to affiliate. 
Under other circumstances the Indians might 
have come to hold the relation of wards to the 
French in a sense far more applicable than that 
in which tbe term has been used by the govern
ment of the United States. 

Of the early English material there is no 
dearth, but it hardly has the same stamp of 
authority. The story of the Moravian and other 
missions on the Protestant and English side has 
less of such invariable devotedness and success 
than is recorded in the general summaries of the 
Jesuit and Recollet missions, like Shea's History 

of the Catholic M':"s;ons, IS2!r18S4(N. Y., 185S).2 
The Indian Nah"ons of Heckewelder ,8 the service 
of the United Brethren, and the labors instituted 
by the Society for the Propagation of the Gos. 
pel,' are records not without significance; but 
they yield to the superior efficacy of the French.' 
Among the English administrative officers, the 
lead must doubtless be given to Sir William 
Johnson, for his personal influence over the In
dian mind, winning their full confidence by fair 
and generous treatment of them, by a free hospi
tality, by assimilating with their habits even in 
his array, and by mastering their language. His 
deputy, Col. George Croghan, as interpreter and 
messenger, was kept busily employed in con
stant tramps through the woods, and in fearless 
errands to parties of vacillating or hostile tribes, 
to hold or win them to the English interest. 
The principal and the deputy, in this hazardous 
diplomacy, were specially qualified for their of
fice by having mastered the gift and qualities 
of Indian oratory, by a familiarity with Indian 
character in its strength and weakness, and by 
endeavoring to keep faith with them, and to 
imitate the adroit methods of the French rather 
than the contemptuous hauteur of ·most of the 
English in intercourse with them.s 

The reader will naturally go to the biogra
phies of Johnson, Washington, and the other 
military leaders of their time, to those of a few 
civilians, like Franklin, and to the general his
tories of the French and Indian wars and of 
their separate campaigns, for much light upon 
the Indian in war; /and these materials have 
been sufficiently explored in another volume of 
the present History.' These more general. ac- . 
counts are easily supplemented in the narra
tives of adventures and sufferings by a large 
class of persons who fell captive to the Indians, 
and lived to tell their tales. 8 

The earlier travellers, like P. E. Radisson,9 
Richard Falconer,10 Le Beau,ll and Jonathan 

1 Parkman in his La Salle lets us into the feelings of that explorer. La Salle's account of the Indians is 
translated in the "'fag. Amer. Hist., Ap., 1878. 

2 Cf. Trm.e!s of severnllearned missionaries of tIle S()(;iet? of Jesus, translated fro", the Frellch (London. 
1714)' 

8 See Vol. V. 245, 582. • See Vol. V. p. 169-
6 Other missionary records are· noticed in Vol. V. Brinton enlarges upon· the traces of Indian degradation 

following upon all missionary efforts among them. Amer. Hero M?f"s, 206, 23" 
S The careers of Johnson and Croghan are traced in Vol. V. 
7 Vol. V.passim. 
8 Such were the Travels of Alexander Henry, the Sufferings of Peter Williamson, and the long list of 

scxalled "Captivities" (see Vol. V. 186,490). Probably Mr. Samuel G. Drake was for many years the most 
assiduous promoter of. this class of books. This compiler's sympathetic sentiment clearly affected his rhet
oric and sometimes the accuracy of his statements. Cf. titles of his books in Pilling, Sabin, and Field. Cf. 
Drake's Aboriginal Races of North America, revised O? H. L. William. (N. Y., 1880). 

9 Voyages: an aceount of "is travels and experiences among the Norl" America" l"tlians,/rofn 16,52 to 
r68.,. Transcribed from original manuscripts in the Bodleian Librar? alld t"6 Brit':"" Museum. Wit" 
histori,cal illustrations and an introduction b? G. D. Scull (Boston, 1885), a publication of the Prince 
Society. 

10 Vo?ages, 2d ed., London, 1724. 11 See Vol. IV. p. 299. 
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Carver,l not to name others; the later ones, like 
Prinz Muimilian; I the experiences of various 
army officers on the frontiers, like Randolph B. 
Marcy" and J. B. Fry,<-all such books fill in 
the picture in some of its details. 

The early life in the Ohio Valley was par
ticularly conducive to such auxiliary helps in 
this study, and we. owe more of this kind of 
illustration to Joseph Doddridge 6 than to any 
other. He was a physician and a missionary of 
the Protestant Episcopal Church, and in both 
his professions a man highly esteemed. He was 
born in Maryland in 1769. and in his fourth year 
removed with his family to the western border 
of the line between Pennsylvania and Virginia. 
With . abundant opportunities in his youth of 
familiarity with the rudest experiences of front
ier life near hostile Indians. he was a keen ob
server, a skilful narrator, and a diligent gatherer
up of historical and traditional lore from the 
hardy and well-scarred pioneers. He had re
ceived a good academic and medical education, 
and was a keen student of nature as well as of 
humanity. His pages give us most vivid pic
tures of life under the stem and perilous condi
tions; not, however, without their fascinations, 
of forest haunts, of rude and scattered cabins, of 
domestic and social relations, of the resources 
of the heroic whites. and of the qualities of In
dian war£ai"e in the desperate struggle with the 
in",.ders.& 

1 lD 1;-66-68. 

Another early writer in this field was Dr. S. P. 
Hildreth of Ohio, who published his Pionur 
HisfQry (Cincinnati, 1848) while . some of the 
pioneers of the Northwest were still living, and 
the papers of some of them, like Col. George 
lIIorgan, could be put to service.7 Dr. Hildreth, 
in his BiograpllicaJ and Histqrit;aJ MfflIlJirs of 
tlu ,arty Pion.er oUtliers of Ollio (Cincinnati, 
1852), included a Memoir of Isaac Williams, 
who at the age of eighteen began a course of 
service and adventure in the Indian country, 
which was continued till its close at the age of 
eighty-foUT. ~'hen eighteen years of age he 
was employed by the government of Pennsylva
nia, being already a trained hunter, as a spy and 
ranger among the Indians. He served in this 
capacity in Braddock's campaign, and was a 
guard for the first convoy of provisions, on pack
horses, to Fort Duquesne, after its surrender to 
General Forbes in 1758. He was one of the 
first settlers on the Muskingum, after the peace 
made there with the Indians, in 1765, by Bou
quet. His subsequent life was one of daring 
and heroic adventure on the frontiers.8 

Passing to the more general works, the ear
liest treatment of the North American Indians, 
of more than local scope, was the work of 
James Adair, fust published in 177 50 a section 
of whose map, showing the position of the In
dian tribes within the present United States at 

S Reise ill das 1_. Nord A.uriJ:as (Coblenz, 1141); also in an English translation (London) . 
• Border R-mis_ (N. Y., 18721-
4 A_:1 Sacrifices. • 
6 NIlleSDf tile sdtu.e..t and IlIdi",. 7Vars of tile ~ larts of Virginia and Pmnsyh-ania, 1763-1783-

See Vol. V. po 581. 
• The question has often heen discussed as to the origin of the title of "Indian summer," as applied to a 

. beautiful portion of our autumnal season. Dr. Doddridge gives us an explanation of its original significance, 
or, at least, of an association with it, which would make a feeling of dread rather than of romance its most 
striking suggestion. He says that to a backwoodsman the term in its original import would cause a chill of 
horror. The explanation is as follows: The white settlers on the frontiers found no peace from lDdian alarms 
and onsets save in the winter. From spring to the early part of the autumn, the settlers, cooped up in the 
forts, 01 ever at watch in their fields, had no security 01 comfort. The approach of winter was halled as a 
juhilee in cabin and farm, willi bustle and hilarity. But after the first set .... of winter aspects came a longer 
01 short .. intenaJ of warm, smoky, buy weather, which would tempt the lDdians-as if a hrief return of 
summer - to renew their incursions on the frontiers. The season, then, was an "Ind.ia.D: swnmer JI only for 
blood and mischief. So the spell of warm open weather, of melting snows, in the latter part of February
a premature spring - was a period of dread fOl the frontiersmen. It was called the "pawwawing days," as 
the lDdians were then holding their incantations and councils for rehearsing fOl their spring war-parties. 

7 CL further on Hildreth and his books our VoL VD. po 536-
8 There are notices of other books of this kind in Vols. V. and VIL of the present History. Particularly, 

may be mentioned Joseph Pritt's Mirror Df Olden Ti_ (Chambersburg, Va., 1848; ad eeL, Abingdon, Va., 
1149), in which the most interesting portions are the personal narratives of such captives to the Indians as 
Col. James Smith, John M'Cullough, and others, the full credibility of which is vouched for by those who 
knew them as neighbors and associates. This class of narratives by men who for years, willingly or unwill· 
ingly, affiliated with their wild captors make very intelligible to us the fact that the whites are much more 
readily Indianized than are lDdians led to coofonn to the ways of civili2ation. Cf. Archibald Loudon's Selec
IiInI of _ of tile _ i_mi"r IIarralives, of _tragu, c01IIIIIitted 6:1 tile IlIdians, ill tlleir TVars 1I1it" 

tile ."IIite ~Ie. Also, II. MC",.,.t of tUir ",a",..,s, CIIstO,,", traditions, dc. (Carlisle, 180&-11; Harris
burg, 1888). 
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that time, is given ~lsewhere.l This History of 
the American Indians was later included by 
Kingsborough in Antiquities of Mexico (vol. viii. 
London, 1848).2 At just about the same time 
(1777), Dr. Robertson, in his America (book 
iv.), gave a general survey, which . prob~bly rep
resents the lever of the best European knowl· 
edge at that time. 

It was not till well into the present century 
that much effort was made to summarize the 
scattered knowledge of explorers like Lewis and 
Clarke and of venturesome travellers. In 1819, 
we find where we might not expect it about as 
good an attempt to make a survey of the subject 
as was then attainable, in Ezekiel Sanford's 
History of the United States before the Revolu
tion, - a book, however, which was pretty roundly 
condemned for its general inacctfracy by :ri(athan 
Hale in the North American RevitW. The next 
year the Rev. Jedediah Morse made A report to 
the secretary of war, on Indian a.!fairs, compris
ing a narrative of a tour in r82o, for ascertain
ing the actual state of the Indian tribes ill our 
country (New Haven, 1822), which is about the 
beginning of systematized knowledge, though 
the subject in its scientific aspects was . too new 
for well-stud!ed proportions. The Report, how
ever, attracted attention and instigated other 
students. De Tocqueville, in 1835, took the In
dian problem within his range.8 Albert Galla
tin printed, the next year, in the second vol ume 
of the A"chteologid Americana (Cambridge, 1836), 
his Synopsis of the Indian Tribl!S within the 
United States east of the Rocky Mrn:ntains; and 
though his main purpose was to explain the lin
guistic differences, his introduction is still a val
uable summary of the knowledge then existing. 

There were at this tinle two well-directed 

efforts in progress to catch the features and life 
of the Indians as presetving their aboriginal 
traits. Between 1838 and 1844 Thomas L. Mc
Kenney and James Hall published at Philadel
phia, in three volumes folio, their History of the 
Indian tribes of North America, witl. biographical 
sketches of the principal chiefs. Witn r20 portrs. 
from the Indiangallery of the DepJrtmmt ofwar, 
at Washington; 4 and in 1841 the public first got 
the fruits of George Catlin's wanderings among 
the Indians of the Northwest, in his Letters and 
notes on the manners, customs and condition of the 
Nortn American Indians, written during eight 
'Vears' travel among the wildest tribes of Indians 
in Nortn America, in r8.J2-39 (N. Y., 1841), in 
two volumes. The book went through various 
editions in this country and in London.6 It 
was but the forerunner of various other books 
illustrative of his experieflce among the tribes; 
but it remains the most important.6 The suffi
cient summary of all that Catlin did to elucidate 
the Indian character and life will be found in 
Thomas Donaldson's George Catlin's Indian 
Gallery in the U. S. Nat. Museum, with memoirs 
and statistics, being part v. of the Smithsonian 
Report for 1885.7 

The great work of Schoolcraft has been else
where described in the present volume.8 

The agencies for acquiring and disseminating 
knowledge respecting the condition, past and 
present, of the red race have been and are much 
the same as those which inlprove the study of 
the archaeological aspects of their history: such 
publications as the Transactions.o/ the Amer
ican Ethnolo",aical Society (1845-1848); the Re
ports of the governmental geological surveys, 
and those upon transcontinental railway routes; 
those upon national boundaries; those of the 

1 Vol. VII. p. 448. As types of successive ranges of anthropological studies see Happel's Thesaurus 
Exoticorum (Hamburg, J688) ; Stuart and Kuyper's De Mensch soo als hif voorkomt (Amsterdam, 1802), 

.. vol. vi., and the better koown Researches of Prichard (voL v.). 
2 See Vol. V. 68. 
8 See VoL V II. 264. 
4 The'original paintings for the plates are now in the Peabody Museum (Report, xvi. 189). M'Kenneyalso 

published his Memoirs, official and personal, with sketches of travel a;"ong the norihern and southern 
Ind;ans (N. Y., 1846), in two volumes. He had been in [816 the agent of the United States in dealing with 
the Indians, and in 1824 had been put at the head of the Indian bureau. 

S The English editions are generally called Illustrations of the Manners, etc. 
6 The best bibliographical record of Catlin's publications is in Pilling's Bi6/iog. Sioua .. languages (1887), 

p. IS· Cf. Field, p. 63; Sabin, iii. p. 436. 
7 The volume contains three interesting portraits of Catlin and reimpreSsions of his drawings as originally 

published. 
8 For diversity of opinions respecting it see Allibone's Dietionary. The modern scientific historian and 

ethnologist think in conjunction in giving it a low rank compared with what such a book should ~ The 
fullest account of the bibliography of this and of Schoolcraft's other books is in Pilling's Proof-sheets. Whai
ever credit may accrue to Schoolcraft is kept out of sight in the title-page of a condensation of the book, which 
has some interspersed additions from other sources, all of which are obscurely included, so that the authorship 
of them is uncertain. The book is called The Indian Tri6es of the United States, edited 6y F. S. Drake 
(Philad., 1884),in 2 vols. There is another conglomerate and useful book, edited by W. W. Beach, Thelndian 
Miscel!any; papers on the history, antiquities [etc.] of the American a60rigines (Albany, 18n), which is a 
collecbon of magazine, review, and newspaper articles by various writers, usually of good character. 
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Smithsonian Institution, with its larger Contri
butions, and of late years the R~ports of tl" 
Bllr~au of Ethnology; the reports of such insti
tutions as the Peabody Museum of Archzology; 
and those of the Indian agents of the Federal 
government, of chief importance among which 
is Miss Alice C. Fletcher's Indian EducatWn 
and Civili6atillh, published by the Bureau of 
Education (Washington, 1888). To these must 
be added the great mass of current periodical 
literature reached through Poolt's Index, and 
the action and papers of the government, not 
always easily discoverable, through Poore's D~
scriptiv~ Catalogu~. 

The maps of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries are. in addition to the reports of traders, 
missionaries, and adventurers, the means which 
we have of placing the territories of the many 
Indian tribes which, si.,e the contact of Euro
peans, have been found in North America; but 
the abiding-p1aces of the tribes ·have been far 
from permanent. Many of these early maps are 
given in other volumes of the present History.I 
Geographers like Hutchins and military men 
like Bouquet found it incumbent on them to 
study this question.i Benjamin Smith Barton 
surveyed the field in 1797; but the earliest of 
special map seems to have been that compiled 
by Albert Gallatin, who endeavored to place the 
tribes of the Atlantic slope as they were in 1600, 
and those beyond the A lleghanies as they were 
in 1800. The map in the Am~ni:an Gaz~lIur 
(London, 1762) gives some information,S and that 
of Adair in 177 5 is reproduced elsewhere.' In 
1833, Catlin endeavored to give a geographical 
position to ali the tribes in the United States on 
a map, given in his great work and reproduced in 
the Smithsonian R~port, part v. (1885). In 1840 
compiled maps were given on a small scale in 

1 Particularly in Vol. IV. 
i Cf. Vol. VI. 610, 611, 6so. 

George Bancroft's third volume of his United 
Statu, and another in Marryat's Trav~/s, vol. ii. 
The government has from time to time published 
maps showing the Indian occupation of territory, 
and the present reservations are shown on maps 
in Donaldson's Public Domain and in the Smith· 
sonian R~port, part v. (1885).6 . 

The migrations and characteristics of the Es· 
kimos have already been disclissed,6 and the 
journals of the Arctic explorers will yield light 
upon their later conditions. We find those of 
the Hudson Bay region depicted iii all the books 
relating to the life of the Company's factors.7 

The Beothuks of Newfoundland, which are 
thought to have become extinct in 1828,8 are 
described in Hatton and Harvey's Newfound
land; by T. G. B. Lloyd in the Joumal of thl! 
Anthropological Institute (London), 18740 p. 21 ; 
1875, p. 222; by A. S. Gatschet in the Amer· 
ican Philosophical Society's Transactions (Philad., 
1885-86, vols. xxii. xxiii.); add in the Nin~teenth 
Cenlury, Dec., 1888. Leclercq in his Nouvelll! 
Relation d~ la Gasplsi. (Paris, 1691) gives us an 
account of the natives on the western side of the 

.gulf.-
The Micmacs of Nova Scotia are considered 

in Lescarbot and the later histories' and in the 
documentary collections of that colony; and as 
they played a part in the French wars, the range 
of that military history covers some material 
concerning them.IO 

For the aborigines of Canada, we easily revert 
to the older writers, like Champlain, Sagard, 
Creuxius, Boucher, Leclercq, Lafitau; the Yoyagc 
curieux et nouveau parmi les sauvages of Le Beau 
(Amsterdam, 1738); the Nouvelll! France of 
Charlevoix; the Hisloire dl! r Amlrique Septen
triona/~ (Paris, 1753) of Bacqueville de la 
Potherie ; 11 and to the later historians, like Fer-

8 A part of it is reproduced by J. Watts de Peyster in his Miscellanies by an Officer, part ii. (N. Y., 1888) • 
• Vol. VII. p. 448. 
S There is a map of the distribution of Indians in the eastern part of the Unit~ States in Cassino's 

Standard Nat. Hisl., vi. 147. 
o See ante, p. 106. 
t Paul Kane'. U'anderings of an artist among the Indians is translated by Ed. Delessert in Les Indiens 

dela baie d'Hudson (Paris, 1861). 
8 The truth 'seems to be that some were last seen in that year. It is uncertain whether they died out, or 

the final remnant crossed into Labrador . 
• See VotiV. p. 29" 

10 Cf. Account 0/ the customs and manners of the Mi,,,,akis and Mar;cneds savage nations. Prom an 
original Frenc4 manuscript letter, tiro" pUblished. Anne%«!, jieces relative to tlu savagu, Nova Scotia 
[etc.] (London, 17;8); J. G. Shea in Hisl. Mag., v. 290; No. Am. Rev., voL cxii., Jan., .871. For mission. 
among them see Vol. IV. p .• 68. . 

11 See Vol. IV. p. 299. The Hurons as the leading stock in Canada are, of course, to be studied in the. 
Juuit Relations and in all the other accounts of the Catholic missions in Canada, as well a. in the early 
historical narratives, alluded to in the text, and in such special books as the Sieur Gendron's Pays du Hurons 
(see Vol. IV. 30S), and in the accounts of leading missionaries like Jean de Brebmuf. Cf. F6lix Martin'. 
Hurons d IrofJUois (Paris, I8n); J. M.Lemoine in Maple Leaves, 2d ser. (1873); Cayaron's Chaumont, 
163'r1693, and his Autobiographie d pieces inidites (Foitiers, r869); B. SuIte on the Iroquois and Algonquins 

VOL. I. - 21 . 
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nald (ch. 7, S), Garneau (.d book), and Warbur· 
. ton's CONquest of Canada (ch. 6, 7, 8). The 

Abenaki, which lay between the northeastern 
settlements of the English and the French, are 
specially treated by Bacqueville (vol. iv.), in the 
Maine Hist. Soc. CollutioHS, vol. vi., and in Mau· 
rault's Histoire des Abenakis (1866).1 

The rich· descriptive literature of the early 
days of New England gives us much help in un· 
derstanding the aboriginal life. We 'begin with 
John Smith, and come down through a long 
series of writers like Governor Bradford and 
Edward Winslow for Plymouth; Gorges, Mor· 
ton, Winthrop, Higginson, Dudley, Johnson, 
Wood, Lechford, and Roger Williams for other 
parts. These are all characterized in another 
place.! The authorities on the early wars with 
the Pequots and with Philip, the accounts of 
Daniel Gookin, who knew them so well,3 and 
chance visits like those of Rawson and Dan
forth,. furnish the· concomitants needful to the 
recital. The story of the labors of Eliot, May
hew, and others in urging the conversion of the 
natives is based upon anothh large range of 
material, in which much that is merely exhorta
tive does not wholly conceal the material for the 
historian.6 Here too the chief actors in this 

work help us in their records. We have letters 
of Eliot, and we have the tracts which he was 
instrumental in publishing.6 There is also a let· 
ter of Increase Mather to Leusden on the Indian 
missions (1688).7 Gookin tells us of the suffer· 

. ings of the Christian Indians during the war of 
1675,6 and he gives also reports of the speeches 
of the Indian converts.9 The lotayhews of Mar· 
tha's Vineyard, Thomas, Matthew, and Experi
ence, have left us records equally useful.1O 

The principal student of the literature. mainly 
religious, produced in the tongue of the natives, 
has been Dr. James Hammond Trumbull, of 
Hartford, and he has given us ttle leading ac
counts of its creation and illfluence.ll It was 
this propagandist movement that led Eleazer 
Wheelock into establishing (1754) an Indian 
Charity School at Lebanon, Connecticut, which 
finally removed to Han .... er. in New Hampshire, 
and became (1769) Dartmouth College.11 

The New England tribes have produced a 
considerable local illustrative literature. The 
Kennebecs and Penobscots in Maine are no
ticed in the histories of that State, and in many 
of the local monographs.13 For New Hamp
shire, beside the state histories,l. the Pemige· 
wassets are described in W m. Little's. Ul'arrell 

in the ReI"" Canadienne (x. 606); D. Wilson on the Huron-Iroquois·of Canada in Ro,. Soc. Canada, Proc. 
(1884, vol.ii.), and references. lost. Vol. IV. p. 307. W. H. Withrow has a paper on the last of the Hurons in 
the Canadian Monthl, (ii. 409). 

I All of these books are further characterized in Vols. IV. and V. Cf. also J. C;ampbeU in the Quebu Lit. 
4nd Hist. Soc. Trans., 1881, and Wm. Clint in Ibid. 1877; and Daniel Wilson in A",. Assoc. Adv. Sci. Proc. 
(1882), vol. xxxi., and in his Prehist. Man, ii. Also Vetromile's Abnakis (N. Y., 1866). 

2 Vol. III. 
3 "Hist. Coli. of the Indians of N. E." in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coli., i . 
• Noyes' New England', Dut" Boston, 1698. 
6 Cf. Neal's New England, i. ch. 6; Conn. Eva"g. Mag., ii., iii., iv.; Amer. Q. Reg., iv.; Sabbat" at 

Home, Apr.-July, 1868. 
B Cf. his letters in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., Nov., 1879; N. E. Hist. Ge". Reg., July, 1882; Birch's Life of 

Roberl Bo,le': and the lives of Eliot. For the Eliot tracts see our Vol. III. p. 355. Marvin'S rep~int of Eliot's 
Brief Narration (1670) has a list of writ~ on the subject. Cf. Martin Moore on Eliot and his Converts in 
the Amer. Quarl. Reg., Feb., 1843, reprinted in Beach's I,.ditm Miseella"" p. 405; E1Iis's Red Ma,. a"d 
White Ma" in No. America .. Jacob's Pra,i"g I"dia"s .. and Bigelow's Natick. 

7 Sabin, x. p. 191. 
8 Arch,.ologia Amer., ii. 
9 Cf. John Gillies' Hist. Coli. relating to re",arkable/eriMs of the success of the Goslel (Glasgow, 1754). 

10 Success of the gosl,1 a",ong the [ndia", of Marl"a's Vine,ard (1694). Con'luests alCd Triu"'lhs of 
Grace (1696), which is reprinted in part in Mather's Magllalia. I"dia" Converls of Marlha's Vi,.e,ard 
(1727), and Experience, its author, appended to one of his discourses a " State of the Indians, 1694-1720." 

11 Origin a"d early Irogress of India .. ",issio", ill N ... England, wit" a li,t of books ill the ["dian 
languagelrinted at Cambridge and Bosto", IbSJ-172r (Worcester, 1874, or Amer. A"tiq. Soc. Proc., Oct., 
1873); a paper on the Indian tongue and its literature in the M.",. Hist. Bost.,., i. 465. 

IS Wheelock has given us A brief narrative ofthellCdian C"arit,School (London,1766;.d ed., 1767), and 
a series of tracts portray its later progress. Cf. McClure and Parish's Me",oi,. of Wheelock. Samson Occum 
and Brant were his pupils. Also see Miss Fletcher's Relorl, p. 94, and S. C. Bartlett in Til. Gra"ite 
Monthly (I8SS), p. 277. 

13 See Vol. III. p. 364. There is a bibliography of the Indians in Maine in the Hist. Mag., March, 1870, p. 
164. Cf. Hanson's Gardin.,., etc.; the histories of Norridgewock by Hanson and Allen; Sabine in the Chris· 
tlan E"a".iner, IS57; and Mass. Hist. Soc. Coli., vols. iii., ix. On the Maine missions, see post, Vol. IV. 
300 ; and R. H. Sherwood in the Cat"oli< World, xxii. 656. . 

14 See Val. Ill. p. 367. 
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(Concord, 1854), and the Pemicooks in the 
No H. Hist. CoilulifJIfS, i.; Bouton'S COMord, 
Moore's Concord, and Potter's Manchester. 

The Archives of Massachusetts yield a large 
amount of material respecting the relations of 
the tribes to the government, particularly at the 
eastward, while Maine was a part of the col
ony ; 1 and the iarge mass of its local histories, 
as well as those of the State,S supply even bet
ter than the other New England States material 
for the historian. a 

The Indians of Rhode Island are noted by 
Arnold in his Rhotk Island (eb. 3), and some 
special treatment is given to the N arragansetts 
and the Nyantics.f Those of Connecticut have 
a monographic record in De Forest's Indians tif 
CtmnutiCIII, as well as treatment otherwise.5 

Palfrey (Hisl. Nno E.ngland, i. ch. I, 2), in his 

general survey of the Indians of Ne,w England, 
delineates their character with much plainness 
and discrimination, and it is perhaps as true a 
piece of characterization as any we have." 

The Iroquois of New York have probably 
been the subject of a more sustained historical 
treatment than any other tribes. We have the 
advantage, in studying them, of the observations 
of the Dutch,' as well as of the French and Eng
lish. Tbe French priests give us the earliest ac
counts, particularly the relations of Jogues and 
Milet.8 

The story of the French missions in New 
York is told elsewhere; g those of tbe Protes
tant English yield us less.lo 

We have another source in the local histo
ries of New Y ork.ll The earliest of the general 
histories of the Iroquois is that of Cadwallader 

1 Cf. R_;ort on the Mass. Archives (,88;). 2 Vol. Ill. p. 362. 
8 Dr. Ellis has a paper on the Indians of eastern Massachusetts in the Mem. Hist. Bostoll, i. 24'. For tbe 

middle regions there are Epaphras Hoyt's AntifJuarian Researches (Greenfield, ,824), and Temple's Norlh 
Brookfield, not to name other books. For the Stockbridge tribe and the Wousatonics, see Samuel Hopkins' 
Hist. MUlllnrs relating 10 the HousatunnuJ: Indians ('7;3); Jones' Siockbridge; Charles Allen's Rejorl 
1m the Stod:/Jridge Indians (Boston, ,870; Ho. Doc.llfass. Leg., no. '3, of ,870); S. Orcutt's Indians oft"" 
Housatonu and Naugatuck Vall_ys (Hartford, ,882); Mag. Amer. Hist., Dec., ,878; and Miss Fletcher'S 
Re;orl, !'p. 38,90. For the Wampanoagson the borders of Rhode Island, see Smithsonian Report, ,883; 
and \\1illiam J. Miller's Noles concerning tlu: Wamjanoag tribe of Indians, with. some accoltnt of a rock 
;icture tnI tl" sllore of Mou"t Hope Bay, in Bristol, R. I. (Providence, 1880). 

f Potter's E'lrly Hist. of Narragansdt; R. I. Hist. CoII.,.viii.; Henry Bull's Memoir in R. I. Hist. Mag., 
April, ,886; Usher Parsons on the Nyantics in Hist. Mag., Feb., ,863. 

5 Theo. Dwight's Connectuut, ch. 5-7; Trumbull's Connecticut, ch. ;. 6; Ellis' Life of Capt. llfason .. 'v. 
L. Stone's Uncas and Miantonomoh; S. Orcutt's Stratford ami Bridgeport (,886); Luzerne Ray in Nnu 
Engla",,", July, '~3 (reprinted in Beach's Ind. Misullany). 

On the Pequods, see Wm. Apes' Son of the Forest, and other small books by this merober of the tribe, 
published from 1829 to ,837; Lossing in Scri6"er's ll.fonthiy, ii., Oct., ,871 (included in Beach). Cf. our 
VoL III. p. 368. 

• Further modem portraitures can be found in Dwight's Travels; Barry's lIfassachusdts; Felt's Eccles. 
Hist. N. E. (p. 279); Samuel Eliot on the" Early relations with the Indians" in the volume of the Mass. 
Hist. Soc. Ledures; Zachariah ADen on The conditions of life, habits, and customs of the nati7le Indians 
of A_rica, and their treatment 6y the first sdilers. An addrus 6_fore tne Rhode Isla,Id Historical 
Society, Dec. #, 1879 (Providence, ,880). Cf. on tbe Indians and the Puritans, Amer. Cnh. Rn-iew, iii. 208, 
3;9- • 

1 Cf. Brodhead's Nev York; the Doc. Hist. N. Y ... and Wm. Eliot Griffis' Arent va" Curler and his 
Jolicy of ;eau with the IrofJu,;s (,884). 

8 Cf. VoL IV. 306. The best source for the story of Jogues is Felix Martin's Life of Father Isaac Jogues, 
.. issio"ary ;Tiest of the Society of Jesus, slai,. 6y the Mohtnllk IrofJUois, in tl" ;resent state of Nnu York, 
Oct. IB, 16#6. With [his] account of the ca;tivity and deat" of Ren' Gou;il, slai,. Se;t. 29, 16#2. 
Translatdfr"", the Frenc" 6yJ. G. Shea (New York, ,88;). It is accompanied by a map of the county by 
Gen. John S. Clark, indicating the sites of the Indian villages and missions, which is an improvement upon 
Clark's earlier map, given post, VoL IV. 293. Cf. Hist. Mag., xiL ';; Hale's Book of Riles, introd. W. H. 
Withrow has a paper on Jogues in the Proc. Roy. Soc. Canada, iii. (2) 45. 

• VoL IV. 279. 3"9-
11 Cf. D. Humphrey's Hist. Acc. of tne Soc. for jrojagating the Gos;el (1730); Doc. Hist. N. Y., iv.; A. G. 

Hopkins in the o.uida Hist. Soc. Trans., ,88;-86, p. 5 ; W. M. Beauchamp in Am. Clm. Rro., xlvi. 87; 
S. K. Lotbrop'sKirkland; and Miss Fletcher's R_;orl (,888), p.'8;. 
!l Sylvester's Norlnern New York; Clark's Onondaga .. Jones's Oneida County .. Simms' Scnoharie 

County; Benton's HerkiMer County; C. E. Stickney's Minisink Region; G. H. Harris' A60riginal «cu
;ati_ of t4e Itnuer Genesee Cou"ty (Rochester, 1884,-taken from W. F. Peck's Sntti-Centennial Hist. 
of Rochester); Ketehum's Buffalo .. John Wentworth Sanborn's Legends, Customs, and Social Life of the 
s...,ca IndiaNS (Gowanda, N. Y., ,878). On the origin of the name Seneca, see O. H. Marshall's Hisi. 
Kl'riti"gs, p. 231. 
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Colden, and the hest edition is The history oj'the When the Duke of York was represented here 
jive Indian nations depmding on the province oj' by Governor Dongan, and" Popish interests" 
New-York. Reprinted exactly from Bradford's were allowed ~way,-there being at the time a 
New York edition, I727; with a" introduction mean pretence of amity between England and 
and "otes by y. G. Shea (New York, 1866).1 The France,-the interests of the former were sacri
London reprints of 1747, and later, unfortu- 'ficed to those of the latter. This, of course, had 
nately added to the title Five Indian Nations [oj' a bad influence on the Five Nations, as leading 
Canada] the words in brackets. This was the them to regard the French as masters. The 
very point denied by the English, w~o claimed whole of the first part of Colden's History deals 
that the French had nO territorial rights south, with the Iroquois as merely the centre of the 
of the lates. Otherwise his title conv~ys two rivalry between the French and the English 
significant facts: first, that the Engbsh had with their respective savage allies. The Eng
come to regard the Five Nations as their" de- lish had the advantage at the start, because 
pendants"; and second, that these Indians ac- from the earliest period when Champlain made 
tually were a barrier between them and the a hostile incursion into the country of the Iro
French. There was something farcical in the quois, attended by their Huron enemies, the re
formula used by Sir Wm. Johnson in a letter lations of enmity were decided upon, and after
to the .ministry: "The combined tribes have wards were constantly imbittered by a series of 
taken arms against his Britannic Majesty." The invasions. The French sought to undo their 
Mohawks had been induced to ask that the own influence of this sort when it became neces
Duke of York's arms should be attached to sary for them to try to win over the Iroquois to 
their castles. This had been assented to, and their own interest in the fur traffic. The Con
allowed as a security against the inroads of the federacy which existed among the Five, and 
French - a sort of t~manic charm which might afterwards the Six, Nations was roughly tried 
be respected. by European usage. But those when there was so sharp a bidding for alliances 
ducal bearings did not have their full meaning between one or another of the tribes by their 
to the Iroquois as binding their own allegiance, European tempters. An incidental and very 
nor were the Six Nations ever the gainers by embarrassing element came in to complicate the 
being thus constructively protected. relations of the parties, English, French, and In-

Colden was born in Scotland in 1688, and dians, on the grounds of the claim advanced by 
died on Long island in 1776. He was a physi. the English to hold the region beyond the Alle
cian, botanist, scholar, and lite'ary man, able ghanies by cession from the Iroquois in'a coun
and well qualified in each pursuit. The greater cil in 1726. The question was whether the Iro
part of his long life.was spent in this country. quois had previous to that time ohtained tenable 
As councillor, lieutenant-governor, and acting possession of the Ohio region, by conquest of 
governor, he was in the administration of New the former occupants. It would appear ,that. 
York from 1720 till near his death. He was a after that conquest that region was for a time 
most inquisitive and intelligent investigator and wellnigh deserted. When it was to some ex
observer of Indian history and character. In tent reoccupied, the subsequent hunters and ten
dedicating his work to General Oglethorpe, he ants of it denied the sovereignty of the Iroqunis 
claims to have been prompted to it by his inter- and the rights of the English intruders who re
est in the welfare of the Five Nations. He is !ied upon the old treaty of cession. 
frank and positive in' expressing his judgment' The rival French history while Colden was in 
that they had been degraded and demoralized vogue was the third volume oJ Bacqueville de 

'by their intercourse with the whites. He says la Potherie's Hist. de I'Ambique Stptmtrionak 
that he wrote the former part of his history in (Paris, 1753); and another contemporary Eng
New York, in 1727, to thwart the manceuvres !ish view appeared ill Wm. Smith's Hist. oj'the 
of the French in their efforts to monopolize Province of Ne-d1 York (1757).2 Nothing ap
the western fur trade. They had been allowed peared after this of much moment as a general 
to import woollen goods for the Indian traffic account of the Six N arions till Henry R. School
through New York. Governor Burnet advised craft made his Report to the New York authori
that 'a stop be 'put to this abuse. The New ties in 1845, which was published in a more 
York legislature furthered his advice, and built popular form in his }I/otes 011 tlu Iroquois, or 
a fort at Oswego for three hundred traders. Contributions to American history, antiquilt~s. 

1 See VoL IV. 299. Shea says the only copies known of the 1727 edition are those noted in the catalogues 
of H. C. Murphy, Menzies, Brinley, and T. H. Morrell. Stevens noted a copy in 1885, at £42. The Mur
phy Catalogue gives the various editions. Cf. Sabin and Pilling. There is an account of Colden in the Hist. 
Mag., Jan., 1865. Palfrey (New England, iv. 40) warns the student that Colden must be used with caution, 
and that he needs to be corrected by Charlevoix. 

2 See Vol. V. 618. 
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and gmerai dhnology (Albany, 1847), a book not 
valued overmuch.1 

Better work was done by J. V. II. Clark in 
what is in effect a good history of the Confed
eracy, in his Onondaga (Syracuse, 1849). 'The 
series of biographies by W. L. Stone, of Sir 
William Johnson, Brant, and Red Jacket, form 
a continuous history for a century (1735-1838}.2 
The most carefully studied work of all has been 
that of Lewis H. Morgan in his League of the 
Iroquois (1851), a book of which Parkman says 
(7uuits, p. liv) that it commands a place "far in 
advance of all others, and he adds, "Though 
often differing widely from Mr. Morgan's conclu
sions, I cannot bear too emphatic testimony to the 
value of his researches." 8 The latest scholarly 
treatment of the Iroquois history is by Horat~o 
Hale in the introduction to The Iroquois Book of 
Rit .. (Philad."18~3), which gives the forms of 
commemoration on the death of a chief and upon 
the choice of a successor •• 

Moving south, the material grows somewhat 
scant. There is little distinctive about the New 
Jersey tribes.', For the Delawares and the 

Lenni Lenape, the main source is the native 
bark record, which as W,alam-Olum was given 
by Squier in his Historical and Mythological 
Tradition, of the Algonquins,6 as translated by 
Rafinesque," while a new translation is given in 
D. G. Brinton's Lendp' and their legends; with 
tke complete text and symbols of the Walam Olum, 
a new translation, and an inquiry into its authen
ticity (Philadelphia, 1885), making a volume of 
his Library of aboriginal American literaillre; 
and the book is in effect a series of ethnological 
studies on the Indians ofPennsyl~nia, New 
Jersey, and Maryland_" 

In addition to some of the early tracts 9 on 
Maryland 10 and Virginia and the general histories, 
like those of Beverly, and Stith for Virginia, and 
particularly Bozman for Maryland, with Hen
ning's Statutts, and some of the local hlstories,11 
we have little for these central coast regions.l2 

In Carolina we must revert to such early books 
as Lawson and Brickell;' to Carroll's Hist. Col
lections of South Carolina, and to occasional 
periodic papers.lS 

Farther south, we get help from the early 

1 Cf. Vol_ IV. 297. Schoolcraft later included in his Indian Tribes a reprint of David Cusick's Ancient 
Hist. of the Six Nations (1825), the work of a Tuscarora chief. Brinton (iWyths, 108) calls it of little value. 
Elias Johnson, another Tuscarora, printed a little Hist. of the Six Nations at Lockport in 1881. 

2 See Vol., V., VI., VII. 
a This was the earliest of Morgan's important writings on the Iroquois, but the full outcome of all his 

views on the Indian character and life can only be studied by following him through his later Ancient Society, 
his Systems of Consa"guinity and Alftnity, and his Houses and J:Vuse-life of the American Aborigines. 
Cf. Pilling's Proof-sheets for a conspectus of his works. Morgan's early studies on the Iroquois sensibly 
affected his judgment in his later treatment of aU other North American tribes. 

• Hale .has also contributed to the .Mag. Amer. Hist., 1885, xiii. 131, a paper on "Chief George H. M. 
Johnson, his life and work among the Six Nations; JJ and to the Amer. Antiquarian, 1885, vii. 7, one on 
" The Iroquois sacrifice of the white dog." 

A few other referenceS on the Iroquois follow: Drake's Book of the Indians, book v.; D. Sherman in Mag. 
West. Hist., i. 467; W. W. Beauchamp in Amer. Antiquarian ,Nov., 1886), viii. 358; D. Gray on the last 
Indian council in the Genesee Country, in Scribner's Mag., xxv. 338; Penna. Jlfag., i. 163,3'9; ii. 407. For 
the Schaghticoke tribe, see Hist. lI-fag., June, 1870; and for those of the Susquehanna Valley, Miner's Wyo
ming and Stone's Wyoming. E. M. Rutlenber's Indian Tribes of the Hudson River (Albany, 1872) is an 
important book. Miss Fletcher's Report includes a paper on the N. Y. Indians, by F. B. Hough. 

lj N.Jersey Hist. Soc. Proc., vol. iv. 
a There is a sketch of this singular character in Brinton's Lenape, ch. 7. 
1 Also Amer. Whig Review, Feb., 1849; and in Beach's Indian Miscellany. 
8 We may also note: D. B. Brunner's Indians of Berks county, Pa ... being a summary of all th. tan

gible records of the aborigines of Berks County (Reading, Pa., ,88.), and W. J. Buck's" Lappawinzo and 
'Iishcohan chiefs of the Lenni Lenape" in the Penna. Mag. of Hist., July, 1883, p. 215. The early writers 
to elucidate the condition of the Delawares soon after the white contact are Vanderdonck, Campanius, 
Gabriel Thoinas, and later there is something of value in Peter Kalm's Travels. The early authorities on 
Pennsylvania need also to be consulted, as well as the Penna. Archives, and the Collections of the Penna. 
Hist. Soc., and its Bulletin, whose first number has Etlwein's Traditions and language of the Indians. Of 
considerable historical value is Charles Thomson's Enquiry (see Vol. V. 575), and the relations of the 
Quakers to the tribes are surveyed in an Accou .. t of tlu Conduct of Ihe Society of Friends towards the Indian 
Tribes (Lond" 1844); but other references will be found post, Vol. V. 582, including others on the Moravian 
missions, the literature of which is of much importance in this study. Cf. Chas. Beatty's Journal of a two 
months' lour (London, 1768), the works of Heckewelder and Loskiel, and Schweinjtz's Zeisberger. Cf. Miss 
Fletcher's Report, p. 78. 

B Vol. III., under Virginia and Maryland. Cf. Hist. Mag., March, 1857. 
10 For i,!stance, the Relatio itineris in Marylandiam. 11 See Vol. III. 
12 The latest summary is in Miss Fletcher's Report, ch. 2 and 3. 
IB F. Kidder in Hist. Mag. (1857), i. ,61. Doyle's English in America, Virginia, etc. (London, 1882) gives 

a brief chapter to the natives. Cf. travels of Bartram and Smyth, and Miss Fletcher'S Report, ch. 19. 
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Spanish and French, - Herrera, Barcia, the 
chroniclers of Florida, Davilla Padilla, Laudon
niere, the memorials of De Soto's march, the 
documents in the collections of Temaux, Buck
ingham Smith, and B. F. French, all of which 
have been characterized elsewhere.1 

The later French documents in Margry and 
the works of Dumont and Du Pratz give us 
additional help.' On the English side we find 
something in Coxe's Carolana, in Timberlake, 
in Lawson,s in the Wormsloe quartos on Georgia 
and Soutlf Carolina,' and in later books like 
Filson's Kentucke, John Haywood's Nat. and 
Abort"g. Hist. Tennesue (down to 1768), Benja
min Hawkins's Sketck of tke Creek Country 
(1799), and Jeffreys' Frenck Dominion in Amer
ica. Brinton, in The lVational Legmd tif the 
Chata-Mus-ko-kee tribes (in the Hist. Mag., Feb., 
1870), printed a translation of "What Chekilli 
the head chief of the upper and lower Creeks 
said in a talk held at Savannah in 1735," which 
he derived from a German version preserved in 
Herrn Pkilipp Georg Friedericks 1I0n Reck Dia
rium 1I0n stiner Reist Itack Georgten itlt yahr I735 
(Halle, 1741).6 This legend is taken bv Albert 
S. Gatschet, in his Migratiolt Legend tif the 
Creek IltdiallS, with a linguistic, historic, and elh-
1lop'apkic ;"troduction (Philad., 1884), as a cen
tre round which to group the ethnography of the 
whole gulf water-shed of the Southern States, 
wherein he has carefully analyzed the legend 
and its language, and in this way th're is formed 
what is perhaps the best survey we have of the 
southern Indians. 

This we may supplement by Pickett's Ala-

1 Vol. II. 
• Vol. V. p. 65. 
8 Vol. V. p. 69, 344, 393. 
4 Vol. V. p. 401. 

bama. Col. C. C. Jones, Jr., has given us a 
sketch (1868) of Tomo-chi-chi, the chief who 
welcomed Oglethorpe.6 

C. C. Royce has given us glimpses of the rela
tions of the Cherokees and the whites in the 
Fiftk Report, Bureau tif Etknology. A recent 
book is G. E. Foster's Se-Quo-Yak, the Americalt 
Cadmus and modern Moses. A biography tifl/II! 
greatest tif redmen, around wkose life has been 
W01Jen the manners, customs and beliefs tif the 
earty Cherokees, with a recital tif tkeir wrongs 
and progress toward milization (Philadelphia, 
etc.,1885·)1 Gatschet cites the MEmoire of Mil
fort, a war chief of the Creeks.8 The Chippe
was are commemorated in a paper in Beach's 
Indian Miscellany.9 The Seminole war pro
duced a literature 10 bearing on the Florida tribes. 
Bernard Romans' Florida (1775) gave the com
ments of an early English observer of the na
tives of the southeastern parts of the United 
States. Dr. Brinton's Floridian Peninsula and 
the paper of Clay Maccauley on the Seminoles 
in the Fifth Rept. Bureau tif Ethnology help out 
the study. The Natchez have been considered 
as allied with the races of middle America,ll and 
we may go back to Garcilasso de la Vega and 
the later Du Pratz for some of the speculations 
about them, to be aided by the accounts we get 
from the French concerning their campaigns 
against them.12 

The placing of the tribes in the Ohio Valley is 
embarrassed by their periodic migrations.ls Brin
ton follows the migrations of the Shawanees,14 
and C. C. Royce seeks to identify them in their 
wanderings.16 O. H. Marshall tracks other tribes 

6 This also makes part of the Urlsperger tract, AusjUhrliche Nachricht von den Saltzburgischen Emi
granten (Halle, ,835)' See Vol. V. p. 395. 

6 Vol. V. p. 399. Cf. Mag. Amer. Hist., v. 346. 
7 The long contested case of the Cherokees v. Georgia brought out much material. Cf. Vol. VII. p. 322, 

and Poole's Index, p. 225. There is a somewhat curious presentation of the Cherokee mind in the address 
of Dewi Brown in the Mass. Hisl. Soc. Proc., xu. 30. 

S The histories of the Creek war give some material. See Vol. VII. and Harrison's Lif. of John Howard 
Payne, ch. 4. Cf. Poole's Ind.x, p. 3'4. 

9 Cf. Poole's b.dex. 
10 See Vol. VII. 
11 Cf. Claiborne's MississipPi, i.; Brinton in Hist. Mag., 2d ser., vol. i. p. 16; and E. L. Berthoud's Natchez 

Indians (Golden, ,886), a pamphlet. 
1. Vol. V. p. 68. Cf. also an abridged memoir of the missions in Louisiana by Father Francis Watrin, 

Jesuit, '764~5. in Mag. "Vest. Hist., Feb., 1885, p. 265; the Travels iHtoArkansa territory, ,8'9, by Thomas 
Nuttall (Philad., ,82'), for other accounts of the aboriginal inhahitants of the banks of the Mississippi; the 
History of Kansas (Chicago, ,883), p. 58; and the Proceedings of the Kansas Hist. Society. 

18 Cf. Vol. IV. p. 298; and C. W. Butterfield in the Mag-. West. Hist., Feb., ,887; and on the Indian 
occupation of Ohio, Ibid., Nov., 1884. David Jones' Two Visits, 1772-73, concerns the Ohio Indians. Our 
Vol. V. covers this region during the French wars. J. R. Dodge's Red Man of the Ohio Valley, 16.50-179.5 
(Springfield, 0., ,860), is a popular book. 

14 Hist. Mag., x. (Jan., 1866). 
I6 Mag. West. Hist., ii. 38. 
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along the Great Lakes.1 Hiram W. Beckwith 
places those in lIIil)ois and ·Indiana.2 The 
Wyandots 8 have been .treated, as affording a 
type for a short study of tribal society, by Major 
Powell in the Bureau of Ethnology, First Report.
G. Gale's Upper Mississippi (Chicago, 1867) gi\'es 
us a condensed summary of the tribes of that 
region,· and Miss Fletcher's. Report will help us 
for '111 this territory. Use can be also .made of 
Caleb Atwater's Indians of the Northwest; or a 
Tour to Prairie du Chien (Columbus, 1850). Dr. 
John G. Shea and others have used the Collu
tions of the Wisco,mn Historical Society to make 
known their studies of the tribes of that State.6 

One of the most readable studies of the Indians 
in the neighborhood of Lake Superior is John 
G. Kohl's Kitchi-Gami (1860). The authorities 
on the lllack· Hawk war throw light on the Sac 
and Fox tribes." Pilling's Bibliography of the 
Siouan Languages (1887) affords the readiest key 
to the mass of books about the Sioux or Daco
tah stocks from the time of Hennepin and the 
early adventurers in the Missouri Valley. The 
travellers Carver and Catlin are of importance 
here. Mrs. Eastman's Dacolah, or life and legends 
of the Sioux (1849) is an excellent book that has 
not yet lost its value; and the same can be said 
of Francis Parkman's California and the Oregon 
Trail (N. Y., 1849), which shows that histo
rian's earliest experience of the wild camp life. 
Miss Alice C .. Fletcher is the latest investigator 
of their present Iife.7 Of the Crows we have 
some occasional accounts like Mrs~ Margaret J. 
Carrington's Absaraka." On the Modocs we 
have J. Miller's Lift among the Modocs (London, 
1~73)· J. O. Dorsey has given liS a paper on 
the Omaha sociology in the Third Rept. Bureau 
of Ethnology (p. 205); and we may add to this 

1 Hist. Writings, ,887 . 

some accoun t in the Tran.ractions (.vol. i.) of the 
Nebraska State Hist. Society, and a tract by 
Mills Fletcher on the Omaha tribe of Indians in 
Nebraska (Washington, 1885). The Pawnees 
have been described by J. B. Dunb,!r in the Mag. 
Amer. Hist. (vols. iv., v., viii., ix.) The Ojibways 
have had two native historians, - Geo. Copway's 
Traditional Hist. of the Oji/nuay Nation (London, 
1850), and Peter Jones' Hist. of the Oji/nuay In
dians" with special r~re'lce to the;,. conversion to 
Christimtify (London, 1861). The Minnesota 
Hist. Soc. Cullections (vo\. v.) .contaiIwother his
torical accounts .by Wm. W. Warren and by 
Edw.D. Neill,-the latter touching their.con
nection with the fur-traders. Miss Fletcher's 
Report (1888) will supplement all these accounts 
of the. aborigines of tl¥s region. 

Our .best knowledge of the southwestern In
dians, the Apaches, Navajos, Utes, Comanches, 
and the rest, comes from such government ob
servers as Emory in his Military Reconnaissance; 
Marcy's Exploration of the Red River in I8S2; 
J. H. Simpson in his Expedition into the Navajo 
(,ountry (1856); and E. H. Ruffner's Ruonnois
sanpe in the Ute Country (1874). The fulIest 
references are given in Bancroft's Native Raus,9 
with a map. 

We may still find in Bancroft's Native Raus 
(i. ch. 2, 3) the best sllmmarized statement with 
references on the tribes of the upper Pacific 
coast, and follow the development of our knowl
edge in the lIarratives of the early explorers of 
that coast by water, in the account of Lewis and 
Clark and other overland travels, and in such 
tales of adventures as the JOtlrnal kept at Nootka 
SOtlnd by John R. Jewitf, which has had various 
forms.lo 

The earliest of the better studied accounts of 

. ~ Fergus Hist. Series, No. 27 (1884). Cf. Hough's map of the tribal districts of Indiana in his Rept. on 
tit. Geology and Nat, Hist. of Indiana (I882). 

8 See Vol. IV. 298 . 
. 4 Cf.- Hist. Mag., Sept., 1861; and Peter D. Clarke's Origin and Traditional Hist. of tlte W),andotts 

(Toronto, 1870). Clarke is a native Indian writer. 
6 Cf. I. A. Lapham on the Indians of Wisconsin (Milwaukee; I879); and E. J acker on the missions in 

Am. Catlt. Quart.,.i. 40~; also Miss Fletcher's Relort, ch. 21. 
·e Vol. VII • 
• 1 Cf. her Relort (1888), ch. 10, and her Indian ceremonies (Salem, Mass., 1884), taken from the xvi. Relort 

of the Peaood), Museum of Amer. ArchtZolog), an.d Etltnolog)', 1883, pp. 260-333, and containing: The white 
buffalo festival of the Uncpapas. - The elk mystery o.r festival. Ogallala Sioux. - The religious ceremony 
of tke four winds or quarters, as observed by the Santee Sioux. - The shadow or ghost lodge: a ceremony of 
the Ogallala Sioux. - The" Wawan," or pipe dance of the Omahas • 

. The Mimusoia Hist. Soc. Collections have. much on the Dacotahs. 
" A!J.sa-ra-ka, home of the Crows, being the exlerience of an '!/ftcer' !'"!Wife on tlte plains, with outlines of 

tit ... atural features of the land, tables of distances, mals [etc.] (llhilad., 186.8). 
·8 These !l1ay be supplemented by Letheman's account of the Navajos in the Smithsonian Rept., 1855, 

p. 280; and books of adventures, like Rllxton's Life in the Fay West; Pumpelly's Across America and Asia.' 
H. C. DOTT in o.'erland Monthi)" Apr., J871 (also in Beach's Indian Miscellan),)" James Hobbs' Wild life 
in the fa~ ·West (Hartford, J875), _ Dot to name others, and a large mass of periodical literature to be reached 
for the English portion through Poole's Index. Cf. Miss Fletcher's Report (1888). 

10 A Journal, "'It at Nootka Sound, 0)' Joltn R. Jewitt, on. of tlte surviving crew of tlte sltip Boston, of 
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these northwestern trlhe. W,t. that of lIoratio 
lillie In the volume (v!.) on ethnogrAphy, of tho 
Wilke.' U"il,,1 .W"'"r /:'~'/,I(J""H,I{ h'x/",lil,,11/ 
(l'hlll\(I., 1846), And the lame phllol,,/{lol'o pit per 
in lho "Hltr. "'II/H,,I'~II'i"1II $0"",,'1 l'r""",di,,"1 
(vol. iI.). Herent adentllic rOMlilt1 Itre found In 
1'11f Nr""II·II;'.,' c",,,,, 'f ""It,·j,.", 6dll,l{ It'oul'l 
'1 R(.,.",,' 1':II"tt'I(~~"i((,1 I\'t'Utl,,(IU,f, /,.0'" lit,. Cn/-
1,.,""'"., ,>j ,II,. ""~I"" /If,,.,m,,,., "I b',.r/ill,/,(,Willl,., 
1'1' ,II,. /Iil''''''''''., 'f ,II,. 1-:''''101,,,..,,.,,1 D,,/,,'''''''(l/t, 
I~ 1It/.,. E. 1t"",IIUt, ,/H,I /",,.tly kv D,·. C;,."H· 

1",.dtl, "',/II.,I"lt" /,.",,, ,II,. a,.,."""" III,. ,It"",,·, 
,...,/ ,11/,1 J)(I,.,.,/"if·,. l'a:' ")I D,·. "',.,.'" (Now 
York, 11186), Itnd In tho fir.t volume of tho C,,", 
,,.,/,,,,itlllS 'tl N",·,II "",0'. E"'''''/l~lI.v (Powell', 
Sllrv~y),ln pnper. by George (jlbb. on the trlhes 
nf Wn.hlngtol1 and Oregan, and by W. 1[. nail 
on thuMe of AIRMkA.I 

For the tribes of California, lIancroh's fir.t 

volumo I. atlll the u.oflll Ilenoral accounll hut 
the I"ederal government ,hAve publlAhed laveral 
conlrlhulion. of Idenllfic Importance I Ihat of 
~Iephen Powers In Ihe COHlri6",i"Hllo Nfl. AlNt,· 
E'hH"/'~4" (vol, iii., 11177) ,I the ethnlllullkal 
vnlumo (vII.) of Whu/,.,.'I SU"fll)" edited hy 
I'utnam I and paporA In Ihe S",i"ISOlli"H It',·. 
I",,.'.r, 11I6J-64, and In Mill l'-lelcher'l It't/""", 
18811.' 

1'hl. lurvey would not be complele withoul 
lome Indicaliun of Ihe topical variety In the con· 
Aldcrallon of the native people., but we have 
Mpaca only to mention the kind. of apeclal trcill. 
melli, Ahown In occounll of their government 
and 10c\cty, Iheir Intellectual character, and of 
lome of their Cll~loml and amUAcmenls.' Their 
\tulllltrlcA, their IInltui.IIc., And their mylh. hllve 
been conMidcrcd with wider relation. In the ap· 
pendlxe. of the preMent volume. 

nO,rtf"', J"ltH Sall(',', rt1'''IH(I''''~'', ,,'1M "'ns ",nJ.fnr,.,J'If "t! til Mardi, I.to,t. IHllrcf"ud ,,·illl In"" 
"j"(ttUHI "f 1/1(1 ",,/h/cot, II,,.;, ",,,~,,,,,..r tlH,1 (tI.Jf""u (Uo.Lon, IR,};), Anoth~r RfCulint lu." be'"n puhll.h('(1 
wllh tho 1111., U A nArI'Rlivo .,1 Iho odvenlur •• And o"fI.rln". 01 J. R. Jewlll." compllod INtn, Jrwill' ... Or. I 
".1.11,," .... hy IUchnrd A 1.,,1'; And onulher AIIQr.Uon .nd ahridll",onl by S. Ii. (joml,lch h .. boon I'"bll.hecl 
wilh Iho 1111., u Tho tlll'live nf Nontkn." CI. S.blll, 1'1111 nil, I'leld.olc. cr .• 1 • ., /lI.rI. AI".~., MAr., ,HI'.1. 
Th. F"cneh halr.hreodA !If the Norlhwo.1 .,'0 rlo.eril,..d by V. lIov.,d In the SIHII'"(1HltlH II'tll., 18?Q. 

, Onll·. AI"d'" "HlI III "''''0'11'''' (110.1.,11, IR?o), with I .. lilt of b()ok., I. or u.e In Ihl. 1'",ticul3r r..ld. 
cr. al." MI •• I'lrl<:hol'" Io"/",rl (,XXS), eh. IQ ond '0. 

~ III. ",,,,,I. rop,'od""",II" /'~t"r","nn'. (;",~. /llillll'lltm.t:rH. uv, pi, 1.1. 
3 Tho p"rlllIlicnlllll',ntUl\1 cnn ho r.nehNI th,on~h 1'.0/'" l"tI,,, .. ra'lknl.dy 10 bo m.ntiollrd, howrvr" 

., .• Ih. ,111""lIt AI"""'~I" Apr .• IM?5; by J. It. IIrowlle In ""'1"" AI",t:., A"g., IMhl, rOI .. "INI In 1I •• ch·. 
hul. Anr,d/("'J" Ilor th«- mlll'IIlnnRI'Y Rl"IX'ct" wr(' "ueh buok. lUI Geronimo UOltennR'. (."AiH~frl,"""": n Itt,· 
1,,";( nl nUt/UHf (I/llu' ",.i,,,.';", ,-",f/,'INI, (""II,."r/ilit'HI olll" IH,II"", at ,II, I"lu/rU,n,'y nln/l'h4""", (If SI. 

J'UIII enl'''''·'''' •• Al'n ((,lifi"'lIld" ttr/lf" IAr At".~,·k,,"r," ""11.,,. rrtlH .• I"",1 F.IH III, .r~~I",,1 SI"",·h 
""""'Ir"I/,'.~.,. tI,,, "",. ,,.,, .. 'H"",V )',."r., n roitt"" ~f .,11/" en/ifnmla [Alfl't"d \{uhln.on] (N. V., IX.,.), 
which I. Inch"t,.d In Hnhln.nn·, I.irs /" (""if",'''''' (N. Y .•• R.h); ."d C. C. I'ol"to", V/JII lo,h, ",1,,1 ... 
IH,IMHJ tl,1.f(mtl,t,." r,'/~ti'rn;", n".! ",1,,.,, "'nln'N ',.'''0 (Phi1:utrlphiA, IR~(,), 

• ~"" lur i".I""co: Maj. Powell on trlb,\! ."doly In Ih. 1'",,,111',/,,, 1/",. oj F"",./,~t:'" On 'I'nlomll"', 
AO" Ih. ",,,,rIA Nt/,I,. 1'. 1('5, on,1 J, n. 1·· ..... I.r In hi. T",,,,,i ... ,, (I'.dlnhll,,,h. IXN7). !."cI.n CRrr on Iho 
.nrl •• 1 Rnd 1'.,lIlicnl condition 01 w""'tn nrn .. nll the lI11ron·lrnqllnl. I,ll,.. •• III 1""~.'l.f 11"1.1. ,,"'/"" lIvl. 20 7. 
J. M. IIrnwn ... n b"Jilln modlcl"e In ~ AI/,I/,Ii, .. July •• Rh(" ""rrlnled In II.RCh'. IHtll"H AII.<(lI/"H),. J. M. 
\.,·", .. In. un lhrl' mn,tuary rlt •• In 1',"" ,,",'.f. Stir. C""a,/". II, RI. bud II. C. Yarrow on Ih.I, mo,luary 
fI'oI .. ",. In Ih.I··I,·,r' 11"/'" //"". 1I'lh"", .• I'. H?, And on lhel' mummification. In IMd. p. 1.10. And""" Mac· 
l'lUlI,n" DRVI. on Indill" RR'''.' I" Ih. n,""'i". [.: .. It 1".111"". vol •. xvII .• xvIII., Ilnd ,ol'.Mlloly. On Ih.I, 
lulrll.cluAI And III .. RrY cap"clly, Jnhn \(00<1. In Ihe /',·.r. ,,".,f. Sot, ~f CaHatl" (II .•• ct. ,d. r. 17); F.dw.,d 
In<krr In A",,,. C"/~,,/I( QII"""/)' (II. ~o.; III. 25\1; nrinlon·.I,'Halla"t! 11,,1, I,..~"dl,· W, O. !'I",n .. ' 
Vi"", trHlI "'",/ml ,, 



CHAPTER VI. 

THE PREHISTORIC ARCH.tEOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA. 

BY HENRY W. HAYNES, • 

By the discovery of America a new continent was brought to light, in
habited by many distinct tribes, differing in language and in customs, 

but strikingly alike in physical appearance. All that can be learned in. 
regard to their condition, and that of their ancestors, prior to the coming of 
Columbus, falls within the domain of the prehistoric archreology of Amer
ica. This recent science of Prehistoric Archreology deals mainly with 
facts, not surmises. In studying the past of forgotten races, "hid from 
the world in the low-delved tomb," her chief agent is the spade, not the 
pen. Her leading principles, the lamps by which her path is guided, are 
superposition, association, and style. Does this new science teach us that 
the tribes found in possession of the soil were the descendants of its origi
nal occupants, or does she rather furnish reasons for inferring that these 
had been preceded by some extinct race or races? The first question, 
therefore, that presents itself to us relates to the antiquity of man upon 
this continent; and in respect to this the progress of archreological investi
gation has brought about a marked change of opinion. l\lodern specula
tion, based upon recent discoveries, inclines to iavor the view that this 
continent was inhabited at least as early as in the later portion of the 
quaternary or pleistocene period. "llether this primitive people was au
tochthonous or not, is a problem that probably will never be solved; but it 
is now generally held that this earliest population was intruded upon by 
other races, coming either from Asia or from the Paiific Islands, from whom 
were descended the various tribes which have occupied the soil down to the 
present time. 

The writer believes also that the majority of American archreologists 
now sees no sufficient reason for supposing that any mysterious, superior 
race has ever lived in any portion of our continent. They find no archreo
logical evidence proving that at the time of its discovery any tribe had 
reached a stage of culture that can properly be called civilization. Even if 
we accept the exaggerated statements of the Spanish conquerors, the most 
intelligent and advanced peoples found here were only semi-barbarians, in 
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the stage of transition from the stone to the bronze age, possessing no writ
ten language, or what can properly be styled an alphabet, and not yet having 
even learned the use of beasts of burden. 

By a large and growing school· of arch<Eologists, moreover, it is main
tained that all the various tribes upon this continent, notwithstanding their 
different degrees. of advancement, were living under substantially similar 
institutions; and that even the different forms of house construction prac
tised by them were only stages in the development of the same general 
conceptions. Without attempting to dogmatize about such difficult prob
lems, the object of this chapter is to set forth concisely such views as 
recommend themselves to the writer's jUdgment. He is profoundlY con
scious of the limitations of his knowledge, and fully aware that his opinions 
will be at variance with those of other competent and learned investigators. 
Non 1tOstrmn tantas componere lites. 

The controversy in regard to the antiquity of man in the old world may 
be regarded as substantially settled. ~carcely anyone now denies that 
man was in existence there during the close of the quaternary or pleisto
cene period; but there is a great difference of opinion as to the sufficiency 
of the evidence thus far brought forward to prove that he had made his 
appearance in Europe in the previous tertiary period, or even in the earlier 
part of the qm~ternary. What is the present state of opinion in regard to 
the correlative question about the antiquity of man in America? Less than 
ten years ago the latest treatise published in this country, in which this 
subject came under discussion, met the question with the sweeping reply 
that" no truly scientific proof of man's great antiquity in America exists." 1 

But we think if the author of that thorough and "truly scientific" work 
were living now his belief would be different. After a, careful considera
tion of all the former evidence that had been adduced in proof of man's 
early existence upon this continent, none of which seemed to him conclu
sive, he goes on to state that" Dr. C. C. Abbott has unquestionably discov
ered many pal<Eolithic implements in the glacial drift in the' valley of the 
Delaware River,near Trenton, New Jersey."2 Now a single discovery of 
this character, if it were unquestionable, or incapable of any other explana
tion, would be sufficient to prove that man existed upon this continent in 
quaternary times. The establishment, therefore, of the antiquity of man 
in America, according t~ this latest author.ity, seems to rest mainly upon 
the fact of the discovery by Dr. Abbott of pal<Eolithic implements in the 
valley of the Delaware. To quote the language of an eminent European 
man. of science, " This gentleman appears to stand in a somewhat similar 
relation to this great question in America as did Boucher de Perthes in 
Europe." 3 The opinion of the majority of American geologists upon this 
point is clearly indicated in a very recent article by Mr. W. J. McGee, of 

1 The North Americans of Alttiquity, by John 
T. Short, p. 130. 

2 Ibid. p. 127. 

8 The Antiq"'IY ~f }'yfan in America, by AI· 
fred R. Wallace in N;,ulemth Century (Novem
ber, 1887), vol. xxii. p. 673. 
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the U. S. Geological Survey: "But it is in the aqueo-glacial gravels of the 
• Delaware River, at Trenton, which were l!lid down contemporaneously 

with the terminal moraine one hundred miles further northward, and which 
have been so thoroughly studied by Abbott, that the most conclusive proof 
of the existence of glacial man is founc;l." 1 It will accordingly be necessary 
to give in cOllsiderable detail an ~ccount of the discovery. of palreolithic im
plements by Dr. Abbott in the "Delaware valley, and of its confirmation by 
different investigators, as well as of such other discoveries in different parts 
of our country as tend to substantiate the conclusions that have been drawn 
from them by archreologists. . 

PALJ.EOLITHIC IMPLEMENT FROM THE TRENTON GRAVELS." 

By the term palreolithic implements we are to understand certain rude 
stone objects, of varying size, roughly fashioned into shape by a process of 
chipping away fragments from a larger mass so as.to produce cutting edges, 
with convex sides, massive, and suited to be held at one end, and usually 
pointed at the other. These have never afterwards been subjected to any 
smoothing or polishing process by rubbing them against another stone. 
But it is only when such rude tools have been found buried in beds of 
.gravel or other deposits, which have been laid down by great floods towards 
the close of what is known to geologists as the quaternary or pleistocene 

1 PalfEolithic //fan in America, in Popular Sci",ce MOflthly (November, 1888), p. 23. 

• Side and edge view, of natural size. From the Peabody Museum Reports, vol. ii. p. 33-
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period, that they can be regarded as really palreolithic.1 At that epoch 
which immediately preceded the present period, certain rivers flowed with a 
volume of water much greater than now, oWing to the melting of the thick 
ice-cap once covering large portions of the northern hemisphere, which was 
accompanied by a climate of great humidity. Vast quantities of gravels 
were washed down from the debris of the great terminal moraine of this 
ice-sheet, and were accumulated' in beds of great thiCkness, extendini. in 
some instances as high as two hundred feet up the slopes of the river val
leys. In such deposits, side by side with the rude products of human in
dustry we have thus described, and deposited by the same natural forces, 
are found the fossil remains of several species of animals, which have 
subsequently either become extinct, like the mammoth and the ticorrhene 
rhinoceros, or, driven southwards, by the encroaching ice, have since its 
disappearance migrated to arctic regions, like the musk-sheep and the rein
deer, or to the higher Alpine slopes, like the marmot. Such a discovery 
establishes the fact that man must have been living as the contemporary of 
these extinct animals, and this is the only proof ·of hi's antiquity that is at 
present universally accepted. 

There has been much discussion among geologists in regard to both 
the duration and the conditions of the glacial period, but it is now the • 
settled opinion that there have been two distinct times of glacial action, 
separated by a long interval of warmer climate, as is proved by the occur
rence of intercalated fossiliferous beds; this was -followed by the final 
retreat of the glacier.2 The great terminal moraine stretching across the 
United States from Cape Cod to Dakota, and thence northward to the 
foot of the Rocky Mountains, marks the limit of the ice invasion in the, 
second glacial epoch. South of this, extending in its farthest boundary 
as low as the 38th degree of latitude, is a deposit which thins out as we go 
west and northwest, and which is called the drift-area. The drift gradu
ates into a peculiar mud deposit, for which the name of' "loess" has been 
adopted from the geologists of Europe, by whom it was given to a thick 
alluvial stratum of fine sand and loam, of glacial origin. This attenuated 
drift represents the first glacial invasion. From Massachusetts as far as 
northern New Jersey, and in some other places, the deposits of the two 
epochs seem to coalesce.3 

1 Sometimes the gravels in which such imple
ments were originally deposited have disap
peared through denudation or other natural 
causes, leaving the implements on the surface. 
But the outside of such specimens always shows 
traces of decomposition, indicating their high 
antiquity. Other examples of implements of 
like shape, found on the surface in places where 
there has been no glacial drift, may be palzo
Ii ~hic, but their form is no sufficient proof of this, 
since they may equally well have been the work 
of the Indians, who are known to have fashioned 
similar objects. 

~ Tlu Gr~at Ic~ Ag~ and its relatio1J to th~ all
ti'luity of Man, by James Geikie, p. 416. 

8 An Inventory of our Glacial Drift, by T. C. 
Chamberlin in the Procudi1Jgs of American As
sociation for Advancement of Scienu, vol. xxxv. 
p. 196. A general map of this great moraine 
and others representing portions of it on a large 
scale will be found in his" Preliminary Paper on 
the terminal moraine of the second glacial pe
riod," in the Third Annual R~port of t"~ U. S. 
Geological Surv~)', by J. W. Powell (Washing
ton, 1883). 
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The interval of time that separated the two glacial periods can be best 
imagined by considering the great erosions that have taken place in the 
valleys of the Missouri and of the upper Ohio. .. Glacial river deposits of 
the earlier epoch form the capping of fragmentary terraces that stand 250 

to 300 feet above the present rivers;" while those of the second epoch 
stretch down through a trough excavated to that depth by the river through 
these earlier deposits and the rock below. l 

As to the probable time that has elapsed since the close of the glacial 
period, the tendency of recent speculation is to restrict the vast extent that 
was at first suggested for it to a period of from twenty thousand to thirty 
thousand years. The most conservative view maintains that· it need not 
have been more than ten thousand' years, or even less.2 This iowest 
estimate, however, can only be regarded as fixing a minimum point, and an 
antiquity vastly greater than this must be assigned to man, as of necessity 
he must have been in existence long before the final events occurred in 
order to have left his implements buried in the beds of debris which they 
occasioned. 

In April, 1873, Dr. C. C .. Abbott, who was already well known as an 
investigator of the antiquities of the Indian races, which he believed had 
passed from .. a palreolithic to a neolithic condition" while occupying the 
Atlantic seaboard, published an article on the" Occurrence of implements in 
the river-drift at Trenton, New Jersey."3 In this he described and figllred 
three rude implements, which he had found buried at a depth as great in one 
instance as sixteen feet in the gravels of a bluff overlooking the Delaware 
River. He argued that these must be of greater antiquity than relics 
found on the surface, from the fact of their occurring in place in undisturbed 
deposits; that they could not have reached such a depth by any natural 
means; and that they must be of human origin, and nof accidental forma
tions, because as many as three had been discovered of a like character. 
His conclusion is that they are" true drift implements, fashioned and 
used by a people far antedating the people who subsequently occupied this 
same territory." 

After two years of further research he returned to the subject, publishing 
in the same journal, in June, 1876, an account of the discovery of seven 
similar objects near the same locality. Of these he said: "My studies of 
these palreolithic specimens and of their positions in the gravel-beds and 
overlying soil have led me to conclude that not long after the close of the 
last glacial epoch man appeared in the valley of the Delaware." 4 

Most of these specimens were deposited by Dr. Abbott in the Peabody 
Museum of American Archreology and Ethnology at Cambridge, Massa
chusetts; and the curator of that institution, Professor- Frederick W. 

1 Chamberlin, PrOe. Amtr. AsstH:., .. oi s .. p., p. 
199· 

2 TII4 pIau of Niagara Falls ;n geological 
"istory, by G. K. Gilbert, of the U. S. Govt. 
Surv., in the PrtH:. Amer. AsstH:., Ioid. p. 223; 

Geology tJf Mintll!sota [final report], by N. H. 
Winchell and Warren Upham, vol. i. p. 337 (St. 
Paul, 1888). 

8 Tlte American Natura/ist, vol. vii. p. 204. 
, 'Did. vol. x. p. 329. 
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Putnam, in September, 1876, visited the locality in company with Dr. 
Abbott. Together they succeeded in finding two examples i,t place. 
Having been commissioned to continue his investigations, Dr. Abbott 
presented to the trustees, in November of the same year, a detailed :report 
On the Discovery of Supposed PalceolitMc lmplemmts from the Glacial 
Drift in the Valley of the Delaware River, near Trento1l, New 'Jersey.l 
In this, three of the most characteristic specimens were figured, which had 
been submitted to Mr. M. E. Wadsworth of Cambridge, to determine tteir 
lithologicai character. He pronounced them to be made of argillite, and 
declared that the chipping upon them could not be attributed to any 
natural cause, and that the weathering of their surfaces indicated their very 
great antiquity. The question" how and when these implements came to 
be in the gravel" is discussed by Dr. Abbott at some length. He argued 
that the same forces which spread the. beds of gravel over the wide area 
now covered carried them also; and he predicted that they will be met with 
wherever such gravels occur in other parts of the State. He specially dwells 
upon the circumstances that the' implements were found in tmdisturbed 
portions of the freshly exposed surface of the bluff, and not in the mass of 
talus accumulated at its base, into which they might have fallen from the 
surface; and that they have been found at great depths, "varying from five 
to over twenty feet below the overlying soil." He also insisted upon the 
marked difference between their appearance and the materials of which 
they are fashioned and the customary relics of the Indians. The conditions 
under which the gravel-beds were accumulated are then studied in connec
tion with a report upon them by Professor N. S. Shaler, which concludes, 
from the absence of stratification and of pebbles marked with glacial 
scratches, that th~y were" formed in the sea near the foot of the retreating 
ice-sheet, when the sub-glacial rivers were pouring out the vast quantities 
of water and waste that clearly were released during the breaking up of the 
great ice-time." This view regards the deposits as of glacial origin, and as 
laid down during that period, but considers that they were subsequently 
modified in their arrangement by the action of water. In such gravel-beds 
there have also been found rolled fragments of reindeer-horns, and skulls of 
the walrus, as well as the relics of man. Dr. Abbott accordingly drew the 
conclusion that" man dwelt at the foot of the glacier, or at least wandered 
over the open sea, during the accumulation of this mass of gravel;" that 
he was contemporary of these arctic animals; and that this early race was 
driven southward by the encroaching ice, leaving its rude implements 
behind. Thus it will be seen that Dr. Abbott no longer considers man in 
this country as belonging to post-glacial, but to interglacial times. 

Continuing his investigations, in the following year Dr. Abbott gave a 
much more elaborate account of his work and its results, in which he 

1 Tmtk Am.ua/ R~PlJrt of tile Trustus of tke Pea/Jody Museum II.! America" Arclll1!%gy a"d 
EtktUJ/ogy. vol. ii. p. 30. 
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announced his discovery of some sixty additional speci~ens.l To the 
objection that had been raised, that these supposed implements might have 
been produced by the action of frost, he replied that a single fractured 
surface might have originated in that way or from an accidental blow; but 
when we find upon the same object from twenty to forty planes of cleavage, 
all equally weathered (which shows thai the fragments were all detached 
at or about the same time), it is impossible not to recognize in this the 
result of intentional action. . Four such implements are described and 
figured, of shapes much more specialized than those previously published, 
and resembling very closely objects which European archreologists style 
stone axes of "the Chellean type," whose artificial origin cannot be 
doubted. 

THE TRENTON GRAVEL BLUFF.-

As some geologists were still inclined to insist upon the post-glacial 
character of the debris in which the implements were found, Dr. Abbott, 
admitting that the great terminal moraine of the northern ice~sheet does 
not approach neare·r than forty miles to the bluff at Trenton, nevertheless 
insists that the character of the deposits there much more resembles a 
mass of · material accumulated in the sea at the foot of the glacier . than it 
does beds that have been subjected to the modifying arrangement of 
water. He finds at:! explanation of this condition of things in a prolonga
tion of the glacier down the valley of the Delaware as far as Trenton, at a 
time when the lower portions of the State had suffered a considerable 

1 Second report on the palaeolithic imple- Delaware River, near Trenton, New Jersey, 
ments from the glacial drift, in the valley of the Ibid. p. 225 . 

. - Froin a photograph kindly furnished by Professor F. W. Putnam, showing the Delaware and its bluff of 
gravel, where many of the rude implements have been found. 

• 
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depression, and before the retreat of the ice-sheet. But besides 'the 
comparatively unmodified material of the bluff, in which the greater portion 
of the palreolithic implements has been found, there also occur limited 
areas of stratified drift, such as are to be seen in railway cuttings near 
Trenton, in which similar implements are also occasionally found. These; 
however, present a more worn appearance than the others. But it w~ll be 
found that these tracts of clearly stratified material are so very limited 
in extent that they seem to imply some peculiar local condition of the 
glacier. This position is illustrated by certain remarkable' effects once 
witnessed after a very severe rainfall, by which two palreolithic implements 
were brought into immediate contact with ordinary Indian relics such as 
are common on the surface. This leads to an examination of the question 
of the origin of this surface soil, and a discussion of the problem how true 
palceolithic implements sometimes occur in it. . This soil is known to be a 
purely sedimentary deposit, consisting almost exclusively of sand, or of 
such finely comminuted gravels as would readily be transported by rapid 
currents of water. But imbedded in it and making a part of it are numerous 
huge boulders, too heavy to be moved by water. Dr. Ab~ott accounted 
for their presence from their having been dropped by ice-rafts, while the 
process of deposition of the soil was going on. The same sort of agency 

t could not have put in place both the soil and the boulders contained in it, 
and the same force which transported the latter may equally well have 
brought along such implements as occur in the beds of clearly st~atified . 
ongm. The wearing effect upon these of gravels swept along by post
glacial floods will account for that worn appearance which sometimes 
almost disguises their artificial origin. 

In conclusi<',l Dr. Abbott attempted to determine what' was the early 
race which p~ceded the Indians in the occupation of this continent. 
From the peculiar nature and qualities of palreolithic implements he argues 
that they are adapted to the needs of a people "living in a country of 
vastly different character, and with a different fauna," from the densely 
wooded regions of the Atlantic sea-board, where the red' man found his 
horne. The physical conditions of the glacial times much more nearly re
sembled those, now prevailing in the extreme north. Accordingly he finds 
the descendants of the early race in the Eskimos of North America, driven 
northwards after contact with the invading Indian race. In this he is fol
lowing the opil}ion of Professor William Boyd Dawkins, who considers that 
people to be of the same blood as the palreolithic cave-dwellers of southern 
France, and that of Mr. Dall and Dr. Rink, who believed that they once 
occupied this continent as far south, as New Jersey. In confirmation of. 
this view he asserts that the Eskimos" until recently used stone imple~ 
ments of the rudest patterns." But unfortunately for this theory the im
plements of the Eskimos bear no greater resemblance to palreolithic 

, implements than do those of any other people in the later stone age; and 
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subsequent discoveries of human crania in the Trenton gravels have led 
Dr. Abbott to question its soundness. l 

These discoveries of Dr. ,Abbott are not liable to the imputation of pos
sible errors of observation or record, as would be the case if they rested 
upon th~ testimony of a single person only. As has been already stated, 
in September, 1876, Professor Putnam was present at the finding in place 
of two palreolithic implements,'and in all has taken fivewithhis own hands 
from the gravel at various depths.2 Mr. Lucien Carr also visited the locality 
in company with Professor J. D. Whitney, in September, 1878, and found 
several in place.3 Since then Professors Shaler, Dawkins, \Vright, Lewis, 
and others, including the writer, have aU succeeded in finding specimens 
either in place or in the talus along the face of the bluff, from which they 
had washed out from freshly exposed surfaces of the gravel.4 The whole 
number thus far discovered by Dr. Abbott amounts to about four hundred 
specimens.6 Meanwhile, the problem of the conditions under which the 
Trenton gravels ha~ been. accumulated was made the subject of careful 
study by other competent geologists, besides Professor Shaler, to whose 
opinion reference has already been made, In October, 1877, the late 
Thomas Belt, F. G. S., visited the locality, and shortly afterwards pub
lished an a~count of Dr. Abbott's discoveries, illustrated by several geo
logical sections of the gravel. His conclusion is, .. that after the land-ice • 
retired, or whilst it was retiring, and before the coast was submerged to 
such a depth as to permit the flotation' of icebergs from the north, the 
upper pebble-beds containing the stone implements were formed." 6 The 
geologists of the New Jersey Survey had already recognized the distinction 
between the drift gravels of Trenton and the earlier yenow marine gravels 
which cover the lower part of the State. But it was th~ late Professor 
Henry CarviIl Lewis, of Philadelphia, who first accuratel) described the 
character and limits of the Trentongravels.7 This he had carefully 
mapped before he' was informed of Dr. Abbott's discoveries, and it has 
been found (with only one possible very recent exception) that the imple
ments occur solely in these newer gravels of the glacial period. 

Professor Lewis's matured conclusions in regard to the geological character 
and the age of the Trenton gravel cliff are thus expressed: "The presence 
of large boulders in the bluff at Trenton, and the extent and depth of the 

1 A complete account of Dr. Abbott's investi. 
gations will be found in his Primitiv~ Industry, 
chap. 32 (Palzolithic Implements); Tenth ann. 
r~p. of P~abody Mustum, vol. ii. p. 30; E/~mth 
.Do., IWd. p. 225; Proceedings of Boston Soci~ty 
of Natural History, vol. xxi. p. 124; vol. xxiii. 
p. 424; Proc. of Am~r. Assoc. for Adv. of Sci· 
enu, vol. xxxvii. 

S Procudings of Boston Soci~ty of Natural His
tory, vol. xxi. p. 148. 

8 7'wtlfth annual report of Peabody Museum, 
vol. ii. p. 489. 

VOL. 1.- 22 

• Proceedings of Boston S"!. of Nat. Hist" Ibid. 
P·132• 

'PopuiarScimce Monthly, January, 1889, 
P·411• 

6 On the disrov~ry of stone implemmts in the 
glacial drift of North America, in the Quart. 
yourn. of Science (London, January, 1878); vol. 
xv. p. 68. 

7 Th~ Trmton gravel and its rdah"on to the 
anh"'1uity of man, in the Proceedings of the 
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadd/Ma, 
1880, p. 296, 
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gravel at this place, have led to the suppOl;ition that there was here the 
extremity of a glacial moraine. Yet the absence of • till ' and of scratched 
boulderll, the abllence of glacial strim upon the rocks of the valley, and 
the stratified character of the gravel, all point to water action alune aK 
the agent of deposition. The depth of the gravel and the presence of the 
bluff at this point arc explained by the peculiar p08ition that Trenton occu· 
pies rclatively to the river, ... in a position where naturally the largellt 
amount of a river gravel would be depollited, and where its bellt c:xpollurell 
would be exhibited .... Any drift material which the flooded river swept 
down its channel would here, upon meeting tide.water, be in great part 
depollited. Iloulders which had been rolled down the inclined floor of the 
upper valley would here atop in their course, and all be heaped up with the 
coarser gravel in the more slowly flowing water; e"cept lIuch as cakes of 
floating ice could carry oceanward. . . . J laving heaped up a man of detri. 
tUIi in the old river channel as an obstruction at the mouth of the gorge, 
the river, so 800n as its volume diminillhed, would immediately begin wear. 
ing away a new channel for itself down to ocean level. This would be 
readily accomplished through the loose material, and would be stopped only 
when rock was reached ...• It has been thought that to account for the 
hi~h bank at Trenton an elevation of the land must have occurred. 
An increase in the volume of the river will explain all the facts. The 
accompanying diagram will ren~er this more clear . . ~: . 

n. 8 

SocU"n o( bluff two mila lOuth at Tronton, Now Jo""y, " 6, 'hftNTON ORAVRI. j ht'plon1llntl- '" 
line 8'.Y ",IRd (buuhlur) j 6, coat .. oandy llrayol j t, red llravel; tI, yellow IIravel (!,,,olladal) j " ,,"'.tlc tla, 
(Woalden) I /, nue yellow eand (II ""lIn,,1I) I r.,nel •• j h, alluvial mud; I, O.law.ro klyu.e 

"The Trenton gravel, now confined to the sandy flat borders oC the river, 
corrcKponds to the' intervale' oC New England rivers, ..• and exhibits 
a topography peculiar to a true river gravel. Frequently instead of furm
ing a flat plain it forms higher ground close to the present river channel 
than it docs ncar its ancient bank. Moreovl.-r, not only docs the ground 
thus III ope downward on retreating Crom the river, but the bouldcrII become 
Kmaller and IeIlS abundant. Both of thcKe fact. are in accordance with the 
facts of river depollits. In time of flood the rapidly flowing water in the 
main channel, bearing detritus, is checked. by the more quiet watcri nt 

• "rom. cuI In p,.I","I", 10"1 .. ",,. p. ,,,. 
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the side of the river, and is forced to deposit its gravel and boulders as a 
kind of bank .... Having shown that the Trenton gravel. is a true river 
gravel of comparatively recent age, it remains to point out the relation it 
bears to the glacial epoch. . . . Two hypotheses only can be applied to the 
Trenton gravel. It is either post-glacial, or it belongs to the very last por
tion of the.glacial period. The view held by the late Thomas Belt can no 
longer be maintained •... He fails to recognize any distinction between 
the gravels. As we have seen, the Trenton gravel is truly post-glacial. It 
only remains to define more strictly the meaning of that term. There is 
evidence to support both of these hypotheses." 1 

After discussing them both at considerable length, he concludes as fol
lows: "A second glacial period in Europe, known as the 'Reindeer Period,' 
has long been recognized. It appears to have followed that in which the 
clays were deposited and the terraces formed, and may therefore corre
spond with the period of the Trenton gravel. If there have been two glacial 
epochs in this country, the Trenton gravel cannot be earlier than the close 
of the later one. If there has been but one, traces of the glacier must 
have continued into comparatively recent times, or 'long after the period of 
submergence. The Trenton gravel, whether made by long-continued floods 
which followed a first or second glacial epoch, - whether separated from all 
true glacial action or the result of the glacier's final melting, - is truly a 
post-glacial deposit, but still a phenomenon of essentially glacial times,
times more nearly related to the Great Ice Age than tothe present." 

He then g~es on to consider the bearings of the age of this gravel lIpon 
the question of the antiquity of man. "When we find that the Trenton 
gravel contains implements of human workmanship so placed with r.efer
ence to it that it is evident that at or soon after the time of its deposition 
man had appeared on its borders, and when the question of the antiquity 
of man in America is thus- before us, we are tempted to inquire still further 
into the age of the deposit under discussion. It has been clearly shown 
by several competent archreologists that the implements that have been 
found are a constituent part of the gravel,. and not intrusive objects. It 
was of peculiar interest to find that it has been only within the limits of 
the Trenton gravel, precisely traced out by the writer, that Dr. Abbott, 
Professor F. W. Putnam, Mr. Lucien Carr, and others, have discovered 
these implements in sitle. . .. At the localities on the Pennsylvania Rail
road, where extensive exposures of these gravels have been made, the de
posit is undoubtedly undisturbed. No implements could have come into 
this gravel except at a time when the river flowed upon it, and when they 
might have sunk through the loose and shifting material. All the evidence 
points to the conclusion that at the time of the Trenton gravel flood man 
... lived upon the banks of the ancient Delaware, and lost his stone im
plements in the shifting sands and gravel of the bed of that stream ...• 
The actual age of the Trenton gravel, and the consequent date to. which 

• 
1 Primitiw nu/ustry, p. 533 ,1 SUI. 
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the antiquity of man on the Delaware should be assigned, is a question 
which geological data alone are insufficient to solve. The only clew, and 
that a most unsatisfactory one, is afforded by calculations based upon the 
amount of erosion. This, like all geological considerations, is relative 
rather than absolute, yet several qtlculations have been made, which, based 
either upon the rate of erosion of river channels or the rate bf accumula
tion of sediment, have attempted to fix the date of ~he close of the glacial 
epoch. By assuming that the Trenton gravel was deposited immediately 
after the close of this epoch, an account of such calculations may be of 
interest. If the Trenton gravel is post-glacial in the widest acceptation of 
the term, a yet later date must be assigned to it." 

After going. carefully through. them all, he coricludes: .. Thus we find 
that if any reliance is to be placed upon such calculations, even if we 
assume that the Trenton gravel is of glacial age, it is not necessary to 
make it more than ten thousand years old. The time necessary for the 
Delaware to cut through. the gravel down to the rock is by no means great. 
Whenitis noted that .the gravel cliff at Trenton was made by a side wear
ing away at a bank, and when it is remembered that the erosive power Qf 
the Delaware River was formerly greater than at present, it will be conceded 
that the presence of the cliff at Trenton will no~ necessarily inf~r its high 
antiquity j nor in the character of the gravel is there any evidence that "the 
time of its deposition need have been long. It may be that, as investiga
tions are carried further, it will result not so much in proving man of very 
great antiquity as in showing how much more recent than uSoUally supposed 
was the finai disappearance of the·glacier." 

Professor Lewis's studies of the great terminal moraine of the northern 
ice-sheet were still further prosecuted in conjunction with Professor George 
FrederiCk Wright, of Oberlin, Ohio, whose labors have been o·f the highest 
importance in shedding light upon the question of the antiquity of man in 
America.1 Together they traced the southern boundary of the glacial re
gion across the State of Pennsylvania, and subseqitently Professor Wright 
has continued his researches through the States of Ohio, Indiana, and 
Kentucky, as far as the Mississippi River and even beyond. He has found 
that glacial floods similar to th-ose of the Delaware valley have deposited 
similar beds of drift gravel in the valleys of all the southerly flowing rivers, 
and he has called attention to the importance of searching in them for 
palceolithic implements. As early as March, 1883, he· predicted that traces 
of early man would be found in the exte·nsive terraces and gravel deposits 
of the southern portion of Ohio.2 This prediction was speedily fulfilled, 
and upon November 4, 1885, Professor Putnam reported ~o the Boston 
Society of Natural History that Dr. C. L. Metz, of Madisonville, Ohio, had 
found i.n the gravels of the valley of the Little Miami River, at that place. 

1 The bibliography of Professor Wright's publications upon this subject will be found in Proc. 
Boston Soc. 0/ Nat. Hist., vol. xxiii. p. 427. • 

2 Sdmce.voJ. i.I). 27 1• 
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eight feet below the surface, a rude implement made of black flint, of about 
the same size and shape as one of the same material found by Dr. Abbott 
in the Trenton gravels. This -was followed by the announcement from Dr. 
Metz that he had discovered another specimen (a chipped pebble) in the 
gravels at Loveland, in the same- valley, at a- depth of nearly thirty feet 
from the surface. Ptofessor Wright has visited both localities, and given 
a detailed description of. them, illustrated by a map. He, finds that the 
deposit at Madisonville clearly belongs to the, glacial-terrace epoch, and is 
underlain by " till," while in that at Loveland it is known that the bones 
of the mastodon have been discovered. He doses his account with thes'e 
words: "In the light of the exposition just given, these implements will 
at 'once be recognized as among the most important archreological discov
eries yet made in America, ranking on a' par with those of Dr. Abbott at 
Trenton, New Jersey. They show, that in Ohio, as well as on the Atlantic 
coast, man was an inhabitant before the close of the glacial period." 1 

Further confirmation of these predictions was received at the meeting of 
the AmeriCan Association .for the Advancement.of Sciencef at Cleveland, 
Ohio, in August, ,1888, when Mr. Hilborne T. Cresson reported his dis
coveryof a largefllnt implement in the glacial gravels of Jackson County, 
Indiana, as well as.of two chipped implements made of argillite, which he 
had found in place at a depth of several feet in the ancient terrace of the 
Delaware River, in Claymont County, Delaware.2 

This discovery.of' Mr. Cresson's has assumed a great geological impor
tance, and it ·is th'us reported by him: "Toward midday of July 13, 1887, 
while lying upon the edge of the railroad cut, sketching the boulder line, 
my eye chanced to notice a piece .of steel-gray substance, strongly relieved 
in the su,?Jig~taga.inst the red-colored gravel, just above where it joined 
the lower grayish~red portion. It seemed to me like argillite, and' being 
firmly imbedded in the gravel was decidedly interesting. Descending the 
steep bank as rapidly as possij)le, the specimen was secured .. : . Upon 
examining my specimen I found that it was unquestionably a chipped imple
ment. There is no doubt about its being firmly· imbedded in the gravel, for 
the 'delay I made in extricating it with my pocket-knife nearly caused me 
the unpleasant position of being covered by several ~ons of gravel. ... 
Having duly reported my find to Professor Putnam, I began, at his request, 
a thorough examination of the locality, and on May 25, 1888, the year 
following, discovered another implement four feet below the surface, at a 
place about one eig~th of a mile from the first discovery. : .. J:he geo
logical formation in which the implement was found seems to be a reddish 
gravel mixed with schist." 3 

Professor ,Wright thus comments upon these discoveries and their geo-

1 PrOt:. Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist., vol. xxiii. 
P·435· 

2 PrOt:. Amtr. AssOt:.for Adv. of ~itnct, vol. 
xxxviL . 

8 Early Man in the Delaware Valley, in the 
Proc. Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist., vol. xxiv. 
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logical situation: "The discovery of palreolithic implements, as described 
by Mr. Cresson, near Claymont, Del., unfolds a new chapter in the history 
of man in America. It was my privilege in November last to visit the spot 
with him, and to spend a day examining the various features of the locality. 
. . . The cut in the Baltimore and Ohio railroad in which this implement 
was found is about one mile alld a half west of the Delaware Rtver, and 
about .one hundred and fifty feet above it. The river is here quite broad. 
Indeed, it has ceased to be a river, and is already merging into Delaware 
Bay; the New Jersey shore being about three miles distant from the Dela
ware side. The ascent from the bay at Claymont to the locality under con
sideration is by three or fou·r well-marked benches. These probably are 
not terraces in the strict sense of the word, but shelves marking different 
periods of erosion when the land· stood at these several levels, but now 
thinly covered with old river deposits. Upon reaching the locality of Mr. 
Cresson's recent discovery, we find a well-marked superficial water deposit 
containing pebbles and small boulders up to two or three feet in diameter, 
and resting unconformably upon other deposits, different in character, and 
in some places directly upon the decomposed schists which characterize the 
locality. This is without question the Philadelphia Red Gravel and Brick 
Clay of Lewis. The implement submitted to us was found near the bot
tom of this upper deposit, and eight feet below the surface. . . . As Mr. 
Cresson was on the ground when the implement was uncovered, and took 
it out with his own hands, there would seem to be no reasonable doubt that 
it was originally a part of the deposit; for Mr. Cresson is no novice in these 
matters, but has had unusual oppprtunities, both in this country and in the 
old world, to study the localities where similar discoveries have heretofore 
been made. The absorbing question concerning the age of this deposit is 
therefore forced upon our attention as archreologists. . . . The determina
tion of the age of these pal:ticular deposits at Claymont invoh:es a dis
cussion of the whole question of the Ice Age in North America, and espe
cially that of the duality of the glacial epoch. At a meeting of this society 
on January 19, 1881, I discllssed the age of the Trenton gravel, in which 
Dr. Abbott has found so many palreoliths, and was led also incidentally at 
the same time to discuss the relative age of what Professor Lewis called the 
Philadelphia Red Gravel. I had at that time recently made repeated trips 
to Trenton, and with Professor Lewis had been over considerable portions of 
the Delaware valley for the express purpose of determining these questions. 
The conclusions to which we - that is, Professor Lewis and myself - came 
were thus expressed in the paper above referred to (Proc. Bostoll Soc. of 
Nat. Hist., vol. xxi. pp. 137-145), namely, that the Philadelphia Brick Clay 
and Red Gravel (which are essentially one formation) marked the period 
when the ice had its greatest extension, and when there was a considerable 
depression of the land in that vicinity; perhaps, however, less than a hun
dred feet in the neighborhood of the moraine, though increasing towards 
th~ northwest. During this period of greatest extension and depression, 
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the Philadelphia Red Gravel and Brick Clay were deposited by the ice-laden 
floods which annually poured down the valley in the summer seasons. As 
the ice retreated towards the headwaters of the valley, the period was 
marked also by a reelevation of the land to about its present height, when 
the latter deposits of gravel at Trenton took place. Dr. Abbott's dis
coveries at Trenton prove the presence of man on the continent at that 
stage of the glacial epoch. Mr. Cresson's discoveries prove the presence 
of man at a far earlier stage. How much earlier, will depend upon our in
terpretation of the .general facts bearing on the question of the quality of 
the glacial epoch . 

.. Mr. McGee, of the United States Geological Survey, has recently pub
lished the results of extensive investigations carried on by him respecting 
the sup~rficial deposits of the Atlantic coast. (See Amer. Jour. of Science, 
vol. xxxv., 1888.) He finds that on all the rivers south of the Delaware 
there are deposits corresponding in character to what Professor Lewis had 
denominated Philadelphia Red -Gravel and Brick Clay. . . . From the ex
tent to which this deposit is developed at Washington, in the District of 
Columbia, Mr. McGee prefers to designate it the Columbia formation. But 
the period is regarded by him as identical with that of the Philadelphia Red 
Gravel and Brick Clay, which Professor Lewis had attributed to the period 
of maximum glacial development on the Atlantic coast. 

" It is observable that the boulders in this Columbia formation belong, so 
far as we know, in every case, to the valleys in which they are now found . 
. . . It is observable also that it is not necessary in any case to suppose 
that these deposits.were the direct result of glacial ice. Mr. McGee does 
not suppose that glaciers extended down these valleys to any great distance. 
Indeed, so far as we are aware, there is no evidence of even local glaciers 
in the Alleghany Mountains south of Harrisburg. But it is easy to see 
that an incidental result of the glacial period was a great increase of ice 
and snow in the headwaters of all these streams, so as to add greatly to 
the extent of the deposits in which floating ice is concerned. And this 
Columbia formation is, as we understand it, supposed by Mr. McGee to 
be the result- of this incidental effect of the glacial period in increasing the 
accumulations of snow and ice along the headwaters of all-the streams that 
rise in the AllegH'anies. In this we are probably agreed. But Mr. McGee 
differs from the interpretation of the facts given by Professor Lewis and 
myself, in that he postulates, largely, however, on the basis of facts outside 
of this region, two distinct glacial epochs, and attributes the Columbia for
mation to the first epoch, which he believes to be from three to ten times as 
remote as·the period in which the Trenton gravels were deposited. If, there
fore, Dr. Abbott's implements are, as from the lowest estimate would seem 
to be the case, from ten thousand to fifteen thousand years old, the imple
ments discovered by Mr. Cresson in the Baltimore and Ohio cut at Clay
mont, which is certainly in Mr. McGee's Columbia formation, would be 
from thirty thousand to one hundred and fifty thousand years old. 
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"But as I review the evidence which has come to my knowledge since 
writing the paper in 1881, I do not yet see the necessity of making so 
complete a separation between the glacial epochs as Mr. McGee and others 
feel compelled to do. But, on the other hand, the unity of the epoch (with, 
however, a marked period of amelioration in climate accompanied by ex
tensive recession of the ice, and followed by a subsequent re·advance over 
a portion of the territory) seems more and more evident. All the facts 
which Mr. McGee adduces from the eastern side of the Alleghanies com
port, apparently, as readily with the idea of one glacial period as with that 
of two .... Until further examination of the district with these sugges
tions in view, or until a more specific statement of facts than we find in 
Mr. McGee's papers, it would therefore seem unnecessary to postulate a 
distinct glacial period to account for the Columbia formation. . . . But no 
matter which view prevails, whether that of two distinct glacial epochs, or 
of one prolonged epoch with a mild period intervening, the Columbia de
posits at Claymont, in which these discoveries of Mr. Cresson have been 
made, long antedate (perhaps by many thousand years) the deposits at 
Trenton, N. J., at Loveland and Madison, Ohio, at Little Falls, Minn., . . . 
and at Mendora, Ind. . . . Those all belong to the later portion of the 
glacial period, while these at Claymont belong to the earlier portion of that 
period, if they are not to be classed, according to Mr. McGee, as belonging 
to an entirely distinct epoch." 1 

The objects discovered by both Dr. Metz and Mr. Cresson have been 
deposited in the Peabody Museum at Cambridge, and their artificial char-
acter cannot be disputed. • 

At nearly the same date at which Dr. Abbott published the account of· 
his discoveries, Col. Charles C. Jones, of Augusta, Georgia, recorded the 
finding of "some rudely-chipped, triangular-shaped implements in Nacoo
chee valley under circumstances which seemingly assign to them very re
mote antiquity. In material, manner of construction, and in general ap
pearance, so nearly do they resemble some of the rough, so-called flint 
hatchets belonging to the drift type, as described by M. Boucher de Per
thes, that they might very readily be mistaken the one for the other." II 
They were met with in the course of mining operations, in which a cutting 
had been made through the soil and the underlying sands, gravels, and 
boulders down to the bed-rock. Resting upon this, at a depth of some nine 
feet from the surface, were the three implements described. But it is plain 
that this deposit can scarcely be regarded as a true glacial drift, since the . 
great terminal moraine lies more than four hundred miles away to the 
north, and the region where it occurs does not fall within the drift area. 
It must be of local origin, and few geologists would be willing to admit the 

1 The Age of the Philadelphia Red Gravel, 
Proc. Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist., vol. xxiv. 

B Antiquities of tlte Soutltem I"dia"s, p. 293. 
The preface of this volume is dated" New 
York, April 10, 1873." In an article in the 

Nortlt A"urua" Rroiew for January, 1874 (vol. 
cxviii. p. 70), on "The Antiquity of the North 
American Indians," he traces that race back to 
palreolithic times. 
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existence of local glaciers in ·the Alleghanies so far to the south during the 
glacial period. Consequently these objects do not fall within our definition 
of true palreolithic implements. 

The same thing may be said in a less degree of the implements discov
ered by C. M. Wallace, in 1876, in the gravels and days of the valley of 
the J ames River'! . . 

A different character attaches to certain objects discovered in 1877 by 
Professor N. H. Winchell, at Little Falls, Minnesota, in the valley of the 
Mississippi River)!" These consisted mainly of pieces of chipped white 
quartz, perfectly sharp, although occurring in a water-worn deposit, and 
they were found to extend over quite a large area. Their artificial char
acter has been vouch.ed for by Professor Putnam, and among them were a 
few rude implements whicl1 are well represented in an accompanying plate. 
A geological section given in the report shows that they occur in the terrace 
some sixty feet above the bank of the river, and were found to extend about 
four feet below the surface. In the words of Prof~ssor Winchell: "The 
interest that centres in these chips ... involves the question of the age of 
man and his work in the Mississippi Valley. . . . The chipping race . . . 
preceded the spreading of the material of the plain, and must have been 
preglacial, since the plain was spread out by that flood stage of the Missis
sippi River that existed 'during the prevalence of the ice-period, or resulted 
from the dissolution of the glacial winter. . . . The wonderful abundance 
of these chips indicates an astonishing amount of work done, as if there 
had been a great manufactory in the neighborhood, or an enormous lapse 
of time for its performance." 

This discovery of Professor Winchell was followed up by researches. 
prosecuted in 1879 in the vicinity of Little Falls by Miss .F. E. Babbit, of 
that place.s She discovered a similar stratum of chipped quartz in the 
ancient terrace, of a mile or more in width, about forty rods to the east of 
the river, and elevated some twenty-five feet above it. This had been 
brought to light by the wearing of a wagon track, leading down a natural 
drainage channel, which had cut through the quartz stratum down to a 
level below it. The result of her prolonged investigations showed that" the 
stratum of quartz chips lay at a level some twelve or fifteen feet lower than 
the plane of the terra~e top." 4 While the quartz chips discovered by Pro
fessor Winchell were contained in the upper surface of the terrace plain, 

1 Flint implements from the stratified drift of 
the 'IIicinity of Richmond, Va., in the Amer
ican :Journal of Science (3d series), vol: xi. 
p. 195; quoted in Dana's Manual of Geology, 
P·578• 

2 Sixth annual report of the Geological and 
Natural History Suroey of Minnesota, 1877, p. 
54· 

8 Her paper on .. Ancient quartz-workers and 
their quarries in Minnesota," read before the 
Minnesota Historical Society, February, 1880, 

was reprinted in The Americ;n Allti'l"arian, 
vol. iii~ p. 18. 

• Vestiges of Glacial Man in Central Minn ... 
sota, in the Proc. Amer. Assoc. for Ad'll. of Science, 
vol. xxxii. p. 385. A more extended account of 
her researches will be found under the same 
title in the American Hamralist for June and 
July, 1884 (vol. xviii. pp. 594 and 697). On p. 
705 the writer has given at some length his 
opinion in regard to the artificial character of 
these quartz objects. 
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these were strictly confined to a lower level, and cannot be synchronous 
with them. They must be older" by at least the lapse of time required 
for the deposition of the twelve or fifteen feet of modified drift forming 
the upper part of the terrace plain above the quartz-bearing stratum.'; 

This conclusion is abundantly confirmed by Mr. Warren Upham, of the 
U. S. Geological Survey, in his ,study of "The recession of the ice-sheet 
in Minnesota in its relation to the gravel deposits overlying the quartz im
plements found by Miss Babbit at Little Falls, Minnesota." 1 The great 
ice-sheet of the latest glacial epoch' at its maximum extension pushed out 
vast ,lobes of ice, one of which crossed western and central Minnesota and 
extended into Iowa. Different stages of its retreat are marked by eleven 
distinct marginal moraines, and this deposit of modified drift at Little Falls 
Mr. Upham believes occurred in the interval between the formation of the 
eighth and the ninth. "It is," he says, "upon the till, or direct deposit of 
the ice, and forms a surface over which the ice never re-advanced." An 
examination of the terraces and plains of the Mississippi Valley from St. 
Paul to twenty-five ,miles above Little Falls shows them to be similar in 
composition and origin to the terraces of modified drift in the river valleys 
of New England. In his judgment, "the rude implements and fragments 
of quartz discovered at Little Falls were overspread by the glacial flood
plain of the Mississippi River, while most of the northern half of Minne
sota was still covered by the. ice. . . . It may be that the chief cause 
leading men to occupy this locality so soon after it was uncovered from 
the ice was their discovery of the quartz veins in the slate there, ... afford
ing suitable material for making sharp·edged stone implements of the best 
quality. Quartz veins are absent, or very rare and unsuitable for this, in 
all the rock outcrops of the south half of Minnesota, that had become un
covered from the ice, as well as of the whole Mississippi basin southward, 
and this was the first spot accessible whence quartz for implement-making 
could be obtained." 

According to this view the upper deposit at Little Falls would appear to 
be more recent than those laid down by the immediate wasting of the 
great terminal moraine at Trenton and in Ohio; but the occupation ·of 
the, spot by man upon the lower terrace may well have been at a much 
earlier time. • 

Many of the objects discovered by Miss Babbitt have been placed in the 
Peabody' Museum, and as their artificial character has been questioned, the 
writer wishes to repeat his opinion, formed upon the study of numerous 
specimens that have been submitted to him, but not the,same as those upon 
which Professor Putnam based his similar conclusions, that they are un
doubtedly of human origin. 

Implements of pala!olithic form have been discovered in several other 
localities, but as none of them have been found in place, in undisturbed 
gravel-beds, either those which, have been derived from the terminal 

1 Proc. oj Boslon Soc. of Nilt. Hjst., vol. xxiii. p. 436. 
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moraine of the second extension of the great northern ice-sheet, or those 
which are included within the drift area, they cannot be considered as 
proved to be true palreolithic implements, although it is higl1ly probable 
that many of them are such. l 

We have now to consider the claim to high antiquity of objects which 
have been discovered in several places in certain deposits, equally regarded 
as of glacial origin, which occur in the central and western portions of the 
United States. These are the so·called "lacustrine deposits," which are 
believed to have had their origin from the former presence of vast lakes, 
now either extinct or represented by comparatively small bodies of water. 
The largest of such lakes occupied a great depression which once existed 
between the Rocky Mountains and the chain of the Sierra Nevada during 
the quaternary period. The existing lakes represent the lowest part of two 
basins, into which this depression was divided; of these, the western one, 
represented by certain smaller lakes, has received the name of Lake Lahon
tan. This never had any communication with the sea, and its deposits 
consequently register the greater or less amount of rain and snow during 
the period of its existence. To the eastern the name of Lake Bonneville 
has been given, and it is at present represented by the Great Salt Lake in 
Utah. This formerly had an outlet through the valley of the Columbia 
River. These lakes are believed to have been produced by the melting of 
local glaciers existing during the quaternary times in the above-named 
mountains; and similar consequences seem to have followed from the like 
presence of ancient glaciers in the Wahsatch and Uintah mountains, where 
no lake now exists. 

In the ancient deposits of such an immense fresh-water lake, derived 
from the melting of glaciers in the last-mentioned mountains, which once 
existed in southern Wyoming, Professor Joseph Leidy first reported, in 
1872, the discovery near Fort Bridger of "mingled implements of the rudest 
construction, together with a few of the highest finish .... Some of the 
specimens are as sharp and fresh in appearance as if they had been but 
recently broken from the parent block. Others are worn and have their 
sharpness removed, and are so deeply altered in color as to look exceedingly 
ancient." II The plates accompanying the report show that some of these 
objects are of palreolithic form, but as no further information is given in 
regard to the conditions under which they were discovered, we cannot pro
nounce them to be really palreolithic. 

1 In 18Tl, by Professor S. S. Haldeman on an 
island in the Susquehanna River, in Lancaster 
Co., Penn. (Elm."",11 Rtf>. P~"lNJy Mus., vol. ii. 
p. 255). In 1878, by A. F. Berlin in the Schuyl
kill Valley, at Reading, Penn. (Amme(", Anti
.,usritJ", voL i. p. 10). In 18790 by Dr. W. J. 
Hoffman in the vaIley of the Potomac, near 
Washington (AIIIn"icIoII Nahmllisl, vol. xiii. po 
loS). Subsequently by others in the same vicin-

ity, reported by S. V. Proudfit in Tlu A",""tuI 
Anlllrt1fDlopsl, vol. i. P.337. By David Dodge 
at Wakefield, 1\[ass., and by 1\[r. Frazer at Marsh
field, Mass. (hoc. of Boslon S<><. tif Nid. Hisl., 
vol.ni. pp. 123 and 450). By the writer. in sev
eral localities in New England (I6itl. p. 382). 

~ Sistll anmuz/ rtport tif Ilu U. S. (d()/ogj.-aI 
S""'ry tif 1111 Twn"torill, by F. V. Hayden 
(18jJ), p. 652. 
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In 1874, Dr. Samuel Aughey made known the existence in Nebraska of 
"hundreds of miles of similar lacustrine deposits, almost level or gently 
rolling." 1 To these the name of "loess" has also been given, as well as to 
the mud deposits derived from the northern drift. Aughey states that 
these beds are perfectly homogeneous throughout, and of almost uniform 
color, ranging in thickness from, five to one hundred and fifty feet. Gener
ally they lie above a true drift formation derived from glaciers in the Black 
Hills, and represent "the final retreat of the glaciers, and that era of de
pression of the surface of the State when the greater part of it constituted 
a great fresh-water lake, into which the Missouri, the Platte, and the Re
publican rivers poured their waters." The Missouri and its tributaries, 
flowing for more than one thousand miles through these deposits, gradu
ally filled up this great lake with sediment. The rising of the land by 
degrees converted the lake-bottom into marshes, through which the rivers 
began to cut new channels, and to form the bluffs which now bound them. 
e< The Missouri, during the closing centuries of the lacustrine age, must 
have been from five to thirty miles in breadth, forming a stream which for 

. size and majesty rivalled the Amazon." Many remains of mastodons and 
elephants are found in this so-called loess, as well as those of the animals 
now living in that region, together with the fresh-water and land shells 
peculiar to it. In it Aughey has also discovered an arrow-p.oint and a 
spear-head, of which he gives well-executed figures. Both are excellent 
examples of those well-chipped implements which are regarded as typical 
of the Neolithic age or the age of polished stone, and are absolutely differ
ent from the palreolithic implements of which we have hitherto spoken. 
They were both found in railroad cuttings on the Iowa side of the Missouri. 
River, and within three miles of it. The first lay at a depth of fifteen feet 
below the top of the deposit. Of the second he says it was "twenty feet 
below the top of the loess, and at least six inches from the edge of the cut, 
so that it could not have slid into that place. . . . Thirteen inches above 
the point where it was found, and within three inches of being on a line 
with it, in undisturbed loess, there was a lumbar vertebra of an elephant." 3 

This intermingling in these deposits of the bones of extinct and living 
animals appears to have been brought about by the shifting of the beds of 
the vast rivers he has described, which have been flowing for ages through 
the slight and easily moved material. It seems to be analogous to what 
has taken place in recent times in the valley of the Mississippi and in its 
delta. The finding, therefore, of arrow-heads of recent Indian type, even ;'1 

pIau under twenty feet of loess and below a fossil elephant-bone, cannot 
be considered as affording any stronger proof of the antiquity of man than 
the oft-cited instances of the discovery of basket-work and pottery under
neath similar fossils at Petit Anse Island in Louisiana, or of pottery and 
mastodon-bones on the banks of the Ashley River in S01;l.th Carolina. No 
such discovery can be considered of consequence as bearing upon the 
question of palreolithic man. 

1 '!>i". (1874), p. ~47. i I~itf. p. ~5.t. 
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The late Thomas Belt wrote to Professor Putnam, in 1878, that he had 
discovered "a small human skull in an undisturbed loess .in a railway cutting 
about two miles from Denver (Colorado). All the plains are covered with 
a drift deposit of granitic and quartzose pebbles overlaid by a sandy and 
calcareous loam closely resembling the diluvial clay and the loess of 
Europe. It was in the upper part of the drift series that I found the skull. 
Just the tip of it was visible in the cutting about three and one half feet 
below the surface." 1 Not long after this Mr. Belt died, and we are without 
further information in regard to the locality. It would Seem, however, 
that the loess in which the skull occurred belongs to· the latest in the 
lacustrine series, and consequently does not imply any very great antiquity 
for it. 

In 1882 Mr. W. J. McGee, of the U. S. Geological Survey, obtained 
from the upper lacustral clays,of the basin of the ancient Lake Lahontan, 
where they 'are exposed in the walls of Walker River Canon, a spear-head, 
made of obsidian, beautifully chipped, and perfectly resembling those found 

OBSIDIAN SPEAR-HEAD,-

on the surface throughout the southwest. "It was discovered projecting 
point outwards from a vertical scarp of la~ustral clays twenty-five feet below 
the top of the section, at a locality where there were no signs of recent 
disturbance." 2 This is said to have been" associated in such a manner 
with the bones of an elephant or mastodon as to leave no doubt of their 
having been buried at approximately the same time.'~ But we are also told 
that these lakes are of very recent date, and that they have "left the very 
latest of all the complete geological records to be observed in the Great 
Basin." 3 The fossil shells obtained froin these deposits all belong to 
living species; while the mammalian remains, which have been found in 
only very limited numbers, and all, with a single exception, in the upper 
beds, "are the same as occur elsewhere in tertiary or quaternary strata." 
Mr. McGee says: "If the obsidian implement ... was really in situ (as 
all appearances indicated), it must have been dropped in a shallow and 

1 Eltvmth nt/orlof Ptabody Museum, p. 257. Russell, being Monog. No. xi .. {l. S. C,ol. SUr1J. 
s C,oloKicai History of Lake. Lahontan, a 9U(1- under J. W. Powell, p. 247 (Washington, 1885). 

Itrnpry lake of northwesltrn Nevada, by I. C. 8 Ibid.p. 269. 

• Found in the Lahontan sediments, - from a cut in Russell's Lak. Lahontan, monograph xi. of PoweU's 
U. S. G.ological SU""1, p. 247. 
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quiet bay of the saline and alkaline Lake Lahontan, and gradually buried 
beneath its fine mechanical deposits and chemical precipitates." 1 

In Mr. Russell's opinion, this single implement, although supported by 
no other finds of a similar character, is sufficient to prove that .. man 
inhabited this continent during the last great rise of the former lake." 
But if this last great rise occurred in recent times, the' presence of the 
bones of tertiary mammals in the upper beds shows that great natural 
forces must have been in operation at that time to have washed these out 
of their original place of deposit. The principal organic remains found, we 
are told, are those of living shells, and the intermingling of these with 
the bones of tertiary mammals could scarcely have taken place in II shallow 
and quiet bays." To the writer this discovery seems rather to prove that 
an Indian spear-head was in some manner washed down and buried in the 
clays of the Walker River Canon than that man was the contemporary 
there of the tertiary or quaternary mammalia. This fairly seems to be a 
case where, in the language of Dr. Brinton, .. Arch.-eology may at times 
currect Geology." 2 

It is almost paralleled by the discovery made by Mr. P. A. Scott, in 
Kansas, of a broken knife or lance.head, measuring in its present condition 
two inches and one eighth in length. Sir Daniel 'Wilson. who reports it, 
says: "The spot where the discovery was made is in the Blue Range of the 
Rocky Mountains, in an alluvial bottom, and distant several hundred feet 
from a small stream called Clear Creek. A shaft was sunk, passing through 
four feet of rich. black soil. and below this through upward of ten feet of 
gravel, reddish clay. and rounded quartz. Here the flint was found •... 
The actual object corresponds more to the small and slighter productions 
of the modern Indian tool·maker than to the rude and massive drift imple
ment." But this most careful .and conscientious observer goes on to 
remark ... Under any circumstances it would be rash to build up compre
hensive theories on a solitary case like this." a 

If the discovery by Mr. McGee of this spear-head be insisted upon as 
establishing that man inhabited this continent during the last great rise 
of the lake, it would be easier to believe that that. event occurred in 
recent and not in quaternary times. than to admit that the distinction 
between palreolithic and neolithic implements. established by so many 
discoveries in this country and in Europe. is thereby utterly overthrown. 

The only alternative left is to believe that neolithic m:m was t,he contem· 
porary of the tertiary mammals. To this conclusion we are asked to come 
by Professor Josiah D. Whitney. on account of the discovery of the remains 
of man and of his works in the auriferous gravels of California. The 
famous "Calaveras skull" is figured upon another page of this volume. 

1 Pop. Scim(t Mon,hly, November, 1888, p. 27. 
9 Article in the kono,r,."pllk E"",d''/><rd.il. on 

Prehistoric Archzology. "by Daniel G. Brinton. 
vul. ii. p. 63 (Philadelphia, ISS6). 

• S""·,II.r,,,,;a,, R'p~"" 1861. p. 297. where it is 
figured i and repeated in hi. Prt!l;slPn't Mil". 
vol. I. p. 45. 
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where the circumstances attending its discovery are briefly referred to. 1 

It is astonishing to see how frail is the foundation upon which such a 
surprising superstructure has been raised, as it is found set forth in detail 
in the section entitled HU11Zal~ renzains alzd works Of art Of the gravel selies, 
in. the third chapter of Professor Whitney's memoir on The auriferous 
gravels Of the Sierra Nevada Of California. 2 All is hearsay testimony, and 
entirely uncontrolled by any such careful scrutiny as marks the "'ork of 
the British Association in the explorations carried on for fifteen years at 
Kent's Hole, near Torquay. There can be no question that human bones 
and human implements have often been discovered in these gravels, but 
according to the accounts as given these are mingled in them in inextricable 
confusion. What is the character of these objects of human workmanship? 
So far are they from being, as Professor Whitney describes them, "always 
the same kind of implements, . . . namely, the coarsest and the least 
finished which one would suppose could be made and still be implements." 
One account speaks of "a spear or lance head of obsidian, five inches long 
and one and a half brc;>ad, quite regularly formed." Others mention" spear 
and arrow heads made of obsidian;" or "certain discoidal stones from 
three to four inches in diameter, and about an inch and a half thick, con
cave on both sides, with perfor~ted centre." Still another witness speaks 
of "a large stone bead, made perhaps of alabaster, about one and a half 
inches long and about one and one fourth inches in diameter, with a hole 
through it one fourth of an inch in size." We are also told of a "stone 
hatchet of a triangular shape, with a hole through it for a handle, near the 
middle. Its size was four inches across the edge, and length about six 
inches." So also oval stones with continuous "grooves cut around them," 
and" grooved oval disks," are more than once JIlentioned. We think these 
quotations will be sufficient to convince .the archreologist that here is no 
question of palreolithicimplements, but that we have to do simply with the 
common Indian objects found on the surface .all over our country. Besides 
the rude cuts in Bancroft,8 I know of only one example of these California 
discoveries which has been figured. This is the" beautiful relic" described 
by Mr. J. W. Foster, of which he says: "When we consider its symmetry 
of form ... and the delicate drilling of the hole through a material so 
liable to fracture, we are free to say it affords an exhibition of the lapidary's 
skill superior to anything yet furnished by the Stone age of either conti
nent." 4 Mr. Foster doubtfully suggests that this object was .. used as a 
plummet for the purpose of determining the perpendicular to the horizon." 
It has been shown, however, by Mr. W. H. Henshaw, that among the 
Indians of Southern California similar objects have long been used by 
their medicine-men as "medicine or sorcery stones." o. Whichever may 

1 See p. 385 of this volume. 
t Memoirs of Mus. of Compo ZoOlogy at Hart). 

Colle~, vol. vi. pp. 258-288 (Cambridge. 1880,. 
8 The Native Races of the Pacific States of 

North America, by H. H. Bancroft, vol. iv. pp. 
699-70 7. 

'Transactions of the Chicago Academy of 
Sciences. vol. i. p. 232. pI. xxii. fig. 3. 

6 The Moriginal reljcs called "si"kers" or 
"plummets" in A.mer. Journal of A.rchfZology, 
vol. i. p. lOS. . 
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be held to be the true explanation of its use, either is more likely to be a 
characteristic of the Indian race than of primitive man. 

But the objects whose presence in the gravels is most repeatedly spoken 
of are stone mortars, which Professor Whitney supposes were II used by 
the race inhabiting this region in prehistoric times ... for providing food." 
One of these is stated to have been "found standing upright, and the 
pestle was in it, in its proper place, apparently just as it had been.left by 
the owner." It was taken o'ut of a shaft, according to the testimony, 
twelve feet underneath undisturbed strata. This was certainly a very 
marvellous thing to have happened if all the objects found in the gravels 
are supposed to have been brought there by the action of floods of water. 
But it is a very simple matter, if the supposition of Mr. Southall be correc~, 
who thinks that "these mortars have been left in these positions by the 
ancient inhabitants in their search for gold." 1 The Spaniards found gold 
in abundance in Mexico, and the locality from which it came is believed by 
Mr. Southall to be indicated by a discovery made in 1849 by some gold
diggers at one of the mountain diggings called Murphy's, in the region in 
which Professor Whitney's discoveries have taken place. In examining a 
high barren district of mountain, they were surprised to come upon the 
abandoned site of an ancient mine. At the bottom of a shaft two hundred 
and ten feet deep a human skeleton was found, with an altar for worship 
and other evidences of ancient labor by the aborigines.2 Mr. Southall 
believes that these mortars were used "for crushing the cemented gravel 
of the auriferous beds." Some corroboration is afforded for this suggestion 
by the fact that stone mortars of a like character are found in the ancient 
gold mines, worked by the early Egyptian monarchs, in the Gebel Allakee 
Mountains near the Red Sea, which were used in pulverizing the gold
bearing quartz. 

As to the authenticity of the ." Calaveras skull," 

"Great contest foIlowed and much learned dust." 

The probabilities seem in favor of its being a genuine human fossil, and the 
question recurs as to its character and the presumable age of the deposits 
from which it came. The latest geologist who has studied the locality, so 
far as the writer is aware, says of these deposits: "Even before visiting 
California I had suspected these old river ·gravels might be contemporaneous 
with the glacial epoch, and I still think this possible. This area was not 
glaciated, and these old gravels, hundreds of feet in thickness, may very 
well represent that great interval of time occupied in other regions by the 
glacial periods." 3 In discussing this question from the point of view of the 
character of the fossil animal remains contained in the gravels, we must 

1 The Epoch of the MamnlOth and the Appari
tion 0/ Man upon oIhe Earth, by James C. 
Southall, p. 399 (Philadelphia, 1878). 

9 Schoolcraft's Indian Tri~s of the United 
Slates, vol. i. p. 101 (Philadelphia, 1851). 

8 S. B. J. Skertchly in the :!our,za/ Atllhrop. 
Ins!., vol. xvii. p. 332 (Jan. 10, 1888). 
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continually bear in mind what Professol' E. D. Cope says of the Mesozoic 
and CO!nozou: of Nortle America: "The faunre of these periods have not yet 
been discriminated. . . . Many questions of the exact contemporaneity of 
these different beds are as yet unsettled." 1 Professor Cope has previously 
pointed out how marked a difference there is between the quate~nary fauna 
of North America and that of Europe; we have no' Hippopotamus or 
Rhinoceros Tichorinus, and they no Megatherium, Megalonyx, and other 
species. Under the varying conditions of animal existence thus implied, 
to assail established ideas upon the sequence in man's development, or to 
maintain that he has had a long career on the Pacific slope of our continent 
before he had made his appearance in Western Europe, seems to the writer 
to be an attempt to explain" tgnotum per ignotius." 

What is really to be understood by the assumption that man existed in 
tertiary times? So profound a palreontologist as Professor William Boyd 
Dawkins thinks" it is impossible to believe that man should have been an 
exception to the law of change. In the Pliocene age we cannot expect to 
find traces of man upon the earth. The living placental mammals had only 
then begun to appear, and seeing that the higher animals have invariably 
appeared in the rocks according to their place in the zoological scale, fishes, 
amphibians, reptiles, placental mammals, it is hardly reasonable to suppose 
that the highest of all should then have been upon 'the earth."2 When, 
therefore, some of the geologists of our country support Professor Whit
ney's claim that these discoveries of human fossils have actually proved 
man's existence in the Pliocene period, by arguments mainly based upon the 
effects of erosion and the immense periods of time which these imply, or 
favor his inference from the animalfossils contained in these deposits that 
there has been" a total change in the fauna and flora of the region," and 
that "the fauna of the gravel deposits is ,almost exclusively made up of 
extinct species," we may well insist, with Dawkins, that the human remains 
should not be regarded as standing upon a different basis from those of 
the horse, since both occur under similar conditions. Dr. Leidy reports 
the finding of remains of four diffen;nt species of fossil Equus. But among 
them" we may note the skull of a mustang, identical with that of Mexico 
and California, which could not have been buried in the gravels of Sierra 
County before the time of the Spanish Conquest, when the living race of 
horses was introduced." Professor Jeffries Wyman says of the Calaveras 
skull: " Any conclusions based upon a single skull are liable to prove erro
neous, unless we have sufficient grounds for the belief that such a skull ill 
a representative one of the race to which it belongs .... We have no suf
ficient reason for assuming in the present instance that the skull is a repre
sentative one .... The skull presents no signs of having- belonged to an 
inferior race. In its breadth it agrees with the other crania from Califor
nia, except those of the Diggers, but surpasses them in the o~her particulars 

1 Th~ American Naturalist, vol. lIlIi. p. 459 • Early Ma .. in Am~rica. in the North Am~r-
(1887). ican Hmiew, Oct., 1883. p. 340. 
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in which comparisons h~ve been made."l As, therefore, what appear to be 
the skulls of a California Indian and that of a Mexican mustang have been 
found to occur in the same deposits, this circumstance, instead of proving 
that man.was an inhabitant of pliocene America, would seem to the writer 
to imply either that these deposits. are comparatively recent, or thCl-t the 
fossil bones found in them are so commingled that arguments based upon 
purely palreontological considerations can be regarded as entitled to very 
little weight. 

But although some American palreontologists are inclined to argue that 
these deposits belong to the Pliocene, on account of the character of the 
vertebrate fossils found in them, it must not be forgotten that geologists 
generally prefer to refer them to the Pleistocene. They believe that even 
the superimposition of lava beds ,upon the gravels does not establish a very 
high antiquity for them, and question whether the time that has elapsed 
since the outflow of the lava, as measured by the amount of erosion that has 
taken place in the gravels, is to be regarded as much greater than can prop
erly be assigned to the Pleistocene period elsewhere. Professor Whitney 
himself admits the difficulty of distinguishing whether" deposits have been 
accumulated in the place where we find them previous to the cessation of 
the period of volcanic activity. The gravels which have not been protected 
by a capping of basalt, or only thinly or not at all covered by erupted ma_ 
terials, may in some places have been overlain by recent deposits in such a 
way that the line between volcanic and post-volcanic cannot be distinctly 
drawn .... It must not unfrequently have happened that fossils have been 
washed out of the less coherent detrital beds belonging to the volcanic 
series, carried far from their original resting-place, and deposited in such a 
position that they seem to belong to the present epoch." 3 In one of the 
reports of Hayden's survey can be seen a plate representing "Modern 
Lake Deposits capped with Basalt." S There is sufficient grour.J for be
lieving that the volcanic activity of the regions of the Sierras has continued 
down to very recent times, geologically speaking, and that there is no such 
great difference of age between the lava-cappings and the other beds as 
Professor Whitney supposes. Hayden thinks "the main portion of the 
volcanic material of the West has been thrown out at a comparatively 
modern date." 4 U ndollbtedly the amount of erosion that has taken place 
in these river gravel!? implies a great lapse of time, but so do the other facts 
of physical geography which have been employed as chronometers by which 
to measure the time since the close of the quaternary period. To carry 
this erosion back to the tertiary times, and to assign man his place in the 
world then on that ground, in face of the arguments to the contrary drawn 
from archreology, palreontology, and geology, in view of the essential weak
ness of the testim~ny upon which the arguments in its favor are based, 

1 Tlu Auriftrous Grave/s, etc., p. 273. 
2 Ibid. p. 242. 

8 Sixl" at",ual r,porl of I"e U. S. Geol. Surv. 
o/Ihe Territories, p. 29-

4 Ibid. p. 44. 
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would seem to be a most hazardous assumption. It is only equalled by the 
statement that "the discoveries made in Europe, which have already ob-· 
tained general credence, carry man close to the verge of the tertiary; if not, 
indeed, a little the other side of the line." 1 In the writer's opinion, this is 
the belief of only a small number of the most extreme evolutionists in 
Europe, while the great body of cautious and critical observers think that 
it has not been proved, and a few are willing to hold their judgment in 
suspense. 

Professor Whitney's conclusions, however, are supported by Mr. Wallace 
in the article quoted at the beginning of this chapter, in his character as 
an evolutionist. of the most "advanced school. He says: .. Believing that 
the whole bearing of the comparative anatomy of man and of the anthropoid 
apes, together with the absence of indications of any essential change in 
his structure during the quaternary period, lead to the conclusion that he 
must have existed, as man, in pliocene times, and that the- intermediate 
forms connecting him with the higher apes probably lived during the early 
pliocene or the miocene period, it is urged that all such discoveries . . . 
are in themselves probable and such as we have a right to expect." 2 In 
such a frame of mind it is very easy for him to wave aside every objection 
raised by the archreologist to the character of the evidence brought forward 
to sustain the alleged discoveries. To the objection that the objects ac
companying the human remains, for which such a great antiquity is claimed, 
are too similar to those of comparatively recent times, he has a ready an-
9Wer: .. The same may be said of the most ancient bow and spear-heads 
and those made by modern Indians. The use of the articles has in both 
cases been continuous, and the objects themselves are so necessary and so 
comparatively simple that there is no room for any great modification of 
form." The writer can only state here that no archreologist holds this 
opinion, and will refer for a detailed statement of his reasons for the con
trary view to an article by him upon The Bow and Arrow unknown to 
Pa/molithie Mall.3 

It is not easy to believe that so vast a difference in age can be attributed 
to the deposits upon the opposite sides of the chain of the Sierra Nevada, 
as would follow if we are to hold that the auriferous gravels belong to the 
tertiary, while the Lahontan deposits belong to the quaternary period. 
Far more reasonable does it seem to suppose that they both fall within the 
two divisions into which we have seen that the pleistocene has been divided. 
To the writer it appears, from what study he has made of . the evidences 
alleged of man's existence in North America in early times, that proof is 
wanting that he made his appearance here earlier than in interglaci,al times; 
Dr. Abbott's discoveries seem to be worthy of all the importance which has 
been assigned to them, and the more so from the fact that they are in 

I TIu AuriftrfJtU CrtrtJds, etc., p. 281. 8 Proc. of BDslDn Soc. of Nat. Hisl., vol. niii. 
S Tlu Anliquity of Man in NDr"14 A",mea, p. p. 269. 
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accord with similar discoveries made in the Old World. The evidence 
adduced appears to be altogether too fragmentary and strained to warrant 
the conclusion that has been drawn that there is no proper correlation 
between the geological calendars of the two hemispheres. . 
. Besides the numerous palceolithic implements which the Trenton gravels 

haNe yielded, there have been found in them three human crania, more 
or less complete, and portions of others. 1 Professor Putnam is inclined 
to the opinion that these may be veritable remains of the makers of the 
palceolithic implements. But it is difficult to conceive how such fragile 
objects as human skulls, in this period and at this locality, could have 
survived the destructive forces to which they must have been subjected. 
We must recollect that the bones of man are very seldom met with in 
the river gravels of the Old World, and such crania as are accepted 
as belonging to these deposits are dolichocephalic, and not, like these, 
brachycephaUc.2 The circumstances under which these three have been 
found are not reported with sufficient detail to enable us to account satis
factor!ly for their presence, nor can we admit that the fact that they 
"are hot of the Delaware Indian type" affords any adequate. criterion for 
our judgment. It is well established that "in America we find extreme 
brachycephaly, as well among the prehistoric as among the historic peoples 
from British America to Patagonia. At the same time, dolichocephaly is 
found, besides among the Eskimos, throughout the Amer.ican Indian tribes 
from north to south; but it cannot be considered an American craniologic 
characteristic." 8 The various forms of skulls, moreover, are found to be so 
intermingled that they have been compared to "what might be looked for 
in a collection made from the potter's field of London or New York."" 
The problem is still further complicated by the widespread custom- among 
the American tribes of altering the natural shape of the skull,' sometimes 
by flattening it, sometimes by making it as round as possible.;; Taking all 
these matters into consideration, we are compelled to regard craniology by 
itself as an insufficient guide. 

We have now passed in review such evidences of man's early existence 
in North America as seem to be sufficiently substantiated by satisfactory 
proof, and have intentionally left out of consideration many former exam
ples, which' were accustomed to be cited before the science of prehistoric 
archceology had formulated her laws and established her general conclu
sions, as well as some more recent ones in which the evidence seems to be 
weak. 

It only remains for the writer to express his own conclusions on the 
question. But first let him draw attention to the state of public opinion 

1 Reports tif Peabody Museum, vol; iii. pp. 177. 
408; iv. p. 35. 

t Early Man in Britain. by W. Boyd Daw. 
kins, p. 167. . 

8 Dr. H. Ten Kate in Science, vol. xii. p. 228 

(November 9, 1888). 

4 Notes on the Crania tif the No E. Inditlfu, 
by Lucien Carr, P.9 (Anniversary Memoirs tif 
Boston Soc. tif Nat. Hist.), 1880. 

6 The Standard Natural History, ed. by]. S. 
Kingsley, vol. vi. p. 143. 
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upon this subject as it is well expressed by an English writer: "The evi
dence for the existence of palreolithic man in America ha~ been more fiercely 
contested even than in Europe, and the problem there is certainly more 
complicated. In Europe we can test the age of the remains not merely by 
their actual character, but also by the presence or absence of associated 
domestic animals. In America this test is absent, for there were virtually 
no domestic animals save the dog known to the pre-European inhab,ita,nts. 
\Ve are therefore remitted to less direct evidence,namely, the provenance 
of the remains froin beds of distinctly Pleistocene age, the fabric of the 
remains, and their association with animals, we have reason to believe, 
become extinct at the termination of that period." 1 , 

As an example of the spirit in which this" fierce contest" is waged in 
America, it will be sufficient to quote a few passages from a work by one 
of her most eminent men of science. He is speaking of "what seems to 
be a village site in Europe, of far greater antiquity than, th'e Swiss lake
villages, and which may be a veritable 'Palreolithic' antediluvian town. It 
occurs at Solutre, near MAcon, in eastern France, and has given rise to 
much discussion and controversy, as described by Messrs. De Ferry and 
Arcelin.'. . . It destroys utterly the pretension that the men of the mam
moth age were an inferior race, or ruder than their successors in the later 
stone age .... Lastly, many of the flint weapons of Solutre are of the 
palreolithic type characteristic of the river gravels, ... while other imple
ments and weapons are as well worked as those of the later stone age. 
Thus this singular ,deposit connects these two so-called ages, and fuses 
them into one." 2 The only comment the writer will make upon this state
ment is to say that he has twice visited the station at Solutre in company 
with M. Arcelin ; that he has examined the collection of the late M. De 
Ferry at his house; and that he has before him the work which is sup
posed to be quoted from,3 and he accordingly feels warranted in asserting 
with confidence that not one" flint implement of the palreolithic type char
acteristic of the river gravels" was ever found at Solutre. A note ap
pended to Sir ]. W. Dawson's· rash statement adds: "Recent discoveries 
by M. Prunieres, in caves at Beaumes Chaudes, seem to show that the 
older cave-men were in contact with more advanced tribes,as arrow-heads 
of the so-called neolithic type are found sticking in their bones, or asso
ciated with them. This would form another evidence of the little value to 
be attached to the distinction of the two ages of stone." The writer has 
already indicated his conviction that palreolithic man had not advanced 
sufficiently to invent the bow and arrow, and he wishes to add here that 
"arrow-heads of the so-called neolithic type" continued to be ordinary 
weapons employed during the Age of Bronze. He is only surprised that 

1 The Mammolk anti the Flood, by Henry H. 
Howorth, p. 316 (London, 1887). 

S Fossil Men and 'knr modern Represenlatives, 
by J. W. Dawson, p. 106 et U9. (London. 1880). 

a I.e Maconnais Prlkislori9'"' • • . ouvrage 
poslkume par H..De Ferry . • • allee notes et cel. 
pa" A. Arcelin, MAcon, 1870. 
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nr. Prunieres' discoveries are not quoted to prove that there is no distinc
tion between the Age of Stone and the Age of Bronze. 

Tested by the canons of prehistoric archreology, superposition, associa
tion, and style, in the judgment of the writer the fact of the existence of 
palreolithic man upon this continent, and the distinction between the rude 
palreolithic implement and the skilfully chipped obsidian objects which be
lo~g to what is called in Europe the Solutre type (a development of the 
later period in the early stone age, which cannot be overlooked in discuss
ing the question of the antiquity of man), are truths as firmly established 
as any taught by modern science. The small minority who refuse to ad
mit the last stated proposition are laggards in her march, and the few 
doubters who still question the genuineness of the palreolithic implements 
from the Trenton gravels are not· entitled by their knowledge of the pro
cesses of manufacturing stone implements to have ·much weight attached 
to their opinions. 

Regarding, then, the existence of palreolithic man as established by the 
finding of four hundred of his relics in the Delaware valley near Trenton, 
we have next to inquire· whether there is evidence that in that region man 
made any progress towards the neolithic condition. For an answer to this 
question we haye only to study the immense collection of objects gathered 
by Dr. Abbott, and now deposited in the Peabody "Museum at Cambridge. 
This seems to warrant a conclusion exactly the opposite to Professor Whit
ney's, who states that" so far as California is concerned ... the imple
ments, tools, and works of art obtained are throughout in harmony with 
each other, all being the simplest and least artistic of which it is possible 
to conceive; " and his. further statement that the" rude tools required but 
little more skill than is indicated by the chipped obsidian implements which 
are now, and have been from all time, in use among the aborigines of this 
continent." 1 

We have already seen that Professor Whitney's inferences about the 
relics of man occurring in the gravels of California are not at all justified 
by the facts relating to their discovery as reported by him; and as he 
offers no proof of his other assertion that" chipped obsidian implements 
have beenfor all time in use among the aborigines of this continent," we 
will venture to question its accuracy, even should he argue that his loose 
statement was intended to apply only to the aborigines of California. Con
sequently we are somewhat at a loss to understand why Dr. Abbott should 
feel called upon to refute his conclusions. He does this, however, success
fully in his Primitive Industry, which is so largely based upon this great 
collection as to ans~r satisfactorily as a catalogue for it. In his own 
words, "the careful and systematic examination of the ·surface geology of 
New Jersey, of itself, it is believed, shows as abundant and unmistakable 
evidence of the transition from a true palreolithic to a neolithic condition as 
is exhibited in the traces of h~man handiwork found in the valley of any 

1 Tile Auriferous Craw:ls, etc., p. 287. 
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European river." 1 The arguments upon which this conclusion is based are 
drawn from each of the three canons of prehistoric archreology. A certain 
class of objects, superior in form and finish to the rude palreolithic im
plement, but decidedly inferior in every respect to the common types of 
Indian manufacture, with which coIlectors of such objects allover our 
country are perfectly familiar, is found occurring principally in deposits 
which occupy a position intermediate between the drift gravels, from which 
come the palreolithic implements, and the cultivable surface-soil, in which 
the former implements of the Indians are constantly brought to light by the 
ordinary operations of agriculture. In other instances, where thes'e pecu
liar objects are found on or near ,the surface, not only do they not always 
occur there in association with the common Indian relics, but the material 
of which they are made, argillite, is the same as that out of which all the 
f01,1r hundred palreolithic implements are fabricated, with the exception of 
"two of quartz, one of quartzite, and one made from a black chert pebble." 2 

This peculiar material occurs in place only a few miles north of Trenton, 
and as the ice-sheet withdrew it afforded" the first available mineral for 
effective implements other than pebbles, and theSe were largely covered 
with water, and not so readily obtained as at present; while the dry land 
of that day, the Columbia gravel, contained almost exclusively in this 
region smaIl quartzite pebbles an inch Qr two in length."3 The objects
thus referred to exhibit only a fe:w simple types. There is a rudely chipped 
spear-head, about three or four inches in length and from one to two in 
breadth, characterized by the same kind of decomposition of the surface 
which is seen upon the palreolithic implements. These occur in large 
numbers; "as many as a thousand have been found in an area of fifty 
acres. • . . A peculiarity . • . is their frequent occurrence . • . at a depth 
that suggests that they were lost when the face of the country was dif
ferent from what it now is." 4 An implement is often found which, was 
probably used as a knife, also very rudely chipped, and shaped somewhat 
like a spear-head, but never having a sharp point. The argillite, of which 
these are made, "is very hard and susceptible of being brought to a very 
sharp edge," but they are now all much decomposed upon the surface, and 
" are frequently brought to light through land-slides and the uprooting of 
trees from depths greater than it is usual to find jasper implements" 5 of 
the Indians. 

The most common object of all, however, and on~ that occurs in very 
large numbers, is a slender argillite spear-point, about three inches in 
length, of nearly uniform size, and having little or no finish at the base. 
These are found at various depths up to five feet, principally in the aIlu-

1 Pri",itive Illtiustry; tw Illustrations of the 
Handiwtw/e ill Stone, BOlle, and Clay of tlte Na
tive BlUes of tlte Ntwthef'll At/antie SI!I.I6oartf of 
Ameriea, by Charles C. Abbott (Salem and Bos
ton, 1881), p. 3. 

2 Proe. Boston Soe. of Nat. Hisl., vol. xxiii. p. 
422• 

8 Proe. of Am. Assoe.ftw Atfu. of Seimee, vol 
xxxvii. 

f Primitive Industry, p. 253. 
& I6id, p. 262. 
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vial mild that has accumulated upon the meadows skirting the Delaware. 
River, that are liable to be overflowed occasionally by the tide. From this 
circumstance, in addition to their shape, Dr. Abbott has conjectured that 

. they were used as fish-spears. l "This deposit of mud is of a. deep blue
black color, stiff in consistency, and almost wholly free from pebbles. It 
is composed of decomposed vegetable matter and a large percentage of 
very fine sand. It varies in depth from four to twenty feet, and rests on an 
old gravel of an origin antedating the river gravels that contain palreolithic 
implements. This mud is the geological formation next succeeding the 
paIreolithic implement-bearing gravels. . . . A careful survey of this mud 
deposit,' made at several distant points, leads to the concIusiol\ that its for
mation dates from the exposure of the older gravel upon which it rests, 
through the gradual lessening of th~ bulk of the river, until it occupied only 
its present channel. . . . The indications are that the present volume and 
channel of the river have been essentially as they now are for a very long 
period; and the character of the deposit is such that its accumulation, if 
principally from decomposition 'of vegetable matter, must necessarily be 
very gradual. Since its accumulation to a depth sufficient to sustain tree 
growth, forests have grown, decayed, and been replaced by a growth of 
other timber. While so recent in origin that it seems scarcely to warrant 
the attention of the geologist, its, years of growth are nevertheless to be· 
numbered by centuries, and the traces of man found at all depths through 
it hint of a distant, shadowy past that is difficult to realize. 

" The same objection, it may be, will be urged in this instance as in. others 
where the comparative antiquity of man is based upon the depth at which 
stone implements are found, - that all these traces have been left upon the 
present surface of the ground, and subsequently have gotten, by unex
plained means, to the various depths at which they now occur. It is, in
deed, difficult to realize how some of these argillite spear-points have 
finally sunk through a compact peaty mass untii they have reached the very 
ba,se of the deposit. For those who urge that this sinking process explains 
the occurrence of implements at great depths, it remains to demonstrate 
that the people who made these argillite fish-spears either made only these, 
or were careful to take no other evidences of their handicraft with them 
when they wandered about these meadows; for certainly nothing else ap
pears to have shared the fate of sinking deeply into the mud. In fact, the 
objection mentioned is met in this case, as in that of the palreolithic imple
ments, that if these fish-spears are of the same age and origin as the ordinary 
Indian relics of the surface, then all alike should be found at great depths. 
This, we know, is not ehe case. Furthermore, the character of the deposit 
is not that of a loose mud or quicksand, but more like that of peat. It has 
a cIosetexture, is tough and unyielding to a degree, and offers decided 
resistance to the sinking of comparatively light objects deeply into it. This 
is, of course, lessened when the deposit is subject to tidal overflows, and in 

1 Primitiv4 Industry, p. 276 41 seq. I 
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the immediate vicinity of springs, whiCh,. bubbling through~ve"'&.l.\@:'i 
a deposit of quicksand. While here an object sinks instantly o~ 
it is not here that we must judge of the character of the formation as a 
whole; and over the greater portion of its area we find no evidence of 
objects disappearing beneath the surface at a more rapid rate than. the 
accumulation of decomposing vegetable matter would explain. Efforts 
have been made to determine the rate of progress of this growth of mould, 
but they are not wholly satisfactory; nevertheless the indications are suffi
cient to warrant our belief that the rate is so gradual as to invest with great 
archreological interest the characteristic traces of· man found in these allu
vial deposits." 

Although these argillite spear-points seem. principally to occur, as has 
been stated, in the alluvial mud along the banks of the Delaware, yet they 
are often found upon the surface, and associated with objects of Indian 
origin. This circumstance Dr. Abbott attempts to explain by the following 
considerations: "One marked result of the deforesting of the country and 
its constant cultivation has been to remove in great part the many inequal
ities of the surface and to dry up many of the smaller brooks. The hilloc~s 
have been worn down, the valleys filled up, and this of course has resulted 
in bringing to the surface, on the higher ground, the argillite implements 
which were at considerable depths, and in burying in the valleys the more 
recent jasper and quartz implements of Indian origin that were left upon 
the soil when lost or discarded by the red man. In the remnants of forests 
still remaining, where no such disturbance of the soil has occurred, the 
relative depths at which argillite and jasper respectively occur indicate the 
greater age of the former." 1 

He recurs to this subject in another place: 2 "The telling fact with refer
ence to these argillite spear-points is that they are not, in the same sense 
as jasper arrow-heads, surface-found implements. They occur also, and 
even more abundantly, beneath the surface-soil. The celebrated Swedish 
naturalist, Peter J(alm, travelled throughout central and southern New 
Jersey in 1748-50, and in his description of the country remarks: 'We 
find great woods here, but when· the trees in them have stood a- hundred 
and fifty or a hundred and eighty years, they are either rotting within or 
losing their crown, or their wood b~comes quite soft, or their roots are no 
longer able to draw in sufficient nourishment, or they die from some other 
cause. Therefore, when storms blow, which sometimes happens here, the 
trees are broken off either just above the roots, or in the middle, or at the 
summit. Several trees are likewise torn out with their roots by the power 
of the winds .... In this manner the old trees die.away continually, and 
are succeeded by a younger generation. Those which are thrown down lie 
on the ground and putrefy, sooner Oi later, and by that means increase the 
black soil, into which the leaves are likewise finally changed, which drop 
abundantly in autumn, are blown about by the winds for some time, but are 

1 Ibid. p. 515. "Ole. 2 Prot. oj' Am. Asso(.for Adv. of Sdenee, vol. xxxvii. 
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heaped up and lie on both sides of the trees which are fallen down. It 
requires several years before a tree is entirely reduced to dust.' 1 This 
quotation has a direct bearing on that which follows. It is clear that the 
surface-soil was forming during the occupancy of the country by the In
dians. The entire area of the State was covered with a dense forest, which 
century after century was incre~sing the black soil to which Kalm refers. 
If, now, an opportunity occurs to examine a section of virgin soil and un
derlying strata, as occasionally ~appens on the bluffs facing the river, the 
limit in depth of this black soil may be approximately determined. An 
average derived from several such sections leads me to infer that the depth 
is not much over one foot, and the proportion of vegetable matter increases 
as the surface is approached. Of this depth of superficial soil probably not 
over one half has been derived from decomposition of vegetable growths. 
While· no positive data an; determinable in this matter beyond the naked 
fact that rotting trees increase the bulk of top-soil, one archreological 
fatt that we do derive is that flillt implements known as Indian relics 
belong to this superficial or • black soil,' as Kalm terms it. Abundantly 
are they found on the surface; more sparingly are they found near the 
surface; more sparingly still the deeper we go; while at the base of this 
deposit of soil the argillite implements occur in greatest abundance. Here, 
then, we have the whole matter in a nut-shell. The two forms were disso
ciated until by the deforesting of the country and subsequent cultivation of 
the soil, except in a few instances, they became commingled." 

A further argument in respect to the relation which argillite implements 
bear to those made of jasper and quartz is derived from the relative propor
tion in which they occur in localities which are believed to have been oc
cupied first by the users of argillite, and subsequently by the Indians. II Of 
a series of twenty thousand objects gathered in Mercer County, New Jersey, 
forty-four hundred were of argillite, and of such rude forms and in such 
limited varieties as would be expected of the productions of a less cultured 
people than the Indian of the stone age. Of this series of forty-four hun
dred, two hundred and thirty-three are well-designed drills or perforators and 
scrapers; the others being spear-points, fishing-spears, arrow-heads, and 
knife-like implements." 2 This is supplemented by negative evidence drawn 
from" the character of the sites of ar~w-makers' open-air workshops, or 
those spots whereon the professional chipper of flint pursued his calling. 
In the locality where I have pursued my studies several such sites have 
been discovered and carefully examined. In no one of these workshop 
sites has there been found any trace of argillite mingled with the flint-chips 
that form the characteristic feature of such spots. On the other hand, no 
similar sites have been discovered, to my knowledge, where argillite was 
used exclusively. The absence of this mineral cannot be explained on the 
ground that it was difficult to procure, for such is not. the case. It con-

I Peter Kalm, Trav,/s ;1110 Norl" A ""rica, Ira"slat,d 6y 'J. R. Forsl" (London, 1770-71), v. ii. p. 17. 
t Pr;m;~ I"dustry, p. 462. 
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stitutes, in fact, a considerable percentage of the pebbles and boulders of 
the drift from which the Indians gathered theiI: jasper and quartz pebbles 
for working into implements and wea.pons. If the absence of argillite from 
such heaps of selected ston~s is explained by the assertion that the Indians 
had recognized the superiority of jasper, then the belief that argillite was 
used prior to jasper receives tacit assent.· If, however, it was the earlier 
Indians who used argillite, and gradually discarded it for the various forms 
of flint, then we ought to find workshop sites older than the time of flint
chipping, and others where the two minerals are associated. This, as has 
been stated, has not been done." 1 

Professor Putnam has found a confirmation of these views of Dr. Abbott 
in the contents of a great shell-heap at Keyport, in New Jersey, inves
tigated over thirty years ago by Rev. Samuel Lockwood, and. now placed 
in the Peabody Museum at Cambridge. "As .the shell-heap at Keyport, 
once covering a mile or more in length along a narrow strip bordered upon 
one side by the ocean and on the other by Raritan Bay, is eri~irely oblit
erated, it is of importance that the materials obtained from it are now in 
the museum for comparison with our very extensive collections from the 
shell-heaps of New England. The fact that at certain places on this 
narrow strip between the bay and the sea the prevailing implements 
were of argillite and of great antiquity has a peculiar significance in con
nection with those from Trenton, and again points to an intermediate 
period between the palreolithic and the late Indian occupation of New 
Jersey." 2 

To these various arguments the writer wishes to add the statement that 
to his personal knowledge argillite spear-points, and especially those of 
the fish-spear type, are occasionally found in other parts or" our country 
besides New Jersey. In his own researches, which have been principally 
carried on upon the seacoast of New England, he has never found an 
example of them in the shell-heaps proper, which are universally J;ecog
nized by archreologists as relics of the Indians. The few which he has 
found himself, or has obtained from others, have come from meadows by 
the side of rivers or ponds, where they might very well have been used as 
fish-spears. 

A further confirmation of Dr. Atbott's opinions in regard to the descend
ants of palreolithic man is derived from certain discoveries made by Mr. 
Hilborne T. Cresson in the alluvial deposits at Naaman's Creek, in Dela
ware. These were first made known in November, 1887, by a letter to the 
editor of the American Antiquarian. "In I 870, a fisherman living in the 
village of Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania, gave me some spear and arrow heads 
flaked from a dense argillite, as well as other rude implements of a pre
historic people, which he had found on some extensive mud flats near the 
mouth of Naaman's Creek, a small tributary of the Delaware. The finder 

I Pro<. 0/ Am".. AJSo<.for Adv. 0/ Sdmu, vol. 
xxxvii. 

~ R'I· 0/ Ptabody M,mum, voL iv. P.43o 
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stated that while fishing . . . he had noticed here and there the ends of logs 
or .stakes protruding from the mud, and that they seemed to him to have 
been placed in rows. . . . A visit made a few days afterward to the place 
. . . disclosed the ends of much-decayed stakes or piles protruding here 
and there above the mud .... On my return f~om France in 1880 I again 
visited the spot .... While abroad I studied in spare moments many 
archreological collections, especially those from the Swiss Lake Dwellings, 
and visited the various lake stations of Switzerland. The rude dressings of 
the ends of the piles in some places were evidently made with blunt stone 
implements, and recalled those I had seen on the ends of the posts in the 
Delaware River marshes. Since 1880 I have quietly examined the remains, 
excavating what pile ends remained i,l situ (preserving a few that did not 
crumble to pieces), preserving careful notes of the dredging and excavations 
(at low tides), carried on principally by myself, aided at times by interested 
friends. The results so far seem to indicate that the ends of the piles im
bedded in the mud, judging from the implements and other debris scattered 
around them, once supported shelters of early man that were erected a few 
feet above the water, - the upper portion of the piles having disappeared 
in the long lapse of time that must have ensued since they were placed 
there. (The flats are covered by four'and one half feet of water on the flood 
tide; on the ebb the marsh is dry, and covered with slimy ooze several feet 
in depth, varying in different places.) Three different dwellings have been 
located, all that exist in the flats referred to, after a careful examination 
within the last four years of nearly every inch of ground carefully laid off 
and examined in sections. The implements found in two of ' the supposed 
river dwelling sites' are very rude in type, and generally made of dense ar-, 
gillite, not unlike the palreoliths found by my friend Dr. C. C. Abbott in the 
Trenton gravels. The character of the implements from the other or third 
supposed river dwelling on the Delaware marshes is better finished objects 
made of argillite." I 

The greater portion of the objects obtained by Mr. Cresson has been 
placed in the Peabody Museum, to which he is at present attached as a spe
cial assistant; but he has also kindly sent to the writer a small illustrative 
collection from each site,. for his study. 

The writer would hesitate to draw the inference from this single dis
covery that the custom of living in pile-dwellings ever prevailed in North 
America, although there is evidence that such a practice was not unknown 
in South America. This is to be found in the account of the voyage of 
Alonso de Ojeda along 'the north coast of that country, in the year 1499. 
in which he was accompanied by Vespucius.2 I will quote the language of 
Washington Irving: "Proceeding along the coast, he arrived at a vast, 
deep gulf resembling a tranquil lake, entering Which he beheld on the 
eastern side a village whose construction strucJc him with surprise. It 
consisted of twenty large houses, shaped like bells, and built on piles driven 

1 Vol.ix. p. 363. S See Vol. II. pp. 144 and 187. 
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into the bottom of the lake, which in t .I'.· .. flid and of but little 
depth. Each house was provided w.ith -'lffawb'rldge, and with canoes by 
which the communication was carried ~[ From these resemblances to the 
Italian city, Ojeda gave to the bay the /ame of the Gulf of Venice, and it is 
called at the present day VsnezueI~;6r Little Venice." 1 There is no inhe
rent improbability that such a custom may have prevailed upon the shores 
of Delaware Bay, and for the same reason that has caused it to be followed 
elsewhere. .. It has been stated that the natives living near Lake Maracaybo, 
in South America, erect pile dwellings over the lake, to which they resort 
in order to escape from the mosquitoes which infest the shore. Lord also 
mentions that the Indians of the Suman prairie, British Columbia, on the 
subsidence of the annual floods in May and June, build pile dwellings over 
a lake there, to which they retire to escape from the mosquitoes which at 
that period infest the prairie in dense clouds, but will not cross the 
water."2 

But it would be safer, probably, to consider these discoveries of Mr. Cres
son's as marking the site of ancient aboriginal fish-weirs, such as are de
scribed by Captain Ribault and other early explorers as made by the na
tives.a The writer agrees with Professor Putnam in thinking that" the 
fact that at only one station pottery ,occurs, and, also, that at this station 
the stone implements are largely of jasper and . quartz, with few of argillite, 
while at the two other stations many rude stone implements are associated 
with chipped points of argillite, with few of jasper and other flint-like 
material, is of great interest." 4 

StilI further confirmation of the progress of the palreolithic man in this 
region is afforded by discoveries made in a rock-shelter near the head·waters 
of Naaman's Creek, as early as 1866, for an account of which, and the 
preservation of tl).e objects then found, we are also indebted to Mr. Cresson: 
"The remains of the Naaman's Creek rock-shelter luckily fell into hands 
that have preserved them .... To give a' detailed account of h~w the rock
shelter was discovered would consume too much time. Let us rather con
sider briefly the ... contents of the shelter's various layers. . . . Fortu
nately careful drawings of the shelter were made 'during its excavation 
between the years 1866 and 1867 .... A glance shows the outcrop of the 
rock as it appeared before the excavations were begun in 1866. The trees 
show that the ground was then covered by a thiGk wood. . . . From the 
point that marks the innermost edge of the outcrop, overhanging the 
hollow, a perpendicular line dropped to the ground would measure five and 
one eighth feet, the height of the projection of the rock above the ground 
before the excavations were commenced. 

"Twenty·two feet eight inches from the outcrop, measured from its inner 
face, there is stilI another outcrop. . . . This marks the opposite side of 

1 Companions of Coillmbus, p. 28. 8 Anli~uili's of th. South.rn Indians, by C. C. 
I Flit!1 Chips, II Guid. 10 Prehistoric Arcluzol· Jones, p. 320. 

oC)', by Edw. T. Stevens, p. 123. • Rep. of P.abody Mlls",m, vol. iv. p. 45. 
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the hollow. . . . h \. "\. ~., be ha(.Jmirably the place was ada~ted to the 
wants of the early huntel" ,-"-.. e Delaware valley, whether It be as a 
shelter, or as a place of defence against their enemies. . . . Let us look at 
the layers of earth that filled it, these being intermingled with rude imple
ments, broken bones, and charcoal, indicating that man at times had resorted 
to the spot. . 

" Layer C [the lowest]. This was composed of schist, resting on the bed
rock of the shelter. A layer of aqueous gravel, of the same type as that 
underlying Philadelphia, rested on the decomposed schist. The greatest 
depth of the red gravel layer was four feet two and one fourth inches, 
measured from the layer of decomposed schist. Least depth of gravel ob
served, one foot three inches. . . . 

"Layer A [next above]. This was a layer of grayish-white brick clay 
mixed with yellow clay, similar to that underlying Philadelphia, on top of 
which was a layer mixed with sand. . . . Stone implements were discovered 
in this layer. They were but few in number and very rude, exclusively of 
argillite, and palceolithic in type. Greatest depth of layer, two feet one and 
one half inches. No implements of bone were found .... 

"Layer T [next above]. This was of reddish gravel, intermingled with 
decomposed schist, cinders, and broken bones of animals. Fragments of a 
human skull were found . . . in this layer. A fragment of a human rib 
was also preserved. The fragments of the skull are covered here and there 
by dendritic incrustations. Rude spears and implements of argillite were 
found in this layer. Depth of layer, thirteen to eighteen inches. 

"Layer D [next above]. Composed of reddish-yellow clay. Depth, two 
feet three inches. No implements. -

"Layer M [next above]. In this layer were numerous implements of 
argillite and some of bone, intermingled with rude implements of quartzite 
and jasper and fragments of rude pottery, with charcoal. Greatest depth, 
one foot one and one half inches. Least depth, three inches'-

"Layer R [next above]. Yellow clay. Greatest depth, two feet one and 
one half inches; least depth, eight inches. No implements. 

"Layer W [next above]. This contained chipped implements; those made 
of jasper and quartzite predominati ~ over those of argillite. In the lowest 
part of this layer were fragments of rude pottery. In the upper portion of 
the layer were potsherds decidedly superior in decoration and technique to 
those from the lower portion. Geological composition of this layer, yellow 
clay loam. Greatest depth, three feet four inches. Least depth, two and 
one half inches. 

" Layer L [top]. This consists of leaf mould seven inches thick, converted 
into swamp muck by decomposing action of water from springs. No im
plements .... No remains of extinct animals were found." 1 

Professor Putnam thus proceeded to comment upon these discoveries: 
"We have a series of objects, taken from the several layers of the shelter, 

1 .. Early Man in the Delaware Valley," in the PrOt:. Bostoll SOt:. of Nat. Ifist., vol. xxiv. 
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giving us a chronology of tl-
tion of the shelter was fo' j a 
ferent periods of occupan ~he st(.. 
the lowest layer. inUicating the earliest 1-
shelter; and . . . they correspond in shape. 
those taken from the gravel-bed at Trenton ~ECTING THE ORIGIN 
they are all of argillite. T!le specimens fronN AMERICA. 
argillite. and while many are chipped into slenl 
very rude forms; and these in turn correspon( 
found by Dr. Abbott deep down in the black 
gravel. at Trenton. In the upper layers of the cncm ~ is ~exIeasPe; 

• •• • -h resene m conaecting raa:s by 
gradual mtroducnon of Implements chIpped from J"llIdsay:"1 baYe -.tured to 

corresponding in fonD with those found upon the sun. 
valley. And as a further indication of this later de\-elo~~=nT;;;~ 
in the upper· layers that pottery. tone implements. and O.>famous of the early 

found; the three distinct periods of occupation of the Delawaf~ in South 

thus distinctly shown; and this cave-shelter is a perfect exemplifi~:;n ~ 
the results which Dr. Abbott had obtained from a study of the specimens 
which he has collected upon the surface. deep in the black soil. and in the 
gravel. at Trenton." 

From the accumulative force- of these various lines of reasoning. the 
writer thinks that there is a strong probability that here. on the waters of 
the Delaware, man developed from the pal.eolithic to the neolithic stage of 
culture. But we cannot follow Dr. Abbott in his further conclusion (if, 
indeed. he still holds to it) that we are to seek the descendants of this 
primiti\'e population in the Eskimos, dri\Oen north after contact with the 
Indians. \Ve have failed to discover the slightest evidence to sustain 

, this position. The hereditary enmity existing between the Eskimos and 
the Indians may be equally well explained upon the theory that the former 
are later comers to this continent, and are therefore hated by the Indian 
races as intruders. The two races are certainly markedly unlike. 

In the absence of any evidence tending to show the development of 
the argillite-using people into the Indian races, with their perfected im
plements and weapons of the age of polished stone, it seems more reason
able to hold with Professor Dawkins that the earlier and ruder race perished 
before or were absorbed by a people furnished with a better equipment in 
the struggle for the" survival of the fittest." The pa.l;Eolithic man of the 
ri\'er gravels of Trenton and his argillite-using posterity the writer believes 
to be completely extinct. I 

It only remains for the writer to express his regret that he has been pre
vented from setting forth in detail, at the present time. the grounds upon 
which he has come to other conclusions which were hriefly indicated at the 
beginning of this chapter. He can .only repeat here his belief that the 

1 Ein-/;f Mall no Britai". po. 173-
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the hollow .... 1~\.'" h h lirably".O numerous linguistic fam
wants of the early huntel',,' "~, ~~ th aware ,imitive population, whose 
shelter, or as a place of defence a.ce ; th.. eir- - o-called " moundbuilders .. 
the layers of earth that filled it.ld in the oc upation of the soil; and that 
ments, broken bones, and cha ere' only peopl~es relatively farther advanced 
to the spot. " 

" Layer C [the lowest]. that' these are p~opositions capable, if not of 
rock of the shelter. A I"t of being made to' appear in a very high degree 
underlying Philadelphia,.horities which will pe found amply referred to in 
depth of the red gravelume. / ' 
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served, one foot thre~ ~'! #., . d~. _ _ ~ 
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which was a If 
in this IaYf>-
ar-~·l.1.!' .. 
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THE PROGRESS OF OPINION RESPECTING THE ORIGIN 
AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN IN AMERICA 

BY THE EDITOR. 

THB literature respecting the origin and early condition of the American aborigines is very extensive; 
""d, as a rule, especially in the earlier period, it is not characterized by much reserve in connecting races by 
historical analogies. I Few before Dr. Robertson, in discussing the problem, could say: "I have ventured to 
inquire without presuming to decide." 

The question was one that allured many of the earlier Spanish "",iters like Herrera and Torquemada. 
Among the earlier English discussions is that of Wm. Bourne in his Booke called the Treasure for Travel
Jers (London, 1578), where a section is given to "The Peopling of America." The most famous of the early 
<liscussions of the various theories was that of Gregorio Garchl, a missionary for twenty years in' South 
America, who reviewed the question in his Origen de los Indios de el Nuevo Mundo (Valencia, 1607).' He 
goes over the supposed navigations of the Phamicians, the identity of Peru with Solomon's Ophir, and the 
chances of African, Roman, and Jewish migrations,-only to reject them all, and to favor a coming of Tar
tars and Chinese. Clavigero thin~ his evidences the merest conjectures. E. Brerewood, in his Enquiries 
.touching the diversity of languages and religions (London, 1632, 1635), claimed a Tartar origin. In New 
England, where many were believers in the Jewish analogies, it is somewhat amusing to find not long after 
this the quizzical Thomas Morton, with what seems like mock gravity, ffnding'the aboriginal sour"" in "the 
scattered Trojans, after such time as Brutus departed from Latium." 8 The reader, however, is referred to 
.. ther sections of the present volume for the literature bearing upon the distinct ethnical connections of the 
early American peoples. 

The chief literary controversy over the question began in 1642, when Hugo Grotins published his De 
~gine Gentium Americanarum Disserlatio (Paris and Amsterdam, 1642).4 He argued that all North 

I Wain, IlIJroti. ttl AnI/woJIJIoO, Eng. trans., p. 255, 
-points out the dangers of over<onfidence in this research. 
'Cf. also J. H. McCulloh'. R.searcMs (,829). 

The best indications of the sources as respects the origin 
of the Americans can be found in Haven's A rcluzology tJf 
.tIM U"iud States (S",itlutmia" Conlrilnditms, viii., 1856) i 
Bancroft'. foot-notes to his Nat. Race., v. ch. I; Short, ch. 
3, aD the diversity of opinions; Poole's Intlez, p. 637, and 
S"ljlement, p. 274. Cf. Drake's B •• k of tM India ... , 
,ch.3. . 

Without anticipating the characterization and mention of 
the essential books later to be indicated, some miscellaneous 
-references may be added without much attempt at classify
ing them. 

Among English writers: Hyde Clarke's Re,earc/u, 
411 pe4isttWit: lind jroltJ4isttWit: ctHnja,ati'lle philology, 
IItytholog'JI, and .,cuology i" connection witA tM twiri" 
.tJ/ c:ulture in A 1IU1"it:. (London, 1815). Robert Knox's 
RfIC" of.Mi" (London, 1862); ]. Kennedy in his Pro6-
4.61e tWig;" oftlu American Indians (London, 1854), and 
in his Essay" et4nological and linpUtic (London, 1:861); 
J. C. Beltrami's Pilg-rimage in Eu,oje and America 
(London, 1828) i C. H. Smith in Edinburg" Nem PAil
./IIolAkal 7tn11"114l, xxxviii. J. 

Some French authorities: Nadaillac, Le. jremiws 
"~"'''IIIS, ii. 9], and his L'Andrigw jlrl4istorique, ch. 10. 

and to the English translation W. H. Dall adds a chapter 
on this subject i Brasseur de Bourbourg's introduction to 
his Po"," Vd (section 4); Dabry de Thiersant's De PtW;" 
g-ilU till lndi,," du tIOU't'eau ",otuk et de leur civilisation 
(Paris, 18S]); M. A. Baguet's " Les races primitives des 
deux Aml!riques ,. in Bull. tie Its Soc. tie (;;og. ti' A n'ller" 
'Viii. 440 i Domenech in RftIUI Ctmtemjoraine, 1St ser .• 
~. 283; xxxiv. 5. z8.t.; 2d ser., iv.; Baron de Bretton's 
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OriJ(ines ties ;.ufos tie r A mI,bpu, in the Nancy C''''Ik
l"mtiu, Congr~, ties Ambicm,istes, i. 439. 

,Among German writers perhaps the most weighty are 
Theodor Waitz in his Anl4"olollJgie tier ,/rlaiurtJtJlRer 
(1862-66), and Carl Vogt's Vorlenmgmii!Juotien Mnuchnl. 
translated as LectU1"es on Man (1864). 

American writers: Drake's B(J(}k oftlt.eI"JialU, ch. Z,2; 
Doddridge'S Notes 011 tM Settlement and I"dian Wa" of 
Virginia alui Penna., ch. 3; Geo. Catlin's Lift among'St 
llu Indians (t861:), and his Last Rambles (1867), with 
exuacts in SmithsonIan Ann. Relt., J885, iii. 149; 
'Isaac McCoy's Hist. 0/ Baptist Indian Missions (Wash
ington, 1840); Short's No. A 11141". of Antiq., ch. 4, 1:1:; 
B. H .. Coate'sA"m,aZ DiscOll't'5e "eftWe tM.Penna. Hist. 
Soc. (Philad., J834), reviewing the various theories; also in 
their Memoi"" iii. part 2; John Y. Smith in WisctnlSUJ 
Hist. Soc. Atm. Rei., iv. Zl1; Dennie's .ptJrl/o/io, xiii. 
2]1:,519; XiV.1j A .. R. Grote in Am". Natrwaiist, xi. 
221 (April, 1871); C. C. Abbott in Ibid. x. 65. 

Some Canadian writers: ]. CampbelJ in Que6ec Lit. and 
Hist. Soc. T"ansactuJns (1880-81); Napol~on Legendre's 
"Races indigenes de l' Amerique devant l'histoire U in 
Proc. RtJ;YaZ Soc. of Cattada. it 25 • 

S The book is a rare one. Field, No. 586. Sabin, vii. 
p. 151. Quaritch in 1885 had not known of a copy being 
for sale in twenty yeaTS. He then had two (Nos. 28,3SS·S6). 
There is one in Harvard College Library. Garcia drew 
somewhat from a manuscript of Juan de Vetanzos, a com
panion of Pizarro, and-he gives the native accounts of their 
origin. There was a second editioD, with Barcia's Annota
tions, Madrid, 1129 (Carter-Brown, iii. 432). 
~ 8 New E"Jriis" Canaan (Amsterdam, 1637- C, F. 
Adams' ed., .l883t pp. ns, 129). 

.. There is an English translatioD in the Bwiiotiucts 
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America except Yucatan (which had an Ethiopian stock) was peopled from the ScandinaviaJVNQrth; that the 
Peruvians were from China, and that the Moluccans peopled the regions below peru.;rJt}rotius aroused an 
antagonist in Johannes de Laet, whose challenge appeared the next year: Joanys de Laet Antwerpiani 
notae ad, dissert~tjone"'. u.uc.onis. G~ot;; d~ o~iKi.ne g-entium Americanaru",:./I obscna.,tiones aliguot ad 
meliorem indagmem diffi"II,mtZ ,I"us qUtZstlOnJs (Amsterdam, 1643).1 H':!'ombated his brother Dutch
man at all points, and contended that the Scythian race furnished the pr¢bminant population of America. 
The Spaniards went to the Canaries, and thence some of their vessels drifted to Brazil. He is inclined to 
accept the story of Madoc's Welshmen, and think it not unlikely that the people of the Pacific islands may 
have floated to the western coast of South America, and that minor migrations may have come from other 
lands. . He s":pports his views by compariso/ls of the Irish, Gallic, Icelandic, Huron, Iroquois, and Mexican 
tongues. . 

To all this Grotius replied in a second Disserlatio, and De Laet again renewed the attack: loannis de Lad 
Antwerpiani res/onsio ad dissertationem secundam Hvgonis Grotii, de origine gentium Americanar"",_ 
Cum indice ad utrumque libellum {Amsterdam, 1644).2 ,/ 

De Laet, not, content with his own onset, incited another to take part in the controversy, and so George 
Horn (Hornius) published his De Originibus Americanis, libri quatuor {Hag", Comitis, ;. e. The Hague, 
1652; again, Hemipoli, i. e. Halberstadt, 1669).8 His view was the Scythian one, but he held to later additions 
from the Phrenicians and Carthaginians on the Atlantic side, and from the Chinese on the Pacific. 

For the next fifty years there were a nllmber of writers on the subject, who are barely names to the present 
generation j 4 but towards the middle of the eighteenth century the question was considered in' The American 
TO'aveller (London, 1741), and by Charlevoix in his Nouvelle France (1744). The author of an Ellquiry intll 
the Origin of the Cherokees (Oxford, 1762) makes them the descendants of Meo;hek, son of Japhet. In 1767, 
however, the question was again brought into the range oT a learned and disputatious discussion, reviving all 
the arguments of' Grotius, De Laet, and Horn, when E. Bailli d'Engel published his Essa; sur cette question: 
Quand et comment "Am.rica a-t ... lle ,te peup"e d'hom",es et d'Animau,,? (5 vols., Amsterdam, 1767. 2d 
ed .• 1768). He argues for an antediluvian origin.6 The controversy which now followed was aroused by C. De 
Pauw's characterization of all American products. man. animals. vegetation. as degraded and inferior to 
nature in the old world, in an essay, which passed through various editions. and was attacked and defended in 
turn.s An Italian. Count Carli; some years later. controverted De Pauw. and using every resource of mythol
ogy. tradition. geology. and astronomy. claimed for the Americans a descent from the Atlantides.1 It was not 

Curiosa. [Edited by Edmund Goldsmidt.] (Edinburgh, 
,88]-85.) No.... On t"_ 'wigi" 0/ tire nati". rae" 0/ 
.A merica, To which "$ added, .A treaJise on foreign Ian· 
guages and unknown islands, 0)' Peter Albinus. Trans
laUd /t"D1H llu Latin. The translation is unfortunate in 
its blunders. Cf. H. W. Haynes in TIte Natio", Mar. IS, 
.888. Grotiu. was b. '583; d .• 645. 

1 Carter.Rrowll, ii. 522, 523, 543. 
2 This book is scarcer than the first (Brinley, iii. 5414-

IS). 'There is a letter addressed to De Laet, touching Gro
tius, in Claudius Morisotus's Ejistolarum Centuri(l dua, 
1656. 

8 Brinley, iii. 5401-8. In" Samuel Sewall's Lett" Book, 
i. 289, is an amusing reference to the II vanities of Hor. 
nius." 

., Jo. Bapt. Poisson. A "lmaaversit»Us ad ea fJUIZ HurD 
Grotius et 10". Lalutius de origiM gentium Peruviana-
1"'Um It Mezicanat"UIH scripserunt (Paris, 1644) i Rob. 
Comtzus N ortmanns, D6 O1'iCiw gentiu", .A ",e"icanarum 
(Amsterdam, 1664), an academic dissertation adopting the 
Phrenician view; A. Mil, De wic,'ne animalium d mi. 
graluJ1te pojJulDrUm (Geneva, 1667); Erasmus Franciscus, 
. Lusj.. und Staat.~ga"'~n (NOrnberg, 1668), with a third part 
on the ;1boriginal inhabitants (MUller, 1877, no. Ilso)i Gott
fried [Godofredus] Wagner, De O"ig'inibus A fne"icanis 
(Leipzig, 16691; J. D. Victor, Dispulalio "isloria d~ A me
rica (Jena, 1670); E. P. Lj\1Il~, n;sserlatio d, ort'ct'ne Ire,,
tz'um tIQV,' 0.,6" p"imaCStregnas [Sweden116]6). An essay 
of 1695 reprinted in the Memoirs, A"tnrop. StJc. 0/ Lo".. 
tum, i. 365 i Nic Witsen, Noord en-Oosl Ta"ta"y, (2d ed., 
Amsterdam, \17°5), holding to the migration from north
eastern Asia. 

6 Cf. Alex. Catcott's Treafl'se 0" tit, Deluce (2d ed., 
enlarged, London, 1768), and A. de Ulloa's Noticw A me
ricanas (Madrid. 1772, 17Q2), for speculations. 
,,6 Cf. Sabin, xiv. cQ,23Q, etc., for editions. The original 
three vols. appeared in Rerlin in 1768, 1769, and '770, re
spectively. The best edition, with De Pauw's subsequent 

defence and Pernetty's attack, was issu ,d at London in 
three vols. in 1770: - \ 

R «herelre. fJ"i/o,ofJ";qw. sur Ie. A mbicai .... IIU Mi
mo""s intwessanis pour seruw a r-Itistoir6 de l'es/~c, 
Auma,·H4. 

COHtents: Du c1imat de l'Am~rique. -De la complexion 
alt~ree de ses habilants.-De la decouverte du Nouveau
Monde. - De la, variet~ de l'esp~ce bumaiDe en Amerique.' 
- De la couleur des Americains. - Des anthropophages. 
- Des Eskimaux; des Patagons. - Des Blafards et des. 
N~gres blanes. - De \·Orang-Outang. - Des hermaphro
dites de la Floride. - De la circoncision et de ]'infibulatioD. 
- Du genie abruti des Americains. - De quelques usages. 
bizarres, communs aux deux continents. - De l~usage des 
:fl~ches empoisonnees chez les peuples des deux continents. 
- De la religion des Am~ricains. - Sur Ie grand Lama,
Sur Ies viCissitudes de notre globe. - Sur Ie Paraguai.
D~fenses des recherches sur les Americains, - D. Pernetty. 
Dissertation sur l' Amerique et les Americains contre Ies 
recherches philosophiques de M. de Pauw. 

There was an edition in French at Berlin in 1770, in 2 

vo1s . ., and, with Pernetty annexed, in 1774, in 3 vols. The 
De/ensu was printed also at Berlin in 1770. These were 
all included in De Pauw's CEuvres PkiJosopAitp«s, pub
lished at Paris II a" iii." An English translation by J. 
Thomson was printed at London, 17Q5. Daniel Webb pub
lished some selections in English at Bath, 1789, 1195, and 
at Rochdale, 1806. Pernetty's ExameN was printed at 
Berlin in 176Q. There is another little tractate of this 
time attributed to Pernetty, D, r A mb-itjUI d dis .A",Jri.. 
(a;1Is (Berlin. 1771), in whose humor De Pauw fares no 
better; but Rich has a note on the queslionable attributing 
of it to Pemetty, and its real author was probably C. de 
Bonneville (c!. H"'fer). 

T Dell, L,tl''''1 A ",e"ica"e (o66"e, xi.-xiv., Milano, '784-
94): better known in J. B L. Villebrone's French transla
tion, Leitres A mb-icai"es (2 vols. i Paris and BostOD, 1787);' 
Sabin, no. 10,912, There is also a German version. 
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\. 
till after 'reports had come from the Ohio Valley of the extensive earthworks in that region that the question 
of the earlier peoples of America attracted mueh general attention throughout America; and the most con· 
spicuous spOkesman was President Stiles of Yale College, in an address which he delivered hoforethe General 
Assemblyof Ct'!,necticut, in '783, on the future of the new republic.! In this, while arguing for the unity of 
the American tribes and fOf their alIinity with the Tartars, he held to their being in the main the descendants 
of the Canaanites ·""pelled by Joshua, wbether finding their way hither by the Asiatic route and establishing 
the northern Saehemt\oms, or coming in Ph<Eoician ships across the Atlantic to settle Mexico and Peru.2 

Lafitan in '724 (MfZU:"S de Sa1lvag6S) had contended for a Tartar origin; We have examples of the reason
ing of a mi";iouary in the .viewsof the Moravian Loskiel, and of a learned controversialist in the treatise of 
Fritsch, in '794 and 1796 respectively.a 

The earliest American with a scientific training to discuss the question was a professor in the University 
of Pennsylvania, Benjamin Smith Barton, a man 
who acquired one of the best reputations in his 
day among Americans for studies in this and other 
questions of natural history. His father was an 
English dugyman settled in America, and his 
mother a sister of David Rittenhouse. It was 
while he was a student of medicine in Edillburgh 
that he first approached the subject of the origin 
of the Americans, in a little treatise on American 
Antiquities, which he never completed.' His 
PaJn's r:elaling to ceriai" A1IUT;call Antiquities 
(PbiIad., (796) consists of those read to the Amer. 
Philos. Soc~ and printed in their Transactions 
(voL iv.). They were published as the earnest of 
his later work on American Antiquities. He 
argues against De Pauw, and contends that the 
Americans are desceneled - at least some of them 
- from Asiatic peoples stilt recognized. The 
Pa,"s include a letter from CoL Winthrop Sar
gent, Sept. 8, 17% describing certain articles 
found in a mound at Cincinnati, and a letter upon 
them from Barton to Dr. PriestleY. He in the 
end gave more careful attention to the subject, 
mainly on its linguistic side, and went farther than BENJ AMIN SMITH BAR TON. 
any ooe had gooe before him in his New VieuJs 
0/ tlu Origin o/Ilu T"i6es and Nations 0/ America (Philad., 1797; 2d ed., enlarged, 1798).5 The book 
attracted much notice, and engaged the attention in some degree of European philologists, and made Barton 
at that tm'.e the most conspicuous student on these matters in America. J effersan was at that time gather
ing material in similar studies, but his collectiuns were finally burned in 180'. Barton, in dedicating his 
treatise to Jefferson, recoguized the latter's advance in the same direction. H. believed his own gathering ot' 
original MS. material to be at that time more extensive than any other student had col1~cted in America. 
His views bad something of the comprehensiveness of his material, and he could not feel that he could point 
to anyone special source of the indigenous population. ' 

During the early years of the present century old theories and new were abundant. The powerful intellect 
and vast knowledge of Alexander von Humboldt were applied to the problem as he found it in Middle America. 
He announced some views on the primitive peoples in 1806, in the Neue Berli"isc!te Mona/ss,"rill (vol. 
xv.); but his ripened opinions found record in his Vues d. Co,.dill~res et monumens despeulfes indilJ~1Us de 

. l' A".;,i'l"e (Paris, 18(6), and the Asiatic theory got a conservative yet definite advocate.. 
H ugh Williamson 6 thought he found traces of the Hindoo in the higher arts of the Mexicans, and marks of 

the ruder Asiatics in the more northern American peoples. A conspicuous Iitt~rateur of the day, Samuel L. 
Mitchell, veered somewhat wildly about in his notions of a Malay, Tartar, and ScandinaviaJ\ origin.1 Mean~ 
while something like organized efforts were making. The American Antiquarian Society was formed in 
1812.8 Silliman began his JourNal 0/ Arts and Sciences in 18'9, and both socitty and periodical proved 

.• T!te U"iUd Stat ... levat.d to Gt"'? aM H.".,.. 
New Haven, 1783. It is included in J. W. , ThOl'Dton's 
P",;it ,/ tIu A _ . Rewl>dio .. (Boston, 1860). 

I This Canaanite view, though hardly held with the 
KOpe given by Dr. Stiles, had been asserted earlier by Go
mara. De Lory, and LeocarboL CI. F .... Q_rt. Rev., 
Oct. , ,856-

I G. H. Loskiel, Min"", II/th U"uIJ Bretltrm QlIItmr 

till 1,,&_, traw.fo,l", tlte Gw",a,,, 6y L. T,.Dk (Lon
don, 1794). JohanD Gottlieb Fritsch, Dis;.witJ Autw"".. 

reo/f1"aIAic. in gNtz. tpUD'iJtw utnlm 'tJdwes A mericam 
IIQ'llwi"t nee 1U'l (Cune RegniJjanz, 1196). 

• 06sn'TIal;tnU fJ1I SDHfe PartsfJ/ Ntri. Hisl., Lond., 1187. 
~ Pilling, Bib1itlr. Sitntall la"gvages (1887, p. 4). 
o Hist. NwtIt. Ca,Dl'-"'.18U-I2. 
7 Haven,.A ,du~ol. U. SiaUs, 35. Cf. "MilchelPs papers 

in the A rCM"logia A mer;cana, i. 
• There is a fair sample of the conjectural habit of ~he 

time in the paper of Moses Fiske, in the first volume of the 
Society's T'lUUtKtitnu, 300. 
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instruments of wider inquiry. In the first volume published by the Antiquarian Society, Caleb A ater, in 
his treatise on the Western Antiquities, gave the earliest sustained study of the subject, and ber ved in a 
general rather than in a particular Asiatic source. The man first to attract attention for his grou!" g of ascer
tained results, unaided by personal explorations, however, was Dr. James H. McCulloh, wh ublished his 
Researches on America at Baltimore in 1816. The book passed to a second edition the next ear, but received 
its final shape in the Researches, philosophical and antiquarian, concerning the ab iginal history of 
America (,829), a book which Prescott 1 praised for its accumulated erudition, and Ha en 2 ranked high for 
its manifestations of industry and research, calling it encyclopaodic in character. Culloh exanIines the 
native traditions, but can evolve no satisfactory conclusion from them as to the rigin of the Americans. 
The public mind, however, was not ripe for'scholarly inquiry, and there was not/that in McCulloh's style to 
invite attention; and greater popularity followed upon the fanciful and dOgnlatic confidence of John Hay
wood,S upon the somewhat vivid if unsteady speculations of C. S. Rafinesque,4 and even upon the itinerant 
Josiah Priest, who boasted of the circulation of thousands of copies of his popular books.S John Delafield'. 
inquiry i"to the Origin of the A1ttiquities of America (N. Y., 1839) revived the theory, never quite dormant, 
of the descent of the Mexicans from the riper peoples of Hindostan and Egypt; while the more barbarous 
red men.L-ame of 'the Mongol stock. The author raIl through the whole range of philology, mythology, and 
many of the customs of the races, in reaching this conclusion. A little book by John McIntosh, Discwery 
of America and Origin of the North American indians, published in Toronto, 1836, was reissued in N. Y. 
in 1843, and with eulargements in 1846, Origin of the North American indians, continued down to 1859 to 
be repeatedly issued, or to have a seeming success by new dates.6 

When Columbus, approaching the main land of South America, imagined it a large island, he associated it 
with that belief so long current in the Old World, which placed the cradle of the race in the Indian Ocean,
a belief which in our day has been advocated by Haeckel, Caspari and Winchell, - and imagined he was on 
the coasts, skirting an interior, where lay the Garden of Eden.1 No one had then ventured on the belief that 
the doctrine of Genesis must be reconciled with any supposed counter-testimony by holding it to be but the 
record of the Jewish race. Columbus was not long in his grave when Theophrastus Paracelsus, in '520, and 
before the belief in the 'continulty of North America with Asia was dispelled, and consequently before the 
question of how man and animals could have reached the New World was raised, first broached the heterodox 
view of the plurality of the human race. All the early disputants .on the question of the origin of the Amer
ican man looked either across the Atlantic or the Pacific for the primitive seed; nor was there any necessary 
connection between the arguments for an autochthonous American man and a diversity of race, when Fabri
cius, in 172', published his Dissertatio Critica 8 on the opinions of those who held that different races had 
been created. From that day the old orthodox interpretation of the record in Genesis found no contestant 
of mark till the question came up in relation to the American man, it being held quite sufficient to account 
for the inferiority or other distinguishing characteristics of race by assigning them to the influence of climate 
and physical causes.9 

The stroI)gestlpresentation of the case, in considering the American man a distinct product of the American 
soil, with no connection with the Old World 10 except in the case of the Eskimos, was made when S. G. Morton, 
in 1839, printed his Crania Americana, or a comparative view of the skulls of various abOriginal nations of 
North and South America, of which there was a second edition ill 1844.11 Here was a new test, and applied, 
very likely, in ignorance of the fact that Governor Pownal, in 1766, in Knox's New Collection of Voyages, had 
suggested it.12 Dr. Morton had gathered a collection of near a thousand skulls from all parts of the world,18 
and based his deductions on these, - a process hardly safe, as many of his successors have deternlined.14 

1 Mexico, Kirk's ed., m. 315. 
• ArduzDl. U. S., 48. 
s Hist. of Tennessee, Nashville, J823. 
'Introd. to Marshall's Kentucky. 1824; TIleAnc. Mts. 

of N. & S. A "rerica, 2d ed., 1838, etc. 
Ii A mer. A ntitJ. and DiscoVeries in tlu! West, 1833. which 

Rafinesque thought largely taken from him. Cf. Haven 
on these writers, pp. 38-41; Sabin, xv. 65, .84-

8 Pilling, Bibliog". SUntan lc;ng-u.a~s, pp. 47, 48. 
, Peschel, Racu 0/ M~n (London, 1876), p. 32. 
8 Eng. transl. in Memoirs, A ntIJroj%g"ical SDC,it)' of 

Lumlm, i. 372. 
o There is a summary of the progressive conflict on the 

question of the unity and plurality of races in the introduc .. 
tion to Topinard's A ntkrojology. . Cf. Peschel's Races 0/ 
Man (Eng. transl., N. Y., 1876), p. 6. 

10 The idea in general was not whnlly new.' Capt. Ber
nard Romans, ;n his ConciH Nat. Hist. of East anti Wed 
Florida (N. Y., 1776), had expressed the opinion" that 
God created an original man and woman in this part of the 
globe of different species from any in the other parts n 
(p. 38). Clavigero, in '780, believed that the distinct lin-

guistic traits of the Americans pointed to something like 
an independent origin. Cf. W. D. Whitney on the n Bear
ing of Languages on the UnitY,of Man," in NtwtA AMI7'. 
Rroiew, cv. 214-

U C/. Jeffries Wyman in No. Am. Rro.,H. 
11 Cardinal Wiseman's Lectures, sth ed., London, p. 

'58. 
18 Described in TyaN. A ",er. EtA,IQZ. Soc., ii. The col

lection went to the Acad. of Natural Sciences in Philad.. 
and is examined by Dr. J. Austin Meigs in its Proc., 1860. 
C/. jlfeigs's CatalDI:'" 0/ "uman cr""i4 i" tIu Acad. 
N(,t. Sci. (Philad., .857). 

It Morton's latest results are given in a paper, U The phys
ical type of the American Indian," left unfinished, but 
completed by John S. Phillips, and printed in Schoolcraft's 
/"dia" TrWes, ii. He also printed A" /1UJUiry mto llu 
distinctive cMr-acteristics 0/ 1M AlHwigi1lal Race oJ 
A nre-rica (Boston, J8..p; Philad., 1844); and S01lll Obser
valio ... iN lloe ElkOlQrrapky and A rc""'DI.cy 0/ tloe A m .... 
ieo,nAlJorig-Uus (N. Haven, 1846,-from the A",er_JMW. 
t!I SCUIIC'J 2d ser., iL). Cf. Tr-o,1JS. A mer. £111,,01. Soc. 
ii. 219. Cf. Allibone's Dictiono,ry, ii. 1376- It is certainly 
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The yiew."f Morton re2pecting the autochthonous origin of the Indian found an able upholder when Louis 
Agassiz, ~g the broader view of the independent creation of higher and inferior races,l gave in his adhesion 
to the original American man (Christian Examin.r, July, 1850, vol. xlix. p. 110). These views got more exten· 
sive expressio,\in a publication which appeared in Philadelphia in 1854, in which some unpublished papers of 
Morton are aCfmpanied by' a contribution from Agassiz, and aU are grouped together and augmented by 
material 'of the editors, Dr. Josiah Clark Nott 2 of Mobile, and Mr. George R. Gliddon, long a resident in 
Cairo. The Typ~~'f Mankind, or Ethnological Res.arches (PhiIad., 1854, 1859, 1871), met with a divided 
reception; tbe conservative theologians called it pretentious and false, and there was some color for their 
detraction in some rather jejune exposition~ of the Hebrew Scriptures contained in the book. The physiolo.. 

LOUIS AGASSIZ .• 

evident that skull capacity is no sure measure of intelli· 
genu, and the Indian custom of misshaping the head of
fers some serious obstacles in tbe study. Cf. Nadail1ac, 
L'.AmIr. :/W;",ist., 512; L. A. Gosse, Les dJ/fWmatwns 
tlrlijidelles du cyalll (Paris, 18SS); Daniel Wilson's" In
dicatiollS of Ancient. Customs suggested by certain cranial 
fanns," . in A mer. A. mig. Soc. Proc._ (1863); Dabry de 
Thiersant's Originl tks intlims du NtJUfleau MotUk, 
p. 12:; W. F. Whitney, OD h Anomalies, injuries and dis
eases of the bones of the native races of No. America," 
in Peahtly' MIlS, Relt., xviii. 434. On the difficulties of 
the study see Lucien Carr in l6id. xi. 361; Flower in the 
7tJUr1111l Anll""tljoltlg'ica! Institute, May, 1885 i Dawson, 
Fos,il Me", chap, " Further see: Anders Retzi~s, on 

II The'Present State of Ethnology in relation to the form 
of the human skull," in Smithson. Rept" 1859; Waitz's 
Introd. to AntkrojHJ!ogy, Eng. trans!., pp. 233, 261; Carl 
Vogt's Lectures on Man (lect. 2); A. Quatrefages and E. T. 
Barny, Crania Ethic" (Paris, 1813-77); Nott and Glid· 
don, TyjJes of Mankind; N adaillac's L' A ","ique prl. 
kist" ch. 9, and Les premiers hommes. i. ch. 3. 

t An anonymous book, Tlu Genesis of Earlie and 
Ma" (Edinburgh, 1856), pJaces the negro as the primal 
stock, and traces out the higher races by variation. 

S Dr. Nott had given some indication of his views in 
"An Examination of the physical history of the Jews in its 
bearing on the question of the Unity of the RacesH-(Amw. 
Asstl. AdfJ. Sci. Pr«., iii. 18so). 

• After a photograph, hanging in the Somerset Club, BostOD; suggested to the editor by Mr. Alexander Agassiz as a 
satisfactory likeness. 
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gists thought it brought new vigor to a question which properly belonged to science.1 Other 
with some discussions, made up a new book by the same editors, published three years 
Races of the Earll" or Ne7I1 Chapters of Ethnological In'luiry (Philad. and London, 1857; 

The theological attacks were not always void of a contempt that ill befitted the work of rEll[utati'on. 
most important of them were John Bachman's Doctrin. of the Unity ofth, Human Rac. tC1i..,.l~,tnn . 
1850), With '!\is Notice of the Types of Mankind (Charleston, 1854-55); and Thomas 
Human Race proved oy Scripture, R.ason and Scienc. (N. Y., ili50).8 

The scientific attack on Morton and Agassiz, and the views they represented, was 
braced such writers as Wilson, Latham, Pickering, and Quatrefages.4 The same 
had furnished Morton with his proofs yi,lded exactly opposite evidence to Dr. J. 

SAMUEL FOSTER HAVEN.-

1 Cf. References in Allibone, i. 678; Poole's Intlex, p. 
7<1>. 

:I The editor~s collaborateurs were Alfred Maury, Fran
cis PalSIky, J. Aitken Meigs, J. Leidy, and Louis Agassi •. 
N ott bad in the interval since his previous book . furnished 
au appendix on the unity or plurality of Races . to the 
English transl. of Gobin.au's Moral Diversity of Hac .. 
(Philad. , ,856). 

S Haven gives a' summary of the arguments of each 
(p. 90, etc.), For various views on this side see Southall's 
Recerd Orip Df Man, ch ii. 36, 37, and his Epo,4 0/ 1M 
Mammot", ch. 2, where he allows that the proofs from 
traditions and customs are not conclusive i George Palmer!s 
MigratitHI fro", S"itUlr J' Dr, tile Earliest Litt!u lNtween 
tlu Old iUJd New C.nlin",t, (London, ,879); Edward 
Fontaine's H tJ'W tlte World WlU PeojJl,d (N. Y., 1876); Dr. 
Samuel Forrey in A mer. Biblical Re/JDs;itWJI, July, 184';; 
McClintock and Strong's CJ'eloJtzdia, under U Adam" ; 

Henry Cowles' Petdnkut:" (N. y., ,874),,- not to name 
many others. See PIN/U'S IlItUx, J073. 

.. Wilson~s first criticism was in the Ca"tulia" 7~ 
(.857) ; then in the EdiullrC4 PlliwDI"i&a/ 70JWHa1 
(Jan~, 1858); in the Smithson;a" ReJt. (1862), p. 240, on 
the" American Cranial Type; It and iD his P,e"ist. Ma" 
(ii. ch. 20). Latham'. Nat. Hist .• /tlu Va .. ie/ies ~f Male. 
Charles Pickering'S HM.S of Met< (.848). The orthodox 
nlonogenisl1l of A. de Quatrefages is expressed in his De 
1'",.itJ tk r.s;Ju """,ailll (Paris, .86", '869); in his Hist. 
rhdrale tUs Races luI"",iws (Paris, 1887) ; in bis HUMa" 
S;'cies (N. Y., .879), and in papers in Hn/w tks CtnWII 
Scuntijiqws, 1864--5, ~86t-8; in his Nat. Hist. tJf Mall 
(Eng. lransl., N . Y., .875); in Catltolie World, vii. 67; 
and in PofJUlar Sd4'1C1 MontJJ)', 1. 6.. , 

Cf. further, Retzius in Ar("iwsMSSdnges N,lhwelle, 
(G.n~ve, .845-52); Col. Chas. Hamilton Smith's Nat. H isl. 
H"""u,," S;'des (.848); Dawsou in Llinnv HtnW, xxiii. 

.., After a photograph. A heliotype of a portrait by Custer is in the A'",", A1IJ;f/. Soc. Pr«., Ap., 1819. Haven's 
A _I H,,,,,,ts, as librarian of the Amer. Antiq. Soc., furnish a good chronological conspectus of the progt"elSS of 
anthropological discovery. 
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tio"s ",0" lJiI Cra"ial Forms o/Ille American A60~gi~ (Philaci, ,866).1 Two of the most celebrated of 
the evolutl.nists reject the autochthonous view, for Darwi~'s Descent 0/ Man and Haecke!'s Hist. 0/ Crea,
lion considei " the American man an emigrant from the qld world, in whatever way the race may have 

c1eYe!oped." " 
Of the leading historians of the early American peoples, Prescott, dealing with the Mexicans, is inclined" 

to agree "ith Humbolbt:s arguments as to their primitive connection with Asia.8 Geo. Bancroft, in the third 
yolume of his Hist. 0/ tile United States (,840), surveying the ield, found little in the linguistic affinities, 
little in what Humboldt gathered from the Mexican calendars arid from other developments, nothing from 
the Western mounds, which he was sure were natural earth·knobs and water-worn passages,' and decides upon 
some transmission by the Pacific route from Asia, but so remote as to make the American tribes practically 
indigenous, so far as their character is concerned. " 

SIR DANIEL WILSON, LL. D., F. R. S. E .-

813, aDd in his Ftusil Mm, p. 334, who holds the biblical S",illutm;4It Relt., 1866; Bollam's "Contribution to an 
account to be "themostcomplele and scientific;" Figuiers Introduction to the Anthropology of the New World" in 
World h/ .... tIu D./~r' (N. Y., .81'). p. 46c). Geo. M ..... "'., AJUn".o,. So<uty..t London, ii. '11; F . MUner. 
BaDcroft sees DO signs to re'f'e1'Se the old judgment respect- AlJpnuw El.hnqgrajAie: and Simonin, L''''''''1IU 
mga single human race. A",";eaw (Paris, 1870). F. W. Putnam (RejDrl in 

I He found all three varieties of skulls in America: the W4eeler's SurrJe)" vii. p. 18) says: U The primitive race 
long-beaded (dolich&cephalic), the short-headed (brachy. of America was as likely autochtbonous and of Pliocene 
cephalic), and the medium (mesocephalic). He found the age as of Asiatic origin." The- autochthonous view is 
long heads to predominate, except in Peru.. Meigs had probably losing ground. Dall, in ch. 10, appended to the 
earlier studied the subject in his 0631",4Ii,,1IS tI1I lite Fw", English translation of Nadaillac's P"eAulri A~., 
"f-/4I Ocn-;td (Philad., 1860). Cf. Busk in J""". ,A".. sums up the prevailing arguments against it. O. also 
1/w"I. IruJ., April, 18,3; Wyman, in Peu. M"". ReJI., Dab" de Thiersant's o,.,'gJ'nI Je3 111l1UIU tiM Ntltltlell" 
a871. M""tk, ch. I. 

S H. H. Ballll:l'o(t, Ntd. R.,3, v. 124), 1]1, gives refer- , Cf. also Prescott's Esm),s, i2 .... 
. eDc:e& on tbe autochthonous theory. It is held by Nadail- • This view has nec~ssarily been abandoned in his later 
lac, L.s In,,,iI~' 114""""t ii. 117; Fred. von Hellwa1d in· editions. CE. orig. ed., iii. 301; and final revisioD. ii. 130-

• From aphot"""ph kindly furnished, OD request, by Professor Wilson'. family. 
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In 1843 another compiler of Wsting eYidencr appellJl!d in A~ W. Bradford in his A-u_ 
Arrtif1liti6s, ." RUI_d16s itctll 1M mgix _Ii 0;31"'7 flf tA, Rni R..... His news .- DeW. He COlt

Deets the higher organized life of middle Amenca with the conespoDdiDg cu1hue of 500lthena Asia, the· 
Polynesian islands prooobly furnishing the a...,.. '" of migratioas; while the rude.- IIJlCl more DOrthena peoples 
of both shores of the Pacific rep.esent the same stock degraded by DOrt.bem migratioDs.. 

In 1&45 the Amo;rican Ethnological Societ} began its publiCltioos, IIJlCl in Albert Ga'.atin it had a npooas 
helper in unravelling some of these mysteris. A few years late!" (IS53) the United States IO-t .... t 
its patronage and prestige to the huge conglomerate publication of ScMolaaft. his iI,lii_ T riSn .f lA, 
U"ilni Statu, which leaves the hewildered reade.- in a puzzling _-the iDeYitabie ftSU1t .. a work llDder
taken beyond the ambitious powers of an untrained mind. The work is not without nIue if the llSeF of it has 
more systematic knowledge than its compiler, to select, discard, and anange, IIJlCl if he can weigh the impor
tance of the separate papers.1 

In 1856 Samuel F. HaYen, the librarian and guiding spirit of the American Antiquarian Society, SWIIJDtd 
up, as it had DeYel been done before, for comprebensi~ IIJlCl with a striking prescience, the progress IIJlCl 
results of studies in this field, in his A"Ite.IQo.f II" U.itni StiltlS (s.it4.-i .. ~s, 'riii.., 
Washington, 1856). 

In .851 PlOfessor Daniel Wilson, in his Prr4istqri. AlCllals '" &111_4, first brought into use the designa
tion .. prehistoric" as expressing .. the whole period disclosed to us by means of ardIzological ~ as 
distinguished from ",hat is known through written records; and in this sense the term w-as speedily adopted 
by the-aIChzologists of Europe." ~ EleYen years late!" he published his PrrAistwic M_: R~'" 1M 

EDWARD B. TYLOR.* 

I Hafttl at the end of his second chapter trios to pI.Ke 
Schoolcnft, and he does helM than one ...... Id expect, at 
that day. For Schoolaaft's spocial notes 011 ADtiquities 
see his ~ i. po. 44; 0_ 83; iii. 73; i"f'. tl3; Y. SS» 651. 
F.,.. bibhography_ Pilliag. Sabia, Field, etc. 

• Again he says: U Man IDay he ......... ed to he prebi$. 
loric w~ his chroniclings of bimself are undosigned, 
aDd his history is wholl, ftCIF<'enble by indatioD. The 

tena !>as, strictly speakiag, .. duODCJloP:al ~; 
but in its relati..., applicatioto COl ............. to ..u- __ 
logical, in _tradistinctioa to ~ poric>ds." Of 
America he says: U A ..... tiaeBt when: __ -.y he Shidied 

- ci_ which ...... to funIisa. the best ~ 
_tee of his indepet>dent ~t." Da-a... IC_ 
~ •• :\6) .. ys: "For that sm.s of __ which_ 
tends from the baodots of a......, '-It to the ..- _ 

·Aft .... aph~ 
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.,;p ~ .wu~ ;. 1M Ml aa4 _ _ W The book mdortuDateJy is _ well fortified with ftfeRII-. 

IIId it is !be .....ut 0I1oac sIady. partJy ia the field, aDd 1Ori_ with a mmQWlCiahle resene of judgment. It 
is ia tbe maiD COIICIOIDed with !be west2nI hemisphere,.bicb be assumes with little hesitation "beg:ua ib 
~ period oabIeqaeDt to that 01 tbe old world, aDd 10 started later in the nee of civilization.... While 
tIms ill dlect a sIady 01 early _ ill AJDaica, its ICIDI'" .....us it in &ood dqne a ,"""pJemeot to the Orip,. 
~ a.u~ 01 Labbodl. 

T1Ie CIIIIIIpUatift stady 01 . etbDOlogicaJ b3cos, to aoabie as to depict the earliest amdition of hlUllaD 
~. _ a special iJvIebIedneca to Edward B. Tylor. among writers in English. It is ....... ly ~-4i~ 
,an since lie lint pubIiohed his Rue.eAu ..,. 1M E.r17 Hislny ,f Mtnl4itul tnUl 'Iu DewI.;_ .f 
a.u"'-'I the ....... ~ if _ qaite, 01 .. '*'- in this inlBesting field, aDd lie lJas supplied the 
Iador with aD the Rf_ ............,. to te;t his _pies. Mas. lliiJ1er (Chi/s. ii. 262) lJas pointed out 
..... lie bas yiIaIized his 9ast a<ICIIIIIUIalio 01 fads bJ a>heseot classifications instead of lea";"g them an 
oppoesPe .......... bJ simple ~ as his JIftCIlI50IS in Germany. Gusta .. K1emma and AdoH Bastian, 
__ rile paIagiIr,""""'. rile _ .. Iime.-
1M a' +rp.. 1 .... adopood 1M _JrdUt-ic." The ......... ~ ___ -'r __ 

p&o,ed ... : 1' ... 1M ....... doe PoIz.oIitbic -. _ Labbod< 
.... __ iI., nidi, wi .... ........., ----. loa aD 

__ Iqiaaiac. ~ .. iatanJ ~" .. 
......... II is 1M pr;.;a.e _ -. rile cs-Ia .. 
_-cItippon; ........ oioocIe paoitiw 'f<S1i&e .. aD,_ 
.....u,. .. Iiwiac is __ ... ~: the -riIJa&e 01 
&*ai. io ~ 1'-. ..... boJolbJ-'" be _ 
ciaood wia!o _ io doio ...tier """Ie of Irio cine.. ,t 
T1oio _ ....... is __ clirided ill Earape imo _ 
...tier _ .... period, _1iDC .......,nftlJ the _ 
.. 1M "- ckift _ .. the _ I. the .. period, 

ca!W~_" the.-" c.-It.- bJ ..... -ail ... 1M a..u.- pericod, _ hne,. is~ a __ 
_ "-~ bJ theH~ _; .... 
__ ill two ja ....... cIia»oered the paioJ auben:Ie is 
_~ • __ .. aclaeolupooa CI>IIII:IId _ the 

.- __ ~ IBcnIio Baie' ... Ori&ia of LaD
paP,n .. A_ A_ A •• Sci: hw~ ""P" ~ 
.... ; - --. ... ,.). 'I1Iio the..-J.~.
... .- ... a · "'P'io .. a. TopiMnI .... !he ~ 
.... theN_ ....... theX-~A.d .. ·· .... sd 
_. L .... _ (886). It is _ !bat the eduucai ..... . _ 
.. Ihio.- _ --. .... iI is _ poIpbIJ ____ 

with the.- .. the bier poriod,the.-" thec:na,_ 
--q-.1iJr.e Cad Vcct, Lana, _ Oarioa,. all the 
__ ............ "*- mefaad iD the_ 
.,..... 01 £.ape. 

T1oio <aft _ is ~ by the c_ oblI, 

...... Dawki.o -. • .........-.,.1 ""ybJthe ~ 
- - ~ IikeIJ aIoo -""" ia the ~ .. the ea....,......... ~ coIJs it the __ .. en.-
_; .... the .,...;,ruac 01 it ;.0 the Keotilllio: poDIIIoo io 
~ his'-bJ_.batthe~is_ 
IiaooahIe, _ the ........-.. .. the ..-los .. --" _.Irio_ ..... I0 ...... __ "'-__ _ 

....,.a.iac beiDs. is )Ir'IIbabIy __ .-...t __ oIcL 
The -..a _ the eIaoped _ poIisbed __ impIe-

- - - ..., .... '-" Joec ill -- pIaas,_ the padatio. .oJ bone _ -'-d ia _; _ it is 
iadeeoI ___ Did _ the __ tbeocber_ 

,_ at these ...... iJoopIemmlo _ OI1WIIeDIS wiJJ _ 

_C '0 the ~ ""'" nridios, bat with stead, l'JPM. 
.01 -" impIemealo as axes, a:1b, ~ Jmn.os, driIls, 
Kd~~ 1DOr1aJSaDd ~pi __ pl_ ..... 

en, ~~r-points, ~ dIgen, pipes, guazm,_ ... _ocbon. 

FROM DAWSON'S FOSSIL HEN,. 

eriII ia _ ..p..aathe_.,. __ an:!.- OD the Amsicuo __ .. _ NadaiIIac, La;r. 
........ 1IooId _ theJ ......... ,. ......... Iide bJside, --',1>-37; LP.Gr3laapmA_. A .... q-. 
dooacf> dUo ...-w.- is abo dcDied. 1-. it is a no., i ... ; _ W. J. McGee, iD p~, S<i. M-t.tI7, N ..... 
__ if the _ .. the ~ aipifyiDc _ .888, Ior"-'-n.....; bat the ....... will prefer the 
-..--. .... iIDJ ...... ---lIeinc ...... cIIanaeriacics _ CIIIoapd Yiews 01 Rae. AbIdt _ others. 
01_ • ...-.-.-.. --._ ~.bo • Cambric!p, Eag7 .86a; --. .865; _laJgeIJ 
Iiad !he ...... -...-.... to .... lor a .-rJo mac wida ......nu.., I.-Ioa,.&,6. a. his .. Ple-Aryan Americaa 
die ..--. .. they __ • a ___ race ........ ill the R'7'. SK. C_ T-.. i. ........... 1S, 

~ ...... iDe _ ~ _ all it the _1rio .. U....u....m.....,. .. iDS._Rqt.(1I16.). 
~ ~ 0lIe .. LaIJtaodt·. _ .... Neotilbie • I.-Ioa, .86s, .",,; N. Y •• Is,&. 
_. loa piMd ~ ......... _. desiparioe t.Jr... • Tylorspeab. JO.am.·sA8~ C~xMe 
....... __ .-s. - be i __ it. W"1lh""" Mr ~UriJ aad his AO~ C--_Jw.ft 
.......... - - ina hoi .oc- .. ~..a..aJo .. -.mg "mn .... bIe eoIIa:Iioc. .. ~ beziDc ... 
.... .. 1M pnaiao .. apiaaIIant. ADJ _ •• onhk.... the ....., .. ciYiIiaIiaa.. 

• A ... .;.. cf. Hodoelapa .""11, .........w bJ the aoodiDe, OIl a ........ acaIe, .. the 0aasIipJcIa obJL 
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llad done; and it is remarked that while thus classifying, he has not been lure.d into pron<'unced theory, 
which future accession of material might sery~ to modify or· change. He shortly afterwards touched a 
phase of the subject which he had not develoied in his book i'.' a paper on "Traces of the Early Mental 
Condition of Man,'~ 1 and illustrated the meth?iis he was pursuing in another on "The Condition of Prehistoric 
Races as inferred from obseryations of Illod?l"n tribes." i 

The postulate of which he has been a ditltinguished expounder, that man has progressed from barbarism to 
civilizatioIl, was a main deduc.tion to be dfawn from his next sustained work, Primitive Culture: researches 
into the atvelojment of ",yl"oloKY, jMlofop"Y, religion, arl, alld custom.B . The chief points of this further 
study of the thought, belief, art, and custom of the primitive man had been advanced tentatively in various 
other papers beside those already mentionecd,' and in this new.work he further acknowledges his obligations 
to Adolf Bastian's Mellsc" in der Gesc"ichte and Theodor Waitz's Anthrojologie der Naturvolker." He 
still pursued his plail of collecting wide and minute evidence from the writers on ethnography and ;an<lred 
sciences, and from historians, travellers, and misSionaries, as his foot-notes abundantly testify. . 

THEODOR WAlTZ .• 

These studies of Professor Tylor abundantly qualified him to give a condensed exposition of the science of 
anthropology; which he had done so much to place within the range of scientific studies, by a primary search 
for facts and laws; and having contributed the article on that subject to the ninth edition of the EncydopfZdia 
Britannica, he published in 1881 his Antltrojology: an Inlroduction to Ihe study of man and mi/iwtim 
(London and N. Y., 1881 and 1888). He maps out the new science, which has now received of late years 
so many new students in the scientific method, without references, but with the authority of a teacher, trac
ing what man has been and is under the differences of ~ex, race, beliefs, habits, and society.6 Again, at the 

1 Royal bul. of GI. Brit. Pro •. , reprinted in Smit/t.. . development of people, and this is included with full refer-
stItJian Repl., 1867_ ences in that part of his great work which in the English 

t l",t~t. elmr. Pr,Aist. A ".d,tZtJI. T".a",., 1868. tTansiation is called an II'IiY'lHiwtill1l U A ,",,"/'fIlogy. 
s London, 1871; 2d ed., 1874, somewhat amplified; Wallace and other ob9lrvers contend that the-direct efficacy 

Boston, 1874; N . V" 1811. of physical conditions is ovelTated, and that climate is but 
f, See preface to P".imr"tifJI CuJhw~, 1St ed. one of th~ many factors. F. H. Cushing discusses the · 
IS Vol!.'" m. and ~v. of this treatise (Leipzig. 1862-64) are question of habitation as ~ected by surroundings in the 

giveJ'l to " Die Amerikaner." and are provided with a list of Finly/it .A ISIS. RIJI. BtW. tif E/!utIJl., p. 413-
books on the subject, and ethnological maps of North and e Cf. Quatrefages' L,s p,.oC"~s til l'AfI.Ilwl1jDlllrU 
,South America. Brinton (Myllu, p. 40) thinks it the best (Pari., .86S), and Paul 'ropinard'. A "thropol,V (En,lish 
w~rk yet. written on the American Indians, thougl;a he translation, London. 1818). Quatrefages (H,,7IUIH Btl", 
thtnks that Waitz errs on the religious aspects. Waitz has New York, 1879) explains the anthropological method 
fully discussed the question of climate .s affecting the (p. 21). 

• After a li~eness in Otto Caspari'a U'Z,scAklU, I:lw '!'etuclJu,'J, ad. ed. t vol. i. (Leipzig, 1877).. 

, 
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Montreal meeting (August, 1884) of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, he set down in 
an address the bounds of the a American Aspects of Anthropology." 1 

Closely following upon Tylor in this field, and gathering> his mat'eriaI with much the same assiduity, ancl 
presenting it with similar beliefs, though with enough individuality to mark a distinction, was another Eng
lishman, who probably shares with Tylor the leading position in this department of study. Sir John Lubbock, 
in his P,eAisto,.k· Timn as i/JuSt,iUed 6y QII&ient remains, alld the manners and cus/oms of 1HIJde,.", 
sarl/lges,S gathered the evidence which exists of the primitive condition of man, embracing some chapters on 
modern savages so far as they are ignorant of the use of ""etais, as the best study we can follow, to fill out 

SIR JOHN LUBBOCK.-

I Given in PlljIdar SC.PlCe MllnJAI?, Dec.. ,884, p. 152; 
and in the tame periodical p. 264, is an account and portrait 
of Tylor. ' 

I London. N. Y., I86S; 2d ed. somewhat enlarged, Lond., 
J86Q; and later. Part of tbis wv bad appeand earlier in 
the Ntllilmal Hist. RlTJn, 186t-64o. including a paper (cb. 
8) on No. Amer. Archzology in Jan., 18631 which was rea 
printed ill the S",illu4lf.i411 ReJitrJ for 1862, aDd was tran .. 
lated in the R,rIw An4ltl/DrUtw. 1865· 

nu. book of Lubbock'. and Tylor'. carrelali.e .. ork 
probably ~nt the best dealing witb the subject in 
Epglish i and Mmle such book all J as. A. Farrer's p,..,'",;,.. 
I .... ~ """ CfUt""" (N. Y., ,819) will lead up to 

ihem with readers less studious. The English reader may 
find some comparative treatments. in the English version of 
Wailz'. r..wlHi, t. Anil.rtJf0/8gy (p •• 84), etc. ; much that 
iS'suggestive and in some way supp1emental to Tylor aDd 
Lubbock jn Wilson's Prellutwic Man: some vigorous and 
perhaps sweeping characterizations in Lesley's Dngm anti 
Dest;", tif Mart (th. 6); aDd other aspects in Winche1l's 
p,.,tuIa",iles (ch. 36), Foster's p,.e"istorit: Raees ttl'1Ite 
U. s, (cb, 91. F. A, Anen in C .... !I. R",tI". C""P'I. tks 
A"",birlUJisks. 1811, vol. i. 79. Humboldt points ont the 
non-pastoral character of the American tribes (Vit'Ws 0/ 
Nahw., ii. 42), Helps'R.alm411 deals with the prehistoric 
ebndition of man. 

.. After a photograph; 
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the picture of races only archreologicalIy known 0 us. This study of modern savage life, in arts, marriages, 
and relationships, morals, religion, and laws,' as he holds, a necessary avenue to the knowledge of a con· 
dition of the early man, from which by various nRuences the race has advanced to what is called civilization. 
His result in this comparative study -not ind d covering all the phases of savage life-he made known in 
his Origin of Civilization and the Primitive Condition of Man.1 While referring to Tylor's Early Hist. 
of Mankind as more nearly like his own th any existing treatise, but showing, as compared with his own 
book, "that no two minds would view the s bject in the same manner," he instanced previous treatments of 
certain phases of the subject, like ?4iiller' Geschichte de, Amerikanischen U"eligionen, J. F. M'Lennan's 
Primitive Ma,riage,2 and J. J. Backofe s Da,s Mutt."echt (Stuttgart, 1861); and even Lord Kames' His
to,y of Man, and Montesquieu's Esprit es Lois, notwithstanding the absence in them of much of the minute 
knowledge now necessary to the study f the subject. These data, of course, are largely obtained from travel-

SIR JOHN WILLIAM DAWSON.'" 

Iers and missionaries, and .Lubbock complains of their unsatisfactory extent and accuracy. " Travellers,'~ he 
adds, " find it easier to describe the houses, boats, food, dress, weapons, and implements of savages than to 
understand their thoughts and feelings." 

The main controversial point arising out of all this study is the one already a<iferted to,-whether man has· 
advanced from savagery to his present condition, or has preserved, with occasional retrogressions, his original 
elevated character; and this causes the other question, whether the modern savage is the degenerate descendant 
of the same civilized first men. "There is no scientitic evidence which would justify us," says Lubbock (Prehist. 

1 London, N. Y., 1870; 2d ed.; 3d ed., ]815; 4th ed., 
1882, - each with additions and revisions. 

• CL hi. Studies in Anc. Hist. He elucidates the early 

practice of capturing a wife. and controverts Morgan's 
A nci."t Society. Cf. W. F. Allen in Pm". Monthly, 
June, 1880. 

• After a photograph. 
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Ti",·s, 4(7), "in'asserting that this kind of degradation~Plies to savages in genera1."1 The most distin
guishet! advocate of the affirmative of this proposition is Richard Whately. Archbishop of Dublin. both in his 

, Political Economy and in his lecture on the Origin of Civilization (1855), in which he undertook to affirm 
that no nation, unaided by a superior race. ever succeeded in raising itself out of savagery. and that nations 
can become degraded. Lubbock, who, with Tylor, holds the' converse of this proposition, answered Whately in 
an appendix to his Origin of Civilization, which was originally given as a paper at the Dundee meeting of 
the British Association.s The Duke of Argyle. wbile not prepared ,to go to the extent of Whately's views, 
attacked. in his Primeval Man. Lubbock's argument •• and was in tum reviewed adversely by Lubbock. in a 
paper read at the Exeter ",eeting of the same association (1869). which is also included in the appendix of 
his Origin of Civilization. Lubbock seems to show. in some. instances at least, tbat the duke did not possess 
himself correctly of some of the views of his opponents. ' 

In the researches of Tylor and Lubbock. and of all the others cited above, the American Indian is the source 

MIGRATIONS.-

I Cf. also his II Early Condition of Man," in British 
Ass. p,.«., J861; and Lyell's Principles 0/ Geology, nth 
ed., ii . ..,sS; Dawkins in No • .ll.tnn". Rev., Oct., z883, P. 
348. 

I Darn'in took Lubbock's side, Descent of Man, i. 114-
Bradford, in his A wuriean A ntiguitiu, held the barbarous 
American to be a degraded remnant of a society originalIy 
more cultivatedi and a similar view was held by S. F. 

Jarvis in his DisctnWu before the New York Hist. Soc. 
(Proc.,Bi.,N. Y., 1821'. Cf. Buchner's Man, Eng. transl., 
61.276. Rawlinson (Antiljuity 0/ man .Airtorical~ C01J

sitlwed) considers savagery a II corruption and degrada': 
tion, - the result of adverse circumstances during a long 
period." 

S N. Y., 1869; orlginalIy' in Gooa WtWds, Mar.-June, 
1868. 

• A sketch map given in Dawson's Fossil Men, p. 48, showing ~ of the probable lines of migration and distribu .. 
tion of the American tribes. MOTgan (A ndent SocielJl) make~ -h~- calls three centres of subsistence, whence the 
migration proceeded which overran America. Cf. Hellwald in Sm#Asonian Relt., 1866, p. 328. The question is more 
or Jess discussed in Latham's ~an and Ais migrations (London, 18S1); Chas. Pickering's Men and tluir g'eog'. du.. 
tri6ution; and Oscar Peschel's Races 0/ Man (Eng. transl., London, 1876). On the passage from the Villley of the 
Columbia to that of the Missouri, see Humboldt's Views of Natrwe, 35. Morgan (No. Am. RnJ., ax.) supposes the 
valley of the Columbia River to be the original centre where the streams diverged, and (Systems of Consanguinity, 
251) says there are reasons for believing that the Shoshone mi\ tion was the last which left tKe Colu~bia valley, and 
that it was pending at the epoch of European colonization. Mork .. ..:.'s papers in the' Nfl. Am. R~ 'let. 1868 and,Jan. 
1870, are Rprinted jn Beach's Indian Miscellany. p. IS8. On a general belief in a migration froV" /north, see Conrrls 
des A mW. (1817), ii. S0, 51. L. Simonin, in (f L'homme Am~ricain, notes d'ethnologie et de Ih...,_;$tique sur Ies indieus 
des Etat ... Uni .... gives a map of the tribes of North America in the Bull. tie 14 Soc. tie GiO/l" Feb. 1810. 
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of many of their illustrations. Of aU writers on tl s continent, Sir John Wm. Dawson in his Fossil Men··!and 
Southall in his Recent Origin of Man, are pro bly the most eminent advocates of the views of y, hately 
and Argyle, however modified, and both have d lared it an unfounded assumption that the primitiv~ man 
was a savage.1 Morgan, in his Ancient Socie! (N. Y., ,877), bas, on the other hand, sketched',he lines of 
human progress from savagery through barbaris to civilization. . 

One of the defenders of the supposed Bible Ii its best equipped by reading, if not in the'scientific spirit, 
has been a Virginian, James C. Southall, who pu !lshed a large octavo in ,875, The Recent Origi" of Man 
as illustrated 6y geology and the modern science prehistoric arch",ology (Philad., ,8,5), Thre.e years 
later; -leaving out some irrelevant matters as tou hing the antiquity of man, cqndensing his collations of 
detail, sparing the men of science an attack for what in his earlier volume he called their fickleness, and some
what veiling his set purpose of sustaining the Bible record, - he published a more effective little book, The 
Epoch of the Mammoth and the Apparition of Man upon Earth (Philad., 1878). Barring, its essentially 
controversial character, and waiving judgment on its scientific decisions, it is one of the best condensed 
accumulations of data which has been made. His belief in the literal worth of the Bible narrative is emphatic. 
He thinks that man, abruptly and fully civilized, appeared in the East, and gave rise to the Egyptian and 
Babylonian civilization, while the estrays that wandered westward are known to us by their remains, as the 
early savage denizens of Europe. To maintain this existence of the hunter-man of Europe within historic 
times, he rejects the prevailing opinions of the geologists and archreologists. He reverses the judgment that 
Lyell expresses (Student's Elements of Geology, Am. ed., '162) of the historical period as not affording any 
appreciable measure for calculating the number of centuries necessary to produce so many extinct animals, 
to deep~n and widen valleys, and to lay so deep stalagmite floors, and says it does. He contends that the 
stone age is not' divide!i into the earlier and later periods with an interval, but that the mingling of the 
kinds of flints shows but different phases of the same period,2 and that what others call the palreolithic man 
was in reality the quaternary man. with conditions not much different from now.8 The time when the ice 
retreated from the now temperate regions he holds to have been about\2000 B. c., and he looks to the proofs 
of the action of which traces are left along the N orih American great lakes, as observed by Professor Ed
mund Andrews 4 of Chicago, to confirm his judgment of the Glacial age being from 5,300 to 7,500 years ago .• 
He claims that force has not been sufficiently recognized as an element in geological action, and that a great 
lapse of time was not necessary to effect geological changes (Ep. of the M., '94).6 He thinks the present 
drift of opinion, carrying back the appearance of man anywhere from 20,000 to 9,000,000 years, a mere 
fashion. The gravel of the Somme has been, he holds, a rapid deposit in valleys already formed and not 
. necessarily old. The peaf beds were a deposit from the flood that foUowed the glacial period, and accumu
lated rapidly (Ep. of the M., ch. 10). The extinct animals found with the tools of man in the caves simply 
show that such beasts survived to within historic times, as seems everywhere app~ent as regards the mastodon 
when found in America. The stalagmites of the caves are of unequal growth, and it is an assumption to 
give them uniformly great age. The finely worked flints found among those called palreolithic; the skilfuUy 
free drawings of the cave-men; the bits of pottery discovered with the rude flint." and the great similarity' of 
the implements to those in use to-day among the Eskimos; the finding of Roman coin in the Danish shell 
heaps and an English one in those of America (Proc. Phi/ad. Acad. Nat. Sci., ,866, p. 291), - are all parts 
of the argument which satisfies him that the archreologists have been hasty and inconcl':'sive in their deduc
tions. They in turn will dispute both his facts and conc1usions.7 

1 Dawson's FtJssu Men ami tlu;,. motUrH 1"epr4senJa
tives (London, 1880, ,883) is U an attempt to illustrate the 
cbaracters and conditions of prehistoric men in EUr.lpe by 
those of the American races." A conservative reliance on 
the biblical record, as long understood, characterizes Daw~ 
son's usual speculations. Cf. his Nature and the Bible, 
his Story of the Earth, his Orig-in of the Worlti, and his 
A ddress as prec;ident of the geological section of the 
Amer. Association in 18']6. He confronts his opponents' 
views of the long periods necessary to effect geographical 
changes by telling them that in historic times U the Hyr
canian ocean has dried up and Atlantis has ~one down.:' 

t Dawson (Fossil Men, 218) says: "I think that Amer .. 
iean arch201ogists and ,:!eologists must refuse to accept the 
distinction of a palceolithic from a neolithic period until 
further evidence can be obtained." 

8 These are very nearly the views of Winchell in his 
Prentlamites, p. 420. .. 

, Cf. his papers in .MetAodist Quari"iy, xxxvi. 58:r; 
xxxvii. 29. 

S This is alsO considered important evidence by Dawson, 
as well as Winche]Ps estimate, in his stlt Report, Min1lesota 
Geol. S""'~ (JR76), of the 8,000 or 9,000 years necessary 
for the falls of St. Anthony to have worked back from Fort 

Snelling. Edw. Fontaine's H_ the World 'WaS peopled 
(N. Y., :r872) is another expression of this recent-origin 
belief. 

8 This cataclysmic el;ment of force, as opposed to the 
gradual unifonnity theory of Lyell, finds expounders in 
Huxley and Prestwich, and is the burden of H. H. H~ 
worth's Mam",otk and 1M Flood (London, :r881) in its 
palceontological and archceological aspects, its geological 
aspects having been touched by him so far only in some 
papers in the Geological Mag. This great overthrow of 
the gigantic animals, during which the man intermediate 
between the palreolithic and neolithic age lived, was not. 
universal, so that th~ less unwieldy species largely saved 
themselve$;, j and it was in effect the scriptural tlood, of 
which traditions were widely preserved among the North 
American tribes (Ma""",otA and tlu Flood, 307, 444). 

1 Southal' an~wered his detractors in the MetAodist 
Quarl"/y, xxxvii. 225. Geo. Rawlinson (A "'if!. of Mall 
Aistorically considn-~dl Present Day Tract, Nil. q, or 
J""",,,l of Christian Philosophy, April, .883) speaks of 
the antiquity of prehistoric man as involving considerations 
U to a large extent speculative" as to limits, II that are to 
be measured not so much by centuries as by millenia." 
He condenses the arguments for a recent origin of man. 
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Soutba1l's anaigDmeDt of the opioicms geoeraIly held may introduce us to a classification of the data 
upon which aadueologists my to reach coDclusions upon the antiquity of man, and over some of which there 

~
ce • y no prevailing COIlSellSUS of opinion. We may find a condensed su\DJllaly' of belief$ and data 

the antiquity of man ill J. P. Maclean's Manual _/ 1M Anti'lu~ _/ Ma,. (Cincinnati, revised 
ed., 1; again, 1880).1 The .independent view and conservative spirit are placed respectively ill juxta
position\i.n J. P; Lesley's Uri_~ and Deel;"" _/ Man (ch. 3), and ill Dawson's Fossil M.,. (ch. 8).1 The 
oplnions.;r~ Eng1isharch.-eologists are found in Lubbock's P,../oistlWi& Tim .. (ch. 12), Wallace's T,._j-
ieal Natur. (th. 1), and HIIXley's" Distribution of Races ill Relation to the Antiquity of Man," In /ntwnal. 
Ctmr • ..t PreAhJ. ArdueoJ. TraIlS. (1868), Dawkins has given some recent views in TAe NaJ;'", xxvL 434, 
and in Kansu CiIJ! RI'/Jiew, viL 3#8 Not fO'-refer to special phast!s, the French school will be found repre
sented ill Nadai11ac'&..Us p,.;""u,.s Htnnmu (iL ch.13); In Gabriel de Mortil1et's La p.Izist.riguI anti
'1uit' "" I'Izom_ (Parlsl .. ~883); Haxny'sPr'&is "" lal'onl.logi. Iz,.main.; Le Han's L'Izom",e/ossile (1861); 
Victor Meunier's Us A""Btru II' Adam (Paris, 187S); Joly's L'M_ tnlant .... taus (Eng. transL Ma" 
6e/.r. Mdal.t, N. V., 1883); Rev ... Us Questions Izistori'lu,s (voL ·xvi.). The German school is represented 
In Haeckel's Natfil.licAe Sc"lIlftmrspsmic!zt.; Waitz's Antltrojologie; Carl Vogt's Lutures on Ma" (Eng. 
trans!., Lond., 11\64); and L Biic:lmer's Der Mensm u"d sei ... Stellu"r in d., Natur (2d ed., Leipzig, 1872; 
or W. S. Da1las's Eng. translation, Land., 1872). The history of the growth of geological antagonism to the 
biblical """"" as once understood, and the seftllll methods proposed for reconciling their l1lSpective teaching, 
is traced concisely ill the article on geology in M'Clintock and Strong's Cycl',fEdia, with references for fu,," 
tber eumination. The views there given are those propounded by CbaImers ill 18 ..... that ~ geological 
record, ~ ill the ¥count of Genesis, finds its place ill that book between the first and second verses,' 
which have no dependence on one another, and that the biblical """"ant of creation followed ill six literal 
clays.' What may be considered the present theological attitude of churchmen may be noted In TIz._ SJeaUr's 
Com_ntary (N~ V. ed., 1871, p. 61). 

The question of the territorial connection of' America with Asia under earlier geological conditions is 
~Iy considered ill some of the discussions on the transplanting of the American man from the side 
of Asia. 

Otto Caspari in his UrpscMc"te tier Mm.c"".it (Leipzig, 1873), voL i., gives a map of Asia and America 
In the post-tertiary period, as he understands it, which stretches the Asiatic and African continents over a 
large part of the Indian Ocean; and in this region, now beneath the sea, he places the home of the primeval 
man, and markS the 1ines of migration east, north, and.....t. This view is accepted by Winchell in his PI''' 
adamit,s (see his map). Haec;kel (Nat. SchIIl/ungspselzic",., 1868, 1873; Eng. mnsL 1876) calls this region 
.. Lemuria " in his map. Caspari places large continental islands- between this region and South America, 
which nmcIered migration to South America easy. The eastern. shore!,f the present Asia is extended beyond 
the Japanese islands, and similar convenient islands render the passage by other Iin~ of immigrafion easy 
to the regions of British Columbia and of Mexico. (Cr. Short, SO?; Baldwin, App.) Howorth, Mammotlt and 
t", Plood, sopposes a connection at Behring's Straits. The supposed similarity of the flora of the two shores' 
of the Pacific bas been used to support this theory, but botanists say that the language of Hooker and Gray 
has been given a meaning they did not intend. It is opposed by many eminent geologists. A. R. Wallace 
(Journal Amer. Gug. S."., xix.) finds no ground to believe that any of the oceans contain sunken continents. 
(Cf. his Gurral"ical Distrilndion _/ Animals and his Malay Armijllagtl.) James Croll hi his Climate 
and C.sm./OO (p. 6) says: "There is no geological evidence to show that at least since Silurian times the 
Atlantic and Pacific were ever ill their broad features otherwise than they now are." 5 Hyde Clarke has 
examined the legend of Atlantis ill reference to protohistoric communication with America, in Royal Hisl • 
.&e. Trans., n. 5., Hi. P. 1.6 

The arguments for the great antiquity of man 1 are dednced in the main from the testimony of the river 

• There is a cursory IUrvey in Joho Sc:o!fern'. Sw.y _.0/ Kie_ ","foil lor. (Londo .... 87"). 
• Cf. his papers in L.intro H_, Diii. 1..... 766; 

DVi. s+ 
.. CUneDt periodical toiews can be traced ID Poole'. 

I*,"z(vo1a. L and ii.) uader U Man." "Races.n U Prehis
toric," etc. 

The "iews or the cosmogonists, nanning back to the b6-
ginning of the six ..... th cen.ury, are followed down to .he 
birth of modem geology io Pattisoo'. 1'1u E_I" aM 
1M W.".t/ (LoDd.., 18s8),.ad condeosed in M'Clintock I< 
Strollg'. CJlcloP.dia liii. 19S). 

• V_ I. in the beginning God c:noated the boa_ 
and .he earth. 

y",,,.. And die earth was wi.h_ fonn aDd void, etc. 
• Cf. also J. D. Whitney's Climalic CIta"lf'" The 

puent proportion of \and to water Is redwoecI as four ii 

to eleven. The ocean· ........ ge depth I .. wriouslyestim.ted 
at from eleven to thirteen tltnes that of the avenge eleva
tiOD of land aboYe water, or as II,COO or 13,000 feet is to 
',000 feet. The bulk of w ..... on the globe is computed 
at thirty-six times the cubiC measurement of tIie land above
water (l6id. 'CU. '09). 

• For an extended discussion of the Atlantis question, 
lee anti, ch. I. ' 

• It is eoouRh to inclicate the necessary correlation of 
this subject with the transformation theory of J. B. A. La
marck as enunciated in his PlU/o~ Z~ (Paris, 
1809 i again, x8,3), which Cuvier opposed; and with the 
DeW phase of it in .. hat is called Darwinl ..... a theory of 
the survival of the fittest, leading ultimately to man. 
Lyell (Pm';#<. 0/ GubJD, 11th ed., ii. 495) p ..... nts 
the diverse sides'of the question, which is One hardly ger .. 
tnaDe '" our ~t pwpose. 
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gravels, the bone caves, the peat deposits, the shell heaps, and the Lacustrine villages, for the mounds and 
other relics of defence, habitation, and worship are very likely not the records of a great antiquit. The wh~le / 
field is surveyed with more fullness than anywhere else, and with a faith in the geologica tiq ~y of t1je 
race, in Sir Cruu:les Lyell's Ge%g;cal Evidences of the Anti'luity of Man.1 With firm a belief infthe 
integrity of the biblical record, and in 'its not being impugned by the discoveries 0 • ductions of scienCe, we 
find a survey in Southall's Recent Origin of Man. These two books constitut extremes of the 'methods, 
both for ahd against the conservative interpretation of the Bible. The indypendent spirit of the scientist is 
nowhere more confidently expressed than by J. P. Lesley (Man's Origin. and Destiny, Philad., 1868, p. 45), 
who says: "There is no alliance possible between Jewish theology and modem science. ••• Geologists 
have woJ>. the right to be Christians without first becoming Jews." Southall 2 interprets this spirit in this 
wise: "I do not recollect that the Anti'luity of Man ever recognizes that the book of Genesis is in exist
ence; and yet every one is perfectly conscious that the author has it in mind, and is writing at it all the time." 8 

The entire literature of the scientific interpretation shows that the canons of criticism are not yet secure 
enough to prevent the widest interpretations and inferences. 

The intimations which are supposed to exist in the Bible or a race earlier than Adam have given rise to 
what is called the theory of the Preadamites, and there is little noteworthy upon it in European literature 
back of Isaac de La PeyreresPraeadamitae (Paris and Amsterdam, 1655), whose views were put into English 
in Man before Adam (London, 1656).' The advocates of the theory from that day to this are enumerated 
in Alexander Winchell's Preadamiles (Chicago; 1880), and this book is the best known contribution to the 
subject by an American author. It is his opinion that the aboriginal American, with the Mongoloids in gen
eral, comes from some descendant of Adam earlier than Noah, and that the hlack races come from a stock 
earlier than Adam, whom Cain found when he went out of his native country.s 

The investigations of the great antiquity of man in America fall far short in extent of those which have 
heen given to his geological remoteness in Europe; and yet, should we believe with Winchell that the American 
man represents the pre-Adamite, while the European man does not, we might reasonably hope to find in 
America earlier traces of the geological man, if, as Agassiz shows, the greater age of the American continent 
weighs in the question.S ' 

The explicit proofs, as advanced by different geologists, to give a great antiquity to the American man, and 
perhaps in some ways greater than to the European man,7 may now he briefly considered in detail. 

Oldest of all may perhaps be placed the gold-drift of California, with its human remains, and chief among 
them the CalaVeras sknll, which is claimed to be ,of the Pliocene (tertiary) age; but it must be remembered 
that Powell and the government geologists call it quaternary. It was in February, 1866, that in a mining 
shaft in Calaveras County, California, a hundred and thirty feet below the surface, a sknll was found imbedded 
in gravel, which 'under the name of the Calaveras skull has excited much interest. It was not the first time 
that human remains had heen found in these California gravels, but it was the first discovery that attracted 

• 
1 London, ,863, 3 eds., each enlarged; Philad., 1863. 

In his final edition Lyell acknowledges his obliga~ons to 
Lubbock's P,.~"ist(Jric Ma1l and John Evans's Anc. Stone 
Imp/.",.ods. His final edition is called: Tile g.ological 
eTJide""" 0/ tile antiquity 0/ man, wit" an outline 0/ gla
cial and jost...fertiary g~oloO anti r~ma,.ks on tlu origin 
t!/ sfJecies wlt4 sjecial rifer~"ee 10 man's ./i,.st ajjeanJ1IC' 
"" tile ,art". 4th ed., revised (London, ,873). 

! R~c~ftt Orl~n of "fan, p. 10. 

S Another ""3Y of looking at it gives reasons for this 
omission: "The first chapter of Genesis is not a geological 
treatise. It is absolutely valueless in geological discussion, 
and h'\s no value whatever save as representing what the 
Jews borrowed from the Babylonians, and as preserving for 
us an early cosmology" (Howorth's Ma"""otA and llu 
Fiomi. Lond., 1887, p. ix). Between Lyell and Gabriel de 
Mortil1et (La fwi4istorique A fttipitJ de l' Ho"",,~, Paris, 
J883) nn the one hand and Southall on the other, there are 
the mnre cautious geologists, like Prestwich, who claim that 
we must wait before we can think of measuring by years 
the inteTVal from the earliest men. (Cf." Theoretical 
considerations on the drift containing implements, n in Roy. 
Soc. Philos. Trans., 1862.) 

• cr. A Hur. A mig. Soc. Proc., Apr., 1873, p. 33. 
6 Winr.hell's book is an enlargement of an article con .. 

tributed by him to M'Clintock and Strong's Cyc*tlia of 
Biblical LitertJt","" etc. (vol. viii., J87Q),-the editors of 
which, by their foot-notes, showed themselves uneasy under 
some of his inferences and conclusions. which do not agree 
with their conservative views. 

• Louis Agassiz advanced (,863) this view of the first 
·emergence of land in America, in the .Ii tbuetie MoNlidy, 
xi. 373; also in Geol. Shtws, p. I,-marking the Lau
rentian hills along the Canadian borders of the United 
States as the primal continent. Cf. N ott and Gliddon's 
Type. 0/ Mankind, ch. 9- Mortillet holds that so late 
as the early quaternary period ~urope was connected with 
America by a region now represented by the Faroe!, Ice
Jand, and Greenland Some general references on the 
antiquity of man in America follow: - Wilson, PnAistorie 
Ma.N. Short~s No. Amer. tif AlIIiIj., ch. 2. NadaiUac, 
L~s Pre",iers Homm~s, ii. ch. 8. Foster, P,.~"istoric 
Raceso/tM U. S., andC4icac-.licaJ. ofScutICes,Proc., 
i. (,86<)' Joly, Mtu< "'for< Metals, ch. 7. Emil 
Schmidt, Di~ iiltestnl. SJ~ iUs M~MScA.n..;' Nord 
A HUrika (Hamburg, ,887~ A. R. Wallace in NiMunol" 
C.tth<ry (Nov., ,887, or LivJi"lf Age. clxxv. 472 ). Po .. 
Sci~"a Monthly, Mar., 1877. An epitome in SCUNCe, 
Apr. 3, 1885, (If a paper b)p Dr. Kollmann in the ZemcllnJt 
fur EtAlIolo~ie. F. Larkin, A1ICieNt MQII ;" .A llUrica 
(N. Y., ,880). The biblical record restrains Southall jq 

all his estimates of the antiquity of man in America, as 
shown in his R~cnd O,.irUc of MaN, ch. 36. and EjocA tif 
tM Ma",,,,otA, ch. zs. 

7 Hugh F.Jcone~ (Pal_DIo.f"i&al M."",;, •• ii. 579) 
says: I' The earliest date to which man has as yet been 
traced back in Europe is probably but as yesterday in 
comparison with the epoch at which he made his appear
ance in more favored regions. It 
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notice. It. was not. seen in situ by. a professional geologist, and a few weeks elapsed before Professor Josiah 
Dwight .Whitney;.then.state.geologist of. California, visite!! the spot, and. satisfied himself that. the geologi!31 
conditions were such as. to make it certain that the skull and the deposition of the gravel were of the same 
age. The relic; subseqo.ently passed into the possession of Professor Whitney, ..Dd the annexed cut is repro
duced from. the careful drawing made of it for the Memoirs of tne Museum of Compo ZoHlogy (Harvard 
University); vol. vi. He had published earlier an acCount in the Revue d'Antnropologie (187%), p. 760.1 

This interesting relic is now in ' Cambridge, coated with thin wax for preservation, but this coating inter· 
feres with any . satisfactory photograph. The volume of Memoirs above named is made up of Whitney's 
Auriferous GrtnJels of 1M Sierra Nevada of California (1880), and at p. ix he says: "There will un· 
doubtedly be much hesitancy on the part of anthropologists and others in accepting the results regarding the 
Tertiary Age of man, to which our investigations seem so clearly . to point.'" He says that those who reject 
the evidence of the Calaveras skull because it was not seen i .. situ by a scientific observer forget the evidence 
of the fossil itseH; and he adds that since 1866 ' the ' other evidence for tertiary man has so accumulated 
that" it would not be materially weakened by dropping that furnished by the Calaveras skull itseH." 

What Whitney says of the history and authenticity of the skull will be found in his paper on "Human 
remains and works of art of the gravel series," in 16id. pp. 258-288. His ' conclusions art. that it shows the 
existeilce of man with an extinct fauna and flora, and under geographical and physical conditions differing 
from the present,-in the Pliocene age certainly. 'This opinion has obtained the support of Marsh and Le 
Conte and other eminent geologists. Schmidt (Are"iv fUr Antnropologie) thinks it signifies a pre-glacial 
man. Winchell (Preadamites, 428) says it is the best authenticated evidence of Pliocene man yet adduced. 

CALAVERAS SKULL. (Front and side view.) 

On the contrary, there are some confident do~bters. Dawkins (No. Am. Rev., Oct., 188J) thinks that aU but 
a few American geologists have given up the Pliocene man, and that the chances of later interments, of ...,.. 
cidents, of ancient mines, and the presenoe of skulls of mustang ponies (introduced. by the Spaniards) found 
in the same gravels, throw insuperable doubts. "Neither in the new world nor the old world," he says, 
.. is there any trace of Pliocene man revealed by modern discovery." Southall and. all the Bible advocates of 
course deny the bearing of alhuch evidence. Dawson (.Fossil Meh, 345) thinks the arguments of Whitney 
inconclusive. NadailJac (L'AmerifJue prenistorique, 40, with a culr and his Lei Pr.emiers . Hommel, ii. 435) 
hesitates to accept the evidence, and enumerates the doubters.2 

• 
Footprints have been found in a tufa bed, resting on yellow sand, in the neighborhood of an extinct vol· 

callO, Tizcapa, in N icarngua. One of the prints is shown in the annexed cut, ' after a representation given by 
Dr. l\rinton in the Amer. Philosopn. Soc. Proe. (xxiv. 1887, p. 437). Above this tufa bed were fourteen 
di.tinct strata of deposits before the surface soil was reached. Geologists have placed ' this yellow sand, 
bearing shells, from the post· Pliocene to the Eocene. The seventh stratum, going downwards, had remains of 
the mastodon.8 

I Cf. alsO Putnam'. R,1ori in Wheel .... Survey, .8790 
p. II. 

• t Cf. H. H. Bancroft. iv. 103; Short, 125, etc. 
• Dr. Brinton concludes' $hat since the region is one of a 

VOl.. 1.-25 

rapid deposition of strata. the tracks may not be older than 
quaternary. The track here figured was en inches long i. 
some were 10 inches. The maximum stride was 18 inches. 
Cf. Dr. Earl Flint in Amer. A"tiquarian (vi. liZ), Mar., 
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Some ancient basket work discovered at Petit Anse Island, in Lpuisiana, has been figu,.ed in the Ckieagtl 
Aead:o! Same .. , Transaetions(i. part 2). Cf. F. W. Hilgard, in-Smithsonian Contributions, no. 248. 

Foster rather strikingly likens ~hat we know of the history of the human race to the apex of a pyramid, of 
which we know neither the height nor extent of base. Our efforts to trace man back to his beginning would 
be like following down the sides of that pyramill till it reaches a firm base, we know not where. . Many geolo
gists believe in a great ice-sheet which at 'one time had settled upon the northern parts of America, and 
covered it down to a line that extends across Pennsylvania, Ohio, and westerly in a direction of some variable
ness. There are some, like Sir William Dawsonjl who reject the evidence that persuades others. Prof. 
Whitney (Climatic Changes, 387) holds ,tqat it was a local phe!,omenon confined in America to the north· 
eastern partS. The advocates look to Dr. James Geikie 2 as haVing correlated the proofs of the proposition as 
well as any, while writers !ike Howorth 8 trace the resulting phenomena largely to a flood. 

How long ago this was, the cautious geologist does not like to say;. nor is he quite ready to aver what it 

ANCIENT FOOTPRINT FROM NICARAGUA. 

'1184, and (vii '56) May, ,885; PealJoaJl Mru. _ Repts., 
tS14, p. 356; 18SS, p. 414; Amer. Ant. S«. PrDc., t88.f, 
P·92 • 

1 Story oftlte E_t" ana Ma". 
• Xlte Great Ice·Ar', a..a its R,latioHs 10 tlte A"tiguitJl 

of Man (,814). 
• M,.",,,,,,tk a..a tlte Flboa. 

•. C "We cannot fix a date, in the historical · sense, for 
events which happened outside history, and cannot measure 
the antiquity of man in tenns Qf :rears." Dawkins in Nfl. 
A",. Rev., Oct., ,883, p. 338. Tylor (Ear(y Hist. of 

Madbld, 191) says: .. Geological evidence, though capa
ble of showing the lapse of vast periods of time, has scarcely 
admitted of .th ... periods being brought into definite chron· 
ological terms. n Prestwich (0,. tM reol. liMi'tiDII and 
are t!/' jlUd.i",/le",e"t-karinE' fHds, London, 1864, - from 
the RD;Yo Soc. PAil. Trans.) says: "However we extend 
our present chronology with respect to the first appearance 
of meD, it is at present unsafe and premature to.. count by 
hundreds of thousands of years." Southall (Recent Ori/fi
D/ Ma", ch. 33) epitomizes the extreme views of the ad .. 
vocates of glaciation in the present temperate zone. 
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:all means.1 Perhaps, as some theorize, this prevailing ice showed the long winter brought about by the preces
sion of the equinoxes, as bas long been a favorite belief, with the swing of ten thousand years, more or less, from 
one extreme to the other." 

Others believe that we must look back 200,000 years, as James Croll a and Lubbock do, or 800,000 and more, 
as Lyell did at first, and find the cause in the variable eccentricity of the earth's orbit, which' shall account 
for :all the climatic changes since the dawn of wbat is c:alIed the glacial epoch, accompanying the deflection 
01 ocean currents, as Croll supposes, or the variations in the disposition of sea and land, as Lyell imagines.' 
This great ire5beet, however extensive, began for some reason to retreat, at a period as remote, according as 
we aocept this or the other estimate, as from ten thousand to a hundred thousand years. .. . 

That the objects of stone, sbaped and polisbed, whicb bad been obse .... ed:all over the civilized wodd, were 
celestial in origin seems to bave been the prevalent opinion,. wben Mabudel in 1723 and even wben Buffon 
in 1778 ventured to assign to them a buman origin.' 

In the gravels which were deposited by tbe melting of this more or less extended ire5ljeet, parts of tbe 
human frame and the work of buman bands bave been found, and mark the anterior limit of man's· residence 
on tbe globe, so far as we can. confidently trace it.7 Few geologists bave any doubt about the existence of 
human relics in these American glacial drifts, however widely they may difler about the age of them .• 

It was in the Awurica. ~atuTa/ist (Mar. and AI!" 1872) tbat Dr. C. C. Abbott made an early communi-

I Cf~ Louis Agassiz, Guiorietd Shlclus (IUS), p. 210 i 
"" series (,886~ p. 11. 

S J. Adhemer, RnNNWU-S tie &J Mn-, who advocates this 
theory, connects with it the movement 0( the apsides, and 
thinks that it is the consequent great ac:cumulatioD of ice at 
.he Borth pole which by ilS weigbt displaoes the a:nne of 
gravity; and as the action is transferred &om one pole to 
the other, the periodic oscillation of that centre of gravity 
i& thus caused. The theory DO do.bt borrows sometbing of 
its fon::e with some minds from the great law of mutability 
in aatare. That it is a grand field for such tbeorizers as 
Lononzo Bouge, his PnJ:l.«iaI Mall ANd tJu Arya .. RtU. 
sbows; but authorities like Lyell and Sir john Herschel 
find DO sufficient reason in it (or tbe great ice--sbeet which 
they con.end for. Cf. H. Le Hon's [,.jltut<&. des lois 
~tlSMipeS nw /,a ~/i""'ttJl8rie et Ie r;o/4rk (Bruxelles, 
1868). \Y. B. GalloW3,'S Sde1l«'" lie«tlD i. "kit;", 
Is tIu U.;f/Wstd D~/lIg~ (LoneL. 18S8) poiDts out what he 
tbinks the necessary effeds of soch changes of axis. J. D. 
Whitney (C/;..t.ie cI,.-C~s of!.Ur ptJidrical tiMes, 
.Ali ... Mill. C""./. ZtNll., vii. ]92, 394) disbelieves all 
these views, and CODtends that the most eminent astrono
mers and climatologislS are oppooed to them. 

'. Of the manifold reasons which have been assigned for 
these great dimatic changes (Lubbock, Pr~ltis4wit: Ti.us, 
391. and CroU,Disew.rsimrs,enumerates the principal reasons) 
there is at least some considerable credence given to the one 
of which james Croll has been the most prominent advo-
cate, and which points to that reduction of the ecc:entricity 
of the earth's orbit which in 22,000 yean will be diminisbed 
from the present scale to ODe sixth of it, or to about half a 
milliou miles. This change in the eccentricity induces 
physical changes, whidJ. allow a greater or Jess volume of 
tropical water to fio. north. In this Way the once mild 
dimate of Greenland is attOuoted for (Wallace's Isla .. 
Lifo). Croll first advanced his views in the PlIWmIllW:aJ 
MtIg., Aug., 186.t; but he did not completely formulate his 
theory till in his eli",.. •• tl Ii,. ,-. IMir ptN4gical 
,,141",,", II tlletw7 .., ~nt/ar c~u tif tAe IartA's 
,1_ (N. Y., .875). It gained the acquiesconce of Lyell 
aod others i but a principal objector appeared ID the astroD
omer Simoa Newcomb (A~. 71. tif Sci. _ Am, 
April, '876; Jan., .88.t; P~iIos""" M4r., Feb., .88.t). 
CroU answered in R~",.,h (1..00000, 188.t), but more. 
fully 10 a further development of his views in his Dift:u. 
.una_ Cli_ANdC-wo(N. y.,.886). Whitney's 
CliMtdic C~ argues OD eotirely different grounds. 

• Pri.ci1/46 q GetN4D. ch. 10-1], where he gives a 
eoamdary place to tbe ugumeulS of Croll. 

• Emile Cartailhac's L'Ap de ~ tImu 1 .. _ 
rUn« _jentitiMu~. (Paris, ,877). 

• joly, L'N"""" IIWMI /es ..rta..z, or in the English 

transl., Mall fief tIN M~tals, ro. z. Nadaillac (La Pre
.win's HOMIIIU, i. 127) reproduces Mahudel's cuts. 

, Foster. Pre/Ustoric Raus, SO, notes some obscure 
facts ",,·hieb might indicate that mao lived back of the 
glacial times, iD the Miocene tertiary period. These are 
the discoveries associated with the names of Desnoyers and 
the Abbe Bourgeois, and familiar enough to geologisb. 
They have found little credence. Cf. Lubbock's PrJUs
toric TiHus,410, and his Scinliific UctIWt!!,s, 1-40i Buch
ner's Meuc, p. 3'; Nadaillac's us PreMin-s HOM,,"S, ii. 
42S; and L'Ho.»te terliairt: (Paris, ,SSS)i Peschel's 
Races of AmI, p. 34; Edward Clodd in MotIerJc ReviefD, 
July. 1880; Dawkins' Address, Salford, 1877, p. 9; 101y, 
Half. «fore Mdau, 177. Quatrefages (N"",.. S;ecies, 
NY., 18791 P. iSO) assents to their autheoticity. Many of 
these look to the later tertiary (Pliocene) as the beginning 
of the human epocb; but Dawkins (Ntl. Ani. Rew.,axxvii. 
338; d. his Early Man;" BriJau., p. qo), as well as Hus:
ley, say that all real knowledge of man goes not back of 
the quaternary. Cf. further, Quatrefages, Irdrod. 4 rihu/e 
ties rlUeslnt",aws (Paris,.887), p. 91; and his Nat. HUt. 
"fa" (N. Y., .874), p. 404-
Winch~l (McClint~ and Strong's Cycloptiia, viii. 491-

2, and in his Pr~amu.jte$) concisely classes the evidences of 
tertiary man as II Preglacial remai~ erroneously supposed 
human," and U Human remains erroneously supposed pre
glacial; " but he confines these conclusions to Europe only, 
allowing that the American non-Caucasian man might, 
perhaps, be carried back (p. 492) in.o the tertiary age. 

Cf. on the tertiary (Pliocene) man, E. S. Morse in 
A mer. NahwaJid. xviii. loe)l, -an address at the Philad. 
meeting, Am. Asso. Adv. Science and his earlier paper 
in the Nt}. AMer.- Ref!.; C. C. Abbott in KIUIU4S Ciq 
Rft1., iii. 413 (also see iv. St, ]26)i Ctw1Ilrill Mag., Ii. 254 
(also in Poj. Sci. MMlilt/y. xxvii. 103. and Eclectic Mar., 
av.6c)J). Dr. Morton believed that the Eocene man, of 
the oldest tertiary group, would yet be discovered. Agassiz, 
in 1865 (~oL Skdciles, zoo), thought the younger oat
uralists would live to see sufficient proofs of the tertiary 
ma .. addnced. S. R. Pattison (An tif Ma .. g • .togicaJljl 
~tnUitknd io Prett. Day Tract, lUI. 1.1. or 7tmrwtd tJ.f 
Clwist. PIJiIos. July, .883) does not believe in the tertiary 
man, instancing, among other conclusions, that no trace of 
cereals is fouod in the teniary strata, and that these strata 
show other conditions unfavorable to bumaD life.. His 
conclusions are that mau has existed only about 8,000 years, 
and tbat it is impossible for geological science at preseot to 
confute or disprove it. In his view maD appeared -in the 
first stage of the quaternary period, was displaced by 
floods in the second, and for the third lived aDd worked OIl 

the present surface. 
• Lyell's Atdi!p<iIJI tif Ma., 4tb eeL, ch •• 8. Daniel 
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cation respecting the discovery of rude liuman implements in the glacial gravels 1 of the Delaware valley, and 
since then the Trenton gravels have been the subject of much interest. . The rudeness of the flints has 
repeatedly raised doubts as to their artificial character; but Wilson (PreMstoric Man, i. 29) says that it is 
impossible to find in flints broken for the road, or in any other accumulation of rocky debris, a single specimen 
that looks like the rudest implement of the drift. Experts attest the exact correspondence of these Trenton 
tools with those of the European river drift. Abbott has explained the artificial cleavages of stone in the 
American Antiffuarian (viiL 43). There are geologists like Shaler who question the artificial character of 
til" Trenton implements. From time to time since this early announcement, Dr. Abbott has made public 
additional evidence as he has accumulated it, going to show, as he thinks, that we have in these deposits of the 
glacial action the signs of men contemporary with the glacial flow, and earlier than the red Indian stock of his· 
toric times.2 He summarizes the matter in his "Palmolithic ~plements of a people on the Atlantic coast 
anterior to the Indians," in his Primitive lndustr~ (1882).8 

Some discoveries of human bones in the loess or loam of the Mississippi Valley have not been generally 
accepted .. Lyell (Second Visit, ii. 197; Antiff· of Man, 203) suspends judgment, as does Joseph Leidy in_ 
his Extinct Mammalia of North America (p. 365). 

The existence of man in western Europe with extinct animals is a belief that, from the incredulity which 
accompanied the discovery by Kemp in London, in 1714, of a stone hatchet lying in contiguity Lo some 
elephant's teeth,4 has long passed into indisputable fact, settled by the exploration of cave and shell heaps.S 
In North America,this conjunction of man's remains with those of the mastodon is very widely spread.6 The 

Wilson, 011 "The supposed evidence of the existence of 
interglacial man," In the Canadian :Journal, Oct., 1877. 
N adaillac's L' A lIUri'gh~ preltistoriqw, eh. I ; Les Premiers 
Hommes, ii. eh. 10 j and his De fa pb'iIlde glaciaire et de 
l'existence de l'lunnme durant cetk jiriode en .A mb-ique 
(Paris, 1884), extracted from Matn-Muz, etc. G. F. Wright 
on "Man and the glacial period in America," in Mag. 
West. Hist. (Feb., ]885), i. 293 (with maps), and his" Pre~ 
glacial man in Ohio," in the Oltio Arc1ttzol. ami Hist. 
Quart. (Dec., ]887), i. 251. Miss Babbitt's" Vestiges of 
glacial man in Minnesota," in the A 'lner. N alura/ist; ) une, 
July, ]884, and A mer. Asso: At/v. Sci. Pr«. xxxii. 385. 

1 Howorth, Mammoth and tlte Flootl, 323, considers 
them flood~gravels instead, in supporting his thesis. 

II: Po}. Science MontJUy, xxii. 315. Smithsonian Rept., 
1814,5. Reports of progress, etc., in the Peabody 
Museum Reports, 11OS. x. and xi. (1878, 1879). Prof. N. 
S. Shaler accompanies the first of these with some com· 
ments, in which he says: U If these remains are really those 
of m<l.n, they prove the existence of interglacial man on this 
part of our shore." He is understood latterly to have 
become convinced of their natural character. ]. D. Whit· 
ney and Lucien Carr agree as to their artificial character 
(Ibid. xii. 489). Cf. Abbott on Flint Chips (refuse work) 
in the PeaO. Mus. Rept., xii. 506; H. W. Haynes'in Bos
ton Soc. Nat. Hist. Proc., Jan., 1881; F. W. Putnam in 
Pea:6. Mus. Rept., no. xiv. p. 23; Henry Carvell Lewis on 
Tlu Trenton grave! and its relation to 1M antiquity 
0/ ""''' (Philad., ,880); also in the Pro. .. di"l{s 0/ Ik 
Academy of Nalural Sciences 0/ Pki/adelpkia (.877-· 
,879, pp. 60-73; and .880, p. 306). Abbott has also regis
tered the discovery of a molar tooth (Pea/Jotly Mus. Rept., 
xvi. 177), and the under jaw of a man (Ibid. xviii. 408, and 
Matlriauz, etc., xviii.· 334.) On recent discoveries of 
human sk;ltlls in the Trenton gravels, see PeaO. Mus. Re}t. 
xxii. 35. The subject of the Trenton-gravels man, and of 
his existence in the like gravels in Ohio and Minnesota, was 
discussed at a meetin.g of the Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist., of 
which there is a report in their Proceedings, vol. xxiii. 
These papers have been published separately: Palmoli/"ic 
Man in eastwn and central Norl" Amwica (Cambridge, 
J888). CoNTBNTS: - Putnam, F. W. Comparison of 
pal20lithic implements;- Abbott, C. C. The antiquity of 
man in the valley of the Delaware. - Wright, G. F. The 
age of the Ohio gravel.beds. - Upham, Warren. The re
cession of the ice-sheet in Minnesota in its relation to the 
gravel deposits overlying the quartz implements found by 
Miss Babbitt at Little Falls, Minn. - Discussion and con
cluding remarks,·by H. W. Haynes, E. S. Morse, F. W. 

Putnam. Cf. also A mer. Antiquarian, Jan., 1.888, p. 46; 
Th. Belt's DiscO'Uery 0/ slone impuments in lite glacial 
drift 0/ No. America (Lond., .878, and Q. '.lour. Sci. 
xv. 63; Dawkins in No. Am. Rro .• Oct., 1883; p. 341. 

a Cf. also PeaIJody Mus. Repls., xix. 492; Science, vii. 41; 
Bosttn! Soc. Nat. Hist. Proc., xxi. J24; Matb-iaux, etc. 
xviii. 334; Phi/at/. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Prot. (J880, p. 
306). Abbott refers to the· contributions of Henry C. 
Lewis of the second Geol. Survey of Penna. (Pro.. PMlad. 
Acad. Nat. Sciences, and U The antiquity and origin of the 
Trenton gravels," in Abbott's book), and of George H. 
Cook in the If """"/ Reports of the Now J orsey state 
geologist. Abbott has recently summarized his views on 
the" Evidences of the Antiquity of Man in Eastern North 
America," in the Am. Asso. Adll. Sci. p,.oc., xxxvii., and 
separately (Salem, ,888). 

.f. Figuier, Homme Pr,:",itif, in trod. 
Ii The references are very numerous i but it is enough to 

refer to the general geological treatises: Vogt's Lectures. 
on Man, nos. 9, 10; Nadaillac's Les Pre",. HOIll1ll4s, ii. 
7; Dawkins in Intellectual 06seruer, xii. 403; and Ed. 
Lartet, NOUfJe//es reclterclus sur fa coex':stence de l'IuJ",me 
et des gratuis ma",mifires fossi'les, ,.;jutJs caractlristigws 
de fa dernin"e peri.de geologique, in the A .. ""us de. 
Sciences Naturelles, 4e serle, xv. 256. Buffon . .first formu~ 
lated the belief in extinct animals from some mastodon 
bones and teeth sent to him from the Big Bone Lick. in 
Kentucky, about 1740, and Cuvier first applied the name 
mastodon, though from the animal's resemblance to the 
Siberian manlmoth it has sometimes been called by the 
latter name. There are in reality the fossil remains of 
both mastodon and mammoth found in America. On the 
bones from the Big Bone Lick see Thomson's Bi6liog. 
Ohio, no. 44. 

8 Wilson's Prehist. Man, i. ch. 2; Proc. Amer. Acad. 
Nat. Sciences, July, ,859; A ....... JI1IIrIIaI 0/ Sci •• ",J 
Arts, xxxvi. 199; cix. 335; PoJ. SCI'. Ref/., xiv. 278; A. 
H. Worthen's Ceol. $u",,)'., IllilUJis (.866), i. 38 i Haven 
in Smitluonimt CD,u,.W., riii. 142; 1:1. H. Howorth's 
Ma",,,,ollo-a/lreFlood(Lond., ,887),P. 3'9; J. P. Mac
Lean's Mastodon, Mammoth anti Man (Cincinnati, 18~o). 
Cf.· references under U Mammoth" and 'I Mastodon." in 
Poole's Irulez. Koch represented that he fOQnd the reo 
mains of a mastodon in Missouri, with the proofs about 
the relics that the animal had been slain by stone javelins 
and arrows (St. Louis Acad. 0/ Sci. T,..a1U., i. 62, 1857). 
The details have hardly.een accepted on Koch's word, 
since some doubtful traits of his character have been 
mad. known (Short, Nil • .limN. 0/ Antiq., 116; Na-
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geological evidence is quite' sufficient without resorting to what bas been called an Elephant's head in the 
architecture of Palenque, the so-called Elephant Mound in Wisconsin, and the dubious if Dot fraudulent Ele
phant Pipe of Iowa.1 The positions of the skeletons have led many to believe that the interval since the 
mastodon ceased to roam in the Mississippi Valley is not geologically great. Shaler (Amer. Naturalist, iv. 
,62) places it at a few thousand years, and there is enough ground for it perhaps to justify Southall (Reeent 
Origi", dG., 551; RI.· of tlu Mam".oth, ch. 8) in claiming that these animals have lived into historic times. 

A human skeleton .was found sixteen feet below the surface, near New Orleans - (which is only nine feet 
above the Gnlf of Mexico), and under four successive growths of cypress forests. Its antiquity, however, is 
questioned.l The belief in human traces in the calcareous conglomerate of Florida seems to have been based 
(Haven, p. 87) on a misconception of Count Pourtales' statement (Am.,.. Naturalist, ii. 434), though it has 
got credence in many of the leading books on this subject. Col. Whittlesey bas reported some not very an
cient hearths in the Ohio \Talley (Am. Ass. Arts ami ScienG6S, ProG., C1IiGago, 1868, M.ding, vol. xvii. 268). 

The testimony of the caves to the early existence of man has never had the importance in America that it 
has had in Europe. 

FROM DAWSON'S FOSSIL MEN .• 

daillac, L'A",;,.;qw """istor;qw, 37). There have been 
claims also advanced for a stoDe resembling a hatchet, 
found with such animals in the modified drift of Jersey Co., 
Illinois. E. L Berthoud (A cad. Nat. Sri., PlUlad. Pro<:. 
1872) has reported on human relics fouod with extinct ani· 
mals in Wyoming and Colorado. Dr~ Holmes (//;id. July, 
,859) had described pottery found with the bunes.of the 
megatherium. Lyell seems to have hesitated to associate 
man with the alinet aoimals in America, when the remains 
found at Natchez were. shown to him in an early visit to 
America (Ant~iJy tif Ma.., 237). Howorth, M,.",,,,,,tli 
atul tIu Flood, 317, enumerates the later discoveries, some 
being found under recent conditioDs (I6it1. 278), and so 

recent that the trunk itself has been observed (p. 299). In 
the earliest instance of the bones being reported, Dr. 
Mather, communicating the fact to the PltilosopAical T,ans. 
Roy. Soc. (1714), xxix. 63, says they were found in the 
Hudson River, and he supposed them the remains of a 
giant manl while the colored earth about the bones repre
sented his rotted body. Cf. Mass. Hist. Soc. Coil., xii. 
263. 

1 See on this a later page. 
t Lyell's ,J""tf. of Ma", 4th ed., 2~; Nadaillac's Les 

jnMiers Jum""es l ii. 13; Southall's' R«ent twigi" tif 
mall, ch. 30- Vogt (Lechwes 1m Man) accepts the evi-

• deuce. 

• The outer outline is that of the skull found in the cave of Cromagnon, in France, belonging, as Dawson says, p. 18c), 
to one of the oldest human inhabitants of western Europe, as shown in Lartet and Christy's RelUjuku A pua"icae. 
The secon! outline is that of the Enghis skull; the dotted outline that of the Neanderthal skull. The shaded skull is on 
a smaller scale, but preserving the true outline, and is one of the Hochelaga Indians (site of Montreal). Cuts of the Enghis 
and Neanderthal skulls are given in Lubbock's Pre"isttW'ic Times, pp. 328, 3Z9. Dawkins (Cave H1m/n-s, 235) thinks 
the Enghis skull of doubtful .e. 00 the Neanderthal skull see Quatrefages and Hamy, CYania Etl""ica (Paris, 
1873-"75), and Dawkins (p. 240). Huxley gives it a great antiquity, and says it is the most ape-like one he ever saw. 
Quatrefages. HO"''''4s/tJSs,1es, etc. (188.t). says it is Dot below some later men. Southall (EltIC" of tM Ma.Moa. 80) 
says it has the average capacity of the negro, and double that of the gorilla, an,d doubts ,its antiquity. 
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It was in 1822 that Dr. Buckland, in his Reliquiae diluvianae (2d ed., 1824), first made something like a 
systematic gathering of the evidence of animal remains, as shown by cave explorations; but he was not pre
pared to believe that man's remains were as old as the beasts. He later came to believe in the prehistoric 
man. In 1833-34, Dr. Schmerling found in the cave of Enghis, near Liege, a highly developed skull, and pub
lished his Reckerches SUr les OlSemens fossiles decouverts dans les cavernes de la provine. de Liege.! 

In 1841, Boucher de Perthes began his discoveries in the valley of the Somme,2 and finally discovered 
among the animal remains some flint implements, and formulated his views of the great antiquity of man in 
his Antiquitis Celtiques (1847), rather for the dirision than for the delectation of his brother geologists. In 
1848, the Societe Ethnographique de Paris ceased its sessions; but Boucher de Perthes had aroused a new 
feeling, and while his efforts were still in doubt his disciples 8 gathered, and amid much ridicule founded the 
Societe d' Anthropologie de Paris, which has had so numerous a following in allied associations in Europe and 
America. 

He tells us of the struggles he endured to secure the recognition of his views in his De I' homme antedilu
vien et de ses ",uvres (Paris, 1860), and his trials were not over when, in 1863, he found at Moulin Quignon a 
human jaw.bone,4 which, as he felt, added much strength to the belief in the man of the glacial gravels.5 

The existence of man in the somewhat later period of the caves 6 was also claiming constant recognition, 
and the new society was broad enough to cover all. In 1857, Dr. Fullroth had discovered the Neanderthal 
skull in a cave near DUsseldorf. ' 

In 1858, the discovery of flint °tools in the Brixham cave, in Devonshire, was more effective in turning the 
scientific mind to the proofs than earlier discoveries of much' the same character by McEnery had been. In 
March, 1872, Emile Riviere investigated the Mentone caves, and found a large skeleton, unmistakably human, 
and the oldest yet found, supposed to be of the palreolithic period. (Cf. Decouverte d'un Squelette humain 
de I' Epoque pateolithique, Paris, 18730) All this evidence is best set forth in the collection of his periodical 
studies on the maml1lals of the Pleistocene, which were collected by William Boyd Dawkins in his Cave Hunt
ing: researches on the evidence of caves, respeding the early inhabitants of Europe (London, 1874),1 a book 
which may be considered a sort of complement to Lyell's A,ntiquity of Man and Lubbock's Prehistoric Man; 
Dawkins (ch. 9, and Address, Salford, 1877, p. 3) and Lubbock (Scimtijic Ledures, 150) unite in holding 
the modem Eskimos to be the representative of this cave folk. No argument is quite sufficient to convince 
Southall that the archreologists do not place th .. denizens of the caves too far hack (Recent Origin of Man, 
ch. I3), and' he rejects a belief in the steady slowness of the formatio~f stalagmites (Epoch of the Mammoth, 
90), upon which Evans, Geikie, Wallace, Lyell, and others rest much of their belief in the great antiquity of 
the remains fo~nd beneaJ/l the cave deposits.s . 

The'lar!!est development of cave testimony in America has been made by Dr. Lund,9 a Danish naturalist, 
who examined several hundred Brazilian caves, finding in them the bones of man in connection with those of 
extinct animals.10 The remains of a race, held to be Indians, found in the caves. of Coahuila (Mexico) are 
dest:ribed by Cordelia A. Studley in the Peabody Mus. Reports, xv. 233. Edward D. Cope has studied the 
contents of a bone cave in the island of Anguilla (West Indies), in the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowl· 
edge, no. 489 (1883). J. D. Whituey describes a cave in Calaveras County, in the Smithsonian Rept. (1887), 
and Edward Palmer one in Utah (Pe"b. Mus. Rept., xi. 269). Putnam explored some in Kentncky (Ibid. 
viii.) Putnam's first account of his cave work in Kentucky, showing the use of them as habitations and as 
receptacles for mummies, is in the Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., xvii. 319. I. P. Goodnow made similar explora. 

1 Cf. Lyell's Amiq. of Man, ch. 5; Huxley's MaN's 
place i" "ai1~".e; Le Hon's LtHom1H~fossik t!M Eurojei 
Leslie's Origin and destiny qf'man, p. 54, who passes in 
review these early tentative explorations. 

t Cf. Lyell's description in his A tdipit)' of Mall, ch. 7; 
Quatrefages, Nat. Hist. Mall (N. Y., ,875), p. 4'; Langel, 
L'Ao",m~ anttdilU'IJu,,; Buchner's Man, Eng. transl., ch. 
I; Carl Vogt, Vorksun.g,,~ DDe1'" den M~nsc!Jen. 

a Rigollot, of Amiens, who had doubted, finally came to 
believe in De Perthes's .views. 

.. Buchner's M." p. 26; Hugh Falconer's p~(J
loJ:ical M~moirs, London, 1868 (ii. 601). Falconer's essay on 
~'Primzva~ Man and his Contemporaries," included in this 
work, was written in 1863, in vindication of the views which 
Falconer shared with Boucher de Perthes and Prestwich,' 
and it is an interesting study of the development of the in .. 
terest in the caves. 

I Lyell, Anti". D/ Mall, ch. 7; Lubbock, P ... lristorie 
Times, ch. II; NadaiUac, LuP1"'~miers HomlHes,ii. III; 
Leslie, Origin, etc. of Mall., 56. Southall gives the antag. 
onistic views in his Recent fft'1g,;, of Mall, Ch.16, and 
E/JOI:lr o/'tlu Mammotlr, 126. 

6 This is in dispute, however. That the older cave imple .. 
ments and those of the drift may be of equivalent age 
seems to be agreed upon by some. 

• Cf. also Geikie's Gr.1It Ie. Ap; Lubbock's P ... lristoric 
Times, ch. 10; Evans's A Me. StMu ImjUmems of Gt. 
BriJain; Wilson's P.-ellisttJric .Annals tif Scotla"d; Nit. 
son's StotU .Are ill Scd1Uii1lllll1U& ; Figuier's Wtwld IN/on 
tlu D.lup (N. Y., ,872), p. 473; Jolr, M"" be/_ MefAls, 
ch. 3; Cazalis de Fondouce's L~s tnllPs jwJllistorifpus 
datu II sud~st tie la F1"'aN:e i Roujow's EtuU sur us 
r4Ces .""maiMs tk Ia France; Peschel's Races of Mn, 
introd. 

The scarcity of human remains in the drift and in the 
caves is aCcounted for by Lyell (Shldent's ElemmJs, N. 
Y., p: 153) by man's wariness against floods as compared 
with that of beasts; and by Lubbock (Prelrist. Ti""s, 349) 
through the vastly greater numbers of the animals in a hunt· 
erst age. 

I The present day is not without a cave" people. See 
LMUitm A _o""lor. Ref/., April, '869, and Biichnet'. 
MaN, Eng. transl., p. 270. 

8 Haven, p. 86. 
10 Cf. Florentino Amegluno's La AntigiJltiad tiel H"".. 

Iw~ ~,. la Plata (Paris. ~8o), and Howorth's M"",,,,,,tA 
anti 1M Flood, 355, whcJl'cites Kleets L, Dtlwge, p. 326, 
and enumerates other evidences of pleistocene man in South 
America, in connection with extinct animals. 
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tion. in Arizona (Kansas Cit,. Rev., viii. 647); E. T. Elliott in Colorado (Pop. Sri. Mo., Oct., 1879), an" Leidy 
in the Hartman cave, in Pennsylvania (pni/ad. Acad. Nat. Sri. PrDC.,'.SSo, P'348). Cf. also Haldeman In 
the Am. PMlol. Soc. Trans. (,S80) xv. 351. Col. Charles Whittlesey has discussed the" Evidences of the 
antiquity of IlIaD in the United States," in describing some cave remains of doubtful ageo! W. H. DaD's 0 .. 
IIze re",ai", o/Iater IreMsioric man o61ained /,..". CIl1JlS in IIze Catneri"" arcnipelago, Alaska I...,.it.,.,., 
IINl espedall,. from IIze etnJel 0/11ze Aleutian islands (Washington, ISj'il) is included in the Smitnsonian 
&I1ntri6ul;olls 10 klltrW/edge, xxii. ' ' 

Throughout the world, naturalists , have found on streams ap.d on the sea-<:aast, heaps of the refuse of the 
daily life of primitive peoples. Beneath the loam which has. covered them there are found the shells of 
edible mollusks and other relics of food, implements, ornaments and vessels, of stone, clay, and bone. Some
tilnes it happens that natural superposed accumulations will mark them off 'in layers, and distinguish the 
usages of successive ,periods.! ' 

-- OSCAR PESCHEL.-

[n the Old World such heaps upon the Danisll coast have attracted tbe most attention under the narne of 
Kj",kkenmceddinger, or Kitchen-middens, and their teachings have enlivened the 'recitals of nearly a,1I the 
European arcbzologists who bave sought to picture the condition of these early races. 

It seems to b. the general opinion that in the Old World this shell-heap folk succeeded, if they do not in 
pari: constitute the contemporaries. of, the men of the caves.1 

These accumulations are known usually in America as shell heaps, and it is generally characteristic of them 
that, w~ile they contain pottery and bone implements, the stone instruments are f~ . less numerous, and 

I The instances are not ran! of mummies btftog found in 
caves of the Mih ieippi Valley; but there is DO eVidence 
adduced of any great age attathing to them, Cf. N. S. 
Shaler on the antiquity of the caverns and c:avem life of the 
Ohio Valley, in B.d"" Soc.NaI. Hill, Mint., ii. 355 (,875); 
and on desiccated remains, see the Arcu.'IJri& A,nu1"., i. 
359; Brinton'., Fltwitlia" PmiH.rJda, A]Jp. ii, On the 
American caves see NaciaifIac'. L' A ",w,,.. ;rl"i(f~t 
c:b.2. 

• Abbott's PrimitiVe IIId"d"., th. 30-

• Lyell, A ntiq. of M .. ", 4th-ed. th a ; Lubbock, P .... 
Aut. TitMs, ch. ,; N adaillacJ LIS J,tt",iws u",ntesJ t 
ch. 5; Joly, Ma,. 1M/WI Mltals, · ch. 4; Figuie:r, WtlrlJ 
Ie/ore D,/ur_ (N. Y., ,8,.), p. 471. Wo .... o, tho leading 
Danish authority, calls them palaeolithic relics; Lubbock 
placn them as early Dtolithic. Southall,oC course, thinks 
they indicate tbe rudtDesa of the people, not th~ir antiquity. 
(R'~~"I Orirl;', etc.. th. .J:l; EJ6e" '!/ IIu MamWUIIIJ, 
th. s.) 

• From the engraving in tI" 18,7 ed. of his Ge8cll. us ZeiJaltw# dw -Elduch"re". His A6Iumt1Ju"g-." .r 
BytJ,.""" "."lk,,. .. KutuU, continuing his contributions to DiU AfUland and other periodicals, and edited by J. Leiwenberg, 

. was published at Leipzig, in 3 vols. in 1817-19, the preface cont~nibg an aceount of Peschel's services in this field. 
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generally occur in the upper layers in those of Florida, but they are scattered through all the layers in those 
of New England. Professor Jeffries Wyman, whose name is in this country particularly associated with 
shell-heap investigations, could not find lthat anyone had in the scientific spirit called attention. Io.the 
subject"ln America earlier than Caleb Atwater in the AreAtZologia Americ,.",. (vol. i~ 1820), who had observed . 
such deposits on the Muskingum River in Ohio. They had not passed unnoticed, however, by some of the. 
early-explorers. ·Putnam (Esse", but. Bulleti .. , xv. 86) notes that J. T. Ducatel observed those on the Chesa
peake in 1834. The earliest more particular mention of the inland mounds seem to have been made in 
Prinz Maximilian's TrlZ1lels in tile United States.2 Foster, in his PreAist.,ic Races of tile U. S. (ch. 40-3 
special survey of the American heaps), .says . that Professor Vanuxem was the first to d...:ribe the sea-side 
mounds in 1841, in the Proc. Amer; Asso. Geologists (i. 22}.a 

JEFFRIES WYMAN." 

1 A .... Naturalist, ii. 397. 
• Cf. Lyell's Sec""" Visit. 
a All the general treatises on American archzology DOW 

cover the subject : Wilson1 Preltist. Man, i. 13:t; Nadail
lac,~'A~. ;rI"istoriqw,ch •• ; Short, No. A_r. 
AMlilf·, 106; S",iJlutmUuc RejH,wts, 1864 (Ran), 1866, 1870 
(J. Fowler) ; BJdl. E'I<'" IoIS/., iv. (Putnam) ; Pe.&Jy M .... 
Reports, i., v., vii.; Amer. -tfssoc. Ad.". Sci. Proc. 1861, 
1875; PAil. Actul. Nat. Sci. p,.«. 1866; PfJ;. Scu1I&e 
MotdJdy, x. (Lewis); Lyell's See01Ul Visil, i. 252 ; SteVeDS, 

Fliltt Cit;;.. 194- For local observatious: J. M. Jones in 
S",itlutnt.iJJ"A",.. RejDrl,IS63, on those of Nova Scotia. 
S. F. Baird in Nat. M.-w ... P'·/H.'. (,88,. 188.). on those 
of New B"",swick and New England. ' For those in 
Maine see Pe.6otiy Mru. Re~, xvi., xviii..; CmlralOIUtJ 
Sci. AsSI.JC. Proe., i. 70; that at Damariscotta~in panicWar, 
is described in the PeMotlyMIU. Re;wts1~ Sll, 546; and 
in the MaiN: Hist. Soe. Col., Y. (by P. A. Chadbourne) 
and vi. 349. Wyman's studies are in the AtIUr.Nahtraiist, 
Jan., 1868, and Pe.&Jy M ... X'~/ .• ii. Putnam (Esuz 

• From a photograph taken in %8681 furnished by his family.. The portniit in the PedlHlY Muse,,'" R~, no. viii.,. 
represents him somewhat later in life, with a beard. ,He died Sept. 4, 1874. There are accounts of Wyman in the sanle 
X'Iori. by Asa Gray, who also made an address on Wyman before the Boston Society of Nat. Hist. (el. Pol. SCUllU 
MtnltlUy, jan., 187S), with commemorations by O. W. Holmes (Atlantu: M01ItIU" Nov., 1874, and Mass. Hist. S«. 
Pr«., xiv .• ), by F. W. Putnam in the PriIC. Allin". Acad. with a list of his publications; by Packard in the MeM .. 
Nal. Acad .• and B. G. Wilder (Old alfa N.w, Nov., 1874~ 
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There has been as yet little found in America from which to develop the evidence of early man from any. 
lake or riVel' dwellings, while so much has been done in Europe.1 In some parts of Florida the Indians are 

SHELL HEAPS ON CAPE COO, 

but. 8,,0., xv. 86) says that those at Pine Grove, near 
Salem. Mass., were examined in .840. The map which is 
annexed of those on Cape Cod, taken from the S",itluo
"ia" ReJorl (1883, p. 90S), shows the ,frequency of them 
in a confined area, as observed j but the same region 
doubtless includes many not observed.. 

For those on the New Jersey coast see Cook's Geology of 
NftII 7"49 (Newark, %868), and Rau in the S",iJluo"itm. 
Rqwts, 1863, 1864, 186$. The Lockwood collection from 
the heap at Keyport is in the Peabody Museum (d. R~/lt'J 
xx.ii. 43). Francis Jordan describes the R~",.i1lS of an 
A&wigina/ EJlCa",jllUJll at ReWotlr, Deta-e (Philad .• 
1880). Elmer R. Reynolds reported on U Precolumbian 
shell heaps at Newburg, Maryland, and the aboriginal 
shell heaps of the Potomac and Wicomico riveT'S" at the 
COHgr}S ties AMJrica"isles (Copenhagen, 1883, p. 292). 
Joseph" Leidy describes those at Cape Henlopcn in the 
P"iI. A£tui. Nat. Sd., 1866. Those on the Georgia coast." 
St. Simon's Island, etc., are pointed out in C. C. Jones's 
Ard;'f'4itus fl/'tM Stndlln-N b,di41f,S j S",,"t1l..stmiaM Relts., 
1871 (by D. Brown) i in Lyell's A Idiq. oj'M.", and in his 
Seanul Visit t.tlre U. S. (N. Y., .849), i. 252. 

The shell heaps of FJorida have had unusual attention. 
Wyman has inwcated the absence of objects in them, show
ing Spanish contact. Dr. Brinton's first studies of them 
were in his Notes till 1M FltWit/iaft PnIi1uaIa (Philad .• 
1859), ch. 6, and" again in the S",iJlutmu.. RI~ (r866), 
p. 356. Prof. Wyman's 61St reports (St. John River) were 
in TM A MniclUl h 911h1r.1isI, Jan., Oct., Nov .• 1868. He 

also described them in the PealJody Ma. Re/Jorl, i. t v., vii., 
and in his Pre.sA WaierSNIl Heap ,,/iite St. 7""" Riwr. 
Florida (Salem, :r875), being no. 4 of the ~"",ir,f "/ tile 
Pealwdy Actul. 0/ Scinlee. There are other investigations 
recorded in the S.",iJlt.stIHUm Rejlorls, 1877, by S. P. May
berry, on St. John River; 18791 by S. T. Walker, on 
Tampa "Ray; also by A. W. Vogeler in A mer. Naturalist, 
Jan., 1879; byW. H. DaIl in the AMer,ca" 7tnn'1Ud tJ/ 
A "l'"ClueoltJDt i. 184 i and by A. E. Douglass in the A tIIn". 

A1IIipm-ia", vii. 741 '40. On those of Alabama, see Pea
IJod, Mus. Re!t., xvi. 186t and S",illu""ia" RI!;t., 1817. 

On those of the great interior valleys, see the Sect#Ul Ge
oloc*41 Rqorl tif ll1dia".. and Humphrey and Abbott's 
Plrysics aM Hydrtudic.1II" tire Mississijji Valky. . 

For the California coast, there is testimony in Bancroft's 
NatiW Racn, iv. 709"""712; S",.itJu""ia" Rqt., 1874 (by 
p~ Schumacher); A Meri&tuI A ""'vwaria", "vii. 159; and 
7_""'111" tire A llilrrDjDIDg'ical Imtwte, v. 48<J. Schu-· 
macher covers the nonhwest coast in the S";iJ,"""ia,, 
Rejt., 1873. Tbo...~ in Oregon are reported to be destitute 
of the bones of extinct animals, in the Btlil. U. S. GetJI.. 
S""'9, iii. Bancroft, Nat. Races, iv. 739. refers to those 
on Vancouver's Island. W. H. Dall describes those on the 
Aleutian Islands in the Ctmlrilnditnu ttl No. A mer. EtJe,. 
'llDitJD,i.41. 

1 This branch of archZ'oJn~cal science began, t believe, 
with the discovery by Sir Wm. R. Wilde of some lacus
trine habitations in a sma111ake in county Meath. R. Mon
ro's AJlCieIll Sco«Ir laM Dwelli1lp(Edinbwgh, 188:z) has 



PUEBLO REGION.-

• From a map, .. Origioalkarte der Unrohnsitze der Azteken nod Verwandten Pueblos ill New Maim, .asamm .... 
gestellt von O. Loew," in Petermann's Miltlteil~ i/6w "'KII#er __ Er:ftJnC~ -f tJn. au.._..tgY6iek lin
G..graph", lIXii. (,876), table xii. The small dotted circles stand for inhabited pueblos; those with a perpendicular line 
attached are ruins; and when this peTPeDdicular line is crossed it is a Mexicanized pueblo. See the map in Powell's 
Sectnul Rell. BIW. Etluwl. (1880-81) p. 318, which marks the several c:1asoes: inhahited, abaDd.oned, ruiDed pueblos, 
cavate houses, cliff houses, and tower houses. 
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reported to have built houses on piles; and in South America tree-houses and those on platforms are well 
knowD. Mr. Hilborne T. Cresson bas reported (PealJody Mus. Relt., xxii. for .888) the discovery of pile 
ends in the Delaware River, and bas shown that two of these river stations are earlier than the, third, as is 
evident from the rude inIplements of argillite found in the two when com,P"red with those discovered i1~ the 
third, where inIplements of jasper and quartz and fragments of pottery were associated with those of argillite. 

The earliest discoveries of the'cliff houses of the Colorado region were made by Lieut. J., H. Simpson, and 
his descriptions appeared in his Jou,.,.a/ .f,. Military Ree."n.issance, in 1849.1 No considerable addition 
was made to OUI knowledge of the' cliff dwellers till in 1874-75, when special parties of the Hayden Geological 
SUIVey were sent to explore them (Hayden's Rel.rt, r87b), whence we got accounts of those of southwestern 
Colorado by W. H. Holmes, including the cavate.houses and cliff-dwellers of the San Juan, the Mancos, and 
the ruins in the McElmo caiion.ll W. H. Jackson gives a revised account of his 1874 expedition in the Bul
leti" of the Survey (voL ii. no. I), adding thereto an account of his explorations of ,875' Jackson also gives a 
chapter on the'ruins of ~ Chaco canon •• 

In comirig to the class of ruins lying in,a few instances just withiri, hut mostly to the north of, the Mexican 
line, we encounter the Pueblo race, whose position in the ethnological chaIt is not quite certain, be their con
neetion with the Nahuas and Aztecs,' or with the moundbuilders, - red Indian if they be, - or with the cliff
dwellers, as perbaps is the better opiuioll. Their connection lfith savage nations farther north is not wholly 
determiriable, as Morgan allows, on physical and social grounds, and perhaps not as definitely settled by their 
architectUle as Cushirig seems to think.6 -

The Spaniard early encountered these ruins,6 and perhaps the best summary!Jf the growth of our knowledge 
.,f them by successive .explorations is in Bancroft's Nat. Races, iv. th. II.' In the century after the Spanish 
amquest, we have one of th~ best accounts in' tbe Memorialof Fray Alonso Benavides, published at Madrid 
in 1630.8 The most £anIous of the ruins of this region, the Casa Grande of the Gila Valley in Arizona," is 

gathered what is known of the ~mains i~ Great Britain. 
There are similar remains in various parts of the continent 
..r Europe; but those revealed by the dry season of .853-
54 in the Swiss lakes have attracted the most notice. Dr. 
Keller described them in Rei"'" made to the Archz.. 
ological Society of Zurich. A. Morlot printed au abstract 
of Keller's Report in the S",itlu",.ia" Rejorl, 1863. In' 
1866, J. E. Lee arranged Keller's material systematically, 
and translated it in Tire Lake Dwellinrs 0/ Switu"land 
a..dot"'" Itwuo/ E"",o#,!Jy Fwd;""nd Kelln-(London, 
186'5), which was reissued, enlarged and brought down to 
date, in a second edition in 18,8. The earliest elaborated 
account was Prof. Troyon's HalJiJalitMI lncrISlns (1860), 
of ",hich there was a translation in the S",itlutmia" Re
.Jtwh, 1860 •• 861. Troyon and KeUer have reached differ
ent conclusions: the one believing that' the traces of devel
opment in the remains indicate new peoples coming in, 
while KeUer bolds these to be signs of the progress of the 
1Iame people. A paper by Edouard Desor, PaI4fittes "" 
LaclUiriml CttlldrMetimll. appeared in English in the 
S",itlt.ttmiml ReI'tJrl. 186S. There is a large collection of 
'typical relics from these lake dwellings ;n the Peabody 
Museum (Relori, v.). 

These evidences now make part: of all archzological pea
lises: Lyell's Am •. of MtuI; Lubbock, Pre4ist. 1'1Jnes, 
ch. 6; Nadaillaci L,I ;r'''';",-s Iumr""s, i. 241; Ste
vens, Fli1fl Clti/I, 119; 101y. Ma" ,"/tw, Metalr, ch. S i 
FiJrUier, Wwld k/tw, 1M D,luK" (N. Y., 18,2), p. 418; 
Southall, Recnd O""-ri", etc., cb. 11, and Ej«'" of tIu 
Ma.",1IffJIA, ch. 4. A,.clueoloru., xxxviii.; Haven in Alllw. 
Ami". Soc. p,.oc., Oct •• 186,; Rau in Htwpr's Mtmlidy, 
Aug., 18759 Pook's/'llde.r, p. 11S, and S"~fJI;"'mt. p. 246. 
The man of the Danish peat-beds and of the Swiss lake 
·dwellings is generally held to belong to the prHent geolog
ica] conditions, but earlier than written records. 

1 S.nate ntH:. : also separately, Philad., .85', Cf. B.n
-croft, NtalifNI Races, iv. 652; Domenech's Deurls, etc., 
i. 201; AIUIfIIII Scilnt. DUe""'"Y, 1850; Short, Nil. Am. 
41/ Artiif., 29]. A photogr.oph of the Casa Blanca i. given 
in Pod""",', ReJorl, Wlrulw'. S_?, p. 370- Cf. 
Haven in A ..... A"'iIt. Soc. Pr« •• 18SS. p. 26. 

• BIIII, U. S. Ceot ... nd CeDr. S"""'" 0/ tM twriUwies, 
2ti seri6, DO. I (Washington, 18,5), and its A"mud Rqt.· 

. (Washington, 1876), amdensed in Bancroft, iv. 650, 718, 

and by E. A. Barber in Ctmrris des A",b-ica"isks, 1811. 
i. 2;2. Cf. Short, 295, etc . 

. a BHlldi", etc., n. (1876). Hayden's SlWfIe)l (1876). 
Cf. Short, p. 30S i Kansas CiJ)I RnJ., Dec., 1879 (on their 
age) i James Stevenson in Fourlil. Rejl. Bureau of En.. 
fIO/ogy, pp. xxxiv, 284; NadaiUac:s Les p,.elltie,.s Hommes 
(ii. 61), and L' Amerique jrlltisltw;que, ch. S; St:7"iIJ-. 
,,"'s Ma.r., Dec., 18,8 (xvii. 266); Good Wtwds, xx. 486; 
Sdem::e, xi. 257. Those of the Canon de Chelly are de
scribed by James Stevenson in the 7ourna/ A mer. Gt!o. 
S(JC. (1886), p. 329. It is generally recognized that the 
cliff dwellers and the Pueblo people were the same race, 
and that the modern Zp.iii· and Moquis represent them.. 
Bandelier in A,.clueol. but. of AM.,.;tII. R,jl. Major 
Powell (Sectmd Rept. B ..... 0/ Et" ... I., 43') describes some 

.cavate dwellings of this region Cut out of the rock by haneL 
"There js no evidence that these remains c:aIl for any asso
ciation with them of the great antiquity of man. 

" ct., for instance, Short, 331. 
•• Molglln (Systems 0/ COffStI1f/fUm#?, 257) linds cone

spondenc:e to the roving Indian in physical and cranial char
acter, in linguistic traits. and in the simil~rity of arts and 
social habits. Their connection with the moundbuilder
and cliff--dwelling race is traced in H. F. C. Ten Kate's 
Reizen ,,, Otulerulltinpn in Nord A lllWica (Leyden, 
,885). Cushing thinks (F ..... a R.pt. B ..... Et"~l., 48.) 
they got their habit of building in stories from having, as 
cliff-dwellers, earlieT built OD the narrow shelves of the 
rocks. MOlglln (PeaiJ. Mus. Rept., xii; 550) thinks their 
architectural jlrt deteriorated, since the ruined pueblos are 
finer constrp.ctions than those inhabited now. Cf. on the 
origin of Pueblo architecture V. MiDdeleff in SCUnce, ix. 
SQ3. and S. D. Peet in A Mn'". A "tiparia", iv. 308, and 
U';sctmSm Acad. tif Sciencet v ... 

• See chapter vii. of Vol. II. 
T Cf. lesser accounts of these earlier notices in E. G. 

Squier's paper in the .A fIIW". RnJ., Nov., I84S i and G. ld. 
Wheeler in theJOIWIUIl Amn-. CeDr. StH:. (.874), vol.~. 

• The book is rare. There is a copy in Harvard College 
library. Cf. Sabin, ii. 4636-sS i Ternaux. SIS; Carter
Brown, ii. 9 Leclerc, no. 813 (:100 francs). There is a 
French version, Brussels, 16]1; and a Latin, Saltzburg. 
1634 . 

• Not to be conf01lllded with the Casa~ Grande., farther 
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supposed to have been seen (1540) by Coronado, then in a state of ruin; but we get no clear description till 
that given by Padre Mange, who accompanied Padre Kino to see the ruins in 1697.1 

There are few descriptions 2 of the antiquities of this country previous to the military examination of it 
which was made during the Mexican War. Such is recorded in W. H. Emory's Notes of a Military Rec .... 
noissan .. from Fort Leavenworth in Missouri 10 San Diego in California,8 which gives us some of the 
earnest representations of these antiquities, including the ruins of Pecos.f In 1849, Col. Washington, the 
governor of New Mexico, organized an expedition against the Navajos, and Lieut. James H. Simpson gives 
us the first detailed account of the Chaco canon in his Jour"al of a Military Reconnoissance (Philad., 1852).6 
He also cover"d (p. 9.0), among the other ruins of this region, the old and present habitations of the Zuni, but 
these received in some respects more detailed examination in Capt. L. Sitgreave's Report of an Expedition 
down the Zui;; and Colorado rivers (Washington, 1853),6 accompanied by a map and other iIlustrations.7 
New channels of information were opened when the United States government undertook to make surveys 
(,853) for a trans-continentaI line of railways; and a great deal of material is embodied in Whipple's report on 
the Indian tribes in the Pacific R. R. Reports, vol. iii. The running of the boundary line between the United 
States and Mexico also contributed to our knowledge. The commissioner during ,85<>-53 was John Russell 
Bartlett;who, on the failure of the government promptly to publish his report, printed his Personal narra
tive of e"plorations and incidents (N. Y., 1854), and made in some parts of it an important contribution to 
our knowledge of the antiquities of this region.8 

No considerable advance was now made in this study for about a score of years. Major Powen first pub
lished his account of his adventurous exploration (,869) of the Colorado canon in Scribner's Monlflly Oan., 
Feb., Mar.) in 1875, and it was followed by his official Exploration of lhe Colorado River (Washington, 
,875), making known the existence of ruins in the canon's gloomy depths. The Reports of the U. S. Goo- _ 
logical Survey, including the accounts by W. H. Jackson and W.~ H. Holmes, give much valuable and original 
information; and a good deal of what has been included in the.Reporis of the Chief of Engineers (U. S. Army) 
for 1875 and ,876 will also be found in the seventh volume, edited by F. W. Putnam, of Wheeler's Survey,9 
including the pueblos of Acoma, Taos, San Juan, and the ruin 10 on the Animas River. 

The latest examinations of these Pueblo remains, of which we have published accounts, are those made by 
A. F. Bandelier for the Arch",ological Institute of America. He has given his results in his "Historical 
introduction to studies among the sedentary Indians of New Mexico," and in his "Report on the ruins of 
Pecos," which constitutes the initial volume of Papers, American series, of the Institute (Boston, ,881).11 He 
believes Pecos to be Cicuye, visited by Alvarado in 154I,-a huge pile with 585 compartments, finally 
abandoned in 1840' In October, 1880, he examined the region west of Santa Fe (Se,ond Repl. AreMol. 
Insl.). His explorations also determined the eastern limits of the sedentary occupation of New Mexico 

south in the Mexican province of Chihuahua, which is of a 
similar character. Cf. Bancroft, iv. 604 (with references); 
Short, ch. 7; Bartlett's Pn-s(lnal Narrative, ii. 348. It 
was first described in Escudero's Notici4s de CkilulaAua 
(1819); and again in 18.p, in AI6u", Mt!xica1lO~ i. 372 • 

1 From that day to the present there have been very 
many descriptions: DOC'UmnUos fJa'''' la Itisttwia de Mex~ 
;Co, 4th ser., i. 282; iv. 804; Bancroft, Nat, 'RlICes, iv. 
621; Short, 279; Schoolcraft, Ind. Triks, iii. 300; Bart· 
lett, Personal Nar., ii. 278, 28.; Emory, BectJlI1UJissallCe, 
81,567; Humboldt,Essaipolitjque; Baldwin,A"c.Amer. 
£Ca, 82; Mayer, ~zico, ii. 396, and 06serrmiimu, IS; 
Domenech, Dest!rls, i. 381; Ross Browne; AjJaclle Coun
try, I14; Jametel in Bro. tk Glog., Mar., 1881; Nadail· 
lac:. PreAist. A mIr., 222. Bancroft groups many of the 
descriptions, and best collates them. 

2 Gregg, in hisCtJmmerce des Prairies (N. Y., 18..t.4),ex. 
amined the Pueblo Bonito in 1840. 

8 Washington, 1848,-30th Cong., Ex. Doc:. 41. This' 
includes Lieut. J. W. Abert's Re;ort and Mal <if tke Ex
aminatitm. tJf Nt!'W Ahxico. He visited two pueblos. This 
and other material afforded the base for the studies of 
Squier and GaHatin, the former printing. Cf The, ancient 
monuments of the aboriginal semi..civiliud nations of New 
Mexico and California" (Anur. Bt!fI., 1848), and the latter 
a paper in the A1IIt!1". Etlmol. Soc. Trans., ii., repeated in 
French in the NDU'IJ. Ann. ties Voyages, 18SI, iii. 231. 

, This is perhaps the most important of all the ruins. 
Bancroft, iv.611. Bandelier"s studies are the most recent. 
C~s des A mJr., Compte Rend., 1877, ii. 230, and his 
I1ItrtHl. tD studies amoNg' tile sednUary buliatU of Nt!fIJ 
MexictJ anti RejJtJrt of tIle ruins tif PNtJS (Boston, 1881,
ATChzol. lost. of America). 

• Also in ReJl. <if Sec. <if War, rst Se .... .Jrst Crnw. 

Cf. Bancroft, iv. 652, 655, 661; Baldwin·s ..4.11&. Anurica, 
86; Domenech's Deserl.s, i 149, 379; Short, 21}2. The 
Chaco qnon was visited by W. H.Jackson in 18n, and 
his report is in the Rejtlrl t1f Hayden's SUrrlt!)I, IB78, P. 
411. Morgan gives a swnmary, with maps (see Nadaillac, 
229), in his Horues aruJ Horue Lift, etc., ch. 1, 8,
holding (p. 16]) them to be the seven cities of Cibola seen 
by Coronado. Cf.· on this mooted question our Vol. II. 
SOI-S03; and Simpson's paper in the JtnIr'IUd A MW'. (dog. 
Soc. vol.v. 

G 3Zd CO'Ifg.,za.sess., St!IIo Ex. Doc., No . .59. 
7 On the Zuni region see Bancroft, iv. 6.is, 667,673 (with 

ref.); Short, 288; Mollhausen, Reun.iII die Felsenge-. 
birge Nord Amerikas (ii. .g6, 4"2), and his Tagelnu:lt, 
28~ Cozzen's MaNJelltnu CtlUntry; Tour till MOIIde, i.; 
Har}n's A-fenrOdy, Aug., 1815; J. E. Stevenson's Z .. iii 
tmd 1M Z""iaJrs (Washington, 188.). Of F. H. Cushing's 
recent labors among the Zuni, see Powell's Secimd, Tltird, 
and Fift" ReJorls, BIW. <if Et"notogy . 

• The Rejort of Lieut. W. H. Emory, directly in charge 
of the survey (RD. Ez. DDC. 13.5, 3p4 Ctmg.,lSt sess.}t 
was printed separately in 3 vols. in 1859' 

• Rejort ,,;0.. U. S. GeN. S"""7" _st <if Ike ORe 

",,7U/ret/tA mwUiia .. in charge <if First Lind. Ge~. M. 
Wheeler, vol. WI.'i., Arclut!Dlogy (Washington, J87q). Er
nest Ingersoll, a member of the survey, published some 
papers on the II Village Indians of ·New Mexico n in the 

Jt1JW1Ia.l AIIU'r. Geog. SDC., vi. and vii. 
,. Cf. L. H. Morgan on tbisruin in tb.ePeob.Mtu.Relt., 

xii. 536; and in a paper in the Trans. AMW. Ass. Adv. 
Sci. (St. Louis, 18n). 

11 His notes form a good bibliography. He intends as a 
supplement an account of the different explorations prior 
to the seventeenth centuJy. 
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(Fift" Relort). He renewed hili studies in 188. (First Bu~/. ·Arduzol. host., Jan., 1883), and ~o~ght the 
ruins showed successive occupiers, and divides them into cave dwellings, cliff houses, one-story buildings, and 
those of more than one, with each high .. one retreating from the front of .the next lower. 

The most essential sources of information have thus been enumerated, but there is not a little fugitive and 
comprehensive treatment of the subject worth the sl'.!dent's attention who follows a course of investigation. t 

I 
The literature of the moundbuilders, and of the controVeIsies arising out of the mysterious relics of their 

life, is commensurate with the very wide extent of territory covered by their traces.2 It was long before any 
intelligent notioe was taken of the mounds by those who traveISed the wilderness. De Soto, in' 1540, 

THE PUEBLO REGION.-

I Bancroft (Natrn RtKel, i. 529, 599; iv.· 662, etc.) 
gives the best clues to authorities prior to 1815. Short {fh. 
7) condenses more, and Baldwin (p. 78) still more. Nadail
lac, L'A",lrUpu IrJ4istwiIJW (ch. 5) also summarizes. 
Morgan studies the social condition of this ancient people 
(SysutIU 0/ CtHUa"gwi"ity, Part ii. ch. 6; Hcnues a,,,l 
HtnI# Life, ch. 6; PetWody MR. Reltso, xii.). Cf. James 
Stevenson's U Ancient Habitations of the Southwest t~ in 
jOfW'lUli A"",. GetJg. Soc:, xviii. (1886), and his iUus..' 
trated CatalogueDf Collections in. Powell's Seco1Jtl Relt. 
Bure .. Df EtluuJl.; E. A. Barber on " Les anciens pue
blos" in Co"!:. desAmJri&a,,;st~s, J811, i. 23. in which he 
traces' a gradation from the moundbuilders through the 
old pueblo peoples to the ToJtecs; C. Schoebel's account of 
aD expedition in the A rcllirJes tie fa, Soc. A",Jr. de FrfUlU, 
nouv. ser. i., and the references in PtJOle's[tukx, i. J063 i' 
ii.359 •. 

Dividing the remaining references into localities, we note 

for New Mexico the following: J. H. Carleton in tbe 
Smitlu""ia,. Relt. (,854); W. B. Lyon (Ibid. ,87'); J. 
A. McPariio (Ibid. ,877); Turner in Am. EtIo"o/. SfJe .• 
Trans .• ii.; and A. W. BeU in J..,..",u of tAo EIAno/. 
Soc. (London), Oct., J86Q. Carleton describes the ruins 
also in the Western jO'llfl'tUd, xiv. J8S. Clarence Pullen 

,describes the people in jtnlr1lal A",er. Glog. Soc., xix. 22. 

For Colorado: E. L. Berthoud in S",itlutmUm R~pts., J867, 
1871. G. L. Cannon in ["it/. J8,,; H. Gannett in Poj. 
Sci. MtmtlUy, xvi. 666 (Mar., 1880); Amer. NaturalUt, 
x. 31; -I-,ppiw:ott's Mag., xxvi. 540 For Arizona: F ... E. 
Grossmann, J. C. Y. Lee, and R. T. Burr in $",itluo"",,, 
Repls:, respectively for 18,1, J872, 1879, with other refer
ences in Poole under U Moqui." 

S This scope of treatment is manifest in the large num
ber of papers contained in the S",itlutm;an Re/HWts. See 
W. J. Rhees' cata/. of P..tJI. of SM. b .. t. (Washington, 
1882:)t pp. 252-3. 

• A reduction of the map acco'lnpanyiog Bandelier's report 00 his investigations in New Mexico, in the Fiftll Relt. oj' 
1M A rduzol<>g-i<allllStituu of A merka (Cambridge, ,8114). . . 
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could get no traditions concerning them beyond the assurances that the peoples he encountered. had built 
them or some of them. We read of them also in Garc:iliisso de Ia Vega, Biedma and the Knight of Elvas, 011 

the S'panish side; but 011 the French at a later day we Ieam little or nothing from J oute!, Tonti, and Hennepin, 
though something from Du Pratz, La Harpe and some of the missionaries. Kalm,l the Swede, in 1749, was 
about the first to make any note of them. Carver found them near Lake Pepin in 1768. In 177' the mis
sionary David Jones:l made observations upon those in Ohio. Adair did not wholly overlook them in his 
Americ .. ~ Indians in 1775. Prof. James Dunbar, of Aberdeen, in his Essays"" tlu Aistory of ", .. nkind ill 
rude and ,."cultivated ages (Lond., 1780), uses what little KaIm and Carver afforded. Jefferson in his Notes 
on Virginia ('78.) speaks of them as barrows "allover the country," and .. obvious repositories of the 
dead."8 Arthur Lee makes reference' to them in 178+ A map of the Northwest Territory, published by 
John Fitch about 1785, places in the territory which is now Wisconsin the foIiowing legend: "This country 
has once been settled by iJ. people more expert in the art of war than the present inhabitants. Regular for· 
tifications, and some of these incredibly large, are frequently to be found. Also many graves and towers like 
pyramids of earth." In 1786 Franklin thought the works at Marietta might have been built by De Soto; 
and Noah Webster, in a paper in Roberts' Florida, assented.t B. S. Barton, in his Observalitms ill some 
parts of Natural History (London, 1787), credited the Toltecs with building them, whom he considered 
the descendants of the Danes. 

As the century draws to a close, we find occasional and rather be"ildered e. .. pression of interest in the 
Observations 011 tlu Ancient Mounds by Major Jonathan Heart ;0 in the Missions of Loskiel; in the New 
Views of Dr. Smith Barton; in the Carolina of William Bartram; and in the travels of Volney. In 1794 
Winthrop Sargent reported in the Amer. Philos. Soc. Trans., iv., on the exploration of the mounds at Cin
cinnati. The present century soon elicited a variety of observations, but there was little of practical e. .. pl<>
ration. A New England minister, Thaddeus Mason Harris, passed judgment upon those in Ohio, when he 
journeyed thither in 1803.6 The commissioner of the United States to run the Florida boundary, Andrew 
Ellicott, describes some near Natchez in his Journa/ (1803). Bishop Madison communicated through Pr<>
fessor Barton some opinions about those in Western Virginia, which appear in the Transaction of the 
American Philosophical Society, taking different grounds from Dr. Harris, who had thought them works of 
defence. 'The e.'<plorations of Lewis and Clark (.804-0) up the Missouri, and of Pike (.805-7) up the 1IIis
sissippi, produced little. Robin, the French naturalist, in 1805,7 Major Stoddard 8 and Breckenridge 9 later, 
saw some in Louisiana, Missouri, and Illinois. A leading periodical, The Portfolio, contributed something 
to the common stock in 1810 and Ilh4, giving plans of some of the mounds. Those in Ohio were again the 
subject oT inquiry by F. Cuming in his Skctches of a Tour to the W~ster,. Co,.ntry (Pittsburg, .8.0), and by 
Dr. Daniel Drake in his Picture of Ci1uinnati and tAe ,Jfia",i Vall~y (Cinn., .8'5). John Heckewelder, the 
Moravian missionary, accounted for the ancient fortifications through the traditions of the Delawares, who 
professed once to have inhabited this country, but it has been suspected that the worthy missionary was im
posed upon.lO DeWitt Clinton, in 1811, before the New York Historical Society, and .. gain in IS'7, before 
the Literary and Philosophical Society of New York, had given some theories in which the Scandinavians 
figured as builders of the mounds in that State. 

It was thus at a time when there was much speculation and not much real e.'<perimental knowledge respect
ing these remains that, under the auspices of the then newly founded American Antiquarian Society, lIIr. Caleb 
Atwater, of Ohio, was employed to explore and survey a considerable number of these works. He embodied 
his results in the initial volume of the· publication of that society, the ArchtZologia A""';cana.ll After 
pointing out. scattered evidences of the traces of European peoples;found in coins and other relics throughout 
the country, Atwater proceeds to his description of the earthworks, mainly of Ohio; and beside giving many 
plans,l! he enters into the question of their origin, and expresses a belief in the Asiatic origin of their builders, 
and in their subsequent migration south to lay, as he thinks, the foundations of the lIIexican and Peruvian 
civilizations. . 

1 B .. cmw.n.rd", R ..... (Gottingen, '764; Eng. ITansl., 
Lond., 1772). 

, 70fW1fal of two "isits. etc., Burlington, 1714 (Thom-
son's DiM. of OltilJ, no. 657~ 

a His account is copied. in the Mass, Mag'., Oct., 1791. 
t Cf. A nur, Mar., Dec., 1787 j Jan., Feb, 1788. 
Ii Repeated in Gilbert Imlay's ToPOr. Dest:rip. Wen. 

Twrittw)'. 
• 70wnrni of a TtnW. 
f Voyage natU LtlNisUuw (Paris, 1807)' 
I SkdCMS of LOII;sialltl h8n). 
• Vu.vs of L""isinNa (Pittsburg, .8'4). 
10 A cc""," of tile History, Ma"wr. and C ... /tnIu of tile 

[rulia" Nalioru WM f»IC6 i1lAalJiUtl Pelf.l&t7h1a"ia au 
IN ruic4lHwi-r States, in the T,aMSactiorrs A Mer. Pili/os. 
Soc. (1819), and later repeated in other editions and ver
sions (P. G. Thomson's Bihlior. 0/04io, no. 533, etc .• 
and Pilling's Eski",o BiMisr., 43). Louis Cass's aiti. 

cism on Heckewelder is in llo. A",. Rev. jan., 1826. Cf. 
Haven, Anu«' U. S.,43. 

n DeSC'riptitm tif ti14 .A lIIipilNs disctlWnd ill tA~ Stat, 
, of Oltio and tIIlvr w .. J,.." States, " .. iJ4 nlgrtnliRpfr_ 
aetwal swrf¥J'S (Won:ester, Mass., 1820). This was re
printed in the Writu.p of Calif> A_ (Columbus, 
1833). This volume also included his 06snTHUitnu ",,",1 "" 

,. t_ t;, P,.,.iriI dx C ...... ito 1829 (Columbus, .8JI" where 
Atwater was sent by the Federal government to purchase 
mineral lands of the Indians (P. G. Thomson's BiN . ..; 
OIliD. DO. 52; Pilling, Bi6l. D/ SitnItUI Ltutg., p. 2). The 
part originally published in the .A rrJu.«. .A lifer. was trans-
lated by Malle Bnm inNtIIIP . .A1IIIdIesM Yl17dps,uviii., 
who added a paper on II Ltorigine et l'epoque des monu
mens de l'Ohio. n Cf. Haven IS A rrlr4ol. U. S., 33, and the 
memoir of Atwater in A IIf . .A '"'i!. StH;. Proc., Oct., 1867. 

IS Including those of Newark, Perry County, Mariena, 
Circleville, }laint Creek, LillIe Miami. Pikelon. ele. 
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~ the aut twenty-live Y""'" there cannot be said to bave been much added to a real knowledge of· the 
subject.· Yates aDd Monlton in their Hist. NntI Yorj (1824) borrowed mainly from Kirkland (1788) the mis
sionary. Humbol~ no personal contact with the remains to give his views any value (1825). W~ 
in his Rc&krcltes (1827) ga .... some De" plans and reananged the old desCriptions. There was some sober 
oboenation in M'Culloh's R __ cIus (Jd eeL, ,829); some far from sober in RafiDesque (1838); some Wilt

piled descriptions with worthless comment in Josiah Priest'. AMerican A,dipities(Albany, 1838) ; some
thin, IiIoe scientific deductions in S. G. Morton's study of the few moundbuildeIS' skulls then known, in his 
Cra,"a AllUriCll1tll (1839) ; with an attempt at summing up in Delafield (1839) and Bradlord (1841). This 
js about all that had been added to what Atwater did, when E. G. Squier and E . H. Davis eclipsed all labors 
preceding theirs, ""d began the ~ of the S .. illIsonia" CtmtributUms with their AticUmt M;"',._s of 
IJu Minissil/i Valley (Was,bington, 1847 and 1S.8).1 During the preceding two years they had opened over 
two hundred mounds, and explored about a hundred earthwork eodosures, "",d had gatheIed a considecable 

COL CHARLES WHITTLESEY." 

w1Iection of specimens of moundbuildeIS' relics.~ They had begun their work unde! the auspices of the 
American Ethnological Society, hut the cost of the production of the "Volume exceeded the society's resouroes, 
and the transfer was made to the Smithsonian Institution. The work took a commanding position at once, 
and still remains of esseotial value, though some of the grounds of its authors are not acceptable to preseot 
observers; and indeed in bis work on the mounds of New York, which the Smithsonian Institution included 
in the second volume of their Ctltltri6u1imu, Sqwer found occasion to alter some of his opinions in bis 
earlier work, Or at least to ascribe the mounds of tbat State · to the Iroquois. The third volume of the same 
Colllri6oditJru (,8;» introduces to us ODe of the ablest of the local investigators in a paper. by Cbarles Whit
tlesey, of " Descriptions of· Ancient Works in Ohio," - the forerunner of numerous papers which ·he has gi'leJl 

I HaRD, "1. This publication was autidpated by a 
condensed llatemmt io Squier~s O"IW't'Wl;", (JfI tlw A 0... 
. rirW-I ~Mts "f 1M Miuiui,,; Y,.JU7, in the 
_d .00ome of the T""aI. A.-. Et"-l. Soc. (N. Y .• 
'1471. and in bis 06_~ ... t~ Usn <if tIu M--u 

<if tIu w.sI,.,;a _ -;t tU tIuir Cltwffi_ (New 
HaftD, 18.47). Cf. also H..;n-'s Mq., u. 737; m. zo, 
.65; A'IIIW. y"",. Sci.twr, hi ]OS . 

s n..... -.,. ill 186] to .be Blackmore coIIedi "" ill Salis
bury. Eng., aDd an: described ill Stevens' Fln.t Cltip. 

• After. pbo ..... pb kindly furnisbed by 'be Hon. C. C. Baldwin, of Cleveland, Ohio, who has printed a memorial of 
his friend with a list of bis writings ill T~ <if t~ W .. 1Ira R,_ Hisl. Soc. 
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to the public in elucidation of the' mounds.1 Three years later '(,855), in the seventh volume of the s;"i;" 
son ian Contributions, a new field in the emblematic and animal mounds of the northwest was for the first 

time brought to any considerable extent to 'public 
attention in the paper by IncreaSe A. Lapham, 
on the" Antiquities of Wisconsin." Lapham had 
made his explorations under the auspices of the 
American Antiquarian Society,lI and his manlLocript ' 
had been revised by Haven, when it was decided to 
consign it for publication to the Smithsoilian Insti
tution. 

The animal mounds had been indeed earlier men
tioned, and the great serpent mound of Ohio had 
long attracted attention; but it was in the territory 
now known as· Wisconsin that these mounds' were 
found chieBy to abound. Long, in ,823, speaks of 
mounds in this region j but the forest coverings seem 
to have prevented any observer detecting their 
shapes till Lapham first noted this peculiarity in 
1836. In April, ,838, R. C. Taylor was the earliest 
to figure them in the Amer. Journal of S<ien<e 
(Silliman's), and again they were described by S. 
Taylor in Ibid., ,8... Prof. John Locke referred 
to them ,in a R epori on tlU mineral lands of th_ 
United States, made to Congress in ,8#. William 
Pidgeon, who had been a trader among the Indians, 
publisJ>ed in his Traditions of De-<oo-dah, and 
Antiquarian researches: ' comprising extensive e%~ 
ploration, surve;ys and e:r<avations of tlU Mound' 

IJIICREASE A. LAPHAM.- Builders in Ameri<a; the traditions of the last 
Prophel of tl .. E/k Natio,., r./at;'IIe to tlUi,. origi,. 

and use, alld the eviden<es of an ancient popu/atioll >1Ior. numerous than the i,.esent Aborigines (N. Y., 
,8S3 j again ,858) what he pretend~was in large part the results of his intercourse with an Indian ehlef, in 
volving some theories as to the symbolism of the mounds. The book contain.d so many palpable perver
sions, not to say undisguised fictions, that the Smithsonian Institution refused to publish it j 8 and the book 
has never gained any credit, though some unguarded writers have unwittingly borrowed from it .• 

In the eighth volume of the Smithsonian Contributions,6 Haven, the librarian of the Amer. Antiq. ' Soc., 
summed up t~e results of mound exploration as they then stood. The .;;teady and circumspect habit of , 
Haven's mind was conspicuous in his 'treatment of the mounds. It is to him that the later advocates of the 
identity of their builders with the race of the red Indians look as the first sensibly to affect public opinion in 
the matter.6 He argued against their being a more advanced race (p_ '54), and in his Rejorl of the Am: 
Antiq. Soc., in J8n (p. 37), he held that it might yet be proved that the moundbuilders and red Indians 
were one in race, as M'Culloh had already suggested. 

At the time when Haven was first intimating '(,856) that this view might yet become accepted, it was 

doubtless held to be best established that those who built the mounds were quite another race from those 
who lived among them when Europeans first knew the country. The fact that the Indians had no tradition of 
their origin was held to be almost conclusive, though it is alleged that the southern Indians ill later times 
retained no recollections of , the expedition of De Soto, and Dr. Brinton thinks tbat it is comnlon for Indian 
traditions to die out.7 'It is not till recent years that a~y considerable number of moundbuilder skulls have 
been boWD, and from the scant data which the early craniologists had, their opinion seems to have coincided 
with those in favor of a vanished race.s It was a favorite theory, not yet wholly departed, that they were in 
some way connected with the more southern peoples, the Pueblo Indians, the Aztecs, or the Peruvians; either 

. 1 Cf. T1"411S. A"""..- Ass,. At/fl. Sci., 18,1. and a paper 
'f On the weapons and military character of the race of the 
mounds" i~ the Of/sltm Soc. Ned. Hist. Mem., i. .,3 
(11I6cj~ , • 

s P~«eetlt'''gl, O~. 23, 18S2, where are plans of those 
at Crawfordsville, and of others in the dividing ridge be
tween the Mississippi and the Kickapoo rive.... Cf. 16iJ. 
Oct., 1876. 

• P. G. Thomson's Bill/it/g'. tJfOlu'o, no. 925. 
'As, for instance, CODant~s FOD/jwints tI/ VtulisAeti 

Ra< .. (,879). Cf. T. H. Lewis in the AIIIH'. J""rtfal 0/ 
Ar<lttzoUo, JaD., 1886 (ii. 65)· 

• Arclttz.l.v~tlu U. S. (1856). 
" M'Culloh in 18%9 had corne to a similar conclusion, and 

Gallatin and Schoolcraft have somewhat followed him. 
, Hist. Mar., Feb., 1866. Cf. Charlevoix. 
• This was Dr. J. C. Warren's view in 1831, in a paper 

before the B,.il. Assn. At/v. ScieHCI. Cf. also Blumen .. 
bach, Morton, No", and GliddoD. 

, • Engraved from a pbotograph dated 1863, kindly furnished by his friend. Prof. J. D, Whitney. Lapham died in 11175. 
Cf. A.",w. 7t1NTMlof Science, x. 320, xi. 326,333; Trtuts. Wise. AcJ.Scu"u, iii. a64. 
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a.at IbeJ came from them, .... migrated _th :mel became one with them..1 The bold ... theory, that .... see 
their desceodaats in the red JDcIian.s, is perhaps gaining ground, mil it bas bad the support of the Bureau of 
EIhDoIosJ :meI_"abIe ~I 

THE GREAT SERPENT MOU~D.C 

I BaKroft (H.oI. R_. y. 539) thinks they ............ 
"DeCted in some obsam: way with these southern· Dations. 
aDd in '1175 .,...]d write (p. 787) that .. moot mel the best 
aathoriti£s deem it impossible that the IDOUDdbuird..,. were 
uer the retIIOte a.nc:estan of the ludian tribes." Dawsoo. 
(F...nI Mn., ssl deems the modem Pueblo ladiaDs to be 
their "'PftSODtaD-. Br2SS0OI supposes the ToIlI:cs came 
frooa them. "(0. a1so Short. _; mel S. B. E ....... in 
K_ CiI:J- R~ .• M:ucl> •• 882.) John Wells Foste,r. 
who bad for ......, years writteD OIl the subject. gathen!d his 
nsqJts in:a """""""te _. P~ R_ -f 1M 
U-.I SUdu (Chicago. 'lln. ,1178 •• 88 •• "",.~ in which 
be held to the.-., of their migrating south _d deftIop
ing into the ci_~ of. Ceutnl AmeriCl. Cl his 
popel" in the T.-. Citiup A<tMI. N.t. Sri .• 901. l., mel 
bis ._ 01. it ill bis M"_a.i;;i YtUJq (.1I6c}, p. 4's). 
]. P. M.eI.e ... •• K~(Cincia ... ti, 11179) bios 
simi\ar gnJCIIId. M""",a (P_ . .1£ ... Rqt .• n. 552) boIds 
that tbeJ .....- be c:bssod with aD1 ~ lodian "_: 
and wt the If neuest region from which they e:oold bave 
_ cieri ...... New Mexico." W"oIIsde!has tokes u
cepUoa.,. this oiew iu the T ...... A_~pa.I S«. 
"'/ ",..JU.rt- (188.). CL R. S. Robensoa in C...;u 
R, .... CtM{frl6 tIu A-.sur(.8nl.si. 39-

• Major p.....n $Oys, that years ago be reached the CIlD

dusioa that the modena ladW.s must ba ... nised .t I .... 
" some 01 the moaods ia the )r;""issippi Valley (B_. -f 
E_. R,/t .• iy. p. Dlf). CL a1so P.....n·s papez in 

"S",,-. lI. .r.,. la the second 01 these reparts (p. 117) 
Heaty W. HeDShaw sets forth the oiews, .bich the B.,...... 
maintained; and be defended these views in the A.1Ifer'. 
.A _i4wwituJ. viii.. IOZ. The leading membe.T, bo'9f'eftl', of 
the Boreau sl2ff, who is wortmg ia Ibis field, is Cyrus 
Thomas. 10 the F_IA R,jt>rl (.887) be defined the aim 
mel ............ 01 the ",,,,.., ill Mi*NI E$J/qrtd'" of tAe 
B_.., of EiJu"ilJD. a1so issued separately. Iu this it 
was stated that over zpoo mounds had been open~, and 
]I.ODD re\ics gathenod from tbem; but aothing to afford 
lIIIJ due to the Iouguoge which the mouadbuildets -""" 
The conclusioos reached were :-

Fint. the mODads .... as divenified os the Iadian tilDes 
Ole. 

S«MUI, they yield "DO signs of a snperior raee. 
T~ their builders and the IndiaDs are the same. 
F...-tA, the .a:ouOIS of the earl1 Earopeoa oisitors 01 

the ladiaDs found bono <Om5pOnd to' the c\iscIosares of 
the IIIOUIIcIs. 

" Fift/I, certain kiods of mounds in certain localities .... 
the work. of tribes DOW Jc:nown ; and there are IlO sips about 
the _ds to ClOIloect them with tbe Pueblo ladiaos .. 
those farther- SIOOth. .. 

Thomas, ia the FijU R"""" (1888) dec:ribed the "Burial 
Monads at the oanbera se<:tioos 01 the U. S." He 50ys 
tbot the cbar.tcter of the _ds ODd their am"'alS in
dicate the possibility of dioidiug the tenitoty they 00-

cupy rougbIy into eigbt districts, each with some pro ..... 

• Th;s follows a """"1 giYea in Sqo;er's S".,.,u S~ (N. Y .• • 8S'), P. '37. It is criticised "" Potuom io 
PUII.J? __ R"..u. niii. 348, mel A..". A<IIi4. StK. P.-« .• Oct. •• 883. PatDom bas _tIy plm:boged o ... r 
sixty a<ftS "-t the efigy. which is to bf held "" the tntst_ of the PSbody Moseum as a ..... k (R.~ .• Di. '4); 
aDd his _t ezplontioos show that the projectioas in the side of the bead (sbaded dark in the (Ilt) are DOt a part of 
the CIIIISlnICtioo. He ~ finds two distinct periods 01 ocxupatioa ill this region. to the oldest 01. which be attributes 
this wort. (P_ . .1£ ... R,/t. 1888). W. H . Holmes mode a _ in .886 (A_. A~. May. ,887, iL "4'; 
SeW-. oiii. 6at. Dec. 3" 1886). CL J. P . MacLeoo. ill A_. A~. rio 44. mel his K~. p. 56; 
IIoIdwill's Aw. A ........ ..,. H. Le'"\ describes. snake mound in Minoeoo<a(Sn.-.u.. 393). Oa the serpent 
.symbol see S.)).. Peel, iu A..w. Aid"""'. riii. 197; iL 13. where he manifests a somewhat omni90rous appetite. 

VOL. L-26 " 
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Of the opposing theory ofa disappeared race, Capt. Heart in reply to Barton (Ame,.. Philolog. Asso. Proc. 
iii.) gave, as Thomas thinks, "the earliest clear and distinct expreSsion," but Squier and Davis may be consid
ered as first giving it definite meaning j and though Squier does not seem to have actually revoked this judg
ment as respects the mounds in the Mississippi valley, he finally reached the conclusion that those in New 
York were really the work of the Iroquois.! This ancient-race theory, sometimes amounting to a belief in 
their autochthonous origin, has impressed the public through some of the best known summaries of Ameri
can antiquities, like those of Baldwin, Wilson, and Short,2 and has been adopted by men of such reputation 
as Lyell.8 The position taken by Professor F. W. Putnam, the curator of the Peabody Museum of Arch;eol
ogy at Cambridge, is much like that taken earlier by Warden in his Recherches, that both views are, within 
their own limitations, correct, and, as Pub)am expresses it, h that many Indian tribes built mounds and earth
works is beyond doubt j but that all the mounds and earthworks of North America are.by these same tribes, 
or their immediate ancestors, is not thereby proved." 4 Thomas (Fifth Report, Bureau Ethno/.) holds this 
statement to be too vague. It is certainly shown in the whole history of arch;eologicaJ study that uncompro
mising demarcations have sooner or later to be abandoned. 

Morgan finds it difficult to dissociate the mounds with his favorite theory of communal life.s There is no 
readier way of marking the development of opinion on this question than to follow the series of the Annual 
Reports of the Smithsonian Institution, as hardly a year has passed since 1861 but these Reports have had in 
them contributions on the subject.6 Among periodicals, the more constant attention to the. mounds is 
conspicuous in the American Antiguarian.~ 

nent characteristic, and he roughly distinguishes these 
sections as of Wisconsin; the·Upper Mississippi; Ohio; 
New York; Appalachian; the Middle l\fississippi; the 
Lower Mississippi and the Gulf. He holds that the 
moundbuilding people existed from about the fifth or 
sixth century down to historic times. 

Taking for his texts the mounds of the Appalachian dis
tricts, he has presented anew his grounds for believing 
this region at least to l»-ve had the red Indian race for 
the constructors of its mounds, and that the Cherokees 
·were that race. Carr had already (,876), from investigat
ing a truncated oval mound in Virginia, and comparing it 
with Bartram's (T"innis, 365) description of a Cherokee 
council-house (Peahody Mus. Rept., x. 75), reached the 
conclusion that that particular mound was built by the 
Cherokees. Thomas further undertakes to prove that the 
Cherokees once occupied the Appalachian region, and 
that implements of the white men are iound in some of 
the mounds, bringing them down to a period since the 
contact with Europeans. The habits of the builders of 
these mounds are, as he affirms, ~own to correspond to 
what we know from historic evidence were the habits of 
the Cherokees. 

Thomas has also communicated the views of the Bureau 
in other ways, as in the A me,.. A nlUJuar'ia", vi. C)O; vii. 
65; Mar· Ame,.. Hist., May, 1884, p. 396; 1887, p. 193i 
Julyand Sept., .888. In these papers, among other points, 
he maintains that the defensive enclosures of northern 
Ohio are due to the Iroquois--Huron tribes, and he ac
cepts the view of Peet and Latham. that the animal mounds 
are more ancient than the simpler forms. Other investi
gators have adopted, in some degree, this view. Horatio 
Hale thinks the Cherokees of Iroquois origin, and that they 
may have mingled with the moundhuilders. C. C. Baldwin 
holds the Allegheoi, Cherokees, aod the mouodbuilders to 
be the same. 

Prominent among those "'ho have adopted this red. 
Indian theolY are Judge M. F. Force and Lucien Carr. 
In 1814 Force published at Cincinnati a paper, which he 
read before the Jiterary club of that city; and in 1817 he 
prepared a paper on the race of the mound-builders. which 
appears in French in the CII",jJle R~tUbI, CtmgY'}$ tUS 
A "';"icaHist~s (1877, i. p. 121), and in English, Til_iud 
Race did the Moundbu.1tkr. k/Q"II' (Cincinnati, ,875). 
He maintains that thence, which shows no differences from 
the modern Indians, flourished till about 1,000 years ago, 
and that some of them still survived in thp Gulf States in 
the sixteenth century~ and that their development was about 
on the plane of the Pueblos, higher than the Algonquins 
and lower than the Aztecs. 

Carr's Mounds 0/ the Mis.is.iN; Valky :;'ist.,.;"ally 

ctHUidered makes part of the second volume of Shaler's 
!C~ntllCky SIl1""ll~, and was also issued separately (1883). 
It is the most elaborate collation of the accounts of the 
early travellers, and of ·others coming in contact with the 
Indians at an early day. which has yet been made, and his. 
foot-notes are an ample bibJiography of this aspect of the 
subject. He- holds that these -early records prove thctt 
nothing has been found in the mounds which was not 
described in the early narratives as pertaining to the In
dians of the early contact. He aims also panicularly to
show thal these early Indians were agriculturists and suo
worshippers. Brinton, reviewing the paper in the A mer;
C(Uf. A lItiq,ui,.itm (1883, p. 68h holds that Carr goes too far,. 
and practises the arts of a special pleader. Brinton's own 
opinions seem somewhat to have changed. In the Hist. 
Mag., Feb., 1866, p. 35, he considers the moundbuilders as 
not advanced beyond the red Indians; and in the.A ","jcan 
A ntiij'uarialt (188J), iv. 9, in inquiring into their probable 
nationality, he thinks they were an ancient people who. 
were driven south and became the moundbuilding Chahta. 

Other supporters of the red Indian view are Edmund
Andrews, in the WUcIlIIS;" Acad. of Sdnle~, iv. 126; P. 
R. Hoy, in Ibid. vi.; O. T. Mason, in SCUHC~t iii. 658; 
N adaiUac, in L' A mJritpa jrl";st",i91te; E. Schmidt, in 
KIISM(Is(Leipzig),viii. 8J, 163; G. P. Thurston, in Mag. 
A mer. Hist., 1888, xix. 314-

1 This is denied in Fred. Larkin's A ftC. Mati in A 1IIn"

;cIJ(N. Y.). 
• J. D. Baldwin's A"c. A""";"a (N. Y., 187')' D. 

Wilson's P,.~"ist",i& Ma", i. ch. 10, etc., who holds that 
"the moundbuilders were greatly more in advance of the 
Indian hunter than behind the civilized Mexican; "and he 
claims that the proof deduced from the Indian type of a 
head discovered in a moundbuilder's pipe (i. 366) is due 
to a perverted drawing in Squier and Davis. Short, Nil. 
A "'"'. of A ..ti, .• believed they were of the race later in 
Anahuac: Gay, Po!. Hist. u. S., i. ch. z, believes in the 
theory of a vanished race. In 1775 Adair thought the 
works indicated a higher military energy than the modem 
Indian showed. 

• A ..tu,. {If M_, 4th ed. 42· 
f. Putnam's papers and the records of his investigations 

can be found in his P~alHJtiji MilS. R~jDrls. :nii., xviii., 
xix., xx., etc. p,tJC. BtJStQII SlIe. Nat. Hist.,xv.; "'MW'. 
Nahwalisl, June, 1815; K4IIS1U Ciljl RnJ., 187Q, etc. 

D No. A",. RI!fI., cxxiii., for "houses of the mound
builders," and also in his HtlfUes tutti HtnIH Life. ch. 9· 
Cf. on the other hand C. Thomas in M"If. A",.,.. H Uf., 
Feb., 1884, p. no-

• Rhee's CtdaI<JlfW, p. '52-3. 
., S. D. Peet, who edits this journal. has advanced in. 
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The basis for estimating the age of the mounds is threefold. In the first place, there are very few found on 
the last of tbe river terraces to he reclaimed from tbe stream. In tbe second place, the decay of tbe skeletons 
found in them can he taken as of some indication, if due regard he b~d to t4e kind of eartb in which they 
are buried. Tbird, tbe. age of trees upon them has been accepted as carrying them back a certain period, at 
least, though this may widely vary, if you assume their growtb to be subsequent to tbe abandonment of the 
mounds, or if, as Brinton holds,l tbe trees were planted inlmediately upon the building. 'Ihe dependence 
upon counting the rings is by no means a settled opinion as to all climes; but in the temperate zone the best 
authorities place dependence upon it. Unfortunately it cannot carry us back much over 600 years.' 

The early attempts to disclose the ethnological relations of the moundbuilders on cranial evidence were 
embarrassed by tbe fewness of the skulls tben known. Morton (Crania Americana) called tbe four exam~ 
ined by bim identical with tbose of the red Indian.s At present, cOllsiderable numbe~s are available; but still 
Wilson (Prehistoric Man, ii. 128) holds that "we lack sufficient data," and in tbe consideration of tbem 
sufficient care bas not always been taken to distinguish intrusive burials of a later date.' 

J. W. Foster (PreMst. Ra~es, cb. 8; Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci. Trans., 1872; and Amer. Naturalist, vi. 738) 
beld to a lower type of. skul!, on this ~'d .. nce, than Wilson (Prehist. Man, i~. ch. 20) contended for. Tb~re 
are examples of the Wlde difference 0 >VIews (MacLean, 142), when some, like Morgan, connect them w~th
tbe Pueblo skulls (No. Amer. Rev., c± Oct., 1869), and otbers, like Morton, Winchell, Wilson, Brasseur, 
and Foster, find their correspondences in those of Me~ico and Peru.5 Putnam, whose experience with mound 
skulls is greatest of all, holds to the soutbern sbort head and the northern long bead (Rept. 1888). Probably 
we have no better enumeration of the v;uiety' of objects and relics found in the mounds, though much has 
since been added to the collection, than in Rau's Catalogue of t1.e Arcl""ological Collection of the National 
Museum (Wasbington, 1876).6. Unfortunately' he shows little or no discrimination between discoveries in 
the mounds and those of the surface. The interest in such collections has naturally brought prominently to 
the attention of every student of such collections the tricks of fraudulent imitators, and there axe several well
known instances of protracted controversies on t~e genuineness of certain relics.7 

one of his papers (vii. 82) that some· of these earthworks 
are Indian game drives and screens. (He also contributed 
a classification of them to the Congr~s des A mbicanistu, 
18,7, i. 103.) The paper by J. E. Stevenson (ii. 89), and 
that by Horatio Hale on U Indian Migrations" (Jan.-April, 
1883), are worth noting. The CtmljJte Rendu, Cong'7'is 
des AmJ,ica"isles, 1875 (i. 387), has Joly's " Les Mound
builden, leurs (Euvres etleurs Caract~res Ethniques," and 
that for 18n has a paper by John H. Becker and Strollck. 
ThaI by R. S. Robertson in Ibid. (i. p. 39) is also ...,. 
printed in the Mar. A mer. Hist. (iv. 174), March, 1880; 
while in March, 1883.t will be found some of T. H. Lewis's 
pel"$Onal experiences in exploring mounds. Some other 
periodical papen are: W. de Haas, in Trans . .A.",..A as(J. 
Adv. Science, 1868; D. A. Robertson, in 7tJ1W11ai Amer. 
Geog'.StK.,v. 256; A. W. VogelesandS. L.Fay,inAMn"'. 
NaturaJ4,t, xiii. 9,631 i E. B. Finley in Mar. Western 
Hist., Feb., 1887, p. 439. SciellCe, Sept. 14, 1883-: Squier, 
in A.Merica:ll 7tnWn1l1 Scimce, liii. 231. and in HtwJeYs 
MOlU/Jy, xx. 731, xxi. 20, J6S; C. Morris, in Nal. Quarl. 
Ref/., Dec. 18", 1872, April, 1873; Ad. F. Fontpertius OD 
'. Le peuple des mounds et sea monuments" in the Rn. de 
GltJg. (April and August, 1881); E. Price, in the Annals 
qfltlUla, vi. 121; Isaac Smucker, in St:imt(lic MOlllldy 
(Toledo, Ohio), i. lOG. 

Some other references, hardly of essential character, are: 
H. H. Bancroft, Nat. Races, iv. ch. 13; v. 538;. Gales's 
UIIn" Mi.r.rissi;pi, tW Historical Sketcus oj" llu Moun. 
biJtler, (Chicago, 1861); Southall's RueHl OrigJ'" 0/ 
Ma", ch. ]6; Wm. McAdams's Records tJ/ tmcil"t rtKe~ 
iN tile Mis.riuiIJi fNIiley; killg lUI aectnllJl 0/ Stnne 0/ tlu 
;ietorraJ"', .<NlJt ..... d "u"og/yfos, "'nWo/ie tleviees, 
__ Ie"", aNi tradiJitms tif tu ;reAistorie raees of A ~ 
iea, _it" .rtnff4 _g-g'estitms as to tlleir orig-ill (St. Louis, 
.887); Brilhl's Cldturv;)/Iu .. ,us a/uH Amerilta; J. D. 
Sherwood, in Stevens's Flild C/U"J$, 341; Eo Pickett's 
r .. ti""'''7 tiftlu Roc'" (N. Y.). 

I Hist. Mag., Feb.,. 1866. 

• cr. CtmgYi, iUs A"';'., .877. i. 316; C. Thomas in 
A.1tIW • .If mig., vii. 66; Warden's RecIrerCMS, ch •• ; Bald. 
win's ifNC. Altln"ica, ch. 2. 

• Cf. Short, p. '58. 
f Force, TtJ wIrat R«e, etc., p. 63. 

:; Cf. Henry Gillman's ., Ancient Men of the Great 
Lakes" in Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci. (Detroit, 1875), pp. 
297,311; B(J$ton Nat. Hist. Soc. Proc., iv. 331; SlIIitluo
"is" R~;t., 1867, p. 412 i C. C. Jones's Antig. SoutIIern 
ltu/ians; PeahqdyMus. Repts., iv., vi., xi.; Jos. Jones's 
A.!JlJrig. Remains tJ/ Tmnt!ssee; Jeffries Wyman in Am. 
7t1'11r11a1 0/ Arts, etc, cvil. p. i.; W. J. McGee in Ibid. 
avi. 458; and Dr. S. F. Landrey on II A moundbuilder's 
brain" in Pop. Science News (Boston, Oct., 1886, p. 138). 

6 Cf. Holmes's" Objects from the Mounds JI in Powell's 
Bur. 0/ Etlmol. Re;ts., iii.; C. C. Baldwin"s U Relics of 
the Moundbuilders" inJI7est. Reserve Hist. Soc. Tract, 
no. 23 (1874); Foster on their stone and copper implements 
in CAicagtJ Acad. Science, i. (.869); objects from the Ohio 
mounds in Stevens's Fli_ CAips, 418; images from them 
in Science, April II, 1884, p. 431. In the mounds of the 
Little Miami Valley, native gold and meteoric iron have 
been found for the first time (Peah. Mus. ReJt., xvi. 170). 

7 See, on such impositions in general, MacLean's MoutUi
/milders, ch. 9i C. C. Abbott in PojJ. Sci. Montldy, July, 
1885, p. 308; Wilson's PreAist. Man, ii. ch. 19; Putnam in 
P.M. M",. R'Jts., xvi. '84; Ftmrl" R.J/. Bur. EtluuJ/. 
241' 

The best known of the disputed relics are the following: 
The largest mound in the Ohio Valley is that of the Grave 
Creek, twelve miles below Wheeling, which was earliest de
scribed by its owner, A. B. Tomlinson, in 1838. It is sev
enty feet high and one thousand feet in circumference. (Cf. 
Squier and Davis, Foster, MacLean, OldeN Tim~) i. 232 i 
and account by P. P. Cheny- Wadsworth, 18n.) About 
1838 a shaft was sunk by Tomlinson into it, and a rotunda 
constructed in its centre out of an original cavity, as a show
room for relics; and here, as taken from the mound, ap
peared two years hiter what is known as the Grave Creek 
stone, bearing an inscription of inscrutable characters. 
The supposed relic soon attracted attention.. H. R. School
craft pronounced its twenty-two characters such "as were 
used by the Pelasgi," in his 06swwatlons res~cting tile 
Graw creel 1IfInmII, in Western Yirri"ia; tN afttigw 
inscrijJtUm tliscO'lMrea u. it.r ezca'lJalu. ; au tAe cfJHIUctea 
evitknce tiftlu tKcujJancy 0/ tlu Mississippi -ua/ley atWi"r 
tlu nunmtl jln'ioti, and;ritJr tt} tlu tlisctlflery of .A mwica 
6y CtJ/umllla, which appeared in the A. mer. Et1uuJltJgieal 
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There remains in &his lurvey of the literature of the mounds in all their varieties, to go over it, finally, in 
relation to their geograptical distribution: 1_ 

New England is almost destitute of these antiquities. The "ne that has attracted some attention is what 
lS.,desCrlbed as a fortification in Sanbornton, in New Hampshire, wbich when found was faced witb stone 
externally, and tbe waIls were six feet thick and breast-high, when described about one hundred and 6fteen 
years ago. There is a plan of it, with a descriptive account, preserved in the library of the American Antiq. 
Society,' and another plan and description in ,M. T. Runnels's Hist. of Sanbornton (Boston, 1882), i. ch. 4-
Squier also figured it. 

As we move westward, the mounds begin to be numerous in the State of New York, and particularly in the 
western part of it. One of the earliest des<riptions of them, after that of the missionary Kirkland (about 
1788), is in the "Journal of the Rev. john Taylor while on a mission through the Mohawk and Black River 
Country in 1802," which was first printed, with plans of the works examined, in the DtI&U-m_7 Hist. Ne1II 
Yo,.k (vol. iii. quarto ed.). In r818 DeWitt Clinton published at Albany his Memo;,. 0" tile Antipities of 

CINCINNATI TABLET,* 

Soc. T,.am., i. 367 (N. Y., .845). ct. his Indian Tribes, 
iv. u8, where he thinks it may be aD Ie intrusive antiquity. n 
The French savant Jomard published a :VtJte ttl,. JUte 

lierre g.,.avle (Paris, 184S. 1859), in which he thought it 
Libyan. Levy-Bing calls it Hebrew in Cq"lf7"es des AneW, 
(Nancy, i. 215). Other notices are by Moise Schwab in 
Rnnu ArclrJDIDg-iqru, Feb., .857; JOSt! Perez inA,..cA.de':' 
Soc. AHIb. de Franc#(l86s), ii. 113; and in America in the 
Amn-, Pionen-, it 197; 'Haven's Arch4t:Jl. U. S., 133, and 
.A '''", A "Iif. S()C. Proc., April 29, 1863, pp. 13, 32; A WIn'. 

AnlifJ"l4rian, i. 139; 'Bancroft's Nat. RtJCes, v. 75. 
Squier promptly queslioned its authenticity (A mn". EtA

nolo S«. TratU., ii.; A6Drir. Mh., 168). WilsoD laughed 
at it (PreAisttwic Man, it 100). Col. Whittlesey has done 
more than anyone to show its fraudulent character, and to 
show how the cuts of it which have been made vary ( Wut
erN Rrsn"fM, Hist. S«. Tradst nos. 9 (1872), 33 (1876), 
~ (1878), and 44 (1879).) Cf. on this side Short, p .• '9; 
and Fqu,.t}, Rep!. B"",. Efl,."o/.,250. Its authenticity is, 
however, maintained by MacLean (MOM~iltI"S, Cion., 
1879), who summariles the arguments p"tI and Ctlfl. 

What is known as the Cincinnati tablet was found on 
the site of that city in 1841 (Amw. Pio,"", ii. 195). Squier 
accepted it as genuine, and thought it might be a printing
stone for decorating hides CAmn'. E~.4"o/. Soc. TraIlS. , it ~ 
AbDr;r· Mis. (,847), p. 70). Whittlesey at first doubted it 
(West. R~s. Hist. Tracts, no. 9), but was later convinced of 
its genuineness by Robert Clarke's Pre4istwu: RellUJitU 
found (In tlu sit~ t>f Ciwc,"tmati (privately printed, Cinn.) 
• 876). 

The so-called Berlin tablet was found in Ohio in 1876. 
S. D. Peet belie'fe& it genuine (A Iller. A _ig., i. 73; vii. 
2Z2). 

/ 

On the Rockford tablet, see Short, 44-
The Davenport tabl.ts, found by the Rev. J. Gus iu a 

mound near Davenport, in Jan., 1811, are described in the 
DtJWftjorl Actul.. p".«., ii. <)6,132,221,349; iii. xSS- CL 
furtber in A Mno. ASS(}. A tfo. ScieHa PrP<. (April, 'Sn~ by 
R. J. Farquharson; Ct»<J:"'U de. A_. (1877, ii. '58, with 
cut). The A JlllWit:." .A "t~ records the contro
versy 9ver its genuineness: In vol. iv. 145, John Campbell 
proposed a reading of the inscription.- The suspicions are 
set forth in vii. 373. Peet, in viii. 46, inclines to consider 
it a fraud: and, p. 92, there is a defence. Short (pp. 38-39) 
doubts. In the SK.nd A.-.... Rell. Rrw. 0/ EI"-I., H. 
W. Henshaw, on U Animal Carvings," attacked its char
acter. (Cf. FDtlrl4 R~I., p. -5',) A reply by C E. Put. 
nam in vol. iv. of the DiIfR"/N1rl A cad. p".«., and issued 
separately, is called Vindica/iD" 0/ llu Aui/rnUicily o/llu 
Elljlralll jipe. and Uucri!J.!tl 1(I/)1I1s ire IIu Mtu. 0/ IIu 
Dave"jDrl ANJd. (Davenport, Iowa, .88S). ct. Cyrus 
Thomas in SCU1ICI, vi. 0564; also Feb. S, 1886, p. nl). The 
question of the elephant pipes is included in the discussion, 
some denying their genuineness. Cf. also AMer, A.tUj., 
ii. 67; Short, 53'; Dr. Max Ubl. in Z.ilsclwi/l.f/lr E14-
IU)IOrl~, 1887. 

1 I t has been found convenient to follow an advancing 
line of geographical succession, but the afiiliatioos of the 
peoples of the mounds seem to indicate that those dwelling 
on both slopes and in the valleys of the Appalachian ranges 
should be grouped together, as Thomas combines them in 
his section on the mounds of the Appalachian District . 
(Ff/l4 Rejl. B,.,.. EI""D1.) 

, PrtJC., Oct. 23, 1849, p. 13; Belknap's N~ HaM;' 
Shirl, iii. 89; Haven's An.oI. U. S., 42. ' 

• After a cut in' Wilson's PrlAistwic Matt, i. 21., engraved from a rubbing taken from the origioal. Wilson adds : 
I ,' Mr. \Vhitt1esey has included this tablet among his Archzologica1 Frauds; but tbe result of inquiries made by me has 
r~moved from my mind any doubt of its genuineness." Cf. other cuts in M. C. Read, Arv:Iutul. tif 04ifJ{I88S); Squier 
and Davis, fig. 195 i Short, p. 45 i ~acLeanJ 107; and SIC.,,,d Rejt. Btw. of EtlatUJl.. pp. 13)-34-
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Iu west_ Jart of N"" York, in which he attributes their origin to the Scandina S.l T~~\MY J 

described in David Thomas'. Trawls Iltrouglt lu _ste,... eou"'rJI in 1816 (Aubu , 19)· ~A. 
much else to Dote for twenty.five years. In 1845, Schoolcraft made to the N. Y. Senat . li'tpo'lft ':,.-1IU 
Cnmu oflU IroguoU IlUJiaru (Albany and N. Y.,18.t6, 1847, 18.t8), which is better known, . 
trade editiou, Nf/tIs 011 IU IrOtjlloU" or Contri6"ti.ons t. Iu Statislics, A6origina/ Hinory, Antipities and 
G_"I Et"-ugy '" West.,... Ne'III York (N. Y. 1846). In 1850, the Third Report of the Regents of the 
University of the State of N. Y. contains F. B. Hough's paper on the earthwork enclosures in the State. with 
cuts. The same year (1850) came the essential authority· on the New York mounds, E. G. Squier's A6orig. 
in,,1 Mo""""''''s of Iu Slate of N. Y., eo"'prising IU r .... lls of original surveys and 6"ploratiMcs, wit" an 
Uluslrative appendi" (Washington, 1850), which the next year made part of the second volume of the S",it,,· 
sonia,. CtnUrw.lio"s.2 He enumerates in New York about 250 defensive structures, beside burial mounds 
and in his appendix describes those in New Hampshire and some in Pennsylvania.8 Some new explora· 
tioDs of the New York mounds were made in 18;9 by T. Apoleon Cheney, who describes them, giving plans 
and cuts, in the TMrtu"tlt Report of the Regents of tbe Uoiversity.~ 

It was, however, in Ohio that the interest in these mounds was first incited, and that the more thorough 

ANCIENT WORKS ON THE MUSKINGUM." 

1 D. A. RobertsoD, JI7W1UlI A ntn". (;eoe" $«., vol. V o; 

contends that the North American mounds were built by a 
colony of Finns long before the Christian era. 

• It ~ also issued. with some additional matter, at 
Buftalo (.8S') as A.uiqrliiil. 4/ 01'111 y .... ,t Stau, "'itlt 
""fo- ... A.tipitil. '!I tlte 'W.st (.85'), Squier 
has also at this time a paper on these mounds in N. Y. 
HUt. S«. Froe., J.o., .84'1> p. 4" Ct. A",.JounJ4l 'If 
S'UIIe', lxi. 305, and H;wjIT's MtWdJdjl, xx. and xxi. HiS 
c:onc1usions, distinct from those pertaining to the Ohio 
mounds, were that the N. Y. Unhworks were taised by 
th. Rd lodiaos. 

• Cf. W. M. Taylor on a Pennsylvania: mound in S",iJA,. 
.,,_ ReJl., 1877. 

, A few minor references may be given. The SlItit4-_ia. R.jwU have pap .... by D. Trowbridge (.863); and 
by F. H. Cushiog on tbose 01 Orleaos COUOly (.874). W. 

L. Stone held them to have been built by Egyptians, who 
afterward went sO'uth (Mag'. Amer:". Nr'st., Sept., 1878, ii. 
533). Cf. I6UJ. v. 35> and S. L. Frey in the A mer. Nal· 
twa/in, Oct., 1879. A small book, A ."dnd Man in A",~ 
leQ (N. Y., 18&), by Frederic Larkin, takes issue ,,-jth 
Squier, and believes the builders were not the · modern In
dians. He says he found in one or the N. Y. mounds, in 
18S4, a.copper relic, with a mastodon, evidently in harness. 
scratched upon it! H. G. Mercer's Lnta~ St01U de
scribes a U gorget stone" dug up in Buck's County, Penn., 
in 1812, which shows a carving representing a fight be
tween Indians and the hairy mammoth, which we are also 
asked to accept as genuine. What is re~ized as an 
ancient burial mound of the Senecas is' described at some 
leogth in G. S. Conover's R.a.", .... 4y lite Sial •• MuU 
fl&9'li ... IlteJamous. Jtwial """.,.J''!I lite S .... ,& Indu.... 
\.888). 

• Reduced from an earlyengraviog io T. M. Harris'sJounJ4l '!I a 1",., W4 lite I4rriIory nortlrwest '!Itlte Alkr""rIJI, 
I80J (Boss.-a. 1805). Harris's piau in relation to the Dew town of Manella is given in Vol. VIJ. p. S40. To follow 
down the plans chronologically. we find that of Winthrop Sargent, communicated to the Amet'". Academy in 1787. 1epfOoo 

duced in their M"""irs, new ser. Y. pan i. The C"/,,tMiIut ~ar., May, 1787, vol. i. 425, and the N. Y.Mag-. (1191) 
had plans. One was in Schultz's T"lJ'fIds (1807), I¢- Atwater, of course, gave one in 1820. A survey by S. Dewitt. 
18u:, is in Josiah Priest's A,.,.. AlllitJvitul, 3d ed., Albany, 1833. Others are in the AMW. Pilnlew, Oct., ISop, June 
1&0, and in S. P. Hildreth's Pw-er HistlWYr 212 cran., 1843). Whittlesey made the survey in Squier and Da~ (who 
also give a colored view). and it is reduced in Foster. Cf. also A"," .. Atdipdria", Jan., 1880; Mllr . ...e",". HisI., 
.885. p. 547; HenlY A. Sbepanl'. A.uiqrliiil, '!IOltiIJ (Cino., .887); Nadalllac's L'AIIIIrigw ;"lltUt~. '05, and 
Lajw, •. H.",.,.,., ii. 3:1-
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exploration has been made.1 The earliest pioneers reported upon them. Cutler described them in 1789 in a 

1 COl1tnoutions to a bibliography and lists of the Ohio 
mounds are found as follows: Mrs. Cyrus Thomas's 
" Bibliog. of Earthworks in Ohio" in the Ohio A rcllt~o!. 
and Hist. Quarterly, June, 1887, et seq. j a lesser Jist is 
in Thomson's Bib/log. tV OhitJ, p. 3.8S. Lists of the works 

ltTI&w*' 
OF_A1.E.C.'1'IOK.Ol'TWE%.Vlnll:ILd 

"",Ae 
SCIOTO VALLEY • 

. Allt.IIIT .DlIu.Em. 

are given in the O/,"' Cmlnmial Relt. and in MacLean's 
Moundbul'ltkr~, pp. 230-233. J. Smucker, in the Ami".. 
.A nli'"ua",ian, vi. 43t describes the interest in archzology 
in the State, and instances the results in the numernus 
county histories, in the Western Reserve Hist. Soc. pub-

• From E. G. Squier'. A6 ... igz'nal M.numents 0/ tAe Missis';jji Valley (N. Y., ,847), taken from AMI>'. Et"""'. 
Soc. Trans., ii. The letters A, B, C, etc. mark the ancient works. Enclosures are shown by broken Jines. The 
mounds are designated by small dots. Some of the best maps which we have showing the geographical positions of 
groups of mounds accompany Thomas's paper in the Fi/t" ReJt., Bur. EtJull'J/. 
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leiter to Jeremy Belknap.1 Benj. S. Barton described a mound at Cincinnati in r799.2 Dr. Harris in 1805 
was seemingly the earliest traveller to note them in Journal of a Tour, where he gives one of the earliest 
engravings. A plan of those at Circleville, with des~ription by J. Kilbourne, is given in' the Ohio Gazetteer 
(Columbus, 18'7). Caleb Atwater, in 1820, was more ~amiJiar, with them than with others of his broader field. 
Warden in his Recherches noted the early describers. Gen. Harrison discussed the mounds in his Discourse 
'"' the Aborigines of th. Valley of the 0;';0 (Cincinnati, 1838). Squier and Davis, of course, brought them 
within their range,. and Col. Whittlesey supplemented their work in the third volume of the Smithsonian 
Contributions. Whittlesey and Matthew C. Read contributed the Report on the Arch",ology of Ohio, which 
forms the second portion of the Final Report of th. Ohio State Board of Centennial Managers (Columbus, 
r8n), and in it is a list of the ancient enclosures, which is not, as Short says (p. 82), as complete as it should 
be.' A survey of the mounds was made by E. B. Andrews, and published in the Peabody Mus. Repts. (no. 
:x.), 1877. The Ohio State Arch",ological and Historical Society s,taTted in June, r887, the 0;';0 arehe.olog;
eal and historical Quarterly, which has vigorously entered the field, and in it (March, r888) G. F. Wright 
bas reported on the present condition of the mounds. M. C. Read's Arc/J(zology of Ohio (Cleveland, 1888) 
was published by the Western Reserve Historical Society, whose series of Tracts is of importance for the 
study of the mounds." Henry A. Shepard's Antiquities of th. State of 0;';0 (Cincinnati, ,887) summarizes 
the discoveries to date.6 Thomas (Fifth Rept. Bur. Ethnol.) claims that the Ohio mounds were built by 
Indians, but not by the Indians, nor by, the ancestors of them, who inhabited this region at the coming of the 
whites; bnt by an Indian race driven south, of whom be finds the modern representatives in the Cherokees. 

The works at Marietta, on the Muskingum !,Uver, were the earliest observed. Taking the southern and 
southeastern -counties, there are no very cqnspicuous examples elsewhere, though the region is well dotted 

'l'HE WORKS AT NEWARK, OHIO.-

lications, in those of the Nat. Hist. Soc. of Cincinnati, of 
the Archzological Soc. at Madisoi'Mlle, of the Central 
Ohio Scientific Association (begun 18;8), and of the Dis
trict Hlst. Society (beginning its reports in t877. cr. P. 
G. Thomson, BiDl. tif OkitJ, no. 328). The course of the 
West. Reserve Hist. Soc. is sketched in the Mac. West. 

. Hist., Feb., ,888 (vol. vii.). 
1 Lif, t1/ Cutlw, ii, 14. 252. 
I TraIlS. A mn". PAi14s. StJe., iv. 
a Their survey is used io Stevens's FIUd Cllip by Sher

wood. 

" Cf. no. n, 2], 41. 
I> Some minor references; Whittlesey. in p.,'relatul's 

Pwneer (June, I86S), and in his Fugitive Essays(Hudson, 
0., .852). C. H. Mitchener's Ohio A "nals (Dayton, 1876). 
Hist" Mag., xii. 240. C. W. Butterfield in Mag', West. 
Hist., Oct., 1886 (iv. 717). I. Di1Ie in Smitnsonian Rept., 
1866, p. 359 i and Hill and others in 16id. 1871. C. Thomas 
in Scunee, xi. 314. Thomas 1. Brown on artificial terraces 
in Ame1", Antifuaria1l, May, 1888. Howe's Hist. CtJ/lec
tions tJ.I OAitJ, as well as the numerous county histories, 
afford some material. . 

• After a cut in Wilson's Pre4isttwie Ma", i. z6q, made fTOm surveys U executed while the chief earthworks could still 
be traced in all their integrity; " and they" iJll1strate rites and customs of an ancient American people, without a parallel 
among the monumental memorials of the old world" Cf. Atwater, Warden, Squier and Davis, and MacLean. 
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with earthworks.1 Those at Cincinnati were, after those at Marietta, the earliest to be noticed.~ The adja
cent Little Miami Valley is the region which Professor Putnam .... d Dr. Metz have been of late so success

fully working.S 

Of all the works in the central portions of Ohio, and indeed of all in any region, those at Newark, in Licking 
Cdunty, are the most extensive, and have been often described.' In the east 6 and westS there are other of 
these earthworks; but those in the north have been particularly examined by CoL Whittlesey and others.7 
The enclosure called Fort Azatlan, at Merom on the Wabash River, is the most noticeable in Indiana.8 In 
Illinois, the great Cahokia truncated pyramid, 700 feet long by soo wide and 90 high, is the most important.s 

Henry Gillman, of Detroit, has been the leading writer on the mounds of Michigan.10 The tiupposed con· 
nection of their builders with the ancient copper mines of Lake Superior is considered in another place. 
Thomas (Fift" Repl., Bur. Ellmol.) contends that much of the copper found in the mounds was of European 
make, and bad no relation to any aboriginal mining. 

Wisconsin is the central region of what are known as the animal, effigy, symbolic, or emblematic mounds. 
Mention has been made elsewhere of the earliest notices of this kind of earthwork. The most extensive 
examination of them is the Anli'luities 0/ Wisconsin as surveyed and described by I. A. Lap"am (Wash
ington, 1855), with a map showing the sites.ll The consideration of these effigy mounds has given rise to 
various theories regarding their significance, whether as symbols or to totems.12 It is Thomas's conclusion that 

1 The annexed map of the vicinity of Chillicothe will 
show their abundance in a confined area. E. B. Andrews 
on those in theS. E. in P,alJody Mus. Rept., x. MacLean's 
Mound6ut1d'''$ (Cincinnati, ,879) is of no original value 
except for Butler County. Squier and Davis give a plan of 
the fortified hill in this county. Walker's Athens CtlUlIi),. 
Isaac J. Finley and Rufus Putnam's PioMn' Recqrd tif 
Ross CQunly (Cincinnati, 1871). A plan of the Higb Bank 
works in this county is given in the A InW. A ntiqnarian, 
v. 56. The Highland County works, called Fort Hill, are 
described in the 0"'0 Arc". &> Hisl. Q., ,887, p .• 60. G. 
S. B. Hampstead's A "tig. of PorlsIHoutl, (,87S) embodies 
results of a long series of surveys. Cf.JQUrnal A nthro. 
J()lotJiiallnslilrdc, vii. 132. 

2 D. Drake~s Picture 0./ C;ncilmalJ" (181S); Harrison in 
Ol"ioHist. &Pltilos. Soc., i.j Squier and Davisj Ford's 
Ci"citma.tr', i. ch. 2. 

3 The best known of the ancient fortifications of this 
region is that called Fort Ancient, about 42 miles from Cin
cinnati. It was surveyed by Prof. Locke in 1843. Cf. L. 
M. Hosea in Quart. journal 0./ Science (Cinn., Oct., 18;4); 
Putnam in the A",er. Ardtt"tecl, xiii. 19; Amrr. A,lti
filaria", April. 1878 i Force~s Moundlmi/ders; Warden's 
Rec/twclus; Squier and Davis. with plan reduced in Mac
Lean, p. 21 i Short, 51 i and on its present condition, Ped. 
Mus. Re;I., xvi. 168. There i!lo an excellent map of the 
mounds in the Little Miami Valley, in Dr. C. L. Metz's 
Pren,'stort'c MonuHlents o./tlu Little Miinni Volley, in the 
J()ur1lalo./tIt, Cincinnati Soc. 0./ Nat. Hist .• vol. i., Oct., 
]878. The explo1'3.tions of Putnam and Metz are recorded 
in the Ped. Afus. Relts., xvii., xviii. (Marriott mound), 
and xx. Cf. Putnam's lecture in Mag'. West. History, 
Jan., 1888. There are explorations at Madisonville noticed 
in the J(!tIrna/ 0./ llu Cinn. Soc. Nat. Hist .• Apr., IS8o. 
Others in this region are recorded in L. B. Welch and J. 
M. Richardson's P~enirtoric ~elics found near Wz'lminr
ton (Sparks mound), and by F. W. Langdon in the appen. 
dix of Short. 

• M. C. Read's Arc""'oi. of OhiD (Cleveland, ,888), with 
cut. Col. Whittlesey made the survey in Squier and Davis, 
and it is copied by Foster. O. C. Marsh in Hist. Mar. xii. 
240; and in Am,.,.. 7()f1,.nal ()f SciencI, xcii. (July, 1866). 
Isaac Smucker, a local antiquary, in Nrwar/e A ","ican. 
Dec. 19, 1872 i in A tnn". Hist. Re~(Wd, il. 4S1 ; and in 
AHU,.. A nlif. , iii. 261 (July, 1881). Cf. Nadaillac, 99. and 
view in Lossint/:'s War of r8ra, p. 565. 

Other antiquities of the central region are described in 
no. 11 Western R,s. Hist. Soc. T",tUt, (Hal"din Co.) ; in 
Olti() Arch. Hist. Quart., March, ISRS (Frnnklin Co.); 
AfIU",. Anti". S()c. Proc., April, 1863 (Fairfield Co., etc.). 

• R. W. McFarland in 0,.", An". Hid. Quart., i. :z6S 
(Oxford). . 

• Cox in A",. Ass"". Atifl. $ci.,.,874 (fort in Clarke Co.). 

7 West. Res. Hist. S«. T",ads, no. 41 (1877); and for the 
Cuyahoga Valley in no. 5 (,871), both by Whittlesey. The 
works on the Huron River, east of Sandusky, were de· 
Icribed, with a plan, by Abraham G. Steiner in Col"",6ia" 
Mar·, Sept., 1789, reprinted in Firela"tI'l Pione''',xi. 71. 
G. W. Hill in SmiJlubHUut Rett., 1814; E. O. DunDing 
on the Lick Creek mound in Pea/). MUI. Rell., v. p. II; 
S. D. Peet on a double-walled enclosure in Ashtabula Co. 
in Smitltsonia" Relt., 1876. Cf. Cornelius Ba1dwin on 
ancient burial cists in northeastern Ohio in West. Res. 
Hisl. Tracts, no. 56, and Yarrow on mound-burials in First 
Rept. Bur .• ,,01. 

8 Cf. Putnam in Bull. Essex but., iii. (Nov., J87'), and 
Boston Soc. Nat. Hitt. Proc. (Feb., 18,2), Foster, p. 134,. 
with pIau. The S",ilJuonian Repts. cover notices by W. 
Pidgeon (186,). by A. Patton in Knox and Lawrence coun· 
ties (,873), and by R. S. Robertson (t"74). 

• P,abotly MilS. R.ports, xii. 473 (,879). For Illinois 
mounds see Thomas in Fi/liz R,"I. Bur. £tnNol.; David
son and Struve's Illinbu; E. Baldw.~s La Stdle Ct}. (Chi
cago, ,8n); W. McAdam", A .. H'l' DfCaluJkia (Edwards
ville, ,883); H. R. Howland in the Buffalo Soc. NaJ. Hist. 
BIIII., iii., and in SmitJ,so"ia" R_,ls., by Chas. Rau (.868); 
largely on agricultural traces; by Dr. A. Patton (t873); by 
T. M. Perrine on Union Co. (,873); by T. McWhorter and 
others (,874); by W. H. Pratt on Whiteside Co. (1874); bY' 
J. Shaw on Rock River (,8n); and by J. Cochrane on 
Mason Co. (,877). 

10 His papers are in the S",itlu""ia" Reits., 11<'3, 1875; 
PetWotiJi Mus. Relorts, vi. (1873), on the SI. Clair River 
mounds; A IN. 70"""""- tif Arls, lie., Jan., 1874; A",. 
Assoc. At/". Sci. Proc., 1875; on bone relics in C,,"C"'}r 
tiel AMW., 1877, i. 65 i and on the Lake Huron mounds,in 
A ""rica" Nanwalist, Jan., IS83. Cf. other accounts in 
Micltigall PiuMW Coll"tzfms, ii . .fO; iii. 41, 202; S. D. 
Peet in A"",.. Antig., Jan., JS88; and on the old fort near 
Detroit,16itl. p. 37; and Bela Hubbard's M.",M"iaIs of .. 
half " .. trwy. . 

11 The copy in Harvard College library has some annota
tions by George Gale. Lapham's survey of A:tlan is re-
produced in Foster, p. 102. Lapham's book is summarized 
by Wm. Barry in the Wisconsi" Hut. $«. CtJII., iii. ,87· 
These C"lJectibIU contain other papers OD mounds in Craw
ford Co. by Alfred Brunson (iii. '78); on man .. hape mounds 
(iv. 36~); J. D. Butler on U Prehistoric Wisconsin" (vii.); 
on Aztalan (ix. JOl). 

The T"-aruacti(),,, of the Wisconsin Acad. of Science 
are also of assistance: vol. iii., a report of a committee on 
the mounds near Madison, with cuts; vol. iv., a paper by 
J. M. DeHart on the" Antiquities and p1atycnemism [flat 
tibia bones) of the Moundbuilders." 

I. S. D. Peet has discussed this aspect in the A.".. 
,A"tiqNaria" (I880), iii. p. I; vi.l76i vii. 164.215, 321. 
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the efIigr IDOIIDds aDd the hariallllCMlllds of W-JSCODSin ....... the worlr: of the same people (Fiji" Rqt, Bin'. 
EU..L). 

The eDsIeDce of what is called "" elepbaut m mastodon IDOIlDd in Grant Coanty bas been sometimes 
lakeD to )Mlint to the age of those ertinct :mimaIs as that of the..-ecticm of the mounds.1 Pubwn, referring 
to the QlD/ined area in which these effigy IIICMIIIds are foUDd, says that the serpent mound. the alligator 
IDOIlDd,I and Whittlesey's effigy IDOIlDd in Ohio, and two bird mounds in Georgia,I are the only other wo<ks 
in Smth America to which they are at all comparable.' 

When Lewis aDd Clark explored the »issoari Ri_ in Il!o4-6, they dismn:red IIICMIIIds in different parts of 
its walley; but their sIatements ....., _ altogether mofirmed till the parties of the UDited States surYeYOIS 

In--.ed the I1!£iOD ala the c:iTiI. ...... , as is particularly shown in Hayden's GetNogicaJ SII>=7, of" Rep, 
in 18]2. "1thin the preseot State of Missouri the moonds wbicb ba~ attJacted most notice are those near 
the modem St. Loais.5 In 10 .... (Clayton County) there is said to be the largest group of effigy monods west 
of the Mississippi.S The IIICMIIIds of 10_ aDd the neighboring region are also discussed by Thomas in the 
Fift" R'II. B .... EJ,,6UJl.. O. H. Kelley bas reported on the remains of an ancient town in Minnesota.' In 
Kansas there is little noticeahIe,8 aDd there is not much to record in Dacntah,. U"tah,lO Califomia,ll aDd 
Montana.B We find scant aa:onnts of the mounds in Oregon and Washington in the nanative of the Wilkes 
Exploring. Expedition :m<\ in the earlier story of Lewis aDd CIarlt. Some of the monods are of doubtful 
artificiality .18 

AJoag the 10..,.. portion of the Mississippi, but not within three hundred miles of its mouth, we find in 
Louisiana otheI- mound constructions, but not of UDUSnaI significance.1' 

The fust effigy moUDd, a hear, "bicb was obsened south of tbe Ohio, is near an old earthwork in Greenup 
County, KeDtucky.... The mounds of this State early attracted notice 1. Bishop Madison IT thought them 
sepnlchJ:l! rather th:m militaJy. In the W...uno RninII (Dec., 18'9) one was described near Le.xington. 
IUfiuesqoe added a _ ftIY sane aa:ount of them to Marsball's History Df Kenrucky. in ,S,,+ which was 

also published separately, aDd since then aD the general histories of Kentocky bave given some attention to 
these antiqnities.1B 

.-iii. " iL rr,. He also e:nmiaes the eride_ of the .a
!age tife of !heir builders (iL '0). Cf. hit E ... ~ 
~; aDd his paper in the 'Visc..m. Hid. CtNl., iL 4D-

I N ... of the boDes of ....me. animals _ been f_ 
ia the mooDds: _ bas the bufbIo, Ioog a taDgt:r of the 
Misoissippi Valley, been identified ia the shapes.of the 
mounds. (Cl Peet 0& the identiDcarioo of auimalmooDds 
ia A...-. A><Ii¥-> n. ,~) Peel holds they follo_ the 
_od"" period (I~UI. iL~). The elephant IDOUDd, so 
called, bas been oft"" _ ia cuts. (Cl S_ 
R"I/., 18n, accompanying 3 paper by 1. Waroer. and Pow-
ell's S«mwI R'I'. B_. './ EtA., '53.) Heosba ... here dis
O'!dits the idea of ilS being uueoded for- aD elepba.oL n.e 
- of depl""" pipes is tbougbt"""""';'" Cl anide 
_ -..d pipes by !lor'- iaA ..... N-.Jut. April, 
.88a. 

• ~ R,/L B_. './ Etr.-l., p. '390 where Heosba. 
tbiDb it _y just as well be aaydliog else. Cf. Isaao: 
Smocker ia A.,.,. A~, ri. ]SO. 

• CL A.wr'. A Id~_, wi. 2S4-

• P-. AI ... Rqt..rrii.,aDdA.~_ 44_ •. S«. Pr«., 
00:1., ,38]. He paints _ tbat the Ohio effigy _ 

lone a foaodarioo of stllll<S wilb day superposod; the 
Geargia .....- ale JBaiDly of _; while the W_ 
,;" mooDds ...... to be C1IaSln>clod only of earth. 
1'-~ 011 theW"""';" _: S..

..... Rqts.,by E. E. IbftdhBp);byC. It. n.:...h8p); 
by ........ Stroog (,B,6, '1In); by J. M.. DeHart hlln); 
:mel apia "81'9~ 

Also: Ha_~ArcA..ol. U. S.,p. ro6; W. H.CaDfieIcJ's 
.s.M~; DeHartiDA ..... A~,ApriJ. ,8)'9; 
their miIiwy __ ia IfIW... J:DL, .88,; also as ..... 
..... iD IfIW.. ,88] (n. 7); NadaiIIac:mel _ ~ 
~ 'I'1aeR is • map of those JIear Beloit - some are ia 
the coIJege campas-ia the A-w-A~ iii 9S-

• They ba.., been desaibed ia the S--. R.;-u 
byT. R. Peaie(,!I6,); and iD A_.A~JuIy, 
.118&, by s. D. Peet.. Other mooDds and relics "'" de
scribed iD the S.it ....... Rqa. hll6]} by J. W. F-.r; 
(,&,0) by II. 1Ianandt: ('lin) by W. H. R. Lykins; and 
(18)'9) by G. C. 1Inadboad; iD P" _. Rqu.,.-iii., by' 
Pn>fesor SwaIJow; iD 1If~ Hilt. S •• PWI..._ 6, 

by F. F. Hilder: iD Ca.-. Q-rl. 7--. './ Sri.. Jan., ,8;5. 
by Dr. S. H. Headlee; iD the Kaa= Cit;. R ....... i ';' 
53'; ia the St. z-u. A<8J. of Sdn«< (.8&) by W. P. 
p""",; Mr. A. J. Couant bas been the most prolific....-iter 
in I6UL, April 5to IS]6; in W. F. Swit'der"s Hisl6ry "-' 
Ar...".,,· (SL Louis, ,S:9), and iD C. R. Bums's C-.
___ aiLJ, './ IIr,..".,.; (IBn), Cf. also Poole's I • .k.r, 
p.8;8. 

• T. H. Lewis in Sr~~, Y. 13'; Ti. 45>- On other 
Iowa mooods. see S.it"-ima Rqt., by J. B. Cutts 
(,S",): by M. W. MooI.oo liS,,). and again (,8;9): 
A-..Is.f 1-. n. "'; and W.J. McGee iD A..,.-. 
7tn1rrMl S~, cni. zr2. 

• S.itJu.na.. Rqt., '863; and for moonds, ,8;09. 
Cf. L. C. EsI.. on the mtiqnities on the banks of 
Mis.onri and Lake Pepin iD I6;t/. ,S«.. 

• K ...... R..,~ ii. 6'7: Joseph Savage :mel B. F . 
Mndgl< in K-.- A<8J. Scin.a,...;;. 

• S--. R~~., by A. J. Comfort (,87') and by A. 
IIanandt (,8p); W. McAdams ia A.n-. A~ 
'riii.. K530 

• A.n-. N-.Jm, L 4'0, by E. Palmer; Bancroft. 
N __ R.ca. jy. 115- _ 

D App. to GIersoa's Hilt. './ 1M C.aNic Cbrd Do 
C,.Jif ___ (,lip), ii~ :mel Bancroft's N •. R.us, r.. 6g;. 

.. P. W. NOrris ia S_ Rq.rl, ,S)"9. 
IS Cf. GeorgeGibbsiD y.....JA-.r.w-rr. S.c •• jy.; 

A. W. ClIaseia A_. 7-. Sci •• en. 26; A ..... ArdIi-
1«I.:ui. 2qS; and BanaNt, Ntd... R.us. w .. 735-

H Cf. S. H. LocbtiaS--'Rqt.('II7>),andT • 
P. Hotebkiss in the s:une. and a paper in ,876; A-.-. 
7~ Sdn.a, :diL ]8, by C. G. Fcosbey, :mel In. >86, 
byA.B~. 

IS T. H. Lewis, wilb pI;m, ia A ..... 7-I A ....... 
iii. 375; pewioasIy -..I by A_ and by Squier :mel 
Da-ris. 

D .if...,.. PAil ... S«. TPWar., jy., DO. .26. 
.. 'Thoonas E. Pidcett ..... lriboted this part hll7a) 10 Col

liDs's HilL K~ ('1178), i. ]80; ii. 68, ~ 227, -. 
3030 457, 6n, 7650 Pic:ken's _"batioo ..... pabIished 
--" as TIw ___ ..rIM _ (Marys-riIIe. 
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In Tennessee we find in connection with the eartbworks the stone graves, which the explorations of Put
nam, about ten years ago, brought into prominence.l The chief student of the aboriginal mounds in Georgia 
bas been CoL C. C. Jones, Jr., who has been writing on the subject for nearly forty years.2 The mounds in the 
State of Mississippi, as including the region of the Natchez Indians, derive some added interest because of 
the· connection sometimes supposed to exist between them and the race of the mounds.8 The same character
istics of the mounds extend into Alabama.4 The mounds in Florida attracted the early notice of John and 
William Bartram, and are described by them in their Travels, and have been dwelt upon by later writers.5 

The seaboard above Georgia has not much of interest.6 Concerning the mounds along the Canadian belt 
there is hardly more to be said.7 

Lubbock classes the signs of successive periods in North America thus: original barbarism, mounds, 
garden beds, and then the relapse into barbarism of the red Indian. The agricultural age thus follows that 
of the mound erection, in his view, though, as Putnam says, there seems enough evidence that the constructors 
of the old earthworks were an agricultural race.8 

There is another class of relics which, outside the hieroglyphics of Central America, has as yet had little 
comprehensive study, though the general books on American archaoology enumerate some of the inscrip
tions on rocks, which are so widely scattered throughout the continent.v 

Ky., 1875). Prof. Shaler, as head of the Geological Sur
vey of Kentucky, included in its Reports Lucien Carr's 
treatise on the mounds, already mentioned; aDd touches 
the subject briefly in his Kenhlcky. p. 45. Cf. also Maj. 
lana. Heart in Imlay's Westey" Territory; S. 5. Lyon 
in SmiJluOHia" Repts" 1858, 1870, and R. Peter, in 1811, 
1872; F. W. Putnam in Boston StIC. Nat. Hist. PYlIC., 
xvii. 313 {1875) i and Nature, xiii. 109. 

1 The aboriginal remains of Tennessee have successively 
been treated in John Haywood:s History of Ten"essee 
(NashviHe, 1823); by Gerard Troost in A mer. EtJ",ol. 
Soc. Trans. (1845),i. 335; by Joseph Jones in Smil4sonia" 
C(Jtltriinditl1ls, .xx. (1876), who connected those who erected 
the works, through the Natchez Indians, with the Nahuas. 
Edward O. Dunning had described some of the Tennessee 
relics in the Peabody Mus. Repts., iii., iv., and v.; but 
Putnam in no. xi. (I878) gave the results of his opening of 
the·stone graves, with his explorations. of the sites of the 
villages of the people, and described their implements, noth
ing of which, as he said, showed contact with Europeans. 
Cyrus Thomas deems these remains the works of the Indian 
race (A mer. Anliq., vii. 129; viii. 162). The Smitluonian 
RclJ/s. have had various papers on the Tennessee antiquities : 
I. Dille (1862); A. F. Danilsen (1863); M. C. Read (1867); 
E. A. Dayton, E. O. Dunning, E. M. Grant, and J. P. 
Stelle (1870); Rev. Joshua Hall. A. E. Law, and D. F. 
Wright (1874); and others (in 1871). 

L. J. Du Pre, in Harper's Mont"')' (Feb., 1875), p. 347, 
reports upon a ten-acre adobe threshing-floor, preserved 
two feet and a half beneath black loam, near Memphis. 

t Col. Jones's papers are: Indian Remains ill SfJUJ" 
GeorJ?ia, an ndd,ess (Savannah, 18SQ); A "cieni tu",uli till 
1M Sa'llnnnnA River; MonJlHUntai ReHtaitu of GeOl'"ria, 
part i. (Savannah, 1861); Anur. A'ldiq. Soc. Proc., April, 
1869; Antiquities of StlUtJ,er" Jndians (1873); on effigy 
mounds in Smithsonian Rept. (1877); and on bird-shaped 
mounds in 7our-nol A "tA,opolog'i~al S«., viii. 92. Cf. also 
the early chapters of his Hist. of (dorgia. 

Other writers: H. C. Williams and Geo. Stephenson in 
Smithson. R~1t. (1870); and Wm. McKinley and M. F. 
Stephenson (1872). Cf. A Mn'. Et'ltIUJ/. Soc. Trans., iii., 
on Creeks and Cherokees; and on the great mound in 
the Etowah VaHey, A Me,. Asso. Ad". S~i. (1871). Thomas 
(Fift" R'lt. Bur. Et""ol.) supposes the Etowah mound to 
be the one with a roadway described by Garci1as..~ de la 
Vega as being on De Soto's route. Thomas .describes other 
mOllnds of this group, ~iving cuts of the incised copper 
plates found in them, which he holds to be of Enropean 
make. This forces him to the conclusion that the larger 
mound was built before De Soto's incursion and the others 
la!er; and as they differ from those in Carolina, he deter
mines they were not built by the Cherokees. 

• Cf. S. A. Agnew in S",iJlu""iat& Relorls (1867), and 

J. W. C. Smith (1874, cf. 1879); Jas. R. Page in St. L""is 
A~ad. Science Trans., iii., and Ci"", Q. 7tnWHal of Sci, 
Oct., 181S; Haven, p. 51; and Edw. Fontaine's HOiII tlte 
WoridwaspeoP,d,153. . 

, E. Cornelius in Ame,.. jlllWH. Sci., i. 223; Pickett's 
Alaha_, ch. 3. 

6 Schoolcraft, I"dian TrilMs, iii., and in N. Y. Hist. 
Soc. Proc., 1846, p. I~ Brinton's Floridia" Petti:It.nda, 
ch.6. A1Hn'". A'lltigwarian,iv. 100; ix. 219 •• SmitJuo"ian 
R,ports (1874), by A. Mitchell, and 1879-

8 J. M. Spainhour on antiquiti~ in North ·Carolina, in 
S.",iilutm. Re;t., 1811; T. R. Peale on some near Wash· . 
ington, D. C. (I6itl., 1872); Schoolcraft, on some in Va., in 
A mer. EI"IUJL Soc. Trans., i.; with Squier and Da~t and 
PealJod)' Mus. Rejl., x., by Lucien Carr. There is a plan 
of a fort in Virginia in the A mer. PioHew, Sept., 1842, and 
a.paper on the graves in S. W. Virginia in l'tlag'. Allin-. 
Hist., Feb., 1885, p. 184-

,. W. E. Guest on those near Prescott, in Smitltstnliall 
R'II., 1856. T. C. Wallbridge describes some at tbe bay 
of Quint. in Canadian 7""",,,,(1860), v. 4"'l> and Daniel 
WiJson for Canada West in I6id., Nov., 1856. T. H. 
Lewis aD the remains in the valley of the Red River of the 
North, in A Mer. A ntiqluu-ia", viii. 3l>9; and for those in 
Manitoba papers by A. McCharles in the A tIfet'. 7t1NrHt# 
0/ A,c/uz%gy, iii. 72 Uune, 1887), and by George Bryce 
in ManiJolJa HUl. a"ti Sc,·. Soc. Tram., No. 18 (1884-85). 
Bancroft·s Nat. Races, iv. 738, etc., for British Columbia. 

8 Cf. for garden beds Amer. Antiparian, i. and vii.; 
Foster. 155; Bela Hubbard's M,morials tif a Ioaif cetthn-y 
(Detroit). Shaler (Kmh«ky, 46) surmises that it was the 
buffalo coming into tbe Ohio Valley, and affording food 
without labor, that debased the moundbuilders to hunters. 

8 Cf. Col. Whittlesey on rock inscriptions in the United 
States in W~st. R~s. Hist. S«. 7)-acl No. 42. Col. Gar
rick Mallory's special studies of pictographs are contained 
in the BNII. U. S. G,"'ogical S""")I tif tM lerritories 
(18n), and in the FtnWI" Relt. B,.... Et",,"'. Wm. Mc>
Adams includes those of the Mississippi Valley in his 
Records tif lI~ient rae .. ;,. till Missi.ss;;li Yalley (SI. 
Louis, 1887)' Cf. Hi'st. Mag., x. 307. Those in Ohio are 
enumerated in the Fi""l Re;t. tif tM Stall Board tif C.,,
lnutial MaHaJI"N (18n). by M. C. Read and Col. Whittle
sey. Cf. also the W~st. Res. Hisl. S«. Tracts Nos. 12, 

P,.53; the A mer. AS$O~ Ad'O. Sc,: Proc. (r87S); and Tiu 
AntiqJuJry, ii. 15. Those in the Upper Minnesota Valley 
are reported ('In by T. H. Lewis in the A 1ItIr. Nahlra/ist, 
May, 1886, and July, 1887. J. R. Bartlett in his Per.rtmal 
N arrillifJr noted some of those along the Mexican boun
dary, and lt~roebel (Sn,. Y~tWS' 1'rtlfJel, Lond., 1859. p. 
519) controverts some of Bartlett's vie\\rs. Cf. Nadaillac, 
L~$ jw,,,,iers iomflUS, ii. i J. G. Bruff on those in the 
Sierra Nevada in Sm#luon. R<p., ,872. A. H. Keane 
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Out of all this discussion has risen the -new science of Anthropology, broad enough in its scope to include 
not only archaoology in its generai acceptation, but to sweep into its range of observation various aspects of 
ethnology and of geology. It is a new science as. at present formulated; but UDder other conditions it is 
traced from its origin with the ancieDts in a paper by T. Bendyshe in the Memoirs 01 the Anthrolological 
Soddy of Lo"doIJ (vol. i. 335). Its progress in America is treated by O. T. Mason in the American Natu· 
ralist (xiv. 348; xv. 616). The most approved methods of modern research are explained in Emil 
Schmidt's An/"rolologiscn. MetloodeIJ; Anlmung sum ~e06acht ... find sam",et" liir Laboratorium und 
Reise (Leipzig, 1888). .. The methods of archzological investigation are as trustworthy as those of aDY 

• natural science," says Lubbock (Scientific Lectures, 139). Beside the pUblications of the various Arch.",.. 
logical, Anthropological, and Ethnological Societies and Congresses 1 of both hemispheres, we find for Europ~ 
a considerable centre of information in the Materia,." lour ""is/oirelrimitive et naturelle (IMlosolhi'lue) 
de ""0"''''',2 and for America in the publications of the Smithsonian Institution,S in the ComItes rendus of the 
sllcce(3sive Congresses of Americanistes, and in such periodicals as the American Antiquarian, tlle AtlUlriea1l. 
Anthrolologi,!, and the P 016 Lore Journal. 

MAJOR POWELL. 

reports upon som~ in North Carolina in theJt1IWWal An-
IlIr.joI.g*Gi It .. t. (London), xii. 0&. C. C. Jon .. in his 
S<NI1Iern b"limu (187~)CO'ers the subject. Some in Brazil 
are noted iD J/Nl., Apr. , 1:873. 

1 The first session o( the Interaatioual Congress of Pre. 
historic [Anthropology and) Archaeology was held at Nen. 
chitel, and its proceedinitS were printed in the MaieriaNZ 
jMw r";s/(l;" M rio",MI. The second session was at 
Paris; the third at Norwich, Eng1and; the fourth at 
Copenhagen; and there have been others of later years. 
Cf. A. de Quatrefag .. ' R"II<Jrl_1e ;rorr's til "",""ro. 
~oloru (Paris, 1868). Quatrefa,ee himse1f is one of the 
most distinguished of the French school, and deseTVes as 
much as any to rank aa the fonnder of the present French 
school of anthropologists. Cf. his H o",,,,;s /OlsiJ.6 eI 

1unw",,1 S4U!Il'l'es (:r884). The English reader can most 
easily get possessed of his view, conservative in some re
spects. in Eliza A. Youman's English version of his most 
popular book, Nat. Hist. of M",,(N. Y., ,875). 

t Founded in Paris in 186, by Gabriel de MortilIet, and 
edited after vol. v. by Eug~ne Tnltat and Emile Cartailhac. 

a Cf. C. Rau's Arlifles em ant/u-01o/. sJjeeis etJ1d,.;!;. 
tiled to·tlu.lf ,,_,,1 R'lu. oftlu S",r1Irs .... but., r86:J-rB77 
(Smiths. Inst., no. 440; Washington, 1882). The S",it4-
Stm. RIll., 1880 (Washington, 1881), also .contains a bib
liography nf anthr()poloJtY by O. T~ Mason. A consider
able list of books ia prefixed to Dr: Gustav BrUhl's elllt",.. 
flollln- tks .lte" .If """,ilia, which is a collection of tracts 
published at different times (,87S.,887) at N. Y., Cincin
nati, and St LouiL , 
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The broad subject of prehistoric arch3lo!ogy is covered in a paper by Lubbock, which is included in his 
Scientific Lectures (Land., 1879); 1 in H. M. Westropp's Prehistoric Phases, or Introductory Essays on Pre
historic ArchlZoloO {Land, 1872}; in Stevens's Flint Chips (187o); by Dr. Brinton in the Iconogralhie 
EncyclollZdia, vol. ii.; and more popularly in Charles F. Keary's Dawn of History, an introd. to Irehistoric 
study (N. Y., 1879), and in Davenport Adams's Beneath the Surface, or the Underground World. 

The French have contributed a corresponding literature in Louis Figuier's L' Homme Irimitij {Paris, 
1870);2 in Zaborowski's L'homme Irehistorique (Paris, 1878); and in the Marquis de Nadaillac's Les Ire
",iers hommes et les temps prehistori'!u.s (Paris, 1881), and his Maturs et monuments des leu lies Ir;his
tori'!ues (Paris, 1888), not to mention others.8 

The principal comprehensive works covering the prehistoric period in North America, are J. T. Short's 
North Americans of Anti,!uity (N. Y., 1879, and later); the L'Ameri,!ue Irehistori'!ue of Nadaillac {Paris, 
1883}; 4 Foster's Prehistoric Races of the United States (Chicago, 1873; 6th ed, 1887); and the compact 
popular Ancient America (N. Y., 1871) of John D. Baldwin. Beside Bancroft's Native Races, there are vari
ous treatises of confined nominal scope, but covering in some degree the whole North American field, which 
are noted in other pages.s 

The purely ethnological aspects of the American side of the subject are summarily surveyed in A. H. Keane's 
" Ethnology of America," appended to Stanford's Compendium of Geography, Cent. America, etc. (London, 
2ded., 1882), and there are papers on Ethnographical Collections in the Smithsonian Report (1862).6 The 
great repository of material, however, is in the Contributions to North American Ethnoloo, being a section 
of Major Powell's Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region, and in the Annual Reports of the Bureau of 
Ethnology since 1879, made under Major Powell's directions, and in the Relorts of the Peabody Museum. 1 

1 He had surveyed the condition of the science in 1867 
in his introduction to Nilsson's Stone Age, - Primitive in
itabitanis of Scandinavia. Cf. also SmitltsonianRejJort, 
1862. 

2 Figuier's books are nearly all accessible in English. 
His Human Race and his World De/pre tlte Deluge cover 
some parts of the subject. 

3 A few minor references: Dawson's StD1'7 t!I Earlh 
tutd Man, ch. 14, IS. Foster's Pl"~nistoric Rac~s of tlte 
U. S., ch. ',2. Clodd's Chi/dJuJod of the World. Gay's 
Pop. Hist. U. S., ch. I. Principal Forbes in the Edin
burgh R~fJiew, July, 1863; Oct., 1870' London QlIarln-ly 
R~'lJ., Apr." 1870. Contemp. Rev., xi. Bi6liotlteca Sacra, 
Apr., 1873. Brit. Q. Rev., Ap., Oct., 1863. Lond. Rev., 
Jan., 1860. Lippincott's M"l.g., vol. i. Nat. Q. Rev., 
Mar., 1876. Lakesw Montltly, vol. X' I etc. 

" Translated by N. D'Anvers and edited by W. H. DaB, 
with some radical changes of text (N. Y., ,884), Cf. 
Lucien Carr in Sci~nc~, 1885, Feb. 27, p. 176. Dan dis
cusses the eVldences of the remains of the later prehistoric 
man in the United States in the Smitluonian Contribu
tions, vol. xxii. 

G A few other references- of lesser essays: D. G. Brin .. 
ton's R~'lJinlJ 0/ tlte data for tlu study of tlte jwenistoric 
cJwonology iJf A m~rica (Salem, 18871 - from the Prof:. 

Amer. Ass. Adv. Sci., xxxvL); his Recent EU1"ojean Con
trilmti01U to the study of A mer. A rclueology (Philad. 
,883); and his Prehistoric Arclueology (Philad., ,886). 
Seth Sweetzer on prehistoric man in the A 111. A nlUJ. Soc.' 
Pl"oc., Apr., I86g, and Haven's Pl"eltistoric A mn-. Civili
zation in I!lid., April, 1871. J. L. Onderdonck in Nat. 
Quarl. Rev. (April, 1878), xxxvi. 227. Ernest Marceau's 
"Les anciens peuple!J de l' Am~rique ,I in the Re'lJU4 Cana
dunne, n. s., iv. 709. E. S. Morse in No. A mer. Rev., 
cxxx.ii. 602, or Kansas Rev., v. 90. H. Gillman~s A.ncunt 
men of the Great Lakes (Detroit, ,877)' 

The principal work on the South American man is Alcede 
d'Orbigny's L;Homme AmWicaine (Paris, 1837). There 
are some local treatises, ]ike Lucien de Rosoy's Les A II-
tt11~s: Jh«le tFetluwgrajltu et d'arc";ologu A ",""£Caines 
(Paris, I886,-Am. Soc. d'EtnllOgrajnu, n s., ii.), and 
papers by N adaiUac and others in the Matwiaux, etc. 

IS By Theo. Lyman and Hr. de Schlagintweit. 
T The long article on the Races of America in Cassino's 

StaHdartl Nat. Hist. (Boston, 1885), vol. vi., is based on 
Friedrich von HeIJwaJd's Ntdurg~sc"iclUe des Menscken, 
but it is widely varied in places .under the supervision of 
Putnam and Carr. Cf. also 1. C. Prichard's Reseal"cnes 
into the physical "istory of """"'ind (Lond., 184')' 4th 
ed., voL v., "Oceanic and American nations." 



APPENDIX. 

I. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ABORIGINAL AMERICA. 

By tM Editor: 

THE student will find a general survey of "Les Sources de I'histoire ant6-Colombienne du nouveau monde, 
par Leon de Rosny," in the Revue Orientale et Americaine (Mem. de la soc. d'et'mogral',ie) sos'!on de 
r877 (p. 139). Bancroft in his Native Races (v. 136) makes a similar grouping of the classes of sources 
relating to the primitive Americans.1 These classes are defined in Daniel G. Brinton's Review of tM data for 
tM study of tM IreMstorie chronology of America (Salem, 1887), from the Proceedings of tM Amer. Asso. 
for tM Advancement of Science (vol. xxxvi.), as conveniently divided into groups pertaining to legendary, 
monumental, industrial, linguistic, physical, and geological phenomena. 

There have heen given in the Introduction· of the present volume the titles of general bibliographies of 
American histories, most of which include more or less of the titles pertaining to aboriginal times. It is the 
purpose of the present brief essay to enumerate, in an approximately chronological order, the titles of some 
of those and of others which are useful to the archzologist. So far as they are of service to the student of 
the American languages, an extended list will be found prefixed to Pilling's Proof-Sheets (p. xi). 

The earliest American bibliography was that of Antonio de Leon, usually caIIed Pinelo, - Elitome de la 
Biblioteca oriental y occidental nautica y Geografica (Madrid, 1629), --, but which is usually found in the edi
tion of Gonzales de Barcia, "Aiiadido y enmendado nuevamente" (Paris, 1737-1738), in which the American 
titles, including numerous manuscripts, are given in 'the second volume.2 

The BiIIliotMca Hislana Nova of Nicolas Antonio was first published at Rome in 1672, but in a second 
edition at Madrid in 1783-88.8 

Passing by the Bibliotheca Mexicana of Egniara y Eguren,' and the early edition of Beristain, we note the 
new edition of the latter, prepared not by Juan Evangelista Guadalajara, as Brasseur notes,- but by another, as 
the title shows, -BiIIlioteca Hislan".Americana Seltentrional, I catalogo y noticia de los Literatos fUe I 
nacido., I educados, I jlorecientes en la America Seltentrional Eslanola, han dado a luz a/gun .scrito I 10 
"an dexadolrelaradolara la Irensa lor Jose Mariano Beristain y Martin de Souza. SegUnda di-
cion,por Fort;no Hipllito Vera (Amecameca, 1883). , 

Dr. Robertson intimates tbat the lists of books which writers of the seventeenth century had been in the 
habit of prefixing to their books as evidence of their industry had come to be regarded as an ostentatious ex
pression of their learning, and with some hesitancy he counted out to the reader his 717 titles; but Clavigero, 
as elsewhere pointed out,S was richer in such resources. Humboldt, in his Vues,1 gives a list of the authors 
which he cites. . 

The class of dealers' catalogues-we cite only such as'bave decided bibliographical value-begins to he 
conspicuous in Paul Tramel's Bibliot"~tjue Americai ... (Leipzig, 1861), the best of t)te German ones, and in 
Charles Lec:erc's Bibliot"eca Americana (Paris, 1867), much improved in his Bibliotheca Americana. His
toire, geogralhie, voyages, archeologie et linguisti"ue des deux AmerifUes et des ites Philillines (Paris, 1878), 
with later supplements, constituting the best of the French catalogues, provided with an excellent index and 
a linguistic table, rendered necessary by the classified plan of the list. 

S Bandelier, in his several essays in the 2d vo]ume of the 
P~a60dJ' Musetl", R~JfJrls, speaks of his neglecting such 
compilations as Bancroft's in order to deal solely with the 
anginal sources. and the student will find the references in 
his foot-notes of those essays very full indications of what 
he must follow in the study of such sources. 

I Harrisse, Bill. A III_ V~t.: Rich, B;6/. N(I'II4; Leclerc, 
nOS. 350, 3SI; Pi1ling. p. xxviii. 

a Pilling, p. xii. 
'. See Vol. II. p. 429. 
& BiD. M~z. GNat., p. 2.; Pinart, no. 161. Cf. lcaz~ 

balceta on U Las bib1iotecas de Eguiara y de Beristain" in 
M~HtOritu tk fa A cadJmiD. MI.ri&ana, i. 353. 

• Vol. II. p, 430. 
7 Also in Eng. transt., ii. 256. 
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The list fonned by students in this field begins with the Bibliotluca AmericatuZ VetMStissi",,. of Hamsse 
(New York, 1866; addibons, Paris, 1872), and includes the Bibliotnefue Mezict>-Guate",,.lin.,u, Irecedee 11',," 
coul d'lEil sur Ies etudes a",iricaill6s da"s /ntrs rapports a'Il« Ies etudes ciassifUes, et s"ivie d" lable,.", 
lar ordre ""habetif"e, des ouvrages de linguistifU6 Amiricaine conien,.s da,u Ie ""_ vol,,_ (Paris, 

1871) of the Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg, who at that time had been twenty-five years engaged in the studies 
and travels which led tu the gathering of his collection. The library, almost entire, was later joined to that of 
Alphonse L. Pinart, and was included in the latter's Catalogue de livr .. rares et Irecieuz, ",a"uscrjts et 
imprimis (Paris, 1883)' 

In 1866, Icaabalceta published at Mexico his Apunies lara "" Catalogo de Escrilores ell Ie"guas indige,,"s 
de America,' but of his great bibliographical work only one volume has as yet appeared: Bibliografla Ami· 
ricana del Siglo rvi. P,imera parle. Catalogo rasoNado de libros ;mlresos ell M;'c;co de 1.539 a rooD, COli 
biografias de au/ores" ot,as iluslrac;ones, /recedido de UNa tuJlicia aarea de /a i"troducmll de la i".· 
prmta ell ,V/::rico (MexiCO, 1886). 

Bandelier has embodied some of the results of his study in his "Notes on the Bibliography of Yucatan and 
Central America," in the A,,,". Antif. Soc. Proc., n. s., i. pp. 82-118. 

The catalogues of collections having special reference to aboriginal America are the following:-
Catalogue de la Bibiioth~fU< de Jose Maria Andrade, 7,000 pi~ces et volumes, a~ani rapport all MizifN6 

ou imprimis da,u ce pa),s (Leipzig, 1869).2 
Bib/iotheca AIejica .. a: Books a"d ",a,,"smjts almost wholl), rdating to tlu histor>, and literat"re of 

North a"d South America,parlicularl), Mezico (London, 1869). This collection was formed by Augustin 
Fischer, chaplain to the Emperor Ma.""imilian; but there were added to the catalogue some titles from the col
lection of Dr. C. H. Berendt. 

Catalogue of tile library of E. G. Sfuier, edited b)' Josep" Sabi" (N. Y., 1876). 
Bi6liotlu:ca Me:ricana, or A Catalogue of tlu librar), of tlu rare books and i",portant MSS. relatiw.g 14 

l>fezieo a"d otl,.r paris of Spanish America,formed b)' tlu late Senor Do" Jose Ferttando Ra",;rez (Lon
don, 1880). This catalogue was edited by the Abbe Fischer.S 

The most useful guides to the literature of aboriginal America, however, are some compiled in this country. 
First, the comprehensive though not yet complete bibliography, Joseph Sabin's Dietio"ary of books relating 
to America, now being continued since Sabin's death, and with much skill, by Wilberforce Eames. Second, 
the voluminous Proofsheets of a Bibliography oftM languages oftlu Nort" America,. [lIdia1lS (Washington, 
18S5), prepared by James Constantine Pilling, tentatively, in a large quarto volume, distributed only to collab
orators; and out of which, with emendations and additions, he is now publishing special sections of it, of 
which have already appeared those relating to the Eskimo and Siouan tongues. His enumeration so much 
exceeds the range of purely linguistic monographs that the treatises become in effect general bibliographies of 
aboriginal America. 

Third, An Essa)' towards a" Indian bibliograph)" bei"g to Cataloglle of books rdating to tlu "istory, a,.
tiguiries, languages, customs, religiDn, 'U'ars, literature and origi" of tile .A1IIericall IndiallS, ill llu 1;6ra,." 
of Thos. W. Field, with bibliographical a1ld historical ,.oles and synolses Df the contenis of SO_ Df the 
works least known (N. Y., 1813). The sale of Mr. Field's library took place in New York, May, ,875, from a 
Catalogue not so elaborate, but still of lise. These books are not so accurately compiled as to be wholly trust
worthy as final resorts. 

Finally, the list prefixed to Bancroft's Native Races, vol. i., and the references of his foot-notes, throughout 
his five volumes (condensed often in Short's Nori" Anurlca1lS of Antifuit),), are on the whole the most seI' 

viceable aids to the general student, but unfortunately the index of the set is of no use in searching for biblio
graphical detail. 

The reader will remember that the bibliographies of sectional or partial inJport in the field of American 
arch;eology are referred to elsewhere in the present volume. 

1 Cf. Brinton'sA6on;r. A_. Aod/t.ors, ~hilad., ,883. • See VoL II. Po 43D- • Pilling, p. Dlli. 
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.THE COMPREHENSIVE TREATISES ON AMERICAN ANTIQUITIES. 

By tire Editor. 

AT the time wheD Baoooft publisbed his Natn.. Raas (1875), be referred to John D. Baldwin's A..an.t 
A~a (N. Y ~ (871) as the only preceding, comprehensive book on America before the Spaniards.l It still 
remains a convenient book of smaIl compass; but its absence of references to sources precludes its usefulness 
for pwposes of study, and it is not altogether abreast of the latest views. To the popular element a moderate 
share of the indaical character, rendering the book passably serviceable to the average reader, bas been 
added in the somewbat Iarger NtIrl" AIIOericaIU of Antiquity, tkeir origin, "';gratiotu, and type of ciuii~ 
til", ~, #y Jolt" T. SlltIrl (N. Y., ISSo,-somewbat improved in later editions), though it will be 
observed that the Peruvian and other South American antiquities have not come within his pIan. The 
1atest of these comprehensive books is the Marquis de Nadail1ac's (Jean F. A. du Pouget's) L'Amerique 
~rUlistmpe (Paris, 1883), which in an English version by N. D'Anvers was publisbed with the author's 
sanction in London in 1882. With revision and some modifications by W. H. DaIl, which bave not met the 
ather's sanction, it was republished as Preltistni& A~a (N. Y ~ 1884). It is a work of more theoretical 
tendency than the studeIit wishes to find at the opening stage of his inquiry. 

But as a compend of every department of archzo1ogical know1edge up to about fifteen year.; ago no advance 
bas yet been made npon Baoooft's N atn.. Raas as indicative of every channel of investigation which the stu
dent can pwsue.. Upon the monuments of the moundbuiIdeIs (iv. ch. 13) and the antiquities of Peru (iv. ch. 
14) the treatment is condensed and witbont references, as occupying a field heyond his primary purpose of 
covering the Pacific slope of North America and the inImediately adjacent regions. Mention is made else
where of Baoaoft's methods of compilation, and it may suffice to say that in the five volumes of his Natn.. 
Raas he bas drawn and condensed his matter from the writings of about 1200 writers, whose titles he gives 
in a preIiminary IisLI The method of arranging the departments of the work is perba,.. too far geographi
cal to he always satisfactory to the special student,. and he seems to he aware of it (for instance, i. ch. 2); 
but it may he questioned if, while writing with, or engrafting upon, an encycIopzdic system, what might pass 
for a continuous narrative, any more scientific pIan wonld have been more successful Bancroft's opiuions 
are not always as satisfactory as his material The student who uses the Natn.. Raas for its groups and 
references will accordingly find a comp1emental service in Sir Danie1 Wilson's Prehistorie Mall (London, 
18;-6), in which the Toronto professor conducts his "researches into the origin of civili2ation in the old and 
the ..,. world," by primarily treating of the early American man, as the readiest way of understanding early 
man in Enrope. His system is to COIlDecI man's development topically in the directions induced by his 
habits, industries, dwellings, art, records, migrations, and pbysical characteri2ations. 

Another and older book, in some respects embodying like purposes, and though prodnced at a time when 
archzo1ogical studies were much less advanced than at present, is Alexander W. Bradford's America,. Allli
pities arul ruearcltes mtD lite mgill and "istory of tire red race (N. Y ~ 1841).< The first section of the 
book is strictly a record of resn1ts; but in the 6na1 portion the allthor indulges more in speculative inquiry. 
Eveu in this he bas not tr.inscended the bounds of legitimate hypothesis, though some of his postulates will 
banDy he a=pted nOwadays, as when he contends that the red Indians are the degraded descendants of the 
people who were pmnected with the soalled civili2ation of Central America.6 

• A __ , Man:ius Willson'. A....-. HisUry (N. 
Y., '1107), __ much farther thaD any _ of ilS cIa.., or 
_of :be asaaI ~ hisIaries, iD themaoerof Ameli
CUI ... Iiqaitios, p.iog a g_ .....,y pIaus and cuIS of ruins. 

• Few bibIiog. deIaiI rqanliug the NI6L R.cu, see Pill
ing •• P-f S_. P. 90 Revie ... of the -" _ ~ 
iII PtN1Ir, r..MZ, p. 956-

• Cf., few m--, DaII's stri_ on the tn~ of the 
N. W.iaC_.IIA ..... E-'.;'.,.8.. 

• Sabin, iL 7233; F"teId, DO. .6oJ. 
• Bore IDeDtion may be made of a &w other boob of a 

..,...al smpe: J- Beooit sm.r.r. Rec4rrd.u 4Ut.. 
riqwut rhgPw~-II- -M(Paris, '7711; 
D. B. WanIoo's Reclt-erdt.u _In A_~ M I'A ... 
S7l. (Paris, .1Iz7) ia R«wiI M V_, ,wN~Ft. 
SK. GUc-. (Paris, ,8'5, ii 372; d. Dopaix. ill; Ira Hill's 
A_~ .. fA_.E.rfoWutI(~ •• 83');Louis 
FaIi5' ElltMs ~.d;4~ .... 1nrir1ilisd-

timls nv",*,,_.~. gncpe. tles ;o;.ltdiMu Jwi-i
trw.M rA~ se~,1n Cllu.;.u. P~ 
lin N""-u tulCHrr$ ties TlIltJf"IU. eiuiliS4li,. YlICaliqw, 
Z~'. Mirti'f"U, r __ tIM M"I&~. ",,;.Is
tw.u tIM N_Ii-Owst, tIM N_d d de rEst, 6assu. tIM 
MlS6Wili, ciflilis4iu. TtHtJf'W. AzJJpe. A-rru,w • 
a.tre, Pirlminl~, tJo.UuditnI tiel I'llCas, rll7m1Me tk 
QoIit4, OclruJie (Paris, .87>-7'); Frederick LarldD's A,,· 
eind..,." .A1I1In'ia&. /IICIwlUIrYDIWG ;"'lIJesin'w New 
York, .uuI ~ q ",Iter stab" toptlrer.,,;p, strw
_es;" Ce<dral AMeric,. (New Yorit, .880).-a book. 
however, hardly to be commended by arch:eo1ogists; and 
Charles Francis Keary •• DaewJ q HisUry,,.. WrlNiMc
til>< II ;r."ist_ie 1huI)' (N. Y., .887). 

The periodical literature of a compreheosi.e son is not so 
e:DerlSi.e as treatments of special aspects; bot the student 
will lind PooI.'s I ... z and Rllee's CtdalolfW' _ I"'r 
q lite S,.,iIIumoiml,wNiadilnu....mceabIe. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON THE INDUSTRIES AND TRADE OF 
TIlE AMERICAN ABORIGINES. 

By tlte Editor. 

WHILE we have a moderate list of works on the general subject of prehistoric art and industries,1 we lack 
any comprehensive survey of the subject as respects the American continent, and must depend on sectional and 
local treatment. Humboldt in the introduction to his Atlas of his Essai politivue (Paris, 1813) was among 
the earliest to grasp the material which illustrates the origin and first progress of the arts in America. The 
arts of the southern regions and western coasts of North America are best followed in those portions of the 
chapters on the Wild Tribes, devoted to the subject, which make up the first volume of Bancroft's Native 
Races,2 and for Mexican and Maya productions some chapters (ch. '5, 24) in tbe second vc;>lume. Prescott's 
treatment of the more advanced peoples of tbis region is scant (Mexico, i., introd., ch. 5). The art in stone of 
the Pueblo Indians is beautifully illustrated in Putnam's portion of Wheeler's Report of his survey, and com
parison may be made with Hayden's Annual Rept •. (1876) of tbe U. S. Geol. and Geographical Survey. The 
work of Putnam and his collaborators in the archreological volume (vii.) of Wheeler's Survey is probably 
the most complete account of the implements, ornaments and utensils of anyone people (those of Southern 
California) yet produced j and its illustrations have not been surpassed. Passing north, we shall get some 
help from E. L. Berthoud's paper on the "Prehistoric human art from Wyoming and Colorado," in his 
"Journal of a reconnaissance in Creek Valley, Col.," published by the Colorado Acad. of Nat. Sciences (Pro
ceedings, 1872, p. 46). In the Pacific Rail Road Reports (vol. iii. in ~856) there is a paper by Thomas 
Ewbank in " Illustrations of Indian antiquities and arts." S. S. Haldeman bas described the relics of human 
industry found in a rock shelter in southeastern Pennsylvania (Compte Rendu, Congo des Amer., Luxembourg, 
ii.319; and Transactions Amer.Phiios. Soc., 1878). The best of all the more comprehensive monographs 
is Charles C. Abbott's Primitive industry,' or illustrations of the hanr!iwork, in stone, bone and clay, of tlte 
native races of the Northern Atlantic seaboard of America (Salem, 1881). Morgan's League of the Iroquois 
touches in some measure of the arts of that confederacy, his earliest study being in the Fiftlt Report of tlte 
Regents of the State of New York (1852). -

For the Canada regions, the Annual Reports of tlte Canadian Institute, appended to tbe.Reports of the 
Minister of Education, Ontario, contain accounts of the discovery of objects of stone, horn, and shell. (See 
particularly the sessions of 1886--87.) Dawson in his Fossil men (ch. 6) considers what be accounts the lost 
arts of the primitive races of North America. On the other band, Professor Leidy found still in use among 
the present Shoshones split pebbles resembling the rudest stone implements of the palreolithic period (u. S. 
Geological Survey, 1872, p. 6;2). 

Many archreologists have remarked on the uniform character of many prehistoric implements, wherever 
found, as precluding their being held as ethnicai evidences. The system of quarrying 8 for Bint best fitted for 
the tool-maker's art bas been obser,ved by Wilson (Prehistoric ",an, i. 68) both in the old and new world, and 
in his third chapter (vol. i.) we have a treatise on the ancient stone-worker's art.i 

1 It is not necessary to enumerate many titles, but refer ... 
ence may be made to the summary of prehistoric conditions 
in Zerffi's Historical ek1Jelol)l"~nt oJ art. It may be worth 
while to glance at A. Daux's Eh«Us ",;",isttWiqws. L'i'n
dust.,.i'e Ittlmaine: ses origines, ses jwemiers essais et ses 
ug'endes dej>uis us jwemin's temps iusfJU'au dJ!uge (Paris, 
1877); Dawson's Fossil men, ch. 5; 10Iy's Man bifo.,.e 
Metals j Nadaillac's Les Premiers HO","les, ii. ch. It; 
Dabry de Thiersant's Or;gine des iHdie,u dll NOU'lJeau 
Momk (Paris, 1883); and Briihl's CulturtJolker alt-Ame
.,.;ka's, ch. 14, 16. 

2 Cf., particularly for California, Putnam's Repwt in 
Wheeler's Survey. 

3 There is some question if the early Americans ever car
ried on the heavier parts of the quarrying arts, as for build
ing-stones. Cf. Morgan's Houses and House Lifo, 274-
They did quarry soap-stone (Elmer R. Reynolds, Schu
macher and Putnam, in Peabody Mus. Re/Jts" xii.) and 
mica (S",itllsoniaH Re.porl, 18191 by W. Gesner; C. D. 

Smith in 16id. 1876; Dr. Brinton in Proc. Numis",. and 
Antiq. Soc. 0/ Phi/ad., .878, p. ,8). That they quarried 
pipe..stone is also -well known, and the famous red pipe
stone quarry, lying between the Missouri and Minnesota 
rivers, was under the protection of the Great Spirit, so that 
tribes at war with one another are said to have buried their 
hatchets as they approached it. Wilson, in the last chapter 
of the first volume of his Preltistorir: 7lUJ1I, examines this 
pipe-carving and tells the story of this famous quarry. He 
refers to the tobacco mortars of the Peruvians in which they 
ground the dry leaf; and to the pipes of the mounds iu· 
which it was smoked. Cf. J. F. Nadaillac's L~s ;ij>es ~t 
Ii! ta6ac (Paris, 1885), taken from the Matn-iauz pour 
PAistoire jw;",i/i've de I'IIq",me (ii. for 1885); and Lucien 
de Rosnyo~ U Le tabac et ses accessoires parmi les indi
genes de l'Am~rique," .in MhIIoi'res SIll'" I'ArcllJo!ogle 
A ",;",'caine, 1865, of the Soc. d'Ethnographie. 

40 It should be remembered that the recognition of the 
Flint folk as occupying a distinct stage of development is 
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Treating the subject topically, we find the late Charles Ran making some special studies of the implements 
used in native agriculture 1 in the S",itlzs""ia" Reporls for 1863, 1868, and 1869-2 The agriculture of the 
Aztecs and Mayas is treated in Max Stellen's Die Laruiwirlschaft lei de" altamerikaniscken Kulturviilkern 
(Leipzig, 1883).-

The working of flint or obsidian into arrow-points or cutting implements is a process by pressure that has 
not been wholly IosL Old workshops, or the chips of them, have been discovered, and they are found in 
numerous localities (Wilson's Pre4istorit; Man, i. 75, 79; Abbott's Primitive Industry, and Putnam in the 
Bull. Esse~ Institute), but Powell in bis Reporl of Explorations of tke Colorado of tke West (1873) does not, 
as Wilson says be does, describe the present ways.f 

Wilson (Prehistorit; Man, i. ch. 4 and 7) in an essay on the bone and ivory workers substitutes for the cor
responding words usually employed in classifying stone implements the terms pal",.otecbnic and neotechnic, 
as indicating periods of progress, in order that the art of making tools in born, bone, sbell, and ivory might 
have a better recognition, as of equal importance witb that of making sucb in stone. Separate treatises are 
few: Morgan bas a paper on tbe bone implements of tbe Arickarees in tbe 21st Rep. of tke Regents of the 
University of the State of N. Y. (1871), and Rau's monograph on Pre4istoricfishing in Europe and Norlh 
America, one of the SmitlzsolJian Contrwutions (1884), involves tbe making of fish·hooks of bone. See also 
Putnam in the Pea60dy Museum Reporls, and in Wkeeler's Survey, vol. vii.; Wyman's contributions on the 
shell beaps, and the Journal of tke Cincinnati Soc. of Nat. Hist. for sucb as have been found in the asb'pits 
of Madisonville. On shell·work tbere is a section in Foster's Prelzistoric Raas (p. '34) ; a paper by W. H. 
Hohnes in tbe Second Rept. oftl .. Bureau of Eth"ology (p. 179); and one Oil American sbell·work and its 
affinities by Miss Buckland in the Journal Anthropol. l..st., xvi. 155. 

From the primitive materials of stone, bone, horn, or shell, we pass to metals; but as Wilson (i. p. 174) says, 
"if metal could be found capable of being wrought and fashioned without smelting or moulding, its use was 
perfectly compatible with tbe simple arts of the stone period, as a mere malleable stone;" and to the present 
<lay, be adds, tbe rude American race bas no knowledge of working metal, except by pounding or grinding 
it cold.. Tbe story wbich Brereton tells in bis account of Gosnold's visit (160') to New England, about the 
finding of abundant metal implements in use among the natives, is questioned (Baldwin's Ancient America, 
p.6.). We bave the evidences of the early mining 6 of copper extending for over a bundred miles along tbe 
50Uthem sbores of Lake Superior and on Isle Royale, in tbe abandoned trencbes and tools first discovered 
in 1847; and in one case tbere was found a mass of native copper (ten feet by three and two, and weighing 
over six tons) which had been elevated on a wooden frame prior to removal, and was discovered in this con
-dition.1 Tbere axe also indications that the manufacture of copper tools was carried on in the neigbborbood of 

a modem notion. For a century and a half after European 
museums began to gather stone implements they were 
reputed relics of Celtic art. Treatment of American art 
necessarily makes part of the works of Squier and Davis; 
Schoolcraft; Foster's PnAisltwic Races, ch. 6; Lubbock's 
P,eiistoric TiHUs; Joly's Ma. kfore Metals. Cf. refer~ 
ences in Poole'. buies under" Stone Age" and U Stone 
1mplements. u 

I Cf. S. D. Peet in .A me,. A 1Iiiqttarid", vii. IS. 

I Rau is an authority on stone implements. See further 
his paper on stone implements in the S",itlurmian Relt., 
1872; one aD drilling stone without metal in IoUl. 1868; 
and one on cup-shaped and other Japidariao sculpture in 
the Ctl1ItriInditnu ttl No . .if mer. EtImolog'J', vol. v. (Pow
ell's Rocky Mt1fUd4itJ SJWTJey, 1882). These carved, cup
like cavities in rocks are also discussed in Wilson's Pre
..lisUric Mall, voL i. ch. 3. where it is held that they were 
formed by the grinding process in shaping the rounded end 
of tools. H. W. Henshaw in the A mer. Jtntr. of AreJue.. 
MoD (i. lOS) discusses another enigma in the stone relics, 
called sinkers or plummets. Foster (Prellist. Races, 230) 
believes they were used as weights to keep the thread taut 
in weaving. 

• Ct. also Stevens's FliMt Clli/s, 2')2, and Charnay, Eog. 
mnsi., p. 'JO. 

• Cf. G. Crook U on the Indian method of making arrow .. 
1leads" in the S",itlutmia. Relt., 1871, and C. C. Jones, 
Jr., on "the primitive manufacture of spear and arrow~ 
points along the Savannah River" in I6id. 18790 A paper 
by Sellers in a later report is of importance. Cf. Stevens' 
Flint C/Oi!s, pp. 7s-SS, and Schumacher in S",itIrs ... iaIo 
Re/Nlrl, 1873. 

True flint was not often, if ever, used in America, but 
rather chert or homstone, and quartz, though implements 
tre found of ja.c;per t chalcedony, obsidian, quartzite, and 
.argillite. Cf. Rau 00 the stock io trade of an aborigioal 
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lapidary in SmitJuonian Relt. (18n)i and Rosoy's "Re
cherches sur les masques, Ie jade et l'industrie lapidaire 
chez les indigenes de I' Amerique" in A ,ei. tie la Soc. 
Anrh-. de Prance, n. s., vol. i. Jade or jadite implements 
and ornaments have been found in Central America and 
Mexico, and others resembling them in northwestern Amero. 

.ica; but it is not yet clear that the unworked material, such 
as is used in the middle America specimens, is found in 
America i" situ. Upon the so]ution of this last problem 
will depend the value of these implements when found in 
America as bearing upon questions of Asiatic intercourse. 
Cf. Dr. A. B. Meyer in the A HU'. A IIIlwoJologist (vol. i., 
July, 1888, p. 231), and F. W. Putnam in the Mass. Hist. 
Soc. Proe., Jan., 1886, and io the p,tIC. Amer . .Anlig. 
SocidY· . 

G Wilson (PreAistorle Mall, i. 200) points out that phi~ 
lology confinns it, the word for copper meaning U yellow 
stone. tJ On the question of their melting metal see letter of 
Prof. F. W.Putnam in KatU4S CityRru. tif Sc"","e,Dec., 
1881; Wilson Ci. ]61); Foster's P,e"Utoric Races, 293. 

IS Wilson (i. 209, 227) thinks the arboreal and other 
evidences carry the time when these mines were worked 
back, at latest, to a period corresponding to Europe's 
medizval era. The earliest modern references to copper 
in this region are in Sagard in 16]2 (Haven, p. 127) and in 
the Jemit Relatilm of Allouez in 1666-67. Alexander 
Henry (Travels .1Ul .Adflelliures ;" Ca1l.ada) in 1,-65 is 
the earliest English explorer to mention it. Wilson holds 
to the belief that the present race of red Indians had no 
knowledge of these mining practices, but that they knew 
simply chance masses or e>q>ased lodes. Wilsoo (i. 362) 
also gives reasons for supposing that the Lake Superior 
mines may have been a common meeting ground for all 
races of the continent. 

I' Wilsou, i. 205. MacLean's MfJ1I1ItiInIilJerl, ch. 6, 
gives a section of the shaft as when discovered. 
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the mines (Wilson, i. 2'3); and chemical ·tests have shown that a popular belief in the tempering of metal 
by these early peoples is without foundation.1 

It seems to be a fact that while in the use of metals an intermediate stage of pure copper, as coming 
between the use of bone and stone and the use of alloyed metals, was not until comparatively recently sus
pected in· Great Britain, the "peculiar interest attaches to the metallurgy of the new world that there all 
the earlier stages are clearly defined: the. pure native metal wrought by the hammer without the aid of fire; 
the melted and moulded copper; the alloyed bronze; and the smelting, soldering, graving, and other processes 
resulting from accumulating experience and matured skill" (Wilson, i. 230). It is in the regions extending 
from Mexico to Peru that the art of alloying introduces US to the American bronze age. Columbus in his 
fourth voyage found in a vessel which had come alongside from Yucatan crucibles to melt copper, as Herrera 
tells us; and Humboldt was among the earliest to discover tools alloyed of copper and· tin, and many such 
alloys have since been recognized among Peruvian bronzes (Wilson, i. 239). «Mexico, metallurgic arts were 
carried perhaps even farther in casting and engraving, and not only the results but the evidences of their 
mining places have .remained to our day (Ibid. i. 248). It seems evident, however, that experimenting with 
them had not carried them so near the perfect combination for tool-making (one part tin to nine parts copper) 
as the bronze people of Europe had reached, though they fell considerably short of the exact standard (Ibid. 
i. 254). Doubt has sometimes been expressed of Mexican mining for copper, as by Frederick von Hell
wald (Compte Rendu, Co"g. des America"istes, 1877, i. 51); but Rau indicated the references 2 to Short 
(p. 94), which forcibly led him to the conclusion that the Mexicans mined copper t~ turn into tools.8 Among 
the Mayas, Nadaillac (p. 269) contends that only copper and gold were in use. Bancroft (ii. 749) thinks the 
use of copper doubtful, and if used, that it must have been got from the north. He cites the evidences of the 
use of gold. William H. Holmes discusses The use of G1Jld and other ".etals among the ancient inhabita"ts 
of Chiri,!"i, Isthmus of Darien (Washington, ,887). As to iron, that found in the Ohio mounds, only of late 
years, has been proved to be meteoric iron by Professor Putnam (A mer. Anti,!. Soc. Proc., Apr., ,883). Bancroft 
(i. ,64) says iron was in use among the British Columbian tribes before contact with the whites, but it was 
probably derived through some indirect means from the whites. Though iron ore abounds in Peru, and the 
character of the Peruvian stone-cutting would seem to indicate its use, and though there is a native word for 
it, no iron implements have been found.4 There is not much recorded of the use of silver. It has been found· 
by Putnam in the mounds in thin sheets, used as plating for other metals.6 He has also found native silver 
in masses, and in one case a small bit of hammered gold. 

Wilson, in 1876, while regretting the dispersion of the William Bullock collection of pottery, the destruction 
of that formed by Stephens and Catherwood, and the transference to an English museum of most of the 

1 Of the Lake Superior mines, the earliest intelligent 
account we have is in C. T. Jackson's G6ological Rejorl 
to tire U. S. GoUt, 1849; but a more extended and con .. 
nee ted account appeared the next year in the RejHJrl OM 

tire Geolo/i.Y of Lake Superi8r (Washington, ,850), by 
J. W. Foster and J. D. Whitney, which is substantially 
reproduced in Foster's Prenistqric Raees (1873), ch. 7 .. 
Meanwhile, Col. Charles Whittlesey bad published in vol. 
xiii. of the Smunso"ia" ContrilJutWIU his A ncie"t Min
ing 011 tke sluwes of Lake SlIjIn"i8r (Washington, 1863, 
with a map). which is on the whole the best account, 
to be supplemented by his paper in the .MelllOirs of ,the 
Boston Society of Natural History. Jacob Houghton 
suppli~ a description of the II ancient copper mines of 
Lake Superior U to Swineford's History aNi RnJiew D/ 
tire mineral resourc.. of Lake SUjerior (Marquette, 1870). 
Cf. also A "rtals of ScieNCe (Cleveland), i. for 185'; Daw
son's Fossil M~", 61; Baldwin's Ancinrl America, 42; 
Wilson's PrenistfW'ic Man, i. 204; Dr. Harvey Read in 
the Dist. Hist. Soc. R~!qrt, ii. (1878); Joseph Henry in 
the S",itlr.so"ia" RejJorl.s (1861; also in 1862); and Short, 
p. 8c), with references. 

On the mines at Isle Royale, see Henry Gillman's" An
cient works at Isle Royale" in ApputOll's 7t1f11"1UJ, Aug. 
9, 1873; S",itluonia" Repb., 1873, 1874, by A. C. Davis i 
the Procudi"C's of the Amer. Asso. for the Advancement 
of Science, 187S; and Professor Winchell in Pojllla", 
Scienc~ MontlUy, Sept., 1881. 

See further, on the copper implements of these ancient 
workers: Abbott's p,.imiJiw I""'""", ch. 28; Foster's 
P""Aistoric Races, 251; P. R. Hoy's H(J'II) tuUllly tvitnN 
wwe tile copjJw i",jJumnus ",ade, (Racine, 1886, in Wis
COIISi" Acad. of Science, iv. 132); J. D. Butler's address 

on II Prehistoric Wisconsin ,. in the WiscOIISi,. Hist. Coli., 
vol. vii. (see also vol. viiL), with his CI Copper Age in Wis
consin I) in the Proc. Df tM A IIIn". A miqllo.,.iaN StKut" 
April, 1877, and his paper on copper tools in the WiscOllSi" 
A cad. D.f Scinrce, iii. 99; H. W. Haynes on U Copper im· 
plements of America n in p",«. Allin". A1IIi9- Soc., Oct., 
1884, p. 335; Putnam. on the copper objects of North and 
Soutb·America preserved in the Peabody Museum. (Reports, 
xv. 83); Read and Whittlesey in the FUuzI Rejort, Ohio 
Board CeNt. ManaJ:"s, 1877, ch. 3 i and Poole's lrukx •. 
p. 300. Reynolds has recently in the yourt<al of tire A ... 
tMOpoi. Soc. (Wasbington) claimed copper mining for the 
modem Indians. 

! Clavigero (Philad., Eng. trausl., i. 20); Prescott, i.. 138; 
Folsom's ed. of Cortes: letters, 412; Lockhart's transl. of 
Bernal Diu (Lond, 1844, i. 36). 

• Cf. on copper implements from Mexico: P. J. J. Va
lentini·s MericaH copjer tIJols: tire .... of copjer by the 
MezicatU IHfortt the C __ st; IUId Tire Kahme. of Maya 
Aisttwy. d cllaJUr ill 1M ,arly IIistDry of Central A ",";ca. 
From tlu ~ .. by S. Salis~.ir. (Worcester, 18.."0), 
from the A ...... Atlliq. S"".Proc.,Apr.JO, 1879; F. W. 
Putnam. in IlJiJ., n. s., ii. :135 (Oct. 21, 1882) i Charnay, 
Eng. trausl., p. 70; H. L. Reynolds, Jr., on the II Metal 
art of ancient Mexico" in PqjnJa,.Scinta Monthly, Aug., 
1887 (vol. lCCIi., p. 519). 

• Cf. St. John Vincent Day'. P ... ltistoric flU of ;'0" 
alUi .t .. l: wi/It obswvJatitnu (London, 18n). This book 
grew out of papelS printed in the Prot". Pltilosop". Soc. of 
Gla.sC""'1 1871-7S). 

15 Cf. Dr. Washington Matthews on the ,I Navajo silver
.miths" in the 2tl Rept. Bure,." of Etltnol. (Washington, 
1883), p. 167. 
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specimens gathered by Squier and Davis, lamented that no American coll~on 1 bad been yet fonned adequate 
to the requirements of the students of American archzology and ethnology. Since that date, however, thE> 
collections in the National Museum (Smithsonian Institution) at Washington and in the Peabody Museum at 
Cambridge have largely grown; and especially for the fictile art and work in stone of Spanisb No~h America. 
the Museo Nacional in Mexico has assumed importance. The collection in the possession of the American 
Philosophical Society in Philadelphia,- since transferred to the Philadelphia Academy, is also of value for the 
study of the pottery of middle America. 

Rau has supplied a leading paper on American pottery in the Smit"sonian Report, .866; and E. A. Barber 
has touched the subject in papers at the Copenhagen, Luxembourg, ·and Madrid meetings of the Congr~s des 
America.nistes, and in the American Anti'fuarian (viii. 76).3 W. H. Holmes has a paper on the origin and 
development of fonn and of oR'ament in ceramic art in the Fourth Report, Bureau of Ethnology, p. 437. 

For local characters there .... arious monographs.· 
There is no satisfactory evidence that the potters wbeel was known to 

any American tribe; but Wilson, in his chapter on ceramic art (Pre4is
torie Man, ii. ch. .6), feels convinced that the early potter employed 
some sort of mechanical process, giving a revolving motion to his clay. 

Modelling in clay for other purposes than the making of vessels is also 
considered in this same seventeenth chapter of Wilson, and the subject 
runs, as respectS masks, figurines, and general ornamentation, into the wide 
range of aboriginal art, which necessarily makes part of aU comprehensive 
histories of art. W. H. DaII has a paper on Indian masks in the T4ird 
Report, Bureau of Et"nology, p. 73. The subject is further treated by 
Wilson in a paper on " The artistic faculty in the aboriginal races," in the 
Proeeeding-s (iii., 2d part, 67, 119) or" the Royal Society of Canada, and 
again in a general way by N adai11ac on L' ari pr''';stor;fJU< en AmerifJue 
(Paris, .883), taken from the Revue ties deux Mondes, Nov. " .883.6 

As regards the textile art in prehistoric times, see for a general vie.w 
W. H. Holmes in the American AntifJuarian; viii. 26.; and the same 
archzologist has treated the subject on the evidences of the impression 
of textures as preserved in pottery, in the T4ird Rell. Bur. of Et""ology, 
p. 393. Cf. Sellers in Popular Science Journal, and Wyman in Peabody MEXICAN CLAY MASK.· 
Museum Reporis. 

J. W. Foster first made (.838) the discovery of relics of textile fabrics of the moundbuilders; but he did 
not announce his discovery till at the Alhany meeting (.8;1) of the American Association for the Advance
ment of Science (Transactions, .8;2, voL vi. p. 37;). He tells the story in his·Pre4istoric Races, p. 222, and 
figules the implements, found in the mounds, supposed to be employed in the making their cloth with warp 

1 The chief European collections are in the British Mu
seum, the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, the Louvre, 
and at Copenbagen, Vienna, Brussels, Dot to name otbers; 
and among private ones, the Christy and Evans collections 
in England and the Unde in Heidelberg. 

• TrtuUSditms, D. s., iii. 510. 

I Cf. Lucien de Rosny's" IntrodllCtion 0\ une bistoire de 
1a dramiqoe chez lea indieus du nouveau moncIe" in the 
ArcAirJes tie 14 StK. Amb. tie France, D. s., vol. i., and 
Stevens' FUnJ CA,"js, 24.1. Further references: Wilson's 
Pre4ist. Ma", ii. cb. 17; Catlin's N . .A.. ltulians, ch. 16; 
F. V. Hayden" CndriD. to llu Elknog" • ..r llu Mis ...... ; 
YalleY,355; A. Demmin's Hist. tie Ia Ciramipe (Paris. 
1868-1875); Nadaillac's Les Premiers Htmttnes, and his 
L 'A "';'-ipl ;'-;kisttJri/j'W, cb. 4-

• For the Atlantic coast, papers by Abbott (A mwiean 
NatfWaiUt, Ap. 12, etc.), later more comprehensively 
treated in his Pri",iJi'llt: Industry, ch. "II; and for the 
middle Atlantic region, a paper by Francis Jordan, Jr., in 
the .if tMW. Pllw,6ol". $«. PrtK. (J888, vol. :av.). For 
Florida, Schoolcraft in tbe Nn» y..,.,t Hist. Soc. Proe., 
.846, p. 1240 For the moundbuildera, Foster's Prellistoric 
Race., p. 237, and in A 1IU1". Nahlra/Ut, vii. 94 (Feb., 
.873); Nadai1lac, ch. 4; and Putnam in Amer. Nat., ix. 
]21,393, and PealNHly.dr ... Be~u., viii. For the Missis· 
sippi Va1Jeyingeneral, Edw. Evers in Tn. Contributu",. to 

tlte arc/ue%oof MissflllYi; W. H. Holmes in the Fourth 
ReJqrt 0/ tlte Bureau 0/ Etleno!ogy, an improvement of a 
paper in the Prqc. of tile Davenport Acad. of Sciences, 
vol. iv. Joseph JODes in the Smitluonian Conlrio., xxii., 
and Putnam in the Pealmtly Mfls. Repts., have desaibed the 
pottery of Tennessee- Tbe Pacific R. R. Rep". yield us 
something; and Putnam (Be/oris) was the first to aescribe 
the Missouri pottery. J. H. Devereux treats the pottery 
of Arkansas in the Smitluonian Rept., 1812. On the Pu. 
eblo pottery, see papers of W. H. Holmes aDd F. H. Cush
ing in the FtntrlA Rept. B .... ..r Etr.". (pp. 257, 743); and 
James Stevenson's illustrated catalogue in the TAird Rept., 

.p.SII. F. W. P"utDam (Amer. Arl Review, Feb., 1881), 
supplementing his work in vol. vii. of Wheeler's Survey, 
thinks that the present Pueblo Indians make an inferior 
ware to their ancestors' productions. The pottery of the 
cliff-dwellers isdesc:ribed in Haydeo'.A ....... l Rept. (.876). 
Paul Schumacher explains the method of manufacturing 
pottery and basket·work among the Indians of Southern 
California in the PealJoJy MlU1!U1II Rept., xii. 521. O. T. 
Mason's papers in recent Smitluflnian He/oris and in the 
.A mer. Nat"W'aiist are among the best investigations in this 
direction. 

S For some specia1 phases, see S. Btondel's RecMrclus 
IW' les OijOllZ us je'M;ks jri",itift •.• Mlrie4Uu et 
PWtnJiens (Paris, I¥) i F. W. Putnam's C01If1elltit»J. 

• After a cut in Wil~'s Pre4isttwic Ma1l, ii. p. 33t of an example in the collections of the American Philosophical 
Society. in a totally different styJe from the usual Mexican tena--cottas; and Wilson remarks of it that one will look in 
vain in. it for the Indian physiognomy. 
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and woof. Putnam has since made similar discoveries (Peabody Museum Reports). The subject is also 
treated in the Proceedings of the Davenport Academy and of the American Association for the Advancemen~ 
of Science. The fabrics were preserved by being placed in contact with copper implements. 

The Indians of New Mexico were found by the Spaniards in possession of the art of weaving. Cf. Washing· 
ton Matthews on the Navajo weavers, in the Third Relt. Bur. of Ethnology, p. 371, and Bancroft (i.. 582), 
wbo also records the making of fabrics by the wild tribes of Central America (Ibid. i. 7~7). He also notes 
the references to the textile manufactures of tbe Nahuas and Mayas (ll. 484, 752). The richest accumulation 
of graphic data relative to tbe fabrics of Peru is contained in the great work on the Necrololis of Aneon • 

• Feather·work was an important industry in some parts of the continent. The subject is studied in Ferdi· 
nand Denis' Arte Ilumaria: Les Ilumes, leur valeur et leur emllo; dans les arts au Mexiflue, au Pirou, 
au Bresil et dans les Indes et dans fOceanic (Paris, 1875).1 

Lewis H. Morgan's Houses and House·life of the American Aboriginehashington, 1881) is the com
. pletest study of the habitations of the early peoples; but it is written too exclusively in the light of universal 
communal custom, and this must be borne in mind in using it. The edifices of middle America and Peru 
have been given a bibliographical apparatus in another part of the present volume; but references Inay be 
made to Wilson'S Prehistoric Man (ll. ch. 16), Viollet Ie Due's Habitations of Man, translated by R. Buck. 
nall (Boston, 1876), and to Bandelier's ArchtZological Tour, 226, where he quotes as typical the description of 
a native house in 1583, drawn by Juan Bautista POInar. 

There is no good comprehensive account of American prehistoric trade. The T-shaped pieces of copper in 
Jlse by the Mexicans came nearest to currency as we understand it, unless it be tbe wampum of the North 
American Indians, and the shell money in use on the Pacific coast; but it should be remembered that copper 
axes and copper plates served such a purpose with some tribes.2 The Peruvians 'used weights, but the Mex· 
icans did not. The latter had, however, a system of measures of length.8 The canoe was a great interme
diary in the practice of barter.4 The Peruvians alone understood the use of sails, and the earliest Spanish 
navigators on the Pacific were surprised at what they thought were civilized predecessors in tbose seas when 
they espied in the distance the large white sails of the Peruvian rafts of burden.. The chief source of trade 
in such conditions was harter, and we know how the Mexican travelling merchants got information that was 

atailed of by the Mexican marauders in their invasions. Bandelier 6 gives us the references on the barter 
system, the traderS, and the currency in that country, and we need to consult Dr. W. Behmauer's Ess,!i sur Ie 
Commerce dans fancien Me:ci'lue' et en Perou, in the Archives de la Soc. Amer. de Frallce (n. s., vol. i.). 

All the treatises on the mounds of the Ohio Valley derive illustrations of intertribal traffic from the shells 
of the coast, the copper of Lake Superior, the mica of the Alleghanies, the obsidian of the Rocky Moun
tains or of Mexico, and the unique figurines which the explorations of the mounds have disclosed. Charles 
Rau has a paper on this aboriginal trade in North America, published in the Archiv jUrA"'hrolologie (Braun· 
schweig, 1872, vol. iv.), which was republished in English in the Smithsonian Rel0rt, 1872, p. 249. Bancroft's 
references under" Commerce" (v. p. 668) will help the student out in various particulars. 

alum in Ancient AmericanArl (Salem, 1887, from the 
BIIII. Essex Inst., xviii., for 1886); Mexican masks in 
Stevens' Flint Chips, 328; S. D. Peet on " Human faces 
in aboriginal art, n in the A ","ican A ntiquaria" (May, 
1886. or viii. 133) i the description of terra-cotta figures 
in Herman Strebel's A It~Mexico. A terra-cotta vase in 
the Museo Nacional is figured. in Brasseur's Popu/ V'III:. 
(1861). 

It is not known that stringed instruments were ever 
used, notwithstanding the suggestion of the twanging of 
the bow-strin&,i but museums often contain specimens of 
musical pipes used by the aborigines. The opening chap-. 
ter of J. F. Rowbotham's Hist. of M ... ic (London, 1885) 
gives what evidence we have, with references, as to kinds 
of music common to the American aborigines, and their 
fictile wind instruments. Cf. A. J. Hipkills'Musical i",.. 
.struml!nt~ }"istorie, rare, and unique. TAe selection, 
introduction, and descriptive ntJtes 6y A. 1. Hipkins; 
iil ... trated by Wiiliam Gib6 (Edinburgh, 1888); H. T. 
Cresson on Aztec music in the Proc. Acad. Nat. Scie"us 
(Philad., 1883); and Wilson's Prehistoric Ma .. (u. 37), with 
the references in Bancroft's index (v. p. 717). 

In Nott and Gliddon's ["dige""", Bae .. 0/ tM Eart" 
JPhilad., 1857) there is a section by Francis Pulszky on 
" Iconographic researches on human races and their art. tt 

1 Mrs. Zelia Nuttall's essay on some Mexican feather-

work preserved in the Imperial Museum. at Vienna appeared 
in the .A. rcluzol. and Elluwlog. Papers of tM PeaO.dy. 
Mu.seII"" vol. i. DO. 1 (Cambridge, 1888), and here she'dis
cusses the question if this is a standard or bead-dress. and 
holds it to have been a head-dress. The contTary view is 
taken by F. von Hochstetter in his U~her MezictuUscM 
Reliquietl aIlS tier Zeit Mo1lleZJI.1IUS's (Vienna, 1884), who 
supposes it to have been among the presents sent by Cortes 
in 1519 to Charles V., in the possession of whose nephew 
it is known to have been in 15C)6. . 

• Cf. Horatio Hale on Tile Origm of Pri",iti'tle MtnUJI 
(N. Y., 1886, -from the P"jndar Scu1ICe MtnUAly, xxviii. 
2<)6); W. B. Weedon's [ndime MtnUJlas .. factor i>c Ne<II 
England Cirlilisatime (Baltimore, 1884,- Johns Hopkins 
(University Studies); Ashbel Woodward's Wam;-' (Al
bany, 1878): Ernst Ingersoll in the.A. ....... Natxr"'ist(May. 
1883); and the cuts of wampum belts in the SecotUl B.# . 
R ..... Et""""'o (pp. 242, 244 •• .¢. 'ofI\, 252, 254)· 

• Cf. D. G. Brinton's TM Ii,..'" MI".."..S of 1M Se".j. 
Cl"fJuiud natio1u of Mezictl au Ce'llirai A 1IUrica. Read 
k/or. lite .A. meric".. P"ilos""lui:al Society, 7a ... 2, r88s 
(Philadelphia, 1885>-

, Wilson's Pre},istoric M4II, i. ch. 6. 
• Wilson, i. 168. See ;ost, Vo!. II. 50S, for an old cut 

of a raft under sail. 
• P.aO.dy M .... B.pt., ii. 600-8. 



IV. 

BIBLIOGRAP~CAL NOTES ON AMERICAN LINGUISTICS. 

By th. Editor. 

IT cannot be said that the study of American linguistics has advanced to a position wholly satisfactory. It 
is beset with all the difficulties belonging to a subject that has not been embraced in written records for long 
periods, and it is open to the hazards of articulation and hearing, acting without entire mutual confidence. 
And yet we may not dispute Max MUller's belief,l that it is the science of language which has given the first 
comprehensive impulse to the study of mankind. 

Out of the twenty distinct sounds which it is said the voice of man can produce,2 there have been built up 
from roots and combinations a great diversity of vocabularies. Comparisons of these, as well as of the 
methods of forming sentences, bave been much used in investigations of ethnical relations. Of these opposing 
methods, neither is sufficiently strong, it is probable, to be pressed without the aid of the other, though the 
belief of the Bureau of Ethnology at Washington, under the infiue6ce of Major Powell, practically discards all 
tests but the vocabulary, in tracing ethnological relations. It is held that this one test of words satisfies, as to 
customs, myths, and other ethnological traits, more demands of classifications than any other. Granted that it 
does, there are questions yet unsolvable by it; and many ethnologists hold that there are still other tests, physio
logical, for instance,8 which cannot safely be neglected in settling sllch complex questions. The favorite claim 
of the Bureau is that its officers are stUdying man as a human being, and not as an animal; but it is by no 
means sure that the physical qualities of man are so disconnected with his mind l\nd soul as to be unnecessary 
to his interpretation. Even if language be given the chief place in such studies, there is still the doubt if tbe 
vocabulary can in all ways be safely followed to the exclusion of the structure of the language; and it is not 
to be forgotten, as Haven recognized thirty years ago, that" one of the greatest obstacles to a successful and 
satisfactory comparison of Indian vocabularies is caused by the ca'pricious anll ever-varying orthography applied 
by writers of different nations." This is a chance of error that cannot be eliminated when we have to deal with 
lists of words made in the past, by persons not to be communicated with, in whom both national and personal 
pecu1iarities of ear and vocal organs may exist to perplex. A part of the difficulty is of course removed by 
trained assistants acting in concert, though in different fields; but the individual sharpness or dumess of ear 
ani purity and obscurity of articulation will still cause diversity of results, - to say nothing of corresponding 
differences in the persons questioned. There is still the problem, broader than all these divisionary tests, 
whether language is at all a safe test of race, and on this point there is room for different opinions, as is shown 
in the discussions of Sayee, Whitney, and others.4 "Any attempt," says Max MUller, cc at squaring the classi
fication of races and tongues must necessarily fail." 6 On the other hand, George Bancroft (Final revision, 
ii. 90) says that "the aspect of the red men was so uniform that there is no method of grouping them into 
families but by their languages." 

It is the wide margin for error, already indicated, that vitiates much that has already been done in philologi
cal comparisons, and the over-eager recognition at aU times of what is thought to be the word-shunting of 
" Grimm's Law" has doubtless been responsible for other confusions.6 

1 CAt"Jl, ii 24B. Cf. Dabry de Tbiersant's Origlne MS 
indullS (Paris, 1883), p. 181. 

, It has been a question whether the palzolithic man 
talked, and it has been asserted and denied, from the char. 
acter of certain inferior maxiUary bones found in caves, that 
he had the power of aniculate speech. Dr. Brinton bas 
recently, from an examination of the lowest stocks of lin
guistic uUerances now knoWD, endeavored to set forth U a 
somewhat correct conception of what was the character of 
the rudimentary utterances of the race." Cf. Brinton, 
La"gvage of JM PaliZolitkic Mati, Philadelphia, 1888 i 
Mortillet, La prlAisttw;qw A ntiquitl de l' H ommt! (ParisI 

·1883); H. Steinthal, Dw Ursprung tier Sjraclu (Berlin, 
1888). Horatio Hale, on "The origin of languages and 
the antiquity of speaking maD," in the Am. Assoc. Ael1J. 
Sci. Proe., xxxv. 219, cites the views of some physiologists 
to show that the pre-glacial man could Dot talk, because 

there are only rudimentary signs of the presence of im
portant vocal muscles to be discovered in the most an .. 
cient jaw-bones which have been found. Rau inferred 
that the totally diverse character, as he thought, of the 
American tongues indicated strongly that the earliest man 
could not articulate (C01JtriIJ. to N. A. EtAn(Jlogy, v. 92). 
For other somewhat wild speculations, see Col. E. Carette's 
Etude sur les temps antllt.istori'gws, La Lang-are (Paris, 
1878). 

S MOTgaD tbought he had found a test in his Systems 0/ 
consanpinit,Y and affinity of tlte Huma1J Faw,,?y (Wash
ington, 1871). 

, journal A ntltroJu/ogicai Inst., v. 216. 

Ii Science of Languag-e, i. ]26. 
8 For recognition of it in American philology, see Ban

croft, iii. 670, and Short, 471. 
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Most of the general philological treatises touch more or less intimately the . question of language as a test 
of race,l and all of them engage in tracing affinities, each. with confidence in a method that others with equal 
assurance may belittle.2 Thus Bancroft,8 reftecting an opinion long prevalent, says that "positive grammati
cal rules carry with them much more weight than mere word likenesses," 4 while, on the contrary, Dawson 6 
says that" grammar is, after all, only the clothing of language.. The science consists in its root-words; and 
multitudes of root-words are identical in the American bnguages over vast areas." This last proposition is, 
as we have seen, the principle on which this inquiry is now conducted with governmental patronage. " Each 
American language," says George Bancroft, in his chapter on the dialects of North America, "was competent 
of itseif, without improvement of scholars, to exemplify every rule of the logician and give utterance to every 
passion." In accordance with such perhaps extreme views, it has been usually said that the American lan
guages are in development in advance of aboriginal progress in other respects. It is another cornman observa
tion that while a ceriain resemblance runs through all the native tongues,s there is no such general resemblance 
to the old-world languages; 7 but at the same time the linguistic proof of the unity of the American race is 
nllt irrefragable,S and it would take tens of thousands of years, as Brinton hlllds, if there had been a single 
source, fllr the eighty stllcks of the North American and for the hundred South Ameri;"n speeches to . have 
developed themselves in aU their varieties.9 Proceeding beyond stocks to dialects, and counting varieties, 
Ludewig, in his Literature of fhe American Languac-s, gave 1,100 different American languages; but an 
alphabetical list given by H. W. Bates in. his Central America, West Indies and South America (Londlln, 
1882, 2d ed.) 10 affords 1,700 names of such. The number, of course, depends on how exclusive weare in group
ing dialects. Squier, for instance, gives only 400 tongues for both North and South America; for, as 
Nadail1ac says, " philology has no precise definition Ilf what constitutes a language." 11 

1 Cf. Waiu, In/rod. to AntltropologJl (Eng. traosl.), p. ., Hayden says: U The dialects of the western continent, 
238; Wedgwood, Origin i!I Language; Lubbock, Origin radically united among themselves and radically distin
tif Civilization, ch. 8; Tylor's A ntkroj%gy, ch. 6; Topi· guished from all others, stand in hoary brotherhood by 
nard's Antkrojologie; J. P. Lesley's Man's Orig-in a,J the side ·of the most ancient vocal systems of the human 
Destiny (who considers the test so far a failul'e); William race." 
D. Whitney's "Testimonyoflanguage respecting the· unity 8 Morgan, in his Systems D/ Consanguinity, contends 
of the human race," in theNtJ1'tItA merican Revirw, July, for this linguistic unity, though (in IS66) he admits thae 
186,. H the dialects and stock languages have not been explored 

I The "Lenguas y -naciones Americanas" fonns part with sufficient thoroughness." 
of the firSt volume of Lorenzo Hervas's Catdlog'o tie las D Gallatin says of them: U They bear the impress of 
Lenguas tie las NacitJ1Us Conocidas, jI Hflm.er«ion, divi- primitive languages, ••• and attest the antiquity of the 
sion, jI ewes tk estas segun fa diversidad de sas idiomas population, - an antiquity the earliest we are pennitted to 
? diakctos (Madrid, 1800-1805, in 6 vols.), which served in assume." This was of course written before the geological 
some measure Joham. Severin Vater, and J. C. Adelung in evidences of the antiquity of man were uOlderstood, and 
'their Mitnridates, oder Allgemeine Spraclunkunde (Ber- the remoteness referred to was a period near the great dis
lin, 1806-11, in 4 vols.) and his A nakltten tier Sjwaclun- persian of Babel. 
kunde (Leipzig, .821). •• The appendix of this work bas a good general summary 

There has more been done so far to map out the etbno- of the Ethnography and Philology of America, ,by A. H. 
logical fields of middle America th~n to detennine those of If.eane. 
the more northern parts. Cf. the map in Orozco y Berra's 11 T~e interlinking method. of communication between 
Geografui tie las lenguas de Mexico (1864), and that in tribes of different languages is what is called sign or gesture 
V. A. Malte-Brun's paper in the Compte Rendtl, Congo language, and the study of it shows that in much the same 
us Ambicanistes, IS77, ii. 10. The maps in Bancroft's fonns it;.s spread over the continent. It has been specially 
Native Races, H. and v., will serve ordinary readers. For studied by Col. Garrick Mallery. <;t. his papers in the 
the broader northern field, see the papers by L. H. Morgan A mer. A ntUplpria", ii. 218; Pruc. AWIn'. Asstl. Adv. 
and George Gibbs in the SHtitlLsonian Reports, 1861, 1862. Scie'l{.·e, Saratoga meeting, IS8o;. and at length in the 
The Bureau of Ethnology have in preparation such a map, First Ann'U4l Rept. Bur. tJf EtAnDlogy (1881). He notes 
and they. mark on it, it is understood, about seventy distinct his sources of information on pp. 395, 401. He had earlier 
stocks. . pranted under the Bureau's sanction his I«tf"oductiO'M to 

Cf. Horatio Hale on U Indian migrations as e"idenced tM Study tJf Sip Lan.Jf'llage (Washington, 1880). The 
by language," in the A mer. Antiquarian, v. IS, 108 (Jan., subject is again ~nsidered in the TAira Rept. of the Bu
April, IS83), and issued separately, Chicago, 1883. Lucien reau, p. xxvi. Cf. also W. P. Clark's India" Sigx-la,,· 
Adam criticised the views of Hall in the Copenhagen g1UJg'e~ wit" E.:rl/analtwy Notes (Philad., 188S). Morgan 
Compte Rendu, Cong-. ties A mb., 1883, p. 123. (Systt!t1fSo/'Ctlnsanpinity, 227) expresses the opinion that 

S Nat. Races, iii. 5SS. it.has the germinafprincipie "from which came, first, the 
• Cf. A m. A niiq. Soc. P1"oc., April, 18,9. pictographs of the northern Indians and of the Aztecs; 
6 Fossil Men, 310. and, secondly, as its ultimate development, the ideographic 
G A prominent feature is the .proces.c;; of uniting words and possibly the hieroglyphic 'language of the Palenque and 

lengthwise, so to speak, which gives a single utterance the . Copan monuments." 
import of a sentence. Thischaracteristic of the American In addition to languages and dialects, we'have a whole 
languages has been caned polysyn\hetic, incorporative, body of jargons, a conventional mixture of tongues, ad
holoph11lstic, aggregative, and agglutinative. H. H. Ban- duced by continued intercourse of peoples speaking differ
croft instances the word for letter·postage in Aztec as being ent languages. They grew up very early, where the French 
"Amatlacuilolitquitcatlaxtlahuilli," which really signifies came in contact with tIle aborigines, and Father Le Jeune' 
by its component parts, U payment received for carrying a mentions one in 1633 (Hist. Mar., v.345). The Chinook 
paper on which something is written." cr. Brinton's On jargon, for instance, was, if Dot invented, at least developed 
fJolysyntlusism and incorporation as characteristic 0/ by the Hudson Bay Company's servants, out of French,. 
A mn-ican languages (Philad., IS8S). English, and severallndian tongues (whose share predomi. 
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The m"'\l comprehensive survey of the bibliography of American linguistics, excluding South America, is 
in Pilling's Proo/-sAuts 0/" 6i61iogralhy 0/ tAe I""pagu 0/ tlu North A",eric"" bldia"s (Washington. 
18S5), a tent-tive issue of the Bureau of Ethnology, already mentioned. Pilling also earlier catalogued the 
linguistic Ms,s. ia the library of the Bureau of Ethnology, in Powell's First Report of that Bureau (p. 55,3), 
in which that f.;bnographer also gave a sketch of the history of gathering such collections. A section of the 
Bi6liotM'4 A.Mri&,.". of Charles Leclerc (Paris, 1878) is given to linguistics, and it affords by groups one of 
the best keys to the litet1lture of the aboriginal languages which we yet have, and it has been supplemented 
by additional listS· issued since by Maisonneuve of Paris. Ludewig's LitertJlure of America" Aboriginal 
L411p4gu, 711it" tdditilms 67 w. T,,"," (London; 1858), was up to date, thirty years ago, a good list of 
grammars and dictior.:ries, but the increase has been considetable in this field since then (Pilling's Eski",o 
Ltz"P4g<S, p. 62). The libraries of collectors of Spanish-American history, as enumetated elsewhere,l have 
usually included much on the linguistic history, and the most important of the printed lists for Mexico and 
Central America is that of Brasseur de Bourbourg's Bibliolheflle Mexi&t>-Gutdb,,4/unne,lre&ede6 d'un 
&OUI d'",i/ SIIr les et"des .. ...eri&aines dims /eIIrs raJlorls 1I1NJ& /es eh,des &/assiques, d SIIivi du tableau,lar 
,.,.dn aIJ1l4b6titfUe, des ouvragu d4 /i"lJ"istitfU6 .....eri&aine &ontenus dans Ie tid",. wlu",e (Paris, 1871). 
This list is repeated with additions in the Cutalogwe de Aljh01lse L. Pinarl d ••• de Brasseur de B."r
IIO"rg (Paris, ISS.31. Field's India" Bibliogral"Y characterizes some of the leading books up to 1873; but 
the best source up to about the same date for a large part of North America is found in the notes in that 
section of Bancroft's NatrJe Raas, vol. iii., given to linguistics.S The several Comites R ... dus of the Con
gres des Amencanistes have sections on the same subject, and the second volume of the Contributiolls to Nort" 
A_eri, .... EtIl,..logy, published by the U. S. Geological Survey (Powell's), has been kept back for the c0m

pletion of the linguistic stodies of the government officials, which will ultimately, under the care of A. S. 
Gatschet, compose that belated volume. Major Powell, in his conduct of ethnological investigations for the 
United States gove.mment, has found efficient helpers in James C. Pilling, J. Owen Dorsey, S. R. Riggs, 
A. S. Gatschet, not to name others. I'owell outlined some of his own views in an address on the evolution of 
language before the Anthropological Society of Washington, of which there is an absmct in their TrIUU

.. diolts (ISSt), while the paper can be found in perfected'shape as "The evolution of language from a study 
of the Indian languages," in the First Report 0/ tlu Bure_ of Ethnology. 

Among the earliest of the students of the native languages in the north were the Catholic missionaries in 
Canada and in the northwest, and there is much of interest in their observations as recorded in the Jemil 
Reltdiq",. We find a Didiqnnaire de la langue " .. r_ in the Grand Voyage du Pays des Huro,1S (Paris, 
r6JZ, etc.). 

The most conspicuous of the English publications of the Seventeentb century: was the Natick rendering of 
the Bible for the Massachusetts Indians, undertaken by the Apostle John Eliot, as he was called, at the 
expense of the London Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. Eliot also published a Gram",ar 0/ tlu 
MtlSsa&""setts Iltdi .. " La"page (Cambridge, 1666), which, with notes by Peter S. Duponceau and an in
troduction by John Pickering, was printed for the Mass. Hist. Society in 1822, as was John Cotton's Yocabw
lary 0/ tlu Alassa,husdts INdia .. L""page (Cambridge, 1830). Roger Williams' Key ;"to til, la"guag. 0/ 
A""";&a has been elsewhere referred to.s The Rev. Jonathan Edwards ~te a paper on the language of the 
Mohegan Indians, which, with annotations by Pickering, was printed in the A~$' Hist. So<. Coli. in 182J, 
and is called by ,Y .ven (Ar"'",ol. U. S., 29) the earliest exposition of the ra connection of the Amer
ican languages. : .r. James Hammond Trumbull, the most learned of the stude ts of these eastern languages, 
has furnished v'~'0us papers on them in the publications of the American Philological Association and of the 
American Antiquarian Society,' and has summarized the literature of the subject, with references, in the 
M_OriM Hist. 0/ Bost01l (vol. i.). 

In the eighteenth ceutory there were several philological recoroers among the missionaries. Sebastian 
Rasie made a Didio1lary 0/ til. A6"aJ,e L""guage, now preserved in MS. in Harvard College library, which, 
edited by John Pickering, ~ubliShed as a volume of the Me",oirs of the Amer. Acajfmy of Arts and 
Sciences in 183\ --A grammatical sketch of the Abnake as outlined in Rasle's Didi01larJlis given by'M. C. 
O'Brien in the "M.ine-Hist. Soc. Coli., Vol. ix. The publicaftons of the American Philosophical Society in 
Philadelphia have preserved for us the vocabularies and grammars of the Delaware language, collected and 
artaDged by John Heckewelders and David Zeisberger, while the lalter MOt1lvian missionary collected a 
considetable MS. store of linguistic mces of the indian tongues, a part, of which is now preserved in Har
vard Cullege library.1 One of this last collection, an l"diQ1l Didionary .. Englis", G.trman, Irofuois (tlu 

Dates). to facilitate their trade with the natives, and does Dot 
contain, at an outside limit, more than 400 or 500 word& 
There is some reason to believe that the lodian portion of 
this jargon is older, however_ than the English contact 
(Bancroft, iii. 633-3; Gibbs's CItiMMJII DiditnuJ,y .. Horatio 
Hale io Wilkes' U. S. Exfow. EzI<d.). 

I See the section on " Americana, tt with a foot-note OD. 

liugoistU: cullections. Haven summed up what had been 
doDe ill this field in .855 ia his A nlwtUO of 1M U. S. 
P. 53- ' 

2 TIlere is a less extensive survey. but wider in territory, 
ia Short's NBrlJ. A __ iauu of AllligrIit;I, ch' 10. 

• Vol. III. P. 355. . 
• See Pilling's P"""f-.ltHts. 
i Duponceau's report in Heckewelder. Hist. Ace. tI/ t_ 

IM .. NtUitwu, 1819. is in the Afass. Hist. Coil., IBu. 
Pickering says that Duponceau was the earliest to discover 
and make known the common characteristics of the AmeJ'oo 
iean tongues. 
. • These are eDumerated io the appendix of Tlu C~ 
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Onondaga), and Algonquin (the Delaware) (Cambridge, 1887,) has been carefully edited for th~ press by 
Eben Norton Horsford. Dr. Johu G. Shea published a Dictionnaire Franfais-Onontag-ue, edit. ,'d'aprh un 
manuscrit du I7e siecle (N. Y., 1859), which is preserved in the Mazarin library in Paris. I 

There was no attempt made to treat the study of the American languages in what would nowt be termed a 
scientific spirit by any English schoiar till towards the end of the eighteenth century. The whQ'ie question of 
the origin of the Indians had for a long time been the subject of discussion, and it had of neces:,"1ty taken more 
or less of a philological tum from the beginning; but the inquiry had been simply a theoTetical one, with 
efforts to substantiate preconceived beliefs rather than to formulate inductive ones, as in su~h works as - not 
to name others - Adair's American Indians (London, 1775), where every trace was refu'able to the Jews, 
and Count de Gebelin's Monde Primitif (Paris, 1781), where a comparison of Amr..ican and European 
vocabularies is given.1 

A much closer student appeared in Benjamin Smith Barton, of Philadelphia, though he was not wholly 
emancipated from these same prevalent notions of connecting the Indian tOD.gues with the old·world speeches. 
He says that he was instigated to the study by Pallas' Ling-uarum tot,us orbis Vocabularia comparativa 
(Petropolis, 1786, 1789), and the result was his New View of the Origin oftbe tribes pnd nation! of America 
(PhiIad., 1797; again, 1798). He sets forth in his introduction his methods of study. Charlevoix had sug
gested that the linguistic test was the only one in studying the ethnological connections of these peoples; 
but Barton asserted that there were other manifestations, 'equally important, like the physical aspects, the 
modes of worship, and the myths. He examined forty different Indian languages, and thinks they show a 
common origin, and that remotely a connection existed between the old and new continents. 

The most eminent American student 2 of this field in the early half of this century was Albert Gallatin. 
He began his observations in 1823, at the instance of Humboldt, and two years later he took advantage of a 
representative convocation of Indian. tribes, then held in Washington, to continue his studies of their speech. 
In 81 tribes brought under his notice he found what he thought to be 27 or 28 linguistic families. This was 
a wider survey than had before been made, and he regretted that he was not privileged to profit by the vocab
ularies collected by -Lewis and Clark, which had unfortunately been lost. At the request of the Amer. Anti
quarian Society, he wrote out and enlarged this study in the second volume of their Collections in 1836, and 
advanced views that he never materially changed, believing in a very remote Asiatic origin of the tongues, and 
without excepting the Eskimos from his conclusions. In 1845, in his Notes on tbe semi-civilized nations of 
Mexico, his conclusions were much the s;>.me, but he made an exception in favor of the Otomis. At this time 
he counted more than a hundred languages, similar in structure but different in vocabularies, and he argued 
that a very long period was necessary thus to differentiate the tongues. At the age of eighty-seven Gallatin 
gave his final results in vol. ii. of the Transactions of tl" American Ethnological Society (1848). Gallatin 
published a review 8 of the volume on Ethnography and Philology, which had been prepared by Horatio Hale 
as the seventh volume of the Publications oftbe Wilkes United States Exploring Expedition (1838-.!2), and 
Hale himself, then in the beginning of his reputation as a linguistic scholar,4 published some papers of his 
own in the same volume of the Transactions.S 

The two Americans who "ave done more than others, without the aid of the government, to organize 
aboriginal linguistic studies are Dr. John Gihnary Shea of Elizabeth, New Jersey, and Dr. Daniel Garrison 

0/ flu Sparks MSS., issued by the library of Harvard 
University. They are also cited with some in other de~ 
positories by Pilling in his Protif-skuts. 

1 Also in J. B. Scherer's Reclurckes Aisloriques et geo. 
rrapkiq1Us sur Ie Notl'1Jeau MonJe (Paris, 1777). 

S We know little of what Jefferson might have accom
plished, for his manuscripts were burned in ISoI (School
craft's Ind. Tribes, ii. 356). As early as 1804 the U. S. 
War Department issued a list of words, for which its agents 
should get in different tribes the equivalent words. Gal .. 
latin used these results. Different lists of test words have 
been often used since. George Gibbs had a Jist. The Bu .. 
reau of Ethnology has a list. 

a Cf. synopsis in .Haven's Arduztll. U. S., p. 65. 
.. For Hale's later views see his Origin 0/ language atul 

antiquity of speaking man (Cambridge, 1886), from the 
Proc. A ml!1". A ss. A dv. Scienu, xxxv.; and his Develoj;
ment 0/ language (Toronto, 1888), from the Proc. Cana
dian but., 3d ser., vi. 

a Among other workers in the northern philology may be 
named Schoolcraft in his India" Ty,"/Jes (ii. and iii. 340), 
who makes no advance upon Gallatin i W. W. Turner in 
the Smitlt.stlnian Report, vi. i R. S. Riggs adds a Dacota 
bibHography to his Grammar and DicliolllZry of tlte Da
coin. lang'UtZge (Washington, Smiths. Inst., 1852), George 
Gibbs in the S,nt'tluo1lia" Rejts. for 1865 and 1870, and as 

collaborator in other studies, of which record is made in 
J. A. Stevens' memoir of Gibbs, first printed in the N. Y. 
Hist. Soc. Coli., and then in the SmitAsonian Report for 
1873; F. W. Hayden's Contributions to tlu etAnograploy 
atUl pltilology of tlu I tUlia" tribes of tlu Mis."",,; Valley 
(Philad., ,862), being vol. xiii. of the Trans. A,.,.... Pltilo
.oploical Soc. 

A contemporary of Gallatin, but a man sorely harassed, 
as others see him, with eccentricities and unstableness of 
head, was C. F. Rafinesque, who had nevertheless a certain 
tendency to acute observation, which prevents his books 
from becoming wholly worthless. His first publication was 
an introduction to Marshall's Hi'story of KenhKky, which 
he printed separately as Ancient History, or A"naJs oJ 
Kentucky, 'WitA a SII7"fIe,y oJ tM ancient "",nNments of 
N _It A ",...ica, atUl a tabular view of tlu principal /"". 
ruages and priml'tive HaJions 0/ the 'WluJk earth (Frank
fort, Ky., .1824). In this he makes a comparison of four 
principal words from fourteen Indian tongues with thirty
four primitive languages of the' old world. In 1836 be 
printed at Philadelphia The A ","icall Nations, or ONtlilles 
0/ lluir gnural ',,'st01")l, ancient and ",0""",, including llu 
'Wltok "istory of tM ,art" and mankind in tM 'West""" 
Ae",ispllere ; llu pAilosop"y of A ",,,.ica,, Aistory; tM all
flats, trtuliliotu, ci.,,,1izatio,,, /allguages, etc., rQ aliA MW'

"all nations, wilMs, empires and states (in two ~olumes). 
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Brinton of Philadelphia. Of Shea's Lib .. a .. y of American Lingo.Utics he has given an account in the Smith" 
stmian Relt., 1861.1 

Dr. Brinton has set forth the purposes of his linguistic studies in an address before the ·Pennsylvania 
Historical Society, American Aboriginal Languages and why we should study tkem (Philad., 188s,-from 
the Pe,.nsylvania ,Yagasine of History, 1885, p. 15). In starting his Lib .. a .. y of Aboriginal American Lit
eralure, he announced his purpose to put within the reach of scholars authentic ~terials for the study of 
the languages and culture of the native races, each work to be the production of the native mind, and to be 
printed in the original tongue, with a translation and notes, and to have some intrinsic historical or eth' 
nological importance.2 . 

The other considerable collections are both French. Alphonse L. Pinart published a Biblioth~que de lin. 
go.istique et ti'ethnographie Americai"es (Paris and San Francisco, 187S-82).8 

The publishing house of Maisonneuve et Compagnie of Paris, which has done more than any other 
business finn to advance these studies, baS conducted a Colledion linguistique Americaitu, of much 
value to American philologists.4 

Other French studies have attracted attention. Pierre Etienne Duponceau published a Memoire su .. Ie 
systeme grammatical des lallgues de quelques nations indiennes d. r AmerifU4 du No .. d (Paris, 1838).6 He 
conducted a correspondence with the Rev. John Heckewe1der respecting the American tongues, which is pub
lished in the Transactions 0/ the Amer. Philosophical Society (Phil., 1819), and he translated Zeisberger's 
Delaware Grammar. 

The studies of the Abbe! Jean Andre Cuoq have been upon the Algonquin dialects,S and puhlished mainly 
in the Ades de la Sociite philologique (Paris, 1869 and later). His monographic Etudes philologiques su .. 
quelques langu.s sauvages de I' Amerique was printed at Montreal, 1866. It was the result of twenty years' 
missionary work among the Iroquois and Algonquins, and besipes a grammar contains a critical examination 
of the works of Duponceau and Schoo1craft. Lucien Adam has been very comprehensive in his researches, 
his studies being collected under the titles of Etudes su .. six langues Americaines (Paris, .878) and Examen 
grammatical compare de se!ze langues Americai ... s (Paris, 18;8).7 

J It embraces: .. 
FIRST SERIES: No. I. 1. G. Shea, FYellC1t Onondaga 

Didw1Iary. . 
2. G. Mengarini, Selis4 tW F/at~Mad Grammar. 
3. B. Smith, Grammatical Skelc/t tif lu HnJe lan

guar" 
... F. Arroyo de 1a Cuesta, Grammar of tM M'IItnm 

lanpare• 
s. B. Smith, Grammar of tile Pima (W Nevume /an

guar·· 
6. M. C. Pandosy, Grammar and Dictionary of the 

Yakama la"lf1kZp. 
7· B .. Sitjar, VocaOulary of the kmguag. of tire San 

if ntm.io Missio". 
8. F. Arroyo de la Cuesta, VoeabNlary or pArase-600" 

of the Mill ... " languare. 
9· Abbe! Maillard, Gramma.. of the MicnuuJue lax

cwage• 
10. J. Bruyas, Rtulices Yer6ortt", Irtlt/teurum. 
II. G. Gibbs, A lpha6eticai Vocabularies of tire Claf-. 

lam tUUl L"",,,,,: 
12. G. Gibbs, Dictionary oftlte CAi1lOtlk/twgon. 
13· G. Gibbs, Alptu.6eticai VocaOula .. y of the CM""o" 

la"f:"U4Ce. 
SECOND SBRIES: J. W. Matthews, Grammar aM Die--

tionary of tire la"guar' of the H idatsa. . 
2. W. Matthews, Hi4atsa-Enclis4 Dictionary. 
The first series was printed in New York, 1860-63; the 

second, 1873-14- There is full bibliographical detail in 
Pilling's PrtKI/-sMets. 

• The following are already published: ... 
TIte Clwtmicles o/Ilu Mayas, ed. by Brinton. 

2. TIte r,OfJUJU B(J()k of Riks, ed. by Horatio Hale. 
3· Tile CtJllUdy./Jtukt of Gueguence, ed. by Brinton. 
... The NtdUmal Lerend of tire C .... Iu, ed. by Albert S. 

Gatschet. 
5. The L.""pI and thei .. L.gmds. 
6 The Amuzls of the Cakc"iqrleis, eel. by Brinton. 
I This series contains: 
J. Juan de Albornoz, Arle tie la kngwa CAiajaneca 7 

DIKIrina CristiatuZ ptW Luis Ba",~(Js (Paris, 1875). 
2. P. E. Pettitot, Didi4nnaire de Ia langue DmJ. 

Di..ajil (Paris, 1876), 

3. P. E. Pettitot, Vocalndaire Frallfais-EsfJU,'mau 
(Paris, 1876). 

4. P. Franco, Noticias de los Indios del Dejarlamenlo 
de VU"apa, etc. (San Francisco, 1882). 

Pilling (Proof-sMds, s8q, '1°42-1044) gives an account of 
Pinart's published and MS. linguistic collections, as well 
as (p. 587) of Francisco Pimentel's Las Lengwas ';ndigffla$ 
de Mb:ico (Mexico, 186.-65). 

• It embraces: 
1. E. Uricoechea, Lengua Clti6clta (Paris, 1871). 
2. Eujenio Castillo i Orozco, Vocabulario Pait-Castel-

1a1t(), etc. (Paris, 1877). 
3· Raymond Breton, era_mawe Carawe, ea. jar L. 

Adam et CA. Lecltrc (Paris, 1878). 
4· Ollan/ai, drante, trad. jar Pacheco agarra (Paris, 

1818). 
50 R. CeledOD, .La Lengua goa/ra, COlI 1nIa ;"trod. 

jor E. UricoecMa (Paris, 1878). 
6. L. Adam et V. Henry, La Lengua Cltiquita (Paris, 

1880). 
7. Antonio Magio, La Leugua de los Indios Baures 

(Paris, 1880). 
8. J. Crevaux, P. Sagot, et L. Adam, Langwes de Ia 

rlgion us Guya~s (Paris, 1882). 
9- J. D. Haumonte, Parisot, et L. Adam, La Laneve 

Tanua (Paris, 1882:). This has been pronounced a deceP"' 
tiona 

10. FranciGco Pareja, La Lengua TimUlJ'l'Ula, 16[4 
(Paris, 1886). 

S Cf. Pilling's Protif-shets, pp. 211-218. 
I Brinton (AMn". Hero My tits, 60), referring to Father 

Cuoq's .Lexique tie fa langue /roquoUe, speaks of that 
author' as U probably the best living authOrity on the 
Iroquois." PilJing, Proo/'-sluets, 185, etc., giv:es the best 
account of his writings. Cf. Mrs. E. A. Smith on the Iro. 
quois inJourtuZl AntArojoiog. Inst., xiv. 244-

1 The languages covered 'are: Dakota, Chibcha, Na
huatl. Kechua, Quiche, Maya, Montagnais, Chippeway, 
Algonquin, en, Iroquois. Hidatsa, Chaeta, Caraibe, Kinri, 
Guarani. Adam has been one of the leading spirits in the 
Congres des Americanistes. There was published in [882, 
as a part of the BiDlitJtlUtpII lingwistu,ue A ",b-icaw, a 
Grammaire et Yocalnda;"e de fa /angve 1anlsII, awe 
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The papers of the Count Hyacinthe de Charencey have been in the first instance for the most part printed· 
in the Revue de Li"guisti'lue, the Annales de Phi/osophie Chretienne, and the Me",oires de r Acad" .. ie de 
Caen, and have wholly pertained to the tongues south of New Mexico; but his principal studies are collected 
in his MClanges dePhi/olog;. et de palCographie Americaines (Paris, 1883).1 

The most distinguished German worker in this field, if we except the incidental labors of Alexander and 
William von Humboldt,2 is J. C. E. Buschmann, whose various linguistic labors cover the wide field of 
the west coast of North America from Alaska to the Isthmus, with some of the regions adjacent on the east. 
He p~blished his papers in Berlin between 1853. and 1864, and many of them in the Mi",oires de /' Acadimie 
dtBe,.Ii>,.8 

Dr. Carl Hermann Berendt has published his papers in Spanish, English, and German, and some of them 
will be found in the Smithsonian Reports, in the Berlin Zeitschrijt fur Ethnolog;., and in the Revista de 
,lfCrida. Under the auspices of the American Ethnological Society, a fac-simile reproduction of his graphic 
A1Ja/ytical Alphabet for tilt Mexican and Cmtral American languages was published in 1869, the result of 
twelve years' study in those countries.4 

The languages of what are called the civilized nations of the central regions of America deserve more 
particular attention. 

In the Mexican empire the Aztec was largely predominant, but not exclusively spoken, for about twenty 
other tongues were more or less in vogue in different parts. Humboldt and others have found occasional 
traces in words of an earlier language than the Aztec or Nahua, bot different from the Maya, which in Bras
seur's opinion was the language of the country in those pre-Nahua days. Bancroft, contrary to some recent 
philologists, holds the speech of the Toltec, Chichimec, and Aztec times to be one and the same.' It was 
perhaps the most copious and most perfected of all the aboriginal tongues; and in proof of this are cited the 
opinions of the early Spanish scholars, the successes of the missionaries in the use of it in imparting the 
subtleties of their faith, and the literary use which was made of it by the native scholars, as soon as they 
had adapted the Roman alphabet to its vocabulary and forms.s 

'ems traduits d COln'Henth Jar 7. D. Haumontl, Par,"· 
sot, L. A dam. It was printed from a manuscript said to 
have been discovered in 1872, in the library of Mons. Hau
monte. Dr. Brinton, finding, as he claimcii, that Adam 
had been imposed upon, printed in the A merican A nti
tpmrian, March, 188S, "The Tznsa Grammar and Dic
tionary, a Deception Exposed," the points of which were 
epitomized by Professor H. W. Haynes in th~ A mmean 
Antiquarian Soculy Proceedlilg's(April, 188S), and Adam 
answered in Le T tnlSa, a~-iJ ete forge de tOllUS ~j)ces 
(Paris, .885). 

The languages of the southern and southwestern United 
States have been particularly studied by Albert S. Gatschet, 
among whose publications may be named ZWOl/ Sjracke" 
aus de7N SiU/westen Nor-d A nurikas (Weimar, 1877)i TIte 
TimUC1«Z la71guage of Florida (Philad., 1878, 1880); Tiu 
Clmmeto languatre of California (Philad., .882); Dw 
Yuma S jwacnstamm of Arizona and the neighboring re
gions (Berlin, 1877, 1883) i WlWtveruicluf.iss eines Viti
Dialect,s (Berlin, .882); TM SMtimas"" Indians <if St. 
Mary's Paris", Ltlllisia.na (Washington, 1883); but his 
most important contribution is the linguistic, historic, and 
ethnographic introduction to his Migration Legend of 1M 
Creek Indians (Philad., .884), in which he has surveyed 
the whole compass of the southern Indians. The extent 
of Mr. Gatscbet's studies will appear from Pilling's Proo/
skets, pp. 28S-292, 9SS. 

1 Contents. - I. Sur quelques familles de langues du 
Mexique. 2. Sur differents idiomes de la Nouvelle-Es
pagne. 3. Sur 1a famille de langues Tapiju1apane .. Mixe. 
4· Sur la famiUe de langue Pirinda-Othomi. s. Sur les 
lois phonetiques dans les idiomes de Ia famiUe Marne
Huast~ue. 6. Sur 1e pronom personnel dans les idiomes 
de la famille Maya-Quiche. 7. Sur I'etude de la prophetie 
en langue Maya d'Ahkuil-Che1. 8. Sur Ie syst~me de nu .. 
m~ration chez les peuples de la famille Maya~Quich~.. 9-
Sur Ie d~chiffrement des ecritures calculHormes du Mayas. 
10. Sur les signes de num~ration en Maya. 

Pilling (Proo/-slteets, pp. 145-148, 904""'906) enumerates 
many of the separate publictltions. 

2 Brinton has printed Tlu ;ltilosojAical graMMa" 0/ 
llu A merican languages as sd fortA 6y W,11u1", flO" 

Humboldt, witla a translalio" of an ""IJtlblisMd ",e",oi, 

by Aim "" tM American "",6 (Philad., .885). The great 
work of A. von Humboldt and Bonpland, V t/Yage a-..r 
reg-iolU hplinoxiales d" "Qltf}~a" continntt (Paris, 1816-
31), gives some linguistic matter in the third volume.. 

J These are enumerated in the list in Bancroft, i.; in 
Field, nos. 208-218; and in Leclerc, Index; with more de
tail in Pilling's Pro<if-sM'ts, pi>. '02-"0, ll94-8g6. Cf. also 
Sabin, iii. nos. 9t521 etc. 

, Brinton, who possesses his papers. published a Afe17U1ir 
of him in the .A HI. .A tdiq. Soc. Proc., 1884. His publica .. 
tions and MS. collections are given in Pilling's P,of!i~Mets, 
pp. 72, 73,879'-881. 

G He cites (iii. 72S-26) many opinions; and quotes Saha
gUn as saying that the Apalaches were Nahuas and spoke 
the Mencan tongue (/!Jid. iii. 727)' Is this any evidence 
of the Floridian immigration? 

6 A considerable body of literature in this language has 
come down to us. Bancroft (iii. 728) enumerates a number 
of the principal religious manuals, etC. lcazbalceta in the 
first volUme of his Bihliogrnfra ilfexicaN4 (Mexico, 1886), 
in cataloguing the books issued in Mexico before 16oG, in. 
eludes all that were printed in the native tongue. Brinton 
gives some account of such native authors in his A /xwigi,"" 
America .. autMrs and tlrei .. froductifJ1U, esj«ialf.y t"
m tM natw, kmgwatres. A '''''pin- ;" tile "istory <if liu.-. 
am,., (Philad., .883). Cf. his paper in the CO"trr~S us 
A mIr., Copenhagen, .883. p. 54. Bancroft (iii. 730) gives 
some citations as to its literary value. Brinton has illus
trated this quality in some of his lesser monographs, as in 
his A "ci",t NaII""'l P«try (Philad., .887); and in his 
Strdy <if tM NaIuIatll_guatr, (.886), in which h. gi""" 
specimens and enumerates the dictionaries and texts. He 
says there are more than a hundred authors in it (A 1IIn'. 

Antiquarian, viii. 22). lcazbalceta has collected many 
Nahua )ISS., and his brother-in-law, Francisco Pimentel, 
has used them in his ClU'Ulro tUSCf!'iptwo? cOHlpara.li'flo 
de las L,"lf'I4S inditr'''''s de II/;xico (.86.), of which there 
is a German translation by Isidor Epstein (N. Y., 1877). 
This is based on a second augmented edition (Mexico, 
1874-75), in which the· tongues of northern Mexico are 
better represented, and a general classification of the lan
guages is added. Pimentel Ii. 154) asserts that it is a mis. 
take to suppose that the Chichimecs spoke Nahua. Cf .• 
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The Maya has much the same prominence farther south that the Nahua has in the northerly parts of the 
territory of tile Spanish conquest, and a dialect of it, the Tzendal, still spoken near Palenque, is considered 
to be the oldest form of it, though probably this dialect was a departure from the original stock. It is one of 
the evidences that the early Mayas may have come by way of the West India islands that modern philok>
gists say the native tongues of those islands were allied to the Maya. Bancroft (iii. 7;9, with other references, 
760) refers to the Jist of spoken tongues given in Palacio's Carla aI Bey de Estana (';76) as the best enu
meration of the early Spanish writers.' For its literary value we must consult some of the authorities like 
Orozco y Berra, mentioned in connection with the Aztec. Squier published a Monograph of au/luJrs who 
htnJe written 011 tlu languages of Central America, and colleded vocabularies and composed works in the 
"atm dialeds of that country (Albany, .86',-'00 copies), in which he mentions 110 such authors, and 
gives a Jist of their printed and MS. works. Those who have used these native tongues for written produc
tions are named in Ludewig's Literature of tlu Amer. AbDrig. Languages (London, .8;8) and in Brinton's 
Aboriginal American AutluJrs (PhiJa., .883).2 

however, Bancroft (iii. 12.> and Short, 2SS • ..so. Pimen
tel'. opinioos are weighty, and foUow in this respect those 
of Orozco y Bena, SabagUD, Ixtlilxochi,l; bu' later, Veytia 
had maintained the reverse. 

Lucien Adam includes the Nahua in bis EtfItIe. nil" sir 
lI.utrllU .if "';"'ictZille. (Paris, 1878). Aubin wrote U Sur 
Ia IaDItUl! Mbicaiue et la philologie Americaine" in the 
.Are4if1utle IaStIC. ,AMJr. t1eP,IIIIU, D. s., vol. i. BJaSoo 
seur cootn"buted various articles OD Mexican philology to 
tbe BnntI! Orinrlale .1 A mb-ica;,... Dr. C. Hermann 
Berendt formed au A _lytical A 1;/uzM for lire Me.rican 
a"a Cent .. al Americ .. u."IfII4KeI (N. Y., .860)). Busch
maDD bas a study in the MlllUJin tie l' A t:adhtUe de Berlin, 
aod separately, Ue6n-die Asteleisclun Oruna ...... (BernD, 
18SJ~ Henri de Cb"",ncey in bis MIu.1Igel de P!JjJq[grie 
(Paris, 1883) has a paper" Sur quelques families de langues 
dn Mexique." V. A. MaI .... Brun gaye in the Compte 
R~lIdll, CII1I¥.tiu A "';'iclZlf.iste., 18t7(vol. it p. 10), a paper 
.. La distribuhou ethnographique des nations et des langues 
au Mo!xique." Reference has been made ebewhere 10 the 
important pubtication of Manuel OI'OlCO y Berra, Geografra 
de 1M /eng-tIM J' carla et_grafoa de Mixico, free.didos 
tie "" e1U470 tie ela#i/iclUiIm tie ku milnuu lenrzuu J' tie 
.. ;-.tel;ar .. 1M ;""';graeUnreI de 1M tri67u(Mexioo,l86.). 
The work is said to be the fruit of twelve years' constant 
study, and to have been based in some part on MSS. be
longing 10 lcazbalceta, da,iDg back 10 'be lauer part of tbe 
sixteen,b century (enumerated iD Peu. MJU. Be;lI, ii. 559). 
There is some adverse criticism. Peschel (Rau. 0./ Men, 
4]8) tbiob the linguistic map of Mexico io Orozco y Bena'. 
work tbe only good featnre in the book, since the antbor 
apreads old erJOTB anew in consequence of his unacquaint
auce with Buschmann'. researches. A series of linguistic 
monographic essays on the Altec names of places is em
braced in Dr. Antonio Peiia6el's N tI1IIbe, Geografoil tie 
Mezieo. CataJqro alfa6etico de 141 __ " de I"gar;er-

tnueietdn dI iJim114 "NaIt'llatl" ~ltudi4 jn'ogii/icll tie la 
llUlfricllu. de 141 t .. ihto, del codic. Mend«ino (Mexico, 
.885). In the Arc"iue. de laSIJC. A"';". til France, D. s., 
119. iii. there is an essay by Si_ou. II La langue M~xicaine 
et son bistoire. U 

The affiliation of the AItec with tbe Pueblo stocks is 
traced by Bancroft, iii. 665, who follows out the diversities 
of tbose Btocks tpp. 671, 68.). Cf. for various views Mor
gan's Systenu t!I ClllUanpi"ily, :zOO; Buschmann's Die 
Vj/1ur1Uld Sfraelre .. N ... Mexic,", "'!.d First B,;~ur. 
of EtAOI4IoO, p. uxi. 

I Some authorities give fourteeo dialects of tb. Maya. 
CL the table in Bancroft, iii. 562, etc., and the statements 
io Gan:ia y Cuhas, traoslated by Geo. F. Hendenon as Tire 
Be"""'ic of Meri&o. It is .,i11 spoken in the greatest 
purity about the Balize, as is commonly said; but Le PIon
geou goes somewhat inland and says he found it "in all its 
pristine purity" in the neighborhood of Lake Perea: I.e 
Pleogeon, with that extravagance which has in the end de
prived him of tbe aympathy aod eocouragement doe 10 his 

_ DO_by labors, Slyo, .. ODe thin! of this Maya tonltUl! 
is pore Greek," following Bt"UIeur ia one of his vagaries, 

who tbought be fouDd in I 5,aoo Maya vocables at least 7,000 
that bore a striking resemblance to the language of Homer. 

Z The bibliographies will add to this enumeration. The 
Pi1UZrl Catal4gw (pp. <}8-100) gi ... a partiaJ Jist. OoIy 
some of the more important monographs upon features of 
the Maya language can be mentioned: Father Pedro Bel
tran de Santa Rosa's. A rle del itli41na Maya (Mexico, 
17¢) was so rare that Brasseur did Dot secure it, but Le
clerc catalogues it (no. z,280J, as well as the reprint (Merida, 
1859) edited by Jose D. Espinosa. There is a study of tbe 
Maya tODgoes included in a paper prioted first by Carl 
Hermann Berendt in the 70urNll tiftlreAmer. Geog. StK. 
(viii. 132, for 1876), which was later issued separately as Be-
tnar/u tnt tAl centres 0/ ancintl civilization in Central 
Americ .. tUUltluir reogra;"icaldistrilndion(N. Y., .876~ 
It is accompanied by a map. (CI. also his "Exploratioosin 
Central America" in the S",itlutmian Relt., 1867.) Bra&
seur included in his Mamucra T,oa"" (Paris, '86cJ-1o), and 
later published separately, a Dictionnaire, Gram.maire d 
CArestomaJAie de la langwe Maya (Paris, 1872); the dic.
tionary containing 10,000 words, the grammar beiog a trans.. 
latiOD from Father Gabriel de Saint Bonaventure, while 
the chrestomathy was a gathering of specimens ancient aDd 
modem, of the lauguage. Brasseur, in his mutable way, 
found in the first """D of his studies tbe Greek, Latin, 
English, German, Scandinavian, not to Dame others, to 
have correspondences with the Maya., and ended in deriv
ing tbem from that tongue as the primitive language. (Cf. 
Short, 476.) Dr. BriulOD has a paper OD Tire A1I&i&nt 
P_ic AI;lta6et of yucat .... (N. Y., 1870), aDd be read 
at tbe Bufulo meetiog (.886) of the Amer. Assoc. for the 
Advancement uf Science a paper OD the phonetic element 
of the gnpbic system of the Mayas, etc., which is printed 
in the AlflWictuI.A1IIUpiqrian, viii. 347. In the introduc
tion Df his M4J'd. Cltrtl1lid~s (Philad., 1882) be en.mines 
the language and literature of the Mayas. He refers to a 
"Disertacion sobre la historia de 1a lengua Maya 0 Yuca
teca" by Crescendo Carrello y Ancona in the RerJid& de 
Merid4, 18700 CbareDcey has prioted various special pa
pers, like a Frar-nt de C"rulomatIJie de la U."1fW 
Maya anlifW (Paris, 1815) from the RefIIIe tie P4i/olggir 
et tI' Etnnogra,nie, and a paper read before [he Copenhagen 
meeting of the Congres des A~ricanistes (Com,le RendN, 
p. 319), U De ]a formation des mots. en leogua Maya." 
Lauda's B,lation as publisbed by BrasseUl (Paris, 1864) is 
of course a leading source. 

Of tbe Quiche branch of tbe Maya we know most from 
Brasseur's p"fJtJ Y Ilk and hom his Gra1lllll.ica. lie fa 
1_ QuieltJ (Paris, dl6:z), in the appendix of which be 
printed tbe Rahi1l4l A cit;, a drama in the Quiche tongue. 
Father lldefonso Jose Flores, a Dative of the country, was 
professor of the <;akchiquel language in the uDiversity of 
Guatemala in the last ceutury, aod published a Ark de u. 
k,,/{Ua _tro;olila#a del Beyne Cak"i9w1 (Guatemala, 
1753), which was unknown to later dolan, till Brasseur 
discoveJed a copy in 1856 (Leclerc, no. 2,270), The litera
ture of the Cakchiquel dialect is examined in the introduc
tion 10 Brinton'. G.-.. ",_ of tire Cak"~1 ~e 
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The philology of 'the South American peoples has not been so well compassed as that of the northern 
continent. The classified bibliographies show the range of it under such heads as Ande (or Campa), Arau
canians (Chilena), Arrawak, Aymara, Brazil (the principal work being F. P. von Martins's Beitrage zur 
Ethnographie und Sprachmkunde Amerika's, zumal Brasiliens, Leipzig, 1867, with a second part called 
Glossar;a,linguarum 6rasiliensium, Erlangen, 1863), Chama, Chibcha (or Muysca, Mosca), Cumanagota, 
Galibi, Goajira, Guarani, Kiriri (Kariri), Lule, Moxa, Paez, Quichua, Tehuelhet, Tonocote, Tupi, etc. 

(Philad., 1884), edited lor the American Philosophical So
ciety. Cf. Brinton's little treatise On the language anti 
etltnolor:ic position 0/ tlte Xinca Indians 0/ G#atema/a 
(Philadelphia, ,884); his So-called Alar:uilaclanr:uar:e 0/ 
Guatemala in the Proc. Am.PltiltJsopn. Soc., 1887, P. 366i 
and Otto Stoll's z,'" Etlt"'r:rapltie der Repu6lik Gua
te",ala (Zurich, 1884). 

We owe to Brinton, also, a few discussions of the Nica
ragua tongues, both in their Maya and Aztec relations. He 
has discussed the local dialect of this region in the introduc
tion 91 TIte Giiegiience; " comedy 6allet in the N ,,"uatJ. 
Spanis" dialect 0/ Nicarar:ua (Philadelphia, ,883), and in 
his Notes on tIu! Mangue, an extinct dialect /lWmerly 
sjoke" in Nicarar:ua (Philadelphia, ,886~ 



v. 
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON THE MYTHS AND RELIGIONS 

OF AMERICA. 

By th_ Edito,.. 

THE earliest scholarly examination of the whole subject, which has been produced by an American author, 
is Daniel G. Brinton's Myths of the New World, a treatise on the symbolism and mythology of the Red 
Race of America (N. Y., 1868; 2d ed., 1876). It is a comparative study, "more for the thoughtful general 
reader than for the antiquary," as the author says. "The task," he adds, "bristles with difficulties. Careless
ness, prepossessions, and ignorance have disfigured the subject with false colors and foreign additions without 
number" (p. 3). After describing the character of the written, graphic, or syinbolic records, which the student 
of history has to deal with in tracing North American history hack before the Conquest, he adds, while he 
deprives mythology of any historical value, that the myths, being kept fresh by repetition, were also nourished 
constantly by the manifestations of nature, which gave them birth. So while taking issue with those who 
find history buried in the myths, he warns us to remember that the American myths are not the reflections 
of history or heroes. In the treatment of his subject he considers the whole aboriginal people of Amer
ica as a unit, with "its religion as the development of ideas common to all its members, and its myths as the 
garb thrown aiound those ideaS by imaginations more or less fertile; but seeking everywhere to embody the 
same notions." 1 This unity of the American races is far from the opinion of other ethnologists. 

Brinton gives a long bibliographical note on those-who had written on the s"bject before hhn, in which he 
puts,as the first (1819) to take a philosophical survey, Dr. Samuel Fanner Jarvis in a Discourse on the religion 
of the Indian tribes of North America, printed in the N,' Y. Hist. Soc. Collections, iii. (1821). JarVis con
fined himself to the tribes north of Mexico, and considered their condition, as he found it, one of deterioration 
from something formerly higher. There had been, of course, before this, amassers of material, like the Jesuits 
in Canada, as preserved in their Relations,2 sundry early French writers on the Indians,S the English agents 
of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in New England, and the Moravian missionaries in Penn
sylvania and the Ohio country, to say nothing of the historians, like Loskiel (Guchichte der Mission, 1789), 
Vetromile (Abnakis 'and their His/ory, New York, 1866), Cusick (Six Nations), not to mention local ob
servers, like Col. Benjamin Hawkins, Sketch of the Creek Country (Georgia Hist. Soc. Collections, 1848, but 
written about 1800). 

If the placing of Brinton's book as the earliest scholarly contribution is to be contested, it would be for 
E. G. Squier's Serpent Symbol in America (N. Y., 1851);4 but the book is not broadly based, except so far 
as such comprehensiveness can be deduced from his tendency to consider all myths as having some force of 
nature for their motive, and that all are traceable to an instinct that makes the worship of fire or of the snn 
the centre of a system.. With this as the source of life, Squier allies the widespread phallic worship. In 
Bancroft's Native Races (iii. p. 501) there is..:j, summary of what is known of this American worship of the 

1 Notwithstanding this commonness of origin, if such be 
the cue, there is a striking truth in what Max Muller says: 
II The tho~ghts of primitive humanity were not only differ~ 
ent from OUf tboughts, but different also from what we 
think their thoughts ought to have been. tJ .. ~ 

• See Vol. IV. p. 295. 
a Such are Sagard's H4toir6 au Canada. (1636); Nico

las Perrot's Mn"o;r6 nw les Mtnw.r, Ctndunus et Re
l;gUm ties Sallfltzgu, in~ving his experience from 1665 
to 1&)9 i Lafitau's MfIIW's des SaU'IJaps (1724), and the 
like. 

I Bancroft (iii. 136) says: U It does not appear, notwith-
1itanding Mr. Squier's assertion to the contrary, that the 
serpent was actually worshipped either in Yucatan or 
Mexico." Cf. Brinton's Mytlu, ch ... j Chas. S. Wake's 
,swfrnt Wws","p (London, ,888); and J. G. Bourke's 
-Sttake-tlattce of 1M Mop" tU .A -Yl"una; king" a IIa".,a-

live of a jour~ ./rom Sallta FI, New Mexico, to tlte "il
lages of tke Mop'; Indiana of A r';zolllZ, wltA a Mscrlption 
of llu "",n,In'S and cusloms of I"is IecuHar jeopu, ttl 
whiclt is added a !wid" dissertation ujon serpentJWfWsA,~ 
u. general, witlt an account of tlu tablet dance of tire 
Puellio t!l'Santo Doming'o, New Me.:dco, elc. (London, 
,884)· 

6 Brinton (Myths, etc., 141) declares sun~worshipJ which 
some investigators have made the base of all primitive 
religions, to be but a It short and easy method with my
thology," and that U no one key can open all the arcana of 
symbolism." He refers to D'Orbigny (L'Homme Ami
ricain), Muller (A'IIIW. Urrelicionen), and Squier (Serjnd 
S"m6ol) as !i'luppomng the opposing view. We may find 
like supporters of the sun as a central idea in Schoolcraft, 
Tylor, Brasseur. Cf. Bancroft's Nat,ve Races (iii. 114) in 
opposition to Brinton. . 
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generative power. Brinton doubts (Myths, etc., 149) if anything like phallic worship really existed, apart 
from a wholly ,\nreligious surrender to appetite. 

AnoU,er view which Squier maintains is, that above all this and pervading all America's religious view. 
there was a sort of rudimentary monoU,eism.1 

When we add to this enumeration the somewhat callow and wholly unsatisfactory contributions of School· 
craft in the great work on the /"dian T,.ib" of the United Stat" (1851-59), which the U. S:government in 
a headlong way sanctioned, we have ineluded nearly all that had been done by American authors in this field 
when Bancroft published the third volume of his Nativ. Rae,s. This work constitutes the best mass of ma
terial for the student - who must not confound mythology and religion - to work with, the subject being 
presented under the successive heads of the origin of myths and of the world, physical and animal myths, 
gods, supernatural beings, worship and the future state; but of course, like all Bancroft's volumes, it must be 
supplemented by special works pertaining to the more central and' easterly parts of the United States, and to 
the regions south of Panama. The deficiency. however. is not so much as may be expected when we consider 
the universality of myths. "Unfortunately," says this author. II the philologic and mythologic material for 
such an exhaustive synthesis of the origin and relations of the American creeds as Cox has given to the world 
in the Aryan legends in his Alytholog)' oft"e Aryan Nations (London. 1870) is yet far from complete." 

In 1882 Brinton, after riper study, again recast his views of a leading feature of the subject in his Ame,.icaN 
I",,. .. myths .. a st"dy ill th, native ,.eligions of the westerN co"ti"ent (Philad .• 1882), in which he endeavored 
to present ,; in a critically correct light some of the fundamental conceptions in the native beliefs." His pur
pose was to counteract what he held to be an erroneous view in the common practice of considering" Amer
ic.~n'hero-gods as if they had been chiefs of tribes at some undetermined epoel,," and to show that myths of 
similar import, found among different peoples, were a " spontaneous production of the mind, and not a reminis
cence of an historic event." He further adds as one of the impediments in the study that he does" not know 
of a single instance on this continent of a thorough and intelligent study of a native religion made by a Protes
tant missionary." 2 After an introductory chapter on the American myths, Brinton in this volume takes up 
successively the consideration of the hero-gods of the Algonquins and Iroquois, the Aztecs, Mayas. and the 
QuiellUas of Peru. These myths of national heroes, dvilizers, and teachers are, as Brinton says, the funda
mental beliefs of a very large number of American tribes, and on their recognition and interpretation depends 
the correct understanding of most of their mythology and religious life, - and this means. in Brinton'S view. 
that the stories connected with these heroes have no historic basis.8 

The best known of the comprehensive studies by a European writer i. J. G. MillIer's Geschiclrt. d,,. Am,,. .. 
ka,,;sch ... U,.,.eligio, .... (Basle, 1855; again in 1867), in which he endeavors to,work out the theory that at the 
south there is a worship of nature, with a sun-worship for a centre, contrasted at the north with fetichism and 
a dread of spirits. and these he considers the two fundamental divisions of the Indian worship. Bancroft finds 
him a chief dependence at times, but Brinton, charging bim with quoting in some instances at second-hand. 
finds him of no authority whatever. 

One of the most reputable of the German books on kindred subjects is the A"tA,olologi. de,. Natu..wll.:e,. 
(Leipzig, 1862-(6) of Theodor Wait.. Brinton's view of it is that no more comprehensive, sound, and critical 
work on the American aborigines has been written; but he considers him astray on the religious phases, and 
that his views are neither new nor tenable when he endeavors to subject moral science to a realisticphilosophy.f 

1 This mnnotheism is denied by Brinton (~lrytA.r tif tlw 
NI:'W World, 52). If Of monotheism, either as displayed in 
the one personal definite God of the Semitic laces, or in 
the dim pantheistic sense of the Brahmins, there was not a 
single instance on the American continent," - the Iroquois 
., Neu n and II Hawaneu," which, as Brinton says, have de-
ceived Morgan and others, being but the French h Dietl It 
and U I.e bon Dieu" rendered in Indian pronunciation 
(MytAs of the New World, p. 53). The aborigines insti
tuted, however, in two instances, the worship of an imma. 
terial god, one anlong the Quichuas of Peru and another at 
Tezcuco (Ihid. p. 55). 

Bandelier(A".clu.ol. To""., 185), examining the Rlst. tU 
los Af;x"canos pw sus PinlMras (A"aI6s d,llI'ftlSeO, ii. 86), 
Motolinfa, G6mara, Sahagun, Tobar, and Dumn, finds no 
trace of monotheism till we come to Acosta. Torquemada 
speaks of supreme gods; and Bandelier thinks that Ixtlilxo
chit!, in conveying the idea of a single god, evidently dis-
torts and disfigures Torquemada. 

Bancroft (iii. 1q8) accords honesty to Ixtlilxochitl's ae-
count of the religion of the Tezcucan ruler Nezalu\alcoyotl, 
as reaching the heights of Mexican monotheistic concep.
tion, because he thinks his descendants, if he had fabled. 
would never have end~d his. description with so pagan a 
statement as that which makes the Telc\1can recognize the 
sun IS his father aud the earth as his mother. 

Max Milller tells us that we should distinguish between 

monotheism and henotheism, which is the temporary pre
eminence of one god over the host of gods, and which was 
as near monotheism as the American aborigines came. 

I He also masses the evidence which shows, as he thinks, 
that U on Catholic missions has followed the debasement. 
and on Protestant missions the destruction, of the Indian 
race." A"' .... H ..... My/lu. pp. 206, 238. 

a Unfonunately, Brinton enforces this view and others 
with a degree of confidence that does not help him to con~ 
vince the cautious reader, as when he speaks of the opinions 
of those who disagree with him as "having served long 
enough as the last refuge of ignorance U (A _6".. Hn"'tI'
My/Iu, '45). 

, The whole question of comparative mythology involves 
in its broad aspects the subject of American myths. The 
literature of this ~neral kind is large, but reference may be 
made to Girard de Rialle's L4 AlytAolog-;' Co_j4rk (Paris, 
1878); for the idea of God, Dawson's FDSSiJ At"" ch. 9 and 
10; Lubbock's 0"(1r'''' ttl" CiT,,11'sa'I'olf., th. 4.5,6; J. P. 
Lesley's J.f,.,,,'s "rig-i" a."a tUstl'N)" eh. 10; and for the 
geographic.al distribution of myths, Tylor~s Earl~ H ist. oJ 
Ma"lli"t1, ch. u; Max Milnerts C/u"J,s, vol. ii.; aDd ill a 
general way, Brinton's R6/iriMlS ","i""~tdJ ,'ts SOtWt:, ""J 
aiM (N. Y., .876). Reference may also be made to Joly'. 
Mall N/tWY M,ta/s, ch. 7; Dabry de Thiersant's O".ig-iiw .os wi .... (Paris, 1883); and G. Bruhl's CHI_Iter A./~ 
A fIf",.,1Ms (Cincinnati. 1876-78), ch. 10 and 19-
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In .peaking of the scope of the comprehensive work of H. H. Bancroft we mentioned that beyond the larger 
part of the great Athapascan .tock of the northern Indians his treatment did not extend. Such other general 
works as Brinton's Afytlu of tile Nnu World, the sections of his American Hero-Mytlu on the hero-gods of 
the Algonquins and Iroquois, and the not wholly satisfactory hook of Ellen R. Emerson, Indian mytlu; or, 
Legmds, traditions, and symbols of llIe aborigines of America, compared with t;"se of otlur countries, in
cluding Hindoslan, EDIt, Pe"ia, Assyria, and China (Boston, 1884), with aid from such papers as Major 
J. W. Powell's" Philosophy of the North American Indians" in the Journal of tile Amer. Geographical 
Society (voL viii. p. 2;1, 1876), and his .. Mythology of the North American Indians" in the Firsl Annual 
Repl. of tile Bureau of EthnoloD (1881), and R. M. Dorman's Origin of primitive superslilion among tile 
aborigines of America (PbiIad., 1881), must suffice in a general way to cover those great ethnic stocks of the 
more easterly part of North America, which comprise the Iroquois, centred in New York, and surrounded 
by the Algonquins, west of whom were the Dacotas, and south of whom were the Creeks, Choctaws, and 
Chickasaws, sometimes classed together as AppaIachians.1 

The mythology of the Aztecs is the richest mine, and Bancroft in his third volume finds the larger part of 
his space given to the Mexican religion. . 

Brinton (Amer. Hero Myths, 73, 78), referring to the .. Historia de los Mexicanos por sus Pintoras" of 
Ramirez de Fuen·leal, as printed in the Anales del Museo Nacional (ii. p. 86), says that in some respects it is 
to be considered the most valuable authority which we possess,- as taken directly from the sacred hooks of the 
Aztecs, and as explained by the most competent survivors of the Conquest.8 

We must also look to Ixtlilxochitl and SahagUn as leading 5()JISCeS. From SahagUn we get the prayers which 
were addressed to tbe chief deity, of various names, but known best, perhaps, as Tezcatlipoca; and these in
vocations are translated for us in Bancroft (iii. 199, etc.), who supposes that, consciously or unconsciously, 
SahagUn bas slipped into them a certain amount of .. sophistication and adaptation to Christian ideas." From 
the lofty side of Tezcatlipoca's character, Bancroft (iii. ch. 7) passes to his meaner characteristics as the 
oppressor of QuetzaIcoatL 

The most salient featores of the mythology of the Aztecs arise from the long contest of T ezcatlipoca and 
Quetzalcoatl, the story of which modified the religion of their followers, and, as Chavero claims, greatly affected 

Brinton (Myth, 210) tracks the Deluge myth amoog the 
Indians, and Bancroft gives many instances of it (Native 
Races, v., index). Brinton thinks a paper by Charencey, 
u I.e ~luge d'apres les traditions indiennes de l'Amirique 
du Nord,"in the RI!'II'IIe Amlricame. a help for its extracts, 
but complains of its uncritical spiriL 

We find sufficient data 01 the aborigiml beliel in the 
ful1ue life both in Bancroft's fioal chapter (vol. iii. pan i.) 
and in Brinton'5 M)'tIu, ch. C). Brioton delivered an address 
on tbe U Journey of the soul," which is printed in the Prll
cee.w.g. (Jan., 1883) 01 the Numismatic and Antiquarian 
Society 01 Philadelphia. 

I In studying the mythology of these tribes we must 
depend mainly on confined monographs. Mr.;. E. A. Smith 
treats the myths of tbe Iroquois in the SectmJ A nlUlld 
ReFt. B ....... " tif EtluuJloy. Charles Godfrey Leland has 

. covered Tire AlgtnrqJlm kgnuh tif N"", Eng14M; w, 
",YtJU IUUif"'''-'-' of tire MicMaC, Paua"""fll4'id}f, aM 
P.~CI1t t .. u.., (Boston. 188,). Brinton has a hook on 
Tire Lmd#aM tire;, kgnuh (Philad .• 1885): and one may 
reler to the Lift IUUi 7-""" Df David Brai-.-tl. S. D. 
Peet has a paper on "The religious beliefs and traditions 
01 the aborigines 01 North America" in the 7""""" of tire 
Yicl4ri4 Instihde (Loudon. 18S8, voL m. 229); one on 
"Animal Worship and Sun worship in the east and west com
pared" in the Amerietm ArditpmrUu., Mar .• 1888; and a 
paper on the ",ligioo of the moundhnilders in I6itl. vi. 393. 
The Dalu:DtaiJ, wlift .. M kgnuh tif tire S;""z arDllllll 
Fort S""lling (N. Y .• 1849) of M .... Mary Eastman has 
been a aervice.able book. S. R. Riggs cov .... the mytholOgy 
of the Dakota. in the .A.mer.AIII~(v. 147). and in 
this periodical will be found various studies concerning other 
tribes. 

S Bandelier, Arcluul. TIIfW, 18S, caJls it the earliest 
ltatement 01 the N abua mythology. 

J There is more or less of original imponauce on the 
Aztec myths in Alfredo Cha ... ro' ... La Piedra del Sol," 
likewise io the A 114k, (vol. i.). CI. also the .. Kitos An
tiguos, sacrilicios e idoJatrias de los indios de Ja Nueva 
Espana." as printed in the CoIeecimJ tie d«. ;1114. Jar .. 
/a "in. M E'/aR .. (liii. 300). 

Bancroft (voL iii. cb. 6-10), who is the best source for 
reference, gives also the best compassed survey of the eo
tire field; but among writers in English be may be supple 
mented by Prescott (i. ch. 3, introd.); Helps in his Spanish 
Ctmpest (vol. ii.); Tylor"s PrimiJiw eN/lure; Albert 
-Reville's Lectures on tire origin IUUi growt" tif ... ligion as 
illustrated 6y tIte native relig-imu of Mexico and Peru, 
translated by P. H. Wicks!eed (London. 1884, being the 
Hibbert lectures for 1884); OIl the analogies of the Mexican 
belief, a condensed statement in Short's No. A wurica 4 
A ntiq. , .,59; a popular paper in TN! Galaxy, May, 1876. 
Bandelier intended a fourth paper to be added to the three 
printed in the PealJOdJl Mus. Rqts. (vol. ii.), oamely, one on 
" The Creeds and Beliefs of the Ancient Mexicans," which 
has never, I think, been printed. 

Among the French, we may refer to Temaux-Compans' 
Essa; S'IW /a. tIdog'tlllie MlxicaiNe (Paris, 1840) and the 
works of Brasseur. Klemm's CN/tur- GescAicJde . and 
Miiller~s UrreligiMlelJ will main1y cover the German 
views. Of the Mexican writers, it may be worth while to 
name J. M. Melgar'sExamencomjaraJiua entrelossignqs 
lim!JoIicol tk iIu Teog'tnIiaz JI CIIl1'1UIgoniJu antigJlas JI 
1M IJW ezisten en /4. MaIIJISCritos M;rifa1l4' (Vera Cruz, 
187.)· 

The readiest description 01 their priesthood and lestivals 
wiJI be found in Bancroft (ii. 201, 303, with references). 
Tenochtitlan is said to have bad 2,000 sacred buildings, and 
Torquemada says there were 80,000 throughout Mexico; 
while Cla.-igero says that a million priests attended upon 
them. Bancroft (m. ch. 10) describes this service.. There 
is a chance in all this of much exaggeration. 

The history of human saaifice as a part of this service is 
the subject of disagreement among the earlier as wen as 
with the later writelS. Bancroft (iii. 413.442) gives some 
leading references. Cf. Prescott (i. 77) and NaclaiDac (p. 
296). Las Casas in his general defence of the natives 
places the nomber of sacrifices very low. ZwtWr.oga says 
there were zo.ooo a year. The Aztecs, if nOl originating 
the practice, as is disputed by some, certainly made much 
use of it. 
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their history.l This struggle, according as the interpreters incline, stands for some historic or physical rivalry, 
or for one between 51. Thomas and the heathen; S but. Brinton explains it on his general principles as one 
between the powers of Light and Darkness (Am. H.,o My/Its, 65). 

The main original sources on the character and career of Quetzalcoatl are Moto1infa, Mendieta, SahagUn, 
Ixt1ilxochitl, and Torquemada, and these are all summarized in Bancroft (iii. ch. 7)· 

It has been a question with later writers whether there is a foundation of bistory in the legend or myth of 
Quetzalcoatl. Brinton (,UytllS of the New World, 180) has perhaps only a few to agree with him 'when he 
calls that hero-god a "pure creature of the fancy, and all his alleged history nothing but a myth," and he 
thinks some confusion has arisen from the priests of Quetzalcoatl being called by his name. 

Bandelier (Arc/ullo/. Tour) takes issue with Brinton in deeming Quetzalcoatl on the whole an historical 
person, whom Ixt1ilxochitl connects with the pre-Toltec tribes of Olmeca and Xicalanca, and whom Torque
mad. says came in while the Toltecs occupied the country. Bandelier thinks it safe to say that Quetzalcoatl 
began his career in the present state of Hidalgo as a leader of a migration moving southward, with a principal 
sojourn at Cholula, introducing arts and a purer worship. This is substantially the view taken by J. G. Mii1ler, 
Prescott, and W utlke. 

QUETZALCOA TL.-

Bancroft (iii. 273) finds the GeschiclUe der Am.,. Urre/ig;olU" (p. 577) of Miiller to present a more thOl'
ough examination of the Quetzalcoatl myth than any other,8 but since then it has been studied at length by 
Bandelier in his ArchlZ%gica/ Tour (p. 170 etc.), and by Brinton in his Amer. Hero Myths, ch. 3 .• 

What Tylor (Primitive Culture, ii. 279) calls "the inexplicable compound, parthenogenetic deity, the hid
eous, gory Huitzilopochtli .. (Huitziloputzli, Vitziliputzli), the god of war,' the protector of the Mexicans, was 
considered by Boturini (/dea, p. 60) as a deified ancient war-dtief. Bancroft in his narrative (iii. 289. 294; 

1 A ruJ~s tkl Mwseo }laclima/, it 247; Bancroft, iii. 240, 
'48. 

! Bandelier thinks Duran the earliest to connect St. 
Thomas with Quetzalcoatl. cr. Bancroft, iii. 456. 

3 Miiller agrees with Ixtlilxochitl that Quetulcoatl and 
Huemac were one and the same, and that Ternaux ened in 
supposing them respectively Olmec and Tohec deities. Cf. 
Brasseur's Paklkpd, 40, 66. Cf. D. Daly 00 .. Quetzal.. 

coati, the Mexican Messiah" in GeNtIeM.,,'s Mer., n. 5., 

xli • • )6. 
, For the later views in general see Oavige.ro, TylOl', 

Brasseur (NdJUJru Civil., i. 253 I, Prescott (i. 62), Ban
croft (iii. 248, 263; Y. 24, 200, 255, 257), and Sbort (' 67, 
274>-

• The COd Payna! was a .ort of deputy war.god. See 
H . H. Bancroft's Nat;.,. Rae ... 

• After a drawing in, CumpUdo's Mexican ed. of Prescott's MrifJ, vol. iii. Images of him are e~here (Nadaillac, 
273-74)· ct. Eng. trans!. of Chamay, p. 87. 
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iv. 559) quotes the accounts in SahagUn and Torquemada, and (pp. 300-322) summarizes J. G. Millier's mono
graph on this god, which he published in 1847, and which he enlarged when including it in his U.."eligionen. 

Acoshl's description of the Temple of Huitzilopochtli is translated in Bancroft (iii. 292)., Solis foUows 
Acosta, while Herrera copies Gomara, who was nott as Solis· contends, so well informed. 

As regards the Votan myth of Chiapas, Brinton tells us something in his American He"o Myths (212, with 
references, 215); but the prime source is the Tzendal manuscript used by Cabrera in his Teat". C"ilictrAm .. 
ricano.1 No complete translation has been made, and the abstracts are unsatisfactory. Bancroft aids us in 
this stody of worship in Chiapas (iii. 458), as 'also in that of Oajaca (iii: 448), Michoacan' (iii. 445), and 
]alisco (iii. 447). 

THE MEXICAN TEMPLE.-

" The religion of the Mayas," says Bancroft (iii. ch. II), "was fundamentaUy the same as that of the Nalluas, 
though it differed somewhat in outward forms. Most of the gods were deified heroes .... OCCasionaUy we 
find very distinct traces of an older sun-worship which has succumbed to later forms, introduced according to 
vague tradition from Anahuac." The view of TyM' (Anahuac, 191) is that the" civilization," and conse
quently the religions, of Mexico and Central America were originally independent, but that they came much 
into contact, and thus modified one an~ther to no small extent." 

1 Cf. references in PeaOodJl Mus. Repl'l ii. 51!; Short, 
p.206. 

I Cf. Relacifm tk las ceremonias J' Ritol de MiclttlaCan, 

a manuscript in the library of Congress, of which there is 
a .copy in Madrid, which is printed in the Co/e"ion tU dot:. 
inlti.para la /tisf. tk EsJaRa, 1ill • 

• Reduced from a drawing in Icazbal~tats Coieccion ek Docununtos, i. p. 384. There were two usual forms of the 
Mexican temple; one of this type, and 'the other with two niche-like pavilions on· the top. Cf. drawings in Clavigero 
(Casena, 1780), ii. 26,34; Eng. tr. by Cullen, i. 262,.373; SteveJJs's Eng. tr. Herrera (London, ]140, vol. ii.). 

VOL. 1.- 28 
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Modern scholars .are not by any m"",ns so much inclined as Las Casas and the other Catholic fathers were to 
recognize· the dogma of the trinity and other Christian notions, which have been thought to be traceable in 
what the Maya people in their aboriginal condition held for faith. 

The most popular of their deified heroes were Zamm\ and Cukulcan, not unlikely the same personage under 
two names, and quite likely both are correspondences of Quetzalcoatl. We can find various views and alterna
tives on this point among the elder and recent writers. The belief in community of attributes derives its 
strongest aid from the alleged disappearal'!ce of Quetzalcoatl in Goazacoalco just at the epoch when Cukulcan 
appeared in Yucatan. The centres of Maya ·worship 'were at Izamal, Chichen-ltza, and the island of 
Cozumel. 

The hero-gods of the Mayas is the topic of Brinton's fourth chapter ·in his American Hero Myths, with 
views of their historical relations of course at variance with those of Bancroft. As respects the material, he 
says that" most unfortunately very meagre sources of information are open to us. Only fragments of their 
legends and hints of their history bave been saved, almost by accident, from the general wreck of their civili-

THE TEMPLE OF MEXICO." 

zation." The heroes ar'e itzamnll, the leader of the first inunigration from the east, through the ocean path
ways; and Kukulcan, the conductor of the second from the west. For the first cycle of myths Brinton refers 
to Landa'S Relation, Cogolludo's Yucatan, Las Casas's Hisloria AjJologhica, involving the reports of the 
missionary Francisco Hernandez, and to Hieconimo Roman's De la Republica de las Indias O"cideniales. 

The Kukulcan legends are considered ·by Brinton to be later in date and less natural in character, and 
Hernandez's Report to Las Casas is the first record of them. Brinton'S theory of the myths does not allow 
him to identify the Quetzalcoatl and Kukulcan hero-gods as one at\d the same, nor to show that the Aztec 
and Maya civilizations had more correspondence than occasional intercourse would produce j but he thinks 
the similarity of the statue of "Chac MooI," unearthed by Le Plongeon at Chichen-ltza, to another found at 
Tlaxcala compels us to believe that ~ome positive connection did exist in parts of the country (Anales del 
Museo Nadonat, i. 270),1 "The Nahua impress," says Bancroft (iii. 490), "noticeable in the languages and 
customs of Nicaragua, is still more strongly marked in the mythology. Instead of obliterating the older forms 

l For fUlther modern treatment See Schultz-Sellack's 
"Die Amerikanischen Gotter der vier Welts=:egenden und 
ihre Tempel. in Pale~q':le tI in ZeiJsc"r-i/t for Ei"tuI!ori4, 
xi. (~819); Brasseur's Landa, p. Ix; Ancona's Yucala" 

(i, ch, .0); Powell's First R.! .... t Brwetnl of Et"nolo/rJ' ; 
for sacrifices, Nadaillac (p. 266); and for festivals and 

.priestly service, Bancroft (ii. 68c)). For Yucatan folk
lore, see Brinton in Pg/1e-101"e 701W11al(vol. [ for .883). 

• After plate (reduced) in Herrera. 
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of worship, as it seems to bave done in the northern parts of Central America, it bas bere and tbere passed by 
many of the distinct beliefs held by different tribes, and blended with the chief elements of a system wbich 
is traced to the Muyscas iii South America." 
, The main source of the Quich~ myths and worship is ,the Popul Vuh, but Bancroft (iii. 474), who follows 
it, finds it difficult to make anything comprehensible out of its confusion of statement. But prominent 
among the deities ,seem to stand Tepeu or Gucilmatz, whom it is the fashion to make the same with Quetzal
coati, and Hurakan or Tohil, who indeed stands on a plane above Quetza1coatl. 'Brinton (Myths, 156), on the 
contrary, connects Hurakan with Tla1oc, a"d seems 'to identify 'TobU with Quetza1coat!. Bancroft (iii. 477) 
says that tradition, name, and attributes connect Tohil and Hurakan, and identify them with Tlaloc. 

TEOYAOMIQUI." 

• The idol dug up in the Plaza in MexicOlib here presented, after a cut, following Nebel, in TYlor's Anaftuac, show. 
ing the Mexican goddess of wart or death. Cf. cut inlit!1IUru-aII A 1uiquariaH, Jan., 1883; Powell's First Rljl. Bur. 
Ellm" 232: Bancroft, iv. SUJ 513, giving the front after Nebel, and the other views after Uon y Gama. Bandelier 
(Art'A.. Tour, pI. v) gives a photograph of it as it stands in-the courtyard of the MuSeo Nacional. 

CaUatin (Am. E"".. Soe. 71"4""'1 i. 338) de~bes Teoyaomiqui as the proper companion of .Huitzilopochtli: tiThe 
symbols of ber anrib\ltes are found in the upper part of the statue; but those from the waist downwards relate to other 
deities connected with her or with Hnitzilopochtli." TyJor.cAJ'fa.kuac, :na) says : It The antiquaries think that the figures 
in it stand for different personages, and that it is three gods : Huinilopochtll the god of war,. Teoyaomiqui his· wife, aDd 
MictJantecutli the god of hell!' Uon y Gama calls the statue Teoyaomiqui, but Bandelier, ArcMo/. 'TtI'Uf"J 67, tbinlca 
its proper name is rather HuitzilopochtlL Uon y Gamats description is summarized in Bancroft, iii. 399. who cites also 
what_ Humboldt (V.s, etc., ii. !S3.and his pl. xxix) says. Baberoft (iii. 397) speaks of it as" a huge compound statue, 
representing various deities, the most prominent being a certain Teoyaoroiqui,. who is almost identical with, or' at least a 
connecting link between, the mother goddess It and Mictlantecutli,the' god Qf Mictlan, or Hades. Cf. references in Ban-
croft, iv. 515. . 
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Bria_'s N..a I1f tlu gals u. tIu CuM -~. ~IIJ" _ Cndr.J ~ -~ (PIUW. 
Am. PbiJos. Soc., ISS.), is a special SbldJ oi a part oi the 5IlbjoIct. • 

Bria_ (Mr....., etC., 1S4) amsideIs the best ~ .. the ...,-thoIogy" the KII}'SICaS" the B.
rqiaD to be Piedr2bita's KuI-u.u Uu ~ tid N_ ~_u (dtUUIIU (1668, followed by H ...... 
boIdt ill his Vaou) and Simm's XilfUUu 1tiRm.ues u Uu c-pi.suu u T~. Firae no e/ N_ ~u 
(d1DUlk, gins> in .KiDgsbarcugh, ftl Yiii. 

'IDe mytboJogr .. the Qaichaas in I'enl mUes the _pie .. chap. 5" Briat<a's .A.w. H_M~ 
H_ the c:orn!SplIIding ~ W2S'1I':IoIXIdJa. BriaJ.- depeDds maiDly "" the ~ "".,.-u tie 
~ c.s:...urer A..tip~s u I8s Sat.rllles tid Pint, 161S (lbdrid, 1879); "" CIuistm:Il de ValiDa's atO*JIt 

oi the bb:es and niligloas (UStOms oi the Iocas, as tnasbIaI by C. R. lW\:ham ill the HaIdRyt Socidy 

A~CIE~T TEOC.\LLI, O.\X-\L\, )(£"XICO.-

~"'-- X ..... atr.a "f the Rites 11,,11 Ur.rs ~f the YIUI1S (1.oaC<m. .5,3); .... the C-.nd4'riM ,.uzb;s of 
G:ucil.asso de b ,'ega; 011 the ~ In3de to the ricero, Fnoci5a> de ToIeOO. in ';7', oi the ~ to 
in<;"~ ..... ~ in di£ ...... t parts oi the CXlIIJJtry :os to the old beliefs ncb appear ill the " lDformacioa de bs 
>a.cla:tns de los Incas E lncbos." prin<ed in the C~ ... U d«x_M i.dil.os tid ..,di;;v u bulias, xD. 
IcJ: and in the RdJei_ tU Ar<tip«.fddLJ dulL &,-.. ", dLl Pint, br Jum de Santa Cruz Pad>.ialti. 

Bn.,tOD mss...ts to D'Orbignys ne.. iIl..bi> L''''-- A";";"";"'" that the Quichua religioa is mainly bar· 
....... ed from the (,~ myilio~ oi the Aymans. 

FnDCi5<x> de ATila's w Errors and False Gods of tbe I~ of Hnarochiri" (.60S), editEd by V~ 
far the HaJ.:l.;yt Socie:y in theW>lume called N47Tatr.a ~f 1M RitLS.,U UnrI I1f Llu Y ....... is a_ 
of a part of the SIlbject:. 

A<k.li IUstian·s Ei .. Jaltr ''''f Reisnl- Krouftd:.uw __ ~.'N""f'" Tr.7&Ud!nd~ Fe/4enc 
tkr .EJ"~!<>g¥. being the ~ .. ",Jume oi his Dit- CaJt",.I4.ur Us A/Jnc ~ (Bcrfin, .S,~). has a 

sectioa "AIlS R~D UDd Sitte des .\:~ Peru." 

• Aba a cut ia Sqar's ~ Sr-I-I. p. ,... 
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AXCH.£OLOGICAL lIUSEt:1IS A..'\iD PERIODICALS. 

T_ oIdost .. ~ AJa:ric;m soc:idie cIoaIiDc with the scieDtitic aspods of kDo-led"..., is the AmI!ricaa 
~ SocieIy of I'biIaddphia, whose T_ began in 1;'>9. aDd made six ~oIumes to .S<Jq. 

A seamd ....... was bogtuo in .S.s..' \\lIal De called the Tr_-tiuas of 1.44 HisZ<ITi4,u .... d LiuT.uy 
c_ -u two ~ (.SI9.IS;S), the irst of which mobins contributions by H~ aDd P. S. 
o.po.a.. ... tile histJxy aDd Iing1Ii:;tics of tile Lmni 1..eDape.. Its Preurdnrp began in .S.;oS. The .-\me<. 
iato Academy of Am aad ~ "35 instinmd a Bos_ in I;-So, a part of its object being - to pro_" 
... __ the '--Iod~" tile aobquities" A-x:a,;~ 1 aad its series of Jf"";n began in .;8:;." aDd 
its Prwu./nrp ia 1:I.jb. n- 5OCidios ba ... ouIr, as a rule. iocidenaIIy, aDd DOt of"", till of b!e years, 
iII--.d ia tbeir Jlllblicatioos the utiquities of the .... world; bot !be American Antiquarian Society was 
t..adal ia ISU 3D-~~. lbo!;., by IsmIl Tbom:as, with tile express purpose .. elucidaling this depart· 
_ .. A-naalaisby. It began !be Ar~. ~ in .Sm. aDd some of the YOIumes are.mJ. 

wahabIe, tboGgh ~ cIliedy 5bDd c.:. tile early cIeodo(llllODt by Atwaler. GaIbtiD, aDd others of study in 
this dinIctioL Ia the irst ..,Iwae is ___ .. the origin aDd d.sigo of the society, aDd this is also "'" 
fo<th ia die __ vi n.o-s pn!fi:Ied to its repriDt of his FrlRury if PmuiR~ n. AMo-i.:a., which is a part 
.. the series. The ~ .. tile society _ begon in Is..." aDd they ba ... conbined some nllIOIbIe 
~ _ Ceottal "-ricua sabjocts. The Bos1oa Society .. :satmalilistory' published the &st_ h.r. 
-',; N-.J Fr~ &om 18}4 to .SO], aDd in 1Sc6 began its J,f~. Col WhittJo,sey gave in ilS !irs. 
wo/_ a paper "" the ......,.,..s aDd IIIilibry d>aactB- of the lace of tile IIIOII.Dds, aDd saboequeot ..,1DmeS 
~ W achew papas vi iID DdIzoIop:ol-.u..; bat they baTe Conned a small part of its mntributioos. 
Its ~ baYe .. lore JellS "",bined ...... of the best studies of paIzolithic man. The American 
Elh.onIogicaI Society, ioomded by GaIIatia (:Sew yodt), began ilS exclusive wodt in a series of TrtrJUddjq,.; 
(.s..;-;], Y<>I5. L, iL, aDd __ IllIlDbcor .. woL iii), bot it was DOt of long contiunaDce, thoogb it ~ 
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The Anthropological Institute of New York printed its transactions in a Journal (one vol. only, 1872-73). 
-The Archaaological Institute of America was founded in Boston in 1879, and has given the larger part of 

its interest to classical archaaology. The first report of its executive committee said respecting the field in 
the new world: "The study of American archaaology relates, indeed, to the monuments of a race that ne"er 
attained to a high degree of civilization, and that has left no trustworthy records of continuous history .... 
From what it was and what it did, nothing is to be learned that has any direct bearing on the progress of 
civilization. Such interest as attaches to it is that which it possesses in common with other early and unde· 
veloped races of mankind." Appended to this report was Lewis H. Morgan's "Houses of the American 
Aboriginest with suggestions for the exploration of the ruins in New Mexico," etc.,-advancing his wen
known views of the communal origin of the southern. ruins. Under the auspioes of the Institute, Mr. A: F. 
Bandelier, a disciple of Morgan, was sent to New Mexico for the study of the Pueblos, and his experienoes are 
described in the second Report of the Institute. In their third Report (1882) the committee of the Institute 
say: " The vast work of American archaaology and anthropology is Qnly begun .••• Other nations, with more 
or less of success, are trying to do our work on our soil. It is time that Americans bestir themselves. in earnest 
upon a field which it would be a shame to ahandon to the foreiguer." Still under the pay of the Institute, Mr. 
Bandelier, in 1881, devoted his studies to the remains at Mexico, Cholula, Mitla, and the ancient life of 
those regions. At the same time, Ayme, then American consul at Merida, was commissioned to explore 
certain regions of Yucatan, but the results were not fortunate. 

The Institute began in ,88, the publication of an American Series of its Papers, the first number of which 
embodied Bandelier's studies of the Pueblos, and the second covered his Mexican researches. In 1885 the 
AmericanJournal of Archtiology was started at Baltimore as the official organ of the Institute,and occasional 
papers on American subjects have been given in its pages. The editors were called upon to define more par. 
ticularly their relations to archaao~ in America in the number for Sept., 1888. In this they say: "The 
archaaology of America is busied with the life and work of a race or races of men in an inchoate, rudimentary, 
and unformed condition, who never raised themselves, even at their highest point, as in Mexico and Peru, 
above a low stage of civilization, and never showed the capacity of steadily progressive development .••• 
These facts limit and lower the interest which attaches ••• to crude and imperfect human life. •.• A com
parison of their modes of life and thought with those of other races in a similar stage of development in other 
parts of the world, in ancient and modern times, is full of interest.as exhibiting the close similarity of primitive 
man in all regions, resulting from the sameness of his first needs, in his early struggle for existence." The 
editors rest their reasons for giving prominence to classical archaaology upon the necessity of affording by such 
complemental studies the means of comparison in archaaological results, which can but advance to a higher 
plane the methods and inductions of the prehistoric archaaology of America. 

The American Folk-Lore Society was founded in Jan., 1888, and The Journal of American Folk·Lor. 
was immediately begun. A large share of its papers is likely to cover the popular tales of the American 
aborigines. 

The Anthropological Society of Washington is favorably situated to avail itself of the museums and 
apparatus of the American government, and members of the Geological Survey and Ethnological Bureau have 
been among the chief contributors to its Transactions,l which in January, 1888, were merged in a more general 
publication, The American Anthropologist. A National Geographic Society was organized in Washington in 
1888. 

There are numerous local societies throughout the United States whose purpose, more or less, is to cover 
questions of archaaological import. Those that existed prior to 1876 are enumerated in Scudder'S Catalogue 
of Scientific Serials .. but it was riot easy always to' draw the line between historical associations and those 
verging upon archaaological methods.2 

The oldest of the scientific periodicals in the United States to devote space to questions of anthropology is 
Silliman'S American Journal of Science and Arts (1818, etc.). The American Naturalist, founded in 1867, 
also entered the field of archaaology and anthropology. The same may be said in some degree of the Popular 

1 Abstracts of tlte Transactions jrepar,tl b)l J. W. 
P.-wdl (Washington. ,879, etc.). 

! The student will Jiud some general help, at least, from 
the publications of such as these: the Peabody Academy 
of Science (Salem, Mass.), Memoirs, 1869, etc.; Essex In .. 
stitute (Salem, Mass.), Bulletin, 1869, and Prouedin&,s, 
1~48, etc.; Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, 
Memol1"s,1810-16; TransacliOllS, 1866, etc.: the Lyceum 
of Natural History, become in 1876 the New York Academy 
of Sciences, Annals, 1823, etc.; Prouedi,,&,s, 1870, etc.; 
Trmlsactions; the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society 
of Philadelphia, p,.o~eedi"Ks; Wyoming Historical and 
Geological Society, Proceedings and Collectiotu (Wilkes .. 
barre, Pa., 1884, etc.); the Cincinnati Society of Natural 
History, 70urllai and Proceedings, IS76; IndianapoliS 
Academy of Sciences, Transadifms, 1870, etc. i Wisconsin 

Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters, Bulletin, 1870, 
and TransactioNs, 1870; Davtnport (Iowa) Academy of 
Science, Proceedings, 1867; St. Louis Academy of Science, 
TraHSaclions, IS56; Kansas Academy of Science, Trans
tletions, IS72; California Academy of Sciences, Proceed· 
illgs, 1854, etc., and Memoirs, 1868, etc.; Geographical 
Society of the Pacific, its official organ KOSllfl)s,-not to 
name others. 

In British America we may refer to the Natural History 
Society of Montreal, publishing TAe Caruu/ian Na/twa!
ist, IS57, etc.; the Canadian Institute, Pr«eedings; the 
Royal Society of Canada, Proeudi"ffS; the Nova Scotia 
Institute of Natural Science, Proceedings anel T,alUac-

. tions, 1867, - not to mention others; and among period. 
icals the C.nadiaN MontMy, the CarUltlia" A nli,."",-.,,, 
and the Canadu.nJounud. 
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Sci,nee Mont"ly (1877, etc.), Science (1883), and the Kansas Citj Revi"",. The chief repository of such 
contributions, however, since ,878, has been T"e American Antiquarian (Chicago), edited by Stephen D. 
PeeL Its papers are, unluckily, of very uneven value.! . 

The best organized work has been done in the United States by the Peabody Museum of American Arch",
ology and Ethnology, in Cambridge, Mass., and by certain departments of the Federal government at Wash
ington. 

The Peabody Museum resulted from a gift of George Peabody, an American banker living in London, who 
instituted it in .866 as a part of Harvard University.' It was fortunate in its lirst curator, Dr. Jeffries Wyman, 
who brought unusual powers of comprehensive scrutiny to its work.s He died in 1874, and was succeeded by 
one of his and of Agassiz's pupils, Frederick W. Putuam, who was also placed in the chair of archzology in 
the university in 1886. The Reports, now twenty-two in number, and the new series of Sp,cial Papers are 
among the best records of progress in arch",ological science. 

The creation of the Smithsonian Institution in 1846, under the bequest of an Englishman, James Smithson, 
and the devotion of a sum of about 131,000 a year at that time arising from that gift, first put the government 
of the United States in a position U to increase and diffuse knowledge among men." if 

The second Report of the Regents in 1848 contains approvals of a InaDllsc-ript by E. G. Squier and E. H_ 
Davis, which bad been offered to the Institution for publication, and which had been commended by Albert 
Gallatin, Edward Robinson, John Russell Bartlett, W. W. Turner, S. G. Morton, and George P. Marsh. 
Thus· an important arch",ological treatise, The Ancie"t Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, comprising 
the r,sults of extmsive original surveys and explorations (Washington, 1848), became the first of the Smith
sonian Contri6utions to Knowledge. The subsequent volumes of the series have contained other important 
treatises in similar fields. Foremost among them Inay be named those.,f Squier on tbe Aboriginal Mo1Zu
ments of New York (vol. ii., 185'); Col. Whittlesey on The Ancient WOrks in Ohio (vol. iii., 1852); S. R. 
Riggs'Dakota Grammar and Dictionary (vol. iv., 18;2) j I. A. Lapham's Antiquities of Wisconsin (vo1. vii.) 
18;5); S. F. Haven's Arcluzology of the United States (vol. viii., 1856); Brantz Mayer's Mexican History 
and Arc","ology (vol. ix., 1857); Whittlesey on Ancient Mini"g on Lake Sup,rior (vol. xiii., 1863); Mor
gan's Systems of Consanlf"inity of the humanfamity (vol. xvii., .871) ;-not to name lesser papers. To 
supplement this quarto series, another in octavo was begun in 1862) called Jl1'iscellaneous Collections; and in 
this form there have appeared J. M. Stanley's Catalogue of portraits of No. Amer. Indians (vol. ii., 1862); a 
Catalolf"e of photographic portraits of the No. Amer. India", (vol. xiv., 1878). .• 

Of much more interest to the anthropologist has been the series of Annual Reports wi.th their appended 
papers,-such as Squier on The Anti'luities of Nicaragua (1851); W. W. Turner on Indian Philology 
(18;2); S. S. Lyon on Anti'luitiesfrom Kmtucky (1858), and many others. , 

The sections of correspondence and minor papers in these reports soon began to include communications 
about the development of arch",ological research in various localities. They began to be more orderly arranged 
under the sub-heading of Ethnology in the Report for 1867, and this heading was changed to Anthropology in 
the R,port for 1879. Charles Rau (d .• 887) had been a leading contributor in this department, and no. 440 of 
the Smithsonian publications was Inade up of his Articles on Anthropological Subjects, contributed from 
18b3 to 18n (Washington, 1882). No. 42. is Geo. H. Boehmer's Index to Anthropological Articles in tn" 
publications of the Smithsonian Institution (Washington, 1881). Among the later papers those of O. T. 
Mason of the Anthropological Department of the National Musellm are conspicuous. 

The last series is the Reports of the Bureau of Ethnology, placed by Congress in the charge of the Smith
sonian. The Reports of the American Historical Associ.ation will soon be begun under the same auspices. 

Major J. W. Powell, the director of the Bureau of Ethnology, said that its purpose was "to organize 
anthropologic research in America." 5 It published its first report in 1881, and this and the later reports bave 
had for contents, beside the summary of work constituting the formal report, tbe following papers: -

I The tendency of general periodicals to questions of this 
kind is manifest by the references in p(N)le's Index, under 
such beads as American Antiquities, Anthropology, Archz.. 
ology, Caves and Cave-dwellenl, Ethnology, Lake Dwell. 
ings, Man, Mounds and ~oundb~ilders, Prehistoric Races. 
etc. 

I The history of Its lDClpiency and progress can be 
jtathered from the Rejort. of the Museum, with s~ma~ 
lies in those numbered i.1 xi. and xix. 

a Cf. Waldo Higginson's MeMtWials tiftM Class of r81.1, 
Harvard Col/ere, p. 60, and the contemporary tributes 
from eminent associates noted in Poole's INkx, p .... 34-

• The documentary history, by W. J. Rhees, of the 
Smithsonian Institution, fonnsvol. xvii. of its Miscellaneous 
Co/kctUms. Cf. J. Henry on its organization in the Pro
ceet/;Ilgs of the Amer. Asso. for the Adv. of Science, vol. i. 
A Cala/qlfl" of 1M ;tIDlicatUm. of tile S. I. wi'" all 
,,11"""'licat UuJez of articles, by William J. Rhees (Wash
ington, 1882), constitutes no. 478 of its series. 

Th~ early management of the Smithsonian decided that 
the II knowledge n of its founder meant science, and from 
the start gave not a little attention to archzology as a 
science. When the Bureau of Ethnology became a part of 
the Institution, and its RejJorls included papers necessarily 
historical as well as armzologicaJ. t&e way was prepared 
for a broader meaning to the term" knowledge," and as 
a significant recognition of the allied field of research the 
present government of the Smithsonian gave hearty con· 
currence to the act of Congress which in Dec., J888, made 
also the American Historical Association, which had ex· 
isted without incorporation since 1884. a section of the 
Smithsonian Institution. . 

& Its mound explorations have been conducted by Cyrus 
Thomas; those among the Pueblos of the southwest bY' 
James Stevenson (d .• 888); while Major Powell himself 
has controlled personally the body of searchers in the lin
guistic fields (..4: merit-an A ntitplaria", viii. 32). It would 
seem that its profession" to organize anthropological re-
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Vol. i. : J. W. POWBLL. The ewiution of language. - Sketch of the mythology of the North American Indians.
Wy.mdot govemmenL - On IimitalioDS to the use of &OIDe anthropologic data. - H. C. YARROW. A lunher CODtribu
lion to the study of mortuary customs among the North American Iodians. - E. S. HOLDS". Studies ill Central Alner
M:an picture-writing. - C. C. Roves. CessiDns 01 land by Indian tribes to the United StaleS: illustrated by those iD 
IDdiana. - G. MALLBRV. Siga laaguage aroODg North American I ndiaas compared ,,-jth that amoDg other peoples and 
deaf-mutes. - J. C. I'ILUNG. Catalogue 01 tiaguistic manuscripts ill the m"ary. -Illustration 01 the method of record
ing IDdiaD languages. From the manuscripts of J. O. Doney, A. S. Gatsche .. and S. R. Riggs. 

Vol. ii.: F. H. CUSH'No. Zuili letich ... -Mrs. E. A. SM'TH. Myths 01 the Iroquois. - H. W. HS ... HA.... ADimai 
carvings from. mounds of the Mississippi Valley. - W. MATrHBWS. Navajo silversmiths. - Ww H. HOUlas. An in 
shell 01 the ancient Americans. - J. STRYBNSON. IUustrated catalogue of the collectiDDS obtaiDed from tbe Indians 01 
New Mexico and Arizona in 1879; -Illustrated. catalogue of the collections obtained from the Indians of New Mexico in 
,880. 

Vol iii.: CYRUS TIIOMAS. Notes OD certain Maya and Mexican manuscripts. - W. (C.) H. DALL OD masks, 
Iabrets, aDd certain aborigiDal customs, with an inquiry iD'o the bearing of their geographical distribution. - J. O. DoR
say: Omaha sociology. - WASHINGTON MA"M"HBW5. Navajo weavers. - W. H. HOLMES. Prehistoric textile fabnes 
of the United Slates, derived from impressions on pbttery; - Illustrated catalogue of a portion of the coIIectioas made 
by the Bureau 01 Ethnology during the field season 01 ,88,. - JAMBS STBYBNSON. Illustrated catalogue 01 the collections 
obtained from the Puebl.,. of Zuili, New Mexico, and Wolpi, AJiaona, in .88 •. 

Vol. iv.: GARRICI< MALLBRV. Pictographs of the North American Indians. - W. H. HOLilBS. Pottery of the 
ancient Puebl.,.; - Ancient pottery ol.he Mississippi Valley; - 0rigiD and development ollorm and ornament ill ceramic 
art. - F. H. CUSH'NG. A study 01 Pneblo JIOHery as iIl_ve of Zuili culture growth. 

Vol. v.: CYRUS THOMAS. Burial mounds 01 the northern sectioos of the U ni.ed States. - C. C. RoyCE. The 
Cherokee nation of Indians. - WASHINGTON MATTHBws. The Mountain ChaD I : a Navajo ceremony. - CLAY M..o\c
CAULBY. The Seminole IDdians of Florida. -M .... liLLV E. STBVBNSON. The religious tile of the Zuiii child. 

• What is ImOWD as the United States National Museum is also in charge of the SmithsoniaD IDStitution,1 
and here are deposited the objects of arch_logical and historical interest secured by the government e.'<plora
tiODS and by other means. The linguistic material is kept in the Bureau of Ethnology. The skulls aDd phys
iological material, illustrative of prehistoric times, are deposited in the Army Medical Museum, under the 
Surgeon-General's charge. 

" Major Powell, while in charge of the Geographical aDd Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region, 
had earlier prepared five volumes of ConJrilJUtitmS to ElIIHoiogy, all but the second of which have been 
published. The first volume (1877) contained W. H. DaIl's .. Tribes of the Extreme Northwest" and 
George Gibbs' "Tribes of Western Washington aDd Northwestern Oregon." The third (.8/7): Stephen 
Powers' "Tribes of California." The fourth (188,): Lewis H. lIIorgan's "Houses aDd house life of the 
American Aborigines." "The fifth (.882) : Charles Rau's " LapiclariaD sculpture of the Old World aDd in 
America," Robert Fletcher's "Prehistoric trephining aDd cranial Amulets," aDd Cyrus Thomas on the 
Troano Manuscript, with aD introduction by D. G. Brinton. 

Among the Nel"rlS of the geographical aDd geological e.'<ploratiollS and surveys west of the IOOth meridian 
conducted by Capt. Geo. M. Wheeler, the seventh volume, Nelort Oil Arclltrological au EI""oIogical CM· 
ledio"s from tlte vicinity of SanJa Bar"ara, Califontia, au fro", ,.,.ined /uellios of AriJuma a"d Nrw 
i"fexico au cerlai .. InJn'ior Tribes (Washington, 1879), was edited by F. W. Putnam, aDd contains papers 
on the ethnology of Southern California, wood and stone implements, sculptures, musical instruments, beads, 
etc.; the Pueblos of New Mexico, their inhabitants, architecture, customs, cliff houses and other ruins, skel
etons, etc.; with aD AIJnu!i% on Linguistics, containing forty Vocabularies of Pueblo aDd other Western 
Indian Languages aqd their classification into seven families. 

The Nejorls of the Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories, under the charge of F. V. 
Hayden, brought to us in those of 1874--76 the Imowledge of the cIiff-dwellers, and tltey contain among the 
miscellaneous publi.cations such papers as W. Matthews' ElII"opal"y au Pllilology of tIt. Hidals. luia,1S 
and W. H. Jackson's Descriptive CatatogtU of I"ofopal"s of No. Allier. b,diallS. . 

There are other governmental documents to be noted: Tile EXlloratio .. of tJu Ned Niver of Lowisia .. a i" 
,852, by R. B. Marcy aDd G. B. McClellan (Washington, 1854), contaiDS a vocabulary of the Comanches and 
Witchitas, with some general remarks hy W. W. Turner. There is help to be derived from the geographical 
details, and from so!"ethillg on ethnology, in the Nejorls of Exlloratio"s au S"rveys for" Railroad fro. 
tile Misswil/i Niver to tile Padfo Oum. (Washington, 18;6-60, in 12 vols.); in W. H. Emory's N~jorl 
Oil tile U"iled States au Mexica" BOIIuary S,,~ (Washington, .857-58, in 2 voIs.); J. H. Simpson's 
Nel"rl of Exll",.atiolU across tlte peal "asi" of tJu In-riJory of lltalt i" ,8.59 (Washington, 1876); J. N. 
Macomb's Nejorl of t". Ex/fori,,!: ExjetlitiOll fr- Sa"t" Fi to lJu J,,,.dilna of tJu Grmul ."d Grw" 
Nivers oftJu Greal Colorado Df tile IVeR i .. ,8.59 (Washington, 1876). 

There were also published, under the auspices of the government, the conglomerate and very unequal work of 

search It is not lo its full extent true, since the physiological 
side 01 the subject seems to he left in Washington to the 
Army Medicallolnseum. 

• Cf. Charles Rau's Arv:IwoI#ri=/ CMkdiMu <if 1M 
U";kd SI4t.i Na#tntal __ (.876) in S",;t"-;'II. 

CIlldrilJwliMu, Zlt., "ith many illustrative woodcuts; and 
a paper by Ernest IngersoU io T_ C~, Janary, 
188S. Cf. also F. W. Putnam's coatribution OD Ame .... 
ican ArchzoIogicai Collections ill the A.-ri<_ N-....I
ist, yU. 29-
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Henry R. Schoolcraft, Historical and StaJisticai Information reslecting the history, conditions, and Iros
pects of 1M Indian Tri6es of tM UNited States, collected and Irelared tmder 1M direction of 1M Bureau 
of India,. Affairs (Philad., 1851-57, in 6 vols., with a trade edition of the same date). An act of Con
gress (March 3, IS47) authorized its publication. As reissued it is called Archives of a60,iginal knowledge, 
containing originallalers laid lie/ore Congress, reslecti1lg the Indian Iribes of the United States (Phil
adelphia, 1860, '68, 6 vols.)_ It has the following divisions: General historY. - Mann ... and customs.
Antiquities. - Geogrnphy. - Tribal organization, etc. - Intellectual capacity. - Topical history_ - Physical 
type. -Language. - Art. - Religion and mythology. -:- Demonology, magic, etc. -:- Medical knowledge. - Con
dition and prospects. - Statistics and population. - Biography_ - Literature. - Post-Columbian histury.
Economy and statistics. An edition of vols_ 1-5 (IS;6) is called Ethnological researcMs reslecting 1M Red 
Men of America, Information respecting tl .. history, etc. The sixth volume is in effect a. summary of the 
preceding five l 

At a recent meeting of the American Association for the Advanoement of Science, a committee was charged 
with preparing a memorial to Congress, urging action to ~ure the preservation of certain national monu
ments. There is a summary of their report in Science, xii. p. 101. 

Of all European countries, the most has heen done in France, by way of periodical system and corporate 
organizations, to advance the study of American anthropology, etbn~logy, and arc";"ology_ The Annates des 
v01ages, de la geogralAie et de Pkistoire, tradu;ts de toutes /es lanptes Euroleennes; des relat;(JIJs origi~ 

nates, i,udites,' the publication of whicb was begun by Malte-Brun in ISOS and continued to 1814, and the 
Nouvelles Annales des Voyages, begun in ISI9 and continued with a slightly varying title till 1870, are sources 
occasionally of much importance. At a later day, Edouard Lartet and otbers have used the Annales des 
Sciences NaJurelles as a medium for their publications_ We hardly tr.A here, however, any corporate move
ment before the institution of the Societe de Geogrnphie de Paris in IS20. In 1824 it issued the first volume 
of its Recueil de Voyages et de Memoires, which reached seven volumes in 1864, and bad included (voL ii) 
an account of Palenque and the researches of Warden on the antiquities of the Unlted States. Since tbis 
society began the issue of its Bulletin in IS27, it has occasionally given assistance in the study of American 
arch",ology _ 

The earliest distinctive periodical on the subject was tbe Revue America;',., of which, in IS26-27, three 
volumes, in monthly parts, were published in Paris.3 In IS57 a movement was inaugurated which engaged 
first and last the cooperation of some eminent scholars in these studies, like Aubin, Buschmann, V. A_ Malte
Brun;Abbt! Brasseur de Bourbourg, Jomard, Alphonse Pinart, Cortambert, Leon de Rosny, Waldeck, Abbe 
Domenech, C.harencey, etc.. The active moverS were first known as the Comite d' Archeologie Americaine, 
and they issued an Annuaire (IS63-67) and one volume, at least, of Actes (1865), as well as a collection of 
Memoires sur l'arclJCologie Americai ... (186;). This organization soon became known as the Societ6 Ame
ricaine de France, and under the auspices of this name there has been a series of· publications of varying 
designatiob.4 Its Annuaire began in IS68, and has heen continued. The general name of Archives de la 
Sociiti Amiricaine de Franee covers its other publications, which more or less coincide with the 'Revue 
Orientale et Americai ... lar Leon de Rosny, the first series of whicb appeared in Paris in 10 vols., in IS59-
65, followed by a second, tbe first volume of which (voL xi. of the wbole) is called Revue Americai"',lu6Iie 
sous les auspices de fa Societe Ii' Ethnogralhie et du Comili tl' ArcAcologie Americaine, and is at the same time 
the fourth volume of the Actes d. la Societe d' Ethnogralhie Americaine et Orie1llale. The whole series is 
sometimes cited as tbe Memoires de la Societe d' Etlmogralhie.G The series, already referred to, of the Ar
chives de /a Soc. Ami,. de France is made up thus: Premiere serle: vol. L: Revue Orientale et Americaine 7" 

ii., RnJue Americaine,. iii. and iv., Revue Orientale d Americaine.6 The nouvelle seris has no suJ>..titles, 
and the three volumes bear date 1875, 1876, 18S4_ 

I B. P. Poorets DeSN'iltive Catal. GtJvt. PuIJ., p. 593 ~ 
Field's INl.. Bi6Iior., no. 1379; Allibone's Dictilnary, 
iii. P. 1952, for references and opposing criticisms. Some 
of the condemnation of the book is too sweeping, for 
amid its ignorance, confusion, and indiscrimination there 
is much to be picked out which is of importance. Cf. 
Parkman's 7esui"ts, p. Ixn.; Wilson's' P,e4isttwic Ma", 
n.ch. 19i Brinton's M)'tlu, p. 40. Cf.on Schoolcraft ... 'ieath 
(with a portrait) Historical Mar., April, 1865; Amw. 
"AlllifJ. S«. P'IK., April,.I86S. 

F. S. Drake's b,dia" T,i/Jes of tile Unitetl States 
(Philad., Iss.) is, with some additional matter, a re
arrangement of Schoolcraft, the omission to acknowledge 
which on the title-page being an unworthy bibliographical 
deceit. Schoolcraft's rivalry of Ceo. Catlin and his ignor
ing of Catlin ~s work is commented au at some length)Jy 
Donaldson in the S",itluonia. but. Relort. 1885. part 
ii. PI'- 37rl3-

, For full details of this and other publications mentioned 
in this paper, see S. H. Scudder's Catalogwe of Scientific 

Serials, 163,1-1876, published by the library of Harvard 
University in 18790 . 

• Sabin, xvii., no. 70354. The Congres Archoologiqne 
de France began its Seances ~nera.1es in 1834, but the in
terest of its Comites ,nulus for Americanists is for com
parative illustration. The two volumes of Mhnon-es tie Ia 
SociltJ EtAnologilJue (Paris, 184-1-45) contain nothing bear
ingdirectly 00 ~merican archaeology. Much the same may 
be said of the Annales ArcltJolorbpusfllndles jar Didrlltl 
aine. in 1844, and continued to 1870; of the BtJktu.A,c!Uo
logique (1844-46) of the Athenzum Fran(ais, and of its con
tinuation, the BtJkti" A,clUtJIogbf'u FraHfau (J8~S6); 
and of the A moaIe. of the Inslitut Archeologique (,1\44, 
etc.). 

• A",. Antiq. Soc. Proc., April, ,876. 
• A R""", Ethnogralhique was begun in ,86g. A S0-

ciete Ethnologique, publishing Btdkli,. (,846-47) and Mi
"",i,es (1841-45), is a distinct organization. 

• S. H. Scudder, in his Catalog-w qf' Se~ijie Serials, 
DO. 1,528, endeavors to put into &ODlethiDg like orderly 
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The student of comparative anthropology will resort to the Alaleriau% pour I'Mstoire posilive et P"iloso
phique (later pri",ili,-e et nalurelle) de I' "o",me, the publication of which was begun at Paris in 1864 by 
Gabriel de Mortil1ef, and has been continued by Trutot, Cartailbac, Chautre, and others. This pUblication 
has contained abstracts of the proceedings of an annual gathering in Paris, whose Com pies relldu have been 
printed at length as of the Congres imer"ational d'anl"ropologie et tl'arckeologie pri"istoriques (186;, etc.}.1 

Leon de Rosny published but a single volume of a projected series, Archives paICograpkiques de I'Orient 
et de I' Amerique (Paris, 1870-71), which contains some papers on Mexican picture-writing. Rosny and 
others, who had been active in· the movement begun' by the Comite d' Archeologie Americaine, were now in
strumental in organizing the periodical gathering in different cities of Europe, which is known as the Con
gr~s imernational des America"isles. The first session was held at Nancy in 1875, and its Com pie Rendu 
was published in two volumes (Nancy and Paris, 1876). The second meeting was at Luxembourg in 1871 

(Comple Rmdu, Paris, 1878, in 2 vols.); the third at Brussels in 1879 (Collllie Rendu); the fourth at Madrid 
in 1881 (Congreso inlernarional de Am;ricanistas. Cuarta reunion, Madrid, 1881); the fifth at Copen
hagen (Comlle Rendu, Copenhagen, 1884) ; and others at Chalons-sur-Marne,. Turin, and Berlin. The papers 
are printed in the language in which they were read. 

The Alc",oires de la Societe tI' Elknograpk" (founded in 18;9/ began to appear in 1881,and its third volume 
(1882) is entitled us Doculllmts ecrits de I' Anliquite Amerieaine, co"'lle rendu tl'Utle mission s&ientijique 
en Espagne el en Portugal, lar Lcon de Rosny, avec "tie carle el 10 Ilanches. The fourth volume is P. de 
Lucy-Fossarieu's Elk,wgrnpk" de I' Amerique Anlarctique (Paris, 1884). In the second volume of a new 
series there is an account by V. Devaux of the work in American ethnology done by Lucien de Rosnyas a 
preface to a posthumous work 2 of Lucien de Rosny, Les Amilles, elude tI' EI"nographie et tI' Arckiologique 
Americai, .. s (Paris, 1886) • 
. Latterly there has been a consolidation of interests among kindred societies under the name of Institution 

Ethnographique, whose initial Ratport annuel sur les recomjenses et encouragelllenis decernes e1l r88.1 was 
published at Paris in 1883. This society now comprises the Societe d'Ethnographie, Societe Americaine de 
France, Athenee Oriental, and Societe des Etudes Japonaises. 

In England, organized efforts for the record of knowledge began with the creation of the Royal Society, 
though certain sporadic attempts had earlier been known. America was represented among its founders in 
the younger John Winthrop, and Cotton Mather was a contributor to its transactions, and there has occasion
ally been a paper in its publications of interest to American archzologists.8 The Society of Antiquaries 
began to print its ArckfEoiogia in 1779 and its Proceedings in 1848, and the American student finds some 
valuable papers in them. The British Association for the Advancement of Science began its Relorts with 
the meeting of 1831, and it has had among its divisions a section of anthropology. In 1830 the Royal Geo
graphical Society began its JOllrnal with a preliminary issue (1830-31, in 2 vols.), though its regular series 
first came out in 1832. Its Proceedings appeared in 18;;, and both publications are a conspicuous source in 
many ways relating· to early American history.4 Closely connected with its interest has been the publication 
begun under the editing of C. R. Markham, and called successively Ocean Higkways (1869-73, vol. i.-v.), 
with an added title of GeograpMcai Review (1873-74), and lastly as T"e GeograpMcal Magazine (vol. i.-iii., 
1874-76). • 

The Ethnological Society published four volumes of afournal 6 between I~ and 18;6, and resuming pul>
lished two more vorumes .in 1869-70. Its contents are mainly of interest in comparative study, though there 
are a few American papers, like D. Forbes's on the Aymara Indians of Peru. This society's Transactions 
was issued in two volumes, 18Sg--60; and again in seven volumes, 1861....69-

Meanwhile, some gentlemen, not content with the restricted field of. the Ethnological Society, founded in 
London an Anthropological Society, which began the publication of Mm.oirs (1863-69, in 3 vols.); and in 
this publication Bollaert issued· his papers on the population of the new world, on the astronomy of the red 
man, on American paleography, on Maya hieroglyphics, on the anthropology of the new world, on Peruvian 
graphic records, - not to name other papers by different writers. The Transactions and Jotlrnalof the 
society, as well as the Pol"lar Magazine of Am"ropology (1866), made part in one form or another of the 
Anthrolological Review, begun in 1863, and discontinued in 1870, when the Journal of Anthropology suc
ceeded, but ceased the next year. The Proceedings of the society make one volume, 1873-75, under the title 
of Antkropologia, and the society also maintained a series of translations of foreign treatises, the first of which 

arrangement the exceedingly devious devices of duplication 
of this and allied publications. 

1 A Rnnu J' A "u,.,..ojHHog'ie was begun at Paris, under 
the direction of Broca, in 1872. A Societe d'Anthropolo
gie began two series, BuJldilu and Mblloires, in 1860. 
Mortinet conducted L'HtI",,,,e frolft 1883 to 1887, when he 
and his associates in this work suspended its publication to 
devote themselves to a DiciioNlain us ScieNCes A "tAr .. 
jiolorUpws and to a Bi6/wtldf/W A "tlt""1oItlriqw. 

I Rosny died April 23. 1871. 

• Its publications began in .665. Cf. synopsis in Scue!
der's Caiatolf'U, pp. :z6-'7. Cf. C. A. Alexander on the 
origin and history of the Royal Society, in S",jJ/uo"ia" 
Re!I,,'86]. 

, Some of the local societies deal to some extent in Amer
ican subjects; e. r., the ytMnlal'lf tIu Malulusln- Gu
/{f'R!kkat Sockt}'. begun in .885 • 

• Not to be confounded with Tlu ElIo"oIoricat yo""."at, 
voL i.. 1848-4Q, and vol. ii., 1854, incomplete; and Tile 
ElIoHQ/ogicat ytMnlal, • vol., .865-66. 
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was Theodor Waitz's Iniroducti01l t. AntAropology, ed. from the Gennan by J. F. Collingwood (1863); and 
this was followed by a version by James Hunt, the president of the society, of Professor Carl Vogt's L.ctures 
011 Man, Au Ilace in Creation and in tIle Aistoryof tAe EarlA (1864), and by other works of Broca, Pouchet, 
Dlumenbach, etc. 

What is known as the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland united some of these separate 
endeavors and began its/ournal in 1871. The Quarlerly/our1Ial of tAe Geological Society has also at times 
been the channel by which some of the leading anthropologists have published their views, and a few papers 
of arch",ologicaI import have been given in the Transactions (1884, etc.) of the Royal Historical Society. 
Professedly broader reiations belong to the Transactions (C""'lles rendus) of the International Congress of 
prehistoric (anthropology and) arch",ology, which began its sessions in 1866.1 The latest summary is the 
A,:cA",ologicai Review, a joumal of historic and Irehistoric antiquities, edited by G. L. Gomme, of which 
the first number appeared in March, 1888, which has for a main feature a bibliographical record of past and 
current arch",ological literature.-

It is, however, in the volumes of the Hakluyt Society's publications, beginning in 1847, in the annotated 
reprint of the early writers on American nations and on the European contact with them, that the most 
signal service has been done in England to the study of the early history of the new world. They are often 
referred to in the present History. 

In Germany a Maga,"n for die NaturgeschicAie des MenscAen was published at Zittau as early as 1788-

179
" Wagner published at Vienna, in 1794-<)6, two volumes of Beitriige sur IAilosolhuc" ... Anthroloiogic; 

and Heynig's PsycAologisclles (zugleicA Ant"rolologisc"es) Magaoin was published at Altenburg in 17¢-<J7. 
The Berliner Akademie der Wissenschaft began its Abkandlungm in 1804, but it was not till long after 

that dzte that Buschmann and others used it as a channel of their views. 
Vertuch'. Arc"iv fiir EIAnogralhie und Lincuistik (Weimar, 1807) only reached a single number. 
The ZeilscA,ijt for I"YsUche Aerate, which was i'ublished by Nasse, at Leipzig, 1818-22, was succeeded 

by the ZeilscArift for die AnlArolologie (Leipzig, 1823-24), and this was followed by a single volume, /alJr
liicker for AntlJropologic (Leipzig, 1830). 

Bran's EthnogralAisckes Archiv was published at Jena from 1818 to 1829. 
It was not till after 1860 that the new interest began to manifest itself, though Fechner's CentralDlatt for 

NaturwissenscAaften und Anth,olologic was published at Leipzig in 1853-54' 
Ecker's ArclJiv liir AntArol%gie was published at Braunschweig in 186&-68, which came in 1870 under 

the direction of the Deutsche Gesellschaft fliT Anthropologie, Ethnologie und Urgeschichte, which also began 
a Co,reslondenz6latt in 1870, and a series, Allgemeine Versamm/rmg, in 1873. This is the most important 
of the German societies. 

Bastian's ZeitscA,ijt for Ethnologic was begun at Berlin in 1869, and later added a SUlllement. 
The Anthropologische Gesellschaft of Vienna began its Mitlheilungen in 1870; and in 1887 the Priihis

torische Commission of the Kais. Akad. der Wissenschaften at Vienna printed the first number of its Mit
tkeilungen. 

The Verein for Anthrolologic in Leipzig published but a single number of a BericAi in 187,. 
The Berliner Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologie, Ethnologie und Urgeschichte continued its Verhandlungen 

for 1871-72 only; and the Gattinger Anthropologischer Verein made but a bare beginning (1874) of its Mit
tkeilungen. 

The Beri,'" of the Museum fiir Valkerkunde was begun in Leipzig in 1874. 
The Miinchener Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologie, Ethnologie und Urgeschichte began the publication of 

Beitriige in ,876. 
In all these publications there have been papers interesting to Am~rican arch",ologists, if only in a compar

ative way, and at times American subjects have been frequent, especially in later years. The publications of 
zoological and geographical societies have in some respects been at times of equal interest, but it has nc.rt 
been thought worth while to enumerate them .• 

The Kanigliche Museum at Berlin has a considerable collection of American antiquities, which has been 
fostered by Humboldt and others, and the ethnological department has made some important publications like 
those relating to Alllerika's Nordwestkiiste.4 

Wait. in his Anthrolologic der Naturvo/~ (vol. iii.; Die Amerman." Th. i., Leipzig, 1862) has enumer· 
ated the literature of American anthropology upon .which he depended. 

The interest in most of the other European countries is more remotely American. The Museum of Ethnog. 
raphy at St. Petersburg is not without some objects of interest.s 

I Cf. 1. R. Bartlett on an Antwerp meetiug, in A mer. 
A_itt. Soc. Proc., 1868. 

I Such periodicals as NalW'e and Po;rJar Sd~"c, Be-
9)iftv show how anthropological science is attracting attena
tion. 

I See Scudder's Catalogue. 

• The third volume of Bastian's Ctdhw/a1Ulw tUs A 1m. 
A merica (Berlin, 1886) comprises" Nachtrlige uDd Ergan
zungen aus den Sammlungen des Ethnologischen Muse-
ums.:' . 

I COHeres ties A "';'-jea"istes, CO",/U ReMUS, Nancy, 
ii.271. 
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In Sweden the AIltropologiska SaJlsbpet of Stockholm began a Tidssh-ift in 1875; but it affords little 
assistance to the Americanist except in comparative study.l 

The student will find some suggestions in a little tr3ct by J. J. A. Worsaae, De rllrgallisali4. ties ."sics 
ItUi~rdtiologipes dalfS Ie Nl1rd d IlilIeIIrs. Trati"iI Jar E. &aJr.'fJis (Copenhagen, .SS5), which is 
extrac:ted from the Mi"";res de la stKiiti r~ ties IlrUi'l"tzires de Nord. 1885. 

There bas begun recently in Leyden an /lrlen.alimlales ArcAn ftr EtI,"ograJIUe. Her-aug. """ Krist. 
Baltll.S61l, Gllido Cora [dC.] (!.eiden •• 888). 

In Italy the Ardtit:io Jcr r Aldrqj.togia d Is E""togia was begun at F10reuce in ,87'. and was bter 
made the organ of the Societl ltaliana eli Antropologia eli EtnoIogia. There is an oa:asional paper in the 
Bolldti_ del/J &cida Gcogra.fia' Ita/ialla, publisbed at Rome. 

In Spain the Sociedad AIltropol6gica Espaiiola began at Madrid the publicatiDn of its Rnist. de A~ 

Iogilz in ,S75. 
The session of the Congres des .\mericanistes at Madrid in .SS. gave a .,.,... life in SpaiD to the study of 

American archzology and history. and out of this impulse there was begun a Bi4li11tecll de los A_erkll"istllS. 
ptjlica/a DJJ<stD ZfZTlZgt>ZII ; Edilor D. L.is NlI7!tzrn; and the series bas been begun with the R~ 
jil1ritfa, disCltrso del rei_ de GJ<ale.aia. an hitherto UDpublisbed work (J!;,JO) of Fr.mcisa> Antonio de 
Fuentes yGuzm;in, edited by Justo Z:.uagoza; and with the IrISliJri4 de V-eia, being a third edition of the 
work of Jose de O>iedo y Banos, edited hy C. F. Duro. 

The Museo Xacional in Mexico bas grown to have a proper importance,! since the Mexican govemment bas 
prevented the further exportation of archzologicaI relics. It was founded in ,824 by Fathers lcaza and 
Gomba, hut it owes its creation largely to the skill of Professor Gnmesindo Mendoza, its curatoI". by whose 
death it lost mnch.' There is a tendency to draw to it other collections. There was a beginning made to 
publish illustrations of the relics in the museum sixty years ago, but it came to little,4 and it was _ until 
recently the publication of Allaies del M,.seo NIlCimla/ de Afijiu was begun that there seemed to be a 
proper effort made. The periodicals RczoUia Afcxica1llZ (.83,), and M,,_ Alexica_ (.8.43-45) have done 
something to illustrate the subject, -not to name others of Iesi; importance. The principal periodical soun:e 
farther south, the Regis/TO Y"ca/ic., only ran to four volumes, puhlished at Merida in .s.,-.6.. 

The most couspicuous archzologicaI repository in South America is that of the National Museum at Rio de 
Janeiro, whose published .VillUlires contain important contrihutiDns to Brazilian Archzology. 

, Cf. Oscar Moo,eIius. BiRiopafoie u rl>T<~ 
F;"~ tie fa SWJe ~1If k ''1' siide, nIiu~ d'_ 
e.r;tni nlCCUKt ties StKiith ~s n0i#ises (Slack· 
holm, ,875). 

• It is described by Tylor in his A-"-c. ch. 9; by 
Brocklehunt in his ~k.ric11 to-ti4.7, ch. 21; by Baudelier in 
the A-.eric ... A~ (,878), ii '5; in Mayers 
.Ve.riat; aad in the SWIUllal'J' of infOl'lllaliclll (fifteoD years 
old, bOW'eV'er) iD Bancroft"s JI~;r;,;", jy. 35:>- etc.., with ref'
.... aces, po 56;. ... 1UCh includes ref.......,.. 10 the Ubde 001. 
Iection at Heidelberg, the Christy coIIectioa iD Loadoo 
(Tylor). that 'li the Americm PhiIosophi<aI SocieIy in 
PhibdeJphia (1'".,.. .• iii. 570), DOl to uame the MeDcaa 
sections of tbe brge lUusrwns of America mel. ~ 
Henry Phillips, Jr. (Pr"". A~. PIeilaso;Icict<i S""., m. 
p. ",' gi...,. a list of public coIIeaioos of Americ:aD An:bz-

oIogy. ~ are some private c:oIIectioas IDeIltiooed in 
the ArrlUutes tie I. SIIC_ A...n-. "" Frrvw:e. Nftm_ Sere. 
TOl. i. A. de .Loagperier's Nlliia ties M_ .... ,. 
Salle Us A"'~ A-'ric.z.es (Paris. ,880/ <mas a 
part 01. the gre2t Paris edtihitiao of that y<ar. SomelhiD!; 
is fonnd iD E. T. SteYens's Flu.t C4ip, • cIIitk u ;refU.. 
t.rit: arc"-"'o .os iU~ ;. tltI BlM:_ .Jr.se.
[at Sa\ishury, Eng'.aadl, Loadoo, ,S,.... 

• ~ is. an account of Meudoea in the A~. A .ti# . 
SK. Proc •• April, ,S88, p. '72-

• CNca-u!as A.ti~ »eziaz..s_=
.. II .4_. N.a-J. 1iJ"K"'.fi.J.u ~ FrwIcric. Wt<t
Uc,,(lIexico, '8z7-fol); Sabin, i~. AS7'J6. See miscd
Ianeous ref.......:es em MeDcaa relics in Bauaofi's N t<L 
R«a. W. s6;. 

-.- Tite edilor ."st IN ,,1IderslD«l as aJp.adiIIgtlte jIt,.e17 _~ side .f tlte stu7 t1/ AWrigilla/ 
A.erica, as a sllIde1d of tit. lileral.re JerlaiIli1lg ttl iI. rallter tltall lIS • crilu: t1/ Ju--,.... He litIS II. 
,roe«ded ~ ill tltis ctl"rse ...mitolel COIfSItllalw" ...m" Professors Pitt,...., HaJ"ICS. iUUl BriIU-, ...m4 
.llr. Lucine Carr au 7IViJIt Sciior lcazl7a1cda. 
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[Reference is commonly made but once to a book. if repeatedly -mentioned in the text i but other references are 
made when additional iofonnation about the book is conveyed.] 

AA, VAN DBR, Yt1,agie", xxxv. navigated, 7; migrations from, to I Amegluno, F., La Anligikdatl del 
Abancay, 236. America, 116; its people in Yucatan, Hombre ~n la Plata, 390. 
Abbot, C. C. associates the rude im.. 310- America, early descriptions of, XIX i 

plements of Trenton with Eskimos, Agassiz, Alex., Crrlius of llu Blah, early voyages to, xix i how far 
106,366; his discoveries in the Dela- 17. known to the ancients, I, IS, 22, 
ware gravels considered, 330 d se,. ; Agassiz, Louis, on the autochthonous' 2<) i held to be Atlantis, 16; to be 
1m/lenin" i" 1M ".'~rilt at I American mao, 313; portrait, 373 ; the land of Meropes, 2Z; men sup-
Tre,utIH, 333; SIII/ona ja/tzDliJ4ic his views attacked, 374. on the ear.. posed to reach Europe from, 26; 
i",;t11Nnlls fro", 1M 'MIley tif llu liest land above waler, 384; Geo/. early references to, 40; Egyptian 
DebmJan, 334, 388; on the pre-In- Shlc/us,384. visits, 41 j Phcenician, 41; Tyrian, 
dian race, 336; importance of his Agatharcides. Geograjny, 34. 41; Carthaginian, 41; Asiatic COD-

discoveries, 356; on the origin of Agnese map (1554),53. nection, 59, 76; Basques in, 75; 
Americans, 369; on the tertiary man, Agnew, S. A., 410. early visits by drifting vessels, 75; 
387; researches in the Trenton grav- Agriculture in pre-Spanish America" voyage to Fousang, 78; maps of 
els, 388; finds a molar tooth, 388; 173,417; in Peru, :1:52. routes from Asia, 81; by the Poly. 
and a human jaw, 388; A Hli,. 0/ Ahuitzotl, 148. nesian islands, 81; state of culture 
Man ilt'llu Delawar4 Valley,388; Aix-Ia-Chapelle, treatY,306. reached in, 329; origin of man in, 

:s8to-:-t':':(z~:af7..;.:a:,~::; A~:ma, shell-heaps, 393; mounds, ~~~ i~~i~~t~'h:l~o~o ab!:J~t~~O~~~~ 
Pr;miliw indNslry, 358, 416; on Alaguilac language, 428. Europe, the home of man, 311; stone 

A~~~t~t~T~¢sit=-~fo;o!:9;09- !lb~~, 1~~v:~'d6;l),I~~a~s(I~;~' ~:~~'3r;i~re!~:~~r~~s e:~hl%i:~ 
Abelin. J. P., That",HI Eurojn4m, 304. 383; earliest land above water, 384 i 

xxxiii. St't' Gottfried, J. L. Albinus, P., 310. geological connection with Europe, 
Abenaki,322. Albomoz, J. de, Lt'ngua C","ajaneca, 384; bibliog. of its aboriginal aspects, 
Abert. J. W., Exa",inat;on tif Nt''W 425. 413; comprehensive treati~s on the 

Mr.:dco,3q6. . Albyn,Comelis,NiMnve Wlt'rrit,xxv. antiquities, 415; arts in, 416. Su 

!~ft~~~~~I.' 3
2 8. ~~~d~~A2:tde, Bib/. Amn-., ii. tl~UC;'::::h';:I~~eph~~ici~~a~~= 

Achilles Tatius, ls4J:'og't', 8. Alcobasa,265. thian, Tartar, Zeni, 1Jinland, etc. 
Acolhua, forms a confederacy. 147. Aleutian islands, as a route from Asia, American Academy of Arts and 
Acolhuacan conquered, 147' 18; caves, 391; shell-heaps, 393. Sciences, 431. 
Acoma, 3~. Alexander, C. A" on th~ Royal SociA American Antiq. Soc. Catat., xvii; 
Acora, bunal-tower aI, 248; cut,249' ety,442. . founded, 371, 431; A'CMtHOg'UJ 
Acosta, jose de, in De Bry, xxxii; Algonquins, trace of the Northmen A ",nicaNa, 437. 

East and Wut Indus, 45, :1:62; among, 99; hero-gods,430; legends Amwica"Antnroj%glSt,438. 
Hisltwia, IS~, 262; corresponds with of. 431. A ",,,ka,, A "lit{NtIriall, 439. 
Tobar, IS5; 10 Peru, 262; Cone,1i.", Allan, John, his library, xiii. American Association for the Advance-
Li'mnt#, 268; Nwva Granada, Allard, Latour, 192. ment of Science, 431; would protect 
282. Allday, Jacob, 101. antiquities, 441. 

Adair, jas., Antn'. India,", 1l6,32O, Allen, Chas., StocldwitJg4 ItUlwlS, American Ethnoloreca1 Society, 320, 

:::~nd~, ;~.lost tribes, 116; on the Al~:t Edw. G., iv. A!:'i~J ~!~k~L:r~s~ie~Y~~~·8. 
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Peter of Ghent. See Gante. 
Peters, Richa"rd, on the lost tribes, 

1I6. 
Petersen, N. M., Danlllar/(s Hist., 

84. 
Peterson, J. G •• 84. 
Peterson, R ".ode Islmul, IDS. 
Petit. Anse Island, basket·work discov

ered at, 3480, 386. 
Pettitot, P. E., La"gue Dhd-Dint!jie, 

42S: VoeM. Fran(ais - Esgulmau, 
42S· 

PetzhoJdt, Bibl. Bibliog., xvii. 
Peyr~re, Isaac de la, Groen/and, 85; 

editions and translations, 86; Pya· 
,tulamutz, 384; Ivlan bifore Adam, 
3"" . Peyster, J. W. de, Miscellanies oyan 
officer, 321. 

Phallic symbols, 8., 19S, :¥.9. 
Philadelphia libraries, xviii. 
Philip, King, his war, 297; prisoners 

in, 289. 
Phillips, H., jr., ISS, 444; on the 

alleged Nova Scotia runes, 102. 
Phillips,]. S., 372. 
Phillipps, Sir Thomas, IS5; receives 

some of Kingsborough's MSS., 203 i 
Cata/QglI~, 20] i his copy of Kings
borough's book, 203. 

..Philoponus, N OfJa tyju tran.sacta 
HafJig-atio, 48. 

Phamicians and maritime discovery, 
23,29· 

Photography of the- Yucatan ruins, 
• 86. 

Picard, PmJles idolatYes, xxxiii. 
Pichardo, J. A., and the Boturini 

collection, 160. 
Pickering, Chas., his ethnolog. map, 

82; Race. of Man, 374; Men a,id 

Pi~t'~!~Of~::,t;:ttOn, 381. 

Pickett, i:.J Testimony tif tile Rocks, 
403,409, 

Pictographst 105, 410. 
Picture-writlOg, notes on, 197; that of 

the Aztecs and Mayas early con
founder 197, 205 (see Hieroglyph
ics); recent sales of MSS., 200; 
Maya method, 202 ; P. Martyr's de
scriptions, 203; in Kingsborough:s 
work, 20:\. 

Pidgeoo, Wm., Traditions of De..eH-
dah, ~i on Fort Azatlan. 408. 

Piedrahlta, Granada, 436. 
Pierre, Henry, xxviii. 
Pile dwellings, 364. 
Pillars of Hercules, 2S. 
Pilling, Jas. C., BWiwg. ["alan La,,· 

~f:~Cti:'Sns~tr~3~i, 414, 423; 
Pim. Bedford, Dottincs, 197. 
Pima language, 4zS. 

Pimentel, Antonio, Relacu,nes, 164. 
Pimentel, F., Le"gwas i'lldig-elIaS tk 

Mexico, viii, '42, 42S, 426. 
Pinart, Alphonse, Les AUolltes, 78; 

Catalogue, 414, f23, 425; Colecei()n 
tk linguistica, vii; Bibl. de linpu
t£que AmJr., 42S. 

:{:d;:-::ili:Atl;~~(1;~'n7~8.xiii. 
Pine"lo, Ant. de Leon, Bibliouca, 413 ; 

Barcia's ed., 413. 
Pinelo. See UOD .y Pinelo. 
Pinkerton, John, Voyages, xxxvi. 

~~~:~~'Abb~aj~s~:~. ;ht~~;;lIIietks 
Mixicaines,17€). . 

Pipe-stone quarries, 416. 
Pi'l.uet, Father. 308. 
Pinnda-Othomi language, 426. 
Pirua:), 222. 
Pisco, valley, 277; mummy from, 277. 
Pissac, 236. • 
Pizarro, Pedro, 260. 
Pizigani, Fr., map (1367), So, 55 i cut 

of, 54; (1373), S3. 55. 
Plato, on the form of the earth, 3; 

Pluud(), 3; 1'inlQeUS, 3, IS, 42; on 
the Atlantis story, IS, 41 i bisworks, 
34; editions, 42. 

Platzmann, Julius. Grammatiken, vii. 
Pleistocene man in America, 329, 357. 

pl:; ~~e:-:::70r~~~Rh~t:~~~b; 3~N;U. 
Hist., IS, 35, 42; his Atlantis, 42. 

Pliocene man, .385. See Pleistocene. 
Plummets, 417. 
Plurality of races, 372. 
Plutarch. Df! Placitis P4i1os()piuJrllm, 

3; his Satumian continent, 23; 
lJ-loyalia, 35; on Solon, 42. 

Poinsett, J. R., Not~son lt/~xico, ISO, 
Poisson,]. R, Ani,lf.advn-sifJJles, 370 
Polo, Marco. xxiv,xxviii,xxxv,xxxvi, 
Polybius,34; on· the branches of the 

ocean, 7." • 
Polynesians, their relations to the 

Malays, 8, ; their route to America, 

P:~~r:nir.~~~sAs,:il~~dades u los 
Indios, 164; MemtWUu his/bicas, 
164; on a Mexican house, 420. 

Ponce, Father Alonzo, 197. 
Pontanus, Rerum et urbisAnz.st.ltist., 
x~iii; on the Zeni, I I (. 

Ponllac's conspiracy, 284. 314; num· 
ber of warriors, 315 i posts captured, 
316. 

. Pontoppidan, Norway, 92. 
Poole, W. F., 43; on Donnelly's At • 

lantis, 4Si on Weise's Disc. 0./ 
A nte",;ca, 45. 

Pop.lar Mar. oJ A ntltrojoloo, 442. 
Pofndar SCUllce jl-/outltly, 439. 
Popular Science Revinv, 443. 
Porcelain in pre·Spanish times, 17T . 
Porcupine bank, 51. 

P'b7;lf::;.S: X:~~h:~:t i:xp!:~c:i 
the African coast, 38; early views of 
the American coast, 120. 

Posidonius. ~, 34. 
Post, C. F .• 10 Ohio, 311. 
Potato in Peru, 213. 
Potter, W. P., 409. 
Potter, Early Hist. Na,.,.ag'ans~tt. 

323. 
Potler's wheel, 419. 
Pottery, collections of, 418, 419; paper 

on, 419 i in Peru, 256, 257. 
Pourtales, Count, on human remains 

in F'Jorida, 389. 
Powell, David, 109. 
PoweH, Maj. J. W., in the Colorado 

canoo. 3q6; portrait, 411; SurueJI 
rift," RtKky Mt. r~gion, 412; Ann. 
Reports Bu,.. EtAno/., 412; on the 
nlOl\Dd-builders, 401; views on lan
guage, 423; EfJol,tt,im 0/ languagY, 
423, «0; on the Wyandots, 327, 440i 

~~ t~o~l !ta:~' }~~;"::'U:;':f"~(.. 
tlwloO rif tM No • .A ",n-. [ndians,~ 
431, 440 ~ director of Bureau of Etn. 



,nology, 439; his linguistic studies, 
439; edit. Contributwns to Et"
nology, 440. 

Powers, Stephen, on the' California 
Indians, 8,; Tribes of Cali/ornia, 
SIt 328. 

Pownal, Gov. Thomas, suggests the 
cranial test of race, 372. 

Fraud, A,.istoteles, 1; Himmelsge-
biiude, 7. 

Pratt, W. H., 408. 
Praying Indians, 309. 
Preadamites, 384. 
Preble, G. H., on Norse ships, 62. 
Precession of the equinoxes, 387. 
Prehistoric archreology, canons of, 

329; Internat. Congresses, 411. 
P,ehistoric time, usual divisions of, 

377; stages of development not de
cIded by time, 377. 

Prescott, W. H., on the Northmen, 
cfo; iJ1exico, 163; notes on it by 
Ramirez, 163; on the Mexican civil
ization,' 114; his relative use of early 
Spanish writers in his Peru, 263, 
269; his libr~ry, 269; on the Mex
ican connettiol1 with Asid 375. 

Prestwich, on cataclysmic force, 382 j 
on the aj;e of man, 384; 0" tlte drift 
containtng implements, 384; FUnt
implement-bearing beds, 386. 

Prevost, Abbe, Voyages, xxxv. 
Price, E., 403. 
Price, J. E., 258. 
Prichard, J. C., Res{!arckes, 320,412. 
Priest, Josiah; A mer. Antiq., 372. 
Prime, W. C., on Gowans, xv. 
Prince, Thos., his library, i. 
Prinz, R., De Solonis Plutarcki./onti

Ous,42 • 

Pritt, Jos" Olden Time, 3'9. 
Proclus, comment on Plato, 35; Com-

ment. t'n Tz"1naeum, 41. 
Proudfit, S. V., 347. 
Prunieres, 357. 
Ptolemy, on the form of ,the earth, 3; 

on the size of the known earth, 8; 
his system revived, ~2; his influence, 
34; editions, 34; b,bliog., 3,; Al
magest; 35; on the Atlantic Islands, 
47· 

Pueblo Indians, arts of, 416; pottery, 
419; connection with the Aztecs, 
427; general references, 397; their 
race, 395; ruins among them, 395; 
their connection with the mound
builders, 395. See Zuni, Moqui, etc. 

Pueblo region, maps of, 394, 397-
Pulgar, Fernando del, xxiv. 
Pullen, Clarence, 397. 
P~lszky, F., Human races and their 

art, 420. 
Pumpelly, R., Across America, 327. 
Puquina, 274; languale, 226, 280. 

~ Purchas, Samuel, xxxIii; on the Zeni, 
III; buys the Codex Mendoza, 204. 

Purpurarire, 14. 
, Putnam, C. E., 404; Autltenticity 0./ 

tlte elep""nt pipes, 404. 
Putnam, F. W., on the California In

dians, 328; on the origin of Amer
icans, 375; on the Trenton imple
ments, 334, 337, 388; Palaolithie 
implements, 388; on Kentucky cav~s, 
3QO; on shell heaps, 392; on J effnes 
Wyman, ~92; on the Great Serpent 
mound, 401; his position 'on the 
question of moundbui1ders, 402; on 
their skulls, 403; on Fort Ancient, 
408; in the Little Miami Valley, 
408; on Fort AzatIan, 408; on stone 
graves in Tennessee, 410; on the 
Kentucky mounds, 410; in Cassino's 
Standard Nat. Hist., 412; on the 
art~ of Sonthern California, 416; 
edits the archzological part of W",eI
er's Survey, 416,440; on soap-stone 
quarries, 416; on traces of stone
working, 411; on ja.de in America, 
411; on the melting of meta), 417; 
finds meteoric iron in the mounds, 
418; silver, 418; gold, 418; on cop
per objects·, 41'8; in Mexico, 418; 
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on moundbuilders' pottery, 419; on 
Tennessee pottery, 419; Conventlon
alism In Anc. Amer. art, 4.20; on 
cloth in the mounds, 420; as curator 
of Peabody)v.tuseum, 439; on Amer. 
archreologlcal collections, 440 j his 
comments on the relics of the N aa
man Creek rock shelter, 367. 

Putnam, Rufus, Ross COU'1tty, Ohio, 
408. 

Pyramids in America, 177. 
Pythagoras, 3. 
Pytheas, 34; on the Atlantic, 28; at 

Thule, 28. 

QUAKERS, bibliog., xvii; in Pellnsyl~ 
vania, oppose resistance to Indians, 

, 308; relation to the Indians, 325. 
Quaritch, Bernard, the London· book

seller, xvi; his Museum, xvi; his 
General Catalogues, xvi; in the 
" Sett of Odd Volumes," xvi j ~ketch 
by W. H. Wyman, xvi. 

8uarry. of pipe-stones, 416. 
uarrymg stone, 416. 

Quartz, 417. 
Quartzite,417· . 
Quaternary man, the earliest, 387-
Quatrefages de Brean, A. de, Les Poly-

nesiens, 82; Crania Ethica, 373 j 
Unite de l'esfoce humaine, 374; 
Races kumaines, 374, 387; Human 
SPecies, 374; Nat. Hist. of Ma.n, 

~ 374, 387, 4II; Les prog-res de l'A n
throjologie, 378; Hommes fossiles, 
389, 4"; Rapport SIlr Ie progres de 
I' A ntkropologie, 41 I. 

8uauhnahuac conquered, 147. 
uauhtlatohuatzin, 146. 

§ueh' F. G., ,67. 
uel1enata, ruins, 249. 
uemada, ruins, 183. 
uerez, 394. 

QuerIon, XXxv. 
Quetzalcoatl (a king), '40; discredited 
. by Brinton, 141. 
Quetzalcoatl (a divinity), a white

bearded man, 137; the myth, 137; 
identified with Cortes, '49; Bastian 
on, 172; ljis mound, 179; oppressed 
by T ~zcat1ipoca, 43 I j reference~, 
432; historical basis of his story, 
432; effigy, 432; under other ~ames, 
434· 

Quiahuiztlan, 164' 
Quiche-Cakchiquel peoples of Guate

mala, 135; their geog. position, 15"1. 
Quiches, language, 427;. myths, 435; 

origin of, 134; traditions, 135; their 
power in Guatemala, 150; warned of 
the Spaniards' comi1}g, 15 I; their 
geog. position, lSI. 

Quichuas, their language and litera~ 
ture, 82, 241, 278; grammars, 278; 
vocabularies, 278; myths of, 436; 
original home, 226. 

Quigp.on, Mount, human jaw found at, 
39°· 

8u~n.ame~, 133, 136. 
umantzm, 142. 

Quincy, Josiah, Hist. Harvard Unl
versity, iii. 

Q uinsai.,51 • 
Quinte Bay mounds, 410. 
Quipus, 242; cut, 243. 
Quirigua, ruins, 1<)6; plan, 196 j refer-

ences, 197. • 
Quito, Hassaurek on, 272; map, 21I ; 

early accounts lost, 268; later his
tories, 268. 

Quitus, 227. 
Quivira, 394. 

RACES, unity or plurality ot; bibliog., 
372 • 

Rada, De la, on Rosny, 201; Les 
Vases peruvlennes, 257. 

Rada y Dellrado, J. D. de la, publishes 
Landa's Relacion, 165. 

Radisson, P. E., Voyages, 318. 
Rae, J ohn~ 106. 
Rafinesque, C. S., on Atlantis, 46; on 

Ihe Delawares, 325; Anc. Mts. of 

A mert'ca, 372; on the mounds, 409; 
his character; 424; introd. to Mar-' 
shall's Kentucky, 424; AitcientHis .. 
torY,424; TIte American Natw..., 
424' ~ 

Rafn, C. C., Gronlands Hisl. Miudes
maerker, 86; autog., 87; A merlcas 
Geog., 87; ed. Olaf Tryggvesson's 
Saga, 90; portrait, 90; his career, 
93; Cabinet d'Antiq; Amlr., 93; 
Antiq. Americand!, 94; bibliog., 
94; his lesser statements about the 
N orthmen,,<)4; L'ancienne g'hlg. des 
regions arctiques, 94; Antiq. A1#e
ricaines, 94; influence of Rafn, 96. 

Ragin~, A:, Dkouv. de l'Ambz'que, 
7 8.' . 

Raim~ndi, Ant;, El Peru, 273. 
Rain-god, 180. 
Ralegh, Sir WaIter, on De Bry, xxxii. 
Ramirez, Jose F., edits Duran's H is-

toria, 155; on SahagUn, JS7; his 
collectioll of MSS., 157, 163; notes 
on Prescott, 163 j Bibl. Mex., 41",.' 

Ramirez de Fuenleal, Hilt. de los 
Mexzcanos por sus Pinturas, 431. 

Ramon de Ordonez, B ist. del Cielo, 
'34. See Ordonez. 

Ramusio edits P. Martyr and Oviedo, 
xxiii; N avigazioni, xxiii, xxviii; on 
the Zeni, I II. 

Ranllolph, J. W., xv. 
Ranking, Jobn, C01tIJuest of Peru by 

the MO,lgols, 82. 
Rask, Erasmus, 88; on the Irish dis

covery of America, 83. 
Rasle, S., Abnake language, 423. 
Rau, Chas.! on Dighton Rock, 104; 

on the Pa enque Tablet, 195; on the 
progress of study in the hieroglyph
ICS, 202;. Cat",l. Nat. Museum, 403; 
on Illinois mounds, 408; Artt.'cles, 
etc.,· 4II; on the aboriginal imple
ments of agriculture,. 417; Prehis
toric fishing, 417; on the stock in 
trade of an aboriginal lapidary 1 ",17; 
various papers on stone Imple-
ments, 41.7; on Amer. pottery, 419; 
A boriginal Trade, 420; thought the 
earliest man could not talk, 421; A r
ticles on Anthropol. Subjects, 439; 
Arc"fEolog. ColI. oftlte U. S., 44"; 
Lapidarian Sculpture, 440. 

Rawlinson, Geo., Antlq. of Man, 381, 
382. 

Rawlinson, Sir H. C., on the Zeni, 
II3· 

Ray, Luzerne, 323. 
Rea, A. de la, Mec!,.oacan, 168. 
Read, Harvey, 418. " 
Read, M. c., 407; A rCMotogy of 

Ohio, 407; on the Tennessee 
mounds, 410. 

Re~de, John, 328. 
Reck, P. G. F. von, Diarium, 326. 
Recollects, missions, 317. 
Recueil de Voyages, etc., xix. 
Red River of Louisiana, 440. 
Red River of the North, mounds, 4'0. 
Red pipe-stone quarry, 416. 
Registro Yucatko, 444. • 
Reynolds, E. R., 4,6 i Sltell-lteaps at 

Newburg, Md., 393. 
Reynolds, H. L., jr., Metal Art of 

Anc. Mexico, 418. 
Reid, Bibl. Amer., ii. 
Reikjavik, 61. 
Reillo, island, 49. , 
Reinaud, RelatiollS de l' Empire Ro-

maine avec l' A sie, II ; Geog. d' A but· 
Fada, 47. 

Reindeer Period, 339, 377· , 
Reisch's map, 122. 
Reiss, W., and A. Stubel, Necropolis 

of A 'teon, 273. 
Relics, spurious, 180. , 
Remesal, Ant. ·de, Hist. Ken. de las 

bullas, 168 j praised by Helps, 168. 
Renard, on St. Paul's Rocks in the 

Atlantic Ocean, 45. 
Repartimientos, 174. , 
Retzius, A., Present state of EtJ,tnol

ogy, 44 j on the human skul1,. 373; 



on the unity of man, 374; on the 
Guanche skulls, n6, 117. 

Reusner, leones, xxiv. 
Reville, Albert, Origin and g.-owtlt 

qf relle-ion, 241, 431. 
Revista Mexicana, 444. 
Re'llista Peruana, 276. 
,Revue A mer-kaine, 441. 
Rl!7lue d' A ntltrojologie, 442. 
Revue d'Arckitecture, 217. 
Revue Etltnograpltique, 441. 
Revue des Soc. Savantes, 38. 
Rhees, W. J., History of tlte Sm#ft.. 
, sonian Institution, 4~9. 
Rhode Island, docs. in her Archives, 

xiv; Indians, 323. 
RiaHe, G. de, La Mytltologie, 430. 
Ribas, Juan de, 155· 
Ricardo, Ant., 278. 
RicCioli, Geog-., 5. 
Rice, A. T., Essaysfi'om No. A mer. 

Rev., 92, 
Rich, Obadiah, his career, iii; dies, 

iv; his catalogues, iv; assists Kin~s
borough, 203; obtains his MSS., 
203; helped Prescott, 260. 

Richarderie. See Boucher. 
Richardson, J. M., 408. 
Richardson, Voyages, xxxvi. 
Riggs, R. S., 423; Dacula language, 

424; on the Dacotah myths, 431. 
RigoHet, convinced by De Perthes, 

390· . 
Rikardsen, K., 107. 
Rimae, 277. 
Rink, Hinrich, Eskimoiske Eventyr, 

70; portrait, 106; best authority on 
the Eskimos, 106; his publicatIOns, 
106; Tales of tke Eskimo, 107; 
Danish Greenla.nd, 107; Eskimo 
Tribes, )07; on their dialects, 107 j 
their origin and descent, 107; their 
primitive abode, 1°7; their tradi· 
tions, 107; Ostgronliinderne, 131. 
See Greenland. 

Rio, Ant. del, at Palenque, 191; Ruins' 
of an anc. city, 191. 

Rio de J3:neiro, Nat. Museum, 444; 
Memoires, 444. 

Rios, P. de los, 205. 
Riseland, 130. 
River drift, man of, 377. 
Rivero, M. E. de, A tftigiJedades Pe

ruanas, 270; translations, 270. 
Rivera, P., 18~. 
Riviere, E., 10 the Mentone caves, 

390; Un Squelette Itumain, 390. 
Robertson, D. A., 403, 405. 
Robertson, R. S., 401, 403, 408. 
Robertson,·Samuel, 74. 
Robertson, Wm., America-, ii. "169; 

on the Norse voyages, 92 j his nearly 
correct view of the anc. Mexican 
civilization, 173 j severe On Clavi
g:ero, 158; disbelieved in pre·Span. 
Ish ruins, 176; on the incas, 269; 
portrait, 2&}; on the AlPer. Indians, 
320; on seventeenth-century litera· 
ture of Americana, 413; his bibliog., 
413. • 

Robin, Louisiane, 398. 
Robinson, Conway, Disc. In tke West, 

93· 
Robinson, Edw., 439. 
Robinson, Life in California, 328. 
Rocca, inca) 229. 
Rock inscriptions of the Indians, 104, 
. 105, 410, 411. 
Rock shelter at Naaman's Creek, 365. 
Rock-writing, 105. 
Rocks, cup-like cavities in, 411. 
Rockall,5 1. 
Rockford tablet, 404. 
Roehrig on the Sioux; 77. 
Rogers, Horatio, Private librart'es 0/ 

Providence, xvii. 
Roisel, Etudes ante-kistoriques, 46. 
Rojas, Cltolula, 180. 
Roman, G., 265. 
Roman, H., Republica de las Indias, 

434· 
Roman coins, in the Danish shell

heaps, 382; found in America, 41. 
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Romans, Bernard, Florida, 326, 372; 
on the autochthonous Amer. man, 
372 • 

Romans in the Atlantic, 26. 
Rome, Societa Geog. Ital., Bollettino, 

R~~ro on Mexican languages, vii. 
Roquefeuil, de, Voyage, 78. 
Rosa, Gonzalez de la, 274, 280. 
Rosas, Dr., 281. 
Rosny, Leon de, L'Atlantlde, 46; on 

Fousang, 80; Varretes Orientales, 
&l; Les doc. ecrt"t. del'antiq. Amb-., 
139, 20 [t 20,/' 442; on Sahagun, 157;' 
gives fac. 0 Aztec map, 163; Essal 
sur Ie dkltijfrement, etc. 163, 
198, 201, 207; on Landa's Alpha
betJ 200; Les ecritures figurative s, 
201 ; Archives paUograpkiques, 201, 
442; A nco teztes Mayas, 201 ; Nou
velles Recherches, 201 ; bis studies 
on Spain and Portugal, 201; Les 
Sources tIkt'stoire ante - Columbi
enne, 201, 413 j bibliog. 201 j portrait, 
202; on the Codex Telleriallo-Re
mensis, 205; on ~rasseur'~ ed. of 
the Codex Troano, 207; discovers 
the Codex Pereziall.us, 207; Maltu
scrit dit Mexicain, No.2 de fa bibl. 
zmperiaie, 207; his works on Amer. 
archreology, 201; on jade industries, 
417; Revue Orientale et A merz' .. 
caine, 441. 

Rosny, Lucien de, Les AnNlles, 412, 
442; Le tabac, 416; La Cera
mique, 419. 

Ross, Thomasina, 271. 
Rosse, Irving C., 106. 
Rothelin, Abbe, De Bry, xxxii. 
Rotz, his map 01 Greenland, 126. 
Roujow, Races kumaines, 390. 
Rowbotham, J. F., Hist. 0./ Music, 

420. 
Royal Geogtaphical Society and its 

publications, 442. 
Royal Historical Soc. Trans., 443. 
Royal Society of Canada, 438. 
Royal Society, 442. 
Royce, C. C., on the Cherokees, 326; 

Indian Cessions of land, 440; on 
the Shawanees, 326." 

RoyHo, island, 49. 
Ruchamer, Newe unbek. !andte, xx. 
Rudbeck, on Atlantis, 16. 
Ruffner, E. H., Ute Country, 327. 
RUlle, Der Ckaldiier Selenkos, 7. 
Rums in Middle America, notes on, 

176• 
Runes, alleged Ones in Nova Scotia, 

102 j cuts of, 66, 67; age of, 66 ; ref· 
erences, 66 ; in Greenland, 87. 

Runnels, M. T., Sanb01'llton, N. H., 
40 4. 

Rupertus, Disserlationes, 40. 
Russell, 1. C., Lake Lahontan, 349. 
Ruttenber, E. M., Hudson River In-

dians, 325. 
Ruxton, Life in Far West, III, 327. 
Ruysch's map, 120, 122. 

SAABYR, HANS E., lOS. 
Sabin, Jos., his publications, vi; A mer. 

Bibliopolist, vi; Dictionary, vi, 414; 
Squiel" Catal., viii, 414; Menzies 
Catal., xii. 

Sabine, Lorenzo, on the Indians in 
Maine, 322 .• 

Sac and Fox tnbes, 327. 
Sacrificial Stone in Mexico, 180, 181, 

185. 
Sacsahuaman, ruins, 220, 22[. 
Sagard, Canada, 429; reference to 

copper mines, 417. 
Sagas, when written, 84; credibility of, 

87, 98, 99; fac·simile of script, 87; 
largely myths, 88; when put In writ
ing, 88; Codex Flatoyensis, 88, 99; 
bibliog., 91; absurdities in, 99; old
est maps in accordance with, 129. 
See Northmen, Iceland, etc. 

Saghalien, 80. 
Sagot, P., 42 5· 
SahagUn, Father, as linguistic student, 

156; p.o~t, 156; his true name, 
156 ; bibhog., '57. 

Sahuaraura, inca, Dr. J., 281; Recuer .. 
dos de la Monarquia Perttana, 270. 

Saint. See St. 
Sails used by the Peruvians, 420. 
Sa1camayhua, J. de, S. P. Y., Rela-

cion, 266. 
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